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INDEX TO VOL. 14, ECE 1856.

PLAKTATIOIf ECONCTIY AND MISCELLANY.

Address before the Colaparchee Agricul. Soc’ty. Pages 45. 78
Agiiculture Scientifically considered in connection

with Labor Page Dfi

Agricultiu'e, experiments in 97

do. in our schools “ 93
do. Shade in, and its effects. . . i “ 149
do. in Cuba “ 192
do. the Beautiful in “ 362

{

.Igricultural Address of Col. H. J. Cannon ' “ 106
do. Societies, Constitution, &c., &c “ 112
do. do. do. “ 116
do. Southern Centi-al Society, Premium

List, &o : “ 141
do. Imorovemeut and Education 170
do. Items from Texas 176
do. Implements for the South “ 181
do. Papers, value of “ 83
do. Division of the Patent Office Pages 83, 195
do. Eeform, ShaUow Plowing Page 204
do. Papers, fault finding ‘‘ 206
do. IC S. Soc'ety “ 214
do. Income of the U. S “ 245
do. Improvement in Edgefield, S. C 308

j

do. Papers and their corre-spondents “ 323!
do. Ode, (poetry) '. “ 333
do. Euterpx'ise “ 65
do. Southeni Central Society “ 83

Agriculturist on his travels “ 272
African and Chinese Sugar Cane “ 46
Ashes and Oround Bones, value of “ 83

do. Potatoes planted in 96
do. Leached “ 174
do. Potatoes planted in 183

April Pains ” 192
Adamantine and Star Candles Page 210, 211
Bermuda Oras.-^—ir.s varietie.s Pages 29, 117, 24 L 340
Bots or Grubs in Horses Pages 52, 53
Buckeye for Piles Page 53
Brine a Poison 67

Broom Corn, culture of “ 78
Book Farming ‘‘ 97
Birds earn their own living “ 129
Birds, ^^s. Insects 130
Blind Staggers in Hurees, ifc

3

“ 151
Buffalo Gnats “ ISO
'•Broomsedge'’ himself again “ 212

do. reply to W. P “ 330
Bed Bugs, again “ 246
Blanching of Plants “ 246
Buy a Broom “ 252
“Book-Fanriing' “ 247
Bees and their Management Pages 270, 310
Beech Island Farmer’s Chub Page 272

do. do. Constitution of “ 308
Bottom Lhnds. clover in “ 333
Birds, another plea for “ 139
Beauty “ 129
Bacon Hams, saving from the Skipper FI

V

“ 151
Bones., ", “ 181
Rees and their Management “ 310
(hilifornia Timothy and Carnation Clover “ 31
Corn, preparation and cultivation of land for Pages 40, 76

dc. Measuring in hulk 117,181
do. crop, irijiirv to. by fodder pulling Pac^e 173
do. Wyandot." Pages 8:3,228. 246.343

Cows, Garget in. Page 47

Cows, Spaying Pages 47,114
do. Milk from .".Page 5{»

do. Good “ 193
Cattle, bloody Murrain in “ 49
Cultivator “ 53
Camels in the United States “ 54
Camomile, red. to destroy Insects “ 119
Colza, or Pape “ i:38'

Cotton Culture, some suggestions to Planters “ 7-1

do. do Pages 108, 244
do. Seed Oil Page 118
do. East India “ 118
do. in Cobb County “ 139
do. Culture of—close planting, &c “ 149
do. Paper from the bark of “ 176
do. Planting “ 179
do. Pot n - “ 182
do. different iiiodes of culture ‘‘ 2‘35.

do. Seed, how to apply as manure “ 241
do. Plow and Scraper “ 274
do. Crop of the U.S “ :336

do. Giu and Packing Screw “ 3:37'

do. Sea Island—prospects of the crop “ 340-

do. History of the Gin “ 343
do. Screws, cast-iron “ 269
do. Topping—five years experience “ 51

Cotton Crop, tiie e.xteut of this year, and probable
run of prices “ 364

Catsup, pepper, and Meat Dressing “ :370

Ch'nese Sugar Cane and Georgia Syrup.. Pages :332, 3:3:3,338

Chinese Sugar Cane Pages S3, 29S
do do. its value as a Sugar piaut, <fcc. .Page 298

China Tree, or “Pride of India” “ 86
China and Glass, care of “• 98
Cisterns, Pain water “ 113
Crops, var ety of “ 177
“Cow Ball,” letter from Texas “ 189
CoiTespondents, anonymous “ 193
Combustion, spontaneous “ 193
“Countrified,” (poetry) “ 227
Cheese Making in Texas “ 2:34

do.
^

in the South “ 331
Clover, red, affd pasturxge “ 2:37

Clover in the S juth. See Pages 259, :333

C!olic in Horses '• 245, :3:34

Country Girls 1* ge 279
Colts, kicking 274
Concrete, or Gravel Wall Houses “ -300

('dshraere Goats, (illustrated) “ :3:34

Castor Oil Bean “ :352

Clover, Carnation “ 31

Country Life, Pleasures of (poet'7) “ 177
Cider Mill, KrauBcr s Patent “ 271
Dirt Eating Horse “ 30
Dogs, distemper in Pages 30. 112, 161
Dogs, mange in, a cure Page 81

Dourah Corn Page.'* .’A), 1-59

Dropsy, a remedy Page -51

Drouth, plowing in time of. Sec “ 7?
Disinfectant's “ 1.39

Devon Cows “ (59
Drains on hili sides “ 179
Disappointment “ 19:3

D’’sea8e,the, what is it ?
“ 207>.

DisUmper in Horses and Dogs “ 2:i9

Ditching, Hill Side—horizontaliziug, «fce “ 272
do. do. Capt. Ilardwick’.s plan “ :?<)4

Dairy, a Southern “ 337
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domestic Economy Page 338
Discovery, important “ 130
Vish Ponds ana Artificial b’isli Breeding, a chapter on “ 10
fertility not a quality of soil “ 16
IFood for Horses, change of “ 22
Podder Pulling and Hay Making Pages 43, 173
Vmit Drying, a house for “ 53
Plax, report on the culture of like “ 113
Parmers Life 117
Fireside, the (poetry) “ 13()

yiorida Potato “ 13^
Pounder in Horses “ 181
Pield Pea, is it a Fertilizer *• 182
Traits, fresh in sealed cans “ 210
Trait Trees, laulching “ 49
Pishes, cultivation of “ 116
Fodder Pulling, experiment in “ 213

do. can’t help it “ 309
Fodder Plants “ 343
Forage, feeding rough—a good plan ‘‘ 354
Feed, good, for horses “ 99
Fence, improved Wire Netting “ 48
Eastern Division, East Tennessee Fairs “ 23
Earth gi'owing colder “ 192
Educational wants of Georgia ^ 205

do. of Southern Youth 226
do. of Youth, Moral, Mental and Physical. “ 266

Emasculation ofHorses and Mules Pages 242, 311
Economy, domestic—Overseers, &c Page 338
Foot Evil in Horses “ 370
Srass, Eescue “ 47

do. Kentucky Blue—its culture, &c “ 214
do. Eeport of Committee on, &c “ 84

Texas 207
do. Stanford’s Wild “ 208
dt>. Bermuda, its varieties “ 29

Grading, or Leveling Instrument “ 23
Drape Culture and Wine Making “ 46
Crin Stands and Grist Mills “ 52
Georgia and Mississippi Planting “ HI
Guano and Silt “ 140
Darden, the “ 192
Gravel Wall, or Concrete Houses “ 300
C-reorgia and Alabama Planters, &c “ 322

do. South Western “ 354
Grain, table for sowing “ 50
Houses for N egroes—Plantation Hospitals “ 17
lloiBe Hoe “ 53
ifeusehold articles, packing “ 68
Help one another “ 116
Home, (poetry) “ 118
Home adornment “ 175
Hints to promote Peace and Harmony in a family.. “ 129
Horses, White Worms in “ 44

do. Young, how to feed, &.C “ 118
do. Balky to iuake draw “ 130
do. Big Head in “ 150
do. Bhnd Staggers in “ 151
do.. Distemper in “ 1.51

do. Scratches in, cure for “ 161
do. in Austria, the Imperial Stud “ 260

Horse Powers for Planters “ 333
Hogs, Pneumonia in Pages 179, 228
Hog E-iising in the South, Essay of Wm. J. Eve.

£=59 Page 209
Hogs, Pork and Bacon “ 291
Hill Side Ditches Pages 215. 304, 333
Hiccup, the. Page 215
.aiydrdulic Cement, its uses, &.c “ 300
Horizontal K.)ws “ 339
3Iogs, Pork, and Bacon, &c “ 365
Heaves, cure for, in Horses “ 371
Inventions, recent American “ 243
Kitchen, the “ 183
Louisiana, Sugar Growing in Pages IS 30

do. Wheat Raising in Page ’ 30
do. Badnewsfrom “ 193

lieveliug or Grading Instrument 23
do. of land Pages 174, 215

ijabor, make it fashionable “ 3i
Level Ground, planting in “ 73

do, laud or beds for Sweet Potatoes “ 148
do. Culture—Col. Cannon’s method “ 208
do. land << 073

^

do. Culture—letter from Col. Cannon “ 236
.iJiiine in Agriculture, policy of Rail Roads “ 83

How aud when to u.se it “ 153
-Idee OH Poultry, remedy for “ 86
l'..Kadies, young, advice to “ jqo
31fcte«jrology for Farmers “ qo

Mulching Fruil^rees Page 49
Mexican Wild Potatoes 50
Matters and things “ 55
Murrain, dzc. Pages 55, 119
Manure, application of “ 74

do. sheltering “ 86
do. preparation and use of “ 110

Manuring, proper time for Pages 115, 146, 148
Mule Power, vs. Negro Power Page 81, 162
Mules, report on Page 243
Mules, Stifled, cured “ 243
Milk, bloody, in Cows—Snakes! “ 85
Milking, art of “ 119
Moles Pages 180, 323
Mole pills “ 273, 338
Measure an acre ofground Page 183
Mutton “ 193
Mississippi, the seasons in “ 246
Man, the cultivation of the “ 303
Millet, Sugar, or “Sorgho Sucre” “ 353
Millet “ 150
Mixed Crops—Wheat, Sugar Cane, 6lg “ 140
M. W. Philips, Dr., and his correspondents. “ 321
Mulberries “ 47
Machine, a new one wanted “ 96
Negroes, freeing “ 183

do. discipline among “ 192
do. past and present condition of “ 244

Nota-Bee-na! “ 226
Owe no man anything “ 279
Ollapodrida. “ 55
Old, old Home (poetry) “ 86
Oak Tree, White, Mr. Cope’s (illustrated) “ 128
Oat Crop not an exhauster “ 147
Oregon Peas Pages 148, 245, 333
Order Hage 183
Owls, the way to catch “ 331
Orchard, profitable “ 196
Oats, Poland “ 50
Overseers, &c “ 338
Planting in Jefferson, &c “ 19

do. labor of the S luth, is it understood I “ 203
Planters, Southern, policy of “ 178
Pastures, Wheat for “ 323
Plow, Hildreth’s Iron Gang “ 20
Plowing, Deep Pages 74, 146, 307, 330
Plowing (poetry) ' Page 241

do. Stubble land “ 239
Pen, the .' “ 215
Pork, Beef, &.C., curing “ 31
Potatoes, some “ 44
do. Wild Mexican “ 50
do. Sweet. P’gs 55, 78, 112, 1 19, 147,171 ,1 74, 179, 238,246
do. planted in wood ashes Page 96
do. Florida “ 13fl

do. Culture of the Irish Pages 173, 183
Parents influence on Progeny “ 66
Poultry, remedy for Lice on “ 86
Pea, Japan “ 99
Pea, a new and Prolific Page 207, 273
Peas, Oregon Page 148
Pea Vint.s and Shade in Agriculture, &c “ 237
Profession and Practice . . . ; “ 248
Poinological Society, American, Gth session “ 150
Paints, preparing =. . . . “ 99
Pole, scratching “ 151
Poudrette—is it of- any use ? “ 334
Persimmons and other fruits for Hogs “ 175
Physical Exercise “ 178
Pounds to Bushels “ 193
Prosperity, signs of (poetry) “ 194
Practical and Scientific, «.>. “Book Farming” “ 247
Progressive -Planters—letter from Dr. Philips “ 279
Peas, Japan and Oregon “ 116
Piles, Buckeye for “ 53
Plow and Scraper, Yost’s “ 364
I’ea, China Prolific : “ 370
Productions, Florida and her, : “ 370
Rice, cleaning “ 47
Rice crop of the Savannah River “ 278
Roots, breaking in piowing corn, &c “ 54
Rape, or Colza, a I'ew crop for the South Pages 76, 138

Rotation of crops—an improving plantation Page 111
Recre'ition, importance of “ 130
Red Mulatto and Sandy Land “ ISO
Rain, an inch of “ 193
Recipes, &c “ 207

Sugar growth in Louisiana “ 18
do. crop of “ 23
Sugar Cane. Chinese Pages 298, 332, 333, 353
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Soap Making, &.e Pages 19, 163

Soil, taking from, without restoring Page '13

Scours in Colts “ 55

Sheep, South Down... “ 80

do. Shearing Machine “ 87

Southern Central Agricultural Society, Premiums,
&e “ 83

Styptic, good “ 127

Subsoilling as. Drouth “ 129

South Carolina, daughter of “ 140

Skipper Fly, saving Hams from “ 151

Southern Cultivator, take the “ 151

Selfishness “ 170

Shanghais, a word for “ 179

Seed, proper selection of Pages 87, 181

do. vitality of—query ? Page 240
Scraps from an experienced hand “ 182
Short Horns for the Sandwich Islands “ 192
Salersetus, is it poison ? “ 193
Selected Sentiments “ 196
Slave Property in the U. S “ 260
Stutfed Bantam and N. P. Willis “ 271
Sorgho Sucre, or Sugar l^Iillet Pages 298, 332, 333, 353
Soutliern Dairy Page 337
Sea Coast, Wheat Growing on the “ 353
Sport, philosophy of (poetry) “ 338
South, the true policy of “ 113
Sowing Grain, a table for “ 50
Sugar Cane, Chinese, its great value, &c.

[Pages 298,332,333, 353
Seaboard, Crops on the “ 365
Sugar Cane, Cninese, Report of Dr. Battey, (lllus.) “ 366
Sugar Crop of Cuba “ 371
Table, showing the distance for sowing grain, «fcc.. “ 50
Tools, a new Avay to sharpen “ 52
Trout, living in a well 25 years “ 67
Temperature, for 6 years past “ 117
Timber “ 214
Texas Ant, the “ 322
Tnresher, Cotton “ 371
Vermont Wind-Mill (illustrated) “ 22
Vineyards, &c “ 116
Vine in Alabama “ 119
Work for the Month. .Pages 9, 41, 73, 105, 137, 169,

201
,
.233, 265, 297

,
329 and 361

Wind-Mill, Vermont
^

“ 22
Wire Netting Fence '. ‘ 48
Water, softening and purifying hard or Lime “ ' 87

do. Ram, &.C “ 335
Wine. Instructions on the art of makings. Pages 274, 318, 341
Wine “ 147
W. R.s respcnse, See., to ''Brooinsedge’’ ‘‘ 321
Wheat Growing on the Sea Coast '. “ 353
Weather in Mississinpi. “ 116
Yopon, or Southern T,ea Plant “ 140

EDITORIAL.

Answers to Correspondents Pages 24, 25, 56, 88,

[120, 152, 184,216, 217, 248, 280, 312, 344
.Agricultural Societies, &c. . . ;

do. do. Southern Central, Premiums..
do. do. United States. ...

do. College of Maryland
do. Societies and Fairs, Southern
do. Chemistry
do. Societies

do. Books Xew,' tfcc -

Agiicultural b''airs. Southern, tfcc a
Agriculturalist, South Caruiina - ihiges
Athens, Fruit Show at

Atlanta Fair
Advei tisements, new
Books and Fruit Trees

do. New
Bacon Hams, a good recipe, curing
Book Table, our

[

Books, Agricultural, &:c
Cultivator, Fourteenth A'olume of. . . .

Cotton Seed, Nankeen
do. Harvester, the

Corn planting—Deep Plowing, &c'.
Chinese Sugar Cans

do. do
[

”

I

’

1

1

Condensed Correspondence '

" [

* '

" [

’

r. .ctr 11
of Southern Cuili valor. .

College, Woodland Female
Clothing, water-proof
Catawba. Grapes, fine

and 37 2
89

“ 89
“ 121
“ 121

122
“ 123
“ 1.73

“ 345
“ 372

153, 185
“ 280
“ 3t2
“ 312
“ 56
“ 154
“ 57
“ 121
“ 375
“ 24
“ 25
“ 187
“ .56

“ 94
“ 3J3
“ 123 1

“ ls:6 I

c I

:: S!

280
25
25
26
27
28

Cultivator for 18-57 Page 372
Commercial Convention, &c., &e “ 373
Chinese Suerar Cane, pure seed “ 373
Domestic Economy, Recipes, &c “ 25
Date, out of “ 121
Dried Fruits and Vegetables “ 154
Educational Wants of Georgia Pages 205, 250 282, 346
Education
Fair at Montgomery, Ala
Fish Ponds
Fish Breeding Artificially

Freight on the State Road
Frank Leslie’s Newspaper
Fruits Scions, &c Pagps57) 186

do. Culture, profits of Page 280

do. Southern, Culture, &c “ 153

do. a new Southern ‘‘ ^17

do. Show at Athena “ 280

Farmers’ Club, Beech Ilsaiid “ 185
Fair, State, for 1856 “ 281

Education “ 280

Gang Plow, Hildreth’s Pages 27,57

Georgia Land Office “ 57

Georgia, Hints for Stock Growers in “ 9()

do. Pomological Society ‘‘ 186

Gardeniqg for the ‘‘ 120

Georgia and her Rail Roads “ 186

do. Educational Wants of Pages 205, 250, 282, 346

Grapes, fine Catawba Page 313

Giape crops in Ohio and the South
Grading Land . . .4

Hildreth’s Gang Plow,
Hints for Stock Growers in Georgia
Horse Show
Horticulturist the

Hints for the Season
Hints in Wheat Culture

Horizontal Plowing—Grading Land
Irish Potatoes and Stable Manure
Japan Pea
Lime for Manure
Louisiana, Sugar Crop of . . . . , ^

do. do. in

Land Office

Macartney Rose, single White
Manure, Lime for

McDowell’s Rhododendron
Mule Power Negro Pov/er
Nelson, Robert, A.
Opinions of the Press
Ohio Wine—Vine Prospects in the South
Oat Grasses and “Rescue” •

• •

Premiums Pages 25, 56,88, 120, lo3

Plow, Hildreth’s Gang “ 27

Plowing deep—ivply [o “ W. R.” “ 219

Paptr, new “ 57

Plants, protecting from frost and sun
Pomological Society, American Pages 121, 15.1, 18o

do. Meeli.g “ 2L_

Pea, the Japan “ l8o

Peaches, September Pages 280,312

Prolific Pea, Cnimi. .Page 344

Press, opinions ot the
Piennuins fur 1857
Pomology, Southern, and Art
Publicatioi s, new
Rose, single White Macartney
RhodoUendron, McDowell’s
Rare Seeds
Rescue aud Tall Oat Grassts
Seecs I’ages

Season, the “ 5,-,l5o

Shade and Shelter, effec-,s of, on Fertility Page 9i»

Stock-Orowers in Geoigia, hints for “ 9t>

Sugar Crop of Louisiana Page 121

Savannah “ 184

South, Vineyards in the

—

Mr. Axt “ 216)

September Peaeht s Pr ges 289, t>! 2

Sugar Cane, or Sorg'ho Sucre, Ac “ 33-5

Subscriptions, Renew your “ tn-l

Volume, our next “ 344

313
314
27

90

123
218
248
248
314
251
185
27

151

186
57

27
OT

120
122
373
28

152
18(5

28
374
374
375

IgO
186

186

HOETICXJLTIlRAL DEPARIMlKT

niiits on P,?Acre, number of 'frees an
^Apples. SviUthern Seehliiig

.:Vpple. value of the Souluern Seed'.ine

<lo. IIollv L6

31

64
28’’
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Apples Rotting on the tree Page IGl

do. Mangutn, and other Senthern “ 189

do. Southern—Pomological Society “ 2d'2

do. Rotting on the tree, iSc-c ‘‘ 317

do. Crab, to preserve “ 67

Auielauchier, or Currant Tree—anevr Southern fruit “ 285

Asparagus, Chinese “ 317

Budding or G rafting. “ 36

Bed, Hot, ho'v to make. “ 65

Beans, Snap, for winter use
“ 126

Borer, Peach Tree, remedy for “ 290

California, vegetable growth of “ 25

Curious Plants “ 1-7

Catawba G-rape Page 187, 2o6

Cabbage, Winter “ 120

do. difference in Production “ 191

Curculio, and P'liira Culture “ 222

do. an effectual preventive against “ £52
Chinese Asparagus “ 317

Currant, a new Southern fruic “ 285
Dwarf Fruit Trees “ 94

Evergreens for the South Pages 158, 188, 218, 317
Fruit Trees, transplanting “ 31

Fh-iiits and idowers (poetry) “ 64
Fruits for the South---Peaciies Pages 91, 126, 161
Fruit Trees, Dwarf “ 94
do. Culture at the South “ 123
do. large, to produce “ 125
do. Trees, mulching young “ 125
do. better than Physic “ 327

do. Trees, manure for “ 196
do. Growing in the South “ 125
do, in Mississippi, (&.C “ 228
do. Southern, and Pomological Critics “ 289
do. Southern trees best . . -

“ 280
do. Florida “ 317
Flowers, the Language of “ 224
Florida Fruit “ 317
F''ruit Trees, Planting “ 376
Garden Pot, new “ 36
Grape, the Herbemout—letter from Nicholas Long-

worth, Esq “ 35
Grape, the Warren “ 63

do. Herbemout and Warren “ 64
do. Growing in the South “ 94
do. Native “ 95
do Culture—Peaches ^

“ 126
do. do. in the South Pages 155. 161, 187

Grafting, root Page 65
do. the Peach “ 350

Gardening for tiie South, Landscape, &c “ 160
Grape Culture in Tennessee “ 286

do. in the South—reply to Mr. Axt “ 289
do. do. do. “ 315
do. do. “ 375

Cxrape. a ne-w Southern “ 352
Gilly Flower, the “ 37(j

Hanging Vases, plants for

Hedges, ornamental and defensive
Hoo Sung
JlcDoweli’s Rhododendron
Osctge Orange Seed, preparing, &c
Orchards, Laying out
Pears, Notes on
Plants, nevr Southern Ornamental
Plum trees, Poultry under
Peach Tree Borer
Pomological Society of Georgia
replants for Hanging Vasts
Poke, banking up for Salad
Pears on the Quince
Roses for the Soutli

Rhododendron MeDowelrs
Southern Seedli g Apples
Salad, earthing up the common Poke for 4

Strawberry plants, Barren
do. PeabodY'-s Seedling -

\ meyards in the .South—reply to Mr. Axt

“ 54
“ 6i
“ 317
“ 94
“ 161
“ 378
“ 33
“ 64
“ 96
“ I6i
“ 283
“ 34
“ 191
“ 378
“ .58

“ 94
22
191

“ 252
•• 351

Trees and Shrubs, Transplanting Page 378
Table, showing the number of Trees Plants, &c., on

an acre of geound “ 380
V<-'getable growth of Cniiijrnia “ 95
Vineyards in Ohio and Georgia “ 187
Vine Growing in F'rance Pdges 220. 256, 347

do. in Georgia Page 31

8

Vine Growers’ Associiition “ 318
Wine Making in the South “ 155

do. instruction on the art of 252
Wine Manufacture, Pages 315, 350
Winter Cabbage Page 190

DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RECIPES.

Apple Cordial
Bread, Corn, to make...
Bedbugs
Beef Hams—How to cure
Beef, pickle for

Beef Steaks
Beef, a nice little dish of

Bread Wheat.
Bug, Chinch
Calf’s Head, mock Turtle Soup from. .

Cat-Fish Soup
Choked Cattle

Caudles, to make Lard and Tallow.
Cloth, to extract Grease from
Creosote for Warts
Corn, to preserve sweet
Cholic in Horses
Croup, cure f r

Custard Pudding .

Cements
Chinch Bug
Cider Wine
Dogs, Distem.per in

Food for the Sick
Fruit Trees, Artificial Manures for

Fences, Whitewash for

Hams, to cure
Insects, anew protection against
Lamps, cheap Oil for

Lard, to preserve sweet
Molasses, W'atermelon
Macassar Oil

Manures, ardncial for Fh'uit Trees
Pudding Custard
Potatoes, with minced Veal
Paste, a strong, for Paper
Rattle Snake Bite, cure for

Rheumatism
Rates, to drive away
Soup of old Fowl
do. Car-Fish

Sick, food for the

Spider Sting, cure for.

Shirt Bosoms, to do up
Vinegar
Wine making
do. Cider
Whitewash for out Houses and Fences

Page 228
.

“ 132
.

“ 19.5

.
“ 194

.
“ 132

. “ 67
“ 68

-
“ 67
“ 195

- “ 67
- “ 67
- “ 68
- “ 131
- “ 132
- “ 132
- “ 132
- “ 132
- “ 132
- “ 132
- “ 194
- “ 195
- “ 228
- 195
- 130
- “ 132
- “ 195
- “ 132
- “ 132
- “ 131
- “ 195
- “ 132

.. “ 132

.. “ 132

.. “ 132

.. “ 132

.. “ 194

.. “ 131
-. “ 194
.. “ 195
.. “ 67
.. “ 167
- “ 130
.. “ 131
.. “ 195
.. “ 19o
.. “ 228
.. “ 228
.. “ 195

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Chinese Sugar Cane and Mill Pages 356, 367

Ffonce
,
Wire Netting Page 48

Garden Pot, new “ 36
Goats. Cashmere, Buck and Ewe Pages 334, 335

Gang Plow. Hildreth’s Iron Page “ 20
Hanging Vases ‘‘ 34

Oak Tiee, Mr. Cope’s White “ 128

Plow, Iron Gang. “ 20

Plants for Hanging Vases “ 34

Pot, a nevr Garden “ 36
Strawberry. Peabodv’s Seedling “ 351

TVfiO 'Vpvrnr.nt . _
“ 22







DEVOTED EXCLTJSIVELT TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICaiTDRE.

VOL. XIV. AUGUSTA, GA., JANUARY, 1856. NO. 1.

WILLIAM S. JONES, Publisher^
~ DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

SEE TERMS ON LAST PAGE.

WORK FOR THE MONTH-CJANUARY.)

TEE PLANTATION.

PloiHn^ must now be pushed vigorously and steadily,

7/henever the ground is not too wet. Turn well under

all vegetable matter, that it may decompose, and

vield nutriment to the coming crops of Corn and CoUon.

Flaw deep, and if you have no regular subsoil plow, let

yoar turning-plow be followed in the same furrow, by a

bull-longue, or broad coulter, drawn by a stout team.

This will loosen up the subsoil, and bring into cultivation

a portion of your land which heretofore has never been

made available. The old system of scratching to the

depth of three or four inches, must be abandoned. No^-

Planter in the South should pretend to plant a crop o

Cam or Cotton in less than 10 inches of mellow and well

manured soil. Try deep plowing one year, and you will

need no urging hereafter.

Maymre should now be hauled out, distributed over the

ground and turned deeply under. Scatter it evenly, so

that all the plants may be fed.

Spread all trash, weeds, corn and cotton stalks, (fee.,

over your land and turn them under with the plow. Haul

leaf mould from the hollows of the woods, and compost it

.. th b: vqrd mtinur-3, lime and ashes, before you spread

it on your fields.

Fill up gullies with logs, brush, &c., and run ditches

horizontally along your hill sides, to prevent washing.

Deep pkneiag will also be found of great benefit on hill

sides subject to v/ash. In ail cases, plow horizontally,

i. e., acro.'S instead of up and down the hill sides.

Ri-pair old buildings—erect new ones—look over and

i-r y'-r.r f.rm implements—take good care of your

sto” : md ke- p all work animals in good condition for

t..e ha. 1 labor they will have to accomplish tlie corning

A new year, and anew era in Southern Agriculture

and Horticulture are just dawning upon us. We have

me fine.st climate, and some of the richest lands under the

sun— to say nothing of that system of domestic servitude

which supoiies us with the best and most easily controll-

ed field laborers in the universe, and enables_ us to pro-

duce in vast quantities one of the earth’s greatest staples,

Cotton!—a crop which controls the destiny of nations.

W e should, then, endeavor fully to appreciate our high posi-

tion and manifold advantages, and let us, this year, com-

mence our planting operations with the determination to

make larger crops than heretofore—to practice a more

thorough system of plantation and domestic economy—to

avail yourselves of all the lights of agricultural science—to

improve our old worn out fields—to keep out of debt—and

by our earnest and persevering efiforts, to elevate the vo-

cation of the Southern Planter to its rightful position, at the

head of all other professions.

Nor, while devoting all proper energy and attention to

the urgent and laborious duties of the plantation, must we

forget the still higher claims of home and its surroundings.

Let us encircle this choicest and dearest spot of earth,

with everything that can make it lovely and attractive.

Plant all the choicest fruits of our sunny clime, in such

abundance that not only your own household and ser-

vants, but the pent-up inhabitants of neighboring cities

shall be fully and cheaply supplied. Scatter everywhere

about your dwelling sweet and beautiful Flowers, to de-

light the eye and the senses, and bind the hearts of your

children indissolubly to the dear old homestead. Fill

your Book shelves and centre tables, not only with the

literature of xVgriculture, but with all that may quicken

the imagination and fmey, refine and elevate the senti-

ments and improve the heart; and thus let the wealth

won by your enterprize and skill, minister to the true en-

joyment of life.

TES DARREN.
Sow early varieties of English Peas during the first

fortnight in January, and continue to sow a succession

every week . during the spring and early summer, Hoe

and earth them up in dry, warm weather, and set a row

of sticks to support tlie vines as soon as they require it.

Callage, Ldtuce, Radishes, Salsofy, Srn/’ogc, Parsnips,

Beets, &.C., may now be .sown on ground properly pre-

pared. Choose a warm exposure—spade, manure, and

pulverize your beds well, and do not plant your seed too

deep.

Irish Potatoes may now be planted for an early crop.

Plant the sets 8 or 10 inches apart, on coarse litter, long
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jananure or straw, in the bottoms of deep trenches, three

feet apart. Put a handful of manure on each set, and

eover it with five or six inches of earth. Haul the earth

well about the stems as they advance in growth, but do

»ot cover the tops with dirt

Prepare all your garden implements for use, this month

;

and get your ground spaded or plowed thoroughly, turn-

ing deeply under all the manure or vegetable matter that

you can obtain.

Hot Beds should be prepared the latter part of this

month, in order that you may have a good supply of Cu-

eumbers, Cabbage, Tomato and other plants for spring

operations.

THE OSCHAKD.
Plant out, immediately, all the finest varieties of Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Apricots, Necto^nnes, Quinces,

Pomegranates, Figs, Grapes, &c., giving the preference,

in all cases, to trees and vines raised in the Smdh. (See

directions for planting trees in our December number.)

Strawberry Beds may be planted any time before March,

but the sooner the bettter. (See directions in November

number, 1855.)

Orchards that have been allowed to grow up in grass

and broomsedge during the fall and summer, should

be cross plowed between the rows, leaving a space as far

as the branches extend to be stirred up with the grubbing

boe. Be careful not to injure the roots by this working

—dig in some well rotted manure, (muck, lime and ashes)

—cut away all suckers, and leave a space around the

tree open and mellow. As soon as warm weather ap-

proaches, this space may be mulched with saw-dust, pine

straw, forest leaves, long manure, or any substance that

will retain moisture.

^laEtatinu dDCOEora^ anlt Miscellany.

A CHAPTEE ON FISH—FISK PONDS AND AETI-
FICIAL FISH BEEEDING.

BT REV. JOHN BACHMAN, D. D., OF CHARLESTON.

Read before the Sfade Agricultural Society of South Caro-

lina, at Columbia, 1855.

[ Concludedfrom Decembev number, page 362. j

Editors Southern Cultivator—One of our most suc-

cessful experiments in stocking a fish pond was the re-

sult of what we at first regarded as an unfortunate acci-

dent. Our caterer at the river, who was a fisherman on

a humble scale, sent word to us that he had, in one night,

obtained a dozen specimens of a fish we had long been

anxious to procure. It was known by the name of “Cor-

poral.” We immediately dispatched our faithful servant

to bring the treasures home. After an absence of half a

day, he returned with a rueful face, evidencing great dis-

appointment and mortification. An unlucky drive over a

flump had overturned and broken his wagon and rolled

•ff his hogshead with all its precious contents. He had

xaplaced the fish—but they had all been dead several

hoiuf. We ascertained that several of the females had

been ready to spawn and found a number of eggs in the

water, which was white with the milk of the male. The

thought occurred to us, that as we had just succeeded by

the aid of a common hen, in hatching the eggs of the

Ruffed Grouse, (although we did not finally succeed in

rearing the young) there was no impossibility in hatch-

ing these fish eggs. We, consequently, made use of an

old trough of some five or six feet in length and ten or

twelve inches in depth, nailed narrow strips of shingles at

each end, to prevent other fishes from devouring the eggs

—

cut open the membranous sacks ofboth sexes,and deposited

the spawn in our rude artificial hatching trough, on a

quantity of gravel with which we had previously lined

the bottom. This was carried to the running stream that

supplied the pond. The water in the trough was about 4

inches deep, running, not very rapidly, but in a continu-

ed stream. We confess we were not without some hope

ofsuccess. In about six weeks we were gratified on find-

ing our trough swarming with the young brood that were,

during a period of ten days, issuing from the coarse gravel'^

We made no estimate of the number, but they could not

have been less than five or six thousand. V/e concluded

to preserve them from the other fish that were devouring

each other in the pond. They were, when a few weeks

old, fed on boiled corn meal, which they seemed to prefer to

any other food. It was placed in lumps in various parts

of the trough. They grew very rapidly. When they began

to crowd each other, we removed them to a small artificial

pond of about ten feet in diameter. They had never evi-

denced the slightest symptoms of shyness, and they and

their descendants, for twenty years afterwards, greedily

took their food from the hand. When the ice began to

form in the beginning of winter, the temporary bank which

had separated them from the open waters of the pond was

removed and they were suffered to swim at large. They

were now from three to five inches in length. They left

their summer retreat with great reluctance, and it was

only by tempting them with crumbs of bread thrown on

the surface of the water that they could be weaned away

to the common feeding ground at the outlet of the pond.

This and the common Northern Pickerel, which we in-

troduced the following year, were the only two species

that continued active under the ice and came up to be fed

in winter, and furnished an occasional mess for the table.

As we possessed an abundance of the Corporal, we com-

menced eating it during the first winter and found it aa

excellent pan fish. DeKay (Nat. Hist. N. Y. Fishes, p.

213) speaks of its flesh as “eatable, but rather soft and

coarse,” and gives the length 13 inches. He admits,

however, that it had not been “his good fortune to meet

this species.” We can only add to this, that those we fed

in our pond were always fat and well flavored during the

cold months of the year, and several of them on the second

winter, when 18 months old, had attained 17 inches in

length and weighed three pounds. It is the Corporal of

DeKay and the beautiful Leuciscus of Storer—(Storer’s

Synopsis, p. 160.) We have no space to describe it, but

conceive it fully entitled to its specific appellation.

Anxious to ascertain the success which had attended our
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experiment in rearing the different species, and desirous of

ridding ourselves of several that had multiplied too

rapidly and now kept the water so muddy that we were

no longer able to watch the movements of the fish, we

concluded to drain the pond. After having prepared three

or four artificial pools for the preservation of those species

we were desirous of retaining, the dam was gradually cut

loose from the top downwards. By the use of our gate-

way which, being closely wired, prevented the escape of

any but the smallest specimens, we now had them all

crowded together in a narrow pool, from which they were

readily taken by hundreds.

The following species had multiplied, more or less,

abundantly

:

1. The common Eel {Artgwilla tenidrostrU), this species

breeds in fresh water, notwitlistanding the contrary opin-

ions of most Naturalists ; 2. The Cat-Fish, called, at the

North, Bull-Head {Pbnclodiis catus); 3. Yellow Perch

(Perea fiavesems)

;

4. The Sun-Fish or common Perch

(Pomotis vulgaris) ; 5. The Black Sucker, Creek Sucker

or Mud Sucker (
Catostouvus nigricoMs)

;

6 . The Corporal,

beautiful Leuciscus (Lcuciscus jnUcheUus); 7. The New
York Shiner Gold Shiner Silver Fish (Lcuciscus

americanus)

;

8. The Red Fin—Rough Head

—

(Leuciscus

e(tTnutis); 9. The Horned Chub (Leuciscus capkalus).

There may have been a few others of the smaller species

which we had introduced as food for the larger fishes, but

of which, at this late date, we have no recollection. 10.

The Northern Pickerel (Esox reticulatus).

The Cat-Fish we resolved to banish from the pond.

Having ascertained that something was in the nightly

habit of disturbing the Perch beds, we went at night with

a lantern to detect the offender and found both Eels and

Cat-Fish industriously engaged in rooting up the beds in

search of the spawn or the helpless young fry. The
Cat-Fish, from appearances, would soon have overstocked

the pond. The young were seen following the mother as

chickens follow a hen, and keeping in her wake, resem-

bling young Tadpoles. The young of our large Carolina

Mud- Fish (Amia calva) have the same habit. There are

about 16 species of Cat-Fish described as existing in

North America, and several others with which we are ac-

quainted remain undescribed. A few only of the species

are desirable, and as we have much better fish that suc-

ceed equally well in a pond, we do not advise the rearing

any of the species of the Cat-Fish. The Yellow Perch

succeeded admirably. It appeared to grow more rapidly

and became much larger in the pond than in the river.

The usual length is from six to twelve inches. We have,

however, found them 17 inches in length at three years

old. They, also, came up more readily to be fed than the

Sun-Fish or common Perch. The latter species multi-

plied, but too rapidly, and we found that the waters of the

pond were either not adapted to their growth or that they

were too numerous to find the proper kinds of food. In

comparing them with similar species of the same age in

-the neighboring ponds, ours were much smaller. This

continued to be the case ever afterwards— they multiplied

too fast and grew too slowly. It was almost the only

benefit we afterwards derived from the voracious Pickerel

that they served to lessen the swarms of our stunted sun-

fish. The Horned Chub, which was the only additional

pan fish brought to the table, grew rapidly and attained

to the size of from 8 to 10 inches. We observed that this

species, as well ae the Creek Suckers and some other

small species, in spring ascended the stream that led into

the pond for the purpose of spawning. We rejected the

Mud Sucker as an inferior fish.

The following species did not multiply in our Fish

Pond

:

1. The large river Sucker (Catostemns bosioniensis),

measuring from 12 to 16 inches in length. We cannot

find a good description of this species, and authors seem
not to have studied its habits. Y7e placed upwards of a
hundred in the pond, but, although it was in early

spring, and they were filled with eggs, yet they were not

deposited, since we found these ova later in the seasoa

much diminished in size and nearly absorbed. We, sub-

sequently, on several occasions in th.e month of May dis-

covered, as we supposed, the cause of this peculiarity.

Immediately under the falls of the Tomhanick, whose
rushing waters had worn out a basin among the slaty

rocks, this species was in the act ofspawning. They had
four or five spawning places in a square of about 150 feet.

The fishes in each shoal, amounting from 60 to 100,

were for hours pursuing and passing over each other,

swimming in the form of an irregular chain, each group
circling round their separate spawning bed. Thousands
of eggs were swept down the current where the Shiners,

Chubs and other fishes were waiting to devour them. Wo
concluded that as the stream that fed our fish ponds pos-

sessed no such foaming torrent to excite the fish, the im-

petus requisite to induce them to spawn was wanting.

Thus, it appears that whilst the Perch, and other specie*

require still water and a regular circular bed to enable

them to go through the process of spawning, others like

this large river Sucker, the Shad and some species of the

Salmon and Trout will only deposit their spawn in rapid

streams and amidst the agitations of the foaming waters.

The American White Perch (Labrax omericanus) re-

fused to breed in our fish pond, although, as we have been
informed by Prof. Holbrook, (a perfectly reliable author-

ity) it thrives very well in some of the ponds and
lakes of fresh water in the Northern States.

The Brook Trout (Salvw fontinalis) the water

of too warm a temperature for its peculiarly cold nature.

After each successive rain, producing a rise in the water^

they crowded to the mouth ofour waste way and struggled

at the wires to escape from waters unsuited to their con-

stitutions. Before mid-summer one by one had died and
were found floating on the surface, until notan individual

was left alive. This being a favorite fish, we resolved to

try another experiment. A cold spring, used for drink-

ing purposes, poured its stream from the sides of an adja-

cent hill at the distance of about an hundred yards. Thia

we conducted to the pond in zig zag lines, by which tho

distance was incre.a6ed. By dint of digging, we formed

shelving banks, and damming up the stream in som«
twenty places with rocks we were provided with so many
ponds of from 6 inches to 2 or 3 feet deep. The wat«:

was very clear, and, after filling the pools, it ran with a
gentle murmur from one little pool to the other, until it

finally entered into the pond. It was late in summer be-

fore the work was completed. A single day was only

left us in our school vacation, the following day being the

first of September, we had to leave for an Academy in a
neighboring State. We determined, if possible, to stock

our stream with Trout on that day. Our servant had to

pass through the woods to the Trout brook and carried

no other vessels but two tin kettles. He was very suc-

cessful in taking, with a hook, about twenty large Trout

;

but he had teen too greedy lor numbers The day wa*
warm, and, notwithstanding his having changed the water

several times, the Trout were all dead. The femaltjy were
full of eggs ready to be deposited, all the true Trout fami-

ly spawning in autumn instead of the spring. We again

resorted to the spawti, and, at this time, with more than a
faint hope of success. We separated the eggs and placed

them together with the milt in all the cliftereni holes of the

newly formed Trout brottk, giving strict, orders that the

eggs and the younij-, during our nine months absence,

should remain undisturbed We expected the eggs to

hatch in a month, as had been ilie case u iih our Corpor-

als, We heard weekly from liorne, hut were alway in-
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formed that our present experiment had proved a failure.

The winter came with its snows, forming ice in our pond

two and a half teet thick; but our cold trout stream was
scarcely ever frozen over to the thickness of halfan inch.

On the following April, however, we received the agreeable

intelligence that many hundreds of our yonng Trout had

made their appearance and were swarming in every trout

hole in the stream. We had a trout breakfast from our

brook, greeting us on the day of our return on the follow-

ing autumn. The fish were not large, but, for their age,

well grown and delicious. Our success was complete and

we were for many years supplied with the largest kinds

of Trout of the species, from this small stream. They were

iK)t fed very regularly except when we were at home, but

the borders of the stream were carpeted with grasses, and

shaded by overhanging willows. The soil was full of

worms
;
grass-hoppers, and catterpillers were abundant in

summer and they took no food in winter when they were

hidden in the deep holes under the banks. They greedily

devoured any kind ofboiled meat, hominy or potatoes con-

taining the smallest particle of grease, which was usually

the refuse from the table. Occasionally they seized the

finger of the feeder, mistaking it for less forbidden food.

The only fish we introduced into this stream was the

brook Minnow (^Leuciscus atrathasns), a small species of

2 «r 3 inches long, which has also the only species found

in the trout streams in the vicinity. Even these we re-

moved on the following year, having ascertained that they

revelled in the abundance of the trout spawn. A voraci-

ous Pickerel had found his way from the pond into our

Trout Brook, and began to play havoc with the Trout.

His impudence brought him to the frying-pan, and the

mouth of the stream was immediately secured by a grat-

ing-

Speaking of the Pickerel {Esox reticidatus), reminds us

of the trials we had with that voracious, blood-thirsty

Pike. We had some difficulty in procuring a dozen after

several days fishing at the Hoosack Fall, where they were
taken with a hook baited with live fish.—one of these

Pike measured 2 feet 3 inches and was regarded as of the

largest among the species. They multiplied rapidly in

the pond, but they diminished in a much greater propor-

tion, the other and more harmless fishes. The Pickerel

does not deposit its spawn in a bed, like our Perch, but

lays it among weeds in the month of April.

We had a kind of aquatic dining table prepared for the

feeding of our fishes. It was made the length and breadth

of a Northern pine broard, 14 feet. It was under the

water, but within 3 or 4 inches of the surface at the

bank and gradually sloped into deeper water. At the

ringing of a bell the surface of the water became at once
agitated and the fish came from all quarters to be fed.

They jostled each other with their noses like pigs at a

trough, bristled up their dorsal fins and slapped each

other with their tails, fighting for choice pieces. Neither

the sucker or the half nocturnal cat-fish or eels obeyed our

call. Two quarts of boiled corn meal was the usual mess

:

all refuse pieces of meat were boiled and thrown on their

feeding grounds. We could have had a meal of fish every
day in the year without a diminution ofour stock, besides

very frequently supplying our neighbors. When we
wished to have a meal of fish a net of .5 feet square dis-

tended by hoops with a pole attached was sunk flat on
the boards of the feeding ground. The fishes were fed on
and became accustomed to the net. It was suddenly
hoisted by the strong pole

;
those that we desired were

selected and the remainder returned to the water. But the

Pickerel came, not to eat our hominy, but to seize on the

fish and secure a meal a la mode Esox. He made the

scales fly from the largest fish of other species and the

approach of a large Pike generally cleared the platform.

It was a well flavored fish, although we did not regard it as

superior to tJie Yellow Perch. We did not allow it grow
much beyond a foot in length, which it reached at two
years old, and selected it for the table, because we desired
to diminish its numbers. An old Pike, however, with
his wide jaws and formidable rows of canines, is like a
lion among the antelopes—a wolf among the sheep—

a

hawk among the pigeons and patridges—a shark among
the mackerel, or a porpoise among a shoal of mullets.

Yakrell, in his History of Fishes (vol. 1st., p. 383-7)
gives some amusing anecdotes of the voracity of the Euro-
pean Pike—a larger species. An instance is mentioned
where a Pike had battled with an Otter for the possessiorv
of a Carp. “ A Pike seized the head of a Swan as she
was feeding under water and gorged so much of it as
killed them both.” “ Gesner relates that a Pike in the
Rhone seized on tlte lips of a mule that was brought U>
water, and that the beast drew the fish out before it c^ld
disengage itself.”

In the construction of fish ponds and the rearing of fish

for table use, the South possesses many advantages above
most portions of the Northern States. We are exempt
from those terrible frosts which generally convert the
pond into a solid mass of ice—often raising the bank and
letting the water escape—sometimes freezing to the bottmn
and always requiring large holes to be cut in the ice to
preserve several species of fish from suffocation. We have,
on the whole, finer native fishes with which our ponds
could be stocked, and we have a more favorable climate
for the Carp and the Tench, which we recommend as de-
serving to be imported from abroad.

After visiting many of the fish ponds of Europe, we
were made sensible of many errors we had committed,
not only in the construction ofour pond,butin the selection
of stock for the breeding of fishes. Great Britain, al-

though surrounded by the ocean, and having, therefore,

an easy access to the salt water fishes, is, notwithstanding,
supplied with a number of ornamental and profitable fish

ponds. France and Germany, however, whose interior

population is farther removed from seas and large rivers,

have been driven by a kind of necessity to rear their own
fishes. 3 he inhabitants of several of these kingdoms, viz :

Austria, Bavaria and France, are, by one of the rites of
their church, restricted to a fish diet one day in the week.
An acre of water, there, pays as high a rent as an acre of
arable land. Fishes are reared as a profitable business,
and are brought alive to the markets, where they are pre-
served in tanks until they are sold. The fishes we met
with in the markets were, in nearly every case, the com-
mon Carp {Cyp'rhius carpio)

;
the Tench ( Tiiica vulgar-

is); the Prussian Carp gibelio). The. advan-
tages of their ponds over ours were :

tst.. Their waters were divided into several ponds.
2nd. Their highly carnivorous fishes were always kept

in separate ponds.

3rd. They selected the fishes best adapted to pond
breeding.

4th. Their fishes that were to be sold were, for a time,
kept in a small enclosure, (a fattening coop it might be
termed) and there regularly fed. A fat fish is as superior
to a lean one, as a fat duck is to a stringy pine-land puddle
duck. Feeding on the same food, however, will not make
the different species taste alike. The peculiar flavor of
each is organic or constitutional. We may feed the Tur-
key, Guinea and common fowl on the same food, their

flavor, however, will always continue different.

Our readers will, we trust, require very littte farther

instruction in regard to the manner of supplying a fish

pond, and no farther than the enumeration of the names of
the species of fish to be introduced with a prospect of suc-

cess.

We have only space to give the following brief instruc-

tions:

I . Tii^e to supply the Pend amd the size ofthe lat-

t
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Ur.—Let it be a running stream. If the waters in the

pond become stagnant the flavor of the flsh will be sensi-

bly affected, and a miasma might be produced injurious

to the health of the neighborhood. We were, however,

informed by persons owning saw mills on the many head

waters of the Edisto river that the health of their several

neighborhoods was not affected by their mill ponds, and

we have had personal experience of the health of the in-

habitants of Graniteville and Vaucluse, who reside in the

vdcinity of the mill ponds, accessary to the factories.

Clearwater and running streams are seldom, if ever, pro-

ductive of fevers, this, however, being not an unimportant

matter, we must leave to the judgment of Planters and of

their Physicians. A small stream will answer the pur-

pose of a fish pond
;
a large one causes many species of

fishes to tlirive better, but it requires an additional pre-

caution in building a solid dam not subject to be broken

by heavy floods. The ponds may consist of from I to 5

or 6 acres. Large waters afford most nourishment. We
have, however, seen a pond at Woodstock, 16 miles from

Charleston, and another at Col. Bull’s, in St. Andrews

Parish, neither of them appeared to cover more than a

quarter of an acre, which contained very fine Trout,

Bream and other fish that received no artificial feeding in

either place.

2. The materials of and mode of constructing the dams,

and the plants for the protection of the eggs a'nd fry.—The
experience of our Southern planters and farmers will be

their best guides under the first head. We would suggest

that a solid trunk of eight or ten inches in diameter be

placed near the bottom of the dams to drain off” the

water at intervals of two or three years, to enable the pro-

prietor to select the fishes best adapted to the pond, to

clear out superfluous ones and to apply the sediment of

the pond to agricultural purposes. Let this be done in

winter when the spawning process will not be aff'ected.

Let the sluice-way above be very wide and solidly built

and let the surrounding dam be two or three feet higher

than the sluice-way, so that it will not be injured by

freshets. We presume that nine-tenths of the larger fishes

in reservoirs and mill dams escape over the dams during

freshets. This may be easily ascertained by examining

the streams and canals below after the flood has subsided.

We would advise that the pond be divided into two or

three departments, for reasons v/hich we will show pre-

sently, and that the different dams be constructed on the

same plan. Let the gate-way above, through which the

water is constantly passing, be carefully constructed with

wires, three to the inch, which will retain the fishes

whilst the waters are escaping. The dams should be

broad at the base, with a surface of at least six feet, slight-

ly rounded so as to throw the rain in the pond. No trees

or shrubs should be planted on them. The dam should

be swarded over with some binding of grasses, we give

the preference to the seedless variety of the Bermuda grass.

We leave the ornamenting of the pond to the taste and

the pecuniary resources of individuals
;
our observations

are intended to be restricted to that which is practical and

profitable. Whilst the lower parts of the pbnds should be

preserved as an open sheet of water, the sides and upper

parts should be planted with various broad-leaved float-

ing plants, interspersed with water grasses. In the deep-

est parts, the large Yellow Pond Lilly {Cyavins luteus)

should be planted, or the fresh gathered seeds be thrown

in the water; where it is shallower, the White Pond
Lilly (Nymphea odorata)-, the Wampee {Pontederia cor-

datay, either of the species of the Arrow-head {Sagit-

iaraf These and other broad-leaved water plants that

might be named would not only be ornamental, but be

essential to the preservation of the eggs ofsome species of

fishes that deposit them, not in beds, but on the stalks of

plants and grasses, and here, also, the young will be pro-

tected against larger fishes, since all of them, even the

Perches, will devour the the young fry. The land on the

sides of the ponds .should be planted with shade trees and
seeded down with gras* seeds to preserve them from
being filled with earth during freshets, and attract vari-

ous insects to serve as food for the fish.

3. Nativefishes that coidd be successfully and ]rrofital}Uf

introduced into the fish pond—valnoMe species Lkai might

!
be imported—those that should be rejected.

! We recommend tliat a few species only and those of
the choicest kinds be introduced into the upper pond (in

I

case tliere should be only two divisions). These should
consist of: 1. The Copper Nose or Blue Bream
incisor)-, the Red-Bellied Perch {Pomotis rnbricauda)'.,

the Goggle Eye (Pomotis hexacanthus)
;
the White Perch

(Labraz americanus)-, the common Perch or Sun-Fish
(Promotis vulgaris)-, the Moumouth (Cenirarchusguiosus);

the Yellow Perch (Perea favescens), and the Carp and
Tench, if they can be obtained. The White Perch is a
fine pan fish. Professor Holbrook informs us that he
received it from Georgetown, through the agency of Dr,
Sparkman and from Dr. Chevbs from St. Mathew’s Par-
ish. Although we were unsuccessful in our attempts at

rearing it in a Northern pond, this is no positive evidence
that it will not succeed with us. The Yellow Perch was
the most valuable of all those with which our pond at

the North was stocked. It is easily transported, being
very tenacious of life. The late Dr. Mitchel, of New
York, has stated in his writings that he transported it in

an open wagon for 40 miles without once changing the

water, and that, by this means, several ponds in New
York were stocked with this species. It is found in the
ponds in some parts of the interior of Carolina and was
sent from St. Mathew’s Parish, It is mere carnivorous
than the other species of Perch—all of them, however,
having that propensity, although in a lesser degree.

The foreign fishes we would recommend as of sufficient

value to be imported are the common Carp and the

Tench. The Carp is supposed to have been originally

received in Spain from China. It found its way through
Germany into England in 1496, and is bred in ponds. It

thrives best in still waters and on soft, marly or muddy
bottoms. It is not carnivorous in its habits, having no
teeth in the jaws, but only in the pharynx. Carps are fed

and fattened like pigs. They have been known to weigh
191.^ pounds, but are said to be best flavored at about 8
pounds. They are very prolific, breeding much more
freely in ponds than in rivers. Black found six hundred
thousand ova in the roe of a female of 9 pounds weight,
and Schneider found seven hundred thousand in a fish of

ten pounds weight. The climates of Scotland and Russia
are too cold for the Carp, but it flourishes well in Eng-
land and still better in the soutli of Europe. The Tench
is another of these useful fresh water fishes selected in

Europe as stock for ornamental waters. It is valued for

the goodness of its flesh, and the ease in which it can be
preserved and fattened. It weighs from 10 to 15 pounds*
It is very prolific. Black found three hundred thousand
ova in a fish of 4 pounds weight. The Carp has, accord-

ing to Dr. DeKay, been imported from France by Henry
Robinson, Esq., and exists in his pond in the vicinity of

Newburg, N, Y., from whence it was carried to the Hud-
son River, where it is now occasionally caught. We
have no doubt that either of these species, so very tenaci-

ous of life, could be imported into our Southern States in

any of our steamers, either from Europe or New York,

without requiring many changes of water on the passage.

It has been proved that the Tench is able to breathe when
the quantity of oxygen is reduced to the five thousandth

part of the bulk of the water. A single pair of each of

these fine domesticated species would, in a few years, be

able to stock all the fish ponds and rivers of the Southern
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SSiates. We have no doubt tliat both the Carp and Tench
succeed fully as well with us us in the most favor-

• aaie, parts of southernEurope.'**'

In the lower ponds we have only a single fish to recom-
' 53£end, as admirably adapted to all the purposes of a pro-

• d'Kctive iisli pond. We refer to what is familiarly called

vJtK Carolina the fresh water Trout (G/ i/sle.s salinoidcs). It

-should be observed that this very superior lish'isHot a true

' but is more nearly related to the Bass. It occupies

• &:g;enus by itself, to v/hich it is fully entitled. It is car-

I .siworousto a certain extent—feeding on fish—but we have

r.irbundits stomach distended with Cray fish, dragon flies,

and other insects, and a number of Crustacea

• a-ad minute shell fish. We, however, recommend its be-

' kept separate from the Perch pond, as the last indi

we examined had among the contents of its stoin-

• .ach, iwtonly a number of insects, but a whole Perch of

species described by Holbrook as Ccnirarchits iride-

The true Trout {Salmo) are all natives of cold cli-

' afiatefi. We have, in the Northern parts of our continent,

if .sSiGludmg the shores of the Pacific and Atlantic, 37 species

j afcat are described
;
one only, the brook Trout, is found

> Seoth-ofiPeratsylvania, and exists only in the cold streams

' ssuing'frotn the highest mountains of our Southern States.

''Tar Weakfish of the oc,&o.n {OLoUthus regodis) : the Sea

or Deep Water Trout {Otolithus Ihala.ssi/nus)
;
the

<^lCastard Trout (0‘a/'i7Aws?ii3^'ias), and the so called Sal-

Trout {OLoLithvs caroLinemis)
;

all existing in the

isait waters near Charleston, are also called Trout, and in-

5oed, resemble the Trout more nealy than the present

s^«!ieeies
;
but they are, by their organization, far removed

rresa the true trouts. Ours is an exclusively Southern

.^esh water fish not existing north of Virginia. We have

^saten k at all seasons of the year and consider it the finest

-gavored fresh water fish in the United States, with the ex-

ception of the Brook Trout We have, indeed, at certain

£?s&90iris, preferred it to the Brook Trout. It is, also, a

'lasTgec and more accessible fish and more successfully

laised in ponds.

We would reject from the fish pond every species of

•'^t-^Fish; the Gar-Fish (Lepidosteus)\ our low-country

Mud Fish {Amia calva), whose strength and weight of 7
deal destruction with hooks, lines and fishing-rods

v/ho, like the Frenchman’s fox, is good for nothing

after it has been caught, and last, though not least, our

lack Fish, who is so nearly related to the Northern Pike

will here give a hint to the lovers of the sport

Trout fishing in Carolina and Georgia, for which
ought to thank us. The bait fish, the Minnows

festid Stone Toaters, have become almost as scarce as

!fes Trouts. They have now often to send five miles

jsisd waste half of a day in catching a few fishes which
-jsrowith difficulty preserved alive; and many a keen

^sSisciple-of Gld Walton returns home disappointed, be-

< Ttause his bait is out. We advise them to construct a circu-

llac pond offrom twenty to an hundred feet in diameter, fed

by a small perpetual stream. Have a small island in the

.tos®4re which gradually sloping off into the pond must be

f
pkfited on its edges with pond lillies and water grasses

the fish will deposit their eggs. Place a railing

- sfiseund the outer circle where the water is deepest say 4

5 feet. Place a dozen Gold Fishes ( Cyprinus auratus)

the water to multiply. These will afford an abundance

of featt. They are as tenacious of life as an eel. They
• be kept alive on the hook for many hours. The large

will let all other species pass, and dart at the gold

We recently saw, in a couple of tanks, in Charles-

t 8 feet in diameter, a large number of gold fish,

the proprietor (Mr. Simmons) informed us that he had
ri-aieed a thousand young ones. They are also bred in

.-^^s^eral other places in the city.

{E.<tx) that it has usually been mistaken for the same
species. Jt is figured by Holbrook, and we will leave

him to .select a name and describe it. It is a smaller fish

than tlie Northern Pike, as we have not found any speci-

men weighing above three and a half pounds
;
the head

also is proportionably longer in the Southern than in the

Northern specie.s. In the Trout pond we would place any
quantity ofour smaller species of Minnows, Silver Fish,

btc., that -go under various queer names, to which may be

added the Perch, recently figured by Holbrook, and named
CciUrarckus iridnis, which may always be known by a
dusky spot on the dorsal fin. All these may serve as

food for our Trout. We observed, where the seine had
been hauled in our small ponds, one of our species of

Sucker {Calostomiis aMongiis) that multiplies rapidly

—

these, when young, would also afford sustenance to the

so-called Trout.

Some idea may be formed of the endless confusion that

has crept into our nomenclature by giving different

names to the same species in different localities in enu-

merating that given to our Trout. This fish was named
by Smith in his notice ot Virginia “White Salmon;” in

Carolina it is called “Trout;” in DeK.ay’s report “the

Grow’ler;” in the Southwest the “Green Bass,” and, if we
are not much mistaken in our conjectures, the “James
River Chub,” alluded to in a sensible article on Fishponds
that appeared in the Pendleton Farmer—all refer to one
and the same species. We know of no Chub in America
among the 38 described species that weighs even the fourth

of “fifteen pounds.” Our Trout is sometimes found of

that weight and even heavier
;
but we would prefer using

it when it has attained to the weight of between two and.

four pounds. Very large fishes are like old swine—less

tender and more expensive feeding than those that are

younger.

In the higher mountains of our Southern States, where
the Brook or Specked Trout exists, fish ponds might be
constructed exclusively for this small representative of the

Salmon family. In this case, however, the stream which
supplies the pond should not be obstructed, as the Trout runs

up these streams in autumn for the purpose of depositing

its spawn. The hotels erected for the accommodation

summer travellers, could be easily supplied by this means
with that delicious little fish—the Brook Trout. At
Heidelberg and several other parts of Germany, Tro»t

ponds are held in high estimation—the fishes are fed and
served up as a choice dish to travellers. We, many years

since, saw, in a small enclosure of water, at the Moravia*
Settlement, at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where the Trout,

caught in the neighboring streams, were placed in this

pond, to be fed and served up on the tables of the visk*^

ors.

4 . What mode can be recommended as the most Ukely ta

be successful in stocking a fish pond 7

Those who have read the process of transporting fishes

by spawn, as given us in the little work alluded to above,

might be induced to suppose that the spawn of fishes

could, by this means, be successfully and with great fa-

cility, transported to any distance. We have, however,

in the investigation of other subjects in Physiology and
in endeavoring to account for some stange phenomena in

nature, had considerable experience in the examination of

this process, from time to time, during the last fifty years.

The following difficulties ought not to be overlooked: Th«
ova and the milt must both be in a matured state, or they

will certainly be unproductive. To draw a seine through

a pond—cut out the spawn and milt from the captured

fish where neither the male or female spawn had arrived

at perfect maturity would be like extracting a soft egg

from a hen and submitting it to the hatching process under

the expectation of producing a chicken. The milt of the

male is hard, and only becomes fluid at the spawning time.
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In order to be successful, both the male and female fish

must be caught in the very act of spawning. This can

easily be accomplished with some species, such as the

Salmon and the Carp, who allow a near approach when

under this operation
;
but we know from experience that

both our Trout and Perch are wary and wild on such oc-

casions and dart off even at the moving of a hand. When
the spawn is to be conveyed to any distance in vessels

of water, the wMterisaptto become stagnant and the eggs

are rendered unproductive. We believe it was from

gome such cause that the experiment* made to stock the

rivers of Australia with Salmon proved a failure. Packing

the eggs in boxes containg gravel and the eggs merely

kept moist and cool might answer the purpose wnth the

Salmon and other species, that deposit spawm in autumn

where it remains more than three months before the ova

are hatched; but this cannot be equally applicable to

species that require only a short period for incubation.

Drying the eggs in the shade mixed with sand and then

packing them in boxes to be sent to a distance would, ac-

cording to our experience, afford some prospects of suc-

cess.* We have no doubt that by some of these modes

Europe and America will, in time, be able to effect an in-

rerchange of all the fishes that are desirable. All the

species, however, that we would rear in a pond, are hardy

*Note.—In 1806 we made an experiment on the spawn

deposited by the Yellow Perch. It was dried in the shade

lor 10 days—then placed in the water when it produced a

considerable number of young fishes. In Carolina we
made experiments to ascertain in what manner newly

formed ponds became so soon stocked with the fishes in

the neighborhood. The following are the results of our

investigations. We ascertained: 1. That, in high freshets

young fish run up the streams as far as they can advance

and are thus often left on dry ground
;
but that many of

I

them find their way into the different ponds. 2. That all

our wadling land birds, called sand birds, yellow shanks,

plovers, &c., {Tringa, Totanus scolopax, Charadrius,

.

&c.,) greedily devouring the spawn of fishes. This often

'
passes through their bodies in an undigested state, and

! may, by these swift winged birds, be carried to great dis-

I

lances and transplanted in other ponds. 3 The King-

i fisher, and the large family of Herons swallow the fish

I

whole and thus the milt and spawn are brought in con-

I

tact in their own bodies and are often expelled before the

I
ova have become digested. In 1832, our friend, Mr. An-

derson, brought us a pair of the newly discovered large

species of White Heron {Ardea occidentalu) from Florida.

They devoured an enormous quantity of all kinds of fish.

Perceiving that a quantity of ova had passed through them

[

without decomposition, we placed the contents in the salt

water, of which a pond was in our enclosure, and from

this mixture a considerable number of fish was produced
I in two or three weeks. The most remarkable fact con-

nected with this last experiment was, that, although we
had not observed, the particular species of fish which had

produced the eggs, the three species generally procured

firom the adjacent mill ponds to feed our Herons were vi-

viparous, viz: the eggs were retained in the body of the

fish until the young were brought to life aad then exclud-

ed alive and active. The species were, 1st, the common
small salt water Mud Fish {^Fandvlus helerocletus). 2nd.

Another species, also, called Mud Fish {Hydrarga swam-

jrina). 3rd. Another diminutive species called Young
Sheepshead {^Cypronodon variegatus). There are, also,

two or three other species ofviviparous fishes found in the

fresh waters in Carolina, and a considerable number of

species along the shores of California and Oregon.

We have, from time to time, alluded to some of these

eaperiments in our occasional publications. (Unity of the

Human Race, pp. 252-254.)

and, most of them, within our reach. We recommend,,
therefore, that they be transported alive. A frequeRSt'

change of water would render their passage safer. A
cold season is preferable to that of summer. Fishes,

however, thet are organized like the Shad, Herring,

Mackerel, »fcc., can never be transported. Where rivers

or the shores of the ocean are to be stocked with these*

species, it must be done with the spawn. It should be
observed that these and all fishes that swim near the sur-

face of the water have a high standard of respiration and
a low degree of muscular irritability and a great necessity

for oxygen. They die as soon as they are removed Gcon:.'

.

the water and their flesh is subject to rapid decomposidbr .

The immediate cause of this almost instantaneous death v

has not been satisfactorily accounted for. M. Fleurens, .

a French Physiologist, has given, as we conceive, the besS.

solution of this phenomenon. We have nomimediate ac-
cess to his work, but will quote his general views from.,

recollection. Whilst the fish are in the water the mouti:.

and gill-covers are opened and shut and the branchial fila-

ments ofthe gills are expanded, admitting oxygen. The
moment a fish is taken from the water, although ths-

mouth and gill-covers may open and shut, the branchiss

or gills are not separated, nor are the branchial filaments

expanded. They are now in a state of collapse. The
fluid of water is absolutely necessary to their separation

and extension. The delicate fibres on the gills adhere to-

gether in a mass. The fish is situated like an air-breath-

ing animal enclosed in a vaccuum and it dies by suffoca-

tion, Many fish, when taken out of the water, are affect-

ed by a spasm, and Crxnch has stated in regard to th«-

smoothe Serranus (^Serramus cabrilla) found in the Medi-
terranean, that this spasm never pas-ses off, but is found
in a state of rigidity and contortion after death. On this,

contrary, those fishes that swim near the bottom of th®

water, like the Eel, Cat-Fish, Sucker, Carp, &c., have a.

low standard of respiration, a high degree of musculac
irritability and less necessity for oxygen. They survive,

for a long time after they are taken out of the water and*

their flesh remains untainted for several days.

It should be here observed that some individuals among:
fishes will not breed when removed to a new locality;:

the young, however, when reared in the pond breed very

freely. We were, many years ago, informed by Mr.
Pratt, residing in the vicinity of Philadelphia, the pro-

prietor of the elegant garden, named after him, that when
he first introduced the Geld Fish into his pond, not one irr. ..

twenty deposited spawn for several years, but those born

in the pond all spawned readily, filling his waters with

fish, many of which escaped and stocked both the Schuyl •

kill and the Delaware.

We believe, from experiments made in Europe and

others that were carried on near Charleston, that many
species of salt water fishes can be introduced in fresh

water ponds. We may possibly give these details on a

future occasion, if we ever find leisure, which is a scarce

commodity with us. At present we will simply observe

that in Europe they have succeeded in naturalizing and

multiplying in their fresh water lakes and fish ponds, the

Salmon and the Salmon Trout, the Sole, the Flounder, the

Bass, {Lcihrax lupus), the Grey Mullet capiio)^

and some others. In a fish pond on Charleston Neck,

where several salt water fishes had, by our advice, been

placed, several species seemed to thrive. We recollect

among the rest, our Southern Black Fish,

atrarius) -, the Mullet {Mugil albula), and one of oui

species of Flat Fish or Plaice (Platessa). We regret that

we neglected to ascertain whether they had multiplied in

the pond; we observed, however, that the Mullet had

grown to a large size. We would be pleased to hear of

experiments made to naturalize our Rock Fish and Sea

Bass,
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The value offish ponds iu the inienor of our Southern

Bouiitry does not seem to be duly appreciated. They are,

Vi) conceive, attended, not only with pleasure, but with

j'iofii. It is true the angler, who runs about the country

and wastes his time in catching a few diminutive fishes

and returns home fatigued, wet and huntrary, has wasted
|

his time and chosen an unprofitable occupation. It is not

!

so, however, where you rear your own fish and can take
j

them at pleasure. It is a pleasant recreation even for
|

ladies and gives exercise, health and amusement. The !

shrieking at a worm and falling into hysterics at the idea

of taking a fish from the hook is a morbid kind of sensi-

bility of v./hich a women of sense and character would be

ashamed. Our canine teeth present a stronger argument

sTi favor of man’s adaptation to animal food than all the

essays in favor of a vegetable diet that ever were written.

Providence intended the fishes as well as other animals

for the use of man. Where man does not lessen the

species, other animals are left to do the work. A single

Jack Fish will destroy more fish in a week than all the
j

ladies in the land will catch in a month. We are obliged
j

ID admit that, from a want of tiraeand, perhaps, a^deficien-
|

zy io another requisite— that of patience—we Iiave rarely

indulged in angling. A few hours with each species, in i

studying their habits—their manner of taking the hook,
j

iiheir m^e of breeding, the food they relished, &c.—was
j

all the time we could afford to give to this diversion. Had
|

wo been a member of the Isaac Walton Club we fear we
wo'ald long since have been black-balled as an incompe-

tent member, deficient both in patience and dexterity.

The fish pond, however, offers much more substantial

benefits to its proprietor. In a large portion of our interi-

or country there are thousands of families that are deprived

D/The pleasure of sitting down to a meal of fish during the

whole year. The mill ponds raise the fish until they

haTegrowxt to a certain size, when, in a freshet they pitch

over the darns and stray down to the waters ofthe Savan-

nah, the Edisto, Cooperand the Santee rivers, where they

become food for the Otter, the Alligator and the Gar

fish. The fishing in a pond, thus periodically drained,

ccinnot be very profitable. We have seen, both in Bavaria

and Bohemia, the outlets or race ways in the dams of

thbir common grist mills so secured by wires, that the fish

were retained, and thus their ponds were rendered doubly

profitable.

We were recently led to a train of thought on seeing, at I

Atlanta, Ga., many strings of fish carried about the streets

‘for sale, which proved to be Cat Fish, brought all the way
from the Tenessee River to find a market during the Fair

ai Atlanta. It occurred to us that, with a little labor, they

aright have been supplied with cheaper and better fish

neufer home.

jf we can learn that cur present effort at inducing some

fcfour planters to construct fisli ponds has been attended

vvifn succes.s in only a single instance, we will feel fully

lernunevated for the time occupied in preparing thisj

FBEIILrrf IfCT A QUALITY OF SOIL.

Sc ME of our careful readers may be surprised to see it

sl ated bv one of the Editors of this jouimal that fertility is

of soil, but a quantiiy In the same. Right

wojds and notions on the point under consideration are

important to secure the wise practice of agriculture. Be-

*Joie the light of analytical chemistry had illuminated the

vecijlt development of plants from the often exceedingly

Eiim’ite germs in their seeds, the fruitfulness of the earth

was Jiot unusually regarded and spoken of as a qvedUy—e.

S1SS8 matter, and nothing more. This

opinion, and the language suggested by it still prevail

among the masses, to the serious detriment of agricultural

progress. No clear headed person should ever confound

quantity and quality
;
although they often sustain an in-

timate relation to each other. All crops are quantities,

measured in pounds and bushels, or barrels. These pon-

derable barrels of corn, bushels of wheat, and pounds of

cotton arc nol qnalilies taken out of the surface of the

ground
;
and no mere quality of sand, clay, loam or mould,

can possibly give them existence. Soils have qualities,

us hard, soft, tenacious, friable, compact, pervious, and

impervious
;
but nothing of this character is fcrtilUi/, how.

ever friendly or unfriendly to it. As fertility makes a

crop, and is pro lanto, consumed thereby, the word is le-

gitimately applicable to the elements of plants, and not to

the mere condition of said elements. In learning the

fundamental principles of agriculture, one had better ac-

quire a clear perception of /Amgs first, and of the con-

dition of things immediately thereafter, so far as they are

concerned in rural affairs.

Regarding fertility as aquantlty, we are prepared to in-

quire how many ounces or pounds of it are contained in

one hundred of common land, under cultivation I In the

aggregate, as compared with the wants of vegetables,

the amount is large
;
but as compared with the whole

mass of earth in which fertilizing substances exist, the

quantity is small. By comparison only are things large

or small. When a planter sends to market 100 lbs. of

dry corn, or a like weight of cotton, he sells only one
pound of the imcombustible part of his land, extracted, it

may be from a million pounds of soil. The latter may
not be sensibly injured by the, apparently, trifling loss of

fruitfulness. But as the multiplication and running to-

gether of single drops of rain produce a mighty flood, so

the steady removal of crops from year to year, greatly-

aided, in many situations, by the mechanical processes of

tillage, inevitably consumes fertility if it be not replen-

ished. Restitution of atoms, similar to those taken out of

arated and depastured fields, may be made by a river,

smaller stream that periodically overflows its banks, oc

by open springs which bring fertility up to the surface

I of the groundfrom the deepest sources of the elements of

plants, or by wliat is more common, but far less noticed

the widely diffused invisible fountains and veins of circu-

lating water near and in the upper stratum of the earth's

crust. By capillary attraction, and other ways not now
named, water rises from the lower strata to the upper, and

ascends to its temporary home in tiie clouds. All are

aware that it drops in fatness from the heavens upon
needy crops; while comparativey few appreciate the vast

quantity of fertility brought to the surface by the oozing

out of blind springs, and the almost universal uprising of

moisture in protracted dry weather.

From these views, it i.s plain that fertility, although a

qiuuUy, is any'ihir.g rather than a con.stant quantify in

the soil. Clay, however, has peculiarly conservative

powcr.s
;
while sand, iron, lime raid vegatable mould are

not devoid of natural affinities which admirably adapt

each and all to the grand necessities of the vegetable and
animal kingdoms. The harmonious, and often wonder-

ful adaption of the physical forces, gaseous, and earthy

resources of tha planet we inhabit, to the constant wants

of vegetable and animal life, renders the study of agri-

cultural improvement as interesting as it is useful. Dis-

coveries in chemistry and other sciences which impart to

our race a daeper knowledge of things, their properties

and fitness, constantly increase the power of Mind over

Mutter. The owneis and cultivators of the soil need, foi
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me preservation ot'its best and highest capabilities, more

of this mental power. It is not, however, entirely a pur-

chaseable commodity;, nor is it exactly current at its in-

trinsic money value.
j

If the planters of a whole State were disposed to unite

their efforts to supply their cultivated fields with such ele-

ments of crops as they most need, the common want

might be fully met for less than a third of the presetit cost

to each seperate planter. Indeed, it is mainly the exces-

sive cost of the raw materals of cotton, corn and wheat,

at the South, as commercial articles, that prolongs our pre-

sent destructive system of farming. Guano delivered on

the Hum at a cost of sixty or seveny dollars a ton recjuires

liiat wheat shall bring two dollars a bushel to pay expen-

ses, and the no inconsiderable risk of failure. In short,

we find it next to impossible to hire men to cultivate poor
|

land so that it shall not be made poorer, and pay them for
j

their labor. They cannot realize higit wages, if allowed
|

the use of the land (rent fiee,) and of horses to plow it,
|

unless one will give them manure also, which cannot lie
j

purchased at a reasonable price, as compared with the
j

price of corn and wheat.
|

It may be said that one should make manure on his
|

farm. This is generally the best course: !mt on an old,
'

'worn out plantation, something is needed as a basis to
j

build upon. iNIore poor land has been renovated by the •

aid of lime than by the use of any other single elemen
|

tary substance. We should gladly purchase lime for agri-
j

culturl purposes if railroads were not so managed as vir-
j

tually to prohibit the transportation of lime any consider
;

able distance for the improvement of the soil. Capital in- i

vested in iron wavs, locomotives, pmssenger and freight

oars, would yield twice the income by fostering the gener-

al use of lime, and a better system of tillage than is now
practiced. At present the State loses many of its best

citizens by emigration, and the loss of capital by the same
means amounts to some millions a year, h othing slioit

of an increase of fertility, and the lessening of the cost of

TBaking good crops will correct the evil.

All taxpayers ought to insist on the immediate adop-

tion of a wiser public policy, having for its object the re-

t.iining of the wealth and population of Georgia within its
!

limits. But so long as farm labor and capital are gener-
j

ally employed to impoverish the earth, its abandonment,
j

where most injured, is inevitable. The truth of this re-
|

mark being almost self-evident, and fertility being a quan-
j

tity, even in the best virgin soils, who does not see the
j

importance of the best possible facilities of transporting
I

the integral parts of crops from places where they are
j

abundant to places where they are scarce 1 It is, then, a I

short-sighted, narrow-minded policy in railroads to refuse

to use them for the replenishing of the soil, as well for the

conveyance of its products to market. Decaying forest

leaves stable manure and deeper plowing aided by marl

or commmon lime, will do much to restore fertility where
•.t has been removed and lost. The recuperative powers
of the calcareous element in soils is not duly appreciated;

and we shall endeavor in future numbers to develop the

chemical functions of lime more fully and charly, in

bringing out the latent resources of long tilled fields, and
'hus, apparently, creating fruitfulness in sterile land.

The essential elements of fruitfulness in the earth are far

from being pound for pound equal to the plants that grow
:

therein. Water and air contribute largely to the solids of

all plants; so that the substance of the ground is only

sparingly consumed by their growth. Henf-e fertility is

in one sense, a concentrated essence, but none the less

ponderable matter, while comparatively small in amount.

L.

Implements iluu are no lon-tr wanted for the

season, should be carefully laid aside and protected from

the weather.
[

IIEGEO HOUSES—PLANTATION HOSPITALS,

Editors Southern Cultivator—I would invite the at-

tention of slave-owners to a subject hitherto very much

neglected, though of very great importance, as I think, tn

both master and slave, and, therefore, well worthy of tS.*

careful consideration of every slave holder.

That Negroes are not, as a general thing, as well prci-

vided for in the way of comfortable dwellings as thei-'-

might be, is .simply a well known fiict. That their health

(and consequently their value to the owner) is thereby

often seriously afiected, cannot be doubted. It were

scarcely to be expected, however, that the health of the

negro should receive special attention while the vast ma-

jority of the white race place so low an estimate on their

own.

In genera], negro houses are “knocked up” in a very

careless, bungling manner— always too sinuU and t-oo low.

No attention is paid to ventilation and shading, nor any-

thing else with reference to the health and comfort of the

occupant. They are usually placed so near the grounif

that, in a few years, the lower timbers rot and sink-

down quite into the earth. But nothing better is provid-

ed, and the negro is obliged to remain in this uncomforr-

able and unhealthy situation just as long as it will afford

the merest excuse for a shelter. It must be apparent, I

think, to the most superficial observer, that the noxious ex-

halations emenating from the half-burried and decaying

timbers, and from the abundant collections of every des-

cription of putrifying trash, usually to be found under-

neath and about these old, dirty habitations, together with

the other numerous deleterious 'Vifluences inseparably

connected therewith, are well calculated to generate dis-

ease.

But let us proceed, my friend, just one step farther.

Suppose your negro is now actually sick, and obliged CO'

take his bed here in his old, do.mp, half-burried hid.ge.,

which it is impossible to render at all comfortable either

in summer or winter; here to struggle for days, perhaps

for weeks against the crushing forces of a dangerous dis-

ease, amid the numerous adverse influences and disad-

vantages with wliicii he is surrounded on every hand r

and what are his chances for recovery 7 You must see that

they are very poor indeed. He is in a miserable plight, so

is everything about him
;
and you can do but little for him.

You would gladly do something if you could. You would

readily and willingly make all needful sacrifices, if, per-

chance,you might,by any means, rescue him from his peril-

ous situation. But it is to be feared that all your sacrifices,

all your care and attention, though bestov,red v/ithout re-

serve and without stint, will prove of littleadvantage tohiatu

Under different, and more favorable circumstances, yoie

could, perhaps, do a good deal that would be of essential

benefit. As it is, liowever, you cannot do much
;
neither

can the doctor; and twolo one you will lose your servant.

There is no doubt, but that many a valuable slave has

been lost for the want of being beiier provided for, both la

sickness and in health. It is not enough that you pro-

vide simply lood and clothing for your servants when they

are well, and physic when they are sick, no matter bow
abundant the supply may be. Your own good sense telLs

you that iioiir interest on the one hand, as well as Konr

djdij on tlie other, both demand something m.ore than this.

It is clearly and unquesiionably to your advantage to pro-

vide comfortable lodgings for your servants, both in sick-

ness and in health. Whatever tends to preserve the

health and promote the general well-being of the slave, i*

an advantage to the owner, and, therefore, well worth)' ©f

his attention.

Baitding H uses.—Here I cannot do better, perh.aps,

than to recommend, in general terms, the plan laid dowa
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iby “Agricola.” (See Cultivator for June, 1855, page

5172.) I would remark, however, that 16 by 18 feet is too

omall. I think, even for a small fa/mily. Negro houses

are never more than one story high, and always too low
at that

;
and, as there is but one apartment for the whole

> family, this ought, undoubtelly, to be of good size and
' well situated. Negroes, I admit, bear crowding much
il3>etter than white people. Owing to certain constitutional

peculiarities, the negro does not consume as much oxygen

as the white man, and he is, therefore, relieved, in some
degree, from those inconveniences experienced by the

w^hite man from over-crowding and want of ventilation.

• Still I must insist that ventilation is necessary and ought

• to overlooked
;
and that too much crowding together

?iiQ small apartments is injurious and ought to be guarded

-against. When the houses are built of logs (which is

^generally the case) they should be hewn and all the bark
i taken o£ The cracks should be neatly lined inside and
©lat, If this is not done, the negroes will soon have them

; ittiied with dirty rags, old shoes, coon skins, chicken

t leathers and every other description of trash. They should

aot he permitted to indulge in these filthy, though very

fjsatural propensities. Nor should they be allowed to have

sloiandles of rags and dirty cloths stutFed about their beds.

This they will be certain to do if not prohibited. The in-

i tsffior of their dwellings should be frequently inspected

V by the master or overseer to see that all is right within

—

nhat they keep a clean house.

iJRlant^tion Hospitals.—Perhaps this will be a new idea

40 some

;

it may be to many
;

for I am not aware that the

plan has been adopted by more than a few in any part

y&{.the country. Nor do I know that the subject has ever

t received any particular attention anywhere or at any
> lime. Whatever may be the views and opinions of others

- soon this subject, my own observations and reflections

s fully satisfy me of its utility
;
and I, therefore, earnestly

cti&commend it to the attention ofevery one having the care

and management ofa number of slaves. And I am per-

siaaded that whoever will try the experiment, will never

reason to repent it. If it does not at once prove to be

a memy-making concern ,I am confident it will be found

t© be a money-saving one in the end. The cost would

a mere trifle, while the advantages it would afford, are

incalculable.

As to the size, form, and general arrangements of the

' b^iilding, no uniform rules can be given. These must be

/:ric)gulated according to the number of slaves on each plan-

iation, and the healthfulness or unhealthfulness of the lo-

• cation. A house 20 by 25 feet would do for three beds.

'SM all of its arrangements, the prime object should be com-

fiort, both in summer and winter. Hence ventilation, a

.
good fire-place, clean beds, &c., are of the first importance.

- Aia excellent kind of bed can be cheaply made of refuse

and shucks. When v/ell made, this is a much better

b-sd than feathers, for either the sick or well.

When a negro is taken sick, he should be at once taken

?t© the Hospital

;

his dirty clothes taken off, and his whole

person thoroughly cleansed before being put to bed. He
3e then ready for medical treatment with a fair prospect of

isbtaining all the benefits to be derived therefrom. A com-

;
pgtent nurse should be appointed to attend him, while the

t:;«aster or the overseer will attend to giving the medicine

- take a general superintendance of everything connect-

- with the establishment. Other negroes will desire to

rasit the sick, and it is right they should do so, but too

jsany should not be admitted into the sick room at once;

r. 2i<E>r should they be allowed to crowd around the sick

No man, I think, can fail to see the great advantages of

- arrangement. The patient is at once placed beyond
A-»eyeach of the noise and bustle of the family, the crying

. <fcdjildren, the opening and shutting of doors, and vari-

ous other disturbances, always extremely annoying to the

sick. But more than this
;
we are enabled to protect him

from atmospheric vicissitudes, and without this it would
be unreasonable to expect much benefit from medicine or

anything else we could do. Under these advantageous
regulations, convalescence will not only be hastened, but

rendered doubly sure. And we have some reasonable

grounds to hope for a favorable issue. But whatever the

final result may be, we are relieved from any painful re-

flections upon ourselves. Whether he lives or whether he
dies, we have the satisfactions of knowing that ace have

done what we could—we have discharged our duty.

Omo.
Toccopola, Miss., Sept., 1855,

THE SUGAE GROWTH IN LOUISIANA.

A friend in New Orleans writes as follows :—I wrote

you yesterday. I resume the pen to-day to correct a gross

error which has crept into your September number. At
page 353, it says : “and in the year 1765 there was sugar

enough manufactured for home consumption, and in 1770

sugar became one of the staple products of the colony.’*

Where the author got his authority for so stupendous an
assertion, the ghost of Munchausen alone could tell, if

summoned by the spirit rappers. There was not a pound
of sugar made in the time mentioned.

Judge Martin, who came very early to Louisiana after

the cession, and who had the best means of information,

for he could get it from a large number of men who were

personally acquainted with the state of the colony in 1765

and 1770, thus writes on the subject in his history—page

125, 2d vol,:

“Since the year 1766 the manufacture of sugar had been

entirely abandoned in Louisana. A few individuals had,

however, contracted to plant afew canes in the neighbor-

hood of the city. They found a want for them in the

the market. Two Spaniards, Mendez and Solis, had

lately made larger plantations. One of them boiled the

juice of the cane into syrup, and the other set up a distillery

in which he made indifferent tafia.^^

A feiv canes for the market

—

syrup toffia—but no s^igar,

as you see.

The ^me authority continues :—“Etienne Bore, a na-

tive of Illinois, who resided about six miles above the

city, finding his fortune considerably reduced by the fail-

ure of the indigo crops for several successive years, con-

ceived the idea ofretrieving his losses by the manufacture

of sugar. The attempt was considered by all as a vision-

ary one. (Why visionary, if good sugar had ever been

made in the colony 1) His wife, (a daughter of Destrehan,

the Colonial Treasurer, under the government ofFrance,

who had been one of the first to attempt, and one of the

last to abandon the manufacture of the sugar) remember-

ing her father’s ill success, warned him of the risk he ran

of adding to, instead of regaining his losses, and his re-

lations and friends joined theirremembrances to hers. He,

however, persisted
;
and having procured a quantity of

canes from Mendez and Solis, began to plant.”

This was written at a time w'hen instant contradiction

would have been given to the author if he had, in the

slightest degree, swerved from the truth.

At page 131, the same author observes :—“ Bore’s suc-

cess in his first attempts to manufacture sugar was very

great, and he sold his crop for twelve thousand dollars.

His example induced a number ofplanters to plant cane.”

The fact is, that before Bore’s success a sort of thick

sweet paste had been made in Louisiana, but no sugar

—

at least what we now understand by the word sugar.

The reason was that the juice of the cane did not granu-

late. My grand-father, Mr. Bore, was the first who suc-

ceeded. See page 349 ofHistory of Louisiana, 3d volume.

Yours, &c., Chas. Gayarre, in De Boiv's Review.
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SOAP MAKING—INFORMATION WANTED.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I liave been reading

your valuable paper for sometime, and find in it much

useful information for housekeepers, and as I am inex-

perienced in that line, I have determined to apply to you

lo assist me in a dilemma.

As we live in the country, and my husband is in debt,

it is entirely inconsistent with his ideas of economy to

buy soap, and the art of soap making is a secret which I

have not yet learned. If you could have heard all the

scolding and reminding I have done this year to haveaslies

and ley dripped, you would feel assured that it is not my
j

fault that I am not abundantly supplied with that most in-

dispensable article.

Now, there is a method by which nearly a barrelful of

soap can be made at a very trifling expense without the

use of ashes or ley
;
but with the modus operandi I am en-

tirely unacquainted
;
and if you will consult your indus-

trious, economical wives (I take it for granted you have

them, and prattling little ones, too, whose aprons are as

clean as their faces) 1 have no doubt you can be furnish-

ed with the very identical recipe. If they cannot, some
of your contributors can, and 1 should be much pleased to

see an article in your paper, soon, upon the art of soap

making with or without ley. Also, please remember the

criticisms of “Green Horn.” Respectfully,

Dora.

FViars' Pond, Miss., Sept., 1855,

Remarks.—The letter of our fair friend has been post-

poned much longer than we intended, by the press of mat-

ter in our columns. Our “better halves” disclaim a knowl-

edge of the art of making soap without potash or ley.

and while we are waiting to be enlightened on this sub-

ject by our lady readers, we will offer the three following

recipes, which come to us highly recommended :

Recipe for Washing.—The night before washing day,

put the clothes lo soak in cold water and also place on

the hot stove, in a suitable vessel, two pounds soap, cut

small; one ounce of borax, and two quarts of water.

These may be left to simmer till the fire goes out
;
in the

morning the mixture will be solid. On washing day,

operations are commenced by setting on a stove or fur-

nace the wash kettle nearly filled with cold water. Into

this put one-fourth of a pound of the compound, and then

wring out the clothes that have been soaking and put

them into the kettle. By the time that the water is scald-

ing hot, the clothes will be ready to take out. Drain them

well, and put them into clean, cold, water, and then

thoroughly rinse them twice, and they are ready to be

hung out. When more water is added to the wash-kettle,

more soap should also be added, but the quantity needed

will be very small. This process has many advantages

over others. It is suited for washing every kind of fabric
;

it is especially good for flannels, and seems to set colors

rather than remove them from dresses or shawls, while the

white clothes are rendered exceedingly white. It costs

less for soap than the common mode of washing; it is only

half as laborious, the clothes are thoroughly cleansed in

much less time, without injury to them; and last, but not

least, the soap does not act like caustic upon the hands,

but after a day’s washing they have a peculiarly soft, silky

feel, as far removed as is possible from the sensations pro-

duced by washing with ordinary washing compounds.

Labor-saving Soap—Take two pounds of sal-soda, two
pounds of yellow bar soap, and ten quarts of water. Cut
the soap in thin slices, and boil together two hours; strain

and it will be fit for use. Put the clothes in soak the

night before you wash, and to every pail of water in which

you boil them, add a pound of this soap. They wil!

no rubbing
;
merely rinse them out, and they will be jjaa- -

fectly clean and white.

Cheap Soap.—A correspondent of the Southern

ner gives the following recipe for soap making, and aditj-..

that it would be worth one thousand dollars in the hand:-..

of a selfish person, and the world would have to untie

purse string to get it, but here it is free gratis :

Take six pounds of Potash 75

Four pounds of Lard

Four pounds of Rosin 25

All amounting Si 50^

Beat up the rosin
;
mix all together well, and set

for five days, then put the wliole into a ten gallon- caois
'

of warm water and stir twice a day for ten days; aS tilths

expiration of which time, or sooner, yon will have

hundred pounds of excellent soap for S' 50.

PLANTING IN JEFFERSON, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In renewing my
scription for the next volume (which is herewith sea

you) 1 beg leave to ofter a fevv suggestions to the brotkes-

hood of Planters. In your notice of the visit ta-Caill

Warren’s place, and Major Douglas’ management, thesre,

was much to admire, and something not to admire. TbesS

the Major is a prince in his line, is certainly true
;
ek&h&r-

never could work the crops he does, and keep his bajiids-

and teams in order
;
but 1 felt a regret to see so much tabsc

lost—so much land injured—when the same laborjdirset!--

ed properly, would have given as large returns of eifopsr

and greatly increased value in land. When will theSosatfiA

learn that it is bad policy to exhaust a valuable eslat-s^ in-*

land
;
to brag of large crops cultivated and so many

ton bags made I

I am just home from a short trip to Southwestern Ge'£w&---

gia, and find the same ruinous course in full blast, in t&iar?:

section. Will men never reflect that no land will pro-

duce, year after year, with half cultivation, a crop of €©££..

and a crop ofgrass or cotton and grass, and not

rapidly I Two crops in the year and no return, is £©2 ^

much
;
and yet we go on increasing in the an of wearjusg;':

out our land with grass. All true farmers think it n8©«2-

sary to help their land to make grass; but we think dififs::-'.-

ently and act accordingly.

1 have concluded to adopt a different course, and -

pudiate this ‘ American notion” South, and at the
'

being called an “old fogy;” progress backwards

to produce increased crops from lewer acres and impw^S”

all my estate together. I regard it better policy and mcar:?-

patriotic and religious. What right have I to wear

or injure one acre of old earth—the gitt of God to mac—
the feeding mother and common inherritance of alS tfeffc-

race 1 Surely none *

I have planted as much as twenty acres to the kiSKtfr, :

this year have fallen to fifteen acres and cannot hoi>3®-
•

crop, and have plenty of pork and corn to sell, and laeiu:
•

year propose to drop to about thirteen acres, and inaks isa •

less.

Perhaps at some leisure time I may say more oh' Sfedf-

subject. “Clifton.-'*

Clifton, Fla., 1855.

*Our friend is correct. No man has a moral right: £o -

leave land any poorer tlian God made it, and thns inSjuS-:,.

untold evils on posterity.

—

Eds.
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HILDRETH’S IRON GANG PLOW.

The above cut represents a Gang Plow, invented by

G. W, Hildreth, of Lockport, N. Y., who has taken mea-

sures to secure a patent.

It is made entirefy of Iron (except the pole to draw by.)

The main frame is a triangular ellipse in form, for the

pm’pose of shrinking on a wrought-iron band, to make it

of any desired strength.

The forward end of said frame rides on an axletree,

connected by a king bolt and bolster-plates, allowing it to

iurn freely upon the axletree. The pole is attached by a

device, which the driver can easily change to make the

gang run more or less to land, which pole guides the

whole gang with precision, by the off- horse walking in

the furrow, and requires no holding.
|

The wheels are large, and can be easily changed so as

to carry the plows clear of the ground (in moving from I

one field to another) and can also be set to run the plows

any desired depth in the ground, from one to six inches

deep, cutting and turning the whole surface clean.

The gang will turn round (without being touched by
the hand) on a circle of three feet radius, and by lifting

the rear end by the handle, it will turn at right angles.

The plows are made strong, and on a sharp angle
;

the draft is light. They are ground smooth on an emery
wheel, and do not clog. The plows are locked to the

frame by a hook, tongue and groove, and one carnage
bolt.

This is the best implement in use for covering all kinds
©fseed sown broad-cast.

It has been used in almost every variety of soil, and
luas given universal satisfaction. It is well adapted to the

soil in the Western States, and the Plantations of the South.

It works first-rate in muck, clay or gravel. The inven

tor also enumerates tlie following advantages which it

possesses

;

The material of which it is composed being iron, is

strong and imperishable.

It requires no holding.

The facility for elevating the plows above ground, so

as to take it from one field to another.

A boy that can drive the off-horse in the furrow, can do

as good work as the best plowman.

The draft is easy for two horses or mules.

It will bed up, or bed down lands, as you prefer.

It will move more land for the amount of power requir-

ed, than any other implement in use.

The shares cut the whole surface of the ground, and

turn it all over.

It is nicely adapted to uneven land.

It is very convenient for carrying off loose stone from the

field, while plowing.

It is no deiriment for a boy to ride on the gang while

plowing.

It is the best implement in use for planting corn for

feed.

Lastly, the ease with which a good team will gang over

from 4 to 5 acres per day, and the manner in which it

does its work, completely stirring the whole surface of the

ground to the required depth.

Contracts for prospective rights to manufacture can be

made, and patterns furnished by addressing the subscriber

at Lockport, Niagara county, N. Y.

G. W. Hildreth.

Dr. Wm. McCollum holds the Patent for Georgia, and

Carmichael &Bean, of this city, are his Agents for the

sale of the plows.
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KETEOEOLOGY FOE THE FASMEES,

BY LIEUT. MAURY. U. S. N'.

Orservvtory, Washingron, June 18, 1855.

Tb fkj^ Editors of the Amcricav. Farmer

:

Gentlemen— 1 am much obliged to you for your favor

of the 9th inst. You are right—I did not intend to con-

fine the. appeal to the farmers of any “pent-up-Utica.” I

intend to make it as broad as the land.

You a.sk for the plan of co-operation. It is very simple,

and calls on the farmers for little more than good will.

I first want authority to take the preliminary steps, and
to confer with other meteorologists and men of science at

home and abroad, v.ith the view ofestablishing a uniform
system of meteorological observations for the land, as we
have done for the sea.

If any officer of the government were authorized to say
to the farmers, as I have said to the sailors, here is the

form ofa meteorological journal; it shows you the obser-

vations that are wanted, the hours at which they are to be
made; tells wliat instruments are required, and how they

are to be used ; take it, furnish the government with the

observaiions, and, in return, the government will discuss

them and gi /e you a copy of the I'esults when published—he would have at once and without cost a volunteer

corps of observers that would furnish him with all the

data requisite fora complete study of both agricultural and
sanimry meteorology.

Such .an offer to the sailors, has enlisted a corps of ob-

servers for the sea, by whose co-operation results the

most important and valuable, and as unexpected as valu-

able, have been obtained.

Could not, at least, one farmer be found on the average
for every county in every State that would gladly under-
take the observations'? I don't think there would be any
diificuity on that score. Sailors have been found to do as

much for every part of the sea—on the average ten obser-

vers for a State would be sufficient.

Xow, if we could get the English government, and the

French government, and the Russian government and the

other Christian States, both of the Old World and the

New, to do the same by their farmers, we shall have the

whole surface of our planet covered with meteorological

observers acting in concert, and eliciting from nature
under all varieties of climate and circumstance, answers
to the same questions, and that, too, at no other expense
than what each government should choose to incur for the

discussion and publication of the observations that are

made by its own citizens or subjects.

Wl.ai is wanted in a system of observations like this, is

uriu'orinity. Hence, co-operation—an agreement to ob-

serve the same things at the same limes—is essential to

any vhing like success. We want not only corresponding
• observations as to the time, but we want them made with
instruments that are alike, or that can be compared

;
and

then we may expect to find out something certain and
vahiable, concerning the movements of this grand and
beautilul machine called the atmosphere.

^-uppo.se a pretentious fly should place itself upon a

steam engine, and from its own little, narrow contracted
field of observations, attempt to expound the stimcture of
the entire machine. If it had the intelligence, both to ob-
serve and to reason it would not find itself more bewilder-
ed than any one does and must, who, from an isolated

series of meteorological observations, attempts to learn the

laws which govern the atmosphere and regulates climates.

If you ask me to slate beforehand what particular dis-

coveries or special results of value I expect to makel I

answer, If 1 could tell I would not ask your assistance to

make them. The fields meteorological are large—there

are many of them, and all that Ido know about them is,

that there is in them migWj harvests of many sorts.

I

Some years ago I commenced such a system for the sea,

I

as I am now advocating—and as I now both see and feel

I

the necessity of—for the land. After we had been at work
I
a little while and began to gather in a harvest of useful

results by discovering new truths and facts, Congress

i

authorized the Secretary of the Navy to employ three

' small vessels of the Navy, to assist me in perfecting these

discoveries, and pushing forward investigations.

Now, you would have said, what two things can be

I

move remote than maps to show which way the winds
blow, and a sub-marine telegraph across the Atlantic 'I

: Yet it seems that they are closely connected, for researches

‘ undertaken for the one are found to bear directly upon

!
the other. Among the early fruits gathered by pursuing

i our discoveries, even with the slender means afforded by
! Congress—for the Secretary was authorized to let me

j

have these three small vessels only in case they should

I
cost nothing—there is a promise of a submarine telegraph

j

across the Atlantic.

j

We are told by the public prints that a company has

been formed for the purpose, the money raised, contracts

I made, and the cable that is to hold the v/ires and span.

I

the ocean commenced to be made. 1 have a piece of it

' now on the table before me.

[

One of the results of getting the wires across, will be to

place the farmers with their provision markets and pro-

duce exactly half the distance in time—and time now
seems to be the only true measure of distance—from

Europe that they now are. Let us illustrate the value in

one respect only of this telegrapli to the farmers : a de-

mand springs up in England for breadstufis, for instance.

The news must now wait for the steamer to sail before it

is ready to come, and by the time she reaches our shores

and the produce can be sent forward, the chief granaries

of Europe have been ransacked, and the American dealer

finds himselftoo lato in the market.

But when that telegraphic plateau, which we have dis-

covered in the Atlantic, shall be threaded with the mag-
netic cable, the intelligence will be known in New York,

Cincinnati, St Louis and New Orleans as soon as it is in

Liverpool. Straightway the produce is put in motion,

and instead of coming in “the day after the fair,” as is

now too often the case, it will arrive with the young of

the flood that comes rolling in from the East to meet the

demand. By this achievement, or by the achievement*

which these investigations at sea have already accom-

plished in the shortening of voyages and saving of time,

who have been the greater gainers, the farmers or the mer-

chants'?

Storms on land have a beginning and an end
;
that is.

they commence at one place, and frequently, after several

days travel, end at some other
;

at least so it is held. What
would it be worth to the farmer, or the merchant, or to

any body, if he could know, with something like certain-

ty, the kind ofvr'eather he might always expect one, two,

three or more days ahead '?

I think it not at all unlikely that such, to some extent at

least, would be among the first fruits of this system of ob-

servations that I am proposing.

Certain of the observers scattered over all parts of the

country, would probaii^ly be required to make daily re-

ports to the central office at Washington as to the weather

each for his own station—say at 9 A. M, This would

soon enable us to determine the laws of progress as well

as the march of the various states of weather, such as

gales, rains, snow storms and the like
;
so that knowing in

what part of the country a storm had arisen, we should

—

learning through the telegraph the direction it might take

—be enabled to calculate its rate of travel, and to predict,

within a few hours the time it would arrive at different

places on its line ofmarch
;
and knowing these, the tele-

graphic agency which the newspaper press of the coua-
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try has established here, would, without more ado or fur-

ther cost, make the announcement the next morning in all

the papers of the land.

I allude to this as an exemplification only of some of

the first fruits of the plan. I do not suppose that we
should be able to telegraph in advance of every shower of

rain, but without doubt the march of the rains that are

general, can be determined in time to give the people in

some portions of the country at least, warning of their ap-

proach.

Such an office as will be required here in Washington

to carry out the details of this plan is already in existence.

It was established by Mr. Calhoun when he was Secre-

tary of War, and it is under the control of the Surgeon

General of the Army. There the meteorological observa-

tions made at our military posts are discussed and

published
;
and one of the most valuable and interesting

reports concerning the meteorology and climate of the

country that has ever appeared, is now in course of pub-

lication there. Or such an office might be mede a branch

of the “Agricultural division of the Patent Office.” In

either case the nucleus for it is already in existence
;
and

the only expense necessary would be on account of the

addition to the force of the office that would be required to

discuss the observations after they are made.

Hence, you will perceive, that what I want is, that the

farmers and planters, and all who are interested in the

weather, should not only give me their good will, but that

they should use their influence in helping to bring about

such a system of meteorological co-operation for the land,

as we have already established for the sea.

I make the appeal to the farming interest especially, be-

eause that is the great interest to be subserved by the

scheme
;
and if the farmers do not really care enough

about it to use their influence with their representatives

in Congress to procure the very trifling approbation that

is required to get it under way, I do not see why I should

give myself any further trouble in the matter.

Will you not bring the subject in some tangible shape

before the Agricultural Societies of the country I A simple

memorial from them to Congress, would not fail to pro-

«ure all the legislative aid necessary.

Some of the leading scientific men of Europe are ready
to join us in such a plan

;
and with authority to confer

with them officially as to details, I have no doubt that

most of the governments of the world would undertake,

each for itself and within its own territories a correspond-

ing series of observations, so that we should then be able

to study the movements of this great atmospherical ma-
chinery of our planet as a whole, and not as hitherto in

isolated detached parts. Respectfully, &c.,

F. M, Maury, Lieut. U. S. N.
Messrs. Sands & Worthington.

N, B.—Series of observations, more or less extensive,

have been undertaken in various parts of the country, and

for objects more or less general and useful. Among them

may be mentioned those of the Smithsonian Institution,

under the direction of Prof. Henry, the immediate object

<yf which is an investigation of the law of storms. Several

of the States, and many individuals co-operating with

him; also those of Louisiana, by Dr. Barton, concerning

sanitary laws—and those of Prof. Espy and others.

It is hardly necessary to add that the plan now pro-

posed is not calculated to interfere with any of those
;
on

the contrary, it is in furtherance of them all, and differs

firom them only in being universal, and in establishing co-

operation and concert between the observers at sea and

those on land .—American Farmer.

Change of Food for Horses.—The kind of food for

animals should be changed frequently. A horse long kept

on shorts, will be affected by a fever in his legs and feet,

producing a result similar to founder. Shorts, corn meal,

or cobmeal, should never be given, except in a mixed
state with cut hay, or straw. This will require them tc

eat slowe-r, and the food is better prepared for digestion.

If given alone, it ferments rapidly in the stomach, pro-

duces a general fever, injures the digestive powers, and
finally produces a stiffness throughout the limbs. When
these results are discovered, the remedy is a change of

food. Continued feeding on oats, alone, will produce the

same results as shorts, or meal
;
and many a founder is

caused by it, as well as by feeding, or drinking w'hen the

horse is warm. If necessity compels a person to feed a

horse on shorts, corn meal, oat meal or cob meal, a supply

of salt should be added to prevent fermentation in the

stomach.— Ohio Farmer.

INVENTED BY A. P. BROWN, OF BRATTLEEORo’, Vr.

The advantage of using wind in preference to horse or

steam power has not been duly appreciated by farmers

and mechanics. All the difficulties in using wind-pow'er

to advantage are overcome in the mill above represented.

It is ingenious, simple, and a most perfect regulator of its

own motion. It spreads a wide sail to a light breeze, and

a small surface to a heavy one. An accelerated motion is

checked by the action of the mill itself as readily as the

steam engine is checked by the action of WatVs Centrifu-

gal Governor.

Its construction will be readily understood by reference

to the engraving. The radical feature in which this ma-

chine differs from others is simply this:—It governs the

obliquity ofits own fans, A:, to the wind by means of the

centrifugal force of those fans. Each is furnished with a

helical or spiral slot and pin, made fast in the arm, as seen

at i, Jig. 2. In case of acceleration, the tendency of the

fans is to overcome a suitable coiled spring, or a weighted

lever, and to move farther out on their respective arms,

and in so doing the spiral groove, or slot, slides on the

pin and turns the fan more and more edgewise to the wind
,

presenting less surface. 'When the velocity of the wheel

is diminished, the spring or weight immediately draws

the fans in an opposite direction, and the same slot and

pin turn them more to the wind, always adjusting itself to

the necessities of the occasion.

Farmers and others in want of a cheap motive power,,

should look to the inducements offered of putting up

wind-mills upon their farms or premises. It may be used

very economically to pump water for irrigating or drain-

ing land, watering cattle, or for household purposes to the

tops of houses. It may be used, and will operate very
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satisfactorily, to thresh and clean all kinds of grain, to

shell corn, and grind wheat, rye, corn, or any other thing

to be ground cut, or mashed, such as apples, roots, veget-

ables, &c. It is particularly adapted to churning, work-

ing butter, washing, turning grindstones, sawing wood,

catting straw, and stalks, or fodder. It will bore and mor-

tise timber, drive small saw-mills, lath machines, turning-

lathes, &>c., &c., and if you wush, it will ventilate your

house exceedingly well. It will not plow, harrow, culti-

vate, or mow, but any work which can be brought to it

may be performed
;
and it v/ill perform readily, without

waiting to be caught, fed or harnessed. The only food

these mills require is about one gallon of oil a year. They
do not require as much nursing and attention as horses

or oxen, one coat of paint will keep them clean and beau-

tiful a year or more. The attachments used to connect

them to different machines, so as to do different kinds of

work, cost less than the harness and equipage of horses,

and will last more than twice as long. The expense for

repairs is much less than that for the shoeing and prepar-

ing of teams for labor. The same amount of power costs

less, and the wind-power will not die. Wind-mills will

work by night as well as by day, and will run steadily

without a driver. They are generally ready to work the

greatest number ofhours when their work is most needed,

viz.: in the fall, winter, and spring. They do not regard

the ten-hour system, but work early and late, summer and
winter.

Any particular information concerning these mills may
be obtained of Fowler & Wells, 308 Broadway, New
York, who are manufacturing ten different sizes, ranging

from $35 to $350 each. See advertisement,

>iiLK Fever in Cows.—Dear Sir—Having just met
with very decided success in experimenting on milk

fever, a disease very apt to attack cows in very good

condition, coming in during the summer season, and as I

have known of many valuable cows being lost by the

same disease, I thought I would like to have others try

the same remedy. Having been called by a neighbor to

see a fine cow, to all appearances, in the last stage of the

disease, I told him at once that 1 thought there was no
hope for her, as I had lost one or two when I commenced
with them before they were near as bad, and had the help

of good farriers, but never saved one
;
but as he was very

anxious (it being his oiily cow) to try something, I told

him 1 would bleed her, (the bleeding, 1 have very little

faith in,) and as she was lying quite near the water, I re-

marked to the owner of the cow that she would be a good
subject to experiment on

;
accordingly we commenced

pouring on cold water, and rubbing her briskly, and in

half an hour there was a change for the better. He fol-

lowed up a very free use of cold water during the after-

noon, rubbing her well in the intervals, and at night she
would eat when food was put into her mouth, and in the

morning when he went to look after her, he found her up
nnd feeding, and she is now (the third day since) well

and jtiving a fine pail of milk. So much for cold water,

Luther Raw'so.n, in Northern Farmer.
Oak Creek, Mihraukee Co., Wis., Sept., 1855.

^‘ZASTEEN DIVISION” AND “EAST TENNESSEE”
FAIES.

A friend, who attended these Fairs, at Loudon and

Knoxville, writes us as follow's

:

1 will commence by saying that we had a very nice
time of it, considering the very disagreeable weather, and
a -much better Fair than wms generally expected, even
with good weather. It continued three days—the crowd
enjoying themselves all the time—and wound up without
a murmur of dissatisfaction. Everybody gratified that

ihey had attended the Fair, and in favor of another one.

Last week, the “East Tennessee Fair,” (not the “East-
ern Division Fair”) provided for by our Legislature, came
off at Knoxville—beginning on Tuesday and ending oa
Friday evening. The exhibition was quite creditable, ia

almost every department. In field crops there were 43
bushels wheat per acre, and 104 bushels of corn on up-
land. Quite a respectable show of Agricultural Imple-

ments and Machinery, among which was a Reaping and
Mowing machine and a Grain Drill in operation, &c.
Two plowing matches. The Stock, Hogs and Cattle, were
very fine

;
and the show of Horses was unequalled by

anything I have seen, both as to quality and numbers.
Quite a number of fine Match, Harness, Saddle, Trotting

and Pacing horses, the performances of which was an
important feature in the exhibition. The horse stock,

from 3 years old down, would have done credit, in my
opinion, to any State in the Union. The number was
large, and the animals of each age seemed to be a decided

improvement on those one year older.

Sincerely yours, L. S. A,

LEVELING OR GRADING INSTRUMENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I dislike to trouble

you in regard to my description of my level
;
but as I am

glad, whenever I can correct an error, to do it without de-

lay, I hasten to correct one in my article in your October

number. At the same time I must thank your Novem-

ber correspondent “B. P. B.” for calling my attention to

the error.

As it cannot mislead any persons but such as have my
article, it will be better to refer them to Fig. 3 of that article

and suggest the alteration, than to draw another figure,

using the siTie instead of the tangent. The error consist-

ed in transferring the divisions of the tangent to the arc,

instead of taking the divisions of the sine. I think I may
have made the mistake in my demonstration, from having

drawn the figure with the double object of demonstrating

from it, and also of using it to show how the scale was
made

;
for conceiving it to be more intelligible if the figure

could be made to represent the two feet of the compass, one

at 0, the other at C, and knowing that equal divisions on

the tangent could be transferred to the arc in such a way
as to produce the same divisions of the scale as would

arise from transferring equal divisions of the sine of 90*^,

I began the figure with this purpose in view
;
but erred

in drawing my lines from 2, 4, G, &c., to C, instead of

drawing them through the arc parallel with C D. Aiul

all the correction necessary in the original communicati&n,

is that of droAcing the several lines from 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,

parallel xcilh C. D. With attention to this the instrument

can be constructed. And as to the demonstration, which

was intended rather for the scientific reader, it cannot mis-

lead him
;
for he will perceive the mistake, as did “B. P

B.” Wm. Johnson.

Greenwood, 'Pu.scaloosa Co., Ala. Nov., 1855.

Crop of Sugar.—The New Orleans Price Current, of

Dec. 1st, thus refers to the forthcoming crop of Sugar

:

With respect to the crop, it is quite certain that the

grinding season, on the whole, has been a very unfavor-

able one thus far, the weather having been showery, with

an unseasonably low temperature, and these drawbacks,

added to the disadvantages which the crop labored under

in the early part of the season, and which have heretofore

been referred to, have tended to reduce the estimates much

below the product of last year, which product was less

than that of the year previous in the large amount

102,000 hhds.
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AUGUSTA. GA:

VOL. XIV. NO. 1 ..JANTJAEY, 1856.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Corn Crushers and Grinders.—E. P.—We handed

your letter to J. A. Ansley, Esq., of this city, who has

replied to your inquiries respecting Leavitt’s machine.

Letter Forwarded.—J. H. W.—Yours to J. M. P.,

was forwarded to Bainbridge, Ga., as requested.

Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, &c.—Mrs. M. H. M.,

Union Church, Miss.—Your request shall be cheerfully

complied with. We intend to devote increased and

particular attention to Horticulture and Floriculture, in

present volume, and are delighted to know that our fair

subscribers feel the same interest in it that we do.

Osage Orange Hedges,—T. C. H.—See article in our

November (1855) number, page 350. It is very full and

complete. We will publish a long article on Hedges of

different kinds, in our next.

Lucerne.—R. J. J.—Sent your seed on the 21st Sept.,

per mail.

Doura and Stock Corn.—J. A. T. wants some Doura
Corn, and some good Corn for stock. Wiio can supply

him I The seed for J. H. W., was mailed first of Novem-
ber.

Back Volumes,—D. S. J.—Any of our subscribers hav-

ing volumes 9 and 10 (for 1851-2) that, they do not wish

to preserve, may find a purchaser for them by addressing

the editors. We will pay the subscription price for them,

or send our paper for the present year.

Spaying Cows.— L. F,—We will publish an article on
this subject hereafter.

California Burr Clover.— S, M. McL.—Shall be

glad of the promised seed. Have answered your Fruit

inquiries per mail.

Lime and Muck.—N. W. M.—One-fourtli or even one-

sixth part of Lime will be amply sufficient. Air slacked

lime will do. Apply 30 or 40 wagon loads of this com-
post to an acre, spread it, and plow in deeply.

Agricultural Societies.—W. H.—You will find the

form of Constitution, &c
,
desired, in our back volumes.

Pace Peach.—E. P.— All Southern Nurserymen can
furnish you the trees. The Potato vine matter is an ex-

ploded humbug.
Mississippi Crops.—T. R —Your article was repeatedly

crowded out, and is now unseasonable, Hope to hear
from you again.

Weevil i.n Wheat.—P. M.—We suppose green pine
tags or “straw” would be best, but dry will do. We
know nothing of its efficacy from actual experiment—the

article was copied from a contemporary journal.

Agricultural Schools, &c.— S, M.—We regret our
inability to decipher your hand-writing. ’T would drive

a “Philadelphia lawyer” perfectly crazy. Do procure an
amanuensis to write out your views.

Burning Woods.—W. J. R.—We are opposed to the

practice. It injures the land and the “range,” and is tlie

cause of much loss to the country.

Lucerne,—J G. G.—Your letter was handed to one of

our Seedsmen, who reports your order promptly filled.

The Golden Era.—E. M.—Your MSS. have been for-

warded to Dr. Lee, as desired.

Corn and Cob Crushers.—B. A.—We are not familiar

with the “Young America” machine. Scott’s “Little

Giant” is tlie best we have )’et seen. Would have a-n-

swered your inquiries per mail, as requested, but that we
were at a loss respecting your proper Post Office. You
forgot to mention the county or State.

Affleck’s Plantation Register.—C. A. P., Ravens
wood, N. C.—We will send to Mr. A. for tlie copy you
desire.

Devon Heifers.—We know of no pure Devons, for

sale, in the South, at present. The Montgomery Fair ex-

hausted the stock of Mr, Peters, and we have only' gmdec,
or half-bloods, to dispose of.

J. C. C., of Durhamville, Tenn., has our best thanks.

Bloody Milk in Cows.—A subscriber in Homer, La.^

desires a remedy for this disease. Can any of our readers

furnish one I

Live. Stock, Seeds, &c.—W. J. B.—We do not know
of any work on live stock especially adapted to the South

it is yet to be w'ritten. The Seeds you desire will be cheer-

fully ordered if you will send us a list of tliem. Let us,

also, have the “communications.”

|^"Many other inquiries will receive attention in our

next.

FOURTEENTH VOLUME OF THE CULTIVATOR

The present number forms the beginning of our Four-

teenth Volume, and those wdio have thus far accompanied

us on ourjourney, will need no assurance of our deep in-

terest in the improvement of Southern Agriculture, and

our determination to do all in our power to place it on a

proper basis.

To this end, we shall hereafter devote not a little space

to the consideration of the best methods of improving and

rendering profitable our old and (so-called) “worn out

lands and of restradning the emigration of our people to

new and remote regions. We will endeavor to conyirxe

our readers of the policy of diversifying their prodAhcts ;

and of surrounding themselves with more home comforts

and enjoyments than they now possess. We will, also,

call their attention to many neglected sources of profit and

emolument, incident to our favorable climate
;
and show

them how headand. hand may be made to work' together

for good. We will advocate deep plowing and thorotigh

pulverization of the soil—more attention to the Grasses,

especially our native varieties—the culture of Fruits, the

Grape particularly—the necessity and benefit oHrrigatiov
,

mulching and shade, in our horticultural and agricultural

operations—the introduction of new and improved breeds-

of animals, from climes similar to our own

—

the tasteful

embellishment of our gardens and grounds—the moral

endl of taking any portion, howev'er small, of God s-

fair earth, and leaving it more barren, unproductive and

unsightly than we found it—the true economy of farm

and plantation labor, &c., &c. All these, and
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other topics, of leading interest to the landholders of the

South, will be freely discussed in our pages
;
and we call

upon each and every one of our readers to aid us with

their pens, and to give us in a brief and succinct style,

the result of their observation and experience in all mat-

ters to which our journal is devoted. We have, already,

the promise of assistance from many of the ablest agricul-

tural and horticultural writers of the South, and can, if

each of our readers will contribute his quota of informa-

tion, promise a better and more interesting journal than

we have ever yet furnished. We need only the kind co-

operation and support of the lovers of progress and im~

prorement. and we should be oblivious of past favors if we
j

allowed ourselves to think it will be denied us hereafier.
1

Wc start, therefore, upon the new volume and New Year,
I

with renewed hope and bright prospects
;
and trust we

j

shall have the companionship of all our old friends, and
j

many new ones—to each of whom we cordially wish a

“Happy New' Year.”

THE MONTGOMERY ^ALA.) AGRICULTURAL FAIR.

We attended the First Annual Fair of the Agricultural

Society of Alabama, w’hich was held in Montgomery on

the 20th of November (1855); and it affords us much
pleasure to say, that w'e never witnessed, in any State,

an inaugural Fair ofequal excellence.

At this late day, and after the subject has, in a measure,

been exhausted by the various notices and reports of the

daily press, it is not necessary to enter into any minute

detail of the exhibition
;
which in its general features, re-

sembled other Southern Agricultural Fairs, heretofore so

often described in our journal. That all the Departments

should be so well and creditably filled, as they were, how-

ever
;
and that so many objects of interest and utility

could be gathered together and so tastefully arranged, at

the First Fair, w'as more than the most sanguine members

of the Society dared to hope; and the consequence was,

a general feeling of agreeable disappointment in all w'ho

visited the grounds. Indeed, it was quite cheering to

w’itness the good feeling and enthusiasm which seemed to

pervade all classes of visitors and to note the evident inter-

est wdiich was felt in the success of the exhibition. This

spirit of emulation and interest is the life of an Agricul-

tural Society, and we trust our Alabama friends w'ill not

allow it to wane or diminish. If they are true to them-

selves they W'ill not
;
for their noble State is rich in all

resources that make a people great and happy
;
and their

Agricultural and Mechanical associations can, if properly

managed, do much toward rendering these resources

available and benificent.

We have no fear for the future of our sister State—her

destiny is onvardl She has made a most auspicious open-

ing movement in agricultural improvement
;

and, w'e

doubt not, will rapidly progress from year to year. We
bid her “God speed” in the good work

;
and hope the

Fair just concluded may be the precursor of many more
of even far greater excellence.

DoMES’nc Economy, Recipes, &c.—We had in type

an interesting chapter of household recipes, which was

unavoidably postponed until our next. Several very ex-

cellent original communications, afew adveitisements, and

many selected articles are also in the same category.

Premiums.—Not a few of car active and zealous friends

have already forwarded their lists of subscribers, and

claimed the premiums offered in our November and De-

cember numbers. We shall leave the lists open until the

first of March. ?i.x\A hope there w'ill be many more applicants

for the premiums
,
which we will take pleasure in sending

forward according to dir<‘“ctions.

“Nankeen Cotton” Seed.—We want half a bushel of

this seed for a friend. Who can supply us I Any person

having it, will confer a favor by addressing the Editors, at

once.

Fish Ponds.—T he very complete and valuable article

ofDr. Bach.man, is concluded in our present number. It

is by far the best popular treatise upon this interesting

subject yet published, and we commend its careful perusal

to all our readers.

To CoRREspo.vDEN'rs.—Articles bearing the following

signatures have been received and are on file—J. B. P.

—

A. S—H.-Junior-B. F. R.-L. P. H.—C. W. E.—Sam

—A. D—J. S. L.— S. M. B.—W. F., and many others.

They shall all receive proper attention hereafter.

Delay.—The present number wms delayed several days,

owing to the non-arrival of new' type, ordered from

New York
;
but hereafter, w'e hope, to greet our readers

punctually at the beginning of the month.

The Fertilizer. A Practical Treatise an Manvres.

—This is the title of a little work from the pen of our

friend, Robert Nelson, A. M., of Macon. The table of

contents embraces : General Remarks on Manure-. Veget-

able Manures : Green Manure, Humus, Ashes. Animal

Manures: Chemical composition of Ordure and Urine,

Muck, Poudrette, Bone Manure, Miscellaneous Animal

Matters, Urine, Guano, Ammonia. Mineral Manures:

Lime, Sulphuric Acid, Gypsum, Manuring Salt, jMarl.

Conclusion. It w'ill be seen that the subjects treated of are

of the utmost importance to all tillers of soil, and w'e com-

mend this unpretending little treatise to the study of out'

readers.

For sale by Joseph M. Boardman, of Macon, Ga.

The “Country Gentleman” and “Albany Cultiva-

tor, w'ill be published hereafter by Luther Tucker &
Son, W'ho will be assisted in the editorial department by,

JoH.v J. Thomas and Joseph ILrris, all of whom are well

and favorably known to the agricultural community.

The Country Gentle'man is published weekly at and

the Albany Cultivator, monthly at 50 cents per annum.

Address L. Tucker Sov, Albany, New' York.

See advertisement ofSAXTO.v & Co.’s “Agricultur-

al Reading Room” in New York, and whenever you go to

the “great emporium,” drop in and seethe worthy and

clever proprietors.

§:^Hon. Alexander H. Stephens, of Georgia, has our

tlianks for public documents, seeds, &;c.
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AGEICULTUEAL AND HORTICITLTTJEAL PUBLICA-
TIONS.

The Vine-Dresser’s Manual, An illustrated Treatise

on Vineyards and Wine-Making. By Charles Reeme-
LiN, ofOhio. New York. C. M. Saxton & Co. 1855.

Now, that the business of Grape growing is beginning

to attract so much attention in the South, light from any

quarter is very acceptable. The little work before us

seems quite practical in its teachings, which, with some

slight modifications, are well calculated for our own sec-

tion. We commend it to the attention of all who are in-

terested in the Grape.

C. M Saxton & Co., of New York, will send it per

mail, prepaid, for 50 cents.

The Culture of the Grape, and Wine Making. By
Robert Buchanan. With an appendix containing di-

rections for the cultivation of the Strawberry. By N.

Longworth. Sixth Edition. Cincinnati: Moore,
WiLSTACH, Keys & Co. 1855.

We are indebted to the kindness of the author (R.

Buchanan, Esq.,) for a copy of the new edition of this

valuable treatise, which we have favorably noticed here-

tofore. It is a standard work upon the Grape and Wine

Making, and contains some valuable suggestions respecting

the sexual character of the Strawberry, &c. No horticul-

turist’s library should be without it.

Address the publishers, at Cincinnati, as above.

Patent Office Report for 1854.—We are indebted to

Hon. C. Mason, Commissioner, for a copy of this valuable

document. It is one of the best that we have seen for

years. The general contents are as follows : Domestic

Animals, Insects, Fertilizers, &c. Bread Crops, Textile

and Forage Crops, Miscellaneous Crops, Fruits, Nuts

and Wine, Gardening, Live Fenees, Climatology and

Commercial Statistics. Also, a very interesting report

on the Seeds and Cuttings distx'ibuted from the Patent

Office. Write to the Member of Congress from your dis-

trict, and obtain a copy.

The Year Book of Agkicui.ture

;

or, the Annual oi

Agricultural Progress and Discovery, for 1855 and I85G.

By David A Wei.ls, A. M. Philadelphia. Childs &
Peterson. 1856.

This very valuable compilation exhibits the most im-

portant discoveries and improvements in Agricultural

Mechanics, Agricultural Chemistry, Agricultural and

Horticultural Botany, Agricultural and Economic Geolo-

gy, Agricultural Zoology, Meteorology, &c. Together

with statistics of American Growth and production—a list

of recent agricultural publication—classified tables of

American agricultural patents for 1855-6—a catalogue of

Fruits adapted to the different sections of the United

States, &c. Illustrated with numerous engravings.

Transactions of the New ITork State Agricultural

Society, with an abstract of the proceedings of the

County Agricultural Society. Vol. 14, for 1854.

We are under obligations to the accomplished Secretary

of the New York Society, (B. P. Johnson, Esq.,) for a

copy of this valuable work, which contains 550 pages of

most interesting matter, the character of which is but

slightly indicated by the title above.

The American Herd Book, containing pedigrees of Short

Horn Cattle, with introductory notes. By L. F. Allen.
Vol. 2. Buffalo : Steam Press of Thomas & Lathrops.
1855.

All breeders of Short Horn Cattle will, of course, be

anxious to obtain the very complete Herd Books of Mr.

Allen. The first volume was issued nine years ago,

and the author proposes to issue another hereafter, to

make the history of American Short Horns complete.

The work before us contains over 600 pages, and is pro-

fusely illustrated with fine portraits of the most noted ani-

mals in the country. Address the publishers, Buffalo,

New York.

The Horticulturist, for January, is a number of

unusual excellence. Its matter is of the highest interest,

and the illustrations unsurpassed. A new volume begins

with the present month. Terms—plain edition, per

annum; colored edition, $5. Address ; Robert Pearsall

Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Genesee Farmer.—Joseph Harris, Esq., has re-

sumed his former position as editor of this valuable jour-

nal, and many improvements in the next volume are pro-

mised by Mr. Vick, the publisher.

The Pennsylavnia Farm Journal, heretofore edited by

J. L. Darlington, Esq., is to pass into the hands of A*

M. Spangler, Esq., and David Wells, A. M., with the

beginning of the 6th volume, in January. The Jowmol

has always been an excellent one, and we doubt not will

greatly improve under the new dynasty.

It is published in Philadelphia, Pa., at S'l per year, by

Samuel Emlen & Co.

Cot.. SiMKiNs’ Address—We are indebted to a friend

for advance sheets of “ An Address by Arthur Simkins,

Esq., before the State Agricultural Society of South of

Carolina, at its first Anniversary Meeting, held during

the month ofNovember, 1855, at Columbia, S. C.”

This able and eloquent production of our brother editor

came to hand just as our present number was going to

press; but we shall take great pleasure in giving our

readers a sample of its quality hereafter.

Tiia Ohio Cultivator has been purchased by Col, S.

D. Harris, long and favorably known as its Associate

Editor. Col. H., says he intends to make it a “real live

Farmer's paper,” which shall “preach the gospel of Agri-

culture;” and, fully believing that he will redeem his

promise, we wish him the most abundant success.

The Ohio CuUivalor is published in Columbus, O.,

twice a month, at $i per year in advance, by S. D. Har-

ris.

FIRST ATTEMPT AT BREEDING FISH ARTIFICIALLY*

“Who raised the first artificial bred fish in this country?’^

IS a question more easily answered at the present day than

a hundred years hence
;
we, therefore, insert the follow-
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ing note addressed to the editor of the Okio Farvier, hop-

ing to receive an early response :

Cleveland, Nov. 20, 1855.

Dear Sir—On page 34d, of Tae Year Book of Agri-

culture, for 1855-0, 1 find the following:

“At the Ohio State Agricultnral Fair for 1854, speci-

mens of speckled trout, artificially propagated, were ex-

hibited by iNIessrs. Ackley &. Garlick, and attracted much
attention as the successful result of one of the earliest

efforts made in this direction in the United States.”

Now, Mr. Editor, I should like to know in what other

direction of the United States the successful experiment
was made earlier, and by whom it was made. Perhaps
the Editor of the Year Book will tell us in the next vol.

Our experiment was made in the fall of 1853, and the

young trout were exhibited in the following fall, at the

Agricultural Fair, of Cuyahoga county, Ohio. I believe

it to be the first successful experii.ient made on the Ameri-
can Continent. T. Garlick.

We copy the above from the Spirit ofthe Times, for the

purpose of correcting the impression of Dr. Garlick. It

will be seen, by reference to the articles of our respected

correspondent. Dr Bachm.^n, in our last and present num-

ber, that he raised fish artificially, more than halfa century

before the experiments of Dr. Garlick, and that to him (Dr.

Bachman) belongs the credit of having inaugurated fish-

bi-eeding in America, so far as we are yet aware.

—

Eds.
So. Cult.

SINGLE WHITE MACAETNEY ROSE.

Judging from some specimens of this fine Rose, planted

for the purpose of forming a hedge, which we have seen,

it is likely to be more useful than the well known Chero-

kee Rose, and mainly because it does not die out at the

bottom and open a passage for hogs, like the last named
plant. Its ever green leaves are smaller and somewhat

darker than those of its Cherokee name-sake; its thorns

equally or more abundant and formidable; while its dense

habit of growth renders its quite impenetrable
;
and it is

not less hardy and easily propagated. Set four feet apart,

it forms a close hedge in three years, although less strag-

gling than the Cherokee, which spreads to an undesirable

extent.

HILDRETH’S IRON GANG PLOW.

An engraving and description of this new labor sav-

ing implement will be found on page —
,
of present issue.

Having given this Plow a fair trial, we are prepared to

say that it possesses many important advantages over any

implement of the kind with which we at e acquainted
;
and

that, on land adapted to its use, it may, undoubtedly, be

employed with profit. As will be seen, by reference to

the engraving, three shares or mould-boards are attached

to an eliptical iron frame, which is suspended on three

wheels, the whole being drawn by a pole or tongue, after

tli€ manner of a wagon or carriage. The shares or points

may be regulated to run any depth, from 2 to 6 inches,

plowing a strip of land 28 inches wide at every '‘turn.”

A pair of horses or mules, and a man or boy will thus

do the work of three single plows and three hands and

mules, in a given time, and perform the task as well or

better. The draft is quite light and steady, and the plow

needs no holding. Upon a clean surface
;
that is, on all

lands free from stumps, roots and grass, it will be found

of gi-eat utility
;
but it cannot be made to operate well in

foul or stumpy land. We are now using it for plowing

the strips of land between our orchard rows, and consider

it specially adapted to that purpose. It shall have a

thorough trial for that and other purposes, at our hands,

and we will be prepared to report fully on its merits in

our next.

Carmichael & Bean, of city, are the Agents
;
and the

price is $30.

LIME FOR MANURE-FREIGHT ON THE STATE
ROAD.

The value of Lime for agricultural purposes is greatly

under-estimated by a large majority of farmers. This cir-

cumstance operates to prevent, in the State of Georgia,

the Legislature having control of the State Railroad

through a limestone region giving any facilities for the

cheap transportation of lime over said road for the use of

such as desire to improve the poor soils lying contiguous

to the great thoroughfares of inland commerce. All regret

that so many millions of acres in the “Empire State of

South” yield no income to their proprietors, no freight to

railroad companies, and nothing which will bear taxation

for the benefit of the Commonwealth. There is abundant

reason to believe that one hundred acres are turned out to

grow up in broomsedge and old-field pine, in the State,

where there are ten acres of these almost barren wastes

fully recuperated.

We are sorry to say that the exhaustion of land is the

rule— its amelioration the cxcoption, in Georgia agricul-

ture. This rule, long adhered to, will as certainly consume

all the elements of fertility in the soil, and ultimately, de-

populate the State, as that water runs down hill. It is,

emphatically, a down hill system of tillage which kills the

land subjected to its most popular processes in a few years

at best, if not with a rush.

Many, however, who see this bad state of things have

no confidence in Lime as a means of increasing the fruit-

fulness of impoverished soils. To such we have a few

words to say. Do not that greatest marvel of antiquity,

the mighty time defying Pyramids of Egypt, attest at

once the great abundance ofhuman food and the vast sur-

plus of human labor, at the time and place where these

blue limestone monuments were erected I The lime rock

that furnished material for the pyramids gave wheat to the

laborers.

Who has not been filled with amazement while contem-

plating the early and prodigious growth of Thebes and

Babylon, each of which was developed in a limestone

valley 1 So many human beings would require to form

their bones alone, in five generations, more boneearth than

could possibly be found out of calcareous districts.

Pliny speaks of liming land as common in his time.

Pallaidus says : “We make lime ofa hard, white stone,

or Tiburtine, of dove-colored stone, or a red or porous

stone, or lastly of marble.” Cato directs how a lime kiln

should be constructed; and the Romans introduced marl-

ing into Spain, Great Britain and Belgium, when pro-
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vinces of the empire. Perhaps the practice was not un-

known to the ancient Britains, for Pliny suggests as

much when he says : “There is a way of nourishing the

earth Inj earth, wiiich has been found out in Britain and

Gaul.” The Greeks called md^xMe-ucargiU-on “white clay,”

which they used on land near Megara,

It is, however, a work of supererogation to adduce the

experience of Greek and Roman cultivators to prove the

value of lime for the improvement of arated fields. Where,

but in the limestone valleys of the great rivers and lakes

of the United States do the armies of France and England,

while fighting in eastern Europe, find, at this lime, an

adequate supply of breadstufFs and provisions'? Without

an abundance of the calcareous element in Western soils,

it would be utterly impracticable to build up, as by magic,

the infant cities of St. Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati and Buf-

falo. As the work of a single State, constructed thirty

years ago, the Erie Canal has commanded universal ad-

miration. Its most imposing aqueduct is made blue

amestme a.cxOSS the Genesee River, and in a county that

produces a million and a half bushels of wheat a year.

Both London and Paris are surrounded by a limestone

soil, and in early times both were only local market
towns.

Facts like those above cited, which might be multiplied
to an indefinite length, are full of instruction. They tell

the people of Georgia to use their numerous railways for
the general distribution of lime as a manure. It is, indeed,
one of the essential constituents of all agricultural plants'
but not every thing that every soil lacks. We have no
desire to magnify the importance of any substance taken
out of the ground in the loi (nation of grain or cotton; but
if the poor lands of any country are to be cultivated at a
profit, their owners must have cheap time t\s a basis for the
most economical production of rich stable manure, or its

equivalent in field peas or clover. The litne lands of Ala-
bama grow excellent clover as well as peas The poor
granite soils of Georgia will grow neitiier at a good profit
to the cultivator. Every year sheds new light on South-
ei n agriculture, and hastens the time when our poor farms
must either be improved or deserted. Legislatures and
Railroad Companies can do much to prevent the latter,

and encourage the former alternative. Without their co-
operation, Science and Industry are powerless to remedy
the lamentable evils so prominent in all the older planting
Stares A patriotic citizen of Georgia has given twenty
thousand dollars to aid in keeping public attention con-
stantly directed to the permanent welfare of the great
farming interest. The lamented Turrli.l says : “'Phe
best torm of govenunt-nt foi a country where a system of
Agriculture prevails tlvit is constantly tending to im-
poverish the soil cannot long sustain a thrifty population,
or be able to defend itself To avoid such a calamity,
which there is reason tofearwill be our condition at no
very distant day, the people of the Southern States must
find the means of preserving their lands from destruction
by bad tillage, which is so strikingly observable in fvery
part ofthe country.” Rural economy informs us of the
“means” referred to, and how to use them. But it is

nearly, if not quite, impossible to practice sound farm
economy where public sentiment is opposed to its prac
tice.

If all railroads were manage<I with an eye to future pro-
fit as well as to immediate gains, they would carry mil-

lions of tons of the raw materials of crops from where
they abound to where they are needed for agricultural

purposes. Now, their agricultural freight is alfin one di-

rection—from the robbed land to the robber markets.

Cities take every element offruitfulness from the soil and
give to the soil nothing whatever in return. In limestone

districts, immense cities may be built up in this way, as

we have already shown, but not so easily where the cal-

careous element is wanting. In such countries, as in

Belgium lirning and rnarting must be universally eccour-

aged as the best possible public policy.

Georgia has a high reputation for enterprise and public

improvements of various kinds; and we trust that of land-

improvement, on a broad and solid basis, will soon be

ad(led to the list,

A two-penny improvement of a few acres of cotton,

I corn or wheat, stimulated by the premiums ofagricultural

societies, is not the kind of reform needed by the South.

She needs a general reform which ail may equally partici-

pate in, and all enjoy the benefits of alike. Much of the

land from Deleware to Alabama and Missi-ssippi is, by
nature, deficient in lime. This fact is of no small moment
in studying our true agricultural wants; and the writer

places the fact distinctly before the reader that Southern

railroads should carry the few things taken out of the

eartlt in making crops to the places where crops are

grown, as well as transport said crops to market. Air

and water form so large a part of ail plants that one pound

of manure will often produce five pounds of corn. Let

public sentiment, then, earnestly promote the cheapest

possible distribution of lime and all other fertilizers.

L.

Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper.—We have

received the Prospectus of this new journal, and from our

knowledge of the taste, skill and enterprise of the publish-

er, we predict for it complete success. We append the

plan of publication, terms, &c.;

The country edition wiil contain the latest news^ mar-

kets, and shipping list up to late on Thursday evening,

and will be despatched on Friday. The New York

edition will be published on Saturday morning, and con-

tain the latest intelligence, markets, &c., &c., up to the

latest hour on Friday night.

Psice, 10 cents per copy.

Six months Subscription, for 1 volume 00
“ “ *2 volumes. . . 4 00
“ “ 10 volumes. . . 19 00

One copy of the Paper and Frank Leslie’s Gazette, $6
per annum.

One copy of the Paper and Frank Leslie’s New York

Journal, 50.

Snb.scription3and Communications should be addressed

to Frank Leslie, 12 and 13 Sf)ruce street, New York,

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

We quote below a few of the many kind notices with

which our exchanges have favored us :

Southern Cultivator.—The December number of this

Agricultural paper is on our table. The contents are

marked by the usual variety, ability and appropriateness.

Of this publication, we can truthfully assert that it has

been one of the main agencies in awakening a general and

vital interest in Southern Agriculture—in directing the

capital, skill and enterprise ofthe Southern planters into

new and profitable fields, and thus in developing the re-

sources of several Southern States.

We commend this useful paper to all who feel an in-

terest in Agricultural improvement
;
and hope that it will

receive the ample patronage which it richly merits. The
first number of the 14th volume will be issued by the

middle of next month. Price, Si per year. Address
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“ Syu.thern CuUivator^'^ or W. S. Jones, publisher, Augus-

ta, Ga .—Montgomenj Advertiser.

The Southern Cultivator, for November, is on our
! ^

hedge.

greatest blessing.” The one will spread in spite of all

efforts to prevent it, and the other may be stopped easily

table. We have so often spoken in commendation of this

excellent periodical, that it would seem a work of super-

erogation to continue in the like strain; but it deserves

every word of praise betowed upon it, and we are sur-

prised that our planters do not patronize it more liberally.

The December number will be the last of the present

rood time is afforded to those wishing to

This I have never heard of before, not having lived in

this State but six years. I have watched the discussions on

this question, but have never before heard of two kinds

of Bermuda Grass.

I see a difference in the seed he has of these two speci-

! mens
;
but whether Mr. Aitleck’s is only more matured

j

by a better soil and warmer climate, or whether the dif-

subscribe to commence with the January number. It is i

^^rence is such as to constitute two distivct species, I can-

published at Augusta, Ga., by Wm. S. Jones, and edited

D. Lee, M.D ,
and D. Redmond. One copy, 1 year, S'l

;

six copies, $5; twenty-five copies, S'20; one hundred

copies, S‘75.— Victoria ( Texas) Advocate.

The Southern Cuttivator.—The December number
of this valuable Agricultural periodical is before us, filled,

as usual, with a rich variety of original and selected infor-

mation for the planter, farmer, horticulturist, &c. This

number closes the 13th volume. The editors and publish-

ers have spared no labor and expense, heretofore, to make
the Cultivator the vehicle of every kind of valuable infor-

mation to the great agricultural portion of the country,

and they promise now tiiat several new and important I

features will be introduced in the next volume. For such i

a publication to be circumscribed in its circulation is a
!

positive reflection on the general intelligence of those who
|

till the soil. Its subscription price places it within the I

reach ofevery man. Terms, one copy, one year, Si
;
six 1

copies .$5; twenty-five copies S‘20; one hundred
*

S'/C .
— Cohmlnis Enquirer.

The Southern Cultivator.—The November number
of this excellent journal has been placed before us by a

sincere friend to the cause of Agriculture, to whom it was
sent as a specimen by the publisher. Tlie leading article

not tell. If so, I would like to know if their habits and
qualities, in general, are so dilTerent as to render one any
better than the other, and which is the best ?

I have planted some of the roots of Mr. Affleck’s in a

secure place to see what it will come to next year. And

;

I have saved a few seed to plant, so as to see whether not

;

they are really mature seed. 1 have examined both seeds

;
with a rather weak glass, but, though T saw' the seed dis-

tinctly, I am not sure that it is quite plump. Affleck’s

is the most so.

I wish to plant more of (he grass in my grounds
;
but I

want the best kind, i have no faith in Uiiracles, and do

j

not expect to get any grass that will grow well on barren

soil—be nutricious and tenacious of life, and still die out

entirely w'henever I may will it to do so.

One gentleman of considerable eminence and experi-

ence, says, the Bermuda Grass of Georgia, is the noted

Wire Grass of the Southern countries.

Please tell us, through your paper, or privately, as you.
copies

j |s_

Respectfully yours, die., L. \V. S,

Athinta, Ga., Oct., 1855.

Remarks.—We owe the writer of the above letter an

apology for the long delay to notice it. Although not in-

is from the pen of that eminent divine, profound scholar! , , z- it • r i

and practical horticulturist, the Rev. J BtetiMiN, D.D.
j

for publication, yet relerriag to a subject of general

wiite a private answer, for whichHis whole life has been devoted to the sciences— for what
i

is science but the knowledge of the laws of God 1—and !

who has a better right to investigate these laws than he
,

who is called to expound them I The subject of this ar-
j

tide is Grasses, &c., and the perusal of this alone wdl!

fully remunerate any one for a year’s subscription to the
{

interest, rather than

time is wanting, it is printed in order the better to reply

through the Cultivator, tliat paper having the first claim

There appears to be no specific diPArencein the the two

work. As the December number will end the present [ of Bermuda Gra,ss— they -Axa varictit.\ only pro-

volume, now is a suitable time to subscribe. It is issued
j

duced, probably, by difTerence of soil and climate. They
monthly at $1 year for single copies— to clubs of six, S'5

—

twenty-five copies for S‘20. It has been proposed to open
a list at our office, and those desiring the work should I

send us their names betw'een this and the lOth of Decern-
I

I

differ less than several varieties of oats and wheat kr.ow'n

to the public.

Like the Sugar Cane, Bermuda grass seldom matures

ber. We have now seven to begin with, and should like
j

seed, and is, therefore, often described as a seedless plant,

to hear from many more of the ti'ue admirers ot agri-
j being readily propagated by its stoloniferous roots. We

e planting them for grazing and experimental purposes;

but as yet we have failed to find any seeds that wonid

j

germinate. If we are not mistaken, to dress land witli

i ten bushels of lime and ten of unleached ashes will much

cultural art and science. Everyday new light is radiated
j

upon this subject, and the surest way of enjoying the ad-
|

'

vantages from this light is to patronize the sources from
}

which it emanates— Gonzales fiTexas) Inquirer.
j

BEEKLTJDA GRASS—ITS VARIETIES,

Editors Southern Cultivator— I take the liberty of

enclosing to you two specimens of Bermuda Grass. The

one Is marked “Atlanta,” and is growing on my ground,

and other places about here. The other is marked “ Af
fleck,” and was sent to me by Mr. Thomas Affleck, of

Mississippi, a few days ago. I had sent him a specimen

of mine to ascertain if it was the same as his. He inclines

to think they are not the same
;
but says “If not identi-

cal, they are certainly near of kin.”

A planter here assures me that there are two kinds of

Bermuda Grass in Georgia
;
the one— to use his expres-

sion—“the greatest pest in the world, and the other the!

i

I

improve the quality and augment the quality of this valu-

able forage plant. If lime and ashes were abundant and

cheap, we should much prefer fifty bushels per acre of

each to any smaller quantity to impart strength and fruit-

fulness to the soil. It is because tlie Bermuda greatly ex-

cels most other grasses in forming a substantial turf,

which will prevent washing and retain all the elements of

fertility applied to it. or drawn from the atmosphere and

subsoil, that we intend to cultivate this forage plant pretty

extensively. Some years ago, we called the attention of

the readers of the Cultivator to the practicability of en-

riching a poor farm by the profitable sale of nothing but

air and water in the shape of crops, off from it. In working
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out this theory, grazing, grain arid root-culture are the

main processes—ail the grass, grain and roots being con-

sumed on the farm, and all the manure ever husbanded in

the most scientific manner. L.

A DIRT-EATING HOESE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Do you know of any

remedy for a “dirt-eating” horse'? I have a very valuable

animal that from always being in fine order with a fair

coat of hair, has become poor and sluggish, and seems to

care little for anything but dirt of any kind—sand or clay '?

I have given him poplar bark
;
red oak bark, and several

other tonics. He is and always has been salted regularly.

I shall be glad to receive any information.

I remain most respectfully, &c., W. W. R.

DISTEMPER IN DOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Will some of your

numerous readers or contributors give us (if there be such

a thing) an infallible remedy for distemper among dogs,

as we have a good many of the finest blooded pointers in

this country, and have sustained great losses by that arch

enemy ofdogs, distemper '?

And, also, will some one who has tried “worming”

dogs give us the result, as a preventive, or other advan-

tages in making it go more light with them ifthey should

take it after being “wormed'?” Also, whether taking the

worm out of the tongue injures their taste or scent'? and

oblige one who is interested.

Yours respectfully, W. G. B.

Rossville, Fayette County, Tenti., 1855,

Remarks.—We are informed by a friend tliat 6 grains

of arsenic, given in three doses (commencing with 1 grain,

then 2, and ending with 3 grains) is a certain cure for

the distemper. Each dose to be administered on a piece

of meat every 24 hours till the 6 grains are given. No
other precaution is necessary.—Eds.

WHEAT RAISING IN LOUISIANA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeing a communi-

cation from ^Bastrop, ha., from “ W. H. H.,” I will give

all the information I am in possession of, and do so with

much pleasure. Bastrop is, I believe, on or near the

Bartholomew, and I have a plantation on that bayou, per-

haps the information I may give will be the kind sought

for
;

if you think so, publish
;
if not, destroy the commu-

nication.

Near my place, on the Bartholomew, lived a gentleman

by the name of Philip Burfokd, who planted, last year,

a few acres of wheat. This spring he cut and threshed

out twenty-eight bushels to each acre. This I have from

him, and believe him, in every respect, reliable. He plant-

ed the Golden Chaff. J. L. Goree,

P. S.—IfI mistake not, this wheat was raised on the

hill lands, adjacent to the alluvial lands in the Bartholo-

mew bottoms, which have not overflowed for a hundred

years. J. L, G.

^We usually call it de Bastrop.

SUGAR PLANTING IN LOUISIANA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your friend, “G. G.

McE..” of Alexandria, wishes some experienced Sugar

Planter, ofLouisana, could be induced to give you, for

publication, his experience in the saving of sugar cant

for seed. As the time for diggi ng cane for seed is approach-

ing, I will give him what I consider the better mode (now

in use) for putting up cane, so that it will keep. Reserv-

ing, for other communications, should this be acceptable,

the better mode of planting and cultivating.

Cane intended for seed should be cultivated as long as

it is possible to get your teams and hoes in it, that it may
be in a growing condition when the season for matrass-

ing comes on. A proper time for this, I should say, was

about the first of October
;
it may be varied a little accord-

ing to circumstances. Damp weather is preferable.

Commence in the middle of an acre of plant cane
;

se-

lect one good strong hill; let it stand; dig all within ten

paces
;
remove it so that you may be enabled to level the

rows
;
then take the cane dug up and stand it up against

the hill selected, being careful to keep the armfuls straight,

compact and as near upright as possible, with the roots of

all the stalks touching the ground. Level space enough

for your matrass. When it is complete, it should contain

one acre of cane, and should be round. Dig a ditch about

four feet wide and one spade deep, throwing the dirt

upon the cane, so that it will be covered as high as there

are joints. If the matrass be in a situation where water
is likely to stand, there should be a drain from the circling

ditch to some place where the water may run off.

All seed cane should be dug up for the following rea-

sons : Roots ofcane, or that portion of the stalk that is

under the ground, has one- third as many eyes as the bal-

ance of the cane. The root of the cane will preserve it

from sprouting and from the dry rot. From sprouting, on
account of it setting upon the newly dug earth, and with
the earth attached to the root, affords nutriment sufficient

to keep the stalk in a growing condition for a month or

six weeks after it is matrassed. As any one may see, by
examining a stalk that has been put up with the root dug
up, it will be found that the cane has made several white

j

joints
;
whereas, cane cut at the top of the ground if it

vegetates at all, it will be at the eyes.

What we call sprouting : When this has gone on to

any extent, many of the sprouts will be broken off by
handling.

Digging the cane preserves it from dry rot, from the

same cause that the root affords the stalk nutriment suffi-

cient to keep it in a growing state, consequently, cannot

dry so long as there is life in the stalk. Seed cane should

be matrassed as fast as it is cut down, or rather dug.

Plant cane is preferable for seed for the following

reasons :—In digging plants, it will separate, and can be

placed in the matrass as compactly as when cut off at the

top of the ground
;
whereas, stubble or rattoon, dug up,

will be in bunches, and cannot be separated without

trouble and injury to the canes—the large tussock will not

lie compact in the matrass. Plant cane is more juicy,

and, consequently, will take it much longer to dry. It is

generally straighter, especially if it be grown in land some-

what warm, and it is not so likely to be blown down, and

become crooked from making a growth after it has fallen.

In conclusion, I will say I never have seen a matrass of

plant cane put up as above directed, spoiled.

Very respectfully, &c..

Saccharine.

St. Mary's Parish, La., Sept., 1855,
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CUEING PORK, BEEF, &C.

Ora Recipe for Curing Meat.—Those who will care-

ftilly adopt our method of curing pork and beef will be

enabled to enjoy as fine hams, tongues, “dried beef” and

rounds, as the Emperor of all the Russias can command,

always providing diat the meat cured is of the best quality.

It is this

:

To one gallon of water,

Take one and a half lbs. of salt,

Half lb. ofsugar,

Half oz. of saltpetre,

Half oz. of potash.

In this ratio the pickle to be increased to any quantity

desired. Let these be boiled together, until all the dirt

from the sugar (which will not be a little) rises to the top

and is skimmed oflf. Then throw it into a tub to cool, and

when coldf pour it over your beef or pork, to remain the

usual time, say four or five weeks. The meat must be

well covered with pickle, and should not be put down for

at least two days after killing, during which time it should

be slightly sprinkled with powdered saltpetre.

Several of our friends have omitted the boiling of the

pickle and found it to answer equally as well. It will

not, however, answer quite so well. By boiling the

pickle it is purified—for the amount of dirt which is

thrown off by the operation, from the salt and sugar,

would surprise one not acquainted with the fact.— Ger-

mantown Telegraph.

CALIFORNIA TIMOTHY AND CARNATION CLOVER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have taken the

liberty to send you a small quantity of “California Timo-

thy seed,” and 3 small heads of the same. It proves to

be an annual, and doubtless, will succeed much better in

a warmer climate than this. It is a very coarse grass and

I should think it well adapted for soiling and renovating

worn out lands. I have not, however, tried it in any other

than garden soil
;
there it grows most luxuriantly, and

from an incredible small quantity of seed burthens the

ground with its enormous weight. I planted in spring in

rows 13 inches apart and 4 inches in the row, single grains,

and it appeared as if no more could possibly grow on the

ground.

I think it is a native grass of Sacramento Valley. Also,

enclosed is seed ofthe Carnation Clover, an English vari-

ety—it will not stand our hard winters— perhaps an an-

nual. l.W. Briggs.

West Macedon-^ N. V., />cc., 1855.

Remarks.—We thank 5Ir. Brigg.s for the seed above

alluded to, which w^e have transferred to a friend who
takes especial interest in the grasses.

—

Eds.

Make L.vbor Fashionable.—Gov. Wright, of Indiana,

in his address at the New York State Fair, alluded in

beautiful language to the connection between enlightened

agriculture and the development of the social and moral

nature of man—between agriculture and independence

—

between agriculture and the sacredness of domestic re-

lations and endearments—between agriculture and the

recognition of that Providence upon whose care the farm-

er, more than any other man, should, from the nature of

his pursuits, rely. And of labor, he said ;

“At the base of the prosperity of any people lies this

great principle—make labor fashionable at home. Edu-
cate, instruct, encourage, and offer all the incentives you

can offer, to give interest and dignity to labor at home.

Enlist the heart and the intellect of the family in the sup-

port of a domestic system that will make labor attractive

at the homestead. By means of the powerful influences

of early home education, endeavor to invest practical

labor with an interest that will cheer the heart of each

member of the family
;
and thereby you will give to your

household the grace, peace, refinement and attraction

which God designed a home should possess.”

iSnrticEltEial Stpitmtnt.

NUMBER OF TREES OR PLANTS ON AN ACRE.

Table shoioing the number of Trees required to platiJt a/ti

acre ofground, from one to fifty feet apart.

Feet. Trees. Feet. Trees. Feet. Trees.

1 .. 43,560 18 ,. ..134 35
o. ..10,890 19 , ... 120 36 33

3 20 ,. ..108 37 31

4 .. 2,722 21 ... 98 38 30

5 .. 1,742 22 .... 90 39 2S

6 .. 1,210 23 .... 82 40 27

7 889 24 75 41 26

8 .. 680 .... 69 42 34

9 . . 537 26 ... 64 43 23

10 27 ... 59 44 22

11 .. 360 28 45 21

12 .. 302 29 ... 51 46 20

13 .. 257
j

1 30 ... 48 47 19

14 .. 222 31 48 18

15 .. 193 32 ... 43 49 18

16 .. 170 33 ...40 50 17

17 .. 150 34 ... 37

TRANSPLANTING FRUIT TREES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As the proper season

for transplanting fruit trees has commenced, we trust a

few words, ideas and suggestions on this subject may not

prove inopportune or be taken as an assumption of any

superior knowledge on our part, but simply as a word of

our experience, which, if it proves to be of any practical

service to those who propose adding to their stock «>f

fruit trees the present season, our only object in penning

this communication is accomplished.

The question is very frequently propounded to us,

“When do you consider the best time to transplant fruit

trees

We unhesitatingly answer? in the Southern Slates,

During the latter half of November and the entire montii

of December, although they can be transplanted any time

from the 15th of November until the 1st of March. Our
reasons for preferring November and December for the

process, is, that in those months the earth is warmer than

the atmosphere; the effect of which is, the warmth of the

earth causes the roots to throw out numerous rootlets as

soon as it is transplanted, whereby it at once becomes

firmly established and prepared against spring to make
a vigorous growth, and at the same time the cool atmos-

phere and hard frosts keep the top in a dormant state
;

thus restoring a mere equal balance of power between

the roots and top than w’ould be the case, were the tree

transplanted near spring-time, when the reverse would be

the case, in consequence of the top being brought into an

active state before there were roots to support it.

I am aware that I am treading on disputed ground, by
intimating that trees take up their carbon through their

roots instead of their leaves
;
but never mind it. There

has never yet been the first leaf formed on any of our or-
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dinary fruit or other trees that has ever taken up the first

atom of carbon or carbonic acid gas. We have seen ac-

counts of many experiments by great and learned agricul-

tural chemists, with the formula, but we have never yet

seen one but it v/as defective in 9/iodh'iS ovt'rond'l, and a

contrary inference irom that drawn, could, with e'^ual

propriety, be adduced
;
while, on the other hand, we can

point to daily instances wiiere plant.s and tree.s take up

large quantities of carbon without top liriihs or have?. We
are ready to show this, and in a manner too palpable for

the most credulou.s or accomplished chemist, botanist or

agriculturist to doubt or dispute. That there are plants

that sub.sist on air we shall not deny, but they do not be-

long to the genus or species of our fruit or forest trees.

To return from our digressson, to tlie subject under

treatment. Much has been written, and well written, on

the subject and we do not expect to add anything new,

novel or oritriiial, as to the preparation of the ground, or

preparing the holes to receive the trees; all luas been said

that can be said, and I can only reiterate what has been

time and time again, said, to wit: enrich your ground in

any manner most convenient; plow deep
;
plant your

trees in ample holes a little deeper than they grev/ in the

nursery or place they were removed from
;
mulch them

with spent tanbark, straw, leaves, or any other trash,

even to a coating of stones, which are about as good as

anything else.

But we have one exception to the above
;
which applies

to the Pear trees worked or grafted on quince stocks or

roots, and no others. In planting these, instead of putting

them about the same depth that they grew in the nursery,

plant them so deep that at least six inches of the trunk

above the point where it was budded or grafted shall be

beneath the earth. Should it require a hole two feet deep

to sink the tree to that point, down with it, so much the

better; for herein consists the secret and success in secur-

ing a healthy and vigorous growth of Peartrees on quince

stocks. Why I The quince has only small fibrous roots

which do not extend into the ground to any great distance,

as do those the Apple, Pear, Cherry, &c,; consequently,

by sinking the tree deep in the earth, we expose a greater

surface to tiie purposeof forming roots, the result of which
is a growth twice as great as will be tlie case when plant-

ed as other trees are and should be. The Quince, too, is

rather impatient of heat and flourishes best in a cool and

moist soil, rather than a hot, dry one; and by planting

them in the manner I have suggested, this, to a degree, is

accomplished, fine of the maladies to which this species

of tree is subject is, that of refusing to take root and re-

maining loose in the ground, swaying to and fro with the

Yi^ind; this difficulty is also remedied by the process above

indicated, giving the tree every advantage in throwing

cat roots unmolested. J. VanBuren.
CLarksville

,
Ga., 1855.

SOUTHEHN SEEDLmG APPLES.

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—Some months ago, I

mentioned, in a few lines addressed to your publishers,

that I might, at some leisure moment, say a word about

Southern Seedling Apples. As I have but little worth re-

lating, and little time to spare, I shall be brief enough to

suit you. I may remark that I have some knowledge of

Fruits from experience, as well as reading, having been ac-

customed to pretty good orchards from childhood in North

Carolina and Virginia, and havingcommenced collecting,

as opportunity favored, an orchard for my own use soon

after removing to this State (now near 20 years ago) and

finding new names and fruits before unknown to me, I

Lave gradually accumulated about lOC varieties. Among

these are several believed to be new seedlings and some

known to be such. The one I prize the most highly, I

should not shrink from placing in competition with Mr

Van Buren’s best. It was raised from seed by a nursery-

men in my vicinity and near Holly Springs, by the name

of Stephenson, who calls it after himself, “Stephenson s

Winter.” It has already acquired great popularity, he

selling I to 2 thousand grafts of it yearly. The apple is oU

good size, keeps well and is pleasantly flavored

.

although quite hard until about frost, hanging we'.i

on its well shaped and thriftly growing tree. It

mellows finely, preserving its plumpness and juice, and

becoming tender and very falatable from 1st December to

late in spring. It is a regular heavy bearerevery year; uni-

formly fair, and keeps with less loss than almost any

apple I know, not excepting the Hall Seedling, which last

is here a standard, both of excellence and keeping, as it.

was in North Carolina.

I have another Apple, given me as a Seedling, from

Madison county, Tennessee, called “Gladney’s Red,” after

the gentleman that raised it. It is a small apple
;
of ex-

quisite flavor; very tender and juicy, and kee-s through

the winter and with little loss
;
the only objections are its

size (small); its only bearing alternate years, and the

rather slow growth of the tree, with low dangling limbs,

not unlike the “Limber Twig” tree, I have never seen a

more profuse bearer on its bearing year. This apple is

covered with a copious white bloom; is tender and brittle

or breaking even on the tree, with a rich, musky flavor,

hard to beat. In season from December to April.

K third Apple, worth notice, 1 obtained under the name

of “Webb's Winter;” a small, fine flavored apple; re-

markably L-nder, breaking and juicy; bearing freely every

year
;
not so late a keeper, but fine from 1st November

to Christmas. This is also from Tennessee.

A fourth that this year has come more nearly up to its

reputation in Virginia and Carolina, is the “Guily Apple '

or Hedrick'.s Seedling, said to have originated near Rich-

I mond, Va., and there to have been a first-rale winter ap-

ple. With us only keeping through fall to about 1st De-

cember, but as late as that with too much waste by rot-

ting, to be Classed as a winter apple
;
in this climate.

By the way, one great difficulty in keeping apples late

with us is the recurrence of quite warm weather during-

our winters, forcing our fruits into earlier mellowing than

is desirable. I am reserving a room in the basement of

j

my recent building, partly under ground, with the hope

of obviating that influence by preserving a more uniform

temperature, and securing other advantages I need not

now mention Besides these, there a few other apples

I thatl have not yet had to fruit for me, that have been high-

ly recommended and said, also, to be new seedlings, such

as the “Poplar Bluff,” (from Mr. Brown, near Nashville)
j

the “Saleni Seedling,” of Tippah, in this State
;
the “Win-

ter Horse Apple,” from North Alabama
;
to say nothing

I
of several with new names, whose history I could net

I learn and yet have been unable to determine their proper

name. If old varieties, perhaps the day is not remote when

we may hope the confusion in nomenclature in our vast

West will be somewhat remedied. At present, it is not

unusual to obtain the same apple from three or four sour-

ces with as many different names. So much for apples,

with the closing remark, that this climate and soil seem

well suited to that fruit generally, although not equally

to every variety.

Whilst writing, I will mention that the Pear Blight has,

for the last two seasons, especially the last, destroyed a

great many and disfigured many more of our young Fear
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trees, just as we were beginning to think ours the favored

reo-ion of that delicious fruit. Will your correspondents

inform us, through your pages, of any new preventive or

cure for this malady'? I am pretty deeply interested, hav-

ing several hundred young trees, of about 100 different

varieties, from which I have promised myself and friends

many a good treat.

I find, to my amazement, that I have run this communi-

cation to a length quite imintended. Apply the scissors

at your discretion
;
only don’t call the “old doctor” squire

a^ain. Near 30 years familiar use of that, makes any

other name sound too unnatural.

Your much esteemed subscriber,

Willis M. Lla, M.D,

Near Holly Sprioigs, Miss., 1855.

p_ s__This region, embracing the Chickasaw cession,

now generally called North Mississippi, is well adapted

to Peaches. I am not sure, but it is quite as much so as the

best peach regions of Georgia.

NOTES ON PEABS.

Editors Solh’hern Cultivator—Having fruited quite

a number of Pears the past season, as well as having seen

a few grown by others, I have thought that perhaps ray

observations of tiieir merits and demerits might prove ac-

ceptable to some of the patrons of your popular journal;

if so, they are at your service and disposal for what they

are v/orth.

First in season came the Summer Bergamot, a small,

nearly round, yellow fruit, with a gay, red cheek; ripens

latter part of June. Quality, worthless, being dry, mealy

and without flavor—not worth a place anywhere.

Bartlett ox William s Bon Oneof the bestearly

Pears, being large, of fine color and good flavor; to those

partial to the vinous flavored Pears, a general favorite.

The tree grows vigorously on botli quince and standard

stocks. Quality, very good, nearly best. Ripens 1st to

1 0th of August.

Lrniise Bon />’Jcrsw—Ripens 1st to 10th of August.

Quality, very indifterent here for one so much lauded at

the North; barely very good
;
being quite astringent.

Tree thrifty and a profuse bearer.

Marie Lovise.—Notwithstanding its high character for

excellence, as chronicled by Downing in his Treatise on

Fruits, it here proves to be nearly worthless, unless some

persons can relish a green persimmon. We have ripened

It upon the tree and in the house
;
in both places it is a

kin to one class of Jeremiah’s Figs.

Surpass Marie Lrmise.—h can easily prove it.s iv.mie to

be an index of its quality, and be notlung remarkable

still. Size, medium and fair
;
in quality, hardly good, be-

ing coarse and dry. Free, one of the most prolinc.

Belle Lncrolire or Paradise D'Anlomne.—Too much

cannot be said itiits praise; it is large
;
of delicious flavor,

and productive. Our trees have produced two crops this

season, the second crop arriving to nearly full size and

ripening well before frost
;
in flavor, we found them equtd

•to the first crop. Quality, best.
,

Napoleon.—This Pear proves to be, with us, a formid-

able competitor to that universal favorite, the Seckle;

Y/hich is saying a good deal in its favor. It will be a long

time before its superior will be found. In size, it is large

and of a beautiful golden yellow when fully ripe. Tlie

tree is one of the most vigorous growers on both quince

and standard roots—produced two fine crops this season

with us, the second crop being so numerous that we
were obliged to take off a large number, whilst tho.se we
left on arrived to nearly full size and excellence. Quality,

best.

Onondaaa or Swaid.^ Orange. A fine large Pear,

ripening in August and September. Sweet and juicy, but

a little gritty about the core. Tree vigorous and prolific.

Quality, very good.

Beurre Bose.—A noble, large and delicious Pear, ripen-

ing the 1st to 15th of October. The tree is vigorous and
bears enormous crops

;
we consider it one of the very best

market Iruits, and wortiiy a place in every collection.

I

Quality, very good, nearly best.

I

Horton.—A fine large native. Pear, but a little astrin-

i
gent next the skin. Tree vigorous and produces a tair

j

crop
;
the bloom withstands quite a severe frost, conse-

!

quently, it is a constant bearer. Quality, good. Ripens

I

15th September to 1st October.

English Jargonelle.— J had fiargotten to mention tiiis

I early Pear in its proper place. Jt ripens ne.xt after Sum-
) mer Bergamot. Had I forgotten it -altogether, no one

I

would have lost much, as it is in the same category w'ith

i
the Summer Bergamot as to flavor, and, then, besides k

j

cracks and rots badly; not worth cultivating. Cannot

j

pronounce it even good.

}

jr/iilc Dmjenne, Virgaliev., or St. MlchacVs, sustains its

j

hitherto high character in every respect, and is subject to

i none of the maladies complained of at the North
;
no col-

j

lection is perfect without it. Quality, best. Ripens 1st

! to iOth of August,

;
Vicar oj Winl-field or IjC. Cure.—A large and produc-

I
live winter or late autumn Pear, but of very indiflerenC

i
quality with us

;
its principle redeeming feature is its pro-

ductiveness; it is coarse, acid and astringent. We cannot,

with a quiet conscience, pronounce it even good.

Seckle.—Like Lorrilard's tobacco, “noi?e better, if as

good;” fragrant as Burns’ lilies dipt in wine. If those

who cultivate it have to wait a long time for it, they are

amply repaid in its superior excellence; no one can eat it

and forbear wishing they owned all tlie trees in the world.

Quality, best.

So far as we have had an opportunity for comparison,

our Pears are larger and generally of more luscious flavor

than the same kinds grown in the Northern States. This

fruit is bound to become the most popular species cultivat-

ed at the Souih
;
producing abundantly, ami being less

liable than any other to the depredations of insects.

Should you deem these hasty notes worthy of publica-

tions we will again resume the suiqect in liie February
number of your journal. J. V.a.v Buren,

Clarksville, Ga., 1855.

iPEOYERES FOE PlilNTEE.'l.

N.-’.ykr krop amrnals on short aliowancc—if you starve

them, they M ill surely starve you.

Although, in draining land thoroughly, 3'cnr purse may
be drained, yet the full crop.s that follow will soon fill it

again.

Trying to farm without capital is like trying to run a

locomotive without fuel. Mouey and wood must boflt be

consumed, if I’ac-y are to move the machine of the ferm or

of the rail.

Always give ihe soil the fmst meal. If this i.s well fed

with manure, it will feed all else— platils, aninnds and
man.

If ycu v/ish to give an cnergeiic movemcni to all your
farm machinery, and keep its livudrcd wiieels in rotation,

be sure not to be without a good rotation of crops.

If you allow your rnimals to sliiver, your fortune will

be shivered in consequence; that is, the farmer v/ho

leaves his cattle to the winds, will find his profits also

given to the winds.

E. NW. COULTER
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PLANTS FOR HANGING VASES.

BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GERMANTOWN, PA.

While our architects and citizens are debating the propriety of originating a perfectly new style of American Ar-
chitecture, necessity—the mother of invention—is leading our villas and country residences out of the time-worn
te-ack, by the force ofcircumstances alone. We cannot do without shade. It is the one idea that pervades all our
visions, and enters into all our calculations of ease, luxury and comfort. In no other country besides ours, and where
llie pursuit ofhappiness leads men so rationally to the delightful pleasures of country life, is shade so much sought
after, or so very desirable. Protection from our scorching summer’s sun is almost born with us, and has become one
of the prominent phrenological “bumps” on our national cranium. Shade trees surround all our houses of any pre-

tension
;
and porehes, verandas, and piazzas in every direction, tell us that our houses have many striking peculiari-

ties which distinguish them from those of foreign lands. Let the style be what it may—Gothic, Grecian, Norman,
err Elizabethan—the piazza or veranda must not be forgotten or set aside.

It occurs to me that while enjoying the shade the piazza affords, we may, at the same time, have the gratification

of being surrounded by our floral pets, and that, too, in a manner that will give a pleasing variety to our gardening

operations. Not only may we have beautiful climbing vines and flowers trained to the posts, pillars or connecting

fettace work, but over our heads and around us the most interesting effects may be produced by growing flowers in

suspended vases or baskets. Nature has kindly provided us with the means of enjoyment, under even apparently

the most unpropitious circumstances, and here she affords us a large list of plants, which not only grow well in the

shade, but from their drooping or pendulous habit seem to have been as expressly designed by her for this very mode
of culture, as a watch from its works seems designed to measure time. As she has provided the plants, we cannot do
less than supply the baskets, and accompanying this article, we give sketches of very pretty patterns made ofpottery

ware, which, or similar, may be had at the principal horticultural stores in the large cities. Some very handsome
articles may also be made for the same purpose out of branches of trees

;
oak, cedar, or of some durable wood. Com-

mon boards may even be nailed together, and taste and ingenuity exercised in covering it with bark, or the scales of

pine conee.
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In these vases, and in the partial shade afforded, the

following plants will thrive well, requiring but little water

or other attention
;
and at the approach of winter may be

taken down, and hung in the parlor, hall or entry, to add

an additional charm to domestic pleasures for the rest of

the year

:

1. Linaria cymbalaria {Ivy Uaved snapdragon.) Well

known to European travellers from its frequency on the

walls of shaded ruins. It is a delicate and graceful grower,

bearing a profusion of small purple flowers the whole sea-

son,

2. Lysimachia numularia (
Yc/Z/w- Tjooscstrife)

has a very pretty habit of growth in its slender stems and

small opposite leaves, bearing as it grows, in their axils,

yellow flowers about the size of gold dollars.

3. Saxifraga sarmentosa {creeping Sa.cifrage.') Its foli-

age is very prettily veined and marbled, and the spikes of

white flowers it throws up, are curious as well as liand-

some.

4. Fragraria Indica Its fruit, though

as insipid and tasteless as the food of ghosts might be

supposed to be, is so very pretty, and it does so well in

the shade, that there are few things I would sooner recom-

mend for our purpose.

5. Vinca major {Large perhinnlle.) An evergreen

with leaves one and a half to two inches long by one

broad, and large blue flowers opening only in the spiing;

best adapted for large baskets.

6. V, minor {Lesser periu'inkk.) Smaller every way
than the last; yet very distinct and handsome.

7. V. perenne {Creeping periwinkle.) A very distinct

species, with long slender creeping stems, small leaves,

and small very early blue flowers.

8. Cereus flagelliformis {Cats tailor creeping cereus),

grows well in the shade in summer, and when removed to

the parlor in winter, flowers well near the light of a win-

dow.
9. Sedura Sieboldii {Siebold's stone crop) with pale pur-

ple flowers and glaucous leaves; requires little water or

pot-room, and is well adapted for a small vase.

10. Sedum acre {Yelloic stone crop, ox Love cnt.angle),

doing well in either sunshine or shade, and a most abun-

dant bloomer.

11. Viola odorata arborea {Tree inolet), which, with

strong central stalks, send out numerous slender branch-

lets, hanging over the aides of the pot or basket, and bear-

ing a profusion of very sweet double blue flowers.

1 2. Calysteflia pubescens ( Double convolvulvi). A pret-

ty flowering plant and not likely to be so much objected

to on account of its creeping roots here as in the open

ground.

13. Epigea repens {Grenind laurel), a hardy evergreen

with deliciously scented waxy white flower
;
rery pretty.

14. Mitchella repens {Partridge berry), another ever-

green with sweet scented white flowers, succeeded by
numerous holly-like berries.

15. Polemonium reptans, {creeping na.lerian), erect

spikes of blue flowers, from branchlets which hang over

the sides of the basket.

I have confined myself to hardy or very nearly hardy

plants; and which will thrive and do well in the shade

—

any of the above may be depended on.

fOur correspondent has noticed a mode of growing a

very interesting variety of plants, and might have extend-

ded the list very greatly. We merely indicate a few more
here, with the request that Mr. M. will pursue the subject

and give a list of plants suitable for hanging in the green-

house, to be thence, if required, transferred^ occasionally

to the drawing-room or conservatory.

Cobcea scandens, as a basket-suspending plant, does

well, but requires a largish pot and plenty of space to

droop in.

The Lophospermums. Every species of this genus will

answer well.

Ma.urandia. All the species and varieties.

Niercnibergia. All will do well in baskets.

7?^>scs trained downward, particularly the Vtscarntesse

dcs Cases, will grow and flower well in baskets in green-

houses.

T/ic Imj-leaved Geranium, in suspended pots, quite

covers and conceals them.

The Verbena, and even the grateful Strawberry, might
be cultivated in this way, under glass, and would yield to

few other plants for beauty in bloom and fruit, besides

yielding a dish now and then of one of the most health-

giving fruits we possess.

—

Ed. Horticulturist.]

THE HEBBEMONT GEAPE. &C.—LETTEE FEOM
NICHOLAS LONGWOETH, ESQ.

Editors Southern Cultivator— It aflbrds me pleasure

to say that I can meet the request of Mr. Thurmond, and

give the true origin of the Herbemont Grape. And evi-

dence that you are bound to believe, as my information is

derived from William Murray, of Catoosa Springs, of

your State. I obtained cuttings of this grape from Mr.

Herbemont, 25 years since. Of its origin, he could give

me no information. The cuttings were sent to him—by
whom he did not know. But, from the shape of the leaf,

color of the wood and quality of the Grape, he supposed

it to be of foreign origin. My conclusion was directly the

reverse. The reason was, its hardy character and vigor

of growth, which surpasses all grapes, domestic or foreign.

I have had a shoot grow 40 feet in a season, and a person

at Louisville assured me that he had one to grow 60 feet.

Mr. Murray informs me that the original vine is still

growing on a hill, on his plantation at Murraysville,

North Carolina. He says, that between the years 1807

and 1814, Abraham Blandon, an Attorney at Law, of

Camden, South Carolina, who was an Engineer of Public

Works, sent them to Mr. Herbemont. I find many per-

sons in your State deem the Herbemont and Warren

Grape the same. The leaf and color of the wood will

settle this. The leaf of the Herbemont has deep indenta-

tions, and wood of a light color. I have never seen a

vine of the same color. The Warren vine I have never

seen. I had three bunches of the grapes sent me last fall.

The bunch was not as large as the Herbemont. No.—

-

which is common with the Herbemont. Berries larger

and not crowded together, as is the case with the Herbe-

mont. 1 deem it superior aa a table grape.

I had grafts of the Warren sent me last spring, and I

grafted 25 roots, and not one lived, I cannot account for

this. In grafting, I have more than 9-lOths to live. Grafts

often grow 30 feet the first season, and occasionally pro-

duce a bunch of grapes, and a full crop the next season.

The vine I received from the South as the Lenoir, bears

no resemblance to either, and bears very few bunch-

es and those small. Mr. Herbemont was not successful

in making Wine from the Herbemont. The wine was
subject to become acid. The reason is plain. Pure wine,

even in a cool climate, to be kept in casks, requires a cold

cellar. The casks to be kept full and air tight. The Her-

bemont is destined to be worth millions of dollars to

America. The wine resembles the Mansinaella (Man-
zanilla) of Spain, in aroma and flavor, and, with skill

and care in the manufacture, will be superior to it. The
“must” requires neither sugar nor spirits, I would strong-
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ly recommend its cultivation on the Ohio hills in Ken-

tucky. They may rival the vine clad hills of Ohio and

Indiana. The Catawba, and other native Grapes, are still

on the farm of Mr. Murray. Thus far. North Carolina

stands ahead of any other State in the production of fine

orapes. But I can not rank their Scuppernong among

the number. I estimate that grape for table use and for

v/ine as ranking with the Fox Grape. The greatest value

of either is in time of war, for bullets when, lead is scarce.

Mr. Thurmond sent me, last fall, three bunches of his

native grape, of your State. I deem it very superior as a

table grape, and I made from it a vial of wine, and I am
led to believe it may be valuable as a wine grape. I hope

next season to give it a fair trial, I also made a vial of

wine from three bunches of the Warren Gape, sent to me
from your State. The northern part of your State, and of

South Carolina will be best calculated for the manufacture

ck’fine wine. In a hot climate, sugar must be added to

the “must” or brandy to the wine. There is always a large

quantity ol brandy added to the wines in hot climates, or

where sweetwine is made, the “must” is boiled or thegrapes

died, as sugar is dear. I have pure wine now that I made

27 years since, from the Catawba and Schuylkill Musca-

dell Grape. ^ strong then was the belief that good wine

could never be made in the United States, that I had a

few thousand labels made for bottles, to make the wine

pass as German wine without any direct lying. My
vineyards were on Mount Tuscalum, and the wine made

from the Catawba Grape. The labels read : Vorzuglicher,

superior; Berg Tusculum, Mount Tusculum
;
Vereechert,

Alsiener Rebensaft, warranted the pure juice of the grape.

Jerseymen are said to love money, and I hail from that

State, But I believe I never sold any wine with the labels

on, though I still have a few bottles of the wine with the

labels on. I believe it was not conscience that prevented

their use. For if the disbelievers in the adaptation of our

soil and climate for wine, had not common sense enough

to convince them of their error, I believe a few years

would prove it to the world. If the countries of Europe

could make superior wine, where a native grape is never

seen, I believe we. would eventually leave them in the

back ground, as our mountains, hills and valleys, are

covered with hundreds of varieties of native grapes, I

did, some years since, believe it might be advisable to

cross our best native grapes with those of foreign growth,

1 have now changed my opinion. Within the last five

years, I have received grafts and cuttings of native grapes

from all parts of America, and have had more than lOO

kinds in bearing, and several of them as table grapes,

superior to many of the table grapes that rank high in

Europe. From seed, we can soon surpass them, by plant-

ing seed of our best native grapes, not crossed with those

of Europe, which might render them too tender for our

climate.

As an evidence of what may be done, I have a chance

seedling of the Isabella, the fruit of which raised in the

open ground, has as soft a pulp, as thin a skin, as juicy

and the berry larger, than any foreign grape raised under

glass.

I am now raising, yearly, from 1000 to 2000 seedlings

and this season had one, from seed planted this spring, to

grow upwards of 7 feet, with many lateral branches, that

was sufTerred to run on the ground till it was 5 feet long.

J expect it to grow 30 feet next season, and bear fruit the

following season.

My reasons for not valuing the Scuppernong grape,

are these : It has a thick skin and a hard pulp, and bears

from 2 to 6 berries on a branch, and, like our Fox Grapes,

has but little sugar. Mr. Coeller, to make what he

called Hock wine, put three pounds of sugar to the gallon

of “must.” Where he put less sugar, he added spirits. Our

Ce.'swba Grape contains more sugar and makes a strong-

er wine than the wine grapes of Europe. To make wine
of first quality, the last pressing, say l-5th, should be kept
separate. It contains but little sugar; yet to this we add
but pounds of sugar and make a sweet wine that will

keep in the cask for years.

If, in the days of spiritual rappings, we should be able

get ourselves ground over, my chiefmotive for undergoing
the process would be to live to see the day when we shall

not only supply our own country with wine, but Europe,
and make a drunken man a greater miracle than a spiritu-

al medium now is. N. Longworth.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec., 1855.

NEW GARDEN POT.

The following account of a new kind of garden pot ap-
pears in the Reviic Hnrticolc. An English amateur, Mr.
Keir, residing in Paris, has contrived a method by which
the branches of trees can be more conveniently layered

than heretofore. Pots with a slit on one side have been
long in use

;
but difficulty has been found in their use out

of doors, on account of the want of any good means of se-

curing them in a fixed position or at any desired height.

Mr. Keir proposes to make such pots with a tubular pro-

jection one side {a, b) through which a staff” may pass,

and, being driven into the ground, hold the pot perfectly

steady.

The above cut explains, at a glance, the nature of the

invention. In forming such a pot, it is said that the pot-

ter must take care that the slit, c, is so small as just to al-

low the branch, d, to pass in without leaving room for the

earth to slip out. But this precaution seems needless;

for it would be easy to prevent the earth slipping by
means of pebbles or crocks applied to the slit after the

branch is inserted, and as the pot is being filled with

earth.

Grafting or Budding.—Mr. Stow'ell says, in se-

lecting grafts, take the twigs from those branches which

have borne fruit the previous season
;
or if you want

buds, take from those branches which have fruit buds

upon them. By being careful as to this, you will get

fruit usually two years from insertion.
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Sktrtistnientg.

TOBIN’S GARDEN.

Mrs. JANE TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is

stil kept up, and that no pains or expense will be spared to

keep the best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.

Having procured the services of Mr. Sandeks, an experienced

P.orist and Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict

attention, to obtain a share of public patronage.

We are now well stocked, and offer for sale a variety of EVER-
GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, Ornamental Flowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everblooming|ROSES, including the newest
;
Double

DAHLIAS, HYACINTHS, BULBS, Ac. Also, a collection of GREEN
HOUSE PLANTS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
kept in Pots, Ac.

FRUIT TREES.—APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-
ES, APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

tended to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tablished in a pot is mnch better for transporting than a plant from
the ground, whatever may be its size.

The public are respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-

ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that

we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in

reserve not fully proven.
When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-

ters. Address JANE TOBIN,
Jan56—tf Augusta, Ga.

NEW “HORSE-POWER” FOR FARRIERS AND
MECHANICS

!

THE VERMONT WIND-MILL.
“ Blow winds and crack your cheeks

;
rage blow.”

—

King Lear.

WIND ii at once powerful, inexpensslve and blows everywhere.
Just the thing for Farmers and Mechanics

;
just the thing for

a thousand uses
;

to grind grain, paints, apples
;
to turn lathes,

grindstones, scour, polish, cut, saw, in the high lofts of buildings,

ever city and country, on mountains, in villages and on prairies.

To work on marble, cut slate, straw, thresh grain, and pump wtaer
for railroad stations, for stock, for household use, fountains, ponds,

Ac.—to drain land, and to do tlie wook of millions of muscles every-

where. The VERMONT W'IND-MILL will do all this and more. It

will adjust its own sails to the wind, is ample, strong, cheap, and dur-

able, beautiful in theory, certain in action. Manufactured by the

Inventor’s Manufacturing Company.
gW° AGENTS "WANTED for the sale of this new motive-power.

Town, Country and State Rights for sale. Address
FOWLER k WELLS,

808 Broadway, New York.
Se e cut and description elsewhere.

Jan50-2t

ROWE’S PRIZE CRUSHING MILL.

IMPROVED AND REPATENTED—PRICE GREATLY
REDUCED.

rr>HIS is the only Mill that can do the work of a farm or plantation,

i and for cheapness, simplicity, durability and efficiency in

varied and useful application for Farming, Mining and mechanical
purposes it is wholly without competition. The 4 Horse Mill will

crush and mix thoroughly 20 bushels of ears of unshuckcd corn (dry,

of cour-se,) in each hour of running time. With this I can pulverize

20 pounds of Straw, sheaf Oats or Hay. And then throw in Turnips,

Beets, Potatoes, or Pumpkins, and mix the whole perfectly. It

mixes articles that can mixed in no other way. Two active hands
can grind 8 tons of rock plaster, as fine as any mill, in 10 hours.

We crush and sift. The same hands and team, in the same time,

can crush 1000 pounds of bones to a merchantable fineness. They
can crush 18 bushels of fresh shell lime, for manure, in each hour of

running time. I can beat any mill extant crushing bark for tan-

ning. This mill will out last (crushing bashel for bushel, ton for ton,

horse-power lor horse power) 2'i of any other mills now known as

Crushers. This mill makes a fair article of family meal. This mill

furnishes its own horse-power, and will be shipped to crder for $180
down to $120, according to size—4, 2 and 1 Horse Mills.

Porfurther particulars address the patentee, until the 1st Febru-
ary, 1856, at Richmond, Va., after that, at Tampa Bay, Fla. The
patentee guarantees every Mill he or his Agents puts up to jrerform

up to the letter of this advertisement, or no sale.

JaS. ROWE, Patentee,
Jan56— 2t Tampa Bay, Fla.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.

{Nearly apposite the United States and Globe Hotels.')

^¥^HE Subscriber has received and will continue to receive through-
X out the season, his stock of fresh and genuine GARDEN SEEDS,
crop of 1855. The usual deduction made to Country Merchants.

J. H. SERVICE.

N. B.—GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and Red ONION
SETS, White and Red CLOVER, LUCKREE, Kentucky BLtTE
GRASS, TIMOTHY, OSAGE ORANGE, &c., Ac., and a few Choice
Double HYACINTHS. Jaji56-8t

THE HORTICULTURIST AND JOURNAL OF
RURAL ART AND RURAL TASTE.

COMMENCED by A. J. Downing, author of “Landscape Garden-
ing,” “Design.s for Cottage Residences,” “Fruits and Fruit Trees

of America,” “Country Houses,” etc. ikiited by J. Jay Smith,
Editor of the North Amsricun SylrM.

This popular publication, which is graduallj" extending its influ-

ence throughout the country, and is becoming indispensable to the
tasteful gardener, the fruit culturist, and the floriculturist, will be
continued under the editorship of J. Jay Smith, whose ability and
taste in matters of country life are highly appreciated throughout
the country.
The cultivation of the beautiful, both in Nature and Art, is .justly

esteemed an important element in education, and commends itself to

the attention of all who wish to make their dwelling and grounds at-

tractive, and to surround themselves with those luxuries and adorn-
ments that spring from the fruitful bosom of the earth when culti-

vated by the practical hand. The typographical execution of the
Iforticulturiid is designed to be an index to its contents—neat,

chaste and elegant. It embraces witliin its scope

—

I. The Descrii>tion and Cultivation of Fruit and Fruit Trees—
a subject of vast importance, and In which we are already more in-

terested than ary other people.

II. The Description AND Cultivation or Flowers and Flowerixo
Plants and Shrubs, from the most delicate and tender to the most
hardy and robust.

III. To the Dklcripiton and Cultivation of au. Edible Plants,
which are, or should be, grown in our gardens.

IV. To Gardening as an Art of Tabte—with Designs for Orna-
mental or Landscajie Gardening.

V. To Rural Architecture—embracing Designs for Rural Cottages
and Villas, Farm Houses, Lodges, Gates, Vineries, Ice Houses, kc.

VI. To Arboricultube—or the Planting and Culture of Forest and
Ornamental Trees.
vn. To Botany and Entomology—so far as these branches are

connected with the general subjects to which the work is specially de-

voted.
The extended and valuable correspondence of the Horti^uUtu'ist

presents the experience of the most iutelligent cultivators in Ameri-
ca; tire superior illiustrations, and the instructive and agreeable
articles from the pens of the editor and contributors, make it eagerly
sought after by even the general reader interested in country life.

To all persons alive to the improvement of their gardens, orchards,
or country seats—to scientific and practical cultivators of the soil

—

to nurserymen and commercial gardeners, this journal, giving the
latest discoveries and improvements, experiments and acquisitions

in Horticulture andtliose branches of knowledge connected with it,

will be invaluable.
;

A new volnme (lltli year) commences with the January number
for 1856; and it will be the constant aim of the editor and the pub-
lisher, by every means in their power, to render itstill more worthy, by
every practicable improvement, of the liberal patronage it is receiving

.

The work is iasued on the first of each month, in the best style of
the periodical press, each number containing 48 pages, embellished
with a frontispiece and several other original and well-executed en-
gravings. At the end t f tlie year it will make a volume of six hun-
dred pages, beautifully illustrated with over 100 engravings, many of

tliem drawings of fruits and flowers from nature. These volumes, if

taken for a number of years, will make a valuable Encyclopedia of
Horticultural Literature.

Terms—Two dollars a year—Four copies for Six dollars, payable
in advance.
An edition is published with plates, colored in the best style of the

art—Price, Five Dollars.
All subscriptions must be addressed to the Agents, or to

ROBERT PEARSALL SMITH,
.TanSG— tf 17 and 19 Minor st., Philadelphia, Pa,

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR,

C
l M. SAXTON k CO., New York, have just published, and will

J* send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK ; a Treatise on the
Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding,
Watering, and Working, by.lohn Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of VeterinaiT Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Fo^
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the Amsnean Agneutturist^
illustrated with numerous engravings.

contents.
Chap. I.—Stabling, Constiuction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.
Chap. II.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations

of Decoration, Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.

Chap. III.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Chap. IV.—Warmth.
Chap. V.—Food—Articles of, Composition of, Preparation of, As-

similation of. Indigestion of- Principles of Feeding, Practice of Feed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. VI.—Water.
Chap. VII.—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of

Muscular Exertion, Preparation for Fast Work, Treatment after
Work, Accidents of Work, Repose.
Chap. VHI.—Management of Diseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange tlie whole subject into divisions
which will render every part of it easily understood, and easily re-
ferred to by every one.”

—

A'uthor'a Preface
THE HORSE’S FOOT, AND HOW TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

illustrations, by William Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON k CO.,

Jaii56— tf Agricultural Book PubUshers, New York.
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COTTON SEED.

1 AAQ bushel*? prolific pomegranate, very pure, for

' Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or forwarded tf' cash
orders, in sacks for fifty cents per sack extra. Also. CROWDER
COTTON SEED, equally pure and productive, an early opener, grow-
ing and making till late. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

Jan56—tf Yazoo City, Miss.

FORMAN’S IRON PLOW STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Right to the above
valuable and popular PLOW STOCK for the counties of Rich-

imond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, Washington, Scriven and Emanuel,
are prepared to furnish it to planters at the manufactui’er’s prices.

This Stock, which is made entirely of wrought iron, is a Southern
invention and has been sufficiently tried to prove that it runs more
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more thoroughly, clogs less

in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shallow plowing,
holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, far

cheaper than any other stock now in use. Numerous certificates, in

our possession from the most practical and successful planters in

the country, fully sustain us in the above statement. We will have
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates,

with a more minute description ofthe plow, to any person who will

make application.

See, also, the November number of the OuUivator, p.
845. The above Stock is adapted to six different points or shares

—

including every variety which a planter will need from the beginning
to the end of the year. Among them is an admirable one for subsoil-

ing. These shares may be had with the Stock when desired,

though any plantation smith can make them after once seeing them.
Rights for counties, shops, or plantations will be sold on reasonable

terms. Apply at the hardware stores in Augusta, or address
Jan56—tf I. C. PITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

BESSMAN’S GARDEN,
AUGUSTA, GA.

The Subscriber offers for sale a very choice and rare collection
of Hardy ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, embracing aU the fine

old and best new varieties ofEVERBLOOMING ROSES
;
also, an

un-rivalled collection ofEVERGREENS, of every variety; Decidu-
ous Ornamental TREES and PLANTS

;
and a collection of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, unequalled in the South.

I^^AU orders promptly attended to, and plants packed to go
any distance in safety. Any information required will be cheer-

Jtdly given. Address J. W. BESSMAN,
Nov55—4t Augusta, Ga.

MERINO RAMS FOR SALE.
^IHE Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO

RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have
more Rams I need. They are from two of the best flocks in New
York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from
^ to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

JulySS—tf Birdflville, Burke Co., Ga.

C. M. SAXTON & CO.’S

AGRICULTURAL BOOK ROOMS,
140 Fulton street. New York.

C M. SAXTON A Co. have removed to their new andcommodi-
• ons Rooms, No. 140 Fulton street, where, in addition to their

large stocA of Agricultural Books, may be found a FARMER’S
READING ROOM, supplied with all the Agricultural journals of
the United States, and the best Agrieultiu'al and Horticultural
Periodicals of England, P'rance and Germany

;
the free use of which

they tender to all their friends Jan56—It

GARDEN, GRASS AND FIELD SEED,

A FULL assortment and large supply of Fresh imported GAR-
DEN SEED, crop of 1855, embracing every variety in gener-

al use. Also, Blue, Herds, Timothy and Orchard GRASS SEEDS

;

Early varieties of Com, Clover and Millet SEEDS, &c., &c., have
just been received, and are offered for sale at very reasonable
prices, Wholesale or Retail.

Orders from any section of the Southern States attended to
prcmplty.

Catalogus furnished to those who purchase.

Jan55—3ft WM. HAINES, Anguata, Ga.

THE FARM JOURNAL AND PRCX5RE.SS1VE

FARMER.

WITH the l.st month, (J.anuarv) number, 1855, will commence
the Sixth Volume of THE FARM JOI’RNAL & PRO-

GRESSIVE FARMER, a Monthly Perioflical of 'J’hirty-Two octavo
pages, devoted exclusively to the'be.st interests of the' Farmer, the
Gardener, the Fruit-Grower and Stock Breeder.

DAVID A. WELLS, A. M., 1

A. M. SPANGLER, j
Editors.

In presenting onr friends with a prospectus for the coining vol-
ume, we reject the hackneyed style of puffing our paper, saying
that it is a miracle of cheapne.ss and ability, &c. We merely ask
that they .shall try it for one year, leaving' them to be their* ow n
judges of its worth. Our object and aim is, to publish a journal which
shall be of real intrinsic value to the Famiiug ominmunity

;
and

subservient to nothing but the great interests of American Agricul-
tural Progre.ss and Discovery. We recognise no local or sectional
feelings

;
we have no prejudices to overcome or smother, or col-

lateral interests to encourage
;
and our desire is, to make the

journal 4' Farmer a National work. Amangement of the most
complete character, have been made in regard to Illustrations

;

and our descriptions of Animals, Plants, Agricultural Imidements.
(fcc., &c., will be handsomely illustrated by eugraving.s executed in
the best style of art. 'We have also secured (in addition to our edi-

tors) the services of gentlemen eminently competent both in science
and practice, who have kindly consented to become regular con-
tributors in the various departments.
We intend publishing condensed portions of the Prize Essays

from “The Journal of the Higliland Agrioultural Society, of Scot-
land,” which are not accessible to many in this country, and which
are ennsidered of the greatest value to the Agriculturist. Also,
selections from the Journals of the Royal Agricultural Society, of
England, the Gardener’s Chronicle & Agricultural Gazette, in which
alone are to be found reliable reports of the celebrated experiments
and researches of Messr.s. Laws and Gilbert, at Rothamstead, of
which reports, the w-hole series will be published in the forthcoming
number. And as we are determined to leave nothing undone which
will in any way tend to improve the character or appearance of the
Journal, we will issue the next volume in an entire new dress, by
which its typographical appearance will be greatly improved. It

must also be remembered that no part of the body of the work is

taken up with advertisements, which F an important feature where
the numbers are kept for binding, and as for conundrums, childish

jokes, idle tales, and trashy poetry, if theseare wanted they most
be sought elsewhere.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.
Our Terms place the Journal within the reach of all

:

Single Copy Si. 00 per annum.
Five Copie's 4.00 “

Ten Copies 7.5o
“

Twenty Copies 14.00 “

Cash, invariably in advance.

SAMUEL EMLEN & CO., Publishers,

N. E. Corner 7th and Market .sreett, Philadelphia.

To whom all communications, whether ^lorinl or holi-

ness, should be addressed.

Specimen numbers seat gratis to those requesting it

Jan55—It.

AGRICULTTRAL AND MECHANICAL IMPLE-
MENTS !

MKCHANICS' AMD BUILDERS’ MATERIALS, HARDWARE, CUTUSRV,

AMD EURNISHINO GOODS!!
WE HAVE now in Store,, and will contlnoe

to keep a large asssortment of the most ap-

proved AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT^
for Southern use, consisting of Single and Two

Horse Turning Plows, 15 varieties; Double Michigan, Double
Mould Board and Hill Side Plows

;
Subsoil Plows, several kinds;

Forman’s Patent Plow
;

Cultivators
;

Harrow.s, 3 kinds
; Com

Shellers, 6 kinds
;
Straw Cutters, 10 sizes and kinds ; Road Scra-

pers; Horse Hoes; Horse Powers and Threshers, 5 varieties of
each

;
Pan Mills

; Grain Cradles
;
Grass Scythes and Handles

; Smnr.
Machines; Bush Hooks; Pruning and Hedge Shears; Prunning
Saws and Chisels

;
Sausage Meat Cutters and Stuffers

; Farmers*
Boilers, for boiling food for Stock; Chums

;
Hay and Garden Rakes;

Hay and Manure Forks
;
Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Grain Scoops

Wheel-Barrows, Field and Garden Hollers
;
Corn Planters

; Scales

;

Store, Warehouse and Depot Trucks
;
Well and Horse Buckets;

Pump Chain and fixtures
;
Rock Salt for stock.

I^^Wekcep extra POINTS for our Plows, and will furnish, at
short notice, such parts of Plows and other implements as may be
wanted to replace broken pieces.

Gentlemen’s and Boy’s TOOL CHESTS complete, Ac.
We are, also, Agents'for selling the following articles :—SCOTT’S

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, universaUy
admitted to be the best Cmshers ever invented, and in the use of
which, for feeding stock, a saving of one-third is made, as has been
proved beyond dispute

;
Hoe & Co.’s and Welch & Griffith’s CIR-

CULAR SAWS and SAW GUMMERS ;
Steams & Marvin's

celebrated Fire, Powder and Burg'ular Proof SALAMANDER.
SAFES ;

ROTARY SMOOTHING IRONS, heated with alcohol
—no family should be without this very useful ai'ticle.

*.,c*All the above are offered for sale at fair and regular prioes, ta
connection with our extensive stock of Hardware and Cutlery.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
NovSS—6t Augusta, Ga.
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FRUITLAND NURSERY.
TEN THOUSAND CHOICE TREES!

r
I HE Subscriber ofiFers for Fall and W'inter plannting (1855-6)

JL the following desirable TREES, SHRUBS, ^^NES, &c.;

APPLES.—A select list of early, medium and late varieties,

mcluding many of the new and superior Southern Seedlings, here-

tofore descript^ in the Sovthern Cultivator. 25 cents each; 820
per hundred.
PEARS.—^Dsvarfs and Standards many choice varieties. 50

nents each ; $40 per hundred. Extra large trees, $1.

PEACHES.—A succession from Jime tUl October, mcluding
many native Seedlings. 25 cents each

;
8-20 per hundred.

APRICOTS, NECTARINES, PLUMS AND CHERRIES, of

the best varieties. 50 cents each ; 840 per hundred.
FIGS.

—

Several choice varieties, including the CcUstiaL, Alicont,

Black. Genoa, Ac., Ac., 50 cents each.

GRAPES.

—

The genuine Catawba, from Axt’s vinej-ards
;
also

Weller’s Scuppernong, Ac. 50 cents each
; &10 per httmlred.

QUINCES.

—

The Orange variety, well rooted and strong plants,

s« 25 cents.

STRAWBERRIES.

—

More than thirty Premium varieties, in-

eluding all the most desirable. (See separate advertisement of
select sorts, in present number. ( Prices, 50 cents per dozem, or from
$1 to $-3 per hundred.
BLACKBERRIES.

—

The genuine New Rochelle or “Seacor's
Mammoth.” Berries of extra size and flavor. Well rooted plants
at 50 cents each.

POMEGRANATES.

—

The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and
50 cents each, according to size.

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FOR HEDGING.—A large
quantity of vigorous plants, of 1 and 2 years growth, at $5 to 88 per
thousand.
OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW.

—

Cuttings of the famous
Beveridgii at $10 per thou.sand, or 82 per single hundred. Also,
Ihe Viminalis, at $5 per thousand, or $1 per htmdred.

Orders will also be received for choice ROSES, ORNA-
MENTAL ISHRUBS and TREES, EVERGREENS, VINES,
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Ac., Ac.

The various Railroads diverging in almost every direction

from Augusta, affords ample facilities for shipping to any part of the
South. Trees will be carefully packed and forwarded by express
or otherwise, with safety and despatch.

ip From middle, of October until first of February is the proper
time for transplanting—the earlier in the winter the better. Pur-
diasers will be furnished with such (printed) directions for the
planting and management of Trees, Ac., as wiU (if strictly followed)
kisure succes.«. Address D. REDMOND,

Oct55—tf Augusta, Ga.

EXTENSn^E COLLECTION OF SELECTED ROSES
AXD SOUTHEII.V R.USED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.
A. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of Roses

e that he has now a superb collection of new and rare varieties,

which he will be happy to supply to such as may desire them. His
prices to Nurserjunen will be as low as those of any Nursery at the
North, and his Rose Bushes will be generally of a larger size. He
has. also, made recent additions to his stock of FRUIT TREES,
and can now supply tine sorts of the following varieties ;

—Apples,
Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Phims, Cherries,
Soft Shelled Almonds, EnglishWallnuts and Hazelnuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, .such as Camelia Japonica,
Orange and Lemon Trees, Ac., and hardly Flowering ond Orna-
mental Shrubs. Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful
DAHLIAS.

Orders from the country will be promptly attended to, and
Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees wiU be sent (gratis) to all

post-paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE,
Nov55—tf

DOWNING fflLL NURSERY.

T his establishment has been greatly enlarged during the past
season, and now embraces one of the largest and best collec-

tion of FRUIT TREES, VINES, Ac., in the South. It is the de-
termination of the. proprietors (and they are now preparing) to ex-
tend their operations so as to compete, in extent, quantity and varie-

ty, with any Nursery in the whole country
;
and they sincerely

hope that the Southern country will patronize, with a fair liberal-

ity, this useful and necessary branch of industry, and not give the
preference to Northern Nurseries, as has hitherto been the custom.
We have on hand a very large stock of TREES, consisting of 150

varieties of Apples, including 75 Southern varieties
;
91 of Pears

;

25 of Plums; 20 of Cherries; 12 of Nectarines; Almonds, Figs,
Raspberries, Mulberies, Pomegranates, Grapes, Qumces and Straw-
berries ;

a fine and large collection of Roses on their own roots, to-

gether with a few choice Greenhouse and Evergreen PLANTS;
8HRUBERRY, Ac., Ac.
This being one of the finest localities in the South for the propa-

gation and raising of Fruit Trees, combined with its shipping facili-

ties, enabling us to send packages to every part of the country,
renders it a desirable point from which to order them. The greatest
•are and diligence will^ at all times, be obseix’ed to please and satisfy
fcose who will be kind enough to oblige us with their ordera

Descriptive Catalogues on application.

W. H. THURMOND A Co.,

IfcnrBt Jf Atlaata, 0&

TROUP HILL NURSERY, MACON, GA.

The Subscriber offers for sale a fine as.sortmcnt of grafted
FRUIT TREES of superior quality, comprising all the best

new Southern varieties.

The collection of Everblooming ROSES, is unrivalled in the
South. Further—30 new varieties of CHYRS ANTHEMUMS

;
50

varietie.s of VERBEN.\S, thebe.st on both .sides of the Atlantic ;

DAHLIAS, EVERGREENS, Ac., Ac. Address
ROBERT NTILSON.

Nov55—tf Macon, Ga.

75,000 FRUIT TREES

OF Southern growth and perfectly adapted to this climate, are
now offered for sale at the MISSISSIPPI NURSERIES. Per-

sons in want of superior FRUIT TREES at moderate prices would
do well to send in their orders early. We can supply the Apple in

480 varieties fiom 1 to 4 years old ; the Pear in 4iW vaaieties, both
Standard and Dwarf, from 1 to 3 years old

; the Peach in 100 varie-

ties, from 1 to 3 years old, and other fruits in all the best varieties.

The celebrated Southern Seedling APPLES and new European
PEAKS can be .supplied in limited quantities.

Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants, and all orders
prompty attended to. .Address C. M. SW.A.SEY A Co.,

Octoo—6t Yazoo City, Miss.

^orrs~LrrTLE giant corn and cob
'

CRUSHER.

T he attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call-

ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in
use. In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only
necessarj- to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for 855, all complete ready for attaching the horse.

No. 3, at 86.5, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL A BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I h.ave been running one of Scott’s Little Giant Corn and
Cob MIU.S. No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour,
but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to

234 bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100
bushels of Com per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of
Com with the Cob, where 1 formerly fed 300. I consider it decid-

edly the best kind of Cmsher ever got up, and if I cotild not re-

place mine I would not sell it for 8500.

I D. 3IATTHEAVS,
July55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. iL and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH .\THENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Camming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A.M. and 3 P. 51.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent
July 14tA, 1855. Aug55-tf

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at 830 each. Address
[Nov55-^ R. PETERS, Atlanta, Q-a,
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Page 9

Work for tlie Month -

PLANTATION ECONOMA’ AND MISCELLANY.

A Cbaptor on Fish—FL^h Ponds and Artificial FLsh

mg.
Fertility not a (inality of Sofi. -------

Negro Houses—Plantation HospitaLs

The Sugar Growth hi Loui.siana

Soap Making—Information Wanted
Planting in Jetter.son, &c - - -

Hililreth’s Iron Gang Plow (Illustrated)

Sletcorology for the Farmers

Ghange of Food for Horses -

The Vermont Wind-5Hill (Illustrated) -

“Eastern Division” and “East Tennessee ’ Fairs.

l.,eveling or Grading Instrument

€rop of Sugar _- - -

Bermuda Grass—Its Varieties

A Dirt-Eating Horse
Distemper in Dogs
Wheat Raising in Louisiana

Sugar Planting in Louisiana

Gurmg Pork, Beef, &c - - - - -

Galifornia Timothy and Carnation Clover

Make Labor Fashionable

EDITORIAL.

1856! 1856!
SOUTHERN CUETIVATOR,

A MOINTSII.Y JOUISNALr
DLVOTEI) TO SOUTHERN AGRIC'UETUKK, HOKTK’UETURE. STOCK

BREEDING, I'OULTRY, BEE.S, GENER.VE
FAR.H ECONOMY, &C.

Page 24

.
“ 24An.swers to Correspondents.

Fonrteeiith Volume of the Cultivator.

The Montgomery (Ala.) Fair

Premiums —
Domestic Economy, Recipes &.c

Nankeen Cotton Seed

Fish Ponds
To Correspondents, &c., &c
Agricultural and Horticultural Publications

First attempt at Breeding Fish Artificially

?5ingle White Macartney Rose

Lime for Manure—Freight on the State Road

Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper

Opinions of the Press

horticultural DEPARTMENT.

Number of Trees or Plants on one Acre Page 31

Transplanting Fruit Trees

Southern Seedling Apples -

Notee on Pears, Ac - - -

Plants for Hanging Vases (Ul^st.rated).

The. Herhemont Grape, &c—Letter from Nicholas Long

worth. Esq ..

New Garden Pot (Illustrated) „

Grafting or Budding
ILLUSTRATIONS.

HUdreth’s Iron G.ang Plow ^
The VeiTiiont Wind-Mill „

~

Plants for Hanging Vases ..

'

New Garden Pot..,

Illustrated with Numerous Engravings.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. P.EDMOND, Editors.

The Fourteenth Volume, vvHli luauy new and valuable
improvements, eommeuces in

January, lS5(i.

The CULTIVATOR is a huge octavo of Thirty-Two pagns,

forming a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted e.xciuM-ly

to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Grov.ing, aud the

o-eneral ntral interests of the South ;
and contahis more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-growmg States. Its

Editors are men of experience in their respective departments,

and it is well tilled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from the most intelligent ajiCi practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-

ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
ONE Copy, one year $1 I

Twenty-ITve Copies $20

Six Copies “ 5
I
One Huni'Red copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent uule.ss the cash

accompanies the order.

The Buis of all specie-paying Banks, and Post OcQce Stamps,

received at par.
, , ,

Remittanuces, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Puhnsher s risk.

Advevtisiement.s
Inserted at ONE Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

;

One square, per annum, Ten Dollars.
Address WM. JONF.S, Au^nstn, <7a.

rj^Person.s wlio will act as AGENTS, aiul obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

'iO AGRICULTUKAL AND HORTlCULTURALj
SOCIETIES.

E would particularly invite the attention of those Soc>tie.s,
’

‘ir I’l'ciiiiiiin Li-^ts

hich are pe-

PRE.MIUM STRAWBERRY PLANTS!

NOW IS THE TIME ! I

"t pHIRTY Premium varieties, including

I HOVEY’S SEEDLING, LONGWORTHS PLOLIIK, Mo-

AVOYS’ SUPERIOR, BLACK PRINCE, CRESCLN V SELI>

LING CRIMSON CONE, Ac., mav be obtained m large or small

(inautities from the subscriber. Plants properly set out in Novem

her or December, ivill bear abundant crops of tnnt the following

•^orhnr See November (185.5) miniher of Ao nthern Caltirn

for full directions, which will he fimiished to all purchaser-- l ' re

of Plants 50 cent.- per r^^n, or from $1 to S3 per huiulud. ’Ihc

pb'oTs c-iu b'C nacked iWIP to go almost .any distance m penect con-

dition.
'
All varieties warranted true to name,

attended to. Address
Kov.VY-tf.

Augusta., Ga.

w- who are about to niako up their Prenaiim Li.ds for 1856, to

our large collection of AGRlCULfi URAL BO(iKS,

culiarly adapted for ITcmiums.
The awarding of Agricultural Book.- in place _ot .-mall MoQey

Premiums has been extinsivel.^dopted, aud h.o.- given the highest

satisfaction. ^
ADVANTAGES OF THIS VLAN.

It promotes the disseminatioa of mucii ueodod infonnation among
Farmers.

It combines the Advantages of a Diploma ivith a premum ot in-

trinsic value.

It substitutes a Pennanont -ind Expros.-ivc- Ti-kon oi Honor tor

the pittance which i- frccim utly Immiliathig to the redpieut.

It avoids the fos'ering of a a mercenary spirit among comi>etitors

and better conqioii - with the dignity of an lioimi able cinulalion be-

tween friends and neiglilKirs.
r. a *We will take iiieasure in fnrn.shu'g to applicants a CAT A-

LtRi UE of our jaibiicatious ^vllich -we consider nn'st api)ro|>r;aie

for the use of .Agricultural kSocietie.- for I'remiuins, on which a

liberal discount vv ill be .given. C. 31. SAXTON K
AgiicuUiiral Book I'ublishciW,

It 140 Fnlton Ni v\ York.

' RuC HESTER CUTTING KNIVES.
U’ET^NG <

• -• - - - ’ ’ boot

J. M. NEWBY,
(AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.)

U^T)ER THE UNITED STATES HOTEL,

avWE just received the largest and choicest lot of fine: CLO’l II-

ING they h.avo ever offered to their customers and tne public.

Those in want of the newest styles of goods are uivitcd l o call and

look at them. Also, a tine lot of Boys’ and Youths CLO 1 xiING .

Nov55—3t

^ CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

EALERS IN HARDWARE, CUTLERY, and AGRiCUIi-D 'rURAL IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.
^

We are. also, Agents for the following articles ;
—;'>ALAMAjN.-

DER SAFES, made by Steams A Marvin, New \ork
;
TT'rTLE

GIAN'r CORN AND "cor. MILLS ;
Indian Rnbher BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; AT-

KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAV S, made

by Hoc A Go., and Welch A Griffith’s HORSE PO vVLRS ;
1' .4.N

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
’ CARMICHAEL A BEAN,

April55-Cl> Augusta, Ga.

fTNF the mauv
\_J> can nov. oi,.

Straw to Hickory Sticks

.)au5(i-

a-ily aud I’v fa-t.

'll A a:

QEVBRO ages.

DEVON GRADE HEIFER FO
ON HJTBRAL GRAD

ages, from excel!

“Keokuk,” who-e pt iligroe vve

(1853)Y f ii

A

lt;; CuLilvator.

dress

1 or HALF Dll
a Mnkiiig (t.iW'

1 or V

F., IU(fUF.ETtV, 1
R. M. Houke,

Charueton.
j

Ohada.woga.

MuCREEKY R. 110010;

COTTON FA ( ;’(dls. COMMl
MERCHAN'l S. A . v. n’.s V.'

g^-'Stnet atremli-,; given o.’ tl
"

Manufacturi s, to ;iiO Reccivn-.g an
tilling of Grdcr.s in thi.- uifirkoi.

i SALE.
IIELRS, iff Tr.ffnns

u by tb; prize Bui.,

'ivpiomb r nt iah(.r

.
<•!' i.ilco. Ac., ad-

t. LLDMOND.
A-;l ta, - 3.

'•SION AND FORWAFDIKG
utif, C..:nicrrcn. C.

:-.;f OI a'l C '.r “Irv i rcbme ajul

IF rwaThegif U- b-’::, ;:udb>
F. 1 . 5—Cl/

HOVEVS .bEEOLING STRAVEiEIUlY i'LT.Ni'S.

r|^EN 'rHCUSAN.D S'rRAVAir.NliY PLANT '. mm year old'

JL -vi-.ammteAi to bear ni xt sjjring, if pleat; d^ n ; 'rding to tbe

directienp, which will ’.m uiruii-.niL Fritued dire- 1 ('ns t(V tJ -vir

cnlturo will be sviu vvii-i the plants when order;' 1. ( -de.s I'-.-m tho

CGUntrj- seiiiea Price, $2 per lunnlrvd. 5^ .-.1. 1. .

'

Nov55—tf Bj-oad st., .Lugw ra, t.l a.
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WOEK FOR THE MONTH—(FEEETJAEY.)

i

THE PLANTATION.
I

Corn. Continue plowing for this crop, breaking up

I

very deep, and using all the manure you can “rake and

;

scrape”—unless your land is naturally rich. You can,

I

however, scarcely manure Corn too highly—it will appro-
priate all the food you offer it, in the growing season.

—

Manure heavily, plov: deep, and plant as eo.rly as the season
will admit, if you wish to have full cribs next fall.

Cotton. Push steadily forward, also, your preparations
for Cotton planting—have your “beds” thrown up deep

I and mellow, and get a “stand” as early in the season as

1
possible. We are not aware of any recent marked im-

i provement in the cultivation ofour “great staple;” thougli

the practice of our best planters, as heretofore detailed in

these pages, might be more widely adopted, with profita-

ble results. Who will give us a short and practical, but
comprehensive, treatise on this most important subject, for

our March number 1 Many of our new subscribers can-
not obtain the back volumes of the Cultivator; and we
desire that all interests be fully and fairly represented in
our journal. Let our best and most successful Cotton
planters speak out

!

Spring Oats should now be sown as soon as possible.
Irish Potatoes may be planted, and Sweet Potatoes bed-

;

ded out for the production of “draws,” the last of the
! month.

Pences must be repaired, and put in order for the season.
Hedges of the Osage Orange, Macartney and Cherokee

Rose, Evergreen Thorn, &c., &c., may still be set out,
though the season is growing late. (See article on Hedges

I

in present number.)

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
,

The operations of the Gardener must now commence in
good earnest. In order to secure a regular and abundant
supply of good vegetables, the garden must be put in a
thorough condition at once. See remarks of last month,
under this head.

Cabbage and Lettuce may now be transplanted safely,

provided some means are adopted to protect them from
the frost. Sow Peas, Radishes, Cabbage, Beets, Carrots,
Lettuce, Salsafy, Spinage, Parsley, Parsnips, Pot Herbs,

e.,(^c. Plant a full crop oiIrish Potatoes, and try, latter
part of the month, a few hills of early Corn, &c. Pre-
pare Hot Beds for the propagation of Tomatoes, Pepper,
Egg Plant, (^c. Dress Asparagus beds, using salt libe-
rally on the surface.

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN
Set out the Peach, the Phcm, the Apple, the Pear, the

Qfttnce, the Pig, the Pomegranate, the Grape, the Straio-
berry, the Rasplerry, nod all other desirable kinds of fruit
and ornamental trees and vines. Examine Peach trees
for the worm, and Apple trees for the borer, and dig those
depredators fi-om their hiding places with the sharp end of
your knife. Heap leached ashes around your Peach trees
from the "collar” to the height of 3 or4 inches above the
surface of the ground. Work around all your fruit trees
stirring the ground well as far as the branches extend’
and applying a good top-dressing of manure. Cover the
surface with leaves, pine straw, or loose manure, to the
depth of4 or 3 inches, so that the roots may be protected
Irom drouth, and nourishment imparted to them durin.r the
growing season.

^

Graft choice varieties ofthe Plum upon wild Chickasaw
stock

; “whip graft” the Peach, the Apricot, and the Nec-
tarine upon the same, inserting the scion near the ground.
(See "Root Grafting,” elsewhere.) The Peach may also be
successfully grafted on its own root, by digging it up
and cutting in the tap-root freely. Use as ligltures.
strips of cloth, dipped in grafting wax. and in planting,
place the insertion of the graft an inch or two below the
surface.

Cuttings. Many plants and fruit trees grow readily
from cuttings, and this is by far the simplest and easiest
method of propagation. Among fruit trees peculiarly
adapted to this climate, which strike freely from cuttings,
the Fig, iho, Quince, and the Pomegranate are deserving
of especial attention. Now is the time to put them into
the ground. Let your cuttings be from 12 to 18 inches
long, and at least half an inch in diameter—plant in 3 feet
rows, 1 foot apart, in rich moist soil, leaving but one or
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tiiif»buds above the surface—or bend your cutting in the

^fe!gs>©fa half circle, and insert both ends deeply, leaving

one bad in the middle exposed—press the earth firm-

asmind all parts of the cutting, and as warm weath-

iX? approaches, mulch axo\xn^ them heavily with straw,

leaves, or other litter. As soon as the new buds

to start on your cuttings, rub off ail but the strong-

which must be reserved to form the future tree, and

Mfek-is bud or shoot remain during the first year without

THE FLOWER GARDEN,
at once, all Bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Tulips,

sJ'sown Imperials, Dahlias, &c., &c. Sow tender Annu-

hot beds, and prick out into open ground as soon as

of frost is over. Dress and trim borders; plant

of Box
;
spread gravel on garden walks, and roll

firmly
;
plant ornamental Hedges or screens of

iafeos-^itge, Wild Olive, Holly, Privet, &c. Prune Roses

ornamental shrubs. Set out rooted plants, and

i;ss44iiigs- of the Rose, Cape Jessamine, and other flowering

Stake all newly planted and pliant shrubs. Clear

weeds and foul trash, and prepare your flowers to

£@«mpany.” Prepare ground for lawns, by plowing

deep, (subsoiling 18 inches,) manure highly, and sow

allowance ol mixed seed, such as Kentucky Blue

vSi'SsSsv White Clover, Herds Grass, Texas Musquit, Italian

:E2?yy.&c., &c. When sown, roll smoothly with a heavy

smt- kon or stone roller, and keep off all fowls, pigs,

&c.

Tr&mplant Evergreens, such as the Wild Olive, Cedar,

3iag!Siolia, &c,, by digging a deep trench around them,

WSargs trees,) and lifting a large ball of earth with the

sajste. Prepare a wide and deep hole to receive them

—

gj^smootly with a sharp knife, all broken or bruised

3t£C>6s
;
use an abundance of water

;
fill in with fine, rich

pressed firmly around the roots with the foot; leave

basin or cavity around the trunk to hold water

and finish by staking securely and mulching

wisik* a thick layer of leaves or straw, over which sprinkle

s.&'sp slrovelsful of earth, to keep the wind from blowing

mSFAEATION AND CULTIVATION OF LAND FOR
CORH.-A “BIG CEO?.”

Zis-rcMts Southern Cultivator—Below we give the

^jsparation and cultivation of one acre and three-eighths

ii#» acre of land, with the result

:

'We/Kauled out sixty one-horse carts ofmanure from lot

.'smf stables. The cart being small, each load was thrown
into a conical form and covered with the best

place afforded. We then had it laid off with a

scooter, running a furrow every six feet. These fur-

were trenched and subsoiled by two half shovel fur-

followed by a long scooter. Into these subsoiled

we put the above manure, covering it with by
ssKffJMng a half shovel on each side. After the manure
*;^s 6hus covered, we again followed in the same with a

shovel
;
followed this with a long scooter. By this

half shovel after half shovel and then wnth a

we had a trench well subsoiled on each side o!

ridge or furrow, containing the stable and lot manure,

ftlsese furrows or trenches the following quantify of

ingredients were placed, after thoroughly mixing them ;

—

Ten bushels of ashes
;

ten bushels of clay
;
ten bushels of

cottonseed; five bushels of liquid bone dust,(1) and one
bushel ofplaster of Paris,

This compost was covered with a half shovel, followed

by a long scooter—a single half shovel furrow on each

side completed the bed and filled up the subsoiled fur-

rows. About ten days after finishing bedding, we planted

in the following manner:

We first run a furrow with a short scooter on the centre

of the bed and immediately over the lot manure. On each
side and about eighteen inches from this we run another

furrow with the scooter. These last were run directly

over the compost manure. In these furrows w'e dropped
two grains of corn every two feet to be thined out to one
stalk at the proper time, and covered with a small scooter.

When the corn had from four to six blades, we run a
scooter, fifteen inches long and two inches broad, a single

time in the eighteen inch space, or on each side of the lot

manure, and between it and the compost manure or fur-

rows containing the same. The corn was then thinned to

one stalk, and plowed by turning three furrows; shortly

after the hoe was used to remove any grass or weeds and
to level the earth about the corn. When the corn was
about shoulder high, we plowed it again by running three

shallow furrows. Soon after this last plowing and from
ten days to two weeks before the corn began to tassel, we
applied one hundred and twenty pounds ofguano. This
was applied between the hills and put on each side of the

ridge or furrow containing the stable or lot manure. The
guano was buried about four inches by digging a hole

with the corner of the hoe and coveting well. The above
embraces the preparation and culture.

We are sorry that the above is so imperfectly described,

but, as we promised to give the whole, we hope those re-

questing that nothing should be omitted, will be able to

understand what we have attempted to describe.

We never sulTer our manure to be exposed to rain or
sunshine, but keep it sheltered while collecting and bury
it as deep beneath the surface as we well can (the deeper
the better) before planting. The only way we have been
able to obtain full benefit from manure, is, by mixing it

Nvell with the subsoil. Gaseous and volatile substances

never sink or run downwards, their course is upwards,
and the nearer the surface the more rapid is their flight

upwards. We are confident that the lot on which the

above corn grew would not yield twelve bushels unaided
by deep culture and manure to the acre. The Rev. Jell
Townsend superintended the measuring of the corn, and
the Rev. G. H. Round, superintended the survey of the

land.

The soil is sandy with a yellowish clay and sand 3
’’ sub-

soil. We would just as soon think of breaking the bones
and tearing and lacerating the muscles and nerves of our
children to make them grow faster, as to break, tear and
lacerate the tender and fibrous roots of cur corn. Deep
and thorough preparation, light and clean culture.

The corn, when gathered, measured out one hundred
and forty-three bushels, or one hundred and four bushels

per acre.

Ill reading the above, we have no doubt but the

reader will consider the labor expended too great for the

return; but by a little explanation we can convince him
that the time and manner of applying the labor was the

cause of the abundant yield, and not that the labor be-

stowed was in excess, but really less, so far as plowing
and hoeing were concerned, than ordinary, notwithstand-

ing the great number of furrows run in each nrher in pre-

paring the land. We did not break up the lot before lay-

ing it off fur bedding. Inclutling the whole prcji u'ation,

planting and culture, there was but thirty-one furrows

run to every six feet, the corn being covered by running
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» funow OIJ euch side, forming a small ridge for the corn

to come op ihioogh. In ilie ordinary way of growitig

€ori), the land is first broken up, which will take seven

furrows to every six feet, then three more to lay off and

cover. 'I'hree jilowings are given after planiiog, seven

furrows each, or twenty -one furrows in all
;
mHkii)g thirty

one furrows
;

the same that we used
;
but all know that a

six feet row cannot be plowed well with seveti furrows.

W. C. jXoRtVOCD.

Co/:esbury, S. C., Jm., 1855.

TAKma FEOM THE SOIL WilHOUT MAKIITG
KETUSN3

Almost every farmer, however young or ill informed,

knows that the consequence of taking off crop after crop

from any field is to impoverish and render gradually less

and less productive the soil of that field. And yet, not-

withstanding this very obvious and well known fact, there

are to be found some in the Western States—probably

made blind to, or oblivious of the above fact by their self

interest—who urge this as a reason why agricultural jour-

nals which are published at the East must be of little or

BO use to farmers at the West, 1 hat Eastern papers are oc-

cupied to a considerable extent in recording results of ex-

periments with different kinds of fertilizers and in giving

directions as to the manufacture, preservation and applica-

tion of these restorers of what the crops have taken frem

the soil. They boast that the virgin soils of the West are

so rich as to render it useless in those who farm them to

pay any attention to the subject of manures. How vain,

how delusive this boast, and this self interested plea are,

thousands offarmers who, have already exhausted the fer-

tility of their soils by continual cropping without making

any returns in the shape of manures or fertilizers, might

be found who could testify from a mournful personal ex-

perience. A thousand witnesses might be found who
could testify that by continual cropping they have found

their soils becoming less and less productive. And few

farmers can be so ill informed as to be imposed upon by

such special pleading— so ill-informrd as not to know, that

when produce is taken away from a farm, the elements of

what is carrried off must be pul back again, if ifie land is

to be kept in the same good heart as it originally was. No
man who is ignorant of this truth, or neglects it in pnic

tice can be a good farmer, or his practice good farming;

and certainly all who try for a number of years to take

from the soil without giving back the elements, in some

form, of the produce taken off, will find, at the Weal or at

the East, that they are pursuing a course that is impover-

ishing and ruinous.

Several o! the Southern States furnish examples of this

sure, though sometimes slow deterioration of ihe soil by

continual cropping without making any return of the

chemical elements of the produce carried off. In John

Eton’s Elemetits of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology

we find the decay of fertility in these Southern States held

forth as a warning to the cultivators of the rich soils of the

West, in language which seems as if it had been prompt

ed by some such vain and deceptive boast as that to which

we have alluded. Tliis standard authority thus writes:

"IHaryland, Virginia and North Carolina—once rich

and fertile—by a long continued system of forced and ex

haiisting culture, have become unproductive in many
places, and vast tracts have tieen abandoued to apparent

]y hopt less sterility. Such lands it is, indeed, possible

to reclaim, but at what an expense of time, labor, manure
and skillful management. It is to be hojied that the new-

er Slates wiil not thus sacrifice their future power and

prospects to present and temporary wealth— that the fine

lands of Ohio, Kentucky, atid the Prairie States, which

now yield Indian corn and wheat, crop after crop, with

•ut manure, will not be so cropped till their strength and

substance is gone
;
but that a LtUtr conriiu ied and mere

skillful hushandry will continue, without diminishing the;

present, crops, to secure a permanent fertility to that m,-

turally rich and productive couniiy.”

Tills hope will certainly be disappointed if the farmers

of the West are encouraged by those to whom they look

for direction and guidance, to be heedless as to the means
of restoring to the soil the elements of wdint they take frossi

it in their crops, and to pay no attention to saving or ap-
plying these elements in tlie form of b^rrn-yard manure or
animal excrements, or the concentrated fertilizers whiefe

within a few years have come so extensively into^tse.

The elements that enter into the composition of a wheak
or any other crop cannot be inexhaustible in any soil.;

and they must become rapidly decreased at the rate whica
is indicated by the chemical analysis of Spvengel atad

others, according to which a crop of wheal carries off m
silica, soda and potash, lime, phosphoric acid, and other

inorganic elements alone about 50 lbs. for 1,000 lbs. of
grain and straw produced. The soil is i^lls much poorer

for every crop, and will soon show its ill treatment foj

scantier harvests.— Country Gentleman.

FODDEE PTJILIKG AED HAY MAKIHa

Editors Southern Cultivator—Fodder saving comof;

on at a season when the weather is oppressively hot, tise

ground covered with a rank growth of weeds, grass or pe®

vines, and no air stirring through the densely interv/otw

corn blades. At the season, too, when fevers prevail, an4

often at a time when the cotton crop, or a portion ofit, re-

quires a last working, whicii, being then neglected, gets

no more work, as it is invariably open snfiieient to re-

quire all hands in picking immediately after fodder saving

is over
;
and the rank grass, cockle burrs, etc., allowed 4©

go to seed, are a pest during the whole picking season^

which, also, by adding trash, somewhat deteriorates the

value of the whole crop in market. Hence, fodder pulling

is considered the most laborious, unpleasant and profitless

business of the whole season. Then the question arises^

is there any substitute for corn blades I anything an-

swering the same purpose, may be made with less laber

or more profit 7 any thing that will do away with the ne-

cessity of injuring, so materially, the whole corn cropg

and taking off so much organic nutriment which ought

fall back to the soil. It is time this and similar minoff

topics occupied more the careful thoughts of Soiuhera

planters, causing discussion, and bringing out practical

experiments to answer such questions.

In this section, corn averaging 15 bushels per acre, wilS

make about 150 poutuls cured fodder per acre, oftener less

than as much. A farmer, then, with 120 acres of corn

would make about 18,000 lbs. of fodder, with luck and goewl

weather during the process of saving; it will take lO

hands two weeks to save it, and, one year with another,

he would be oftener three weeks. Suppose such a farmer

instead of pulling his fodder, should try my plan:

Lay off 10 acres of his best old land that has been ia

cultivation the year before; if need be, give it a dressing

of his newest stable or lot manure. 1st of May break tC

up thorough and deep. 1st of June sow 1 peck to 5 quarts

red hull peas per acre
;
plow in evenly with a wide Scoot-

er, and level completely with a good hanow. Middle
of August to 1st September the lot will he covered witk

crab grass and pea vines hip high.

When the grass is in bloom or fully bunching to seed,

is the time to cut it *, then it is in its most nulriuous stage
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and cures easy. Put two able Hands to cutting with genu-

ine Yankee Scythes, hung to real Yankee Snaths or

Sneads, which may be purchased in any of the hardware

houses of the city
;
two boys behind them with rakes

;
the

ground being level, the grass can be cut close. As the

swath is cut it will be piled in rows by the sythes, and it

is the business of the boys to scatter it evenly over the

ground as it is cut. It will cure in one day’s full sun.

The boys should turn back late in evening and rake up in-

to smooth round piles as large as they can make them.

These piles will cure in heating somewhat during the

night, and in such piles the grass will take several rains

without much injury. That which is cut late in the

evening may be left in win-rows during the night. Next

morning throw down and scatter out the piles, or cocks,

again, and after twelve commence hauling in. This re-

quires two more hands to rake into piles convenient for

the wagon
;

the driver, with a pitch-fork, can throw

them up
;
a boy to tread it on the wagon, and one to rake

up the scattering grass behind, will load expeditiously

enough.

The hay should be thrown into a house and not trod

down for 24 hours
;
a half gallon of salt scattered over

each load will be of advantage. If the weather is good, the

hay managed in this way, is safely cured and is very

fragrant.

The 10 acres can be cut down in four days by two
hands and the entire crops saved and housed within one

week by five hands, and he will find the field to yield over

20,000 pounds of the choicest and sweetest of provender.

I have made such hay, and I know it will do better than

fodder. It would fullv satisfy you, too, Messrs. Editoi’s,

to see the stock “piion” into it. Horses, mules, oxen or

cows will quit eating corn fodder for such as has just been

described.

Now, if the 120 acres of corn will make plenty of fod-

der for the plantation, the 10 acres, managed as above,

will make a superabundance
;
then the oat straw, rice

straw, corn shucks and pea hulls, passed through a good

straw cutter and judiciously managed with a millet patch,

drilled corn patch, etc., will be found abundantly sufficient

for all the stock need to be kept by a plantation of that

size. Yea, there would be fodder provender to sell. More-

over, the gain in weight to the corn crop by not slipping

ojf the fodder would more than pay the rent of 10 acres

and labor bestov/ed upon it. But if the fall is seasonable

another crop of grass may be mown off before frost, or

the lot will afford a rich fall pasture for the milch cows.

There is now a great enquiry on foot for such grasses

as are best adapted to the South This is good
;
but dur-

ing the progress of these inquiries and experiments let us

not neglect our crop or crab grass. When cut at a pro-

per time and cured right, no grass will excell it for hay.

But some say: ‘T have triedit, and it won’t do for hay.”

How have you tried I “Pulled it up in the fall after it was

done seeding, when the stem was yellow and sere, tied it

in little bundles as big as your arm, thrown it down on

the ground and cured it until it was black or rusty !”

Well, then, it wouldn’t do for hay, that’s true. Any one

can calculate the difference between fodder stripping and

hay saving from such data. Yours, R.

Brooklyn
t
Ala,^ Sept., 1855.

Some Potatoes.—Capt. John Bowen, of our District,

has left at our office one or two singular specimens of the

Sweet Potato, one of which measures three and a halffeet

in length and is attached to another measuring nearly

three feet. Also, another, resembling the shape of a ser-

pent, which if straightened out, would measure nearly

three and a half feet. Three potatoes making nine feet.

If these can be beat, bring on your specimens and let

us see.

—

Camden {S. C.) Journal, Oct. 30.

WHITE WORMS IN HORSES.-INQUIEY ANSWERED,

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the August num-
ber of the Cultivator, page 257, “Cupio,” inquires for a

remedy “for worms of a whitish color.” I would have

answered this sooner, but I was in hopes that the answer

would have emanated from some other source, as there

had been considerable said on botts, &c. I have seen

these worms and have had horses troubled with them. I

was informed several years ago by a horse and mule

trader, that they are called ascarades. They are not con-

sidered dangerous
;
but in some of their symptoms, they

are exceedingly annoying, and will, at times, reduce a

horse in flesh very much within a short time. The prin-

cipal symptom is an itching at the anus, not at all times

felt with equal intensensity, but coming on by spells,

which, from appearance, must be truly tormenting. The
animal will frequently be seen rubbing himself to get rid

of this annoyance. The part of the intestinal canal occu-
pied by these worms is principally i\\Q rectum ; and it is

here alone that the symptoms of its presence are made
manifest. I will here recommmend the same remedy I
made use of, and it is the common assafeetida gum

;
cut it

up fine in his corn (have the corn shelled); give him a
large spoonful after it is cut up, mixed through the corn
or oats. At first he may not eat it

;
but if you limit his

feed he will soon eat, and his appetite will also improve.

He can also be drenched (if he will not eat it in his feed)

with the tincture:—Take four large spoonfuls of the liquid;

add one pint of milk-warm water. Give either once a
day for three days in succession

;
then omit three days,

and then repeat the dose for three successive days again.

By a treatment thus simple, I have known horses to be
intirely relieved, the worms being successfully expelled.

I will add another treatment. I have never made use

of this, however, but have heard it spoken of and recom-
mended. The torment of these worms, when concentrat-

ed in great numbers at their favorite resort, the verge of

the a7ius, has led to the use of the finger for their dislodge-

ment. A finger, dipped in oil, thrust in, turned around
and withdrawn, is said to have been used to the success-

ful removal of them in a very short time. Neatsfoot oil,

Ferrell’s Arabian Linament, or Henderson’s Linament are

recommended.

I will mention that there is another worm that very
much resembles the ascarades (as I have been informed

by the experienced traders and farriers) being equally

slender, and three or four times its length, and is seldom

seen. 1 have no remedy for those
;
perhaps assafeetida

would be sufficient.

I may have described a wrong worm and prescribed a
wrong remedy, but assafeetida is not injurious to a horse,

and in general, not used sufficiently. B.

Thomaseille, Ga.,Nov., 1855.

WORMS IN EORSES-A CURE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Take one part poplar

bark, one of white ash bark and one of sweet shrub root

bark; pulverize finely and give the horse one large table-

spoonful twice a week in hominy.

A Subscriber.

Coffeevillc, Ala, 1855.

It should be known that a small quantity of vine-

gar will destroy any insect that may find its way into the

stomach
;
and a little salad oil will kill any insect that

may enter in the ear.
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ADDRESS
Delivered before the Colaparchee Agricultural Society at

the Third Annual Fair.

EY ROBERT NELSON, A. M.

Gentlemen of the Society— I appear before you in con-

formity with a summons, received through your commit-

tee; but, when I look around and behold the assembly of

this day, when I reflect upon the subject that has brought

us together here—lam prone to exclaim ; why are we here,

and w'hat mean these shows ]

No blood-stained swords are here to tell of carnage

wrought—no bloody trophies tell of vanquished foes. Ah,

>no! For higher and more useful purposes have we
gathered here this day. You have fought, gentlemen of

the Society, but the conflict is past, and now your stand-

ard bears upon its broad and ample folds, your chosen

motto : Agriculture.

Ladies and Gentlemen !—Feeble, indeed, will be my at-

tempt to entertain you here, I lay no claims to oratory

;

and, as a foreigner to your native tongue, my words must

needs seem harsh unto your ears. But it is my ardent

zeal in the promotion of rural economy, that has prompted

me to add my humble testimony to this most noble of

pursuits
;

to tell my experience, and to encourage you to

renewed strength.

People are often heard to complain: some at the unfruit-

fulness of the earth, some at the instability of the weather;

and others again, ameliorating, as it were, these com-

plaints, by supposing that the soil is exhausted on account

of too much fertility in the past, and is, therefore, incap-

able of supplying living creatures with the blessings of old.

But I am sure that these causes are far from the truth :

for it is hardly reasonable to suppose that the earth, which

the Creator of the world endowned wuth eternal fertility,

should be in danger ofdisease, as it were; nor is it pro-

bable that the earth, which received a divine youth and

has been called the common mother of all things, should

should have become old, as if it were a man. And in fact,

when we go to the thickly settled countries of Europe,

ithe same soil has been constantly improving. It must,

•therefore, be our fault, and be attributed partly to

carelessness, and partly to ignorance. We also ofien en-

.trust our tillage to incompetent persons, and I much w'on-

-der why we should do so.

Those who intend to pursue rhetoric, choose an orator

whose eloquence they may imitate
;
those who intend to

build, procure themselves competent mechanics
;
in short,

every one seeks an able guide in the science he intends to

pursue.

And should rural economy, which is of the greatest im-

portance to mankind, should it be wanting both disciples

and teachers ] We have institutions for the most insig-

iiificant pursuits, but public institutions in rural economy
-are things unknown in this vast country.

It is a well kiiown fact, that a numerous people can

mot subsist without agriculture
;
and it is a wonder, in-

deed, that the science, which most promotes our health,

.should be brought to the least perfection. It is, therefore,

highly gratifying to learn, that Georgia is taking the lead

in this matter, and that a professorship in scientific agi-

<iulture has been established at the University of Athens,

by the munificence of the high spirited and patriotic Dr.

"VVn. Terrell, of Sparta, Ga.

Of all the feelings which we cherish, none is dearer to

us than the consciousness of independence; and this, no

man, wflio earns his bread by the favor of the public, can

be said to enjoy in an equal degree with the farmer. I,

therefore, mean to call attention to the fact, that, when
pursued with skill and assiduity, husbandry offers one of

the surest sources, not merely ofindependence, but of for-

tune.

When we rightly consider the grandeur of rural econo-

my, as an immense body, or its parts, as each of the in-

numerable members of the body, we may, then, fear that

we shall never obtain a requisite knowledge of the whole
doctrine

;
for he who will call himself perfect in this

science, must possess the faculty of penetrating nature’s

powers into its most secret recesses. But there are few
only, who are capable of appreciating all the parts of
rural economy so that they may fully succeed in knowing
the best use of every piece of land, the proper treatment

it requires, and in rightly distinguishing between the

many different and unequal soils. The black soil is re-

commended in countries, in others the reddish is consider-

ed better, and in still others the loose sand far exceeds the

firmest soil in fertility. The intelligent farmer should

also know how to plant trees and how to nurse them;

how to breed stock, and their proper treatment. Besides

this, how many are there, who have a sufficient knowl-
edge of grafting, propagating and cultivating all kinds of
fruits and vegetables ]

I am aware that the pleasure of those who sacrifice

their lives to agriculture might be weakened by the enu-

meration of so many and different things, with which the

farmer ought to be familiar; but an ancient philosopher

has truly said, that those who are desirous of discovering

useful things for the human race should leave no means
untried. The industrious husbandman, therefore, who is

desirous of following rational principles in promoting his

domestic condition, by means of tillage, should make it a
point of business to consult his most intelligent cotempor-

aries in husbandry, and assiduously weigh what has been
handed down to him. Practical experience belortgs to

all arts, and there is no science but what failure will im-

prove it.

The life of plants, like that of animals, is bound to cer-

tain conditions, and chemically considered, we must,

amongst these conditions, describe the atmosphere and the

water as essential ones, the earth, on the contrary as non-

essential. That air and water are essential conditions for

the vegetable life, no one will presume to deny, while my
exception of the earth, as non-essential, may cause aston-

ishment. Yet, I would ask the consideration of my hear-

ers to the fact, that a great many bulbous-rooted plants,

and the plurality of the water-plants do without the earth.

Besides the whole family of orchideous plants, of which
more than a thousand species are already known to

botanists, grow upon solid rocks, or on rotten wood, sub-

sisting upon nothing but the moist atmosphere. As proof

that soils, strictly speaking, furnish nothing to plants, it

may be stated that seeds have been made to germinate

and pass through all the stages of vegetation in oxides of

lead, in sulphur, and even in small shot, where it is evi-

dent they could derive no nourishment. Soil serves only

as a medium through which nourishment may be con-

veyed to the plants, and support them. There are, how-
ever, but few agriculturists who will believe that this is

the only use which a soil answers in the business of hus-

bandry.

Now, although a soil is entirely passive during vegeta-

tion, yet, by judicious management, it may be brought

into a very fertile condition, whereas, by neglect, the

same soil may be rendered sterile. This is a considera-

tion to make the subject of soils a question of importance,

and a knowledge of its nature and its uses, of considerable

interest. The want of such knowledge had led many
practical men into errors. The results of one experiment

have frequen ly been considered as affording sufficient

authority for the adoption of practices, which would
never have obtained approbation, had such experiment

been understood in principles.

To understand the uses of soils is to know what is

proper to be done for their improvement, and what will
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be llie prourtuie eliccis ol buu* Unices wiiicii are auucu to

lljem lor that purpose. As re;>^ards such substauces, I

•will not, at this time, d well upon tiieir nature, inasmuch

as 1 shall shonly issue from the press a treatise on ma-

nures, which I trust will fully explain the matter.

The improvement of soils, when pursued upon scientific

principles, issimpleand easy to understand, and, when
practicable, easy to accomplish. That vegetable manures

and peat would render sandy soils more productive, is

reasonable to suppose, but such productiveness would be

occasioned, not by improving the quality of the soil, but

by furnishing the crops growing in it with nourishment

The permanency of effect ascribed to peat, however, may
be questioned, for the large quantity of vegetable fibre

contained in peat, becomes exhausted after a certain time,

so that the whole of the permanent effect would liave to

be ascribed to the quantity of earth remaining. Hence it

follows, that the soils which have been improved by the

addition of peat or vegetable manure, will soon require

the same additions to be repeated; but the moment, when.

required, will not be known tothe unscientific farmer before

be finds a deficiency in bis crop.

The probable reason why so little knowledge has been

acquired concerning the manner in which plants derive

Iheir nourishment, may be found in the obscurity of the

processes of vegetation. Everything is done imper-

•eptibly to human sense; the roots are silently and in-

cessantly at work, absorbing the soluble substances in

the soil, whilst the leaves are constantly performing the

same functions, unperceived, in the air. Observation can

detect nothing. It required much patient investigation,

and many well directed experiments to be made before

these powers and offices of the roots and leaves were dis-

covered. It was not the practical man that explored the

secret recesses of vegetation, or attempted to develop its

laws. It was philosophy with its complicated apparatus

and its comprehensive views that led man into the labora-

tory of nature, and explained the manner in which she

conducts her operations. The results of her labors have

unfolded many truths of the greatest importance to agri-

cultural practices.

The analogy which has been confessed to exist in many
respects between animals and vegetables is, perhaps, in

no partiticular, more striking than in that of deriving

nourishment for subsistence and growth.

' The first changes which take place in the germination

of a seed, consists in the abstraction of a quantity of its

carbon by the oxygen of the air. In the same mat.ner re-

spiration in animals consists in the abstraction of a quan-
tity of carbon from the blood. In both cases heat is gener-

ated, and the same products formed. The earth may be

considered the stomach of vegetables, and the fibres of the

roots as vessels, performing the offices, analogous to those

of the lacteais in animals.

Thus agriculture may be considered to be a system of

operations, calculated to convert manure into vegetable

matter, while the soil performs the part of an instrument

in the process. Every care in its preparation is only di

reeled to assist the action of the manure, and water is a

mere medium for conveying it as nourisliment to the

plants, while heal facilitates their action upon it.

This view of the business of agriculture serves to open
to us many objects which miglit otherwise escape obser-

vation.

[Concluded in onr next number.^

APRICAN AHD CHINESE SUGAE CANE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the December

number of the Southern Cultivator, I see a notice of the

Jmfe Umwina, a species of corn, an African plant which

may be substituted for sugar cane. I obtained late in the

spring five grains, which were enc]o.sed in the envel-

ope in which they came from Africa. I think, as
well as I can rem.ember, they were planted in July

;
only

one seed germinated, which matured perfectly by the I2ih

of October. There were 2 heads to the parent plant, and a
sucker wa.s thrown up, which did not mature although it

headed.

I am strongly under the impression that it may be cul-
tivated advantageously for syrup, if I may judge from the
saccharine taste of the stalk.

I enclose you a few of the seed of that wffiich was ma-
tured and also that cut immatured. I think there was
more juice in the sucker, immatured, than in the main or
parent stalk, and it should not be allowed to mature per-
fectly before it is ground. I have, I think, (not having
threshed it off the head) about a pint of the seed, which, if
I live another year, I shall plant and prove it.

Yours very respectfully, T. R. S.
Mobley's Pond, Ga., Dec., 1855.

P- S.—The name I have written {Imfe Umwina) was
on the envelope in which I received it.

Remarks.—The seed sent by our friend is quite differ*,

entin color from the Chinese Sugar Cane (ffolcus SaceJufr-

atus) cultivated by us. We shall cultivate both carefully,

as we have no doubt they will prove highly valuable. A
chemical friend has produced a beautiful sample of crys*.

talized sugar from a few stalks wlrich we furnished

him.

—

Eds.

GRAPE CULTURE AND WINE MAKING.

The Augusta Chronicle Sentinel, noticing the sue-

cessof Mr. Axt, of Wilkes county, in cultivating the grape

remarks further

;

“The business of grape growing and wine making may
now be considered most auspicious.y started in Ceoigia
and the South. And it only remains for those who pre-
fer the pure juice of the grape to the vilely adulterated
mixtures of commerce, and who wish to aid in the success-
lul development ol a most important and promising enter-
prise, to give the matter their countenance and support at
the outset; and thus secure to the South in a few years,
an entirely new source of large income and profit.”

These words contain a suggestion, well w’orth con-
sideration. We would hail with special pleasure the in-
troduction of any feasible plan of abolishing from our trade
the “vilely adulterated mixtures of commerce,” which are
nothing better than poisons, and against which, the influ-
ence of every lover of sound morality and good order has
justly been turned. And if legal restriction has proven
powerless, almost of good, and the wise counsels of good
men, have been to a great extent, as “pearls cast before
swine,” we should rather encourage than oppose a move-
ment yet in its incipiency, which promises much toward
supplanting the pernicious “drugs” now in use, by the
introduction of the “jiure and wholesome juice of the
grape.” We ever have been, and ever expect to be an
advocate of strict sobriety, both by word and practice, and
we are lully convinced, tha', with the change above re-

ferred to, we would have far less drunkenness to lament-
much less crime to punish.

Recently, many experiments have been made in the
culture of the graj .e, in this section of country, with the
most satisfactory results, and well informed men who
have made this a subject of considerable investigaiion,

have pronounced the soil and climate of East Tennessee,
taken in conjunction, as being as well adapted to the suc-
cessful culture of the grape as any portion of the Union.
In our mountains and wood lands, fine native varieties of
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'^ines grow spontaneously, and are annually burdened

with their rich clusters of delicious grapes. What would

ihey not yield, therefore, ifput under a proper system of

culture 7

Several gentlemen of this county have given much at-

tention to this subject, and have already begun the train-

ing of handsome vineyards. One of these, Mr. Jan es

Campbell, informs us that for the products of one single

acre, the past season, he was offered the extraordinary

sum of ;5500, but refused the proffer. He informs us,

also, that from single vines, he has gathered as much as

125 to 150 pounds ofgrapes, an exuberance that but few

-spots on the globe can rival. We did not set out to write

an extended article on this subject, but simply to suggest

-that the culture of the grape, even here, might be made

much more profitable than the raising of any other kind

of crop.

—

Knoxville (Tenn.) Register.

THE “RESCUE GRASS.”

Editors Southerx Cultivator—Having heard a great

‘deal said in regard to “Iverson’s Fescue Grass,” I will

herewith give you the result of the little experiment I have

•made.

In August, 1854, 1 purchased ofmy neighbors, Messrs.

'Titus & Co., a peck of the Rescue Grass Seed. About

•the 1st of Sept. 1 had it sown after the direction of Mr.

Iverson, as near as I could have it done by inexperi-

enced negroes, on a quarter of an acre of rather pipe clay

or white land
;

it came up and grew ofi' finely, and not-

j

withstanding the very hard and dry winter, it continued

i ’to grow, and was generally remarked by my neighbors

' and persons passing the road that it surpassed anything

they had ever seen in the way of grass.

In April last, I gathered from the quarter of an acre 10

mushels of clean seed; sowed the same land with Oregon

Peas, and in September gathered several barrels of Peas,

;and now have as fair a stand of Rescue Grass as could be

-desired upon the same land.

About the Isi of October, I prepared 10 acres of ground

ii as directed by Mr. Iverson, and sowed it with the seed I

!

gathered from the quarter of an acre, I now believe I

have a stand of grass on the 10 acres that cannot be beat

'•by any grass in the United States. I also observe, any-

I

thing that will eat grass at all is remarkably fond of it

We find it difficult to keep off the chickens and turkeys,

•and even birds eat it.

The grass can be seen at my plantation at Union De-

I

pot, 1 1 miles east of Memphis on the Memphis and Ohio

Railroad

.

Can you inform me whether or not it is sold by weight

I

or measure; if by weight, how many pounds to the
' bushel! Very respectfully, your ob’t servant,

. Jas. R. Ferguson.
Memphis, Tenn., 1855.

;

Remarks.—The “Rescue” has always been sold here

'by measure. We do not know its weight per bushel.

—

Eds.

i <JLEAmNG RICE-GARGET IN C0WS-MULBERRIE3.

Editors Southern Cultivator—At your request I re-

!(j
ply, as far as in my power, to your correspondent, H. D .

!n relative to the harvesting and cleaning of nice for market.

I The sickle alone is used for cutting Rice, the labor ofcut-

lb ting being, comparatively, no consideration, and no other

£ method found to answer so well. With Rice planters

i there is a regular system which is occasionally deviated

i' from, to suit circumstances. The most laborious part of

the harvest is carrying it into the barnyard after it is cut.

Rice, with us, is prepared only in large pounding mills,

owned either by large Planters or by persons in our towns,

who clean it on toll. Many different kinds of mills have

been tried, but at this time all have given v.'ay to the

pestle, which has proved the only machine that does the

work properly. Planters who do not own mills usual-

ly ship their crops to Charleston or Savannah, where they

are either sold in the rough, or paddy .state, or sent to the

mills on the planter’s account and pounded on toll. For

our domesticiLse, we pound in a common v/ooden mortar,

which is very slow work and breaks the grain badly, but

we thus have it always fresh and free from the musty

taste which is acquired after having been cleaned some
time. The machine to which you call attention would

supply a great want, if it can do what the Inventors

think
;
but so many machines that promised well failed

upon trial, that planters are not anxious to try any more
at their own expense.

Garget or Sore Teats in Cows is said to be readily cured

by giving hydriodate of potash in doses of 5 to 10 grains

in each feed until cured. I have this from both private

and public authority, but have never tried it, as the dis-

ease is unknown to me.

One of your correspondents, some time since, wished to

know wdiether the Chinese Black Mulberry {morusiiigra)

had been tried, and hov/ it had been found to succeed. I

have had both the White and Black, very different from

the varieties used for feeding silk worms, in cultivation

since 1837, and have found them adopted to our climate.

They both bear large and fine fruit, the white most abun-

dantly. The white budded upon the Morus Macrophylla

or Morettiana, grows very vigorously, bears abundantly;

ripening later than the common varieties, and forms a

handsome shade tree. The black budded upon the same
stock has lived, but grown very little apparently, because

the stock is unsuitable. The fruit is large and very high

flavored when fully ripe, but excessively sour before, and.

not ripening until in June or July. Neither of them will

grow from cuttings, but take readily from buds inserted in

either the Multicauiis or common white, probably the

black would do best upon our native red variety. I can

send cuttings of the white and a few of the black to your-

self or such of your correspondents as will .send me the

stamps necessary to prepay w^hat ,they may de.sire. I

v/ould be very glad to get some cuttings of the Hicks
variety to cultivate for feeding hogs.

Yours respectfully, R. C.

Beaufort, S. C., Jan., 1856.

SPAYING CQV/S.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Will some of the

many readers of the Cultivator

,

who have experience on.

the subject, give me information in regard to Spaying

Cow^s?—what sea.son is best!—how the animal is confin-

ed !—how the operation is performed ! I wish informa-

tion so plain that a Dutchman can understand it.

When cows get a little advanced in age they are hard

to keep through the winter and frequently die in the

spring—a total loss to the farmer. If the operation could

be performed without endangering the life of the animal,

they could be easily converted into good beef in the fall

on our rich pea fields. It would certainly be a great sav-

ing. Yours truly, L. T.

Remarks.—See article in present number. We ore net

aware that the mode of operation drfRrs from that usually

practised with swine.—

E

ds.

I
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IMPROVED WIRE I'lBTTING FSHGE.
ADAPTED FOR THE USE OF RAILROADS, FARMS, PRAIRIE LANDS AND LAWNS

; ENCLOSURES FOR
HENERIES

; TRELLIS FOR GRAPE“VINES, ARBORS AND ARCHES
;
PROTECTION

FOR WINDOWS OF CHURCHES, MILLS AND WORKSHOPS.

Some years have elapsed since fences began to be constructed of iron. Continual use in England, France and
the United States has established the fact, that they possess many important advantages; and hence their em-
ployment has become a matter of general interest. Their durability has been placed beyond question by frequent

and repeated experiments, while their cheapness and efficiency are no longer matters of mere experiment, but ac-

knowledged facts.

Wire fences, necessarily firm and durable, as a concequence of the material of which they are constructed, are now
manufactured at a trifling cost. The grand requisites ofan effective and economical fence are strength, lightness, dur-

ability, portability and cheapness. In very few of these particulars have any of the old varieties been found perfect.

Deficient in some one important point, they have soon become deficient in all, and hence, as a natural consequence,

few or none of them have become generally popular. In view of the repeated failures of inventive genius to produce

a suitable fence for farm purposes, certain parties essayed to put forward a stye of enclosure which, formed wholly of

iron wire, would be made with readiness to meet at least the following requirements: 1, lightness; 2, strength; 3,

portability
; 4, durability. It is believed these desiderata have been attained at the present time. Wire fences are

found to meet demands that were previously unsupplied, and in England, as in this country, their use, thus far, hag

been attended with considerable success.

Wire fences possess advantages over others, in that they disfigure no landscape, obstruct no lawn
;
and that they

enhance, rather than destroy, the symmetry and beauty of ornamental grounds. Needing few or no repairs, pulling

heavily upon no man’s purse, and susceptible of receiving the most tasteful forms, the wire fence may justly be voted

a good thing.

The entire fence is so made that it may be rolled up like a carpet, when 1 600 square feet of surface may be contained

in 30 cubic feet of space.

This fencing is impassable to all kinds of stock, it does not “hold” the wind, and can never be blown down in a

gale or washed away by a flood, as it offers so slight a resistance to the wind and the current. Fire cannot burn it

down, when the posts are of iron. In fact, it is a wind, water and fire-proof fence.

PRICES FOR WIRE NETTINGS.
No. 1—3 feet 9 inches high, 3 inches mesh, 4 lateral wires No. 10,

No. 2—3 “ 3 (( 2 “ u

No. 3—2 “ 3 (( 3
No. 4—2 “ 3 (( 2 a a

No. 5—1 “ 4 “ 3 «( 2 “ “ 12
No. 6—3 “ 9 “ 6 4
No. 7—3 6 (( 2 H it

No. 8—2 “ u 2 it it 14
^

wire No. 14, weight, 10 pounds per rod, 15J^ feet $2 25
Q U U (( t( Qit g it it ic

2 00
It (( it (i

1 75
tc it it «( It

1 50
it 4J. it it n (( 1 00

12,
a 20 “ “ i<

1 50
it

1 25
18,

it
2 50

Nos. 1, 2,3, and 4 for fences are admirably adapted, proof against sheep, hogs and dogs, and more especially ser-

viceable against chickens
;
the long-sought-for desideratum m protecting poultry yards, gardens and the like.

No. 5 is used for all kinds of trellis-work as well as for low fences and surmounting fences.

Nos. 6 and 7,—The most practical barriers against cattle, sheep, &c. Emphatically, a Railroad and Prairie

Fence.

No. 8.—Nettings for v/indow protection, used in church windows, and mill, factory, and workshop windows.

The following illustrations explain the manner of putting up the nettings :

WIRE NETTING WITH IRON POSTS AND STONE BLOCKS.

When iron uprights are used to support the nettings, they are fastened into stone blocks with brimstone : when

wooden blocks are used, the pests are driven into cuts or holes prepared in top of the blocks,
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WIRE NETTIN’a WITH WOODEN POSTS.

Small staples are used in fastening the nettings to wooden posts.

WIRE NETTINa WITH WOODEN POSTS, AND THE RAILS BOTTOM AND TOP OF WOOD.

Flat iron posts at 50 cents each

Angle iron posts at 02 1-2 “

Staples at Si 25 per gross.

JoHx B. WicKKRSHAM, 312 Broadway, New York, is Agent for the sale of the above Wire Netting, Posts, &c.

Bloody Murraix in Cattle—A Cure.—Take of

white oak baik, newly peeled from the tree, as much as

you can easily encompass with thumbs and Angers of both

hands. Boil this in one gallon of water for a short time
;

'

then pour off the water, and dissolve in it a lump ofalum

the size of a hulled walnut, and a lump of copperas of the

•same size. With this mixture drench the sick animal,

.and the cure will soon be effected,

Mulching Fruit Trees.—A correspondent of the Hor~

planted 150 trees in an orchard in very good

but rather dry soil. All w'ere planted with equal care,

but a third of them were mulched, or the surface of the

ground when planted covered with six inches of

litter. Those thus treated all lived
;

but Afteen of

those not mulched died in the hot dry weather of midsum-

mer.
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A CONCISE TABULAR STATEMENT, SHOWING THE
LISTA^^CS ESQUIRED EOR PLANTING OR

SOWING VARIOUS QUANTITIES
OF V/HEAT GRAIN.

There are from 16,000 to 20,000 grains of wheat con-

tained in one quart, or 608,000 to 640,000 in one bushel,

and 6,272,640 square inches are one statute acre of land.

Taking the latter number as a rule, it necessarily follows

that about 10 square inches are thus allowed for each grain,

admitting all the land to be sown uniformly without fur-

rows, or 14 grains on each square rod, at one bushel of

seed for an acre. The following simple tabular form will,

we trust, go to show the different distances from each

plant, at this ratio, from more or less quantities of seed,

which may or may not be thought most proper to be sown

by any of our agricultural friends. For general sowing

ena large scale we, ourselves think proper to draw a line

ofdistinction, say one bushel or somewhat less for an

acre, avoiding either extremes; bearing in mind, how-

ever, the fact and possibility ofgrowing a large amount of

produce from a small quantity
;
and the impossibility of

reaping an average crop from a full plant of a large quan-

tity of seed ;

Per acre.

3 bash* give a
a “ “

1 " “

a pecks “

1 “ “

1 quart “

1 pint “

4 ‘

Grains Grains Grains Grains Inches for
per acre. per rod. per yard. per ft. each gr’n.
1,920,000. ..12,000. ...396 .. 44 . 4
1,280,000. .. 8,000. ...264 .. 29 6
640,000. .. 4,000. ...132 .. 14 10
320,000. .. 2,000. ... 66 .. 7 20
160,000. .. 1,000. ... 33 .. 31, 40
80,00(3. .. 500. ... 16}....... li 81
40,000. .. 250. ... 81.. 1 . 162
20,000. .. 125. ... 4 .. 0 . 324
10,000. 62. ... 2 .. 0 648
5,000. 31. ... 1 .. .... 0 . 1296

Har®T & Son, Seed Growers, &c., Waldon, Essex,
[London ''Farmer’s Magazine."

*At 20,000 grains in a quart, and 6,272,640 inches in an acre.

DOURAH CORN, OR EGYPTIAN MILLET-

Editors Southern Cultivator—I would beg leave

to ©all the attention of planters to the productiveness and

value of this grain. When sown early, say in March, it

will ripen its first crop of ears or heads about the middle

of July, and continue to put out and ripen heads until

frost. It is certainly much more productive than Indian

Corn, and to my taste, for certain purposes, much prefer-

able. I have cultivated it very much like Indian Corn,

except that I would advise that 3 or 4 plants should be

left in the hill. If sown as late as May, it will grow quite

tall, but ripen only one or two setts of heads. I have

grown it heretofore only for poultry, for which it is excel-

lent
;
but cattle, horses and hogs appear to be quite fond

of it, though I have never grown enough of it to give them

much. Having heard it called Egyptian “Wheat,” I was

induced to have some ground in our common hand-mill,

and tried it and was quite agreeably surprised to find

that the flour made excellent waffles and the grits made
excellent hominy,though dark and lumpy. Others to whom
I have recommended it, have continued to use it, finding it

to their taste. I intend to plant much more of it hereafter,

and would most strongly recommend its cultivation to

every planter, feeling quite sure that it will prove fully

equal to any reasonable expectations. The seed, I sup-

pose, can be obtained almost anywhere.

Yours respectfully, R. C.
Beaufort, S. C. Jan., 1856.

MEXICAN WILD POTATOES -POLAND OATS, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the December

number of the Southern Cultivator, page 369, my pro-

position to distribute, gratuitously, by mail, samples (in

any desired quantity) of Poland Oats, Biennial Rye and

Mexican Wild Potatoes, was met with a hearty response

from gentlemen and ladies in Georgia, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, and other Southern States, and many have, no

doubt, been deterred from sending the inquired amount ofo

postage out of delicacy and fear of troubling me; others

for want of confidence in the honor and sincerity of my
proposition. Those who have received can, give the as-

surance that they have met with entire satisfaction. Will

such please inform me whether the potatoes were received

in good condition! The potatoes 1 enveloped in cotton,

with the view ofprotecting them from frost. Where such

small quantities of valuable seed are obtained at large ex-

pense it is desirable to treat them in such a manner as to-

insure the largest product.

In answer to numerous inquiries I would state my*

practice in such cases. The oats and rye are to be plant-

ed early in spring in drills 10 or 12 inches apart and 3 to

4 inches in the drill, in rich soil, and kept clear of weeds.

This process will give an astonishing product, and prove

how much seed is wasted by the old process of broadcast

sowing. It should be cut as soon as the straw below the

heads begin to turn yellow.

The potato, in like manner, should have plenty of room.

Cut in as many pieces as you discover eyes or germs,

even if not larger than a grain of corn. These planted

one in a hill, 3 feet apart, in a fine sand or sandy loam,

well enriched with compost or old stable manure,

thoroughly incorporated in the soil will give a product,

with ordinary luck, sufficient to plant an acre, from one

pound of seed.

One dollar is sufficient to cover po.stage on 16 ounces of

the above articles, and still a sufficient compensation in

the odd 4 cents is left for your humble servant. Addre^
(free) 1. W. Briggs, P. M.

West Macedon, Wayne Co.. N. Y.

MILK FROM SPAYED COWS.

BY J. U. HECKERMAN, TII'FIN CITY, OHIO.

Except bread alone, there is, perhaps, no article that

enters so largely into the nutrition of man as that of milk.

As food and drink, it i-s extensively consumed by the

adult portion of our race, it constitutes the exclusive nour-

ishment of nine tenths of all children under twelve months,

and forms the chief diet to the remaining one tenth.

The chemical and medical properties of milk have long

been made the subject of scientific investigation, and long

has the writer in vain looked for something from the pen

of a senior observer on the point to w^hich he now wishes

to direct attention.

It has ever been a desideratum in the rearing of chiL

dren who are denied the breast of a mother, or nurse, to

procure milk from an animal in wdiich it approaches near-

est to that of the human female, and which shall uniform-

ly have the same constituent properties.

In looking over the tables which are given of the con-

stituents of milk, we seldom meet two authors who agree

in their observations; indeed, so great aie the discrepan-

cies, that they only serve to confound us in confusion.

Thi.s circumstance can be accounted for by the different

animals experimented upon, the season of the year, the

character of tiie food afforded, and the ppi iod of pregnancy

or non-pregnancy of the animals at the time of the experir-

ments.
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Taking the cow, we find that exercis-e and food, amons:

other thin;i:s, irreatly affect the qnaliiy of the miik. The
milk ofcows kept in the byre contains a larj^er amount of

butyrine than is afforded by animals running at larjje,

white the milk of the latter abounds more in caseine. So

great, indeed, is the influence of food upon the secretions

that, when cows are fed upon bitter or strong smelling

grass or herbs, the taste and smell of such grass is impart-

ed to the milk.

Milk, we have already said, forms the chief diet of that

unfortunate class of infants, who are reared by dry nurs-

ing, and it is estimated that three-fourths of these die; in-

deed, it has been said that, in London, this moitality

anmunts to seven eighths of the whole number. Be this

as it may, we do know the mortality to be very great,

sufnciently so, at least, to demand the earnest attention of

xsvery physician.

Standard authors direct children, who are thus reared,

or who have been early weaned from the breast, to be

supported upon milk, largely diluted by water and sugar,

without, however, any reference to the condition of the

animal from which the milk is derived. This we hold to

be a serious defect, to be e^peciaIly so considered, when
the remedy is at hand yet seldom or never used, for lack

of information upon the subject.

Lusigne found that the miik of cows far advanced in

pregnancy, contains neither caseine, sugar of milk or

Lctic acid, but abounded in albumen and uncombined
soda; while from the same animal, shortly after partur-

ition, the three first named substances were found, and
albumen was entirely absent.

It is now the received opinion, that upon the accession

of pregnancy, a woman should no longer furnish nourish

ment to a former child, and that such continnance proves

detrimental to the health of both parties. These views
are confirmed by experience, and by the habits of inferior

animals.

If the milk of a pregnant woman afford improper nutri-

ment to a child, surely the same fluid from a cow, in like

«ondition, cannot be proper. Remembering, then that

«ows, on average, are pregnant three- fourths of the whole
year, the in^rence must be that the milk ordinarily derived

from these animals is not of a proper character, to con-
stitute the diet of infants.

With a view to remedy this universally existing evil,

I would suggest to the profession the propriety of having
milch cows spayed, in order to procure milk of a uniform
eonsisteocy. The act of spaying is performed with facil-

ity, and is unattended with danger, the only precaution

necessary being that no food be given for twelve to fifteen

hours, and the milk drawn immediately before the opera-

iion
;
the animal becomes kindly disposed, is easily kept,

wiil yield better, and a larger amount of milk in a given

time, and is, with great ease, brought into a marketable
condition.

The steps of the operation upon the cows are the same
as upon the calf or the sow, except that it is important to

place her upon the right side, unless the operator be left-

handed. The best time for operation is about four weeks
after parturition, as the future amount of milk will depend
npon the quantity given at the time of the operation. For
some weeks after, the secretion of milk will be small, but

will gradually increase until the amount previously given

k furnished, which we have known continued, without
interruption (of course less in winter thaa in summer) for

fee space of 10 years.

It is not expected that every father can be circumstanced

fo keep a cow for the accommodation of his child
;
but if

physicians were to direct the attention of those who keep
cows to the above facts, it would be found advantageous to

keep the spayed instead of the ordinary animal, and the

proprietors of milk-furnishing dairies would readily fur-

nish the supply, if' the demand was made. The above

facts briefly stated we think of sufficient importance to

claim the attention of every medical practitioner, as fur-

nishing him the means of preventing much suffering oa

the part of advanced infancy and saving the domestic idol

in the circle of many grateful friends.— fVcsic?^ LdiiciA.

DEOPSY.-A REMEDY.

Editors Southern Cultivator— 1 Tablespoonful of

Copperas; 2 tablespoonsful of brown sugar
;

1 1-3 pints

of spicewood tea.

Put the copperas in a skillet and burn it
;
then add the

sugar and spicewood tea. Dose—a tablespoonful three

times a day (morning, noon and night), and add to each

dose 8 or 10 grains of salt petre, in solution. Eat no meat

or grease.

Having a famil)^ of negroes, the grand-mother and one

of her daughters died, many years since, with that dis-

ease, caused me to obtain this recipe froma lady of Louisi-

ana. It has since cured one of my neighbors, a lady over

80 years of age, and a negro woman of one of my neigh-

bors. I have not yet had occasion to use it in my family.

Mecklenburg.

Como, Miss.
^
January, 1855.

TOPPING COTTON.-EIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The time has again

arrived for me to present, through your journal, to the

readers of the Cultivator, the fifth experiment on my place

in Topping Cotton. This year it was conducted by a

friend living near my plantation, a very correct man.

Owing to rny having changed niy residence in March last

I could not attend to it. Below I give his figures. One

acre of land was selected, as usual, of the same quality and

the stand the same. He had it topped the 1st of August

—two rows topped and two skipped throughout the acre,

which presents the following result:

Topped rows, made of seed cotton 753 lbs.

Rows not topped 6.59

In favor of topping 94

I will now bring forward and show the result of every

years’ experiment, and bring it up to one acre instead of a

half acre, that it may be more readily understood, os fol-

lows :

1851.

—One acre of topped cotton.. 738 lbs.

One acre not topped 689

In favor of topping 49

1852.

—One acre of topped cotton. 1,026 IWs.

One acre not tapped 924

In favor of topping 102

1853.

—One acre of topped cotton. . .850 lbs.

One acre not topped 720

In favor of topping 130

1854.

—One acre of topped cotton ... 91 8 lbs.

One acre not topped 878

In favor of topping 40

1855.

—One acre of topped cotton. 1,505 Jbs.

One acre not topped 1 ,3 1

8

In favor of topping 168
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The average for the last five years, not noticing frac-

tions of a pound, is as follows :

Average per acre of topped cotton for the last five

years 1007 lbs.

One acre not topped for the last five years 905 “

Average gain per acre by topping for last fiveyears 102 “

This shows a gain of more than one-tenth by topping

on my place (or the last fiv? years,

I am well apprised that the variation in seasons, t02'ether

with the cultivation would cause, sometimes, different

results; but I think the average would be about the same,

taking several years together
;

at least I am satisfied and

was before I commenced the experiment. If others are

not satisfied, I hope they will continue it until we are all

brought to the light.

Wishing you, in conclusion, Messrs. Editors, every

success in the most useful occupation on earth, and that

the youthful science of Agriculture, so slow in developing

itself, may soon take its elevated stand amongst its sis-

ters in our Seminaries of learning, I now bid you adieu

on this subject. Most truly yours,

E. JiNKINS.

Horse Pen, Choctaw county, Miss., Jan., 1856.

P. S,—Were I living on my plantation, I would test, for

the next five years, the injury, if any, done to corn by
pulling the fodder off. I hope, though, some one of our

brother planters in the South will do so, as it would be

brat little trouble, and give us the result of his experience,

and I pledge myself if he makes the difference as great as

Mr. J. H. Batte, of Virginia, viz : the one sixih of the

crop of corn lost by pulling fodder, I will never pul! any
more as long as I can make hay of grass. E. J.

Remarks.— Our readers, no less than ourselves, are

greatly obliged to friend Jinkins, for these carefully con-

ducted experiments on Cotton topping. Will not some

subscriber, equally qualified, test the injury to the corn

crop by “fodder-pulling,” and report through our pages, as

he suggests ?—Eds.

BOTS, OS “GSUBS” IN HOSSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I enclose a recipe for

Grubs in Horses or Mules, which an experience of 25

years has proved most infallible and superior to all other

remedies

:

It is one ounce of London Mustard (powdered), and a

pint of Vinegar mixed for a drench, and given; immedi-
ately after drenching, the animals, mouth should be wash-

ed with cold water, or the skin will be taken oft’ and the

animal cannot eat.

I have never known this remedy to fail when used in

time. J. D. N.

Lowndesboro, Ala., 1855.

A New Way to Sharpen Edge-Tools.—A German

scientific journal tells the following, for the benefit of me-

chanics. It is tolerably queer, but is going the rounds as

something good. Who is inclined to spoil his best razor

by testing it 1

“It has long been known—says the authority— that the

simplest method ofsharpening a razor is to put it for halt

an hour in water to which has been added one twentieth

of its weight of muratic or sulphuric acid, then lightly

wipe it oft’, and after a few hours set it on a hone. The
acid here supplies the place of a whetstone by corroding

the whole surface uniformly, so that nothing further, but

a smooth polish is necessary. The process never injures

good blades, while badly hardened ones are frequently

improved by it, although the cause of such improvement'

remains unexplained. Of late this process has been ap-

plied to many other cutting implements. The workman'
at the beginning of his noon-spell, or when he leaves off

in the evening, moistens the blades of his tools with water-

acidified as above, the cost of which is almost nothing.

This saves the consumption of time and labor in whetting,

which moreover speedily wears out the blades. The
mode ofsharpening here indicated would be found especi-

ally advantageous for sickles and scythes.”

GIN STANDS AND GRIST MILLS.

Editors Southern CuLTtVATOR—In July last I wrote

an article on Mechanics, and sent to friend Seaborn, of

the Farmer and Mechanic, which you will find in the

September No. Looking over the Cmltivator {for s&y exd\

years) during this cold, wet weather, I have accidentally

fallen upon the September No. of the Farmer tf* Mechanic,.

and upon the article referred to; some one, during my
absence, attending to my hogs, having put that number

on the top of the pile. I do not remember that I have

said anything of this matter through your paper, and

having had inquiries made me by three planters, all CuU
tivator men, upon this very subject, I deem it a duty tO’

give the same through your paper, by your consent. I

am asked for the best Gin, best Mill, Plows, Hoes, &c.^

and where to be had. Having been testing these matters,

with an innate fondness for mechanism, I wdth some con-

fidence write on the subject. Of course, I only say “best”

as to what I have tried or seen tried, not m.eaning to do

injustice to any.

Of Gin stands, I prefer the one made by the Messrs.

Hewes, of Clinton, Miss., as combining speed with qual-

ity. They have some advantages, I think, over any oth-

er. My friend, Mr Spivey Wells, assured me he had
pressed seven bales from one day’s ginning

;
was so niucb

astounded that he called the attention of his merchants to-

the weight and quality. Both proved entirely satisfac-

tory
;
at all events, he received pay for seven bales, and

at as good a price as any of his neighbors. Mr. W.’s
word is as good as any man’s. The saw teeth are not
filed down to an acute angle, as is usual, but concave,,

(not convex, as in the Farmer & Mechanic,') so as to-

remedy, in part, the twist in cotton by being forced into

the heel of the tooth. Both kinds are made, as is request-

ed. An improvement in the front of stands admits of the

contents being emptied immediately, without the trouble

of raising the whole front-box, grates and contents. The
stands are very neat and well finished.

Of Grist Mills, Mr. Willis P. Coleman, of New Or-

leans, formerly and for years a citizen of Mississippi, has
recently taken the premium in New York, in the Crystal

Pedace, for his 14 inch Mi!!. I recently saw an allusion to

tlie Mill and its performance, by an editor in New York,
as also of New Orleans

;
the New York editor saying it

excelled in finish and performance, grinding a bushel of

fine meal in five minutes; and those who know what fine
meal aiihe East means, will understand—about equal to

four minutes of our meal. All the meal I ever saw there

was as fine as flour; really, it was bolted. I have known-
Mr. C since 1837, and know his mills; have been in his

factory, and seen his preparations.

I know not why these two articles of prime necessity

to the cotton planter should be brought from the East or

tlie West, when we can equal them in quality, and they

cost no more. I have used an Ohio, and a Mississippi-,
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and I might say a Carolina mill, have used Eastern stands,

Carver, &c., Georgia and Mississippi, and I hesitate not

to recommend the above as equal, at least. I prefer

them, decidedly, laid down here even at a greater cost.

As to PloxfS, I have tried, I have no doubt, the make of

fifty different Plow makers, and have many, many good

plows. The Peacock, from the first inventor, as well as

several imitators, Prouty & Mbars’ Centre-draft,

Noorse, Ruggles & Masont, Hall’s, &c., &.c., and I

will, for neatness, strength, durability, draft, and qualit)’-

of work-plow, against any other plow, give the preference

to the plow ofT. E. C. Brlvley, of Simpsonville, Ky., now
for sale by Smith & Thorp, in Vicksburg. I have used

the two horse and the one horse this year. They will

cost S12 and SS, but the dui’abihty will make ample
amends. 1 speak of this, having had two-horse Peacock
plows in use for fourteen crops—from 1843 until now.
The Brinley plow is equal, in all respects, finer finish

and steel mould. The steel mould will make them pecu
liarly adapted to lands in Cherokee Georgia and the

swamps of Louisiana, where the iron mould will not

cleanse well—steel cleaning perfectly. Thus far we have
Southern working tools of excellent make and perform-

ance, costing no more than others of the same quality.

Of Hoes, the Scovel Hoe, on sale by Geo. W. Sizer,

New Orleans, and Agricultural Warehouses generally, I

have used since the first was brought out, and have some
of them now in use. I gave the pattern to R. L. Allen,
in 1847, 1 think. They are not made as large as the Car-

olina hoe. Nine inches is large enough
;

eight inches

generally preferable. I hope planters will examine. I

need not assure you, or many, very many friends, that I

do this for the cause. Yours truly,

M. W. Philips.

Edwards, Miss., 1855.

“CULTIVATOR”-“HORSE HOE”—BOTS IN HORSES—
BUCK-EYE FOR PILES, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am a subscriber to

your valuable journal, and would not be without it fox fixe

times the subscription
;
and therefore I take the liberty of

writing to you, which you can dispose of as you choose.

I have been a subscriber before, and from some unaccount-

able reason got but three numbers of the Southern Culti-

vator, until it stopped. It was three or four years since.

But all’s right, for the paper this year has paid me for

five years’ subscription.

In your journal, you frequently speak of a ''Cultivator.”

I want you to describe the article in your paper, that I

may know how to have them correctly made. In cultiva-

ting here, we use the bull tongue, shovel, winged and

solid sweep, and turning-plow; but nothing of the kind

to which I presume you allude.

I see a variety of opinions in regard to the Botts killing

horses. From my experience for fifteen years, and from

the experience of many old planters, I am satisfied that

the bots do kilt the horse, xxuXess relieved. My own expe

rience for five or six years, and of an old overseer for many
years, gives a certain remedy for a cure. It is as simple

and harmless as certain. Take a quart bottle, and fill

two- thirds with lard or oil of any kind, and one-tliird tar,

made warm enough to be a drench, and give it, after cool-

ing sufficient to be drank by the horse. 1 have never

known it to fail in eflfecting a speedy cure.

Now, a word about the controversy of the “Buck-eye
cure for Piles.” I have known the carrying of the Buck-
eye in the pocket to effect the cure of three persons, who
had suffered greatly for years, and had failed to be cured

by the best physicians. The three were all incredulous,

but as the remedy was so easy and simple, it was tried,

and all were cured, I have never known it to fail. The
writer was one of the three. There is no mistake about

this matter. It might have been accidental, but if so, the

accidents were in regular succession, and the failure “has
not been yet.” Very respectfully and truly yours,

James S. Lauderdale.
Lowndes Co., Miss., 1855,

Remarks.—We cannot, without an engraving, describe

a “Cultivator,” so that our correspondent could have one

made. Knox’s “Horse Hoe” is an improvement on the

old fashioned “Cultivator,” an I Messrs. Carmichael &
Bean, of this city, will furnish either to order. We pre-

sume they can also be obtained at any of the large hard-

ware stores in Montgomery or Mobile.

—

Eds.

HOUSE FOR DRYING FRUIT.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I notice in a late num-

ber of the Cultivator a call for a plan of kiln for drying

fruit. Like friend L., I am going to build one next year,

and with the hope of eliciting a better one, will give a

plan of one which I constructed very roughly, of logs, in

the back-woods of Tennessee. And as expense is not a

difficult thing to add, of course it may be improved in that

particular, ad infinitum. But 1 shall be sure, in this plan,

not to get above any one’s “pile,” as I believe all can find

logs and dirt plenty,

I would remark, at the outset, upon the diflerence be-

tween a and a dry-house, as understood in that re-

gion. A kiln was constructed of rock, laid in clay-mortar,

consisting simply of one or two flues, 18 inches in width

and height, and of any length desired. Large flat rock

formed the top of the flues. The joints were stopped with

the clay-mortar, and on this covering the fruit was laid to

dry. Usually, an open, rough shed was built over it, to

protect from rain. I considered this a very poor way to

dry fruit, from the liability to scorch the under side when-
ever the fire burned unusually brisk, and also the mortar

crumbling off, in stirring the fruit about, became mixed

with it, making it gritty. Hence, I added the structure of

logs, which I am going to describe, and which entitled it

to the distinctive name of d.ry-house.

On the top of flues built as above described, the side-

walls widened, to form a foundation, a rough building was
laid, 13 feet long by 7 feet wide, in the clear, and 8 feet

high—of logs, notched up “log-cabin” fashion, doors 6 feet

wide sawed out on each side, in which the door-frames

were set, closed by double doors opening each avay, and

secured when shut by buttons
;
cloth in strijjs pasted over

the joints ofthe doors, rendering them perfectly tight. The
house was then “chinked” up Aviih bits of wood and clay-

mortar, with a good plastering of the same on the inside,

making all tight around the sides. A floor or loft on the

top, covered with mortar two or three inches thick, and

then rafters and a roof, completed the whole. I forgot to

mention that in laying up, straight poles were laid length-

wise, four in each tier, on every log; making the tiers

about six inches above each othei'. These were to sup-

port the baskets or frames upon which the fruit is spread.

The baskets were composed of a frame-work three feet

square, made as light as possible, and bottomed over with

Linden bark on the under side, something like a splint

chair-bottom, only single. This made a shallow basket,

say an inch and a quarter deep, three feet square, and

capable of holding about a peck of fruit, eight of these bas-

kets forming one tier. Probably willow or white oak

splints would be preferable to the bark for the baskets,
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<5>n the scova of durability. The baskets are very

and easy to handle or etiipty. I shoo hi add to the house,

after completion as above detailed, two good coats o

white wash, makuig it perfectly sweet and clean. The

bottom or flue covering also received several coats o*

aaortar before it became perfectly tight.. As proof of the

stiperiority of my dry-house, I would slate that the peach

©•s dried in it readily brought 75 cents per bushel, whih

those dried upon the open kilns in the neighborhood

birought but 50 cents. This was owing to their superior

^^^^ality, bright, fresh color, and cleanliness.

A rougia, open shed was also built near by, containing

along table for cutting and throwing the peaches upon,

and racks or frames for the temporary resting of the ba5ket^

while filling. This dry house was filled about every oth

morning, with fresh-cut fruit, though I believe it mighi

Isave been made to do double the amount that it did; but

we were not very particular. lam, therefore unable to

reliable figures as to profit, but simply state, with re

gsrd to its operation, that no fruit was ever scorched or

iisjured in the least. On the contrary, its action was
©ompSete in every particular. I had no chimney to mine,

as it was a rough affair; though a good chimney at the

end would be necessary to safety and draught of

iSir©.

I would also add that I subsequently inspected several

.aify-houses, some with drawers pulling out on each side.

&rA resting upon pins in a post, while filling. Thes®

wsye superior in appearance and ingenuity to my own.

hmil thought but little better in actual use. For instance,

drawers were heavy and difficult to handle, and the

J&tiit had tone picked off and put on by hand, the draw
<ass also expanding and contracting, leaving leaks of heat,

6lg. But [ will not enlarge, as 1 have already exceed

td reasonable brevity.

i hope some one will suggest a better plan, or some

iA^tprovemont. Mine was certainly economical, costing

mly the labor of a few leisure hours and a few nails. 1

iam going to build one next year, and as rock is scarce, ]

build of unburnt brick, for economy.

Yours truly, L. P. H.

I^anvillCf Miss
,
1855.

CAMELS m THE UNITED STATES.

At a late meeting of the New York “Farmers’ Club,”

.Mr. Risturnel read tlie following paper on this very in-

igjesting subject

:

'^‘Thirty thousand dollars have been appropriated by
©ovemment to purchase Camels to be used by the mili-

isisj of the United States. The Bey of Tunis presented

Swo very valuable ones to the agent. Major Wain, and

fiiiese and othea-s are on shipboard for this country, and

fj&vera! others are to be purchased. The question of

ji^aptatioa to the country is yet to be settled by experi-

A company has also been chartered in this State

^irAroduce camels into the country for commercial pur-

Mr. D. is of opinion that there is no difficulty in

rtjesnS of latitude, because the camel is in use in Asia and

Afirica in latitudes between 15° and 40°. Mr. D. thinks

camels can be used tn all the central and Southern

•3<3rt!oas of the United States. Arabia is the original

osmnfiry of the horse and camel. These and the gazelle,

a36d the humped oxen all flourish there now. The cam-

els hair is valuable as a fleece. One species are valuable

liise drfifft, and another for speed and ability to endure fa-

tigue, hunger and thirst, on which account they will be

'?!52iuable to travel across the great desert region east of the

Mountains. Mr. Bartlett, the surveyor of the

across this region, speaks in the highest

r!i9ffms m favor of introducing the camel as a beast of bur-

Im between the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountains.

Mr. Kdward WciHOuran, of New York, Sful he litd

paid a great deal ofatlention to the subject of introducing

the camel into general use in this country. He said, of all

.animals the camel is the most lcd->oriou 5 . It arrives at

maturity at five years, and lives till forty years old. It

will live upon the cactus plants and diink brackish wa-
ter. It does best upon dry, sandy roads, and worst in

moist clay. It will carry 800 pounds, and a pair of them
will draw 3,000 pounds, and travel 80 miles a day. Its

tallow, bones and hide, are all valuable in the arts. It is

free of disease, and lives long, without being sheltered

like the horse, h is very gentle, and not easily alarmed.

It is easily secured at night, and is not liable to stampede,

like mules or oxen. A very large region east of the Rocky
Mountains, Mr. M. thinks, can never be travelled over t®

any considerable extent by any other animal than the

camel. The Arabian camel has been introduced into the

deserts of Africa, where it flourishes. It has also been

introduced into several other countries, and there does

not seem to be any reason why it cannot be introduced

into the United States. Humboldt states that the intro-

duction of the camel into the Canary Isles is of recent ori-

gin. The French of Algeria have made large use of the

dromedary camel, and a very complete report upon the

subject has been published. One of these swift camels

has accomplished ten miles an hour for twenty-four hours

in succession—240 miles a da)'’. The camel has been

well described by Burkhardt. There is a good account

of the camel by Gen. Harlan, in the Patent Office Report

of 1853. The earliest recommendation of introducing the

camel into this country was made by Humboldt. His

opinion was strong in favor of the project. He dwells

with great force upon their entire adaptability to this

country. George. P. Marsh, late Minister to Constantino-

ple, delivered a valuable lecture before the Smithsonian

Institute, last winter, upon the sultject of introducing the

camel, and his opinion is, that it will be found entirely

practicable, economical and useful.

This is a mere sketch of the papers read upon this im-

portant and interesting subject, but enough to show that

the problem will probably soon be solved, whether the

Camel will become one of our domestic animals. It is a

very interesting matter, and the statements of the gentle-

men were listened to with very marked attention.

PLOWING COEN.-BREAKING ROOTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I find in the Cultiva~

tor several communications on plowing. As we are all

seekers after knowledge, you will please answer me one

or two questions pertaining to the same.

It has been the custom for a long time with the practi-

cal farmers of this State, (and I see the same is the case

in Georgia) to plow every other row of their corn, or only

one side of the row, in dry seasons. Is there any practi-

cal utility in this plan of culture, or is it done for the same
reason that the boy put both jugs in one end of his bag
and a rock in the other, viz: because daddy done sol
The latter seems more plausible to a man of theory.

Now, sirs, it is urged by the advocates ofthis system that

plowing corn on both sides breaks the roots so much that

the corn is too suddenly checked, and hence it should be

plowed on one side and then stand several days to recover

from the injury sustained, and then it should be plowed

on the other side: of course the damage done the corn Lb

the same as on the first plowing. Now suppose you plow
your corn entirely on this plan in twenty days

;
I plow

mine in the same length of time, but plow every row;
yours is checked twice, but only half as much os mine at

each plowing. Now, will not my corn, being plowed om
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both sides, recover in the same time that yours will which

is plowed on one side and damaged one-half, and then,

in ten days, plowed on the other side, and damaged the

other half] Here is the question, whether the advantage

derived from stirring the ground is equal or more than the

disadvantage of breakiftg the roots; if more, why, then,

not plow on both sides'? and if less, it must be wrong to

plow ccrn at all when the season is dry. A. 1).

Madison Co., Tcnn., 1855.

Remarks.—The roots of Corn ought never to be broken

at all. The frequent culture oi ihQ mxiAce, quite shallow,

in dry weather, is the true system
;
but the earth cannot

be broken up too deep before planting.

—

Eds.

SWEET POTATOES-A POOR CROP m TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having made a grand

failure in my potatoe crop this season, and that unex-

pectedly to myself and friends, I am induced to trou-

ble you for a little information.

Wy mode of culture was this : I cleared and broke,

with three yoke of oxen, about one acre of greyish sandy

land, peculiar to Texas, and harrowed all the roots up and

threw them out
;
then ridged my land (with wing plows)

about three feet apart, or perhaps three and a half, and

planted about one- third of the patch with the potatoe,

from which 1 drew sprouts enough to plant the balance,

as the season would admit, and when the vines began to

run I plowed them, and drew the dirt back nicely with

hoes, keeping them clear of the grass, weeds and bushes.

1 expected to realize a large quantity of potatoes, from the

appearance of the soil, and the thrifty appearance of the

vine, but will not raise more than one fourth of a crop.

Now, friend Cultivator, will you please give me a lift 'I

For I am a little “down in the mouth” from disappoint-

ment. Hoping to hear from you soon through your val-

uable paper, I subscribe myself.

Yours truly, H.
Beaver, Texas, Nov. 1855.

P. S.—What kind of manures are best adapted to pota-

toes, the land being sandy '?

Remarks.—We see no good reason U‘hy our friend

should not have raised a fair crop of Potatoes, unless his

land was deficient in the proper vegetable and mineral

constituents. Let him try a heavy top-dressing of leaf-

mould and ashes, and “cow-pen” manure, or a few bush-

els of Gypsum to the acre, and report on the result.

—

Eds.

OLLAPODRIDA-IiTATTERS AND THINGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—We, away off here in

Arkansas, hardly ever get your valuable paper until to-

wards the last of the month, consequently we lose the

benefit of the instructions under the head of Work for the

Month, but still we read a good many instructions in

various other cases, and benefit by not a few.

Among the many says in your paper I would like to

have a say, not because I am vain enough to think I am
smart enough to write for a pape-, but any little informa-

tion I may be possessed with that might benefit others I

consider it my duty to give. Don’t look for system in

what I shall say— if you do, you will be most awfully

mistaken. L. Y. Fulso.vi gives you a remedy for Poll-

Evil in Horses
;

I will give you one more simple and con-

venient, viz: after it opens, fill it with salt (pack it in

hard and Cull) which will cause it to disch'arge matter

very freely for some time
;
and in two or three weeks it

will be soundly healed. I presume it would vOst

Fistula,

I ean bear testimony in favor of “M. S.’s” remedy
Hollow Horn, only 1 would not measure the spirits

Turpentine w’ith a tablespoon. You can not use iSi'se

freely, if you don’t vvaste it.

I agree with “A. S.,” as to the causes. I had twoexe?:
affected (horns and tails) in July last, caused, I fee!

tain, from over-heat. J annointed the back or top of^heK
heads with spirits of turpentine, and split their tails -asjd

they speedily recovered, I believe, from experience, iss.

disease in the head produces (don’t all pounce on meai
once) the disease in the horns and tail. 1 am forced^ls?

this conclusion from having had an ox, some three

since, (while running in a good pea pasture) to t>ecJ5>nst

badly diseased
;
being a butthead, I, of course, thought i;

wasn’t the hollow horn, though I discovered that his 'heaid

was badly diseased. I then examined the other en-d -sis&d

found a hollow in the tail, and so I split the tail, sm«k-€£
the nose, and annointed the back of the head freely wstit

spirits of turpentine, and he got well, minus the b«sl>-

end of his tail, but it was like the miller squeezing

heaven.

I will take this opportunity of thanking Mr. C, Austsej

and M for their remedies for Blind Staggers

Pneumonia in Hogs, as the disease in my hogs parta^KS

of the nature of both. The next liogs I have take it, I stli

try both remedies, and, perhaps, inform them of

suit. The disease stopped among my hogs last spring,'!

presume, for want of material to operate on, as all diedS^
a few case hardened ones. 1 shall look for a return -©fij,

soon, as I now have a few more pigs, I wish sssss-

one would give me a prevaitive for the disease.

Nuts for “J. A.T.” to Crack.— Is smut in wheat
production of weak grains'? if so, will good fanning des-

troy them? if not, what is it caused by? Is Rust ^
wheat a disease, or is it the sign of a disease ? if either -gi

both, what causes it ?

Now, Messrs. Editors, by way of closing this scribl^e/i

will inform you that I have been trying to get subscribecs:

to your paper ever since I have taken it, but could

succeed until last 4th of July. We met to celebrate

day, and, at my suggestion, we formed an Agricult^mi

Society, which, so far as I know, is the only one in €4ir

State. At the next meeting I obtained 8 subscribers, aisC

I intend to swell the list to, at least, 20, and will siess^

them, with cash, in due time for new volume.

Respectfully, Sast,.

Lehi, Ark., 1855

SCOURS IN COLTS—MUEHAIN, ETC,

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—I see in the

ber (! 8551 number of the S'jutkern Cultivator, that

friend of Ready ville is down upon my remedy for scxy&sv

in colts, and considers it certain death. I can assure

that he is entrely mistaken
;
for I have tried it mysdi:

with the most perfect success, or I should never havese^^

It to you for publication. The do.se, however, is fort.

colt over six weeks old, and a violent attack, Dimieaisfc

according to age and violence of attack. I have a JifiessC

who says he has administered it to colts when they were

so prostrated as to be unable to stand, and in a few Saoiict

were up and sucking.

The murrain is raging here. What is the best remeSj

to cure that disease? 1 advised a friend of mine to takes;;

half-pound ofpokeroot,cutin thin slices, put in twoquaetc

water, and boil down to one quart; when cool, pour dew.
the cow, bull or ox. Give the above dose twice adayik
two or three days. He informs me that he has saved

he has given the above dose to.

I am, gentlemen, yours truly. W. Tubkss.

Jasper, Venn., 1855.
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ANSWEES TO COKEESPOKDENTS.

BfG Head in Horses.—A. S.—The substance of your

article was published in a previous number. Thanks for

your efforts in our behalf.

Locusts.—S. M. B.—Your interesting article was duly

received, and is on file.

Camels.—Dr. J G. R.—See article on this subject in

present number.

Wind Mills.

—

E. J. T.—Have replied to your inquir-

ies per mail. See our January number.

Lime.—B. L. M.—You are right in supposing that this

mineral should have “a coat of vegetable matter” to act

on. Try it on your cotton lands, moderately at first, and
note the result.

Roses.—Mrs. A. E. C —Read the excellent article of

our friend, Nelson, in present number. The varieties

you desire may be obtained from him, we suppose. Write

and get a catalogue, immediately, as the season is advanc-

ing.

Vineyards.—C. W.—Write Mr. Charles Axt, Craw-
fordville, Ga,

List op Agricultural Books.—W. H. D., M.D.—We
published such a list as you desire in our June num-
ber, of last year, which see. If not accessible, we will

endeavor to find room for a similar article hereafter; but

justice to our permanent subscribers, renders it necessary

that we avoid such repetition as much as possible.

Big Head in Horses.— P. P. T.—We have heard of a

number of remedies, but none that are very reliable. Shall

be glad to hear from such of our subscribers as can give

us a specific.

A New Hedge Plant.

—

A subscriber in Burnet Co.,

Texas, (M. C. C.) sends us a few seeds of an unknown
plant, respecting which, he says:—“I also send you some
seeds of a shrub which, from its appearance, will be a

valuable hedge plant. It resembles the Alabama Rose,

having a great many thorns. I am not able to give you
full description as I have never seen it in the summer. J

found it last winter, and have not seen it since, till a few
days ago in passing through the same section of the coun-

try again, I went to examine it more carefully, and find-

ing some seed pods on it, I gathered them and planted

some of them, and send you the balance. I am also test-

ing whether it can be propagated by cuttings, and will be

able, after a while, to give you a more accurate descrip-

tion.” We are obliged for the seed, and will give them a

trial.

Ground Peas.—D. J. S. desires the best method of cul-

tivating Pinders, and wishes to know how many hogs an
acre will fatten? We have published much on this sub-

ject heretofore
;
but shall be glad of any new light that

may be given us.

Lice on Savine.—;D. J. S.—The Turpentine and Sul-

phur mixture will do, but it should not be too strong of

the former.

Sheep.—W. L. P.—You will find an article on the

South Down—the best mutton sheep—in our March num-
ber.

Hedgk.s.—A. G. R.—We have published so much on
the culture of the Osage Orange, that w’e fear our readers

will be surfeited with repetition. See article in present

number, from the Hortimlturist. It is quite conprehen-

sive and complete, though not strictly correct on all points.

We will attend to your other request hereafter.

Chinese Peach.

—

W. C.—The fruit you allude to is a

clingstone, ripening, we believe, in August, and repre-

sented by good judges to be of strictly first-rote quality

—

indeed, super-excellent. We are propagating it, and shall

have trees next season. Will be obliged to you for cut-

tings of the Seedling Peach you speak of. Wrap the

scions carefully in oiled silk, and send per mail. The
Mangum Apple Grafts were sent you on 23d of January.

Lucerne Seed.—J. M. G.—The seed and Willow cut-

tings were mailed you, Jan. 26th. We have none of the

•‘Battey Potato” for distribution at present.

Next Georgia Fair.

—

W. P. G.—We have not yet

heard the determination of the Committee, but presume

that Atlanta will be the location. Address the Secretary,

Dr. Jas. Camak, Athens, Ga.

PSEMIUMS-BOOKS AND FEIJIT TREES.

In awarding the Premiums due our subscribers, we

have deemed it best not to send Trees, where the cost of

transportation would exceed the value of the articles sent,

but to substitute Agricultural Books, which may be safely-

sent per mail at a small expense. Whenever trees are ex-

pressly ordered, however, on any of our Railroad or Ex-

press routes, we will send them forward promptly, as

soon as the weather will permit.

It is now (Jan. 26th) altogether too cold to take up or

pack them.
^

PLANTING CORN-DEEP PLOWING.

No one who has read our journal attentively, heretofore,

can need to be reminded of the indispensable necessity of

deep plowing and thorough preparation of land for the

Corn crop. If there are yet any who doubt the benefit of

the system which we have so often recommended, let

them carefully peruse the article of Dr. W. C. Norwood,

in present number, and note well the vast increase ofcrop

resulting from proper preparation of the land and judici-

ous after-culture. Last year nearly every one made good,

full crops of Corn, but the present season may not be as

favorable. Let us repeat, then, that land imperfectly

broken up will never more than half produce under the

best system of tillage of a seasonable year, while the pro-

duct of such land, of a dry season, is almost certain to be

a failure. It is to the interest of every planter that his

corn land be deep and thoroughly broken. Not a furrow

ever should be run of a less depth than ten inches, while

even fourteen inches would not be too much. The advan-

tages of deep plowing are so many and so plain to be
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seen, that wedeem it useless to dwell upon them at length.

Corn growing upon 'land broke ten or fourteen inches

deep, derives a gieater benefit, in any season, by being

better able to expand its roots to a j^uger extent of soil,

and thus gather increased strength and sustenance, than

it does from land not broken so deep, in which the roots

are necessarily contracted and are obliged to occupy a

snaall space, or force their way through a firm and un-

broken soil. But in a dry season the advantage of deep

plowing are incalculable. Then it is that the great advan

ages of this principle are to be seen wherever put in prac-

tice. Land deep and thoroughly broken never suffers much

for the want of rain, even in our warm climate. By break-

ing our land deep, the roots of the corn penetrate to a

great depth, and by this means are enabled to draw a

sufiicient supply of moisture, from the subsoil, indepen-

dent of rain. Nor is this all
;

for, should the season

prove wet, the surface moisture sinks down to the bot-

tom of the deeply plowed land, and is there stored away

as in a reservoir, upon which the roots can draw for sus-

tenance ad libatuvi. Deep plowing in first breaking up,

heavy manuring, and clean, shallov) surface culture, during

the growing season, comprises nearly, the whole secret

of making heavy crops of corn.

Seeds, Fruit Scions, &c.—It affords us pleasure to

comply with the wishes of our subscribers who desire us

to send Seeds, Fruit cuttings, &c., per mail; but in order

to receive attention, hereafter, the letters containing such

requests must also contain postage stamps or money to

pre-pay the postage. If they do not, no notice can be

taken of them. This, of course, does not apply to those

friends with whom we exchange favors. We would be

glad to supply all our readers with the choicest seeds,

scions, &c., but our benevolence is restricted by our lack

of time and means to do so. “A word to the wise is (or

ought to be) sufiicient.”

PROTECTING PLANTS FROM FROST AND SUN.

At the request of our subscriber, “S. D.,” we give the

following from PIolmes’ “Southern Farmer,” pp. 21, 22:

Frames to protect plants at night from frosts, are made,
of hoop poles. Put the end of each rod or pole into the

ground on one side of the bed, and bend the other end of
the pole to the other side of the bed, placing that end also
into the ground

;
put these rods or poles at about two feet

apart, all along the bed
;
then tie a few rods lengthwise

to these arched rods
;
so that when you have done, your

bed will have an arch over it, formed of these rods. Every
evening about sun-set cover this arch with old mats, car-
pets, or a slight covering of any sort, which take off again
at sunrise in the morning.

T.0 shelter young plants from the hot sun, let a number
of myrtle, or other bushes, (having the ends pointed,) be
stuck into the ground, in rows between the plants; or
you may make a slight scaffold, covered with pine tops,
bushes, &c., at a sufficient height to allow a free circula-
lation of air among the plants.

Oiled paper frames.— l£.very market gardener should
provide himself with a number of these frames for protect-
ing early plants from frost at night, or cold cutting winds,
snow, &c.. in early spring.

To make oUedpaperframes, take good pine, or wood of

any kind inches square, the ends mortised into each

other, so as to form a square of the size required, say

from 13^ feet square, to 2 by 2, 2 by 3, &c., &:c.; but a

numberofthe former is better tl^an a few of the latter sizes.

Cut strips of white oak (or any other kind of wood that

will bend easily,) 3-8ths of an inch square, let these be of

such lengths, as when one end is inserted into the frame

on one side, and the other end bent over and inserted into

the opposite side, it will form a good arch. Let these

arches be made about 4 inches apart, all along from one

end of the frame to the other; tie a thin strip the length

of the frame on the inside, to the top of the arch, to keep

each bow in its place; let paper be pasted over the top,

on the outside, and when dry give it two good coats of

boiled linseed oil, to be put on both sides of the paper

with a painter’s brush. These frames are sometimes

made with a hoop, instead of the wooden pieces, and the

arches tied at each end.

CURING BACON IIAMS-A GOOD RECIPE.

In answer to many inquiries on this subject, we give

the following from one of our Texas subscribers

:

Editors Southern Cultivator

—

I send you a recipe

for saving bacon hams from the skipper fly, wuthout can-

vass; as this has, heretofore, been a great difficulty with

rne in saving meat. I consider this plan superior to any
other I ever tried. It came to me from an old Kentuckian,

and as it will soon be time to put it in practice, I send it

to you. I tried it last year with complete success :

“When your meat is ready to hang, take it up and cover

the flesh side of your hams (about an inch or more) with

good dry ashes, packing them on tight with your hands;

then lay them up carefully on small sticks (such as you
generally hang meat) with the ashes up—lay them close

so as not to touch. You can then smoke your meat as

usual, and when w'ell dried it may be taken down and

packed away in a cool place, or it may remain there all

summer.”

The Season.—The weather, since our last issue, has

been wet, cold, frosty and unfavorable for plowing and

other field operations. From present appearances, we are

likely to have a short spring, when all out-door work will

have to be done “with a rush.” Let our farmers, planters

and gardeners be fully prepared for it.

New Paper.

—

“ The Rural American'^ is the title of a

very neat and well-filled quarto weekly Agricultural,

Literary and Family Journal, published at Ftica, New
York. T. B. Miner, Editor and Proprietor. Terms—$2

per year, in advance.

Georgia L.^nd Office.'—See the advertisement

Messrs. Davison, Girardey, Whyte & Co., in present

number.

Hildreth’s Gang Plow.—We have given this plow-

further trial, and can only repeat the opinion expressed in

our last, viz : that on land free from grass, weeds, roots

and stumps, and not too uneven, it will be found a valu-

able and labor-saving implement. It is not, however,

adapted to common plantation purposes, and will not,

probably come into anything like general use in our cot-

ton-growing region, where the saving of labor is not

generally regarded as of much importance. On the old

lands of the North, and upon the Western prairies, wa

doubt not, it will be found all that its inventor claims forit
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Packing Household Articles.—In packing for the re-

moval of a family to a distant place, let all the boxes and

trunks be numbered, and the numbers put down in a

book
;

let some one who overlooks the whole of this pack-

age, set down every article, denoting the exact box or

trunk in which it is placed, and the order in which the

things are put in, beginning with those at the bottom.

By this means, after arriving at the place of destination,

you will know, by consulting your book where to

£nd whatever you want
;

and which of the boxes it

will be best to open first. Also, in a long sea voy-

age if there is occasion to have a trunk brought from

the hold to get out of it any particular article, your book
will tell exactly in which of your trunks that article is.

For want of such an inventory, we have seen, in crossing

the Atlantic, three or four trunks brought up belonging to

one family, opened and searched, before the right one

could be found.

Stjjartment.

EOSES FOR THE SOUTH.

BY ROBERT NELSON, OF MACON, GA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Among all the shrubs
which are cultivated in the Southern gardens. Ever-
blooming Roses unquestionably hold the highest rank.
Our climate is as congenial to them as that of Italy, and,
with a little care, they may easily be raised to the highest
perfection. They are too tender for cultivation in the
open gardens of the North, where they, after a short sum-
mer, must be lifted in the fall, just when they have well
established their roots, and would commence blooming
luxuriantly

;
they are then potted for wintering in the

house until next spring; and those left in the ground even
under the best covering, are frequently killed by the
frosts. In the South, it is quite different; here they are
peifectly hardy, and will, with proper treatment, bloom
for nine months, with a few intervals. In fact, nothing is

more astonishing or interesting to Northern horticulturists

than our splendid everblooming Roses. Several of the
greatest nurserymen in the North, who have visited my
grounds, could not recognize our gorgeous Roses which
were so far superor to the best ones in the North.
The South possesses immense advantages over the North,

not only in roses and other flowers, but also in fruits and
vegetables. The proper cultivation of these things, how-
ever, is, in many points, different and must be studied;
but a little care will be properly rewarded.

The word “everblooming” does not, of course indicate
that they will bloom the whole season without interrup
tion. They do, however, bloom so abundantly that they
become exhausted and need a short period of rest. Tbfs
is the moment for pruning them, after which they will
soon commence blooming again, and thus keep on until
arrested by frost. A supply of water ora weak solution
of manure or guano, will greatly promote their blooming
qualities. Many rose catalogues enunserate a thousand
names, and even more, v/hile one-tenih of that number
will comprise all the finest ones. I have, therefore, made
it my rule to keep a small, but superior collection on
hand, not cultivating more than about 2U0 varieties, al-

ways getting new kinds on trial and rejecting all second-

rate ones.

It is useless to try to grow anything in poor soil and in

a careless way. Therefore, as a basis for all horticultural

operations, I must urge the necessity of manuring
the soil and working it deejtly. This latter operation can

be done either with the spade, or, where a larger space is

to be cultivated, with a turning plow, followed by a sub-

soil plow, burying the manure deeply. From 14 to 20
inches deep will answer for most purposes.

The everblooming roses are subdivided into five fami-

lies, viz:—China, Tea, Bourbon, Noisette and Remontant
or Hybrid Perpetuals. The first four classes, however,

have been so much hybridized, in order to produce new
varieties, that it often becomes difficult to classify them, as

it would be to distinguish the different cross-breeds ofdogs

or chickens.

I will here enumerate some varieties, which may be
considered first-rate ones, or which possess some peculia?

or interesting qualities:

CHINA ROSES.

Arch Duke Charles; of very luxuriant growth, and a

most prolific bloomer. The flowers are very different ia

color, varying from light pink to deep crimson, with all

the intermediate shades, sometimes, also, marbled and
spotted

;
grows 4 to 5 feet high.

Cameih.afiara; light rosy purple, in very large clusters|

grows about 4 feet high.

Carmine Supei'hc

;

flowers medium, in great profusion-a

of a very dark crimson hue, and of a globular form
;

foli-

age dark reddish
;

it forms a neat little hedge.

Duchesse ofKent; flowers of medium size, beautifully

formed, and in great clusters; color, light pink, or nearly

white, with a cream colored centre. It is almost a never-

ceasing bloomer, but during the drouths, in summer, the

white flowers look as if sprinkled with blood. It grows
very compact and bushy—almost dwarfish.

Madam Breon
;
bright rosy crimson

;
very large and

brilliant flowers, which, in the fail, assume a still more
brilliant hue.

Marjolin

;

an immense bloomer of a brilliant dark

scarlet color and velvety tint. This variety, planted close

to “Duchesse of Kent,” or planted promiscuously in a

hedge, will form a most beautiful object.

Lawrenciana, also called the “Picayune” is remarkable

for its very small flowers and foliage
;

it forms a neat edg-

ing around beds.

Lawrenciana Viridis^ the “Green Rose,” is a botanic^

curiosity. The flower, if it can be called so, consists of a

green tuft of leaves, or, more correctly, in a double calyx,

destitute of petals. It blooms, however, in this way, from

early spring until Christmas, and is almost indispensable

for boquets,

TEA ROSES,

The Tea Roses {Rosa, indica odaratci), so called on ac-

count of their fragrance, somewhat resembling the odor of

fine tea. The light colors, as well as the yellow hues, are

predominant in this class; no dark colored Tea Roses be-

ing knov/n yet. Some of the best are

:

AhricoU
;
fawn color, tinged with pink

;
a very pretty

rose.

Adam -, light pink; very large and splendid flower; a

goad bloomer; middling growth; an improvement on

Lyonnaise,

Anther0se

;

vrhite, with creamy centre; very double;

fine habit; 2 feet high.

Bon Silene, one of the deepest colored Tea Roses
;
of a

coppery hue and delightful fragrance
;
the flower often

very large
;
2 or 3 feet high.

Bougerie

;

a singular rosy bronze color; fine shaped

flower; good blower; 2 or feet high.

Clara Si/lvain

;

while with creamy centre; rather

dwarfish growth.
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Devonicnns

;

Who would not know iliis heaulii'ul ^o^e

of a pale flfsh color, tinged with huff, and exceedingly

fragri'.nt 1 It is of very luxuriant growth, with dark wood
nnd strong thorns On poor soil, however, this splendid

rose grows hut weak, furnittg, also, pure white andalmosi
single; 4 or 5 feet high.

GavhanU

;

another highly fragrant rose, resembling

somewhat “Bon Sdene” in color and habit; oue of the

eat best in the spring

Julie Mansafs

;

yellowish white; beautiful in spring

and autumn, less so during the heat of the summer. Its

growth is very compact, bushy and very dwarfish; 1 or

2 feet high.

Lady Warrcnder

;

a beautiful little rose, but of very

dwarfish growth. The flower opens pale pink, but soon

turns white; the petals finely imbricated.

La Sylphide

;

very light pink, often nearly white, with

a buff centre and fine form. It is a fine bloomer in

autumn, the flowers at tint season coming to their great-

est perfection
;
strong grower

Bladam Dc^prez

;

pure white, but rather small flowers
;

dwarfish growth.

Marechal Bvgeaud; a very large and fine rose of a pale

pink color, tinged with light buff; strong growth
;
4 feet

high.

Nyp/ietas

;

a splendid pure white rose; buds remark-
ably long and pointed

;
growth somewhat straggling; 1

or 2 feet,

Panline Planiicr

;

yellowish white; a very good
bloomer; robust growth.
Pnncesse Maria

;

beautiful rosy pink, with a creamy
tint; very double, so much so, even, that it does not al-

ways come to full perfection during the drouths of sum-
mer; but in the spring, and still more so in the autumn,
it is stdendid.

Saffrano

;

very deep buff, a most remarkable color. It

is magnificent v/hile in bud
;
it does not, however, show

itself to an advantage when fully open. But if a person
will take the trouble of tying a little sewing cotton around
the bud, it will be prevented from expanding, and keep
for many days in its highest beauty

;
vigorous growth,

the stem often measuring two inches in diameter.
'Priumph de Luxembourg, also often called “Luxem-

bourg Tea,” is a magnificent flower, with thick leathery-

petals of pale rosy color, tinged with pale buff.

Virginie

;

clear pink; a beautiful shape and a great

bloomer. It always forms a neat, close and round bush;
about 2 feet high.

THE BOURBON ROSES

Were first discovered in the Island of Bourbon, on the

east coast of Africa, whence their name. By hybridiz
lag and cultivation they have reached a high degree of

perfection. Their colors in the deep crimson shades are
very brilliant; their flowers luxuriant and profuse; their

growth stout and very thorny. Nearly all of them are
very constant bloomers. Some of the best are :

Acidalie; nearly white
;
of a globular, regular form and

a splendid waxy appearance
;
growth very robu.st; 3 or 4

feet.

Crimson Globe, also called “Dr. Roques;” a rather
small, but very regularly imbricated flower of an exceed
ingly rich, vivid crimson hue. It is one of those few roses
which will have to be mulched during the hottest part of the
summer. It always does better when grafted than on its

own roots
;

I to 2 feet high.

Cardinal Fesh; violet crimson; very double; a fine

bloomer; of rather low growth.
Edouard Desfosses

;
dark pink

;
very distinct : the flow

er rather expanded and flat, but very regularly imbricated
and star-shaped

;
growth, low and bushy

;
will do much

better when mulched.

Enfant d' Ajaccio; also called “Souvenir de Anselme;’

brilliant scarlet crimson, in large clusters; a constant

bloomer, of luxuriant and slender growth, almost climb.ng;
excellent for pillars.

General Duhourg

;

a rather insignificant pink flower,

which properly does not deserve a place in a fine collec-

tion were it not for its delicious fragrance, the pure “Attar

of Rose;” strong, slender growth.

Herniosa

;

pale rosy color; very fine; globular form; a

great bloomer; of luxuriant growth.

Lady Canning; rosy lilac; in large clusters; very

fine.

Lavinia Cnsla; flower of but medium size, but pro-

duced in very large clusters, and of a brilliant deeep crim-

son color.

Lr.vcsnn Goicer, a very large and fine flower of a bright

rosy color; in shape somewhat resembling “Souvenir de

la Malrnaison.”

Madam Angelina; white, tinged with fawn; flower

rather small.

Madam Bossanqiiet

;

pale cream color; of fine globose

form and waxy appearance; profuse bloomer; makes a

stout bush.

Madam Desprez

;

deep pink, turning rosy lilac;

blooms in very large clusters
;
a very profuse and con-

stant bloomer, and strong grower, when grafted; on its

own roots, liowever, it is of rather feeble growth and
bloom.

Paul Joseph, a very rich crimson rose, but of feebla

growth, and rather difficult to cultivate.

Pourpre de Tyre-, dark purple of rather dwarfish

growth.

Prmccsse Clementine; brilliant deep crimson with_ a

velvety tint,

or Queen of Bourbons, a fine rose of pinkish

fawn color, ofglobose form; grows stout and bushy.

Siruvenir de la Malrnaison.—This pale flesh colored

rose, though not very fragrant, stands perhaps at the

head of all roses. It is, indeed, a worthy representative of

the splendid garden of “Malrnaison,” the celebrated gar-

den of the Empress Josephine. The flowers are very

large, often from 5 to G inches in diameter, an 1 produced
in clusters

;
growth low, say about 2 feet, but very stout

and bushy.

Sully

;

flowers small, star-shaped and in large clusters
;

of a bright deep crimson color
;
a constant bloomer.

Triumph de la Duclicre

;

pale rosy blush, with deeper

colored, star-shaped centre
;
profuse bloomer, and of lux-

uriant growth.

NOISETTE ROSES.

NoisetteRos^s are said to have originated in CharlestoM,

S. C., and to have taken their name after Mr. Noisette, of

that city, a cousin to the celebrated French Rose grower
in Paris, of the same name. The characteristic is a profu-

sion of flowers produced in large clusters. The predomi-
nant color is bright, and comprises more shades of yellow
than any other class of roses. The Noisette roses may
properly be subdivided into two families:— 1. Those that

are low and bushy. 2. Those that are climbing. Soaa*

of the best are :

Aime Vibert

;

white, but rather small flowesrs;

growth quite dwarfish.

Augusta.—So much has been said of this new yellow
climber that it may not be out of place to say a few words
about it. It was raised a few years ago in Ohio, and is a
very fine yellow climbing rose. It rese nbles, however,
the “Solfatara” so much that it is hardly worth while t«

raise both varieties. Its chief merits in p eference to the

“Solfatara” is, that it is perfectly hardy in the North,

where the climate is entirely too severe for the “Salfa-

tara.”

Caroline Marnicsse.—This new rose, which ranks
among the best rosea in Europe, is, in spite of its beauty,
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not likely to be fully appreciated here in the South, where
everybody goes for “size.” In fact, “mighty big” is the

description that is sure to enchant every person. It has a

very peculiar appearance. True, the flower is quite small,

not much more than an inch in diameter, with recurved

petals; opening light pink, but . soon changing to pure

white. The flowers are produced in great profusion, and

in large clusters, besides, it is a most constant bloomer.

I hardly know a more suitable rose for a grave.

Chromatella, or Cloth of Gold.—But few roses have

caused such an excitement in the floral world as this. It

is a climber of the most luxuriant kind
;

for I have seen it

trained up to the very top ot a chimney of a two story

building
;
but, at tiie same time being one of our most ten-

der roses, it is easily understood why all Northern horti-

ticulturists are complaining ol its blooming qualities. In

the South, however, it blooms well, producing a very

large, cup-shaped flower of the deepest chrome yellow.

In order to show itself in its highest beauty, it must be

planted in very rich soil.

FelUmberg.—This is a very strong growing, bushy,

variety, producing very large clusters, of a color approach-

ing to scarlet. It is a great bloomer
;

particularly showy
in the fall, and at a distance.

Jaune Desprez; light bufi, slightly tinged with pink,

and deliciously fragrant. It is a climber, though not of

the strongest kind.

LamarqxLe.—This is another very luxuriant climber, pro-

ducing splendid, pure white and large clusters of flowers,

A very good bloomer.

La. Pactole.—Few roses bloom so constantly and pro-

fusely as this variety, producing immense clusters of pale

sulphur colored flowers; bushy; 3 feet high.

O.tavie.—One of the few dark coloured climbers, oflate

introduction
;

fine reddish purple and a good bloomer.

Ophire

;

a trailing rose of a rather awkward habit
;
the

flower is small, but of a remarkable deep salmon color.

It shows its highest beauty in the morning, the colors

fading very soon.

Smithii, or Smith'’s Yellovj.—It is a beautiful yellow

rose when grown in perfection
;
in order, however, to show

its full beauty, it ought to be grafted and planted in a rich

and damp situation; not a very good bloomer, and rather

dwarfish,

Solfatarn—A luxuriant climber, somewhat resembling

the “Chromatella,” but flowers of a more pale yellow than

that variety. It is a profuse bloomer, with an exquisite

fragrance.

I am now coming to the last class of everblooming roses,

or the

HYBRID PERPSTUALS.

They are a cross between the varieties of the old Provence

and Damask roses, and the everblooming varieties of the

Bourbon, Tea and China Roses. Most of them have

sprung up in France, where they are called “Remon-

tants,” or roses which will “bloom again” in the same

same season. They are very hardy, and, therefore, in-

valuable in the North, where the winters are too severe

for the finer, everblooming roses, which are grown to

such a perfection in our Southern gardens. Many of

them are very fine
;

all of them of a luxuriant growth and

rich colors, ranging from pure white to deep purple and

crimson. Some of the best are :

Amanda Pattenotte

;

pale rose
;
very large and full

;

excellent for pillars,

Baronne Hallez de Clapparede

;

brilliant deep carmine;

very double and of a most regular and imbricated form;

petals a little recurved, and very thick. Very fragrant.

Baronne Prevost; deep, brillant rose- color; flowers

very large, often measueing 5 inches across. It is of a

most luxuriant growth.

Blanche Vibcrt ,—This is, as yet, the only pure wliite

rose of this class
;
the flowers are rather small, but pro-

duced in large clusters, and of delicious fragrance.

Caroline Sansal.—This magnificent new rose is worthy

of a place in even the smallest collection. It is very large^

double, of a fine form and a delicate blush, with an exquis-

ite satin tint.

Comte Bobinski—a new rose of the nearest approach to

scarlet, brighter in color than the “Giant of Battles;” the

most showy autumnal rose.

Duplesis Mornais.—Another new rose of high merit. It

is large, expanded, with a most beautiful shaped centre-

brilliant rosy scarlet
;
middling growth.

Giant of Battles.—This is a splendid variety, opening

deep scarlet, velvety, changing to purple
;

deliciously

fragrant and quite distinct.

La Rei'ft^; deep rosy lilac; very double and fragrant.

This beautiful rose, an improvement of the well known
old “cabbage or hundred-leaved” is worthy of a place in

any garden, and will, by good culture, bloom three or

four times during the summer.

Madam Lajfay., rosy lilac; beautiful form.

Pius the IXth; light crimson
;
very fine.

Prince Albert

;

a magnificent variety, and a great

bloomer, of a rich, deep, purplish crimson color, which is

particularly showy late in the fall.

Qioeeii Victoria (Paul’s).—This rose is also called the

“White LaReine,” and has commanded a high price in

the Northern Nurseries. It is pale blush; very double

and a very fine flower.

Rivers; very brilliant, rosy crimson; exceedingly

thorny; a fine variety, which is most showy in the fall.

William Griffith; superb pale rose of the most perfect

globular form
;
worthy of a place in the most limited col-

lection
;
grows very luxuriant.

Many more and fine varieties could be added to this

list, but the above named ones aire the most distinct.

Before concluding this schedule, I must mention a few

spring roses, or such as only bloom in the spring, and

are well adapted to the South, where they are great favor-

ites.

MOSS ROSES.

There is an opinion prevailing that Moss Roses will not

thrive in the South, and, in fact, several of the varieties

may require more attention than most persons may feel

disposed to bestow upon them. Fortunately some of the

finest will succeed admirably by proper treatment and

very little trouble. Let it, however, be borne in mind

that they always require a deeply worked and very rich

soil, where moisture is within the reach of the roots.

Wherever such a location can be found, or artificially

prepared, a judicious pruning as well as mulching during

the heat of the summer are the means by which success

may be insured. The most suitable for the South are :

Princesse Adelaide

;

rosy pink; in large clusters, and

of very luxuriant growth This is, perhaps, the most

profuse bloomer of all the Moss roses in a Southern cli-

mate
;

it often will make standards, 6 feet high, on its own
roots.

Pink AIoss.—This is the world renowned Moss Rose

of the poets, the emblem of loveliness, and the finest of

all. The flower is beautiful pale rose, with a most deli-

cate tint, surrounded, while in bud, with a very mossy

calyx of the finest texture. When well mulched, there

is no difficulty in raising it in perfection.

Scarlet Moss or Luxembourg Moss

;

deep red, approach-

ing to scarlet, while in bud, but of a more purple hue

when fully open
;
calyx very mossy. It has long and

slender branches.

Perpetual White.—Every person combines with a white

moss rose the idea of something very beautiful; and, in

fact, if the flowers were so perfect as those of the pink

moss, it \yould excel all other roses. But it is only beau/'
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tiful while in bud. Some white moss roses, as “Unique

de Provence” and “Maiden of Bath,” have more or less

perfect flowers, but are seldom seen in their glory in our

hot and dry climate. The “Perpetual White,” though by-

no means perpetual, will stand our climate well, and

bloom twice dui ing the season. It is of vigorous growth

and produces large clusters of flowers, which, however,

as mentioned before, are always sure to give disappoint-

ment when fully open.

MISCELLANEOUS ROSES.

Banksia Alha^ often called the “White Multiflora,” is

as fragrant as the violet.

Banksia Lutea

;

yellow; is not fragrant. Both are of

a most vigorously climbing habit, with long, slick and

slender thornless vines, growing fro.m ten to twenty feet

in a season. What a contrast to behold this ramf)ant

climber in our “Sunny South,” when a Northern horticul-

culturist never has seen it otherwise than a little miser-

able sprig in a pot ! The flowers are very small, not

larger than a dime, but produced in bunches and in great

profusion.

Fortune's New Yellow^ a climbing rose (from China) of

late introduction. Notwithstanding all that has been said

respecting the merits of this rose, together with many
beautiful drawings presented thereof, I will try to give a

true description of it, as it blooms with me. It is true,

the color is remarkable, being a nankeen buff, the edges

slightly tinged with pink
;
but the flowers are but half

double; of short duration, and beautiful in the morning
only, before fully expanded. Its blooming season is also

very short.

Persian Yellow.—This is, as yet, the deepest chrome
yellow rose. The flower is below medium size, globular

and often marked with a deep crimson stripe on the back
of the petals. The bark is dark glossy brown

;
the foliage

small, and of a peculiar fragrance, like the “Sweetbriar.”

In order to grow these last four varieties, as well as the

Moss Roses, in their perfection, and to have them to

bloom abundantly they must (particularly the two last

ones) be pruned severely immediately after having
finished their blooming. It is the nature of these varieties

to produce their flowers on the growth of the passed sea-

son, wherefore their blooming would also be prevented if

the pruning was delayed till winter. This treatment will

cause them to throw out many new shoots, which will

produce an abundance of flowers by next spring.

It is a well known fact that nearly all roses o tained

from Northein nurseries are budded, often on high, un-

sightly stems, and are, consequently, almost worthless.

All roses for the South should be strong, bushy plants

on their own roofs
;
though there are a few varieties which

never succed well unless the they are grafted on the roots

of some other strong growing kind, and this operation

may be done by a practised hand, in such a way that it

will never be noticed.

[From the H irticvlktrist.']

HEDGES-ORNAMENTAL AND DEFENSIVE.

The importance of suitable enclosures for farms and

gardens, as well as for ornament and screens, has long ex-

ercised the thoughts of cultivators, and the best has not yet

ceased to be a problem that many are seeking to solve.

In some sections of this immense country, it is a topic of

first consideration, and well deserving attention. The

thorn in most portions of America has been abandoned on

account of its diseases and the attacks of insects, and vari-

ous efforts have been made to find a substitute. Good

authorities have recommended from time to time the Os-

age Orange; this comes tolerably near to possessing all

the requisites, but wc regret to say it, not all. Eftorts are

still making by various patriotic individuals, and at length

our different sections and climates may find the desider-

atum. VVe shall endeavor to impart such information as

is now possessed, and, in doing this, must acknowledge

our indebtedness for examples of fine hedges to Mr. Wm*
Reid, of Elizabethtown, New Jersey, who possesses within

his remarkably well kept nurseries, specimens of various

descriptions, in the highest keeping and beauty.

An English writer says justly, “As to the beauty of a

fine heoge, it is impossible for any one who has not seen

it to form an idea; contrasted wth a wooden or even a

brick fence, it is like the land of Canaan compared with

the deserts of A rabid.” 'The delay in bringing a hedge to-

perfection should not discourage the provident improver,

tor it is an everlastingfence, “at least,” says Downing, “in

any acceptation of the words known to our restless and

changing countrymen. When once grown, the small

trouble of annual trimming costs not a whit more than the

average expenses of repairs on a wooden fence, while its

freshness and verdure are renewed with every vernal re-

turn of the flower and the leaf”

As the hedge grows up, repeated cuttings are necessary,

so that a wide bottom may be gained, w'ithout which none

can be considered either useful or ornamental
;

for if broad

at the top it retains water and snow to the great injury of

the plants Proper management will remedy most of the

evils attendant upon the operation; but in America, with

its costly labor and the riis/t of work at trimming time,

farmers are still to be found who will twice or thrice a

year go over the long hedges with proper care and pre-

caution, to procure a permanent and elegant enclosure.

Wood for fences is becoming very scarce, and there are

prairie lands where no timber can be hud for the post and

rail or the worm fence, and sections where the land yields

no stone for walls; and where ornament is to be consider-

ed, hedges are essential.

The Osage Orange {Madura aurnniiaca).—This plant

has some very good qualities for the purpose, but it re-

quires great attention —more, it has been found, than the

generality of busy fai mers can afford to give to it; if neg-

le.’ted, it runs wild, loses its lower branches, which at

best must be interlaced after the first cuttings, or they

will admit the smaller animals. A nc.ther disadvantage is

that it is “a greedy feeder,” extends its roots far and wide,

and exhausts the crop of its proper food to some distance

in the field; the roots are also of an extraordinary size,

frequently as large and thick as the wood above ground.

It is, however, hardy, and if it loses the tips of the young

slioots in a severe winter, it soon fills up with proper cut-

ting. This plant is seldom liable to the complaint of send-

ing up suckers. Where there is a determination to have

it as a hedge, and to give it the proper yearly attention, it

may do very well
;
but it is open to some objections, and

it is late in coming forward in the spring and early in

shedding its leaves. Our own opinion is, that in a vast

portion of cases the Osage Orange, ivithout great attention,

will prove a disappointment; we express this with regret

for it has been extensively introduced. The experience of

our friends at the west may be different.

[The editor of the II > rticnlturist cannot have seen any

well-grown ' sage Orange Hedges, or his opinion of the

merits of this plant would have been more favorable. It

has no rival as a quick-growing defensive hedge, and

hundreds of miles of it are now annually planted in the

West. A correspondent, in a subsequent number of the

Horticulturist, (whose -article we may copy hereafter) is

much more just in his estimate of the value of theMaclura^

- -Eds. So. Cult
]
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The Buckthorn (Riamrnis catharticus) is a strong,

quick growing platif, and makes a good, close- hedge; it

is very hardy, and, when properly cut, looks extremely

well. Botanists agree that it is a native of America, even

as far north as Massachusetts, as well as of the north of

Europe and Asia. Its liark and leaf are offensive to in-

sects, and the borer, which has ruined nearly all the thorn

hedges in this country, will not touch it. It will grow in

the shade, and in almost every description of soil. It is

easily grown and transplanted, of Ions life, has a thicket-

like habit, has few diseases, and bears sliearing into any
shape. Its berries, the pulp mashed in a box with a light

wooden pounder, sifted in water two or three times cind

then dried, are ready for planting. Dig good garden soil,

and give it a dressing of manure, and plant them as you
do peas or beans, placing the seeds two or three inches

apart. Tliey should be covered about an inch and a half

deep, and if the rows are three feet apart the horse culti-

vator may be u^ed to keep the ground in order. One
year’s growth in strong land, or two in inferor, will make
a growth that will give you plants fit for transplanting into

hedge rows. Two seasons of shearing will develop its

thorns, and commence to reward your Kibors.

The Buckthorn has been pronounced by those who
have tried it, of very great utility and beauty, and it cer-

tainly comes as near to (car wants as anv plant whi.'h has

yet been introduced. In the Essex (Mass.) Agricultural

Society’s Transactions of 1<S 12, a correspondent says: “I

do not hesitate to pronounce the Buckthorti the most suit-

able plant for hedges I have ever met with. It vegetates

early in the spring, and retains its ver-dure late in the

autumn. Being a native plant, it is never injured by the

most intenae cold, and its vitality is great that the

young plants may be kept out of the ground, or transport-

ed to a great distance w'-ithout injury. It never sends up
any suckers, nor is disfigured by any dead wood, needs

no interlacing, and is never cankered by unskillful clip-

ping.” The desideratum for a good defensive, and at the

same time, highly ornamerital hedge, would seem to be

solved in the Buckthorn and Honey Locust. The seeds

are collected atid sold by the Shakers, and could probably

be procured through the agency of any seedsman. Its

bark and berries are powerful cathartics. Mixed with

alum the sap of the berries makes the color known to

painters as sap green, and the barkyields a fine yellow dye.

Privet {Li^usf,rumviil<iare).— Mr. Reid's Privet hedges

are the best we have seen
;
he has planted them extensive-

ly near his house, where they grow freely and make a

truly beautiful spring, summer and fall hedge, leafing very

early and retaing the foliage until the end of the year, be-

ing, in fact, almost evergreen, and truly a treasure.

The Honey Locust {G'edi/ckia triocanf.hns )—-This

plant Mr. Reid has always considered the best for farm

hedges, and we are di.spnsed to agree with him; after ‘20

years trial he is satisfied that it is more easily kept and

better adapted for a farm fpuce than anything that has yet

been used. When properly cut it looks ns w'ell as any
deciduous hedge plant that is grown. When rapiditity of

growth and economy are both desirable, plant them six

inche.« apart in the row, and let them grow four years

without cutting
;
then crop them all to a height of five feet,

which will produce a live fence of young trees; with one

cutting every year, though two would be better, they will

prove a protection for the life-time of the owner. Planted

four inches apart they might prove a perfect defence for a

long time without the shears; but no hedge will long

answer a good purpose ofany kind withoutat least a care-

ful annual cutting. The Honey Locust we consider pre-

ferable to the Osage Orange; in planting the seeds of

each, care must be exercised to prevent the ravages of

mice. Both may be sown where they are to grow perma-
nently.

[This is a mistake, so far, at least, as the Osage Orange

is concerned. It is much bett'^r to transplant it from the

seed bed into the hedge rov/, as it affords an opportunity

to prepare the ground properly and to assort the plants,

so that they may be uniform size; not to mention the

liability of seeds to fail in vegetating in which case, the

hedge would be full of the most awkward gaps and breaks.

Transplant from the seed-bed, by all means

—

Eds. So.

Cult.]

Japan Quince (Purus Japonica).—This beautiful plant

grows very readily from cuttings, [It is much surer to

grow fro.m layers

—

Eds. So. Cult
j
and forms a superb

hedge. Mr. Reid exhibits about four hundred feet of it in

the highest perfection, a portion of it well grown, about

four feet high; it forms not only one of the most beautiful

flowering hedges, (there being very few hedge plants that

flower when cut,) but it is also one of the most valuable

and close defences of any plant yet tried. Interspersed

with a few running roses, such as tlie Multifiora or

Prairie, it will produce the most ornamental of sjceens.

No one who has not seen it can properly estimate its^great

value.

Bceeh, Hornbeam and Hiv'iliorn hedges may also be

seen at Mr. Reid’s in a highly ornamental state, and each

of these plants is deserving of attention. The French em-
ploy them, as well as the Elm, with great effect.

Arbor Vit® (Thuja occidentalis).—For an evergreen

ornamental hedge, the Arbor Vitee i.s extremely valuable;

for a screen to protect particular plants of a garden, a hot

bed, &c.., it lias no rival; the American is the only one

suitable for this latitude and further north. It makes a

superb hedge, and is of rapid growth; purchased young,

it is economical. It is offered every spring, from JMainc,

at one cent a plant for oneyear old seedlings, is easily re-

moved from a distance, and, with the single slight objec-

tion of its getting somewhat brown in mid-winter, is

among the most desirable for an American ornamental

hedge. It will acquire great beauty even without any
use of the shears, and is altogether less troublesome than

anything we know. Other Thujas, especially the Strictaf

are also valuable.

The Hemlock (Pinus Cavn,densis').—0^?i\\ ornamental

plants for this climate, the Hemlock stands among the

first in beauty, but like all the most beautiful things ia

this beautiful world, it is among the most expensive and
tedious to procure. Growing it from seeds is perfectly

practicable, but nurserymen have not yet turned their at-

tention much to its culture. In neighborhoods where it is

indigenous, the practice is to procure from its native spo«
one and two year old seedlings, taking great care to bring

as much of the leaf mould and earth with them as possible

and never to allow the exposed roots, if there should le

such, to beceme dry. Plant (not too deep) at once, either

in doulde or single rows
;
the latter is sufficient—shad*

and mulch with stones, and in three or four years, with

occasional trimming in June and August, you will begin

to be rewarded by the most exquisite tints of anything

grawn for this purpose. Great care must be exercised, as

in all hedges, to give the proper tapering form to the niaea.

We can show, in this neighborhood, specimens of the

Hemlock hedge that will defy criticism
;
unfortunately it

is not a defence from cattle.

The Juniper (Juniperis communis), treated as a hedge

plant, is highly ornamental, almost equal to the above, hot

is more transient, and is apt to get too thick, and without

much care to die out in places; this the Hemlock rarely

does. The Juniper is only adapted to the Middle States.

As a single coned shrub, well cared for, opened every

year, and cleaned of its fallen leaves which collect iit its

centre, it deserves a place in every garden.
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The Yews.—The English and Irish Y^ews would un-

doubtedly make fine hedges in our climate. Mr. Reid has

commenced his experiments with these, and sees no rea-

son why they should not succeed as well here as in Eu
rope; in very severe winters they become a little brown,
but when placed in hedges they will stand the severity of'

winter better than as single plants. These, like the Jum-
per, would be only for ornament.

The Norway Spruce (Abies ezcelsa) makes a rapid

hedgerow, and where shelter from winds is required, we
know of no plant better suited for that purpose, especially

in northern latitudes. It will take much space if allowed
to attain its full beauty and height; if a low screen be
wanted, the leader may be annually stopped, and the side

branches trimmed back the entire last year’s growth
;
this

makes a heavy, thick, blackish green fence of great im-
portance where higli winds are offensive or injurious.

The Deodora will probably make a handsome hedge
plant, but has not yet been sufficiently long in use, and is

still too expensive.

Red AND White Cedar.—These look well fora time,
but in a few years drop their lower leaves and become
unsightly.

We now come to our own favorite, and our proposed

PREMIUM.

The Holly (Fez opaca.)—Among the neglected ever-
greens of our country, the American Holly stands con-
spicuous, both for its beauty at all seasons, its patience of
the shears, and the red berry, valuable as it is for the eye,
and acceptable to the winter birds. It is somewhat diffi-

euU to propagate from seed, at least to the uninitiated, but
a little observation of itshabit would overcome this. From
two bushels of seed, which we planted some years ago,
but seventy-five plants were procured, though a variety
of situa&ions, in doors, and in frames, and out, were tried.

These few came up in a Black Hamburg Grape vine bor-
der, in raws under the drip of the glass, giving a hint as
to their wants. These plants were formed into a short
hedge, which already gives evidence of its value and
beauty, and will undoufetedly be a protective defence.
The English Holly, most probably, would be hardy in a
hedge. However that may prove, the Horticulturist here-
by offers a premium of Fifty Dollars for the first perfect
Holly hedge of the American variety, not less than one
hundred leet in length, and four in height, that shall be
exhibited

;
the plants to be raised from seeds of this year’s

growth.

Trimming. All the hedges we have named above
should be trimmed twice every year to produce the finest
results, viz : in June and the middle of Augusta; with
the exception of the Osage Orange, which may be left till

the middle of September. The last trimming is not only
beneficial to their future growth, but it greatly improves
their appearance, as they are not likely to push after that
period

,
it not cut at this season they aie loose, and have

an unsightly appearance through the fall months. J'he
trimmer before he uses his garden sliears sets, wuth a
crowbar, two poles, one at each end of the hedge, so that
the tops are a little above the top of the plants

;
he then

stretches a line fiom pole to pole as near the centre as
possible, and settles it to a level. This giVes the centre of

the hedge, and is a good uoide. The sides are then cut
without other guide than the eye

;
the best form is that imi-

tating the shape of, a sharp gothic window'. A hedge of
this form ought never to lie wider at tlie bottom than
thirty-three inches to three feet; thepoinied top will preveni i

snow from lodging. A pair of large hedge shears is I

usually employed by the trimmer, but a practiced hand :

will do it equally well and more rapidly with a made i

like a sickle, but w'ith a sharp edge. VVe emfdoy it ad (

vantageously to trim the Juniper into a cone after it is I

tied up. By a little practice an apparently large job is

soon finished.

Hedges are important both as useful and ornamental ob-

jects; in the latter department they are too mnch neglect-

ed, as well before as afier planting We shall be con-

tented if we have stimulated a few' of those w'ho have seen

them in perfection to go and do likewise ly.

For garden hedges there are many plants that suggest

themselves for use. The Floneysuckles, particularly the

Chinese evergreen may be thus trained to great elegance;

ihe Everg een Enonyrnous, or Strawberry tree, the Tree

Box, the Althea frutex, Syringa and Lilac, the Snowball,

and the Deutzia, the Yucca, especially at the South, Savin

the Phillyreas, with various others, may be adopted on a

small scale to great advantage. The Pyracontha, with its

beautiful berries, should also not be forgotten, and the

small golden Willow m^.kes a neat little hedge, looking

remarkably w'ell even when the foliage is gone.

Remarks.—In addition to the foregoing, we have many

plants, in the South, worthy of further trial for Hedges,

among which we may mention the Wild Olive, for orna-

ment
;
the Ponwgranate

,
which grows from cuttings, is

very thornv, and bears the shears well; the Yucca, or

“Spanish Bayonet;” the Macartney and Cherokee Roses ^

the Jujube tree (Ziziphus Sativa
;)

the Cratcegus Pyra-

cantha, and many native Thorns, all of which, we trust,

will receive proper attention at the hands of experimental

horticulturists.

—

Ed.s. So. Cult.

THE WAEREN GRAPH

Editors Southern Cultivator—More than twenty-

four years ago, I projected a vineyard in the county of

Hancock, Ga.; imported rooted plants and cuttings from

France and Spain, to which I added some of the most ap-

proved vines in the neighborhood of Sparta. Like Mr.

Thurmond, I was curious to know the history of all

American varieties, and will, in a few lines, give him the

result of my inquiries concerning the Warren Grape:

I had often eaten the fruit taken from vines growing in

the village of Warrenton, and understood that it had been

first cultivated by a Mr. Neal, a farmer, who resided for

many years on a public road about four miles distant from

the village. Mr. Neal w'as, at the time of my inquiries,

dead, and most ofhis children had migrated to other parts

of the State; but of his son-in law, Mr. William Warren,
then a member of the Legislature, from Putnam county,

who seemed to be w'ell informed on the subject, I learned

ihat Mr. Neal, in the early settlement of Warren county,

found the vine growing in the woods near his new resi-

dence, transplanted it, and during the rest of his life en-

joyed its agreeable fiuit The villagers of Warrenton,

many fanners of the neighborhood, and strangers travel-

ling on the public road, attracted by the abundant produc-

tion and fine flavor of Mr. Neal’s grapes, procured cut-

tings, and hence the diffusion and culture of the Warren
Grape, not only in Georgia, but other States.

There can be no reasonable ground to doubt that this is

an indigenous plant of the county of Warren, preserved

and first cultivated by Mr. Neal. Prince, of Long Island

was a nurseryman, and was w’ell known to have been a

diligent collector of fruit trees in all parts to which he and
his agents could have access.

The Devereaux Grape wms found forty years ago, in

the woods of Hancock county, and successfully cukivated

hy Samuel M Deverkix, Esq
,
and very many of his

neighbors in the vicinity of Sparta. Tliis grape is scarcely

distinguishable from the Warren Grape—both being
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natural productions of the same latitude and similar soil.

I have more than once, heretofore, given, for publication,

what I knew of these two vines, and think Mr. Thurmond
may be assured of what is here stated.

Respectfully, J, Crawford.
Early County, Ga., Nov., 1855.

PSUITS AND FLOWERS.

When God first framed this world of ours.

For beauty and for love.

Each attribute would try its powers,
Its varied skill would prove.

All, all, but Mercy had a share,

And she stood silent by,

Gazing upon the work so fair,

With earnest, longing eye.

The Father saw her darling face,

And read her wishes too.

And said, “It is a sinless place,

What is there you can doF'’

She quickly sent her searching eye
Throughout earth’s fresh green bowers,

Then murmured with a gentle sigh,

“There’s neither fruit nor flowers.”

A smile the wished commission gave
Then swift as light she flew,

Her wings of violet to lave

In Eden’s morning dew.

Up rose the sun, but what a sight

Met his admiring view

—

The bursiing budsspeaR their delight,

Through tints of richest hue.

The flowers on every side look up
With wonder to the sky

;

While nestled in each tiny cup.

Fruit germs lay lovingly.

New songs were borne upon the breeze.

New joy earth’s dwellers feel

;

For e’en the birds and humming bees,

Tlieir bliss cannot conceal.

But when this happiness to spoil.

The monster sin appeared,

Thistles and thorns from out the soil.

Their heads as quickly reared.

Then Mercy wept, for well she knew
She had no power to stay

Tlie curse that man upon him drew.
By leaving wisdom's way.

But still her work she might pursue.

And soften his sad hours—
Choice Fruit upon the rough thorns grew,
Upon the thistles. Flowers.

A ITEW SOUTHERN ORNAMENTAL PLANT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Botanists and florists

are now ransacking the remotest corners of the world,

often risking their health or even life, in order to discover

new and rare plants. Everybody wants novelties, plants

that “nobody else” has got. It is bea'iitiful enongh,'^

they say, “but it is so common, everybody has it.” Oh,

that I had a plant, no matter how ugly, that only grew

in the moon, and I were the sole proprietor of it here on

earth ! How it would sell ! I would make a fortune by

it, while many of our native beauties of the vegetable

kingdom are passed by unnoticed, yea ! looked down upon

with contempt, just because they grow wild. Many of

them deserve to be introduced to our gardens, and become

objects of admiration.

Among them is a lovely little flower, growing on poor,

sandy soil in Georgia and South Carolina, though very

scarce.

It has, so far as I know, never yet found its way to the

florists of the North or of Europe. In vain have I tried to

find a description of it in botanical works, and have,

therefore, until a better botanist shall name it, called it

Polygonum teretifolium^'’ as it evidently belongs to that

genus.

It is a perennial, with very fine, fleshy awl-shaped foli-

age, resembling that of Mesevibryanthemum aurantium,

but finer and more delicate. From June until arrested by
frost, it throws up an abundance of flower-stems about 2

feet high, producing a succession of large panicles of beau-

tiful bell-shaped, v/hite flowers, resembling those of Erica,

gracilis, or of “ Scotch Heath,” but pure white. I have

cultivated it for many years, and it is now indispensable

with me for bouquets. In fact, the smallest sprig of it in

a bouquet will draw the attention of any lady much
quicker than would the finest bud M a moss rose,

I have never seen this plant affected either by heat or

drouth. It is, in fact, a flower which I should deem in-

dispensable in any flower garden.

Robert Nelson.

Troup Hill Nursery, Macon, Ga., 1856.

THE WARREN AND HEEEEMONT GRAPES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—What is the Warren,

or Warrenton Grape 7 What is its history 7 Some say it

is the Herbemont—some say not. In this uncertainty,

Mr. Longworth is procuring cuttings of the Warren to

test its qualities as a wine grape
;
although he cultivates

the Herbemont largely. Yours, Windsor.

Atlanta, Ga., Jan., 1856.

Remarks.—The letter of Mr. Longworth, in our Janu-

ary number, and the article of Mr. Crawford, in present

issue, contain about all the reliable information which we

have on this subject.

—

Eds.

VALUE OF THE APPLE—SOUTHERN SEEDLINGS.

With us (says the editor of the Albany Journal) the

value of the Apple as an article of food is far underrated.

Besides containing sugar, mucilage and other nutritious

matter, apples contain vegetable acids, aromatic qualities,

&c
,
which act powerfully in the capacity of refrigerants,

tonics, and antiseptics; and when freely used at the sea-

son of mellow ripeness, they prevent debility, indigestion,

and avert, without doubt, many of the ills that flesh is

heir to. The operators of Cornwall, England, consider

ripe apples nearly as nourishing as bread, and far more

50 than potatoes. In the year 1801—which was a year

ofmuch scarcity—apples, instead of being converted into

cider, were sold to the poor
;
and laborers asserted that

they could “ stand their work on baked apples, without

meat, whereas a potato diet required meat or some other

substantial nutriment. The French and Germans use

apples extensively, as do the inhabitants of all European

nations. The laborers depend upon them as an article of

food, and frequently make a dinner of sliced apples and
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bread. There is no fruit cocked in as many different

ways in our country as t!ie apr>le, nor is there any fruit

whose value, as an article of nutriment, is as great, and so

little appreciated.

Remarks.—Vv^’e fully endorse everything said above

respec ting the value of the Apple, and would remark, in

addition, that it is one of the surest fruits grown in the

South, suiting itself readily to nearly all localities, from the

seaboard to the mountains. Tlie opinion has heretofore

prevailed that good Apples could not be raised in the

South, and that we must of necessity look to the North

for our winter supply. The introduction of the many

new Southern Seedlings, however, and the splendid ex-

hibitions of Southern Winter Apples, at the Atlanta and

Montgomery Fairs, furnish sufficient proof of the fallacy

of this idea, and should induce all Southern Fruit Grow-

ers to cultivate mainly those varieties which have originat-

ed in their own climate.

All late Northern Apples (with very few exceptions)

ripen prematurely in the South, often rotting on the tree,

nnd, therefore, cannot be depended upon, as keepers ; while,

on the contrary, many of our Southern Seedlings hang on

the tree, uninjured, until the last of November, and if

packed away carefully in a cool temperature, will keep

perfectly sound until the new crop ripens again, in May
and June.

We have, in previous volumes of the Cultivator, pic-

tured and described many of our best Seedling Apples,

and intend giving increased attention to Southern Pomolo-

gy hereafter. It is the most delightful branch of our Ag-

riculture, and m.ay, if properly managed, be made amply

remunerative.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

ROOT GRAFTING.

Mr. BARRY,inhis excellent work, “TheFruit Garden,”

gives the following description of Root Grafting

:

“For this purpose, seedlings stocks are generally used,

one or two years old, varying from one-fourth to three-

eighths of an inch in diameter. The graft is always made
at the collar, and, therefore, the stems are cut off at that

point
;
the small tap roots and any cumbrous fibres are re-

moved, leaving them about 4 inches in length; they are

then washed clean, and are ready for the operation. The
grafter then makes a smooth, even, sloping cut, an inch

long, upwards. on the collar of the root
;
and in the centre

of this cut he makes a slit or tongue, downwards. The
scion, which should be three or four inches long, is cut on

the lower end with a sloping cut downwards, and similar

in all respects to that made on the stock
;
a slit, or tongue

is made in it upwards, corresponding, also, with that on

the stock
;
and they are then neatly fitted together, the

tongue of the one within the other, and the inner barks

of both placed in close and perfect contact at least on one

side. The fit should be so complete, as to sit close and

firm in all points. The person who applies the wax takes

a narrow strip of the cloth, which will be described after-

wards, and wraps it firmly around, covering the parts

united. For grafting cloth we use old or very thin calico.

This we tear into narrow stips, roll into balls, and then

soak in the liquid composition of grafting wax, until

every pore of the cloth is filled with it. The grafting wax
is composed of 2 pounds of rosin, one and a quarter

pounds of bees-wax, and three-fourths of a pound of tallow

melted together. Early spring is the best season for the

operation.”

CULTIVATOR.

ROW TO MAKE A HOT BED.

To write on this may seem to write of what it is sup-

posed every one knows, but the past week's inquiries

have convinced us that everybody does not know, or if

they knew once, have forgotten how to make a hot-bed,

for growing early vegetables. Vfe presume, therefore, to

give the following, as simple, plain directions for forming

a small forcing-frame for the purpose above named :

Select a dry place, i. e., where the water drains off

readily after, or during rain—dig out one foot deep of soil

from a space five by seven feet
;
have ready some fresh,

horse stable manure, which has been kept from the rains

and turned over twice during, say, ten days—take this

manure, and, with a fork, shake it carefully and evenly

into the five-by-seven space, being cautious not to tread,

or in any way to press upon it more than merely a light

tap with the fork, very evenly over the whole, while put-

ting in say a depth of two feet ofit; then have a box made
of inch boards, four by six feet, fourteen inches high on one

side, and ten on the other; or in other word§ have that

which is to be the back of the same, 4 inches higher than the

front. Set this box upon the bed of the manure, leaving

six inches all around uncovered. Now carefully shake

into the bed, four inches deep, more of the manure, and

outside bank up the manure to a level with the edge ofthe

box and about an average of, say, one foot wide. Now
place your sash of glass, 4 by 6, upon tlje bed frame

and leave it 12 hours; then give a little air
;
close again.

After about 40 to 48 hoursyou may venture to put on the

soil, which should be of a light, loamy nature, entirely

free from stones, &c. This should stand about 24 hours,

when you may give air, and if clear and sunshiny, it is

perhaps best to sprinkle lightly with water,.and after, say

12 hours more, you may venture to sow seeds.

If seeds are sown at once, when the earth is first put

on, the soil is sometimes apt to burn from the heat and
the germ of the seed is thus destroyed.

After about ten days it is generally found necessary to

renew the outside banking with fresh manure. The ob-

ject of having the manure turned over before using, is to

assist fermentation, in destroying the rank and noxious

vapors, injurious to the plant—gardeners call it svsectening

the manure.

All light seeds should be shaded a few days after being

sown, and it is always best to avoid too strong a sun upon
the frames while the plants are quite young.

—

Exchange,
-O- •

Agricultural Enterprise.— It is not common for us

at the South to boast of our enterprise or progress in ag-

riculture. The charge is not unfrequenily laid at our

door, that we are a wasteful, extravagant people - exhaust-

ing the richness and fertility of the soil, then forsaking

one locality for another, to repeat the process of depletion.

To disprove such charges, founded partly upon sectional

prejudices, we occasionally find it convenient to cite

special cases upon the soil of Georgia, challenging the

enterprise and skill of the most favored section of the

Union. It may justly be claimed that many of our plan-

ters are making as rapid progress in all their varied pur-

suits as those of any State or section. Their lands are as

well tilled, their crops as bountiful and excellent, and
their operative force as well cared for as in oiher plant-

ing States. We have just heard of a case which chal-

lenges comparison anywhere. Air. G. S. D. Rice, of Ver-

dant Grove, Houston county, on 295 acres of land, has

this year raised 218 bales of cotton and provisions for the

consumption of his entire force for eighteen months. He
works 18 hands. He commenced picking his cotton

August 15th and finished December 15th. The entire

crop has already been sent to market. Fifty aci^ only

of the land had been manured.— (SauaTiwaA Jour ^ Cour,
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INFLUENCE OF PARENTS ON PROGENY.

The following chapter affords a subject for thought and

•observation, and is interesting and instructive withal

:

Much difference of opinion prevails as to the relative in-

fluence of the male and female parent in determining the

character of the progeny. According to a very prevalent

notion, the male bestows all valuable qualities, whether

of form or of vigor; while the female is regarded merely

as as a passive instrument which hatches, as it were, the

male seed—an absurd doctrine, long preserved from well-

merited obloquy as a convenient excuse for carelessness

and neglect in the selection of the female parent, A most

ingenious hypothesis has lately been propounded by Mr.

Orton, of Sunderland, in a paper published in the New-
castle Chronicle of iOth March, 1 804, and noticed at con-

siderable length in the monthly Medical Journal (or Au-
,gust of the same year. The male animal, according to

Mr. Orton, influences especially the external, and the fe-

«nale the internal organization of the offspring. The out-

ward form, general appearance, and organs of locomotion

are chiefly determined l)y the male; the vital organs, size,

.general vigor, and endurance, by the female. Many most

interesting facts, of which wesulijoin a few, are adduced

in support of this proposition. There are many I'easons

for believing that Mr. Orton’s views afford a clue to an im-

portant law of physiology. But this, it must be remem-
bered, cannot be the only law operating in the process of

generation, and as Mr. Orton himself states, it must con-

.sequently be liable to many modifleations, and must only

be accep‘:ed with certain restrictions. Thus the parent,

which at the time of copulation is more powerful and vig-

orous, doubtless imparts to the progeny an unduly large

^hare of its own prominent characteristics.

The mule is the produce of a male ass and the mare

;

ihe hinny (or, as it is called, the mufo,) that of the horse

and the she-ass. Both hybrids are the produce of the same

set of animals. They difler widely, however, in their re-

spective characters—the mule in all that relates to its ex-

ternal character, having the distinctive features of the

ass—the hinny, in the same respects, having all the dis-

tinctive features of the horse
;
while, in all that relates to

the internal organs and vital qualities, the mule partakes of

the characters of the horse, and the hinny of those of the

ass. Mr. Orton, speaking of all this says :

“The mule, the produce of the male ass and rnare, is

essentially a modified ass; the ears are those of an ass,

somewhat shortened; the mane is that of the ass, erect;

the tail is that of the ass
;

the skin and color are those of

.an ass, somewhat modified
;
the legs are slender, and the

hoofs high, narrow, and contracted, like those of an ass;

in fact, in all these respects, it is an ass, somewhat modi-

fled. The body and barrel of the mule are round and full,

in which it differs from the assaitd' resembles the mare.

The hinny, (or muto,) on the other hand, the produce of a

-stallion and a she-ass, is essentially a modified horse

;

the

•ears are those of a liorse, somewhat lengthened
;
the mane

flowing; the tail is bushy, like that of tlie horse
;
the skin

is fine, like that of a horse
;
and the color varies also, like

the horse; tlie legs are stronger, and the hoofs broad and

expanded, like liiose of the horse. In fact, in all these re-

spects, it is a liorse, somewhat modified. The body and

barrel, however, of the hinny, are flat and narrow, in

which it differs from the horse, and resembles its mother,

the ass. Tl;e mule and hinny,” adds Mr Orton, “h.ave

been selected and placeil firat, becau.se they afibrd the.

most cnneluoive evidence, and are the most f miliar

Equally conclusive, although perhaps less striking im-tan

ces, may he drawn from odier sources. Thusit has been

observe.! that wluu tlie bncona, or other sheep, are al-

lowed tOj^reed with common ewes, the cross i.snot a me-

dium betvveen the two breeds, but that the offspring re-

tains, in a great measure, the short and twisted legs ofthe
sire.

Bufion made a cross between the male goat and the ewe *

the resulting hybrid, in all instances, which were many,*
were strongly characteristic of the male parent, more par-
ticularly so in the hair and length of the leg. Curiously
enough, the number of teats, in some of the cases, corres-
ponded with those of the goat.

A cross between a male wolf and a bitch illustrates the
same law; the offspring having a markedly wolfish as-
pect, skin, color, ears and tail. On the other hand, a
cross between the dog and female wolf, afforded animals
much more dog-like in aspect—slouched ears, and even
pied in color. Ifyou look to the descriptions and illus-

trations of these two hybrids, you will perceive at a glance
that the doubt arises to the mind in the case of the first,

“What genus of tins'? whereas, in the case of the
second, “What a curious mongrel dog!"

Among birds, we have the same results, and they afford
the like illustrations to our subject. Those who have had
much to do with pigeons must have perceived that a cross
between a ca-irier cock and a drcigoun hen, is always a
fine bird, and very nearly equal to the carrier; whereas a
cross between a dragoon cock and carrier hen results in
nothing better than a dragoon. Precisely the same may
be observed in the cross between the tumbler and pouter.

“It is curious to observe,” continues Mr. Orton, “that
the proposition I make regarding male influence should
not only have been observed, but distinctly stated in so
many words. Mr. Lloyd says: “The occa-
sionally breed with the black grouse, and the produce are
in Sweden called racktelianen. These partake ofthe lead-
ing characters of both parents, but their size and color
greatly depend upon whether they have been produced
between the capercailli cock and gray hen, or vice versa.
(Yarrel, p. 298 ) The liybrid between the pheasant and
grouse is a striking illustration, sho^ving so clearly its male
parent

;
in almost all respects it is a pheasant, only the

tail is slightly shortened. It may be observed, too, that
the feathered feet of the grouse have disappeared in the off-

spring. (Ibid, p. 309.) Another instance of the same
cross is given, (p 311,) in which the general character-
istics are those of the pheasant

;
and this would have been

still more striking if the tail had not been spread, a liber-
ty, I suspect, either of the artist or the staffer of the speci-
men. The legs, in this instance, are slightly feathered.
Another hybrid is given (p. 313) between the ptarmigan
and the grouse. Although the precise parentage of the
bird is not stated, I am perfectly satisfied that in this case
the grouse has been the male parent, and the tail indicated
this, being somewhat forked and divergent. In your mu-
seum there is an interesting specimen illustrating the same
law, a hybrid between the pheasant and gray hen. In
this case, the produce is pheasant-like in aspect, tail like
the pheasant, but somewhat spread; no appearance of
forking of the tail.

Even in the breeding of fish, the same law has been ob-
served. Sir Anthony Carlisle produced mule fish, by im-
pregnating the spawn of the salmon by means of the male
trout. The results I give in his own words : “These
mules partook of the trout more than the salmon. They
had bright red spots on their sides, but the black color
was shaded downward in bars like the perch. Their
tails were not forked like those of the salmon, as I have
seen them in the Thames skeggers." We thus see in the

case of fish, as in that of animals, the male parent giving
the external characteristics

;
those produced by the male

trout had not forked tails
;

the skeggers, on the other
'land, produced by the male salmon, had forked tails.

—

Jour, of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Difficulty enobles duty.
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BEmE A P0ISC2J.

M. Reynal, of the Veterinary School at Ayort, France,

communicated to the imperial Academy of Medicine, in

May last, the results of investigations upon the poisonous

properties acquired by brine, after a considerable length

of time, in which pork or other meats had been salted or

pickled. Although the nature of the poison is involved

in considerable obscurity, its existence is clearly demon

strated. The poisonous properties are a^uired in two or

three months after the preparation of the brine, and its

use then, mixed with food for any length of time, even

although in small quantities, may produce death. A
simple solution of salt and water, after the same length of

lime, does not produce the same effect. The poison acts

as a local irritant, exciting violent intestinal congestion

and inflamation. It likewise increases the secretion of the

skin and kidneys, and exerts a direct effect upon the ner-

vous system, giving rise t® trembling, loss of sensation,

convulsions, &c. Experiments were tried with it in the

Veterinary School, upon horses, dogs and pigs. As
brine is sometimes used a second time for pickling, and

for other purposes, these facts should be remembered.

A Trout Living in a Well Twenty-Five Years.

—

Mr. F. Hoyt, a correspondent of the Ccmntry Gentleman,

writing from South Fast, New York, Nov. 19th, says:

“Can any one tell how long a trout fish will live

?

Twenty-five years the past summer I came on the farm

where I now am. Almost the first work that I did after

getting in my spring crops was to drain a bog sv/amp,

the outlet of which leads to the Croton River. 1 had an old

Scotchman to do the ditching. One day he brought up a

trout fish about the size of a man’s little finger in his

whisky jug, (by the by, used a little on the farm then, and

not since then.) 1 put it in the well near the house, and

it is there now, grown to a goodly size—say about a foot

long and large in proportion. It has been fed but very

little
;
once in a while some one throws in a grasshopper

or cricket, to see him catch it. The well is thirty leet

deep and watei hard, and settles down nearly to the bot-

tom, and then again rises to near the top. He has been

taken out a lew times to clean the well, but not for the last

five years.

“Friday last, I got a grasshopper, thelastone T expect lo

see this fall, and gave it to him. The water is now 25

feet deep, but it hardly touched the surface before he had

it. Ifany one has a fish older than mine I would like to

know it.”

Snintstic Cconomij nnli

Soup of any kind of ot.d Fowl.— Tiie only \eay in

which they are eatable .—Put tlie fowls in a coop and feed

them moderately for a fortnight; kill one and cleanse it,

cutoff the legs and wings, and separate the breast from

the ribs, which, together with the whole back, must be

thrown away, being too gross and strong for use.

—

l ake the skin and fat from the parts cut off, which are

also gross. Wash the pieces nicely, and put them on

the fire with about pound of bacon, a large onion chop-

ped small, some pepper and salt, a few blades of mace,

a handlul of parsley, cut up very fine, and two quarts of

water, if it be a common fowl or duck—a turkey will re-

quire more water. Boil it gently for three hours, tie up a

small bunch of thyme, and let it boil in it half an hour,

then take it out. Thicken your soup with a large spoon-

ful of butter rubbed into two of flour, the yelks of two
eggs, and half pint ofmilk. Be careful not to let it curdle

in the soup.

Mock Turtle 1>oup of Calf's HEAD--Htive a large

head cleaned nicely without taking off the skin; divide
ihe chn[) from the front of the head

;
take out the tongue,

(^which IS best when sailed); ])iu on the head with a gal-

lon of water; the hock ofa ham or a piece of nice pork;
tour or five onions, thyme, parsley, cloves and nutmeg,
pepper and salt

;
boil all those together until the flesh on

the head is qtii^ lender, then take it up
;
cut all into small

pieces; take the eyes out carel'ully
;
strain the water in

which it was boiled
;
add Jialf a pint of wine and a gill of

mushroom catsup; let it boil .slowly till reduced to two
quarts; thicken it with two spoonfuls of browned flour

1 Libbed into four ounces of butter
;
put the meat in, and

after stewing it a short lime, serve it up. The eyes are a
great delicacy.

Beef Steaks.—The best part of the beef for steaks, ia

the seventh and eighth ribs, the fat and lean are better

mixed, and it is more tender than the rump, if it be kept
long enough; cut the steaks halfan inch thick; beat them
a little

;
have fine clear coals

;
rub the bars of the gridiron

with a cloth dipped in lard before you put it over the

coals, that none may drip to cause a bad smell; put no
salt on till you dish them

;
broil them quick, turning them

frequently
;
the dish must be very hot; put some slices of

onion in it; lay in the steaks
;
sprinkle a little salt, and

pour over them a spoonful of water and one of mushroom
catsup, both made boiling hot; garnish with scraped
horse-radish, and put on a hot dish cover. Everything
must be in readiness, for the great excellence of a beef

steak lies in having it immediately from the gridiron.

To Preserve Chab-Apples.—Take off the stem, and
core them with a pen-knife, without cutting them open;
weigh a pound of white sugar for each pound of prepared
fruit; put a teacup of water to each pound of sugar; put
it over a moderate fire. When the sugar is all dissolved,

and hot, put the apples in, let their boil gently until they
are clear, then skirn them out, and spread them on flai

dishes. Boil the syrup until it is thick; put the apples

in whatever they are to be kept, and when the syrup is

cooled and settled, pour it carefully over the fruit. Slices

of lemon boiled with the fruit may be considered an im-
provement; one lemon is enough for several pounds of
fruit. Crab-Apples may be preserved whole, with only
half an inch of the stem on

;
three quaiters of a pound of

sugar to each pound of fruit.— Godeifs Lady's Back.

Catfish Soup.—An excellent dishfor those who have nci

imbibed a needless prejudice against those deliciov sfish.~
Take two large or four small white catfish that have been
caught in deep water ; cutoff the heads, and skin and
clean the bodies; cut each in three parts; put them in a
pot Avith a pound of lean bacon, a large onion cut up, a
handful of parsley chopped small, some pepper and salt,

pour in a sufficient quantity of water, and slew them till

the fish are quite tender but not broken
;
beat the yelks

of four eggs, and add to them a large spoonful of butter,

two of flour, and half a pint of rich milk; make all these

warm and thicken the soup; takeout the bacon, and pui

some of the fish in your tureen
;
pour in the soup, and

serve it up.

Wheat Bread.—Mrs. Elliot Smith, of Norway, received

a premium at the Agricultural Fair for the best specimen

of Wheat Bread. The following is her process for mak-

ing it

:

“One third of a leaspoonful of dry powdered hop yeast

was soaked in a tea-cupful of milk, twenty minutes, to

this one-sixth of a teaspoonful of dry saleraetus was add-

ed. This was mixed with two-thirds of a quart 'of new
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»milk, and a sufficient quantity of flour was stirred in but

•not moulded. It was then left to rise sufficiently for bak-

ing, when one tablespoonful of solution of salersetus was

well stirred in. It was then baked in a brick oven one

liour and fifteen minutes.”

The Whiskey Remedy.—A negro boy belonging to

Mr. David Long, of Mason county, was lately bitten near

the knee joint by a copper-head snake The leg immedi-

•ately became swollen, and thereupon nearly half a gallon

^ifwhiskey was poured down the boy’s throat, producing

®io intoxication, but he soon recovered from the effects of

the bite. So says the Point Phasant Republican.

To Relieve Choked Cattle.—Mix a spoonful of gun

powder with enough hog’s lard to form a ball the size of

a hen’s egg—open the animal’s mouth, and after pulling

out the tongue lightly, chuck the ball of lard and powder

into the throat, let go the tongue, and the work is done.

I have tried this in two instances, and it produced imme-

•diate relief

—

Exchange.

A Nice little Dish of Beef.—Mince cold roast beef,

fat and lean, very fine
;
add chopped onion, pepper, salt

and a little good gravy
;

fill scollop shells two parts full and

fill them up with potatoes mashed smooth with cream
;

put a piece of butter on the top, and set them in an oven

to brown.

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.

The undersigned respectftxlly informs tiie public generally, that

they have opened an office in the city of Augusta, opposite the

Insm-ance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PUltCHx\SE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND liEAL ESTATE of all descrip-

tions, located in any section of G eorgia, on Commission. Particu-

lar attention will be given to the sale and purchase of Lands in

Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lairds sold, will present theirr with tlie best chain of title they are

in possession of; also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and wishing to sell, will tind this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we recpiire is proper descrip-

tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and terms, and they
will be entered into our general Begistry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only rvlien sales are effected.

Persons wishing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lands,
located in Cherokee, .Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the

• State, will find it to their advantage to favor us with their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRABDEY, WHYTE & Co.
JAMES M. DAVIDSON,

of Woodville, Ga.
GIRARDEY, WHYTE & CO.,

Feb56—tf Augusta, Ga.

COLEMAN’S ‘‘PREMIUM UNDULATORY CORN
AND FLOURING MILLS,”

WITH REAL FRENCH BURR MILE STONE, EACH BURR
IN ONE SOLID BLOCK.

S
EVEN different sizes of these MILLS are manufactured, adapt-
ed to all the different motive powers used or known in milling.

The smallest size of these Mills is (14) fourteen inches in diameter
of Burrs. The largest is thirty-six (36) inches, which size will

grind a greater quantity, in any given time, than any other mill

known. These Mills range, in prices, from ^100 to $500 a piece,

and will grind from 4 to 75 bu.shels to the hour, according to the
diameter of the Burr, power applied and velocity given.
The Mill that took the premium at the late Fair, held at the Crys-

tal Palace, New York, was the smallest size (14 inches) and ground
a bu.shel of Coni into tine meal in less than five minutes.
Those desiring these superier Mills can now be supplied by ad-

dressing the Proprietor, WILLIS P. COLEMAN,
Box C, 186, New Orleans.

Manufactory, City of Jefferson, suburb of New Orleans.
Feb56—tf Yv’'are Room.s^fi Natchez st., N. O.

NEW CHINESE OR JAPAN POTATO
(Dioscorea Batatas vel Japan ica.)

ORDERS are received, and will be filled in rottalon by the subscri-
bers fir this new and valuable esculent. Price, $3 per dozen

.or $20 per 100 tuber.s. Printed description, with directions for its

cultm-e will be furnished to purchasers.

J. M. THORBURN & Co., .Seedsmen, &c.,
Feb56—2t 15 John street, New York.

TREE, SHRUB, HEDGE AND EVERGREEN SEEDS.

A COLLECTION of about 100 varietie.s—
Norway Spruce $1.50 per lb.

Scotch Fir 1.50 “

Evergreen Cypress l.,50
“

Black Austrian Pine 3.00 “

Weymouth Pine 3.00 “

Chinese Arbor Vitse 3.00 “

MAGNOLIA MACROPHYLLA, OSAGE ORANGE, CEDAR
OP LEBANON, &c., &c. J. M. THORBURN & Co.,

Feb56—2t Seedsmen, &c., 15 John st.. New York.

FLOWER SEEDS.
rpHORBURN’SflESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF FLOWER
JL SEED.S for 1856, embracing every desirable variety in cultiva-

tion (1000 sorts) with directions for their culture, will be sent to
applicants enclosing a stamp. Also, Wholesale priced last of th«
above by the quantity for dealers. Also, Catalogue of Tree, Shrub,
Hedge and Evergreen Seeds J. M. THORBURN & Co.,

Seedsmen, Nurserymen, &c.,
Feb56—2t 15 John st.. New York.

THORBURN’S RETAIL CATALOGUE OF VEGET-
ABLE, HERB, GRASS (&c.,) SEEDS,

For 1856, is just published, and will be sent by mail to appli-

cants enclosing a Post Office Stamp. It will be found to con-
tain everything worthy of cultivation, either of established charac-
ter or of recent introduction. Also, DEALERS CATALOGUE
of the above priced in quantity. J. M. THORBURN <fc Co.,

Feb56—2t Seed Merchants, 15 Johnst., New York.

AGENTS WANTED !

!

MAKE MONEY WHEN YOU CAN.
Uj'^HE Subscribers desire to procure the undivided time of an
8 AGENT in every county of the United .States. Efficient and

capable men may make several dollars per day, without risk or
humbuggery of any kind.

I^^^Full particulars of the nature of the business will be given
by addressing the suscriber, and forwarding one Post Office Stamp
to prepay return postage. FUREY <fc Co.,

Feb55—It Philadelphia, Pa.

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALE!
fflHE Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-
8 tive COTTON LAND, in the .Southern country, situated in the

counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part of which is partially improved.
For certainty of crops and durability these lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contiguous, in cultivation,

are yielding an average of seven bales of Cotton per hand, for a,

series ofyears, and eighteen to twentx-five bushels of Corn per acre.

Terms liberal. If desmed, a credit of one to five years will be
given. AVM. W. CHEEVER.

Albany, Ga., March 15, 1855. April55—tf

GREEN’S PURE WHITE WHEAT.

I
HAVE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will
engage to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of

the next crop, to be delivered at the La Grange Depot in good,
sti’ong sacks, containing not more than one bushel unless ordered,
nor less than a half

;
marked with the name of the purchaser and

place of delivery. This Wheat is of the very earliest and whitest,
kind. .Sow any time in November, and cut by the 20th May. It
has been exhibited at four different Fairs, and have obtamed a
premium in every instance. I have already made many engage-
ments for the next sowing at $5 irer bushel." No deliverv no pay.

P. H. GEENE.
La Grange, March 22(f, 1855. Aprils.""—tf

P. D. GATES,
COMMI.SSION MERCHANT,

And dealer in agricultural implements and
MACHINERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

1^""' Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn .Shellers, Reapers, Horse
Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers and
other AgriculturaL Machines. June55—Cly*^
PATENT SELF-SHARPENING STRAW AND

SHUCK CUTTER.S.
TXVE call the attention of Planters to our SELF-,'SHARPENING
Ty STRAW AND SHUCK CUTTERS The only Knife

which will cut .Shucks, Stalks and Straw to perfection, andsharjxen
itself.

_ JOHN & THOMAS A. BONES.
]Sov5o—3t ^

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

For SALE, a few pairs, three to four months old, at $20 per
pail-. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any other—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from

cutaneous eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so
liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, G a.
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FERTILIZERS.

Hitherto the planters of the South have been dependent on
the North for all the artiticial fertilizers they have used. The

New Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city,

with facilities for the manufacture of MANURES second to none’
in the United States, are prepared to fill orders for the following
FERTILIZERS at the same prices charged in Baltimore and New
York:
GROUND BONES.—For Fruit Trees and Grape Vines these

tiVe particularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds applied to an
acre of Oi'dinaiy pine wood land, aided by good, deep plowing, will
produce a crop of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lands.
It is ground both fine and course, and is put up in barrells. The
coarse is li cent per pound—the fine and sifted, 1-1 cent per pound.
Its great durability in the soil renders it the cheapest manure in
use.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizers, composed
of equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every
respect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It

is an established fact that Guano lacks Phosphate of Lime, and,
also, that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air,

which is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal small
constantly emitted by it until its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of Lime, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in

the Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial

of this fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior
oificacy to simple Guano. Three hundred poimds applied to the
acre will show its effects for five j-ears or more, by an annual in-

crease of at least 10 per cent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of

about 200 poimds each, at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated

manure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust,
Gypsum and Sulphate of Iron, each ot which, by itself, is a power-
ful fertilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phos-
phate of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial ef-

fects, to thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may may be used before or after plant-

ing of the crop. A tablespoonfui^rat in each hill of Corn or Cotton,
has been known to increase the yield twenty per. cent. Five hun-
di-ed pounds to an acre of common piney woods land having a clay
subsoil, will enable it to yield as good a crop as any rdinary bottom
land. A single hundred pound applied as a top-di'essing to an acre
•of meadow laud, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To
Horticulturists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees
at any season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta
Baga^Tumips have been raised to the acre, by the application of

300 pounds of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is

necessary for success.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing
about 200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New A’ork, tura-

ieg out o 50,000 ban-els annually, are not able to supply the demand
of the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for this justly
popular manure. It is composed of night-soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50
per ban-el.

Orders by mail or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber,

will receive prompt attention. D. C. LOWBER,
37 Poydrass street, New Orleaes.

VLAND plaster, PERUIVIAN guano and LAND
LIME may also be ordered at the above address.

July5.T—ti

GARDEN, GRASS AND FIELD SEED,

A FULL assortment and large supply of Fresh imported GAR-
DEN SEED, crop of 1855, embracing every variety in gener-

al use. Also, Blue, Herds, Timothy and Orchard GRASS SEEDS

;

Early varieties of Com, Clover and Millet SEEDS, <fcc., (fcc., have
just 'been received, and are offered for sale at very reasonable
prices, 'Wholesale or RetaU.

Orders from any section of the Southern States attended to

promplty.
Catalogus furnished to those who purchase.

Jan55—3t WM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga.

BESSMAN’S GARDEN,
AUGUSTA, GA.

T he Subscriber offers for sale a very choice and rare collection

of Hardy ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, embracing all the tine

old and best new varieties ofEVERBLOOMING ROSES
;
also, an

un-rivalled collection ofEVERGREENS, of every variety; Decidu-
ous Ornamental TREES and PLANTS

;
and a collection of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, unequalled in the South.
All orders promptly attended to, and plants packed to go

any distance in safety. Any information required will be cheer-
jully given. Address J. W. BESSMAN,

Nov55—It Augusta, Ga.

MERINO RAMS FOR SALE.

The Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO
RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have

more Rams I need. They are from two of the best flocks in New
York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from
9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

July55—tf rirdavillc, Burle Ce., Ga.

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL IMPLE-
MENTS !

MECHANICS’ AN* BUILDERS’ MATERIALS, HARDWARE, CUTLBRX,
AND furnishing GOODS.'!

„ WE HAVE now in Store,, and w-ill confhiue
to keep a large asssortment of the most an-
proved AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT^
for Southern use, consisting of Single and Tw*

Horse Turning Plow-s, 15 varieties; Double Michigan, Double
Mould Board and Hill Side Plows

;
Subsoil Plows, several kinds -

Foraian’s Patent Plow-; Cultivators; Harrow.s, 3 kinds; Com
Shellers, 6 kinds

;
Straw Cutters, 10 sizes and kinds

;
Road Scra-

pers
;
Horse Hoes

; Horse Powers and Thresher.s, 5 varieties of
each; Fan Mills; Grain Cradles

;
Grass Scythes and Handles

;
Smut

Machines
;
Bush Hooks

;
Pruning and Hedge Shears

;
Prunning

Saws and Clfisels
;
Sausage Meat Cutters and Stuffers

;
Farmer^

Boilers, for boiling food for Stock; Chums
;
Hay and Garden Rakes;

Hay and Manure Forks
;
Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Grain Scoops

Wheel-Barrows, Field and Garden Rollers
;
Com Planters

;
Scales;

Store, Warehouse and Depot Trucks
;
Well and Horse Buckets;

Pump Chain and fixtures; Rock Salt for stock.
8;3^Wekeep extra POINTS for our Plows, and will fumieh, at

short notice, such parts of Plows and other implements as may b«
wanted to replace broken pieces.
Gentlemen’s and Boy’s TOOL CHESTS complete, Ac.We are, also. Agents for selling the follow- ing articles :—SCOTT’S

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, universally
admitted to be the best Crushers ever invented, and in the use of
which, for feeding stock, a saving of one-third is made, as has been
proved beyond dispute

;
Hoe & Co.’s and Welch & Griffith’s CIRr

CULAR SAWS and SAW GUMMERS ; Steams & Marvin's
celebrated Fire, Powder and Burgular Proof SALAMANDER
SAFES

; ROTARY SMOOTHING IRONS, heated with alcohsl—no family should be without this very useful ai-ticle.

the above are offered for sale at fair and regular prices, ia
connection with our extensive stock of Hardware and Cutlery.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
Nov55—6t Augusta, Ga.

FORMAN’S IRON PLOW STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Right to the above
valuable and popular PLOW STOCK for the counties of Rich-

mond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, Washington, Scriven and EmanueL
are prepared to furnish it to planters at the manufacturer’s prices.

This Stock, which is made entirely of wrought iron, is a Southern
invention and has been sufficiently tried to prove that it runs more
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more thoroughly, clogs less
in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shallow plowing,
holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, far
cheaper than any other stock now in use. Numerous certificates, in
our possession from the most practical and successful planters in
the country, fully sustain us in the above statement. We will have
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates,
with a more minute description ofthe plow, to any person who will
make application.

See, also, the November number of the Southern Cultivator, p.
.345. The above Stock is adapted to six different points or shares—
including every variety which a planter will need from the beginning
to the end of the year. Among them is an admirable one for subsoil-
ing. These shares may be had with the Stock when desired,
though any plantation smith can m-ake them after once seeing them.

Rights for counties, shops, or plantations will be sold on reasonable
terms. Apply at the hardware stores in Augusta, or address

.Tan56—tf I. c. FITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

FOR SALE

!

A SEA ISLAND COTTON PLANTATION, containing 900
acres, 400 of which is cleared and readv for cultivatinn

;
it is

beautifully located on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chat-
ham county, on a bold salt water river, the health of which is un-
questionable, and the facility for manuring with marsh and mud is
unsurpassable, the land lying three sides on the river. The place
is situated 11 miles from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle,
uuder proper cultivation, produces equal to any, in Cora or Sea
Island Cotton. This place is situated eligibly to .supply any quan-
tity of fish and oysters and for stock raising. Price .$3,500. Tenns
accommodating. Apply to S. F. DUPON,

•Savannah, Ga.
Isle of H)pr^ 9, 1855. April5;5 tf
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TOBIN’S GARDEN.

M KS. jane TOBIN would inf im lie pub ic that her Garden

stil kept up, and that no pains or expense will be spared to

keep t' e best slock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.

llai'ins' procu ed the servi.es of Mr. S.sxi)Eus, an experienced

r ovist an I a u^ serynaan, she hopes, by moderate pi ices and strkt

attention, to obtain a > hare of publ c patronage.

AVe are now well stock^-d, and off.rfor sale a va’-iety of EA'ER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, () namentai Flowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everblooming ROSES includ ng the newest; Double

DAHLI-AS, hyacinths, 1 ULBS &c. Also, a col ection > f GREEN
HOUSE PLAN I S, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,

kept in Pots, &c. _ _
FRUIT TREES.- APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-

ES, APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATE.', GRAPES and

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, < f all the best varieties.

13^ Naming, packing, shipping and transpoiting careful’y at-

tended to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tablished in a pot'is mneh better for transpoiting than a plant from

the gr und, whatever may be its size.

The public a e respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-

ticularly in May and October, where we wi 1 be happy to show that

we possess and h.ave f >r sale every article we publish, and more in

reserve not fuPy proven.

When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-

ters. Address JANE TOBIN,
Jan56—tf ^ ugusta, Ga.

NEW “HORSE-POWER” FOR FARMERS AND
MECHANICS

!

THE VERMONT WIND-MILL.
•* Blow winds and crack your cheeks

;
rage blow.”—Aiwtfir Lea/r.

WIND is at once powerful, inexpenssive and blows everywhere.

Just the thing for Farmers and Meehan. cs
;
just the thing for

ft thousand uses; to pind grain, paints, apples; tj turn lathes

p-indstones, scour, polish, cut, saw, in the high lofts of buildings,

over city and country, on meuntains, in villages and on praiiies.

To work on marble, cut sla'e, straw, thresh grain, and pump wtaer

!br railroad stations, for stock, for household u-e, fountains, pond-',

jkc.—to drain land, and to do the wook of millions of muscles every-

where. The VERMONT WIND-MILL will do all this and more. It

will adjust its own sails to the wind, is ample st ong, cheap and dur-

able, beautiful in theory, certain in action. Manufactured by the

Inventor’s Manufacturing Company.
AGENTS WANTED for the sale of this new motive-power.

Town, Country and State Rights for sale. Addre s

FOWLER & WELLS,
JanfG- 2t 808 Broadway, New York.

ROWE S PRIZE CRUSHING MILL.

IMPROVED AND REPATENTED—PRICE GREATLY
REDUCED.

This is the only Mill that can do the work of a farm or plantation,

and for cheapness, siin lici y, durability and efficiency in

varied ai d useful application fir Fanning Minii g and mechanical

purposes it is wholly without competition. T‘- »- 4 Hrrse Mill will

crush and mix tnoroughly bushels of e irs of uns lUcked corn (dry,

of c lur.so,) in each hour < f running time. With this I can pulverize

20 pounds of Straw, ^heaf 0 Rs or Hay. i» nd then throw in Turnip-.-,

Betts, Potatoes, or Pumpkins, and mix the whole perfectly. It

mixes articl s that can mixed in no other way. Two active hands
can gr ind 3 tons of rock plaster, as fine as any mill, in 10 hours.

W’e cruth and sift. Tne same hands and team, in the same time,

can crush lOKi pounds cf bones to a. merchantab e fineness. They
can crush IS bushe s of fresh shell lime, for manure, in each hour of

running time. I can beat any mil! extant crushing bark for tan-

ning. This mill will out last (crushing bushel for bush 1, U'n for ton,

horse-powtv 'or horse power) 2^ of any other mills now known as

Crashers This m il ra-akes a fair article of family mea’. 'ihnmili

fuini.'hes its own horse-p -wer, rrad will be shij ped to < ider for $130
down t ) 4120, according to size—4, 2 and 1 Horse Mills.

For furthei- pa- liculars address the patentee, until the I't Febra-

ary, 1856 at Richmond, Va., after that, at Tampa Bay, Fla. Ihe
patentee guarantees every Mill he or his Agents putsup to perform

»p to the letter of this advertisement, or no sale.

JaS. ROWE, Patentee,

Jan56 2t Tampa Bay, Fla.

“ AUGUSTA SEED STORE.

{Nearly opposite the United States and Glebe Hotels.')

The Subscriber has received and will continue to receive through-

out the season, bis s ock of fresh and genuine GARDEN SEEDS,
erop of 1855. The usual deduction made to Country Merchants.

J. H. SERVICE.

N. B.—GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and Red ONION
SET.-!, White and Red CLOVER, LUCEREE, Kentucky BLUE
GRASS, TIMOTHY, OSAGE ORANGE, &c., &c., and a few Choice
Double HYACINTHS. Jan56—8t

SOU! HERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
may no-w be obtained at this office. Price, ^1.50. Or we

will send it by maO, post-paid at $1.80. Address
WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

TtlE HOR'nCULlURISr AND JOURNAL OF
RURAL ART AND RURAL TASTE.

Commenced by a. j. Dowmng, author of ‘-Lan scape Garvlen-
ing,” “Designs for Cottage Residences,” “Frui's and Pi uit Trees

of America,” “Coun'ry Houses, ’ etc. Edited by J. Jay Smith,
Editor of ihe Ifortti Arnencan Sylva.

This popular publication, which is gradually extending its influ-
ence throughout the country, and is becoming indispensab e to the
tasteful gard‘ ner, ihe f. u 1 culturis', and the floriculturist, will be
continueii under the t d torship of .1. Jay Smith, whose ability and
tas'ei’i ma'tersof country life are highly appreciated liuoughout
the countiy.
The cultivation of the beautiful both in Nature and Art, is justly

esteemed an impo- tant element in education, and commends itself to
t he attention cf all who wish to make tbei dwelling and grounds at-

tractive, and to suriound themselves with those luxuries and adorn-
men-s that sprivgf om the fruitful bosom < f the eaith when culti-

vated by the practical hand. The typographical execution of the
Horticulturist is designed lo be an index to its conten.s—neat,
chaste and elegant. It embraces within its scope

—

I. The Description and Cultivation of Fruit and Fruit Trees—
a subject of vast importance and in which we are already more in-

terested than ar y other people.
II. The Description and Cultivation of Flowers and Flowerkc

Plants and Shrubs, from the most delicate and tender to the most
hardy and robust.

III. To the Delcription and Cui tivation of all Edhile Plants,
which are, or should be, g own in our gardens,

IV. To Gardening AS AN Art of Taste—with Designs for Orna-
mental or La- dscape Gardening.

V, To Rural Architecture—embracingDeBigns for Rural Cottages
and Villas, Farm Houses, Lodges, Gates, Vineries, Ice Houses, &c.
VI To Arboriculture—or the Planting and Culture of Forest and

Ornamental Trees.
VII. 'I o Botany and Entomology—bo far as these branches are

connected with the general snlyects to which the work is specially de-
voted
The extpnd<?d and valuable correspondence of the HorticuUuri^

presents the experience of the most i^-telligent cultivators in Ameri-
ca; the superior illustrations, and the instructive and agreeable
articles from the pens of the editor and contributors, make it eagei ly
sought aft'r by even the general reader interesied in country life.

To all persons alive to the improvem< nt of their gardens, orchards,
or country seats—'o scientific and practical cultivators of the soil

—

to nurserymen and commercial gardeners, this journal, giving the
latest discoveries and improvements, experiments and acquisitions
in Horticultuie and those branches ofknowle 'ge connected with it,

will be invaluable.
Anew voInme(nth year) commences with the Janua'-y number

for 1856; and it will be the constant aim i f the editor and the pub-
lisher, by every means in their power, *o rerder it still more worthy,by
every practicable improvement, of the liberal patronage it is receiving.
The work is issued on the first of each month, in the be-t sti !e of

the ! eriodical press, e cb number coi taining 48 pages, embellished
with a frontisp eceand sever-.l otherorig nal and well-executed en-
gravings. At the end f the year it will make a v lume of six hun-
dred pages, beautifully illustrated with over 100 engravings, many of
them dra Tilings of fruits and fl wers from nature. These volumes, if

t'lken for a number of years, will make a valuable Encyclopedia of
H 'iticultu al Literature.

Terms—Two dollars a year—Four copies for Six dollars, payable
in advance.

.An I'dition is published with plates, colored in the best style of the
art—Price, Five Dollars.

|^"A11 subscriptions must be addressed the Agents, or to

ROBERT PEARSALL SMITH,
Jan56— ff I'^’and 19 Minor st., Pliiladelpbia, Pa,

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

C M SAXTON & CO., New York have just published, and will

e send i', free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK ; a Treatise on tha
Management of H oses, in relation to Stabling, Grooinmg. Feeding,
Watering, and Working, by Jolui Stewart, A’eterinary Surge' n, and
Professor of Vet<u-inary Medicines in the Ander^on^an University,
Hlasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting i-' to Amcican Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Edi or of ihe American Agriculturisi^
illustrated with numerous engr vings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. I.—Stabling, Const uction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

’ ppendages of Stables.

Chap. U.—Stable Operatir^ns, Stable Men, Groi'ming Operations
of I'ec rrat'oii. Management of 'he Feet, Cperatii ns n the Stable.

Chap. III.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.

Chap. IV.—Warmth.
Chap. V.—Food— Articles of, Composition of, Prepara'ion of. As-

similation of. Indigestion < f- Principles of Feeding, Practice of Feed-
ing. Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. VI.—Water.
Chap. VIL—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of

Muscular Exertion. Preparation for Fast Work, Treatment after

Work, Accidents of Work, Repose.
Chap. VIII. - Management of Diseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice th“ Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange the whole subject into divisiona

which will render every part of it easily understood, and easily re-
ferri^d to • y ev^ry one.”

—

Author's Preface
THE HORSE’S FOOT, AND HOW TO KFEP IT SOU>D, with

illusrtatior s, by William Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Jan56—tf Agricultural Book Publishers, New York.
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FRUITLAND NURSERY.
TEN THOUSAND CHOICE TREES!

rf'HE Subscriber offers for Fall and Winter plannting (1855-6)

I the following desirable TREES, SHRUBS, VINES, &c.:

APPLES.—A select list of early, medium and late varieties,

including many of the new and superior Southern Seedlings, here-

fcofore descripted in the Sovthem Cultivator. 25 cents each
;
$20

per hundred.
PEARS.—Dwarfs and Standards many choice varieties. 50

cents each ; $40 per hundred. Extra large trees, $1.

PEACHES.—A succession from June till October, including

many native Seedlings. 25 cents each ; $20 per hundred.

APRICOTS, NECTARINES, PLUMS AND CHERRIES, of

tire best varieties. 50 cents each
; $40 per hundred.

FIGS.—Several choice varieties, including the Celestial, Alicant,

Black Genoa, See., Sec., 50 cents each.

GRAPES.—The genuine Catawba, from Axt's vineyards
;
also

Weller’s Scappernong, Sec. 50 cents each; $30 per hundred.

QUINCES.—The Orange variety, vrell rooted and strong plants,

at 25 cents.

STRAWBERRIES.—More than thirty Premium varieties, in-

cluding all the most desirable. (See separate advertisement of

select sorts, in present number. ( Prices, 50 cents per dozen, or from
$1 to $3 per hundi-ed.

BLACKBERRIES.—The genuine New Rochelle or “Seacor’s

Mammoth.” Berries of extra size and flavor. Well rooted plants

at 50 cents each.

POMEGRANATES.—The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and
30 cents each, according to size.

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FOR HEDGING.—A large

quantity of vigorous plants, of 1 and 2 years growth, at $5 to $8 per
l&ousand.
OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW.-—Cuttings of the famous

Severidgii at $10 per thousand, or $2 per single hundred. Also,

ahe Vimmalis, at $5 per thousand, or $1 per hundred.

Orders will also be received for choice ROSES, ORNA-
MENTAL iSHRUBS and TREES, EVERGREENS, VINES,
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.. Sec.

*^* The various Railroads diverging in almost every direction

from Augusta, atfords ample facilities for shipping to any part of the

South. Trees will be carefully packed and forwarded by express
«r othenvise, with safety and despatch.

IjtFrom middle of October until first of February is, the proper
time for transplanting—the earlier in the whiter the better. Pur-

chasers will be furnished with such (printed) directions for the

planting and management of Trees, &c., as will (if strictly followed)

&isure success. Address D. REDMOND.
Oct55—tf Augusta, Ga.

EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF SELECTED ROSES
AND SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the am-ateurs of Roses
• that he has now a superb collection of new and rare varieties,

which he will be happy to supply to such as may desire them. His
prices to Nurserymen will be as low- as those of any Nursery at the
North, and his Rose Bushes will be generally of a larger size. He
has, also, made recent additions to his stock of FRUIT TREES,
and can now supply fine sorts of the following varieties :—Apples,
Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Soft Shelled Almonds, English 'Wallnuts and Hazelnuts.
Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camella Japonica,

Orange and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardly Flowering ond Orna-
mental Shrubs. Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful
DAHLIAS.

Orders from the country' will be promptly attended to, and
Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and dfrected.

*:„* Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent (gratis) to all

post-paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE,
Nov55—tf

DOWNING HILL NURSERY.
fT'' HIS establishment ba.s been greatly enlarged during the past

X season, and now embraces one of the largest and best collec-

fcion ofFRUIT TREES, VINES, &c., in the South. It is the de-

termination of the proprietors (and thej' are now preparing) to ex-
tend their operations so as to compete, in extent, quantity and varie-

ty, with a.ny Nni'sery in the whole country; and they sincerely

hope that the Southern country will patronize, with a fair liberal-

ity, this useful and necessary branch of industry, and not give the
preference to Northern Nurseries, as has hitherto been the custom.
\Ve have on hand a very large stock of TREES, consistmg of 150

varieties of Apples, including 75 Southern varieties
;
91 of Pears

;

25 of Plums; 20 of Chen-ies; 12 of Nectarines; Almonds, Figs,
Raspben-ies, Mulberies, Pomegranates, Grapes, Qumces and Straw-
beiTies

;
a fine and large collection of Roses on their own roots, to-

gether with a few choice Greenhouse and Evergreen PLANTS;
SHRUBERRY, Sec., Sec.

This being one of the finest localities in the South for the propa-
gation and raising of Fniit Trees, combined with its shipping facili-

ties, enabling us to send packages to every part of the country,
renders it a desirable point from which to order them. The greatest
care and diligence will, at all times, be observed to please and satisfy

those who will be kind enough to oblige us with tlxeir orders.

Descriptive Catalogues on application.

W. H. THURMOND Se Co.,

Nov55—tf Atlanta, (Jew

TROUP HILL NURSERY, MACON, GA.
frtHE Subscriber offers for sale a fine assortment of grafted

X FRUIT TREES of superior quality, comprising all the best
new Southern varieties.

The collection of Everblooming ROSES, is unrivalled in the
South. Further—30 new varieties of CHYRS ANTHEMUMS

; 5f
varieties of VERBENAS, the best on both sides of the Atlantic;
DAHLIAS, EVERGREENS, &c., &c. Address

ROBERT NELSON,
Nov55—tf Macon, Ga

75,000 FRUIT TREES

OF Southern growth and perfectly adapted to this climate, are
now offered for sale at the MISSISSIPPI NURSERIES. Per-

sons in want of superior FRUIT TREES at moderate prices would
do well to send in their orders early. We can supply the Apple in
480 varieties from 1 to 4 years old ;

the Pear in 450 vaaieties, both.

Standard and Dwarf, from 1 to 3 years old
;
the Peach in 100 varie-

ties, from 1 to 3 years old, and other fruits in all the best varieties*

The celebrated Southern Seedling APPLES and new European
PEARS can be supplied in limited quantities.

Priced Cat^ogues sent to all applicants, and all order*
prompty attended to. Addi'ess C. M. SWASEY Se Co.,

Oct55—6t Yazoo City, Misa,

SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

The attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call-

ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in.

use. In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only
necessary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold
for $55, all complete ready for attaching the horse.

No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL Se BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, (4a.

Augu.?ta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one of ScoTT’s Little Giant Corn and
Cob Mills. No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it pei-forms to my
entire satisfaction. It was waiTanted to grind 20 bushels per hour,
but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a ha,lf, or equal to

231 bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100
bushels of Com per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of
Com with the. Cob, where I formerly fed 300. I consider it decid-
edly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and if 1 could not re-

place mine 1 would not sell it for $500.
I. D. MATTHEWS,

July55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibusee.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Airive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at W

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. 51. and 3 P. 51.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent
Julylitk, 1855.

.
Ang.55—If

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For sale, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
lNov55—tfj R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.



CONTENTS OF FEBSUASY KUSiBEK.

PLANTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELLANY.
Work for the Month Page
Preparation and Cultivation of Landfor Corn—a “big crop."’

“

Taking from the Soil without making returns “

Fodder Pulling and Hay Making “

Some Potatoes “

White Worms in Horses—Inqrriry Answmred “

Worms in Horses—A Cure “

Address, delivered before the Colaparchee Agricultural So-

ciety

African and Chinese Sugar Cane
Grape Cultiu’e and Wine Making “

The Rescue Gi’ass. “

Cleaning Rice—Garget in Cows—Mulberries “

Spaying Cows ' “

Improved Wire Netting Pence (illustrated) “

Bloody Murrain in Cattle “

Mulching Fruit Trees “

A Concise Tabular Statement, showing the distance requir-

ed for planting] or sowing various quantities of wheat
Grain “

Dourah Corn, or Egyptian Millet “

Mexican Wild Potatoes—Poland Oats, &c “

Milk from Spayed Cows “

Dropsy—A Remedy “

Topping Cotton—Five years Experience “

Bots or Grubs in Horses “

A new way to Sharpen Edge-Tools “

Gin Stands and Grist Mills “

Cultivator—Horse Hoe Bots in Horses—Buck-Eye for

Piles, &c “

House for Drying Fruit “

Camels in the United States “

Plowing Corn—Breaking Roots “

Sweet Potatoes—A Poor Crop in Texas “

OUapodria—Matters and Things “

Scours in Colts—Murrain, &c “

Agricultural Enterprise “

Influence of Parents on Progeny “

Brine a Poison “

A Trout living in a wmll 25 years “

Packing Household Articles “

EDITORIAL.
Answers to Correspondents Page
Premiums—Books and Fruit Trees “

Planting Com—Deep Plowing “

Seeds, Fruit Scions, Ac “

Protecting Plants from Frost and Sun “

Curing Bacon Hams—a good recipe “

The Season “

New Pajjer “

Georgia Land Office “

Hildreth’s Gang Plow “

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Roses for the Soirth Page
Hedges—Ornamental and Defensive “

The Warren Grape “

Fruits and Flowers (poetry) “

New Southern Ornamental Plant “

The Warren and Herbemont Gra,pcs “

Value of the Apple—Southern Seedling “

How to make a Hot Bed “

Root Grafting “

DOMESTIC ECONOMY, &.C.

Soup of any kind of old Fowl Page
Mock Turtle Soup of Calfs Head “

Beef Steaks “

To Preserve Crab-Apples “

Cat-fish Soixp “

Wheat Bread “

The Whisky Remedy “

To Relieve Choked Cattle “

A Nice little Dish of Beef “

ILLUSTRATION.
Improved Wire Netting Fence Page 48

COTTON SEED.

I
AAD bushels prolific POMEGRANATE, very pure, for

gUl/'* Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or forwarded to cash

orders, in sacks for fifty cents per sack extra. Also. CROWDER
COTTON SEED, equally pure and productive, an early opener, grow-
ing and making till late. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

.Jan56—tf Yazoo City, Miss.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardware, cutlery, and agricul-
tural IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, also, Agents for the following articles SALAMAN-
DER SAFES, made by Stearns & Marvin, New York

; LITTLE
GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS

;
Indian Rubber BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; AT-
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER

;
CIRCULAR SAWS, made

by Hoe & Go., and Welch &. Griffith’s HORSE POWERS
; FAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

AprilSS C]> Augusta, Ga.

1856 ! 1056!
SOUTeSEN CULTIVATOR,

A ^OUMNAIi,
DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK

BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
FARM ECONOMY, &C.

Illustrated with S^umerous Engravings.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

Tlie Foiirteentli Ychisne, wntii many new and valtiable
iiiiproveiiients, commences in

Jannary, 185<i.

The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two pages,
forming a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely
to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the
general rural interests of the South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-growing States. Its
Editors are men of experience in their respective departments,
and it is well tilled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from the most intelligent and practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $l I Twenty-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

J
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the ca^h
accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk-

Advertisements
Inserted at ONE Dollar per sqnai-e of twelve lines, each insertion

;

One square, per annum, Ten Dollars.
Address WM. S. JONES, Au^sta, Ga.

{^p^’Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

PREMIUM STRAWBERRY PLANTS!
NOW IS THE TIME I !

Thirty Premium varieties, including such choice kinds aa
HOVEY’S SEEDLING, LONGWORTHS PROLIFIC, Mc-

AVOYS’ SUPERIOR, BLACK PRINCE, CRESCENT SEED-
LING, CRIMSON CONE, &,c., may be obtained in large or small
quantities from the subscriber. Plants properly set out in Novem-
ber or December, will bear abundant crops of fruit the following
spring. See November (1855) number of the Southern Cultivator
for full directions, which will be furnished to all purchasers. Price
of Plants 50 cents per dozen, or from $1 to $3 per hundred. The
plants can be packed so as to go almost any distance in peiTect con-
dition. All varieties wairanted true to name, and orders promptly
attended to. Address D. REDMOND,

Nov55—tf. Augusta, Ga.

ROCHESTER CUTTING KNIVES.

OF all the many CUTTING KNIVES ever invented, the best
can now be seen at bur Store. It will cut anything from Oat

Straw to Hickory Sticks, easily and very fast.

Jau56—3t CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

DEVON GRADE HEIFER FOR SALE.

SEVERAL GRADE or HALF DEVON HEIFERS, of various
ages, from excellent Milkhig Cows, and sued by the prize Bull,

“Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published in September number
(1853) of Southern Cultivator. For particulars of price. &c., ad-
di’ess D. REDMOND,

Nov55—tf Augusta, Ga.

E. McCreery,
I

R. M. Hooke,
Charleston.

|
Chattanooga.

McCREERY & HOOKE,

(
^OTTON FACTORS, COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
J MERCHANTS, Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, S. C.

' 13^ Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the Receiving and Forwarding of Freight, and to
filling of orders in this market. Feb55—Cly

HOVEY’S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
ri^EN THOUSAND STRAWBERRY PLANTS, one year old

_L warranted to bear next spring, if planted according to the
directions, which will he furnished. Printed directions for their
culture will be sent with the plants when ordered. Orders from the
country solited. Price, $2 per hundi’ed. WM. HAINES,

Nov55—tf Broad st., Augusta, Ga.

J. M. NEWBY,
(AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.)

UNDER THE UNITED STATES HOTEL,

Have just received the largest and choicest lot of fine CLOTH-
ING they have ever ofi'ered to their customers and the public.

Those in want of the newest styles of goods arc invited to call and
look at them. Also, a fine lot of Boys’ and Youths’ CLOTHING.

Nov55—3t
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—(MARCH.)

THE PLANTATION.
Provision Crops and Provender.—We can give ouv

readers no better counsel than to put in as soon as the

season will allow, an abundant supply of Corn, Irish and

Sweet Potatoes, Spring Oats, early Cow Peas, Millet,

Doura and common Corn (broadcast and in the drill, for

fodder) Lucerne in drill, &c., &c.

In preparing for your regular Corn crop, do not forget

our suggestions in February number, page 56. Plow or

subsoil your land 10 or 12 inches deep (15 inches would

far better!) manure heavily and plant early. Do not lose

a moment after the danger of late frost is over.

As soon as you have finished the planting of Corn and

other provision crops, prepare for respecting which

see various articles in present and former numbers.

Sweet Potatoes should now be bedded out and certain

provision made for an abundant supply of “draws.” No
crop cultivated in the South is more worthy of attention

than the Sweet Potato. It is one of the most valuable

crops for man or beast, and no planter should fail to have

full “banks” at the setting in of winter, even if he does

not make a “big crop” of Cotton. The Hayti (white)

Yams, the Yellovj Yarns, and the large Red Negro

Killers" (so called) are all fine and productive varieties.

Irish Potatoes should be planted in drills 3 feet apart,

and covered with a thick layer of pine-straw or leaves, as

heretofore directed.

Millet and Doura Corn should also be sown plentifully

during the present and the next two months. Also, Lu-
cerne, or “Chillian Clover.” We prefer the drill system— i

land deep and rich—for these crops.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
If you have over- wintered Cabbage plants, set them out

now. Sow more Cabbage seed to head in the summer.

Flat Dutch is the best. Thin out Turnips as soon as they

have four leaves, and sow more Turnip seed; Early

White Dutch and Red Topped Dutch are the best for

spring use. If you did not sow Onion seed (black) last

month, do it at once; they will come into use in the latter

part of the summer, when all that were raised from setts

or buttons are gone. Ifyou did sow Black Onion seed in

September, it can now be transplanted. Sow Carrots^

Beets, (“Extra Early” is the finest) Parsnips, Salsafv,

Lettuce, Radishes, Thyme, Parsley and Rape (for early

greens). Plant all in rows 15 inches apart. Sow, also,

a little spot with Celery and protect them from the sun.

When Cherry trees are in bloom plant Snap Beans-, and

when Apple trees are in flower plant Squo.shes (Scallop

Squash is the best) in hills 3 feet apart
;
also, Cucumbers

and Muskmelons 6 feet apart
;
the Nutmeg and Citron

Melons are very fine and the earliest
;
Beechwood Alelon

is very superior, but a little later. All vines are greatly

benefitted by guano or poultry manure. At the same
time, also, sow Okra, Tomatoes snd Egg Plants. Hill up

Rhubarb. Aspo.ragus will now begin to sprout
;
don’t

suffer any to run up to seed, but cut all down.

Plant a full crop of English Peas, as heretore directed.

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN.
If you have not finished pruning your orchard, do it at

once, omitting only such trees as are growing too luxuri-

antly for to bear. Such ought not to be prunned until the

leaves are pretty well sprouted. By thi.s method, such

trees will get checked and go to bearing
;
should, how-

ever, this late pruning not be sufficient, give them another

severe pruning in the middle of July; that will prove

satisfactory.

As soon as the trees are beginning to bloom, hang up a

number ofwide-mouthed bottles, half filled with molasses-

water, in your trees—you will catch a great number of

insects and thus prevent them from doing injury to your

fruit.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Propagate Dahlias as soon as you can see the sprouts

or buds; with a sharp knife split the stem light through,

leaving a piece of the stem and one or two buds to each

piece
;
plant them so deep as to be covered with at least

4 inches of soil. Tie up all your flowering plants to stakes;

the wood of the China tree, when splintered out, furnish

the best and most durable stakes where Cypress cannot be

had.
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COTTON CULTURE-SOME SUGGESTIONS TO PLANT-
ERS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—With the wind in the

Northwest, and the earth covered with snow, sleet having

covered the earth and trees on the evening ofthe 10th, no

work on hand, but “keep up the fires,” I have employed

the day in writing and reading.

Ithought ofwriting an article for the Patent Office Report,

on the culture of Cotton, and to press ray views on the agri-

cultural public, but the Report not coming out in time for

this year, and with only extracts, I conclude to beg your

indulgence, as your paper has, I believe, the next most

extended circulation, I also beg that you will mark the

article and forward it to the Patent Office.

I only beg my planting brethren will try the project on

an acre, report fairly, for or against, and try three years.

If I am wrong, not much harm is done
;

if right, then good

will result. I ask “Broomsedge,” “Coke,” and others of

my personal friends to try, and fear not.

I am no inventor, though perhaps an innovator
;

if I

have come to conclusions warranting me in proposing a

change, it is the result of accident, no smartness in it,

at all.

My proposal is simply, plant rows closer and leave

stalks closer; on general quality of land throw up higher

beds. In 1842 or 1843, I had left a part of my crops

without the second thinning, for some reason I now forget.

An experienced planter, of some 60 years of age, advised

me to take out every other stalk, saying I would not make
half a crop. About 1st of August I examined closely,

counting bolls, forms and squares, and thought if I made
no more than each stalk then had, that I would be certain

ofa crop, sol “let her rip,” to use a vulgar expression.

The consequence—the best crop the land ever produced,

before or since. I have followed this plan, to some ex-

tent, ever since. Not leaving as much, I admit, but be-

cause my overseers have not the nerve.

This year I am determined to try it on every variety of

land what can be done, in confirmation or against.

In a conversation with my friend, Dr. Wm. L. Balfour,
of Madison county, one of the largest per hand planters in

these United States, I find he places his success principal-

ly to close planting—on his swamp (river) lands, Yazoo
and Madi'on, whether the richest or the thinnest, he

plants. He uses 8 inch hoes and passes the hoe through

once, on thin lands; on rich lands, twice—thus leaving

stalks, say, about 10 and 20 inches apart. I do not re-

member the distance of rows, but this depends on land.

The idea is to have stalks enough to insure a crop of bolls

by the time the cotton should meet in the row, say by the

middle of July. If the season be unfavorable, the latter

crop is best any how; if favorable, so much more is made.

Dr. B. makes 12 to 20 bales per hand on his river planta-

tion. This may be doubted, but the documents can be

produced. If beds be thrown up well, the weed does not

grow so tall and sets its fruit closer, and thus will bear

crowding. Shading land earlier prevents evaporation,

and the burning up of the soil, and thus will the land wear
longer.

My desire two years ago, was to leave the usual dis-

tance, but double stand (2 stalks) and so directed my
overseer to do, for 1 to 5 acres. This I will try the pi’e-

sent year, as well as single stalks and double stand. Our
friend — seems to fear over production, which I

do not. Let us get to a full crop as early as possible

—

4,000,000 bales—it will be our salvation. Land now
making 500, 600 and 700 pounds of raw cotton will be
turned to grain and grass

;
more money will be made

;

the South more independent, and the cotton region more

in a body. Besides, if we can make what we can gather,

say six bales of nice cotton, why not do so from five to

eight acres, with two or four acres in grain'?

If I am right, and only one acre in cotton be saved, a

good will be done that will equal millions of dollars. I

ask a trial. I ask none to try a new hypothesis, or a

speculation. This is not either
;
but the result of my ex-

perience, which I have often referred to.

Yours with respect, M. W. Philips.

Edwards, Miss., Jan., 1856.

P. S.—I have made this year 1300 pounds per acre on
80 acres, where rows are, I think myself, too close, where-
as on other land of same character with usual distance,

not over 700 pounds, but in part due to the rot.

DEEP PLOWING-APPLICATION OF MANURE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—1 had stopped taking

the Cultivator for several years, because I become too

feeble in health to read and profit by it, I commence

again with your 14th volume. I have never written for

your paper, and I now do so more to receive than to give

information. I have been farming, and mixing little else

with it, for fifty years; and though I profess to have dealt

a little in science and theories, I have always profited more

by experimental facts than by any discoveries from pursu-

ing beautiful theories or scientific researches. In this

connection, I would remark that my experience is at

variance (on the subject of general deep plowing) with

your doctrine of plowing deep, and frequently urged with-

out limitation.

When I have plowed thin-soil-land deep (particularly if

by a turning plow) I thought that I invariably impover-

ished—almost ruined it forever. Hence, I have conclud-

ed that thin and, perhaps all land should be turned over

only as deep as its own soil. That subsoils may be
broke (made loose) profitably, I think is true

;
but it

should be done by the subsoil plow—never turning it

over.

Now, what I desire to knov/ of the Editors is, whether
their doctrine of universal profit, by deep plowing is

made up of any mixture of experience with theory and
philosophy. Will they present to patrons that my no-

tion, from experience, is a mistaken one; that soils are

not to be turned at all, or if turned, not to be mixed with

the subsoil; that soils are to be kept on the top; that

they are impoverished in proportion to their admixture

with subsoils I

Again, our Editors urge that in applying manures to

our lands, “we should turn them under, and no matter

how deep”

Here my experience is at war also. I think I have been

most successful in the application of manures on the Lop

ofthe land, not below the soil of the land. In favor of my
position, here I may remark, that, as the Almighty has

made the richest parts of all lands on the top, it -would

seem reasonable for man, when adding manures, to place

them on the top, where God has made the richest part of

the formation. Perhaps, if thei'e is either science or

chemistry in my positions here held, it belongs to the

greater affinity of the atmosphere with the very top—the

richest and most pulverizable parts of all soils or lands.

We HOW have two very important facts before us, which
farmers must know or practice in the dark :

1st. He should know whether any soil can be made bet-

ter by turning it umder deep, and mixing it with the sub-

soil.

2nd. Whether manures should be turned under deep

when applied to our lands, or left on the top to be incor-

porated with the top soil in reach of atmosphere.
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I know the beauty of theory is, that manures, exposed

to atmosphere, are exhausted thereby—carried off, &c.,

—

and yet I have found manure placed on the top (instead

of being turned in deep) most profitable in production. I

call on Southern planters particularly, to say whether they

have not found ‘‘cotton seed,” on the very top, to be the

most profitable application. The philosophy of all this, I

grant, I do not satisfactorily see, any more than 1 can per-

ceive how, “that, by planting corn in drills, and cvUing

the roots on all sides, by plowing \lboth ways (like hilling

it) makes the crops more abundant than the drill cultiva-

tion. Yet, all will agree, I think, that experienced farm-

ers only plant in the drill to prevent lands from washing.

I desire here to elicit remarks from the Editors, as well as

from any of the farmers writing for your excellent medium
of useful information on these very important subjects

;
I

am, though, an old man, still in the dark—practicing in

uncertainties—and I can confidently say to the Editors

that they can never out-live the use and need of their

labors; that both science and experience have only began;

just progressing in their discoveries; nothing ended, nor

endAng. The task before them is comparable to doctors

of medicine, who, though professing to be learned in the

science, are still taking periodicals (often the experience

of centuries) to learn (if perchance they may) some more

successful practice comporting more with the great beauties

and truths of theory and science.

In the most respectful manner I submit the above to the

consideration of the Editors, and, having, really, a deep

sense of their perseverance and great usefulness in our

farming progress, hope to hear from them on questions

upon which I do not pretend to be morftaptto have taken

the right than the wrong side. W. R.

CiUlodon, Ga., Jan., 185G.

Remarks.—Theory in agriculture is of no value unlesg

it goes hand in hand with practice. We have alway

been the advocates of deep plowing, and will forever be so,

because we have seen in our own practical experiments

the great advantages derived from it; and having for years

devoted our particular attention to this important theme,

we have had a good deal of experience. We will try to

answer the above questions of our esteemed correspon-

dent according to the best of our knowledge.

All roots have a tendency to grow downward in search

of nourishment, and thus it is a, jmori evident, that the

more liberty we give them the better the plants will thrive.

In fact, by working the soil deeply, we enable the roots

to roam where they will always find it moist and cool. It

cannot, of course, be denied, that the surface (being com-

posed ofmany vegetable substances, and improved by the

;

ammonia and carbon of air and rain) in general contains

I

more nourishment for the roots than the subsoil, but for

I this very reason we prefer to have it turned under and

mixed with the subsoil, in order that the plants may de-

j

rive the full benejit thererf. We have known poor piney-

i

woods land to be deeply worked, the surface being com-

pletely mixed with the subsoil, and have seen the most

surprising results.

It is an undisputable fact that many of tbs fertilizing

' constituents in manure are of so volatile a nature, that they

rise and escape. If deeply mixed with the soil these con-

stituents will, in a more or less degree, become fixed in

the soil
;
they not only serve as nourishment to the roots

at a depth where the salts will easily become disolved by-

moisture, but the fertiiisiing gasses will rise through the

soil, which covers the manure, impregnating and fertiliz-

ing it in a vast degree. We have often seen land so com-

pletely worn out that it would not produce anything but

“poverty grass and broomsedge,” worked to the depth

of two feet, deeply turning under the surface together with

a coat of manure. The operation was ridiculed by many
farmers who believed in the old “scratching” system, but

the results were amply sufficient to convince the most in-

credulous of them
;
for during a severe drouth it produced

as fine a crop as we ever could wish
;
and those very

men who ridiculed the work were the first to adopt the

same plan. We hold that manure is never worked in toa

deeply.

“The Almighty made the richest parts of all land on

the top,” our correspondent says. He did so
;
but He

also said : “In the sweat of thy brow thou shalt eat thy

bread;” and and in the alluvial soil of the swamps He
showed us how much more fertile the lands were, when

made rich for many feet in depth.

Our correspondent is in favor of “top-dressing.” We
must decidedly call it a “manure-wasting” method. We
admit that a small quantity of the fertilizing constituents

of the manure applied as top-dressing is washed down to

the roots by rains, but by far the best portion is evaporat-

ed and wasted.

That plants do grow vigorously by top-dressing,

is greatly to be attributed to the fact that such manure as,

for instance, cotton seed, also operates as a mulching, the

value of which is inestimable in our Sunny South, though

not yet fully appreciated. For that purpose however, less

valuable materials than manure ought to be applied, and

the manure itself put deep into the ground.

What our correspondent says about cutting the roots

of corn on all sides, is, we think, in favor of our doctrine

of working the soil deeply, and we think it may be illus-

trated by an experiment we once made.

We plowed a piece of sandy land fifteen inches deep,

planted it in corn and cultivated shallow between the row's

merely keeping it free from weeds, and disturbing but a

few of the roots. Next to it we plowed a similar piece of

land shallow, (4 inches deep) and cultivated deeply be-

tween the rows of corn. As the roots, on account

of the shallow plowing, spread widely over the surface,

a great many of them were broken by the plow
;
but as

this injury only was partial, it operated like a pruning,

and caused the plants to throw out a great many more

roots, which, allured by the deeper plowed land between

the rows, struck deeper than before; the corn conse-

quently soon recovered from its check. Thus, though the

second experiment gave a very good result, still the crop

of the former was far superior to the latter, and the

difference between the two crops was so marked as not to

leave room for any dispute whatever; every one being

clearly enabled to see for himself the advantages of deep

plowing.

With all due respect for our highly esteemed correspon-

'dent, we cannot possibly give up our avowed doc-

trine of vwrking the soil deeply, as it is not only based on
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science, but has given the most convincing results in our

own practical experiments.

In fact, we hold that if once properly and impartially

tried, it will never be given up again.—

E

ds, So. Cult.

PBEPABATION OF LAND, AND CULTIVATION OF
COEN.

Dr. Cloud—Dear Sir:—Allow me to make you a very

polite bow, for “cordial welcoiiie of a ‘A Rustic’ to the

columns of the American Cotton Planter;^' and permit

me, further, to thank you for your commendation of my
plan of rotation. It is truly gratifying to know that the

simple plan I have adopted for the preservation of my
land, meets with the approval of one so well qualified as

yourself to express an opinion in such matters. It en-

courages me to persevere and redouble my efforts
;
and,

with the approving smiles of Providence, I hope, in ten

years, to be able to show a little farm as productive as in

its virgin state, worth double its original cost, and having

produced a remunerative crop every year for that space of

time. In my former communication, I promised you a

detailed statement of my mode of preparing land, planting

and cultivating special crops. I now seat myself to fulfil

that promise, and (although out of season) will first com-

mence with Corn.

You will bear in mind that my plan of rotation is never

to plant corn on land two years in succession
;

it invari-

ably follows cotton. The method I have adopted, as pre-

senting fewer objectionable features than any other I have

ever tried—taking into consideration the nature and

character of the soil, climate, latitude, &c,— is this: After

having threshed down all the cotton stalks, breaking them

to pieces as much as is possible, with stout, heavy sticks,

I start long, narrow and nearly square-pointed bull-tongue

plows to running in the old water furrow, between the

cotton beds, running three times in each old water furrow,

breaking the ground for a space of 12 to 15 inches, and 6

to 8 inches deep, very effectually. After finishing the

field in this manner, it is then crossed at right angles, 3

feet apart, and the corn is dropped in the intersections of

the furrows, 5 or 6 grains in the hill, and is covered by

throwing 2 furrows upon it, one from each side. As
soon as the field is planted, the middles of the rows are

broken out with the same long and narrow bull tongue

plows, and a wooden-toothed harrow run over the beds to

clear it ofclods and level the ground. My corn is usually

planted from the 1st to the 15th of March, the distance it

stands apart in row and drill is 4 by 3 feet, one stalk in a

hill. When the corn is up to a pretty good stand, the

bull-tongues are started to running around it the narrow

way—and alter finishing the field, turn back and run

around it the wide way. Both these runnings round are

done close to the corn and deep. In 10 or 12 days, my
bull-tongues are again started, this time running 4 furrows

in a row, and still close to the eorn, the hoes following,

cutting up any weeds or grass that the plows could not

reach, and bringing the corn to a stand. If, in the course

of 10 or 12 days, the ground should become packed by a

heavy fall of rain, or young grass begin to make its ap-

pearance, a triangular iron-toothed harrow should be run

once in a row, the narrow way. This will loosen up the

ground and kill all the grass, unless you let it stand too

long. In 10 to 15 days more, the corn will have attained

size enough to receive its last thorough working, and be

laid by; and this work of laying by, is the most impor-
tant operation of the whole process of making corn; upon
its good or careless performance, depend the future yield

of the crop. My rule is to run next the corn and not very
near, with a light sweep, and plow out the middles with

bull-tongues, deep and thorough. This working must be

completed at farthest by the 20th to 25th of May, or by
the 5th of June.

I sow my Peas in the middles, between the corn—drilb

ing them thinly and evenly, and covering them by pass-

ing twice in a row between the corn, with an iron toothed

harrow. This last operation completes all the workings
of the corn crop; the ground is now in a fine pulverulent

state, and almost perfectly level
;
nothing more is requisite

than to pass over it with the hoes, and cut up stray weeds
and branches ofgrass around stumps and the roots of trees.

I do not claim for this simple plan superiority over

every other; it has proved the best I have ever tried, and
I shall only ask for it a careful trial, and if success does
not crown the efforts of the one trying it, he had better

sell his land and emigrate. A Rustic,

[in American Cotton Planter.

THE RAPE OR COLZA—A NEW CROP FOE THE
SOUTH!

Editors Southkrn Cultivator—In a late number of

the Soil of the South, the cultivation of Colza, as a field

crop, has been described and recommended.

In the June number (1855) of your valuable periodi-

cal, I have already described and recommended the Rape

as an excellent vegetable. Having, however, formerly in

Europe, been largely engaged in the cultivation of Rape

as a field crop, and differing in many important points

from the manner of cultivation, as given in the Soil of the

South, I hope you will allow me a small space in your

columns for further illustration.

The botanical name of the Rape is Brassica napa, of
which there are several varieties. Colza is said to be
a variety of Brassica campestris, the difference, however,
between Colza and Rape is very slight, if any at all. The
name. Colza, is a corruption of its German name, ^^Kahl-

saatf (cabbage seed), the cabbage tribe, to which it be-

longs, being called “Kahl” in the German language. The
whole botanical difference between these two plants con-

sists in the Rape having more smooth leaves, those of the

Colza being a little hairy.

Like the whole cabbage tribe, the Rape or Colza requires

a very rich and highly cultivated soil
;
but when proj.erly

managed, and on suitable land, it is by far the most pro-

fitable crop a farmer in Europe can raise.

It is, indeed, surprising that this important crop has not

yet met with a proper attention of intelligent American
agriculturists.

The description ofits cultivation, as given in the above-

mentioned communication, is the Belgian method, which,

however, in my opinion, is not so well suited to Ameri-
can agriculture, particularly in the South. Transplanting,

cutting with a reap- hook, and flail threshing suits well

ennough for small estates in Belgium, and I admit that

transplanted Rape is the most productive
;
but what a

Herculean task for a field of fifty or a hundred acres, par-

ticularly in America, where manual labor is so expen-

sive. I will, therefore, proceed to describe its cultivation,

as performed in Europe on the most extensive scale. I

admit it lacks the Belgian nicety, but is certainly the most
profitable way.

The Rape or Colza grows in its highest perfection on
rich alluvial soil, just such as we here call “ River

Swamp,” or “Hammock” land, which, however, must not

be liable to inundations. When raised on upland, this

must be well manured. In both cases, the soil must be
thoroughly broken up and finely pulzerized by repeated

plowings and harrowings. The Rape seed is sown in

Europe in the month of July and beginning of August,,

and on the richest land a sihort crop, as, for instance, flax^
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or green forage, for soiling, is often raised in time to come
off before the Rape is to be sown. Here, in the South, a

«rop of oats, or, still better, field peas, would answer for

such a short crop, and if the peas were fed on the field,

or turned under while green, they would benefit the land

as much as a slight manuring. It is always preferable to

put the manure in before the short crop is raised, as the

manure then will become better incorporated with the soil.

Guano also has a powerful effect on the Rape.

The seed is sown either by drill-machine, which is the

best way, orbroadcast, and very thin
;
half a gallon being

sufficient for an acre of land. Here, in the South, Septem-

ber would be soon enough for sowing. Where the Rape is

drilled, it can afterwards be cultivated with a horse hoe,

which is a great advantage
;
but being sown here, in the

South, in the latter part of the month of August, or be-

ginning of September, there is, indeed, very little neces-

sity for working it, as it will not be much troubled with

weeds. As the seed is very fine and requires but a slight

covering, the best way is, to let a roller pass over the

field, whi^ will press the seed just deep enough for vege-

tation. (Every farmer can easily, and without expense,

make himself such a roller from any piece of a log, 5 or

6 feet in length.) In fact, it should be treated like a field of

turnips.

The Rape is very hardy, and will, when planted early,

stand the winters ofNew York, particularly when covered

with snow.

By approach of spring, say, in this latitude, by the

middle of March, it will show its flower stems, and in

about 6 or 7 weeks later it will be ripe for cutting.

The Rape ripens unequally, and as its productiveness

in oil is in accordanee to its proper maturity, the cutting

should always take place when half of the seeds assume
a brown color. When left too long, there will be too great

a waste of the seed.

When raised extensively, the Rape is cut with a short-

bladed cradle, and as early in the morning as possible,

leaving a rather high stubble. If dull weather should suc-

ceed, so much the better; the seed will then ripen more
slowly and evenly, and contain more oil. When dry

enough for threshing, all available hands are employed.

A threshing floor of planks (say 20 feet wide by 40 feet

long) in a suitable part of the field, and surrounded by a

plank barrier about 3 feet high to prevent the seed from

getting wasted. This concern must be moveable, so that

it can easily be transferred to any part of the field. Where
the field is large, it is preferable to have two such move-

able threshing-floors. Waggons or litters, covered in the

bottoms with cloth, haul the Rape tops and throw them
in the threshing floor.

When the whole floor is covered two and a half or

three feet high with the Rape tops, two or three horses

are brought in on the floor and driven round until all the

seed is trodden out. The chaff is then shaken off and
more tops brought in to be trodden out in the same man-
ner, it being always desirable to have a thick layer on the

floor to prevent mashing. When this layer, however, is

getting too thick for proper threshing, it is put in bags

and brought home, where a winnowing mill clean it effec-

tually, after which it is spread out for some days on a floor

to be dried thoroughly.

Here ends the work of the farmer, and the seed passes

into the hands of the oil-millers, who press out the Rape
oil, so exceedingly useful for burning, greasing and the

manufactory of soap.

On many estates in Europe the farmers have their own
little oil-mills, as the profits in pressing the oil are very
considerable. Besides, in this case, the farmer also has
the advantage of keeping the cakes from which the oil has
been extracted. The cakes are very useful for feeding, as

well as for manure. I must add, that the gross profit of

the Rape does not end here, for the Rape straw, when
burned, makes the strongest kind of ashes, either for

manure or for the use of soap
;
in fact, they are found to

be so highly preferable to all other ashes that they bear a
price, as three to one above all other kinds.

The produce of the best land and by the best manage-
ment is forty bushels to the acre, the value of which, in

England, would be from S80 to $90. A bushel of Rape
seed will yield from 2 to 3 gallons of oil and about 30
pounds of Rape cakes.

The consumption of Rape oil here, in America, must be
very large. Mr. Wjlliamson states that the lighthouses

alone are using 120,000 gallons annually for burning; the
quantity needed for greasing engines and other machinery
cannot be less, to say nothing of soap establishments.

As the Rape crop here, in the South, would come off

the land by the middle of May, another crop, (either corn,

sweet potatoes, or field peas) might be raised, the same
land thus producing three crops in two years.

Anxious to draw public attention to this remunerating
crop, I have made my communication as brief as the sub-

ject will admit of; hoping that some of our enterprizing

agriculturaists will give the Rape a fair trial.

If, however, further particulars should be desired, any
explanation, as far as my experience may enable, will

most cheerfully be given. Robert Nelson.
Macon, Ga., Jan., 1856,

“PLOWING IN THEE OF DROUTH PHTLOSPHICALLY
CONSIDERED ’’-AGAIN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—“J.,” in the Decem-

ber number of the Cultivator, evidently misunderstands

the article of “P.," in the August number, from which I

infer that in attempting to be brief, I became obscure. If

I understand “J.,” we differ in nothing except in the pro-

priety of breaking the As for his objections to

the experiments suggested by me, the experiments detail-

ed by him, and which, by the way, seem to have been

conducted with skill, are exactly those I proposed, only

they cover but half the ground. At least, it seems so to

me. It would be tedious to go into an explanation of the

grounds of my notions, and, therefore, I will only, in as

few words as possible, state my opinion, hoping that I

may, as the old critic says, “discharge the functions of a

whetstone, which unable to cut, can make steel cut,”

Here is my creed, which I expect to hold always:

1st, That land should be broken deep in the spring

—

the deeper and more thoroughly the better,

2nd As long as rains continue to fall in a few days
after being plowed, deep plowing will not do harm.

3rd. In a dry time, deep plowing does injure a crop.

And that degree of damage depends on the kind of soil.

4th. Keeping the surface loose is not injurious, but
rather beneficial.

In regard to capillary attraction, “J.” entirely misappre-

hends my idea. Ido not say that “increased porosity

gives greater capillary attraction,” nor do I believe it. My
words are, “now think of the degree of porosity at which
this attraction will go on.” “This hint will be sufficient

for those acquainted with the laws of Natural Philoso-

phy.” That “J.” understands these laws is evident, for

he states the law truly. The idea I intended to convey is

this : some people think that by plowing land in dry
weather, the moisture is made to rise. But “J.” and
“P.” do not think so. Their knowledge of the law of
capillary attraction teaches them that making the land

more open, makes it less able to raise moisture from be-

low.
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A word about “J.’s” ''crust''' (which is the only point on

which we differ.) This "critst," (“being a series of small

tubes,” as “J.” rightly says,) according to my theory

raises the moisture by capillary attraction, and the mois-

ture thus brought to the surface is evaporated by the heat

of the sun; whereas, if the “crust” was pulverized, its

power of attraction would be lessened, because, as “'J.”

rightly says, “this loose, pulverized soil resembles a series

of larger tubes.”

Had I not been longer than I intended, I would give

you my experience in plowing in the drouth of 1851.

.
.

P-

Suvvpterville
^
Ala., 1855.

Give us your expeiience, by all means. An ounce of

fact is worth a pound of theory.—Eds.

SWEET POTATOES-PLANTING IN LEVEL GEOUND.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I consider the article

on Sweet Potatoes, in the April number (1855) of the

Southern Cultivator, from the pen of Col. Wm. McKin-

ley, worth (to me) 25 times what it cost. I have no

doubt but you would confer a favor on many planters by

republishing the article, as it did not come out in time last

year for them to try the experiment. I happened not to

have planted when I received the Cultivator with the

above-named intelligence, and I tided the experiment, and

am satisfied. I shall never plant them any other way. I

succeeded beyond my expectations.

Yours respectfully, J. M. Hatcher.

Savj Dust, Feb., 1856.

We cheerfully comply with the wishes of Mr. Hatcher,

and give Col. McKinley’s letter below :

Sirs—The old method of planting Sweet Po‘atoos in

hills and ridges, in this dry climate and on our hard upper

country lands, is all wrong. Potatoes must have moist'ure

and soft earth to do well. But they lack both in the com-

mon culture. Hills and ridges are the driest forms in

which you can put the soil. Flat culture is the only

right kind for Potatoes, or anything else, in our burning

climate and on our clay uplands. Potatoes should be

planted as flat, and may, in that way, be planted as easily

as corn.

First break up the land well
;
then lay off rows 4 feet

wide with a shovel plow
;
run deep in the same track with

a rooter, and then, if you want it perfect, deeper still in

the same furrow with a common new-ground coulter.

Next, list upon both sides of this in the same way
;
that

is, with shovel, rooter and coulter—one right in the track

of the other. This makes deep work, and the deeper the

better. It is soon done. Your ground is now ready

—

deep, loose and moist, and will keep so all summer.

Now for planting and culture. With a rooter draw a

shallow furrow on the top of the list, just over the first

shovel track, to guide yon in dropping. In this drop the

seed, cut roots, sprouts or vine-cuttings, 12 or 15 inches

apart, and cover lightly. Plow them a few times, just like

corn, running close to the potatoes with a rooter, and
finish off each working with a cultivator, or some other

plow to keep the middles flat.

This mode of culture is not one-fourth as troublesome

as hills
;
the crop is wonderful. This is not theory, but is

my constant practice. By this mode the vines never

turn yellow; the crop comes forward early in August,

and the owner has no chance to talk about “ small pota-

toes.”

ON THE CULTIVATION OF BROOM COEN, ETC.

“J. 0. M.,” in the Country Gentleman of November 1st,

wishes to know something about the raising of Broom

Corn, etc. I have seen some cultivated in this neighbor-

hood, and have made observations, and with your per-

mission will give my opinion as to how I think it should

be planted and cultivated :

First— When it should he planted

.

We begin planting

in Kentucky, about the 15th of April generally,* and can
plant it even later than Indian corn, and make a pretty

good crop. We think it late enough hereto stop planting

corn by the 2Uth of May. But if I were to raise Broom
Corn as a market crop, I believe I would prefer planting

the first of May, for, if planted sooner, it ripens too early.

Next—Hov) to plant. Have good corn land, and break

it up well and deep. Now lay it off with a small plow,

having the rows 4 feet apart; then take the seed and drill

them along the row as you would English Peas, or not

quite so thick, and follow with a two horse harrow astride

of the row, and the corn is planted.

How to cultivate. This should be done just like Indian
corn, except in thinning. Broom Corn can be left about 4
times as thick as you dare leave other corn, and then
make a better crop, I believe, than if left thinner.

The corn is generally ready for cutting by the first of

September. This we do by first going along the row and
breaking down the stalks, so as to get at the brush the

more easily; then go along with a sharp knife and cut it

off. Now it is ready to take home— spread tolerably thin

on the barn floor, for if thrown in a heap while yet un-
cured, it will be apt to heat and spoil.

A cheap instrument for clearing off the seed can be
make as follows : Nail a plank, about three-fourths of an
inch thick and ten inches wide, to a stationary bench or

something of the sort, letting it (the plank) run above the

bench about a foot. Then take a saw and make teeth in

the end ofsaid plank like those of s comb, and we are ready
for operations. Take three or four straws (as we call

them) and draw them across the comb till they are clean,

(pressing a little with one hand whilst you are drawing
with the other,) making it ready for market or the broom-
maker. Richard Young, in Albany Cultivator.

Springdale, Ky
,
Nov., 1855.

ADDRESS
Delivered before the Colaparchee Agricultural Society at

the Third Annual Fair.

BY ROBERT NELSON, A. M.

[Concludedfrom February number, pageAb.]

I am now coming to one of the worst stumbling blocks

in agriculture, viz: the proper method of working the soil.

Surely, it is a pitiful sight to witness the land-butchering

system already carried on for generations, and resulting

in the ruin of the country. The miserable way of scratch-

ing the soil a little with a scooter and dropping the seed

among weeds and grass, might be expected from an un-

civilized tribe, and ranges with the Mexican custom,

where the farmer, after having sowed his crop in the rough-

est way, pays a priest for blessing his labor, by which he

thinks to have done all that stands in human power. But

this rough manner is unworthy of a great and enlightened

*In Georgia and the adjoining States, about the 20th of

March.

—

Eds.
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nation, which is taking the lead in many branches of

science.

When first I came to this country, I was struck with

the expression : “worn out soil” I did not know the

meaning of it. In the thickly settled countries of Europe,

the same fields which our ancestors tilled centuries ago,

are still cultivated profitably; in fact the land is constantly

more and more improved by proper cultivation, manur-

ing and rotation of crops.

On the place where I am now living, I commenced half

a dozen years prepo.ring my soil and woi king it deep-

ly. I applied fresh horse manureand worked the soil two

feet deep. It was on a poor, sandy hill, where, proverbial-

ly, a grasshopper had to starve. I was ridiculed and con-

sidered deranged. Many of my neighbors, however, have

since successfully adopted my method.

It is evident that by working the soil in a shallow man-

ner, the surface will soon lose its fertility; it becomes al-

most impossible for the roots to strike into the hard sub-

soil, and, consequently, in our severe drouths, the plants

will soon wither. Therefore, work the soil deeply, and

you will have found one of the great secrets in agriculture.

The subsoil, by doing so, will partly be stirred and turn-

ed up, and thus enriched by the influence of the atmos-

phere, while the roots will be enabled to go deeper down,

where they, for a much longer period, will find coolness

and moisture, the latter of which is wholly indispensable

for the solution of the nutritious substances.

Many other reasons could be given for the importance

ofpreparing the soil properly. In order to do it effectual-

ly, however, it is quite insufficient to work it with a scoot-

er, drawn by a horse or mule. A good, large turning

plow, drawn by two or even four oxen, will do the work

as it ought to be done; and ifa second plow can follow

the first in the same furrow, and deepen it still more, so

much the better. When subsoiling is beneficial in a cool-

er and more moist climate, how much more important must

it not be in a hot and dry climate. Never suffer a field to

ripen a crop of weeds, but plow it as soon as the crop has

been taken off, and if there is any chance of giving it

another plowing before the next.croj) is to be put in,

do it.

When the land is to be manured, no matter with what

kind of manure, let it be plowed in deeply, and thorough-

ly mixed with the soil. All manures, but particularly

guano, will be most efficient, when applied in the fall.

The fertilizing substances will be disseived by the rains

during the winter and properly imparted to the soil, while

the crop will be much more benefitted by it than when
this operation is done in the spring. Top-dressing, so

frequently recommended, can never be considered any-

thing but a perfect waste of manure.

One point I am almost afraid to touch, namely: the pine

stumps left in the fields. It is almost impossible to culti

vate land properly when filled with these stumps
;
and

yet, on the other hand, I admit, it requires an immense

deal of labor to get rid of them. Still, the golden rule

holds good, namely : that when a work is worth doing at

all, it is worth doing w'ell, and that it is better and more

profitable to cultivate TO acres properly than 50 acres im-

perfectly; and, moreover, whenever the soil \swell pre-

pared, it will always produce a crop that will amply repay

the labor.

One of the heaviest taxes on farming is the putting up

of fences, and keeping them in repairs. It seems almost

a remnant of barbarism, that the hard working farmer

shall be obliged to put up expensive fortifications to guard

against the aggressions of his neighbor’s cattle. In the

best cultivated countries of Europe, every man who keeps

stock is, by law, compelled to keep it on his own premises,

and even in New England the cattle is not suffered to run

abroad in public roads. Still, as this requires an act of

legislation, there may be difficulties connected with it. I

would, therefore, propose another kind of protection, viz:

ditches and hedges, as' being the most lasting as w^ell as
the most economical and efficient mode of fencing. An out-

side ditch 4 feet wide by 4 feet deep, and all the soil

thrown up on one side next to the lot, and then mounted
with a few rails will form a pretty good barrier which will

become wholly impassible by the addition of a hedge,

which may be planted at the foot of the embankment. In
spite of all that has been said in praise of the Osage
Orange as a hedge plant, I must nevertheless consider the

White Microphylla Rose as far superior for this purpose,

especially in our latitude. It is easily raised from cut-

tings, is rampant growth and will last for ages. Of a more
compact growth than the well-known Cherokee Rose, it

is just as thorny and durable.

A good hand, with a spade, can, in common light soil,

dig a ditch of the above-named dimensions at the rate of

16 yards per day. The ditch will thus, wages calculated

at per day, not come higher than 6 to 7 cents per run-

ning yard. The rose cuttings may be planted at one foot

distance. What kind of fencing, of equal durability, can
be put up at a similar cost I

Such a hedge will also prove a most formidable protec-

tion around our gardens, and orchards, against the depre-

dations of both man and beast.

The more difficult it is for a man to protect his proper-

ty, the more the laws ought to protect him. Stealing in

fields and gardens ought, therefore, to be punished more
severely than the same crime perpetrated in a house,

which the owner may protect under lock and key. But
what protection does the law offer for our fields, orchards

and gardens I Hardly any. It is, therefore, necessary we
should protect them ourselves, and this cannot be done in

a better way than in the manner above described.

Until recently the South has been dependent on the

North for apples and pears
;
in fact, it has been the com-

mon opinion, that we could produce thsse fruits of fair

quality. A distinguished writer in a former number of

the Southern Cultivator has even gone so far as to insist

upon fruits in a hot and humid climate being watery. This

is contrary to all practical experience, as it is a fact, well

known to all horticulturists, that such a climate will pro-

duce the most juicy and highest flavored fruits, whereas a

cold and moist climate will render them insipid. It is

also well known that pine apples, raised in the English

hot-houses, where such a temperature is kept up constant-

ly, will even surpass the pine apples of Jamaica. Humid-
ity will unquestionably cause the fruits to swell and make
them abound in juice

;
while the heat will develop the

saccharine substances to their highest perfection and flavor.

The summer of 1853 being moist and hot, the superior

quality and flavor of the fruits of that year will be remem-
bered for a long time. The summer of 1854 was very

hot and dry, and the fruits were small and insipid.

Only one peach tree in my orchard wiiich I supplied with

a great deal of water, produced fruits equal to those of

1853.

But we must have fruits that will suit our climate.

Many experiments have been made to import trees of the

best Northern varieties of apples
;
but with a few excep-

tions they have all proved a fhilure. Experience teaches

us that, by following a different system, we will succeed

admirably
;
we must mainly grow our own Southern

varieties of apples. It is but recently that such varieties

have become known among horticulturists. Northern

nurserymen are astonished at these fine Southern apples,

which bid fair to throw the long boasted Northern varie-

ties, even the celebrated Northern Newtown Pippin not

excepted, into the shade. Nearly all these apples have

originally been found in old Indian settlements sprung

up from seed, and perfectly adapted to our climate. It is
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much to be regretted that fine pears were less known
when the Indians inhabited the South, which is, of course,

the re^on that we have so very few original Southern

pears
;
for there is no doubt, but that the apples have

sprung from seeds of Northern varieties. This is, how-
ever, a hint for us to try to raise new varieties from seed.

When, years ago, large peach orchards were planted in

Georgia, it was done for the mere purpose of feeding hogs

and making peach brandy. But in the course of time

these gave way to cotton. A new epoch for peach

orchards is now dawning upon the South, and surely, for

a more noble purpose, namely : of raising fine fruit for

the table at home, as well as for the supply of Northern

markets. In planting orchards, the people of the South

have hitherto adapted the Northern method of training

the trees up to high standards. This is evidently wrong.

No one will deny, that we here in the South are wasting

land at a terrible rate. In one instance only does the

farmer seem to be sparing of his soil, and that is in the

orchard. He cannot bear the idea of not being able to

raise other crops in his orchard besides his fruit; to say

nothing about the custom of regarding it as the common
play-ground for his calves and mules; and for this reason

he trims the trees up high, not considering the immense
injury they thereby sustain. Low trees with wide-

spreading heads, is the only proper way in which to train

the trees of a Southern orchard.

Good fruit will always sell in the larger cities, and for

the benefit ofsuch as live in localities where there is con-

venient access to these markets, I will here introduce a

brief calculation : Planted at a distance of 20 feet, an acre

will contain about 100 trees
;
one bushel of fruit per, tree

is but a low estimate, and one dollar clear money per

bushel, a still lower calculatton. This, however, will

give $100 per acre. What sort of crop can possibly yield

a better revenue with equal labor'?

Every person knows how easy it is to raise fine vegat-

ables in the spring; but to have a good vegetable garden

during all the seasons is more difficult.

The great hsTticultural author, Loudon, says: ‘‘water

is the iife and s©?!!! of a garden.” This is true in the

North and in England. We of the sunny South, how-

ever, must add one thing more to it, and that is shade.

I do not mean the shade of trees, which is very injurious,

inasmuch as these are drawing all the substance from the

ground, often for twenty yards around them
;
but I mean

artificial shade. This can be made either by mulching

'the ground all over 3 or 4 inches thick, with pine or oak

leaves and in this way peas, snap-beans and other veget-

. ables may be raised during the summer. Such kinds,

however, as are more delicate while very young, as beets,

^ cabbage-plants for fall- planting, and others may be raised

under a kind of arbor of the easiest construction. A few

: forked stakes put into the ground and crossed with green

> oak sappling 4 or 5 feet above the surface, will afford a

V shade sufficient to start any vegetables. By degrees these

saap.pling may be lifted off, while the plants are gradually

'exposed to the sun. Here, too, it is matter of course, that

the soil be always worked deeply and well manured, ii

HOt naturally rich.

Let us, therefore, be instructed by nature, and benefitted

by following the fundamental principles of vegetable life;

with pleasure let us ever seize the plow, and let the culti-

vation of the soil, in the best manner possible, be our

oonstant care.

SOTJTH DOWN SHEEP.

We copy the following article upon the characteristics

of this valuable breed from a late number of “ The Wool

Grower:'"

This breed appears to be a native of the south of Eng-

land. On the dunes or downs of Sussex, it has existed from
the earliest times, always maintaining the same general

characteristics. It has been greatly improved in respect

to form and tendency to fatten, but these changes have
been effected by selections from the original stock, and
not by resorting to alien blcjod. It belongs to the class of

“short-wooled” breeds, according to the rules which have
been adopted in England. The wool of the South Downs
was formerly among the finest produced by British breeds,

being excelled in this respect, perhaps, only by that of the

Ryelands. The average weight of fleece was rated at two
and a half pounds. The color of the animals is white,

with dark faces and legs, and it is no uncommon thing for

the dusky shade to show itself on other parts of the body.

This, however, is not considered an objection, but rather

as indicating the aboriginal type. The old stock was con-

sidered faulty in shape, though fattening well, giving mut-

ton of superior quality, and reaching an average of sixteen

pounds per quarter, when four years old. Like all ani-

mals adapted to a hilly country, their fore quarters were
light in proportion to the hind ones. This was not, pro-

bably, a defect, considered in reference to the circum-

stances in which the animals were naturally placed; it

made them more active, and enabled them to travel over

rough pastures with more facility. But they were often

hollow at the chine, with sunken and narrow loins, and'

an undu'e lightness of carcass for the height.

The first important improvement in the breed was-

made by JohnEllman, ofGlynde, in Sussex, towards the

close of the last century. By a course of skillful breed-

ing, he obtained a flock which attracted attention from all

parts of the kingdom, and was the means of improving

not only the South Downs generally, but other shovt-

wooled breeds. He produced a symmetrical carcass, fit

for market in half the time usually required to mature old

stock, raised the weight from sixteen to twenty pounds a

quarter
;
preserving the fineness of the wool and some-

what increasing the weight of fleece. His flock was held

in such estimation, that in 1798 the Emperor of Russia

bought two of his rams at the price of 300 guineas, the

Duke of Bedford taking two others at the same price. In

1829, when Mr. Ellman retired from business, and sold off

his sheep at auction, 770 ewes varying from a year old to

full-aged, averaged £3 Is. 6d. each
,
320 lambs 3Gs. each;

36 ramsi^25 each
;
32 rams illO each; .24.1 wether lambs

21s. each; and one ram sold for 65 guineas.

Following the footsteps of Ellman. and adopting his

stock as a foundation, other breeders have obtained great

celebrity. A symmetrical finish has been given to the

carcass
;
the chest has been widened and deepened

;
the

back straightened; the ribs expanded, and every part

given its proportionate fullness. At the same time some-

thing has been gained in the maturity of the animal, and

the size, or rather the weight, still further increased. The
carcasses frequently weigh 25 pounds per quarter, and
sometimes upwards of 30 pourids.. A more important

change has been made in the fleece. It formerly tended

to become too thin and light, for a severe climate. It has

been thickened and much increased in weight, though it

is not so fine in staple. It is longer., and yearlings’ fleeces

or those of fifteen or sixteen months’ growth, are some-

times used for combing. With this change of fleece, the

animal has acquired a better constitution. It has a more

vigorous and hardy look than before. Whether it is, how-
ever—with its remarkable compactness of form and great

tendency to fatten—as well adapted to obtain a living from

rugged pastures lightly covered with herbage, may be

questioned. That it is better adapted, as an animal of

profit, to the farmer, to improved land and good keeping,

there is no doubt. It he^j been alleged that the quality of

its flesh has deteriorated. It certainly would not be

strange if the mutton o2the mckdorn improved South Down,
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bred on rich low grounds, and killed at eighteen months
or two years old, should fail to possess the high and veni-

son like flavor which distinguished that of the old breed,

killed at four years old, from the bieezy hills. But mak-
ing all allowances on this score, we have heard of no one
in America who has been so fortunate as to obtain a taste

of South Down mutton, who did not admit its decided

superiority, compared with that of other breeds kept here.

In the English markets it sells at from half a penny to a

penny (equal to one and two cents) a pound higher than

that of the Cotswold and other long-wooled breeds, and

is not excelled in price or quality, except by that of the

light mountain sheep of Wales and Scotland.

As to comparative tendency to fatten, some experiments

in stall feeding, show that the Cotswolds have gained

more pounds in proportion to the food consumed
;
but this

appears to have been nearly balanced by the superior

value per pound of the South Downs. An able and in-

genious writer, has suggested that as the flesh ofthe South
‘ Down is more highly elaborated, or refined, than that of

the Leicester and Cotswold, it ought not to be expected

that animals of the former breed should gain as much
weight for the same food as those of the latter. There
seems to be reason in this idea

;
at the same time, if chem-

ists could tell us just how much more there is of the es-

sential elements of nutrition in a pound of South Down
mutton than in a pound of Leicester, they would confer a

favor. A similar comparison might be made between the

flesh of the Game Fowl and Shanghai. But after all, it is

not unlikely that the principle which imparts a flavor or

relish to viands, and forms the basis of their nominal
value, may be something, in many cases, beyond the

reach ofa chemical test.

From what has been said, it will be inferred that the

greatest value of the South Down is for mutton. This is

the leading characteristic of all British breeds of sheep. It

is this which has given them the preference with British

farmers. An immense population has to be fed from a

comparatively small territory, and meat is, of course, rela-

tively dear compared with wool, as the latter can, at a

trifling expense per pound, be brought from any quarter

of the world. It has been stated in a preceding chapter,

that the Merino was introduced into England many years

since. It did not deteriorate there as some have supposed,

but failed to obtain a permanent footing because it was re-

garded as less profitable, on the whole—chiefly in refer-

ence to the carcass—than the English sheep.

The South Down has been introduced into the United

States, and of late years has been considerably dissemina-

ted. Various enterprising American breeders have ob-

tained specimens of the breed of the highest character to

be had in England. Of course their proper locality is

within a convenient reach of the large markets. The trials

which have already been made, snfficiently prove their

profitableness when placed in proper situations, and ju-

diciously managed.
Before closing a description of the South Down, it

'

should be mentioned that it is, and always has been, a

polled or hornless breed. It is proper, also, to state that

the wool, in American markets, sells at about the price of

quarter blood Merino—the fleeces averaging, including

breeding ewes, from .3 to 4 pounds, washed.

The Hampshire Down bears considerable resemblance

to the South Down, but the animals are larger in frame,

coarser in appearance, with coarser and heavier fleeces

They are considered a hardy breed, better adapted to hard

fare than the South Downs, but perhaps less profitable on

good land. A few have been bronght to the United States,

but, so far as known to the writer, they have been ulti-

wately amalgamated with South Downs.

I^’lt is more disgraceful to distrust one’s friends than

to be deceived by them.

MANGE IN DOGS—A CTTEE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—

I

f “W. G. B.,” your

correspondent from Rossville, Tenn., will purchase

“ Dinks on Dogs” he will find there the best receipts for

diseases the canine species are heir to that are known. I

look upon his receipts for Mange, a distemper our dogs

are most subject to and proves most fatal, as worth a hun-

dredfold the cost of the work. Arsenic is a dangerous ex-

periment in unskillful hands. At any rate. Dinks’ receipt

recommends itself by its simplicity. I give it as a tried

experiment.

“1 oz. of salts to a dog of moderate size—to purge.

Rub, every third day, the following well into his skin.

Don’t smear it on
;
but put it in well for an hour or two,

dilligent rubbing

:

Train or Tanners’ oil, 1 quart;

Spirits Turpentine, a wine-glassful;

Sulphur enough to make it so thick that it

will barely run. Two to three applications is enough.

In about two weeks wash off your dog with soap and
water.”

If he is troubled with worms, give him a piece of aloes

as large as a pea, in a piece of raw meat, say once a week
till better.

Taking the worm out of the tongue, I believe, benefits

their general health. It does not affect their taste or scent.

T. E. K.
Bossjcell, Ga., Jan., 1856.

MTJLE POWER, vs. NEGRO POWER.

No. 1.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The great cause of

the South being so dependent, therefore, the supercil-

ous bearing of others is to be attributable to an error some-

where. If we knew the cause, we might apply a remedy

unless it be from the nature of our position, which we

deny. Some political economists believe the cause to be

an over production of cotton, that if we plant far less

cotton it would better. This cannot be
;

for when cotton

was selling at 12 to 14 cents, we were just as dependent,

having to buy mules, meat and corn, &c.; therefore, it is

not over-production. Nor is it over-production of itself

(per .se) because, when I moved to Mississippi, in 1830,

there was not that rush for the large crop there is now; not a

man in this region averaged over 8 bales, and but one that

I ever heard of who did that, and his neighbors were in-

credulous.

Others say it is not good policy to make more than half

a crop of meat, and to rear no mules, urging if we make
all at home, our cotton will not sell. To those I ask this

question, “Do we sell cotton to pork or mule breeders'?”

Even should all the cotton region rearmules and pork and

corn of course, what quantity of cotton would remain on

hand, that these growers of mules,&c., need"? So trifling, no

one could feel it. Yet another class, and judging by acts,

the most numerous, urge that we cannot make supplies

and cultivate enough land in cotton to make a crop. To
this class would 1 now hold some discourse, and plead

with them for our country’s cause, to “hear me for my
cause”—for our country’s good.

How many acres will it require to make cotton enough

to gather as you now do—to make present crop*? Ten
acres! then set down 10. How many acres in corn to

make present crop? Six acres
!
put down 6. We now

have 16 acres and it is hard work; the corn is not worked
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in proper time and hardly enough usually, and if unfavor-

able seasons, not enough. That is true, is it not 'I I have

known 8 hands, all grown, one of them having only one

hand,to plant and cultivate 320 acres in corn. Anotherplace

of 5 or 6 hands, 40 acres each ; and have heard of 2. or 3

others with over 30 acres, and are to cultivate 80 acres

in cotton with 4 hands. A large planter—50 to 75 hands

—did cultivate 24 acres of corn and cotton, some he called

hands were not over 12 years of age. How was this done

think you 'I Not with hoes ! No ! ! No ! ! ! One and all

had a strong team. They relied on mule power—not on

negro power’,

I have cultivated on this place 10 acres of cotton, 10 of

corn and some 6 in oats, and by the same method, with

more ease than others who cultivate less.

If a planter will get 2 choice mule—I mean choice- -to 3

hands, he can cultivate the above 16 acres well, with less

labor to mules and hands than is ordinarily done where

there is only one mule to two hands. But still

better, if 4 mules to 5 hands, and yet better with a mule

to each hand. Oh ! say you so, your hands are not all

plow hands ! Suppose so. But double all teams when
breaking up, so as to put oZl land in first rate order, whether

for oats or corn or cotton. When cultivation requires team,

rest one half every other day or for half of every day
;

thus your team will be always fresh and you be able to

do a full days work every day. Should a wet spell ensue,

you will not be compelled to injure land and crop, you

can put all to the hoe, and so soon as dry enough press

forward every plow possible. I am as well satisfied that 10

hands and 10 mules can do as much work as 11 hands and

5 mules, as if I had proved it by fifty experiments. For

years and years, I have made 8 l)ales per hand, corn and

meat, or corn or meat to sell yearly, nearly if not quite

enough to pay expenses. It may be asked, and reason-

ably, too, “Why have you not done so for the last five

years'?” I reply, “Since 1850, by planting all open land,

we have not been able to get in over 9 of corn and 6 of

cotton, with no land for oats, and having to be clearing

toto in the spring did not get a fair start.” But, my breth-

ren, I ask you to look at it coolly. Is it not reasonable,

even had I given you no facts coming within my own
knowledge? Much hoe work is uncalled for, if planting

be done 'veil and in proper time. The large crops of corn

in the Wesfern Prairies have no hoe at all; Why is it

called for here? I would hastily refer to plows. Many of

you use cheap tools
;
a good plow worth S8 will do better

work and last longer than two plows at S4 each; it should

be worth ^8. So with hoes, and with everything that

some planters use. Any man who now makes a bare sup-

ply of corn can make corn to spare, if enough team
;
and,

had I a million, I would open an insurance office and take

risks, I may refer to this again
;
yet I fear it will be labor

lost. Yours. &c., M. W, Philips.

Edwards^ Miss., Jan., 1856.

No. 2.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I intimated at the

close of No. 1, that I might refer to ^Zhis again Since

closing, and not being near enough to the small hours lor

me to retire, I conclude upon saying more, and leave for

you to act. I am fully aware that many will take my
writings more kindly now than in days gone by

;
progress

has marked our calling as well as others, and writers are

not looked upon as being so great humbugs after all.

I also know many having been induced, by example

and precept, to improve, are ready to listen to suggestions

from a friend. Feeling that I have a claim upon every

cultivator of the soil, for kindly feelings, I will, nothing

doubting, proceed. With this one remark, I propose

nothing but what I have tried for years, and having began

Otherwise and seen many travel “the same road to mill.

and with the same rock in one end to balance the corn,”

I can speak advisedly.

Any man can appreciate how much easier it is to culti-

vate 16 to 20 acres with a No. 1 mule, than with an in-

ferior one. Any one will know that two hands can cul-

tivate better' 32 acres, having two choice mules, than if

two inferior ones, or with only one choice mule. The
difficulty is, that it is not thought proper economy to buy
mules worth $150 each, when inferior ones are worth

even $75. Or to buy two worth $300 for 3 hands when
two may be had for $200. With ordinary mules, or an
ordinary team, you make only corn enough; suppose,

with a full team, you can spare only 25 bushels : to each

hand, you have l2i^ for it interest, at 50 cts. per bushel,

for the extra $100 and your mules will last 10 per cent

longer, all else being equal. Is this not interest enough
on expenditure, saying nothing that hands v/ear longer?

But you can cultivate 10 of cotton and 8 of corn as easy

as 10 and 6 with ordinary team, at least; thus 2 acres in

corn at 20 bushels only will give 40 bushels in addition to

the above. But you will not give up! You say, here is

extra land wasting away! But I reply, not so; for, by
rotation and the pea, your land may improve, for your

plowing is done so much better and more time to take

care of land by having an increase mule team to do your

ginning, hauling, plowing, &.c. Again, the proper plow
cutting lOi^ inch furrow slice is easier drawn by this team,

than common 9 inch plows by a poor team, so that 9

hands will save, every day, li^ days work and do it bet-

ter. A large and an intelligent planter said to me, “no

man can feed a mule per hand—he cannot make sup-

plies.” To which I replied, “Can I not cultivate 10 of

cotton and 10 of corn, with oats sown in cotton land in

the fall?” Yessir. “Will not these 10 acres make me 200

bushels of corn?” “And where is the increased gleanings?”

But it is not good economy. “Ah!, and do you make you
meat ?” No sir, I feed my hands and team in corn and

make about halfmy meat. “Suppose you made 200 bushels

of corn and had those oats, could you not raise meat

enough ?” Yes sir, and I could spare corn too. But I

am not done with you folks who have made fortunes by
stinting, and then claiming to be good planters. I ask

you to say, will not my. 10 -a^res of corn be better culti-

vated than yours, cotton’ done justice to, and will they not

average, year by year, at'least 25 bushels per acre, for

you know well, and dare not gainsay it, that a fair hand

and a No. 1 mule can cultivate 10 of each better and with

less labor, than he could your 10 and 6 with a common
mule, or with a No. 1 mule for half the time—that is, a

mule to two hands ?” Thus was he forced to give up the

point. And I defy any man to prove the positions or the

results to be an error. It is true that we can do very

well with 2 mules to 3 hands, but we are now holding for

the best system. Indeed, the best system would be to

have pastures, and even more team than above. Then a

part of the team should be a choice Jack and a few mares

on large farms. The principle in the South would be to turn

a part of the team every day to grass, and give them say

a half day twice each week, with the seventh day, all at

pasture. Thus mules would live their time out, and not

be burnt up before their time, as are some of our drinkers

of the juice of corn.

lam so well satisfied that a 15 hand mule, out of a

thorough bred mare, with such plows as T. E. C . Brinley

of Simpsonville, Ky., makes, will make mpre money with

each hand, that I would rather pay $200 per mule and plow

and instead of working 12 hands, work only 10. That

difference need not be, for 12 hands would have 6 mules

of some sort. There is money to be made with 1 1 hands

and 11 mules, over 12 hands and 6 mules. This is in my
mind, one of the questions, important to planters, and if

they will examine it, they will be open to progress.
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I desire, independence in fact, not in name
;
and we

can never be independent so long as we depend on any

people for necessaries. T am willing to be dependent for

love and kindness, not on man for air or liberty.

Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

Edwards, Miss., Jan., 1856.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE—GOURDS, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I would be obliged

to you by sending me a few of the seed of the Chinese

Sugar Cane. I would like to test it on our Texas soil.

Enclosed you will find some of the seed of the Pickle or

Vegetable Gourd, which is fine for pickling, if taken

when tender. It eats very well when rolled in batter and
fried.

I also send you some of the Arbor Gourd, which makes
a beautiful arbor. Yours respectfully, J. C. S.

Fannin Co., Texas, 1856.

Remarks.—'VVe have mailed our correspondent a small

package of the seed desired, and regret that we have no

more for general distribution. Hope to be fully sup-

plied, next season. Many thanks for the gourd seeds.

—

Eds.

THE WYANDOT CORN—AGRICULTURAL DIVISION
OF THE PATENT OFFICE.

This truly singular production was first introduced to

the notice of the public in 1853, by Mr. J. R Thomas, of

Waverly, Illinois, who received 0 grains from the Wyandot
Indians through a California emigrant, which he planted

in a sandy soil, and the product was 58 full-grown ears.

In 1854 there were raised from twenty-five grains planted

on the 20th ofMay one-hundred and thirty ears, and from
one-fourth of an acre thirty-two bushels and three pecks of

shelled corn. It only received the common cultivation

given to other kinds of corn.

This corn is represented to possess the following pecu
liarities. We copy as follows from the circular of Mr.
Thomas:—Nat. Intel.

“1st. It requires but one grain to be planted in each hill;

more than one is useless,

'‘2nd. Each grain yields from three to eight full-grown

stalks, equal in length and strength, being 9 to 12 feet

high, and proceed directly from the grain.

“3d. Each stalk bears from 2 to 4 ears of a large and
beautiful pearl-white corn, the meal of which is equal in

appearance to flour made from wheat. Each hill will

yield from 8 to 20 ears. From an equal quantity of seed

planted it will produce double the quantity of ears that

can be raised from any other kind of corn grown. The
quantity of fodder which it bears is immense, and for

stock-feeding it is superior to all other varieties. The
kernel is shaped similar to the ‘yellow flint,’ the grain
soft, twelve-rowed, and small cob. Ear from 12 to 15
inches long.

“If planted 5 feet apart each way (and which is near
enough) it will require about 2,500 grains, or one quart of
the seed per acre. Allowing each grain to produce but

6 ears, (and my yield for the present year 1855 will aver-

age 10 ears to the hill.) and the produce of 2,500 hills is

15,000 ears, and, allowing 120 ears to the bushel of corn,

the result will be 125 busliels per acre. By actual mea-
surement it has been conclusively proven that 3 of the

average sized ears of the Wyandot corn will make one
quart or 96 ears to the bushel, say 100 ears, and the result

is changed from 125 to 150 bushels per acre, the latter be-

ing nearest correct.”

PREMIUMS AWARDED AT THE JANUARY MEETING
OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE

SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

G, W, L. Twiggs, Richmond county, best 2 acres Cot-

ton, Pitcher $50
(Bad stand) 1 acre Boyd’s Prolific 1,914 lbs.

1 acre Pomegranate 2,306

Total 4,220

A. Austin, Tunnel Hill, Cass county, best, crop Hay,

&c. (one bale as a sample) $10
CROPS OF BOYS UNDER 14 YEARS OF AGE.

William Pinkston, Wilkes co., Ga., best acre of Corn
(lowland) 109 bushels, Silver Watch $25

Henry Mylcan, Cass co., Ga., 2d best one acre Corn
(low land) 101 bushels, Silver Watch 25

J. Camak, Secretary S. C. A. S.

VALUE OF AN AGRICULTURAL PAPER.

Editors Southrrn Cultivator— I have taken your

valuable paper the past year and expect to continue taking

it as long as I have the dollar to give in exchange for it. I

have all the numbers for 1855, and would not part with

them for one dollar each, could I not replace them. The

dollar for 1856 you will find enclosed
;

so send it along,

as it is impossible for me to do well without it. I am a

young farmer and of very limited education and, there-

fore, I more need the information of your pages. I culti-

vate my little farm myself, in person, having no help what-

ever. Ifyour paper is worth to me, annually, $12, (and I

am positive that it has profited me more than that amount)

what would it be worth to a planter with 10 to 50 hands'?

I have tried to get new subscribers to the 14th volume

of your journal, and I think I will yet send you a few be-

fore the close of the volume. Yours, &c.,

J. A. W.
Buena Vista, Texas, Jan., 1856.

WILD ONIONS—VALUE OF ASHES, GROUND BONES.

Editors Southrrn Cultivator—I am truly desirous

of learning what plan to adopt to get rid of the Wild

Onion.

Ralso wish to know the real value (the lowest estimate)

per bushel for ashes, both leached and unleached. Also,

how to use them on corn for manure, or are they better on

anything else'? Also, the lowest estimate for ground

bones per bushel
;
how and to what to be applied, and how

much per acre of each—bones and ashes'? I hope some

of your correspondents can answer these inquiries cor-

rectly.

I can buy ashes low and, no doubt, plenty. I can also

get old bones, and grind them in my Rowe Crusher, pro-

vided they will pay well Truly yours, J. B.

Hancock County, Ga., Feb., 1856.

LIME IN AGRICULTURE—POLICY OF RAILROADS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—On page 17 of the

January number of your paper you make use of the fol-

lowing sentence, which strikes me as containing the pith

of the matter, and answers the ofi-repeated question. Why
don’t you renovate your worn out lands in Middle Georgia'?

to wit :

“ We should gladly purchase lime for agricultural

purposes, if railroads were not .so managed as virtualW

to prohibit the transportation of lime any consideral:^

distance for the improvement of the soil. Capital invest-
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ed in iron ways, locomotives, passenger and freight

cars, would yield twice the income by fostering the gener-

al use of lime, and a better system of tillage than is now
practiced. At present the State loses many of its best

citizens by emigration, and the loss of capital by the same

means amounts to some millions a year. Nothing short

of an increase of fertility, and the lessening of the cost of

making good crops will correct the evil.”

The fact is, with the short-sighted pslicy exhibited by

every line of railway in the State, of charging enormous

freights upon the article of lime^ which they could well

afford to transport during all the summer months, for a

merely nominal sum, to pay for loading cars; and the

murderous policy of the farmers in the State, of cutting

down, wearing out, and allowing the washing away of

the soil, with no other calculation than to leave the coun-

try
;
and over and above this, the want of the right sort

of law-makers in our Legislature-weTt of patriotic hearts,

who love “their own, their native land;” men ofenlai’ged

and educated minds, who can forget their party for the

best interests of the whole country
;
men who can rise

above “log-rolling caucuses,” “slangwhanging buncombe

speeches” and all such stuff and “fiddle-faddle,” instead

of such as are now sent, who, in a majority of cases, are

as ignorant of “law-making” as a Feejee Islander; and

who, from being Militia captains, have arrived at the dig-

nified position of Legislators, {in a horn !) by the tricks

which are fixed up so often by men who possess cunning

and nothing else ! So long as the, farmers ofGeorgia sub-

mit to these evils—create these evils themselves—we can

hardly hope for better things ! Glorify the “Empire State

of the South” as much as stump orators and trading poli-

ticians will and may
;
so long as the masses are groveling

in ignorance—the chartered monopolies are grinding and

squeezing the life and the blood out of the lands each

year—and so grasping as to look only to the present

—

and our law-makers are “log-rolling” and “scheming,’’

can we hope for better things I No man can look at this

state ofthings and not wonder that the Railway men of

Georgia, who are all directly or indirectly interested in

the culture of the earth, should pursue so doggedly the

short-sighted policy you indicate. They certainly have

“eyes but they see not,” that for every bushel of lime

brought to Middle and Northeastern Georgia, with which

the “old red hills” can be rejuvenated, will they be doub-

ly, trebly remunerated in the increased number of bales

of cotton, bushels of corn, wheat, &c., for transportation?

Our lands in Wilkes, Lincoln, Oglethorpe, Elbert, Colum-

bia, &c., from being once the garden spot of Georgia, have

become worn out, and need lime to recuperate their lost

energies ! Will our solons in Milledgeville instruct the

Governor to transport lime for agricultural purposes, on

the State Road, free, or at a nominal price ? and will they

recommend to the other Roads a like policy ? If they

would, I have no doubt the farmers in all the counties

^\\\j.orgive all the sins of omission by their Representa-

t.ves this session ! My own land needs lime, but I can-

not pay the prices asked for it and freights to our depot.

I am not alone. Thousands of bushels would be used in

^ this county were it cheaper. As it is, but little is used,

but that little pays its progressive user well ! Agitate the

subject, gentlemen
;

let all the advocates for improvement

be heard. we must have
;

for “old Mother Earth,”

hereabout, cries aloud for it. R.

Oglethorpe County, January, 1856.

REPORT or THE COMMITTEE ON GRASSES,
Read Before the Pendleton {S. C.) Farmers' Society, at its

Fourth Anniversary, October \“ith, 1855.

The Committee on Grasses have requested their Chair-

man to present, in lieu of any report from them, a state-

ment of his experiment in the raising of hay. The Chair-

man of said Committee is, himself, quite sensible of his in-

competency to instruct such a body as this, in regard to

any branch ofAgriculture. I can, however, tell my short

experience in hay-making and I can give my impressions

of the value ofhay in a section of country like ours. And
this I will do as briefly as possible.

That some kind of “roughness” is an indispensable

part of the food of every horse and cow, we all know well.

In this part of South Carolina we rely mainly on Fodder

and Shucks to supply this indispensable requisite. Three

years ago I was travelling in Tennessee, just across the

North Carolina line. I visited the farm of an old gentle-

man whom I found busy cutting his beautiful meadows.

He looked at me with curiosity as being from South Caro-

lina. “So you live in South Carolina,” said he, “the

country taAere they pull fodder." The question is, can we
produce anything better than that which we have been

accustomed to ? Will our climate and our soil enable us

to do anything better than pulling fodder? My limited

experience leads me to believe that by diverting a portion

of our bottom-lands from the culture of corn, we can, in

this part of South Carolina, produce good hay, and that it

will pay better than pulling fodder, with corn and cow-peas

thrown into the bargain.

1. I will not stop to inquire whether stripping off the

fodder does or does not injure the corn. Farmers are di-

vided on this, as they are on an hundred other matters

which would seem easy to settle, and so, although follow-

ing the oldest trade in the world, appeared to have as

many open questions among them as disturb the peace

of either of the learned professions. I will just remark,

however, that in the case of hay vs. fodder, the defendent,

fodder, comes into this court with a serious doubt resting

upon his character, by reason of a pretty wide-spread and
perhaps agrowing conviction in the minds offarmers that

he has done much damage to their corn. But to pass this

by, I suppose I may allege, without fear of contradiction,

as a second objection to fodder pulling, that

(2 ) It is unwholesome work, making it necessary for

the hands to be wet frequently to the skin in the early morn-
ing, after which their clothes must dry upon them under
our hot sun.

3. The chiefadvantage of hay over other fodder is in the

yield. This year I pulled fodder for about four weeks,

and cut hay from my meadow for about six weeks, with

the same number of hands. The results were about

20,000 lbs. fodder to about 90,000 weight of hay. The
season, moreover, had been very unfavorable from con-

stant rain to the cutting of hay, but contrarywise, the

weather in fodder pulling was as fine as possible. Now
reckon both hay and fodder worth 50 cents per 100 lbs.,

and the fodder crop, of 20,000 lbs., is worth $100, while

4 weeks’ cutting of hay, or 60,000 lbs,, would be worth

$300,

4. But another advantage of hay, is its superior quali-

ties for nourishment. It is said that good hay is half as

good as corn. If fodder is worth 50 cents, hay is surely
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worth 75 cents per 100 lbs. My 4 weeks’ cutting, then, is

worth S450.
5. Let us make another comparison of the value of hay

and fodder. From 16 acres I cut, this year, about 90,000

lbs, of hay, or 45 tons, which we will reckon as only 2)^
tons to the acre—to ballance any possible excess in calcu-

lating the whole yield at 75 cents per 100 lbs.—the pro

duct is $37. 50 per acre. Now the same land would yield

say 40 bushels

Corn, worth 50 cents the bushel $20 00

400 lbs. fodder at 50 cents the 100 lbs. . . 2 00

5 bushels peas at 60 cents per bushel 3 00

Pea vines, say worth of 2 00

Total $27 00

Now, here is a clear gain of $9 50 upon each acre,

which in five years would amount to $47.50- Then you
may add the greater cost of labors in working the corn

crop, and also the damage to the land from this continual

plowing, and the advantage, on the other hand, from

shading and rest occasioned by the grass crop.

6. Look at hay as one element in a system of rotation

for bottom lands. Suppose we adopt Mr. Latta’s idea,

and put bottom lands in grass for two years and then in

corn the third year. The sod of a two years meadow
turned under for corn every third year, would, in time,

raise the productive power of our bottoms lands from 40
bushels corn to 60, 80 and 100 bushels, and the cleansing

crop every third year, would obviate what is so much
feared by many in respect to the cultivated grasses, viz :

the killing out of those grasses, by weeds and by native

grasses.

7. Another advantage of hay (I speak of that made
from Timothy, Herds Grass or Clover) is, that it comes
in earlier than fodder. I began to cut on the 1st July.

Last year, as will be remembered, all kinds of “rough-

ness” was scarce in the extreme. The first week in July

there was very little fodder left in this neighborhood,

but I had already a quantity of good hay cut and cured.

8. Again, fodder-pulling, unless one has more force

than we generally keep in proportion to lands cultivated,

comes in the way of sowing turnips and even rye and
barley. But if we had hay enough to deliver us from the

degraded and miserable condition in which the old Ten-
nessean judged us to be, as country where they pulled

fodder" we could get in our turnips and afterwards our

rye and our barley in good season, which surely are very

important matters to any farming region.

9. The history of my experiment is as follows :—In

September, 1853, I cut off the corn from 16 acres bottom

and hauled it away, stalks and all, to the neighboring hill

sides,where I set it up in shocks until I got time to take

it home. In the early part of October, after thoroughly

preparing the land for plowing and harrowing, 1 brushed

in the grass seed and then rolled it it over with a heavy
log roller. What I sowed was a mixture of

Timothy 4 bushels.

Orchard 18 “

Clover 2)^
“

Herds grass 5 “

In all 29).^ bushels.

The cost of seed was about $63.24. The following

July I cut 25 tons of hay, and in October 10 tons more.

After that, I pastured the meadow with from 15 to 20
head of cattle and several horses for more than a month.
This year is the second year of the meadow. I have cut

twice and obtained 45 tons, and can now pasture my
cattle until the wet winter sets in.

10. The second crop of both years, was native grass-

es. I am by no means certain that these grasses will not

«at out the foreign grasses. But I should not regard that

as any very great evil, for I would have no objection to

turn my meadow into corn next year, and sow down a
fresh meadow elsewhere, if I had provided the seed in
time.

11. Asa first experiment with me, I cannot regard this

one as very successful. Indeed I wonder that such a mix-
ture of seeds as I sowed, (directed by a Northern agricul-

iral wrj'er, however,) did not ensure a complete failure,

t was a great error, I am satisfied, to put in the orchard

rass. Ii comes in much earlier than the others and it

•rows in tufts and broad tussocks which fit it rather for

istiire than meadow. Were I te sow again, I would
put in, for every acre,

Timothy 12 quarts.

Herds grass 12 “

Clover 6 “

12. There is a grass introduced amongst us, by our as-

sociate, Mr. Latta, from North Carolina (originally from
England) which he considers very superior, both for hay
and pasture. It is called the Evergreen Grass. I have
commenced to sow down some 6 acres of it, putting in 2^
bushels to the acre.

13. I have made no very satisfactory experiments with

grass on the uplands. From what I have attempted,

however, I am of the opinion that sown in September, Red
Clover might do well in our climate, in uplands.

John B. Auger,
[in Farmer and Planter.

“BLOODY MUK IN COWS ’’-“SNAKES”!!!

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice your request

in the January number, made through “A Subscriber,” in

Homer, La. While I will not pretend to state that I know
the cause of the above appearance in milk I have thought

it might not be amiss to relate a circumstance known to

me, pretty strongly confirmatory of a very common belief.

From my nursery up to manhood, like all others, I pre-

sume, I have heard many strange and wonderful tales

about the various animals, &c. None, perhaps, have

caused greater wonder than the snake—the bear and wolf

not excepted—nor the Great Sea Serpent included.

One tale would embrace the wonderful story of a certain

person’s swallowing a snake (name and residence given)

who after being annoyed for a long time by something fre-

quently moving o.bout in the stomach, but always much worse

when the person was hungry, was at length induced to

starve himself, with a bowl ofhot mtish and milk placed un-

der his mouth, till the snake appeared and was thrust

out of his mouth.

Another tale would relate, that a man had a certain

cow that gave '‘bloody milk,” upon being watched, was
seen to go to a certain place in the pasture, daily, to be

sucked by a snake, the snake coiling around the leg and
reaching up to suck—indeed the cow would bellow and

hurry to the known place.

Now, for what I know. Some years ago, in making a

cow-pen, I enclosed a large pile of logs, hauled and thrown

together to build a corn crib.

After the cows had been penned for some time (only at

night) themilker complained that “asnake sucked a certain

cow,” and that she gave “bloody milk”— the bloody milk

only flowed from one particular teat. Knowing her firm

belief in the snojce-sucking doctrine,! told her to watch and

she would, perhaps, catch the snake after a while. Things

went on in this way for some time, the cow continuing to

,dve bloody milk as above, when, in passing, some per-

son saw a large black snake lying near th« pile of logs,

IS if sunning himself, and immediately pursuit was made;

;he snake run under the pile of logs and was finally kill-

ed, after a removal of the logs, with much labor. I have.
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this moment, called upon my milker who confirms the old

tale.

That the cow, from the time of killing the snake, gave

less and less bloody milk, till, in about a week, it ceased

to flow, and after that the cow was milked as formerly.

Here, Messrs. Editors, is the evidence—I leave to you
and your readers the judgment. H. P. A.

Toulon, Jan., 1856.

THE OLD, OLD HOME.

AVhen I long for sainted memories,

Like angel troops they come.

If I fold my arms to ponder

On the old, old home.

The heart has many passages.

Through which the feelings roam.

But its middle aisle is sacred,

To the thoughts of old, old home.

Where infancy was sheltered.

Like rose buds from the blast,

Where boyhood’s brief elysium

In joyousness was passed
;

To that sweet spot forever.

As to some hallowed dome.
Life’s prilgrim bends his vision,

’Tis his old, old home.

A father sat, how proudly.

By that hearth stone’s rays.

And told his children stories

Of his early manhood’s days :

And one soft eye was beaming,

From child to child, ’twould roam
;

Thus a mother counts her treasures

In the old, old home.

The birth-day gifts and festivals, ,

The blended vesper hymn,
(Some dear one who was swelling it,

Is with the Seraphim,)

The fond “good-nights” at bed-time,

How quiet sleep would come,

And hold us altogether,

In the old, old home.

Like a wreath of scented flowers.

Close interwined each heart.

But time and change in concert

Have blown the wreath apart.

But sainted memories.

Like angels ever come,

If I fold my arms and ponder

On the old, old home.

THE CHINA THEE, OR “PRIDE OP INDIA.”

A correspondent of the ^^Soil of the South,'' writes as

follows

:

I wish to call your attention to the value of the China
Tree. Few persons know its value. It is generally

known that it makes excellent furniture, and is susceptible

of a fine polish. Its durability is not known generally.

Gov. Quitman, of Mississippi, several years since, inform-

ed me that he found a post of the China Tree in one of the

oldest settlements in Louisiana, and found, from tracing

back its history, that it had been in the ground some 70
years, and it was then only partially decayed. T have
seen a fence made of poles three and four inches in diame-
ter of that tree, fifteen years after it was made, and it had
very little appearance of decay, other than the washing
by the rains. I discovered that the insects would not

harbor in the tree, and neither ants nor any worms ap-

peared fond of the wood. I concluded from this fact, that

the sea worm would not destroy it. I got a friend who
lived on the sea coast to try it. He put a post oak, a ce-

dar post and a China post into the bay at the same time.

When the post oak and cedar posts were entirely destroy-

ed by the worms, the China post was untouched even by
barnacles. He then hewed out a piece of plank and put

in the bottom ofhis schooner. When he overhauled the

vessel and fonnd it destroyed by the worms, that piece of
China plank was untouched by them.

In the South, the China tree grows rapidly: and if

planted close together, will grow straight, a length suf-

ficient for two railroad ties. I have no doubt but ties 9

inches in diameter, made of China tree, would last a cen-

tury. The wood is solid and close, and will hold the

nails better than any other wood.
By planting them on each side of the railroad, in the

South, they will make a fine shade, a beautiful appearance,

and by the timethe ties of which the road is made shall have
rotted, their place can be supplied by them, and be ready

to supply any other road or to make fences or wharves.

Every one who has paid the least attention to the

growth of the China tree, knows how rapid it grows and
what an immense number can be grown on a small quan-

tity of bottom land. If attention was directed to the

growing of this tree, wharves might be made, at the same
cost they are now made with ordinary tiniber, that would
last ten times as long. So durable is this wood that the

small limbs used for sticking peas, that are half pith, will

last for that purpose thrjee years. Respectfully,

T. B. J. Hadley.
Houston, Texas, 1855.

Remedy for Lice on Poultry.—It answer to “ A
Subscriber,” Saratoga Co. The best preventive, is clean-

liness. Infested as your house is with them, you should

give it a thorough cleansing. Clear it thoroughly, and
give it a good coat of whitewash and scatter slacked lime

on the floor and perches. Any kind of oil or grease will

kill lice on fowls; but that which is thin, is most readily

applied, and most readily spread over the body. Dip-

ping the chicks in tobacco-water will kill the vermin, but.

is likely to make the fowls sick and drooping for a while.

Smxff scattered among the feathers, will thin oflf the lice.

Wood ashes should be provided for the fowls to dust them-

selves in, and if flour sulphur is mixed with the ashes, it

will be useful. Sulphur scattered in the nests of setting

hens will tend to prevent them from getting lousy.— Coun-

try Gentleman.

SHELTERING MANURE.

“Will manure sheds pay, where the manure is all

hauled out early in the spring 1” asks a subscriber in last

week’s Rural. We will try and throw some light on the

subject, though we hope those of our readers who can do-

this from experiment, will give us their aid. We think

such sheds will pay, if used at the same time as shelter for

stock.

One of our correspondents, Levi Bartlett, of N. H., in a
communication to the Boston Cultivo.tor, gives some ex-

perience right to the point on this inquiry. Some years

ago, he built a shed at the end of one of his barns to pro-

tect his manure from the rains, &c. The manure from a

stable when ten head of cattle were kept in winter, was,

with the litter, urine, &c
,
thown under the shed, but he

says “the best way be could fix it, the mass would heat

and fire-fang excessively, and the escaping gase.s, at times,,

tainted the air for many rods around.” This heating pro-

cess, no doubt, very much lessened the value cf the ma-
nure. The same would be the case with horse manure
treated in the same way, but to a still greater extent.
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To remedy this, Mr. Bartlett has adopted another plan,

in which his manure is sheltered and the fermentation al-

most entirely prevented. Reuses the lower story of a

barn, 24 by 30 feet in size, as a manure room, and em-

ploys dry muck, saw-dust, &c., as an absorbent, and

bedding for his stock. His horse and stock stables, and

hog-pens surround this barn, so that it is convenient to

place the manure from each of these therein. He does

this daily, levels it down every week, allowing his hogs

to go upon the manure, and remarks: “They root and

tramp it so solid that it heats but litile, and there is no fire-

fanging, as was the case in my former dung-shed : neither

does the manure freeze, so that, if desirable, it can readily

be sledded out in winter.”

Tn the “box-feeding system,” now practiced to a con-

siderable extend in England, the same principles are kept

in view, namely: shelter the manure, and such consolida-

tion as will prevent its rapid decomposition. The boxes

are simply small rooms, well-roofed, where the animals

is turned loose and supplied with plenty of litter, sufficient

to absorb the more liquid parts, and the dung remjiins

under the stock until desired for use in the spring. It is

trodden down hard, and undergoes but very little change
or loss from decomposition. Analysis as well as applica-

tion to crops, shows such dung to possess a raanurial value

more than double that of unsheltered manure.

To apply these principles to the case before us, we
would have ample sheds around the barn, for the protec-

tion of all stock kept in the yard, (the whole or a part of

the time) and to these we should convey the manure from

the stables, and the refuse straw, &c., to keep them com-
fortably littered, and a desirable resort for the' out-door

stock. Some trials of this plan, have proved it a most
economic and successful one, and horse dung, thus treated

was worth three times that thrown out upon the dung-
heap, having lost not nothing from fire-fanging, which
usually burns to an almost worthless mass, much of this

most valuable manure. We shall refer to this subject

again in the course of our series upon “Barn-yard Ma-
nure.”—Rural Neto Yorker.

PUSITYIITG AND SOFTENING HABD OE LIME
WATER.

Dr. Campbell read a paper on this subject, describing

4he process of Dr. Clark, now in use in many places in

England. This process for softening water may be ap-

plied with advantage to water from the chalk strata, water

from the new red stone, and v/aters which contain carbo-

nate of lime in solution from any strata. It is briefly des-

•ci’ibed as follows, namely : by adding a quantity of quick-

dime to the water, it takes carbonic acid holding carbonate

'Of lime, throwing down at the same time the quantity of

carbonate of lime held in solution by the carbonic acid,

and thus renders the water soft. The works and opera-

tions for carrying out the process were fully described.

One peculiar feature in the water after it has been soften-

ed, and which was not anticipated by Dr. Clark when
he first took out his patent, is, that it does not show the

slightest sign of vegetation though exposed to the sun and
dight for upwards of a month, whilst the water before soft-

ening can not be kept above a few days without produc-
ing Confervae

;
and if this be not immediately removed,

decay commences quickly, and small insects are soon ob-
served, which feed upon the decaying vegetable matter,

and the water soon assumes a bad taste. This is continu-

ally the case when the water is kept in large reservoirs,

and its removal occasions considerable trouble and ex-

pense. The author had endeavored to explain the reason
of this marked difference between the unsoftened and the

softened water
;
and he was nearly satisfied that the vege-

tating principle in the water v.'as more espec.ialb,^ due to

tthe carbonic acid holding the carbonate of^ime in solution

than to the volatile matier, or, as it is sometimes called,

organic matter. The process is applicable to many towns
already supplied with waters from the New Red Sand-
stone, and ifproperly applied will be found to pay the

expense of its working, and confer a great boon upon the

populations, the enlightenment of whose corporations may
induce them to adopt it .—Scientific American.

PEOPEE SELECTION OF SEED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—With considerable

diffidence, I essay to i-ecur to, or bring to the minds of the

readers of the Southern Cultivator, the subject of choosing

one’s planting seed, by selecting them from the field. The

grounds ofmy few remarks will be confined to an experi-

ment ofmy own, this year. I selected a few Cotton Seed

from my patch, taking the largest bolls from the fullest

stalks. The result was most satisfactory this year, being

one acre planted by itself. I picked off the acre about

nineteen hundred pounds of cotton, of a considerable de-

gree superior to that of the adjoining land, both in quality

and quantity. I found comparatively few small knotty

bolls on the whole acre
;

it came out of the burs much

more easily, &c. I am selecting again this year out of the

same acre, and if the improvement is in the same propor-

tion, I shall be on the list ofaspirants for the premium for

the best bale of cotton at our next Annual Fair. I think

there is great necessity for a plan of this sort immediately,

in our country, as our cotton seed has deteriorated to

such an alarming extent that not only are our stands un-

certain, but after the cotton appears above the ground, it

is so weakly and small that there is no counting on it for

some time. I think, if we would plant less and improve

our staple, it would be better policy. Does not a law of

nature say that “like produces like”—and hence, are not

large potatoes the proper kind to raise from I

Yours devotedly. B. F. R.

Monroe Co., Miss., Oct., 1855.

The Sheep-Shearing Machine.—Most of our readers

have probably heard something in regard to this machine,

though it is very likely that the account of it has been
received with some incredulity. That the shearing of

sheep can be successfully done by machinery, is an achieve-

ment which affords another evidence that this is an inven-

tive age.

We saw this machine in operation at the late show of

the New York State Agricultural Society. It was used

to cut the wool from a dried skin having been first mois-

tened so that it could be pressed over a block in such a
way as to present a smooth surface. The apparatus is a
box, about the size and something of the shape of a com-
mon brick. It is fastened to the arm of the shearer, who
works the cutting part by moving a lever with his hand
so as to produce a rapid oscillating motion of knives. The
knives are shielded by guards, similar in principle to

those which are used for mowing machines, and although

they can be made to cut very close, it is impossible for

them to cut the skin. The machine seemed to work more
reipidly than shears ordinarily do, and the wool was cut

very evenly—the staple never being cut more than once.

The inventor stated that he had sheared a sheep in 12

minutes, but he did not tell the weight of the fleece, and
we are without any means of comparing this mode with

the ordinary way of shearing, as to dispatch.

The name of the inventor is P. Lancaster, of Burr-Oak,

St. Joseph’s county, Michigan. The machine is made by
Alexander Allen, of Rochester, N. Y. The price is S'lO.

—Boston Cultivator.
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PREM:IUMS !—CLUBS OF SUBSCRIBERS.

Clubs of subscribers have been received from R. P. H.

—J. S. D—J. B. H.—J. 0.—Rev. P. L. W.—B. C. E.—

S. W, McG.—J. V. C.—J. J. B.—W. P. V.—T. M.—H-

D.—H. D. B.—H. G., M.D.—N. D. J.—J. C. C.—C. A.

P.—J. C. W.—D. B.— S. J. A.—J. L. T.—A. F. M.—E.

R.—S. G. J.—W. T—T. M., and several others, to all of

whom, claiming the premium, choice Books will be for-

warded in due season, unless they have been supplied

with fruit trees, scions, &c. We will keep our Premium

list open until the first of March, after which time the

books will be mailed. We are very thankful to our

friends, for their generous exertions in our behalf.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Field Thresher, for Grain.—Dr. J. D. 0.—Taplin’s

old power is equal to any we know of. Address Car-

michael & Bean, or John & Thos. Bones, of this city.

Grape Cuttings, Scions, &c.—W. A. M.—Small pack-

ages, closely wrapped in oiled silk, with any outside en-

velope of thick paper, go safely almost any distance, at

letter postage; viz : six cents per ounce, prepaid.

Making Candles.—A Texas subscriber wishes us to

publish a recipe for making star and adamantine Candles.

Who will furnish it to usl

Agricultural Societies.—J. 0.—We will republish a

form of Constitution and By-Laws in a future number.

Thanks for the list of subscribers, and good wishes for

your new organization.

List of Fruits for the South—H. F. B.—Our Pomo-
logical nomenclature is yet quite defective, and our ex-

perience limited
;
but we hope a Convention of Southern

Nurserymen and amateur horticulturists will meet at

some central point during the coming summer, and lay

the foundation of a Pomological Society of an energetic

and practical character. See list of Peaches, in present

number.

Staggers and Murrain.—W. T.— See back numbers
and volumes of our paper for a multitude of remedies. We
will publish another for Staggers in our next.

Lime on Ralroads.— C. W. H.—We fully agree with

your views, and hope something will be done to place

this most valuable fertilizer within reach of all cultivators

of the soil who need it, and “their name is legion.”

Egyptian Millet.—A. F.—Sow aboutthelast of March
io middle of April, in your latitude. Your order has been

handed over to one ofour Seedsmen, who will forward the

seed, if it can be obtained.

Grafting the Grape.—A. A. P.—Cut off the stem of

the common Wild Muscadine, one inch below the surface,

split it neatly, with a thin-bladed knife, and insert a cut-

ting from any choice variety, wedge-fashion, pull the

earth back, and the work is done. The Scuppernong is

increased by layering—the Catawba, Isabella, &c., grow
freely from cuttings, when planted in deep, moist soil.

Cotton Culture.—J. C.—The back volumes of the

Cultivator, and other Southern journals of a similar char-

acter, contain the desired information. Should we ever

be blest with sufficient leisure, we intend to make a com-
pilation of all the more important articles on Southern

Agriculture, Horticulture, &c., &c., in one or two large

volumes. We send you per mail the last copy we can

spare of Seabrook’s History of Cotton.

“Peach Seeds.”

—

G. W, B.—You may or may not get

a Peach simdar to the fruit from whejace the stone is taken

—don’t waste time trying it, unless you wish to experi-

ment on the production of new varieties. We have al-

most too many fine Peaches now ripening in July and
August. We want September and October varieties

—

especially September. See the excellent article of Mr,
Nelson, in present number. The list which he describes

embraces nearly all the most desirable kinds for the South.

Cotton Seed Drill.—E. E. C.—We have not the cut

you allude to, or we would publish with great pleasure.

We send you a few of the Wild Mexican Potatoes per

mail, and shall plant the balance ourselves.

Osage Orange Seed,—W. G.—We can send you what
you may desire at per quart.

Lawns.—Mrs. J. D.—Trench your ground two spades

deep, turning under a compost of lime, ashes, well rotted

stable manure, bone dust, &c., and then sow thickly a
mixture of Kentucky Blue Grass, Italian Ray, Red and
White Clover, and any other variety you choose. Rake
it in lightly and evenly, and finish by rolling the surface

smoothe. We cannot advise the sowing of grass seed in

orchards. The only crops allowable among fruit trees,

are Sweet Potatoes, Cow Peas, Pindars, or similar low-

growing, non-exhausting crops, that require hoe-culture.

Back Volumes of the Cultivator— SuFFOLKS.—Jas. E.

Abernathy,—We will cheerfully make the exchange.

Please send us vol. 10, giving us your Post Office address

in full. We do not know of any person having Suffolks

for sale at present.

Dourah Corn, Stock Corn and Millet.—J. A. T.

—

Address T. W. Hardwick, Davisboro, Ga.

Planting Vineyards.—W, A. W.—Address Mr. Chas.

Axt, Crawfordville, Ga.

Corn Crushers.—P. A. L.—The “Little Giant” will

not (we believe) crush ears of corn with the shuck on.

Rowe’s Crusher, (a more prnderous and expensive ma-
chine) grinds up shuck and all.

Durham Bull.—W. W. R.—Perhaps Col. Wade Hamp-
ton, of Columbia, S. C., can supply you.

Wyandot Corn.-^E, C. B.—We know nothing, ex-

perimentally, of this corn, but intend giving it a fair trial,

on a small scale. See article and advertisement in pre-

sent number. You forgot to enclose the dollar as you in-

tended, but we send you the paper, and you may forward

the money upon the receipt of this notice.

Palma Christi, or Castor Bean.—A. J. C., of Edge-

field, S. C., desires information upon the culture of this

plant. Will some of our correspondents give their ex-

perience I

Samples op Soil.—J. H. O.— Send a few ounces, per

mail, to Prof D. Lee, Athens, Ga., at the same time, com-

municating youi^wisbes to him.
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Stanwick Nectarine, &c.—R. R.—This Nectarine and

the November Peach will be furnished next fall. It is too

late now for transplanting.

Osage Orange.—J. W. P.—See November (1655) num-

ber of the Cultivator, page 350, for an article on this sub-

ject.

Agricultural Societies.—We publish in present num-

ber. the premiums offered for Field Crops, by the '^South-

ern Central Agricultural Society,^' of Georgia, and regret

that our limits will not allow us to give the list in full, as

heretofore. It varies little from the lists of the previous

years, and may be obtained hereafter from the Secretary,

Or. Jas. Camak, of Athens, Ga.

It will be seen that the next Fair is to be held in

Atlanta from the 20th to the 25th of October.

“Gardening for theSouth.”—See the advertisement of

this new work, by our friend White, in present number.

It is our intention to order a number of copies, as

premiums for those who have aided us in extending the

circulation of our paper, and a portion of our readers will

thus be supplied.

To Correspondents.—Communications have been re-

ceived and are on file from—L. Y. F.—W. A. M,—P. B.

K.—H. D. B.—J. S.—J. C. W.—D. B.—J. S. G.—E. R,

K.—G. B., and many others, all of which shall receive

due attention.

We are unable to supply the April number (1855)

of our journal
;

all our spare copies being exhausted.

Well Said!—Our brother, of the Cotton Planter, truly

remarks that “every family in the country, whatever may

be its vocation should patronize some Agricultural paper

because there is no reading matter published to the world

so innocent, and at the same time practically profitable as

a good Agricultural Periodical.”

SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
FAIR OF 1856.

To be held at Atlanta, Ga.,from the'H.^thto the'ibth Oct., 1856.

FIELD CROPS.
1. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon tvro acres

of upland, with the mode of cultivation, the amount and
kind of manure used, the period of planting, the number
of times plowed and hoed, the kind of Cotton; the land
to be measured and the Cotton weighed in the presence
of three disinterested and reliable witnesses, with certifi-

cate from them, pitcher, §20
2. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon two

acres of low land, (the same requisition as upon an
acre of upland,) 20

3. For the largest crop of Pea Vine Hay, raised on 2
acres, one bale to be sent as a sample, with a cer-
tificate of quantity made, silver cup, 10

4. For the largest crop of Native Grass Hay, raised
on 2 acres, the same as above, 10

5. For the largest crop of Foreign Grass Hay, raised
on 2 acres, the same as above, adapted to the cli-

mate, 10
6. For the largest crop of Com grown upon 2 acres

of upland, not less than 50 bushels per acre ;
the

period of planting, the mode of cultivation, kind of
corn, times plowed and hoed, the amount and kind
of manure applied

;
the land and corn measured in

the presence of three disinterested and reliable wit-
nesses, with their certificates—silver pitcher worth 20

7. For the largest crop of Corn grown upon 2 acres
of loic land, not less than 75 bushels per acre (re-

.
quisition as upon upland Corn), 20

8. For the largest crop of Wheat (broadcast) grown
upon 2 acres of land, not less than 20 bushels per
acre, nor under 60 pounds per bushel

;
the laud

and Wheat to be measured, and under the same
requisition, in all things, as above, $25

9. For the largest crop of Wheat (drilled) grown upon
two acres of land, not less than 20 bushels per acre,

nor less than 60 pounds per bushel, (requisition the

same as upon the above,) 25
10. For the largest crop of low land Rice, on one acre

not less than 60 bushels,
_

20
11. For the largest crop of Oats, kind, &lc., raised per

acre, 10
12. For the lai'gest crop of Rye, kind, &c., raised per

acre, 10
13. For the largest crop of Barley, kind, &c., raised per

acre, 10
14. For the largest crop of Sweet Potatoes raised per

acre, one-eighth of an acre to be dug, and certifi-

cates of the yield by disinterested persons furnish-

ed, 10
15. For the largest crop of Irish Potatoes raised jier

acre, 10
16. For the largest crop of Turnips raised per acre, 10

17.
“ “ of Ground Peas, or Pinders

raised per acre, 10

18. For the largest crop of Field Peas raised pm- acre, 10

19. Best box ot Chewing Tobacco, Southern raised, 5

20. Best box of Cigars from Southern raised Tobacco, 5

21. Best sample of Georgia raised Smoking Tobacco, 6

22. For the greatest quantity of Corn produced on an
acre of land by irrigation, with the mode of culti-

vation, time of planting, irrigation, &c.,
_ _

25

Exhibitors of all the above crops must state in writing, in

full, to the Secretary, all the requisitions as laid down for Corn,

Cotton, &cc., as above, when the articles are entered upon
his books for exliibition

;
with the witnesses’ certificates for

the measurements of lands and pounds, and bushels per acre;

without which the Judges will be required to withhold their

awards, and exhibitors not complying with these requisitions

will not be allowed to compete for the Premiums of tlie So-

ciety.

CROPS BY BOYS UNDER SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE.
1. For the largest quantity of Indian Corn grown by

any white boy under 16 years of age, upon an acre

of land, a patent lever Watch, $25
2. For 2d. largest crop of Corn, Cup, 10

The rules in relation to field crops to be complied with.

3. For the largest quantity of Cotton produced by
any white boy under 16 years of age upon an acre

of land—patent lever silver Watch, $25
4. For 2d. largest crop of Cotton, Cup,

_

10

The rules of field crops to be complied with.

SAMPLES OF FIELD CROPS.

$10

10

1. The best variety of Bread Corn, with 2 bushels as

a sample,
2. Best variety of Com for stock, two bushels as a

sample—tested by weight,

3. Best variety of Wheat with a bushel of grain as a

sample,
4. For the best variety of Sweet Potato, sample of 2

bushels,

5. For the best variety of Field Peas, sample of one
bushel,

6. Best variety of Upland Cotton, two stalks as

samples,
7. Best variety of Sea Island Cotton, with two stalks

as samples,
8. Best bushel of Rice,

9.
“ “ Oats,

10.
“ “ Rye,

11.
“ “ Barley,

12. Best bushel of Irish Potatoes,

13. Best variety of Grass Seeds adapted to tlic South

for Hay or Grazing,
Exhibitors of crops, must give in wn-iting to the Secretary

a full account of each crop offered—its adaptation for profit-

able cultivation, &:c. Exhibitors of Hay, must give the mode
of cultivating, curing, harvesting, &-c.

COTTON BALES.
1. For the best 20 bales of Upland Cotton, $20
2.

“ “ 10 “ “ 15

3 u u 5 u u 10

4 u u
1

« u 5

5.
“ “ 5 “ Sea Island Cotton, 20

6. Best Bale of (400 lbs.) Sea Island or Black Seed
Cotton raised on upland, 20

The Cotton must be on the Fair Ground during the Exlii-

bition, to claim the premium.
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THE EFFECTS OF FKOST, SHADE AND SHELTER
ON FERTILITY.

The very respectable freezing which the ground has

received the past winter, renders a few remarks on this

disintegrating force not out of place at this season of the

year; while the benefits of shade and shelter deserve to be

better understood than they now are.' Every particle of

water that freezes in the earth expands a little, and by so

doing se-parates the solid particles of soil the one from its

fellow. Hence, a good sound freezing mellows the ground

more thoroughly than any plow, harrow, or hoe can pos-

sibly do. It is to secure the full benefit of this congelation

by the roughness and greater surface exposed to the ac-

tion of frost, that We prefer to plow in autumn all the stiff

ground which is to be cultivated in any crop tlie summer

following. Before any element of fertility can be avail-

able to nourish a crop, it must be soluble in rain water.

Nothing can well be plainer than the fact that if these

elements were soluble like snow and salt, they would soon

be washed into branches, creeks and rivers, and thereby

inflict enduring and hopless sterility on the whole face ol

the earth. By locking up in sand, clay, compounds of

iron, lime, &c., the precious atoms which sustain the Veget-

able Kingdom, and rendering them only partially soluble

in the water that drops from the clouds, their durability

in the the surface of the earth is perpetuated, where man

does not interfere with the laws of Providence. The pul

verization of any large solid greatly promotes its so-

lution, as is seen when coarse salt is ground, lumps of

sugar are crushed, or when corn is made into meal, wheat

into flour and dry bones and gypsum are ground before

put upon land to make it more fruitful. -In view of these

facts, every cultivator should make the most of the pro

digious pulverizing power of frost in winter.

Shade has more credit with many farmers than it de-

serves. It is not the shade, but the material that causes

the shadow, or that intercepts the sun’s rays which im

proves the soil. By the shading any considerable area,

the evaporation of water, and dissapation of moisture are

checked, so that the decay of vegetable and animal sub

stances is accelerated by this increase of humidity. Where

fence rails retain moisture, at the places where one lies

upon another, there they rot much faster than elsewhere

Dry meat and dry wood decay so little that they can hard

ly be said to decay at all. Shade, by rutting the organic

substances on the ground, not only increases its mould,

but indirectly dissolves the before insoluble food of plants

Carbonic acid and ammonia, evolved from plants and ani-

mals in the process of decomposition eliminate solublt

flint phosphates and other constituents of crops.

All 7iiulchi/ig and shelter of whatever kind, as applied

to the soil to augment its fruitfulness operates in the man

ner we have indicated. A few yards of gauze, like a

mosquito-bar, placed some feet above the ground will so

check the radiation of heat under it as to [)revent a frost,

while tender plants outside of the net will be killed by

frost. All screens, whether forest trees or any artificial

contrivance, are truly chemical agents, and affect humid-

ity as well as temperature. They promote important

chemical changes, and thus increase the fertility of land.

Irish potatoes, in particular, should be mulched with a

covering of straw or forest leaves to cool and moisten the

earth where they are expected to grow, L.

HINTS FOE STOCKS-GROWERS IN GEORGIA.

The State of Georgia contains thirty seven million one

hundred and twenty thousand acres of land—an area

which exceeds that of New York by nearly eight million

acres. In 1650, New York I;ad 12,408,908 acres under

improvement
;
Georgia about half that number, or 6,378,-

479 acres. The value of Live Stock in New York in 1850

was ^73,570,499. In Georgia it was S25,728,416.

We feel confident that the last named State has greater

advantages than the former, in climate and soils as well

as in territory for the large and economical production of

of all domestic animals. To this..remark a cotton planter

may reply : “That may be true
;
yet, if cotton-culiure is

more profitable than stock-growing at the South, why
should we produce more cattle, horses and mules, and less

of our great commercial staple I”

Suppose the same amount of capital, the same degree of

pains, care and skill now applied to planting were exteKd-

ed to Stock Husbandry I Who can furnish satisfactory

evidence to the public that the breeding and rearing of

superior Live Stock would not pay even better than plant-

ing!

The writer (who has been no indifferent observer of the

relative profits of tillage, stock-growing and feeding) be-

lieves that, if either department of rural industry should

predominate over the other, planting should yield to graz-

ing; in order to save the land from the scourge of the

plow.

In 1850, the owners and cultivators of tlie soil of Georgia

reported themselves as holding 51,759 farms; and, we are

sorry to add, they also held 16,412,900 acres of old fields

and other “unimproved land.” To have sixteen acres of

worn out land to six acres in crops and the latter none of

the richest soil, but fast becoming part and parcel of ex-

hausted and abandoned fields, shows an unwise system

of agriculture. A remedy is wdiai we ai e aindng at
;
and

in that connection, attention is asked to the fact, that a fat

steer which will weigh a thousand pounds, live weight,

now brings ten dollars more in the city ofNew York than

a thousand pounds of good cotton. The writer was in

that city a few days since, and saw cattle sell at from nine

to twelve cents a pound on foot, and at an average of a

cent a pound more than cotton was worth in the great

commercial metropolis. Good meat has been steadily ad-

vancing in London, Liverpool, Paris, New York and

other important markets for several years, with slight

variations.

How long will Georgia enterprise sleep over these un-

deniable facts ! The more populous parts of the globe

need fat cattle, fat hogs, and fat sheep to feed their hungry

inhabitants; while we in Georgia have millions of acres

of land admirably adapted to both grazing and grain cul-

ture, which now yield nothing. Before the Revolution,

and down to 1810, Meat was one of the staples exported
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from the colony and State of Georgia. In view of the

severity of some of our winters, stock-growers should not

rely on the natural resources of cane-bottoms, corn fields,

nor forest ranges, but provide plenty of fodder, pea-hay,

crab-grass and other forage. Stock of all kinds demand

good shelter and regular feeding to yield the maximum

profit. Instead of importing hay from New York, bacon

from Ohio, and mules from Kentucky, we ought to have a

surplus of each of these for exportation. In short, our

meadows and pastures should be on our own plantations;

and not a thousand miles off in distant States. Fat cattle

are now sent by railway from Missouri and Iowa to New
York, Philadelphia and Boston

;
and we can ship them at

a less cost from' Savannah to the same cities. For all

practical purposes, we are at least five hundred miles

nearer the great markets of the world than the valley of

the Mississippi. Give to Georgia agriculture a fuU allow-

ance of fine stock, of choice meadows and pastures, and

you will at once double the value of all farming lands in

the State, and double the annual income from the soils.

We speak advisedly when we say that a pair of mules
and a driver can cut twenty thousand pounds of hay in

ten hours with a good mowing machine. A hand with
a single mule and rake will bring the new made hay into

winrows for loading and hauling into barns or stacks. If

it is to be sent to marltet, cotton presses are adapted to

pressing it into bales. At present, grass seeds of all kinds
are exceedingly high

;
the writer having paid fifty cents

a pound for blue-grass seed. It is all-important to South-

ern husbandry that we raise our own grass-seed, and
have pure and acclimated seed for general use. It will

give the writer great pleasure to assist in an enterprise of

this kind in any way in his power. We fertilize the land

seeded in grass, with from ten to twenty bushels of good
house ashes, before they are leached, to the acre, and
should apply lime if it were attainable. In New York,
we put from 1*2 to IG quarts of clean timothy seed upon
one acre; in Georgia our first tiials will be with 8 quarts

only. Having sown in December, we now fear that the

very freezing weather in January has killed the young
and very tender plants. It is no easy matter to sow one’s

w’heat, barley, oats and grass-seed at the right time.

Nothing can be well more variable and uncertain than

our climate—its temperature and fall of rain and snow.
All germs and young plants are tender before their cells

are fully matured. Hence, wheat and all other cereal

grasses, and proper forage plants, may be killed by freezing

them soon after the seed has germinated. After the tissues

of these plants are matured, with many, frost is harm-
less. Drain all wet places before seeding, and subdue the

wild, coarse turf by tillage. Low grounds are best adopt-

ed to pasturage and meadows, when properly treated
;
and

from these a vast quantity of rich manure may be taken

to enrich the upland of a well managed farm. L.

SUGAS FROM THE CHINESE CANE.

Our friend. Dr. Robert Battey, of Rome, Ga, who is

now diligently pursuing the study of chemistry in Phila-
j

delphia, sends us the subjoined note, accompanied by
j

very beautiful samples of cryslalized sugar and syrup, ex-

tracted from stalks of Chinese Sugar Cane, {Holcus Saccha-

ratus.) This very valuable new plant was described in

our December number, (1855) page 378, and again in our

last (February) issue, page 4G. We have a very high

opinion of it, after one year’s trial, and hope Dr. B. and

others will continue thHr investigations. Should it

prove of any commercial value, as a sugar-producing

plant, there cannot be any doubt that it will be found vast-

ly superior to all other plants of the same genus as a green

forage crop for stock, owing to the great amount of

saccharine juice which it contains:

Booth's Laboratory
,
Philadelphia, Pa., )

January,>2iiil, 185G. j

.
Editors Southern Cultivator—I send you sample of

products obtained from the S'wg'A'UWi, alias, Holcus Sacch-

arotus. The two samples of sugar are both rav). The
best, from the first granulation, is, I think, a promising

article. The dark one was injured by the long delay in

the manipulation. They are genuine Cane Sugars.

I regret that I am not prepared to report on them, and
will not be until another crop can be made; by which
time I hope to have another interesting matter to bring, tcv

your notice in the Cotton plant.

Truly yours, Robert Battey.

Inrtitultttral Stpaitintnt.

FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH-
PEACHES.

“ Noio you have covie to the land of Peaches ; now you

will see peaches, such as you never saw before T \v3.s fre-

quently said to me, when I, eight years ago, located my-

self as a nurseryman, here at Macon. And it was true;

for never had I seen such an abundance of mean, dry, hog-

peaches as those that abounded here; Peaches which fre-

quently sold at twenty-five cents (not worth a dime) per

bushel. The season for such common Peaches is confined

to about 6 weeks, or from the middle of July to the latter

part of the month ofAugust, while our soil and climate is

so congenial to the cultivation of this fruit, that we can

have Peaches of the wery best quality, ripening in succes-

ion for 5 months, viz : from May till November.

When formerly the distillation of peach-brandy was a

profitable business, and large orchards were planted for

that purpose, as well as for feeding of hogs, no attention

was bestowed on the proper selection and promulgation

of the fine varieties; the planters were of the opinion

that any Peach, no matter how “sorry,” would yield a good

brandy, as well as fatten hogs
;
they did not calculate how

much more profitable it would be to them to raise the-

finest Peaches, ripening during the whole season, of five

months, for their hogs
;
or such as would give an abun-

dance ofjuice for their brandy
;
or ripen just at such a

time when it was most convenient for them to attend to

that business, without taking their hands from the work

in the field, to say nothing of the supply for family use.

I

The idea of budding or grafting a peach was ridiculed;

and even now it is the opinion of most persons that Peaches

will always reproduce themselves from the stone equally

as fine as the mother tree.

It is true, some Peaches, as for instance, all that belong

to the “Melocoton” family, will reproduce themselves

more or less genuine, but it is not to be relied on, and

af'er several generations they will oftew degenerate. It is

a fact, also, that some very superior varieties are now and

then met with in our orchards, though a very small per-

centage (the greatest part being mean ones)
;
and even
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these fine ones are frequently lost again by carelessness

and want of propagation by budding or grafting.

Quantities of Northern Peaches are now annually

brought per steamboats from New York and Philadelphia

to the Southern seaports during the months of September

and October, after the season for common Peaches has

passed by with us. Why don’t we raise such late Peaches

at home 1 Why don't we make the tide roll back by send-

ing our early varieties to the Northern markets 7 We have

indisputably the advantage of them. We arc about six

weeks ahead of them in the season of ripening. Besides,

on account of our warmer climate, our Peaches are so far

superior in regard to flavor that they throw the hitherto

far-famed New Jersey Peaches entirely into the shade.

But how can any person profitably raise fruits for the

market, unless he plants that which will produce superior

fruit, coming into ripening just at the season when he

can obtain a fetir price for them ? This can only be done

when he selects his varieties carefully, and propagates

them by budding or grafting.

Considering the Peach a most important fruit, I have

for many years devoted my attention particularly to it.

I have been collecting from everywhere hundreds of

the finest varieties. Alter a fair trial, I have rejected a

great many, and I am now placing before the public a list

of such kinds, as I, with confidence, can recommend as

first-rate varieties for the South.

I could easily have extended my list to as many more
fine varieties, but it would only serve to puzzle my read-

ers.

A nurseryman must necessarily procure and try a great

many varieties, but he ought never to crowd his catalogue

with long lists of names that nobody knows anything

about. Such humbug will only trouble the horticulturist,

fill the country with worthless varietiesand create unneces-

sary confusion. Therefore, I shall always go in for a

short, but reliable Ust of the very best ones.

I hope, however, your readers will pardon me for hav-

ing enumerated so many kinds in the month of July, but,

in fact, they are so excellent that it was a hard matter for

me to decide which varieties should be crowded out.

The time ofripening, as given below, is always the day,

noted down, when I pulled the first ripe Peach of the re-

spective kinds i!i my orchard, and generally it will take 1

0

days from that time, and until the last Peach of that varie-

ty drops from the tree :

1. May Peach.—It will, of course, not be expected that

a Peach of such early maturity as to ripen during the last

week in the month of May, will be a large or a very su-

perior one, and, in fact, it is but a small fruit, seldom ex-

ceeding four inches in circumference. Skin white, flesh

also white, with a sweet and pleasant flavor. Its earli-

ness makes it a desirable fruit in any garden
;
freestone

2. Early Anne.—This old variety ripens here the first

week in June. It is not apprecia'ed in the Northern or-

chards, where it is of feeble growth, and a poor bearer.

With me it tias always produced regular and fair crops.

The fruit is round
;
pure white

;
about five inches in cir

cumference; very juicy, and of delicious flavor; free-

stone.

3. Early TiUotfson .—A medium sized Peach, measur-
ing about six inches and a half in circumference. Skin

nearly covered with red. Flesh white; red at the stone;

juicy; melting and well flavored. It is, perhaps, the best

of the very early Peaches Ripe here the 15th of June;
very productive. A very saleable market fruit, though
rather tender for long carriage

;
freestone.

4. Early Yark.^A very popular Peach in the Northern
markets. Fruit ova!; greenish white, with a red cheek;
about 7 inches in circumference. Flesh melting and rich.

Ripe here about June 20th
;
freestone.

5. Flewellen.—

T

his splendid Peach has been described

in the number for June 1855 of the Southern Cullivator.

It has all the good qualities which can recommend it as a
superior market fruit. It is the earliest clingstone

;

of sa-

perior flavor, and bears carriage well. In a few years

large orchards of this Peach will, no doubt, be planted in

Georgia for the'supply of the N’^orthern markets, and I

venture to predict that no Peach will yield better profits.

Ripe here by July let. A very regular bearer.

6. Yellow Rareripe.—The yellow fleshed Peaches are

much finer and better flavored here than in the middle
States, as they require a warm climate for their perfection

;

and, strange enough, nearly all the yellow fleshed varie-

ties have originated in America. The Yellow Rareripe is

quite large, often measuring 8 inches in circumference; of

a deep orange color; considerably covered with dark red.

Flesh juicy and well flavored. Ripe here by July 4th.

An excellent market fruit, and very productive
;
freestone.

7. Walter's Early^ is a large and beautiful fruit, of a

firm texture
;
a desirable quality for market. Fruit green-

ish white, with a red cheek. Flesh juicy, with a very

pleasant flavor. Ripens here July 8lh, at the same time

as

(8.) Grosse Mignonne, an exceedingly delicious Peach,

of French origin. Fruit round; rather depressed. Skin

greenish white, considerably covered with red. Flesh

ver^,' juicy and high flavored. Seven inches and a half in

circumference; freestone.

9. Van ZandVs Superb.—A beautiful Peach of a waxy
appearance and medium size; about 7 inches and a half

in circumference Skin creamy white, plentifully covered

with red. Flesh very juicy, melting and highly flavored.

Rather tender for distant markets. Ripens here July

10th.

10. Bergen's Yellow.—Fruit large, round and somewhat
depressed. Skin dingy yellow, much covered with dark,

dull red. Flesh deep orange
;
very juicy

;
it is, perhaps,

the best flavored of all the yellow fleshed Peaches. Ripe
here July 10th

;
freestone.

11. Cratoford's Early.—This noble looking Peach is

one of the very finest market fruits. Its large size, beau-

tiful color and its great productiveness, make it the most
profitable freestone Peach for market. Fruit oblong, with

a projecting point at the top
;
very large, often measuring

nine inches in circumference. Skin bright orange, with

a red cheek. Flesh juicy and rich. I have shipped this

Peach from here to Saratoga Springs, N. Y., where it ar-

rived in beautiful condition, and created quite a sensation.

Ripe here about July 12th.

12 Red Rareripe.—This remarkably fine and delicious

Peach is unfortunately very tender, and cannot, when per-

fectly ripe, stand carriage
;

but, for family use, none is

better. In appearance it resembles the Grosse Mignonne,
but ripens a week later; here about July l6th. At the

same time ripens, also,

(1 3.) George the Ath, the most popular market fruit in

New Jersey, and deservedly so, on account of its abun-

dant and regular crops. Fruit above medium size and
rather one-sided. Fresh creamy white, little red at the

stone; very juicy and rich.

14. Oidmixon Free is also a very valuable market fruit;

very large, often measuring 8 inches in circumference;

oblong
;
greenish white with a red cheek

;
very juicy and

well flavored. Ripe here about July 18th; very produc-

tive.

15. Congress Clingstone.—This beautiful Peach, resem-

bles the Oldmixoa Cling so much that the same descrip-

tion will answer for both. Fruit large; oblong, with a

projecting point at the top. Skin creamy white, a good

deal covered with red. Flesh juicy, very sweet and well

flavored. An excellent market fruit, which has been

shipped from here to Boston, and arrived in first- rate con-

dition. Pipe here July 20th
;
very productive.

16. Napoleon.—A large Peach of a firm texture; well
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suited for market. Fruit large, inclined to o|)Iong Skin

very downy, dingy green and considerably coTcred with

red. Flesh marbled with blood red, very juicy and rich.

Ripe here July 20th.

17. Green Catharine.—A beautiful, large oblong Peach.

Skin creamy white, with a red cheek. Flesh very firm,

sweet and delicious. An excellent market fruit, as but

few freestones will bear carriage so well. Ripe here July

20th.

18. Late Admirable.—An excellent and very productive

variety. Fruit above medium size; roundish, inclined to

oval. Skin yellowish green, with a slight cheek. Flesh

greenish, melting, very juicy and of a delicious flavor.

Ripe here July 20th
;
freestone.

19. Brevoorl's Morris.—A large and well flevored

Peach
;
a fine market fruit on account of the firmness of its

flesh. Ripe July 20th
;
freestone.

20. President.—A very large, rather oblong, freestone

Peach, often measuring 8 inches in circumference. Skin

rather downy, and of a dingy, yellowish green color, with

a dull red cheek. Flesh white, red at the stone, juicy,

melting and very sweet. Good market fruit, and very
;

productive. Ripe here July 24th.

21. Crawford's Late.—A noble looking Peach of the

largest size, often measuring 9 inches in circumferance.

It resembles very much the Crawford’s Early, but ripens

about 10 days later. Both varieties are unsurpassed as

market fruits. Very productive. Ripe here July 24ch.

22. Columbia.—This Peach was first raised extensively

by Col. Pace, of Columbia county, Ga., and described by
CoxE under its present name. It is well known about

Augusta as the “Pace” Peach. Here, about Macon, it is

called the “Tinley” Peach, and is a noble looking, very
large fruit. I have had them measuring 11 inches in cir-

cumference, and weighing 14 ounces. Skin downy, dull

dingy yellow, marbled with dull red. Flesh yellow,

sometimes marbled with red streaks, firm and juicy, but

not highly flavored, except in particularly favorable seas-

ons. This was, for instance, the case in 1853, when we
had a good deal of rain during the month of May, which
caused the fruit to swell to an unusual size

;
the month of

July was excessively hot, and developed the saccharine

substances perfectly. It bears carriage well, and is often

shipped from here to New York, where it always arrives

in fine condition; but as the market by that time is al-

ready crowded with fruit, it does not command so liigh a

price as the earlier varieties, such as “Flewellen” and
“Crawford’s Early.” Ripe here about August 3d

;
free-

stone.

23. Druid Hill.—A very fine freestone variety, above
medium size; though it cannot compare with the Colom-
bia, in regard to size, it is by far its superior in juciness

and flavor. Too tender fleshed for distant markets
Fruit round and rather depressed. Skin greenish white,

with a slight cheek. Flesh very juicy, melting and rich.

Ripe here August 8th.

24. Newington Clingstone.—A very large and beauti-

ful fruit, not so much appreciated at the North as with us.

Fruit very large, and oblong. Skin clear creamy white,
with a fine red cheek. Flesh firm, cream color, red at

the stone, very juicy and well flavored. Ripe here by I

August 10th. Fine market fruit.
j

25. Late Rareripe.—

K

freestone Peach of the largest
j

size, often as large as the Crawford’s, though, by no
means, so handsome. Fruit inclined to oval, the swollen
point at the top a little sunken. Skin very downy, green-
ish gray, somewhat marbled with red and with a dark
red cheek, splashed with yellowish spots. Flesh white,
red at the stone, juicy, melting and of an exceedingly
rich flavor. Ripe here August 10th.

26. Lemon Cling.—This well known, beautiful variety
originated, many years ago, in South CaroUna. Fruit is

quite large, oblong, with a large projecting point at the

top, resembling that of a lemon, whence its name. Skin
lively bright orange, with a deep red cheek. Flesh very
firm, exceedingly juicy, with a rieh vinous flavor. It is

the best fruit for preserving in brandy. Very productive,

and excellent for market—always in great demand. Ripe
here August 20th.

27. La Grange.—A large, though not a handsome vari-

ety. Fruit quite oblong, rather pointed at the top. Skin
very downy, pure white, frequently marked with some
blackish spots. Flesh white and juicy. A good market
variety, as it is very firm

;
freestone. Ripe here August

20th.

28. Heath's Freestone^ also called “Kenrick’s Heath ;” a
very large, oblong Peach. Mr. Downing thinks it only

second-rate in New England; here it is always a fine

Peach. Skin greenish white, with a purplish cheek.

Flesh white, juicy, melting, and well flavored. Ripe here

August 20th. A very productive market fruit.

29- Heath Cling.—This is the best late clingstone in

the North
;
here, however, we cannot call it late, as it

ripens by the 25th ofAugust. Fruit quite large, oblong,

with a large swollen point at the top. Skin downy, creamy
white with a slightly red cheek. Flesh greenish white,

very juicy and sweet, with a rich and delicious flavor.

30. Watkin's Cling.—A seedling from here, probably

sprung from “Heath’s Cling,” to which it bears a good

deal of resemblance. It is, however, not so oblong, nor

pointed, and is covered with more red. It also ripens

some days later—September 1st. Both the later varieties

are excellent for preserving.

31. White Globe.—Another seedling, raised here. Fruit

very large, sometimes 11 inches in circumference, round.

Skin pure white, seldom tinged with red on the sunny
side. Hesh white, very juicy, with a lucious and highly

aromatic flavor. Ripe September 8th
;
clingstone.

32. Demming’s Orange.—A beautiful yellow clingstone,

resembling the “Lemon Cling,” but ripening by Septem-

ber 1 5th. Raised by Mr. Demming, of Milledgeville, Ga.,

a few years ago.

33. Pavie ele Pompon.—This very large French variety

requires our long and hot summers to come to perfection,

and is, consequently, not appreciated at the North. Fruit

very large, frequently 9 inches in circumference, inclining

to oval with a distinct swollen point at the top. Skin

yellowish white, much covered with red, and a deep red

cheek. Flesh white, deejj.red at the stone, very firm,

juicy and well flavored. It is an excellent variety for

Southern latitudes. Ripe here September 25th
;
cling-

stone.

34. Bahhi'in's Late Free.—This beautiful late freestone

Peach was disseminated only three years ago by that zeal-

ous horticulturist. Dr. W. O. Baldwin, of Montgomery,

Ala. Fruit large, oblong, with a distinctswollen point at

the top. Skin greenish white, with a slight red cheek.

Flesh very firm, juicy, melting and well flavored. Ripe

here about the 2Uth of October, and will keep for several

weeks in the house. I have another late Peach, raised by

Dr Baldwin, which he has named “Pride of Autumn,”

and thinks still finer, but it has not yet fruited with me.

35. Nix' Late Cling.—A Georgia seedling. Fruit ob-

long and large. Skin pure white, slightly tinged with

red. Flesh white, firm, juicy and well flavored. Ripe

October 20th, and will, like most late Peaches, keep several

weeks.

36. Thomas' November Cling.—Mo-t late Peaches are

j

freestones, and the two last varieties being cling.stones, of

fine flavor, must be considered quite an acquisition. This

Peach originated in Dooly County, Ga., where the origin-

al tree still stands in full vigor. Fruit large. Skin white.

Flesh white very firm, juicy and highly flavored. Ripe

November 1st to 12th,
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I have a good many new Southern Seedlings, mostly

late ones, on trial, several of which look very promising.

I am confident that many superior varieties are scat-

tered over the country, known only to their owners. I

would consider it a personal favor and a benefit to the

country, if the owners of such trees would send me a few

grafting scions at any time between November 1st and

March 1st. I hope 1 need not to add, that I most gladly

would reciprocate such favors with twigs of my best

varieties. Robert Nelson.
Macon, Ga.,Jan., 1856,

GRAPE GROWING IN THE SOUTH.

"A correspondent of the Charleston Courier introduces a

number of extracts from our own and other journals, in

the following pertinent manner

:

Having had it in contemplation to write you a few

pages on the cultivation of the Grape in our piney woods,

and its adaptation to the soil and climate in this immedi-

ate neighborhood
;

I have concluded to enclose you the

following articles, as they include all, and more, than I

could have said. I found them in looking over the back

numbers of the Southern Cultivator, (by the way, a most

valuable paper,) and as I wish to retain my numbers,

have forwarded copies of the articles.

I may possibly visit some of the vineyards in this vi-

cinity shortly, and if I gather any facts worthy of com-
municating, I will forward them to you. I have under-

stood that Scuppernong grapes, raised here last year

readily commanded fifty cents per pound in the Charles-

ton market. The immense source of wealth that the cul-

ture of the grape might prove to South Carolina appears

almost fabulous. If it is profitable in Ohio, it must be

doubly so here. Consider, merely for the table, what
quantities of grapes might be shipped by the steamers to

supply the Northern markets, in like manner to what we
now send peas and potatoes. This should be an impor-

tant consideration to those who are afraid to attempt the

making of wine. Yet making wine is the main consider-

tion.

These pine barren soils, which are refused by cotton

and corn planters, are equally well adapted to the culti-

of peaches. Two years s\nct,part of the produce of an

orchard of about ten acres, near this village, was sent to

New York, and netted, after deducting all expenses, over

$1500. Ripening so much earlier than (he Northern fruit

the choice varieties readily commanded from $5 to $7 per

basket. Fruit in large quantities is profitably shipped

from Columbus, Ga., to New York.

In the report of the Committee on Agriculture to the

House of Representatives, in 1842, can be found the fol-

lowing extract

:

“The exposition which your committee has given,

showing the great competition of foreign rice with our

own, and that South Carolina cannot compete with the

West in the cheap production of cotton, and that she

must ere long be driven from the market, demonstrates

the necessity of looking abroad and around us for other

sources of advancement and profits than those we now
possess.

“The Agriculture of the State is the fundamental basis

of her prosperity, as is attested by the fact that while the

property of the State is valued at $192,000,000, the Agri-

cultural portion equals $174,000,000. What then are to

be the expedients to be adopted to secure present advan-
tages or counteract their loss I”

If the apprehensions of the Committee, just quoted,

should ever prove to be well founded, and the production
of our two great staples— Cotton a'nd Rice—prove unpro-

fitable, the cultivation of the vine may eventually become
one of our principal Agricultural pursuits.

The recent experiments in this State and Georgia prove

most conclusively, the adaptation of this soil and climate

to the production of the Grape in its greatest perfection. It

is a subject well worthy of consideration.

Persimmon.

Aiken, S. C., Jan. 26, 1856.

MCDOWELL’S RHODODENRON.

We are indebted to S. McDowell, Esq
,
of Franklin^

N, C., for the following description of the habits of this

fine new plant, a limited number of which he hopes to be

able to supply to amateurs this spring. Orders may be

addressed to the editors of this paper, [For a full descrip-

tion of this plant, see letter of Mr. Van Buren, in our Oc-

tober number (1855) page 319J

:

“ My orders for Rhododendrons are all accom-

panied by a request that I should describe their habit,

how cultivated, &c. You, of course, wish the same. I

do not know a shorter way than to give their simple his-

tory, and present them as they are found in their native

locality.

“I have never yet seen one growing in its native state,

but what grew on the very summit of the mountains and

upon arid rocks, and remotdfi’om water-courses or springs j

but are rooted in a thin stratum of black soil which has

evidently been formed by the decay and decomposition of

mosses. Those which 1 have cultivated) only commenc-

ing last year) do best where I placed a flat stone beneath

their roots, planted shallow and used, as a manure, a

mould of well decomposed leaves packed tight upon the

roots, particularly at their lateral end. I water moder-

ately until I see signs unmistakable of vitality, after which

there is perhaps no plant or shrub which could stand a

greater degree of either heat or cold,

“But I have observed one thing that it would be well

for the florist to know who commences their cultivation.

The flower is not equally hardy as the shrub that bears

it, for while on the summits of mountains they appear to

blush in their deepest tints in the full glare of the sun’s

rays
;
nevertheless, when brought to the low grounds,

-they deteriorate, become languid and pale, and are

ephemeral in duration. In the South
,
they must be planted

where they will be protected from the mid-day’s sun.”

» O »

DWARF FRUIT TREES.

The intention of names being to designate things, the

term dwarf, as usually understood and applied to fruit-

trees, is unfortunate, giving, as it oUen does, a wrong im-

pression to its use.

The belief is very common that a dwarf pear or apple

tree, means one that will grow only four or five feet, and

bear, perhaps, at the most, a dozen specimens. Many
also understand the term to apply to the fruit itself, which

they think only grows to about the ordinary size.

We have surprised many persons by telling them that

we have weighed Dutchess d’Angouleme pears, from

what are called dwarf trees, reaching nineteen and a half

ounces, and that we could show them dwarf trees, in this

city twelve to fifteen feet high, and bearing from five to

six bushels of pears annually. What is usually meant by

a dwarf pear tree, is one grafted on a quince stock, with

branches starting out near the ground, and not trimmed

up to the usual height for standard trees.

The operation of making dwarf pear and apple trees is

performed by grafting the former on quince, and the lat-

ter on Paradise or Doucain stock. [And cherries on the

Mahakb stock ]
This has the effect with many varieties,

of restraining a very rapid growth, and developing early

fruiting, although this latter depends much on judicious

pruning. Such trees are made to branch out two or three
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feet from the ground, not only on account of the conveni-

ence in picking the fruit, but also because the shape of

the head and the shortening-in process of the branches is

easier within control. The common practice of letting

branches start at the height of six or seven feet is sanc-

tioned neither by convenience or sound philosopy. With
available climate and sudden alternations of heat and cold,

wet and dry, the exposure of a naked trunk to such in-

fluences often affects its thriftiness, producing blight and
other diseases, and sometimes aesiroying life. This is

particularly the case with cherry and pear trees. When
the branches are low, they answer a valuable purpose in

shading and protecting the trunk, and both on dwarf and
standard trees in this respect, nature should be more
closely follow'ed. An objection is made to it that the

grass will not grow underneath— that the passage among
the trees is interrupted. Things ought to be kept in their

proper places. A lawn in front of the house should be

reserved for shade, not fruit trees. There is always a

separate vegetable garden, and there ought also to be a

fruit garden, reserved exclusively for fruit trees. These
require particular treatment and attention, such as plow'-

ing up of the ground, which is impracticable in a lawn,
but absolutely necessary for a thriving orchard—Farm
Journal.

Vegetable Growths of California.—An agricultur-

al show has lately been held at Sacramento, at which the

productions of the country were exhibited for prizes. The
show of animals was I'emarkable only as giving evidence

of considerable improvement in the breed of horses since

the Americans have been in possession of the State. The

exhibition of fruits and vegetables was really curious—the

former from their variety and precocity, and the latter

from their giganticsize. Pumpkins weighing 129 pounds,

beet-root feet long, and a stalk of Indian corn 34 feet

high, were among the “monsters” of the exhibition.

The vegetables of California grow with a luxuriance un-

equalled elsewhere, but they are deficient in flavor. It

appears that peach and pear trees frequently produce a

double crop in the same season. The productiveness of

the strawberry plant is also very remarkable.

NATIVE GRAPES.

I appreciate the motives that induced many persons
from different States to send me grafts of native and seed-

ling grapes. Among them were grafts from California in

sealed tin cans. They came late, and I expected to find

the grafts dried and dead. They were as fresh as when
cut from the vine, and some of them had young buds an
inch long; some of the grafts have grown fifteen feet. My
grafting was done earlier last spring than heretofore, and
many did not grow. Three or four kinds did not live,

that from their description promised to be fine wine
grapes. It is not the best table grapes that make the best

wine. The first object is to obtain grapes of fine aroma
and flavor

;
the second, much saccharine matter.

The sweetness of the grape is no evidence of the
quantity of sugar they contain. The Catawba is not a
very sweet grape, as it contains more tartaric acid than
usual. Yet it abounds in sugar, and its “must” weighs
heavier than the most of wine grapes from Europe, and
makes a stronger wine, and where casks are kept full and
in cold cellars, will improve for five or six years, but can-
not be sent in casks in warm weather a loiio- distance
with safety. Bottled, it may be sent safely at all seasons,
and kept for a century. The Madeira, Port, and Sherry
wines, that, fully fermented, seldom weigh more than
eight degrees, have brandy added, till they weigh from

I eighteen to twenty- four degrees. To someof their “must,”

in Madeira, they added one-third of brandy. The result

I

is no fermentation. The liquor is clear, sweet and pleas-

ant to taste, and when shipping their wines, more or less

of it is added, to give richness and flavor.

I have, w'ithin a few days, received by express some
grapes of a superior quality from Georgia. Florida and

j

South Carolina. Among them the Warren grape, which
! has generally been represented to be the Herbemont. It

I

is a different grape. Bunch and grape larger and more

!

perfect. The grape is not ripe enough to judge of its

j

quality as a table grape, but I believe, as a table grape, it

i

will be superior to the Herbemont. 'I shall cheerfully pay

I

a high price to any person who will, by express, send me
I from two quarts to a half bushel of native grapes, fully

I

ripe, if of fine aroma and flavor, to test their quality for

I

wine. Or, if prefeired, will send them the wine when
made, if of value.

The Fox grape has a strong aroma, but is of no value

as wine or -a table grape. The skin is thick, and the

pulp hard. If to make and drink the vdne of Scripture*is

not to become a sin and a reproach, there are native

grapes that will be worth millions of dollars; the seedling

can be raised of greater value. We have a seedling of our

Isabella, that, grown in the open ground, bears larger

fruit than the largest grapes of Europe grown under glass.

Ours is the region for grape culture and the manufacture

of wine. The wine countries of Enrope have no native

grapes. Our hills and valleys are covered with vines,

producing hundreds of varieties ofgrapes. Yet our Solo-

omons have told us that our soil and climate are not cal-

culated lor the culture of the grape and the manufacture

of wine. j

I can pardon this opinion at the North, where they

have the Fox and Frost grape only; but I now feel as-

sured that I have on trial a few kinds of grapes belonging

to a cold region— that in the Northern part of the State

of New York and in Vermont, will be valuable for wine.

I am not yet prepared to judge with certainty of the qual-

ity of many kinds I have on hand. But I hope this fall

to submit some wines made from the new* grapes, to a se-

lect committee, that shall compare with the best wines of

Europe of the same age. If our temperance men can bq

induced to respect the doctrines of the Bible, and not in-

terfere with the culture of the grape for pure wine, not

many years will elapse till we can not only supply

the United States with wine, but include all Europe.

N. Longworth, in Chico.go Democrat.

Cincinnati^ Sept. 18.5.5. '

—

PLANT LICE ON GRAPE VniES.

We make an extract from a paper by Mr. Tow.vsend

Glover on the Plant Louse, published in the Agricultur-

al Report of the Patent Office:

The Plant Louse {Aphis) is very destructive to young
shoots and leaves of grape vines, as they suck out the

sap by means of a piercer or trunk, and thus enfeeble the

system of the plant. 4'he natural history of'ihese insects is

similar to that of the Cotton Louse. Their natural ene-

mies also the same, as they are destroyed by the lady bird

the lace-wing fly and syrfflius. I must, however, remark

that the minute ichneumon fly which destroys the aphis

on grape vines, differs essentially from that of the Cotton

Louse, although its general form and habits are the same.

•When the vines are in small gardens the best remedy

to destroy this pest would be to syringe the plants thor-

oughly, both on the upper and lower sides of the foliage,

with a solution of whale oil soap. Dusting the leaves

with lime has al.«:o been recommended
;
and in a green

house these lice can be destroyed by a thorough fumiga-

tion with the smoke of tobacco.”
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Poultry Under Plum Trees—We have been presented

with some specimeas of a very fine Plums raised in this

city. Until last season, the fruit upon these trees was
very imperfect, owing to the ravages of the curculio

;
but

for this season and the past, the fruit has been good

;

owing, undoubtedly, to the fact that poultry has been kept

under the trees. It is an experiment easily tried:

—

Hart-

ford Courant.

A New Machine Wanted.—A correspondent from

Montgomery, Ala., states, in his letter, that a machine for

cutting corn shucks into shreds would find a ready sale

in that section of the country. Corn shucks split into

shreds find a ready sale at to 3 cents a pound, for the

purpose of making mattrasses, and when so cut are also

much better for mules, horses, and cattle, as food, than

when cut cross wise, by common stalk cutters. “On most
plantations at the South,” the letter says, “a simple ma-
chine to be operated by the hand, and would do its work
well, would find a ready sale.”

These shucks are split by hand at present, by pulling

them over a number of nails or sharp spikes driven into a

board. The work is slow and tedious, but it affords pro-

fitable employment for many aged and infirm hands who
are incapable of out-door labor.

—

Scientific American.

LEACHED ASHES.

Mefisrs. Editors—In a late discussion on this subject,

one of the speakers gave it as his opinion, that the value

of wood ashes as a manure consisted in the quantity of

potash that they contained
;
which was considered by

many, and very properly, an erroneous supposition
;
for

after the most careful leaching, the residuum is found to

be about as effective as would have been the application

before such leaching
;
and in all cases this has been found

to be the fact. But why has this fact remained until now
to be questioned I It would be the easiest thing in the

world to test it by means of a single bushel of leached

ashes tried alongside of the same quantity of unleached

and under the same circumstances, and there you would
have it, grown as your own fact. But I have long since

been satisfied of the result, that the difference, it' any,

would be so trifling, as wholly to do away with the idea

that potash is the cause of the fertilizing property of ashes,

much as it may be thought to militate against pubhe opin-

ion, and that is one step gained; the next question being,

how is this to be accounted for*? which I leave to be set-

tled by our scientific friends who profess to know how
these things are, but I beg leave to say they are bound to

make known for the benefit of those who still believe that

the value of wood ashes, as a manure, consists in the

quantity of potash they contain
;
and in the meantime, I

would say, with all due deference, that,, in my opinion,

their virtue is to be found in the carbon they contain, hav-

ing myself imbibed the strange doctrine lately promul-

gated, that the use of alkali and acid in nature is, by this

union, to bring on fermentation and, consequently, decom-
position, and the creation of carbonic acid gas, which gas

—am I right in the supposition I—is the only gas that is

heavier than atmospheric air, and consequently falls to

the earth by its own density, there to become food for

plants, whilst all others, by their levity ascend into the

atmosphere, there to form new combinations and return

again to perform these never-ceasing evolutions prescrib-

ed by the Great Creator of this wonderful frame of things !

So that, although oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and all the

other gens and ammonia are absolutely necessary to bring

aboift this state of things, the result is carbon, the natural

food of plants, always to be found at the surface of the

earth, and in close proximity with these and their lungs

and leaves and roots and moisture, by which alone plants

are able to take their food,

This, I am aware, will be considered a very simple(7)

theory by the learned, but I trust, not unworthy of their

regard
;
and I should be pleased to find that I am not alone

in my conjectures. The beauty of every thing created by
the Almighty, consists in its simplicity

;
and nothing ap-

pears to me more strikingly simple than the theory that I

have here ventured to advocate, namely : that this gas that

is heavier than atmospheric air, is designed to fall to the

earth—while others rise up and pass away— to become
the food of the plants in her bosom

;
which I must be al-

lowed to say, appears to me an all-wise, all-important,

and all-sufficient argument.

—

Boston Cultivator.

Potatoes Planted in Wood Ashes.—Messrs. Eds .

—

About the middle of April, plant them in rows about two
feet apart, and about two feet apart in each row—plant

the sets whole, putting about two handsful of wood ashes

with each set. Hoe them deep and well. The best and
largest yield I have seen this season, were grown in this

way—soil generally light and sandy. Mr. W. Shaw’s
averaged about 28 to each set, some of the potatoes weigh-
ing over 16 ounces. P. Sidebotham,

\in Country Gentleman.

AGKICTTLTURE SCIENTIFICALLY CONSIDERED IN
CONNECTION WITH LABOR.

Capt. Danley; When labor shall have vindicated itself

from the shame which false pride and erroneous sentiment

has clothed it in the filth and rags of, the cultivation of the

soil will be esteemed to be, as it assuredly is in truth, the

most respectable and exalted of occupations. Our educa-

ted youth now, are being brought up to believe that be-

yond the pale of commerce, law, and medicine, respecta-

bility is not to be found; that the tilling of the earth is a

dirty business, entirely beneath the dignity of a gentle-

man’s son, which he should never condescend to think

seriously about making a profession of. This detestible

and preposterous fallacy can only be gotten rid of by the

practical education afforded by agricultural schools.

When boys shall be taught to work as well as study, when
science is blended with practice, they will learn to know
that to be an agriculturist requires something more to

qualify them for pursuing it, than holding the plow, and

saying gee and haw. That an understanding of the

knowledge requisite to explain it in its various details,

circumscribes a vast area of information : that to render it

successful, profitable and pleasant, they must know natu-

ral philosophy, to understand the mechanism of the va-

rious implements of husbandry
;

chemistry, to enable

them to analyse the soil, ascertain its adaptation to the

different products of its growth, and the quantity and qual-

ity of matter suitable to them; botany, to know the na-

ture of vegetation
;
horticulture to raise fruits and vegeta-

bles
;
besides many other beautiful and highly interesting

branches of study proper to be known. In mentioning

them, however, we would not wish to be understood by

any means, as understanding them ourselves
,
we only

know they are important to be understood by the accom-

plished agriculturist.

If youths were taught to look at the subject of agricul-

ture through these, its proper mediums, their minds would

be disabused, and they would see it was in every way en-

titled to respect, and aspire to be farmers, as well as law-

yers, doctors and merchants; that its duties involved as

much learning, and required as close and constant study

as that ofany other of the “learned professions.” That an

extensive library, philosophical, chemical and astronomi-

cal apparatus are much more needed in the farmer’s studies

than in those of the doctor s and lawyer’s.

Ofall pursuits, it is certainly the most profitable, rational,

and happy, as could be shown by the lives of the most

eminent men of every age of enlightenment and civiliza-
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tion. Jdckson, Clay, Marshall and Webster, were all

very humble farmers’ sons, and the first lessons from which

their greatness came, were taught them in the corn-field,

without the light of many of the benefits that science now
affords for correct and easy improvement. They were,

emphatically, poor boys, of rustic toil, reared amid penury,

and enjoying not ease; whose course of life was shaped by

the plow and hoe. It was this early training that discov-

ered to them their greatness, and taught them in after life

what real worth and true dignity consisted in; how to

respect the great multitudes, sympathize with them in the

vicissitudes of life, study their wants, enlarge their happi-

ness, and promote the interests of mankind. Franklin,

Green, and Sherman, were humble mechanics. The first

a printer, the second a tinner, and the third a shoemaker.

The road that leads through the workshop, and passes

through the corn-field, is the surest one to eminence, and

\.\iQ shortest one to the capital. In the duties pertaining to

the culture of the soil, the Americans stand preeminently

practical. We have so vast a domain to move about upon,

that the science of agriculture has, until recently, been

but little thought of, and very negligently attended to.

We buy new homes, not to adorn, make comfortable, live

happy at and die there, but to abide at fora little while,

until we can exhaust the soil by a rapid process of prac-

tical tillage, and compel ourselves to move off again.

Make haste and get rich ! is our motto, at the sacrifice of

health, ease, and imminent hazard of wealth. Necessity

has never yet forced upon us the study ofdomestic econo

my
;
hence, we would say, our censurable negligence of

agricultural science. To penetrate the wilderness at the

sacrifice of health and comfort, buy new ground, clear it

up and fence it in, at a cost of SlO per acre, is an every-

day occurrence, everywhere to be seen, but to enjoy the

the comforts of an improved home, and reclaim partially

exhausted soil at a cost of S5 per acre, but very rarely

happens, and is but little practiced indeed. Time alone

can correct this too often backward progress of pi’ogres-

sion with us of the South-West.

Nature says the old folks should stay at home and let

the younglings go forth and provide for themselves. The
“old homestead” should be held sacred, and cherished as

the one fond spot of earth forever to be revered. The
farmer’s interests are peculiarly identical with the soil. If

any class of community may be considered the chosen

ones for the accomplishment of universal good it is them

They, it would seem, are the especial recipients of the

favors of Providence. For them the dews more particu

larly descend, the rains fall and the sun shines It is they

who cause the wilderness to blossom as the rose, and fill

the store house of plenty with the products of the earth.

They are the strong pillars of our political fabric and how
•important it is they should be informed be looked up to,

instead of dmcn upon. With them rests the great majority
—they are the sacred dispensers of liberty, and must ex-

ercise this right for weal or for wo—each a sovereign in

himself, invested with equal rights, having no superior in

the eyes of the law. Their position as well as their pro-

fession demands much learning, and they limited acquire-

ments are to be deplored. Agriculture should be studied

as our ''E Plurabus Unum,” but we act as if we thought

it our '^multum inparvo that is to say, instead of mak-
ing it our many in one, we make it our much in little, if

we rightly interpretate our latin, of which we know
.nothing. Agriculture is our cornucopia, but it should not

only be a horn of plenty, but of peace too.

A people agriculturally prosperous are rarely lacking in

anything else. Where bread is plenty, prosperity dwells,

and poverty is but seldom seen coming in at the door.

We have thus endeavored to throw out some ideas

broad-cast upon this important question for the consider-

ation of our people. They are the seeds of the brain that

should be planted in season and cultivated with care

—

commending not our own at all. Clinton,
[in Arkansas State Gazette and Democrat.

“BOOK FARMING.”

The prejudice against book farming is fast being dissi-

pated by hiffher intelligence. Mere book farming is very

silly, but the experience of the best farmers, published in

newspapers is quite another matter. On this topic, cor-

rrespondent of the Rural New Yorker has some sensible

remarks :

It is gratifying to perceive, at the present day, that the

old prejudices against books on farming and agricultural

journals are fast giving way, and more just and enlighten-

ed sentiments taking hold of the minds of Ihe American
people. The country has no higher interests than those

of the farmer. Whatever is written or spoken that tends

to increase his knowledge of the various branches of his

occupation, strengthens his judgment; and to diminish

the most serious obstacles against which he has to con-

tend, is a benefit not only to him, but to the whole coun-

try, and in a measure, to the civilized world. And for

him to reject valuable information, the result of long

study and experience, because it comes in the form of a

book, or in the columns of a newspaper, is as foolish as it

would be to cast aside a modern plow because it has

more polish than those which his father used before him.

The welfare of a country depends almost wholly upon
its farmers. If they are industrious and intelligent, the

nation will be powerful and prosperous. Is it not the

superior skill in agriculture and manufactures which has

exalted England to her present power and grandeur, sup-

plying her with money to carry on long and expensive

wars, whereby vast territories were acquired, and danger-

ous rivals checked in their career of advancement

—

build-

ing her invincible navy, which time and time again has

protected her against disastrous invasions, and sending

foi th upon the ocean her ships, which encircling the

globe, bring the wealth of every clime into the hands of

her merchant princes I Witness, too, those countries

where the culture of the soil is imperfectly understood—
Portugal, Spain, Greece and Italy—are they not poor,

weak, and despised I Be alive, then, farmers, to your
true interests. Let every succeeding year behold more,

thorough and scientific tillage, greater ende avors to mas
,

ter every branch of your occupation, and more abundant
harvests, and all the advantages that flow therefrom will

surely follow.

EXPERIMENTS IN AGRICULTURE.

Well-conducted experiments are the most reliable

sources of agricultuaal improvement. Indeed, in the

present stage of those sciences which pertain to agricul-

ture, theories, unsustained by experience, are to be re-

ceived with great circumspection. On the other hand, ex-

periments loosely made are arguments neither for nor

against a theory
;
and the spirit which condemns the de-

ductions of science, upon the result of single careless ex-

periments, is iust as unfriendly to the development of truth

as that spirit which embraces too hastily the conclusions

of science, unwarranted by the test of experience. We
are yet but in the dim twilight of agricultural science,

and its truths are too faintly ascertained to constitute the

mere theory of the Professor a safe guide in the practice

of the art; but when the deductions of the laboratory are

confirmed by the results of the practical agriculturist, we
may safely conclude that a reliable step has been made in

the direction of true progress. It is cause of regret that

so little effort has been made among us to secure the co-

operation of these two sources of improvement in agriculj

ture.
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We have remarked that experiment itself is not infalli-

ble; indeed, it is often the source of fatal error. A single

-swallow does not make a summer, nor does a single ex-

periment settle a principle. To be reliable, experiments

must be carefully and repeatedly made. Two neighbor-

ing planters may determine to test the value of guano, for

instance, as a fertilizer for cotton. A succeeds and B fails.

Neither can safely conclude that he has settled the matter,

but they should carefully compare the modes of applica-

tton and cultivation, the varieties of soil and season, in

order, if possible, to determine the causes which produced

the difference in their results. The next year the experi-

ment should be repeated, with an eye specially to the op-

eration of those causes which had seemingly controlled

the previous experiment. And thus, by repeated tests

and close observation, a valuable truth may be eliciied.

And so, two neighbors may differ about the utility of sub-

soiling, One subsoils and succeeds, another subsoils and

fails. There is a reason why the same operation should

produce such contradictory results, and that reason should

be ascertained. It may be concluded that the cause lies

in the difference of the soils; and to test this, two fields of

similar soils may be selected next year, but the results may
still be different. It may be accounted for, then, upon the

supposition that the modes of cultivation are different.

Another experiment may be made with special reference

to this supposed cause, and still the experiments may pro-

duce different results. It will not do still to conclude

against subsoiling, because it has succeeded on one place

as often as it has failed on another. Finally, after re-

peated experiments, it may be ascertained that the differ-

ence consists in the fact that one field needed under-

draining, while the other did not : and thus, at last, the

very important conclusion may be reached, that subsoil-

ing pays well where the land is dry, but that it is useless

if the subsoil is wet. We mention these cases by way of

illustration
;

and so we might cite experiments in every

department of agricultural and rural economy
;
but these

suffice to enforce the idea that experiments must be cau-

tiously conducted to make them reliable.

With but little labor and expense, it is in the power of

every planter to contribute to the stock of agricultural

knowledge, by a systematic course of experiment. Think
what an improvement in agriculture, if our journals de-

voted to that interest were filled with the reports of such

experiments. Each would thus contribute to his neigh-

bor, and in turn receive the benefit of the labors of others.

The injudicious expenditure of time, money, and labor,

which some have made upon experiments in agriculture,

have, in some instances, brought ricicule upon the at-

tempts at agricultural improvement
;
but such failures are

neither arguments against improved agriculture, nor

against experiments for that purpose. They resulted

rather from the want of judgment in the experimenter,

than from any inherent difficulty in the object to be at-

tained. We recommend no extravagant expenditure

;

none is necessary. In the ordinary management of the

farm>, it is practicable to note carefully the different opera-

tions, and the results which they produce, and a detailed

report of such experiments as these will secure the advan-

tages of which we speak .—Soil of the South.

CAKE OF CHINA AND GLASS.

The most important thing to do is to ‘'season” either

glass or China to sudden change of temperature, so that it

will remain sound after exposure to sudden heat and cold.

Now, this is best done by placing the articles in cold

water, which must gradually be brought to the boiling

point, and then allowed to cool very slowly, taking a

whole day or more to do it. The commoner the materials

the more care in this respect is required. The very best

glass and China is always well seasoned, “annealed,” as

the manufacturers say, before it is sold. If the wares are
properly seasoned in this way, they maybe “washed up”
in boiling water without fear of fracture, except to frosty

weather, when, even with best annealed wares, care must
be taken not to place them suddenly in too hot water. All

China that has any gilding upon it must, on no account,

be rubbed with a cloth of any kind, but merely rinsed,

first in hot, and afterwards in cold water, and then left

to drain till dry. If the gilding is very dull, and requires

polishing, it may now and then be rubbed with a soft

wash-leather and a little dry whiting; but, remember,
this operation must not be repeated more than once a year,

otherwise the gold wiil most certainly be rubbed off and
the China spoilt. When the plates, etc., are put away in

the China closet, a piece of paper should be placed be-

tween each to prevent scratches. Whenever they “clat-

ter,” the glaze or painting is sustaining some injury, as
the bottom of all ware has its particles of sand adhering
to it, picked up from the oven where it was glazed. The
China closet should be in a dry situation, as a damp closet

will soon tarnish the gilding of the best crockery.

In' a common dinner service it is a great evil to make
the plates “too hot,” as it invariably cracks the glaze on
the surface, if not the plate itself. We all know the result

—it comes apart
;
“nobody broke it,” “it was cracked

before,” or “cracked a long time ago.” The fact is, when
the glaze is injured, every time the “things” are washed
the water goes to the interior, swells the porous clay, and
makes the whole fabric rotten. In this condition they
will absorb grease; and being made too hot again, the

grease makes the dishes brown and discolored. If an old,

ill-used dish be made very hot indeed, a teaspoonful of

fat will be seen to exude from the minute fissures upon its

surface. The latter remarks apply more particularly to

common wares.

In a general way, warm water and a soft cloth is all

that is required to keep glass in a good condition
;

but
water bottles and the decanters, in order to keep them
bright, must be rinsed out with a little muriatic acid,

which is the only substance which will remove the fur

which collects in them; and this acid is far better than
ashes, sand or shot

;
for the ashes and sand scratched the

glass, and if any shot is left in by accident, the lead is

poisonous.

Richly cutglaas mustbe cleaned and poli.shed with a brush
like plate, and occasionally rubbed with chalk

;
by this

means the lustre and brilliancy are preserved .—London
paper.

AGKICULTUKE IN OTJK SCHOOLS.

At the late Commencement of the Citadel Academy,

in Charleston, F. F. Waelsy, Esq., of Darlington, S. C,,

made the foil jv/ing remarks

:

In this connection, I would notice as of vital importance

to our State, the establishment of a “Department of Agri-
cultural Chemistry” in our Colleges and Scientific Schools.

Holding in subjection a race which, when properly

managed, supplies the best field-hands in the world, and
blessed with a climate suited to the production of all the

necessaries and|many of the luxuries of life, there is noth-

ing needed to bring agriculture to perfection save the ap-

plication of science thereto. The great secrets in agricul-

ture are^ first, to manage land in such a manner as not to

exhaust it. The second, and most important, consists in

a wise application of fertilizers, and this is the point upon
which we need the light of science. All plants do not feed

on the same substances, and consequently, while a parti-

cular soil may contain very valuable fertilizing properties,

it may still need those particular ingredients necessary for

the production of the crop planted, or it may contain

them, but in combination with something else as a base.
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These difficulties would at once be remedied by the scien-

tific planter
;
but the man ignorant of what science has

revealed— not knowing what is needed in the first in-

stance
;
or how to disengage the ingredients held in com-

bination in the second, and put them in such form as will

enable the plant to take hold ofand apply them, his hopes

of plenty, in either case, are doomed to disappoiniment.

He tries again and again, and finally despairing of suc-

cess, he tears himself away from the home of his child-

hood and goes to seek some better soil. Thus is South

Cai'olina, and all the old Southern States, annually depri-

ved of valuable citizens and large amounts of capital,

simply because we have not learned to apply science to

agriculture.

In the last “Census Report,” the number born in South

Carolina and now residing within her limits, is stated to

be 26*2,160; while the number born in the State and now
residing out of it, is 176,479. Allowing each one to have

carried with him the small sum of Si 00, and the capital

lost to the State reaches the enormous sum ofS 18,647,900.

I need not dwell upon the consequences attendant upon

such a loss of capital, to say nothing of the loss of inhabi-

tants, which, according to the last apportionment, would

have entitled us to two additional representatives in Con-

gress. But we are' told that our land is exhausted. It

would be somewhat astonishing, in view of the system of

Agriculture heretofore pursued, if it was not. If through

io-norance w’e have exhausted the soil, let us hasten under

the light of science to renovate it. How shall this light be

made to shine upon our people I Give it in charge to our

energetic young men. Send them forth well instructed in

Agricultural Chemistry, and we may then expect as con-

fidently as we anticipate the rising of tc-morrow’s sun,

to see a wise application of fertilizers, and a thorough

system of renovation, which will make our “old fields”

resemble, in fertility, the far-famed lands of the-West.

Our people will then remain at home, our population

will increase, the barren places will blossom as ihe rose,

and happiness and prosperity will be multiplied within

our borders. I appeal to you, gentlemen of the Board of

Visitors, to establish such .a Department in the Citadel

Academy.

Good Horse Feed.—Mixed crops of grain, under the

name of “meslins,” have been common in some sections,

and have been profitable. A correspondent of the Rural

Neio Yorker relates the following. We should think the

crop would make excellent horse or cattle feed, ground
;

“I had a conversation with a man lately, who was an ex-

perienced farmer, having farmed both in this State (N. Y.)

and in Ohio, and his manner of raising horse feed was

this: I take about 2 1-3 bushels of oats, and mix them

with one bushel of rye, and sow this amount to the

acre. The rye will support the oats in case of a

heavy growth, and prevent lodging. In this man-

ner I have raised sixty, and even seventy bushels to the

acre.

JAPAN PEA.

Several years ago we received this bean, (wrongly

called a pea,) from a coriespondent in Europe, who spoke

of it as something new in the le^uviinous way. Since then

it has been distributed by the Patent Office, and highly re-

commended for domestic use and as food for stock. This

season we have grown it in sufficient quantity to test its

value for either purpose. Unless it possesses hidden vir-

tues it is not worth cultivating, and may be classed with

the number of horticultural humbugs lately imposed upon

the public desire for novelty.

The Japan bean grows 2 to 3 feet high
;
the stalk is

quite woody, with few side branches
;
the legumes or pods

are produced in twos and threes at the axles of the leaves

;

each legume contains two or three small round beans the

size and shape of a “Tom Thumb Pea,” and the flavor is .

not unlike that pea when fully ripe
;

the legumes are

covered over with a stiff fuzz. Although this bean may
be planted early in the spring, it will not mature before

late in the fall, showing that our seasons are too short for

its growth It is totally unfit for food while green, and
not superior to the common pea

,
wlicn ripe. Animals

have no relish for the stalks, especially after the fruit is

ripe: and when we consider that it is a great impoverish-

er of the soil, it is an injury to cultivate it as a crop.

^Pittsburg Western Horticulturist.

PREPARING PAINTS.

The following recipes, prepared by a practical painter

for the Due West Telegraph, will be found useful:.

1. To Boil Oil.—In boiling oil, never fill your kettle

more than two-thirds, or it may run over and take fire.

Place your kettle on the coals, simmer your oil till it will

scorch a feather, when it will be fit for use.

2. To Grind Paint.—Put yonr paint on a large flat

stone, with a smooth face, wet your paint with oil, and

grind until fine. Be careful to grind fine, or there will be

a waste of the paint, and your work will not look well.

3. A Mixture for Drying PoAnt.—Take 8 ounces of

sugaraof lead, 8 ounces of red lead, 8 ounces of litharge,

4 ounces of umber
;
make fine; put them into a gallon of

oil and simmer one hour
;
then strain

;
pour in one pint

of spirits of turpentine. Add one gill to one quart of paint

to make it dry fast.

4. Painting on Wood.—In any kind of painting your

paint must be of the proper consistency, your wood clean

and smooth, and you must have a proper brush, or you
cannot do good work. It is as necessary that a painter

have good tools as any other mechanic, to enable him to

make a good job.

5. To Paint a House White.—Mix foui; quarts of lin-

seed oil with one keg of white lead, thoroughly. Com-
mence at the top, and paint six or eight boards at once

through, using great care to lay the paint even and smooth.

In putting on three coats, make the second the thickest,

adding a little Prussian blue to the last coat to make the

white more clear. Be careful not to use too much blue.

Putty all the holes and cracks before the last coat is ap-

plied.

6. Cream Color.—Add finely ground chrome yellow to

white paint (see No. 5), a little at a time till the shade

pleases you. You must add yellow every coat to have a

good finish.

7. Lead Color.—Add finely ground lamp-black to white

paint (No. 5) till the color suit you.

8. Blue Paint.—Prepare a sufficient quantity of white

paint, then add finely ground Prussian blue in oil. Add
a little at a time until the color is light or dark, as you may
want the shade.

9. Black.—In preparing black paint, grind lamp-black

in oil, and as black dries slowly, you should add two

ounces of litharge to every pint of paint. Always use

boiled oil for black, to give it a body.

10. Verdigris Green.—Wrap verdigris in cabbage or

other large leaves, and place it on the hearth, over which

scatter cold ashes, then cover with coals, let it roast one

hour; remove, and when cold grind in oil. This is not

so apt to fade as other green, and is used for outside

work.

11. Common Green.—This, is composed of nearly equal

quantities of Prussian blue and chrome yellow*. It must

be ground very fine in oil. The shade may be varied

with white lead.
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12. Another Green.—You may purchase patent green

really for grinding, which is beautiful if genuine
;

to be

ground as other paint.

13. Stone Color.—Burn umber on an iron plate until it

is of a reddish cast. No color looks better for a room, if

well put on.

14. Stone Color oj a beauti/ul Green Shade.— Add the

former to white paint sufficient to make it a light drab,

then green enough to make a green shade,

15. Orange Color.—Combine white lead with chrome

yellow in the proper proportion to make a bright straw

color, then add red lead to tinge it to an orange,

\&.*Straw Color.—No, 15 makes a straw color by leav-

ing out the red lead.

17. Dark Stone Calor.—Add umber to light lead color

(No, 7) till the color suits.

18. Blossom Color.—To white paint add red or Venetian

red till the color please. Red lead is the best.

19. Flesh Color.—To white paint add chrome yellow

enough to change its shade, then some red lead, and a

very small quantity of black, till the color suits.

20. Best Copal Varnish—Beduce 2 pounds of gum
copal to fine powder, and pour it into a copper kettle that

will hold three or four gallons, and melt it over a fire of

charcoal. When the gum is dissolved, add one pint and
a half of hot flaxseed oil, having removed the gum from off

the fire, stirring smartly while adding the oil. When it is

partly cool, add slowly three quarts of spirits of turpen-

tine, still stirring. Care must be taken that the contents

of the kettle are not too cool while adding the turpentine;

if too hot it will take fire; if too cool it will not mix well.

Strain while warm.
21. Carriage Varnish .—Manage your copal as direct-

ed in No 20. Use five pints of hot oil that will scorch a
feather; add one quart of turpentine, and proceed as in

No, 20. This varnish will not crack.

22. Gam Shellac Varnish .—Put 2 pounds of shellac

gum into two quarts of spirits of wine, and shake occa-

sionally
;
when it is dissolved it will be fit for use. This

will not stand exposure
;

it will dry in a few minutes, and
answer well for coffins.

23. Varnish to render Paper 'Transparent .—Heat two
gills of spirits of turpentine in an earthen vessel; when
hot, add two ounces of resin, and stir until dissolved.

Varnish both sides of your paper with one coat, and when
dry it will be clear enough to read through. Lay this

paper on a picture and mark the outlines, then cut it out

and paint through the hole. In this manner you may
paint any figure you may desire.

Himertiitraents.

TO FARMERS, MECHANICS AND OTHERS,
McGORD’S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE.

This is au invention by which a larger proportion of the power of the horse is rendered available than by any other arrangement
known. Its parts are few and simple, not liable to derangement, redily adjusted for working, with ordinary care very durable and

efficient.

The Machines are manufactured with great exactness and all precisely alike, so that in case a piece should be broken we can always
furnish a piecedo replace it.

It is designed for one or two horses, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others.

By reason of its portability the owner can readily locate it wherever it may suit his business. It can be used to good advantage for

driving cotton gins, thre.shing machines, circular, or other saws, p'laning aid other machines for working wood, driving mills, of various

kinds, for grinding, paint, &c., straw-cutters, com-.shel.' ers, lathes, grindstout s, &c., and for chumiug, washing, pumping water for cattle,

i rrigation, or draining, and ail other purposes to which a Horse Power is adf pted.

We also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers.
FAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. CARMICHAEL 8c BEAN,
March56—tf Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery and Agricultural Implements, Augusta, Ga.
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TO FARMERS AND GARDENERS.

YOTJR attention is called to the Manures manufactured by the

jjodi Manufacturing Co., from the contents of the Sinks and
Privies of New York City, and free from offensive odor, called

POUDRETTE AND TAFEU.
Poudretto is composed of two-thirds night soil and one-third decom-
posed vegetable fibre. Tafeu is composed of three-fourths night

soil and one-fourth No. 1 Peruvian Guano.
These manures are cheaper and bettor adapted for raising Com,

Garden Vegetables and Grass than any other in market. Can be
put in contact with the seed without injury, and causes Com and
seed to come up sooner, ripen two weeks earlier, and yield one-

third more than other manures, and is a sure preventative of the Cut
Worm.
Two barrels Poudrette or 100 lbs. Tafeu, -will manure an acre of

Corn in the hill. Tafeu li cents per lb. Poudrette ^2 per bbl., or

$1.50for any quantity over 7 bbls., delivered on board vessel or

Railroad, ft-ee from any charge for package or cartage.

A pamphlet, containing every information, sent, postpaid, to any
one sending their address to

THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
March56—4t 60 Courtlandt-strect , New York.

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY

!

PROFITABLE AND HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT.

T he Subscribers is desirous of having an AGENT in each
county and town in the Union. A capital of from $5 to $10

only will be required and anything like an efficient, energetic man
can make from three to five dollars per day

;
some of the Agents

are realizing twice that sum. Every information will be given by
addressing, with a stamp to pay return letter,

WM. A. KINSLER,
March—It* Box 1228 Philadelphia, Pa. Post Office.

COLEMAN’S “PREMIUM UNDULATQRY CORN
AND FLOURING MILLS,”

WITH REAL FRENCH BURR MILL-STONE, EACH BURR
IN ONE SOLID BLOCK.

S
EVEN different sizes of these MILLS are manufactured, adapt-
ed to all the different motive powers used or known in milling.

The smallest size of these Mills is (14) fourteen inches in diameter
of Burrs. The largest is thirty-six (36) inches, which size will
grind a greater quantity, in any given time, than any other mill
known. These Mills range, in prices, from $100 to $500 a piece,
and will grind from 4 to 75 bushels to the hour, according to the
diameter of the Burr, power applied and velocity given.
The Mill that took the premium at the late Pair, held at the Crys-

tal Palace, New York, was the smallest size (14 inches) and ground
a bushel of Corn into fine meal in less than five minutes.
Those desiring these superier Mills can now be supplied by ad-

dressing the Proprietor, WILLIS P. COLEMAN,
Box C, 186, New Orleans.

Manufactory, City of Jefferson, suburb of New Orleans.
Feb56—tf Ware Rooms, 36 Natchez st., N. O.

CHINESE OR JAPAN POTATO
(Dioscorea Batatas vel Japonica.)

ORDERS are received, and will be filled in rottalon by the subscri-
bers for this new and valuable esculent. Price, $3 per dozen

or $20 per 100 tubers. Printed description, with directions for its

culture will be furnished to purchasers.

J. M. THORBURN & Co., Seedsmen, &c.,
Feb56—2t 15 John sti’eet, New York.

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

For sale, a few pairs, three to four months old, at $20 per
pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any other

—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneous eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so
liable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

yoy55_tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

TOBIN’S GARDEN.
RS. JANE TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is

still kept up, and that no pains or expense will be spared to

keep the best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.
Having procured the services of Mr. Sanders, an experienced

P'orist and Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict

attention, to obtain a share of public patronage.
We are now well stocked, and offer for sale a va’-iety of EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, Ornamental Flowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everblooming ROSES, including the newest
;
Double

DAHLIAS, HYACINTHS, BULBS, &c. Also, a collection of GREEN
HOUSE PLANTS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
kept in Pots, &c.
FRUIT TREES.- APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-

ES, APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

tended to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tablished in a pot is much better for transporting than a plant from
the ground, whatever may be its size.

The public are respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-
ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that
we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in
reserve not fully proven.
When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-
tei-s. Address [Jan56—tf] JANE TOBIN, Augusta, Ga.

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.'
PRICE ONE dollar".

C M. SAXTON & CO., New York, have just published, and will

• send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK
;
a Treatise on the

Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding,
Watering, and Working, by John Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of Veterinary Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the Ame}-ican Agricidturistf
illustrated with numerous engravings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. I.—Stabling, Construction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. H.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of Decoration, Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.
Chap. III.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Chap. IV.—Warmth.
Chap. V.—Food—Articles of. Composition of, Preparalion of. As-

similation of. Indigestion of- Principles of Feeding, Practice ofFeed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. VI.—Water.
Chap. VII.—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of

Muscular Exertion, Preparation for Fast Work, Treatment after
Work, Accidents of Work, Repose.
Chap. VHI. —Management of Diseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part of it easily understood, and easily re-
ferred to by every one.”

—

Author's Preface.
THE HORSE’S FOOT, AND HOW TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

illustrations, by William Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Jan56—tf Agricultural Book PublLshers, New Yor k.

FINE LONG COTTOiy SEED FOR SALE.

The Subscriber offers for sale a small quantity of the SEED of

fine Cotton, which has proved productive aud early. The lint

is worth about 50 cents per pound in Charleston, and as his planta-
tion consists of a number of small islands, near St. Alenea Sound
and in sight of the ocean, the soil, <fec., are probably as well adapted
to the growth of fine Cotton as any in this State. It will be deliver-

ed in Beaufort, on board the Charleston and Sevannah steamers at

$5 per sack, containing 2 bushels. ROBERT CHISHOLM.
Coosa Island, near Beaufort, S. C. 'Mar56—tf

TREE, SHRUB, HEDGE AND EVERGREEN SEEDS

A COLLECTION of about 100 varieties

—

Norway Spruce $1.50 per lb.

Scotch Fir 1.50 “

Evergreen Cypress 1.50 “

Black Austrian Pine 3.00 “

Weymouth Pine 3.00 “

Chinese Arbor Vitse 3.00 “

MAGNOLIA MACROPHYLLA, OSAGE ORANGE, CEDAR
OF LEBANON, (fcc., &c. J. M. THORBURN & Co.,

Feb56—2t Seedsmen, &c., 15 John st.. New York.

FLOWER SEEDS.
rpHORBURN’S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OP FLOWER
I SEEDS for 1856, embracing every desirable variety in cultiva-

tion (1000 sorts) with directions for their culture, will be sent to

applicants enclosing a stamp. Also, Wholesale priced List of the
above by the quantity for dealers. Also, Catalogue of Tree, Shrub,
Hedge and Evergreen Seeds J. M. THORBURN & Co.,

Seedsmen, Nurserymen, &c.,

Feb56—2t 15 John st.. New York.

THORBURN’S RETAIL CATALOGUE OF VEGET-
ABLE, HERB, GRASS (&c.,) SEKDS,

For 1856, is just published, and will be sent by mail to appli-

cants enclosing a Post Office Stamp. It will be found to con-
tain everything worthy of cultivation, either of established charac-
ter or of recent introduction. Also, DEALERS CATALOGUE
of the above priced in quantity. J. M. THORBURN <fe Co.,

F'eb.56
—

-^t Seed Merchants, 15 Johnst., New York.

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.
IT''HE undersigned respectfully informs the public generally, that
X they have opened an office in the city of Augusta, opposite the
Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the sale and purchase of Lands in
Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lands sold, will present them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of

;
also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and wishing to sell, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we require is proper descrip-
tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and terms, and they
will be entered into our general Registry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons wishing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lands,
located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the
State, will find it to their advantage to favor us with their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE & Co.
JAMES M. DAVIDSON,

of Woodville, Ga.
GIRARDEY, WHYTE «fe CO.,

P0b56—tf Augusta, (la.
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FERTILIZERS. AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL IMPLE-

HITHERTO the Planters of the South have been dependent on
the North for all the artificial fertilizers they have used. The

Nevs' Orleans Bone Black Company recentlj’^ established in this city,

with facilities for the manufacture of MANURES second to none
in the United States, are prepared to fill orders for the following
FERTILIZERS at the same prices charged in Baltimore and New
York:
GROUND BONES.

—

For Fruit Trees and Grape Vines these
are particularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds applied to an
acre of ordinary pine woodland, aided by good, deep plowing, will
produce a crop of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lands.

It is ground both line and course, and is put rrp in barreUs. The
coarse is li cent per pound—the fine and sifted, II cent per pound.
Its great durability in the soil renders it the cheapest manure in

use.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizers, composed
of eqiral parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every
respect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It

is ail established fact that Guano lacks Phosphate of Lime, and,
also, that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air,

which is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammo^acal small
constantly emitted by it until its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of Lime, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in

the Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial

of this fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior

efficacy to simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the

acre will show its etfects for five years or more, by an annual in-

crease of at least 10 per cent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of

about 200 pounds each, at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated-

manure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust,
Gypsum and Sulphate of Iron, each ot which, by itself, is a po'\ver-

tui fertilizer.

Five h\indi-ed proiinds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phos-
phate of Lyne have been found to be fully eqrral, in beneficial ef-

fects, to thu'ty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may may be used before or after plant-

ing of the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hill of Corn or Cotton,
has been kiao-^vn to increase the yield t-vventy per. cent. Five hun-
dred pounds to an acre of common piney woods land having a clay

subsoil, will enable it to yield as good a crop as any rdinary bottom
land. A single hundi’ed pound applied as a top-ch'essing to an acre

of meadow land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To
Horticulturists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees
at any season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta
Baga Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of

200 pounds of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is

necessary for success.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing
about 200 pottuds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, tum-

ieg oui, 0 50,000 baivels annually, are not able to supply the demand
©f the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for this justly

popular manure. It is composed of night-soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50
per barrel.

Orders by mail or othenvise, addressed to the subscriber,

will receive prompt attention. D. C. LOWBER,
37 Poydrass street. New Orleaes.

*./LAND PLASTER, PERUIVIAN GUANO and LAND
LIME may also be ordered at the above addi-ess. t

July55—tf

GARDEN, GRASS AND FIELD SEED,

A FULL assortment and large supply of Fresh imported GAR-
DEN SEED, crop of 18-55, embracing every variety in gener-

al use. Also, Blue, Herds, Timothy and Orchard GRASS SEEDS

;

Early varieties of Com, Clover and Millet SEEDS, <fcc., (fee., have
just been received, and are offered for sale at very reasonable

prices. Wholesale or Retail.

Orders from any section of the Southern States attended to

promplty.
*\* Catalogus furnished to those who purchase.

Jan55—3t AYM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardware, cutlery, and agricul-
tural IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, also. Agents for the following articles :—SALAMAN-
DER SAFES, made by Steams (fe Marvin, New York

; LITTLE
GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS ;

Indian Rubber BELTING,
PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company

;
AT-

KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER ; CIRCULAR SAWS, made
by Hoe (fe Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS

; FAN
MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,

CARMICHAEL (fe BEAN,
April.55 C]> Augusta, Ga.

MERINO RAMS FOR SALE.

The Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO
RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have

more Rams I need. They are from two of the best flocks in New
York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from
9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

July55—tf Birdsyille, Burke Co., Ga.

MENTS !

MECHANICS’ AN> BUILDERS’ MATERIALS, HARDWARE, CUTLERY,

AND FURNISHING GOODS!!
WE HAVE now in Store,, and will continue

to keep a large asssortment of the most ap-
proved AGRICULTURAL EMBLEMENTS,
for Soirthernuse, consisting of Single and Two

Horse Turning Plows, 15 varieties; Double Michigan, Double
MouldJBoard and Hill Side Plows

;
Subsoil Plows, several kinds

;

Forman’s Patent Plow; Cultivators; Harrows, 3 kinds; Com
Shelters, 6 kinds

;
Straw Cutters, 10 sizes and kinds; Road Sera-,

pers
;
Horse Hoes

;
Horse Powers and Threshers, 5 varieties of

each; Fan Mills; Grain Ci’adles; Grass Scythes and Handles
;
Smut

Machines
;
Bush Hooks

;
Pruning and Hedge Shears

;
Ihmnning

Saws and Chisels
; Sausage Meat Cutters and Staffers

;
Farmers’

Boilers, for boiling food for Stock; Churns
;
Hay and Garden Rakes

;

Hay and Manure. Forks
;
Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Grain Scoops,

Wheel-Barrows, Field and Garden Rollers
;
Com Planters

;
Scales

;

Store, Warehouse and Depot Trucks
;
Well and Hoi’se Buckets

;

Pump Chain and fixtures
;
Rock Salt for stock.

^^Wekeep extra POINTS for our Plows, and will furnish, at
short notice, such parts of Plows and other implements as may be
wanted to replace broken pieces.
Gentlemen’s and Boy’s TOOL CHESTS complete, (fee.

We are, also. Agents for selling the following articles:—SCOTT’S
LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, universaUy
admitted to be the best Cmshers ever invented, and in the use of
which, for feeduig stock, a saving of one-third is made, as has been
proved beyond dispute

;
Hoe & Co.’s and Welch (fe Griffith’s CIR-

CULAR SAWS and SAW GUMMERS ; Steams (fe Mar\-in’s
celebrated Fire, Powder and Bui'gular Proof SALAMANDER
SAFES

;
ROTARY SMOOTHING IRONS, heated wTth alcohol

—no family should be without this very useful article.

*AA11 the above are offered for sale at fair and regular prices, in
connection with our extensive stock of Hardware and Cutlerv.

CARMICHAEL (fe BEAN,
Nov5.5—6t Augusta, Ga.

FORMAN'S IRON PLOW STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Right to the above
valuable and popular PLOW STOCK for the counties of Rich-

mond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, Washington, Scriven and Emanuel,
are prepared to furnish it to planters at the manufacturer’s prices.

This Stock, -which is made entirely of -wrought iron, is a Southern
invention and has been sufficiently tried to prove that it runs more
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more thoroughly, clogs less
in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shallow plowing,
holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, far
cheaper than any other stock nowin use. Numerous certificates, in
our possession from the most practical and successful planters in
the country, fully sustain us in the above statement. We will have
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates,

with a more minute description ofthe plow, to any person who will
make application.

See, also, the November number of the Southern Cidtivaior, p.
345. The above Stock is adapted to six different points or shares

—

including every variety which a planter will need from the beginning
to the end of the year. Among them is an admirable one for subsoi 1-

ing. These shares may be had with the Stock when desired,
though any plantation smith can make them after once seeing them.

Rights for counties, shops, or plantations will be sold on reasonable
terms. Apply at the hardware stores in Augusta, or address

Jan56—tf I. C. FITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

FOR SALE

!

A SEA ISLAND COTTON PLANTATION, containing 900
acres, 400 of which is cleared and ready for cultivatinn

; it is

beautifully located on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chat-
ham county, on a bold salt water river, the health of which is un-
questionable, and the facility for manuring with marsh and mud is

imsurpassable, the land lying three sides on the rwer. The place
is sitirated 11 miles from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle,

under proper cultivation, produces equal to any, in Com or Sea
Island Cotton. This place is situated eligibly to supply any quan-
tity of fish and oysters and for sto^k raising. Price ^,500. Terms
accommodating. Apply to S. F. DUPON,

Savannah, Gjl
Jsle of Hope, March 9, 1855. April55—tf
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FRUITLAND NURSERY.
TEN THOUSAND CHOICE TREES!

ri^HE Subscriber offers for Fall aud 'Winter plannting (1855-6)

I the following desirable TREES, SHRUBS, 'VINES, Ao.:

APPLES.—A select list of early, medium and late \'arieties,

including many of the new and sujjerior Southern Seedlings, here-

tofore descripted in the Soutlitrn Cultivator. 25 cents each
; $20

per hundred.
PEARS.—Dwarfs and Standard.? many choice varieties. 50

cents each
; $40 per hundred. Extra large trees, $1.

PEACHES.—A succession from June till October, including

many native Seedlings. 25 cents each
; $20 per hundred.

APRICOTS, NECTARINES, PLUMS AND CHERRIES, of

the best varieties. 50 eents each
; $40 per hundred.

FIGS.—Several choice varieties, including the Celestial, Alicant,

Black Genoa, &lc., <fcc., 50 cents each.

GRAPES.—The genuine Catawba, from Axt’s vineyards; also

yscViQv's. Sciippsrno)ig, <S:c. 50 cents each
;
$30 per hundred.

QUINCES.—The Orange variety, vrell rooted aud strong plants,

at 25 cents.

STRAWBERRIES.—More than thirty Premium varieties, in-

cluding all the most desirable. (See separate advertisement of

select sorts, in present number. ( Prices, 50 cents per dozen, or from
$1 to $3 per hundred.
BLACKBERRIES.—The genuine New Rochelle or “Seacor’s

Mammoth.'’ Berries of extra size andtlavor. Well rooted plants,

at 50 cents each.

POMEGRANATES.—The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and
50 cents each, according to size.

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FOR HEDGING.—A large

quantity of vigorous plants, of 1 aud 2 year’s growth, at $5 to .$8 per
tho’iisand.

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW.—Cuttings of the famous
Beveridgii at $10 per thousand, or $2 per single hundi’ed. Also,

the Viminalis, at $5 per thousand, or $1 per hundi’ed.

Orders will also be received for choice ROSES, ORNA-
MENTAL iSHRUBS and TREES, EVERGREENS, VINES,
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., &c.

The various Railroads diverging in almost every direction

from Augusta, affords ample facilities for shipping to any part of the

South. Trees will be carefully packed aud forwarded by express
or othenvise, with safety and despatch.

lit From middle of October until iirst of Heirimr?/ is the proper
time for transplanting—the earlier in the rvinter the. better. Pur-
chasers will be furnished with such (printed) directions for the
planting and management of Trees, Ac., as wiU (if sti’ictly followed)
insure success. Address D. RED3IOND,

Oct55—tf Augusta, (4a.

EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF SELECTED ROSES
AXD SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of Roses
• that he has now a superb collection of new and rare varieties,

which he will be happy to supply to such as may desire them. His
prices to Nurserymen wdll be as low as those of any Nursery at the
North, and his Rose Bushes will be generally of a larger size. He
has, also, made recent additions to his stock of FRUIT TREES,
and can now supply tine sorts cf the following varieties :—Apples,
Pears, Quinces; Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
Soft Shelled .Almonds, Er.gli- h Wallnutsand Hazelnuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camella Japonica,
Orange and Lemon Trees, Ac., aud hardly Flowering ond Orna-
mental Shrubs. Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful
DAHLIAS.

Orders from the country w^Ul be promptly attended to, and
Trees and Shrubs carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees wUl be sent (grati.s) to all

post-paid letters. Address. F. A. MAUGE,
Nov55—tf

DOWNING HILL NDRSERY.
ri HIS e.'tablishment has been gi’eatly enlarged during the past

J_ season, and now embraces one of the largest and best collec-

tion ofFRUIT TREES, VINES, &c., in the South. It is the de-

termhiadon of the proprietors (and they are now preparing) to ex-
tendtheir operations so as to compete, in extent, quantity and varie-

ty, with any Nursery in the whole country
;
and they sincerely

hope that the Southern country will patronize, with a fair liberal-

ity, this useful and necessary branch of industry, and not give the
preference to Northern Nurseries, as has hitherto been the custom.
We have on hand a very large stock of TREES, consisting of 150

varieties of Apples, including 75 Southern varieties
;
91 of Pears

;

25 of Plums
;
20 of Cherries; 12 of Nectarines; Almonds, Figs,

Raspben’ies, Mulberies, Pomegranates, Grapes, Quinces and Straw-
berries

;
a fine and large collection of Roses on their own roots, to-

gether with a few choice Greenhouse and Evergreen PLANTS;
SHRUBERRY, Ac., Ac.

This being one of the finest localities in the South for the propa-
gation and raising of Fruit Trees, combined with its shipping facili-

ties, enabling us to send packages to every part of the country,
renders it a desirable point from which to order them. The greatest
care and diligence will, at all times, be observed to please and satisfy

those who will be kind enough to oblige us with their orders.
Descriptive Catalogues on application.

W. H. THURMOND A Co.,

Nov55— Atlanta, (4a.

TROUP HILL NURSERY, MACON, GA.
^’^HE Subscriber offers for sale a fine assortment of grafted
JL FRUIT TREES of superior quality,‘comprising all the best
new Southern varieties.

The collection of Everblooming ROSES, is unrivalled in the
South. Fin-ther—30 new varieties of CHITIS ANl ilKMUMS

;
50

varieties of VER.BENAS, the best on both sides of the Atlantic;
DAHLIAS, EVERGREENS, Ac., Ac. Address

ROBERT NELSON,
Nov55—tf ilacon, Ga.

75,000 FRUIT TREES

OF Southern growth and perfectly adaivted to this climate, are
now' offered for sale at the MISSISSll FI NURSERIES. Per-

sons in want of superior FRUIT TREES at moderate jn’ices w'ould
do well to send in their orders early. We can supply the Apple in
480 varieties from 1 to 4 years old; the Pear in 450 va.iieties, both
Standard and Dwarf, from 1 to 3 years old

;
the Peach in 100 varie-

ties, frmn 1 to 3 years cld, and other fruits in all the best varieties.
The celebrated Southern Seedling APPLES aud new’ European
PEARS can be supplied in limited quantities.

1^^ Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants, and all orders
pronipty attended to. Addi’ess C. M. SWASEY A Co.,

Oct.55—6t Yazoo City, Miss.

SCOTT'S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

rp HE attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call

I ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in
use. In setting up, no mechanical Avork is required, it being only
necessgrj^ to fasten it doAvn to a floor or platform.
No. 2 Avill crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, aud it is sold

for $55, all complete ready for attaching the horse.

No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

gi’inds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL A BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, (4a.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I hat'e been running one of Scott’s Little Giant Corn and
Cob Mills. No. 4, for the last fi\’e Aveeks, and it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It Avas AvaiTanted to grind 20 bushels per hour,
but I have gi’ound over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to
•231 bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100
bushels of Corn per month, it nOAv requiring only 200 bushels of
Corn Avith the Cob, Avhere 1 formerly fed 300. I consider ii decid-
edly the best kmd of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not re-

place mine I would not sell it for $500.
I. D. MATTHEVdS,

July55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

GEORGIA R AILR 0 AD.
change of schedule.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. 51. and 5 P. M.
An’ive at AAigiista daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. 51. .and 6.15 P. 51.

Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. 51. and at 3.36 P. 51.

CONNECTING 5VITH ATHENS BRANCH.
ArriA’ing and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. 51. and leaving at 2.30 P. 51.

WITH 5VASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Camming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. 51.

Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P. 51.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. 51. and 9.50 P. 51.

Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. 51. and 4.30 A. 51.

5VITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. 5f. and 4 .45 P. 51.

Arriving at “ 7.55 A. 51. and 5.35 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. 51. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. 51. and 3 P. M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
July 14tA, 1855. Aug55—tf

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
[Nov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga
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' WYANDOT PROLIFIC CORN FOR SALE.

T he greatest Agricultural Wonder of the age. Plant only one
kernal, in hills four feet apart, at the North, and five to six feet

at the South. Yield, 150 bushels per acre.

The Com will be warranted genuine, and sufficient put in a par-

cel to plant an acre, with instructions for cultivating. Price $1 . 50

delivered inNew York. Money or Post Office stamps must always
accompany the order (with proper directions how to send.)

Those who order it sent by mail, and remit $4, will receive (post-

paid) sufficient to plant one acre
;
$2 a half acre

;
$1 a quai'ter of

an acre. Orders for a less quantity will not be filled, unless at

double the above rates.

All orders or for circulars giving full particulars, address
J. C. THOMPSON,

March56—2t* Tompkinsville, Staten Island, N. Y.

' A NEW WORK.
GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.

Y W. N. Whitk, of Athens, Georgia. A most complete Manu-B al for every department of Horticulture, embracing the Veget-
able Garden, the Frait Garden, the Flow'er Garden and the Plea-

sure Grounds, adapted particularly to the Southern States. Price

$1.25.
To be obtained of all Booksellers or sent by us (pre-paid) to any

part of the Union on receipt of price.

C. M. SAXTON &. CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers,

March56—It 140 Fulton st.. New York.

ROCHESTER CUTTING KNIVES.

OF all the many CUTTING KNFV^ES ever invented, the best

can now be seen at our Store. It will cut anything from Oat
-Straw to Hickory Sticks, easily and very fast.

Jan.56—3t CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

1856 ! 18 ''

6 !

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL,

PEVOTfiD TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK
BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL

FARM ECONOMY, &C.

niustxated with Numerous Engravings.

DANIEL LEE
,
M. D., *aijd 'b, REDMOND, Editors.

The Fourteenth Volume, wjth many new and Taluable
* improvements, commences in

January, lS5(i.

The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two pages,
forming a voffime of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely
to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the
general rural interests ofthe South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-gi*owing States. Its

Editors are men of experience in their respective depai'tments,
and it is well filled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from the most intelligent practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $l I Twenty-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

|
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the ca.sh
accompanies the order.

The Bills of aU specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittaunces, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.

Advertisements
Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

;

One squai-e, per annum, Ten Dollars.
Address W3I. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

I^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

PREMIUM STRAWBERRY PLANTS!
NOW IS THE TIME ! !

T hirty Premium varieties, including such choice kinds as
HOVEY’S SEEDLING, LONGWORTHS PROLIFIC, Mc-

AYOYS’ SUPERIOR, BLACK PRINCE, CRESCENT SEED-
LING, CRIMSON CONE, &c., mav be obtained in large or small
quantities from the subscriber. Plants properly set out in Novem-
ber or December, will bear abundant crops of fruit the following
spring. See November (1855) number of the Southern Cultivator
for full directions, which will be furnished to all piu’chasers. Price
of Plants 50 cents per dozen, or from $1 to $3 per hundred. The
plants can be packed so as to go almost any distance in perfect con-
dition. All varieties warranted true to name, and orders promptly
attended to. Address D. REDMOND,

Nov55—tf.
^

Augusta, Ga.

IHE Sl'RAWBERRY CULTURE.
'

By R. G. Pardee. A new edition, revised, with many impor-
tant additions

;
containing, also Directions for the Culture of

the Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant, Gooseberry and Grape. Price
60 cents.

To be obtained of all Booksellers, or sent by ns (post-paid) to any
part of the Union on receipt of price.

C. M. SAXTON & Co.,

Agi'icultural Book Publishers,
March56—It 140 Fulton st., New York.

DEVON GRADE HEIFER FOR SALE.

S
EVERAL GRADE or HALF DEVON HEIFERS, of varions
ages, from excellent Milkmg Cows, and sired by the prize BuE,

“Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published in September number
(1853) of Southern Cultivator. For particulars of price, &c., ad-
dress D. REDMOND,

Nov55—tf Augusta, Ga.

COTTON SEED.

1 unn bushels PROLIFIC POMEGRANATE, very pure, for

Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or forwarded to cash
order.s, in sacks for fifty cents per sack extra. Also, CROWDER
COTTON SEED, equally pure and productive, an early opener, grow-
ing and making till late. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

Jan56—tf Yazoo City. Miss.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
(Nearly opposite the United States and Globe Hotels.')

The Subscriber has received and will continue to receive through-
out the season, his stock of fresh and genuine GARDEN SEEDS,

crop of 1855. The usual deduction made to Countrv Merchants.
J. H. SERVICE.

N. B.—GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, White and Red ONION
SETS, White and Red CLOVER, LUCEREE, Kentucky BLUE
GRASS, TIMOTHY, OSAGE ORANGE, &c., &c., and a few Choice
Double HYACINTHS. Jan56—3t

HOVEY'S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
mEN THOUSAND STRAWBERRY PLANTS, one year old

,

I warranted to bear next spring, if planted accordmg to the
directions, which will be furnished. Printed dfrectious for their

culture will be sent with the plants when ordered. Orders from the
country solited. Price, $2 per hundred, WM. HAINES.

Nov5-5—tf Broad st., Augusta, Ga,
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—(APRIL.)

THE PLANTATION.
Corn.—The backwardness of the season, thus far, has

retarded all operations on the Plantation, and few persons

in this section have even commenced planting Corn., up

to the present date (March 15.) It is absolutely necessary

therefore, that the utmost energy be called into requisition

and that not a moment be lost, whenever the ground is in

proper condition. Manure heavily and plow deep—use

the best and heaviest seed you can obtain, and let your

after-culture be of the most thorough character, working

often and shallow, so as to break no roots. More here-

after. [Do not run wild after the “Wyandot,” the “Can-

ada Prolific,” and other fancy varieties. They should re-

ceive at least another season’s trial before being planted

extensively.]

Cotton.—Having properly “pitched” your corn crop,

push forward the planting of Cotton, without delay. It

is very important to get an early stand, and much may be

effected in this way by throwing up the beds light

and dry. See the article of (Mr. Vick, in present number,

and recur to the various hints and suggestions of our ex-

perienced correspondents.

Sweet Potatoes.—Plant your main crop of “sets” and

“draws” this month. Try the level system, advocated in

our last. Reason and experience both teach its superior-

ity. But, ifyou will plant in hills or ridges, plow the ground

very deep and throw them up broad and flat on the sum
mit, so that they may catch and retain as much moisture

as possible. Potato “draws,” or any similar plants may
be safely set out even in dry weather, by dipping the roots

in a thick batter of black woods-mould, or surface soil and

water, as heretofore described.

Irish Potatoes, if not already planted, must be put in

immediately, or it will be too late for a summer crop.

They should he dropped 10 inches apart in 3 feet drills,

and covered with a thick layer of ’partially decomposed

pine-straw or leaves.

Millet, common Corn and Doura Corn, for cutting

green and for winter forage, should also be sown plenti-

fully during the present and the next month. Early

crops of Coiv Peas and Oregon Peas may also be sown.

For fodder, we prefer the drill; but if intended to turn

under for manure, sow the Peas broacast.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Attend to all work not performed last month, without

delay. Set out all the Cabbage plants you may have,

and sow more Cabbage seed to head in the summer,

Flat Dutch is the best. Thin out Turnips as soon as they

have four leaves, and sow more Turnip seed
;
Early White

Dutch and Red Topped Dutch are the best for spring use.

If you have not already sown Onion seed (black),

do it at once; they will come into use in the latter

part of the summer, when all that were raised from

setts or buttons are gone. If you did sow Black Onion

seed last fall, it can now be transplanted. Sow Carrots,

Beets, (“Extra Early” are the finest) Parsnips, Salsafy,

Lettuce, Radishes, Thyme, Parsley and Rape (for early

greens). Plant all in rows 15 inches apart. Sow, also,

a little spot with Celery and protect them from the sun.

When Cherry trees are in bloom plant Snap Beans-, and

when Apple trees are in flower plant Squashes (Scallop

Squash is the best) in hills 3 feet apart
;
also, C%Lcumbers

and Muskmclons 6 feet apart
;
the Nutmeg and Citron

Melons are very fine and the earliest
;
Beechwood Melon

is very superior, but a little later. All vines are greatly

benefitted by guano or poultry manure applied in a liquid

form, often, but not too strong. At the same time, also,

sow Okra, Tomatoes snd Es:g Plants. Hill up Rhubarb.

Asparagus will now begin to sprout; don’t sutler any to

run up to seed, but cut all down.

Watermelons may now be planted in hills 10 feet apart,

using leaf mould, ashes and poultry manure liberally in

the hill. There are so many different kinds and varie-

ties, that we will not undertake to decide as to the^<?5^.

Plant a good supply of English Peas, for a succession.

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN.
Before this number reaches our remote readers, the fate

of all early Fiuits will probably be settled for this season.

At present, (March 15) the prospect for Peaches, Nectar-

ines, &c., hereabouts, is very good
;

but we know not
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what “chilling blight” may fall upon them hereafter. The

Peach crop is not really safe before the middle of April.

Something may be done toward protecting the blossoms

in gardens and small orchards, by burning piles of par-

tially decayed v^rood on frosty nights, but no feasible and

practicable plan has yet been discovered for counteracting

the frost in extensive orchards, speading over a large sur-

face, The most critical time for the blossoms is (accord-

ing to one of our pomological friends) “when the anthers

are scattering their pollen.” So, look sharp for your

fires, and raise a huge smoke, should frosty nights come

at that time.

Young trees, if properly planted and trimmed, will need

no staking; but if they are inclined to blow about in the

wind, tie them up to a firm stake with a stout and broad

strip of cloth—tailor’s “listing” or “selvedge” is excellent

for one season. Should the spring be dry and warm, they

must be immediately heavily (as directed for Roses

below,) and watered, tkimigh the mulching, from time to

time. Do not delay the mulching beyond the middle of

April, at all events. It is one of the most important ope-

rations connected with tree culture in the South.

Spare the birds in your orchard and gardens—they are

your best friends—they “pay theirrenf’ not only in music

and in the delight which they afford the eye and the hearty

but also in the destruction of myriads of rapacious in-

sects, As a further protection against predatory insects,

hang up a number ofwide-mouthed bottles, half filled with

molasses-water, in your trees—you will catch a great

number of them.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Propagate and set out Dahlias—^\axii the seeds of all

hardy Anmials—xrmlch. your Roses with a thick layer of

leaves from the hollows of the woods, sprinkling a little soil

over the mulching to keep the wind from blowing it away

—transplant Evergreens of all kinds (see remarks of Mr.

La Taste, whose beautiful collection at “Cedar Green” is

the best commentary on the plan he recommends)—

clean up and roll your gravel walks—dress your borders

—tie up all herbaceous flowering plants to stakes of cy-

press or China tree wood, and put everything in trim for

the season.

AGRICULTURAL ADDRESS OF COL. HENRY J.

CANNON.

To the Editors of Southern Cultivator

:

The development of our material resources at the

South is fast becoming a question of political as well as in-

dividual independence^ and those who are lovers of the

Union, as it once existed, would do well, in their patriotic

endeavors to check the aggressions of Northern fanati-

cism on Southern institution, to consider the bearing of

that question upon the accomplishment of this end. Past

experience has demonstrated to the satisfaction of every re-

flecting mind that so long as the North has the numeri-

cal strength in our National Legislature, she will use that

strength for her own advancement, at the expense of the

South. Since all our appeals to her sense of justice have

proved of no avails it is high time that we should inter-

pose the' strong arm of physical power, and stop her ra-

pacious graspings. It, then, clearly becomes the political

policy of the South, while she should throw nothing

in the way of the advancement of the North, to use every

exertion to overtake, and, if possible, to outstrip her in the

march of improvement. Although our numerous moun-

tain ranges are rich in iron, coal, copper, zinc and lead,

and their sides braided with innumerable water- courses,

affording a power sufficient to propel the machinery of the

world— thus presenting facilities for all the various

branches of manufactures, fully equal, if not superior to

those of the North—the time for their full development at

the South has not yet arrived. This must be slow and by

degrees.

Our Agricultural resources must, for a time, afford the

chiefmeans of enrichingand increasing our population,and
thus placing us on a. physical and political equality with
the North. And this they are fully capable of doing.

When thoroughly developed, the Agricultural resources of

the South are sufficient to sustain the densest and most
prosperous population that ever existed in any country

on the face of the globe. Producing a greater variety of

the necessaries, comforts and luxuries of civilized life than

any other country
;
the South is almost the sole producer

of several of the most important of them, and is the most
fruitful in the production of all. With these advantages

she ought to be not only equal with, but far in advance of

the North in all that constitutes a country’s wealth and
greatness. Humiliating as it may be to her pride, such,

however, she is forced to acknowledged is not the case.

Under the miserable system of cultivation hitherto pursued

by her planters, while she has never produced a crop

equal to the full capacity of the land cultivated, her

rich and virgin soil has been exhausted in the older

States, and they have been compelled to seek more
productive lands farther west. But the faint glimmerings,

I trust, of a bright dawn—the heralds of a glorious day—
are at last visible through the clouds that have so long

enveloped her destiny in the darkness of ignorance and
prejudice. She begins to see. that agriculture requires in-

tellectual as well as political labor.

In many of the States, Agricultural Associations with

their periodical Fairs, diffusing information and stimu-

lating exertion have been formed
;
and already are their

beneficial effects apparent in the increased interest mani-

fested by her planters, and in the spirit of generoU' emu-

lation which they exhibit in contending for the honors

awarded to the highest success in their pursuit. Our own
State is among the first of her sisters to extend State aid

to this important movement; and her farmers and me-

chanics have shown their high appreciation of her gener-

osity by the promptness and spirit with which they have

entered into associations for the purpose of accomplishing

the objects contemplated by their legislators. Although

in many of our counties such associations have not yet

been formed, in a great many others they have not only

been formed, but have been entered into with a feeling of

enthusiasm which must soon extend over the whole State.

The addresses delivered at their Annual Fairs, many of

which are printed and extensively circulated, will contri-

bute largely to bring about this result. In addition to the

large amount of useful information which they contain on

various and important subjects connected with agriculture

and the mechanic arts, many of them abound in forcible

reasoning and persuasive eloquence on the necessity of

united effort and vigorous perseverance in the prosecution

of this movement.
,

The Agricultural Address of Col. Henry J. Cannon,

with which this communication is headed, was delivered
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at the First Annual Fair ofFayette County, held at Somer-

ville, WestTennssee, October iGth, 1855. After consider-

able delay in its publication, those who listened to it with

so much pleasure when delivered, can at last enjoy the

benefit of its perusal It fully sustains the high character

which Col. C.ANNONT had already attained, not only as a

vigorous writer and eloquent speaker, but as a praciica!

and scientific planter; and is eminently worthy of the

serious reflection of the intelligent body before whom it

was delivered, and all who feel an interest in the encour-

agement and advancement of those branches of industry

upon which the prosperity of the Southern States almost

solely depend. It was a stirring and eloquent appeal to

the planters and mechanics of our county in behalf of the

cause in which they were engaged. As might be expected,

it produced a happy effect. Those who were already

satisfied of the advantages to be derived from such associ-

ation, were stimulated to renewed zeal and more vigorous

•efforts—those who had hitherto doubted tiieir efficiency

and questioned their success, were convinced of their error

and induced to take a deeper interest and more active part

in their proceedings—while those who, with a feeling of

prejudice, that birth-right of ignorance, had'pronounced

them Arrant Hitmbuas, were forced to acknowledge them-

selves the veriest fogies, unworthy to ride on a railroad, or

to receive intelligence by the telegraph. It is my design

in this communication, however, not so much to notice

Col. Cannon’s address generally, as to offer a few reflec-

tions on a particular subject, which I conceive to be of

vital importance to the planting interests, and which, ow-

ing to the limits of his address, he could touch upon but

briefly. But I cannot, before passing on to my main ob

ject, refrain fiom making a short quotation from this ad-

dress, on the subject of Book Fa/rming” It is a subject

on which there is great prejudice in the minds of matjy

worthy and successful practical planters in the South, and

anything which will convince them of their eiTor on this

point, will be a benefit to themselves, as well as to the

general cause of agriculture. In speaking of this subject.

Col. Cannon says

:

“And here I must be permitted to allude very briefly to

a prejudice that exists in the public mind against what is

frequently, in derision, called 'book farming^ This is as

unjust as it is unprogressive and degrading. What but

learning and science, as detailed in books, have elevated

man to his present proud and exalted position in the

world 1 What is science but knowledge arranged and

generalized I Our knowledge, upon all subjects is, at

first, but an accumulation of individual facts, which we
frequently find, upon subsequent observation, to be of the

same character. These we group and class together, and

include them under one general head. One step further i.->

made
;
and we find that some of these feels bear to each

other the relation of cause and effect ; and wearrange them

in accordance with this observation. This once accom
plished and our knowledgehtoomos science, or ‘book-learn

ing,’ and when applied to agriculture, 'book farming j if

you please. Now, mark! In all this we have simply

changed the /flrm Q.r\d arrangement, diod. m no one parti-

•

cular, not even the most simple or remote, the substance

of that knowledge, that we are acquiring every day of out

lives. Now, where, I pray you, is this monstrous bug-

bear-, to affright us from our propriety I Where this

mighty spectre that stalks the land and places his parahz

ing hand upon the devoted head of every planter who bu:

peeps 'mio di book for a'^ricultural information I The pre-

judice is preposterous and, revolting 1 Scintific princii le^

are nothing more than human krtowledge, packed up in

books in a portable form
;
and in them we find that in.Jor

mation that concerns each one most, arranged, simplifi"

and at our command; and every observing and prac-iica'

man in Fayette county has already learned his rudiments

in science

;

it may be unconsciously, and even in spite of

himself But there is trash, as well as truth and knowl-

edge, in books
;
and education and learning furnish us

the touch-string by which to test them. Books, as well

as plow shares, o refit tools in Agriculture.”

This short extract reduces the question of opposition to

scientific agriculture to a positive and iddiculous absur-

dity.

The subject above alluded to, as that on which I design

adding a tew observations, is discussed by Col. Cannon,
in the following extract. After urging the importance of so

arranging the premiums awarded by our Society as to “en-

courage the agricultural and mechanical philosophy of

reaping the largest return from the smallest investment of

capital, time and labor,” he adds; “But at xhoxery /inm-

ofall this as far as the agriculturist is concerned,

lies the absolute and urgent necessity of not only improv-

ing, but of keeping what soil you have from washing
away from under and around you, thus silently, but

steadily wmsting the strength of your land, and subserving

the miserable purpose of making more mud at the many
mouths of the Mississippi. Do you ask me how this is to

be done I I answer, without one moment’s hesitation,

after a ten year’s positive experience and a convincing

demonstration upon my own plantation, Level your land—
do it, by all means, and at once : do it for your own sake,

for the sake of your children— for posterity and for the

good of your country. And don’t do it, as is too often

practiced, with ‘a little fell.’ No, no ! not even with a
fraction—the smallest fraction of an inch in a mile, or in

twenty, should your rows be so long. The ‘little fell’ to

which I allude, and which is most usually given by those

who insist upon the least fell, is one inch to every twelve

feet. To demonstrate beyond all cavil, the absurdity of

such a practice as this, it is only necessary to compare
ihis fail with that of the streams which receive the water

freighted with the rich stealage from your soil, after it

leaves your lands. A fall of one inen to twel ve feet, gives

a fall of thirty-six feet and eight inches to the mile. Over
such a fell a thousand rills course along your cotton-beds,

at a speed, compared with which the current of the miglity

Mississippi would present the appearance of eddy water.

Level your land! and you may then discard your ‘hill-side

ditches,’ and save the space devoted to them, and the

labor of making and keeping them open Do this, and
you will wipe out those sickly lines from the face of your
hill sides, and get rid of those ghastly gullies, which glare

upon you at every turn, and, like Banquo’s ghost, tell of

murder. Do this, or stop scratching and scarring the

bosom of your ki-M mother.”

It will be seen from the above extract that Col. Cannon
has proved his theory in regard to Leveling Land by a

p»-actical demonstration. His views upon this subject,

therefore, are not those of a mere theorist, and are conse-

quently of greater weight with those who require some-
thing more than theory. However ingeniously the theory

of preserving land by putting it upon a perfect .level may
be sustained by reasoning, there are many who could not

be convinced of its cni-rectness wiiliout some experimental

evidence. The.}' have been so much accustomed to see

the water which flows on the sides of lulls flow off into

valleys, and them e into neighboring streams, it is with

difficulty they caii lie induceii to believe that .-''ch is not

a fixed law of its condition If not they immediately ask,

by what means is it rbveited from its naluial course'?

When they are ti-ld that a so.igle fuirciw of the plow, run
on a perfect level, i.'- amply sufficient for this jiurpose, for-

getting that“lai;:fc .' trei-nus from htile fountains flow,” they

.:gain tiiink rd the fmee u itli which they have seen it pour
ami.g their • oi. .u i>eds ami, in accumulated strength, leap

dovvii I, ic go! ii.t, 1*1 i disiigured their plaiitaiions, and con-

clude that this is impossible. In. vain might it be urged
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that the water which falls on a given surface, even in the

heaviest rains, rarely, if ever, exceeds an inch and a half

or two inches in depth, and that this is scarcely half the

depth of the furrow which receives it: they might possib-

ly be somewhat shaken in their opinion, but still there

would remain on their minds doubts which must be re-

moved by stronger evidence. Nothing less than experi-

ment would convince them. P’ortunately this experiment

has been made by at least one intelligent, practical planter

whose habits of close observation and philosophical deduc-

tion, entitle his conclusions to the highest respect, and

he has recorded them in favor of its perfect success Those

who are not satisfied with his evidence and require their

own senses, can made the experiment for themselves at

but little expense; and all he asks of them, is to do so

fairly, and he guarantees that they will be fully convinced

of the correctness of his theory. Let them but make' the

it and they will no longer doubt. It may be, for a time, they

will find oceasional breaks \n their land
;

but this, instead

disproving, will confirm the correctness of the theory : for

they will invariably find, by the application of their level,

that wherever there is a break in their land there it is not

on a perfect level. They will only have to correct the er-

rors in the original leveling, and their land will be secured

against such breaks in thefuture; and while it is exceed-

ingly difficult and tedious to put a piece of land on a per-

fect level at first, by this plan it may be easily accomplish-

ed in a few years. It will not be necessary, of course, to

level anew with every change of crop; with but little care

and trouble, after a piece of land has been once put on a

perfect level, original “guide rows,” may be perpetually

preserved.

Supposing, then, the above positions satisfactoi’ily estab-

lished, it becomes a question of considerable interest, what

effect the absorption of so much water will have upon

our lands'? It may be urged by some that after a heavy

rain, it would be a much longer time before such lands could

be plowed without injury. But this position will be found

upon reflection to be erroneous. The facility with which

a piece of land absorbs water, depends upon the depth

and porosity of its soil, and that piece of land which ab-

sorbs it to the greatest depth in the shortest time, certain-

ly requires the shortest time to become sufficiently dry on

its surface to plow. This fact has come under the obser-

vation of every practical planter in the cultivation of bot-

tom lands, with light, porous soils, which are so level that

not a drop of water that falls on them escapes. Now, the

very object in putting land on a “dead level,” is to pre-

serve and improve its soil; it is thus, not only made more

light and porous, but is greatly increased in depth—so

that it partakes of the character of our bottom lands, and

may be plowed with almost equal facility after a rain. Of

course, this would not be the case with a piece of old,

worn-out land until it had been reclaimed and its soil im-

proved. But another, and probably the most important

point embraced in the above question, is its effect upon the

gi'owth of crops. This will depend in a great measure

upon the season. If the season is a very wet one, such as

those in which uplands are more productive than bottom

lands, the absorption of so much water may possibly be

a disadvantage. The growth of some crops may thus be

rendered so luxuriant as in some measure to prevent fruc-

tification and retard maturity, as in the case of cotton on

rich bottom lands in such seasons. But, on the other

hand, if the season is a very dry one, it will unquestion-

ably prove beneficial. A piece of land which absorbs a

greater quantity of water, will certainly retain moisture

longer than another of the same character of soil, which
absorbs a less quantity, and be better capable of with-

standing a drouth. It then only remains to be determined,

in order to settle this point, whether our crops suffer more

from wet or from dry seasons. If from the latter, as I think

it is undoubtedly the case in this latitude, this system of

leveling will certainly be an advantage to our crops in

this particular, as well as being the best mode of preserv-

ing and permanently-improving our land.

But there is another effect of this system of leveling,

which I have never seen noticed, and which presents it-

self to my mind as one of no little importance. As far as

my own observation extends (and upon inquiry from
much older persons I am sustained in it) every water-

course in the country, from the smallest dry branch to

rivers of considerabie size, is much more subject to over-

flow now than it was ten or fifteen yeare ago. While it

then required the heaviest rains, and that after a protracted

spell of wet weather, to raise them out of their banks, the

same effect is now produced by much lighter rains in a
few days. The cause of this difference is apparent to

every one who will for a moment, reflect upon the subject.

At that time there was but a small quantity of land opened
and the leaves and under-growth with which the whole
face of the country was covered, preventing the water
which fell from flowing off, it was in a great measure ab-

sorbed by its light, porous soil. Now, the whole country,

comparatively, being opened, the water which falls, meet-
ing with but little or no obstruction, readily finds its way
to the water courses, and, by sudden and large additions

to their usual currents, forces them out of their banks.
This, besides being a source of frequent annoyance in

flooding mills and other manufactories, renders some of the

best lands in the country subject to overflow and conse-

quently utterly useless. Anything by which such annoy-
ances can be obviated and these lands be reclaimed and
brought into cultivation, should certainly be regarded by
the planting community with interest. Those who con-

cur with the views above expressed, will perceive at once
that the system of leveling, practiced by Col. Cannon,
and the addoption of which he so warmly urges upon his

fellow-planters, if universally adopted would greatly con-

tribute to the accomplishment of this end, if indeed it did

not wholly effect it.

As this communication is already much longer than I

intended to make, I leave these suggestions (for they are

but little more) with the hope that some one, more familiar

with the subject and better able to do it justice, will dis-

cuss it in a manner worthy of its importance.

Southron.
Fayette County, Tenn., 1856.

Remarks.—“Southron” will accept our thanks for his

very suggestive article. We trust he will follow up the

subject and give our readers plain, practical directions for

leveling, after Col. Cannon’s method.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

COTTON CULTURE.

The publication of the following letters from Col. H. W.
Vick, an experienced and distinguished planter, should be

preceded by a,brief note of explanation. They were writ-

ten last fall for publicatian, but by some mishap they got

out of our hands, and we have not had copies of them

furnished us until recently. The second letter refers to

one published in the Whig in the early part of September

of last year, upon the same subject of the first one pub-

lished to-day, and will serve to explain both. This is,

however, the season when the culture of cotton is most

talked of and thought of, and probably the best time for

their publication.— Vicksburg Whig.

Haywood, Madison Co., Miss., )

September 1st. 1855, )

Mr. Editor—The cotton plant, in its perfect state, is

orbicular in form, centrally divided by the surface of the
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earth. Its central lateral limbs are half the height of the

stalk, and the height gives the distance at which the stalk

should stand in the row, if not in the drill. Could the

earth be rendeied pervious as the atmosphere, the roots

of that portion of the stalk unseen, would exhibit an ex-

act counterpart of that which is visible As a like ex-

pansion of stalk, below as above the earth, cannot be had,

and breaking or bruising the limbs is considered wrong,

it is material to know from whose experience or by what

process of reasoning, breaking or bruising the roots of the

plant, while tending it, can be proven to be right.

That system of cotton culture which gives to the stalk

the size it should have, sets its squares or forms, and fur

nishes the earliest picking, is the best; while that which

renders it disproportionate in size, either way, to strength

or fertility of the land, is the worst. Insufficiently worked

lands, not only unexpectedly, but more frequently have

good crops on them than those worked overmuch, or deep-

ly plowed too late. The stalks at the ends of rows, in the

jams of fences, on the banks of earth attached to the roots

of upturned trees, and volunteers around gins, which are

worked with the hoe only, usually are hardy, short jointed

and productive. The latots of these stalks are neither cut

nor bruised, nor are they rendered succulent by deep and

frequent plowing, and thus brought within the influence

of atmospheric changes, which so frequently cause the

stalks to cast their squares, and the crop to fall.

Pruning is deemed by the vintner and gardener an in-

dispensible treatment of the vine, the fruit tree and of

shrubbery; but whether cutting the roots of the vine of

annuals and perennials with the spade every time they

are worked, be practiced by them or not, I have no idea

At no time have I proposed or attempted to acquire a

knowledge of the science of botany and horticulture, and

have only sought in books on these subjects information

respecting solitary articles, as occasion required. I am
aware that acquaintance with the nature and habits of the

cotton plant facilitates acquaintance with the nature and
habits of other plants, and with many of the principles on

which the sciences of botany, horticulture and agriculture

rest. It has so happened that for the last twenty-four

years, I have not resided on either of my plantations, and
that for the previous six I was engaged in politics, which,

during his involvment in them, disqualifies a person for

solid thinking, and for many years afterwards for the use

ful employment of his time. It is true, I made frequent

visits in the spring and fall seasons of the year to my plan-

tations, and that I made those visits as conducive to the

successful prosecution of my studies and experiments as

my overseers would permit. It is also true that I dismiss-

ed seven out of nine of those employed on my Nitta-Yuma
estate and a like proportion of those engaged for my Cane
Kills plantation, and that the injuries and provocations re-

ceived at their hands increased instead of diminishing my
energy and perseverance; but this did not restore to me
the choice cotton seed of two years’ selections, which two
of my overseers stole from me, nor the time which the de-

termination of the others to break up my investigations

and experiments, because the merit and credit of them did

not inure to them individually or collectively, caused me
to lose.

Forty years observation and experience have taught me
that the great cotton planting problem of the day is the

discovery of a method of cultivation which will set the

squares of cotton alike on fresh and worn, on rich and

I

poor lands, and in any kind of season that may occur. If

i I had the ability, I have not the opportunity to .solve this

I

problem, and must, therefore, leave its solution to those

i who fortunately and happily, enjoy the possession of

both. In the vicinity of Alemphis, in October last, I saw
I

the thing done as it should be, or I am greatly mistaken,

j

If, by the gentleman alluded to, who is, I think, the most

scientific, judicious and accomplished planter whose
management I have had the opportunity of examining,

the desired information cannot be furnished, I do not know
from whom it can be had. The answer given more than

thirty years since to a question of mine, by the late Mr.
Joel Cameron, who was considered by us the greatest cot-

ten planter of his day, thoroughly understood, contains,

it seems to me, nearly all that can be known of the I’ight

cultivation of cotton. I asked him how he managed to

beat us all in planting, so badlyl “By picking one bale of

cotton to the ha id,” he replied, “before any other man
starts, and two after he is done.”

With great respect, truly yours,

H. W. Vick.

Cooper’s Well, Miss., Oct., 4th, 1854.

R. K. Arthnr, Editor Vicksburg Whig:

Dear Sir—While at Haywood I dashed off a short ag-

ricultural article, which I sent to you. Nearly a month
elapsed, as your paper failed to reach me, before I learned

that you had given it publicity. Writing the article kept

my thoughts more turned to the subject than they other-

wise would have been. The result has been that the lead-

ing ideas then and still in my mind have associated others

with them, as you will perceive by the paper sent here-

with.

The article based upon the one published would seem to

explain itself but it does not. It is the fruit of 42 years’

observation, and careful noting of things. In the winter

of 1812 and 1813, 1 saw the overseer of my father’s plan-

tation on the Louisiana bank of the Mississippi river,

measure the root of a cotton stalk which was eight feet in

length. What the actual or supposed height of the stalk

was, I have forgotten. It grow upon what was known to

have been a gum hole. iThe sweet gum tree of the Mis-

sissippi swamps in its course of decay, rots out, as the

phrase is, leaving a hole of dangerous depth and dimen-

sions, which remains the terror of every body and of every

thing, until filled with leaves, limbs, dead cane, rotten

wood, or deposits from overflows. These holes when filled

with vegetable decomposition or aqueous sedimentary de-

posits are as penetrable by the roots of plants as it is pos-

sible for soil or earth to be.

Ten yearsafter this occurrence, a kinsman, an older and
better planter than myself finding me at fault, told me that

the rule for laying off cotton in the row was furnished by
the height of the stalk and that the rule was deduced from

its orbicular form, the central limbs being half the height of

the stalk. Although the truth and value of his observa-

tions were obvious enough, and were duly appreciated, I

did not understand him to mean, although he may so

have meant, that his remarks were intended to apply as

well to the unseen as the visible parts of the stalk.

While on my Haywood estate, I was in the midst of my
cotton scrapers, when the third observation w^as made by
me, which gives to the orbicular idea such completeness or

value as it may be thought or found to possess. I was
walking with my driver, noticing the past and passing

cultivation of the crop, and the cotton where we were, be-

ing two to three feet high. The field some days before

had been deeply, too deeply plowed, to a depth say of 5

or 6 inches, and where we were for the moment standing

the bar brought to within 4 to 6 inches of the .-=talk. The
depth to which the plow was sunk, and the closeness to

the stalk at which it passed, threw the cotton upon a ridge

of less than a foot in width, with its roots shorn to a trim-

ness of less than six inches. The cut roots being suffici-

ently numerous to whiten, as my driver termed it, the

sides of the ridges, combined with the dry and intensely

hot weather, and exposed condition of the plant, brought

to my recollection my kinsman’s remarks, and former re-

flections upon them, which caused me plainly to see that

1
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the reots of that cotton sliould not havebeen cut, and that

the plow should not have passed nearer to the stalks than

the mark furnished by the roots and indicated by the limbs

whose length at nil ages of the stalk, in its natural state,

will be found to be equal. In spite of the dirt instantly

thrown to it, and everything I could do, the squares then

on the cotton were cast, and none since then have made
their appearance.

With great respect, and truly yours,

H. W. VtcK.

THE PSSPAEATIOH AMD USE OF MANURE.

There is no department of farm economy more impor-

tant than the skillful preparation and use of manure. One

has only to see a cultivator manage his manure heap,

to form a very correct opinion of his knowledge of his call-

ing. If he habitually wastes the indispensable food of his

annual crops by allowing the droppings of his cattle, hogs

and other stock to fall in winter, or whenever he feeds

them, where rains, ox snows, his practice is that of a

thoughtless spendthrift, unless he designs to fertilize the

yard or field in which his stock run. ]n the latter case, his

manuie may not be used to the best advantage, tgat it is

not wasted except in a small degi’ee. To increase the ab-

sorptive power of the soil, it is generally good policy to

plow any lot near one’s stable or barn on which hogs,

cattle, sheep or mules are to be fed, and leave their solid

and liquid excretions. To keep off the direct rays of the

sun, a covering of forest leaves, straw, or broom-grass

spread ov-er the lot is worth more than it costs, while the

animals gain faster in flesh for having a first-rate bed to

lie on. This arrangement saves all the trouble and ex-

pense ofhauling out dung, when other work often presses

hard for immediate attention. After one lot is made rich,

turn into another, subdue it well, being particular to avoid

all surface washing from a side hill, or other inequality.

There are, however, from four to six months in a year,

in Georgia, during which all kinds of stock do better, and

fay better, under a proper sheltef from cold rains and other

storms, than they possibly can when denied these advan-

tages. The true philosophy of domestication, as applied

to the animal kingdom must be studied and understood

before the most economical preparation of manure will ap-

pear in its true light to such as rear and keep live stock.

Many nov/ have a mistaken notion to the effect that, to

produce superior Ij^orses, mules, steers, cows, hogs, sheep

and poultry, and at the same time make a very superior

article of manure in abundance, is a losing business^ It is

the secret dread of final loss in a pecuniary point of view

that really prevent so large a share of the community from

making the most of all the elements of fertility within

their reach. They fear to touch anything like a new plan

for sheltering manure and housing stock that differs from

what they have before seen. So far as artificial warmth,

civilized protection, and liberal feeding are concerned,

their minds recognize only a .mere shade of difference be-

tween wild animals which wholly feed themselves, and

those taught to depend on the foresight and care of man

as a superior intelligence. V/ildness, independence and

small expense to the owner in animals involve nearly the

total loss of all their manure, a loss of most of the milk or

kine, and of much of their flesh. To improve a cultivated

plantation, such slock is utterly valueless. Its whole re-

cuperating machinery is outside of the stercorary, or place

where fat, dung and urine are accumulated. The advan-

tage of a stercorary over a stable for the manufacture of

manure is, mainly, in the facility it affords for carting

leaves, corn-stalks and other trash into the sheltered place

where stock will tread coarse vegetable matter into a fine

pulp, which, with their droppings, will form a cheap and

profitable aliment for all kinds of crops. There is often

much inconvenience in getting a wagon or cart near en-

ough to the dung in a stable to handle it with ease and

rapidly. A good stercorary is not liable to these objec-

tions.

Manure from horses is very apt to fire-fang, whether

under shelter, or exposed to the weather. In this exces-

sive heating it often parts with all its ammonia, and most

of its oxygen and hydrogen, and is rendered comparative-

ly valueless. A few buckets of water thrown once in ten

days on the heap, or over the dung will arrest this injuri-

ous chemical action, and prevent loss. Where family

clothes are washed at no great distance from a stable, the

servants should put all wash-water and other slops on

manure heaps; especially upon such droppings as are

under a roof. Indeed every barn, stable or stercoraryj

ought to have eve-troughs and a reservoir for catching

rain-water. Thi.s is quite desirable for watering stock,

as well as for tempering sheltered manure. Too much

water is to be avoided
;
and one of the greatest objections

to permitting manure to lie in an open cow-yard, or any

similar place, is the repeated washings to which it is ex-

posed. The direct rays of the sun increase the injury

done to the manure in open courts or lots, We have

often seen the earth excavated in a stock -yard to form a

broad and sometimes a deep basin for holding both liquids

and solids. This practice runs into the opposite extreme

to fire-fanging, and is equally unwise. In the March num-

ber of this journal we called the reader’s attention to the

value of Shade, Shelter and Moisture as chemical agen-

cies, in promoting the rotting of dead plants, and the in-

crease of fruitfulness. We desire now to state that th^

presence of too much water, like that which surrounds the

logs and brush at the bottom of a mill-dam, wholly pre- *

vents vegetable decay, and of course the farther rotting of

a mass of water-charged, saturated manure. Timber,

forming the bed of old Roman bridges, which had been

twenty centuries under water, has recently been taken out

of the mud and found sound. The preservation of deli-

cate plants, their organs and tissues, in sw.imps, under

water, has frequently excited the admiration of natural-
|

its.
i

Manure in a hole filled with water, is little better than a

small natural swamp, and not at ail adapted to the forma-

tion of a good fci-tilizer.

Formerly it was the German, Scolch and English prac-
j

tice to work over large masses of compost with a shovel

or dung fork
;
and among old fashioned farmers this sys-

tem still prevails. Where labor is cheap and crops dear,
j

so much handling may not involve any considerable loss
;
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but it is obvious that no amount of turning over a ton of

dung or ofany decayed vegetable matter, can increase its

quantity, or change the essential properties of any consti-

tuents. The modern improved practice is to change

the water that passes through the compost, or manure,

instead of lifting the solids. With a good pump,

manure-water may be lifted and run through the mass

at a tenth of the expense of turning over the whole

heap. As water runs through and into i!ie reservoir

below, air follows it into the centre and bottom of the

compost sufficiently to excite the putrefactive fermenta-

tion. For common field crops, it is sound economy to

have two thirds of the rotting of manure take place in the

soil, instead of the compost heap.

The only valid objection to a raw manure, and dry, un-

rotted forest leaves, plowed in, is our inability to wait for

either kind of fertilizer to decompose and nourish our

needy starving plants. Our poor soils demand food

that js wholly soluble in a few months before they can

yield as large crops. One pays shave-money to sterile

land precisely as he does interest to a tight-fisted

money lender. In other words, to improve poor land

profitably, one needs capital of his own—not borrowed

manure in any shape.

But where one has a little money to pay out for corn,

peas, oats, fodder, shucks, straw, hay, &c., mainly with a

view to produce the wherewithal to impart fruitfulness to

exhausted old fields, nothing is easier than to use this

grain and forage in a way that involves a loss. Crops of

the kind named are now too high to form manure at a

reasonable price. It is altogether better to raise manure

plants than to purchase them, and we only buy for seed
;

f. e
,
a little manure to grow more on poor, barren land.

In using stable manure, we plow it in as soon, as it is

hauled and spread. Much has been written on the pro-

priety of covering manure eight, ten, and twelve inches

deep. In garden culture thispracticeis to be commended,

but in field culture, we doubt the soundness of the theory,

where the quantity of manure is relatively small. When

the dung is covered four or five inches, the earth protects

I it entirely from tlie sun, it is moist, rots quickly, and readi-

ly diffuses its fertilizing influence both downward and up-

ward, as water either descends into the subsoil, or ascends

;
to the surface through it, by capillary progress. Allow-

j

ing the roots of crops to expand mostly within ten inches

;
of the surface if the manure be placed five inches below it,

it is just half way through their maximum development

to nourish their growth. L.

GEOEGIA AND MISSISSIPPI PLANTING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It has been some

time since I troubled you with a communication for your

most excellent Cultivator. I have for several years, (ex-

;

cept the last year) been a subscriber and reader of your

journal, from which 1 have received many useful lessons

,|

in that most delightful and interesting of all sciences—ag-

.
riculture. I have resumed my subscription, to continue it

j
as long as I “till the earth,” and the Cultivator is pub-

lished
;
and with it I resume my pen, and whatever of

agricultural knowledge I may possess you shall have, to

dispose of as you may think best.

I love to read the Omllivalor., because it is published in

the “Empire State of the South”—the State in which I have

lived and labored the last 12 years, and the State which
stands higher, in an agricultural point of view, than any
other State south of “Mason and Dixon’s Line.” The
Cultivator, no one can deny, has contributed largely to

making Agricultural Georgia what she is. and every

Georgian should be proud of your journal and of the State.

Let Georgians, therefore, aid in its wide circulation. No
man whose lot it is to “plow and hoe, and reap and mow,”
should be without it. It will improve his mind and his

heart.

But I took m}'’ seat to say something of Mississippi

Agriculture. And I regret that I can’t say for, it what I

have said for Georgia. The cotton bale, here, is the all-

controlling motive. There are, however, a few honorable

exceptions. 1 visited Dr. Philips’ plantation and found

on it a system of plantation economy, worthy his great

name. There are many others who are trying to do

something in the way of Agricultural improvement. They
deserve praise, and they have it. But, as a general thing,

we must reluctantly admit that Mississippi is wofully de-

ficient in this respect. I venture the assertion that except

cottonseed, and by about 3 planters, there will not be 1000

wagon loads of manure hauled into the fields of Hinds

county; and, so far as 1 know, I have located the first

hill side ditch in this county. They have crooked rows to

any “number desired,” but no horizontalizing that de-

serves the name. The planters, however, are enterpris-

ing and men of capital, and they make the cotton bales.

The time is coming and now is, when the system of

rural economy as practiced here, must be changed, or the

country ruined. “Naught but a miracle” could save the

country from dilapidation, and ruin under the present

system of culture. If there are 100 acres of stubble or fal-

low land in this county, I have not seen the man that saw
it. It is Cotton, Cotton and Corn, Cotton, Cotton and

Corn, all over the country. But more anon, I must retire.

Goodnight. Yours, &c., G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., 1856.

ROTATION OF CR0PS™AN IMPROVING PLANTATION.

An intelligent and enterprising planter of Mississppi,

writer us as follows. Would that every cultivator of the

soil throughout the South could be induced to emulatehis

example.* It would add millions to the value of our lands

within the next ten years :

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have taken the

Cultivator iox s,\x or eight years and would not be without

it for ten times the cost.

Crops of corn and cotton in North Mississippi were

never lietter than the past year. My own crops, all up-

land, half of which came up in June, made 1500 lbs per

acre
;
corn, six barrels. 1 raise my own meat, wool,

mules, flour, and. in short, everything for the use of my
little farm, and generally sell enough to pay expenses of

the same, without taking any of the proceeds of cotton

crop. My land is all rolling; well circled, and with hill side

ditches when necessary. Altera crop of small grain I rest

two or more years
;
plow under with two horse plows, and

follow with subsoil, and flatter myself that my little farm

is improving yearly. To do this it is necessary to have

double as much cleared land as you cultivate in cotton

and corn. Any system of farming by which land is worn
out, or suffered to wash away by ibe rains, is ruinous,

no matter what may be the immediate yield of crops. I

have long since been impressed with this fact, but were I

not continually reminded of it by reading the Cultivator,
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I fear I should not keep up the improving system, although
convinced of its necessity. I cultivate from 9 to 10 acres

of cotton, and from 7 to 10 acres ofcorn, and sow as much
wheat, rye and oats a-s I can, to the hand. Ifmy efforts at

farming, in a small way, have been at all successful, I at-

tribute it, in a good degree, to information obtained from

your valuable paper. But, as I only intended to send
you my subscription money, and not write an article for

publication, you will pardon me for troubling you with
this letter about my mode of farming M. M. P.

PLANTING SWEET POTATOES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I wish those that

plant the Sweet Polatoe would try the following mode of

raising them:

Instead of bedding and transplanting the draws in the

usual way, cut and plant the potato in the hill or ridge, as

you may prefer. After they have come up, if the weather

be too dry to reverse the ridge upon which the draws are

to be transplanted, go over the patch taking a small bag

or basket and scratch a hole by the side of the sprouts and

takeoff the piece of potato, put in the bag and remove it

from the patch, and let the draws remain. This will

answer well when the weather is too dry to set out*the

draws. The common Spanish potato does best, I think,

if the piece of potato is removed so soon as the sprouts

have sufficient root to live.

If the seasons are favorable for transplanting, I prefer

to reverse thenidge and take up the draws and set it in a

fresh bed, particularly if my ground is grassy.

I wish the experiment nriade and a report of opinions

or the results.

A limited education has prevented me from saying

something on this and other subjects ere this.

P y.

Jefferson County, Ga., 1856.

DISTEMPEE IN DOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your correspondent,

'“W. G. B.,” of Rossville, Fayette county, Tenn., wants

‘'some of your numerous readers or contributors, to give

(if there be such a thing) an infallible remedy for distem-

per among dogs.” Now, I think that to say any remedy

or prescription i^infallible in every instance, is, as Lieut.

Dobbin would say, “pinching the monkey’s tail a leetle

too tight.” Dogs, like men and other animals, differ

widely in constitution and habit, and what would prove

successful in one instance might fail most signally in

another; but I think the remedy I shall give you, if used

with care and attention, will come as near infallibility as

any other. I will guarantee it to cure nine cases out of

ten, I have kept “a pack,” man and boy, 25 years, and

lost from this great pest, distemper, many valuable lives;

but since I commenced using the following prescription

(about 12 years ago) have never lost a single case from it:

On the first appearance of the disease, give i large tea-

spoonful of British Oil for a dog from 6 to 12 months old,

and repeat the dose every other day, from four to six days

after which, give it every third day till a cure is effected;

for older or younger dogs the dose must be in proportion

to age. The dog must be fed on light diet, and by no
means should he be exposed in bad weather. I have very

rarely had to give more than 4 doses. For, distemper,

likeBots in horses, every man has his o\\fn remedy. I

reckon I’ve had at least a hundred, but prefer this to all

others.

As for “worming' dogs as a preventive for distemper, 1

I know nothing about it, never having heard of such a
preventive before. When quite a boy, I saw an old
negro of my father’s “worming” his dog, as he said, “to
keep him from going mad,” but thought it one of his
vagaries. Yours resjoectfuliy, &c.,

Felix.
Travis county, Texas, Feb., 1856.

AGEICULTYEAL SOCIETIES—CONSTITUTION, GENER-
AL REGULATION, ETC.

In compliance with the wishes of many of our subscri-

bers, we give from the Journal of ike Nevj York Society,

the following form of Constitution and Regulations for

Agricultural Societies. A slight modification will adapt

it to the wants and requirements of all. It should be care-

fully preserved for future reference :

CONSTITUTION.
Art. 1,—This Society shall be known and designated

as the Agricultural Society.

Art. 2.—The officers of this Society shall consist of a
President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and
six Directors. The President, Vice-President, Secretary

and Treasurer shall be elected at the Annual Meeting of
the Society, by the members thereof, and by ballot—a
plurality of votes cast to constitute a choice—and shall

hold their offices one year, and until others are chosen.

Two Directors shall be elected, in like manner, at the An-
nual Meeting, each year, and shall hold their offices three

years. Vacancies may be filled at any meeting of the

Society. The legal year of this Society shall commence
on the first day of January, as shall also the official terms
of office.

Art. 3.—-The President, Vice-President, Secretary,

Treasurer, and six Directors shall compose a Board of
Managers, a majority of whom shall constiute a quorum
for the transaction of business, and it shall be the duty of

said Board to manage the pi'operty and business of this

Society, as will best promote the interests of Agriculture,

Horticulture, the Mechanic Arts and Household Industry;

and they shall hold and conduct Annual Fairs and Ex-
hibitions, and distribute premiums to the persons exhibit-

ing the best and most meritorious specimens in these sever-

al departments.

Art. 4.— It shall be the duty ofthe President to preside

at all meeting of the Society and of the Board ofMana-
gers. The Vice-President shall perform the duties of the

President in his absence.

Art. 5.—It shall be the duty of the Secretary to make
and keep a record of the proceedings of the Society, and
of the Board of Managers, and to perform such other ap-

propriate duties as may be assigned him by the Society

or its Board of Managers.

Art. 6.—It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to receive

all moneys and property due the Society or donated for its

benefit, and to dispose ofthe same only by a resolution of

the Board of Managers, certified by the President and
countersigned by the Secretary. He shall keep an ac-

count of his receipts and disbursements and report the
;

same, with proper vouchers, to the Society, at the Annual
Meeting, and to the Board of Managers as often as they

may require; and shall give bonds for the faithful dis-

charge of his duty, in such surety and sums as they may
deem proper.

j

Art. 7.—The Annual Meeting of this Society shall be

held on at such place as the Society
|

may designate.
i

Art. 8.—The Board of Managers may make such Rules, j

Regulations and By-Laws as ttiey may deem proper, con- i

sistent with this Constitution. '

Art. 9.—Any person may become a member of this

I
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Society, for the year, by paying into the treasury the sum

of
;
or may become a life member by paying at one

time the sum of .

Art. 10.—This Constitution may bealtered or amended

by a vote of two- thirds of all the members present at any

Annual Meeting of the Society.

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

I. Life and annual members of the Society, and all

others who shall pay into the treasury, will be

furnished with badges entitling them to compete for pre-

miums, and admission with the bona fide members oftheir

family, with carriages, to the Show Grounds, and all de-

partments of the Exhibition, during its continuance.

II. Stock and Articles must be entered in the name of

the bona fide owners, and Grain, Fruit, Vegetables, Dairy

Products and Domestic Manufactures, must have been

raised and made by the exhibitors thereof

III. Animals and Articles that have taken premiums at

previous Exhibitions will not be allowed to compete, ex-

cept for a higher premium. In c^se they are adjudged

best, after having received the highest premium, a certifi-

cate of the fact will be awarded. No Animal or Article

can compete but for a single premium.

IV. Premiums will not be paid on Animals or Articles

of inferior merit, although there may be no competition.

No premium shall be paid on any Animal or Article

owned by a firm, unless each member of said firm is a

member of the Society.

V. No person shall act as a judge for awarding premi-

ums, for which he is any way a competitor.

VI. Any person who shall knowingly violate the regu-

lations of the Society, or who shall seek to obtain a

premium by false pretences, or by improper interference

with the judges, shall be excluded from competition.

VII. Premiums awarded and not called for at or before

the Annual Meeting in —
,
will be considered as do-

nations to the Society.

VIII. Competition, on all articles, is open to the State.

EEPOST ON THE CULTURE OF FLAX, AND ITS
PREPARATION FOE USE.

From the CommUtce appointed by the Newberry Agricul-

tural Society.

The Committee to whom this subject was referred have

no estimate of the quantity of flax raised in our country,

yet considerable attention is paid to it, not only for the

sake of the fibre as a material for thread and linen, but like-

wise for the seed on account of its oil, of which there is a

large quantity manafactured, which always affords a

ready sale. In the Northern States many farmers make a

business of it to raise considerable quantities of flax

Some counties have as much as (»0 to 8U thousand bushels

of seed to sell, which, with the Flax and TowLinen manu-

factured by them, is eagerly sought after by the consumers

Nothing affords readier or quicker sale than the Linen and
seed for oil.

Your Committee, therefore, recommend the culture of

flax to the attention of Southern Planters, as the up-coun-

try they think is well adapted to raising it, and would af-

ford, no doubt, a profit, and improve the land.

MODE OF CULTURE.

Break up your land well with a scooter or coulter and

prepare it the same as you would a turnip patch, manure
it well if poor soil. It will grow well on soil even if it is

not heavily manured. Too richly manured would make
it grow rank and lodge; you will be particular and have

your ground well broken up, (just like your turnip patch)

well pulverized and clods broken. In South Carolina it

ought to be sowed about the first of March, half bushel to

the acre. When the seed is ripe and the stalk changing

its color, have a flax pulling, and bind it up in binds about

4 inches in diameter and shock it up in rows without caps

on it, and leave it out for four or five days, when it will be

dry and not mould. Open your binds and spread it on
your meadow or any short pasture, in rows, pretty thin

and the rain or dew will rot it soon. As soon as the

stalk will break and the fibre separate, rake it and bind

itup; keep it under shelter dry. Any person can make
a flax brake. Kiln dry it as you break it. Make scutch-

ing paddle and stock and you will find your negroes fond-

er of a scutching frolic than anything you can put them
at. You then hackle the flax and make your Linen
cloth and sewing and shoe thread, and not be beholding

to your northern neighbors, all of which is done, com-
paratively speaking, in a very short time.

Respectfully submitted.

' William Philson, Chairman.
{Newberry (S'. C.) Mirror.

September, \lth, 1855.

RAIN WATER CISTERNS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As I am writing, per-

mit me to give you a plan by which the purest and most

healthy water that ever slaked the thirst of man may be

had in any climate on the globe where rain descends^

with but little expense. I wish to put an end to that

eternal inquiry, with those who contemplate leaving their

native home, and their “Father’s Spring,” to look out a

ocation in the “Far West,” viz . “Is the water good I”

and the reply not unfrequently is, “No sir; very bad.”

Ifyou want good water, construct a cistern in the fol-

lowing way:

Dig it round
;
any depth and width you wish it (I have

just put on the first coat of cement on one 12 by 20 feet)

and piaster it with mortar made as follows :—Procure

good white sand; put, for the first coat, 3 parts of sand and
1 of hydraulic lime

;
for the second coat 2 parts of sand

and one of lime, and the third coat 1 part of sand and 1 of

lime. After you have plastered it, side and bottom, turn

an arch of good brick over the top, and “grout” it well

on top and plaster underneath; then insert a good pump,
and you have good water anywhere, all the while, by
conveying rain water from the gutters into the cistern.

The above receipt for making mortar I obtained a short

time since, from Dr. M. W. Philips, who knows some-

thing of everything pertaining to plantation economy.

Yours, &c., G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., 1856.

THE TRUE POLICY OF THE SOUTH.

[The sentiments we expressed in our last issue, as in

former numbers, are powerfully sustained by the follow-

ing extract from the Austin (Texas) State Gazette, and

which is copied into DeBow’s Review. We cannot see

how the South can be ignorant of their possibilities, or

knowing them, neglect them much longer.—Ed. Plow,

Loom & Anvil :

“In our issue of the past two weeks we endeavored to

show that the population and wealth of the Northern

States have resulted from their manufactures and internal

improvements, and tliat the comparative weakness of the

South has resulted from the want of them. We believe

that our readers who have read those articles have come

to our conclusions upon the subject. Who believes that

the State of Massachusetts would have, on the small extent

of 7,500 square miles, 1,000,0U0 of population; that her

real estate would, in 1850, have been valued at S‘34‘J,129,-

932, but for her manufactures, which, at that time, gave

employment to 162,928 of her people, and her railroads
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penetrating into every part and portion of the State'? In

consequence of the demand for the necessaries of life, cre-

ated by this aggregation of people, engaged in manufac-

turing, internal improvements, and the various pursuits

incidental to and dependent upon them, the Massachusetts

farmer will spend three hundred dollars in removing the

rock and stones from a single acre of land in order to cul-

tivate it, and finds it a profitable investment.

“Reasoning, from cause to effect, of the future by the

past, it will be easy to demonstrate the consequences of

an extensive system of manufactures and internal improve-

ments in the South, not only upon our own section of the

Union, but upon the North and also upon Europe.

“As in the Northern States, manufacturing towns and

villages would spring up on all our streams capable of

running a mill; employment would be given to millions

of operatives, cities would grow up at the termini of our

railroads, and every depot would become a considerable

town or village
;
hundreds of other occupations and pur-

suits would result, giving profitable employment. These

things would again act upon the agricultural interests of

the country, by affording a demand for the necessaries of

life, and a home market for our great staples, and the

facilities for cheap and rapid transportation
;
the products

of the farmer and the value of real estate would be im-

mensely increased.

“Our commerce would undergo a perfect revolution.

We now export the raw material, which is manufactured

in New-England and Europe, and enters into the clothing

of a large proportion of the world. We would then export

the manufacted fabric, having in our own hands a com-

plete monopoly. We now furnish two-thirds of the ex-

ports of the United States, and have permitted Northern

capitalists, factors, and brokers, to subject us to tribute,

in forcing those exports through their hands, instead of al-

lowing them to pursue a direct and natural course. Our
exports form the basis of two- thirds of the imports of the

Union, which are landed in Northern cities, and enrich-

ing them at our expense. We would, then, by exporting

the manufactured article, and manufacturing a large

amount of what we now import, redeem ourselves from

our present vassalage and thraldom.

“The millions now paid by the importing merchant by
way of tariff, and which is repaid to him with a per cent,

by the Southern consumer, would be cut off, and cease to

be an everlasting drairt upon the currency of the South.

“The tide of European emigration would be diverted

from the North to the South, and the millions ofmoney and
thousands of operatives now annually arriving there be

invested and employed here.

“Let the South but adopt the system of manufactures and
internal improvements to the extent which her interests

require, her danger demands, and her ability is able to ac-

complish, and in a few years Northern fanaticism and
abolitionism may rave, gnash their teeth, and howl in

vain.

“The effects upon the North would be equally striking.

The South can manufacture cheaper than the North, as we
design to show hereafter. We would then produce those

articles of home consumption which she now sends us.

Southern manufactures would be able to enter the markets

of the world, and under sell those of New England and

Great Britain
;
and that fact once demonstrated, the in-

crease of our production would be commensurate with the

wants of the world. The millions which the North annual-

ly receives from the South would be cut off. She would
no longer be able to levy tribute upon us.

“The whole revenues of our government now paid by
the Southern eonsumers, but collected and disbursed at the

North, would be levied more justly and distributed more
equally.

“Let Northern folly, bigotry and intplerance drive the

foreign emigrant, the naturalized citizen, and the Roman
Catholic from amongst them, it is the true policy of the

South to receive them, granting them all the privileges ex-

tended to them by the Constitution and laws of our coun-

try. They will swell our population and increase our

ability to defend ourselves against abolitionism and free-

soilism, which are but the correlatives of Northern Know-

Nothingism.

“The effects upon Europe, and particularly upon Great

Britain, would be equally striking. Our Northern manufac-

tures are now able to enter into the markets of the world,

and under-sell those of Great Britain. The Southern

man\ffacturer could do it with more ease. In time, instead

of shipping 3,000,000 bales of cotton to Europe to sup-

ply her manufactures, we would ship that amount of fab-

rics. Our facilities for manufacturing cheaper would en-

able us to under-sell and monopolize the market
;

this

would draw the European operatives here, who could not

be as profitably employed there. The consequences to

European, and particularly to British manufacturers, can

easily be perceived; they would be crippled, if not pros-

trated.”

Remarks.—While repudiating everything in the above

which seems to have even the slightest partizan leaning?

we would commend the soundness of its general reasoning

to the consideration of our readers.

—

Eds.

SPAYING COWS—INQUIRY ANSWERED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice in the Cultl~

vatnroi'a inquiry about Spaying Cows, and I would reply

that 10 years ago one of my cows lost her calf, and hav-

ing read somewhere that if a cow was spayed while in full

milk she would afford milk during life, provided her milk

was drawn every day, I concluded to experiment and

ordered my overseer to operate. The cow was thrown

and cut in the side, swine-fashion, and all completed after

that manner successfully.

I am glad to see that you corrected the idea that you

advocated (deep cultivation for corn) and substituted deep

preparation and shallow culture, a system pursued by

David Dickson, Esq., of Hancock county, successfully

for years. It is the correct system, and he could enlighen

your thousands of readers upon that subject, could he be

drawn out. He sprung the idea himself, adapted plows to

suit the culture and so accurately that his plows, the

last working of corn, run but a half inch deep a more

practical agriculturist is notin Middle Georgia.

I hope planters will comply with your suggestion and

give, freely, their modes of cultivating cotton; and mine

is, after bedding and planting and when the cotton is up,

to put no plow into it but the “Sweep.” I am aware that

stiff lands require, probably, (the first plowing) some

other plow, and that most planters prefer chopping cotton

after siding with a Scooter or Turning plow, the bar of the

latter to the plant. I find my hands can chop as much

after the Sweep, and that the young plant does not fall

as much as after the other plows. I am open to conviction

and am desirous for the easiest, most suitable and most

expeditious mode.

I am always glad to see you, gentlemen, on your month-

ly circuit, and hope your travels may yet be limited only

“by the ends of the earth.” Truly, Rebek.

Hapehazy, Feb., 1856.

Poultry House.—The floor should be cleaned once a

week, and sprinkled with saw dust, peat or ashes. The

manure should be composted with earth and completely

dissolved before it is applied. It then makes a a stimu-

lant equal to guano, and is a good manure for anything.
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ON THE PROPES TIME EOR MANURING.

The leisure of the past suuimer has occasioned several

communications to you, drawn fronrthe remembrance of

many years of close attention to the general business of

the cotton and corn plantation where the want of fertility

had directed the attention very much to all possible aids

from manure. Enclosing fields to be ungrazed, listing

with the hoe and plow, and the hoe alone, and movable

and stationary stock pens, littering with straw from the

woods direct to the field and generally the usual practices

of a farm where its wants were mon? than the means of

supply for them
;
cotton seed very fully tried, rotted at the

gin house in the usual way, and put on sound and unin-

jured also. I think success, having, due respect to the

seasons, has much depended on deep plowing and late

manuring. To this latter I shall confine ray remarks and

give the reason for my opinion, so that each may test its

correctness by his own observation.

There is observable in all plants and animals a growing

and bearing stage, and as the object you seek is the bear-

ing or fruiting, the manure should be so applied as to be

in its most powerful action, when the plant is in its fru-

ition. This seems reasonable. Can it possibly be better

to give all your manure to the cotton and corn when

growing or when it is bearing, and this is too often the

case. A short lived manure may be expended in giving

growth to the stalk, and leaving nothing to make the ear.

Cotton seed, early winter-rotted, is of this class, and if

put on rotted at planting, its effects are all expended in

the stalks with nothing left for the ears. The tendency

of our warm climate is to run to too much stalk, and

should be counteracted rather than stimulated. Our only

friend that has been doing this is early drouth, always

unthanked, and frequently regarded as an enem.y. Corn

will stand seasons that much diminish its size and yield

well, provided suitable rains come when the grain is mak-

ing. The manure should be so managed as to act at this

juncture, say June and July. Let us take corn fir our

example, and the season equally applies to cotton and all

other products, and your observation will make the ap-

plication. Corn is generally planted in March, and con-

tinues its growing stage through all May, when the bear-

ing or fruiting stage commences and continues through

June and July. The observant planter will then see the

rapidity of the shooting and tasselingand pushing out the

young ears, and if he takes the hoe he will see, just under

the surface, innumerable thread like white roots extending

in all directions from the guard roots and others to the dis-

tance of eight or ten leet; then is tlie time that the land

should be in fine order and the manure in its most power-

ful action. These roots are in search of food and bearing

it to the corn, and should not be cut by plow or hoe, as it

will be too late to renew for use.

In June and July it is in full bearing, and wants all the

effect of the manure and rains, and on this, more than on

the size of the stalk, is the yield dependant. All that class

of manure that come from listing in and covering where

grown the rubbish and surface soil, and the litter of stable

and cow pens or compost heaps, as well from the want of

tme as the necessity of the co operation of the earth in

rating, reducing and preparing it for the food of plants,

mist be applied before the crop is planted, and let this i e

as a present. The manures I particularly-allude to are

cottoi seed, guano and the sulphates, all-powerful in

tliemssilves and requiring so little time in application, and
I think-I may add, of short duration, in the homoepathic

dose usially given. The practice. I complain of is the

usual on of throwing out the cotton seed as it is ginned,

where, frhn the size of the bulk, it heats, sobs and its es-

sence and -alue passes into the air and is lost. In this

evaporation; ts odor tells the nose, if it has not informed

tile understa-ding, that it is wasting into the air. It is,

perhaps, correct to say that more than one-half its value is

lost, and without the poor excuse of its being too busy
time. Let the cotton seed be hauled off to the field to be
manured before it accumulates into much bulk. In the

small heaps in the conical shapes as drawn from the

wagons, it will not be injured by the winter rains. If

you fear injury to your hogs or from your stock, a few
rails adequately protect the supply for four acres, at once
place ; or it may be put into conical heaps as dropped from
the wagon in an enclosure at the gin-house. The seed is

to be killed after the corn is planted, and not before, and
let some trusty hand, with eight or ten young people or

other inferior hands under him, open the tops of the piles

with two or more deep chops of the hoe, and the young
hands pour in a bushel of water, more or less

;
on this let

be placed two hoes full of dirt to retain the moisture, and
cover it with the seed. In this state, especially if done at

a rainy time, it, will soon heat and the vegetating prin-

ciple be killed, which is generally the case in three or

four weeks. This should be done in March or early in

April, and the application to the corn in May, or when the

corn is knee or waist high. It is well to scatter the seed

in the furrow, near the corn, to be covered by the plows.

Little benefit is got from sound seed, and while the cover-

ed seed is killed, much on the outer surface of the heap
will not be, and this is better secured at the time of kill-

ing, to draw earth over the seed, as it better keeps the

heat in. The effect of this manure will be visible after the

first rain, and will be most powerful when the corn most
needs it.

The object is to wet well the interor of the pile and
keep its moisture there by the dirt, and don’t let it be

a mere plantation order, but see that it is done well, as it

has as much use as any other work. Sound seed loses

nearly all its value by sprouting, but is not so bad as win-

ter-rotted seed. If the cotton seed piles are covered over

by dirt, and the rain cases that dirt well, it keeps in the

heat and kills all the seed better. I have never succeeded

in killing well the outside seed.

I have only tried guano in the last two years, and put

on an extensive scale, but so far as I have, I think it very

valuable, and will more than compensate for its price.

Until better informed, I shall regard it as a powerful short

lived manure, and for plantation purposes, on corn, use

about 100 pounds to the acre, scattering it in the plow fur-

row, to be covered when the corn is about knee high.

Have it completely pulverized, as in lumps, however small,

it must be too stimulating. lam not aware of the neces-

sity of mixing it with charcoal ashes, plaster or other mat-

ter. It needs moisture to set it at work, and though it is

said to act well on all soils, I think clayey soils most suit-

able. Mexican guano is about one-third less in value than

thePeruvian
;
and of Peruvian it is more general to use 200

pounds to the acre. I think ten wagon loads of cotton

seed will make more corn than ten loads on one acre, and

for the same reason I prefer 200 pounds on two acres to

all of it on one acre. It would extend this letter too far to

repeat all that I have heard of the valuable effects of guano

and the sulphates .

—

Alahawa Planter.

We quite agree with the editor of the Nashville

Gazette where he says

:

“A man that has a soul worth a sixpence must expect

to have enemies. It is utterly impossible for the best of

men to please the whole world, and the sooner this is

understood, and a position taken in view of the fact, the

better. Do right—though you have enemies. You
cannot escape them by doing wrong. And it is little

gain to barter away your honor and integrity, and

divest yourself of moral courage, to gain what I Nothing.

Better abide by the truth—frown down all opposition,

and rejoice in the feeling which must aspire a free and in-

dependent man.”
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JAPAN AND OKESON PEAS -VINEYARDS, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Did you plant any of

those Japan Peas ? If you have not, take my advice and

leave them alone ! A friend made me a present of a half

pint last spring, and I planted them very carefully; they

grew very luxuiantly, bore a fine crop of hairy pods, each

containing two peas, which, by the way, are very difficult

to shell out. I was induced to try a dish of them. When

they came on the table each pea was like a buck-shot. I

have since tried them by boiling from breakfast until din-

ner, with very little better success; in flavor they are no

better than our common cow pea. As fodder they will

not compare with that valuable plant
;
for the stems are

like young hickories, and the pods like sheet iron with

wool over it. The pea is not unlike the ordinary marrow-

fat pea; the pods grow closely and thickly along the

main stem.

With the Oregon Pea I am well pleased
;

with equal

advantages it will produce double the weight of fodder

that our cow pea will
;
and the fodder is more easily cured

without the loss of leaves, and is greadily eaten by cows,

horses or mules. I planted ten acres in corn, in the same
way and at the same time that peas are planted, and was
delighted with the results. The pods are small, but grow
at the ends of branches in clusters, and are easily gather-

ed
;
the pea is very small, much like Okra seed, and one

person in a day can gather enough to plant five acres. As
a vegetable for the table they may rank with cow peas, but

as fodder for animals I think highly of them.

While speaking of fodder, I would inquire whether
Professor Bachman is not mistaken in calling our Crow-
foot and Crab Grass foreigners'? I have never seen either

of them in Europe, nor do I see them mentioned among
European grasses, and, if I mistake not, Botanists have
usually considered them as natives.

Our Vineyards are progressing finely, and many more
acres are being planted out, with the luscious Warren,

Isabella and Catawba—those appear to be the three fair

rivals at the South, each, no doubt, possessing fine quali-

ties; it remains to be seen which will finally assume the

first rank. If we can but keep humbug out of the way,
our cause is won. A. C.

Woodward, S. C., 1856.

CULTIVATION OF FISHES.

In a paper from the Patent Office, published in the

National Intelligencer

,

it is suggested that the fishes of

many varieties not now known to them might be intro-

duced into the waters of this country by means of transfer-

ring the spawn from one locality to another. The Mullet

of the Garonne would be valuable in the Potomac, and

also the Sardine. The trout and salmon of the Rhine and
its waters would answer further north

;
turbot and sole

for the Jersey waters, and trout, carp and salmon, for

north of the Delaware. The carp, it is known, was in-

troduced into the waters of the Hudson. The golden carp

was introduced into a pond near the same river. The
breaking ofa dam caused these fish to be swept into the

Hudson, where they now exist in tolerable abundance.

To a similar accident we are indebted to its presence in

the Schuylkill. Mr. Pratt used to have them in a pond on
Lemon Hill, whence they were washed into the river, and
are now caught by the boys in abundance. The smelt,

now abundant in Jamaica Pond, near Boston, did not

originally exist there, but was carefully transported either

from Europe or from some section of this country.

Salmon and shad were formerly found in the Merrimac,
and the latter in Lake Winnepisceogee and its tributaries

;

but since the establishment of manufactories at Lowell,

and the consequent darning of the river, these fishes have

disappeared from all the upper waters; while, on the other

hand, the opening of communication between Lake Erie

and the Hudson has introduced to that lake and its acces-

sories, eels and perhaps other fish not previously found

there. The same result has also been experienced in Lake
Ontario since its connection with Lake Erie by means of

the Welland Canal. The officers of the Navy on foreign

service could have assigned them the ^uty of collecting

varieties of fish not known in the waters of the United

States.

Mr. Peel of Saugerties, New York, hasshad, carp, tench,

gold fish, &c
,
in the ponds on his estate, and so well are

they protected from molestation of every kind that upon
the appearance of persons at the margin of the waters they

approach to receive tood from their hands. This gentle-

man, it is said, has a sturgeon, seven feet long, and when
he wants a sail on his pond, he harnesses this sturgeon,

attaching a line and cork float to the traces. The sturgeon

will swim with the utmost speed around the pond several

times, keeping near the shore Then he will suddenly

stop, rise to the surface of the water and turn upon its

back, thus indicating its exhausted condition.

—

Philadel-

phia Ledger.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES-CONSTITUTION, ETC-

Editors Southern Cultivator—Many of the citizens

of this Parish, feeling much interest in promoting the

cause of Agriculture, have organized a Society under the

title of the “Agricultural Society of St. Landry.” As there

is no one in our present organization who has any ex-

perience on the subject, I have thought that the business

ofpermanent organization might be very much advanced

by the experience of others. I have, then, to request, if

there is in your possession any printed Constitution and
By-Laws of an Agricultural Society, that you will be good
enough to forward me a copy, and oblige

Your obedient servant, M. C.

Opelousas, Parish of St. Landry, La. 1856,

We publish a very good form of Constitution in present

number, in compliance with the above and many similar

requests.

—

Eds.

COLD WEATHER IN MISSISSIPPI.

Our friend. Dr. Philips, writes us from Edwards, Miss.,

under date of January 23d :

I have no record of such a length of cold, very cold

weather before, though keeping mem. for 28 years. There
has been now four and a half weeks of as cold weather as I

ever saw before. South, even for 10 or 15 days. In Feb.,

1835, the thermometer was at zero, not under 12° this

time, but freezing for 30 out of 33 days. I think more
stock will die than ever before. It may kill yellow fever

for some 20 years. Thus we may escape this pestilence,

for it was gaining yearly. But for this weather, I looked

to see It on all our plantations hereabouts.

It is peculiarly severe on my interests. lamtryingio
levee so as to plant, without danger, some of my best laid,

and to clear enough for a full crop.

Yours truly, M. W, Philps.
- -Q.

Help one Another.—Sir Walter Scott wrote:—“The
race of mankind would perish did they cease to nd each

other. From the time that the mother binds tP child’s

head, till the moment that some kind assistant ^^ipes the

death damp fiom the brow of the dying, we caonot exist

without mutual help. All, therefore, that nee* aid, have a

right to ask it o their fellow mortals
;
and no->rie, who has

it in his power to grant, can refuse without ir^-un'ing guilt.’’
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MEAN TEMPEKATURE FOR SIX YEARS PAST.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Herewith enclosed is

a condensed table, showing the mean temperature for

each month, and the quantity of rain which fell at my
residence, 12 miles south-west from the city of Little

Rock, in latitude 34 degrees 38 minutes north, during a

term of six years. Of which you are at liberty to make

such disposition as you may see proper.

I farther propose to furnish for the pages of the Southern

Cultivator, commencing with the present year, monthly

reports of my observations on the weather. This is a mat-

ter to which I have attended more for amusement than

probably anything else
;

if the result of my labors in this

small way may be of service anywhere, or to any body,

then I am amply paid for my little trouble.

Yours truly, Allen Martin.

Near Little Rock, Ark.; 185G,
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A FARMER’S LIFE.

The editOofthe England Farmer, in a notice of

a recent agriqtural exhibition at Amherst, Massachusetts,

waxes eloqueiit) speaking of the farmer and the ennob-

ling infiuencesq^ich surround him:

The highest Qitification which we found was not in

•the noble horses„t beeves, milch kine, pigs, poultry or
vegetables, but ir.he expression of a sentiment fast in-

creasing in the rural population. A great many people

have discarded the belief that labor is an evil, and that

there is no enjoyment in the' occupation that earns the

bread we eat and the delightful homes we occupy. After

looking at all the departments of the exhibition, we were
so fortunate as to be introduced to several of the women
of Hampshire county; and in their expressions of attach-

ment of rural life
;
and of happy influences of rural oc-

capations upon themselves and their children, we found a

source of gratification far exceeding that which any other

matter afforded. Thej^ feel that in the calm and rational

pursuits of agriculture and its kindred branches, horticul-

ture and arboriculture, there is less excitement of the pas-

sions, less temptation to lure from the paths of virtue, and
a constantly ennobling influence that lifts the soul through

nature up to nature’s God. That God is daguerreotyped,

as it were before us all; and we see his wisdom and love,

in the bending grass, the trembling leaf, the sparkling

dew, and in a thousand wonderful operations constantly

carried on by his superintending care, and which are

ever present to him who cultivates the soil. That there

are lessons of trust, of confidence, of submission, to be

found in the garden and field in many different forms

;

that wisdom may be found in every flower that blooms,

or insect that lives
;
that there are,

“ Sermons in stones.

Books in the running brooks,

And good in every thing.”

Such sentiments are gaining ground, and as they are

received, so will the farm-house become embellished with

books, with shade trees, with climbing plants and flowers,

and contented hearts, and the home of the farmer become
the happiest of all our land.

BERMUDA AND NUT GRASS.

We have been reading attentively in the Cultivator, a

description of the Bermuda Grass—and from the descrip-

tion given, believe it to be nothing more or less than our

common Coco. The writer speaks of two kinds, one the

“greatest pest, and the other the greatest blessing.” If we
are right in our opinion, the Georgians can get plenty of

the seed, and have it in welcome, by sending to any part

of Louisiana. The planters here would be glad to get rid

of the stuff— it’s the curse of the country.”—Iberville Gaz-

ette.

Remarks.—The Bermuda and Coco (or “Nut Grass”)

are entirely different, and there is enough of the latter in

Georgia without troubling our Louisiana friends for

seed. It is truly, as the Gazette says, a “curse” to any

country

—

Eds.

GAUGING OR MEASURING CORN IN BULK

Editors Southern Cultivator— I have a short rule

for guaging, founded on correct principles (which I can

satisfactory explain, if any of the readers of the Cultivator

desire it) and as I have never seen anytng like it, perhaps

it may be worth a little to some of your subscribers, so I

will send it to you for publication. A neighbor of mine

was cheated out of five barrels of corn, which would not

have been the case had he been acquainted with the fol-

lowing simple

RULE :

Multiply the length, width and height together and then

multiply that product by 8. Cut off the two right hand

figures, the left hand period is the correct answer in bar-

rels. J* R Gunnells.

Bold Spring, Ga., 1856.
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COTTON SEED OIL.

The Wakulla Times oi a late date, says:—“The pro-

prietors of one our linseed oil mills have commenced the

manufacture of oil from cotton seed, and about 400 bags

of the seed arrived here this week from Memphis, to be

used for this purpose. The oil is used for burning. How
far the parties will succeed in their enterpr’se remains to

be demonstrated. We believe the manufacture of oil from

cotton seed has been carried on in the South to a greater

or lesser extent, for several years
;
at Natchez we believe,

oneot these mills has been in operation for some ten years,

but, so far, the oil has not come into general use. The
difficulty seems to be in clarifying, as it will not burn in

a crude state. Should our enterprising citizens succeed

in preparing the oil for use, it will prove a most important

article of commerce — Cincinnati Price Current.

“Perhaps there is now more cotton seed oil used for

table and other purposes than even consumers themselves

are aware of, to say nothing of the soap, which is of a

superior quality, made from the refuse of the oil after clari-

fying. On this subject, a friend, whose statements may
be relied on, writes us :

“I notice in a Western paper that a concern in Cincin-

nati has commenced the manufacture of oil from cotton

seed, I will mention a few facts which may be of use to

somebody. There is a prejudice against cotton seed oil,

but it is owing mainly to the fact that the seed have been
extensively used for that purpose without hulling—the

hull imparting to the oil a bitter taste and a gummy sub-

stance, which injured it for drying, and causes a smoke
when burning. Notwithstanding this, quantities of this

oil have been mixed with linseed and lard oils, and the

buyers have been none the wiser for it. Some three years

since, a friend of mine commenced the manufacture of oil

from cotton seed. The seeds were first perfectly hulled

so that nothing but the meat of the seed was used.

“After the oil was extracted it went through a clarify-

process, (a simple one, but very perfect) leaving it as clear

and as pure as the best olive. For burning it has no su-

perior, as it gives a clear, brilliant light, without smoke,
and for the table it can scarcely be surpassed, for it has
deceived, and is still deceiving many good judges of the

article. Indeed my friend assured me that he was unable
to fill all the orders for oil put up for the table— but he
added : We dare not call it cotton seed oil lest it might
prejudice the sale.

“We of the cotton-growing States can safely feel our-

selves perfectly independent of the world for oil for all

purposes.”

HOW TO FEED YOUNG HORSES.

The adult horse does not require so much of the flesh-

making principle as the young and grovnng animal, but

he seems to require a greater variety. The adult merely
requires enough to replace the waste—the wear and tear

of his system. If he obtains more than this, the surplus is

either excreted from the body, or else stored up within the

same in the form of fat; and everybody knows that a fat
horse, or a fat man, are not best adapted for a race, nor

for hard labor ; but of all others (except those in a state

ofdebility) they are most subject to acute disease. With
the young and growing animal the case is different.

Here we require bone, muscle, and nerve. Oats, corn and
pollard furnish the same. The co1t obtains from its

mother’s milk all the elements of its own organization in

a concentrated form—all that seenns necessary for devel-

oping bodily proportions and hereditary traits—therefore,

when weaned, the colt must be furnished with the same
equivalents in the form offodder, ground oats, wheat bran,

and meal.

It is the young and growing animal that requires our

greatest attention. If our readers desire to raise colts that

shall remunerate them for the trouble and expense in-

curred, they must feed the same, during their minority,

with a liberal hand. Any neglect at this' period can never

be made up in after life; the subject will always remain

lank and lean—living monuments of their master’s folly

or ignorance, as the case may be. In additiop to the food

required for the colt’s growth, we must also furnish

enough to supply the waste incurred by expenditure of
muscular power. We all know that the young are very

active and playful. Every muscular movement involves

an expenditure of vital force, and thus exhausts the sys-

tem
;
therefore, in view of developing the^r full propor-

tions, and promoting the integrity of the living mechan-

ism, they must have nutritious food, and plenty of it.

They are not, however, to have a large quantity at a time,

hwl little often

;

their stomach is small, not larger

than that of a man. Should it be over distended with

coarse and innutritions food, the organs of respiration and
circulation become embarrassed, and the blood loaded

with carbon. They require food often, because the diges-

tive organs are very active, and soon dispose of an ordi-

nary meal; then comes the sensation of hunger, which
every one knows is hard to bear.

—

Aviericom Veterinary

Journal.

HOME.

BY AARON SMITH.

There is a simple'little word—
Oh! ne’er its charm destroy!

Throughout the universe ’tis heard.

And nowhere but with joy;

There’s music in its magic flow,

Wherever we may roam,

The dearest, sweetest sound below

—

That little word is Home.

The soldier in the battle’s hum
May all things else forget

;

Mid bay’nets clash and beat of drum
His Home’s remember’d yet.

The exile, doomed on foreign lands

Through hopeless years to toil.

May do the despot’s stern commands,
Yet sigh for Home the while.

I care not where may be its site.

Or roofed with straw or tile.

So that the hearth-fire burns more bright

’Neath woman’s radiant smile.

Affection on her fondest wing

Will to its portals fly.

And hope will far more sweetly sing,

When that blest place is nigh.

It may be fancy— it may be

Something far nobler—far

;

But Love is my divinity.

And Home my polar star.

Oh ! sever not Home’s sacred ties !

They are not things ofair,

Thegreat, the learned, and the wise

All had their teachings there.

East India Cotton —The produce of co-^*^ appears to

be rapidly increasing in India. The sH Commodore
Perry has lately arrived at Liverpool wit'^^he largest car-

go (2,770 tons) ever shipped at Bombay‘^ 1' England. It

included, 8,321 bales of cotton, 1,076 b^s of wool, 396

bales of hemp, 3,771 bags of seeds, ant^^O'’^ 2,000 bales

and bags of various articles used in dyeing, etc.:

also, 500 bags saltpetre.
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AET OF MILKING.

The art of milking well is not taught in a hurry. It re-

quires long practice to milk properly, and, therefore, all

the young people on a farm ought to be shown how the

labor should be done. It is quite important that this branch

of the dairy should be particularly attended to, for a good

milker obtains at least a quart more from the same cow

than a poor milker.

The first lesson to be taught to young people is gentle-

ness and kindness to the cow. They never need be treat-

ed harshly,'in case the business is properly commenced.

Cows that have been caressed and uniformly well treated,

are fond of having the milk drawn from the udder at the

regular time of milking, for it gives them relief from the

distensions of the milk ducts.

Let young people be put to milking the farrow cows

first, or such as are to be soon dried, and then the loss

from bad milking will be less injurious. The hand should

extend to the extremity of the teats, for the milk is then

drawn easier.

Young people should be taught to milk as fast as pos-

sible. More milk is always obtained by a rapid milker

than by a slow one. They shoultl, therefore, be taught to

think of nothing else while milking, and no conversation

must be permitted in the milk yard. They should sit up

close to the cow and rest thelefr arm gently against her

shank. Then if she raises her foot, as she sometimes will,

merely to change position, she will not be likely to put it

into the milk pail.

In case of a disposition to kick, or rather to raise her

foot on account of pain occasioned by soreness of the teats,

the nearer the milker sits to her, and the harder he presses

his left arm against her leg, the less risk will be run of be-

ing injured.

Cows may be taught to give down their milk at once

—

they may be taught to hold it a long while and to be

stripped indefinitely. The best way is to milk quick and

not use the cow to a long stripping, or an after stripping.

Northern Farmer.

CULTURE OF SWEET POTATOES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in the March

lumber of your paper, page 78, an article on the subject

f Level Planting of Sweet Potatoes by Mr. J. M. Hatch-

h, who refers to an article from the pen of Col. Wm,
MKinley in the April (1855,) number of your paper,

an recommending it to the attention of all sweet potato

rai&rs.

l ave Col. McKinley’s plan a fair trial in 1855—it

prov^ not only a failure but a bad one. I had rich bot-

tom Itid
;

I plowed and subsoiled it well and planted

one-ha' of my crop agreeable to his directions, and the

other hif I planted in the old way. F.'-om the latter I got

a tolerab. crop
;
but from the former, I had nothing but

strings, ojitile stringy potatoes, unfit for use.

I think here is some reasons why Col. McKinley’s
plan will otdo: In the first place, I have been in the

habit of rai&ig potatoes weighing from 8 to 1 5 pounds
;

for

the purpose f making room for themselves they always
have to bur open the ground, which is easily done
where the hil are elevated, but almost impossible where
the ground is .yel

;
the want of room in level planting

for a large crc ;ven a large potato seems to me an
unanswerable o^ction to to that plan. It would require

the power of a oy horse engine to make room, deep down
in the earth, for arop of fifteen pounders.

J. Hair.
Livingston, Ala.^arch, 1856.

Cure for Bloody Murrain.—Messrs. Editors—I

noticed, a few weeks since, an inquiry for a cure for the

Bloody Murrain, and will tell you what has proved suc-

cessful here.

Take two pounds of epsom salts and six ounces of tal-

low, and pour enough boiling water on to dissolve it

—

then let it cool sufficiently, and give one-third of it for a
dose. If the animal is not better in six hours, give one-

half the remainder, and if not better in six hours more
give the rest. One of our neighbors, an Englishman, told

me that the above would effect a cure if given before the

blood turned black. I tried it by heating the water until it

would melt the salts and tallow, and then give it, but lost

two or three animals, when I saw a recipe in the Prairie

given by him which said, pour boiling water'^

on, since which time I have not lost a case, and I think it

a sure remedy when given soon after the attack.

Asa Howes, in Country Gentleman.

Oak Creek, Wis.

Agricultural Division op the Patent Office.—Chi-

nese Sugar Cane.—This new product, known by the

French under the name of Sorgho sucre, {sorghum scchar-

aUim,) noticed in our columns some months since, bids

fair to become of immense national importance. It has

succeeded admirably in various sections of the Union, in

some instances growing to a height of twelve or fifteen

feet, and yielding, by estimate, twenty-five tons to the acre

of excellent green fodder, much relished by cattle, swine,

and the like. We regret to see some of our contemporaries

attempting to make this plant appear as identical with the

common broom corn. Any one who would trouble him-
self to call at the Patent Office, can see that samples of the

two species are quite as different from ea'di other as they

are from Indian corn. We understand that there will be
an abundance of seed for distribution during the coming
season.— Washington {D. C.) Union.

The Vine in Alabama.—A correspondent, writing us

from Camden, Ala., says:

“I have a vineyai'd, one acre, in Catawba vines, now
one year old from cuttings. They grew well during the

past season. I look forward with hope to the time when
the juice ot the Grape will supplant whiskey, and when
our country will become, as all wine-producing countries

are represented to be, characterized by temperance of its

people.”

Red Camomile to Destroy Insects.—The Journal

d'Hortic^dULre de Belgium states that a powder made
from the flowers of the red camomile {Pyrethrum roseuvi)

emits “an odor so strong and penetrating that it kills all

the insects and all the vermin of which until now no cer-

tain agent of destruction has been found.” An Arme-
nian merchant, travelling in the south of Asia, observed

that the inhabitants sprinkled themselves with a powder,

to prevent the sting of insects. He found that the powder
was “nothing else than that made from the flowers of the

red camomile.” The plant is quite hardy, and is now cul-

tivated to a great extent in Southern Russia. In Trans-

Caucassia alone. 88,000 lbs. ofpowder are annually made
for consumption in the Russian Empire. Baron Folker-

sham has published a paper on the cultivation of the red

camomile. He says; “This powder preserves you from

fleas and bugs
;

it kills flies, gnats, maggots, lice, and
even the worms which are psoduced in the wounds of our

domestic animals.” He hopes it will be tried on insects

injurious to horticulture, and adds that if experiments

demonstrate the efficacy of the powder in this respect,

each person could cultivate in the corner of his garden

olants enough to kill the insects, &c., which ravage his

field.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Canada Prolific Corn.—Mrs. A. M.—This variety,

like the Wyandot, requires further trial. Our experiment

last year, was not, in all respects, a fair test—the ground

being poor and dry. We wdll send you seeds per mail.

Spirits of Turpentine,—A Mississippi subscriber (A.

N. M.) wishes to know the proper mode of distilling

Spirits of Turpentine. Will some of o\xx practical corres-

pondents describe the process'?

“Peruvian Oat ”—P\ G.—This is the common “Tall

Oat Grass,” a valuable variety for this climate. Your
letter was answered per mail.

Mange in Dogs.—J. E. J.—See article of “Felix” in

present number. See, also, Dadd’s “Cattle Doctor.”

Grape Culture.—Dr. J. A.—We regret our inability

to furnish the back numbers requested. Our sets are very
much broken by the repeated demands of our subscribers

for copies lust in the mails. We will endeavor to keep
our readers fully “posted up” on the progress of Grape
growing in the South. It is a subject of the greatest im-
portance and one in which we take the deepest interest.

Wyandot Corn.—J. M.—We have none of this Corn
for distribution. Address the advertiser, who will send it

to you per mail. Your letter shall appear in our next.

VoLs. 9 AND 10.—A. L. H.—These vols. were duly re-

ceived. We have not the works you mention, but will

mail you two others of equal value and interest.

Large Corn.—J. C. W.—We cannot furnish the de-
sired seed, but will send you a few grains of the “Canada
Prolific”—the last we have for distribution. The premium
book shall be duly forwarded. See notice.

Agricultural Address.—Col. H, J. C.—Many thanks
for your valuable address, and the kind feelings to which
you give expression. You will see that our correspon-
dent, “Southron,” has placed you properly before our
readers.

Book Binding.—W. C. T.—We can hardly describe
the process of gilt lettering so as to enable you to do it in

the proper manner. Thin strips of gold leaf are laid on
the cloth or leather, and pressed in with hot metal type
fixed in a frame devised for the purpose. A few moment’s
observation, in a bindery, would he of more service to

you than anything we can put on paper.

Deadening Timber.—T. F. T.—August is said to be
the best month in the year for this operation. We will

endeavor to respond to your Blue Grass inquiry hereafter.

Scott’s “Little Giant.”—A. H.

—

Carmichael &
Bean are the Agents for this city. We do not know the
name of the New Orleans agents. These mills are manu-
a^tured in Cincinnati, Baltimore and perhaps elsewhere.

Rocky Mountain Corn.—T. H. Y.—W^e have none of

this corn, and if we had, should not consider it worth dis-

seminat'ng. We believe it to be of no practical value

whatever.

Scuppernong Grape.—W. L. S.—It is very difficult to

make this grape grow from cuttings. It strikes readily

from layers, or may be grafted into roots of the wild Bul-

lace or Muscadine, to which it is closely allied. It is very
hardy, and adapts itself readily to comparatively dry and
poor soils; but, of course, would thrive much better on
rich land. It requires little or no pruning, and for co'm-

mon rough culture is most desirable.

The Banana.—J. E. D.—We hope some of our Texas
readers will give us some information respecting this fine

fruit. Your note shall appear in our next.

List of Books, priced.— S. J. A.—See our June

(1855) number for the desired list. Many thanks for

your kind efforts.

Stump Machine.—J. L. G.—The ^‘Orange Improved
Stump Machine'^ is one of the very best. Address W. W.
Willis, Orange, Mass,

Plantation Wheel-barrow—E. R. K.—We shall be
glad to publish a design or description of an improved
implement of this kind, if our readers will furnish it.

Salt on Land.—A. C. A.—Your inquiry will receive

attention in our next.

Back Volumes.—G. F. & Co.—Vol. 9 was burned in

the fire which consumed our office a few years since, and
it is impossible for us to supply it. Vols. 10 and 13 are

also scarce
;
but a few of the latter can yet be supplied.

Large Corn.— G. J,—The grains sent us are very fine

indeed, and the reported yield (75 bushels per acre) quite

unusual for the “poor land” you speak of. Try again,

planting your very best seed, and report results.

“Clifton.”—

Y

our article will appear in our next num-
ber.

A New Bean.—A. A. P.—The Beans enclosed are new
to us, but may prove to be a variety called the “Shang-

hai.” We are not aware of their particular value or use,

but will cultivate and test them. Many thanks for your

kindness.

Suffolk Pigs.—

D

r. E J. Mims, of Edgefield, C. H.,

So. Ca., requests us to state that he will dispose of a choice

pair of these pigs, if wanted—price S30. This node
properly belongs in our advertizing columns, but we waW
our rule for once, as we have had several inquiries ft

this subject.

Wyandot Corn, Chinese Potato, &c.—E. J. M.—>ee

advertisements of Messrs. Thompson and ThorbuR' in

our March number.

“Gardening for the South”—Premiums!—

W

haver

delayed the sending of many of our Premium Beks, in

the hope of being able to supply our friends wit copies

of this new Gardening work of Mr. White. ^ unfor-

seen circumstances, however, are likely to reu'd its ap-

pearance for some weeks, or perhaps months, shall be

obliged to order other Agricultural works f those to

whom prizes are due. We will give due not^ of the ap-

pearance of “Gardening for the South,” and Dke arrange-

ments to supply it to all who may desire it,

McDowell’s Rhododendron.—

T

he uosual severity

of the weather, in the mountains, and bod condition

of the roads, has prevented our friend^Ii’- McDowell

from sending us a supply of plants, as ) intended, up to

the present date, (20th March.) Due otice will be given

,
to all applicants for plants, of their a’^^ol here.
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Out OF Date!— It has ever been our aim to fill the

pages of the Cultivator with articles of permanent and

enduring value, and we often recur to our old volumes

and draw instruction and entertainment from them. This

is a '^fast” age, however, and we shall probably soon be

obliged to issue a Daily Agricultural Paper, with Tele-

graphic Intelligence “in advance of the mails,” in order

to meet the wishes of our impatient subscribers. Read

the following, just received from a Tennessee “ patron,”

as a sample of the remonstrances which are often sent us :

“W. S. Jones—Dear Sir :—The January and February

numbers of the Southern Cultivator did not reach me un-

til the 5th inst. You will please forward them sooner, as

they ^vill be of no service to me unless I can get each num-
ber by the Is^ of each month. The March number should

be here at this time. Respectfully, your

Friend.”

March 6, 1856.

Now, a moments’ reflection would have convinced our

friend that the regulation of the mails is entirely beyond

our control, and that his disappointment might more

reasonably be laid at the door of “Uncle Sam”— the bear-

er of our “dispatches.” Our paper is almost invariably

mailed before the first of the month, and we hope it does

not become entirely worthless, even should it be several

days in reaching its destination. The eagerness of our

Tennessee friend to obtain it, however, speaks well for

his estimate of its value, and we trust he will not have

any future reason to complain of its non-arrival in due sea-

son.

United States Agricultural Society.—The Execu-

tive Committee of the United States Agricultural Society

had a meeting in Philadelphia last week. The Philadel-

phia Ledger says ot it

:

“Colonel Wilder, the efficient and distinguished chief of

the Association, presided. The object of the meeting was

to arrange certain preliminaries for the next Annual Ex-

hibition, wliich has been fixed to take place in this city

on the 7th of October, and which it is proposed to conduct

on a scale of unexampled liberality and splendor. It was

decided to embrace, as objects of the exhibition, horses

and horned cattle, swine and sheep, agricultural imple-

ments, cereal and vegetable products, poultry, and native

fruits and wines.

“A grand banquet, in which ladies will participate, was
also settled as part of the programme

;
and it was agreed

to appropriate ^12,000 or §'5,000 in premiums.”

Agricultural College of Maryland.—The bill to

incorporate and endow an Agricultural College, appropri-

ating .§‘6.000 annually from the State Treasury, has finally

passed both branches of the Legislature, and is now a law.

This annual appropriation is, however, not available to

the College until subscriptions to its capital stock to the

amount of 2,000 shares at §25 per share be actually se-

cured and made good. A committee has been appointed

to superintend the building of the College.

American Pomolooical Society.—The Sixth Session

of this Society will be held in Corinthian Hall, Rochester^

New York, commencing on Wednesday, the 24th day of

September, 1856, and will continue for several days. The
Circular of the Society will be published in full in our May
number.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

The American’s Grape Grower’s Guide. Intended es-

pecially for the American Climate. By Wm. Chorlton,
author of “The Cold Grapery,” &c. New York: C.

M. Saxton & Co. 1856.

This little treatise contains directions for the management

of the Grape in hot-house, cold grapery, retarding house

and out door culture. Also plans for the construction of

the requisite buildings, and the best method of heating the

same, &c., every department being fully illustrated. The

work is worthy of the attention of Gardeners and Ama-

teurs, as it contains many valuable hints on this very im-

portant subject.

A Complete Manual for the Cultivation of the

Strawberry; with a description of the best varieties,

&c., &c. By R. G Pardee. New York ; C. M. Sax-

ton & Co. 140 Fulton street. 1856.

This is the “third revised edition” of this most valuable

work, which, in addition to a very full treatise on the

Strawberry, contains much useful information on the

culture of the Raspberry, Blackberry, Cranberry, Currant,

Gooseberry and Grape. It is the most complete treatise

on these delicious small fruits that has yet been published.

Every Fruit Grower should possess it. We are greatly

obliged to the author for a copy.

Both of the above may be ordered per mail from C. M.

Saxton & Co., New York. Price 60 cents each—postage

prepaid.

Address delivered before the New York Agricultural

Society, at its Annual Meeting in February, 1856. By
Samuel Cheever, President. Published by order of

the Society.

Judge Cheever will accept our best thanks for copies

of his most excellent and practical Address. We had

marked some pages for insertion, but the crowded state of

our columns will oblige us to postpone their publication,

for the present.

Circular relating to the growth, culture, soil, &c
,
of the

Cranberry and Neve Rochelle Blackberry. By F. Trow-
bridge, New Haven, Conn. 1856, i

Cranberries are not adapted to our hot climate
;
but the

Rochelle Blackberry thrives finely, and is worthy of a

placein all gardens. Mr. Trowbridge gives us its history,

culture, &c., in a brief though satisfactory manner.

Sugar Crop of Louisiana.—The Planters' Banner

(Franklin, La.) of the 28th Feb
,
says :

—“Agentleman who

has recently visited many of the sugar parishes of our

State, informs us that the planters universally complain of

the destruction of their seed cane by the frost and the

thaw which ensued. In many places the stubble has also

suffered severely from this cause. He gives it as his

opinion that the next sugar crop will fall considerably

short of the last, and that those who can hold on to their

sugar this season will be amply repaid for it.

To Correspondents.—Communications are on file

from J. M.-J. E. D.— A. C.—T. P. M.—Essex—J. R,

A.—J. T. E.—L Y. F.-J. S,—J. C. W.—D. B —J. S. G.

— W. E. M.—G. B.—Dr. M. W, P.,and many others.
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MULE POWER, vs. NEGRO POWER.

Dr. Philips has some very sensible and timely remarks

in the March number of the Cultivator on the relative ad-

vantages of mule and negro labor in planting operations.

The writer is of the opinion that the difference in favor

of the muscular power of the animal, in point of econo-

my, over that of the man, is souiewhat greater than Dr

P. makes it. In a word, most planters use the hand-hoe

too much, and the horse hoe too little, for the highest pro-

fit. One hundred and fifty years ago, that truly great tiller

of the soil, Jethro Tull, demonstrated the decided advan-

tage of hoeing wheat, turnips and other crops by horse

power in place of hand power. The same principle ap

plies with more force to the cultivation of corn, cotton

and potatoes. In either case the object is to extirpate

grass and weeds, stir and pulverize the earth. Land that

has been thoroughly plowed, and planted in straight rows,

can be kept clear by the cultivator or horse-hoe. Hence,

the most advanced corn growers work a horse or mule to

each field hand—having no use for a hoe- hand worth eight

hundred or a thousand dollars to do one-sixUi the mechani

cal service of a mule, worth only from one hundred to one
hundred and twenty-five. Long habit perpetuates all the

dearer kinds of manual toil for ages after a wiser and bet-

ter plan has been discovered and practiced by a few. We
do not sufficiently consider the ends and objects attained

by ourindustrial processes. What does the /me to the land

or crop I Why not have men pull plows instead of mules,

if their labor is really cheaper? Why work any steers,

or horses on the plantation ? If the muscular power of

the latter is indeed much cheaper than that of persons,

why not so systematize all our planting with clean and
perfect culture, as to render this cheaper power every-
where available. to the fullest extent ?

The profitable use of all cheaper motive power will en-

able all to improve their cultivated fields, to give their sons
and daughters a better education, and raisethe standard of

comfort I'or the equal benefit of both master and servant
Progress and improvement in many little things rather

than in a few great ones, advance civilzat'on, and make
man a wiser and a happier being. Agriculture forms the

enduring basis of human elevation; but if this most an-

cient art forever remains very near the point where it stood
when “Cain was a tiller of the ground,” how can it pos-
sibly sustain any progressive system whatever? It places

society in an unyielding cast-iron mould, from which no
prejudice, no superstition, no error, no folly, begotten in

the darkest ages of the human family, can ce.ase to injure
mankind, lime itself is not more certainly advancing
than should be our substantial improvements. L.

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND FAIRS.

The “ Southern Central Agricultural Society” will hold

its next Fair at Atlanta, Ga., from the 20th to the 25th of

October.

Among the new features proposed, that for the more faith-

ful performance of duty by Committeesor Judges, strikes us

as well worthy of trial—especially as all plans heretofore

adopted at Fairs everywhere have most signally failed

It is as follows:—Twenty or thirty practical and intelli-

gent men, (each of whom has made a special study of

some particular branch of Agriculture, Horticulture, Man-
ufactures, &c.,; arc to be selected as Judges, and paid ^'3

per day, during the Fair, for the faithful and impartial

discharge of their duties. It is hoped that this offer of suit-

able remuneration for time and labor spent in the Society’s

service, will call out men able and willing to work for its

advancement, and that the incompetency and indifference

of the Judges will no longer continue to be a matter of

standing reproach to all Agricultural Societies conducted

on the voluntary principle. We have strong hopes of

good results from the proposed plan, and tiust it will be

fairly tried.

Tennessee —A prominent agriculturist of East Ten-

nessee says, in a private note to one of the editors:

“Our Legislature has made appropriations that are

understood to be liberal for the purchase of Fair Grounds

for the ‘Division Fairs’ of the State—S10,000 for each,

and S300 annually to each County Society organized

under the law establishing the Agricultural Bureau,” &c.

A most generous appropriation, truly
;
and one that

should put our Georgia Legislators to the blush. Let

them take shame to themselves, for suffering the all-im-

portant interests of Agriculture to languish in the “Em-

jjire State of the South,” for the want of a mere pittance

from her public treasury. Thousands for the advancement

of party schemes and not a copper for agriculture!—the

basis upon wh-ich rests all our prosperity. A sad state of

things, indeed. But listen to cheering news from the

Alabama Agricultural Society.—One of the officers

of this young, vigorous and flourishing association, writes

us, under date of Montgomery, March 10:

“The [Alabama] Legislature gave us S-'2,5'i’0 per year,

for two years, to help our Agricultural Society, and we
have adopted a Premium List of about $4,500.

“We hold our next Fair in Montgomery, on the 11th

of November. I will send you a copy of our Premium
List as soon as it is published. I trust you will be with

us. We hope for great things.”

And with good reason, if the promise of your first Fair

isfuliy borne oul; We will endeavor again to witness

your “peaceful triumphs.” Our first visit to your charm-

ing city was productive of unalloyed enjoyment, and laid

the foundation of many delightful friendships.

Chunnenuggee [Ala.] Horticultural Society.—

A

leading member of this very spirited Society, writes us as

follows:

“The Chunnenuggee Horticultural Fair, as usual, will

come off the first Thursday in May. Our Ladies will

make great efforts to sustain the high reputation of the

Society, and they are hard to beat. With my best wishes

for the success and wide spread circulation of your invalu-

able agricultural journal, I am, yours very truly, &c.”

The “South Carolina Agricultural Society” holds its in-

augural Fair at Columbia during the coming Fall, and is

about to establivsh a journal for the promotion of the inter-

ests of the Association. This Society, which has, also,

received Legislative aid, starts on an excellent pecuniary

foundation, and bids fair to accomplish much for the

good cause in the Palmetto State.

We hear, also, of the formation of Farmers’ and Planters’

Clubs and County Societies, in various parts of the coun-

try, and cannot but regard the agricultural “signs of

the times” as most auspicious. May all engaged in the
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praiseworthy woik of Agricultural Improvement go on

and prosper

!

AGRICULTiniAL CHEMISTRY.

It is to be regretted that agricultural chemistry receives

so little attention in this country. Almost every asricul-

tural paper we read furnishes lamentable proof that per-

sons generally well informed in practical farming, and

some of the natural sciences, are ignorant of the element-

ary principles ofchemistry in their application to tillage

and husbandry. Witness the article on page 96 of the

March number of this journal, under the head, “Leached

Ashes,” in which it is gravely urged that the substance

named owes its value as a fertilizer to ‘^Carbon.’’' From

what is said of the falling of carbonic acid to the ground

by I'eason of its greater weight than atmospheric air, it is

obvious that the author knows nothing of the law which

causes all gases to diffuse equally among themselves
;
so

that a hogshead of carbonic acid disingaged in the bottom

of a well will not stay there, but rise up out of it, although

heavier than common air.

In all cases where carbonic acid is found in wells in

such quantities as to jeopard the lives of those that ven

ture into them without first letting down a lighted candle,

the bad gas is generated in the well, and does not enter it

from above by its specific gravity.

In reference to the good effects of leached ashes, it

should be satisfactory to know that, coming from plants,

they contain, in a sparingly soluble condition; some six

or eight of the indispensable constituents of all cultivated

crops. So far as dripped ashes are soluble in rain water,

they are as much the food of plants as any other manure
;

but they are not worth over half price as compared with

unleached ashes. We buy all of the latter that can be had

at 15 cents a bushel
;
while we would hardly give 5 cents

a bushel for leached, or dripped ashes. The last named
are worth most on sandy land, and for meadows. We
have used both kinds for thirty years.

Chemistry alone informs one of the relative value of

the different kinds of vegetable and animal food. Without

the assistance of this most important science, we should

know next to nothing of the elements that form our soils,

our grain, cotton, root, fruits, meat, and other provision.':.

The wise adaptation of substances to the natural wants of

living and growing plants and animals would be entirely

beyond our comprehension. Hence, we see an intelligent

but unscientific farmer in New’ England use leached

ashes to give his crops available carbon. Read his rea-

soning on the subject
;

it is a fair sample of more than a

moiety of our rural literature. L.

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE.

Advance Payments.—“The Cash principle is sound,

and I regret my forgetfulness of its truth in so long neg

lecting a renew’al of subscription to a periodical meriting

the support especially of Southern Agriculturists. Suc-

cess to your eftbrts in this cause !”—A. H., Villida, Ala.

A Lady Farmer.—“Although no agriculturist myself,

yet my wife, having met with an odd number of the

Southern Cultivator, finds so much to interest her in con-

nection w’ith the garden, poultry yard and matters of do-

mestic economy generally, that she wishes to subscribe to

it. You w’ill, therefore, oblige me by sending it

—

begin-

ning W’ith the number for January of the current year.”

—

W. T. W., Mobile Ala.

A Fireside Friend.—“This is my sixth annual contri-

bution for the Cultivator—and don’t consider this delay

in remitting it as indicative of a coolness on my part for

the paper. On the contrary, I feel a deep and abiding

friendship for the Cultivator', indeed, it has become a

family fireside friend, \n so cheerfully and fa-

miliarly once a month, and discoursing so intelligently and
interestingly on the topics nearest our hearts, we cannot

commence a New Year without giving him the annual

general invitation to call, which we know he wfill accept.

We have had no mails since Christmas, and, therefore, no
means of remitting. I will look around and try to increase

your usual club at this office in a few days.—Yours, &c.,

J. G. R
,
Bailer, Ala.

The Winter in Florida.—“ I am quite an old resi-

dent of Florida, having resided here over twenty years,

and have never experienced as long and severe a spell of

cold w’eather as we have had (and are now having) since

Christmas. I am quite an advocate of deep plovdng, as

you recommend, but the earth is so frozen that a plow
can scarcely penetrate it at this time. 1 fear our Orange
trees will be very much injured by the frost. Though it

is very favorable weather for our Pork making, and I have

taken advantage of it.”— S. S., AJontecello, Fla., Jon. 25.

Value of the Cultivator.—“I can only add that I

wish you an increased subscription list, but I suspect that

many like myself have neglected, up to this time, to renew
their siibsenptions from mere inadvertence. Deprive them

of the Cultivator entirely, they would then realize its im-

portance and value, and pay S'5 or SIO rather than lose

its instructive lessons.”— W'. P. W., Savannah, Ga.

Horse Show.—There is to be a grand Horse Show at

Louisville, Kentucky, this spring, under the auspices of

the South Western Agricultural and IMechanical Associa-

tion. The exhibition commences on Tuesday, May l3th,

and will continue three days.

ilarticaltnral Sc-jartiatat.

FRUIT CULTURE AT THE SOUTH.

BY J. VAN BUREN, OF CLAKKSA'ILLE, HABERSHAM COUNTY, GA.

Within the last three years, public attention has been

directed to Fruit culture in this section wfith more enthusi-

asm and success than it had at any previous period. A
new feature of the science has presented itself, which

hitherto had not received the attention it merited, and

which thus far has fufilled the expectations of the most

energetic and sanguine experimenters. This is the substi-

tution and production of seedling varieties raised here, to-

gether with Southern raised trees, in lieu of Northern

raised ones, as heretofore practised, which are found to be

more productive, vigorous, and less liable to disease than

those from the Noith.

In reply to the interrogatory, “What varieties of sum-

mer, fail and winter fruits are cultivated with the best

success I” I will commence w’lth i\\q Apple, which hither-

to has been deemed a fruit peculiarly Northern, and one

that could not be successfully grown in our Southern

climate, but which opinion is now demonstrated to be er-

roneous. Many choice variet es have, from time to time,

been discovered on places and farms once owned and cul-

vated by the Creeks and Chcrokees, previuus to their re-

moval to the country they now occupy. These specimens

are all seedling fruit, as they either knew nothing of, or

never practised the art of engrafting to propagate desirable

varieties as we do; for the same kinds have never been

discovered in more than one place which had been occu-
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pied by them. Researches have been prosecuted in a

southerly direction in this State as far as Thomas county,

and in Alabama as far as the region of Montgomery.
The result has been, one valuable variety has been found

in the former place, and three in the latter, one of which is

a valuable acquisition, being a winter variety, ripening

and remaining upon the tree until January. This apple

is known as the “Carter,” having been discovered by Col.

Alex. Carter, of Montgomery. These facts will doubtless

have the effect in time to render the Southern States a

great fruit-producing country, as it is well known that we
can and do now produce, of great excellence, the Orange,
the Lemon, the Fig, the Promegranate, the Peach, the
Apple and the Pear, besides others of minor note.

0^ Applet, we now have the following kinds under exten-
sive propagation, trial and culture, ripening in succession
from June to January Red June, Striped June, Horse,-
Wonder, Julien, Bruce’s Summer, Habersham, World’s
Wonder, Cullasaga, Nickajack, Summerour, Buff, Mc-
Dowell’s Sweet, Camak’s Sweet, Nix’s Green, Allens
Sv/eet, Byers, Watson, Gordon’s Seedling, Mavarack’s
Sweet, Berry’s Seedling, Shockley, Wall, Lever, Mead's
I^ate Keeper, Aromatic, Walker's Yellow, Red Warrior,
Nautehalee, Disharoon, Tender Skin, Neverfail, Ducket,
Mangham, Hall, Bouseur, Talpehocken, Elgin, Limber-
Twig, Thurmond, Southern Golden Pippin, Taunton,
Fall Pippin, Mountain Sprout, Cranberry, Eastaboa, Tig
ner, Gordon’s Seedling, Rome Beauty, Gully, Buckingham,
Chestatee, Carter, and Selma.

Besides these, could be added the names ofsome fifteen

or twenty others, embraced in the catalogues of our nur
serymen, of the character of which I have no personal ac-
quaintance. With the above named, I am personally fa-
miliar in most instances, and hesitate not to speak with
the utmost confidence of the superior character of many of
them for size, flavor and long keeping. The “Red
June” frequently produces two crops in a season, the
second being sparse as compared with the first, and is

most usually arrested iii its growth by the autumnal frosts;

at other times, when frost occurs late in the season, the
fruit grows to an average size. ,

In addition to those found in the old Indian settlements,
are many originated by enterprising individuals, together
with otliers, which have accidentally sprung up and
been brought into notice

;
and with the present enthusi-

asm existing for ihe cultivation and jiroduciion of new
varieties, it is but reasonable to su[)[)Ose many desirable
acquisitions will be added from year to year. Efforts are
being made along tlie lines of our raihoads to establish
large orchards fn the avowed purpose of supplying the
Atlantic cities, both North and South. 'I'hc same spirit
of fruit growing is also manifested along the shores of the
Alabama and Mississippi rivers for the supply of the cities
of Mobile and New Orleans. lam credibly informed of
the existence of a single peach orchard in tlie vicinity of
Natchez, Mississippi, containing ten thousand ti ees,which,
last year yielded an income of some S'liOO tq SbOO to the
acre, while I know of others in progress of large dimen
sions in our own State, with equal prospects of remunera-
tion. Many f)lanters are also commencing the business
with energy for the sake of supplying their families and
negroes with ihe luxury of an abundance of this healthy
aliment. Dr. VVilliam O. Baldwin, of Montgomery, inf irm's

me he has an orchard under cultivation consisting of
2,000 apple trees, 1,300 pear trees, and 2,000 peach trees,
with ottier varieties of fruit in proportion. To the enter-
prise of the above-named gentlemen, I am indebted for
several native varieties of apples and peaches originated
or discovered by him in his vicinity.

The Pear thrives better and more kindly in the Southern
than in the Northern Slates, the clim.ate being more con -

1

genial to its nature. Some varieties are predisposed, in I

favorable seasons, to produce two crops of fruit, as the

English “Jargonelle,” “Belle Lucrative,” and other early

varieties almost unifirmly do
;
and it is highly probable, a

few degrees soni’hward of us, many other kinds may bo

added to the number. This species of fruit will soon find

its way to our Northern cities far in advance of the time

it arrives in perfection in their vicinity, promising a profit-

able return to those engaging in its culture. It can, and
soon will be as plentiful as apples and peaches are in

their season, as the trees grow here with great vigor and
rapidity and with the fact of making the first growth of

perfect wood by July, and then producing fair fruit upon
the same wood, is sufficient proof that no fears need be

apprehended of an immature growth in the fall. Here, as

at the North, the tree is somewhat subject to the disease

known as the “blight,” but I think it is not so prevalent as

it is there. We have a few native seedlings of merit with

us, such as the “Horton” and “Green Cluster,” which will

favorably compare with the best offoreign origin; and I will

here take the occasion to call cultivators to the practice of

sowing the seeds from fine foreign varieties grown in our

Southern soil, as an earnest for originating varieties

entirely exempt from the above-mentioned disease. This

fruit, also, being less subject to the depredation of in-

sects than any other, should render it an object of general

cultivation.

The Penck may be esteemed almost indigenous to the

Southern Slates; springing up and growing from seed to

the production of fruit in three years, in hedge rows and
fence corners, wherever accident may have deposited the

seed. Not many seedlings of merit have yet been brought

to public notice, except one called the “Pace” or “Tinley,”

a magnificent fruit, growing to the enormous size of 13

inches in circumference, and weighing a pound and over;

and another called “Baldwin’s October Free,” originated

by Dr. William O. Baldwin, of Montgomery, which is

worthy of high estimation, ripening its fruit from the last

of October to the middle of November with the unusual

property of keeping sound until December. Some of our

nurserymen advertise many other varietiesof seedlings, the

merits of which I cannot speak from personal knowledge.

Amongst the number, some are beyond question entitled

to extensive, dissemination.

I have never seen an instance of a diseased peach tree

in Georgia, within the fifteen years I have been a resident.

The disease called the “yellows” at the North is also un-

known here. 1 have never even seen a tree imported from

a Northern nursery die with it. Ihe trees suffer for a time

afier being introduced, buifinally recover; but are rather

“shy” in the production of fruit.

The ravages of that insect pest, the curculio, or plum-

weevil, (R/ipvch(Z7ivs Nevvphar,) is a serious impediment

to the succe.ssful culiivation of this and other smooth-

skinned fruits, as the Nectarine, the Plum, and the Apri-

cot.

The early varieties of the Peach more especially, are de-

signed to make their appearance, and very shortly, too,

in the Northern markets, as long as prices rule at so high

a figure as at present. Persons from those cities are

annually visiting South Carolina and Georgia for the pur-

pose of purchasing Peaches in quantity for shipment

iiome. Many large orchards are being planted along the

lines of our railroads leading to the Atlantic, with a view

to the supply of this trade. The Peach ripens here as

early as the lOth of June in the middle portion of the

State, being some six weeks in advance of the same va-

rieties at the North. Consequently, our orchardists can

monopolize the market for that space of time, and still en-

joy the use of this luscious fruit at home until near Christ-

mas.

In no portion of the United States have I seen Quinces

to compare with those grown in the mountain region of
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North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia. In this

county, it is not unusual for them to measure from 5 to

5}4 inches in diameter, fair, smooth, and “beautiful to

look at,” in flavor equal, if not superior, to any I have

ever met with. The tree is vigorous, and hardy, but re-

quires to be cut down to the ground every 6 or 8 years,

and throw up a new shoot, which tends to the improve-

ment of the quality of the fruit.

In the cultivation of Plums, but little has yet been done

towards ordinary success, from the cause referred to above,

namely, the almost general presence of the curculio, or

plum weevil, which stings the entire crop, causing it to

fall prematurely from the trees, and for the depredations

of which no mitigation has been discovered. Occasional

ly a spot is found exempt from them, but no cause has yet

been ascertained for this partial exception; both sandy
and clay lands being equally attacked.

The finest Cherries, both “Hearts” and “Bigarreaus,”

thrive and promise to do well when engrafted upon the

“Mahaleb” or “Perfumed cherry” stock. When worked
upon the “Mazzard” stock, which is most generally used

at the North, the trunk invariably splits when from two
to four years old, causing the tree soon to decay and die.

When engrafted upon the Mahaleb stock the tree is dwarf-

ed and of slower growth. 'I'his fruit is annually becom-
ing more and more cultivated, and only needs to be more
generally known to be properly appreciated. I am not

aware that any experiments have been made to originate

new varieties here, although no species with us is more
worthy of attention, and would probably more amply re-

pay for all care and expense bestowed on its culture.

Of the Fig, I need say but little, as it is a fruit peculiar

to the South. There is no good reason why large quanti-

ties should not be raised f »r exportation to the Northern
cities in the fresh ripe state, and also for preserving and
packing dry. The trees grow with little care and pro-

duce two fine crops in a season. Quite a number of varie-

ties are cultivated here, upon the qualities of which vari-

ous opinions prevail as to their merits and faults.

The only distinctive feature in the cultivation of fruit

trees here, in general, from that prevailing in the North,
is the necessity of permitting them to branch out near the

ground, say from one to two feet from the earth. This
treatment or training, forms a protection from the sun’s

rays upon the trunk, which, when exposed by trimming
off the lower branches, is frequently blistered by the in

tense heat. Another benefit derived from this mode of

culture, is the ground immediately about the root being
better shaded, and consequently more enriched by decay-
ing vegetable matter there collected, as well as preventing
the stimulating effect of the solar heat upon the roots

;

which induces an over-pjmduction of wood, and conse-
quent decay of the fruit ^fore it arrives at maturity.

—

Patent Office Report.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.

'‘What is Home without a” Shade Tree.

Editors Southern Cultivator—So much has been

said and written on transplanting shade trees, that even

at the risk of being considered green, I must say a few

words on putting out that most beautiful of all evergreens,

the Cedar.

In the first place be sure that the tree is not dead before
you put it out, for it is quite essential that it is a live tree

on which you are expending your labor. If you purcha.se
from negroes in the streets you may be certain that you
have lost just the amount paid out. The better way is for

you to see the trees taken from the ground
;
but if this is

not convenient, send a trusty servant, with particular in-

structions that no tree be pulled up, but every one care-

fully taken up with the spade; and if they have to be

brought any distance, let the roots be protected from the

sun, not forgetting, when they arrive, to cover them well

with earth if you are not ready to commence planting.

It is bad policy to keep a tree out of ground a7iy length

of time. Examine every tree, and all those found to have
any injured roots should be carefully pruned in proportion

to the injury the roots may have sustained, keeping in

view the future appearance of tJie tree
;

let all the bruised

roots be also removed with a sharp knife. The next thing

in order, is the making of the holes. These should be suf-

ficiently large to allow the roots perfect freedom, for if you
have to bend them to make them fit, you might as well

prepare tomb-stones for your trees. Now, in setting your
tree, be sure that you do not put it deeper than it grew in

the woods. In filling the hole, I throw in a few spades full

of sand, on one side of the tree—near this, I put the same
quantity of rotted vegetable manure, finishing with the

surface soils taken from the hole, pressing the whole gent-

ly with the foot. A little water thrown in before you
commence pressing will be of some benefit. When the

hot season sets in, you must give frequent watering. A
heavy coat of pine straw around the trees at this season

must not be neglected. I have pursued the method re-

commended for several years and have never failed, but

no negro can set out a tree for me. I have planted Magno-
lias, Hollies, and other trees supposed to be “hard to make
live,” with the same success. The present is a good time

to put out Cedars. Respectfully, V. La Taste.

Cedar Green, near Augusta, Ga
,
March, 1856.

To Produce Large Fruit.—A correspondent of the

Gardeners^ Gazette says, that by a very simple and easy

process, fruits of all kinds may be raised one-third larger

than is usually the case, and of greatly improved quality.

The secret consists in supporting the fruits, so that they

shall notbe allowed to hang their whole weight upon the

stalk, or to twist about.in the wind. The Gazette states

that when the fruit is allowed to hang naturally upon the

stalk, the increasing weight strains the stem, or twig, and

thus lessens the quantity of nutritious food flowing to the

fruit. The fruit may be supported either by tying it to a

branch with a piece of matting, or by enclosing it in a

small net. Flowers, such as dahlias or peonies, may also

be rendered larger by the adoption of this system.

Mulching Young Fruit Trees.— Messrs. Editors—

“Many a little makes a mickle,” and perhaps the mite of

information I have to communicate will help a little to-

wards swelling the aggregate of the Farm-. JouruaVs use-

fulness.

A neighbor of mine, who for several years had been

unsuccessful in his plantings of apple trees, was induced,

at my suggestion, to try mulching His trees were plant-

ed early in the spring, and almost immediately after

planting, were mulched to a depth of 3 or 4 inches with

long barnyard manure. The manure was applied to a

somewhat greater distance around the tree than the roots

were likely to extend themselves, and the result was what

I anticipated
;
the trees, without a single exception, grew

finely, although the method of planting and treatment

(mulching excepted) were precisely the same as used

in the case of the former planting, when all his trees died.

My own experience corresponds with that of my neigh-

bor’s, and there is little doubt that were mulching more

generally practiced, there would be fewer failures of young

orchards.

Where it is found inconvenient to apply long barnyard

manure, plain straw, leaves, or even corn stalks, will

answer an excellent purpose. E Lukens,

\in Farm Journal.

Gloucester County, ^JS. J., 1856.
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GRAPE CULTURE—PEACHES, ETC.

Mr. George Kelly, of Kelly’s Island, has furnished us

with some excellent suggestions with regard to the cul-

ture of the Grape. He states that his grapes last year suf

fered but vety little from the rot or mildew, and attributes

the escape, to the manner and direction in which his vines

are arranged. They are arranged upon trellises, five to

five and a half feet apart, and these trellises occupy an

east and west direction. Reuses 605 posts with wooden
slats, or 300 posts with wire, to the acre. Four wires or

slats are better than three. The vines are planted six feet

apart.

The prevailing winds of the Island, (particularly after

showers) are from the westward
;
the trellises being ar-

ranged in the same direction, the wind finds an easy pas-

sage through them, and dries up the moisture much more
rapidly than if the trellises were in a north and south di-

rection. The moisture being carried away by the winds,

makes the conditions unfavorable for the attachment and

germination of the fungi, which causes the rot or mildew.

The vines which bore in excess the preceding year, were
much more effected by the mildew, than those which bore

a moderate quantity only. But thorough drainage will in

all probability prevent any appearance of the mildew.

On the “Island,” the Peach buds are nearly all killed—

a

few of the grapes are injured, as alsosomeof the Cherries.

Other fruits do not appear to be effected.

We would advise all who^intend to grow grapes to pay
a visit to the Island, and examine Mr. Kelly’s vineyard.

A trip there will “pay,” in scenery, in fishing, in antiquit-

ies, in geologizing, and iu becoming acquainted with the

whole souled inhabitants of the Island.— Ohio Farmer.

FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH.
“HOLLY” APPLE.

pRUiTlarge, often weighing a pound
;
skin deep red on

yellow ground
;

flesh deep golden yellow, graining like

sugar; juicy, sweet, with a highly aromatic flavor. It

ripens in November, and will keep until March without

shriveling. The deep yellow color of the flesh seems to

pervade the whole tree, for even the wood is of an unu-

sual yellow tint.

This splendid late Georgian variety is undoubtedly a

natural seedling, and was found in an orchard of more

than a hundred old apple trees, all the others of which
were not worth a pin.

During a hailstorm in the summer of 1855, the original

tree broke down at the ground, unable to bear the weight

of its heavy crop, it being at that time loaded with more

than thirty bushels of apples.

Like the Baldwin, Newtown Pippin and other profuse

bearers, the Holly apple exhausts itself so much, that it

bears only every alternate year. This, however, can

easily be remedied by thinning the crop, and invigorating

the tree by proper manuring. Robt. Nelson.

Macon, Ga.,Mo,rch, 1856.

THE PERSIAN BLACK MULBERRY—CitforMS nigra.)

This delicious fruit must not be confounded with the

common “Black Mulberry,” so called, indigenous to our

swamps, which, by botanists, is termed the “Red Mul-

berry,” {Morns rubra.')

The Mulberry in question is a native of Persia, from
whence it (as well as tlie Peach) was brought at an early

period to Italy by the Romans. It was unknown when it

was introduced into England
;
but it is certain that trees

are found in that country more than three hundred years

old; in perfect health and constant bearing.

The climate of England, however, is not very congenial

to it, and artificial means must be resorted to in that coun-

try, if the fruit is to be brought to any perfection
;

it is,

therefore, in England always grown as a wall-tree. In

America it is, as yet, quite rare, being rather too tender

for the latitude of New York. It is, however, well suited

to our Southern climate, where it will ripen its fruit to the

highest degree of perfection.

The “Persian Mulberry” is but a small tree, seldom

growing more than 15feethigh, and forming a dense, com-

pact, symmetrical head. It is a very regular and abun-

dant bearer, and the older it grows, the larger crops and

finer fruit it produces. The fruit is an inch and a half

long and about an inchin diameter; black, when perfect-

ly ripe, exceedingly juicy, sub-acid and of a highly aro-

matic flavor.

It is highly esteemed in Europe as an exquisite dessert,

is considered very wholesome, and is particularly recom-

mended for persons suffering from gout or rheumatism.

The berries ripen in June and keep on ripening for about

a month. An excellent wine, too, and a very wholesome
syrup is made from this fruit.

When this Mulberry comes into bearing it does not need

any otherpruning than mere thinning out of a few twigs,

where they are too crowded.

It prefers rich, black and moist sandy soil, and does

not thrive in a strong adhesive clay.

This Mulberry is better suited for family use than for a

market fruit, as it does not keep more than a day or two
after being picked, and cannot well bear transportation.

Eaten like strawberries, either with milk or a little Madeira

wine, few fruits can be compared with it in point of de-

liciousness. Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga., 1856.

SNAP BEANS FOR WINTER USE!

Editors Southern Cultivator—Good vegetables are

always desirable, but particularly so during the winter

season, when everything of that kind is scarce. I am

now eating Snap Beans almost every day, and as you,

perhaps, may be fond of them, I have to-day sent you a

sample of them. Below I will tell you the way of doing

it, and ifyou think it worth publishing, you may do it as

many of your readers perhaps never thought of it, or wish

to see it described without ''technical or scientific terms,'’

to which “Green Horn” had so many, and serious objec-

tions. I don’t know, whether it will be necessary to be-

gin with the recipe: "first raise the snap beans;" they

must at least be procured in some way. They can either

be stringed off or left as they come from the garden. Put

them down in a barrel with layers of salt
;
half a bushel of

salt is sufficient. When the barrel is full, put a heavy

press on them. After a couple of days they will have

' settled considerably, and the barrel must be filled up with

more beans and salt. When full close up the barrel. For

three or four weeks you may turn or roll the barrel once a

week; after that the barrel is put away until wanted.

Before using the beans, they must be soaked for 48 hours,

giving them fresh water three or four times, until they

taste quite fresh. They are then stringed off, i I’ this has

not been done previously, and boiled with bacon, or in

any other way you may wish. I think they can liardly

be distinguished from fresh beans in the summer.

Robert Nelson,

Macon, Ga., Feb., 1856.
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FRUIT BETTER THAN PHYSIC.

Everybody, we believe, has given up the absurd notion

that fruit is unhealthy, but we apprehend that the value of

fruit as a preservative of health is not yet fully appreci-

ated by the popular mind. We doubt if the medical pro-

fession is yet entirely awake to the important bearing of

diet upon disease. The tendency of the profession in our

day is certainly more to regimen and less to medicine,

than it was in former times, but it is a question whether
j

their studies are not now directed too exclusively to the

cure rather than the prevention of disease. A century or

two ago, scurvy was one of the great scourges of the hu-

man race: whole ships’ crews perished by it during a

single voyage
;
but since the potato has been introduced

into universal use, this great plague of seamen is no long-

er dreaded. In the time when even the wealthy lived in

England, during four or five months in the year, almost

exclusively upon meat, bread and flour puddings, their

medical writers state that gout and stone in the bladder

were much more common than now when a vegetable

diet is more generally employed. Now, if such happy
results have flowed from the introduction of the potato and

other vegetables into our winter bill of fare, may we not

hope fr?>r a still greater improvement in the general health

by a larger admixture of fruit with the substantial articles

which compose our winter food'? We venture to say

there are few persons who have not had experience in

their own cases of the improvement in health from the use

offruits. What dyspeptic has not felt new life in hi.s sys-

tem on the return of the fruit season, nfter a protracted

winter and back ward spring '? The body, .during the

long abstinence, has lost certain constituents necessary to

the healthy performance ofits functions, and this loss the

fruits of summer and autumn supply. The lesson taught

by this is a plain one, namely : io preserve ourfruits in a

fresh slate.

The old-fashioned mode of preserving will not answer;
the nature and constitution of the fi nits are changed by the

process, and all their anti-scorbutic virtues destroyed. The
fruits must be fresh. It is gratifying to remark how gene-

ral the practice of putting up fresh fruit for winter use has

become, but we shall not be satisfied until it has become
universal. The operation, in suitable cans, or in wide-

mouthed jars, is simple and easy, and, with proper care,

the preservation of the fruit certain. If the more delicious

fruits are cut off by frost, tomatoes may always be pro-

duced in abundance, and there is no season when we are

not blessed with a bountiful crop of blackberries. There
is, therefore, no excuse for the absense of fresh fruits from

our tables at any season of the year. It is just as ea.sy as to

keep potatoes all the year round, and the saving in doc-

tors’ fees, to say nothing of the increase of comfort, would
pay for the trouble ten limes over. Does any one believe

that we exaggerate the importance of a sub-acid and veget-

able diet to human health 1 Let him observe the effect of

succulent food upon our domestic animals in spring.

Mark how the horse sheds his winter coat and is purged
of those parasites which breed incurable disease. See how
the cattle get new life and spirit. It is diet that does it

—

diet suited to the demands of their systems. Man, with
hands to accomplish whatever his mind suggests, may
provide himself a store of such articles of food as are

adapted to every condition, and make himself indepen-

dent of the revolutions of the season.

We have spoken of tomatoes and blackberries as always
available; they are certainly the most valuable of our
fruits. The old Portuguese physician who introduced the

tomato into America insisted that those who used it free-

ly would never die of disease. He died, we believe, at a

very advanced age, affording in his own person an illus-

tration of the sanative virtues of this favorite fruit. We
are persuaded that much is to be done for the preservation

of human health by an improvement of our dietetic sys-

tem, and mainly by providing for winter use all those

fruits and vegetables which we so much wish in summer.
— Valley Fanner.

CURIOUS PLANTS.

Almost everybody has heard of the wonderful walking
leaves of Australia. For a long time after the discovery

I

of that Island, many people really believed that the leaves

of a certain tree which flourishes there, could walk upon
the ground. The story arose in this way :

Some English sailors landed upon the coast one day,

and after roaming about until they were tired, they sat

down under a tree to rest themselves. A puff of wind came
along and blew off a shower of leaves, which, after turn-

ing over and over in the air, as leaves generally do, final-

ly rested upon the ground. As it was mid summer, and
everything appeared quite green, the circumstance puz-

zled the sailors considerably. But their surprise was
much greater, as you may well suppose, when, after a

snort time, they saw the leaves crawling along the ground
towards the trunk of the tree. They ran at once for their

vessels, without stopping to examine into the matter at all,

and set sail away from the land where everything seemed
to be bewitched. One of the men said that ‘ he expected

every moment see the tree set to dance a jig.” Subse-

quent explorations of .Australia have taught us that these

walking leaves are insects. They live upon the trees.

Their bodies are very thin and flat, their wings forming

leaf like organs. When they are disturbed their legs are

f ilded away under their bodies, leaving the shape exactly

like a leaf, with its stem and all complete. They are cf a

bright green color in the summer, but they gradually

change in the fall with the leaves to the brown of frost-

bidden vegetation. When shaken from tlie tree, they lie

for a few minutes upon the ground, as though they were
dead, but presently they begin to crawl along towards the

tree, which they ascend again. They rarely use their

wings, although they are pretty well supplied in this re-

spect.

Another eccentric production of nature, which we find

mentioned in Milner’s Crimea, is the “Steppe Witch.”

This curious plant, which grows in the Crimea, is, in

that country, the theme cf many a tale and ballad of child-

hood. The plant rises to the height of three feet, and
ramifies considerably upwards, so as to form a thick, round
bush, bearing pretty little flowers. VVhen sapless and
withered in the autumn, the main stalk is broken close to

the ground by the first high wind that rises, and the

rounded top is carried rolling, hopping and skipping over

the plain under the control of the breeze. Other smad
withered plants become attached to the mass, and it gra-

dually forms a huge mishapen ball; while several being
driven together, adhere like enormous burrs, and have
some witchery in their appearance, as they go dancing
and bounding before the gale. Hundreds of these objects

may be seen scouring the steppes at the same time, and
may easily be mistaken at a distance- for hunters and wild

herds. Heavy rains put an end to the career of the

witches; or the Black Sea, into which they are blown,
summarily arrests their course.

Good Styptic.—To prick the finger with a needle when

sewing is a very common accident, and sometimes the

puncture is deep and the blood difficult to stop. This can

be cured instantaneously by touching the wound with a

mere particle of dry chloride of lime, and not washing it

off for a few minutes. The puncture immediately closes,

and causes no further inconvenience. We have tried this

styptic with perfect success.
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MR. COPE’S WHITE OAK TREE.

Few people, in this land of Oaks, ever think of plant-

ing any but the evergreen varieties for ornamental pur-

poses
;
and yet it cannot be denied that the above engrav-

ing represents a specimen of the White Oak fit to embel

lish the grounds of the most tasteful country resident. A
writer in the HurticulUirist thus describes it

:

“ I have been so impressed with the injustice which
our White Oak suffers from planters of ornamental trees,

who very rarely indeed include it in their lists of ‘desir-

able’ which they occasionally hand to their nurserymen,

that I have taken for the subject of this sketch one in the

grounds of Springbrook, near Holmesburg, Pa.; the

Country Seat of Caleb Cope, Esq., which contains one
of the handsomest specimens I have seen. It is not in its

height (72 feet), that it excels, for I have seen taller: nor
in its circumference at 4 feet from the ground (12 feet) for

there are occasionally some of greater dimensions met
with

;
but as a vigorous, healthy, symmetrical, and withal

a very large tree, it has few superiors. It has a very
broad base (see sketch), measuring near the ground line

30 feet; which adds matertally to its grandeur and majes-
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ty. Its healthy vigor is no doubt owing, in a great part, to

its favorable situation. Located in the hollow formed by

two gentle slopes, and below the level of a near ti^irnpike

road, the washing after heavy rains assists in affording

nourishinant just suited to it. The White Oak is getting

so scarce in its native localities, that our posterity will

speak of it as we do of the Mastodon, and other famed

lords of the animal kingdom which once existed on this

curious world, unless our planters pay more attention

to it.”

Subsoiling vs. Drouth.—The Secretary of the Queens

County (N. Y.) Agricultural Society, Mr. John Harold, in

his report in the transactions of our State Society, men-

tions the following fact in regard to subsoiling :

“During the month of August, we were invited by one

ofour members to go over hisgrowing corn and take note of

Ms method. The land had been subsoiled, and although the

drouth was severe, the leaves were a fine dark green and

the silk luxuriant, seeming scarcely to suffer from the

great heat. In the adjoining lot, only separated by a post

and rail fence, the stalk was drying up, and the ears small

and poorly filled. A spade was procured, and a hole dug;

about eight inches deep we came to a hard pan, and with

considerable labor broke through it. Below, the earth

was as dry as ashes. The subsoiled lot ofour friend was
then tried

;
the spade went down into a mellow soil, and

at two spades’ depth it was moist and mellow. No won-

der his corn looked flourishing.”

Will Mr. Harold inform us whether the true subsoil

plow was used, or the Michigan dotible plow I

—

Ex.

BIRDS EARN THEIR OWN LIVING.

The difference betioeen two men—A plea for Toads—In-

gratitude.

A gentleman in this vicinity, in the sping of 1853,

purchased some 20 Kentish or Early Richmond cherry

trees, perhaps better known as the “common red” cherry.

On the next morning he made another purchase of about

18 more, also. In conversing with him, I inquired why
he selected so many trees of one variety. He made the

following noble reply : “I am desirous of tolling the robins

to my place, and I design to give them a generous share

of the ffuit of these trees, for they earn it in destroying

great numbers of \vorms and other enemies of vegetation.

I also admire the sweet melody of their songs.”

I remarked that I highly approved of his course, and

that I ardently hoped he would be profitted by it, and en-

joy their music. By the way, I think ^his variety of cher-

ry is the most hardy, productive, and reliable of any

other for Maine, and if the fruit is permitted to remain on

the trees, say ten days after most persons pronounce them

ripe; they would improve in flavor, become far less acid,

and be a decent fruit for the table.

Another and more wealthy individual, had a goodly

number of bearing cherry trees of the same variety, in

his garden
;
but when the fruit was ripe, he manifested

no generosity to the birds, but a grudging disposition. He
was so annoyed when a robin eat a cherry, that he pro-

cured a fowling piece and shot every bird that alighted on

one of his trees. He was, however, (justly I think,)

severely cenSured for his penuriousness and ingratitude

Now, can this man possess human feelings'? Can he

possess the common principle of justice'? or in fact, can

he be considered as strictly honest'? For he defrauds the

birds of their due, after they have labored for him for

the whole season, t do not see how he can escape from

such conclusions. For he was indebted to them as in-

struments of the most High for the preservation of his

crops. They only required enough to satisfy hunger, but

he denies the poor birds even a living. Therefore, the

taking of their lives is nothing short of the most cruel in-

justice. Also, by taking the lives of these birds, he did a
serious injury, not only to the interests of himself, but also

his immediate neighbors
;

for they are useful in every
garden, and, therefore, are public benefactors.

Now, a word for Toads. Toads destroy great numbers
of insects which are injurious to garden crops. Knowing
this fact, some individuals provide for them some dark
retreats or cells, which they can crawl into and out of at

pleasure. They frequently are much abused, by compari-
son with any ugly creature.

True, they cannot be considered very handsome; yet

they are perfectly harmless, and are very useful in gar-

dens, by the destruction of multitudes of noxious insects,

and deserve better treatment than they frequently receive,

even from those whom they benefit.

Respectfully yours, Henry Little,

[in Maine Farmer.
Bangor, Ale., Feb., 1856.

Beauty.—“There is something in beauty, whether it

dwells in the human face, in the penciled leaves of flowers,

the sparkling surface of the crystal fountain, or that as-

pect which breathes over a statue, that makes us mourn
its ruin. I should not envy that man his feelings who
could see a leaf wither or a flower fall without a slight

tribute of regret. This tender interest is the beauty of

becoming grief and affection, for» Nature in adversity

never deserts us. She comes more near us in our sorrows
and leading us away from the paths of disappointment and
pain into her soothing recesses, allays the anguish of our
bleeding hearts, binds up the wounds that are inflicted,

whispers the meek pledges of a better hope, and in har-

mony with a spirit of still holier birth, points to that home
where decay and death can never come.”

HINTS INTENDED TO PROMOTE PEACE AND HAR-
MONY IN A FAMILY.

1. We may be quite sure that our will is likely to be
crossed in the day, so prepare for it.

2. Everybody in the house has an evil nature as well

as ourselves, and, therefore, we are not to expect too

much.

3. To learn the different temper of each individual.

4. To look upon each member of the family as one for

whopi Christ died.

5. When any good happens to any one to rejoice at it.

6. When inclined to give an angry answer, to lift up the

heart in prayer.

7. If from sickness, pain, or infirmity, we feel irritable

to keep a very strict watch over ourselves.

8. To observe when others are so suffering, and drop a
word of kindness and sympathy suited to them.

9. To watch for little opportunities of pleasing and to

put little annoyances out of the way.
10. To take a cheerful view ofeverything—of the weather

&c., and encourage hope.

11. To speak kindly to the servants, and praise them
for little things when you can.

12. In all little pleasures which may occur, to put seZ/'last.

13. To try for “the soft answer that turneth away
wrath.”

14. When we have been pained by an unkind word or

deed, to ask ourselves, “Have I not often done the same,

and been forgiven '?”

15. ' In conversation not to exalt ourselves, but bring

others forward.

16. To be very gentle with the younger ones, and treat

them with respect.

17. Never to judge one another, but attribute a good
motive when we can.
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Importance of Recreation.—The following felicitous

passage occurs in the admirable speech of the Hon. Ed-

ward Everett, at the Webster Festival at the Revere House,

in Boston. The orator, in referring to Mr, Webster’s

taste for manly sports, added these words:

“The American, as a people—at least the professional

and mercantile classes—have too little considered the im-

portance of heaknful, generous recreation. They have

not learned the lesson contained in the very word which

teaches that the worn-out man is re-created, made over

again, by the seasonable relaxation of the strained facul-

ties. The old world learned this lesson years ago, and

found out (Herod 1, 173) that as the bow always bent will

at last break, so the man, forever on the strain of thought

and action, will at last go mad or break down. Thrown
upon a new continent —eager to do the work of twenty

centuries in two— the Anglo American population has

over-worked and is daily over-working itself. From
morning to night, from January to December, brain and

hands, eyes and fingers, the powers of the body and the

powers of the mind are in spasmodic, merciless activity.

There is no lack of a few tasteless and soulless dissipa-

tions which are called amusements, but noble athletic

sports, manly out door exercises, are too littte cultivated

in town or country.”

To Make a Balky Horse Draw.—The London Times

gives a remedy which proved successful. After all sorts

of means had been tried and failed, it was suggested that

a simple remedy used in India should be tried—that is, to

get a small rope and attach it to one of the fore feet of the

stubborn animal, the person holding the end of the rope

to advance a few paces, taking with him the horse’s foot,

when, as matter of course, the horse must follow. The

suggestion was at first ridiculed, but at last a rope was

brought and applied as described, when the horse imme-

diately advanced, and in a few minutes was out of sight,

much to the amazement of the crowd. The experiment

is simple and worth a trial.

THE FIRESIDE.

BY MARY HO WITT.

Afire’s a good companionable friend,

A comfortable friend, who meets your face

With welcome glad, and makes the poorest shed

As pleasant as a palace. Are you cold 1

He warms you—weary '? he refreshes you

—

Hungry '? he doth prepare your food for you

—

Are you in darkness ? he gives light to you

—

In a strange land '? he wears a face that is

Familar from your childhood. Are you poor

What matters it to him I ' tie knows no difference

Between an emperor and the poorest beggar I

Where is the friend that bears the name of man.
Will do as much for you 1

• "O" •

Birds vs. Insects,—The late Dr. Harris, who was

well known for his entomological researches, held the foi-

ling sentiments respecting birds and insects :

In order to aid in checking the ravages of noxious in-

sects, protection should be given to their natural enemies.

To this end, a stop should be put to the indiscriminate

and prevailing slaughter of insect-eating birds and quad-

rupeds by the murderous gun. Those persons who now
waste their time and powder in killing these innocent and

useful creatures, would be better employed in planting

corn and trees, and in making two blades of grass to grow I

where only one grew before. Your wood-peckers have
already sliown themselves to be your friends

;
let them

have all due encouragement

Important Discovery.—Jean Blanc, of New Orleans,

says the New Orleans Price Current, represented to be

an agriculturist of considerable scientific attainments, has

secured letters patent from the United States for the dis-

covery of a process of converting thirty different varieties

of plants, which grow wild in enormous quantities in

various sections of the Union, into flax, of great strength

and beautiful texture. Specimens are now in New York,

and among them are said to be the flax made from the

stalks of the cotton plant, large quantities of which are

burned on the Southern plantations to get them out of the

way; the century tree, or wild Manilla, which grows in

abundance in Florida
;
the wild holly- hock, with a fibre of

ten or fifteen inches long; the gold nankeen, of a natural

nankeen color; the vegetable silk, and the vegetable

wool.

0^"ln a letter received from our friend Wm. C. Hoffman,
of Frederick county, Md., he says: “While writing, I

will take the liberty of giving my opinion of the use of

lime on such land as mine (clay based on yellow slate, or,

as here called, chestnut land). I cannot perceive any im-

mediate benefit to the wheat crop from its use : but corn

and clover are greatly improved by it. Last spring I limed

a part of a field of corn, and the superiority of the limed

part was so manifest, as to attract the attention of the

hands in gathering ”

—

Farm Journal.

Disinfectants.—The chloride of lime, the sulphate fo

lime (plaster of Paris), a weak solution of copperas, and
pulverised charcoal are recommended as far preferable to

lime. The effect of the chloride of lime is especially as-

serted to be far more, salutary.

The New England Farmer says that common hard

soap applied to the end of a recently pruned vine will ef-

fectually stop the bleeding.

Somtstit CcDnmiui nnii

FOOD FOE THE SIGE.

Always have everytliing you use very sweet and clean

as the sense of taste and smell are very ser.sitive in sick-

ness. Never cook articles for the sick uver a smoke or

blaze, as you vv ili ihns impart a .smoky L-.st.e When the

mixture is thick, stir often to prevent burning. Be very

careful, in putting in seasoning, not to put in too much,
as it is easy to add, but not to .subtract.

The nicest way to flavor with orange or lemon peel

is to rub loaf sugar on tlie peel till tije oil is absorbed into

it, and then use the sugar to flavor and sweeten. Plerbs

and spice when boiled to flavor, should be tied in a rag,

as they will not then burn on to the ves^ei at the edges.

Always have a shawl at hand, aLo a clean towel, a clean

handkerchief and a small waiter when you present food

or drink. Many of the articles for desserts and evening

parties are good for the sick.

An excellent Relish for a Convalescent some cod-

fish to bits the size of a pea, and boil it a minute in w'ater

to freshen it. Pour off all the water, and add some cream

and a little pepper.

Split and toast a Boston cracker, and put the above

upon it. Milk and a little butter may be used instead of

cream.
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Hum or smoked beef may be prepared in the same way.

For a variety, beat up an egg cmd stir it in, instead of

cream, or with the cream.

These preparations are also good for a relish for a family

at breakfast or tea.

Several ways ofpreparing Chiclcensfur the S'/c/r.—Chick-

en tea is made by boiling any part of the chicken, and

using the broth weak with only a little salt.

Chicken broth is made by boiling the chicken a good

deal, and skimming very thoroughly and seasoning with

salt, A little rice, or pearl bailey improves it, or a little

parsley may be used to flavor it.

Chicken panada is made by pounding some of the meat
j

of boiled chicken in a mortar, with a little broth, and also

a little salt and nutmeg. Then pour in a little broth and

boil it five minutes. It should be a thick broth.

Milk Porridge.—ISlokt a thin batter with Indian meal

and wheat flour, a spoonful of each, and pour it into a

quart of boiling milk and water, equal portions of each,

bait it to the taste. Boil ten minutes.

Rice Gruel, and Oat-meal Gruel .

—Make a thin paste of

ground rice or Indian meal, and pour into boiling water.

Let the rice boil up once, but the corn meal must boil half

an hour. Season with salt, sugar and nutmeg. A little

cream is a great improvement.

Arrowroot and Tapioca G=na?Zs.—Jamaica Arrowroot

is the best. Make a thin paste, and pour into boiling

water, and flavor with sugar, salt, and nutmeg. A ]ittle

lemon juice improves it.

Tapioca must be soaked in twice the quantity of water

over night, then add milk and water, and boil till it is soft.

Flavor as above.

Wheat Tie halfpint of wheat flour in thick cot-

ton cloth and boil it three or four hours; then dry the lump

and grate it when you use it. Prepare a gruel of it by

making a thin paste, and pouring it into boiling milk and

water, and flavor with salt. This is good for teething

children.

Another Panada.—^o\\ a mixture of one-fourth wine

and three-fourths water, and flavor it with nutmeg or

lemon. Stir in grated bread or crackers, and let it boil up

once.

Herb Drinks.—Ba\m tea is often much relished by the

sick. Sage tea also is good. Balm, sage and sorrel,

mixed with sliced lemon and boiling water poured on,
|

and then sweetened, is a fine drink. Pennyroyal makes

a good drink to promote perspiration.

Herb drinks must often be renewed, as they grow in-

^pid by standing.

Other simple Drinks.—Vonx boiling water on to tamar-

inds or mashed cranberries, or mashed whortleberries,

then pour off the water and sweeten it. Add a little wine

if alllowed.

Toast bread very brown, and put it in cold water, and

it is often relished. Pour boiling water on to bread toast-

ed very brown, and boil it a minute, then strain it, and

add a little cream and sugar. Make a tea of parched corn

pounded, and add sugar and cream.

Simple Wine Whey .

—Mix equal quantities of water,

milk and white wine. Sweeten it to the taste.

A great Faxorite v:iih Invalids .
—Take one third brisk

cider, and two-thirds water, sweeten it and crumb in

toasted bread, or toasted crackers, and grate on nutmeg.

Acid jellies will answer for this, when cider cannot be ob-

tained.

A nev: V‘ay of makim Barley Water .
—Put two table-

spoonfuls of pearl barley into a quart jug, two great spoon-

fuls of white sugar, a small pinch of salt, a small bit of

orange, or lemon peel, and a glass of calve’s foot jelly,

and then fill the jug with boiling water. Shake it, and

I then let it stand till quite cold. It is best made over night

I

to use next day. When the liquor is all poured ofl', it may
be filled again with boiling water, and it is again very

good.

Arrowroot Blanc Mange .

—Take two tablespoonfuls of

arrowroot to one quart of milk, and a pinch of salt. Scald

the milk, sweeten it, and then stir in the arrowroot, which

must first be wet up with some milk. Let it boil up once.

Orange water, rose water, or lemon peel, can be used to

flavor it. Pour it into moulds to cool .
—Domestic Econo-

my.

CHEAP OIL FOK KITCHEN LAMPS.

We find the following, says the New England Farmer,

in an old almanac, and think that if it will operate as

stated, it would be of some consequence in our domestic

economy. To keep a good light at the present high price

of oil is quite an item of expense, and any suggestion that

will put us in the way of reducing that expense, and of

obtaing a good light at the same time, is worthy of con-

sideration. Oil that could be purchased five years ago for

$1.25 per gallon, now sells at $2, and the dirty whale oil

that was then considered unfit for the most common use,

is selling now at eighty or ninety cents, and even one dol-

lar a gallon ;

“ Let all scraps of fat (including even whatever bits are

on the dinner-plates) and all drippings, be set in a cold

place. When the crock is full, transfer the fat to an iron

pot filling it half-way up with fat, and pour in sufficient

cold water to reach the top. Set it over the fire, and boil

and skim, till the impurities are removed. Next pour the

melted fat into a large broad pan of cold water, and set it

away to cool. It will harden into a cake. Then take out

the cake, and put it away in a cool place. When wanted

for use, cut off a sufficient quantity, melt by the fire till it

becomes liquid, and then fill the lamp with it, as with lard.

It will give a clear bright light, quite equal to that of lard,

and better than whale oil, and it costs nothing but the

trouble ofpreparing the fat. We highly recommend this

piece of economy.”

To MAKE Lard and Tallow Candles.—The following

method of making the above-named candles is described in

the New England Farmer, by a correspondent f

“I kept both tallow and lard candles through the last

summer, the lard candles standing the heat best, and burn-

ing quite as well, and giving as good light as tallow ones.

Directions for making good candles from lard: For l3

lbs. of lard take 1 lb. of saltpetre and one lb. of alum;
mix and pulverize them

;
dissolve the saltpetre and alum

in a gill of boiling water; pour the compound into the lard

before it is quite all melted; stir the whole until it boils,

and skim oflf what rises
;

let it simmer until the water is

all boiled out, or till it ceases to throw off steam
;
pour off

the lard as soon as it is done, and clean the boiler while it

is hot. If the candles are to be run, you may commence
immediately; if to be dipped, let this lard cool first to a

cake, and then treat it as you would tallow.”

A Certain Cure for a Rattle-Snake Bite or Spider

Sting.—Take the yolk of a good egg, put it in a tea cup,

and stir in as much salt as will make it ihick enough not

to run off, and spread a plaster and apply to the wound,
and I would insure your life for sixpence. The subscri-

ber has tried the above remedy in a number of cases, and
never knew it to fail in one. P. Prettyman, M.D.,

\in Country Gentleman.

Portland, Oregon.
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To Extract Grease from Cloth,—The following is

infallible

;

To sixteen ounces of rectified spirits of wine add ten

grains of carbonate of potash (pure,) half an ounce of es-

sential oil of bergamot, and one ounce of sulphuric

ether; mix and keep in a glass-stoppered bottle. Apply
with a piece of sponge, soaking the cloth thoroughly when
the grease is not recent. The mixture emits a peculiarly

fragrant odor, and being a fluid soap, chemically com-

posed, will be found a perfect solvent of oily matter,

—

Exchange.

[The above is a good recipe for the purpose stated; of

this we judge from the nature of the substances of which

it is composed. A cheaper fluid for the same purpose,

and one that will answer equally as well, is made of an

ounce of liquid ammonia and four ounces of alcohol mixed

with an equal quantity of water.

—

Scientific American.

Watermelon Molasses.—An article has been going

the rounds of the papers about the practicability of mak-

ing molasses from watermelons. We felt incredulous on

the subject, but have recently been presented with a bottle

of it by our friend Phillip A. Mason, of Woodbury, New
Jersey, who is well known in this market as a successful

grower of the mountain sweet watermelon. It was really

a nice article, clear, sweet and of a very pleasant flavor.

He informed us the only process was to boil down the

pulp to about one-half The boiling was continued for

several hours. Whether it will pay to manufacture mo-
lasses in this way is another question, and a matter of

very great doubt.

—

Pennsylvania. Fa.rmer.

A New Protection against Insects.—The Imperial

Horticultural Society of Paris has just received a commu-
nication from M. Tessier, one of its members, stating that

the ammoniacal waters of gas have the property of de-

stroying the insects which commit such ravages on the

fruit trees. This ammoniacal water is mixed with three-

fourths its quantity of common water, and is then sprink-

led over the leaves and branches of the tree. A small

ti’ench is dug round each tree to receive the water which
falls, and this kills the destructive insects which harbor

about the roots of fruit trees.

Creosote for Warts.—Dr. Rainey, of St. Thomas
Hospital, London, has written an article to the Lancet,

detailing the effects of creosote applied to warts. He ap-

plied it freely to an obstinate warty excrescence on the

finger, then covered it with a piece of sticking plaster.

This course he pursued every three days for two weeks,

when the wart was found to have disappeared, leaving the

part beneath it quite healthy.

To Preserve Sweet Corn.---Gather the corn just as it

begins to harden
;

boil as for the table
;
cut the kernels

carefully from the cob; spread them to dry on a sheet or

clean floor, and keep them thus till well dried; then pre-

serve them in a dry, cold and even temperature till needed

for use. Soak the corn a few hours, and boil till proper-

ly softened, and serve them to your taste.

For THE Cure of Croup.- -A piece of fresh lard, as
large as a butternut, rubbed with sugar, in the same way
that butter and sugar are prepared for the dressing of pud-
ding’s divided into three parts, and given at intervals of
20 minutes, will relieve any case of croup, not already al-

lowed to progress to the fatal point.

To Cure Hams.—When you are smoking your hams
occasionally throw upon the fire a handful of China ber-

ries, and it will be found a preventive against skippers.

So says a gentleman who has seen it sufficiently tested in

South Alabama.

Pickle for Beef.—To one hundred weight of beef, four

quarts of salt, two oz, of saltpetre, and one pint of molass-
es; mix in water enough to cover the meat.

To Make Corn Bread.—Two quarts corn meal, one
quart rye, one quart of sweet milk, one quart of butter-

milk, one teacup of molasses, one spoonful of salt and one
teaspoonful of soda. Beat with a spoon until well mixed.
The crust, if not burned, will make an excellent coffee.

Macassor Oil.—Common oil three quarts; spirit of
wine, half a pint

;
cinnamon powder, three ounces

;
berga-

mot, two ounces. Heat them together in a large pipkin;

then remove it from the fire and add four small pieces of

alkanet root, keeping it closely covered for several hours.

Let it then be filtered through a funnel lined with filtering

paper.

Custard Pudding.—Beat up six eggs, add a quart of
new milk, a little lemon peel shred fine, five or six bitter

almonds blanched and grated, or crushed, and sugar to

your taste; mix all together—then have ready your dish

covered with a good puff paste, into which pour the cus-

tard
;
grate over it half a nutmeg and bake it, or put it into

a basin without paste, tie a cloth over it and boil it. If it

is boiled serve with melted butter.

Melted Butter.—Put a tablespoouful of flour into a

clean saucepan, mix it carefully with a little water at a
time till you have about a cupful

;
now cut into it, in

small pieces, four ounces of butter; shake it around
rapidly till well mixed

;
then place it on the fire

;
watch it

constantly, and keep shaking it and turning it around un-
til It boils; it is then ready. Be careful to turn it always
one way, or the butter will oil; should this happen, you
may recover it in some measure by putting into it a little

cold water, and pouring it backwards and forwards sever-

al times.

Veal Minced with Potatoes.—Ctiop some cold veal

very fine
;
add to it an equal quantity, or more if you

choose, of cold boiled potatoes, chopped
;

also season with
pepper and salt to the taste

;
add to it veal gravy or hot

water to moisten it, and a good bit of butter
,
dredge a

little flour over it, and put it in a stew pan over a moder-
ate fire; cover it close for half an hour. When thoroughly
heated it is done.

Cholic in Horses.—Dissolve in a quart of pure water,

as much salt as will thoroughly saturate the liquid, and

drench the animal thoroughly until you discover symptoms

of relief. This is a simple and effectual remedy and has

been successfully applied in cases of bots.

A small piece of paper or linen, moistened with

spirits of turpentine, and put into a bureau or wardrobe

for a single day, two or three times a year, is a sufficient

preservative against moths.

Artificial Manures for Fruit Trees.—The best

manures for fruit trees, under usual circumstances, are

composts made of stable manure, turf, muck or loam, with

a small quantity of ashes; and still less lime. The ad-

dition of guano, bone manure, &c.
,

increases its value.

The proportions may be one-third manure, over one third

turf, loam, or peat, and a tenth ashes, a twentieth guano,

or bone manure. The special manures applied separately

sometimes produce decided results, but not usually.

—

Country Gentleman.
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ahctfetititnls.
WYANDOT PROLIFIC CORN FOR SALE.

HE greatest Agricultural Wonder of the age. Plant only one
X kernal, in hills four feet apart, at the North, and live to six feet
at the South. Yield, 150 bushels i)er acre.

The Corn will bo warranted genuine, and sufficient put in a par-
cel to plant an acre, with instructions for cultivating. Price $1.50
delivered in New York. IMoney or I’ost Office stamps must alwa^'s
accompany the order (with proper directions how to send.)

Those who order it sent by mail, and remit $4, will receive (post-
paid) sufficient to plant one acre

;
$2 a half acre

;
$1 a quarter of

an acre. Orders for a less quantity will not bo tilled, unless at
double the above rates.

All orders or for circulars giving full particulars, address
J. C. THOMPSON,

March56—2t* Tompkinsville, Staten Island, N. Y.

GREEN’S PURE WHITE WHEAT.
have a very superior kind of WHITE WIIE.IT that I will

X enga<^e to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of

the next crop, to be delivered at the La Grange Depot in good,

strong sacks, containing not more than one bushel unless ordered,

nor less than a half; marked with the name of the purchaser and

place of delivery. This Wheat is of the very earliest and whitest

kind. Sew any time in November, and cut by the ilOth May. It

has been exhibited at four different Fairs, and have obtained a

premium in every instance. I have already made many engage-

ments for the next sowing at $5 per bushel. No delivery no pay.

P. H. GEENE.
La Grange, March 22d. 18.55. April.55—tf COTTON SEED.

t AAO BUSHELS PROLIFIC POMEGRANATE, very pure, for
l^v'v/O Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or forwarded to cash
orders, in sacks for fifty cents per sack extra. Also. CROIVDER
COTTON SEED, equally pure and productive, an early opener, grow-
ing and making till late. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

Jan56—tf Yazoo City, Miss.

P. D. GATES,
C 0M :\I I S s I 0 N IM E R C H A N T

,

A ND DEALER IN AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and

jfX MACHINERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.
Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,

Cffitfvators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Reapers, Horse

Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers and

other Agricultural Machines. June55—Cly* AUGUSTA SEED STORE.
{Nearly op'pnsit.e the Un ited States and Globe Hotels.')

^T^HE Subscriber has received and will continue to receive through-
X out the season, his s'oek of fresh and genuine GARDEN SEEDS,
crop of 1855. The usual deduction made to Country Merchants.

J. H. SERVICE.
N. B.—GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS, W’hite and Red ONION

SETS, White and Red CLOVER, LUCEREE, Kentucky BLUE
GRASS, TIMOTHY, OSAGE ORANGE, &c., &c., and a few Choice
Double HYACINTHS. Jan56-3t

SOUTHERN CULTIYAIOR FOR IS54.

•QOUND volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 18-54

i) may now be obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we
wiU send'it by maU, post-paid at $1 . 80. Address

WM. S. JONES, Augusta. Ga.

DEVON GRADE HEIFER FOR SALE.
SEVERAL GRADE or HALF DEVON HEIFERS, of various

ages, from exceUent Milkmg Cows, and sired by the prize BuU,
“Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published in September nttmber

(1853) of Southern Cultivator. For particulars of price, <fcc., ad-

dress [Nov55—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.
T^OTl SAIAl, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
X^ fNov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

TO FARMERS, MECHANfES AND OTHERS,
McCORD’S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE.

PATENTED, JULY llTH, 1854.

ri’^ HIS is an invention by which a larger proportion of the power of the horse is rendered available than by any other arrangement

X known. Its parts are few and simi>le, not liable to derangement, redily adjusted for working, with ordinary care very durable and
efficient.

. The Machines are manufactured with great exactness and all precisely alike, so that in case a piece should be broken we can always
furnish a piece to replace it.

It is designed for one or two hor.ses, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others.

By reason of its portability the owner can readily locate it wherever it may suit liLs business. It can be used to good advantage for

driving cotton gins, threshing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and other machines for working wood, driving mills, of various

kinds, for grinding, paint, &c., straw-cutters, com-shellers, lathes, grindstones, &c., and for churning, washmg, pumping water for cattle,

irrigation, or draining, and all other purposes to which a Horse Power is adapted.

We also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THKESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers.
FAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
Marchse—tf Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery and Agricultural Implements, Augusta, Ga,
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FERTILIZERS.

Hitherto the planters of the South have been dependent on
the North for all the artiticial fertilizers they have used. The

New Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city,

with facilities for the manufacture of MANURES second to none
in the United States, are prepared to till orders for the following
FERTILIZERS at the saane prices charged in Baltimore and New
York;
GROUND BONES.—For Fruit Trees and Grape Vines these

are particularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds applied to an
aero of ordinary pine wood land, aided b}- good, deep plowing, will
produce a crop of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lands.

It is ground both tine and course, and is put up in barrells. The
coar.se is li cent per pound—the fine and sifted, Ij cent per pound.
Its great diirability in the soil renders it the cheapest mamu’e in

use.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizers, composed
of equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in everj"

respect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It

is an established fact that Guano lacks Phosphate of Lime, and,
also, that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air,

which is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal small
constantly emitted by it until its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of Lime, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in

the Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial

»f this fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior
efficacy to simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the
acre will .show its efiects for five years or more, by an annual in-

crease of at least 10 per cent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of
about 200 pounds each, at 2 cents i)er pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated

manure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust
Gypsum and Sulphate of Iron, each ot which, by itself, is a power
ful fertilizer.

Five luindred pounds, or about two baiTels of this Super-Phos
phate of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial ef

fects, to thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Ma,nure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con

sequent ease of handling. It may may be used before or after plant
ing of the crop. A tablcspoonful put in each hill of Corn or Cotton
has been known to increase the yield twenty per. cent. Five hun
dred pounds to an acre ofcommon piney woods land having a clay
subsoil, wili enable it to yield as good a crop as any rdinary bottom
land. A single hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre
of meadow land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To
Horticulturists, it is invaluable, as it may be ai^plied to Fruit Trees
at any season of the j'ear. More than Uvq thousand bushels of Ruta
Baga Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of

200 pounds of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is

necessary for success.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing
about 200 pounds, and is sold at 2 e'ents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, tum-

ieg out 0 50,000 barrels annually, are not able to supply the demand
of the market gardeners in the viemity of that city for this justly
popular manure. It is composed of night-soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50
per barrel.

Orders by mail or otherwise, addi'essed to the srrbscriber,

will receive prompt attention. D. C. LOWBER,
37 Poydrass street, Ncav Orleaes.

*/LAND PLASTER, PERUIVIAN GUANO and LAND
LIME may also be ordered at the above address.

July55—tf

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALE!

T he Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-
tive COTTON LAND, in the Southern country, situated in the

counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part of which is partially improved.
For certainty of crops and durability these lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contiguous, in cultivation,

are yielding an average of seven bales of Cotton per hand, for a
series ofyears, and eighteen to twentx-five bushels of Corn per acre.

Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five vears will be
given. WM. W. CHEEVER.

Albany, Ga., March 15, 1855. April55—tf

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardware, cutlery, and agricul-
tural IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We a):e, also. Agents for the following articles:—SALAMAN-
DER SAFES, m ule by Stearns & Marvin, New York

;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS
;
Indian Rirbber BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made bv Boston Belting Company; AT-
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made
bv Hoe & Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POAVERS

;
PAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT AfACHINES.
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

April55 Cb' Augusta, Ga.

MERINO RAMS FOR S>LE.
ridHE Subscriber offers for sale several full-i)lood MERINO
J. RA.MS. Having s-educed the number of my flock, I have
more Rams I need. They are from two of the best flocks in New
York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from
9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

July55—tf Birdsville, Burke Co., Ga.

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL IMPLE-
MENTS !

MECHANICS’ AN3 BUILDEHS’ MATERIALS, HARDWARE, CUTLERY,
AND FURNISHING GOODS!!

AYE HAVE now in Stoi'e,, and will continue
to keep a large asssortment of the most ap-
proved AGRICULTURAL IMPLEAIENTS,
foi’ Southern use, consisting of Single and Two

Horse I urnmg Plows, 15 varieties
;
Double Michigan, Double

Mould Board and Hill Side Plows
;
Subsoil Plows, several kinds

;

I orman .s Patent Plow
; Cultivators

;
Harrows, 3 kinds

; Com
SheUers, 6 kinds

;
Straw Cutters, 10 sizes and kinds

;
Road Scra-

pers
;
Horse Hoes

; Hoi’se Powers and Threshers, 5 varieties of
each; Fan Mills; Grain Cradles

;
Grass Scythes and Handles

;
Smut

Machines; Bush Hooks; Pruning and Hedge Shears; Prunning
Saws and Chisels

; Sausage Meat Cutters and Stuffers; Parmer?
Boilers, for boiling food for Stock; Chums

;
Hav and Garden Rakes ;

'

Hay and Manure Forks; Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Grain Scoops,
AA heel-Barrows, Field and Garden Rollers

;
Com Planters

;
Scales

;

Store, Warehouse and Depot Trucks
; AYell and Horse Buckets ;Pump Chain and fixtures; Rock Salt for stock.

i^-^AVekeep extra POINTS for our Plows, and will furnish, at
short notice, such parts of Plows and other implements as may be
wanted to replace broken pieces.
Gentlemen’s and Boy’s TOOL CHESTS complete, &c.

^ Agents for selling the following articles SCOTT’SLITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, universally
admitte-d to be the best Crushers ever invented, and in the use of
which, for feeding stock, a saving of one-third is made, as has been

beyond dispute; Hoe <fc Co.’s and Welch <fc Griffith’sCIR-CULAR SAAVS and SAW GUMAIERS
; Steams & Marvin’s

c
Burgular Proof SALAMANDERSAFES; RO I ARY SAIOOTHING IRONS, heated with alcohol

no tamily should be without this very useful article.

A All the above are offered for sale at fair and regular prices, in
connection with our extensive stock of Hardware and Cutlery

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
Nov55—fit Augusta, Ga.

FORMAN’S IRON PLOW STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Eight to the abovi
valuable and popula’" PLOW STOCK for the counties of Rich

mond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, AVashington, Scriven and Emanuel
are prepared tu furnish it to planters at the manufacturer’s prices.

This v’-tock, which is made entirely of wrought iron, is a Southen
invention and has been sufficiently tried to prove that it runs mor
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more thoroughly, clogs les
in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shallow plowing
holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, fa;
cheaper than any other stock nowin use. Numerous certificate’s ii
our possession from the most practical and successful planters’ ii
the country, fully sustain us in t>(e above statement. AYe will havi
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates
with a more minute description ofthe plow, to any person who wil
make application.

See, also, the November nuiriber of the Sovthem Cultivator p
845. The above Stock is adapted to six different points or share’s--
including every variety which a planter will need from the beffinnim
to the end of the year. Among them is an admirable one for subsoil
ing. Th--se shares may be had with the Stock when desired
though any plantation smith can make them after once seeing- them’

Rights for counties, shops, or plantations will be sold on reasonabh
terms Apply at the hardware stores in Augusta, or address

Jan56—tf i. c. FITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

FOR SALE 1

A SEA ISLAND COTTON PLANTATION, containing 900
acres, 400 of which is cleared and readv for cuitivatinn • it is

beautifully located on the Avest end of Skiddawav L«Iand, in Chat-
ham county, on a bold salt Avater riA-er, the health of AA-’hich is un-
questionable, and the facility for manuring Avith marsh and mud is
un.surpassable, the land lying three sides on the river. The place
is situated 11 miles from Savannah. The lands of SkiddaAvay Isle,
under proper cultivation, produces equal to any, in Coni or Sea
Island Cotton. This place is situated eligibh' to supply any quan-
tity of fish and oysters and for stock raising. ' Price $3,‘5iX). ‘ Terms
accommodating. Apply to S. F\ DUPON.

Savannah. Ga.
Isle of Hope, March 9, 1855. April55—tf
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TO FARMERS AND GARDENERS.
'\T

'
oUR attention is called to the :Manures manufactured by the

X Lodi Manufacturing Co., h’om the contents of the Sinks and
Privies of New York City, and free from offensive odor, called

POUDRETTE AND TAFEU.
Pondrette is composed of two-thirds night soil and one-third decom-

posed vegetable fibre. Tafeu is composed of three-fourths night

soil and one-fourth No. 1 Peruvian Guano.
These manures are cheaper and better adapted for raising Com,

Garden Vegetables and Grass than any other in market. Can be

put in contact w.th the seed without injury, and causes Corn and
seed to come up sooner, ripen two weeks earlier, and yield one-

third more than other maniu'es, and is a sare preventative of the Cut

Worm.
Two ban-els Pondrette or 100 lbs. Tafeu, will m.anure an acre of

Corn in the hill. Tafeu If cents per lb. Pouch-ette S'i per bl)l., or

i$l . 50 for any quantity over 7 bbls., delivered on board vessel or

Railroad, free from any charge for package or cartage.

A pamphlet, containing every information, sent, postpaid, to any
one sending their address to

THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,

MarchSe—4t 60 Courtl^ndt-strect , New York.

scorrs litile giant corn and cob
CRUSHER.

T he attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call

ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in

use. In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only

necessary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $55, all complete ready for attaching the horse.

No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bu.shels per bom-
;
and No. 4,' at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one of Scott’s Little Giavt Corn and
Cob INIiLLS. No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour,

but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or co.ual to

231 bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I sa.ve at least 100

bushels of Coi-n per month, it now requiring only -200 Imshels of

Corn with the Cob, where I formerly fed 300. 1 consider it decid-

edly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and if 1 could not re-

place mine I would not sell it for $500.
I. D. MATTHEWS,

July55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

For sale, a few p.airs, three to four months old, at $20 per

pair. For Lot H' >gs, I cou.sider this breed superior 1 . > n.v y otlier

—they cannot be made to take t' e m.ange. and are free from
c-atanu- vs e- :u'tiaus and d -oa.-;" of Ike h-mgs^ to wh.ieh Imgs are so

liable when couAued in dry ijcns in a Southern c’.iniate. Address
Xov.j.j—tf R. RE l EKS, Atlrmta, Ga.

GEORGIA LAND OFFIUE AT AUGUSI'A.
ri'’HE undersigned respectfully informs the public generally, that

X they have open' d an office in the city of Augusta, opposite the

Insurance and State on B.-uad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OF LAN OS AND REAL ESTATE of all de-scrip-

tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-

lar attention wiL be given to the sale and purchase of Lands in

Cherokee and Southwe; torn Georghi. Persons wi.-hing to have
Lands sold, wiii pn;.-,ent them with the best chain of title they are

in possession of
;
also, the oi-iginal { lat .^nd grant if ihcy have it.

Those owning tracds of Laii'E, inr proved or uniinprv-'. ed, in any
section of Georgia, .and wi- iiiug to sell, wiii ti;\d this the most ef-

fectual medium "f ol-.'ering them. All we requiie is proper descrip-

tion of im.pruved Lan i.-, the nature of titles an t terms, and they
will be entered into our gene: ai Registry, fice of charge. Com-
mi.ssions arc charged '-uiy when sales are eflt.-ctcd.

Persons t, i.shing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lands,
located in Cherokee, SuUthwcsti ru Georgi.a, or any county in the
State, will And it to their advantage to favor us w;th their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE & Co.
JAMES M. DAVIDSON,

of Woodville, Ga.
GIRARDEY, WHYTE & CO.,

Feb56—tf Augusta, Ga.

TOBIN’S GARDEN.
A TRS. J^NE TOBIN would inf rm the public that her Garden is

iVI stii kept up, and that no pains or expense will be sitared to

keep P'e best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South. '

Having proem ed the servi -es of Mr. Sanders, an experienced
P orist tin I ui seryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict

attention, to ot>tain ashare of pubi c patronage.
AV’e are now wt-1) stocked, and oiler for sale a va>-iety of EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, 0 naraentalFlowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everblooming ROSES including the newest; Double
DAHLIAS, hyacinths, l ULBS. &c. Also, a col ection of GREEN
HOUSE PLAN I S, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
kept in Pots, &c.

FRUIT TREEN APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-
ES, apricots, quinces, pomegranates, grapes and
STRAW PERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

tended to.

IVe do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tablished in a pot is mncli belter for transporting than a plant from
the gr und, whateve may be its size.

The public a e respectfull.v invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-
ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that
we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in
reserve not fully proven.
AVhon selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rel.y upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with di.stiuctive charac-
ters. Address [Jan56—tf] JANE TOBIN, a ugusta, Ga.

THE BEST WORK ON IHE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

C M. SAXTON & CO., New York have just published, and will

• send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK
; a Treatise on the

Management ofH 'rses, in relation to Stabling. Grooming Feeding,
AVatering, and AVorking, by John Stewart, A^eterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of A’^eterinary Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the American Agrieidtwriety
illustrated with numerous eugrtivings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. T.—Stabling, Const uction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. H.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of Decoration. Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.

Chap. HI.—Statde Restraints, Accidents, Habits, A’ices.

Chap. IV.—AA’^armth.

Chap. V.—Food— Articles of, Composition of, PreparaHon of, As-
similation of. Indigestion of- Principles of Feeding, Practice ofFeed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. AT.—Water.
Chap ATI.—Service, General Preparation for AYork, Physiology of

Muscular ExeGion, Prepa ation for Fast AA’ork, Treatment after

AA'ork, Accidents of AA’crk, Repose.
Chap. ATII. Management of Diseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have e .deavored m arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part of it easily underst.iod, and easily re-
ferred to By every one.”—Author's Preface
THE HORSE’-^ FOOT, .AND HOAA’ TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

illus'i-ati'irs, by Avilliam Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent, free of postage. C. M. S.AXTON & CO.,

Jaij56— tf Agricultural Book Publishers, New York.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS,
y EAVE Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
a A Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.

Leave Atlanta daily at 8 50 A. M. and 6 15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta dailv at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNEC TING AVITH ATHENS BRANCH.

Arriving and leavu.g Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10
A. M. mid leaving at 2.30 P. 51.

AVITH AVASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Cu mining daily (Sundays excejited) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M,

AAMTH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. 51.

Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. 51. and 4 .30 A. 51.

AVITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta dailj- at 3 .30 A. 51. and 4 45 P. 51.

Arriving at “ 7.55 A. 51. and 5.35 P. 51.

AVITH AYESTEKN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. 51. and 6 P. 51.

Arriving at “ 3 A. 51. and 3 P. 51.

GEO. Y'ONGE, General Superintendent.
July 14tA, 1855. Aug.55—tf

FINE J.ONG COl'iON SEED FOR SALE.
kp HE Subscriber offers for sale a small quantity of the SEED of

y flue Cotton, which has proved productive and early. The lint

is worth about 50 cents per pound in Charleston, and as his planta-

tion consists of a number of small islands, near St. Alenea Sound
and in sight of the ocean, the .soil, &c., are probably as well adapted
to the gi-owthof line Cotton as any in this State. It will be deliver-

ed in Beaufort, on board the Charleston and Sevaunah steamers at

$5 per sack, containing 2 bushels. ROBERT CHISHOL5I.
Coosa Island, near Beaufort, S. C 5Iar56—tf
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WORK FOR THE MONTH-(MAY.)

THE PLANTATION.
May is a very busy month for the planter, and no time

must be lost, if he desires to make good crops this sea-

son.

Corn, not already brought to a “stand,” must be proper-

ly worked at once, first “running round” close to the row

with a long scooter, after which use a long shovel, and then

keep the ground stirred between the rows, as often as

once every ten or fifteen days, running quite shallow with

a harrow, cultivator or a horse-hoe, followed by hand

hoes to clean and mellow the space between the hills.

Do not break any roots, or use the turning plow, at all,

in working this crop, except to “lay by” with
;
and even

then it is not necessary.

Cotton must be brought to a “stand,” and scraped and

moulded without delay. The moulding must be done as

soon after scraping as possible, so that the roots of the

young plants may not be left exposed to the scorching ef-

fects of the sun.

Oats, Rye, and perhaps Wheat, may be cut in some

places, the last of this month, and the ground afterwards

planted in Sxoeet Potato “draws” or Cow Peas. Try the

level system for Sweet Potatoes—also the plan recommend-

ed by our worthy and experienced correspondent, John

Farrar.

Cow Peas should be now sown broadcast or drilled in

on deeply plowed and v/ell manured land. If intended

for hay, the land must be rich
;

if seed only is desired,

moderately fertile land will answer.

Sweet Potatoes should be planted extensively, as here-

tofore recommended. Select a rainy or cloudy day, oi

the cool of the evening (from 4 P. M. till sundown) foi

setting your “draws”—dip the roots in a batter of watei

thickened with fine rich soil, make the holes witha point

ed stick (or “dibble”)—set the “draws” deep into thi

mellow ground, and press the earth firmly around them.

Sow Corn in drills for fodder—opening the drill wide

and deep with a long shovel, and scattering the corn along

in it at the rate of about 3 bushels per acre. It may be

cut when in the tassel, and fed green, or dried for winter

use. Sow, also, Millet, Dourah Corn, Chinese Sugar

Cane, (IIolcus Saccharatus) &c.—making the ground

very deep and rich, as previously directed.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Transplant P^gg Plants, and continue planting Snap

Beans every ten or twelve days.

Hill up Bush Beans, before blooming, to keep them

upright when bearing.

Work carefully around Melons and Cucumbers, with a

pronged hoe—prune the vines so as to distribute the fruit

equally, and if the striped bug is troublesome, try the ef-

fects of sprinkling the vines with weak camphor water,

which is made by tying up in muslin, a piece of gum

camphor as large as an egg and infusing it in a barrel of

rain water. To prevent the wind from bundling up the

vines, throw a shovelful of dirt upon them, here and there.

Sow Cabbage seed the latter part of this month, for fall

and winter use. Flat Dutch andi Bergens are the best.

Try also, the genuine Buncombe seed, ifyou can obtain it.

1 ransplant Leeks—they will be fit for use all next win-

ter.

If you are raising Onions from the black seed, thin out

the rows and transplant. Such transplanted Onions will

come in late, and last till Christmas.

Finish cutting Asparagus by the middle of this month,

or the first ofJune, at farthest.

Continue to plant Okra, Squashes and Melons of the dif-

ferent varieties. Cucumbers, Lima (or Butter) Beans,

Sweet Corn. Transplant the Tomato, Pepper, Cabbage,

Caulijlower, Celery, &c. Plant Carrots, Beets, Salsafy,

Parsnips, &c., for a succession.

Work your vegetables carefully, and be sure not to in-

jure the roots with the hoe. Water in dry weather, re-

moving a portion of soil just around the plant before

watering, and replacing it afterwards, to prevent evapor-

ating from the surface.

The Slrav:berry patch should receive a good working

with pronged hoes, to avoid injuring the roots. After

thus loosening up the soil, replace the mulching, and

there will be little trouble with the weeds for the remain-
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der of the season. If cultivating solely for fruit, the run-

ners must be scrupulously kept down.

Weeds will now begin to infest youa^ardens, and must

be ruthlessly destroyed at their first appearance.

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT GARDEN.
Destroy CalterpiUar^s nests wherever fuund on your

fruit trees. If the branches are crowded or over- laden

with thickly set fruit, thin out one-half of it, and the re-

mainder will be enough better to pay for the trouble.

Dust over the PLiim and Nectarine trees with a mixtuie

of quick-lime, ashes and sulphur, while the dew is on the

leaves, to destroy the curculio.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Shade, water, weed, cultivate and inuLh your flowers,

and notice the general directions for last month in this

department.

RAPE OR COLZA-AGAIN.

Robt, Nelson, Esq.

—

Dear Sir:— In an article from

the Sruthern Cidtivator, on the culrivation of t! e ‘‘Rape,

or Colza,” you are good enougli to tender to any one who
may desire further information, such explanations as your

experience enables you to give. May I trespass upon you,

therefore, with the request that you would favor me with

answers to th* following questions, in the order in which

^ney occur

;

1. Is it best to procure imported Rape-seed, or can the

seed be procured here, as well 1

2. Is the stiff cla.y snil of our river bottoms capable of

sufficient pulverization to suit the growth of Rape I

3. W i[[ the product be greater if sown in dril's than

broadcast, and what would be iht probable difference in the

production I

4. If &o\vn broadcast, w'ill the crop require to be vsorkcd

at all, and if so, in what way can it be worked 1

5. Have you tried this crop, sown either in drill or

broadcast, or both, in Georgia, and what was the yieid in

ZuisAe/s to the acrel Ifyouhuveno experience as to its

productiveness in Georgia, have you any as to the yield

in any Southern State 1

6. Oil river latuis, which yield in this State from 40 to

CO bushels o^corn to (he acre, what would prnbably le ila

yield in Rape-seed, if drilled, and what iheptobable yield

if sown broad.tast?

7. Is not the climate of this State loo hot for the success-

ful cultivation of Rape %

b. Is a crop of Rape more exhausting to the soil than

Corn, Colton or Wheat 1

9. Do you know at what price Rape sells ptibushd

in any SouLkern or Norlkern market?

10. Do you know wliat price ifie commands per gal

Ion in a Soulkernoi' Northern m-Hrlteil

1 1. Can you give me an idea of the manner in which the

oil is expressed, the machinery necessary, &c.'?

12 Is there greater difficulty in ihreching out the seed

o^Rape with the fiail, than in thieshing out Rice oi

Wheal with it I

13. Is Rape seed or the oil in such demand asfo insure

a ready sale in any seaport of the South, and is its use con

fined to ligtuhouses and raihoadsi

14 Does your experience enable you to say h/w mavy
cc/csofRape can be planted and tended by a full hand,

and vvhai tiuaniity an able bodied man can cut with a

scythe in a day '?

15. In VI, liui respects does the scythe used for cutting

Rape, differ from that used for cutting U’heat, and can a

scythe begot in this country 1

1 fear 1 shall trouble you very much by asking these

questions, but &s 1 am fond of experimenting in agricul-

ture, and your account of the cultivation of this plan in-

duces me to lake some inierest in it, I trust you will pai^

don the trouble i may give you.

Very respectfully
,
your obedient servant,

F. D. RjciiARrsoN.

Charleston, S. C., March, 185G.

Reply.— 1. As very little Rape is cultivated in America,

most of the seed is imported from Europe, and can be ob-

tained in all the large seed stores at the North. But as

there is a variety called “Summer Rape,-' it will become

necessary to order “ Winter Rape,”

2. The stiff clay soil ofour river bottoms can be perfect-

ly pulverized to suit Rape, by repeated plowings and har-

row ings.

3. The produce will be a fourth to a third larger, wheJi

sown in drilD, as by that method it is easy to thin out the

plants to a proper stand
;

if the plants could be thinned in

such a way as to grow from 18 to 20 inches apart, the

greatest yield could be produced.

4 If sown broadcast, the crop can not be worked, and

will, in fact, if the soil has been properly prepared, not

need it much; as ii issown so late that weeds will not trou-

i*le the crop to any extent in the fall, and in the spring the

Rape will start so early and grow so luxuriantly as to take

care of itself.

5. Not carrying on farming, lam only raising it here in

Macon for horticultural purposes, feeding the surplus to

my stock
;
but judgioir from its luxuriance, I have every

reason to believe that it will fully come up to the largest

yield,: in Europe, provided the soil be rich and properly

(>repared.

fi. The yield of Rape-seed on river land, will, of course,

depend on the richness of the sod, tlie preparation of the

land, and on the season. From what 1 have tried, 1 tiiink

the yield will compare favorably with the produce on the

best lands in Europe.

7. It suit- this climate as well as Collardsdo.

8. It is more exhausting than either Corn, Colton, or

Wheat, and it is well known that the whole Cabbage tribe

requires a very nutritious soil.

9. 1 do not know the price of Rape-seed. In ffict, as it

is not much raised in America, there cannot be any regu-

lar market f-'i-- hjr it; the oil is geriCrally imported,

more than the seed.

10. 'i'he pi ice of Rape oil is mostly regulated by the price

of whale-oil, it always being higher than the latter ar-

ticle.

11'. The oil is expressed in a way similar to that of ex-

tracting the Castor oil.

12. Being liable to lull out easily, theseed can ofcoursebe

(hreshed out on a threshing machine more easily than any

grain; but if it were to be hauled home to the threshing-

mill, a great waste of time and seed might occur. A por-

table threshing-mill would certainly be the best way of all.

13. Besides burning in lighthouses, the Rape oil is used

for lubricating all kinds of machinery, for which purpose

it is supeiior to any other oil, except Olive oil, and, of

course, much cheaper than the latter. It is evident, that

in a country like America, where all kinds of steam en-

gines are in use to an enormous extent, the demand fox
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this article must, for many years to come, be much larger

than the supply. All the cotton factories are using great

quantities of this oil.

14. Not raising the Rape here to any extent, 1 am at a

loss to say how many acres could be tended by hand, but

it is evident that it is no more trouble than either Corn or

Cotton. A good hand, with a scythe, can cut from half

an acre to an acre per day.

15. The scythe for cutting Rape must be shorter and

more stout than for cutting Wheat, as the stalk is much

stronger and thicker than Wheat straw.

Robert Nelson.

Macon, Geo., April, 1856.

ANOTHER PLEA FOR THE BIRDS.

The following interesting passages are from a paper

read by Mr. Townsend Glover, before the late meet-

ing of the United States Agricultural Society, and pub-

lished in the Washington National Intelligencer :

Here, however, let me change the subject, to put in a

wlea for mischievous birds, which appear to have been

sent to keep the “balance of power” in insect life, which

insects would otherwise multiply to such a degree as to be

perfectly unbearable, and render the agriculturist’s toil en-

tirely useless. A farmer keeps a watch dog to guard his

premises, and cats to kill rats and mice in his granary

and barn; yet he suffers an “unfeathered biped” to tear

down his rails in order to get a chance shot at a robin,

wren, or blue bird, which may be unfortunate enough to

be on his premises; and yet these very birds do him

more good than either dog or cat, working diligently from

morn to dark, and killing and destroying insects injurious

to his crops, which, if not thus thinned out, would even-

tually multiply to such an extent as to leave him scarcely

any crop whatsoever.

Birds are accused of eating cherries and other fruits

True; but the poor birds merely take a tithe of the fruit

to pay for the tree, which, but for their unceasing efforts,

would otherwise probably have been killed in its infancy

To exemplify the utility of birds, I will give one or two

instances that have occurred under my own observation.

Some years ago, I took a fancy to keep bees
;
tceordingly,

hives were procured, and books read upon the subject

One day a king bird or bee-martin was observed to be

very busy about the hives, apparently snapping up every

straggling bee he could find. Indignant at such a breach

of hospitality, as his nest was on thepremises, I hastened

to the house to procure a gun to shoot the marauder.

Wnen I returned, I perceived a grayish bird on the bushy

top of a tree, and thinking it was the robber, I fired, and

down dropped a poor, innocent Phcebe bird.

Hoping to find some consolation to my conscience for

having committed this most foul murder, I inwardly ac

cused the poor little Phoebe of having also killed the bees;

and having determined to ascertain the fact by dissecting

the bird, it was opened, when, much to my regret and as-

tonishment, it was found to be full of the striped cucum-

ber bugs, and n.)t one single bee Here I had killed the

very bird that h id been working for me the v.diole season,

and perfectly innocent of the crime for which it was sac

rificed. After the circumsJance, I di^termined never to let

a gun be fired on the premises, excepting on special occa

sions; and at present the place is perfectly crowded durinii

spring, summer and autumn, with the ’feathered song

sters, which build their nests even in my very porch, and

bring up their young perfectly fearless of mankind; and

although cherries, strawberries, &c., do suffer, yet the in-

sects are not a quarter as numerous and troublesome as

they were formerly.

In the Southern States, 1 have seen the bee-martin chase

and capture a boll-worm moth not ten paces from where I

stood, and the mock ing-bird feeding its nearly grown
young on the same insect. Even the ugly toad worksfor
the farmer and gardener, as his food consists of insects

more or less injurious. The beautiful and lively green

and gray lizards of the Southern States, which are seen

running on the fence rail, or amidst the green foliage of

trees, shrubs and bushes, and from which they can scarce-

ly be distinguished except when in motion, are ever on
the watch for insect prey; and I know of one curious

case in which even the mice in the green house were of

service, for they had rooted up the earth round several pot-

ted peach trees, in order to devour the chrysalis of the

peach tree borer,

COTTON IN COBB COUNTY, GA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—We very frequently

see communications from the “cotton growing” regions

of our State relating to the number of pounds of cotton

picked from certain acres and fields. As we do not live

in that peculiarly favored region (being fond of good water

and a pure atmosphere) and it is not expected that we
would attempt to compete with it, we are generally back-

ward in giving the results of our experiments in that line.

If you do not consider it too presumptuous in one living

in the county of Cobb, I would like you to publish the

following:

Last year I planted 23^ acres in cotton— 1 5^ creek bot-

tom and 8 oZrt! upland. The yield from the whole was
27,400 lbs. or an average of l,178i lbs. per acre. Between
6 and 7 acres of the best bottom was so affected by rust

that we obtained but one picking from it— the most of it

having died by the middle of August. Two acres in a
piece to itself and not injured by rust was weighed separ-

ately and the yield ascertained to be 4,994 pounds or 2,497

pounds per acre. These acres are not guessed at, they

were surveyed last week by one who was competent, with

a chain and compass. Very respectfully yours,

R. W. Joyner.

Near Marietta, Ga., March, 1856.

THE FLORIDA POTATO.

The following account of a native root, which bids fair

to drive the famous ^^Dioscorea Japonica” or “Chinese

Yam,” into the shade, is from the pen of Dr. Wm. F.

Robertson, ofTallahassee, Fla. Of this esculent root, he

says

:

“It grows in the sandy soil of our pine woods, near the

Gulf coast, is perennial, with a climbing vine, and flower

somewhat resembling that of the convolvulus or morning-

glory. It appears to be very prolific, the root or potato at-

taining a growth, in the first year, of four or five inches in

diameter and ten to twelve inches in length. A specimen

before me has been planted about three years, and the root

's more than thirteen inches in diameter, with numerous

offijhoots or radicles, and would probably weigh from thir-

ty to forty pounds. The taste is quite palatable, resem-

iling that of the Irish potato more than anything else.

Swine are quite fond of it. It has never been cultivated as

an aiticle of food, but from its pleasant taste and prolific

|ualities, 1 should infer that it would prove a desirable ad-

dition to the list of our root crops. In their native or wild

state, both the Irish and sweet potato were comparatively

worthless and unproductive; but cultivation, like the

wand of the enchanter, has transfirmed them in a won-
ierful manner, and we behold them in universal use, ac-

ceptable alike at the table of the rich and of the poor, aiad

from their exceeding productiveness, carrying plenty

where perhaps gaunt famine would otherwise carry off
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its thousands annually. May we not be permitted to hope

something from this new species 7 * * They should be

planted in a light soil, in drills, and about afoot apart, and

suffered to run on poles,”

[We have heard of a similar root at Silverton, S. C., on

one of the plantations of our friend, Gov. Hammond.

Who knows anything of its practical value 1—Eds. So,

Colt.]

THE YOPON, OR SOUTHERN TEA PLANT.

Class 4, I Natural order, 95, I Ilex. Vomiloria.

Order 3, 1 D. Ilicineae.
1

Yopon S. S. Tea.

Medical properties, tonic, astringent.

Forms a go(^ beverage for the sick, particularly in

fevers.

This hardy evergreen shrub is found coastwise on the

Atlantic slope, from Albamarle Sound, North Carolina, to

the Rio Grande in Texas, and perhaps as far north as the

Gulf of California, on the Pacific slope. It delights mostly

in the poor, dry, sandy points and headlands, among
rocks and dreary glade-lands, and frequently on small

creeks and rivulets. In the formation of that most unholy

compound called chaparrel, and which, to the muleteer

and herdsman of Mexico and Western Texas, is so much

in the way, so annoying, and so destructive to sacks,

blankets, clothing, &c., the Yopon contributes, at least,

a full proportion of scraggy hooks and irresistible snags.

The leaves of the Yopon, when collected in August or

September, carefully dried in the shade, and put up in

air-tight canisters, are, v/hen made into tea of proper

strength for table use, not inferior to the tea we find in

market. Some people like it better, and certainly it ex-

erts a less deleterious influence on the vital forces.

In the form of tea, it is a pleasant diaphoretic in sick-

ness, and is peculiarly applicable to fever of ali grades.

In cases of fever attended with a dry skin and restlessness,

it frequently acts kindly as a soothing diaphoretic. In

many cases ofslight bilious disturbances, it is sufficient to

put the patient in bed, with a hot rock wrapped in adamp

cloth to his feet, with blankets or quilts over him sufficient

to keep him comfortable, and let him drink freely of the

Yopon tea, till he sweats the fever off.

In Florida, New Orleans, Mobile, and many other points

along the Southern coast, it has been long known and es-

teemed by the Indians and poor people as the best remedy

for yellow fever
;

hence its specific name, Vomitoria;

relying upon it solely in the most aggravated cases, and

many of them recovering. The unavoidable conclusion is,

if the Yopon did not cure these cases, that there

is no use for doctors
;

for they applied nothing else.— Tex-

es Telegraph.

MIXED CROPS—WHEAT, SUGAR CANE, ETC.

Mr. Editor—None of your correspondents have ever

written anything in reference to making molasses, sugar

and flour, that I have noticed. I think it is high time

that all the planters were turning their attention to some-

thing else besides Cotton. Twice as much could be

realized by raising the above articles, and with only half

the labor, too, that is now expended on cotton.

I do not wish the planters any harm, for I am one my-

self; but I would not care if they had to pay S50 per bar-

rel, for sugar and molasses. The planters of Texas are

certainly doing themselves a great injury by not making

their own flour, molasses and sugar. 1 will guess at the

amount of cash expended yearly for each in the country.

Suppose there is 1,000 barrels of flour consumed yearly,

at .<1^12 per barrel, delivered at Port Lavaca, will make

S12,000; 500 barrels of sugar, atSl5 per barrel, will make

S7,500 ;
500 barrels of molasses, at Sl2 per barrel, will be

$6,000, v/hich, added together, will make $25,500 that is

sent out of the country yearly, which might be kept in it.

No wonder the cry of hard times. Planters, wake up out

of a slumber that is the cause of great sacrifice of your
own interests. I am glad to see a great many have com-

menced the raising of v/heat, and a few the sugar cane.

Planter, in Gonzales Inquirer.

ADVICE TO YOUNG LADIES.

Beware of flashy gentlemen. Fine clothes do not make
the man. Moustaches, whiskers and frizzled hair fre-

quently adorn the vagabond. Just ascertain, before ad-

mitting him to your society, whether the tailor and bar-

ber have not contributed more in his “making up” than

good character and manly principle. Beware of flashy

flunkeys and fashionable vagabonds in disguise. Inves-

tigate the animal, before giving away your affections.”

—

Exchange.

I have known girls to turn, with scorn, from young
farmers or mechanics, and marry a thing without brains,

simply because he was more showy, and of too high pre-

tension, to stoop to labor.

I have seen the same females suffering in poverty, with
their helpless children

;
while the young farmers or me-

chanics arose to wealth. Females are apt to be taken up
with strangers who make a flashy, outside appearance.

Some girls will run farther afeer a human monkey, with

plenty of hair on his upper lip, than they would after the

man of sterling merit, without the tuft of hair under hk
nose .—Portland Pleasure Boat.^^

Salt and Guano.—Recent experiments, as stated in

the Mark Lane (Eng.) Express, go to show that common
salt is a valuable addition to all applications of guano to

the soil. It not only has a tendeney to give strength and
hardness to the straw (which guano weakens,) but pre-

vents the loss of ammonia, which is constantly going on,

even in a dry atmosphere. B. Barral, the editor of a

French agricultural journal, says : “We left in the open
air, on plates, during fiUeen days equal weights of the

pure guano and the guano previously mixed with salt.

At the end of that time we examined anew the amount
of nitrogen, and found that the pure guano had lost 14.6

per cent of its nitrogen, while that mixed with salt had
lost only 5 per cent.” The Express recommends the use

of the refuse salt from fish packers for this purpose, and
refuse salt would, probably answer the purpose.

[We recommended the sprinkling with brine of guano

compost—5 parts leaf-mould, 1 of guano—three or four

years ago, in this journal; but “new discoveries” are con-

stantly coming up to astonish us!

—

Eds. So. Cult.]

A Daughter of South Carolina.— Miss Peggy Land,

a young woman of Pickens District, about twenty-four

years of age, after trying weaving, carding, spinning and

sewing, last year went to farming, and made cotton which
netted her $100. Her corn crop was two hundred and fif-

ty bushels, worth sixty cents per bushel, and she made
thirty-five bushels of wheat, worth one dollar and fifty

cents a bushel. She accomplished this herselt, without

any assistance or hiring. She plowed, drove the cart, cut

her wheat and cribbed her corn, &c.

The. American Agricnlturist

,

heretofore published

by R. L. Allen & Co., lias been purchased by Orange

Judd, A. M., by whom it will be exclusively conducted in

future. Mr. J. has been the conducting editor for several

years past, and possesses an ability and experience which

ought, and we trust will, insure a career of prosperity and

1 usefulness.^Rural New Yorker.
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PREMIUM LIST OF THE
SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL, SOCIETl'.

FAIR CP 1356.

To be held at Atlanta, Ga.,from the2(lth to the25th Oct., 1856.

FIELD CROPS.

1. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon two acres

of vpland, with the mode of cultivation, tlie amount and
kind of manure used, the period of planting, the number
of times plowed and hoed, the kind of Coi on; the laud

to be measured and the Cotton weighed in the,presence

of three disinterested and reliable witnesses, with certifi-

cate from them, pitcher, $20
2. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon two

acres of low land, (the same requisition as upon an
acre of upland,) 20

3. For the largest crop of Pea Vine Hay, raised on 2
acres, one bale to be sent as a sample, with a cer-

tificate of quantity made, silver cup, 10

4. For the largest crop of Native Grass Hay, raised

on 2 acres, the same as above, 10

5. For the largest crop of Foreign Grass Hay, raised

on 2 acres, the same as above, adapted to the cli-

mate, 10

6. For the largest crop of Com grown upon 2 acres

of upland, not less than 50 bushels per acre ; the

period of planting, the mode of cultivation, kind of

corn, times plowed and hoed, the amount and kind
of manure applied; the land and corn measured in

the presence of three disinterested and reliable wit-

nesses, with their certificates—silver pitcher worth 20
7. For the largest crop of Corn grown upon 2 acres

of lotc land, not less than 75 bushels per acre (re-

quisition as upon upland Cora), 20

8. For the largest crop of Wheat (broadcast) grown
upon 2 acres of land, not less than 20 bushels per
acre, nor under 60 pounds per bushel

;
the land

and Wheat to be measured, and under the same
requisition, iii all things, as above, $25

9. For the largest crop of Wheat (drilled) gi’own upon
two acres of land, not less than 20 bushels per acre,

nor less than 60 pounds per bushel, (requisition the

same as upon the above,) 25

10. For the largest crop of lo^o land Rice, on one acre

not less than 60 bushels, 20
11. For the largest crop of Oats, kind, &c., raised per

acre, 10
12. For the largest crop of Eye, kind, &c., raised per

acre, 10
13. For the largest crop of Barley, kind, &:c., raisedper

acre, 10
14. For the largest crop of Sweet Potatoes raised per

acre, one-eighth of an acre to be dug, and certifi-

cates of the yield by disinterested persons furnish-

ed, 10

15. For the largest crop of Irish Potatoes raised per
acre, 10

16. For the largest crop of Turnips raised per acre, 10

17.
“ “ * of Ground Peas, or Pinders

raised per acre, 10

18. For the largest crop of Field Peas raised per acre, 10

19. Best box of Chewing Tobacco, Southern raised, 5

20. Best box of Cigars from Southern raised Tobacco, 5

21. Best sample of Georgia raised Smoking Tobacco, 6

22. For the greatest quantity of Com produced on an
acre of land by irrigation,y^iih the mode of culti-

vation, time of planting, irrigation, tfcc.,
^

25
Exhibitors of all the above crops must state in writing, in

full, to the Secretary, aU the requisitions as laid down for Cora,
Cotton, &:c., as above, when the articles are entered upon
his books for exhibition

;
with the witnesses’ certificates for

the measurements of lands andpounds, and bushelsper acre ;

without which the Judges will be required to withhold their

awards, and exhibitoi's not complying with these requisitions

will not be allowed to compete for the Premiums of the So-
ciety.

CROPS BY BOYS UNDER SIXTEEN YEARS OP AGE.
1. For the largest quantity of Indian Corn grown by

any white boy under 16 years of age, upon an acre
of land, a patent lever AVatch, $25

2. For 2d. largest crop of Corn, Cup, 10
The rules in relation to field crops to be complied with.

3. For the largest quantity of Cotton produced by
any white boy under 1 6 years of age upon an acre
of land

—

patent lever silver AVatch, $25
4. For 2d. largest crop of Cotton, Cup, 10

The roles of field crops to be complied with.

1 .

SAAIPLES OP FIELD CROPS.
The best variety of Bread Cora, with 2 bushels as
a sample, $10

2. Best variety of Com for stock, two bushels as a
sample—tested by weight, 10

3. Best variety of Wheat with a bushel of grain as a
sample, 5

4. For the best variety of Sweet Potato, sample of 2
bushels, 5

5. For the best variety of Ifield Peas, sample of one
bushel, 5

6. Best variety of Upland Cotton, two stalks as
samples, 5

7. Best variety of Sea Island Cotton, with two stalks
as samples, 5

8. Best bushel of Rice, - 5
9.

“ “ Oats, 5
10.

“ “ Rye, 5
11.

“ “ Barley, 5
12. Best bushel of Irish Potatoes, 5
13. Best variety of Grass Seeds adapted to the South

for Hay or Grazing, 10
Exhibitors of crops, must give in writing to the Secretary

a full account of each crop offered—its adaptation for profit-

able cultivation, &c. Exliibitors of Hay, must give the mode
of cultivating, em'ing, harvesting, &g.

COTTON BALES.
1. For the best 20 bales of Upland Cotton, $20
2.

“ “ 10 “ “ 15
3.

“ “ 5 “ “ 10
4.

u » 1 « 5
5.

“ “ 5 “ Sea Island Cotton, 20
6. Best Bale of (400 lbs.) Sea Island or Black Seed

Cotton raised on upland, 20
The Cotton must be on the Fair Ground during the Exhi-

bition, to claim the premium.

CATTLE.
First Class.—Devons.

For the best Bull 3 years old, or upwards, $16
“ the second best Bull 3 years old, or upwards, Plate
“ the best Bull 2 to 3 years old ^“ “ “ lto2 “ 5
“ “ Cow 3 years old, or upwards, 10
“ the second best Cow 3 years old, or upwards 5
“ the best Heifer 2 to 3 years old, 5
“ “ “ 1 to 2 “ 5

Best Bull Calf, 6 mos. old, 5
“ Heifer Calf, 6 mos. old, 5

Seco7id Class.—Durhams, or Shorl Horns.

For the best Bull 3 years old, or upwards $10
second best Bull 3 years old, or upwards Plate
best Bull 2 to 3 years old $5

“ 1 to 2 “ 5
best Cow 3 years old, or upwards, 10
second best Cow 3 years old, or vipwards, Plate
best Heifer 2 to 3 years old, 5

“ 1 to 2 “ 5
Best Bull Calf, 6 mos. old, 5
“ Heifer “ 6 “ 5

Third Class.—Ayreshires.
1 For the best BuU, $10
2 For the best Cow, 5

Fourth Class.—Alderneys.
1 For the best Bull, $10
2 For the best Cow, 5

Fifth Class.—Kerry.
1 For the best Keny Bull, $10
2 For the best Keny Cow, 5

Sixth Class.—Grade, or Mixed Blood Cattle.

1 For the best Milking Cow, 3 years, or upwai’ds, Cup_^$10

3
4
5
6

2d best
3d “ “

best Heifer 2 to 3 years old,

2d “ “ “

best Heifer 1 to 2 years old.

Seventh Class.—Native Cattle.

Plate
Plate

$5
Plate
Plate

1 For the best Milking Cow 3 years old, or upwards, $10
2 “ 2d “ “ “ “ “ Plate
3 “ 3d “ “ “ “ “ Plate
4 “ 4th “ “ “ “ “ Plate
5 “ best Heifer 2 to 3 years old, $5
6 “ 2d best “ “ “ Plate

Working Oxen.
1 For the best single yoke of Oxen, working qualities

to be tested on the Fair Grounds, $10
2 For the second best yoke of Oxen, 5
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Fat Cattle.

1 For the best lot of fat Steers, (uot less than 5) |10
2 “ single fat “ 5

3 “ fat Cow, 5

4 “ fat spayed Heifer, 10

HORSES.
First Class—Horses of all Work, Draft, 4’C.

1 For best Stallion over 4 yeara eld, $20
2 2ud “ “ “ Plate

3 Best Horse Colt, 3 years old, $10
4 2ud best “ “ “ Plate

5 Best Horse Colt 2 years old, $10
6 2nd best “ “ “ Plate

7 Best Colt 1 year old, $5
8 2nd best “ “ Plate

9 Best Mare 4 years old and over, $10
10 2nd best “ “ “ Plate

11 Best Filly 3 years old, $10
12 2nd best “ “ Plate

13 Best Filly 2 “ $5
14 2nd best 2 “ Plate

15 Best Filly 1 » $5
16 2adbest 1 “ Plate

17 Best Brood Mare with Colt by her side, $10

18 2nd best “ “ “ “ Plate

19 Be.st Brood Mare with Mule Colt by her side, $10

20 2nd best “ “ “ Plate

Second Class—Blood Horses.

1 For the best Stallion over 4 years old, $20
2 2ud best “ “ Plate

3 Best Stud Colt 3 yeai's old, $10
4 2nd best ‘‘ “ “ Plate

5 Best Colt 2 years old, $10

6 2nd best “ “ Plate

7 Best Colt 1 “ $5
8 2nd best “ “ Plate

9 Best thorough bred Mare, with Colt by her side, $10
10 2nd best “ “ “ “ Plate

11 Best thorough bred Mare over 4 year old, $10
12 2nd best “ “ “ “ Plate

13 Best Filly 3 yeara old $10
14 2nd best “ “ Plate

15 Best Filly 2 years old, $3
16 2ud best 2 “ Plate

17 Best Filly 1 year- old, $5
18 2nd best, “ “ Plate

Third Class—Morgan or Canadian.

1 Best Stallion over 4 years old, $20
2 2nd best “ “ “

_
Plate

With certificate to be approved by the Society.

Fourth Class—Georgia Raised.

1 Best pair Matched Horses, $10
2 2nd best “ Plate

3 Best single Harness Horse, $10
4 2nd best “ “ Plate

5 Best Saddle Horse, $10
6 2nd best “ Plate

7 Best heavy draft Horse Gelding, $10
8 2nd best “ “ Plate

Fifth Class—Southern Raised.

1 Best pair Matched Horses, $10
2 2nd best ‘ ‘ Plate

3 Best Single Harness Horse, $10
4 2nd best “ “ Plate

5 Best Saddle Horse, $10
6 2nd best “ Plate

7 Best pail- Matched Horse—open to the World, $10

JACKS AND JENNETTES.
Imported.

1 For the largest and best imported Jack, with certi-

cates, approved by the Society, $10
2 For the 2nd best imported Jack, Plate

3 “ best imported Jennette, with certificates, ap-

proved by the Society, $10
4 For the 2nd best imported Jennette, Plate

Southern Raised.

1 For the best and largest Jack, $10
2 » 2nd best and “ Plate

3 “ 3rd “ “ Plate

4 “ best and largest Jennette, $10
5 “ “ “ with Colt by her

side (Georgia Raised) $5

MULES.
Georgia Raised.

1

For the best pair of Mules, $10

2 “ 2Gdbest “
,

Plate
3 “ best single Mule, $5
4 “ 2d best “ Plate
5 “ best Mule 2 years old, $5
6 “ “ 1 “ 5

Southern Raised.

1 For the best pair of Mules, $10
2 “ 2d “ “ Plate

SHEEP.
First Class.—Mci'inos.

1 For the best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe and Lamb,
or Lambs, $10

2 For the second best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe
and Lamb, or Lambs, Plate

3 For the best pen of Merino Sheep, owned in Geor-
gia, as above, in number, $10

Second Class.—Saxons.

1 For the best pen, consisting ofBuck, Ewe and Lamb,
or Lambs, $10

2 For the second best pen, consisting of Buck Ewe and
Lamb, or Lambs, Plate

Third Class.—Mutton Sheep, South Downs.

1 For the best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe and Lamb,
or Lambs, $10

2 For the second best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe and
Lamb or Lambs, Plate

Fourth Class.—Long Wools.

1 For the be.st pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe and Lamb,
or Lambs, $10

2 For the second best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe and
Lamb, or Lambs, Plate

Fifth Class.—Natives and Grades.

1 For the best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe and Lamb,
or Lambs, $10

2 For the second best pen, consisting ofBuck, Ewe and
Lamb, or Lambs, Plate

3 For best samples of Wool, of each of the above
classes, not less than 3 fleeces in one package, $2

Sixth Class.—Fat Cattle.

1 Best pen of Fat Mutton, not less than 5,

2 2d best “ “ “ 5,

$5
Plate

CASHMERE, THIBET, OR PERSIAN GOATS.
1 For best Buck and Ewe—thorough-bred, $5
2 “ “ “ —grades, 5

SWINE.
1 For the best Boar, in-espective of class, $10
2 “ 2d “ “ 5
3 “ 3d “ “ Plate
4 “ best Sow, $5
5 “ 2d “ “ Plate
6 “ 3d “ “ Plate

Fat Hogs.

1 For the best pen (not less than 5) Fat Hogs $5
2 “ “ “ “ “ Plate
3 “ best and largest Fat Hog, Georgia raised, 5
4 “ 2d “ “ “ Certificate

BEES.
1 Greatest yield of Honey from one swarm of Bees,

with full account of management, protection against
the moth, &c.,—the honey to be shown upon the

Pair Ground, and the quantity duly certified to, $10

PORK, BACON AND BEEF.
1 For the best half barrel Pickled or Mess Pork, $6
2 “ “ “ Beef, 5

3 “ Bacon Hams, regardless of age 5

4 “ half doz. Bacon Hams, “ 5
5 “ “ Sides, “ 5
6

“ “ Shouldei-s “ 5
7 “ “ Cured Mutton Hams, 5
Exhibitors must state in full to the Secretary the mode of

pickling the Pork and Beef, and curing and preserving the

Bacon.
DAIRY.

1 For the best jar of fresh Butter, Georgia made, not
less than 10 pounds, $5

2 u firkin of Butter, 6 mos. old, not less than
20 pounds, 5

3 “ “ new Cheese, Southern made, 5
4 “ “ “ “ “ 12 mos. old, 5
The process of making and preserving the Butter and

Cheese to be given in full, by the exhibitor, to the Secretai-y,

aa before-mentioned.
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HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT.
1 For the best jar of leaf Lard, 39 lbs., ^5
2 “ “ box of Hard Soap, home-made, 20 lbs., 5

3 “ “ 10 lbs, of Soft “ “ 3

4 “ “ box of Bar “ Southern made, 5

5 “ “ box of Toilet “ e

6 “ “ box Tallow Candles, dipped, (not kss
than 10 lbs.) 5

7 ** “ box Tallow Candles, mould, (not kss
than 10 lbs.), 6

8 “ loaf li<j:ht wheat bread, 2
9 “ “ “ Cora Bread, 5
10 “ “ half bushel dried Apples, Pears and

Quin<*es, each 3
11 “ “ drum of Dried Figs, Southera raised,

and sample of preserved Dates and pieklcd Olives,

each 3
12 For the best sample of Southern made Olive Oil, 5
13 “ “ and hirgest exhibition of Jellies, IVe-

perves. Pickles, Jains, Catsups, Syrups, Cvirdiak,

dz-c., m^ide and exluhdei by the same individual, 10
24 For the best box Soda, Lemon, Butter, Sagar and

Wiue Biscuit, manufactured from Southern flour,

each 3

SOUTHERN DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
1 For the best pair of Woolen Rlankets, $5
2 " “ *• Cotton “ 5
3 “ “ 10 yards (negro) Woolen Cloth, 5
4 “ “ 10 yards “ Carpeting, 3
5 “ “ Hearth Rug “ 3
6 “ “ 10 yards ot Stair Carpeting, 6
7 “ “ Coverlet of wool or mixed, 6
8 “ “ Cotton Comfort8 for negroes, 5
9 “ “ pair of Woolen Socks, 1

10 “ “ 10 yards Jeans, woolen,
^ ^

6
11 “ “ 10 yards home-made Linnen Shirtings 5
12 “ “ “ “ “ Dkper, 5
13 “ “ “ Jeans, cotton, 6
14 “ “ Coverlet of Cotton, or mixed, 5
15 “ “ Socks or Stockings, of linen, Plate
16 “ “ “ “

_

of cotUm. Plate
17 “ “ pound of linen Sewing Toreao, Plate
18 “ “ “ of cotton “ Plate
19 “ “ 10 yards Flannel, Pkvte
20 “ “ “ Georgia-made Gingham, Plate
21 “ “ “ Plaid “ Plate

Rahed Worsted Work—Framed Tapestry Work,
1 For the best Piano Cover (raised wor.k), Plate
2 u - - -

3
4
5 “

6
7
8

T ible d.

Chair do., “

O .t !m in Cover, “

Footstool, do.,
“

Hearth Rug, “

Pair of Fire Screens, “

L imp or Vase M it,
“

Phite
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Piute

Embroidery in Silk Floss, Chain Slitch or Braid,

1 For the best Lady’s Dress,
2 “ “ “ Shawl,
3 “ “ “ Mantle,
4 “ “ “ Scarf or Neck Tie,
5 “ “ Anron,
6 “ “ “ Ycst,
7 “ “ Chili’s Dre.«s,

8 “ “ “ Sack or Spenser,
9 “ “ Cloak,
10 " “ Lady’s Reticule,
11 “ “ Fire Screens,
12 “ “ Fortfolio, (embroidered)

Knitting, Netting or Crotchet, in Creicel or Silk,

1 For the best Piano Cover,
2 “ “ Table do.,

3 “ “ Ottoman Cover,

SILK.
1 For the best specimen ot Sewing Silk,

2 “ “ of Reeled “

3 “ “ liulf bushel of Coceooiis,
4 “ “ Stockings, or half hose,
5 “ “ Handkerchief or Shawl,
6 “ “ specimen of Silk and Wool Cloth, 3 yds,
7 “ “ “ •* “ Cotton “ “

NEEDLE, SHELL AND FANCY WORK
Knitting, Netting and Crotchet, in Thread,

1 For tile best C-ollar and Chemisette,
2 “ “ Uiidersleevee,
3 “ “ Handkerchiefs,
4 ‘ “ Morning Cap,

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
PLie
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

$10
5

5 For the best Infant’s Cap,
6 F “ “ Waist,
7 “ “ Child’s Hat,
8 “ “ “ Socks,
9 “ “ Cradle Quilt,

10 “ “ Counterpane,
11 “ Fringe c-md Lae©,
12 “ ‘Tidy,”
13 “ Bonnet,
14 “ “ Cape (Berthe)
15 “ ” Shawl,

Patch Work in Cotton, i^e.

1 Forth© best Patch work Quilt in Cotton,
mmt,

raised work Quilt,

imitation of Miu^dlles,
woven Connti.»T>:me (Geoi^a saotte,)

Cknik and MauUe,
Shawl,
Scarf for neck,
Pair of UnderHikeTCS,
Head Dress,
Cliild^s Hat or Gap,
Ciiiid’s Spenser or Back,
Counterpms,
Cmdle QalH,
Reticule,

Parse,
Ghives,
.Hose, long or short,

Cihld’s S<xks,
Lamp or Vase Mat,

Spanish and A?nerican Needieimrk,

1

3
1

5
10
5
3
5
3
5

$19
10
10
10
10
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
10
5
2
1

2
5
1

2

$5
3
2
3
2
5
5
5

SOUTHERN MANUFACTURES OTHER THbliN

.MESTIC.

1 For the best Golar and Chemisette,
2 “ “ Uiiderskeves,
3 “ “ .Handkercbief,
4 “ “ Be the Cape,
5 “ “ Chikl’s Dress,
6 ** ” Sliirt arol Collar’s, Kvade by a young hidy,
7 “ “ Pants, ” “

8 “ “ Vest, “ «

Straw and similar Fabrics,

1 For the best Bonnets, Hats or Caps, each, 5

Wax or Shell Work.

1 For the best Wax Work in fruits and flowers, $5
2 “ specimen of Shell work, 5

In the departments of the Diirv, Household, Silk, Domes-
tic Manufacture, Needle and Shell Woik, Flowers, &e., the
Society have determined to award for the future, silver cups;
tea, preserve, cream and salt spf’ons, butter, tubs

; butter,
fruit, pie, fish, dessert and pickle knives ; forks ; cream, soup
and sugar ladles; toug.s, and sugar sieve; cheese scoops;
flov/cr vaSes ; desert and sugar baskets

;
gold thimbles and

pencils
; knitting needles, nupkiu rings

; work cases, &c.,
for all sums under $15.

DO-

$10
10
10
HJ
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

10
5
5
5
10
10
5

10
5
5
5
5
30

For the best bale Osnabnrgs, 8 ounces to the yard,
“ ” “ Shining,

“ Sheeting,
“ Ikerseys,
“ Stripes,
“ Plain.s,
“ Bed Ticking,

double Cotton Math’css.
“ Shuck ”

Moss “

“ Hair “

coil Hemp Rope, Southern manufaeture,
” Cotton ” ”

“ Bear Grass Rope,
“ Plow Line,

and greatest, vanety of Cotton Cordage
Wrapping Twine,
sample Cotton Belting,

‘‘ “ Saekmg,
bale Cotton Yarn, comprising all the Nos.,
piece Bagging, made of Cotton,

“ ” made of long or Southern M»sb,
“ Cashmere, Sonthem manufacture,
“ Plains.
“ Batinetfs, ’*

“ Lindseys or Kerseys '*

“ Serge, “

ease Blenched Cotton GoerH,
piece of Plain Flannel, Southern manufae., 5

TwiUed
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For the best bale of Blankets, Southern wool and South-
ern manufacture, $20^ “ “ piece of Broadcloth, 20

33 “ “ “ Carpeting, 20

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
1 For the Best Piano, Southern made, $20
2 “ “ Volin, “ 5
3 “ “ Flute, “ 5

FRUITS.
1 For best 100 Oranges, open culture, gTOwn at the South $5,
2 “ one dozen Pine Apples, 5

Apples.

1 For best and largest vaidety of Table Apples, $10
2 “ “ collection of Southern Seedling

Apples, each variety named and labelled, 5
3 “ late Seedling ' Apple, for all purposes, with

description of the Tree, history of its origin,

keeping,&c.,onedozen Apples tobe exhibited, 5

Pears.

1 For best and largest variety Pears, $10
2 “ “ collection of Southern Seedlings, 8
3 single Seedling, for all purposes, with descrip-

tion of the Tree, history, &c., half dozen
specimens to be exhibited, 5

Peaches, Grapes, tfc.

1 For best collection Seedling or others, process of keep-
ing, (Stc., $5

2 For best collection of Quinces, 5
3 For best collection of Native Crapes, with history of

keeping preserving, &c., 5
4 For best Foreign Crape for table, 5
5 “ “ for Wine, 5
6 For best dozen specimens of the Lime, Lemon, or

other other Southern fruits not named above, each 5

Fruit Trees, Sj'C.

[ 1 For the largest collection of Southern Seedling Apple
Trees, each variety labelled, with specimens of the
fruits, $10

2 For the largest and best collection of Peach Trees, bud-
ded or grafted, each variety described and labelled, 10

3 For the largest and best collection of Pears, described
and labelled as above, 10

4 For the greatest variety and best collection of Straw-
beny Plants, 5

5 For the greatest variety and best collection of Rasp-
berry Plants, 5

6 For the best specimen of native Cooseberry (so called)

raised in gardens 5
7 For the largest and best Olive Yard, over 50 trees,

planted since 1850, 10
8 For the largest and best Orange Orchard, over 50 trees,

planted sinee 1860, 10
9 Best and largest Coffee plantation, $10

Hedge Plants.

1 For the largest collection of Osage Orange, or other
Plants, (Ceorgia raised) with a description of the
best method of planting, trimming ana training the
hedge, $10

2 For the best collection of Osier or Basket Willow
Plants or Cuttings, 5

3 For the best basket of Southern grown Osier Willow, 5
4 “ “ Basket, Mat, or other work of Wire Grass, 5

FLORICULTURE.
Amateur. List.

2

For the best collection of Green HousePlants, exhibit-
ed by one person, $10

2 For the finest collection of Dahlias, 3
3 “ “ seedling varieties, 3
4 “ “ Roses, 3
5 “ “ Phloxes, 2
© “ best collection Verbenas, 2
7 “ “ “ Asters, 5
8 most beautiful Boquet, 2
9 “ “ Flowers, 3
10 “ best Boquet for centre table, 2

HORTICULTURE.
1 For the best and greatest variety ofgpden Vegetables

for table use, raised by one individual, (or in pro-
portion according to value,) $10

2 For anew and valuable variety of Vegetable, with
evidence of its excellence or utility, 5

3 For best and 'largest collection of Garden Seed, not
less than 20 approved varieties, raised and exhibit-
ed by one individual, and best for Southern Horti-
culture, a premium Cup, worth 10

4 For the best specimen of prepared Arrow Root, $5
5 “ “ 10 pounds Medicinal Rhubarb grown in the

South, 10

MECHANICAL PREMIUMS.
Southern Farming Implements, ^c.

1 For the best Side Hill Plow, $10
2 “ “ Double mould board Plow, 10
3

' “ “ Cast mould board one horse Plow, 10
4 “ “ “ “ two “ 10
5 For Wrought Iron one horse mould board Plow, 10
6 “ “ two “ “ “ 10
7 “ Subsoil Plow 10
8 “ Cotton Scraper Plow, 5
9 « “ Sweep, 5
10 “ Toothed Harrow, 5
11 For Turning Plow on Rooter Stock, 10
[For the best set of Blank Books (the Ruling and Binding

to be done in the South) a Silver Pitcher, valued at $25.
Contributed by James Robertson, of Atlanta.]

[For the best specimens (not less than three varieties) of
Printing from Southern offices, a Silver Pitcher, valued
at $25. Contributed by James Robertson, ofAtlanta.]

12 Best Southern Road Wagon,
two horse Wagon,
Dump Cart, one horse,
Ox Cart,

Ox Yoke,
Farm Gate and Hinges,
moveable Horse Power,
Plow Gear, for Plantation use,

Thresher,
Fan,
Straw Cutter,

Corn and Cob Crusher,
Corn Sheller,

Grain Cradle,

Seed Planter,

Vegetable Cutter,
28 Best Cotton Gin, open to the world,

$10
10
5
5
2
2
10
2
10
5
5
5
5
3
5
3
25
2029 “ Cotton Press,

30 “ Stocked Plow, offered by a slave, with certifi-

cates from his master or overseer, 5
31 “ and largest lot of Agricultm'al and Horticultm'al

Implement, 20
32 “ Club Axe, 1
33 “ Broad Axe, 1
34 “ Drawing-Knife, 1

35 “ Manure Fork, 1
36 “ Portable Work Bench, with.full set of Plantation

Carpenter’s Tools, 10

Southern Made Machinery.

1 Best Steam Engine for Agricultural purposes, at work
on ground, $25

2 “ Improved Grist Mill, 10
3 Best Plantation Saw Mill, by steam, water or horse

power, 10
4 Best Railroad Bar Iron, 10
5 “ kegs of Nails, from No. 8 to No. 20, a keg of each, 10
6 “ Fire Engine, 10
7 “ Lathe for Metal (Southern made,) 10
8 “ Lathe for Wood, “ 5
9 “ Bolt Cutting Machine, 10

10 “ Screw Plate for Plantation use, 5
11 “ Gin Saw Filing Machine, 5
12 “ Steam Boiler, 10
13 “ Rope Twisting Machine, for Plantation use, 10
14 “ Implement in Gin Gearing, 10

Southern Manufactures in Wood and Iron.

1 Best Secretary and Book Case, Southern wood,
2 “ Side-board and Bureau,
3 “ Sofa,

4 “ Bedstead,
5 “ Set fine Chairs,

6 “ Set copamon Chairs,

7 “ InvaM Chair,

8 “ Dining Table,
9 “ Tin or Wire Safe,

10 “ Kitchen Table, with Shelves and Drawers,
11 “ Window Sash and Blinds, each,
12 “ PannelDoor,
13 Best Dozen Cedar, Cypress, Juniper, and Pine Buckets,

each,

14 Best dozen Cedar Cypress, Juniper and Pine Tubs, each
15 Best Nest of Ozier or Willow Baskets,
16 Best dozen Broom Com and Wire Grass Brooms, each
17 Best Blacksmith’s Bellows, Southern made, for planta-

tion use,
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18 Best Rifle Gun, Southern make,
19 “ Double-barrelled Gun, or Fowling piece, do.,

90 “ and largest exhibition of boot aud shoe Lasts,

21 “ Pegs and Brstles,

22 “ Horn, bone and Avooden buttons,

23 “ close family Carnage, combining convenience,
safety, lightness, (Southern make),

24 “ Buggy,
25 “ and largest exhibition of Mechanics’

Southern made,
26 “ and largest exhibition of Iron Castings,
27 “ specimen of Bar and Iron,
28 “ Saw Mill Irons,

29 “ Grist Mill Irons,

30 “ and most approved Railroad Bar Iron,

32 “ set Blacksmith’s Tools,

Tools,

$5
5
5

5
5

'20

5

10
10
10

5
5

5
5

$10
5
5
5
5
5

10
5

Manufactures of Leather.
1 Best and most useful Carriage Harness,
2 “ “ Buggy, “

3 “ “ Wagon “

4 “ ^ Saddle and Bridle,

5 “ “ Gentleman’s Saddle,

6 “ “ Lady’s “

7 Best dozen Brogans,
8 “ pair of Boots,
9 “ half dozen pair gents’ Shoes, 5

10 “ “ “ ladies “ 5

11 “ Travelling Tnink and Valise, each 5
12 Largest and best collection of Southern Tanned Lea-

ther, consisting of Kip, Calf, Sole and Harness, 10
13 Best Side, Upper, Sole and Harness Leatlier, each 2
14 “ half dozen Calf Skins, 5
15 “ side of oil dressed Whang Leather, 3
16 “ dozen dressed Sheep Skins, 5
16 “ “ Goat “ 5
17 Best specimen of plantation tanned Leather, for planta-

tion uses, 5

Chemical Manufactures, Oils, Cement, Minerals,

1 Best specimen of cold-pressed Castor Oil, Southern
made, $2

2 Best specimen of Linseed, Lai'd and Cottonseed OU,
each 2

8

Best bag of Salt, 2
4 “ bbl. of Spirits of Turpentine, 5
5 “ “ Rosin, 3
6 “ “ Tar, 2
7 Best specimen of Lime, G}T)Sum, Water Cement and

Pearl Ash, a barrel of each, 10
8 Best specinaen of Southern made Paint, of Southern

materials, different colors, mixed, applied and
dry,

9 “ French BuitMUI Stones, Southern Manufacture,
10 “ Oil Stone,
11 “ bushel Bituminous and Anthracite Coal, each,
12 “ collection of Georgia Jlinerals.

Manufactures of Stojie, Marble, iSj-c.

1 Best Marble Monument and Mantle Piece, each
2 “ and largest exhibition of Stone Ware,
3 “ Window, Plate and Hollow Glass,

4 ‘ specimens of Fire Brick,
5 “ Georgia Mill Rock for grinding Indian Com,

Clothing, c^c.

1 For the best suit of Clothes, made at the South, to con-
sist of Over-coat, Dress coat. Vest and Pants,
Silver cup,

2 For the best suit Clothes, made at the South, and of
material manufactured at the South, to consist
of Great coat, Dress coat, Vest and Pants, silver

cup,
3 For the best Gent's Hat, manufactured at the South,

silver cup,
5 For the best dozen Xegro Hats, manufactured at tha

South, silver cup,

RECLAIMING LAND,
IJFor the best and most economical method, (based on

actual experiment) of resuscitating the worn-out
lands of the the South, by a system of turning
under green crops, liming. Guano, Super-phos-
phate, or otherwise.

FINE ARTS.
1 For the best Historical Painting, (in oil) connected

with the history of Georgia,
2 For the best specimen of Animal Painting, (in oil)

from nature,

8 For the best specimen of Southern Landscape Paint-
ing from nature: (in oil,)

4 For the best specimen of Fruit Painting,
5 “ “ Fancy “

6 “ “ Water Colors,

10
10

1

5
10

$5
5
5

. 3
10

10

$25

$10

10

10
5
5
5

No premium will be awarded in this Department unless
the specimens on exhibition are considered really meritorious
by competent judges.

PLOWING MATCH.
1 For best Plowing by white man, $5
2 ‘‘ “ slave, 5
3 “ ** white boy, 13 to 16 years old, 5
4 “ “ negro “ h #< 5
The Plowing Match will come off during the Fair. Grounds

will be prepared for the same, and entrance open to horses,

mules and oxen.
Judges in this department will be governed in their awards

by the depth and width of the furrow slice turned by the
plow of each competitor, and the time employed to complete
his work.
Plows must be deposited at the Secretary’s offioe on the 1st

day of the Fair. Those of Southern invention and manufac-
ture, if of equal merit, to have precedence.

d^^^As many articles of merit in the various departments
of labor, art, <S£c., which are not specially provided for in the
Premium List, may be presented for exhibition and premium;
a committee on the miscellaneous articles will be appointed
to examine and report upon, and award prizes to all such
articles worthy of premium.

REGULATIONS OF THE FAIR OF 1856.

Individuals who will pay twenty-five dollars shall become
Life Members of the Society, which entitles them, with the im-
mediate members of their families, to admission at all times
to the Fair Grounds—to all future publications of the Society,
and to compete for premiums without charge.

Individuals paying two dollars shall be members for one
year, and exhibit articles without further charge, and have
free access to the Fair Grounds during Fair week.
On Tuesday of Fair week—the day for examinafion by the

Judges—the public will be admitted for One Dollar. Ticket*
to be delivered to the gate-keeper on entering.

Children under twelve years of age wiU be admitted at half

price.

The pupils of charitable institutions will be admitted
free.

All Editors in the Southern States will be famished with a
badge and admitted to the privilege of Slembership

; and
their families will also be admitted free to the Fair of 1856.

RULES FOR EXHIBITORS.
Special Notices.

The Secretary’s office will be opened at Atlanta on the 12th.

of October, for the piu’pose of receiving entries.

Persons intending to become exhibitors at the next Fair,

are desired to forward their entries to the Secretary, J. Camak,
Atlanta, after the 12th of October, which will greatly facilitate

business, and prevent confusion and disappointment to ex-

hibitors, which heretofore has been chiefly the result of de-
lay.

All exhibitors at the Fair must pay $2 and have their ani-

mals or articles entered at the Secretary’s office before tak-
ing them into tli« enclosure. All who intend to compete for

the premiums 01 the Society, must have their articles on the
ground and entered at the Secretaiy’s office, at or before 5
o’clock, on Monday evening the 20th of October, without fail;

so that they may be arranged in their respective departments,
and in readiness for examination by the Judges on Tuesday
morning, 21st of October at 9 o’clock. Animals may be enter-

ed at any time previous to nine o’clock, on Tue^ay morn-
ing.

The retrulations of the Society must be strictly observed
by exhibitors, otherwise the Society will not be responsible

for the omissiou of any article or animal not entered under its

I'ules.

No article or animal entered for a premium can be remov-
ed or taken away before the close of the Exhibition. No
premium will be paid on animals or articles removed in viola-

tion of this nile. All articles and animals entered for exhi-

bition must have cards attached, with the number as entered
at the Secretary’s office ;

and exhibiUu-s, in all cases, shall

otitain their cards previous to placing their ai tides or ani-

mals on the Fair Grounds.
All pei-sons who intend to offer animals for sale during the

Fair, sliall n:tify the Secretaiy of such intention at the time
cf entry.

Special attention is required from competitors to the requis-

itions of the Society upon Field Crops. Fat Cattle, Hogs and
Sheep, Daily and Household Department, Pork, Bacon and
Beef

; for full written statements as required under each de-
partment ; as they are imporiantto the Judges in the several
classes before their final decision.

I The Executive Committee wdll take every precaution in

their power for the safe preservation of all articles and stock
on exhibition, and will be responsible only for loss or dam-

1
age that may occur during the Fair. They desire exhibitors
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to give attention to tbeir aitio <s, and at the close of the

Exhibition to attend to tteir removal.

[“Twenty or thirty SlvlA intelligent men (each of

whom has made a special study of some particular branch of

Agrloult»re, Horticulture, Manufactures, &c.,) are to be se-

lected as and paid ^3 per day, during the Pair, for

the faiiltful senA impartial discliarge cf their duties. It is

hoped Hint this offer suitable remuneraticu for time and
labor speat in the 8(}ciefcy''8 sea-vice, will call out men able and
willing to work for its advancement, and that the incompetency
and indifference of the Judges will no longer continue to be a
matter ofstanding reproadi to aU Agricultural Societies con-

ducted e» the v(duntai-y principle. We have strong hopes of

good resolts from tiie proposed plan, and trust it uill be fairly

tried.”—Southern Cultivatorfor Ap)il, 1856.]

INSTRUCTIOK TO THE JUDGES,
And the Superintendents rf the Different Departments.

The Chairman of Committees selected for the next annual
Fair are requested to report themselves to the Secretary
on Moiiday moi-uing, October 20, 1856.

In tio case must the Judges award a special or discretionary

preminm.
The Judges on animals will have regard to the symmetry,

early matuiity, thorough b<*eediiig, and characteristics of the

breeds which they judge. They will make proper allowances
for the age,feeding and condition of the auiuiuls, er.peciaUy

in the breeding classes. They are required not to give encour-
agement to over-fed animats.
No stodc of inferior quality shall be admitted within the

Grounds ; and if any shall by accident be admitted, a com-
mittee sliall bo appointed to examine and rule out of the

Grounds at below a medium grade.
The animals to which premiums shall be awarded, shall be

led up for exhibition at the delivery of the premium, and so
with other articles as may be convenient, and after or before
the delivery of the premium, each animal whicli shall have
taken a premium, shrll be designated by some badge of dis-

tinction, and led into the ring and around it for exhibition of
its superiority and high quality to the assembled crowd.

N. B.—No peisou whatever will be allowed to interfere

with the Juages, during their adjudication
;
and any person

who, by letter or otherwise, attempts an interference or bias

from misrepresentations with the Judges, will be excluded as
an houovable competitor.

Tiie Superintendents will give particular direction to all

articles iu tiieir respective departments, and see that all are

arranged as near as may be in numerical order, to lessen

and facilit-ate the labors of the J iidges iu their examinations.
The Superintendents will attend each set ofJudges in their

respecfive depai tments, point out the different ai tieles or ani-

mals to be exhibited; will attach prize cards to the articles,

or flag's to the successful animals after the Judges’ reports

shah have been made np and delivered to the Secretary.

REPORTS OP JUDGES.
The Judges will be expected, in all cases, to withhold pre-

miums wliea the article or animal is not worthy, though there
be no oonrpetition.

Animats having received premiums of the Society at pre-
vious exliibitioug, will not be allowed to compete for prizes
again in Uie same class.

FORAGE FOR STOCK.
There will be a Forage Master on the ground, who will

furukh grain oad forage at market price, to the owners oi

stodc.

Stalls wffl not be fumislied upon the Grounds of the Society
for .uAiialy ov daugei-oua animals.

ANNUAL ADDRESS.
The Aimaal Addi*e«.ss before the Society will be delivei-ed

at the public stand, at 11 o’clock on Thursday morning.

AWARD OP PREMIUMS.
’The preminms will be awarded from the Executive stand,

at 10 o'clock oa Friday morning.

SALES OP OTOCK.
The Auction gale of Live Stock will take place on Wednes-

day at 11 o‘clodk, A, M.; but the animals sold cannot be re-

moved ffom the grounds until the close of.the Exliibition.

POLICE.
A wen regulated Police of the Society, aided by that of the

city of Atlanta, will be on the grounds during the entire Ex-
hibition, to preserve order.

AH persons having business with the Society, or wish-

ing information not he«-e furnished, will address the Secretary

at Athens until the 12th of October. After that time at Atlanta,

Ga, J. Camak, Secretary,

Athens, Ga.

DEEP PLOWING AND MANURING—REPLY OF
“W. R,”

EniTORs Southern Clltivator— T notice, with profit,

your remarks in answer to “W. R.”on the subject ofdeep
plowing, found in your iVlarch number. Isee that it does

not matter how deep the under strata of all earths are

broken
;

it is the turning of the soils under, and the under
strata upon top, with which I quarrel. You very proper-

ly make i* ne<-essary to turn in large quantities of manure
when lands are turned deep; but it is impossible in prac-

tice, as it is the unfortunate fact with fanners that no one can
find, raise or furnish manure enough to prepare but a very

small part ofhis farm so much like the preparation of a
garden spot.

My first remarks in your March number were intended

to ca I your attention to the giving us farmers the most
directions under the circumstances surrounding

us, I never believed that you would or ought to aban-

don the prt)priety of breaking lands deep, but I thought it

likely when farmers would tell you they could not raise

manure enough to make a soil twelve or fifteen inches

deep that you might advise the top soil in deep plowing

not to be turned below the suifaceat all. and for the small

quantifies of manure practicable for farmers to procure to

he added to and incorporated with it, or some other such

like, available course.

I nm as certain as our Editors can be that the deep

breaking of lands is necessary to the enlarging of our pro-

ductions, but we differ materially in the philosophy by
which the profit is produced.

You say “that the roots of plants incline to run deep for

moi^ture and nutriment, which makes it proper to turn in

the manure deep, wliere it might be found by the roots,

when running deep for moisture.” Now, my experience

and oiiservation is that the feeding roots incline horizon-

tally and near to the smf tee of the earth, and not down-
ward

;
that they ari^e and hunt for contact with the at-

mosphere, and that it is the greater moisture coming from

below l)y capillary attraction—proved by deep breaking

and plowingot land

—

'U'hich makes deep plmcing pnfitable.

It seems to me that all plants have great use for and hunt

far atmosphere. Indian corn, if planted deep, will actu-

ally ri.-e— the grain will raise itself so' as to vegetate near

the surface. It must be that the grain is either seeking the

richness of the surface earth or making its arrangements

to consort wiihthe atmosphere itself.

It has long since been demonstrated that the atmosphere

has much to do in furnishing food for plants, wood, &c.

The weight of earth, in a box, in which many pounds of

stalks or wood, had been grown, was found to be but little

lessened by the production. It will not seem strange,

then, that the roots of plants should run shallow—near

the surface, as I have premised—and that the surface

should be kept stirred and pulverized, so as to favor its

union with the all-importantatmcsphere. Here I amholding
doctrine adverse to your correspondent, “P.,” who seems

to hold that “
‘crusts’ of the earth should not be broken at

all; that ‘crusts’ were but a series of little tubes favoring

capillary attraction of moisture, &c.” I know the true

doctrine of capillary attraction is, that moisture or liquid

will rise higher in small than in large pores or tubes; but I

cannot admit that in ‘crusts’ there are any tubes at all, for

1 never saw a ‘crust' moistened by the rising of moisture

from below I, therefore, must say to your corre.‘=pondents,

‘ P.” and “J,,’’ that “crusts” must be broken by the plow

or harrow of some sort, and be made pervious to both

moisture and atmosphere. I have spoken freely of deep

preparation by plowing before planting.

A few words on shallow or deep cultivation of crops

and I will close.

Your correspondent, in the March number, Mr. Nor-
wood, ofS. C., has given us an account of a very sue-
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cessful experiment in planting corn, and by shallow cul

tivation, making 104 bushels per acre. He adds, on the

subject, “we would just as soon think of breaking the

bones, tearing the muscles &c., of our children to make

them grow faster, as to break, &c
,
the tender roots of our

corn.” Now, I am among the farmers who believe tliai

deep culture is decidedly the best. I cannot say why
deep plowing in cuiiivuiion is the best, except it results

from the factthat, while plowing deep enough to reach and

raise a moisture (of absolute necessity) we necessarily

cut the roots of eitlier cotton or corn. In this connection,

I must remark, if cutting the roots of corn be injurious, the

bringing about a moisture is certainly of more than a cor-

responding advantage. Let our JMr. Norwood try the

deep cultivation as faithfully as he did his “light and clean

culture,” and then give us a second report.

In closing, I sum three things to bring to the notice of our

Editors:

1st. Which position will you sustain I—Mr. Norwood’s

*'light and clean culture” in the cultivation of a crop, or

that taken by myself, “plowing deep enough to cut the

roots, and to cut the roots on both sides, as both cotton

and corn produce most in the hill, when roots are broken

both sides.”

2nd. There is some importance in farming to manage
properly our lands when baked or “crusted over.” As
Mr. “P.” speaks one way, and I another, which doctrine

will you support!—shall we break the “crusts” as quick

as possible, or not

!

3rd. Our Editors and myself are at points in two cases:

first, as the propriety of turning land over while breaking

deep without we had manure enough to make it all soil,

and, second, as to the mode that deep plowing—breaking

up deep—brings about its advantages; you think that the

roots ofplants can easier run down and follow the mois-

ture
;
while I am inclined to believe that moisture rises

easier and more abundantly the roots always to be found

near the surface.

I know you will not hesitate to review your doctrine on

this or any other subject: as I do believe that from the

honesty of your hearts you are engaged to procure all the

right ways in farming for ourgood. I am not certain that

I am right in any particular experiment, I mention my
experience to hear you on the subject and to profit by re-

search. W, R.

CuUodon, Ga., March, 1856.

[We will reply to our respected correspondent, fully, in

our next issue.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

SWEET POTATOES—THEIR CULTURE, ETC.

Editors Southbrn Cultivator— I have seen several

communications in the Cultivator \a.\.e.\y on the subject of

planting and cultivation of Sweet Potatoes. I propose

giving my plan, and if any man can give one to make
Sweet Potatoes with less work and keep them clear of

grass, I would be pleased to hear from him.

I have my land well broken up when it is in the right

order, which is repeated once or twice, according to cir-

cumstances, always breaking as deep as a good scooter

will admit of VV^ien the slips or draws are of size fir

planting and there is a “season,” have the ground run off

in rows 3 feet G inches wide with a scooter; then, with a

one horse turning plow bed with two furrows on each

side, this will make a bed about 4 inches above a level

surface. I theu have the slips planted 15 to 18 inches

apart. A very slight “season” will insure their living.

If the “season” be very slack or their be no “season” ai

all, plant as above; then with a stick say 2^ feet long 2

inches in diameter, the lower end rounded to a poini,

make a hole about 1 inch from the slip deep enough to

hold half a pint, and have the hole filled with water; and

as soon as it disappears, or before, Ivive the hole slightly

filled with dirt. The slips will soon start to grow.

About the time the vines commence running, with a

turning plow run one furrow on each side of the potatoes;

this will leave tile bed about 8 inches wide. If there is

any grass between the rows, those two furrosvs will cover

it up as the bar of the plow is run next to the potatoes

;

the little bed that is left is easy put in order by the use of

a weeding hoe in the hands ofone that is willing to work.

About the time the vines have run half across the rows,

have them placed on the ridge; then, with a shovel,

plow out the whole row; run the first furrows so as to

throw the dirt to the top of the ridges; then, follow with a

weeding hoe and put the ridge in good shape, and place the

vines as they should be, across the rows. The potatoes

are now about laid by. Siiould any grass or weeds spring

up after this, it is best to pull out by hand or scrape very

shallow under the vines with a hoe, as it will not do well

after the vines have spread over the ground to turn them
about and plow the ground

;
it will cause them to take or

make roots at the joints, and thereby injure the growth of

the potatoes.

At digging time, which, with me, is when the time of

the year has fully come, frost or no frost, if the weather be

dry, I have a plow run once between each row to turn

the vines, then pul! the vines from each side of the ridges

to the middle of the rows; then, with a long scooter run,

one furrow on each side of the potatoes. 'J’hey are then

soon gathered by the use of a hoe. This process covers

nearly all the vines in the dirt, wnich pays as much or

more back to the land than the potatoes took from it.

1 could give good reasons, as I think, for preferring

to bed the land after the seasons have come for planting,

and for preferring to water them, if need be, after plant-

ing, but it would make this simple communication of great-

er length than I would wish it.

Yours very respectfully,

John Farrar.

Atlanta, Ga., April, 1855.

THE OAT CROP NOT AN EXHAUSTER—WINE, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I write for the pur-

pose of endeavoring to correct what I conceive in my
humble judgment to bean error in most farnvers in sup-

posing that oals is the most exhausting crop that they

can put on their lands. This error arises in a great meas-

ure from not considering cause and effect. They find

their lands impoverished after being sown in oats, and di-

rectly attribute the cau.se to the oats without reference to

any other ; ccompanying circunrstances. Every observ-

ant planter at the South knows that crop •r crab grass

comes up after oats, and that the common hog-weed, as it

is called, comes up after wheat or rye. It is the usual

custom that as soon as the crop of small grain is removed

from the l:-*nd, the stock ofcows, sheep, horses, mules and

hogs are tinned in to graze for the balance of the summer.

The weeds that fiillow wheat or rye are not eaten by the

stock, but shade the ground from the sun in the summer
and is returned to the earth in the £dl or winter. On the

other hand, ilie stock constantly feeding on the crab grass

leaves the surface exposed to the scorching rays ef the

mid-summer sun, and leaves no vegetable matter to be re-

turned to the earth in the fill or winter.

If farmers would keep their stock out of their oat fields,

and plow under the grass and stubble, as is done in their

wheat fields (fiir the stuck does not destroy the weeds in

the wheat fields), we woukl not hear so much about oats

imfroverisliing the soil I have sown aus on the same

land four years successively, and by keeping out Ine stock

(except hogs to eat the grain) and turning under ihe stub-

ble «nd itrass, have had a continually increasing yield

and the fourth crop was much the largest. 1 have two
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fields that I have planted alternate years, for 5 or 6 years,

in corn and then in oats, with a decided improvement in

the soil every year. I think it is not so much the oats as

keeping the ground closely pastured down, that impover-

ishes it. The oats may be one cause, but the pasturage is

much the greatest.

I differ with you somewhat in the manner of cultivat-

ing corn. You recommend deep tilth at the outset and

shallow cultivation after. My rule is to plow deep at all

times. I admit that it would be much better if the land

could be so cultivated as never to break the corn roots.

Most of the vegetable matter is near the surface, and there

the mouths of the plant seek and it is impossible'to plow

so shallow as hot to break most of the roots that take up

3iourishnaent,['?] and as they are obliged to be be broken, I

always wish to compensate the plant by giving it a deep

light bed of earth in which to put out fresh roots, and it

would surprise any one who has not observed it, in what

a short time these new roots will be thrown out. I think

that in a drouth the moisture arising horn capillary at-

traction and condensation from the atmosphere by having

a deep bed of loose earth, and also by the free admission of

atmospheric air to the roots of the plant will more than

compensate for the few more roots broken by deep than

shallow cultivation.

In 1848^ about two weeks after T had laid by a field of

corn, the crop grass came up in it very thick, and to des-

troy it without breaking the corn roots, (for the corn was
then in roasting ear) I plowed most of the field very light-

ly with what are here called buzzard sweeps. About 3 i

or 4 acres of the same field I caused to be plowed very

deep with long new plows. A very severe drouth im-

mediately set in
;

the corn that was plowed deep remain-

ed green to the ground, while that which was plowed
with the sweeps, fired up to the ear. This has been my
experience in the cultivation of corn since 1S27.

My communication is drawing out to an unwarranted

length, but as I want some information, I will state a few

facts. Having more grapes in my garden last summer
than I could consume, I gathered the ripe grapes, mashed
them by hand, strained the juice through a towel and fill-

ed a 5 gallon demijohn with the juice, reserving some of

the juice to keep the demijohn full. I tied a cloth over

the mouth to keep out insects. On the 4th day I examin-

ed it and it was sour. It has made neither vinegar nor

wine. Will some of your readers inform me why I failed?

I am anxious to learn the process of wine making, as I

am about setting out a vineyard at this time.

Yours respectfully, Thos. P Miller.
New Prospect, P. O., Wivstem Cn., Miss, 1856.

HEW MODE OF PLAHTING SWEET POTATO VINES,
IN LEVEL LAND OR EH BEDS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—On the 20th day of

July last I commenced plantina potato vines in the follow-

ing manaer; the ground planted, was rye stubble, badly

plowed and harrowed, and very clayey :

1 made furrows with a bull tongue plow four feet apart
;

laid two vines along the whole length in the furrow, then

covered, with a plow, about 3 or 4 inches deep, running
a furrow on each side. They soon began to come up,

and, although the ground was dry and cloddy, made a

very good stand, with the exception of 2 rows, which
were planted with young and tender vines in the middle
of the day, which were scorched by the sun before they
could be covered by the plow. On the 18th of August, I

bedded up 3 rows, (that is, broke out the middles) but the

ground being too dry and hard, I merely harrowed the

ballancd to keep down the grass; a spell of wet weather
setting in, caused the vines to run over the ground and
they were worked no more.

On the 16th of November I commenced digging them

;

they yielded at the rate of 0 bushels per acre. The 3

rdws plowed, yielding two to one of the others.

In this manner they may be planted in level land or in

beds, and at almost any time, unless the ground is very

dry or too wet to plow. Cattle and horses prefer the dried

vines to any other feed. J. F. Ernst.
Fayette Co., Texas, 1856.

OREGON PEAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Last springl received

a paper of Oregon Peas from the Patent Office. To make
the most of them, I planted them in rows, the 10th of

March, dropping the peas singly about 20 inches apart.

Some were killed by frost, and of those that grew all were
broken off at the ground by the wind and touch of the

swingle-tree, except two plants
;
from these I gathered a

pint of ripe peas by the 24th of July. On that day I

planted half a pint, dropping from 3 to 5 in a hill about 3

feet apart each way, which prevented their breaking.

After gathering and cleaning I have fully one bushel of

Peas, weighing 70 pounds. So much for yield. Next
year I will test their utility. They grew on the 12th part

of an acre, and no plants exceeding 3 feet in height.

J. F. E.

Fayette Co., Texas, 1856.

PROFESSION AND PRACTICS.-MANURES, ETO.

Editors Southern Cultivator—No doubt alarge class

of the “farming community” are, likemyself, very deficient

in scientific knowledge, too much so; and I believe it is

a universal fact, that the less we know the stronger our

self-conceit, and the less we care to know. We may not

alt hope to attain the elevation of a “Bachman” or “Lee,”

and therefore are content to know nothing, as we ought to

know. There is a point, however, that is attainable by
diW ixxidi profitable to all; and that is careful observation

and a proper application of facts, derived from experimen-

tal knowledge, to learn what are the effects of certain com-
binations, and how Nature operates in accomplishing her

designs under given circumstances. Now, this is true

science— not falsely so called—though we may not under-

stand the “why” nor “wherefore;” and to this point every

cultivator of the soil ought to direct his ambition, and con-

tent himself with nothing less. Therefore, every planter

ought to read and digest and everything he can con-

nected with his business
;
that is to himself. But he

is a social being and stands connected with his race, and
to them he owes obligations in this regard, and he should

give them the benefit of his knowledge—that is his duty to

them. Now, upon these simple principles we see how
we may all be benefitted by giving each to the other our

suggestions for their examination, and our knowledge for

their advantage. Those that occupy the highest point*

may be out of sight of those on the lowest points
;
yet, by

those between, a connection is formed, and light commu-
nicated—“thus planters teach planters.”

I shall be pardoned, I hope, for a few thought* by way
of inquiry, that the minds of others may b* directed in

this line:

There is a singular contradiction in profession and

izee about planting as an investment; most persons say it

don’t pay interest, and yet every one is trying to get an
interest

;
it is said to be a vexatious and responsible call-

ing, from having to do with overseers and negroes, and
losses and mishaps; and yet lawyers, doctors, merchants,

divines diXidi all, look to its attainment as the chief good for

this life. It is not commonly the case that men are thus

contradictory in matters where dimes are concerned. Is

there none of your readers who are systematic enough to

determine this point by figures ? setting forth the sum in-

vested in lands, negroes and stock, with the loss and
gain to each; the amounts of the crops, and how di*-
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posed of, and whether the support of the place in shape of

necessary expenses was greater than the income, or

whether there was any, and what profit from the year’s

operation—we ought to know these things.

Another point to which I wish to direct attention is

this : Have any one of your numerous readers ever tried

the experiment to satisfy themselves whether manures,

cotton seed, compost, lot and stable manure was most

profitably applied in the raw or fermented state, rotted or

unrotted, killed or unkilled—this is, I think, a very im-

portant inquiry, and one that every man may determine

for himself. I say from my experience, put in raw and let

the process through which decomposition is effected take

place in nature’s store-house, whereshe may garner up for

future use the different ingredients that are generated in

the process, and hold ready for the drafts of the crops as

they grow— I do not understand the operation chemically,
but I know enough to satisfy myself that by every opera-
tion of this character, new properties or principles are
produced from decomposition and combination, and the
earth will retain them. By the other system they are pro-
duced, but are, in a great measure, wasted by careless-
ness. I have heard persons say they had found manuring
unprofitable and not worth the trouble, as often doing
harm as good

;
so, also, I have heard persons wish there

was not a lawyer nor doetor on earth; the one made liti-

g'Ution and the other killed patients; it may be so, but if

so they are necessary evils, and if we would dispense with
their services we must reform at home by obeying the
laws of the land and the laws of our being. So we must
avoid the evil of manuring, by keeping the heart in our
land from the first bread the world musi have, and pro-
fits we like to have.

Another point and I have done, for the present at least
Can I learn from some reliable data what are the com-
parative merits of the different systems of management'?
the first, of cutting down, defacing and destroying earth’s
comely visage

;
the destrective system or its opposite

;
the

rearing up, adorning and improving our legacy
;
the con-

servative system ? I have observed, or think I have, a
very singular and significant fact in this connection, and
that is: that more fortunes that stick are made, and made
as fast by the last than the first. One would suppose
that with a virgin soil in a new country, with nothing to

do but cut down, plant, gather and sell, and invest, with
little to expend fur comfort, and nothing for fashion, that
overwhelming fortunes would be made. I think, however,
that few of the “first settlers” accumulate, except by in-

vestment in land speculations
;
and in looking back to

oiys“native State” (worn out and deserted by are
as many estates accumulated under no better circum-
stances than in a new country. The secret I think will

he found in the fact, that they have made a step in the
right direction—in the way of improvement. There are
ia this region a few noble spirits who have act their faces
against the vandal system, and are fhst establishing their

fmitk by their works] for most men naturally prefer, as a
eaiter of pride, fat horse*, hoge, cowe, &c., with cheerful
«»d healthy slaves, and good horsas, with good kitchen
garden—and—and—and a few flower-spirita as adjunct,
provided the profits are as good— this ia the problem they
-are demonstrating. “Clifton.”

SHADE IN AGRICULTITRE, AND ITS EFFECTS.

• Skadt km$ tnort trtdit with many farmert thmn it dttmrvtsf'-^L^

Editors Soutiier.v Cut.tiv.^tor— Such is the beginning

of 3d paragraph, page ‘JO of the March number of the

Cultivator, and to said remark I would say :
— What credit

many farmers give to shade, I know not, never having
seen anything that leads me to think any undue credit is

given. Having for many years had my mind directed to

this matter, I am inclined to think that it has a material

influence. Reading of mulching, of deposits of nitre in

caves, cellars, &.C., 1 concluded that shade had something

to do, besides being a protection from evaporation.

Some years since, when travelling, I was in Alabama,
and walked into a gentleman’s plantation to look at his

crops, &c., I was directed to a luxuriant growth of cotton

on a poor hill, inquired the cause
;
could only be account-

ed for from the fact that small pine poles had laid there foj

a time, the bark stripped off and after lying there a year or

two, was raked up and burnt. The decay of the bark did

not satisfy me, as it had decayed but little
;
burning did

not, as the ashes were on a small spot. I then concluded

that, all together, and shade bad caused deposit from tko

air, and gave the luxuriant growth.

Again—a few years since I had a large quantity of ry«
straw^and concluded to spread it over a poor piece of land

;

done in the fall
;

in the spring, raked all up and removed
to stables, lying there 4 to 6 months, the crop evinced a
marked difference.

Again—I have imagined that I have seen quite a differ-

ence from a pile of lumber on a spot, where it had been
in pile for perhaps a year, and am certain of a difference

where limbs of a tree had been piled up, cut off of treer

after foliage had fallen.

An intelligeet friend of mine who travelled from Cal^
fornia home across the Isthmus, gave me a vivid descrip-

tion of what he saw, and among other things referred to

the denseness of the shade, and the growth of timber, &c^
a part of the very fertility, I was green enough to think

was due to the shade, for I had thought the action of
heat and light on rich land kept clean would go much to

destroy it.

1 desire not to enter the lists against L., he is one for

whom I entertain much respect and to whom I pay much
deferrence—that is as much of both as my nature will ad-

mit—I cannot but doubt any and all when I am not satis-

fied, it matters not if the tallest of the race of Adam. I

believe any shade is better than none, provided it be not

one that may draw off fertility, though some articles would
be better than others. I would ask if it is only the qual-

ity of the oak, hickory and walnut leaf that enriches '? If

so why not the same quantity aid the land when plowed
in 1

I am willing to be instructed
;

if wrong I want to ba
right.

Admit that the fence rail rots fastest on the earth, but th«

richness will then be only under the rail and a little each

side, but the advantage stops not there. I ask more light

and hope L. will favor me, for indeed, I deserve to get all

I can, not many want more, nor feel the want deeper.

Yours, &c., P.

Mississippi, March, 1856.

CULTURE OF COTTON-CLOSE PLANTING, ETa

Editors So»tiijirn Cultivator—Tour February nunii!»

her did not reach me until yesterday, at the same tira*

your March number. In the former you ask for informa-

tion or rather an article on cotton culture. It is now too

late, nor do I feel willing to attempt it, yet I will offer a
hint. I think you say somewhere, that there is nothing

new in culture. Why sir, if drawing row* closer together

and leaving more stalks in the row is not, comparatively

speaking, new, I do not know what is. Many are falling

into it. I saw, yesterday, some 90 acres of rich low

ground plowed into 5 feet rows, land deadened 3 or 4
years. This land 10 year.s,'aye 5 years since, would have

been laid off at least 6 feet and many think 7 feet would be

right. The owner plants for 1:20 bales; this is the first

year.

But another suggestion. Plow deep is the rule—and
the exception, make no farrow under the centra of cotton
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row. When planting an old water-furrow turn two fur-

rows into old furrow. Indeed, instead of laying off rows,

turn a furrow on the earth, and again return and bed to

it. Thus the bed is thrown upon a hard sui-face. This

has been done hereabouts for years and many of us think

it pays well. We do not desire the tap root to have such

access to the earth, prefer it should meet with resistance.

I only ask, as usual, a trial. Many of our successful

planters have tried it to their satisfaction, and never run

a centre furrow. Neither of these are new here, but will

be to many. Yours truly, M. W. P.

An old gentleman, over 60 years, always a farmer, see-

ing my rows laid off, asked me if I though it right. I said

to him I had to do so, when I changed rows, but did not

at any other time. He remarked, cotton grows larger,

joints longer, more wood, when on deep plowed beds, but

was the reverse on hard beds. This is known to many
here and many are changing. Land to improve should

be plowed deep, but I doubt if good lands produce so much
cotton. I plow middles deep, and then can cut roots if

too rapid growth. M.
Edwards, Miss., March, 1856,

THE AMERICAN POMOLOOIGAL SOCIETT—.SIXTH
SESSION.

In conformity with a resolution passed at the last meet-

ing of this National Association, the Sixth Session will be
held in Corinthian Hail, in the city of Rochester, New
York, commencing on Wednesday, the 24th day of Sept,

next, at 10 o’clock A. M., and will continue for several

days.

Among the objects of this meeting are the following :

—

To bring together the most distinguished Pomologists of

•ur land, and by a free interchange of experience, to col-

lect and diffuse such researches and discoveries as have
been recently made in the science of Pomology—to hear

the Reports of the various State Committees and other dis-

trict associations—to revise and enlarge the Society’s cata-

logue of Fruits—to assistin determiningthe synonymesby
which the same fruit is known in America and Europe—
to ascertain the relative value of varieties in different parts

•four country—what are suitable for particular localities

—what new sorts give promise of being worthy dissemi-

nation—and, especially, what are adapted to general culti-

vation.

The remarkable and gratifying progress which has been
attained of late years in this branch of rural industry, is,

in no small degree, attributable to the establishment and
•alutary influences of Horticultural and Pomological So-

cieties. It is, therefore, desirable that every State and
Territory of the Union should be represented in this con-
vention, so that the advantages resulting from this meet-
ing may be generally and widely diffused Held, as it

will be, at a convenient point between the Eastern States

and the Western, easily accessible from the South, and also

ilfom the Canadas, it is anticipated that the attendance
will be larger than on any former occasion, and the bene-

ficial results to the American farmer and gardener proper-

lionably increased.

All Pomological, Horticultural, Agricultural and other

kindred associations of the United States, and of the

British Provinces, are requested to send such number of

delegates as they may deem expedient
;
and nurserymen,

and all other persons interested in the cultivation of fruit,

are invited to be present, and to participate in the deliber-

ations of the convention.

In order to increase as much as possible the utility of

the occasion, and to facilitate business, members and dele-

gates are requested to forward specimens of their fruits

grown in their respective districts, and esteemed worthy
of notice; also, papers descriptive of their mode of culti

vation—of diseases and insects injurious to vegetation—of

remedies for the same, and also to communicate whatever

may aid in promoting the objects of the meeting. Each
contributor is requested to make out a complete list of his

specimens and present the same with his fruits, that a re-

port of all the varteties entered may be submitted to the

meeting as soon as practicable after its organization.

Packages of fruits and communications may be address-

ed as follows: “For the American Pomological Society,

care of W. A. Reynolds, Esq., Chairman Com. of Ar-

rangements, Rochester, N. Y.”

Delegations will please forward certificates of their ap-

pointment, either to the above, or to the undersigned at

Boston.

Gentlemen desirous of becoming members of the Society

and of receiving its Transactions, may do so by remit-

ting to the Treasurer, Thomas P. James, Esq.
,
Philadelphia,^^

Penn., the admission fee of ^2 for biennial, or $‘20 for life
i

membership.

Marshall P. Wilder, President !

H. W. S. Cleveland, Secretary.

Boston, Mass., March 15, 1856.
;

DOTTEAH OORN-MILLET-“BIG HEAD,” “EOOKS”^
ETC., IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—“Dourah Corn, or

Egyptian Millet ” Both are millets, but as it is similar to>
|

“Chicken Corn”^and “ Broom Corn.” “ Egyptian Millet,’^
|

has seed around one stalk, and the seed are not round,,

but in shape somewhat of grape seed.
j

“Big Head in Horses.” I have known “blind teeth”
j

punched out and said to be a cure, though I have tried it,

saw no advantage. I have cored 2 horses by cutting down
|

the swollen part through the skin and insert a little arsen-

ic, about the sizeofa duck shot, enveloped in tissue pa-

per, then sew up the wound. After the inflammation hag

taken place, and the piece drops out, keep clean, and !

turn to pasture. If taken in time, I have no hesitation to

pronounce, it will cure.

Another cure. I had a high bred mare that I did not

like to scar so much, and tried burning in two the “leader”

from nose to eye. Take a piece of iron two inches wide

and a halfincn thick, hammer the end to a coarse edge

like a chisel and heat to white heat
;
by moving the upper

lip you can easily see the “leaders,” burn in two just be-

low the eye, about 2 inches below—be certain to burn to

the bone. If both sides of the head be affected burn both.

My mare was nnt blindfolded, or nose-twist applied.

I have known the “Hooks” cut out, and the “L'arapas”

burnt out, but cure both with less injury.

The Hooks, I cure by cutting down on the tendon,

above called “leader” by many, and with my knife separ-

ate it from its envelope; then with a small pointed stick

run under it, twisted round, cut in two and sew up the

wound. I suppose that a seton will do as well, greased

with ointment of cantharides, blistering ointment.

Lampas, I cure by scarifying the swoolh n gums, so to

bleed a little, say half dozen scarifications. A grass lot,.

I think, would do as v/ell and better, far better than burn-

g. Vours, A Friend.

Mississippi, Mo,rch, 1856

Devon Cows —The editor of the Massarhnsefts Plovgh-

mansays :
—“In regard to Devon Cattle we say, after an

experience of eight years, that these are the only kind

which we have any desire to keep. They are unques-

tionably the richest milkers that we have in the eountry,

and the halt bloods make the best oxen which aiv seen in

Massachusetts We have repeatedly offered to set the

milk of six Devon cows against the rn'lk of six of any
other breed attd give a premium on the rlche^l Four
beerquarts of this milk, in September tind Octoiier, have

repeatedly produced a pound of excellent yellow butter.’^
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SAVINGr BAC^.'^ HAM5--THE SKIPPER FLY.

EniToaa Socjthp.rn Cultivator— I see in theFehruary

number of the CnUivoJ.or a. recipe for saving Bacon Hams

from the skipper fly without canvass, by one of your Texas

correspondent.

For the benefit ofsaid correspondent and all others who
may feel disposed to adopt his plan, I will give you one

much better

:

After your hams have taken salt a sufflcient length of

time, hang up in the usual way and smoke thoroughly

for from 10 to 14 days. Then prepare a box of size pro

portioned to the quantity of meat
;
cover the bottom with

a thin layer of meal bran, upon whicli place as many
hams (flcsli upl as can be done without touching. After

this is done, all up with bran nntd you get a level surface;

then another layer of iiams, and so on I learne-1 this,

^lessrs. Editors, of my " sour krout ” neighbors

here in Texas, and nothing hut the belief that it is prefer-

able to any mode now in use has induced me to offer it.

Have a top to fit well on the box with hinges, &c., and

I assure you that instead of having to throw away about

half oi the best meat in order to get clear of rust, ashes,

rat beds, &c
,
&c., you will find it precisely in the con-

dition in which you left it when packing away,

I wa.s a reader, Messrs Editors, of the SouUicrn Cnilti-

(while under the parental rool in Georgia) fiom its

advent until 181)1. Ouedollar has seived to renew its

visit to me even out here in the “Far West.” I sliall ex-

tend this inducemen' annually, and as an atonement for

past neglect, I will soon forward you list of new subscri-

bers. Yours tndy, E. A. Harris.

Brenham^ Texn^, Murk. IS.bfl,

TAKE THE SOUTHERN “CULTIVATOR!”

Editors Southern Cui.tivator—Iherewith hand you

one doll ir, for which be so good as to continue to send me’

the C<dtiva!or. There is no paper that I am in the habit

of realing ihit I read witli more interest than the CiUli-

V Uor. It is to the CvLtimdnr that I am greatly indebted,

for nay improvement that I hive made in agriculture, and

(hat I have made improvement from reading it T have not

the least doiilit. I would be glad to see it in the hands of

every one ofmy neighbors. Alas, however, there are too

many of them that do not believe in “ Book Farming ” I

frequently ask them if they do not learn something from

each other about firming every time that they meet?

They tell me “yes.” I then ask them, why not learn still

more, through the CuUivalor, from those who are f ir more

intelligent, and lietter planters than ^weare? They tell

•tte, “Oh, there are a great many wno write for the papers

at know nothing about fuming.” I tell them, that there

is no planter who is not capable of imparting some in-

etruction It is hard to make th' m believe this, and here

i stop. You may consider me a steady subscriber.

Very respectfully yours, W, E. M.
MaysvilU,S. C., 18.50.

BLIND STAGGERS m HORSES, ETC.

Editors Southrrn Cultivator— I have been a sub-

scriber to your valuable journal for several years and have

found a great many valu ilile articles in it, and think 1

tiave henefitted therefrom; and. by the bye, have conclud-

ed to have a small say myself But, to be minute, in 1853,

f think, in the month ofJune, I had several horses afflicted

v,ith what was termed by most of tny neiglibors, Blind

Staggers 1 administered a remedy, the recipe for wliich

I gut fr »m your jnuriial, anil succeeded in saving three,

Iiiosing tme Of the three saved 1 have now one, in rela-

tion tit winch [ would like for some of your many readers

or contributors to give me some information. Up to the

<1(116 of ills attack his sight had always been good, then

nine years old, though it was. several months before he
recovered

;
it was my opinion and also that of others that

he was as sound as ever ; but in a short time his eyes be-

came inflamed and very much swollen, and he became
entirely blind and remained so about two weeks, when
his sight returned, his eyes looking as well as ever. In
al)Out eight weeks they relapsed to the same condition

and remained so about the same length of time as before,

when he recovered his sight in one—outof the other helms
never since seen. But what is mysterious about it is:

every six or eight weeks his sight fails him entirely; these

spells last six to eight days, when his sight returns in one
eye. During his blindness, both eyes turn white and run
water, and when he can see only with one they both look
the same. Possessing his sight, he is a valual le animal.

.Any information very thankfully received. Would it do
to l)reak the ball of the one the sight of which has not re-

turned ? But, for fear I may be imposing on your patience

I v/ill close. Very respectfully, Essex.

Columbia county' Ga., 1856.

P. S.— I think if “M. S.” and “Sam” will keep less

cattle and feed better, they will be spared the trouble of

administering any remedy for the Hollow Horn.

CURE FOR STAGGERS IN HORSES.

Editors Southern’ Cultivator—1 have received the

December number for 1855, and not feeling disposed to

do without the Cultivator^ I enclose you one dollar for

another year's subscription to your valuable p'aper, so

please commence the year.

I noticed in the Cnliivator an article on Staggers in

Horses, and, always feeling an interest in that noble ani-

mal, I will give you a remedy that has never failed in

Mississippi, when applied in time, which is as follows'

—

On the first symptoms of the Staggers, take 2 ounces of

good English calomel and make three doses of it and mix

with molasses; pull out his tongue and, with a spoon,

put it as far down as possible; in one hour, the same,

and one hour more, the same; and in one hour after the

calomel, give him one pint of castor oil and one pint of

whiskey mixed and bleed freely at the nostrils from the

start, and if anything will cure, this will. I never saw it

fail. I remain yours respectfully,

Lewis Y, Folsom.

Gainesville, Hancnck rnwhi. M'ss
,

1 856.

DISTEMPER IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I conclude to send

you a remedy for Distemper in Horses, and should yo«

think it of sufficient importance, you can give it a place

in your valuable journal ;—Take 3 pounds of tobacco; put

it into a not, or some other vessel, and add 1 gallon of

water; boil down to the consktency of syrup. Whem
cool bathe the horse three times a day, commencing at

the throat down the neck, breast and forelegs. Two«r
three days will effect the cure of the worst cases.

J. R. A
Scratching Pole!— It is related of the Rev. Sydney

Smith that when on his farm, each cow and calf, and

horse and pig, were in turn visited, and fed and patted,

and all seemed to welcome him
;
he cared for their com-

forts as he cared for the comforts of every living being

around him He used to sav, “I for all cheap luxuries,

even for animals; now all animals have a passion for

scratching their hack bones; they break down your gate#

and palings to effect this. Look! there is my universal

scratcher, a sharp edged pole, resting on a high and low

post, adapted to every height, from a horse to a lamb.

Even the Edinburgh Reviewer can take his turn; yott

have no idea how popular it is. I have not had a gate

broken since I put it up. I have it in my all fields.*'
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“Cow Balls.”—W. A. M.—The ball sent us is curious

and rather unusual in this part of the country. It shall be

disposed of (to the Medical Museum) as you suggest.

Premiums.—J. S. G.—You are mistaken in regard to

our offer. We did not propose to give each individual sub-

scriber any other prize than our paper, in exchange for

his dollar—that would be “too much of a good thing”

—

the prize books, &c., were intended for such enterprising

friends as have sent us clubs of 5 or more names and the

money, for the Cultivator

;

and the books have all been

mailed to those entitled to them.

“Gardening for the South.”

—

J. C.—This is a most

excellent work, and should be in the hands of every man
who cultivates a rod of ground. We have distributed a

large number of copies, as premiums, among those of our

readers who have assisted us in circulating our journal.

See Mr. White’s advertisement, and a more extended

editorial notice in present number, The price is ;$1 25.

Cotton Lands.—Wm P. B.—A recent visit to South-

Western Georgia, enables us to answer your questions:

The lands in the neighborhood of Albany, Dougherty Co.,

are among the very finest cotton lands we have ever seen,

and with the large “force” you speak of, you could, doubt-

less, fully realize your most sanguine calculations. The
S. W. Rail Road has its terminus at Americas now; but

will be extended to Albany very soon—probably within

12 months. Address Col. W. W. Cheever, Albany, Ga.,

in regard to this and other matters alluded to. We think

well of your last proposition.

Spavin in Horses.—A Subscriber.—We find no very

definite course of treatment laid down for this disease.

Youatt says: “Repeated blisters will usually cause either

the absorption of the bony deposite, or the abatemement
or removal of the inflammation of the ligaments

;
or, as

a last resource, the heated iroa may be applied.” He also

recommends the use of Spavined horses in the plow, in

preference to giving them fast work on the road
;
which

advice is obviously founded on good sense.

Budding Trees, &c.—H. B.—You will find full direc-

tions, with illustrations, in “Gardening for the South,”

noticed elsewhere. Send Wm. N. White, Athens, Ga.,

Si 25, and he will send you a copy per mail.

Stinging Scorpion—J. A. C.—The “insect” sent us is

very curious, and shall be preserved in our cabinet of cu-

riosities. Many thanks for your attention.

Sheep Raising.—W. C. H —You should take the Wool
Grower, a most excellent 3)1 journal, published monthly at

Rochester, N. Y. Read, also, “Randall’s Sheep Husband-

ry”—the back volumes of the Cultivaior, &c. Our own
experience in this branch has been too limited to enable

us to answer your other questions in full. We are forced

to answer all inquires of general interest through our pa-

per, or not at all
;
as our time does not allow ub to w'rite

many private letters on agricultural topics.

The crowded state of our columns precludes the

answer of many other inquiries on various subjects, until

our next issue.

OHIO WHTE-VINE PROSPECTS IN THE SOUTH.

Robert Buchanan, Esq., of Cincinnati, Ohio, (who is

well and favorably known as a successful vintner, and the

author of perhaps the best American treatise on Grape

Culture and Wine Making) has very kindly forwarded

us a few bottles of his wines, as an indication of the pre-

sent stage of the enterprise in Ohio. The brands sent us

were “Sparkling Catawba,” (still) “Catawba,” and “Wine

of the Schuylkill Grape,” and, so far as we can judge, were

all very excellent samples of pure and unadulterated wirve

—such as we hope soon to have in abundance in Georgia

and other States of the South, if Grape Culture is prose-

cuted with the spirit and perseverance which it deserves.

We are hardly prepared to give our reader* a full or

correct account of what has already been done among .U3

in this direction
;
but we may mention that Mr. Axt

—

who is the practical leader of the new enterprise among

us—has already established extensive Catawba Vino-

yards near Dalton, Crawfordville, Augusta and Washings

ton, Ga.; at and near Montgomery, Ala.; in the upper

portion of South Carolina, and perhaps elsewhere
;
and

that our neighbors on the other side of the Savannah,

Gov. Hammond, Mr. Lamar, and other gentlemen, have

entered largely into the culture of the Grape, expressly for

Wine Making. The writer has also many thousand

vines of the different varieties {Catawba, Isabella^

Warren, Scuppefnong, &c.) under cultivation, and

intends devoting still more time and space to this most at-

tractive and promising branch of industry, hereafter. Dr.

McDonald, and our correspondent, “A. C.” (both of

Woodward, S. C.) have been long and successfully en-

gaged in Grape Culture and Wine Making, on an extei>

sive scale
;
and the Scuppernong Vineyard of Mr. Weller,

ofNorth Carolina, is loo well known to need any descrip-

tion. The sample of “Warren Madeira” sent us, last year,

by our friend. Nelson, (from the vineyard of Mr. Leary,

of Monroe Co., Ga.,) was pronounced by two of the very

best connoiseurs in America, to be equal, if not superior to

the finest imported article
;
and the trial of Axt’s eight

weeks’ old “Still Catawba” last season, in this city, by

most competent judges, was altogether satisfactory and

encouraging.

We believe from all the lights before us, that v.are TFlne

and of better quality can be made on a given quantity of

land in the South, than in Europe or at the West, and that

the Catawba is by far our most promising Grape for the

purpose. We must not, however, be confined entirely to

this variety, as the Warren, and perhaps the IsabeU/i

may be found to produce wines w’hich cannot be made

from the former.
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The whole South is deeply interested in this enterprise,

and we shall give it all the aid in our power. Our columns

are at all times cfpen to the pens of experienced and prac-

tical men in this and all other departments of rural pro-

gress, Read the excellent article of “A. C.,” in present

number.

AGBICTJLTURAL SOCIETIES.

The Premium List of the “Southern Central Agricultur-

al Society,” for 185G, will be found complete in present

number. This Society has aided very powerfully in the

development of the agricultural, mechanical and general

progressive interests of Georgia and the surrounding

States, and should be warmly sustained by all patriots

and lovers of improvement. The coming Fair, will be

held in Atlanta, from the 20th to the 25th of Odober next.

We are indebted to Col. A. G. Summer, for a copy of

the “South Carolina Agriculturist—Extra,” containing

“Proceedings of the Executive Committee of the State

Agricultural Society of South Carolina, held at Columbia,

March 4ih and 5th, 1856
;
with the Premium List for the

First Annual Fair, to be held in Columbia, from the 11th

to the 14th of November, 1856.” This List is, in many

respects, superior to that of our own State; and from the

energetic start which our Carolina neighbors have lately

taken in the good work of Agricultural Improvement, we

augur the most favorable results. We look forward to

their First Exhibition with much interest, and hope it will

more than realize their most sanguine expectations.

SOUTHERN FEUIT CULTORE-POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

During the last half dozen years. Horticulture has

made considerable progress in the South. Fine Fruits

are appreciated, the demand for approved varieties of

Fruit Trees is increasing, and new Nurseries are springing

up almost everywhere. A great evil, however; is grow-

ing up fast, that is, the defective nomenclature of South-

ern Fruits.

Every person, who understands how to graft an apple

tree, thinks himself an experienced nurseryman; collects

and propagates the best fruits from his neighbor’s or-

chard and other places, and gives them names to suit

himself. He does not know, nor does he care, whether

such fruits are worthy of a name, or whether they already

are well known under another name. It is satisfactory

to him, that such fruits are “il4c best he ever ate.” But

now comes the question : did he ever eat any frst-rate

fruit*? Is he a good judge of fruit*? Perhaps not; for

such persons only as have tasted a great many of the

very best fruits of the country, can be considered good

judges.

If this “hurly-burly” system of confusion is carried on

for half a dozen years more, increased humbug and dis-

a,ppointment will assuredly be the result.

The exhibition of Fruits at our annual Agriciuiltural

Fairs, has done something to correct this evil
;
but being

held only once a year, it is altogether insufficient
;
and

unless some leading horticulturists of the South will take

interest enough in this matter, to associate themselves for

the purpose of testing, classifying, naming, and recom-

mending or rejecting the different fruits, which are con-

stantly springing up, we will soon have the same endless

confusion, from which Northern Pomologists are now
trying to extricate themselves.

We would suggest, that a Standing Committee either

be appointed by the Executive Committee of our Agri-

cultural Society, or associate themselves, and take the

matter in their own hands. During the first season, the

Committee should come together as often as possible, and
such fruits as could not be kept till the regular meetings,

should be sent to the different members. All naming
should be sanctioned, the fruit tested, and its quality

pointed out by this Committee.

If this were done for a few years, our Southern Po-

mology would rest on a firm basis, and it would be an

easy matter to classify what new fruits might spring up
afterwards.

We will endeavor to do something in this matter our-

selves, and ask the assistance and co-operation of all

lovers of fine Fruits throughout the South.

“The Language of Flowers.”—We are indebted to

our literary friend, John Gierlow, Esq,, of Macon, for a

tiny booklet with the above title. It is “respectfully in-

scribed to the ladies of Macon”—but, from our knowledge

of the author’s gallantry and good taste, we are led to be-

lieve that he would be happy to send it to any other of

our fair readers who may desire it. Let those who wish

to express their sentiments in the “mystic language” of

Flowers, enclose him their names and a couple of postage

stamps, for a copy, per mail.

Premiums !—We have carefully mailed a large number

of Agricultural and Horticultural Books to all our friend*

entitled to premiums, and hope they will safely reach their

several destinations aud prove satisfactory.

“The South Carolina Agriculturist,” is the title of

a new monthly journal, of 32 pages, the publication of

which will commence during the present month, at Co-

lumbia, S. C. It is the organ of the South Carolina

Agricultural Society, and to be established on a perma-

nent and enduring pecuniary basis. The editorial man-

agement of the paper is entrusted to our friend. Col. A.G.

Summer, in whose able and experienced hands it cannot

fail ofdoing the cause excellent service. We bespeak fiir

it the attention and support of agriculturists everywhere,

and would direct the reader’s notice to the Prospectus, in

our advertising columns.

The Season— Fruit Prospects.—Since the issue

of our last, we have had some slight frosts, barely sufficient

to thin out the fully expanded blossoms of the Peach,

Nectarine, &c. At present, (April 28) the prospect for

Fruit of all kinds is most abundant and cheering.

To Correspondents.—Communications have been re-

ceived and are on file fi om the following, and many others

A. W. S.-J. S. M.—J. R. H.-Hiawatha—A. M. B.—
W.-Napper—J. F. M.—D. F. B.—C. D. T—J. H.—

H

A. M.—W. A. M—W.—G. D. H.

Fruit Cans.—The Self Scaling Air-Tight Cans of Ar-

thur, Burnham & Co., preserve Fruits and Vegetables

perfectly. All families should put up a supply of such

luxuries for winter use. D. B. Plumb & Co., of this city,

will furnish the Cans of all sizes.
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FilESH AUB BKIED FRUITS ARB VEGETABLES.

The relative value of fresh, undried fruitsand vegetables

and those which have been dried to prevent decay, is a

matter of some importance. In an article headed “Fruit

better than Physic,” copied into our last issue, from the

Valley Farmer, the writer says : “The old fashioned mode

of preserving [by drying] will not answer; the nature

and constitution of the fruits are changed by the process,

and all their anti-scorbutic virtues destroyed. The fruits

must be fresh.”

If this statement were true, dried fruits of all kinds

would be nearly valueless; but it is not true; and there-

fore, well dried, ripe peaches, pears, apples, plums, cher-

ries, grapes, figs, strawberries, and otlter delicious fruits,

are worth to the public far more than it costs to preserve

them in this way for future use. If wisely and properly

conducted, drying changes very slightly, or not at all, the

saccharine and acid compounds in the most delicate fruits.

Their aroma and iiavor may suffer, while their prophylac-

tic, and nutritive properties are rather concetitrated than

dissipated, by desiccation.

The best way to remove the surplus water in fruits and

vegetables, whose presence, by giving freedom of motion

to the chemical elements in these organized substances,

favors their rotting, is a question to which the writer has

paid much attention. In putting up garden vegetables in

France for the consumption of its army in the Crimea, the

water is removed by great pressure. Some of the nutri-

tive elements in cabbage, beets, turnips and potatoes, are

lost in this process, whether cooked or not, yet concen-

tration, to favor distant transportation, is attained. Upon

the whole, we doubt wlietiier ilie practice has any advan-

tage over heat-drying. At all event.s, sooner than lose,

as many did last year, a fair crop of Irish potatoes by pre-

mature decay, we shall try drying them cut into slices

like peaches and apples. Sweet potatoes have rotted bad-

ly in this neighborhood within the last few months. Is

the vital principle in bulbous roots and tubers necessarily

destroyed by drying any more than that in the seeds of

grain and orcltard fruits'?

It is known tliat some bulbs and tubers revive and grow

after having been dried. Is the list exhausted ?

It is for eating rather than for seed, that fruits and veget-

ables ought to be dried in the most economical and thor-

ough manner. In a small way for home consumption,

the best collection that we have lately seen was put up by

Mrs. R. Peters, of Atlanta. It embraced sweet corn,

Lima beans, okra, tomatoes and other vegetables, and

fruits preserved in the usual way—in sugar, brandy, and

vinegar, nicely sealed to exclude all atmospheric air.

English marrowfat peas and others, dried like sv/eet corn,

make an excellent winter dish.

The plan recommended by Mr. Nelson, of keeping-

snap beans in salt, is worthy of more extended practice

—

the samples sent us having proved excellent in all re-

spects.

Recipes for keeping all perishable commodities, sent to

the CvUivaior, are always thankfully received and publish-

ed. Fruits and vegetables are doubtless better, so far as

the preservation of their volatile piincipies is concemed,

if dried in the shade than when dried in the sun. The di-

rect rays of the sun, which change potatoes to a green

color and induce many other changes, are powerful

chemical agents. A good drying-house is the true place

for all such operations. Make the air in it as dry and cool

as will attain your object. Too much heat favors chemical

action, and the formation of new compounds in fruiL

L
— •

NEW BOOKS.

Gardening for the South :—By William N. Whitf., of

Athens, Ga : C. M. Saxton & Co., New York, pub-
lishers.

A reliable manual of Gardening, adapted to the climate,

soil and general wants of the South, is greatly needed for

every day reference by the public. Horticulture has its

doubts, its difficulties, and its vexations to contend with,

not less than agriculture
;
and it equally needs the assist-

ance and experience of many skiiUul men whose time

and talents have been devoted to the cultivation of this

department of useful knowledge. To bring the most im-

portant observations of a large number of gardeners and

fruit growers, scattered through many volumes, into cne,

and arrange that systematically lor easy reference, is an

undertaking that demands industry to read much, sound

judgment and professional acuteness, not to mislead by

ialse theories and erroneous practice, and thus unwitting-

ly mingle largely the seed of ignorance with the fruit of

v.'isdom.

So fi:ir as we have found time to examine this book of

100 v/ell filled pages, on “Gardening for the South,” it is

'haractcrized by research, discrimination, and an inti-

mate acquaintance with most of the numerous topics

discussed. The work is more practical than scientific;

although the analysis of the ash, or earthy part, of most

garden fruits and vegetaldes is given, with the authorities

for the same. In future editions, the author will be able to

improve and extend his exposition of certain branches of

horticultural art and science, which deserve farther illus-

tration. The fieki is wide
;
and the labor of no one maa

is equal to the thorough culture of so much ground*

Hence, an author of sound common-sense will not at-

tempt fine writing on many subjects, nor claim vast per-

sonal experience, but give his readers a true statement

what is now known, and suggest, if he pleases, what iA

probably knowledge in horticultural affairs.

Mr. White appears to have adopted this view of utiljt|r

in authorship, and we hazard nothing in predicting alarg».

sale of his truly valuable work to a di.scriminating public*,

We may find time to furnish a more extended notice of

ibis valuable work hereafier. It may be obtained either

from the author or publisher. See our advertisingcolumas.

l.NSTRUCTIONS FOR THE AnaI.YSIS OF SotLS, LiMESTONES,

and Manures. By James F. W, Jounston.

.Few chemists in any country have had so much prac-

tice in the analysis of soils, limestones atul manures as the

late Professor Joh.vston, of England; ami scientific agri-

culture is greatly indebted to his well-directed labors for
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ite recent advancement. His “Instructions” for the analy-

ses named are alike plain, reliable and satisfactory, and

fill a small book of 100 pages, which may be had of C.

M. S.1XTON & Co., Agricultural Book publishers. New
York, for 37 cents. It is published by S. B. Shaw, Cleve-

land, Ohio. L,

iintticttltEittl StpartintEt.

THE GRAPE—ITS CULTURE IN THE SOUTH—VARIE-
TIES-WINE MAKING, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator— It should be a mat-

ter of great encouragement for us Southerners to know
that the varieties ofNative Grapes, embracing all the finest

and best, most extensively cultivated for wine or table at

the North and at the Wast, all hail from the Carolinas and

Georgia. Nature has wonderfully favored us in this re-

spect, but, as usual, we have been slow in appreciating

the precious gifts bestowed upon us, and our neighbors

have gone far in advance of us in turningthem to account.

Thus we see in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and other

Western States, thousands of acres groaning under the

weight of our precious Catawba, which is with them the

*‘Nepl'us uUra.'^ While at the North, our own sweet Isa-

bella charms them with her beauty, and delights them with

her sweet and more solid qualities.

But if we have been slow thus far in valuing the worth
©f our two charming daughters, let us recall them to us,

and by showing them proper attention, and placing be-

tween them the too long neglected Warren, we will be
amply repaid for our trouble, and others, encouraged by
©ur success, -will cover the entire surface of our piney
woods with the rich luxuriant foliage, and then may we
hope to see on the table of the poor as well as of the rich,

the bottle of Carolina or Georgia wine.

SEEDLINGS.

We would now suggest to all persons about to engage,
in or already engaged in the culture of the Vine, the ad-
Tantage of planting every year a box of seeds. Most per-

Bons are aware that new and valuable varieties of all

plants are only obtained from the seed : heretofore the in-

dustiy of the busy little Bee, or the soft breath of zephyrs,
by mixing the pollen of different species, have alonegiven
to the world all the varieties of each species. Now expert
gardeners leave nothing to chance; the marriages (why
Botuse the proper word) are consummated at the altar of

Science. Tiie anthers of the flower from which it is de-

sired to obtain hybrids aTe dexterously removed liefore

they have obtained maturity, previous to the discharging
©f the farina; the pistils are kept from the contact of any
other pollen, until sufficiently advanced to receive the fer-

tilizing substance, when a flower from the chosen species
is shaken over them in such a way as to throw the pollen
TOj on the head of the pistil, which, when prepared to re-

ceive it, is moist with gluten. This operation requires
much nicety, and must be done precisely at the proper
time, otherwise it will be attended with disappointmer.t.

1 have only mentioned it here, en pnssaiit, as one of the

triumphs of Science, and would not advise our friends to

dep< nd altogeriier upon this method, nor to desj.ise the

chance mixture of Nature; she has hitherto treated us
very well, and will no duubt continue to furnish fine and
improved varieties from common seeds produced through
the niini.>try of the Bee.

Plant, then, seeds
;
rear your seedlings wdth care, and

your efibrts will probably be crowned with success. But

here arises a question : Must we plant seed from the al-

ready improved varieties, or must we go back to the wild

Grape of the woods to seek new kinds 1 Here, as is often

the case, theory and practice point different courses

:

theory teaches us that culture improves all things : wit-

ness what it has doue for the Peach, originally a small

poisonous fruit of Asia, so different from the splendid and
luscious Peach of our day

;
witness the vast number of

Pears and Apples, etc., vieing with each other in beauty

and flavor, so different from the original wild Crab. Very
true, all this, but practice points to the Catawba, the Isa-

bella, the Warren, &c
,
&c., some certainly and all most

probably immediate offsprings of the w'oods; they are all

fine fruit : their seeds have been sown, and so far, nothing

has been produced to compare to them. Thus we have

within reach, proof positive, that until now the finest

varieties are immediately from the wild parents
;
and that

seeds from them have failed to improve any further. We
must not, therefore, leave it to birds to plant wild seeds

for us, and we must take it for granted that the parents

which have produced the above kinds will produce others

equal and superior to them. Without discarding the sys-

tem of planting seeds from the best, I would fully advise

all desirous of assisting in the good cause, to procure seeds

from the several wild species, and plant them in separate

beds
;

it would be advisable to label them carefully, in or-

der that each might be recognized afterwards.

Is it not possible, nay probable, that our neighbors in

Europe are sufiering from too much culture 1 Although a

digression from my starting point, I cannot help offering

an example or two. Grape vines, we are told, are perish-

ing in all the old wine countries, and no remedy has been

found to prevent the evil. I will tell them, your vines have

been too much cultivated; they have become too refined;,

they have lost that wild, coarse, if you like, but strong

growth of their forefathers. If I may be allowed a simile,

they are like the inhabitants of large cities in olden times,

who became effeminate by riches and luxuries, and were

replaced by barbarians fresh from Nature. Our vigorous

grapes will replace yours.

The Irish Potato offers another case to the point. But

let us return.

The Grape, although classsed by Botanists in Pentan-

dria Monoginia, is nevertheless somewhat dioecous, but

not entirely so. It offers one of those cases for which the

Linneean system of classification has not provided. The
Strawberry appears to be another. Some of the plants

are entirely staminate or male and never produce fruit,

while others are both staminate and pistillate, and are of

course the only ones cultivated. Seedlings have a ten-

dency to return to the natural state; nearly one half will

be male vines
;

they are usually the most vigorous

;

among the others a large proportion will be no better than

the wild type, and there will be but very few worth pre-

serving. You may root up the first as soon as by their

strong resemblance to the wild, you can recognize them.

Of the others you may ascertain the quality in a compara-

tively short time by grafting, which is done in March.

Let us now review the several Southern varieties of

Grapes, such as they are at present known to us. In or-

der to do so, we must commence at the beginning; we
must start at Nature’s starting point, and trace what she

has done for us, for we have yet done nothing.

In this and other Southern States, as far as I have been

able to ascertain, there are three distinct species of wild

grapes, of which there exists varieties of each also in a

wild state. These varieties have been mistaken by some

for different species. But from their habits and other

characteristics there can be no difficulty in referring them

to their original stock. These species are the Bullace, the

Fox and the Muscadine.
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THE BULLACE, OR BULL GRAPE, {VUis rohindlfoUa)

Also erroneously called by some. Fox. This most hardy

plant grows everywhere in this State; in the poorest

land or on the richest; in the swamps of the low-country

and on the tops of the high sandy hills of the up-country.

Everywhere it thrives and bears an abundance of fruit,

much sought after by hogs, turkeys, opossums and chil-

dren; in the fall of the year it is a perfect manna for

them.

The wood of the Bullace is v/hitish, slender, although

the main stem will acquire a considerable size; flexible

and strong, often used by negroes for tying. It has no

pith as in other vines, which fact renders it very difficult

to grow from cuttings. It throws out innumerable small

branches on which grows the fruit; the cyes'or buds are

very small, covered with a scale and reddish down. The
leaves are very small, heart shaped and dented, {roiundi-

folia, evidently a misnomer) glabrous, and very different

in appearance from any other.

There are many varieties of this specie?, hut with the

exception of the Seuppernong, they only differ from each

other in the size and flavor of the fruit, this being a little

larger or a linle sweeter in some vines than in others; the

wood and leaves remaining the same.

Fruit round, from a half inch to over an inch in diame-

ter, brown black and shining before maturity, but of a dull

black when fully ripe
;
tough, with small dots upon it;

sometimes very sweet, and always having a strong musky
flavor. The fruit grows singly or in small clusters of from

4 to 8 berries. I have been told, but this fact has not come
under my personal observation, that the Bullace when
grown in swamps is superior in every respect to the fiuit

grown on high land. If this be true, it would be a singu-

lar peculiarity, being in direct opposition to the rule of

other grapes.

SCUPPERNONG.

This is the only distinct variety of the Bullace; it is a

white j^ellowish fruit, dotted like the black
;
the leaves

and the wood are a shade paler than those of the Bullace.

It is a native of ivorth Carolina, and was found wild on

the banks of the Seuppernong river. Much has been

written in praise or against its qualities for the table and

for wine; in tlie former capacity it will rank according

to the taste of those who eat it
;

it is very sw’cet, some
what too musky, easy of transportation

;
the. skin is

tough. I have eaten black Bullaces equal to it in every

respect.

We are told that good wine has been made from it; 1

cannot speak fioin experience in this respect; the juice,

however, requires a considerable additioii of sugar and

brandy. If it cannot be made into wdne without this, it

is not worth cultivating extensively, which is much to be

lamented, for it is a most hardy plant, not at all subject to

mildew or rot, and a sure and prolifle bearer; but its ber-

ries do not ripen together
;
the period of maturing upon

the same vine extending over one month, and the fruit

dropping as it ripens renders the gathering tedious, and

the vintage would have to be done at several different

times. It is to be hoped that some precious seedling of

this or the black, will unite the vigor and productiveness

of this to the better equalities of others.

The Seuppernong is of difficult propagation from cut-

tings, owing to the peculiar texture of the wood, which

has very little or no peth
;

it can, however, be grown in

that manner with great care. It is mostly increased from

layers which take roots very easily or from grafting upon
the wild Bullace. From the way that those grapes grow,

bearing the fruit singly or in small clusters upon the small

branches, it follows that pruning will diminish the crop in

proportion to the number of branches removed
;
they

should only then be trimmed in order to give them a more
convenient shape, or to remove dead limbs, and it is pro-

per sometimes to diminish the yield to secure the constant

bearing. Vineyards of the Seuppernong are laid out 10

by 15 or 20 feet, as they cover more ground than others.

FOX GRAPE.

The next species we shall consider is a small grape

known by some as “Fox” grape, by others as the Small

Black Grape. The term “Fox” is applied by many per-

sons to the third species which I call “Muscadine,” or to

the first whioh I called “Bullace.” There is no sufficient

authority to establish the names of these grapes upon a

permanent basis; until this be done I shall consider “Fox”
appropriate to this species, and “Muscadine” to the next,

on account of its high musky flavor.

The present species has been called, by Botanists, “ Vitis

Labrusca ” This name must not be retained, as it belongs

to the only known species of wild grapes in Europe, the

Labrusque or Lambrusque', so common in the forests or

hedges of the South or middle of France, but differing es-

sentially from ours
;

its leaves are glazed
;

its fruit small

and black. I do not know whether like ours it is dioe-

cious.

The berries of the Fox Grape are small, with thin skin,

blue black and very seedy; seldom very sweet. lam
here considering the general type, for there are wild varie-

ties of this vine, as well as of the others, differing some-

what in the degree of sweetness and in the appearance of

the fruit, the bunches are long, and under favorable cir-

cumstances sufficiently large and packed. The leaves are

large, generally, (not always) lobed, rough. The young
wood is very red, vigorous, pithy, .with long joints. This

vine grows abundantly all over the State, in high as well

as low grounds, attaining sometimes enormous propor-

tions, some, especially of the male vines, being found near-

ly a foot in diameter
;
in this respect it surpasses all others;

it climbs to the summit of the loftiest trees, extending its

branches from tree to tree.

The Fox Grape is destined to perform an important part

in the culture ot this country
;

it has already given us

valuable offsprings, and will, no doubt, produce other still

superior to these.

I will now mention some of its cultivated varieties, and
.shall confine my remarks to those found valuable here,

at the South. It appears that in Ohio and at the West
generally they give a decided preference to the varieties of

the Muscadine; it may be that they have not given others

a fair trial, or perhaps they do not succeed as well with

them as with us.

There is much confusion existing with regard to the

names of the grapes comprised in this family; the same
fruit being known under different appellations in different

localities. 1 have made efforts to solve the difficulty by
entering into communication with members of the Society

of Vignerons of Cincinnati
;
but it will require some time

before everything can be made right and each one get its

proper name. In the meantime,! will apply to each of ours

the epithet it is known by among us. If our varieties

prove different from theirs, then let the names we hav«

given them be permanentt. I will not enter into the la-

borious and unprofitable ta.sk of writing a description of

each particular grape
;

I will only point out a few of the

best known in order the more completely to establish

their origin. By origin I mean their evident descent from

the wild type
;
for it is idle to attempt in most cases to de-

termine when and by whom each was first brought to

notice. So many persons have given such very different

accounts of the origin of some of them, that it has become

useless to search for information on the subject. With

the single exception of the Seuppernong, the honor of

having produced the principal other varieties is di.sputed

by many candidates, and it will never be satisfactorly de-

cided to whom is due the honor.

The principal Foxine varieties cultivated South are:
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the Warren, Black July, Herbemont, Lenoir, Missouri,

Burgundy and other nameless kinds.

THB WARRE!T

Has learcs and wood much resembling the wild type,

though the wood is not quite so red. It is a Tery rigorous

grower, and if planted in proximity to others will keep
them under and finally destroy them. The berry is dark

reddish brown, not blue black, about a half inch or over

in diameter, very juicy and pleasant; bunches often

large and more or less compact; leaves very large, deeply

lobed and of a rich green. This precious grape, which is

=‘ a great bearer, gives a wine varying in color, from almost

white to a shade darker than Madeira, according to the

time the juice has been left on the skins. It will

not make a claret or red wine. It is sufficiently strong to

require no sugar or brandy to preserve it from acidity,

and will keep as well in a hot garret as does the Madeira.

^
A delicate sweet wine, and a first quality champagne
have been made fi-om it

;
equal to any imported in beauty

and flavor.
» .

BLACK JULY.

|Vt A small blue black berry, closely packed on a medium
jjSJ jsized bunch; very sv/eet, not very juicy, and if allowed

to remain on the vine will wither and finally dry up with-

|!
out dropping or spoiling in any way. I have never seen

|i' it rot; but it is a poor bearer, and is greedily eaten by

I ^

birds, which will destroy it in preference to any other.

I

Wood light red; joints short; eyes small. Growth of

r’ » limbs very horizontal, indeed, remarkably so. Leaves
dented, not lobed, smaller than the Warren, and when
young of a greyish green. "Wine not fully tested, but

! . probably good claret. This variety, which in appearance

^

‘ of the fruit, is very like the wild Fox, will scarcely ever
*

* be much cultivated for wine, for the reasons above-men-

I

.
tioned.

jt« HERBEMONT,

Wood somewhat different from that of the "^Varren
;

f * \edLyes noi lobed, dentate, round, large, coarse. Fruitre-

|•i sembling the Warren, but with us far inferior in flavor

;
^ and sweetness. This grape is described in Western cata-

logues, and is considered valuable for wine. It is thought

j

' by some to be identical with the Warren, but having both

I

kinds in full bearing, we differ from this opinion
;
indeed

'

' the difference is very palpable.

I

,V Lenoir and Missouri are both more or less cultivated in

j* ' other States, -with what success for wine has not yet been
> satisfactorily shown

;
I do not know them by those names

I

although some imported will show whether we have them

I

mnder other names,

i B»R«¥NDT

I

I
Probably the Ohio, or Missouri of the West. Berries

I

. fight reddish brown, transparent, juicy, very sweet, with
very thin skin; about the size of the V\^arren. Bun.che.<=

j. . mostly loose, shouldered and large. A most delicious

I
.

table grape. It is not attacked by rot like other grapes,

but it does not always ripen well. In dry weather if al-

, lowed to remain on the vines, the grains will wither and

,,

* dry into raisins. The Warren always remains plump.
Leaves large, dented, curved at the edges, yellowish green;

the ends of young branches have a peculiar blackish ap-

pearance as though diseased. Wood deep red
;
buds very

large.

This grape may rank No. 1 for the table
;
but its very

(bin skin and great sweetness render it the prey of bees
and wasps, and also easily injured by rain. It is evident-
ly misnamed, for its American characteristics cannot be
mistaken

;
being so very different from the foreign plant.

Its true name, if it has one, will, I hope be ere lono-

ascertains and returned to it.

The above varieties, with many others not here men-
tioned, although differing from each other in leaf, wood

and fruit are nevertheless easily recognized as belonging

to the same family which 1 have at the head of this article

called Fox. How, when and where they were each pro-

duced will, notwithstanding all that can be said to the

contrary, ever remain a mystery,

MUSCADINE (Fox in Ohio).

The wild Muscadine is not as common as either of the

other species, and it seems to require stronger land to

thrive well. Leaves large, dented, not lobed, coarse,

leathery, white underneath. Young wood grey, more
slender than in the Fox species. The second year the

wood sheds off its bark, which peels like strips of paper.

The old wood also sheds, and the smooth inner bark often

presents a singular white appearance, which is peculiar to

this species and most of its varieties. Berries large, elorr-

gated, in clusters of 10 to 12, and in some vines regular

bunches
;
blue black, with thick leathery skins, and a

strong musky aroma. In a wild state not a pleasant fruit,

being no superior to the Bullace, to which fruit it bears

some resemblance in size and taste.

Such is the parent of the Isabella, the Catawba, Cape,

Bland’s Madeira, etc. These fine varieties have leaves

more or lesenibling the original in size and shape; their

young wood all grey, easily recognizaable from the red

wood of the Foxes
;

all peeling off as above-mentioned.

]S.iBELL.A,

The first vine of Isabella which I ever saw was one that

had been Ion? abandoned and neglected; it had not been

pruned or cultivated in some years; theland was rich, the

vine vigorous. It had re-fallen almost into a wild state

and I mistook it for a Muscadine; the clusters were small

although the berries were large, but in taste it w'as far bet-

ter. The leaves are the same asthe Muscadine
;
the wood

the same; the color, size and shape of the fruit the same,

but the bunches when cultivated are much larger, and the

quality infinitely superior
;
a single glance at this grape

shows its origin. It is a beautiful fruit, retaining much of

the musky flavor of its type, although not to so disagree-

able an extent. It is a great bearer, but it is proper here

to remark that when allowed to produce too much fruit,

it will not ripen well. It would appear from accounts

received from the Ohio, and some other places that the

Isabella does not succeed as well with them as it does with

us
;
and probably does not acquire its wonted perfection

in color and sweetness. Its juice in those places requires

sugar, and makes a pale wine. In Carolina it gives a

beautiful and delicious claret, somewhat darker than the

St. Julien, and fully equal to it in quality, and this with-

out the slightest addition of sugar; showing conclusively

that that which will succeed in one place will not always

be attended with the same success elsewhere. This grape

from the fact of its making such fine claret, is destined to

hold a conspicuous place in all complete Southern vine-

yards.

They have never yet made good claret on the Ohio, nor

will they ever succeed so far North, as anxious as they ar«

for it.

THE eATAVTBA

Has already become celebrated from its being the favorits

in Ohio, and being extensively cultivated there, almost to

the exclusion of all others in their vineyards. Leaves and
wood somewhat resembling those, of the Isabella; fruit

same size, but diflering in color, being what is usually

called red. This variety has not yet been much planted

at the South, and it remains to be proved whether it will

do as well with us as in Ohio. For, I repeat it, it is no
reason because best in one Iccatetl it should be so every-

where. If we wish to succeed at the South, we must not

follow in the exact footstejrs of our Ohio friends; we
must not endeavor to imitate their wines nor their modes
of cultivating

;
our climate and our soils are different

;

they may require different plants and different modes of
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eulture. Had the people of the South of Europe attempt-

ed to follow the methods of the Rhine, and planted the

same kinds of grapes, it is more than probable that instead

«f Madeira, Port, Bordeaux, Burgundy, &c., we would
have had miserable imitations. Those about to engage in

Ihe business should be cautious, and try some of each, lest

they be disappointed. The Catawba, from descriptions,

is subject to all the defects of the Isabella.

bland’s MADEIRA.

Mr. R. Bushanan, in his excellent work on the Grape,

»ays this is a delicious table grape, resembling the Cataw-
ba in its appearance, but too tender for vineyard culture

on the Ohio. From descriptions, I think our Bland’s

Madeira identical with theirs, but it is far from being a

superior table grape. It has a decided astringency, which
is not very agreeable

;
it has no musky flavor. It fruits

well, but the leaves often drop before maturity, causing

the fruit to remain in '^statu quo."

We have not thought it worth propagating ' either for

the table or the vineyard.

CAPE.

Once a favorite in Ohio, but now forsaken for the Ca-

tawba. Scarcely known at the South. It has not yet

fruited with us, but many prove itself worthy of attention.

It is said to be less subject to the rot than the Catawba.
I shall say more of it another year.

I will not now speak of any other grape, my intention

not being here to give a description of the great and still

increasing number of varieties, each bearing several names
or different names in different places. The kinds above
described are the most extensively cultivated and are pro-

bably better known than others. I have placed each in-

dividual in his proper place beneath the head of the fami-

ly, and should any one wish to prove the accuracy of this

arrangement let them plant seeds of any of these varieties

and they will find a goodly number of the seedlings iden-

tical in every way with the wild stock. I have no doubt
every other grape can be referred to one or the other of

the three species named above, and this thould be done
and recorded before hybridspartaking of each, efface the

line of demarcation still very plainly discernable, and
cause much confusion. We would thus avoid the im-

possibdii.y they now experience in Europe of tracing the

origin of their vines. They now find but one wild species

in the Old World— “the Vitis Labrvsca." Whether all

their present varieties are derived from that one stock, or

from others now lost, will remain a mystery.

The names I have given to the three types may and will

probably be contested
;
for instance, what we call at the

South, Muscadine, is called, in Ohio, “Fox.” What name
they give to the small black grape I have called Fox, Ido
not know. 1 believe they call our Bullace, “Muscadine.”
Whence came the name “Bullace,” will ever remain a

conjecture, uidess as some one suggests it was originally

“Bullets.” Be this as it may, I see no good reason why
it should not retain its name; and Muscadine is certainly

quite appropriate to the strong, musky fruit it desig-

nates

I have, I hope, given a sufficient description of the three

Southern species, with their habitsand differences. I have
never seen or heard of any other “i-/?cca?s,” although I have
many wild 'vo.rvtus" for being found in the woods does

not constiiuie them a “species.” It woidd be both inter-

esting an'.i instructive if persons from the different States

would o(ien a correspondence on this subject and state

wliether our same species above described are to be found

witli them, and whether they possess other distinct

Species, and if so, what are their habits and characteristics

and what their cultivated varieties, if any. I earnestly

entreat all who take an interest in this matter, and in

whose power it is to give information, to correspond
with me, and, if possible send me short cuttings through

{

the mail. By grafting these I would soon be enabled to

decide whether they really are distinct or identical species r

or simply varieties. A. C.
Woodward, S. C., 1856.

N. B.—Since writing the above I have read Mr. Long-
worth’s letter in the January number of the Cultivator -,

:

he seems uncertain whether the Warren and Herbemont
are different grapes

;
there is some confusion in this

;
it is ; d

evident he possesses but one; which of the two remains "

to be proved. We have both, and we can affirm they are
'

very different, and moreover the Warren can make wine ;
•

susceptible ofhigher colour than Madeira, and it darkens -

with age, I am told from good authority that Mr. L. is '

getting an extra price for his Herbemont wine.
There is, in the same letter, an assertion from which I

i

-

beg leave to dissent. He tells us we cannot make, nor i
:

keep it at the South without deep and cool cellars. My ni'

friend and neighbor, Dr. McD., and I have both made
|

all our wines without cellars
;
and six years since I made u -

tw’O barrels in a barn, and kept the wine, as a trial, in a
^

hot garret, the entiie summer after it was made; the wine u •

is now of a superior quality. We have yet lost no wine i

from acidity, excepting where a barrel had leaked out the u

greatest part of its contents. Now, would our wines be i

better if made in deep cellars
;
perhaps not! It is possible i

they may require different treatment.

EVERGREENS FOR THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—While the gardens of

the North are covered with ice, and a few dark colored i

pines are looking through the snow, like monuments of

the summer past, the Southern garden may look bright
\

and gay. It is to the ^^Evergreens" that we are indebted i

for this pleasure.
;

As yet, most of our Southern periodicals have indis- :

criminately contented themselves by copying articles on
new evergreens and other plants from Northern adver-

tisements, many for which are entirely unsuited to our cli-

mate
;
and very little has been written about them by ex-

perienced Southern horticulturists. Though diffident as «

to my capacity for so doing, still I will try to give your
readers an article on this subject. The objection w ill per-

haps be made, that there are more evergreens suitable to
‘

the Southern climate than those which 1 am going to enu-

merate; but being opposed to all kinds of humbug, I will

onlv mention such as 1 can recommend from my own ex-

p^pence in this latitude,

I regret very much that, in writing this article, I cannot
follow your rule of brevity, and 1 fear that many of your i

readers will get tired before I shall have finished.

Great complaints are often heard as to the difficulties,

connected with the propagation and transplanting of ever- i

greens. I am of the opinion that this failure may, to -a

great extent, be attributed to the ignorance of the nature of

such plants, and, consequently, the mismanagement of

them.

All deciduous trees and shrubs prefer transplanting,

and partly propagation, while in a dormant slate
;

that >

is to say, in tall and wdnter. But the case is entirely dif-

ferent with evergreens, which seem to bear transplanting

best while in a state. In fact, during their period

of rest their roots are also at rest, and when transplanted

at such seasons they must evidently suffer a great deal,

as the roots are unable to sustain life, and support the top;

they are at such periods living mostly upon the moist at-

mosphere. During their g70?L‘Mig period, however, they

seem to possess so much vitality that life cannot so easily

be extinguished.

The propagation also of most of them is easiest and in :

many instances only possible while they are in that con-
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idition. Thus, Cape Jasmines and Pittospoi ums will easily

istrike roots from cuttings in July, directly after blooming.

Magnolia grandiflora and Oranges, if layered while start-

ing to grow, will have madefine roots in six weeks
;
when

they, on the other hand, if this operation is performed dur-

ing their period of rest, will not make roots at all.

It may, perhaps, not seem amiss here to say a few words

about the propagation of such Coniferae, from which seed

cannot easily be obtained, as, for instance, is the case with

I
many of the Pines, Cedars and Cypresses. Such vai ie

.ties are to be propagated by cuttings, or even grafiing on

I other varieties, raised from seed. By the middle or end

I of August take cuttings about two inches long of the last

In growth, cutting them off close to the older wood, and

I
plant them in pots in coarse sand, (I presume, that every-

body will know that about two inches on the bottom of

I the pot must be filled with broken crockery.) Place the

I pot in cool, damp and rather shady locations, and keep

; them moderately moist. By the beginning of March or

i often even sooner, the cuttings will have made a consider-

able swelling at their bottoms. Then put them on a

brisk hot-bed for a month or six weeks under glass, when
they will make roots rapidly, after which keep them cool

and shady again until September, when the young plants

may be planted out in tlie garden. In this way all Co
niferae can be raised from cuttings. In raising all Ever-

greens, and Coniferes in particular, from seed, it will be

found very beneficial to have them well shaded, whde
coming up. Layers can also be made successfully in

April, but not until the trees are startitig.

COXIFERA^.
Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine).—This mag-

nificent tree, which is considered the finest of the wdn>ie

Pine tribe, is a native of Chili, where it grows upwards of

100 feet high. It is rather tender for our winters here (33*^

lat.) and a little too impatient of our dry summer, so very

different from the climate of Chili. Raised best from

seed.

Araucaria imbricata, also from Chili, is a very peculi.ir

looking species. Some writers have recommended it

for the South, and it may, perhaps, answer in the valley of

Mississippi and similar moist locations; but it will not

stand the dry scorching sun with us, unless well protected.

Grows 100 feet high.

Cedrns Liba?ii {Cedtn of Lebanon).—Everybody has

heard of this tree of Scriptural renovvn. While young, it

is rather a sorry looking shrub, giving no idea of its ma-
jestic beauty, when full-grown. It does very well here,

but is of such a slow growth that it will h.aidly be wanted
in our days, when everybody goes for speed

;
particular

ly as it has found a strong competitor in the

Cedrvs Deodora, or “Tree of God,” from the Himelayan
mountains. This is a most magnificent tree, and cannot

be too highly recommended for the South For effect in

•cenery, or as a solitary tree on a lawn it is unsurpassed

in beauty and elegance. Its growth is rapid, its asfiect

most graceful, with drooping branches, and its foliage,

when growing in suitable soil, is of a soft sea-green hue,

with a silky appearance. It is particularly fond of an ar-

gillaceous, gravelly soil, and has no objections to a slight

manuring. Grows 100 feet high. Strikes well from cut-

tings made in August, and layers in April.

Cryptomeria Japnnica.—T\\\s beautiful tree, a native of

Japan, was introduced into England for the first time in

1846, by Robert Fortune. It is of pyramid;d form with

drooping branches. It boasts ofa very rapid growth, and
has here, on sandy soil, grown as much as 5 feet in a

single season It is perfectly adapted to our Southern cli-

mate. The Cryptomeria is very flexible, and my speci-

men tree, about 18 feet high, was, this winter, prostrated

flat on the ground by the sleet; and it possesses so little

15D

ela^ticity that it requires months before it can regain its

straight position. In .severe winters it turns perfectly

brown iti J.muarv and February. Gri'W's 100 feet high,

bears f)leniy of seed, and strikes well tVom cuttings.

Cupressus scvrpervircv.s (Oriental Cypress).— 1 Imugk

this beautiful tree has been known for ceniuiies, it i.s still,

comparatively speaking, quite rare. It is considereil a

native ofthe isle of Cypress in the Mediterranean, whero

it is a oommm timber tree, unsurpassed for duralfility.

The doors of St Peter s Church, in Rome, are made of this

timber and have lasted, uninjured, for more than 1 1 eeniu-

ries. The Romans planted it round their villas, and it is

frequently used by the Turks in tlieir cemeteries as a sym-

bol of t hat immortality w,liich they hope and expect for

the persons there deposited, hs peculiarly straigl t coni-

cal habit gives it a very singular appearance. Raised from

either seed, euttings orlayeis.

Cupressus fu/itbris (VVee[)ing Cypress). Of all tho

Evergreens of recent introduction iliis will be considered

one of the greatest ai qui-'itions. being as drooping as the

weeping willow' and evergretn besides. Itgrow's wild on

the Himelayan mountains and is perfecily adapiedioour

Southern climate. While young, it foimsa dt use busli

with feathery foliage; but wlim it attains a height of ten

feet or mnie it assumes its bt-autilul [lendulous torm. wnich

makes it a [)ro|ier ornann nt ior the cemetery. Grows cO

feet high. Sirikes w'ell I'rom cuttings.

Calltris Pyraoiidnlis - Of all ilie pyramidal shaped trees,

the “Oriental Cy press ’ ha.s liitlii rto been ac'miited to be

the very finest; and in fact, acoupleol them placed like

sentinels in front of the eniian ‘e, look very well. It has,

how'cver, of late, been eelip>ed by the “l 'alliiris.'’ w'luch is

by far the most beauiilul. It is a native of New 8onih

VVates, but. unforninatelv, it is too tender for shis laliimle.

As it, no doubt, will suit the clini ite of the >00110 rn part

Alabami, Lnuisaiia and Texas, i could not omit men-

tioning it here. It is, as yet, very tare.

Idbocedivs ('Ivilensls .—Tins new shrub, from Chili, is

closely relati d. to the Arborviia*. ' it has a 1 emai Kahly

.soft looking, mo.ss-like foliage Being reecnt'y iniroiiuetd

and quite 1 are, much can itoi
,
as yel

,
be said about iis ana

|

-

tcUion to our dry summers; but it seems, so tar, wo II suit-

ed to Southern hoi'iiciilture. and will prn'b Rly soon be-

come a great favorite Growls 1 0 to 15 teei high.

Pinvs alba, also called Abies alba, (Wtiiie Spruce).

None of the pru- e family can be, eonsideied shmic irees,

hut planted solitary ami never ‘ trimmed up’ thi y will

(brni beautiful .specimens on a law n, or near oilu i irees of

different foliage, and color Tfiis species is a very h md-

some tree, growdng wild on the mounrains of North C.no-

lina and Georgia, wdiere, it particnlarly grows in damp

places, and attains a height of 30 to 40 leet. Best to raise

it from seed.

Pinvs ?t7gra, also called Abies nigra. (Black Spruce

Resembles the former, but grows to a much larger size,

with daiker tobage, (whence iis name) and a silvery nut

on the under surface, of the neeiilcs; is :ilso lound in damp

places on the Souihetn mountatns BeSt to raise it from

.seed.

Pinvs bnlsnviea, ul.'P caT-ed PirCf^htihomea (Balsam fir,

Bain: of Gilead fir). — This fine Spruce a^so grows on the

Southern nnmniaitis, wfien* it is found /n lower ami more

moist situaiions than most other Spruces.. When grow-

ing solitary, it forms a most ( legant c<'ne-slia[ic<) H' t. at-

taining a heii;ht ofdif to 50 fei t The h aves tiavc -evetal

w’hiie [lowdeied sirqie.s. which imparl to the iiec a pecu-

liar .silvery tint, hc.niut’uliv conira'ted w ith the dai k foli-

age. Be>t rai'td fiom -eed

Pmos ah cs, also called Abies exedsa (Norway Spume
)

—J'liis is the (a)mmon tin. her in c of a' 'a, 01 die

northern part of Europe, It grows in its fiiglie.'i peifi-o-
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tion on the barren rocks, where hardly a particle of soil is

to be seen. In such places, striking its roots into the

numerous cracks and crevices of the rock, and nourished

mostly by the moist atmosphere, it often attains a height

of 200 feet. Here, in the South, it must be shaded and

mulched while young. Grows best in argillaceous gravel,

and is raised from seed.

Pinus excelsa (Bhotan Pine),fi-om East India, resembles

very much the “White Pine” or Pinus Strobus, which is

found on the Southern mountains, but its leaves are twice

as long.

Pinus australis (Long-leaved Pine).—This splendid tree

indigenous to the sandy parts of Georgia, is a most beauti-

ful object until it attains the height of 30 feet, after which
it grows rather ugly. Leaves very long, often 14 inches,

of a dark glossy green color. It is very highly appreciated

in localities where it does not grow spontaneously, and
deservedly so. Raised from seed.

^

Pinus canadensis (Hemlock.)—Is a beautiful spruce,

indigenous to the mountains from Georgia to Canada. It

forms a very symmetrical tree while young, and is most
beautiful in the spring, when it makes its new growth.

The young shoots are of the most beautiful grass- green

color, and drooping, which gives the tree a most singular

appearance. Many more pines could be enumerated, but

hardly any superior in beauty to the above-mentioned

ones.

Podocarpus taxifolia (Chinese Yew), a shrub from
China, not uncommon in our Southern gardens, mostly
raised for the sake of variety, as it is of but little beauty.

Strikes well from cuttings. 8 to 10 feet high.

Taxodium semperVirens (Redwood of California).—This
is one of the tallest growing trees in the world, attaining

the height of three hundred feet. It resembles a spruce.

Ifmulched and shaded for the first year or two, it will

stand the Southern climate well. It strikes pretty freely

from cuttings, but, unfortunataly, such plants, like the

Araucaria excelsa, will never make handsome trees, until

a sucker springs up and forms a leader. Rich gravelly

soil IS preferable.

Taxus baccota (English Yew), a native of the north of

Europe and England, where it, from time immemorial, has

been planted as ornamental in the churchyard. It is a

bushy, slow growing tree, except in rich mountainous val-

leys, and is best raised from seed. Its foliage is poison-

ous for horses. 20 feet high.

Taxus hibernica (Irish Yew), an elegant pyramidal
shrub, seldom exceeding 8 feet in height. Requires rich

soil, heavy mulching, and, if possible, shade.

Thuja (Chinese Arbor Viise).—Who would
not know this old habitant of Southern gardens, where it

so often, by mismanagement and tasteless abuse, is crip-

pled to one of the most unsightly objects'? In fact, the

common propensity for “trimming it up,” like a long-

legged pine, deprives it of all its beauty. It is a tree that

ought never to be trimmed up, and never even touched
with a knife, except for the shortening of any straggling

limbs. It bears the shears well and makes a beautiful

hedge, particularly when trimmed in pyramidal form.

Easily raised from seed.

Thuja stricta, from Nepaul, bears a great resemblance
to the former, but is a more dense and compact bush, with
much finer foliage and a very elegant form. Of all the

“Arbor Vitte” tribe this is unquestionably the best for an
ornamental hedge. Easiest raised from seed.

Thuja pendula, also called Cupressus filiformis (Weep-
ing Arbor Vitee) —This very singular shrub, a native of
China, is still quite rare. Its pendulous little branches
are very long and hair-like, not more than a sixteenth of
an inch thick and frequently terminating in an elegant

tassel, which gives the whole shrub a most peculiar ap-

pearance. I do not know of any shrub better adapted for

cemeteries. It stands our climate remarkably well. Pro-

pagates best from seed. 15 feet high.

All the Arbor Vitae tribe is fond of rich soil.

Juniperus Sinensis (Chinese Juniper), a beautiful upright

bush, from China, with elegant bright green foliage. It is

particularly fine in the spring, when crowded with the

cone like, bright yellow, male flowers, which form a

beautiful contrast to the lively green foliage. 10 to 15 feet

high.

Juniperus excelsa, from the Himelayan mountains, also

a conical shrub with handsome foliage of a blueish green

color, 20 feet.

Juniperus hibernica (Irish Juniper), a pyramidal shrub

resembling the well-known Oriental Cypress, but seldom

exceeding 10 feet.

Juniperus squamata, from Nepaul, a most strange look-

ing and awkward growing trailing shrub, which, in fact,

looks more funny than pretty. It is, however, unques-

tionably the most picturesque shrub for covering rock-

work.

Juniperus Sueeica (Sweedish Juniper) seems to adapt

itself to nearly all latitudes. Its growth is bushy and
spreading

;
foliage of a greyish green color, with a brown-

ish tint. 20 feet high.

Juniperus virginiana, (Red Cedar).—Common all over

America, and, nevertheless, a common favorite. A hedge

of Red Cedars is always admired, and when growing up
to trees, they form excellent and elegant shade trees.

The whole tribe of Juniper can be raised successfully

from layers, when made in the spring, just when they are

starting to grow.

In transplanting all these Evergreens, care must be

taken to lift the roots with a spade, and not to injure them
more than cannot be avoided. After transplanting, it will

assist their growing considerably if a barrel without

ahead is placed so as to keep a close moist air around

them
;
frequently syringing or sprinkling of water over

the foliage, particularly by sunset, will be found to be of

great service to them. Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga., April, 1856.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH-LAY-
ING OFF FLOWER GARDENS, PLEASURE

GROUNDS, ETC.

A very capable correspondent (in a private note) thua

opens up a subject which we hope will engage his own

pen and that of others, hereafter:

“I have an idea ofwriting something (if capable of do-

ing it) on laying out, planting and ornamenting Southern

gardens. Downing, as well as many European authors,

have written volumes about it; but our Southern climate

is very different from theirs. How can we ever think to

have nice green lawns 1 I doubt very much whether

that ever will be accomplished in the South. But we can

at least do away with those narrow, straight paths, fit

only for two chickens to walk abreast. We can farther

do away with the lining of the beds with bricks or planks;

such “Dutchman’s work” looks miserably. An entirely

different style ought to be introduced with us, and I have

not yet seen anything on the subject of Landscape Gar-

dening in the South, Do you know anything about itl

then please let me know all about it. I have this winter

been laying out a garden, and met with some difficulties

following the “Downing style,” and it struck me at once

that we, of the South, ought to find out some other

method, but, as yet, I do not know what to do.”
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ROTTING OF APPLES ON THE TREE.

Editors Southkrn Cultivator—I have read your

sheet for nearly two years, and 1 think very highly of the

work, and further think it should be read by every one

who attempts to till the soil, whether he calls himself a

farmer or not; for, by reading and practising what he

reads, I have no doubt he would soon make a farmer.

I would like to make one request of your grey beards,

which is this : What will prevent the rotting of Apples on

the trees, and that before they are matured ?

I have a large orchard
;

a great part of summer apples

rotted, as above stated; and my winter apples rotted en-

tirely; so that I am without any of either kind. They

would begin by small specks appearing, which would in-

crease in number and size until the whole apple would be

covered with rot. This happened to all the varieties. This

was the case with others in the vicinity. Now what will

prevent it? Yours respectfully, G. B.

Rock Spring, Desoto Co., Miss., 1856.

Remarks.—Discard your Northern varieties and substi-

tute Southern Seedling Apples
;
then cultivate the ground

properly and you will escape the rot, unless your soil needs

underdraining.

—

Eds.

GRAPE CULTURE IN TPIE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have read with

much interest the communications from Dr. McDonald
and Mr. Weller in answer to a request of mine through

the Cultivator, relative to Grape culture in the South.

In Mr. Weller’s communication the great sine qvi non

is good soil. If that be the principle pre-requisit for the

growth and final development of the Grape, we are beyond

a doubt in possession of that part of the jug of wine.

Our soil, with proper culture, yields, abundantly, any-

thing we ask of it
;
and I have no doubt but it would suit

the grape-growing, as we have in the wood or wild lands

a great variety of the wild grape, the vines of which are

larger than I ever saw elsewhere. The Muscadine also

produces abundantly,

I should be much pleased if the above-named gentlemen

(or either of them) would, at their leisure, give me the

mode of wine-making; the number of hands re-

quired to a given amount of vineyard or barrels of wine;

the time of gathering, pressing, &c
,
of the fruit. I am dis-

posed to think the only crop that would come in collision

with the grape culture is, or would be, “king-coiton.”

A friend has suggested the probability of trouble by a

certain kind of worm perforating the barrels and letting

out their contents. Do you know of any such trouble-

some “wine-bibbers” in Georgia or the Carolinas?

With respect J, S. Greenlee.

Enterprise, La., 1856.

Preparing Osage Orange Seed.—Isaac L. Stanley, of

Rensselaer, Indiana, says, to prepare this seed for plant-

ing, “Tie it up in a bag and sink in running water three or

four weeks; if you have no running water, deposit it in

any vessel filled with cold water, taking care to change

the water everyday, to prevent fermentation.” He thinks

this is not generally known, and imparts it as having

been proved to be a good plan, by two years experience.

—Prairie Farmer.

Eemarks.—We know the above method to be good

from practical experience, and can safely recommend it to

our readers.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

A Choaked Horse.— Bailors Southern Cvliivator—
Take a strong cord and lift one of his fore feet until his

leg gets soft, then tie it tight above the knee and turn him
loose. I never have seen it fail. J. S.

FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH.
“POCAHONTA” PEACH.

This beautiful new peach is unquestiontibly a Georgia

Seedling The original tree stands in a large old field in

Macon county, remote from any other tree. It is a large

yellow-fiesl.’ed fruit of rather elongated form. Skin, as

well as fle.sh, of a lighter colour than the “Columbia”

^also called “Pace ’ and “Tinley”) peach, which it some-

what resembles, but is superiour to it in flavor.

A friend, a first-rate judge of peaches, sent me scions of

it for grafting, some years ago. He wrote; “Having at

one time planted and cultivated an orchard of several

thousand peach trees in Delaware, for the supply of the

Philadelphia market, and being intimately acquainted

with the extensive peach growers of that State, I have seen

something of good peaches, and I pronounce this the

finest I have ever eoien. North or South.'’' It bore with me
for the first time last summer, ripening by the 10th of

August. Owing to the general failure of the peach crop

and to the excessive drouth, the specimens were by no
means perfect; but still bore evidence that this variety

will fully come up to the high praise bestowed upon it.

Robert Nelson.
Macon, Ga., 1856.

Peach Tree Borer—Tansy.—We saw it stated, two
years ago, in an agricultural journal that these pests could

be driven from peach trees, by Tansy. We planted it at

the roots of some ten or twelve trees, and not one of them
have been disturbed, whilst others are injured badly.

This spring we intend planting it around all.

—

Newberry

{S. C.) Sun.

DISTElirPER IN B0GS~A SURE CURE!

Editors Southern Cultivator—A Tennessee corres-

pondent wishes to know an infallible cure for Distemper

in Dogs, and “Felix” has undertaken to give one
;
but as

he seems doubtful of its infallibility, I will give one which

has never been known to fail. It is this :

Take 2 or 3 grains of strychnine, or apply to the dog’s

head a cold leaden pill from the barrel of a gun, and no

one will ever have occasion to complain of his catching

sheep or sucking eggs or being subject to any other* dis-

temper.

Now, I am aware that I may be thought to be treading

on forbidden ground, and infringing some one’s privileges.

So I used to think when I tried to raise sheep, but have

long since given it up. Our legislators are afraid of deli-

cate subjects, but if four-fifths of the yelling scamps were

defunct there would be plenty left.

The writer only intends these as passing remarks, ap-

plicable to his neighborhood, as a general thing, and not

directed to “Felix,” or any correspondent in particular.

J. 0.

Jefferson county
,
Ga., April, 1856.

§^^We re-pubhsh the following at the request of one

of our readers

:

Cure of Scratches on Horses.—Take a teaspoonful

of arsenic, put it in half pint of boiling water-, let it re-

main from three to five minutes. After it has cooled, ap-

ply with a mop to the parts affected. “It is a certain

cure," and is the only sovereign remedy I ever tried on

mules.— Correspondent of the Southern Cultivator.

g^’It is very rare to find ground which produces no-

thing; if it is not covered with flowers, with fruit trees,

and grains, it produces briers and pines. It is the same
with man; if he is not virtuous he becomes vicious .

—

LC
Bragere.
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MULE POWER, VS. NEGRO POWER-AGAIN.

Editors Southkrn Cui tivator—Nothing would be

wiore foreign from my wish than to lead the young plan

ter astray by any suggestions J might make in your jour-

sal, as I have been a young planter myself and hud many

inconveniences to contend with for want <'f practical

knowledge, and I am young yet, Messrs. Editors, in my

profession ;
but 1 have long since learned one thing, that

over cropping is a curse to the Agrieuliura! community;

Isay, ihertfore, do not lead the young planter into that

temjitation. Judging from what experimental knowledge

I have gained fjr the last 21 years, I believe I am right in

wluU 1 may have to say on the present occasion. 1 shall,

fthtrtfue, launch out against the doctrines maintained, in

Dr. Phuops’ first and second communications in your

March numlier, and if I do no other good I may draw

from him more cnru’la'ive evidence of the soundness of

bis pt»sit!on. Fver since mule or horse power has been

brought in as an assistant in cultivation, it has !>een the

(®!rjeoH'f every planter to so equalize the work of the mule

and hand as to give time to the hand to gather what is

made and to attend to all ne’cessary improveiirinls on the

plantation. Now 1 1< arn from rntiny of the best planfer.-.

®f the Souili that a good mule can do tlie [.lowing (f 33

acres while the common hard can not cultivate and gather,

taking one year with another, more than 12 acres, and

this is also my experience. And I will here say: What

would it protit us to cultivate all me land on the continent

©f America and not be al)!e to gather it. Still the Doctor

wants more mules to make more corn and cotton. He

seems to be clearing the brush out ( f the way to carry out

bis fiivonte [dan <.f gathering trashy cotton, as he has

said in a former communication, that it would not pay fir

githeting it clean, and that he, one year, sold his trashy

cotton ill Vicksburg f tr about as much as liis neighbors

who g.ithered it clean. Weil, from my experience,

Me.<srs Editor^, so.ne [lerson, in that transaction, was

badly “sold as that s-me cotton had to be soi l on its

merits, either in New Orleans, the North or Furope; at

least I haveiieen selling cotton in New O. leans fn* 21

years, and have never iieen so fortunate in getting as

much for tras'oy cottrm as f ir my clean, hy at least 25 pi^r

cent or more; and ! think not only every commission

merchant in New Oilcans will bear me out in tliis usser

tinii, but those of my iieiulibors woo are aceju linied wiih

ihe way 1
geiieraily prepare my cotton for market. And

still the doctor recommends an addiiicu of mule power

fsav one mule to the hand) to make more corn and cotton

i am also in favor ofevery ficilily in making a crop, giv

iog both tfieir part of the work, and keeping in view, at

the same time, the gathering of it in good order. Can a

mule pick cut corton 1 If not, what would it profit us to

cuiiivate the whole world tind lose ill Why, tlien,

this great array of mule power, and even resiirii;

teams, that they may “go if,” after a rain, with Gilpin

speed. Does not the iiand have to follow the mme?
Wouid you not rest a negro as soon as a mulel Hu-

manity would say, sooner. IMy plan is to give both

moderate work and let ail rest at the same time; but the

doctor is fearful of getting his mules burnt up by the sun

Is there no danger of the hand who lias to pick out the

cotton being burnt up by the suit while the mule is rest-

ing 1 I had a common size mule to live 24 years, and she

cultivated her 33 acres f >r 20 years. 1 had a rnare to uie

at 22 years old that culiivaied, up to within two years of

her death, 33 acres or more. 1 have one now, and a half!

dozen mules tiiat are not short of 15 years old cultivating

4heir 33 acres. Why, then, go to the expense cf supply

ing our plantation with a mule to the hand 1 The addition-

al expense on my plantation, at present prices, would not

besliort (jf^iCOOO; and were we, all at once, to jump into

Dr. Philips’ plan ofone mule to the hand, the cost might i

be increased to double. Had I better not have the interest :

tin the above amount than to invest it in mules to make '

cotton and see it rot ?

Messrs Editors, 1 was once a Sheriff, and sold a man
out that bad been worth S50,000, who declared to me that .

tlie borrowing of $3,000 and paying interest and costs

irom time to time had broke him up; and still the doctor

recommends more mule power, to make more cotton that •

.annot be gathered. If made in good order: if we had
|

machinery to gather it instead of the fingers (not one of
;

those made near Memphis, for I would as soon send it to
;

market in the stalk as to have one inside of a cotton field J

of mine); the doctor’s mule power system might be looked I

on with more favor; but he is going ahead of the improve- :!

menis of the day—railroad speed has not yet been dis- ii

covered, much more the lightning speed of the electric tele-
;

gra[th, ingathering cotton. We have yet to gather it with
;

the fingers, and I doubt very much whether or not any
other mode will be discovered in our day.

i

The doctor also contends that the quantity made has

no influence on the market. Why, Messrs. Editors, there '

is not an early frost or a heavy rain during the picking
;

season but has its influence on the cotton market. Why I

Because there is a likelihood of not so much being marie,
i

consequently a fall takes place in Europe and is followed •

in America. What was the cause cf corn selling last fall I

at $2 per bushel and this year at 50 cents per busheH I .

will let your readers answer that question. The eame
j

cause operates on the price of cotton. The scarcity or i

abundance of the crop causes a fall or a rise in price. '

Some times, I acknowledge, in'fermediate causes may have
i

their influence for a time; for instaitce-^a protracted war,
j

drawing off the money from its natural channels to the

supplying of bread stuffs for armies, and I have even i

known tlie potato rot in England cause cotton to fall half

a cent in America; but, speaking in general terms, all
'

know that the price is governed by the quantity made, i

'J he doctor's over-cuhivation has another badclfect. It >

leaves us no time to improve our land by cutting hill side

ditches, manuring, fi.xiiig fences, building and rnakii g t.be

necessary improvements on the plantation. Not only so.

If, by Ins system, I e should make a large crop, it would
|

kee[) a negro slandiiig in the mud all winter ami spring lo
I

jjatlier it, and ifhe did not die with pneumonia or wii ter

f ver, the scr d i f rheumatism, sciatica or some chronic dis-

ease would cause him to go as a cripple fbi life, should his

constitution not be as snong as an ass.

jMy experience for the last 25 years is, that a small crop -

well saved, is better than a large one badly saved. The
docior may conteud, though, it is not more cotton he

wi.siies to make, but corn, i will meet him there with my
12 acre crop to the hand.

I have always contended we should make all our corn

and meat on the plantation and not be dependent on any
seciion for those pioducis. If 1 have not done so for near- !

ly 2U years past with a mule to 33 acres and 12 acres to

the hand, and sold corn frequently to those Hying to cul-

tivate fiom 18 to 20 odd acres to the hand, let my neigh-

bors speak out.

But Dr. Philips may say I have not made as much cot-

ton as my liands could gather off my 12 acre crop of com
and cotton. In answer, 1 will say : last year I made more
cotton tiran I got out in good time, and lost not short of

20 bales in the field. He may say say my land may be

better tiian my neighbors’. If so, I say cultivate less and

I they will have more time to improve their land, instead of .

I

putting everyihiiig under spur and whip to make a large

crop that could not be gathered in good order if made.

I

The doctor's plan puts me in mind ofa little boy who
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I had drawn off his clothes to take a bathe
;
he put his shirt

in on a bush and his pants on the ground. This last, Messrs

I Editors, was a firm foundation- There sprung up a squall

P of wind, however, that lifted his shirt high in the air. The

i|
little fellow concluded to save his pants, and put them on,

^ij but did not want to lose his shirt and started running af er

k that; unfortunately he kept his head a little too high and

J got into a briar patch and lost his breeches also. This

I was precisely the case with the man I sold out in Tusca-

1 loosa county, Ala. In endeavoring to save all, he lost all;

} when he might, at one time, by selling off a part o( his

I property, saved a good living
;
and Dr Philips’ plan leads

Ti to the same end. In trying to make a large crop without

ithe means of gathering it, he injures his hands frequently

I more than his crop is worth after being badly gathered.

I 1 agree with Dr. Philips in one thing, and that is: we
Uhould all raise our own mules, although this part of my
I duty, as a Southern Planter, I have not carried out, and

! I have had to buy frequently. I need not have done

so, however, had I done right,

r In conclusion, Messrs. Editors, admitting that the capi-

; tal invested was the same in the doctor’s plan and mine,

! I will attempt to prove mine the best. MMiy 1 Because

: I make my own provisions plentifully, and frequently

i have some to spare, and if I should not make as much

cotton I have more time to gather it clean and get more

! for it than those overgrown crops badly saved, and the

;

work of the hand and mule is nearer equalized
;

if either,

i however, has the preference I give it to the hand, and it

j

gives us more time, as I have said before, to improv^e the

plantation by manuring, ditching, building, &c. I com-

1
menced wdth those large crops agd quit them 20 years

ago, as bad policy. This gambling w^ay of risking every-

i thing for a large crop without the means of gathering it,

I leads to no good.

I admit, INIessrs. Editor, that T have taken a wide range

in bringing my views before your readers, but I have pre-

, cedents for it, as I have known some to commence in

; Genesis and end in Revelations and some out of the lids of

the Bible; and if I have got out, it is owing to my great

anxiety not to put the temptation of over cropping before

.
young planters. ’Very respectfully,

E, JlXKINS.

Horse Pen, Chncfav: Cn., 3'Iiss., March, 185G.

LIME-HO’W AND WHEN TO USE IT*-S0AP

Editors Southern Cultivator—As long as I have

seen and read the Cultivator, I have yet to learn the man-

: ner and practice ofapplying Lime as a manure on corn,

&c. Is it to be sown broadcast and plow’ed ini If yea,

when and how on light land 1 or is it mixed in with lot

! manure 1 Any information from you or from any of

your experienced correspondents will be thankfully re-

ceived.

I saw and read, sometime last year, (I don’t think it was
in the Cultivator, as I have just looked over all the num-
bers) a recipe for making soap

;
it said six pounds potash,

four pounds lard, and one-fourth pound rosin. In the

!
January number (.1856), your remarks to “Dora,” you

'
, say four pounds rosin. Surely one or the other must be

i a mistake, please correct it, as I am anxious to try it.

i Cupio.
' March, 1856.

Remarks.—Lime is used in a variety of ways for the

! improvement of land, but not often as a “manure applied

I
to corn.” Too many soils lack other elements of fertility

\ as well as lime, which the use of the latter fails to supply,

1 for that mineral to take the place of the dung of animals

as the food of plants. They require many substances, of

. which lime is but one. Guarding the reader against un-

reasonable expectations, we proceed to state that slacked

lime, like ground plaster of Paris, ashes, and small grain,

may be sown by hand broadcast over a field, at the rate

of from five to thirty bushels per acre. If more is to be

applied, put down one, two, three or four bushels in

heaps eleven yards apart each way to be spread with a

shovel. One bushel per eleven yards, or two rods each

way, is forty to the acre; two bushels, eighty
;
three, one

hundred and twenty, and four, a bushel to the rod, or one

hundred and sixty. On reclaimed, sour, swamp land,

abounding in vegetable matter, as much as one thousand

bushels per acre of uhslacked lime have been applied.

There is, however, no advantage in making an artifical

marl bed.

The cost of lime, the condition of the soil in reference

to organic matter, acidity and the crops to be grown,

govern the use of the mineral in all agricultural operations.

Tbe writer recently visited Athens to purchase a few

bushels to mix with common wood ashes and apply to his

corn, after the common practice in New York; but he

did not buy, because the price charged for lime was a

dollar a bushel. A friend paid five dollars for a barrel.

At such a cost, the less lime one uses the better.

Where the mineral constituents of corn or cotton are

deficient, a compound of ashes, lime and salt is a valuable

fertilizer. Three bushels of ashes, one of slacked lime and

half a bushel of salt form the mass used by the writer.

From five to twenty bushels per acre may be scattered by

hand from wooden buckets, over hills of corn. All the

ingredients being involatile, they lose nothing by exposure

on the ground. Rains and dews dissolve them, and con-

vey them into the soil. In the valley of Connecticut,

farmers have told us that they paid as high as forty cents

a bushel lor wood ashes to apply to their corn and broom

corn. If we could have but one, we should prefer a bushel

of ashes to one of lime, for any crop. The earthy matter

taken out of the soil by a growing tree and a growing

corn plant is not very dissimilar. Hence, the ashes of

maize would promote the growth of forest trees and fruit

trees; while commom wood ashes have been used for

ages to increase the growth of grain.

Lime is best applied in autumn, winter or spring. Its

heating nature renders its use in summer injurious to ten-

der vegetation, if recently burned and slacked. After it

has imbibed carbonic acid from the air, it is harmless, and

devoid of causticity. Hence a soil may contain 80 per

cent of chalk, or carbonate of lime, and yet bear large

crops of grain and grass.

It is not important to plow in lime, although the usual

pructice, because rains dissolve it before long and take it

into the soil.

English farmers complain of the sinking of lime too

deeply into the ground, when applied in large doses. In

all after-tillage, of course, the calcareous matter is mixed

intimately with the sand, clay and mould, till it wholly

disappears. Experience has shown the wisdom of fre-

quently adding lime in small doses, to cultivated land,

rather than in large doses at long intervals. As in the

use of common yard manure much depends on the state
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of the ground to be improved—on the surface or area, to

be gone over—and on the quantity of lime or manure one

may have at his command. In the use of amendments,

there is no precise rule of action. Cultivated common

sense is the best guide in all such cases. Fertilizers that

we once applied with a shovel we now apply by the hand^

fid. At that time and place, they were cheap and plenty;

now they are high and scarce.

Both air slacked lime and leached ashes are valuable to

be mixed with lot manure, heaps of decaying leaves, straw

and corn stalks. Caustic ashes and lime should never

come in contact with the dung of animals. The action of

either on leaves, corn stalks and straw, separate from the

dung of animals, is beneficial. The alkalies facilitate the

solution of the silica or flint in the stems of all cereals, and

the rotting of the tissues of all plants. To convert wheat

straw and corn stalks into a pulp for the manufacture of

paper, they are boiled in lime-water. Such pulp takes on

putrefactive fermentation readily. Coarse vegetables, and

half formed mould in the earth, need caustic lime to break

down their stubbornness, and render their elements solu-

ble in water, before either can nourish valuable crops, and

secure the rapid growth of agricultural plants.

In reference to the manufacture of soap, if rosin cost as

much per pound as potash and grease, no one would ever

have thought of putting it into soap to improve its quality.

But when chemists told all reading soap-makers that the

exudation from pine trees, whether turpentine or rosin,

would form something like soap with the alkalies potash

and soda, this cheap and almost worthless kind of soap

was thrown into the market. A little rosin or turpentine

mixed with either tallow, fat or oil does little or no harm

;

and the manufacturers of good bar soap use from 25 to 35

per cent of resin melted with the grease. We make excel-

lent soap for family use from the refuse grease of the

kitchen, without resin, or any foreign ingredient. Per-

haps a plain statement of both the art and the principles of

soap-making will be useful to some of our readers, based

on the abiding necessity ofhaving this important detergent

to cleanse soiled linen, and for personal ablution.

THE ART AND PRINCIPLES OF SOAP-MAKINO.
It is a law of nature that no inconsiderable amount of

oily and saline matter shall daily exude through the skin

of a person to soil any garment that may be in contact

with it. This creates the necessity of frequently washing

under-clothing, and suggests the propriety of preventing

by ablutions, the accumulation of perspired substances on

tlie surface of the body. It is wrong to use strong soap,

for it does serious injury to the skin
;
and only a little

mild soap is required. But to remove grease and dirt

from soiled linen, the case is different. One needs good

soap
;
and good soap always has an excess of the alkali.

Indeed, water slowly decomposes soap, and renders its

oil or fat insoluble. The white, milk-like color of soap-

suds arises entirely from the separation of oil from the pot-

ash or soda, and its insolubility when thus separated. So

long as the chemical union between the alkali and oil is

perfect, no milkiness or precipitation is seen. It is the free

alkali in hot soap suds that takes grease away from the

dirt, in soiled linen, and thereby facilitates the speedy re-

moval of both. As the alkaline base ©f soap is the active

ingredient, the question arises : Why not use caustic pot-

ash, soda and ammonia, dissolved in water, as detergents,

in place of soap 1 Because the oil or grease serves to

neutralize in the first place, and mask in the second, the

too intense causticity of the alkalies named. But. since

commercial soaps are so shamelessly adulterated, the use

of lye for washing is largely on the increase. Lyemay be

formed from common wood ashes, or from potash and

soda as sold in the market. To separate carbonic acid

from potash in wood ashes, in pearlash, and in carbonate

of soda, caustic lime is indispensable. The principal art

in making soap is in the difficulty of getting pure potash

lye. The soluble carbonate of potash obtained from wood

ashes makes either no soap at all, or an inferior articles

after long boiling. The acids in tallow, fat and oil parti-

ally decompose the carbonate in soap-boiling in this

wise: The oleic, stearic, or megaric acid, as the case may
be, takes halfofthe potash away from the carbonic acid

to form soap, which, in chemical language, is an oleate,

sterate, or magarate of potash, or soda. The carbonic

acid set free unites with the moiety of proto-carbonate of

potash still undecomposed, and converts it into Z>i-carbca-

ate of potash.

At the South, where little lime appears to be used in

domestic soap-making, common soap is a mixture of the

super or bi-carbonate of potash and an oleate of that base.

For all economical purposes, it is worth only half price;

but even that may be cheaper and better than to pay a

dollar a bushel for quick lime. To get good lye, we mix
a peck of recently slacked lime to a flour barrel of ashes.

The lime ought to be near the bottom of the ash-hopper

and mixed thoroughly with the ashes.

Lime so used is not injured for putting on land.

By using soft water, boiling hot, or nearly so, one can

have lye strong enough to make soap with little boiling.

Indeed, the per centage of water one may have in soft

soap is almost arbitrary
;
an excess, however, favors its

decomposition. Potash soap, ifmade hard by evaporation

will attract sufficient moisture from the atmosphere to be-

come soft again. The principal advantage of using pot-

ash instead of ashes for making soap is in having strong

lye without the trouble of boiling. We never saw any

one weigh either potash, lye, grease or oil, in making

soap
;
as any one familiar with the business can easily

tell whether more grease, or more lye is needed to take up

any excess of either that may be exhibited in boiling. As
soon as ebulition ceases, grease wdll rise caid swim on the

surface. It is light colored
;
while lye is almost black, and

sinks to the bottom. An instrument indicates its specific

gravity (Beaume’s hydrometer). A lye of 18 degrees of

this measure has a specific gravity of 1.138 which is equiva-

lent to 15 per cent of potash, or 12,8 per cent of soda, al-

ways supposing the lye to contain no other matters or

salts, to influence the hydrometer.

Some ashes yield so much of the sulphates, phosphates,

and chlorides of potash, soda and magnesia, which are

soluble, as to be nearly worthless for making soap. Caus-
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tic lime will not remove these defects. Housewives use

an egg, a piece of hard soap, or an Irish potato, to test the

buoyant power, and strength of lye. The information

gained in this way is not entirely reliable; for a solution

of the sulphate of potash, or of the chlotide of potassium,

indicates equal density, or buoyant power.

In the first volume of that truly great work, KNiPP’s

Chemical Technology, the author devotes 48 pages to the

elucidation of this branch of domestic manufactures. To
this standard authority the critical reader is referred for

much additional information on the subject. We should

state, however, that the fatty acids have but feeble affinity

foj the alkalies
;
and not being soluble in water, no union

or saponification takes place if the potash or soda be large

ly diluted in water. In a properly concentrated solution

of either alkali, free from acids, if oil be addled and stirred

to bring the atoms of oil and alkali into positive contact,

soap may be formed without boiling. But while ebulition

stirs both the grease and the base most thoroughly, in

soap-making, the heat generated thereby also promotes

the chemical combination of the constituents of soap.

Hence, soap may “come” while boiling hot, and soon

separate again into lye and grease after it is cold. W^hen

this occurs, the lye is either too weak, or impure, or both.

In such cases, take off the grease, and purify the lye, (un-

less you prefer to throw it away) by adding a saturated

solution of caustic lime as long as any precipitate, (white

powder) falls in the lye. This powder is the carbonate of

lime. Recently slacked lime itself may be used in place

lime water. The lye should be carefully poured off the of
sediment, and will probably need boiling down toincrease

its strength. It is best to have lye boiling hot before add-
ing grease. After boiling, if the emulsion is loo thin, the

lye is in excess, and more grease is needed; on the con-
trary, if oil is seen floating on the surface, more lye is re-

quired. What appears as an emulsion gradually becomes
more like a jelly and a true soap. This is less soluble in

salt water than in either lye or pure water. Hence, the

simple addition of salt will often solidify soap, (forming
in part a soda soap) which would not make without this

new material. Care should be had that hard soap do not

attach itself to the sides and bottom of the pot or kettle

and burn.

As iron soap stains linen, noneshould remain in an iron

vessel longer than absolutely necessary. Good soap is a

clear, translucent, thick, semi-fluid
;
a few drops of which

should dissolve perfectly in pure rain water. One pound
of such soap is worth many pounds of the insoluble, filthy,

resinous stuff sold for washing purposes.

Some of the fatty acids are volatile
;
and it is these that

impart the peculiar and sometimes offensive smell to soap.

Rancid oil and grease combine more readily with alkalies

to form soap than fresh oil or grease. Neither rosin nor
any of its feeble aciiis ever become rancid

;
and “there-

fore,” says Knapp, “no real sponification ensues, but the

alkali is simply saturated with the rosinous acids, and a
substance obtained, which, in a commercial point of view,

is equivalent to soap.” L.

TO FARMERS, MECHANICS AND OTHERS,
McCORD’S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE.

PATENTED, JULY llTH, 1854.

ri t HIS Is an invention by which a larger proportion of the power of the hor.se is rendered available than by any other arrangement
_L known. Its parts are few and simple, not liable to derangement, redily adjusted for working, with ordinaj-y care very durable and
efficient.

The Machines are manufactured with great exactness and all precisely alike, so that in case a piece should be broken we can alwayu
furnish a piece to replace it.

It is designed for one or two horses, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others. ^ .t

Ey reason of its portability the owner can readily locate it wherever it may suit his business. It can be used to good advantage for

driving cotton gins, thre.shing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and otlier machines for working wood, diiving mills, of various
kinds, for grinding, paint, &.C., straw-cutters, com-shellers, lathes, grindstones, &c., and for chuining, washing, pumping water for cattle,
irrigation, or draining, and all other purposes to which a Horse Pov.-er is adai>ted.
We also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers,
PAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

ilai'choG—tf Dealers ia Hardware, Cutlery and Agricultural Implements, Augusta, Ga.
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FERTILIZERS.

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on
the North for all the artificial fertilizers they have used. The

New Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city,

with facilities for the manufacture of MANURES second to none
in the United States, are prepared to fill orders for the following
FERTILIZERS at the same prices charged in Baltimore and New
York:
GROUND BONES.—For Fruit Trees and Grape Vines these

are particularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds applied to an
acre of ordinary pine wood land, aided by good, deep plowing, will
produce a crop of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lands,

it is ground both fine and course, and is put up in barrells. The
coarse is li cent per pound—the tine and sifted, li cent per pound.
Its great durability in the soil renders it the cheapest manure in
use.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizers, composed
of equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every
respect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself, it

is an established fact that Guano lacks Phosphate of Lime, and,
also, that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air,

which is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal small
constantly emitted by it until its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of Lime, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in

the Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial

of this fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and .superior

efficacy to simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the
acre will show its effects for five years or more, by an annual in-

crease of at least 10 per cent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of
about 200 pounds each, at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated

manure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust,
Gypsum and Sulphate of Iron, each ot which, by itself, is a power-
ful fertilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phos-
phate of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial ef-

fects, to thirty wagon loads of oi'dinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may may be used befoi’e or after plant-

ing of the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hill of Corn or Cotton,
has been known to increase the yield twenty per. cent. Five hun-
dred pounds to an acre of common piney woods land having a clay
subsoil, will enable it to yield as good a crop as any rdinary bottom
land. A single hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre
of meadow land, will increase its prodiicts at least a ton of hay. To
Horticulturists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees
at any season of the year. More than tv.’o thousand bushels of Ruta
Baga Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of

200 pounds of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is

necessary for success.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in baiTels containing
about 200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Tvv^o large establishments in New York, tum-

ieg out o 50,000 barrels annually, are not able to supply the demand
idf the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for this justly
popular manure. It is composed of night-soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2 . 50
per barrel.

Orders by mail or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber,
will receive prompt attention. D. C. LOWBER,

37 Poydrass street, New Orleaes.

*^*LAND PLASTER, PERUIVIAN GUANO and LAND
LIME may also be ordered at the above addi-ess.

July55—tf

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALE!

The Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-
tive COTTON LAND, in the Southern country, situated in the

counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part of which is partially improved.
For certainty of crops and durability these lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contiguoiis, in cultivation,

are yielding an average of seven bales of Cotton per hand, for a
series ofyears, and eighteen to twentx-five bu.shels of Com per acre.

Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will be
given. WM. W. CHEEVER.

Albany, Ga., March 15, 1855. April55—tf

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardware, cutlery, and agricul-
tural IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, also. Agents for the following articles :—SALAMAN-
DER SAFES, made bv Stearns & Marvin, New York

;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND"COB MILLS ;
Indian Rubber BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Companv; AT-
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAVvbS' made
by Hoe & Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS

;
PAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

April.55 Cl> Augusta, Ga.

MERINO RAMS FOR SALE.

T he Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO
RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have

more Rams I need. 'They are from two of the best flocks in New
York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from
9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

July55—tf Birdsville, Burke Co., Ga.

ATKIN’S AUTOMATON
;
or, SELF-RAKINGREAPER

AND MOWER,
THE BEST MACHINE IN USE

1 (the first) used in 1852.
40 used successfully in 1853.
300 in twenty different States in 1854.
1200 in all parts of the Union in 1855.

3000 building for the harvest of 1856.

T here are six good reasons for this unparalled increase and
great popularity ;—1st. It is strong and reliable, and easily-

managed. 2d. It saves the hard labor of Raking. 3d. It saves at
least another hand in binding. 4th. It saves shattering by the care-
ful handling in raking

;
besides, the straw being laid straight, it is

well secured in the sheaf, and does not drop in the after handling,
and the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the grains sav-
ing even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. It is a good Mower, being
one of the best convertible machines in use. 6th. It has a knife
that docs not choke.

Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention here, are fairly
given in the Circulars. Its intrinsic v/orth is also attested by ihe
awards (mostly in only 3 years) of

OVER 7U FIRST PREMIUMS !

Price.—Reaper and Mower, $200—$75 on its receipt, $75 first

September and $50 first December. Price of Self-Raking Reaper
only $175. Considerable saving in freight to those at a distance who
order prior to 1st March

;
also liberal discount for advance payment.

To secure a machine order immediately. Though so little is

known the past season, and none ready for delivery till 1st May,
yet not two-thirds the customers could be supplied. The reputa-
tion of the Machme is now widely established, so that three thous-
and will not as nearly supply the demand as twelve hmrdred did
last year, and we shall also be selling four months earlier.

JC^Order early, if you would not be disappointed.
Pauiphlcts givmg Impartially the Opinions of Farmers, together

with orders, notes, &c., mailed to applicants, and prepaid.
I^^Write to us at Chicago, 111.; Dayton, Ohio, or Baltimore,

Md., which ever is neai'est to you. J. S. WRIGHT <fc Co.
“Prairie Farmer” Works, Chicago, Dec. 1st, 1856. Ap56—4t

THE DEVON HERD BOOK.
VOL. III.

^1HE Subscriber is now ready to receive lists of animals for in-

X sertion in the third volume of the DEVON HERD BOOK, to
be published at as early a period in the year 1856 as a sufficient
number of subscribers can be obtained to warrant the issue.

Terms.—Each patron is expected to take at least one copy, the
price of which will be $1, and also to pay 25 cents for the registry
of each animal—registry fee to be paid in advance. All animals to
be elligible for insertion, must be able to trace then- descent from
unquestionable North Devon stock on both sides.

It will be recollected that there has already been published an
American edition of the first and second volumes of the Devon
Herd Book, bound together with a frontispiece of the Quarterly
Testimonial, and containing two handsome Illustrations English
prize Devons. The price for these two volumes will, in futme, be
$2. They will be forwarded as may be directed on the reception
of the above sum. SAlNFORD HO^VARD,

American Editor of the Devon Herd Book,
Office of the Boston Cultivator, Boston, Mass., Jan. 19, 1856.

April56—3t

P. D. GATE^j,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,

And dealer in agricultural implements and
MACHINERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.
Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,

Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Reapers, Horse
Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers and
other Agi'jculturab Machines. June55—Cly*

FOR SALE!
’

A SEA ISLAND COTTON PLANTATION, containing 900
acres, 400 of which is cleared and ready for cultivatinn

;
it is

beautifully located on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chat-
ham county, on a bold salt water river, the health of which is un-
questionable, and the facility for manuring with marsh and mud is

unsurpassable, the land lying three shies on the river. The place
is situated 11 miles fi’om Savannah. The lauds of Skiddaway Isle,
under proper cultivation, produces equal to any, in Corn or Sea
Island Cotton. This place is situated eligibl}^ to suj pi}- any quan-
tity of fish and oysters and for stock raising. Price $3,500. Terms
accommodating. Apply to S. F. BUPON,

Savannah, Ga.
Isle of Hope, March 9, 1855. April55 tf

COTTON SEED.
1

BUSHELS PROLIFIC POMEGR.ANATE, very pure, for
^ Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or hu-w.arded t- cash

orders, in sacks fur fifty cents per sack extra. Also, CROWDER
COTTON SEED, equally pure and productive, an early cpener, grow-
ing and making till late. Address DR. A. W. WAcHBCRN,

Jan56—tf Yazoo CitV; Miss.

GARDENING FOR TPIE SOUTH.

T he work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to
any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bdls of any snecic pay >

ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,
May56—tf Athens, Ga.
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TO FARMERS AND GARDENERS.

YOUR attention is called to the Manures manufactured by the

Liodi Manufacturing Co., from tlie contents of the Sinks and
Privies of New York City, and free from otfensive odor, called

POUDRETTE AND TAFEU.
Pondrette is composed of two-thirds night soil and one-third decom-
posed vegetable tibre. Tafeii is composed of three-fourths night

soil and one-fourth No. 1 Pei’uvian Guano.
These manures are cheaper and better adapted for raising Coni,

Garden Vegetables and Grass than any other in market. Can be
put in contact With the seed without injury, and causes Com and
seed to come up sooner, ripen two weeks earlier, and yield one-

third more than other manures, and is a sure preventaiive of the Cut
Worm.
'I’wo barrels Poudrette or 100 lbs. Tafeu, will manure an acre of

Cora in the hill. Tafeu 15- cents per lb. Poudrette per bbl., or

Si 50 for any quantity over 7 bbls., delivered on board vessel or

liailroad, free from any charge for package or cartage.

A pamphlet, containing every information, sent, postpaid, to any
one sending their addiess to

THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
March56—It 60 Courtlandt-street

,
New York.

SCOFFS LITFLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

The attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call

ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in

use. In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only
necessary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $55, all complete ready for attaching the horse.

No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with trvo horses.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one of Scott’s Little Giant Corn and
Cob Mills. No. 4, for the last rive weeks, and it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It was waiTanted to grind 20 binshels per hour,

but 1 have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or e<iual to

23 j bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100

bushels of Cora per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of

Corn with the Cob, where 1 fonnerly fed 300. I consider it decid-

edly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not re-

place mino 1 would not sell it for $500.
I. D. MATTHEWS,

Jnly55 tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

T
^OR sale, a few pairs, three to four months old, at $20 per

pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any other
— hey canned be made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneous eniptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so
liable when connned in dry pens in a Southern climate. Addre.ss

Nov.o.)—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AF AUGUSTA.
ri'^IIE undersigned respectfully informs the public generally, that

X they have opened an oflice in the city of Augusta, opposite the
Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tion.s, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the sale and purchase of Lands in

Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lauds sold, will present them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of; also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and wishing to sell, will rind this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we require is proi^er descrip-
tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and tenns, and they
%vill be entered into our general Registry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons wishing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lands,
located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the
State, will find it to their advantage to favor us with their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE & Co.
JAMES M. DAVIDSON,

of Woodville, Ga.
GIRARDEY, WHYTE & CO.,

Feb56—tf Augusta, Ga.

TOBIN^S GARDEN.

M rs. J\NE TOBIN would inf rm the pubdc that her Garden is

stil kept up, find that no pains or expense will be spared to
keep t e bt st slock of PL 'NTS and BULBS in the South.

Hai'ing procu ed the servi esof Mr. Sj^ndeks, an exr erienced
F orist an I u seryman, site hopes, by moderate pi ices and strict

attention, to oi tain a^hare of publ c patronage.
We me now wtll stocked, and offer for sale a variety of EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, () nanientalFlowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everblooraing ROSES iucludmg the newest
;
Double

D'^HUIaS, hyacinths, I ULBS &c. Also, a co) ection if GREEN
110U\-E PLAN ! S, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
kept in Pots, &c.
FRUIT TREE-. APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIF.S, PLUMS, PEACH-

ES, apricots, QUINCES!, PuMEGR.^x ATEc, GRAPES and
STRAW BERRY PLANTS, < f all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipiiing and transporting carefuPy at-
tended to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-
tablished in a pot is nmcli belter fo' transpoiting than a plant from
the «r und, wliateve may be its size.

The publ c a e respectfully invited to visit our Rose ground.^, par-
ticuliiriy in May and October, where we wi 1 be happy to show that
we possess and hiive f u sale every article we publish, and more in
reserve not fully proven.
Whf n selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

rectiving liberal trejitment in choice of oris with distinctive charac-
ters. Address [.Jan56—tfj JaNE TOBIN, ugusta, Ga.

THE BESF WORK ON I HE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

C M SAXTON & CO., New York have just published, and will

• send! free of postage, THE STABLE B')OK;a’l’ eatiseonthe
Management of 11 rses, in i elation to Stabling, ttroom ng Feetling,
Watering, and Working, by Jolm Stewart, Veterinary Surgen, ana
Professoi < f Veterinary Medicines in the Ander-onian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting i- to Amcican Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Edi or of the Amencan AgriculturUstt
illustrated with numerous engr.ivings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. I —Stabling, Const, uction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. II.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of I ecorat'on Managementof the Fi et, (>perati ns m the Stable.
Chap. III.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Cfiap IV.—Warmth.
Chfip. V.—Food— Articles of, Composition of, Prepara'ioh of. As-

similation of. Indigestion <4- Principles of Feeding, Practice of Feed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling. Feeding at Straw Yard.

Chap. VI.— Vv’aier.

Cha;) VIL—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of
Muscular Exetion, Prepa'ation for Fast Work, Tieatmenl after
Work, Accidents of AVork, Repose.
Chap. ATIL- Management of Diseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance. v.

“I liave aimed in this work to make Practice the Ma- ter of Theory,
a'-d have e idettvored to arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part oiit easM.v underst od, and easily re-
ferr- (i to hy ev“iy one.”

—

Author' t Prefare
THE HORSE’-! FOOT, and IIOAV Tu KEEP IT SOUND, with

illus ratio- s, by AA’illiam Miles. Price— paper— Twen'y-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON k CO.,

.7an56— tf Agricnltnral Bonk PuMis' crs. NVwA’ork.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

LEAATE AngUijta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6. 15 P. M.
Arrive at. Atlanta dail}- at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.S6 P. M.
CONNECTING AVITH ATHENS BRANCH.

Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10
A. AI. and leaving at 2 30 P. AI.

AVITEI AVASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Cumming daily (Sunday.^ excepted) at 9 A. JI.

Leaving ” “ “ 3.30 P.M.
WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.

Leaving Augusta daily at 9 20 A, AL and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. AL and 4.30 A. AL
WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3 30 A. AI. and 4 45 P. AL
Arriving at *• 7 55 A. AI. and 5 35 P. AI.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLAN'iTC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. AL and 6 P. AI.

Arriving at “ 3 A. AL and 3 P. AI.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
Jnly\^th, 1855. Aug55—tf

nOUiHEhN CULiiVA.OR FOB lt54.

Bound volumes of the SCUT HERN CULT1VA3 CR for WTA
may now be obtained at Ibis cffxe. I rite, $1.50. Or we

will send it by mail, post-paid at $1 80. Address
AVM. S. .TONES. Angust.n. G.o.

L»RVUi\ CiUnHE I'tiu

S
EVERAL GRADE or HALF DEVON HEIFERS, of varions
ages, from excellent Alilkhig Ciavs, and sired by the prize Bull,

“Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published in September number
(1853) of Southern Cultivator. For particul.ar! of price, &c.,

drees [Nov55—tl] D. REDMOND, Augoeta, Ga
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CONTENTS OF MAY NUMBEK.

PLANTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELLANY.
Work for the Month Page 137

Nape or Colza—again “ 138
]

Another Plea for the Birds 139

Cotton in Cobb County “ 139

The Florida Potato " 139

The Yopon, or Southern Tea Plant - “ 140

Mixed Crops—Wheat, Sugar Cane, (fcc “ 140

Advice to Young Ladies “ 140

Salt and Guano “ 140

A Daughter of South Carolina, &.c “ 140
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New mode of Planting Sweet Potato Vines, in Level Land
or in Beds ‘‘ 148

Oregon Peas “ 148

Profession and Practice—Manures, Ac “ 148
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Culture of Cotton—Close Planting, Ac “ 149

The American Pomological Society—Sixth Session, “ 150

Dourah Corn—Millet
—
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Devon Cows “ 150

Saving Bacon Hams from the Skipper fly “ 151
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Distemper in Horses “ 151
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Ohio Wine—Vine Prospects in the South “ 152

Agricultural Societies “ 153

Southern Fruit Culture—Pomological Society ,
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Premiums !
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The Season “ 153
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To Correspondents, Ac “ 153

Fresh and Dried Fruits and Vegetables “ 154

Hew Books “ 154

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
The Grape—its Culture in the South—Varieties—Wme-
Making, Ac Page 155

Evergreens for the South “ 158
Landscape Gardening for .the South—Laying off Flower
Gardens, Pleasure gi’ounds, Ac - “ 160

Rotting of Apples on the Tree “ 161
Grape Culture in the South “ 161
Preparing Osage Orange Seed, Ac “ 161
.Fruits for the bouth—“Pocahonta” Peach . “ 161

Peach Tree Borer “ 161

SOUTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURIST.

The Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society of

South Carolina having selected the subscriber to edit their

paper, a Prospectus is now issued in compliance with their instruc-

tion. This journal will be devoted to Agriculture, Horticultrire,

Natural Science, Rural Taste, Architecture and Art, the Mechanical
and Manufacturing interests, and all the pursuits pertaining to

general improvement. It will also contain a faithful transcript of

the organization and proceedings of the Society, Essays and Com-
munications from the best writers in the State, and a monthly sum-
mary of the spirit of the Agricultural press. All subjects devoted
to the Improvement of the Mind, the Soil, Stock and Domestic
Comforts will find ready admission into its columns, and such con-
tributions are specially desired. The work will be printed on beau-
tiful new and fair type, and on fine white paper, with a tinted

cover, and will contain 32 pages per month. The publication will

commence on the 1st of May, 1856. There will also be published
an additional advertising sheet as a supplement, in which a limited
number of advertisements will be inserted.

Tekms.—$1 per annxnn. No paper sent unless the money is

paid in advance. Life Members to the State Agricultural Society
will receive the paper without cost. Addi-ess

A. G. SUMMER,
Editor “South Carolina Agriculturist,”

State Agricultural Society Rooms,
May56—Itt Columbia, S. C.

FINE LONG COTTON SEED FOR SALE.

The Subscriber offers for sale a small quantity of the SEED of
fine Cotton, which has proved productive and early. The lint

is worth about 50 cents per pound in Charleston, and as his planta
tion consists of a number of small islands, near St. Alenea Sound
and in sight of the ocean, the soil, Ac., are probably as well adapted
to the growth of fine Cotton as any in this State. It will be deliver
ed in Beaufort, on board the Charleston and Sevannah steamers al

^5 per sack, containing 2 bushels. ROBERT CHISHC)LM.
Coosa Island, near Beaufort, S. C Mar56—tf

1856! 1856!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTMLY JOtlKNAL,
DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK

BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
FARM ECONOMY, &C.

Illustrated with Numerous Engravings.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

The Foiirteentli Volume, with many new and valuable
improveinents, commences in

, January, 1856.

The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two pages,
forming a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely
to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the
general rural interests of the South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-growing States. Its
Editors are men of experience in their respective departments,
and it is well filled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from the most intelligent practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $1 I Twenty-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

1
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the PublLsher's risk.

Advertisements
Inserted s.t One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

;

One square, per annum, Ten Dollars.
Address W31. 8. JONES, Aiigujstu, CJa.

|!:p=Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

ALFRED M. TREDWELL,
No. 23 Fulton Street, New York City,

Having succeeded to the business, for the manufacture and
sale of AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL LM-

PLEMENTS and MACHINERY, heretofore conducted by Messrs.
Ralph A Co., at the above place, and having perfected his arrange-
ments for the sale of the best REAPING and MOWING MA-
CHINES for the South, invites the attention of the Planters of
Georgia, desiring information in relation to them. Letters of in-

quiry should state the kind and amount of work required and -will

be promptly answered. A stock of Reapers especially for the South
will be kept always on band if possible

;
but parties w'anting would

do well to order early.

A complete assortment of Implements on hand. Any goods in
the line will be made to order at short notice.

FERTILIZERS, Field and Garden SEEDS, trire to their name,
for sale at the Union Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, No.
23 Fulton street. New York City. May56—2t

BLACK ESSEX SOWS.

I
^OR sale, two very fine Black Essex Brood SOWS, 2 years old,

. bred by Co!. L. G. MORRIS, and in pig by a Black Essex Boar,
imported from England at a cost of $150.

RICHARD PETERS,
May56—2t Atlanta, (la.

WYANDOT PROLIFIC CORN FOR SALE.

The greatest Agi’icultural Wonder of the age. Plant only one
kernal, in hills four feet apart, at the North, and five to six feet

at the South. Yield, 150 bu.shels per acre.

The Corn will be warranted genuine, and sufficient put in a par-
cel to plant an acre, with instructions for cultivating. Price $1.50
delivered in New York. Money or Post Office stamps must always
accompany the order (with proper directions how to send.)

Those who order it sent by mail, and remit $4, will receive (post-

paid) sufficient to plant one acre
; $2 a half acre

;
$1 a quarter of

an acre. Orders for a less quantity will not be filled, unless at
double the above rates.

All orders or for cu’cnlars giving full particulars, address
J. C. THOMPSON,

March56—2t* TompkinsviUe, Staten Island, N. Y.

GREEN’S PURE WHIl'E WHEAT.

I
HAVE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will

engage to those who may want to purchase for seed w'heat of

the next crop, to he delivered at the La Grange Depot in good,

strong sacks, containing not more than one bushel unless ordered,

nor less than a half
;
marked with the name of the purchaser and

place of delivery. This Wheat is of the very earliest and whitest

kmd. Sow any time in November, and cut by the 20th May. It

has been exhibited at four different Pairs, and have obtained a
premium in every instance. I have already made many engage-
ments for the next sowing at $5 per bushel. No delivery no pay,

P. H. GEENE.
La Grange, March 22d, 1855. April55—
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—iJTTNE.)
I

THE PLANTATION.
|

ContiRue to plant Corn at all favorable opportunities,
j

plowing up deeply, a few acres after every rain, and put-

ting it into the ground in the best manner. We have

often made good crops after the ‘‘latter rains” of June

—but the sooner you plant now the better. After the

lirst hoeing, give your corn a top-dressing of Gypsum,

Ashes and Salt—10 parts of the first, 4 of the second, and

1 of Salt. It will be of great benefit in a dry season, and

no injury/ at any time. Try it, if you can obtain the

Plaster. Work your young Corn as often as possible,

giving the roots a deep mellow bed in which to extend
j

themselves, and leaving the surface level and well pulver-

ized.

Plant plenty of Cov; Peas, using Plaster as a top-dress-

ing, after they are well up. It will act like magic on

lands deficient in lime. Plant, also, plenty of Pumpkins

among your Corn, or in a separate patch. Milch cows

and hogs relish them greatly, and they are quite fattening

when boiled up with meal or bran.

Cotton witl need constant and unremitting attention

during the present month. Scrape and mould the plant

as soon as possible
;
keep the weeds down, and the

ground in a state of fine “tilth.”

Sow, in the drill, in your richest land, large quantities of

Millet and Corn for forage. A farmer has never too much
rough provender

;
it is useful for soiling as well as for

curing to hay. The Chinese Sugar Millet [Holcus

.Saccharatns] is also excellent. Buclcwlieat should also be

sown; it does best on high and sandy land; excellent

for meal as well as for forage
;
for the latter pui’pose, cu-

lt when in flower and cure it as you do hay.

Siceei Potatoes should be transplanted now as soon as

possible. Dip the root in a thick batter—made bv siirrino-

fine leafmould and scrapings from the cow pen into water

—plant them pretty deep and shade the ground around

them with a few handfuls of leaves, and they will “grow

off ’finely, even in dry weather. Ju?r ueiore sundown is

the best time for this operation m “draws.”

Wkeai, Gods and ear^v Millet may now be cut, and

stacked up carefully un a platform of rails, raised several

inches above ground
;

or, (which is still better) put under

cover immediately.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Little can be done, the present month, in the garden,

with the exception of mulching, v:ecding and watering.

j

We regard the first operation (mulching) as ofparamount

I importance in this climate, and have spoken of it more

j

particularly heretofore. Mulch everything— trees, shrubs,,

j

vines and vegetables—covering the surface of the earth,

j

as far as the roots extend, with four or five inches of pine

I

straw, chip mould, spent tan, sawdust or forest leaves

—

j

and you will find that trees and plants thus treated grow

continued di’ouths of mid-summer. Water should now
be freely and regularly applied to all your growing veget-

ables, in the manner heretofore directed—leaving no mois-

ture exposed on the surface to the sun’s baking rays. This

is an excellent time to attack the weeds, and you must

show them no quarter. Cut them down and let them die

on the surface
;

or, dig them up, and burn them, root,

branch and seed.

Irish Potatoes can can be planted and heavily mulched,

they will give a fair crop in October. Plant Watermelons

for a succession.

Seeds of Cabbage, Cauliflower, Celery, &c., may be

sown under low arbors, made of brush or pine tops, in

order to shelter them Rom the fierce rays of the sun.

Water often, until the plants are well up, when a little

liquid manure may be used alternately with the water,

from time to time. Plant a full crop of Otra, without de-

lay. Plant Peas, Sv:eet Corn and Snap Beans, for a suc-

cession. Transplant Tomatoes, Cabbages, early Celery,

&c., &c., and pjrick out Celery, Caullflo^eer dir\d Broco-

li. Pinch off the leading shoots of your early Tomatoes,

Lima Beans, Melons and Cucumbers, if you want the

fruit to set early
;
and give the plants liquid manure, if

you desire large specimens. Sow Tomatoes for a late crop,

they will come in when the first is gone. Sow Ruta-

aga. Turnip seed and ti'ansplant them like winter cab-
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bages, in rows 2 feet apart and 18 inches apart in the

row. The white and yellow summer Radish must now

be sowed. Transplant Onions and Leeks, ifnot done last

month, whenever the season suits. Also transplant Beets,

where they stand too thick in the seed beds.

Strawberry Beds must be kept from weeds, well mulch-

with leaves or “broom-straw” and freely watered in dry

weather. If you desirefruit, cut off all the runners as fast

as they appear, and keep the ground cool and moist.

But if you wish to increase your plants, the mulching may

be dispensed with (except immediately around the plants

as directed heretofore) and the surface must be kept clean,

open and mellow.

THE FRUIT ORCHARD.
Thin out all fruitfrom one-third to one-half, if the branch-

es are heavily laden, and the remainder will be enough

larger and finer to pay for the trouble. Peaches, Plums^

Nectarioies, Apricots, &c.
,
may be budded, by those who

still practice budding, which we have discontinued, ex-

cept in particular cases
;

preferring to graft into good

roots during the winter. Such as desire to bud the Api’i-

cot, may use free growing and vigorous stocks of the

Chickasaw Plum, with decided advantage, but the tree

must be trained low and branching instead of tall, slender

and “spindling.” Mulch all young trees set out last

spring, and give them a copious watering occasionally.

Turn your small “shoats” into the orchard to devour fall-

en fruit, and encourage them to “root,” or loosen up the

earth by scattering a handful of corn to them occasionally

underneath the trees. Large hogs are frequently destruc-

tive to orchards, tearing and mutilating the branches in

their efforts to obtain the fruit, even when the ground is

thickly covered with it.

THE FLOWER GARDEX.
Some hardy Annuals may yet be sown, but is rather

late. If you do not wish to take up your bulbous roots,

(by which method they often are lost in this climate, un-

less properly attended to.) give them a heavy mulching

and let them stand in the ground until September, when

they may be taken up, divided and planted again.

Whenever the Dahlias stop blooming, cut them down to

the ground, and give them a good watering and heavy

mulch; they will soon sprout and bloom anew. Apply

liquid manure occasionally to all your choice fiowers.

Roses should now be budded and layered—fumigate with

tobaceo smoke to destroy the Aphis or green fly upon the

Rose and other plants. Gather ripe flower seeds in dry

weather. Use water freely among your flowers whenever

it is necessary. Rain water is by far the best.

Selfishness,—Selfishness is poverty; it is the most

utter destitution of a human being. It can bring nothing

to his relief; it sharpens his pains
;

it aggravates all the

losses he is liable to endure, and when goaded to extremes,

often turns destroyer, and strikes its last blow on himself

It gives us nothing to rest on or fly to in trouble
;

it turns

our affections on ourselves, self on self, as the sap of a tree

descending out of season from its heavenward branches,

and making not only its life useless, but its growth down-
ward.

EDUCATION AND AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT.

The momentous interests of Popular Education and Ag-

ricultural Improvement, briefly discussed in the following

letter to the Editor of the Augusta Constitutionalist ,de-

serve the careful consideration ofevery voter in the United

States

:

Irwinville, Ga., April 9, 1856.

Mr. James Gardner—Dear Sir :—I noticed in the

Co7istitutio7ialist of the 12th March, a resolution offered by
Mr. Thornton, of Muscogee, which was agreed to, charg-

ing some of the Senators with illiberality—and I being one
of that honorable body, I would wish to make some brief

remarks on those bills refused by the Senate. I, for one,

was against all those bills, and voted against all of them
that I had an opportunity of so doing. In the finst place

the bill to appropriate money to the Hancock Agricultur-

al Society. Common sense teaches me that this appro-

priation would be as useful in one county as another
;
but

I am proud to say that Georgia can and will carry on her

agricultural interests without fingering the money of the

public treasury of Georgia. I am as anxious to see the

farming improved as any man in Georgia, but let it be

done without those abominable appropriations. A bill to

appropriate three thousand dollars to the State Agricultur-

al Society. This bill, in my opinion, is of no value, nor

I cannot think that the State ever would bebenefitted any-

thing by this advancement. Also, a bill to create a Com-
mon School System in Georgia. Now, sir, suppose we
would have passed this bill with all its features, appropri-

ating a fund to carry into effect the provisions of this act,

locating schools in every county in the State. Sir, I say

you must fix some way or plan to compel parents to send
their children to school, or at least one-half of the poor
children of Georgia W'ould not bebenefitted by this act.

There are a great many parents that will not send their

children to school if they have ever so good an opportu-

nity. I am as much in favor of a common school system

i
as the honorable Representative irony Muscogee, if it

could be done in a suitable manner, for I see the necessity

of education in our country. Next comes the bill to ap-

propriate thirty-five thousand dollars to educate one poor

young man from each county in the State, for teachers in

said State
;
and this is to be annually. Now, Sir, this bill

appears to me to be something like the common school

bill. I cannot see where any benefit could be derived

from such a measure as this. In the first place, you might

educate one from each county, and when his education is

completed, his mind probably might be for something

higher than a teacher, or something else. So i am op-

posed to any such principles.

I have merely given my simple views on these bills as

being charged with illiberality, and as the honorable Re-
presentative from Muscogee thinks the last Senate unwise
and desires the people ofGeorgia to send more able and
efficient men to that body, my advice is to the people of

Georgia to try to select men that will guard the public

treasury of Georgia, especially in the House of Represen-

tatives. With these remarks I close.

I am your most obedient servant,
‘ George Paulk.

The opinions, so frankly avowed by the Hon. Senator,

would be of little consequence to our numerous readers,

did they not truly represent the views and feelings of a

large number of Legislators at the South. It is exclusive-

ly in their representative character that we make them the

subject of editorial comment.

In the first place, it is proper to remark that the Bill

above referred to, passed the more numerous branch of the

Legislature by a handsome majority. This deliberate and
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responsible endorsement of the measure, is important in

reference to its merits, and the intelligence of the House.

It was defeated in the Senate on the principle agri

cultural societies deserve no aid from the State; and that

common schools, normal schools for the instruction of

common school teachers, and colleges, are equally un

worthy of Legislative assistance. An Hon. Lepresenta

tive appeals to “the people of Georgia” through the pub-

lic press, “to select men who will guard the public trea-

sury” from all such wicked perversions of its funds!

Is it not humiliating to be compelled at this day to ar-

gue the necessity of using in some degree both the power

and the means of State governments to enlighten the

people, so far as the rudiments of education are concerned 'I

But -Mr Paulk, while professing Iriendship for “a sys

tern of common schools,” which, however, he carefully

omits to bring forward, or even name, writes against

every plan proposed by others. The education of so

many as one pupil to each county in the State is “a sys-

tem” loo expensive for him I Some parents will not send

their children to school; therefore, he argues, there

should be no schools supported in part by public funds,

for the benefit of such as will send ! Wise and virtuous

citizens have no right to promote their educational and

industrial interests by will-considered laws, until every

unwise, and every vicious persons is willing to avail

himself of the benefits of such laws!

If such reasoning is pitiful, the author must blame him-

self for publishing it to the world. He comes forward a

volunteer champion of the Opposition, in Georgia to all

Legislative aid to either schools or agriculture. He does

not o -ject to any of the details of the Bills which passed

•the Plouse of Representatives. His leading idea is “to

guard the treasury” of the State

—

to do nothing.

Men who are so fearlul ofgiving a few dollars to develop

both the Mind and Soil of a Commonwealth, should inquire

how the people of N. York and other States have legislated

on the great interests of agriculture and popular education?

Every dollar in taxes imposed by their representatives to

promote education and agricultural improvement, has add-

ed thousands of dollars to the tax paying property of the

States; and so it will be in Georgia.

The common sense farmers of the wealthiest State in

the Union, made their lands worth Si 00 an acre simply

by planting the seed of useful knowledge before they ex-

pected a harvest. Can we of the Sunny South make a

crop of any value if we do not first plant the seed?

Let the opponents of State aid tell us plainly in what

way they propose to clear off a dense natural forest of dark,

blighting Ignorance. They profess to be the best friends

of Schools and of Agriculture; but what are their acts in

that behalf? They squirm if called illiberal; their

liberality is ‘^noiohere.”

Sound economy, alike in public and private affairs, has

no more earnest advocate than the writer. But wise legis-

lators discriminate in all bills appropriating money.

In an issue of this high and general character, all the

friends of improvement in our present facilities for either

teaching or learning should act in concert; and not foolish-

ly divide and destroy their strength, because the peculiar

notions of many do not harmonize in all things. Divided,

all will fail not once only, but forever. What with six-

teen million acres in desolated o!d fields, and thirty-five

thousand adults who can neither read nor write, something

must be done to remove this double reproach from the

“Empire State of the South.” After years of calm study of

all the facts of the case, we say to the people of Georgia,

you have a remedy in your own hands for the evils named,

if you will only use it. You must cultivate sound agri-

cultural statesmanship, and no longer permit the pestif-

erous weeds of political demagogueism to grow so rankly

in the soil of your State. Send your very best men to

make your laws, and they will enlighten, not darken, the

popular understanding. Public opinion needs to ad-

vance with the progress of learning and science in the

civilized world. L.

SV/EIT POTATOES-THEIR CTJLTUEE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice in the Cidti-

valor numerous communications on the culture of the

Sweet Potato (Convolvulus Battata or Battatos) and re-

garding it as one ofthe most valuable esculents raised on

the farm, 1 am not surprised that it claims so much atten-

tion from your correspondents. On the seaboard of

Georgia, our progress in agricultural improvements is la-

mentably, slow. Generation after generation seem con-

tent to follow in the footsteps of their ancestors! Hence,

we raise biA little grain. We raise no mules nor horses

for farm work, and, with the best range in the State for

hogs, not one in fifty of our planters raise meat enough

for family use, much less to feed their negroes. As our

fathers did, so do we now. One thing however, our plant-

ters, do succeed well in, and that is, raising Sweet Pota-

toes, and that, too, under a system of culture common
among us from time immemorial. Everybody plants in

the same way, and industrious people always succeed if

the seasons are at all propitious, in raising as much per

acre as could be made by any other system or mode of

planting. For the information of your readers, I beg to

submit a simple statement of the modus operandi.

We have many varieties of the potato with us, each

having its peculiar advantage, e.g.: we have the red, (one

kind white and the other yellow inside) which are early

and are cultivated principally on that account. Then we
have the Spanish potato, less bulbous in shape, more fi-

brous and resembling a root. It possesses more sacchar-

ine matter and gluten than other kinds, and by many, is

preferred for table use. We also have the Brimstone po-

tato, so called from its yellow appearance. This species is

dry and mealy when cooked. The best variety, how-
ever, to plant for a crop, is what we call the Yam. It is

very prolific, sweet and nutritive, and decidedly the best

to keep. When properly banked or housed they can be

kept from season to season, and are sweeter from being

kept.

The mode of culture of all the above is the same. Our
soil, being sandy, is well adapted to the growth and ex-

pansion of the tuber in the ground. In the selection of s

spot to plant the seed, choice is made of soil near the

.''eitlement, so that it can be worked by infirm or invalid

hands. The soil should be dry and warm, as it is ofgreat

importance to have your vines growing as early as poc-
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sible. The spot has either been previously “cowpenned/’

or highly manured with cotton seed, or stable compost.

It must be rich in order to furnish vines sufficient to

plant the crop. The land is then laid off in rows four and

a half feet apart, and large beds are thrown up. Drills

are then opened on the top of the beds, four to five inches

deep, in which the seed is put, from four to six inches dis-

tance and covered over with earth and pressed down^

Potatoes require careful cultivation. The beds should not

be allowed to diminish in size, by the rains, and should

rather be increased in size, as long as they can be hauled

up with the hoe, without injury to the vines. The earth

should be stirred very shallow, lest the roots which form

the potato be injured or cut off; and no grass should be

allowed to grow on the beds especially,- nor in the alleys.

Ifgrass is allowed to take root in the beds it will destroy

the yield
;
in removing it even with the greatest care. No

grass should be allowed to grow in your potato field if

you wish a crop. But this planting is only a prelimin-

ary step towards making a crop. The object being prin-

cipally to raise vines sufficient to plant slips for the crop.

The plan of lolanting the seed on a level square to get sets

or draws has been tried effectually by myself at least. It

is not as productive nor less laborious than the plan I shall

describe as universally pursued by our planters.

Two acres of land, rich, well prepared and carefully

worked, will produce vines sufficient by the middle of

June to plant 12 to 15 acres of slips
;
and slips planted on

good soil will yield 200 to 300 bushels per acre, on an

average. The seed potato may or may not be produc-

tive of roots. This is a minor consideration; the prime

object being to raise vines sufficient to plant your crop of

potatoes. If the land, planted in seed potatoes, is rich,

and the stand is good and the field kept clean, by the

middle of May to the middle of June there will be vines

sufficient to plant the crop of potatoes. I have knovm
good potatoes made from vines planted as late as the lOth

July, with a late frost. At any rate, if the seasons have

not been favorable for planting early, it would be well to

plant as late as July, for if large potatoes are not made,

what are made will do well for stock and for seed the en-

suing season.

Our mode of planting slips to make a potato crop is,

after the vines are sufficiently grown and abundant, to bed

up the land selected for planting in large rows four and a

half feet apart; the top is either leveled or trenched and

on this is laid three or four vines together, the entire

length of the beds. Earth is then taken from the alleys

with hoes, and put on the vines three or four inches thick,

and packed down tightly, leaving three to five inches of

the vines exposed, between each clod of earth packed on

them. If the earth is moist or the weather wet, the vines

will begin to grow off in .a few days. We generally select

a “wet spell” for planting slips, to insure their growth

This is the whole method of planting, and, in my opinion,

is the best. The potato or “slip field,” as we call it,

should be kept clear of grass and the beds kept up to their

original size, and if the soil is good the crop will be good

also. If the land is thin and requires manuring it can be

done effectually by scattering well rotted compost or dead

cotton seed broadcast over the beds. No manure put on

the potatoes in this manner will be lost. Every pound of

manure put on the vines in this manner will make a rich

return in fine potatoes.

This brings me to the consideration of the question of

the best manner of manuring potatoes, and I venture the

opinion, founded on my own experience and observation,

that the best method is to scatter the manure thickly on

the top and sides of the beds after the vines or slips are

planted, and to work it into the surface soil when culti-

Tating the field. I have richly manured my rows, and

jhrown up a bed on them and planted, and made very few

potatoes. On the other hand, I have bedded up rough
stubble land that did not produce oats two feet high

;

spread the same quantity of manure on tiie beds, and
gathered a large crop of fine potatoes. And this is but a
natural result, when we consider the fact that the Sweet
Potato is one of those suceulent plants which, like the pea,

imbibes much of its nourishment and vigor from the at-

mosphere. I am convined, from experiments made, that

the tubers grow more from the support of the vines than
from the manure which may be put in the bed or hill in

which they grow.

Let any ofyour farming friends try the experiment this

season and they will be satisfied. I believe, with this

plan, when seed potatoes are as scarce as this season,
planting from the draws or sets is the most economical,
but if the vines can be raised so as to enable you to plant

in the manner here indicated, by the middle of June, a
greater quantity of potatoes, and of the bes-t kind, can be
made than any other way. Yours, &c.,

Rup.rcoLA.

Libya
^
Ga., April, 185G.

SWEET POTATOES, OHCE MORE,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Though but recently

a regular subscriber, I have been a constant reader of
your journal for many years past with evident satisfaction,

although most of your matter is more suited to the up-
country than the sea island regions. My largest interest

is in tilling the soil, and, therefore, I feel great interest in

reading every thing you publish. Seeing many articles

from your correspondents about cultivating the Sweet
Potato, (and as we on the seaboard do raise potatoes if

nothing else) I, some time in February, scribbled off the

enclosed pages on our mode of cultivating or planting.

The pressure of business of other sorts prevented me from
completing it. Indeed I was rather ashamed to send such
a scrawl, and laid it by.

Having a few leisure moments this evening, I looked
over it and amended it so as to make it more legible, at

least, and I now send it to you for your approval or con-
demnation. As my intentions are good, don't be angry
if you cannot approve it, but throw it quickly into the re-

ceptacle of “condemned articles” and let it sleep, I am
afraid its length will kill it, any how.

It is astonishing v/hat little progress the seaboard is

making in agricultural improvements, while the up-coun-
try is alive and progressing so rapidly ! With the best

pasturage in the world, we raise neither hogs, sheep nor
cattle for market. Our planters('l) purchase their horses,

mules, bacon, lard, butter and cheese from abroad
;
in-

deed, many spend all the money they make by raising

cotton to purchase corn.

Think of a planter planting 4 or 5 acres to the hand for

a crop, using no plows, giving his negroes a peck of corn
per week and no meat and half a day’s labor to perform 1

Is it not old fogyism % Yet such is our plantation economy
on the seaboard ! But enough.

Respectfully yours, &c.,

T. H. H,
Savannah, April, 1856,

[Will not our correspondent make additional efforts to

arouse our seaboard friends from their apathy 1 Our

columns shall be ever at his service.

—

Eds.]

1^" Gentility is neither in birth, wealth, manner, nor
fashion—but in the mind. A high sense of honor, a de-

termination never to take a mean advantage of another,

an adherence to truth, delicacy and politeness towards
those with whom we have dealings, are its essential

characteristics.
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FODDER PULLING—ITS INJURY TO THE CORN
CROP-NATIVE GRASSES FOR HAY.

Editors Southern Culti viator—For a considerable

time past, I have been a careful reader of your valuable

paper, though I have not heretofore attempted to trouble

you with any thoughts of my own.

In the last volume of the Cultivator, was a letter from J.

H. Batte, of Virginia, on the injury resulting from pulling

fodder from corn, with which I was much pi -ased, hoping

that a few such experiments being made jiublic, would

check this deleterious practice. The subject was again

brought to my mind by the request of E. Jinkins, of

Mississippi (in February number) “that some one would

test the injury resulting to the corn crop by pulling fodder,

for a series of years,” &c.

I do not think it is necessary to make a series of experi-

ments on the subject, as the injury resulting must be near-

ly, or quite uniform in each case, if the fodder is pulled

at the same stage of maturity, and the relative injury

sustained by the crops, from pulling fodder at different

stages of maturity, can be fully tested during the same

season.

Mr. Batte’s experiment was made at the usual time of

pvtlling fodder
;
and the loss was one- sixth. A few years

ago, I made a similar expreiment at about a week after

the common time of pulling, in which the loss sustained

to the crop, was one-ninth by weight. At whatever

stage of maturity the blades are stripped from the stalk

—

just at that stage is the maturity of the crop arrested

—

it gains nothing from the hour in which it is done. The

leaves of plants are not mere appendages or ornaments, but

vital parts of the plant, and subserve a similar purpose in

the vegetable economy that the lungs do in the animal

system. As the lungs are the medium through which the

blood comes in contact with the air, and is purified

and rendered fit for circulation and nutrition, so the

leaves of plants are the medium through which the

sap is rendered fit for circulation and nutrition to the

plants
;
and upon their removal nutrition ceases and death

speedily results.

In the experiment to which I have alluded, I wished to

satisfy myself as to the probable amount of injury sus-

tained by the crops, and whether there was any gain to

the crop after the fodder was pulled. From the first row

I pulled the fodder, the next I left untouched, and the third

I cut down to the ground and shocked up, and so, alter-

nately, through the piece. When the corn was all fully

dry it was shucked out and carefully weighed. No appre-

ciable difference could be discovered in the weight of Corn

from the rows from which the fodder had been pulled, and

those where the stalks had been cut off at the ground

—

while those rows left untouched invariably weighed one-

ninth more than the rows on either side of them that had

been so treated.

It, therefore, seems to rne to be the better policy to cut

off the entire crop of corn and thus have the stalks as well

as the blades; though 1 very much disapprove of either

plan. In fact, a man should not pull fodder for me, even

if he would work for nothing, board himself and give me
the fodder stacked up in the bargain. I would still be a

loser.

Many may be disposed to say that they must have the

fodder at any rate, let it injure the corn crop ever so

much. This is a mistake
;
we can do without pulling fod-

der as well at the South as they do at the North. Our
crab grass [“crop grass”], if properly treated, will, almost

anywhere, make an excellent meadow. All that is neces-

sary is to plow the ground late in the spring to destroy

the early weeds. 1 treated a piece ofground in that wav
last year and produced as luxuriant a swath of grass as I

ever saw in a Northern meadow. I mowed it twice dur-

na

the year and found it made excellent hay, though it is

more difficult to cure than blue grass or timothy
;
but that

is more than overbalanced by the greater ease and cheap-

ness of its production. Try it— it is not yet too late in the

season.

This letter is already longer than I wished, so I will

merely add; that when the present energetic search after

foreign grasses shall have been abandoned, the grasses in-

digenous to the South will then be appreciated as the

grasses best suited to their native soil and climate.

A. M. G.

Blount Co., Ala., April, 1856.

[We shall be pleased to hear from the writer of the

above, often. His ideas agree with our own, precisely.

—

Eds]

IRISH POTATO CULTURE,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Although the Irisi>

Potato crop for the present year has been planted, a shor't

statement of a plan of culture which has succeeded better

than any other I have ever tried, may not be without inter-

est to your readers. It may be the same as practiced by
others, but I have no where seen it described in detail.

The *20th of March is as early as the general crop should

be planted in this latitude. If planted earlier, the frosts^

which frequently occur about the middle of April, are apt

to injure it. As few may be planted about the 1st of

March for early use.

The ground for potatoes should be turned over and

broken up thoroughly, at least 12 inches deep, in January

or February. Lay off the i-ows two and a half feet apart

and run thi’ee times in the same furrow with a broad

scooter plow. Cut the potato into pieces of two eyes each

and drop them one foot apart in the bottom of the deep

furrow so made. Then fill the furrow with half rotted

straw or oak leaves, or chip or stable manure. If nothing

better can be had, pine straw or saw dust may be used to

advantage. It the ground is not rich, a moderate quanity

of stable manure should be put in the drill, before using

the straw, leaves or saw dust. But these latter are indispen-

sable in this climate to keep the. soil loose, mellow and

moist about the potato. When the plant is about four

inches high, plow out the middles thoroughly and draw
the dirt a little to the potatoes, but make no high ridge t©

bake or be dried through and through by the sun. As
soon after this as you have a good rain, cover the middles

as deep as possible with leaves, pin^^ straw, saw dust or

something of that kind. This mulching renders any
further working unnecessary and keeps the soil cool and

moist through (he driest summer. Without mulching, n©
amount of manure or labor will insure a fine yield of po-

tatoes in dry as well as wet seasons.

The depth and width of the drill measure the yield of

the crop. Few or no potatoes will be found outside of

the mould made by the straw or leaves with which the

furrow was filled. By this simple mode of culture, I have

made over 300 bushels of potatoes to the acre, on land

whose ordinary yield of corn is not exceeding twenty

bushels. It requires but little more labor than cotton.

With potatoes S-2 per bushel (the usual price) or even at

$1, and cotton at 10 cents per pound (the usual price) it is

easy to perceive tne increased profits our farmers who are-

convenient to market, would receive by planting more

potatoes and less cotton.

It is a mistake to suppose that the Irish potato will not

keep well at the b’outh. I have found no difference be-

tween the Sweet and Irish Potatoes in this respect. I sold

Irish potatoes in March of this year, when there were few

Sweet Potatoes in the country even for seed.

A. W. S.

Shelby Springs, Ala,, 1856.
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SWEET POTATOES-LEACHED ASHES.

Fditors Southern Cultivator— It is quite refreshing

to hfid an article in your paper of April on Potato Culture,

over the signature of “J. Hair,” of Livingston, Ala. Ij

presume Air. H. cultivates arable land from his suggestions
[

and success in raising the esculent bulb after the formula

of Air. J. M. PIatciier. Persons writing, should give the

quality of land on which the e:xperiment is made, for we
all know (not all either) that what would suit a piece of

loam would, in ail probability, require different tactics on

arable land. Now, the loam would admit of free access

of air and give readily to the pressure of the bulb, while

the arable land will do neither, to any great extent, and

this again will be owing to the season : for during rainy

weather or after hard showers, we find our arable soil

needs plowing or stirring to give porosity and prevent

baking, and also to render it a non-conductor to prevent its

becoming too dry. In regard to potato culture for arable

soils, and it will, no doubt, suit all kinds, but the old way
of croppins: is good enough, i. c., make ridges and plant

ihe slips or drawing from the potato.

And again, in the same number, I see Dr. Lek takes

xhe man of Leached Ashes “to taw.” Now, any sensible

man would or ought to know that ashes, in their virgin

purity, would be more valuable as a fertilizer than they

vzould be after the potash has been lixivated from them.

This will refer directly to the Sweet Potato, that being a

potash plant. Now, if the Dr. would rap a few more of

them over the knuckles a little oftener (for he is the man
to do it, having his chemistry so fully committed to mem-
ory as to give him ample means in that line, without

much reference to books) we would have more reliable

reading matter, and, in all probability, be the saving of

considerable to some quick-going individuals who jump
at every hobby that makes its appearance in agricultural

journals. Truly, &c., NLiPPER.

Cohi'nibus, Miss., 1856.

THE LEVELING OF LAND.

Tee planterswho read this journal must have been a little

surprised at the earnestness with which Col. Cannon

urges the necessity of not allowing an inclination of sur-

face in tilled land, equal “to a fraction of an inch in a

mile.” The writer regards such leveling as impracticable,

and, therefore, not to be commended, except in particular

eases. Nor do we believe it as important, either to pre-

vent washing or preserve fertility, as Col. C. evidently

Xhinks it is from his remarks, which may be found in the

.April number of the Cultivator, page 107. He says :

“The little fall to which I allude, and which is most usual-

ly given by those who insist upon the least fall, is one

inch to every twelve feet. To demonstrate beyond ail

cavil, the absurdity of such a practice as this, it is only

necessary to compare this fall with that of the streams

which receive the water freighted with the rich stealage

from your soils, after it leaves your lands. A fall of one

Inch to twelve feet, gives a fall of thirty- six feet and eight

inches to the mile. Over such a fall a thousand rills

course along your cotton beds, at a speed, compared with

which the current of the mighty Alississippi would pre-

sent the appearance of eddy water,”

The author of the above appears to overlook the impor-

tant fact that, water running in “ a thousand rills along

cotton beds” has a thousand times more friction to over-

come, and, consequently retard its progress, than water

flowing in “the mighty Mississippi.” Land which is so

near level as to have an inclination of only one foot in one

hundred and forty-four feet, will suffer little, or no injury

from surface washing, unless it receives a flood of w'ater

from a more inclined and steeper surface adjoining it.

!
When a steep side hill pours its flood of water violently

j

upon a level surface below, the momentum often damages,

by making deep gullies, the bottom land through which

the stream passes.

But water that has no greater velocity than it acquires

after overcoming the friction at the bottom and sides of a

common ditch, with a fall of one yard in 144, instead of

removing earth when it reaches a level surface, immedi-

ately begins to deposit the mud and final sand it may

have brought with it.

Hydraulics, hydrostatics, and agricultural engineering

generally, should be carefully studied by every gentle-

man wt^ aims to be a scientific farmer. We entertain a

profound regard for such intelligent and enterprising plant-

ers as Col. Cannon and “Southron;” and if we criticise

their professional opinions, it is with reluctance and due

respect, and from no other motive than a sense of duty to

our numerous readers.

To grade the track of a railroad, not to a perfect level,

but to no greater descent and ascent than 37 feet in a mile^

often costs from five to fifceen thousand dollars. What,

then, will it cost to grade, not a narrow road, but 100

acres of hill and valley equally divided, where the hill is

on an average of only 60 feet above the low ground 1 In

such a case, the low land must be filled up 30 leet
;
and the

high ground dug down the same number of feet, and the

earth transported an average distance equal to that from

the centre of one fifty acre field to an adjoining one. Now,

the earth on a single acre to the depth of one inch weighs,

on an average, 100 tons. This gives thirty-six thousand

tons of earth to one acre, if excavated to the depth of

thirty feet, to be in some way carried from the hill to fill

up the valley. We will not attempt to estimate the cost

of making two acres, one on the hill and the other in the

dale, on a level, for farming purposes. Suffice it to say,

that the thing is impracticable
;
nor is it really necessary

to level land in this manner.

We admit the fact that some soils have a physical con-

stitution that enables them to imbibe, when level, all the

water that falls in rains, and not be too wet for tillage,

as compared with unleveled land. The proportion of such

light pervious soils, as compared with the whole under-

cultivation, is small; while the exhaustion of vegetable

mould, and long plowing tend to harden and make im-

pervious, not only level grounds, but all arated fields.

Hence, we see wheat fields and cotton fields thrown up

into narrow lands or beds, with something like a shallow

ditch on each side, to remove surface water from growing

plants which stand on a level, or nearly level suface. In-

deed, we could name plantations on the Savannah river,

beside those of Mr. William Eve and Gov, Hammond,

which have miles of open ditches to carry off that excess

of surface water which the land cannot absorb without

nearly destroying all valuable crops. An intimate ac-
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quaintance with soils as nature has formed them will

satisfy most men that land is better for being a little un-

even, for all agricultural purposes, than it would be if per-

fectly level.

Deprive our farms of all inequality of surface, of all

natural drainage, and our first labor would be to throw

them into ridges and intervales again. True, every culti-

vator would not have this work to perform. I)ut those that

did not would be an exception to the general rule. Level

plains, declining valleys, and the water- slieds of hills

and mountains have much to do in modifying the fertility

of all cultivated land. At another time, we may discuss

this subject at greater length
;
at present we are content

with the additional remark, that the washing of the soil,

as so earnestly and truly stated by Col. Cannon and his

friend, “Southron,” is the great evil of Southern agricul-

ture. A remedy, at once effective and easy in its applica-

tion, is the most urgent want of our plantation economy.

Having discussed this theme in our recent course of lec-

tures in the Georgia University, some notes of the same

may be worth the space they will occupy in the Cultiva-

tor. In the mean time, we hope to learn the plan of

leveling practiced in Tennessee, and referred to in the ad-

dress above noticed. L.

PERSIRniONS AKD OTHER FRUITS FOR HOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in one of ymur

last year's numbers a piece recommending farmers to raise

the persimmon tree for to feed hogs. I have been raising

them for several years, and last year I tried setting some
out, but have failed entirely. I am a great hand for fruit

and stock of all kinds, sorts and discriptions, and a South-

ern man throughout, and wishing to make and raise every

everything at home, I wish to ask you a few c{uestions,

which I would like to have answered in the Cultivator,

though I do not consider myself capable of writing for the

paper; 1 just wish you, as editors, to ask them and let

some one respond, and I v/ill be much obliged to ymu and
the person that answers them.

In the first place, I wish to know if there is any remedy
to keep sheep and goats from eating fimit trees if let in

the orchard I If so, how and when applied on the tree.

2d. The time and manner to set out the persimmon tree

to make it grow 1

3d. Hovv to make a white-wash out of lime to apply to

outbuildings to stand the weather I

4th. Where can I get a Shingle Machine on a small

and cheap plan, just to suit a farm, to run by my gin gear*?

.5th. The price (if there is any such a thing now) of a

Carding Machine to gin and card cotton I I want it

small and simple, like the Shingle Machine, just for my
own use, as I raise my own wool and make my own
negro clothes, I wish to make it with as little labor as

possible. I have seen just the kind of machine I need in

South Carolina 20 years ago, made by a neighbor of my
father’s, but I do not know where one can be had and at

what price. By complying, you will oblige me very
much. Yours respectfully,

J. S. Miller.

Remarks.—

T

o the first question, a friend appends this

note on the proof-sheet

:

“Cut the throats

Of your sheep and goats

—a very laconic, brief and summary process, and, we
should say, quite an effectual one. Ifthe sheep are South

Dow7is or Mermocs, and the goats Cashmeres, of course,

a milder system of treatment might be adopted—such, for

instance, as building a high fence around the fruit trees,

&c. 2d. The Persimmon may be set out in November or

December. It is best raised from seed in good, mellow

ground, the plants to be frequently transplanted while

young. 3d. You will find an excellent recipe for white

and other colored washes for out-buildings, in present

number. 4th and 5th. We do not know of any just such

Shingle and Carding Machines as our correspondent

seems to desire.

—

Eds.

ABORiraiENT OF HOME.

Home has a meaning and intention beyond the simple

uecessities of life. It is made, or ought to be, for some-

I thing more than a place to eat and drink and sleep. It is

for cultivation, pleasure, rational enjoyment, and improve-

ment. Cultivated man generally exhibits some taste

-about his home. It is generally the index to his degree

of cultivation. The savage leaves his home unadorned.

The barbarian deems it unworthy of him to study for

rational adornments of his home; or even for ordinary

comfort.

Just as civilization advances, taste exhibits itself in the

homes of the people. A cultivated mind craves a beau-

tiful home. And Avhat makes a beautiful home 1 It is

not wealth, for we have just been told of a man worth

j S250,000 who never had a chair in his house, or rather

hovel. He and his, sat on rude stools. It is not profes-

sional honors, nor learning, nor talent that makes home
beautiful; for we have seen all these in homes disgusting

to every idea of taste or order or neatness. It is what is

around and within our home that makes it beautiful—the

evidence of taste, refinement and culture that encircles it.

A home must have some things about it or it cannot be

tasteful, it cannot be beautiful, cannot be in the highest

degree pleasant. The first of these is ordjcr. There must
be order in the arrangement of the buildings. They must
be situated in proper relation to the points of compass.

A house that faces no way in particular—neither north,

south, east or west—is sadly out of order, unless the road

or street, or hills or valley, or stream, or some other pro-

minent natui'a! object, be so important as to be its regu-

lator. When a house is orderly established with respect

to the points of compass or the scenery about it—the next

thing is have the land immediately around it so graded as

to carry olf all water and look pleasantly to the eye.

Then the fences about the house should square with the

house and other buildings. They should be neat, trim

—

the best of their kind—made both with respect to conveni-

ence and good taste. Fences may be cheap and in good

taste, or expensive and out of taste. The yards, gardens,

&c., about a home, when neatly fenced, add greatly to its

appearance. Fine fences beautify a farm, and especially

a home. When kept in good repair, painted or white-

washed, free from a hedgeway of weeds, briars, thistles,

brushwood, &c.. they remind every passer-by of thrift,

taste and h.appiness within. The next point of importance

is walks to the road, garden, yards and out buildings.

They are easily made, and when neatly made and w'ell ar-

ranged, add greatly to the beauty of home. A puddle of

water, a mud-hole, or any such pestiferous obstruction in

a frequented path or walk about a farmer’s home is a

great annoyance, and reflects seriously on his good taste

and good sense. The walks made, trees and shrubbery

are wanted. Trees along the road, trees about the yards,

and shrubbery about the house, are so natural, so grateful

to the eye, so musical to the ear, so delicious to the taste,

that a home w'ithout them scarcely deserves the name.

We w’ould not have it all trees *bout a home. That w'ou'.d
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-xceate too niuch dampness. But just trees enough to

vaakea sprightly contrast between sunshine and shade

—between heat and cold.

B(it trees are not enough. There should be vines—an

vjitKteidance of vines, those beautiful emblems of affection,

•tboti't every home. A home without vines, is like a man

without a wife, or a bird without a mate. It wears a look

ofdesolation. Vines come creeping about so lovingly,

SQ thriftly, bloom so profusely, can be trailed into so

'^ssatiy bea-utiful forms, and are withal so fresh and fragrant

tliat they should be about every home to remind its in-

states of industry, sprightliness and affection.

Then eome the flowers, close along the walks, beside

tJ:ie doors, under the windows, in the corners of the fences

—sprinkled in profusely and 5
^et orderly, so as to give an

tidea of finish as well as of beauty and hapiness. A home

wkhottt flowers ! No, let it not be. Let every woman,

’SV'cry child with tiny hand and growing taste, plant flow-

er seeds and roots in little nooks and recesses and beds

•where they can as well grow as not. They love to grow

sad blossom. Who does not love to see them I Let the

buildings all be painted, then let the flowers challenge

to a contrast of colors. When all is in order, let it

'be kept in order. And when the outside is beautiful, let

rihe inside be, with order, neatness, comfort, taste, virtue,

foeace, good will, love and happiness.— Valley Farmer.

TEXAS AGXIGULTTJEAL ITEMS.

We c-uli the following from the Gonzales In([uirer of

-rlpcil 19

:

No Su^ar Crop .—The State Times says, Ex-Governor

lEoitoa anived in Austin on Thursday. He is of opinion

fJtere will be no sugar crop grown in Texas this season.

Me thinks the sudden transition from winter to summer,

'witlioctt any intermediate spring weather, has been fatal to

cjUccane. As far as he has heard,in this State and Louisiana,

rrite failure of the crop is rendered almost certain, from the

cHeatcuiction of the cane.

'C-rmtels in. Texas.—These animals have just arrived in

Bay, and with them their keepers. There are fifty

iea-cfe.) of these. Most of these animals were purchased

wa. agent of government, expressly sent for that pur-

The others were intended as presents to the Pre-

But gifts to public functionaries, from foreign

pt<5tecLtates are regarded as public, or government pro-

We feave long thought that these animals, if carrying

r-tke mails exclusively, might be a great acquisition to this

i&ipartKient of our public service. The object the govern-

u&m:t probably contemplated was to test their usefulness

t.ixt a. military way. We can see no reason, before the ex-

has been fairly made, why they should not be-

-as indispensable to our comforts and necessities as

tfcas &ocse, the ox or the cow.

will be seen that the Gonzales County Agricul-

Society are about to make arrangements for a Fair

fail, and that the Executive Committee will attend

regular meeting of the Society for that purpose,

members evince much interest upon this subject. It

Ts 'ss:pa;ted that there will be a punctual attendance of all

tiije saembsrs.

MtisrGeolGgi.st.—Amor.gthe many good deeds which

r^iUirj mticEpated of the next session of the Legislature, the

tjf^fi3.ktment of a geological survey of the State stands as

least, in the calendar. The value of our soil de-

GS much upon its quality as its extent. We care-

jasasure the latter, mark its bounds and establish its

< We can see no just reason why this work should

longer delayed.

7'ke Veallicr .—Although we have had no rain for a
month past, yet the crops'^ where stands have been pro-
cured, look well. The atmosphere for ihe week past, has
been quite humid and cloudy, yet invigorating to animal
as well as vegetable life. These are favorable circum-
stances, and should content the farmer fbr the present.
Rain wdl come when it will be needed more than at pre-
sent. Now is the proper time

“To plow deep

While the sluggards sleep.”

T/ie Mexican Cotton Market .—We learn from the San
Antonia Ledger that several carts laden with cotton, have
passed through that city for Saltillo, Mexico. There is
but little doubt that quite an important article of export to
our neighbors, mightbeourstapleof cotton. Inall the large
mining population the manufactured cotton is an article of
large consumption. With a favorable government on the
other side of the Rio Grande, here, in Western Texas, w'e
might manufacture cotton shirtings and sheeting for this
trade to the amount of several hundred thousand dollars.

A very intelligent Mexican informs us that ithas been long
a favorite idea with many citizens of Durango, to engage
in manufacturing with some company on the east side of
the Rio Grande. They have more confidence in our
ability to do the work than their own, and were we in
possession of some manufacturing establishments, we
should soon find it true that our best market would be in
Mexico, notwithstanding the high tariff.

PAPER FROM THE BARK OF COTTON.

We called attention some months ago to specimens of

hemp made from the bark stripped from cotton stalks

and left at our office for public inspection. We now learn

from the New York Dojj Book, that specimens of bark

have been exhibited to paper manufacturers at the North,

which is found to be of a fibrous character, and is con-

sidered to be well adapted for the manufacture of good

paper.

The best period for preparing this cotton hemp vvill be
as soon as practicable after the picking of cotton has been
finished. The plants should then be pulled up and dew-
rotted like hemp or flax, and afterwards broken up and the

bark separated from the wood of the stalk. The speci-

mens of cleaned bark exhibited to experienced paper
makers was considered equal to good rags worth 6 cents

per pound, or about ^120 per ton, and was pronounced
the best substitute for rags of any raw vegetable material

known to the trade.

The importance of an abundant and cheap material as

a substitute for rags, from which good, cheap paper can
be made, may be judged of from the fact that the United
States consume as much as France and England combin-
ed, There is no element in the progress of civilization

more important than cheap paper.

For some years, the consumption of paper has been
gaining on the supply of rags, and fears have been felt

that the advance in their cost would ultimately be serious-

ly felt in every department of literature, so that shouldfihe

discovery of cottonffiemp realize the anticipations of pa-

per makers, it will not only prove valuable to the South

but also to the civilized work!.

The magnitude of the paper business may be conceived

when we take into consideration that there are 750 paper

mills in the United States, employing 3000 engines, and
which produce annually at 10 cents per pound, $^27,000.-

000 worth of paper. To manufacture this amount of pa-

per require 405,000,000 pounds of rags, 1 1-4 lb. of rags

being necessary to produce 1 lb. of paper. The value of
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516.000.
000, to which, if the cost of making them into

paper, including 1 3-4 cents to each pound of paper in

labor, with wastage, chemicals, &c., be added, would

swell the cost to ;r:23,G25,0Uu to produce S^7,000,000 of

paper—leaving nett profits on the total manufacture of

53.375.000. For the year ending the 30th June, 1855, we
imported 40,013,510 pounds of foreign rags from 20 differ-

ent countries. Of this amount, Tuscany, in Italy, supplied
14.000.

000 pounds, Two Sicilies 6,000,000, Austria

4.000.

000, Egypt 2,406,028, Turkey 2,466,028, England

2,501,178. The total valueof the 40,013,510pounds import-

ed was, SI,‘225,150.

It is possible that the cotton fields of the South may fur-

nish an almost inexhaustable supply of hemp, so as here-

after we will reach the great desideratum in modern civili-

zation, an abundant and cheap supply of paper.

—

Savan-
nan Republican.

CORRESPOITDENCE OF THE SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Although I am ignor-

ant of matters pertaining to practical agriculture, yet I am
desirous, in some way, to add a flower to the beautiful

garland that adorns your valuable journal; in consider-

ation of which, I send you the following modest token,

culled in the garden of the muses, and trust it may not be

deemed amiss. John Gierlow.

yiacon, Ga., Map, 1856.

THE PLEASURES OF A COUNTRY LIFE.
Paraphrased from the Second Book of Virgil’s Georgies.*

Some the seas enrage with paddles.

Some rubli into arms with fury.

Some work into courts of monarchs

;

One to ruin dooms a city

—

Wretched families distressing.

That he may drink in fair jewels.

And on Tyriant purple slumber;

Wealth is hoarded by another.

Brooding over buried treasures
;

One, astonished at the rostrum,

Giddy grows; while loud applauses

Through the crowded rows come pealing

To the ears of still another;

—

Some in brother’s blood rejoicing.

Their sweet home for exile changing.

Seek a country far oft lying.

With a crooked plow the farmer

Cleaves the earth, and hence the labors

Of the year sustain the country
;

Hence his litile offspring feeding,

Herds of kine, and steers deserving.

Nor of intermission any.

But the y’ear abounds with apples.

Breed of flocks, or sheaf of Ceres,

Or with increase loads the furrows.

And o’erstocks the barns with plenty.

Winter comes : the Sicyonianj;

Berries pounded in the presses;

Swine come in with acorns gladden’d;

Autumn gives its various products.

And the vintage mild is ripen’d

High upon the sunny mountains.
^leanwhile babies sweet are twining

Round the neck of loving parents

:

His chaste folks maintain their virtue;

Cows hang down their milky udders;

*A word derived from the Greek ge and ergon, the science of
husbandry put into poetry.

tTyrian, from Tjtc, a city of Phanicia in Asia, celebrated for the
invention of scarlet and purple colors.

fSicyonian beny, the Olive, with which Sicyonia, a district of I

Peioi.oimesu.s, in Greece, aboimded.
1

And the kids together wrestle

With their horns on cheerful meadow.
Celebrating festal seasons,

Lies the swain on grass extended,.

Where a fire in the middle,

And companions crown the wine-cup;,.

O Lenmus, * thee invoking !

On an elm sets forth to masters

Of the flock the various prizes.

To be fought for with the javelin ;.

And they strip their hardy bodies •

For the rustic ring of combat.

This old life was well observed

By the ancient Sabinef nation,

And by Remus with his brother;.

Thus Etruriaj:grew in power.

And thus Rome became the glorjr

Of the world—became its beauty.

And hath for herself encompass'd

Seven hills with wall around then:.

This life, too, was led by Saturn

On the earth, before the scepter’d

Sway of the DictEeanll monarch,

And before an impious nation

Feasted on the slaughtered bullocks.

Nor yet was the warlike trumpets

Heard by man
;
nor yet the sword-blades

Laid upon the anvils clatter.

[We welcome Air. Gierlow to our columns. Whf-
should not the “lofty rhyme” celebrate and glorify ihsr

charms of agriculture and horticulture—of all pursuits^-

the most poetical and natural!

—

Eds.]

VARIETY OF CROPS.

The farmer must have not one but many strings »o his-

bow, so if one fails he can try another. If w^e depend OEi

one kind of production, and the season proves bad for It;

we are up “salt river ;” but with a variety of crops vve

be right with some of them, let the season be what it irsay...

Hence, our subsistence at least is reduced to a certainty...

which is not’the case with any other pursuit. Besides, a.

variety of crops enable us to be sowing and harvesting:

throughout the season. Some are early and some are

hence we can be constantly busy, and to purpose, whicL
is a great desideratum in a cold climate. Raising many-
different articles, permits us to fill up the measure of

time and our cellars, corn cribs and granaries to overflow-

ing, Little things are often overlooked
;
but it is many

minute atoms that form the mighty aggregate. Every
mason knows that a wall must be well chinked or its per-

petuity is endangered. Consequently in agriculture \cs

should not forget the day of small things
;
but endeavor,

by every means in our power, to increase our revenue by
multiplying its productions. This variety is the spice©*

life
;
and by the sweat of our brow, the curse of iaboi' is-

removed. I will here mention a list of articles which almos2

every smaller large farmer may raise and sell to profitr

wheat, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat, corn, broom corn

millet, beans, peas, hay, straw, corn-fodder, horses, hens,

geese, turkeys, beef, pork, tallow, lard, hides, mutton.,

wood, butter, cheese, milk, flax, flax seed, potatoes, beets,

onions, cabbages, carrots, turnips, cucumbers, lettuce^

pumpkins, squashes, muskmelons, watermelons, tomatoes,

peaches, pears, apples, cider, vinegar, currants, grapes,

*Lenaeus, a snniame of Bacchus, the god of ine, from the Gree%:.

lenos, a winepress.
tS.abines, an ancient people of Italy

fEtruria, (Tuscany,) a country in Italy.

IIDictaian monarch; Jupiter is so called from Mount DtcteiaCrei3j
where he was worshipped.
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raspberries, brambleberries, strawberries, quinces, cherries,

plums, cranberries, basket willow, walnuts, chesnuts,

bees, honey, wood, maple sugar.

Here, then, we have enumerated sixty different articles

which, at the low average estimate of $10, will give the

handsome sum of $G00. A nice little income, isn’t it ?

Why would it not be a good plan to keep a book in which

to register and account our crop? We might start with,

determine to come up to the above estimate, and as our

experience, ability and capital increased, we might double

treble, or quadruple it, which last would be $40 for each

article, or $2,400 in the aggregate. This matter is certain-

ly worth looking into, if we desire wealth. The Missis-

sippi is a mighty stream, but it derives its magnitude and
power from the little rills which come pouring into its

bosom in the great valley of the West. It is so of wealth

or wisdom. We must multiply the sources, we if would
build up a fortune and a reputation .— Dollar Newspaper.

[A very suggestive article, the main points ofwhich we

particularly commend to onr readers.

—

Eds. So. Cult.]

POLICY OF SOUTHERN PLANTERS.

The return of seed-time suggests a few remarks appro-

priate to the season, and bearing upon the true policy of

Southern planters, as derived from the experience of the

past.

In many portions ofthe South, agricultural interests have

prospered in spite of the defective systems upon which
they have been conducted, as well as the entire absence of

any system, as is the case in many instances. A propi-

tious heaven and generous earth have overcome the errors

of man and prospered his ill-directed exertions. There

are many portions of the country, however, where these

blessed influences are less liberally felt, to be found chiefly

where the population has become dense and the capacity

of the soil exhausted by over taxing. Here judgment and
system become necessary in order to secure a reasonable

remuneration to labor
;
and it is to those occupying such

less favored sections that a word of advice may not be

wholly out of season or unprofitable.

The over-production of cotton, to the almost entire neg-

lect of cereal crops, and consequently the animal products

dependent thereon, we have long felt convinced has con-
j

stituted the principle obstacle to the success of many of

our planters. It may be worked out on paper that it is
j

better to plant cotton and buy bread, pork, mules and
I

horses, with its products; butit is a notorious fact that our
j

planters who act on a different principle and pursue exact-

ly the opposite course have become the wealthiest, most
independent and comfortable class of the community. The
truth is, thew'ealthof the country is to-day in the hands
ofjust such men, and we invite any one who doubts it to

look around among his neighbors, and he will find a

practical attestation of its truth. It is the two and three

bag planters that own nearly the entire country
;
lend

money annually to the producers of ten bags, and come
in as the chief distributees of the estates of the latter when
they die. This is not only true, but it is the legitimate re-

sult of sound principles judiciously applied.

Could the planter have a guarantee of ten cents annual-
ly for his cotton, and that the price of flour would keep at

six dollars per barrel, corn at forty cents a bushel, and
pork at four cents, and that all these necessaries shall con-
tinue to be supplied at his own door, the figure work ofthe
theorist might be regarded as a safe rule for his guidance.
But nothing is more uncertain than the happening of these

contingencies, and the very fact that his own policy is

withdrawing labor from the production of these com-
modities, is one of the sure causes of uncertainty. With
cotton at five and six cents, and the necessaries of life at

the common prices which we have had to pay for them

for some years past, we can see no other fate for the man
who continues his attention to cotton, but inevitable ruin.

In the long run, the planter who himself produces what
is necessary for the support and comfort of his family, and

at the same time exercises a proper economy in his expen-

ditures, is bound to become prosperous and independent.

The whole history of the past fnlly establishes thjs fact.

It is ourintention merely to glace at the subject in this ar-

ticle, and we have consequently omitted many points that

might be brought to establish the position we are seeking

to impress upon the mind of the planter. The difference

between the effect produced on our lands by the produc-

tion of cotton and those of the grain crops, constitutes an

important item which should not be left out of the account

in an investigation of this subject.

The last year presents a practical illustration of the

soundness of the views we have presented. A large ma-
jority of our planters planted large grain crops and paid

less attention to cotton, and the result has been most fa-

vorable. Our people were never in more comfortable cir-

cumstances than they are and have been during the pre-

sent winter. Their cotton has brought remunerative

prices in comfort and plenty. The experiment has proved

a successful one, and we hope it may be continued until it

shall become the settled policy of our people.— Savannah
Republican.

PHYSICAL EXERCISK

One of the principle causes, if not the cause, of the at-

tenuated and pallid appearance of Americans, is doubtless

the neglect, or rather the violation—the habitual violation

of the rules laid down by Nature for muscular develop-

ment. The class of men in this country whose occupa-

tions are such as almost necessarily lead to the formation

of sedentary habits, is very large, larger perhaps in propor-

tion, than that of any other commercial nation. And this

will account in a measure for the fact that the various

complaints, generally the concomitants of insufficient ex-

ercise, are more prevalent here than elsewhere. Our

young men become clerks at an early age, and being thus

confined to the narrow limits of a counting-room at a time

of life when the open air and constant motion of the body

are indispensable, it is not surprising that they should be

in their manhood so sadly deficient in muscular vigor and

exhibit so little of the athletic developments that are looked

for in the sterner sex. With many such their lot is their

fate, or is imposed as a necessity from which there is no

escape, and, for these there is some excuse for the loss of

health and life. But what shall be said of those who make
no effort to ameliorate their condition, or of that still more

culpable class, who, from mere indolence, suffer their

bodies to waste away, to sink into premature old age

—

actually paying a premium for crooked spines, humped
backs, round shoulders, attenuated limbs and drooping

heads ! Such persons are guilty of a species of suicide,

which, inasmuch as it is more deliberate, may be equally

more criminal than when the “brittle thread” is severed

in an instant by the victim of misfortune or delirium.

In Germany, they thought that they saw the young de-,

generating, both physically and socially
;
and after severe

study and mature reflection, recommended by eloquent

appeals through the public prints, the adoption of vocal

and gymnastic exercises, as characteristics of the German

race. In a short time, gymnastic and vocal societies were

organized throughout the whole extent of Germany,

which have resulted in a highly favorable revolution in the

physical condition of the people. It is not really neces-

sary for pi operand healthful exercise that one should be

provided with parallel bars, &c., for there are many things

at hand that many be substituted for them, which can be

made with no expense or trouble, equally efficient. Fist

irons, it is suggested by a contemporary, can be used to
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developed the muscles of the arms and chest, and a rope

to serve the same purpose for the lower limbs. If such

simple exercises were practised daily withindoors and in_^

the open air by the youth of the country there would soon

be a diminution in the many defects which mar the ap-

pearance and impair the health of the Baltimore

American.

A WORD FOR THE SHANGHAIS.

A friend, who never had the “fever,” writes us as fol-

lows :

I feel, and have done ever since reading Burnham’s

“Hen Fever,” a strong disposition to speak in behalf of

the abused Shanghais. Now I think very probable that

at the North it may be too cold for them, and most of their

stock may be of the long legged, no-bodied kind
;
but

here, almost in the very latitude of Shanghai, it would be

difficult to find a more useful fowl. A good sized, well

fattened chicken is fully equal to a turkey, and they ap

proach it in size. Besides they are the best layers J

know of I shall have to write an article on this point. I

have been converted to this doctrine very unexpectedly,

for I had many prejudices against them. W. N. W,

To Prevent Crows from Pulling up Corn.—I scat-

ter corn in the field broad-cast, which they feed upon and

leave the seed. If I have too much company by my liber-

ality, I soak the corn in strychnine and hot water. Last

spring, after scattering half a bushel of corn soaked in this

way, I picked up forty-two dead crows, and how many
more went off feeling “kind o’ sick,” I am not able to

state .— Coun try Gentleman

.

COTTON PLANTING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—My object in life is

to render all the service I can towards the proper elevating

of our race, and, believe improved agriculture tends there-

to, next to the gospel and education. Perhaps improving

agriculture might rank under the latter. I do not mean
to propagate error. This is only a prelude to my asking

of many planters to test on a small scale and report for the

good of the whole as to the following :

When bedding up for cotton do not run a centre fur-

row. The water furrow during the past year has been

deepened by the plow, say 4 to Cinches, and is not now
too hard for roots of the cotton plant to dip down to its

j

depth of the plowed land. By turning into water furrow I

two furrows and beddingthereon, onefurrowis saved and

there is firm earth under the plowed earth. Make good

Oeds thereon. My reason for calling attention to this is;

I have tried it, others have tried it and better return has

been the result. If it is a better plan, I want all to know
it. I ask no patent right in agricultural improvement, I

prefer to throw open all improvements.

I have, for 20 years, advised throwing 2 furrows as

early as possible, so as to have a firm bed to plant on, be-

cause I found the cotton plant on such a bed to grow off

faster and much less to die. All have noticed the plant

on hard earth to withstand cold, &c., early, when in a

soft bed it dies.
|

My plan would be, at last working run subsoil as deep
1

in the water furrow as possible, preparatory for succeed-
|

ing crop, and I think a subsoil plow or a coulter, with a I

small shovel or bull-tongue before it, would do well to

work the young plant, the subsoil to go as deep as could

be and the small shovel to throw dirt, not running so close

as to break the bed under the plant. Thus giving to early

roots a deep soil to run into.

As to having the furrow underneath not broken, I re-

peat, I have tried it and so have several others and with

marked success. Yours. &c., 31. W. Philips.

Edicards, Aliss., 185G.

PNEUMONIA IN HOGS~S\VEET POTATOES, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have just been
reading your valuable paper, and as I think I can answer
some inquiries of your correspondents, 1 have concluded

to do so,

“Sam,” of Arkansas, wants a remedy, or rather pre-

ventive for pneumonia in hogs. I have found Cayenne
or Red Pepper to be both a preventive and cure for all

such diseases in hogs. It should be boiled up with their

food and given to them occasionally, when subject to dis-

ease. I have found Nux Vomica an excellent remedy for

weakness of the loins, kidney worms, &c.,—one to four

buttons will not kill a grown hog.

“W.,” of Texas, has failed to raise a good crop of po-

tatoes. Now, I am a Texan, and have had some experi-

ence in cultivating the land he describes, and can probably

give him a little light on the subject. I suspect that his

land had a very thin productive soil upon the surface,

composed mostly of vegetable mould, underlaid by asandy
porous subsoil. He broke his land very deep (for he says

he used three yoke of cattle) and so diffused or complete-

ly scattered the productive particles of the soil through the

mass of sand, and the land was so porous and loose that

it would have been utterly impossible for the roots of any
plant to reach and obtain from it nourishment sufficient to

pruduce a crop. Texas sandy upland or timbered land

when fresh, is too light and porous for the successful

growth of any crop unless it is peas
;

but, by being tiod-

den and cultivated, it soon becomes more compact and

will then produce very well. I prefer second or third

year ground such as “W.” describes for Sweet Potatoes,

and, as a general thingin Texas, it needs no manure to pro-

duce a good crop if the season is favorable. Cow pen

manure, as you advise, is sure to rot them if the season is

wet—at least, such is my experience.

I have a way of cultivating potatoes which I do not

think is often practiced, and is much less troublesome and

laborious than the common plan (and I never fail of mak-
ing as good a crop as any ofmy neighbors). I also have

a mode of preventing weevils from injuring my corn to

any considerable extent. Both of these plans I would

give, but they are so simple and easy that I have no idea

that any one would try them. Vi.

Evergreen, I'cxas, 185G.

[Give us those modes, piv bono publico. Their alleged

simplicity is, to us, theirstrongestrecommendation.

—

Eds.]

GUARD DRAINS ON HILL SIDES,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your correspondent

“W. R.” has called you out on two of the most important

subjects to be found in agricultural philosophy, namely;
the proper direction of the plow and the judicious appli-

cation of manure. Had he embraced in his inquiries and
remarks. Hill-side Guard Draining and Horizontal Cul-

ture, he would have undoubtedly called your attention to

the three departments of plantation economy, upon which
the salvation of the South depends.

Of the three subjects I'eferred to. Hill- side Guard Drain-

ing is, beyond question, to my mind, the most important.

It is as much impossible for the hill planter to increase,

annually, the value of his farm without guard draining, as

it is for human skill to make a world and throw it into the

realm.s of space and command it to take its eternal flight

around the centre of the solar system in harmony and
grandeur with the other planets. He may make and apply

compost manure by the wholesale, but if he constructs

5,000 little ditches (water-furrows) across the field, up and
down the hill, his soil will increase in barrenness, until

starvation and want will drive him to a stranger land.

To make and apply compost manure to one fourth of a
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plantation every year isa task which is not performed with-

out labor and expense, and it is a business that does not pay,

if the benefits of the manure are to be realized but one

year. The soils may be improved by guard draining and

laorizontalizing, in the first place, and then a judicious

system of rotation and rest
;
but it can never be improved

by rest, rotation and manuring without hill-side ditching

(or guard draining) and horizontalizing. It will be under-

stood that my remarks are intended to apply to a hilly

place.

When once understood, it is a pleasing task to guard-

drain and horizontalize a place. And the labor is not so

l-reat as is generally supposed, unless there are a great

many gullies to cross, and then the labor is in building

lines below the ditch and across the gully, to keep water

from leaking over. I have located and constructed some-

thing over 11 miles of hill-side ditch on this place this

year, and crossed how many gullies'? And the place

tieeds at least 11 miles more,

I have made several experiments in the application of

manure to corn and cotton, and arrived at the mode. I

found, by actual experiment, that the way to apply cotton

seed to corn was to put the cotton seed on the very top of the

'earth, around the corn. Reason seemed to be against it,

but I was bound to believe that which I • saw'. I was in

doubt, however. I could not see into it until you solved

the problem—it is mulching in this hot climate that does

^he good. I am obliged to you for the information.

Yours, &c., G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss.

^
April, 1856.

BED, MULATTO AND SANDY LAND-COCKLEBURRS
KILL HOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having lately become

a subscriber (and now a “scribbler”) to your valuable pa-

per, with which I am well pleased, both for the many
good recipes it contains and the matters of general interest

to the farmer is treated upon in your columns.

And, although not accustomed to wield the “grey goose

quill” for the press, am suddenly seized (not with a

mania for writing) with a desire for “further light” upon

farming. And having an inclination to contribute my
mite in the way of giving a hint or two to brother farmers,

3.nd a good recipe placed again before the world I am in-

duced to write you a few disconnected lines.

Now, we have Red Mulatto and Sandy Lands, all in

tills neighborhood, the two former of which are smartly

'impregnated with Iron the depth of the Red Land Soil

’'varies from 6 inches to 3 feet in depth, and, therefore, no

danger of plowing too deeply. The mulatto land varies

in depth of soil from 4 inches to, say, 2 feet, after which,

in digging in the ground, you can discover the soil gradu-

ally change in color as it approaches the clay, becoming a

«ort of orange color. My mulatto lands average in depth

<3f soil, say 6 inches, and then there is still say 6 or 8 inc.

of this orange colored subsoil (if I may so call it) before

1 reach the clay. I had intended last winter to break up
she ground thoroughly for 10 or 12 inches deep, thereby

mixing the two soils together, but my friends persuaded

me out of the notion, telling me that I would effectually

ruin my land if I did, and thus I have put it off for the

present, and, beinga young man, wish to be placed “right

and then go ahead.” Will it do to mix the soils by plow-

ing to the clay %

A word to farmers about the use of salt, and the recipe

feor scalds and burns, and I am done for the present.

I believe salt is a preventive to Staggers cor deathpro-

’feced in hogs from eating young cockleburrs and other

,^isonous weeds. Well, I salt my hogs as often as I do

my horses or cattle, say twice a week or oftener, and, liv-

ing adjacent to old fields abounding in cockleburrs, have

;yet lost a hog from its effects, while my neighbors

last year complained bitterly of heavy losses from this

cause
;
and but yesterday one of them told me he had

found 7 lying dead in one bed. Adopt the salting system,
"brother farmers, for even admitting that I am wrong in

the above conjecture, you will get ample remuneration in

the growth and improvemet of them to pay you back
“usurious” interest for all money expended in this way.
You must administer it as you do to your horses, sheep,

&c., notin liquid, for it will kill. If you have brine left

in your pork or beef barrels, dig a hole in your hog yard,

put in the brine and then throw the earth back and fill up
the hole again. The hogs will then eat the dirt, and in

this way you can turn even your brine to good account.

If you are scalded or burned apply a thick coat of tar,

which will effectually prevent the air from striking the

wound, and thus obtain instantaneous relief. More anon,
perhaps. Redlander.

Austin, Texas, March 31, 1856.

“BUFFALO GNATS”—H0W CAN WE DESTROY
THEM1

Editors Southern Cultivator As the “Buffalo

Gnats” have been unusually bad here this spring, and as

several of our horses and mules have been killed by them
we would be extremely glad ifyou, or some of your many
subscribers or contributors could furnish us with a remedy
for the relief of the animal after it has inhaled the gnat.

We have preventives, it is true
;

but, as the gnats gen-
erally make their appearance very suddenly, our stock is

frequently killed by them before we are aware of their

presence. Yours truly, Nepos.
Fillmore, La., March, 1856.

Moles—A Gravelled Horse.— Editors Southern Culti-

vator—I drop you a few lines, wishing you to give me some
information, viz: Is there any protection against the

ravages of Moles '?—our garden is greatly infested with
them, and I desire, if possible, to prevent further dam-
ages.

Also, what is the best remedy for a gravelled horse '1

Any information through the columns of your valuable

paper will be thankfully received by a

Subscriber.
• Fellwood's Store, N. C., 1856.

THE “COW BALL”-LETTER FROM A TEXAS
SUBSCRIBER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Herewith, I lake the

liberty of sending you, perhaps, a curiosity to most of

your enterprising and vigilant stock growers and phosi-

ologists. It is commonly called the “Cow Ball,” and pro-

duced by one cow licking and swallowing the hair of it-

self or mate, and from the indigestibility of the hair and

constant vermicular motion ofthe bowels it gradually forms

into a “ball” such as you now see.

I find no mention of this strange substance in any books

in my possession
;
but less than a quarter of a century

past, (and perhaps at the present time in some parts of

our Union) it was traditionally called a “witch ball,” of ill

omen.
These balls are generally taken from the maws of our

finest and healthiest looking beeves, and considered alto-

gether harmless by those who are familiar with them.

A fuller account and history of the “Cow ball” from

some one more conversant with physiological if notpatha-

logical phenomena, may not prove uninteresting to the

readers of the Southern Cultivator

.

If you please, you may turn it over to the I\IedicaI

Museum of your city, if such a thing is worth a place

among curiosities

Will you please give us, through the medium of your
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valuable journal, the recipe and process of making the

Star and Adamantine Candles'? My “ better half” has

tried sundry recipes already published for hardening lard

and tallow candles
;
some make them an ugly color, and

all that she has tried, leave them too soft, including alum,

salt petre and nitric acid. Our State abounds in fine beef

and plenty of tallow, with no market for the latter, which

we could turn to profit did we know how to make, even

our own candles.

With many wishes for the prosperity of Southern Po-

litico Agricultural Movements,
I am your obedient servant, W. A. M.

Fairfield^ Texas, 1856.

PROPES SELECTION OF SEED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice in a late

number of the Cultivator an article on the proper selection

of seed. I endorse all friend B. F. R. has stated. I have

been pursuing this course for the last 4 years, by personal

attention, and am convinced that I have been fully paid

for my trouble, though I would say much depends on the

kind of cotton planted. I have been experimenting with

the Calhoun cotton, but as I have not seen an article in

your journal in behalf of the Calhoun, I suppose it is not

generally known. The origin of the Calhoun cotton in

this State cannot be dated farther back than 1848 or 1849,

at which time the stock on hand did not amount to one

dozen seed, and as the production the first year far sur-

passed the most sanguine expectations, they were care-

fully preserved, and the second year’s production gave a

convincing proof that it was no ordinary cotton. I became
convinced of the superior quality of the Cotton, and de-

termined to have a few of the seed at any price, and by
adopting the plan above alluded, I think that I have se-

cured a few of the best seed I have ever seen, judging

from the yield and other advantages. And in conclusion,

I would say, try the Calhoun. Yours, &c.,

A. M. Blake.

Greenwood, S. C., 1856.

MEASURHIG CORN IN THE CRIB-CORRECT RULE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see, in the April

number of the Cultivator, a rule given for gauging or

measuring corn in the ear, by Mr. J. D. Gunnells, which
he seems to think correct, but it will not exactly do. In

a binn of corn 10 feet square and 10 feet high, it will lose

3 1-3 barrels. I have noticed several rules in the Cultiva-

tor heretofore for the same purpose, but do not recollect

to have seen one yet that is exactly correct, and as I have

one that is nearer right than any of them, I give it to you
for publication, if you have room for it. I have tried it

faithfully and would as soon measure corn by it as the

half bushel. A nice trial will convince any one of its cor-

rectness. Here it is

:

RULE.

Multiply the length, width and height together and di-

vide the product by T2, and you will have the correct

.answer in barrels. Respectfully yours,

J. F. Morton.
Dirt Tov:n, Ga., April, 1856.

AGEICULTDEAL IMPLEMENTS FOR THE SOUTH.

The Southern Sun, published at Yazoo City, informs

us that Dr. A. W. Washburn, of Yazoo county, has invent-

ed several agricultural implements, which will prove of

.great advantage to planters in enconomizing labor and

time at the busiest season of the year. These implements

have all been patented, and we learn from Gen. Mitchell,

.of this county, that in a very short time they will be ex-

hibited in this city, when planters and othei's interested in

agriculture will have an opportunity of examining them.

The Sun gives the following description of these imple-

ments and the use to which each is intended to be ap-

plied :

The Cotton Planter is operated by one mule and one

driver, planting as many acres per day as five hands and

two mules. The cotton beds are drilled any depth, from

one inch to six deep
;
regulating the quantity of seed from

half a bushel to 5 per acre. It prepares the bed by throw-

ing off and crushing every clod on the roughest ground

;

drills, sows, covers and rolls, leaving the bed in a convex

shape. Every seed separated and distinctly itnbedded.

It is adapted for planting corn as well as any other seed,

either in drill or step drop.

The Chopper Out is a very important concomitant to

the Planter. To avoid trampling crop in the beds, two
mules are attached and one hand arranges. This bars,

scrapes and bunches out the cotton or corn (at one turn of

each row) any distance required, from five to ten or thirty

inches apart, performing as much work in one day as by
the usual method requires eight hands and two mules.

The third implement, the Hiller or Dirter, with two

mules, and one to manage, replaces the earth to the cotton

or corn to any depth required most conducive to the health

of the plant, performing as much work per day as five

single plows. These machines are strong and simply

constructed, very durable, and as readily repaired as a

common plow.

Planters requiring farther information respecting this

most valuable Southern agricultural improvement, can be

satisfied by application to the proprietor. Dr. Washburn,

or Dr. G. W. Woodbury and James J. B. White, Yazoo

City; Dr. L. F. Henderson, Canton, Madison county:

Hon. C. S. Tarpley and Hon. W. L. Sharkey, Jackson,

Miss.— Vicksburg Whig.

FOUNDER IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As the Cultivator is

a channel through which knowledge is diffused, and I be-

ing one of its many subscribers, if I may not be consider-

ed trespassing, suffer me to lay claim to a short space in

one of its columns for the purpose of giving what has

proved with me an infallible cure for the Founder in

Horses. I have tried various remedies, but never have suc-

ceeededas well as with the following

:

On first discovering the animal to be afflicted, bleed very

freely from the neck and drench with a pint of hog’s lard

and have a gallon of boiling water and take a mop made

of pine tops and dip it in the v/ater while boiling and

bathe the legs, from the knees downward to the hoofs, and

repeat the process of bathing three times a day until a

cure is effected
;
in the mean, burn a brush heap and rake

off the fire and put two or three blankets over the animal’s

body and then stand the animals on the earth until it per-

spires freely. I had a case of founder, and a bad one at

that, recently, and treated it as above, and in 18 hours the

animal was able to work.

Now, ifyou think this worth publishing you can give

it room in your columns; if not you may throw it under

die table. J. M. B., an Overseer.

Jefferson, county, Fla., 1856.

Save the Bones.—The value of bones, in almost any

form, as a manure for field or garden, should induce farm-

ers to save them for this purpose. In the winter, especi-

ally, quantities might he gathered to be broken in spring

and mixed with compost, or applied directly to the soil.
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{For the Southern Cultivator.']

SCRAPS FROM AN EXPERIENCED HAND.

Distempkr in Dogs.—Some 3 years ago, I had two

choice Newfoundlands, as we now have. Both had the

Distemper—one of them had every appearance of dying

during the day. A friend from Louisiana was on a visit

and was certain he could cure. He took the best one and

apparently slightest diseased, and gave him a ball—mixed

with flour, molasses to hold the ball, and calomel. That

dog died the same day. I gave the other about a small tea-

spoonful ofarsenic. It got well. I had cured dogs before

but I was fearful with the favorite. I have cured the worst

mange with the same remedy. Be careful and don’t con-

fine the dog. I have known the distemper cured several

times with half teaspoonful of arsenic at a dose. In my
younger days I scraped pewter and mixed v/ith lard.

Bermuda Grass.—I guess, Bermuda, is Bermuda—no

varieties that I ever heard of before. I have sought for

seed and called for seed for the past 13 or 15 years. But

one man ever saw a seed before, and he declared it was as

large as turnip seed and round like one, and he only saw
07ie. I have the grass from the best land in these parts to

as poor as I care to own, and have the grass from Mr. Af-

fleck, from St. Jo de Cuba, from 2 to 3 other localities seen

it when imported into South Carolina, by Aynesty Hall,

in 1819 or perhaps 1818, and these are all identical, save

a little difference in appearance on rich and poor lands

;

but when put on same land no manner of difference.

“Broomsedge” sent me some of the great pest of the up
country as Bermuda

;
but it was grass, and but little more

like Bermuda.

The Herbemont Grape— Correction.—Col. Abraham
Blanding is the name—not Blandon. He was well

known in Carolina.

Grafting or Budding.—My experience give the pre-

ference to the terminal buds. W.
At Home, 185G.

ROT IN COTTON.

We copy the following from the Liberty (Miss.) Advo-

cate of a recent date :

Mr. Forsythe—Dear Sir :—In a former communica-

tion, I alluded to the rot in cotton, which when properly

considered deserves more than a passing notice. Millions

of inhabitants are dependent upon the culture and manu-
facture of the great Southern staple for employment. The
disease does not effect the Northern producers, when they

can obtain enormous prices for their produce, or the

manufacturer, when they can buy our staple for a mere

song—which is not warranted by the proper statistics.

In 1849, the Manufacturing companies of Manchester

adopted the following resolution :

Resolved, That we consider all reports relative to a short

crop, such as overflows, worms, &c., altogether humbug.
They are now raising the cry of largecrops in order to keep

down the prices. I fear we have given them too much
rope to take it up v/ith ease, unless we make a long pull,

a strong pull and a pull altogether. They are now like

the negro’s horse—have two good eyes and won’t see. It

is fearful to contemplate, when we consider the ravages

the disease is making upon the cotton plant, and so little

said or done to remedy the evil. Let us take a retro-

spect of the cotton plant. When the Deity in his good-

ness gave our forefathers the virgin soul—with their rude

agricultural implements—the old black seed to cultivate

—which was so peculiarly adapted to his situation

—

when cotton gins were among the things uncumbered, the

pioneer, with his wife and little ones, after their daily

toil in gathering their cotton in, assembled around their

pine knot fire to disengage the seed from its linty fibre,

whilst the mother and daughters converted it into yarn to

barter it for the necessaries of life. Thus time passed on
until the plant began to run out, and the rot made its ap-

pearance, which caused a new importation of seed, dif-

ferent from the black seed; which caused arts and

sciences to be put in motion to prepare it for marKet—then

the disease disappeared.

Time passed on and no very great change was made in

the seed until Col. Abbey, of Mastadon notoriety, made a

fortune in a very short time by selling his seed at fifteen

to twenty and over fifty dollars per bushel, which went

off like hot cakes—proved to be more valuable than the

cotton itself There was a general stampede among the

planters who should make the next fortune selling seed,

and at the same time heaping denunciations upon the

Colonel. By a little care in selecting and an improvement

in name we soon had a catalogue of names, such as Al-

varado, Brown, Pitt, Willow, Hogan, Sugarloaf, Silk,

Vick’s 100 seed, and a host of others. Those that succeed-

ed best in giving a big name and puffing most bore off the

palm and wore title of Colonel, and even went farther—for

instance, Gen. Mitchel’s Prolific Pomegranate, &c. Each

of the above varieties suceeded very well for two or three

years, and then sank below par. All the notoriety was
given to the variety, when half was entitled to a change of

lutitude. The different varieties have been mixed up so,

until it has become corrupted, and the corruption has be-

come epidemic.

We are now where our forefathers were with the old

black seed. Many of our old standard planters pronounce

it identically the old black rot. I have been a close ob-

server of the disease since it made its appearance. It

seems to be worse when we have a warm, cloudy spell of

weather, of five or six days. Apparently all the bolls will

mildew and rot in a few days. One would suppose that

it was atmospheric—not so. We had just such weather

ten years ago, when the rot was not known.

I see a certain M.D. has sent some beetles and diseased

bolls to the Smithsonian Institution for examination. I

cannot reconcile myself that it is the effect of insects. If it

was, we would have had an immense quantity ofit during

the reign of the army worm in 1846, and the boll v/orm

since; they stripped the foliage, cut the rind from the boll,

punctured the pods and even embedded themselves into

them, yet they opened beautifully and the disease was not

known.
A correspondent of the American Cotton Plo.ntcr says

it is caused from the want of new, healthy and sufficient

quantity of pabulum. I must beg to differ with him.

Some of our old hills have suffered these many long years

for want of a sufficient quantity of healthy food, yet the

rot did not appear. If any soil shall produce healthy pa-

bulum, it should be fresh land. My experience is, the

disease is a little worse on fresh land than old land. I

cannot see why the disease has not made its appearance

before now, if his theory is true. Many planters say, a

change of seed, a short distance, is beneficial. In this I

agree; but I prefer a change from a northern latitude, and

a district that is not infected, for the following reason :

—

The best latitude for cotton has been considered that of

Vicksburg. The latitude has gradually been going farther

north. The crop of our county from 1840 to 1850, excell-

ed, per acre, that of Yazoo, or Holmes county. Since

1850, up to the present time, we have retrograded, while

they have increased—the boll worm has disappeared and

the rot is scarcely known. The picture is truly discour-

aging. We may obey the mandates of the Scriptures

—

‘'•what thou doest, do with all thy might”—and yet be but

little better off than “one that provideth not for his house-

hold.” Nebraska.

|^"Cultivate your heart aright, as well as your fa.rm :

and remember, whatsoever a man sows that shall he reap.
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IS THE FIELD PEA A FEBTILIZEB1

Editors Southbrn Cultivator—There is a discusion

now going on in the Cotton Planter, between the editors

of that journal, and a distinguished agriculturist, of this

State, relative to whether or not land can be permanently

improved by growing and turning under pea vines, or

the “Clover of the South,” as Mr. Ruffin has it.

The Editor of the Cotton Planter maintaining that

Mr. Ruffin has given to the pea, as a fertilizer, an im-

portance that it does not deserve, and that land cannot be

much improved by the pea alone. He says that there

never has been a more deceptive or absurd doctrine pro-

mulgated in agricultural philosophy, and pledges the

Cotton Planter to make good the assertion.

On the ocher, or pea side of the question, it is

urged that the Pea is certainly the “clover of the South.”

The writer maintains that the dense shade afforded by the

pea vine, is, of itself, a vast benefit to land, and then to

turn under will be doubly so.

The discussion aluded to is of much importance to the

planters of the South. It is a question which should be

settled
;

it certainly ought to have been before now, by

experiment, and one of the writers referred to maintains

that the question has long since been settled in favor of the

pea as a fertilizer. What do your correspondents say on

the subject 1 Let us hear from the practical.

Yours, as ever, G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., March, 1856.

Freeing Negroes.—Some years ago, a wealthy citizen

of this county, named Carter, emancipated about eighty

slaves, and colonized them in Bedford county Pennsylva-

hia. In addition to the expenses attending their trans-

portation, each negro was furnished with the sum of S250
wherewith to begin life in a free State. On Monday last,

a gentleman from Pennsylvania arrived in this place, in

search of further aid for ther support, stating that nine-

tenths of them were already on the parish, while the resi-

due were fast verging to pauperism. This is a sad com-

;

mentary on the misguided efforts of many Southerners,

v/ho have from time to time essayed to elevate the Afri-

can, through means of emancipation and colonization in

the Northern States.— Warrenion (F<2.) Flag.

DRIED IRISH POTATOES.

A professor in the Russian Agricultural Institute, Boll-

man by name, has published a very interesting pamphlet

on the potato rot, and he announces to the world that

mere drying, if conducted at a sufficiently high tempera-

ture and continued long enough, is a complete antidote to

the disease. In the spring of 1850, the professor says he

placed a lot in a very hot room, and at the end of three

weeks they were dry enough to plant. The potatoes

came up well and produced as good a crop as that of the

neighboring farmers, with this difference only, that they

had no disease, and the crop was, therefore, upon the

whole, more abundant.

Professor Bollman says that he regarded this as a mere
accident

;
he, however, again dried his seed potatoes in

1851, and again the crop was abundant and free from dis-

ease, while everywhere in the surrounding land they were
much affected. This was too remarkable a circumstance

not to excite attention, and in 1852 athird trial took place.

All Bollmari's stock of potatoes being exhausted, he was
obliged to purchase his seed, which bore unmistakable
marks of having formed apart of a crop that bad been
diseased

;
some in fact were quite rotten.

After keeping them for about a month in a hot room,
as before, he cut the largest potatoes into quarters, and
the smaller into halves, and left them to dry for another

week. Accidentally the drying was carried so far that ap-

prehensions were entertained of a very bad crop, if any.

Contrary to expectation, however, the sets pushed prompt-
ly, and grew so fast that excellent young potatoes were
dug three weeks earlier than usual. Eventually nine
times the quantity planted were produced and although
the neighboring field were attacked, no trace of the dis*

ease could be found on either the herbage or the potatoes

themselves.

The temperature required to produce the desired results

is not very clearly made out. Mr. Bollman’s room in

which his first potatoes were dried was heated to about 72
degrees, and much higher. By way of experiment, he
placed others in the chamber of the stove at 136 degrees

and more. He also ascertained that the vitality of the

potato is not affected even if the rind is charred.

Potatoes Planted in Wood Ashes.

—

Messrs. Editors

—About the middle of April, plant them in rows about

two feet apart, and about two feet apart in each row

—

plant the sets whole, putting about two handsful of wood
ashes with each set. Hoe them deep and well. The
best and largest yield I have seen this season were grown
in this way—soil generally light and sandy. Mr. W.
Shaw’s averaged about 28 to each set, some of the pota-

toes weighed over 16 ounces. P. Sidebotham,
[in Country Gentleman.

— • ^
The Kitchen.—We will give to intellect, to immortal-

ity, to religion, and to all virtues, the honor that belongs

to them. And still it may be boldly affirmed that econo-

my, taste, skill and neatness in the kitchen, have a great

deal to do in making life happy and prosperous.

Nor is it indispensably necessary that a house should

be filled with luxuries. All the qualifications for good
house-keeping can be displayed as well on a small scale

as on a large one.

A small house can be more easily kept clean than a

palace. Economy is most needed in the absence of abun-

dance.

Skillful cooking is as readily discovered in a nicely

baked potato, or a respectable johny-cake, as in a nut-

brown sirloin or a brace of canvass-backs.

A dirty kitchen and bad cooking have driven many a

one from home to seek for comfort and happiness some-

where else.

Domestic economy is a science—a theory of life, which
all sensible women ought to study and practice. None of

our excellent girls are fit to be married until they are

thoroughly educated in the deep and profound mysteries

of the kitchen.— Tennessee Farmer.

Order !—Never leave things lying about—a shawl
here, a pair of slippers there, and a bonnet somwhere else

—trusting to a servant to set things to rights. No matter

how many servants you have, it is a miserable habit, and
if its source is not in the intellectual and moral character,

it will inevitable terminate there. If you have used the

dipper, towel, tumbler, &c., put them back in their places

and you will know where to find them when you want
them again. Or if you set an example of carelessness,

do not blame your servants for following it. Children

should be taught to put things back in their places as soon

as they are old enough to use them
;
and if each member

of the family were to observe ihis simple rule, the'house

would never get much out of order, and a large amount
vexation and useless labor would be avoided.

To Measure an Acre of Ground.—To lay out an

acre square, 209 feet on each side is the nearest foot that

will make an acre, being less than an inch each way over

the exact distance. 43,560 superficial feet, or 208 95-100

feet on each side constitutes an acre of ground.
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ANSWEKS TO COSESSPOKDENTS.

Devon Cattle.—J. P.—We do not know of any such

as you desire, for sale, at present.

“ Bellowsed'’.Horse.—W. H. C.—This disease is bet-

ter known as “heaves.” It is not very common in the

South. A correspondent of the American Agriculturist

states that he thoroughly cured a fine young mare, afflict-

ed with the heaves, by feeding her on corn stalks, and

that the disease never returned. The writer quotes Judge
Bull’s opinion as to corn stalks being a remedy

;
that

distinguished agriculturist having had a horse afflicted

with that disorder, which disappeared after being so fed.

Chicory.—E. M. R.—Thanks for the seed. Your let-

ter will appear in our next.

Prairie Grass.—T. H. D.—Your specimen of grass has

been submitted to Dr. Bachman for classification. We
do not remember ever to have seen it before.

Barren Strawberry Plants.—J. F. M.—Will publish

your letter, with our reply, in July number of Cultivator.

Guano.—S. B. N.—Mix 6 or 8 parts leaf mould
thoroughly with one of Guano, sprinkle the mass with

weak brine, let it stand 8 or 10 hours, and sow broadcast

over your garden in the fall or winter. From two to three

hundred pounds of Guano per acre, is a liberal allowance.

Vine Culture.— S. A. Iv.—The promised articles of

Mr. Buchanan, and others, to appear hereafter in our

journal, will give you the desired information. We will

give this matter particular attention, and keep our readers

fully advised in regard to it. Will answer you per mail.

Back Volumes of Cultiv.ator.—H. A. M., Jr.—We
can furnish all but two or three volumes. The price,

bound, is ShbO—postage 28 or 30 cents per vol.

Guinea Grass Roots.—D. F. B.—Write P. E. Duncan,
Esq., Greenville, So. Ca.

Strawberry Beds.—H. J. S.—Apply atop dressing of

ashes and leaf mould. Will give you full directions be-

fore the time for fall planting.

Rowe’s Crusher.—W. FI. K.—It would, perhaps, be

well to advertise your machine, setting forth its merits

plainly.

Diseases of Poultry.—W. H. R.—Your letter vrill ap-

pear, and your request receive attention hereafter.

Southern Fruit Culture.—J. W. F.—Thanks for

your much-needed article. It will appear in our next,

AVe have received the List of Premiums for the

coming New York Fair, to beheld at AVatertown, Sept.

30, and Oct. 1,2 and 3, 1856. Also, “Journal of the

Fourth Annual Meeting of the United States Agricultural

Society,” for 1856. The donors have our thanks.

SAVANNAH.
The Railroad—Native Flowers and Trees—Garden at Millen—Sa-
vannah—Bonaventure—Fine Private Gardens—Rare Trees, ifc.

Since the issue of our last number, we have twice had

the pleasure of visiting our sister city of the seaboard,

and of forming a closer acquaintance and intimacy with

the place and people than we before enjoyed. As our

journeys were more or less intimately connected with the

objects to which our journal is devoted, a very brief ac-

count ofwhat we saw en route and at the city may, not be

entirely without interest for our readers.

Leaving Augusta at 4.30 P. M., we found ourselves

rapidly and smoothly gliding over the firm and solid track

of the “ Augusta and Savannah Railroad,” which con-

nects with the “ Central Railroad” at Aldlcn, 53 miles

from this city. The A. & S. Road runs its entire length

through the counties of Richmond and Burke, traversing

much of the low, rich and fertile land of both, and giving

the traveller hasty glimpses of their agricultural condi-

tion—which, we regret to say, generally falls short of

what it ought to be. Many of the swamps and alluvial

lands along the road, are peculiarly rich in our native

flora, and the eye is constantly delighted with the bright

and delicate Azalea., (or “ Honeysuckle”) of many colors;

the musky, odorous Bay (/if. Glauca)

;

the climbing

Wistaria; the lace like and fringed Laurel, {KaXmmla.-

tifolia) and that magnificent “ pride of the Southern

woods”—the “ Magnolia grandijlora. At Millen (the

excellent hostelrie of our good friend. Col. R. H. Gray,)

we found Art vieing with Nature, in the great profusion

of splendid Roses and other flowering plants thickly stud-

ding the grounds attached to this pretty cottage
;
and

were quite delighted with the evidences of taste and skill

exhibited by Col. Gray in the culture of fruit and flowers.

His example, we doubt not, will be most beneficial, and

its influence wide-spread over the land.

The “Central Road” from Millen to Savannah (79

miles) runs through a rather flat and uninteresting coun-

try; but here and there, a bright little oasis in the desert

of pine trees, sand and hammock-land, gives cheering

token of the taste for improvement which is slowly but

surely spreading among us. AVe reached Savannah at IIP.

M., (Gi hours) andafter a goodnight’s rest at the Pulaski,

made one of a pleasant family party very kindly arranged

by our editorial friend, Clark, of Journal, to visit the

“Evergreen Cemetery of Bonaventure.” This most charm-

ing ofall resting-places for the ashes of the “loved and lost,”"

is situated on an arm of the Savannah River, four miles be-

low the city
;
and could we hope to convey to our readers

any description ofits sweet and solemn beauty, or impart

to then-i, even in a faint degree, the sad yet elevating and

chastening influence which it exercises upon the spirit,

we would gladly do so
;
but “all great emotions are dumb,”

and we dare not essay it. To us, it blends and mingles in

memory with all that is most solemn and grandly-beauti-

ful in Nature—the ocean glistening in moonlit splendor

—

the irresistible sweep and glorious diapason of Niagara

—

the “soul-like” murmur of a pine forest, through whose

myriad leaves the wind is singing a sweet, low, murmur-
ous lullaby—the sun slowly sinking in murky clouds be,-
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hind huge pinnacled mountain peaks—all ennobling sights

and sounds, to which the soul responds in its better mo-

ments—with little or naught of grief or gloom, or fear—all

external influences which raise the spirit to full communion

with lofty intelligences, swayed and moved us at sweet

Bonaxcnlure I and could we have done so, we would have

lingered long and happily amid its “groined arches’’ of

evergreen oak and its hoary drapery of festooned mosses.

As our stay, on both occasions, was necessarily brief,

we were not able to visit the fine gardens of Drs. P.^rsons,

Turner and others, as we had intended; but we saw
most creditable samples of their productions in the market,

which was abundantly furnished with meats, fish, veget-

ables, and all other epicurean dainties, except Fruit—

a

modicum of which, the writer hopes tocontribute hereafter.

At the time of our first visit, in April, the whole city

was a perfect Rosary—every wall and trellis, pillar and
garden nook, being covered and glorified with all thefinest

varieties of the “Queen of powers’’ and the whole air

redolent as the “spicy gales of Araby.” We thought we
never had seen Roses so luxuriant and perfect before; but

we have since learned that the duration of the blooms is

quite brief, and that they are often prematurely shed—

a

condition which might be prevented, we think, by heavy
mulching and the free use of v:ater^ with which indispen-

sable luxury, we were glad to notice, that all the citizens

are abundantly supplied.

Through the kindness of a highly esteemed lady friend,

we were permitted to visit the elegant private gardens of

Mrs. MARSH.rLL and Mrs. Reaishart, in both of which we
saw much that was rare and beautiful. In the latter,

(which we believe was planned and planted by the late

Mr. Yonge) we were especially interested in several rare

trees of quite mammoth proportions : among them, the

Japan Plum {^Eriobolra Japonica.) 15 or *20 feet high, and
bearing fruit

;
the Ghinko, a rare and singular Japanese

tree; the Camphor tree; CamieUia Japonicas, 12 or 1.5

feet high
;
Oromge trees of tropical dimensions

;
Chinese

and native IMagnolias, &c
,
&c.—in all, forming a delight-

ful treat for the arboriculturist and lover of floral beauty.

In conclusion, we would return our best thanks to the

Editors of the Georgian tf* Journal, the Republican and
the Neics

;

to Dr. F. T. Willis, President of Augusta
and Savannah Railroad; Wm. M. Wadley, Esq., General

Superintendent of the Central Road; and many other

friends, who contributed to the pleasure and profit of our

visits; and we hope by the “gentle ministry” of horticul-

ture, to aid somewhat in drawing closer hereafter the

tastes and interests of Augusta and Savannah.

THE JAPAN PEA.

We think this Pea has been much underrated, especial-

ly at the North, where the season is too short to grow

it in perfection. Here it grows luxuriantly and ma-

tures perfectly, yielding an extraordinary return, when
properly cultivated. They should not be gathered until

the pods begin to shrivel, when they may be carted to

the barn or other out house, and threshed with the flail.

They are very excellent for the table even when a year

old, if prepared as follows Soak in water over night,

and boil next day 3 or 4 hours
;
serve up with butter, or

place them in the oven, with a few slices of bacon, until

slightly browned, like baked beans.

We are under obligations to the Commissioner of Patents

and to R. Peters, Esq
,
for a supply of seed, but have none

left for distribution.

“BEECH ISLAND EARMERS’ CLUB.”

The “Farmers’ Club,” of Beech Island, S. C., is a

model organization of its kind. The members meet on

the first Saturday of each month, for the purpose of dis-

cussing some particulur subject of agricultural interest^

selected at the previous meeting—the Chaiiman appoints,

a gentleman to open the debate, and all other members
are called upon in rotation for their views, and expected

to say something pertaining to the subject. At the close

of the debate, (which generally continues two or three

hours) a plain, yet substantial and satisfactory barbecue

is served up “ under the shade of the greenwood tree,’^

and all partake most heartily; while the joke, the laugh,,

the playful repartee and good-humored sally, shed their

genial and social influence around.

All the meetings, thus far, have passed off happily—the

discussions have been conducted most courteously, a great

deal of valuable information has been brought out, and a
most gratifying spirit of progress and improvement strik-

ingly manifested. The subjects discussed at the last

meeting, were “ The Grasses—Fodder Pulling, and Hay
Making in the South,” and the interest of the meeting was
greatly increased by the presence of those well-knowi5

veterans in the cause of Agriculture and Horticulture, Dr,

M. W. Philips, of Edwards, Miss., and Robert Nel-
son, of Macon. The addresses of these gentlemen. Gov.

J. H. Hammond, and many others, abounded in practical

suggestion and information
;
and, were it not that the

members of the Club seem to have a singular objection to

the publicity of their proceedings, we would gladly en-

rich our columns with sketches of debate, from time to

time, When the novelty of their position, as open advo-

cates of progress and improvemeut, wears off, we trust

they will remove from us the injunction to secrecy, and
allow u.s to hold up their light as a guide to others.

The Constitution and By-Laws of the Club, which are

very concise and practical, will appear in our paper here-

after.

“The Language of Flowers.”—Vfe are requested

by Mr. Gierlow to state that the demand for his little

work has been so great that he has no more for distribu-

tion, We will publish the whole, or a portion of the work
in a future rumber of the Cultivator, hy Mr, Gierlow’s
permission.

The Season continues rather backward
;

the cool

weather of the past few weeks having greatly retarded vege-

tation. Cotton, Corn and winter grain are scarcely up
to an average, condition, but the two former have plenty^

of time to develope themselves. The prospect for fruit of

all kinds is very cheering—the trees in most instances,

having formed much more fruit than can come to perfec-

tion. It should be carefully thinned out in all possible

cases. [JMay IG.]

The South Carolina Agriculturist.—The first num-
ber of this new journal has just reached us. It is very

neat and tasteful in appearance, and well filled with sug-

gestive and excellent matter. We are happy to learn that

the pecuniary resources of the South Carolina Agricul-

tural Society are sulficient to sustain it permanently
;
and

are certain that it will make its influence felt in the rural

improvement of old Carolina The Agriculturist is pub-

lished in Columbia, under the direction of the State So-

ciety, and edited by Col. A. G. Summer—long an efficient

“ laborer in the vineyard.” Tei’ms, Si per annum—ex-

cepttoLife Members, whoare furnished with thepaperfree.

To Correspondents.—IMany interesting communica-

tions and much editorial matter is unavoidably postponed

until our next.
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Fruit Scions.—We are under especial obligations to that

very zealous pomologist, Rev, Joseph L. Moultrie, of

Union Springs, Ala., for scions of several rare and «hoice

seedling apples and pears—the fruit of one of the former of

which is said to hang on the tree uninjured until March.

Mr. Moultrie has done much towards the dissemination

of the finest varieties of our Southern native fruits, and is

entitled to the thanks of all lovers of the good gifts of

Pomona,

GEORGIA POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A very zealous amateur writes as follows. We give

his letter almost verbatim

;

but deprecate most earnestly

anthing like antagonism toward the State Society, which

has done and is doing the cause of Agricultural improve-

ment good service. That many errors have crept into its

management, and that its awards have not always been

impartially or properly bestowed, we freely admit
;
but

wc trust these matters will right themselves after a while.

In the meantime, we go in heart and hand for the organi-

zation of a permanent and spirited Pomological Society

—

one that will do soviething toward correcting our very

defective fruit nomenclature and developing our unrival-

led horticultural resources. Let our readers give free ex-

pression to their thoughts on this subject, through our

columns ;

“ I will unite with you most heartily in getting up a

Pomological Society. The Southern Central Agricultural

Association, it seems to me, is in many respects, somewhat
impracticable. It is now offering premiums for Coffee

plantations, and domestic or home made manufactures of

silk and other things, quite as useless— things that can

never be grown or made here successfully—when not a

-single premium is offered for domestic wine, or samples of

home grown wool—two articles that could, with proper

encouragement, t'C placed next to cotton on the scale of

commerce and national wealth, to say nothing of the

great influence on t!ie morals and health of the people,

from the substitution of pure home made wine as a beav-

erage, as in France, Itaily and Spain, for the poisonous

and adulterated spurious liquors, wliicli ysi'-e almost exclu-

sively used in this country.

“Therefore, start a Pomological Society, in the name ofal!

that is good and u.'^elul, as well as tastelul. Let it have not

the remotest connection with any other Society, &c.”

SUGAR IN LOUISIANA.

The Poinle Ctrupee of A pril 5 says:— From all

•sections of out parish we hear ofnothing but the most dis-

couraging accounts of the coming sugar crop / Owing to

the utter worthlessness of the stubble and-a defect in a

large quantity of the seed cane, many of our planters will

not be able to grind at all 'the coming season, and not a

few will scarcely make sufficient cane for seed for '57.

3fany foreseeing the inevitable failure, have plowed up

the old stubble, and in the stead, put in large crops of corn

and cotton. A very wise precaution, we think, as all will

see a little later in the season.

R.MtE Seed.s.—

T

he Commissioner of Patents, (Hon. C.

Mason,) and Hon. A. H. Stephi'.ns, of Georgia, will ac-

cept our thanks for several packages of very choice

seeds, which we hope to find valuable for our climate.

The “Rescue” and “Tall Oat” Grasses.—A lady

friend, of Mississippi, to whom we are indebted for many
favors, writes

:

“I shall continue to get you all the subscribers I can, as

I consider the CvMivator indispensable to all planters and
gardeners. I wish I had time to say a word for the

“Rescue Grass.” It now looks finely, notwithstanding
the severe winter

;
but Col. Stanford’s grass (the “Tall

Oat”) is glorious !”

Georgia and her Railroads.—Georgia is nearly

chequered by railroads, and yet she stands before the

world with a debt of only $2,624,221 against her on the

balance sheet. No other State in the Union can point to

the same amount of works of internal improvement and

show so small an indebtedness.

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE OE THE SOUTHERN
CULTIVATOR.

Fruit, Wheat Crops, <^c^in Cherokee, (ja.—A friend,

near Rome, Ga,, writes us as follows, under date of April

25th:

“We are through the “full moon of April” and have es-

caped unharmed by frost. Those who do not remove the

great excess of peaches this year will have their trees

ruined.

“Wheat looks finely through the country, but is very

thin indeed, having been badly winter killed. All unite

in the opinon that the crop of this section of the State

must be a .short one. Some anticipate high prices, but the

state of the New York market does not ecourage such an
expectation.

“Cotton and Corn are doing well, but for the dry wea-
ther. We need rain to bring cotton to a stand

“Bacon is down again; so the poor can get their fill

once more. Nothing pays here now but bread and n.eat.

B.”

A Nero Grape—Southern Claret—Straioherries, <$'C.—

A

horticultural friend, says:

“A Grape, '•Hard Barsac,' from which a claret wine is

made in the vicinity of Bordeaux, in France, grows

in Macon
;

it is of a rampant growth, and bore, last year,

two crops. The owner of it is a particular friend of mine,

and gave me a few cuttings, which are doing well. 1 will

watch this grape closely, and if suited to this climate, as

I think it is, we will have to give it a new name, in order

to make it interesting and profitable. What an excellent

thing, if we could make our own claret! True, Ameri-

cans don’t like it; it "ruins their mouth,” they say, and

therefore, in order to have a “fine m.outh,” tliey’d rather

eat tobacco !

!

“All the Strawberries 1 got from you are doing finely
;

Lonpu-orW s Prolific is the earliest, it commenced ripening

on the 20th April—more than a week before others. Is it

the same with you ? The Rochelle Blackberry will also

come to bearing this year with me.”

Cotton Gins—Ijrvg Staple.—A planter ofThomas Co.,

Ga
,
makes the following inquiry. Can any of our read-

ers give the desired information 1

“1 have embarked in the culture of Long Cotton, and

shall have from 40 to 50 bales to gin next fall. The gin-

ing upon the Shafer and McCartney Gin has proved very

tedious and annoying to planters through this section,

some of them have half their crops on hand yet. Now,
sirs, if you can inform me, by midsummer, of a better gin

than either, you will confer a great fiivor.”
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Native Tea— The Yopon and Holly.—A botanical friend

in the interior says :

“Very ^lad indeed to see in your May number, the ar-
;

tide on “Yopon.” There is no doubt, we could find ex-
!

cellent substitutes for the compound called “Tea,” much
more wholesome than the Chinese article. It seems, the

whole Ilex tribe is fit for it. The famous “Paraguay tea”

is a Holly, and our common Holly {Ilex opaca) will make
a tolerable tea. I had forgotten all about it, until I saw
this article, but went out and gathered a small lot of the

young leaves, now starting.”

Gardening for the South.’'—We are pleased to find

our opinion of this new work of our friend. White, en-

dorsed by the very competent critic who writes us the

following

;

“I have been reading ‘Gardening for the South,’ and
though I must, in some points, differ a little from the au-

thor’s opinion, still I acknowledge it to be an excellent

work. I have, therefore, addressed him a complimentary

letter. Amongst other points which struck me, he calls

the ‘Red Astrachan’ apple sour. This I cannot under-

stand, if he ever tasted the genuine kind. It is one of my
old favorites, and, in my opinion, better flavored than

most other apples, except the ‘Gravenstein,’ which, un-

questionably, is the queen of all apples, when in perfec-

tion; I fear, however, it is not suited to our climate.”

Wild Peach of Texas.—“Do you know the ‘Wild Peach
of Texas!’ A lady correspondent at Gonzales is praising

it very highly as a beautiful evergreen tree, and offers me
seed of it. Shouldn't it be our common ‘evergreen wild

Cherry,’ alias ‘Wild Olive V ”

[Yes. It is the tree here called “evergreen,” or Wild

Olive—properly the Cerasus Caroleniensis.—Eds
j

The Premium List.—One of our correspondents is dis-

posed to be facetious and somewhat severe upon the list

of Premiums, published in our May number. Hear him ;

“Are you going to take the premium for the largest cof-

fee plantation !

“What is the ‘native Gooseberry!’—presume it is a

kind of huckleberry, worth about 10 cents per bushel.

“The Executive Committee is certainly composed of

sti'ong temperance men, such as do not want to have any
Southern wine exhibited. It is the same old premium
list, as usu^l; in fact we have not made one single step

forvjard for the last three years. If I were fond of criti-

cism, I could write a nice little article, but I'm not. But
more about it verhatim.”

Fruit—Frost— T'ime of Ripening.—An experienced

pomological friend, of Athens, Ga., says

:

“I have been looking over my peach lists and tj-io^^ of!

iNIr. W . How much more susceptible to frosts some
1

varieties are than others. For instance, the Late,Admir-
able, Blood Cling and Baugh have, with us, nev?r failed

to bear, more or less. Even the slight frosts of this spring

have entirely or nearly destroyed the promise of some
few varieties, while others will have to be thinned or break.

“The same effects of frost are witnessed in the case of

the different varieties of Pears, and I have noticed that

drouth acts in the same manner.

The upshot of all this is, I want you to call over in your
mind what kinds of fruit have borne at all these

late frosty years with you, and those of good quality that

proved most abundant. And, further, whether this is the

-elfect ofa better position or owing to a greater constitution-

al vigor in the variety. I believe our native peaches, as a

general rule, do not flower quite so early and are hardier.

But we will talk this over hereafter.”

The Cottox Harvester.—The Marshall RepvJblican

notices a new invention on exhibition in Marshall—

a

machine fw picking cotton in the field. That paper says

ofit : “We have seen it in operation, and are satisfied that

it will do. It is the very thing our cotton growers need,

and now that it is on hand they must have if, or be behind

the times. It weighs only about eight pounds, and is-

easily carried by means ofa strap across the shoulder,

like a shot pouch. A little wheel is turned with the right

hand, the muzzle, (something like an elephant’s snout,) is

guided to the bolls by the left hand, and it drinks down
the cotton like a toper. No humbug, sure. One hand

accustomed to it can pick, (or rather take in) from ten to

fifteen hundred pounds a day.”

[We saw this machine at the Montgomery (Ala.) Fair,

last November, and were impressed favorably with it, but

preferred not recommendingit until it had been fully test-

ed in the field.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

iinrticultiiral Sfpttintnt.

THE CATAWBA GKAPE-—YINEYARDS IN OHIO
AND GEORGIA—LETTER FROM ROBERT

SUCHAI?AN, ESQ.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The past winter was

the most severe ever known in this climate. From the

23d of December to the 15th of March, the thermometer

was down to freezing at some period of every 21 hours,

during that time; and several times 5 to 20 degrees below

zero. Even as late as the lOth of March, the mercury

was as low as zero. Much alarm prevailed amongst the

vine planters, and many supposed that the fruit buds of

the vines, and even the vines themselves, would be de-

stroyed by the intense cold. I am now happy to .say that

the vineyards have escaped injury much better than was

anticipated, and after all the croaking, we have the pros-

pect, in this region, of a fair crop. The vineyards on the

hills generally look remarkably well, whilst some in the

valleys and in warm exposures have been injured by the

winter—doubtless, owing to the premature swelling of the

j

buds in autumn. The Cadawba has proved to be hardier

than the Co.pe or Isabella, and is, beyond all doubt, the

most valuable variety for vineyard culture in this latitude.

How it will do as far South as Augusta, has yet to be test-

ed by the public-spirited gentlemen of that vicinity, who
have determined to try it.

This Grape came from latitude 35 1-2^^—in Buncombe
_

county, N, C.—and has been found in Arkansas, in the

same paralleI*of latitude; it may, therefore, be presumed

that it will bear. removal a few degrees further south, as

well as north.- -If has no fault here, except a disposition

to suffer from rei.,’ or mildew, in wet seasons, and even

then, it is so great a bearer, that if only one third the fruit

that sets is left, a pretty fair crop may be gathered.

I have often thought that the mountainous districts of

Tennessee, North Carolina and Georgia, would prove to be

!
the very best in the United States for the successful culture

of this valuable Grape. It is, therefore, with great plea-

sure that I observe the efforts of patriotic gentlemen of the

South to extend its cultivation in that direction. If they

succeed, it will nT)t only afford them a pleasant hobby and

the gratification of presenting to their friends a glass of
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wine from their own vineyards, but it will do more—it

will people their mountain regions with a hardy, indus-

trious race of German vine dressers, who will, in time,

make the vine-clad hills of the South as beautiful as those

of the Rhine; and, from their favored soil and climate, far

more productive.

But I trust their laudable elfort will not be confined to

the Catawba, the Warren, or the Scuppernong, but ex-

tend io a\\ native varieties that give promise of making
good wine.

With foreign Grapes it is useless to waste time and

money in attempting to adapt them to vineyard culture in

any part of the United States. All experiments with them,,

heretofore, have failed.

Should you deem our mode of vineyard cultivation here

in any manner useful to your readers, it will give me
pleasure to communicate it, in short articles, in future

numbers of your valuable paper,

R. Buchanan.
Cincinnati^ Ohio, Api-il, 185G,

[We are happy to assure Mr. Buchanan that all our ef-

forts in the culture of the Grape have been thus far attend-

ed with the most flattering success. Our vines of one

year old are much stronger and finer than those of two

years old from the Western vineyards; and in the manufac-

ture of Wine, our longer season and warmer sun give us

every possible advantage. All portions of the South— the

low as well as the high land—seem adapted to the growth

of the vine
;
and we expect, in a very few years, to see

many of the old, “worn-out” cotton plantations of the

South changed into flourishing and profitable vineyards.

Vfe shall be under deep obligations to Mr. Buchanan for

the promised articles. He is most competent authority on

the subject, and we heartily welcome him to our columns.

—Eds. So. Cult.

EVERGREENS FOR THE SOTJTH~NO. 2.

Editors Sou thern Cultivator —In the May number of

the Cnltivator, I furnished a select list of Evergreen “Co-

niferae.” I will now enumerate such of these trees and

shrubs as belong to other families. This, 1 think, is

is needed; for surely every hoiticulturist who looks into

our Southern gardens must at once be struck with the

very limited variety he there finds. A few unsightly

Arbor Vita;, Cape J ismines and Rosemarys will be about

all; while, on the other hand, many beautiful Evergreens

abound in our woods and swamps, to say nothing of the

mountains. None of these, however, (with the exception

of theso called “Mock Orange,”and now and then, though

rarely, a IMagnolia) have been considered worthy of the

honor of being introduced into our gardens. And why 1

merely because they grow spontaneously. Though real

beauty, like true merit, will always prevail. But besides

the native plants, many other exotic trees and shrubs will

certainly render our gardens more attractive, and, when

introduced, beautify the home of their tidoption.

Andromeda .—Not less than fifteen varieties of this tribe

are growing wild in the. South, most of them near some
branch or stream. These have all thick leather-like

leaves, of a glossy dark green color, and white, bell-shaped,

gracefully drooping flowers. 3 to 10 feet high.

Arbutus Unedo (Strawberry tree) —A native of the

mountainous parts of Spain and Italy, where it thrives

best on limestone rocks. Leaves rather small, ovate and
dark green. Flowers greenish white, bell-shaped, pro-

duced in drooping bunches—there is also a variety with
pink flowers. The fruit, which resembles the strawberry,

though unpalatable, ripens late in Autumn, forming a

beautiful contrast with its dark green foliage. This fine

shrub is as yet very rare here in the South—probably be-

cause it is hard to propagate. It is increased by seed and
layers, but very difficult to raise from cuttings. When
grown, where fully exposed to the sun, it should be shaded

or mulched for the first year or two. It thrives finely on
a gravelly clay soil. 6 to 8 feet high.

Aucubo. ja.ponica (Gold-dust tree).—Its only beauty con-

sists in yellow blotches on the dark green, shining leaves.

When planted on the north side of a building, where it is

always cool and shady, this shrub will do well, but the

sun kills it without fail. Any kind of soil. 4 to 6 feet

high. Propagated by cuttings.

Azaleaindica (Chinese Honeysuckle).—This beautiful

shrub, so well known as a greenhouse plant, is perfectly

hardy in this latitude, when planted out on a shady bor-

der, or, still better, on an artificial shade-bed
;
mulching

is also very beneficial during the summer. It is a flower

of unsurpassed beauty in its season, March and April;

and those only who have seen it in its perfection can form

an idea of its richness and grandeur. The Azaleas are

near akin to the far-famed Rhododendrons, almost as

beautiful, and much easier of cultivation. The colors are

very different, as crimson, purple, white, red, salmon,

scarlet and variegated. They are pretty easily propagated

from layers, made in April, while blooming, and not cut

or split, as they will root better through the bark than

from the tongue. New varieties are raised from the seed

which should be sowed as soon as ripe, hardly covered-

with soil, but some moist moss and kept shaded. The
best soil is a rich brovvn loam, or alluvial vegetable mould,

such as is found in deep forest valleys
;

it should be mix-

ed with one- fourth white sand (silver sand is the best).

1 to -1 feet high.

Berberis aquifoUa. also called AlaJionio, ilictfolia, from
Patagonia, with leaves like those of a Holly, which gener-

ally turn red and brown in the autumn. Flowers yellow

in drooping bunches, followed by black berries.

Berberis fascicular is, a shrub from California of,recent

introduction; has shining green foliage, yellow flowers,

•nd purple berries. Both species are propagated by
suckers and layer.s

;
recjuire rich, black and somewhat

moist soil to grow in perfection. 3 to 5 feet.

Buxus (Boxwood).—Every person is familiar with this

old customer of our gardens. The two principal species

are : Tree box, which grows 8 to 10 feet high, and Dwarf
Z'/AT, from J to 2 feet; the latter is mostly employed for

edging beds. Of both species vauieties are known with

silver and gold edges. The boxvrood does not thrive

well on sandy soil, but on strong clay, or rich alluvial soil

it su3bef]|ils admirably. Propagated by layers, cuttings,

and df^iding the roots.

CameUia jtiponica .—This is the climax of all winter

blooming shrubs, and equaal to the Rose in beauty. It is

a native of Japan, and perfectly hardy in this latitude. It

will, in fact, stand our winters better than our summers.

The single red Camellia is the hardiest, but even the

double ones have stood the last winter here uninjured,

though the thermometer was down to 9'^.

J have seen Camellias (Lady Hume’s Blush) here in the

South 10 feet high, and covered with about two thousand

flowers. Propagated by cuttings, layers and seed of the

single or half double varieties. The safest way of multi-

plying the double varieties is by inarching them on the

single red.

Ceanothus .—Some evergreen species ofthisgenus have
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recently been introduced, but are as yet quite scarce. C. and wide bush, with large, wrinkled leaves, dark green on

azuneus from Mexico; C. thyrsiflorus, and divaricatus
;

the surface, and downy underneath. The yellowish-

from California and East India are very fine shrubs with
1
white and fragrant flowers appear in November and De-

i

cember, followed by an Apricot-like, very palatable fruit,

j

of the size of a plum. The fruit, however, will not come
to any perfection in this latitude, always being destroyed

by the frost. At Montpelier, Monroe county, Ga., a tree

of this kind is planted in the border of a green-house,

where it always produces fine fruit, ripe in April. About
New Orleans and Mobile, it rjpensin the open garden

Propagated by seed and layers; but will sooner come into

bearing, when grafted on the Quince or Haw, which ren-

ders it still more dwarfish.

Escall-onia.—This tribe has recently been introduced

blue flowers; propagated by layers. 3 to 4 feet high.

Ceras'iis Carouniensis (Mock Orange; also, though er-

roneously, called Wild Olive), is, correctly speaking, the

’Wild Evergreen Cherry, a native of the South, where it is

often found near rivers and swamps, growing to the height

of 30 feet. This is a most beautiful tree in the yard, as

V well as in the street, forming a dense and compact head of

a shining, lively green hue. It bears the shears well,

and forms a beautiful ornamental hedge and screen. Pro-

pagated from seed, and is of a slow growth the first sea-

son, but grov/s rapidly afterwards.

Cerasus Icivroccrasus, also called Prunus laurocerasus
j

^’^^hra has small serrated and

(English Laureh, a wide-spreading bush, growing 10 feet 1

shining leaves, flowers red and drooping. E. Montevi-

high, with pretty large, ovate leaves of a dark and glossy !

densis and E. macrantha have larger and entire leaves and

green. Though called “English,” it is a native of the Le-

vant. Propagated by layers and cuttings. This species

is often confounded with the following, but is easily dis-

tinguished by the tioo glands on the back of each leaf,

which are not found on the

Cernsus luslianica (Portuguse Laurel,) which also has

more elliptical leaves. A beautiful tree from Madeira,

growing 20 to 30 feet high. It is called Primus lusi-

tanica.

Cerasus iliccfuUa (Holly-leaved Cherry) of recent intro-

duction from California, has a very fine light green foliage,

but seems not so well adapted to our climate as the other

species. Propagated from seed.

Cerasus (Orange).—Though not hardy in this latitude,

it is, hosvever, a beautiful evergreen a little further South,

where it is too well known to need any description. For
an ornamental shrub in such gardens I do not know of

any more beautiful shrub than the yiijrtlc Orange, when
loaded with its abundant, though in.^ipid, fruit. Propa-

gated by layers in April and August.

Cotoneastcr.—Three species, C. buxifolia, C. microphyl-

la, and C. thymifolio, all natives of Nepaul, are particu-

larly worthy of being enumerated among the evergreens

white flowers in spikes. They all thrive very well on a

gravelly clay soil. E. rubra is easily raised from cuttings.

The other species do not root so readily, and are better

made from layers.

Euanyrnus japonica.—This fine evergreen deserves to

be quite extensively cultivated in our gardens. Its up-

right growth, bright green, glossy foliage, and easy cul-

ture, recommend it as an indispensable shrub, and its

beauty is still more increased in the autumn by means of

its scarlet berries. While much has been said in favor of

the Holly for ornamental hedges, the Euonymus is far

superior to it in every respect. Propagated by layers,

cuttings and seeds. Eight to ten Let high. There are

varieties of it with variegated leaves, but the color looks

always dull and dingy, and whenever they are planted on

rich ground and grow luxuriantly, it will change to the

original green color.

Ffl.bmiia irubricata,—A very elegant Heath like shrub

from Australia. Its foliage is mossy-like, exceedingly

fine and dark green, forming a beautiful contrast with the

pure white, tube-shaped flowers, which are produced in

abundance early in the spring. Thrives best on alight

sandy soil, but, like the Pleath, should not be watered dur-

I

in,:^ the summer. Mulching has proved beneficial, Pro-
Their foliage is very small and dark green, flowers white, i pagated by cuttings. 6 to 8 feet high
followed by scarlet berries The ends of the branches of

C. microphylla grow often quite flat, and shaped like a

cock's comb. Propagated by layers. 210 3 feet high.

Eleagnus liorteusis (Silvery Oleaster), from the South

of Europe, can not properly be termed an evergreen, as the

leaves are not green, but silvery white, as if covered with

Robert Nelson,

JtPicon, Geo., April, I85t).

THE MANGUM AND OTHEE SOUTHERN APPLES.

Editors Southern Clt-tivator—In tlie January num-

silver-dusi. It has a splendid effect among shrubbery ofjUer of the Southern CidtivcUor, for 1855, Mr. Van Buren
^ dark green foliage. Propagated by layers and seed,

j

,notices this apple, under the head of “Southern Seedling

Apples,” thus :

“Said to be a native of Jackson county, Ga.

An excellent apple, of medium size, and keeps

iMarch. Tree very prolific and certain of a crop
”

There are some errors in this desciiption which ought

to corrected : and iMr. Van Buren will doubtless be as

Eight to ten feet high.

Erica (Heath).—Who has not heard or read of the

Scotch hcalh, at a glance of which every Scotchman will go
into extasy ? More than three hundred magnificent specie's

of this family are concentrated at Cape Good Hope, and
sixteen are only found in Europe. Unfortunately, but few
of the latter will, as far as yet tried, stand our scorching

k- * k

well till

much pleased as any one to receive further information
sun except on a shade bed; but on such a p ace, I have - ,i ,, , i,-

j. .
respecting this as well as all other good fruits,

raised the iL. mediterranea and E. gracilis in the highest
,

^

perfection. Persons unacquainted with the nature of these

plants v/ill often kill them with kindness
;
that is to say,

by watering them through the summer after their period

of blooming; this, as well as rains during that season, is

very fatal to them. They require a gray sandy soil, such i

state" from Vir
as the very surface of our pine woods, mixed with some

'

brown leaf mould, or so called “mulatto soil.”' Propagated
from cuttings, though with difficulty. Most species grow
from 1 to 2 feet high.

The Mangum Apple took its name from a Mr. Mangum
! residing about six miles from this place, an elderly gen-

j

tleman, who brought it, many yfurs ago, from South

!
Carolina, where it was known as the “Seago Apple,” so

called after a man of that name, who carried it to that

^

._'i''i<i) where it was called the “Holly Ap-

j

pie.” Beyond this, 3Ir. aIangum informs me, that he

,
cannot trace its hi.story.

I It is, really, a very good apple, resembling, in appear-
' the Spitzenburg, but of different flavor. I have known

Eriobotnc japonica, aho cQ]]ed Alespilus japonica, (Lo-
\

and eaten it for f-even years past, and regard it the best
at, in Japan).—Though it grows up to a lofty tree in, its

|

apple raised, in this vicinityquat;

native country, Japan, still, with us it only forms a laro-e
|
Limber T\

ity, excepting, perhaps, the true

Yet I know in truth, but very little about
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it
;
because, like most other Northern Apples grown here,

it is hard to catch one mature and well ripened; and when
they are not so, they are poor things, bearing but little re-

semblance to what the fruit ought to be.

That they may “keep until March” when raised on

suitable soil, and well matured and kept, may possibly be

true; but here, they begin to rot on the tree long before

the time for their maturity, both from worms at the core,

and actually burning in the sun. Mr. Mangum himself

is in the habit of picking from the tree all apples so affect-

ed, while yet unripe, and selling them in this market.

The perfect specimens ripen from the middle to the last

of October; and even then all that I have seen decay very

rapidly. Perhaps some persons may have kept them
a long time sound who have the knowledge and the means
to treat them properly.

They are generally considered the best apples grown
in this section; and some say they are equal to the best

Northern kinds. I do not think so; though they are real-

ly very good.

In a late number of the Southern Cultivator, Mr. Nel-
son describes a “Holly Apple” as a very large fruit, and

|

a native of Georgia; but in other respects it seems a good

deal to resemble the Mangum. It is possible that they

may both have been originally brought from Virginia,

and may prove to be the same apple.

Shockley .—Last fall two specimens of this apple were
presented to me by a friend who had selected them, among
others, to send North, to be described in a new edition of

Downing’s “Fruits and Fruit Trees.”

They were small, but fair and pretty—rather tough and
of an insipid sweetish taste. In ray opinion, if this dis-

tinguished fruit is not generally much better than these

samples, it should be discarded from our catalogue and no
more spoken of

Buff.—Some two years ago, a vender of trees, deserved-

ly and creditably known, presented me with a very fair

specimen of this fruit, which, after keeping till it was as

ripe as it could be, I tasted and condemned as unworthy
of cultivation.

Pound or King .—Last summer I raised my first apples

of this kind—only a few on one tree—found them a large

handsome fruit resembling in appearance the Gravenstein.

I picked them at several times after the middle of August,

and carefully kept them in a dry place to ripen. On the

last of November I tasted the last one; they all proved
totally unfit to eat.

Foot Rounds .—This tree bore pretty fully last season,

but the apples rotted on the tree pretty generally, and af-

ter being housed, wilted very much, and proved to be

about equal in flavor and tenacity to old boot leather.

The last two kinds are annually sold in this neighbor-

hood as native fruits.

I came to Georgia seven years ago, entirely inexperi-

enced in fruit culture, and planted both the Northern and
home varieties, many of which have been gradually com-

ing into bearing for several years past. I make my trees

grow beautifully; but my luck in apples, plums, apricots

and cherries, has so far been rather poor. Having nothing

of the kind to sell, I may, w'ithout affecting my purse, safe-

ly point out wherein I have fuled, and so, perhaps, save

some labor to others who may be toiling as blindly as 1

have done
If the spirit moves, I may continue the subject.

Windsor.
Atlanta, Ga., May, 1856.

[Our correspondent must have been unfortunate in his

samples of the Shockley Apple. To our taste, it is a most

excellent fruit—of medium size, beautiful color, white,

firm flesh, a delicate sub-acid in flavor, and one of the

best of keepers—in short, a “number one” Southern Win-

ter Apple. The Mangum., also as a Fall Apple deserves

all he says of it, and more. The premature decay that he

speaks of, is undoubtedly owing to defective culture in

the particular instance named.

—

Eds. So. Cl'lt ]

WINTER CABBAGE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Every person in the

South can easily grow spring cabbages, but to raise a

good supply for fall and vi^inter, is a little more difficult,

and is seldom done in Georgia, except in the mountains J

I admit that it is difficult during an unusually dry fall, but

in most seasons it can be done with proper management

and in suitable localities. The soil should be very rich

and trenched or subsoiled, and as the cabbage lives, for a

great deal at least, on the moisture of the atmosphere, a

rich swamp, particularly near a branch, is the most desir-

able spot. But no matter how rich the soil is, the cab-

bage crop will be highly benefited by a dressing with

guano. Three hundred pounds of guano mixed with salt,

and as much charcoal as anybody pleases, is sufficient

for an acre. It should be worked in deeply, when the

land receives the last plowing previous to planting.

(^That the soil should be perfectly pulverized by repeated

plowing, is a matter of course.) The soil must be pre-

pared and ready for planting by the last of .Tuly.

The next thing is to have full supply of good plants.

The best varieties are: Comstock's Premium Flat Dutch ;

Bergen, and common Flat Dutch. I prefer Comstock’s

seed from Wethersfield, Connecticut, as the best and most

reliable I have met with.

During the first week in June sow the seed quite thin,

and water freely. The seed bed must be kept well shaded.

It will not do to sow under trees
;
an artificial shade must

be made, a kind of an arbor, covered on the top with

green brushwood. When the plants have got four leaves

they must be pricked out on another shade bed 3 or 4

inches apart; this will make them stout and increase their

number of roots. As soon as they start to grow, take off

the brushwood by degrees until the plants at last get used

to the full sun.

Any time in August, when the weather suits, set out

the plants 3 feet apart, which will take about 4,800 plants

to the acre. Do not pull up the plants in the seed bed,

but lift them carefully, keeping as many roots and as

large a ball of earth as possible. Set them out in the

evening, plant down to the first leaves, and give them a

good watering ^‘right off." The after-culture is only to

hoe frequently, and keep the soil stirred, taking care not

to break off any leaver. As cabbages cannot well stand

ail the severe frosts in the winter, they can be kept in the

following way: On a high, dry, spot, (a sandy hill is pre-

ferable) dig a trench about one foot deep and as wide as

necessary
;
put the cabbages down in it, head foremost,

one by one, without touching each other,scattera little pine-

straw or dry leaves over them and fid the trench and cab-

bages over with earth, leaving the stumps out. Thus one

trench is to be made close to the other and the cabbages

put in. If the whole place is then covered up with litter,

so much the better.

Thus managed, cabbages will keep all winter until

March, and be as good as any raised in the North.

Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga., May, 1856.

|^°A woman is either worth nothing or a great deal.

If good for nothing, she is not worth getting jealous for;

if she be a true woman, she will give no cause for jeal-

ousy.
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CABBAGE—DHTERENCE IN PEODUCTION.

Editors Southern Cultivator—During a recent visit

to some of the middle and lower counties of Georgia, I was

forcibly struck with the great contrast exhibited in their

“long-legged collards” as compared with the short, plump

big-headed cabbage grown with us. Many of these tall

specimens I saw ranged from three to well nigh six feet

in height, while ours rarely exceed two feet. However

distinct these two varieties may at first appear to be from

each other, certain it is the true drumhead cabbage when

carelessly grown in a hot climate, and particularly when

on a sandy soil, and reproduced, year after year, from its

own seeds rapidly degenerates and become, long, lean and

lank. Equally certain is it that the long collard when
removed to a colder climate and carefully grown with judi-

cious selection and maturing of seed, improves rapidly and

results finally in the short, firm white head-cabbage.

Observation teaches us, too, that these changes are

not attributable to climate solely. The cultivation and

care bestowed upon the plants has much—yes, very

much— to do in effecting the results. We not unfrequent-

ly see the tendency to the small head and long leg strong-

ly developed in upper Georgia, and readily trace the cause

to faulty cultivation. Why, then, may not the true cab-

beige be grown to at least a good degree of perfection in the

lower portions of our State by adopting a rational mode of

treatment 1 1 think it can be so, and, therefore, offer these

suggestions for the consideration of your readers in that

section, and particularly the ladies, who usually supervise

this department of the farm economy.

The cabbage as we have it at this day, the books inform

us, is essentially the creature of cultivation, very widely

removed from its parent stock, (he rough sea Kale. Now,
much o: the care and labor which has been expended in

bringing about’this metamorphosis is certainly still neces-

ary to prevent its return again to the original Kale. The
tendency of nature is for like to produce like—“as a man
soweth so also shall he reap.” Yet this, like all the gene-

ral rules, has its exceptions. In cultivation, we see a con-

stant variation in the product from the seed of any one

plant—some better and some worse than the parent stock.

If the belter plants be saved for seed the tendency is ever

to a better product, if the poorer to a still poorer product.

Ifwe select these which mature early, the product will

tend to earlier and earlier maturity. So, if long-legs be

chosen, long-legs we shall have, and vice versa. Herein, 1

think, lies much of the success to be arrived at in the

growth of cabbages. No one should depend on his neigh-

bor for seed, nor, indeed, on the seedsman. Let every one

raise them to his own standard, and let the standard be

none but the best.

Again. In the maturing of the seed some attention is

certainly necessary. With the seedsman who grows for

market, the desideratum is to produce the largest quantity

from a given number ofheads and amount of soil. With
the housewife, on the other hand, it should be the produc-

tion of the best and most perfect seed, and in such quan-

tity, only, as should be wholly compatible with the high-

est state of development. As we prune the fruit tree and

pluck off the superabundant germs, that the remainder

may be finer in flavor and larger in size, so also the cab-

bage should not be neglected, nor allowed to overload it-

self with blooms to bring to maturity a heavy crop of very

indifferent seed, as is too frequently the case. The branch-

es, as they shoot up should be quickly pruned off, al

lowing only the centre one to grow, and this also should

be pruned of all surplus limbs v.-hich might overburden
the plant v/ith seed. By no means should any bloom be

allowed to expand from an inferior branch or from an in-

ferior plant to contaminate, by its pollen, the proper seed

blooms. It is needless to suggest, w'herever the Cu/iivatcr

finds it.3 vzay, the impropriety of cutting off the head for

the table and allowing the naked stalks to bloom and ma-

ture as best it can, seed for the coming crop. This and

other likely slovenly practices have obtained to some ex-

tent in years past. Others have suggested that the head be

cut from the stalk and buried in the ground to rot and

mature its seed without the stalk. I have never known
any advantage to be derived from such a course and regard

it too irrational to be deserving a trial.

Will not some of your readers in lower Georgia try the

experiment of raising cabbages year after year 1 If

any one is disposed to do so, he need not undertake to

trim down collards into cabbages. I will furnish him

with seed which have been treated substantially as I sug-

gest for twenty years past. It produces for me every

year, crops much superior to those obtained from North-

ern or English seed. They should, I think, be planted

late, well cultivated on manured soil, and the best always

with shortest stalks reserved for seed before they are

broached for the table. Collards should not be allowed to

bloom in their vicinity.

I will send you a statement of my mode of growing cab-

bages which, if you think it of sufficient interest to your

readers, is at your service. R. B.

Rome, Ga., Aprils 1856.

[Let us hear from you in full on this interesting sub-

ject.

—

Eds.]

EARTHING UP THE COMMON POKE FOE SALAD.

In looking over the first number of Good’s Famihj

! Flora, I see some valuable medicinal qualities attributed

1
to the common Poke, or, Phytolacca Dccandria. As a

i

vegetable, I think it is very valuable. It is always found

I
in our markets in the spring, when the shoots are from 3

I

to 6 inches high; but is not much esteemed in its green

I

state. It is frequently too old, and then becomes acrid to

i the taste, and sometimes has disagreeable effects. It

:

comes, however, at a time when Asparagus is almost the

I

only vegetable; and, if properly treated, is much better

—

!

being free from the strong flavor of asparagus.

I The old stalks should be cut off close to the ground,

! early in the spring, and a hill about 6 inches high made
' over the stool. When it begins to make its appearance at

i
the top of the hill, the earth should be removed, the young

shoots, then perfectly blanched, cut off, and the hill re-

stored. In this slate it has very little taste
;
and is per-

fectly tender. 1 have used it for many years, and it is

generally preferred at my table to asparagus or sea-kale.

Dyspeptics may eat it with entire impunityu

Here is a good vegetable, quite neglected in the country,

I

where it comes at a time when greens are very scarce,

;

and is to be found in the greatest abundance in the fence

I
corners and turning rows. Then, if suffered to grow up,

U is a nuisance; atidfiom its large woody root, hard to

extirpate. By blanching it and usnig it as a vegetable, it

is turned to gopd account; and frequently cutting weak-

ens the roots, making it much easier to extirpate, when it

becomes necessary to clean up the turning rows.

Y’our obedient servant, N. Brewer,
[in An’erican Fanner.

l^^’YIemory, who can escape it 1 No sorrow, or sigli

or bitter heart-wound can be forgotten or entirely healed.

We may seem to fo'get for a time, and our lives may
glide on in apparent tranquility, but in some unexpected

moment, a word or look may stir the long silent chord of

memory', bringing back each painful event and even

thoughts to the mind, and causing a dull leaden pain, as

difficult to bear as the first shar]) agony. ‘A wounded

spirit, who cam bear V Tis hard, yet how many of earth s

children are suffering in silent, uncomplaining sorrow

[

from an inward wound I
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The Garden.—No land pays a higher rate of interest

than the humble and too often despised garden. The
quantity of vegetables, which it can be made to produce,

cilinost exceeds belief; and farmers may well open their

eyes, when told that under good management two acres of

a garden will be more profitable than '20 acres of farm, as

it usually conducted. In the vicinity of cities and large

towns, the raising of vegetables for market is conducted

on a large scale, and is very lucrative and even the poor

man can, by his own labor at odd times, secure an abun-

dance of food for his family, which is as good as money
saved, as well as earned.

—

HorticwLlnrist.

AGRICULTURE IN CUBA.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Southern Christian Advocate

says

:

“I looked with more than ordinary interest on the broad

green fields of sugar cane
;
now and then interspersed

with coffee groves.

“The production of sugar is increasing rapidly, and the

yield this year will be unusually large. Many coffee es-

tates are being abandoned. It is thought the present

crop will not supply the home consumption.

“It is very difficult to realize that you are in mid- winter

when you look upon the fields of corn in silk and tassel,

and see the people dressed in their summer costume, and
the earth clothed with green grass and tender flowers.

The weather has been charming— no rain, no frost. I have
found it delightful to sleep with the windows open under
the lightest cover.

“It is amusing to see the agricultural implements used

on the farms—old plows with one handle, such as were
used by the Pgyptians several centuries ago, drawn by
two creeping oxen, and guided by dull, stupid negroes.

But what they lack in art. Nature has supplied the deficien

cy. With the rudest labor, the country produces an
abundance of the richest productions, and ‘blosoms as the

rose.’

“Guinness has a population of 8,000. It once had a

good Hotel, but now they put you in a dirty Spanish Fon-
da, with horses and dogs.”

SHORT HORNS FOR THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

The ship Ceylon, which left this port on the 12th, took

out, for Judge Lee, of Honolulu, a short-horned bull and
heifer. The bull was purchased of Mr. Phineas Stedman.
of Chicopee, Mass., and the heifer of Paoli Lathrop, Esq.,
of South Hadley, Falls, Mass. The bull—Red Jacket,

American Short-horn Herd Book, No. 891—was calved

Oct. 9th, 1854. The heifer—Ruby, American Short-horn

Herd Book, Vol. 11, p. 550—was calved July 8th, 1853.

She is in calf to Kirkleavington, English Short horn Herd
Book, No. 11,640. They are good animals, and if they
safely reach their destined home, will add another impor-
tant item to the rapidly-improving agriculture of the Sand-
wich Islands. The efforts of the intelligent citizens of

that region for the introduction of valuable breeds of do-

mestic animals, are deserving the highest praise. Judge
Lee has previously introduced a pair of Devon cattle.

Other gentlemen have at different times, procured from
here South-Down and Merino sheep, and varmus kinds
ofchoice poultry. We are glad to hear that, in the fine

climate, and with the rich, nutritious herbage of the Is

lands, this stock has thriven to a remarkable degree, bid-

ding fair to even surpass the expectations of their enter-

prising importers .—Boston Cultivator.

Planting Sugar Cane and the manufacture of sugar are

the principal farming operations of the gentleman above-

named. Some years since we published a letter from him

ia the Southern CaUivator. Getting laborers is the most

serious obstacle in the way of successful planting in the

Sandwich Islands. The natives will not work,and Coolies

are the only substitutes.

APRIL RAINS.

Col. Durden’s near V:ck&blrg, >

April 4, 1856. 5

Mr. Editor—When a youth, I was at either Washing-

ton or Natchez, in Adams, in company with several re-

spectable planters of that county, when it was mentioned

by one of them that old Tom Wilkins, of Pine Ridge, (just

above Natchez) made it a rule never to plant cotton until

after the 7th of April, assigning as a reason for the delay,

that one of the heaviest rains of every season falls between

the 3d and 7th of that month. The wealth, success and
celebrity as a planter, of old Tom Wilkins, as he was
called, the high standing of the gentleman making the

statement, and the attending circumstances, made so deep

and indelible an impression upon me that I have noticed

these few days of the season very carefully ever since,

and can give as result ofmy observation, that the present

is the first season for more than forty, which has failed to

sustain Mr. Wilkin’s statement. Last year, the rain fell,

on the Big Sunflower river, on the night of the 3d, and in

this county and in Madison on the 5th of the month.

Every planter knows Mr. Wilkin’s reasons for delaying

his planting till after the rain, which were, that a heavy

rain falling on freshly plowed ground causes a crust to

form, through which the young and feeble plant forces its

way with so much difficulty as to render a good stand un-

certain—to obviate which the planter has to resort to the

harrow, which he always does witn extreme reluctance.

Respectfully yours, H. W. Vick,

[in Vichshv/^-g Whig.

DISCIPLINE AMONG NEGROES.

The time has arrived when strict rule has to be held

over every plantation; for, from the many newspapers

daily received by us we are led to conclude that the negro

is becoming more and more disposed to deeds of cruelty.

One of the principle causes which induce these outrages

is traceable to a too lenient mode of government among the

slave owners, producing a too free disposition among
them to show their hardihood, and this in a great mea-

sure is to be attributed to the fault of the owners in per-

mitting them to congregate together on Sundays at differ-

ent neighboring plantations.

T\\Qtov:n negroes of this State are the b’hoys of - the

South, sporting their fine Havanas and twirling their fancy

canes on the side walks—who but they ! No Southern

cities, save those of Alabama, allow them such luxuries as

parading the principal thoroughfares of the city, and act-

ing Beau Brummel to perfection. We would call the at-

tention of the proper authorities to this matter, and trust

that they may put a stop to this free license of such acts

on the part of the would-be negro grandees of our city,

especially to the free negro population .—Montgomery
Mail.

The Earth Growing Colder.—It is stated by Ger-

man Astronomers that the sun is increasing his distance

from the earth annually
;
and, in the course of six thou-

sand years from the present time it is supposed that the

distance will be so great that only an eighth part of the

warmth we now enjoy from the sun will be communicated

to the earth
;
and it will then be covered with eternal ice

in the same manner as we see the plains of the North,

where the elephant formerly lived, and have neither

spring nor autumn.

[“Awful!”]
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An In:h of Rain.—In Lieutenant Maury’s Physical

Geosraphv of the Sea, he computes the elfoci of a single

inch of rain, falling upon the Atlantic Ocean. The Atlan-

tic includes an area of 25,000,000 of square miles. Sup-

pose an inch of rain to fall upon only one fifth of this vast

exp.mse. “It would weigh,” says he, “300,000,000,000 of

tons; and the salt which, as water, it held in solution in

the sea, and which, when that water was taken up as

vapor, was left behind to disturb the equilibrium, weighed

16 000,000 more tons, or nearly twice as much as all the

ships in the world could carry at a cargo each. It might

fall in a day; but occupy what time it might in falling,

this rain is calculated to exert so much force—which is in-

conceivably great—in disturbing the equilibrium of the

ocean. If all the water discharged by the Mississippi

river during the year were taken up in one mighty mea-

sure, and cast into the ocean atone effort, it would not make

a oreater disturbance in the equilibrium of the sea than

would the fall of rain supposed. And yet, so gentle are

the operations of nature, that movements so vast are unper-

ceived.”

iMuTTON —We mean to report at least a thousand times

or till what we say has some effect on our countrymen,

that a pound of lean, tender, juicy mutton can be raised

for half the cost of the same quantity’ of fat pork; that it

is infinitely healthier food, especially in the summer sea-

son
;

is more agreeable to the palate, when one gets accus-

tomed to it
;
and that those who eat it become muscular,

and can do more w’ork with greater ease to themselves

than those who eat fat pork. We know nothing more

delicate than smoked mutton hams of the South Down breed

of sheep—venison itself is not superor. Sheep can be

kept in fine growing order where other domestic animals

will scarcely exist, and thousands of acres in the State,

under an enlightened system of sheep husbandry, may be

made to pay a good interest where now’ they are nearly

dead property in the hands of their present owners.

—

Pounds to Bdshkls — The following table of the num-
ber of pounds to the bushel may be of interest to farmers

and dealers Of wheat, 60 pounds; of shelled corn, 56
pounds; of corn in the cob, 70 pounds

;
of rye, 56 pounds;

of oats, 35 pounds; of barley, 48 pounds; of potatoes, 50
[pounds; of beans, 60 pounds

;
of bran, 20 pounds

;
clover

i seed, 58 pounds
;
of hemp seed, 44 pounds; of blue grass

j

seed, 15 pounds; of castor beans, 46 pounds; of dried

;

peaches, 38 pounds
;
of dried apples, 24 pounds; onions,

I

57 pounds.

1

Anonymous Correspondents.—The Gerniantoicn Tel-

!

egraph holds our own views precisely, in the following par-

I

agraph;

I

Old Subscriber

f

making enquiries about Bees,

;

cannot be heard through these columns without comply-

I

ing with our rule of forw’arding his name to us. No man
! has a right to expect courtesy from an editor, whom he

I

treats thus discourteously. To authenticate a communi-
: cation intended for the public eye, is to protect the reader

j

against a fabrication, and the publisher against a swindle,

i
Beside, it would Tbe strange indeed, and not a little dis-

I

creditable to an editor, that he should admit into his col-

j

umns, no matter what may be the nature of them, pro-

; ductions written by persons in concealment We should

not have referred to this delinquency again, had we not

only in our lust paper made the communication of the

name of a correspondent, a sine qua non—a first condition

I
for the insertion of his article.

Remarks.—Correspondents may attach any fancy sig-

nature they please to their published articles—though we
prefer the true name—but the latter must in all cases be

furnished to us as an evidence of genuineness and good

faith. Will our friends oblige us by conforming to this

rule in future?

—

Eds. So. Cult.

American Agriculturist.

Good Cow.s—Mr. J. B. Philbrook, of Hardwick, in
j

Vermont has tw’O cows ot the native breed, (one of them
|

maybe slightly crossed with the Devonshire) from w’hich
;

he made and sold 600 pounds of butter last season, be- i

sides supplying his family of two persons with milk and

butter. I was at his house to-day and he showed me a tub
'

containing 22 1-2 pounds of beautiful butter, which he had

just churned from 8 days’ milking, being the first the same

tw’O cows had made since their calves were taken away
this spring. What is remarkable in this case is, that his

dairy woman is his mother, who is ninely-finir year old.

She never keeps a hired girl, and her boy, the said J. B
P., who is now nearly seventy years old, does not intend

to marry while his mother can do her work.

S. D. Kimball, in Rural Xeiv Yorker.

Barton, VL, April ]st. 1856

Is Saleratus a Poison.—Mr. George Summer, in a !

recent lecture, spoke of the excessive use of saleratus as a
i

cardinal cause of our prevalent American ill health Ow-
ing to it, he says that the average American mortality is

equal to that in the most noisome streets of London. He
denounces it as a deadly poison, whose use should be

shunned—as the slaughterer of the infant and the destroy-

er of the strong man.

Disappointment.—iMen are very seldom disappointed

except when their desires are immoderate, or when they

suffer their passions to overpower their reason, and dwell

upon delightful scenes of future honors, power, or riches,

till they mistake probabilities for certainties, or wild wish-

es for rational expectation. If such men, when they

awake from thesevoluntary dreams, find the pleasingphan-

tom vanish away, what can they blame but their own folly?

Bad News prom Louisiana.—One of our subscribers,

writing from Bayau Chicot, La., under date of March 29,

says

:

We have had the longest, coldest and wettest winter, and
the most backward spring ever known in this part of the

country. The operations ofplanting are now about where
they ought to be at the last of February. Very little corn

has been planted up to the present time, and no cotton

seed has been put in the ground. The Sugar Cane was
materially injured by the winter. Nearly all the stubble

was killed out-right, and seed cane kept very badly.

Many sugar planteis are now preparing to plant half crops

of cotton. Sweet Potatoes are nearly all rotten and seed

I

is scarcer than ever before.

j

There is an excellent prospect for heavy crops of all

j

sorts of fruits raised here, including mast and berries in

the woods. Very respectfully, C. D. T.

Bayou Chicot, La., AJarch 29, 1856.

Spontaneous Combustion.—Benson Blake, Esq., in-

formed us yesterday that fire bursted out of the centre cf

a pile of cotton seed that lay by the side of his gin house,

on his plantation on the Yazoo river, a few days since.

The cotton seed had been exposed to the weather all win-

ter, and he had commenced hauling it away, when the

fire broke out in the pile. After it was extinguished, on
examination, it was found charred to a considerable depjh

and bore the appearance of having been smothered in fer

some time. iMr. Blake assures us there can be no doubt

of the fire originating from the heat of the seed. No doubt

this is the cause of many gins burning down
;
and we

would advise all who have piles of cotton seed lying about

their gins, to haul them out forthwith.— Vicksburg TRfpy
Alo.rch Vlth.
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|^P*The Louisville Journal says that a little tuft of blue

grass just around the collar of the peach tree, has been a

protection from the borer in every instance it has observed,

and thinks it an effectual preventive. The grass ring

should not be allowed to extend more than an inch or

two.

[Doubtful. We would rather try the tansy.

—

Eds. So.

Cult.]

SIGNS OF PROSPEKITY.

Where spades grow bright, and idle words grow dull

:

Where jails are empty, and where barns are full

;

Where church-paths are with frequent feet outworn

;

Law court- yards weedy, silent and forlorn
;

Where doctors foot it and where farmers ride, ^
Where age abounds, and youth is multiplied;

Where these signs are, they clearly indicate

A happy people and a well governed State.

Saiiiestit Ccnnarai} ml Swipes.

VALUABLE RECIPES—RHEUMATISM-HAIR OIL,

Editors Southern Cultivator : I send you recipes for

two preparations. The first is invaluable. I got it at

Nashville, and it cured me of Rheumatism, in 1851. Since

that lime it lias been extensively used for nervous pains.

I have no doubt I have given two or three 'dozen recipes.

My wife uses it extensively for Neuralgia, and it cured

two ladies so quickly of sick head ache, they got scared
;

thought perhaps it would do them some serious injury ;

1 ounce Oil Rosemary,
1 “ Oil Cloves,

1 “ Oil Origanum,

1
“ Spirits Turpentine,

1
“ Spirits Ammonia,

1 Tincture Cantharides,

1 Alcohol.

Mix in a light glass-stopper bottle, and shake up when
used. Heat a saucer on embers, pour a little in the sau-

cer and, rub it on the part affected with your hand pre-

viously warmed by the fire, so as to encourage absorp-

tion. Get pure articles, a specific measure ofeach
;
do not

let the druggist guess, as usual. For Rheumatism, Neu-

ralgia, pain in the jaw, sick head-ache, (if nervous,) and in

fact for all nervous pains, it is invaluable. Try it, all you
unfortunate nervous pain sufferers. If it stops sick head-

ache in twenty minutes, do not be alarmed.

To Prepare Hair Oil.

1 pint Alcohol, F. F. F. of 98 per cent.;

Calcutta Castor Oil, as much as it will take up; if that

is not to be got, take half American Castor Oil and half

Olive Oil, and boil it in water a quarter to a half hour;

then pour oft’ the oil, and put as much mixed oil in the

alcohol as the alcohol will take up.

Add 2 ounces Tincture Cantharides,

1 ounce Essence Bergamot,

1-8 ounce Citronella Rosa.

Put the alcohol in the bottle first, then add the oil as

long as it will take it up, (near a pint,) and add the per-

fume last. Mecklenburg.
Cojuo, Miss, 1856.

A Strong Paste for Paper.—To two lai-ge spoonfuls

of flour put as much powdered rosin as will lie on a shil-

ling, mix with as much strong beer as will make it of a

due consistence, and boil half an hour. Let it be cold

before it is used.

CEMENTS.

Take the best glue, four ounces
;
of isinglass, two oz.;

dissolve these in mild ale, over a slow fire in a common
glue-kettle, to the consistence of strong glue

;
when one

ounce and a half of well-boiled linseed oil must be added,

and the whole well incorporated by stirring.

To increase the strength of the glue, more isinglass may
be added.

This cement is applicable to the joining of wood in every

branch of manufactures; as also to joining earthenware,

chi«a, and glass—care being taken to press the parts

well together and to allow them sufficient time to set.

The cement, when cold, and made into cakes, assumes
the appearance of India rubber, and like it, is elastic.

It may, at any time, be dissolved in a proper iron or

glazed earthen vessel, putting in a little mild ale, to pre-

vent it burning at the bottom of the vessels. To cement
leather together, for harness, bands for machinery, &c.,

apply the cement while hot, laying a weight upon each

joint. Let them remain for six hours before using, and
the joints will then become as firm as if of one entire piece

of leather.

Another is formed by adding to a solution ofgum-ammo-
niac in proof spirit, some isinglass, and uniting them in a

gentle heat. The cement is much employen by entomolo-

gists, in joining the dislocated parts of insects, for which
purpose it is exceedingly convenient.

The joints of steam pipes may be fitted, by placing be-

tween them cloths coated with a mixture of wheaten flour

and the whites of eggs, made in the cold. This lute is

hardened by the hot vapors.

Flour paste may be much improved in strength, by
incorporating powdered rosin while boiling. This paste

binds to glass with great firmness. Its binding qualities

may be imprpved by stirring in a small piece of wax.
It is said that a paste composed of bean meal and wmter

may be employed inclosing letters, and that such closures

cannot possibly be loosened by directing the steam of

i boiling water upon them .—Pen and Lever.

BEEF HAMS~HOW TO CURE.

The finest beefhams are made by cutting out the entire

bone of the hindquarter, then rubbing in the salt and
sugar, the same as described for pork hams, turning them
over and rubbing them every day for a week. After this

they are hung up to drip in a cool, dry place for three

days. They are now taken down and rubbed all over,

on a table or bench, with some fine salt, black pepiper and
cloves ail ground together. About one oz. each of salt and
pepper and half an ounce of cloves are sufficient for thirty

pounds of meat, but the exact quantity cannot he given.

No person can go wrong if he rubs every jrart of the

whole surface of the ham with some of this salt and pepper

composition. The ham is now fit to be rolled. This is

accomplished by rollng into a cylindrical form, swilling it

round from the narrow to the thickest end, and hanging it

up to dry about ten days before it is used. It is cut in

round slices for frying by commencing at the butt end.

A stout cord is used to swill, or tie such hams, and it

must be looped or turned under on both sides along the

coils of the cord, so as to have every coil firmly bound
and held in place when the ham is being cut in slices for

daily use. Hams made in this manner are the finest in

the world—a luxury.

Smoked beef is to be found in abundance in our mar-

kets, but it is a poor eatable of the meat kind in compari-

son with beef prepared as described. We hope some of

our farmers will make some such beef hams this fall for

family use. They will not keep in summer weather so

so well as smoked beef—so it is said—but of this we are

not certain .— Scientific American.
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Vjnegar.—A writer in the Boston Cultivator proposes

the following method by which he thinks the best vinegar

can be procured at a trifling expense:

The juice of one bushel of sugar beets, worth 25 cents,

and which any farmer can raise with little cost, will

make from 5 to G gallons vinegar, equal to the best made

up of elder wine. First, wash and grate the beets, and

express the juice in a cheese press, or in any other way

which a little ingenuity can suggest, and put the liquor

into a barrel
;
cover the bung with gauze and set it in the

sun, and in 15 to 20 days it will be fit for use. By this

method the very best of vinegar can be obtained without

any great trouble
;
and I hope all who like good vinegar

will try it.'’

Bedbugs.—In answer to an inquiry. Dr. Holmes, of the

Maine Farmer^ gives the following :—There are various

jireparations which are ‘ death to bedbugs.” One of

them is one-half ounce corrosive sublimate, dissolved in a

pint ofrum. This is poison enough to kill any bug or

any body.

Another preparation is this:—Spirits of Turpentine,

one-haif pint
;

soft soap, half pint; all shook up together.

The best method w'e ever found to clear a room or house

of bedbugs, where they get into the chinks and crevices

of the wall, is to take out the furniture and burn sulphur

there. The fumes will kill them wherever they penetrate.

We have known bedbugs to live in a house that had not

been occupied by anybody for more than a year.

How TO DO UP Shirt Bossoms.—Vfe have' often been
j

requested by lady correspondents to state by what process

the gloss on new linens, shirt bosoms, &c., is produced,

and in order to gratify them we subjoin the following !

recipe :
—“Take twm ounces of fine white gum arabic pow-

der-put in a pitcher, and pour on a pint or more of boil-

ing water, according to the degree of strength you desire

—and then having covered it let it stand all night—in the

morning pour it carefully from the dregs into a clean bot-

tle, cork it and keep it for use. A tablespoonful ot gum
water stirred in a pint of starch, made in the usual man-

ner, will give to lawn, either white or printed, a look of

newness, when nothing else can restore them after they

have been washed.”

—

Chicaso Western Enter-prize.

Dist£MP.=:r I-V Dogs .—Editors So-vAhern Cultivator—
I see in a back number of the Cultivator that some gentle-

man wanted a recipe to cure dogs of the distemper. It I

am not out of season by being too late, I will give him

the following one, wdiich I have never know'n to fail but

one time, and then it was not administered till the dog

was in the last stage of the disease ;

Take a teaspoonful of black pepper ground fine, and
j

give it soon in the morning for three mornings, in the

early stage of the disease, in a lump of fat meat, or in any
way that you can get him to eat it. This is a preventa-

tive to give to young dogs to keep it off. J. H.

To Preserve L.^rd Sweet.—Instead of putting it in-

to large vessels, put into stone crocks, or jars, offrom one

to four gallons each
;
when cooling or thickening, put in

your salt, wdiich will mix through the lard, instead of set-

tling on the bottom of the crock. The next day take clean

bits of cotton cloth, rather larger than the top of the ves-

sel, and after putting it smoothly down, and pressing the

edges snugly around so as to exclude all air, pack in a

close layer of salt, then lay over another piece of cotton

cloth, and turn over it a plate or a cover which will fit

tightly
;
then tie over the cover two thicknesses of paper,

and set it in a cool, dry place. In this way I have kept

lard perfectly sweet eighteen months. Crocks of butter

should be keptin the same wmy.— Correspondent of Michi-
can Farmer.

"Whitewash for Out Houses and Fences.—Take a

clean barrel that will hold water. Put into it halfa bushel

ofquicklime, and slack it by pouring over it boiling water

sufficient to cover it four or five inches deep, stirring it

until slacked. When quite slacked, add two pounds of

sulphate of zinc, which maybe had of any of the drug-

gists, and one of common salt, which, in a few days, will

cause the wdiitewash to harden on the woodwork Add
sufficient water to bring it to the consistency of thick

whitewash.

To make the above wash of a pleasant cream color, add
3 lbs. of yellow ochre.

For fawn color, add 4 lbs. umber, 1 lb. of Indian red,

and 1 lb. lampblack.

j

For grey or stone color, add 4 lbs. raw umber, and 2

j

lbs. lampblack.

I

The color may be put on with a common whitew’asb

I

brush, and will be found much more durable than common
I whitewash.— Scientifie American.

j

The Chinch Bug.—Three of our subscribers in Red
Oak Grove, Charlotte county, 'V^irginia, unite in the fol-

lowing :

“ Mr. Editor of the Sat. Eve. Post

:

—Believing from

observation that the last and only hope of destroying the

corn or chinch bug is, by common consent, to burn all

broom straw fields, and adjacent lands that were infested

by those insects the preceding year, where they may be
found by thousands in any bunch of straw near the

ground, alive and full of motion, having drawn their sus-

teance during the winter, from the straw near the ground
which is known to continue partially green through the

winter—we recommend that it be universally done. For
the benefit ofyour numerous readers and public at large

you can publish this.”

To Drive away Bats.—Editors Southern CuUivoior—
I will here give you a remedy to get rid of Bats. I have

been troubled very much with these insects; they got all

over my house, in the roof, and nearly spoiled my cistern

water. I tried an experiment by throwing hot water

among them
;
they couldn’t stand it, and left. I tried it

two days and I have not seen a bat about the house since.

Let the water be very hot (not boiling) and throw it on
in small quantities

;
don’t kill them, but let them escape

with their lives, and I assure you they never will return.

Yours, &c., Subscriber.

Lecompt, La., 1856.

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.-AGRICULTURAL DIVISION
OF THE PATENT OFFICE.

Be.vns, AC—Mr. R. Buist, a seed-grower, who resides In

Philadeldhia, received some seed from the Patent Office,

which he says grew well. Of some Japan seed, he says :

“In Beans there are two new varieties— one a brownish
}mllow cluster Bean, which is very prolific, and which
promises to be an acquisition

;
the other is a large variety

of running bean, which, though new, does not bear well,

and is not of a good quality for eating. The most, decided

acquisition is a blood red cabbage lettuce, of an excellent

quality, which stands the heat of summer well, and gives

us heads when no other variety will head. This will be

a leading variety amongst that class of vegetables for a

warm climate.’”

Horned Cattle.—We have seen at the Bureau of Ag-
riculture in the Patent Office, the painted portraits of three

excellent North Devon animals belonging to the Earl of

Leicester. These portraits have been painted by Mr. W,

Hy. Davis, a celebrated painter of animals in London, and

with a description of them, forwarded to Mr. Browne, of
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this Bureau. We trust that engravings of these portraits

may be given in the forthcoming Agricultural Report.

Asparagus.—In response to a late circular of the Patent

office, Mr. John White, of Lisbon, St. Lawrence county.

New York, has communicated the following:

The Giant Asparagus is much esteemed on account of
|

its close head and large size. The ground should be

trenched to three feet : then fill the trench with a compost

of hot-bed manure, swamp muck, lime, ashes and reluse
i

of the garden
;
two loads of muck, one of manure, one of

j

garden mould, five bushels of lime, and five bushels ot
j

ashes to every twenty-five loads of manure, well mixed.

The plants should be put in in the usual way, covered

with six inches of fine mould, and then with the manure.'’

Celery.—“Seymour’s,White Solid, ’ English seed from

the United States Patent Office, is a choice variety, was
|

sowed on the first of April m a hot-bed, and transplanted

on the first of June to the trench, containing one hundred

and fifty plants, three thousand plants in all from one pa-

per. They were removed from the trenches about the

20th of October, when their market value was six and a

fourth cents.

Radishes, Melons, &c.—The Olive-shaped Radish

turns out well, The Florifleur IMelon is a choice fruit, of

delicious flavor, and much sought. The Lima Cocoanut

Squash seeds have prospered well. The period here is
j

from the tenth of May to the tenth of September.
j

SELECTED SENTIMENTS.

Conversation should be pleasant without scurrility,

witty without affection, learned without pedantry, and

novel without falsehood.

The violet grows low and covers itself wifli its own

tears, and of ail the flowers yields the most delicious and

fragrant smell—such is humtlity.

Virtue makes a man on earth famous, in his grave illus -

1

trious, and in Heaven immortal.
j

A quiet exposition of truth has a better effect than a
j

violent attack on error. Truth extirpates \yeeds, by I

working its way into their place, and leaving for them no
i

room to grow, i

He whose first emotion, on the view of an excellent
j

work, is to undervalue it, will never have one of his own i

to show.
I

When we record our angry feelings, let it be on the
j

snow, that the first beam of sunshine may obliterate them
j

forever. !

Bitter are domestic sweets which are jireserved in
|

family jars. !

Manure for Fruit TrFies—“What is the best manure

for fruit trees, to spade or work in near the roots, ofgener-

al application T’ G. C.

The following has been found, after several years ex-

perience, to constitute one of the best manures for fruit

trees generally : A mixture of peat or swamp muck, with

one- half to one quarter of its bulk of stable manure, and

about one-twentieth of leached ashes. These ingredients

should lie in a heap together for a few weeks, and then

be worked over. If for peach trees, the soap-suds from

Profitable Orchard.—The Americo/n Agriculturist

says :

“ A gentleman within our knowledge lias a small

orchard on the Hudson River, of less than seven acres,

which produce from :S500 to ^750 dolHrs worth of apples

annually. This is not one year of plenty, and another

or two of famine, but is secured by the simplest process,

viz.: good management.”

Sinjertisniunts.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
yVIiSH to sell my STOCK FAKM, situated ii-ninediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & OhioKailroad, and also on theMem-

phi.s and Sommerville Plank Koad, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
:300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro IIouse.s,'^aud Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling

.
from my dairy

$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres v\'ell set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.'

I -will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and D'wellings next winter. Here is the best chance for a
party familiar with Stock Raismg and can devote hLs time and at-

tion to the business, to be found in "West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, ^vith wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of .Inly it will, on that dajq
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with my
Stock, consistmg of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MAKES, in foal by “Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOOS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebracka, sued by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further infomia-
tioii -vvlll call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on,the Memphis & Ohio E-oad leaves Memphis at 14
o’clock, A. M.. .and returns at I V o’clock, P. M.

JAMES K. FERGUSON,
June56—tf Memphi.s, Tenn.

FOR!\IAN’S IRON PLOW STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Eight to the above
valuable and popular PLOW STOCK for the counties of Rich-

mond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, Washington, Scriven and Emanuel,
are prepared to furnish it to planters at the manufacturer’s prices.

Tiiis Stock, which is made entirely of wrought iron, is a Southern
invention and has been sufficiently tried to prove that it runs more
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more tboroughly. clogs less
in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shallow plowing,
holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, far
cheaper than any other stock now in use. Numerous certificates, in
our possession from the most practical and successful planters in
the country, fully sustain us in the above statement. We will have
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates,

with a more minute description ofthe plow, to any person who will
See, also, the November number of the South^etm OuUivntor, p.

845. The above Stock is adapted to six different points or shares

—

including every variety which a planter will need from the beginning
to the end of the year. Among them is an admirable one for subsoi 1-

ing. These shares may be had with the Stock when desired,
though any plantation smith can make them after once seeing them.

Rights for counties, shops, or plantations will be sold on reasonable
terms Apply at the hardware stores in Augusta, or address

Feb56—tf I. C. BITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

the laundry thrown over the heap will improve it. If for

cherry trees, which will not bear high manuring, the pro

portion of peat or muck should be larger, and with less o^

yard manure and ashes .—Rural Neio Yorker.

J. M. NEWBY & CO.,

Are now ofi’ering their customers a selection from a large lot of
the “very best” READY-MADE CLOTHING for Summer

wear ever offered in our city. We advise those of our readers
who wish Goods in this line, to call on J. M. N. & Co

, at their
store, under the United States Hotel. Jancr>6—tf
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
rn HE subscribers olTer, of the growth of the past year and of the

I finest qualities, their large stock of

Early Yellow Stone TURNIP, at 75 cents per pound.

Yellow Aberdeen do. 75 do.

Skirvhig's improved Ruta Baga TURNIP, 50 cts per pound.

Early ^^’^lite Stone do. 75 do.

Large White Norfolk do. 50 do.

Large White Globe do. 50 do.

with twenty other varieties of TURNIPS, for wliich see priced

catalogue. —also

—

Large Orange CARROT, clean seed, $1.00 per pound,
White Field do. do 75c. do.

Early Short Horn do. do. $1.00 do.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel BEET, .50c. do.

White Silesia Sugar do. .50c. do.

Round Leaved SPINACH, 75c. do.

New Flanders do. 1 00 do.

Prickley or Winter do. 75c. do.

and at reduced rates in quantities, and a firll assortment of Veget-
able, Flower and Field SEEDS, warranted fresh, pm-e, and true.

Lucerne and White Dutch CLOVER, Sainfoin, English and
Italian RAY GRASSES, Sweet Scented Venial GRASS. The
Fescues and other varieties of Foreigm GRASSES, and the most
approved mixture of English French and domestic GRASSES for

Lawn purposes.
Nonvay Spruce and other Evergreen SEEDS—Osage Orange

and Honey Locust for Hedges, V'eilow Timber Locu.st, Improved
King Philip Coni, Japan Peas, <fec., &c.
^^Catalogiies mailed to applicants, enclosing a three cent

stamp, and orders bv mail promptv responded to.

J. M. THORBURN & Co., 15 John .rfreet. New York.
DIOSCOREA BATATAS—New Chinese Potato or Yam, at $3

per dozen. Description and direction for culture furnished to ap-

plicants^ ,Tune5d—It

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one year old. Also, two .superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of ihe Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

A WORK OF NATIONAL INPORTANCE.
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY SUBSCBJPTIOM

History of the American privateers, and
LETTERS OF MARQUE, during our war with England,

ill the years 181-2, T3 ’14, interspersed with several Naval Battles
between American and British ships of war. By George Cogges-
KALL, author of “Voyages to various parts of the V'orld.” In one
handsome octavo volume, printed on tine paper, with large type, of
about 500 page.s. Illustrated with six spirited Illustrations.

" '

Price.—Bound in cloth, $2; Cloth gilt, $2.50.
CHAS. T. EVANS, Publisher’s Agent,

321 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS are wanted to canvass for this work, also for
several other works that are having a large sale.. Liberal commis-

!
sions will be given. Adch-ess C. T. EVANS

Juiie5(i—It'' box 4553, N. Y. Post Office.

HOW TO USE 3IANURES.

I
N order to know the best fertilizers for each crop and how to use
aU manures in the most economical manner the Farmers and

Planter will find the following BOOKS invaluable

:

Browne's Field Book of Manures $1 25
Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry 1 25
Dana’s Muck Manual 1 00
Norton’s Scientific Agriculture 60
Nash’s Progressive Farmer 60
Chemistry Made Easy 25

Sent by m^il, postage paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues of all
our Agricultural works sent to those who favor us with their ad
dress. C. M. SAXTON & Co.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,
Jmie.56—2t 140 Fulton, st.. New York.

BLACK ESSEX SOWS.
TrfOR sale, two very fine Black Essex Brood S05VS, 2 years old,

Jj bred by Col. L. G. Morris, and in pig by a Black Essex Boar,
imported from England at a cost of $150.

RICHARD PETERS,
Mayor—2t Atlanta, Ga.

TO FARMERS, MECHANICS AND OTHERS,
3IcCORD S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE.

PATENTED, JULY llxH, 1854.

^PHIS is an invention by which a larger proportion of the power of the horse is rendered available than by any other airangementi known. Its parts are few and simple, dot liable to derangement, redily adjusted for working, with ordinary care very durable and
efficient.

The Machines are manufactured with great exactness andall precisely alike, so that in case a piece should be broken we can always
furnish a piece to replace it.

It is designed for one or two horse.s, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others.
By reason of its portability the owner can readily locate it wherever it may suit his business. It can be used to good advantage for

driving cotton gins, threshing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and other machines for working wood, driving mills, of various
kinds, for grinding, paint, &c., straw-cutters, com-shellers, lathes, grindstones, &e., and for churning, washing, pumping water for cattle
irrigation, or draining, and all other purposes to which a Horse Power is adapted.

'

We also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers.FAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
Marchofi tf Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery and Agricultural Implements, Augusta^ Ga.
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FERTILIZERS.

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on
the North for all the artificial fertilizers they have used. The

New Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city,

with facilities for the manufacture of MANURES second to none
in the United States, are prepared to fill orders for the following
FERTILIZERS at the same prices charged in Baltimore and New
York;
GROUND BONES.—For Fruit Trees and Grape Vines these

are particularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds applied to an
acre of ordinary pine wood land, aided by good, deep plowing, will
produce a crop of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lands.
It is ground both fine and course, and is put up in baiTells. The
-coarse is li cent per pound—the fine and sifted, W cent per pound.
Its great durability in the soil renders it the cheapest manure in
use.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizers, composed
of equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every
respect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It

is an established fact that Guano lacks Phosphate of Lime, and,
also, that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissij)ated in the air,

which is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal small
constantly emitted by it until its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of Lime, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in

the Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial

of this fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior
•efficacy to simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the
acre will show its effects for five years or more, by an annual in-

crease of at least 10 per cent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of
about 200 pounds each, at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated

manure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust,
Gypsum and Sulphate of Iron, each ot which, by itself, is a power-
ful fertilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phos-
phate of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial ef-

fects, to thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may may be used before or after plant-
ing of the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hill of Corn or Cotton,
has been known to increase the yield twenty per. cent. Five hun-
di-ed pounds to an acre of common piney Woods land having a clay
subsoil, will enable it to yield as good a crop as any rdinary bottom
land. A single hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre
of meadow land, wull increase its products at least a. ton of hay. To
Horticulturists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees
at any season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta
Baga Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of
200 pounds of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is ail that is

necessary for success.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing
about 200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, turn-

£eg out o 50,000 ban-els annually, are not able to supply the demand
®f the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for this justly
popular manure. It is composed of night-soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50
per barrel.

Orders by mail or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber,
will receive prompt attention. D. C. LOWBER,

37 Poydrass street. New Orleaes.

V LAND PLASTER, PERUIVIAN GUANO and LAND
EilME may also be ordered at the above adchess.

July55—tf

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALE!

The Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-
tive COTTON LAND, in the Southern country, situated in the

countiesof Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part of which is partially improved.
For certainty of crops and durability these lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contiguoits, in cultivation,
are yielding an average of seven bales of Cotton per hand, for a
series ofyears, and eighteen to twentx-five bu.shels of Corn per acre.

Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will be
given. WM. W. CHEEVER.

Albany, Ga., March 15, 1855. April55—tf
~ CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardware, cutlery, and agricul-
tural IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, also. Agents for the following articles:—SALAMAN-
DER SAFES, made by Stearns & Marvin, New York

;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS
;
Indian Rubber BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company: AT-
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made
bv Hoe & Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS

;
FAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

April55 Cl) Augusta, Ga.

MERINO RAMS FOR SALE.
ri'^HE Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO

RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have
more Rams I need. They are from two of the best flocks in New
Y^ork, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from
9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

July55—tf Blrdsville, Burke Co., Ga.

ATKIN’S AUTOxMATON; or, SELF-RAIONGREAPER
AND MOWER,

THE BEST MACHINE IN USE
1 (the first) used in 1852.

40 used successfully in 1853.

300 in twenty different States in 1854.

1200 in all parts of the Union in 18.55.

3000 building for the harvest of 1856.

T here are six good reasons for this unparalled increase and
great popularity ;—1st. It is strong and reliable, and easily

managed. 2d. It save.s the hard labor of Raking. 3d. It saves at
least another hand in binding. 41 h. It saves shattering by the care-
ful handling in raking

;
besides, the straw being laid straight, it is

well secured in the sheaf, and does not drop in the after handling,
and the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the grains sav-
ing even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. It is a good Mower, being
one of the best convertible machine.s in use. 6th. It has a knife
that does not choke.

Its other excellencies, too numerous to mention here, are fairly-

given in the Circulars. Its intrinsic worth is also attested by ihe
awards (rnostlv in onlv 3 j-ears) of

OVER 70 FIRST PREMIUMS !

Price.—^Reaper and [Mower, $200—$75 on its receipt, $75 first

September and $50 first December. Price of Self-Raking Reaper
only $175. Considerable saving in freight to those at a distance who
order prior to 1st March

;
also liberal discount for advance payment.

To secure a machine order immediately. Though so little is

known the past season, and none ready for delivery till 1st May,
yet not two-thhds the customers could be .supplied. The reputa-
tion of the Machine is now widely established, so that three thous-
and will not as nearly supply the demand as twelve himffi’ed did
last year, and we shall also be selling four mouths earlier.

IJ^^Order early, if you would not be disappointed.
Pamphlets giving Im.partially the Opmit)iis of Farmers, together

with orders, notes, <fcc., mailed to applicants, and prepaid.
|ig^Write to us at Chicago, 111.; Dayton, Ohio, or Baltimore,

Md., which ever is nearest to you. J. >S. WRIGHT & Co.
“Prairie Fanner” Works, Chicago, Dec. 1st, 1856. Ap56—4t

THE DEVON HERD BOOK.
VOL. in.

f^PHE Subscriber is now ready to receive lists of animals for in-

JL sertion in the third volume of the DEVON HERD BOOK, to

be published at as early a period in the year 1856 as a sufficient

number of sub.reribers can be obtained to warrant the issue.

Terms.—Each patron is expected to ta.ke at least one copy, the
price of which will be $1, and also to pay 25 cents for the registry
of each animal—registry fee to be paid in advance. All animals to

be elligible for insertion, must be able to trace their descent from
unquestionable North Devon stock on both sides.

It will be recollected that there has already been published an
American edition of the first and second volumes of the Devon
Herd Book, bound together with a frontispiece of the Quarterly-
Testimonial, and containing two handsome Illustrations Engli.sli

prize Devons. The price for these two volumes will, in future, be
$2. Thev will be forwarded as mav be directed on the reception,

of the above sum. “ SANFORD HOWARD,
American Editor of the Devon Herd Book.

Office of the Boston Cultivator, Boston, Mass., Jan. 19, 1856.
April56—3t

P. D. GATES,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,

And dealer in agricultural BIPLEMENTS and
MACHINERY, No. 12 Broadway, New Y'ork.

13^ Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Plow's, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Reapers, Horse
Powers and Threshers, Combined Tlnreshers and Wmnowers and
Other Agricultimal Machines. June55—Cly*

FOR SALE!

A SEA ISLAND COTTON PLANTATION, containing 900
acres, 400 of which is cleared and ready for cultivatinn

;
it is

beautifully^ located on the west end of Skiddaway Lsland, in Chat-
ham county, on a bold salt water river, the health of which is un-
questionable, and the facility for manuring with marsh and mud is

unsurpassable, the land lying three sides on the river. The place
is situated 11 miles from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle,

under proiter citltivation, produces equal to any, in Com or Sea
Island Cotton. This place is situated eligibly to supply any quan-
tity of fish and oj'sters and for stock raising. ' Price $3, .500. Terms
accommodating. Apply to S. F. DUPON,

Savamiah, Ga.
Isle of Hope, March 9, 1855. April55—tf

COTTON SEED.
1 UAA bushels prolific pomegranate, very pure, for
vU' “ Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or forwarded to cash

orders, in sacks for fifty cents per sack extra. Also, CROWDER
COTTON SEED, equally pure and productive, an early opener, grow-
ing and making till late. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

Jan56—tf Yazoo City, Miss.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.
HE work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) t*

_ ant' person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bflls of any specie pay >

ing Banks. Addi-ess WM. N. WHITE,
May56—tf Athens, Ga.
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TO FARMERS AND GARDENERS. TOBIN’S GARDEN.

YOUR attention is called to the Manures manufactured by the

Lodi Manufacturing Co., from the contents of the Sinks and
Privies of New York City, and free from offensive odor, called

POUDKETTE AND TAFEU.
Poudrette is composed of two-thirds night soil and one-third decom-

posed vegetable fibre. Tafeu is composed of three-fourths night

soil and one-fourth No. 1 Peruvian Guano.

These manures are cheaper and better adapted for raising Com,
Garden Vegetables and Grass than any other in market. Can be

put in contact with the seed without injury, and causes Com and

seed to come up sooner, ripen two weeks earlier, and yield one-

third more than other manures, and is a sure preventative of the Cut

Worm.
I

Two baiTels Poudrette or 100 lbs. Tafeu, will manure an acre of i

Corn in the hill. Tafeu If cents per lb. Poudrette $2 per bbl., or
|

!§1.50 for any quantity over 7 bbls., delivered on board vessel or

Kailroad, free from any charge for package or cartage.

A pamphlet, containing every information, sent, postpaid, to any
one sending their addrass to

THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,

March56—4t GO Courtlandt-street
,
New York.

SCOTT’S LITFLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

i

niHE attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call

JL ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in

use. In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only

necessary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $55, all complete ready for attaching the horse.

No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one of Scott’s Little Giant Corn and
Cob Mills. No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour,

but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to

231 bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100

bushels of Com per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of

Corn with the Cob, where I formerly fed 300. I consider it decid-

edly the best kind of Cru.sher ever got up, and if I could not re- :

place mine I would not sell it for $500. I

I. D. MATTHEWS,
[

July55 tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses,
j

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

I
7ORSALE, a few pairs, three to four months old, at $20 per

_ pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any other
—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneous emptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so

liable when confined in dry pen-s in a Southern climate. Adcb'c ss

Nov55—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.
ri'^HE undersigned respectfully informs the public generally, that

X they have opened an otfice'iii the city of Augusta, opposite the
Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-

tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to the sale and purchase of Lands in

Cherokee and Southv/estem Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lands sold, will present them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of

;
also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of La.nd.s. improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and wishing to seU, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering theuu All we require is proper descrip-

tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and terms, and they
will be entered into our general Registry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons wishing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lauds,
located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the
State, will find it to their advantage to favor us with their orders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE <fc Co.
JAMES M. DAVIDSON,

of Woodville, Ga.
GIRARDEY, WHYTE & CO.,

FeboG—tf Aagusta, Ga.

Mrs. JANE TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is

still kept up, and that no pains or e.xpense will be spared to
keep the best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.
Having procured the services of Mr. Sanders, an e.xperienced

F’orist and Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict

attention, to obtain a share of public patronage.
We are now well stocked, and offer for sale a va’dety of EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, Ornamental Flowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everblooming ROSES, including the newest; Double
DAHLIAS, HYACINTHS, BULBS, &c. Also, a collection of GREEN
HOUSE PLANTS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
kept in Pots, &c.
FRUIT TREES.- APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-

ES, APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-
tended to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-
tablished in a pot is mnch better for transporting than a plant from
the grtund, whatever may be its size.

The public at e respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-
ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that
we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in
reserve not fully proven.
When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-
ters. Address [Jan56—tf] JANE TOBIN, A ugusta, Ga.

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

C M. SAXTON & CO., New York, have just published, and will

• send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK; a Treatise on the
Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming. Feeding,
Watering, and Working, by John Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of Veterinary Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the Araericwi Agt'icuUurist,
illustrated with numerous engravings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. I.—Stabling, Construction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. II.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of Decoration, Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.
Chap. HI.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Chap. IV.—IVanuth.
Chap. V.—Food—Articles of, Composition of. Preparation of. As-

similation of. Indigestion of- Principles of Feeding, Practice ofFeed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap, VI.—W'ater.

Chap. VH.—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of
Muscular Exertion, Preparation for Fast Work, Treatment after
Work, Accidents of Work, Repose.
Chap. VHI.—Management ofDiseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part 01 it easily understood, and easily re-
ferred to by every one.”

—

Authoj'' Preface
THE HORSE’S FOOT, AND HOAV TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

illustrations, by William Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Jan56— tf Agricultural Book Publishers, New York.

GEORGIA R A I L R 0 A d7
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

P A S S E N G E B TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daih' at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. AI. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. AI. and 6.15 P. AI.

Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. AI. and at 3.36 P. AI.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. AI. and leaving at 2-30 P. M.
AVITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Andving at Cummiug daily (Sundays exce’jted) at 9 A. AI.

Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.AI.
AVITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.

Leaving Airgusta daily at 9.20 A. AI. and 9..50 P. AI.

Arriving at Augusta dailv at 3 P. AI. and 4.30 A. AI.

WITH ATLANTA AND L.v GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. AI. and 4.45 P. AI.

Arriving at “ 7.55 A. AI. and 5.35 P. AI.

WITH AVESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. AI. and 6 P. AI.

Arriving at “ 3 A. AI. and 3 P. AI.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
July lAth, 1^5. Aug55—tf

SOUITIERN CULTIVAJOR FOR lb54.

J
>OUND volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTWATOR for 1854

y may now be obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we
will send it by mail, post-paid at $1.80. Address

AVAL S. JONES. Augusta, Ga.

DEVOA GRADE HEIFER FOR SALE.

S
EA^ERAL GRADE or HALF DEVON HEH’ERS, of various
ages, from excellent Alilking Cows, and sired by the prize Bull,

“Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published in September number
(185.3) of Southern Cultivator. F’or particulars of iJi ice, &c., a<i-

dress [Noy55—tf] D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
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CONTENTS OF JTJNE NUMBER.
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Work for the Month Paj
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Education and Ag-ricultural Improvement -

Sweet Potatoes, &.c
|
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|

Irish Potato Culture -

Sweet Potatoes—Leached Ashes
The Leveling of Land

|

Persimmons and other Fruits for Hogs
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Ouard Drams on Hill Sides
lied Mulatto and Sandy Land, &c
Buffalo Griiats—How can we destroy them
Moles
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Potatoes Planted in Wood Ashes
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Order -
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SOUTHERN CULTIYATOR,
A MOWTMtiA JOUKNAI.,

DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK
BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL

FARM ECONOMY, &C.

April Rams
Discipline among Negroes
The Earth Growing Colder, &c
An inch of Rain
ZMutton -

Good Cows
Is Salerffitus a Poison?
Disappointment
Pounds to Bushels
Anonymous Correspondents
Bad news from Louisiana
Spontaneous Combustion -

Signs of Prosperity (poetry) - - -

Interior Deftartment—Agricultui’al Division of the Patent
Office

Selected Sentiments
Profitable Orchard -

EDITORIAL.
Answers to Correspondents Page 184

Savannah “ i84

Tlje Japan Pea “ 185

Beech Island Farmers’ Club “ 185

The Language of Flowers “ 185

The South Carolina Agi'iculturalist “ 185

Fruit Scions “ 186
Georgia Pomological Society “ 186

Sugar in Louisiana “ 186

Rare Seeds “ 186

The Rescue and Tall Oat Grasses “ 186

Georgia and her Railroads - “ 186

Condensed Correspondence of the Southern Cultivator. . -
“ 186

The Cotton Hars'ester “ 187

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
The Catawba Grape—Vineyards in Ohio and Georgia

—

letter from Robert Buchanan, Esq Page 187

Evergreens for the South—No. 2.

The Mangum and oiher Southern Apples.
Winter Cabbage
Cabbage—Difference in Production
Earthing up the common Poke for Salad.

.

Manure for Fruit Trees

Illustrated with Numerous Engraving.s.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

188
189

“ 190
“ 191
“ 191
“ 196

DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RECIPES, <fcc.

Valuable Recipe—Rheumatism, &c Page 194

strong Paste for Paper -
' “ 194

Cements - “ 194

Beef Hams—How to Cure “ 194

Vinegar “ 195

Bedbugs “ 195
How to do up Shirt Bosoms “ 195
Distemper in Dogs. .’. “ 195
To Preserve Lard Sweet “ 195
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The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two pages,
fomiing a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely
to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the
general rural interests ofthe South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-gro-vving States. Its

Editors are men of experience in their respective departments,
and it is -well filled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from the most intelligent and practical Planters, Fanners and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and South-n'est.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $l I Twenty-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

|

One Hundred Copies 75
ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash

accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-pa3fing Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, bj* mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Inserted at ONE DOLLAR per square of twelve

LINES, each INSERTION; ONE SQUARE, PER
ANNU.M, TEN DOLLARS."

Address WM. S. JONES, Angii.sta, Ga.
I^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-

BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.
rg^HE RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond couutv, Ga.,) con-

X tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, for Negro
Clothing, at 12j cents per yard—finding ever material except the
wool.
Those wishing to avail themselves of this opportunit}' to procime

for their Negroes a superior article of Winter Clothmg, haveonl^y
to wash the wool clean in cold water, and send it to the factor^’, or
to Me.ssrs Flemming, Clemence& Co., in Augusta, -with instnic-
tions as to the amount of Cloth thej’ wish made—whether heav_y or
light. If the wool be dirty, half a cent per yard will be charged for
washing it. Bun’s are not objectionable, as a machine is provided
for removing them.
Wool is also carded in Rolls, for those who make their Negro, or

other Clothing at home.
The terms now offered are so reasonable as to warrant a continu-

ance of the liberal patronage heretofore extended by the plantmg
community.
TheWool should be sent as soon after shearing as convenient,with

the name of the owner distinctly marked on the bag or bale, that
all the patrons of the establishment maj- be accommodated in due
time.

Wool sent by any of the lines of Railroad, in Georgia or South
Carolina, or by steamboat on the River, directed to “Richmond
Factory, care 'ofFlemming, Clemence & Co.,” will meet due at-

tention, and the Planter will always have kis own wool manufac-
tured in Cloth and returned to him.
17^The highest cash prices -will be paid for WOOL.

WILLIAM SCHLEY,
June56—4t • President R. Factory.

F
GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

OR SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each. Addres.s

[Nov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlauca, Ga

ALFRED M. TREDVv'ELL,

No. 23 Fulton Street, New Tork City,

HAWNG succeeded to the business, for the manufacture and
sale of AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL IM-

PLEMENTS and MACHINERY, heretofore conducted b\' Messrs.
Ralph & Co., at the above place, and havimr perfected his airange-
ments for the sale of the best REAPING and MOWING MA-
CHINES for the Socith, invites the attention of the Planters of
Georgia, desiring information in relation to them. Letters of in-

quiry should state the kind and amount of work required and will

be promptly answered. A stock of Reapers especiaUc- for the South
will be kept ahvays on hand if possible

;
but parties w aHting would

do -well to order early.

A complete assortment of Implements on hand. Any goods hi

the line will be made to order at short notice.

FERTILIZERS, Field and Garden SEEDS, true to their mame.
for sale at the Union Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, No
23 Fulton street. New York City. Mar-fib—2t
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WORK FOR THE MONTH-(JULY.)

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton .—IVork this crop steadily, to encourage the de-

velopment and retention offorms and bolls. Shallow, sur-

face culture, with light sweeps, followed by the hoe, will

be found the best method for the accomplishment of this

object. Do not allow the grass or weeds to get a foothold

either in the row or middles—wage a steady and relentless

warfare upon them during this month, after which they

will not give you much trouble.

Corn .—In many sections, this important crop is already

laid by. Where it is not, however, it will be well to give

it a constant surfoxe v^orking until prevented by the

spreading of the blades across the rows. Allow no weeds

to appear in your corn field—both cannot flourish on the

same ground. Do not use the plow among your corn

after the first two workings. It breaks and tears up the

young rootlets, and does fdr more injury than good. At

the last working, sow Coio Peas broadcast, and cover

with a sweep, cultivator or harrow. Plant, also, Piirop-

Hns, in every second or third hill, and when well up, thin

to one plant in a hill, and work carefully.

Cow Pe«.s should now be sown broadcast for hay, at the

rate of a busliel or six pecks to the acre. Scatter over the

surface evenly, and cover with a turning plow
;

or, first

plow your ground deeply, sow your seed, and drag in

with a harrow'. Cow Peas intended for seed may be sown

in drills, three feet apart.

Ptcmpkins may be planted as a separate crop. Prepare

the ground as for Watermelons ; hills 10 feet apart. When

well up, thin to one or tw'O strong plants in a hill, give

these a sprinkling of Plaster or Gypsum (a small handful to

each hill) when the dew is oh; loosen the earth, careful-

ly breaking the crust, without disturbing the plant, and

then let them run. The after-work consists in shallow sur-

face culture, and the destruction of weeds, until the vines

cover the entire ground.

Pulling Fodder, we consider “behind the age” in all

respects. It should be discontinue(| by all enlightened

and economical planters. We confidently offer the follow-

ing substitute

:

Corn Foddxr .—Break up, very deeply, a piece of rich

land, harrow it finely, and with a broad shovel plow
lay it off in drills three feet apart. In these drills scatter

corn at the rate of 40 or 50 grains to the foot, and cover
with a hoe, rake, board or harrow, drawn lengthwise alon g
the drill. When well up, “run around it,” pretty close,

with a long rooter, and repeat after 10 or 15 days. In the

course of 10 or 15 days more, break out the entire mid-
dles with the rooter, and finally lay by with the shovel

plow, running up and down in the same furrow, midway
between the drills. On good land, prepared and worked
in this way, the yield wfd be from 3 to 6 tons^ (sometimes
even 10) of excellent fodder per acre. This is as much as

can be pnlled from 20 to 30 acres, in the common way, and
at one-tenth of the labor. Pound for pound, it is as good,
if not better than pulled fodder, as it contains the entire

juice and st7-e7igtfi of the plant, which, \x\ the other case,

has gone to the formation of the ear or grain. The loss of
-weight and injury to the grain, by depriving corn stalks

of their leaves before all growth has ceased, is fully equal
fo ilbc value of the fodder pulled. We, therefore, desire

that our readers should abandon this “old fogy” practice,

and give drilled corn-fodder a fair trial. It is not yet too

late, but should be done immediately. Any one who fair-

ly tests it w'illjwe are quite certain, abandon fodder pulling,

forever. See the articie^of our correspondents on this

subject.

In moist weather, sow again the Egyptain Millet and

the Chm^ 'S^gdr Millet [Holcus Saccharatusj for soil-

ing. It can be cut every 15 or 20 days; feed it to your

cattle in the stable or lot. You will, by so doing, make a

great deal of excellent manure.

Curing Corn Fodder .—The proper time to cut drilled

fodder, is when all the stalks are fairly tasseled out, or iu

full bloom. It may be cut close to the ground, with a

long, sharp knife, or a sickle. Select a dry day, commenc-

ing early in tlie morning, and cutting until dinner time.

As fast as it is cut, spread it thin along the row, and let

It lie and take the sun until after dinner, when the upper

side will be pretty well wilted. Then turn it over careful-

ly, and leave it on the ground until 5 o’clock in the even-

ing, when it must be gathered up, tied in bundles of

moderate size (say a foot through at the band) and set

up on the butt end, in shocks of 4 or 5 bundles each—turn-

ing one bundle upside down, over the others, as a “cap-
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sheaf.'’ The next day, after sunrise,these bundles must be

untied and the fodder spread out again until noon, and then

turned and sunned till evening, as before. This may be re-

peated the third day, which will generally be sufficient, if

the weather is favorable. Itmay then be permanently stack-

ed or packed away under cover
;
and if, while packing,

the difterent layers are sprinkled v/ith salt, at the rate of

say 8 quarts to an ordinary 2-horse wagon load, it will be

more highly relished by stock, and all danger of heating

obviated. Many persons make a great mystery of cur-

ing drill or broadcast corn-fodder
;
but we have always

found this simple method sure and effectual.

CuMitig vrp corn in thefield, and using the stalk an*i leaf

Tor the winter feeding of stock, has also many advantages,

which we will speak of more in detail hereafter.

Siceet Potatoes must now be worked carefully, throwing

up some fresh mellow earth to the ridges, and destroying

all weeds. Make your last planting of “draws;” and if

the weather is very dry, before planting dip the root in a

thin batter—plant just at night-fall—and manage as here-

tofore directed. As soon as possible, prepare a rich, moist

piece of laud, and plant out an abundance of cut vines to

produce next year’s s'eed.

Twrnips .—This is a most important crop for the planter

and farmer, though not yet appreciated as such. A dis-

tinguished English statesman has said that England could

better afford to lose its navy than its turnip crop. There-

fore, plant largely; it is indispensable as a winter forage.

We will hereafter describe the best and most profitable way

of feeding them. Sow in rows, at such distance as to al-

low the turnips to be worked with “Knox’s Improved

Horse Hoe,” ifyou have this excellent implement. Make

arrangements to sow often and largely, commencing early,

as it is sometimes extremely difficult to get a stand. Make

your land rich, plow deeply and ofeen, and pulverize as

finely as possible. Make your first sowing about the 20th

of this month, and if that should fail, try again every 10

days until the last of September, and your perseverance

will be crowned with success. Guano, superphosphate of

lime, broken bones; or a compost of wood.s-mouid or well-

Totted stable manure with crushed bones and ashes, are

«ach and all proper fertilizers for the Turnip crop. The

manure may be applied in the drill, on plentifully

broadcast, and plowed in well. The Ruta Baga, Red 'Pop,

(“strap leaf”). Early Flat Dutch, Yellow Aberdeen, Nor-

folk and Globe are all good varieties—the twm first, fifth

and sixth being the best for field culture. As food for

stock, we believe the Ruta Baga is conceded to stand

foremost.

D'raining o/ad D'otcking .—Tlie richest land on the plan-

tation is often allowed to run waste, \vorthjess and wild,

presenting only stagnant puddles of water, rardr grasses,

weeds and brambles, and forming a harbor and receptacle

for snakes, lizzards, turtles and “vermin” of every descrip-

tion. Now, during the “summer solstice,” when the

ground is comparatively dryq and the heavy field-work

over, is a good time to change these offensive blotches on

the face ofNature into cultivated fields of the most produc-

tive character. Dig^wide and deep under-drains, or open

ditches to carry off the surplus water, cut down and grub

up trees, bushes and briars, destroy noxious weeds, &c.,

and plant the reclaimed ground next spring in Irish Pota-

toes, Corn, Cotton, or Grass for meadows.

Grass, and Woodland Pastures.
—

'•'elect a piece of natur-

ally moist, good land, timbered with spreading trees—cut

down and grub out all small shrubbery, briars, brush,

leaving only the large trees standing. Then break up

the ground as finely as possible, by plowing and cross-

plowing, with a long, stout, sharp rooter, and seed down

heavily with White Clover, Kentucky Blue, Texas Mus~

quit, Herds,, Italian Ray, or other grasses for ^coodland

pasture. Grass will not do well without plenty of moisture

under parching suns; and to such as are not able to sup-

ply moisture and sustenance, by deep subsoiling and liquid

manure, we recommend a trial of the shade for their pas-

tures, meadows and lawns, as above indicated.

Hay .—Now is the time to make hay. Cut the grass

while in bloom, spread it immediately, and turn it over in

the afternoon. In the evening, rake it up in long and

rather thick rows. By turning them once a day for the

next two or three days, your hay will be nicely cured, and

equal to, if not better than Northern hay. Should rain

threaten while the hay is drying, make a rush with full

force, and. pack the rows up into sharp pyramidal cocks

the size of a molasses hogshead, and when the ground

dries again, spread it out thin to cure.

Weeds o/ad, Grass .— All crops on the plantation require

particular attention during the present month. The weeds

vril! choke up and strangle everything, unless they are

summarily dealt with—cut down and destroy them before

they go to seed; and thus prevent present and (in a mea-

sure) future annoyance from them.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.
The earlier spring vegetables being now nearly all gone,

little can be done to advantage. It will be well, however,

to clear off or turn under all weeds and the remains of

early vegetables, and manure liberally, by way of prepar-

ation for full crops. Celery seed may be sown, but the

bed must be shaded from the direct rays of the sun. Sow,

also, Ruta Baga and other Turnips, as directed under the

previous head
;
Lima or “ Butter Beans ;” the Green

Glazed Cabbage; \}n<i fit Egg Plants, Radhshes, Cabbages,

Lettuce, Tomatoes, &c., for late crops. In the latter part

of this month, transplant Cabbages for fall and winter use

Take off limbs of your Toraaio vines, shorten the top and

set them out as cuttings, and shade them with a little

brush woo.d; they will soon come to bearing, and yield

fruit until frost.

Dig or plow )mur garden over thoroughly, and repeat

the preparatory operations of the spring. ATulch and

water young trees, shrubs, vines and vegetables, using the

liquid manure heretofore recommended, alternately with

pure soft water. Prepare the ground for Strawberry Beds

during this and the next month. Select new ground near

an unfailing stream, if possible—plow deep, turning un-

der a good thick coat of leaf mould and ashes, and leave

the surface fine and mellow. We will return to the Straw-

berry Bed, giving more special directions, in fatwe
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Rumbers. Transplant Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Celery,

Tomatoes, &c. Plant Melon seed for mango pickles—

also, Sweet Corn for late roasting ears. Plant out slips or

.jyiaes of the Sweet Potato without delay, and plant, also.

Snap Beans, for a successional crop. If you mulch them

heavily as soon as planted you will find no difliculty in

getting them to grow.

THE FRUIT ORCHARD.
Wherever the spring frosts have killed the fruit, there

will be a strong tendency to over-luxuriance in the growth

of wood. This should be checked by cutting back or nip-

ping off the young shoots of your trees, in order to pro-

duce stronger and more vigorous bearing wood for next

year. Destroy all injurious insects, and note carefully the

bearing qualities and peculiarities of the different new

varieties of fruit. No trouble or care should be spared in

gathering and sending to market in the best possible con-

dition. Gather Peaches for distant markets as soon as they

show elasticity by pressing them gently with the hand,

before they are so ripe as to leave an impression of the

lingers,

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Roses, &c., should now be budded. Take up early

Bulbs, as directed in our last number, and plant others to

flower in Autumn. Roses, Cliryso.nlhemums

,

&c., may

be propagated by layers,” Dahlias will need staking and

pruning, if over-luxuriant. Clip Box edgings, - Now,

also, is the best time to trim Evergreen hedges and screens.

Gather all desirable seeds, as they ripen, and put away

in close paper bags, carefully labeling them. Water kee-

]y, both roots and foliage, and use liquid manure for the

roots, at intervals, particularly in lainy weather, never ap-

plying it during a drouth. Keep the earth mellow, and

mtdeh all large herbaceous plants with woods- mouldy

leaves, or saw dust.

IS THE PLANTING LABOR OF THE SOUTH
UNBERSTCOD ]

We are induced to ask the question whether the plant-

ing labor of the South is understood, from seeing it stated

in a Northern paper of large circulation, that “Judge

Warner, of Georgia, made the ablest, calmest and most

thorough and effective pro-slavery speech of the session.

He assumed that slave labor impoverishes and exhausts

soils; that continued expansion is essential to its existence,

and must be had.”

No inconsiderable share of the public both North and

South, entertain the same notions on this subject as those

ascribed to Judge Warner. Are they true in point ol

fact ? We believe not, and will point out wherein the

mistake lies.

If the idea advanced means anything, it is that slave

labor differs from that of freemen in the necessity which it

ereates to over- crop and scourge the land subject to its

ullage. If the statement amounts not to this, it really

amounts to nothing
;
for no one will pretend that the labor

of white persons and free blacks is not equally capable of

impoverishing soils with that of slaves. Any planter

nay exhaust his cultivated fields as well by hirelings as

by bondmen
;
and the only question is, whether the

ownership of farm operatives involves the necessity of 30

I

applying their muscular toil as to injure the natural fei-

j

tility of the earth, so that “continued expansion” is indis-

pensable to the prosperity of this kind of industry 1

To assert that slave labor is incompatible with agricul-

tural progress and improvement
;
that it is at war widi

I

the natural resources of the soil, and carries with it wher-

ever it goes either partial or complete desolation
;
and

that it is a law of its very existence to make land worse

than it found it, is to maintain that slavery is the worsj

enemy to mankind which the world possesses. To pre-

sent the institution in this odious light to the intelligent

people of the free States is most unwise
;

for their

opinions of its nature and character are not too favorable

without this blighting feature. Planters who employ-

slaves to diminish ihe capacity of American soil to feed and

clothe the freemen of the country, should know that the

latter will regard them as enemies, and their system of

labor as a curse to the human family. It will not be pre-

tended that planters created the fertility which they anni-

hilate, or that future generations will not need its use to

render their condition comfortable. Why, then, we ask

do Southern Statesmen advance a theory of planting labor

which is alike unsound in point of truthfulness, and cal-

culated to bring such labor into the lowest possible re-

pute 1

This mistaken theory (for it is nothing more) made

John Randolph a practical emancipationist, and thous-

ands of other slaveholders bear testimony against the iia-

stitution. In sober truth, the policy of unlimited expan-

sion and equally unlimited desolation, is selfdestructive,

and looks forward to an end as painful and full of remorse

as was ever that of a criminal who committed suicide.

During the last nine years, the writer has labored to per-

suade the readers of this journal that it is a sad misdirec-

tion of %ricultural industry to use it to damage the farm-

ing lands on which the planting States must rely for their

support in all time to come. If a farmer wdio has no

slaves is inexcusable when he impoverishes the soil of a

State, to its injury, how can it be said that to own laborers

and thereby have additional control over their services,

gives one a better right to consume and waste the power

ofthe earth to produce annual crops 1 And if the labor

of slaves costs no more than that of hired servants, white

or black, is it not ridiculous to contend th.it the use of

slave labor compels planters to wear out their plantations'?

This false doctrine has been the prolific womb whence

issues American abolitionism. Who is so blind as not to

see that every member of society has a direct personal

interest in the fruitfulness of his country? and that any-

thing which confessedly impairs this fruitfulness is a pub-

lic evil that all may rightfully strive to remove ?

The evil, however, is not in the relation of master and

servant, ns unwise politicans teach, and many believe

;

but in the needless perversion of the large and almost ia-

valuable productive power of slaves. The defect is not

in the authority of the master, nor in the humble laborer,

but in the professional education of the directing Mind of

the plantation. Develop properly the controlling Mind of
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the estate, and instead ol impoverishing it, by bad tillage

and worse cropping, it will be steadily increasing in pro-

ductivenesss to meet thefwants of an increasing population.

It is our duty to remind the reader that the true prin-

ciples of agriculture never have been, and probably never

will be adopted in a community blinded by the false doc-

trine of unlimited expansion, and unlimited destruction to

the soil of this continent. The true doctrine is first to im-

prove all the old planting States, whose land slavery is

reputed to have injured ; and then expand as the pressuie

of an excess of laborers shall demand. But for Virginia,

the Carolinas and Georgia to export their most enterpris-

ing citizens with their cash capital and farm operatives,

leaving bdiind them boundless wastes of old fields to build

schoorhouses, churches and railroads, and support such

as are already built, is simply the “expansion’' of over-

v,torked steam—the precinsor of a terrible explosion.
^

Let

the civilized world see slave labor in a more agreeable as-

pect-engaged in rendering the cotton and corn lands of

the Southern States more reliable for an enduring supply

of these two most important staples
;

anti then the good

works of the Institution will praise it.
_

A tree is known by its fruit; while the axe of public

opinion lies at the root of every tree in this republic.

Home associations, home attachments, home duties and

beauties of every kind, are what we should cultivate, what

we should study. With these, the relation of master and

servant is in perfect harmony, and gives industrious citi-

zens peculiar facilities for making rural embellishments.

Eefinement and pure tastes would flourish still more did

not a morbid passion for money command so many poor

souls, and sometimes make masters slaves, if not servants

brutes. An over desire to get wealth has much to do with

the exhaustion of the soil in all parts of the United States.

Hard cash is wanted in quantities, and the plow is driven

deep and long to obtain gold by exchanging fertility.

Stimulated in a thousand ways, this robbing oi the soil is

the mania ofour time.

In this general struggle, slave labor is in no respect a

cause, but simply acts the part of a passive agent. The

people of the North who hold no slaves, are none the less

greedy for dollars, and none the less willing to grasp a'n

indefinite quantity of rich lands at the West or South, from

which to extract wealth.

With the largest cities on the continent at their doors,

with the immense influx of foreigners, there are, neverthe-

less, whole counties in the State ofNew York whose rural

population has diminished in the last five and ten years

with the diminished fruitfulness ofthe land that supported

farm laborers. The principle of exhaustion is not so much

a Southern, as an American principle. YvBiercver it is

reduced to practice, it invariably lessens population and

wealth, retard.s the progress of civilization, and inflicts a

deep injury upon society. Man needs many things more

than coined gold and silver. He requires fertile land on

which to raise his daily bread far more than he needs a

metalic circulating medium or money in any form. A
farmer may be rich and happy with his family and ser-

vants without gold or silver. Sound husbandry will ren-

der all his property productive capital. His land will in-

crease in value as fast as his servants multiply and grow

uo to imirrove—noi impoverish it. In this way the intrin-

sic value of slaves and their labor may soon be doubled.

The idea of an overstock in the old States is preposterous.

They have unimproved land enough for thirty million

laborers moi’e than they now have. L.

ly’He who is passionate and hasty is generally honest.

It is your cool,dissembling hypocrite, ofwhom you should

beware. “There is no deception in a bull-dog.” It is only

the cur that sneaks up and bites you when your back is

turned.

AGKICULTUKAL KEFORM-SHALLOW PLOWING, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having to take charge

of and make a living upon a partially worn out farm, in-

terspersed here and there with red galled spots and beauti-

fully winding gullies of various sizes, it is with a keen

sense of its importance that I fully and cordially appreci-

ate your efforts to redeem Southern agriculture from its

low estate and to elevate it as a science to its proper and
legitimate standard. In furtherance of this object, I pro-

pose to submit to the consideration of your readers a few
thoughts upon the subject of agricultural reform. Al-

though this is a theme about which much has been writ-

ten, and may, therefore, be styled a threadbare subject.

The vast interest intimately connected with it will ever be

an excuse to any writer who, prompted by a dueregard

ofits importance, may see proper to cal! the attention of

agriculturists to it.

In the first place, is there any reform necessary 1 To
answer this question properly, it must be done by a refer-

ence to what effect tlie present system of shallow plowing

and the planting of a large number of acres to the hand
has had upon our lands.

Have they retained their original fertility? We as-

sume llie negative of this question, and if we are right,

reform is necessary.

What are the indications that sustain us in our position ?

Are there any facts aside from reason itself that go to

prove the exhausting effects of this policy? The indica-

tions are “plain, palpable and easily to be seen.” In

travelling over the country one is painfully and constant-

1}^ reminded of the defects of this system. The large budies

of land turned out to grow broomsedge; the red, barren

hill sides and the deep gullies running along them are

striking and convincing examples that something is wrong
in the present mode of cultivating our lands.

Why are these lands not now producing the large crops

they once did ? Y/hy are these broomsedge fields not in

cultivation and remunerating the farmer for his labor by
their increased productions? Why are not these barren

hill sides teeming with luxuriant crops of grain ? The
reason is plain to the most careless observer. The poli-

cy ofshallow plowing and the wretched practice of taking

crop after crop from the soil without returning an equiva-

lent, either in the shape of barn-yard manures or the

turning under of green crops, has exhausted its fertility

and produced a barren waste, unfit to be seen where re-

sponsible and intelligent beings exist. The diminished

production of land tliat has been in cultivation but a few

years indicate that the same destructive system is being

pursued upon lands now under tillage, and proves clearly

that in a few years thousands of acres now producing

fine crop.s will have acquired a just right to be called

“worn out,” and, therefore, entitled to all the privileges

and immunities of the phrase.

These are the facts and proof positive that our soil has

lost and is still 'osing its original fertility. Will any intel-

ligent fanner, then, in the face of this evidence deny the

necessity of reform? We apprehend there are none who
have come within the happy and refining influence of

agricultural life so blind and reckless ofthe lessons of ex-

perience and observation as to be insensible to the teach-

ings of these facts. We ask you, then, fellow tillers of

the soil, vrliy not reform ? Why continue thus to im-

poverish your richest inheritance ? Do not these red gul-

lied spots upon your hill sides repudiate the course you
are now pursuing ? Do not these gullies, running along

your fields from one side to the other, condemn your pre-

sent policy ? Does not your own conscience reprove you
for thus treating one of heaven’s kindest gifts to man ?

I

Why force the young farmers of the country to leave

their native State? Why compel them to break the ten-

der ties of a beloved home, that they may find, in the tar
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"West, land that will remunerate them for their labor 'I

But independent of the indicatiops to which we have al-

iuded, has there not been presented through the agricul-

tural papers evidence sufficient to convince any one of the

utility of a change 1
• i • u

Successful experiments, based upon deep plowing, high

manuring and a thorough preparation of the soil, have

been reported time and again through these journals.

Why, then, not adopt this system'? By it you increase

the production of your land, render it more fertile and en-

hance its value. By the other you destroy all its valuable

properties and it becomes, both to you and the rest of i

mankind, a worthless waste. Make this change, then, in
i

the mode of cultivating your land, and receive rather

the l‘kssins:s than the cu?-sc of posterity.

A You-vg Farmer.

G'.siunclt county, May, 1856.

WHAT IS THE DISEASE?

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have lost a horse

and two first- rate mules in three days, and can find no

description of the disease in Youatt or any other Farrier’s

book. Symptoms—drooping, refuse their food and in 12

hours cannot eat or drink, from difficulty in swallowing.

Aoihing I could give would impart relief, and they died

the second day. The throat was affected, and if pressed

at the root of the tongue they flinched from it, and they

threw oft' matter from the nose. 1 bled and .gave purges,

but to no effect—they died and 1 had them opened. The

liver had small yellow pustules in it, or water pimples,

and the water from which, with considerable blood, had

settled in the cavity around Uie heart. The heart was

much enlarged. I had the other horses and mules all re-

moved from the stables, which were clean and well venti-

lated; since which time one horse and one mule have

^hown symptoms of the same disease, and I had them im-

mediately bled copiously and fed entirely upon green

srass. 'They have been sick for several days, but I be-

lieve will recover. If any one can inform me vvhat the

disease is. or suggest a remedy, I will be obliged,

J. R. Stanford.

Clarksville, Ga., Jn'oe, 1856.

THE EDUCATIONAL WANTS OF GEORGIA.

No. 1

.

A State which has constructed more miles of railway

according to the number of its citizens, and with a less

pubhc debt than any other in the Union, has within it-

self every element necessary to achieve greater distinction,

by the superiority of its system of common schools. It is

the conviction of the truth of this remark that prompts the

writing of a few articles designed to call public attention

to the educational wants of Georgia; which, perhaps, will

apply equally well to the adjoining States.

Hitherto common schools have not flourished at the

South. Instead of multiplying with the increase of popu-

lation. and improving with the advance of years and

growth of wealth, our common schools are either station-

ary or retrogressive, and dying out. With all her great

enterprise, general intelligence, and material improvement,

our State contains at this time not far from forty thousand

adult white persons who can neither read nor write. The

steady increase of old fields operates most disastrously

on the facilities afforded to the masses for obtaining even

the rudiments of a good common school education. Un-

less something efficient is done to remedy this alarming

I

and growing evil, all public schools lor the education of

the people will become extinct in Georgia. As these in-

stitutions disappear, ignorance and barbarism will take

root in the soil and spread in all directions till they fill the

land Let this unfortunate state of things continue, and

go on from bad to worse, and it is plain that the rights of

property, popular sovereignty, arvd the personal safety of

the citizen will be at the mercy of blind passion and po-

litical demagogues. Both selfishness and ignorance grow
on what they teed. Both are endowed with natural pro-

creative functions by which a numerous progeny is called

into existence.

As weeds and briars, thorns and thristles spring up
spontaneously in a half cultivated or an abandoned field, so

mental vacancy encourages every sensual appetite and in-

dulgence, until man with liberty, follows his vices into

crimes, and his crimes into such deplorable social and po-

litical sufferings as constrain him to invite some king,

I

emperor, or lord to be his master. The most civilized of

! the ancients had no idea of universal education
;
and this

i primary defect was fatal to every ancient republic. Even
;
down to the time of John Milton, that truly learned and
great reformer, sought to educate, not the millions, but

“our noble and gentle youth”—the hereditary legislators

of the kingdom As a measure of sound State policy, and
to secure the inestimable blessings of moral, social and in-

tellectual development, we propose nothing less than the

education of all the republican princes and hereditary

sovereigns of Georgia.

Knowledge is so much better than its opposite that no
one opposes free schools provided they are supported

without a tax on the property of the community or the

State. It is not hostility to schools, but opposition to

their maintenance at the public expense that the friends of

popular education have to encounter and overcome. To
vanquish this unwise opposition is the end to be attained.

Can It be done'? If the matter be discreetly managed,

we have no doubt of final success.

Are not the men who pay taxes on the granite rocks

and sterile soils of Scotland and New England as close-

fisted as any tax- payers in Georgia? Certainly they are

;

and yet these tight fisted landed proprietors were the pio-

neers of civilized communities, taxing themselves by legis-

lative enactments to prove the value of free, common
schools. As early as 1696, the General Assembly of the

Kirk of Scotland founded a system oi' common schools by
which one was kept in every parish. Scotch Landlords

early saw and felt the necessity of having properly edu-

cated and qualified overseers and tenants upon their es-

tates
;
while those who venerated the Cross and the Bible

wished that all might read the sacred Book. Both the

pious reader and the educated farmer will pardon a little

emphasis as we call public attention to the fact, that it

was the combined physical wants of man, represented by
agriculture, and his moral wants, represented by religion,

that established the first common schools in Europe.

These wants being universal, the policy of educating the

people is fast extending in all Christian countries. Free

Schools are maintained by law in Prussia, Austria, and
all the other German btates; in France, Switzerland, Den-
mark, Sweeden, Norway, and even despotic Russia.

But let us consider the influence of the system on the

character and well-being of the people of Scotland. Have
free schools paid in that country? No opponent of tax-

ation for educational purposes has had the hardihood to

deny the numerous and inestimable benefits conferred on
the inhabitants of the North of Great Britain by their

parish schools. The law first establishing these has this

preamble

:

“Our Sovereign Lord, considering how prejudical ih:

woMt of schools in many yloxes has been

;

and how bene-
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£cial the establishing and settling thereof will be to this

ehurch and kingdom, therefore, his majesty, with the ad-

vice and consent,” &e.; ordained that a school be estab-

lished in every parish. The landlords were obliged to

build a school house and a dwelling house for the use of

the master, and to pay him a certain salary exclusive of

the fees of the scholars. As the General Assembly was
in the hands of the landed proprietors, their object was to

remove “the want of schools” by elevating them above the

whims and caprices of the parents and guardians of chil-

dren, who otherwise might destroy them “in many
places.” The law made schools as they ever ought to be.

State institutions. The citizens may happily co-operate

with the State in giving the greatest possible efficiency to

these colleges of the people. But they are too important

to the public welfare not to have their existence guaran-

teed by the strong arm of the Law. Such was the com-

mon sense view taken ofpopnlar education by the landed

proprietors of Scotland IGO years ago. Making due al-

lowance for the cold climate and barren soil of that coun-

try, Scotland soon became the most productive land in

the world. It not only furnished England with her best

schoomasters, clerks of all kinds, stewards, and overseers

of farms and farm-labors, but developed the manufactur-

ing, inventive and mechanical talent of the whole island

in a remarkable degree. The cultivated intellect of the peo-

ple called into active force a truly enlightened public opin-

ion
;
and this stimulated the labors of all university stu-

dents, and made Edinburgh famous as a seat of learning

and science. When Dr. Rush, Dr. Physick and their

noble and worthy associates were about to found the first

medical school on this continent, they went to the capital

of Scotland to prepare themselves for the undertaking.

Dr. Mitchell and his compeers, of New York, did

likewise when about to establish the second institution of

tile kind in this country. It was the wfise educational

and agricultural statesmanship of Scotch landlords that en-

abled Smith to write his “Wealth of Nations,” and there-

by give to modern Europe and America, a new science

—

tiiat of Political Economy. The intellectual culture of the

people produced as its legitimate fruit the distinguished

mental philosophy of Edinburgh, as illustratsd by Reid,

Brown and others. The agricultural societies, literature

and science of Scotland were nearly a half century in

advance of those of England. When Professor Norton,
of Yale College, sought to qualify himself to teach ag-

xicultui'al chemistry, he went to the laboratory of Prof.

Johnston, in Edinburgh, which was supported entirely by
ihe farmers of Scotland. They still maintain the same
laboratory, and find it profitable so to do. To them is

ihe world mainly indebted for the valuable works on agri-

cultural science from the pen of Prof Johnston; and for

more than one hundred volumes embracing the richest

treasures of rural knowledge. Nothing is more patent

tiian the fact that the educated fiirmers of Scotland have
shown themselves capable of making a better use of their

money than do the uneducated farmers of other countries.

If the men in Southern Legislatures who vote against all

school bills, and all bills for the aid of agricultural societies

really made a wiser use of either the public money or

tiieir own than do the supporters of these improvements,

we could easily excuse their opposition. But such is not

the fact. They uniformly act the part of the dog in the

manger; which, having no appetite for oats himself, took

delight in biting away the horse because he could eat and
enjoy them. How long shall this misprable, cross-dog

feeling deprive a majority of the white children of Georgia
of all the advantages of good common schools'? Their
condition is unfortunate indeed; and as circumstances

deny them an opportunity to speak for themselves, it is

hoped that the writer’s humble efforts in their behalf may
call out many far abler pens to their assistance.

In our next we will show the practical workings of free

schools in developing intellect, industry and all the sour-

ces of wealth, in the colony and State of Massachusetts.

We want every reader to see and know that a few dollats

expended in the support of these State institutions are not

money thrown away, but the most profitable investment

ever made ofthe proceeds of thought and manual labor.

It matters not how many millions Georgians may in-

vest in iron ways or roads. These can never serve the

people as substitutes for schools. Without an increase of

popular knowledge, railroads will only facilitate the de-

pletion of the soil, multiply old fields, and ultimately de-

populate the State. The longer we neglect the educational

interests of all poor white families, the more difficult will

it be to supply them with available teachers. We have

delayed too long already to meet in a proper spirit ‘he

most urgent want of the age, and of the Commonwealth
of which we are citizens. L.

FATJLT-EIEDING—AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Nobody likes a fault-

finder. When he is seen or thought of our self-love takes

alarm, and an atmosphere of expulsion seems to encircle

him from the social circle. In most people, the phreno-

logic bump of approbativeness is so well developed that

they constantly crave the applause, often the flattery of

those with whom they meet. They would rather be

praised a hundred times than censured once
;
when, in

fact and in truth, one censure may be and generally is,

especially when administered by a judicious friend, worth

more than a thousand compliments. Even when admin-

istered by adversaries or those who dislike us, censures

are so often found to be salutary that we ought, in such

cases, to deem ourselves fortunate in living within strik-

ing distance of such cross-grained neighbors. But I hold

it to be the duty, a grave duty of all, to point out to the best

of friends at least some of the more prominent of their

faults and short- comings.

With such sentiments, and eschewung all malice, I pro-

pose to make a few notes on the periodical of which you are

the Editors
;
or rather the actings and doing of your con-

tributors—as to yourselves, I have nothing just now to

say, especially as the contents of my ink-horn are made
up quite as much or more of vinegar than of honey. I

intend to deal chiefly with your correspondents, most or all

of whom, doubtless, write with the best intents and pur-

poses, but from inadvertance, perhaps, are more or less

guilty of sins of commission as well as of omission.

The first fault I have to point out is needless prolixity

—

making too free use of that figure of Rhetoric, onceknov/n

in Virginia under the name of “Rigmarole.” A clear and
succinct account of an experiment in husbandry is all

your readers wish to know about it—certainly they can-

not be much interested in learning what the neighbors

said, or that the writer is the son of a blacksmith or shoe-

maker, that he is a young farmer, has seldom or never be-

fore written for the press, &c., &c. What we, your read-

ers, want is light, hy which we can adopt or avoid a prac-

tice which has been brought to the test of fair experi-

ment.

Another notable fault of writers on agricultural subjects

in this country, is the omission to state the essential cir-

cumstances under which their experiments have been

made. When we are told of success or failure in raising

crops of grain, grass, cotton, fruit trees or farm stock, it is

very desirable to know the locality—whether on the stiff

clay land of the midland country, among the rocks and

vallies of the mountains, or on the sandy plains which is.

co'mmonly called the low-country. It would be well to

give the latitude of the place, and its geological character.
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Many years ago, it was a prevalent opinion, almost

a fixed fact, among the immigrants from Maryland, Vir-

ginia and North Carolina, that “wheat crops could not be

raised in Georgia—the country was too far south, too

warm.” At this day, many people of Cass, Murray,

Floyd and other counties in that section of the State do

not believe that wheat can be raised in Southern and

Southwestern Georgia; yet it is well known by all who

have made a trial that no opinion can be more erroneous.

The islands and shores of the Mediterranean, on the Afri-

can as well as European side, warmer countries than any

part of Georgia, have in all ages produced certain and

abundant crops of wheat.

On one other point, I take leave to admonish writers

for the Cultivator, and, for the present, close my gentle

criticism.

No one, I think, should offer to the public any sort of

recipe for dying colors, curing diseases of horses, painting

houses, or whatever else may be its subject or purport, on

mere hear-say evidence. Experience is the only author-

ity on which such a recipe can, in conscience, be recom-

mended. Very many neighborhoods have their oracles

—

persons ignorant, impudent and old enough for extrava-

gant pretension to profound knowledge,iand crafty enough

to impose on the credulous. The sayings of such have

passed down through succeeding generations without

question or test, in some cases, it would seem with more

currency because of their palpable absurdity.

J. C.

May, 185G.

A NSW AND PKOLIFIC PEA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I saw a communica-

tion from some one (I think in your paper) recommending

a pea for farmers, which, he says, will produce five hun-

dred for one, if properly cultivated. I can beat that and

not half try. I, last year, planted, three peas brought by

a friend from China, only one of which came up, and

from this one pea I gathered over a half gallon, though a

great many had been destroyed by the fowls that had ob-

tained access to the garden where it was planted. I think

I should not be far wrong to say that this pea produced

jive thousand from the single stalk. I have this year,

planted an acre or two from the one saved, and if they

succeed as -well as last year I shall have enough to plant

the country.

The peas are small, say about twice the sixe of tlie

Oregon pea. They possess great advantages over any

other variety. In the first place, they can be more easily

gathered, as the pods (each containing from ten to twelve

peas) grow in clusters, so that from fifteen to twenty pods

may be grasped with the hand at the same time as they

grow. Then, again, the vine is eaten greadily by stock of

any kind, as I tested in a small way last year. The vine

when unsupported, spreads over a surface of six or eight

feet in diameter, yet would climb if afforded facilities for

it. The yield certainly surpasses anything of the pea kind

that I have ever seen, and I would add that I thank no pea

can favorably compare with it for Souttiern farmers’ use.

I have not yet tried it on the table, but would judge from

general appearance and delicate pearl color, that they

would be equal to any.

I have, this year, planted some on rich land with cotton

seed manure, and some on thinner land wnth no manure,

and in that way v/ill be enabled to see what character of
^

soil it is best adapted to. Yours respectfully,

W. F. D.

So-uth Bend, Arkansas ceimty, Ark
,
1856.

[Will our correspondent be good enough to mail us a

few of these wonderful Peas, for experiment.—Eds.]

TEXAS GEASS—HUMEUG EECIPES—WIND MILLS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Enclosed I send you
a few sprigs of a grass which I have been noticing upon
our prairies and on post-oak land for two or three years

past. I do not know any name for it, nor have I met with
any one who can tell me anything more ofit than I know
myself, 1. c., it is a winter grass, grows luxuriantly in cul-

tivated land, the brandies spreading out to considerable

size, and comes from the roots and seed. It does not grow
very well on uncultivated land, yet the first 1 ever saw
Vi^as on the prairie. When on uncultivated land, it does

not branch much and the leaves lie very close to the sur-

face
;
though even in this condition I find it a very valu-

able grass for sheep, and I am of the opinion that if sown
on good cultivated land it will prove valuable as winter

pasture for all kinds of stock. My object in writing this

is not to humbug any one, but to let you see the grass and
to hear from you on the subject. I have left a consider-

able number of bunches ofit in my orchard and when the

seeds mature I intend giving it a fair trial. In the mean-
time I will enclose you some of the seeds and let you and
some of your friends test it in your climate.

Speaking of humbugs, there is a recipe for making Soap
in the February (1856) number of the Cultivator which
humbuged my wife so badly that I fear it will be some
time before she will again depart from her accustomed way
of doing things to try anything new. I allude to the

Potash,

Rosin and
Lard.

She tried it fairly, and instead of 150 lbs. soap, got none
until after boiling in the usual way, and but little then.

Do you know anything of Dr. Frank G. John.son’.s

Wind Mill ? if so, let us hear from you through the Culti-

vator. Ours is a delightful county for wind mills, if a
strong and constant breeze is all that is wanting.

Respectfully your obedient servant,

F. H, Dugan.
Seguin, Texas, April, 1856.

IVe forwarded the foregoing and the specimen of grass

to Rev. Dr, EACHM.rN, of Charleston, who very kindly re-

plied as follows :

D. Redjiond, Esq.

—

Bear Sir :—The grass you sent

for my examination is the Hairy leaved panicum i^pani-

curn puhescens). It belongs to a genus containing no less

than 120 species, 39 of which are described by Elliott as

existing in South Carolina and Georgia. It is doubtful

vrhether a single native^species exists in Great Britain, al-

though the cocksfoot panicum (P. crus-galli) has some-
times been claimed as a native. One species (P. Italicurri)

is cultivated in the South of Europe.

The hairy leaved panicum is perennial in its root and
was very little checked in its growth during the unusually

severe past winter. I have only seen it doing well on
rich, grounds and in moist and somewhat shaded locali-

ties, 1 have this, together with a dozen other species of

winter grasses under cultivation and, have succeeded be-

yond my e.xpectation in raising sufficient of each to en-

able me to form some idea of their adaptation to our cli-

mate and soils. In due time I hope to have it in my
power communicate to you the results of my experiments.

Truly yours, John Bachman.
Charleston, Ibth April, 1856.

13^ What a blessing are metaphysics to our genera-

tion ! A poet or other who can make nothing clear, can
stir up enough sediment to render the bottom of a basin as
invisible as the deepest gulf in the Atlantic. The shallow-

est pond, if turbid, has depth enough for a goose to hide

its head in.
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STANFORD’S WILD GRASS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—At the time I sent

to Dr. Lee a specimen ofmy Wild Grass, which he noticed

in the Cultivator of last August, I also sent specimens to

Professor Bachman, of Charleston, S. C., and Asa Gray,

of Massachusetts, and Mr. Jacob Stauffer, of Pennsyl-

vania, who all agree that it is a species of the Oat Grass;

their opinions upon it are herewith enclosed, and you can

publish abbreviated portions of them or the v.mole, as you

may think proper. I also sent seed to Jacob B. Garber,

Esq., of Pennsylvania and Noah Strong, Esq., of Missis-

sippi; both ofwhom speak very highly of it and are satis-

fied that it suits the climate of these locations, and from this

I conclude that it will grow and do better than any other

grass in cultivation in the United States.

R. Peters, Esq., of Atlanta, and Dr. Chas. M. Reese,

of Athens, have both sent me specimens of grass that they

believe to be identical with mine; they are both alike,

but I do not think they are identically the same, though

evidently of the same family, as the stem is larger and

coarser and disposed to be a little woody, while mine is

as tender as timothy. I have half an acre, sowed broad-

cast on low ground last September, and at present it is as

high and looks as flourishing as some wheat that is grow-

ing alongside of it.

I do not know whether it will last longer than 4 years

upon the same ground. The little parcel that I first sowed

in 1851, although it gave a good crop, last year, has run

out the present: this, however, may have occurred be-

cause I left it to ripen its seed every year since it was
sowed, and this always weakens the growth, besides

which, it has never had a particle of manure of any kind

since or before it was first sown.

It has never given but one crop in the year, but I be-

lieve if cut when in bloom, (the proper time for cutting all

grasses for hay) it would yield two or perhaps more. I

shall try this the present season and report the result.

John R. Stanford.

Clarksville, Ga., May, 1856.

[For price ofseed see advertisement in our present num-
ber ]

John R. Stanford, Esq .,—Dear Sir :—In looking over

my herbarium this morning I find a couple of specimens

of grass and your letter folded up with them. I had for

gotten having placed them there until I turned over my
long neglected plants to answer some inquiries made b}’^

others. Idease excuse my unintentional neglect.

I have been so much occupied in other matters, that I

have not read an agricultural paper for the last 18 months.

My son, who is a farmer in Georgia and reads these pa -

1

pers, informs me that there has been much discussion re-

specting this species, and ihat it is, by some Botanists re-

ferred to, the {avena elatior) Tall Oat Grass of Europe,

whilst others are of a contrary opir ion.

I have carefully examined it and compared it with many
specimens from Europe and America. It is, as the genus

is now constituted, the Arrhenathernm avenaceum ofBeau-

voes. The English name, Common Oat like Grass. Hol-

cus Scop. Eng. Bot 813, Avena elatior, of Lennaeus. In

France I saw it cultivated and producing luxuriant crops.

It is there designated by the name of L'Avoine elcvee, and
is much valued for its productiveness. When I was in

England in 1838, they had just commenced making ex-

periments with this grass, w^hilst in France it was more
cultivated than any other species of grass. There is ano-

ther native species in England with bulbous roots (Arr-

henatherum bvlAosvm. Bulbous Rooted Oat Grass, or

Knot Grass, that is by some supposed to be a mere vari-

ety of the other. I presume yours has fibrous and bul-

bous roots. It is a perennial grass—has become natural-

ized in various parts of our country. My specimens were

obtained on the shores of the Santee River, on the plan-
tation of the late Maj. Porcher, where it had spread over
several acres of ground. I am at present unacquainted
with any grass that I would sooner cultivate, with a more
certain prospect of success, than the species here referred

to.

I congratulate you on having found a grass that pcomi.s-

es so fair to become a great benefit to the country.

I remain, with great respect,

Yours truly, John Bachman.
ChoMestmi, Sept. 24, 1855.

Mr. Stanford,—Dear Sir :—The grass enclosed in

your favor of the 7th inst., is the Tall Oat Grass.{Arrh^'.>^i-

therura o.venaceuvi).

It is a grass now found over much of the world, not rare

here at the North, but not much cultivated here. But in
the South I should think it would prove to be, as you say,
a most valuable grass indeed. I am always glad, vrhen I

can, to answer your questions. I remain
Yours very respectfully, Asa Gr/sy.

Cambridge, Mass., June 18, 1855.

J. B. Garber, Respected Friend of the

5th came to hand, with the enclosed grasses. I made an
immediate examination, and have ray notes by me. Owing
to interruption, and subsequent absence, I did not make so
thorough or careful an analysis of them as I should have
done, and trusting to the seed sown in my garden for other

specimens, I find onl}'^ one stalk in flower.

No. 2 I would call Arrenatherum {Beaver) Oat-grass

Grass of the Andes. The A. avenaceum—spikelets open,
panicled, 2-flowered with the rudiments of a third (ter-

minal) flower; the middle flower perfect, lower pale

bristle pointed, the lowest staminate only bearing the long
bent awn below the middle of the back—whehce the

name masculine a.ndiawn, otherwise like the common oat

family. Supposed to be introduced from Europe. It may,
howetjer, be a different species when thoroughly com-
pared.

Pardon me for my delay, and accept the best informa-

tion I can at present impart, hoping at a future period to

be able to be more definite.

I am, very truly, yours for progress in

Art and Science,

Jacob Stauffer.
Mount Joy, July 13, 1855.

LEVEL CULTURE-COL CANNON’S METHOD.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I thank you for hav-

ing requested “Southron” to give us Col. Cannon's method
of leveling lands, in a perfectly plain, practical way, that

all who wish to try it may go forward v/ith the work,
without the least fear of any mishaps. Various methods
have been proposed through the medium of the Cultivator

and other agricultural journals, to prevent injury to lands

from excessive falls of rain, and all are reported to have
done well, except occasionally, during an unprecedented

fall of rain. Some place which had not been fixed^ pre-

cisely right, a breach had occurred, and the lands had,

consequently, suffered more or less injury.

The advocates of the grading system are not agreed

among themselves. Some propose that the rows should

run parallel with, and have the same inclination of the

ditches; others, again, say incline your ditches, but run

your rows level. And recently, another writer suggests

a plan in the ditching arrangement, by which we shall be

enabled to arrest the fat of the land which is being borne

away by the water in the ditches, from the richer portions

of our fields, and to have them deposited (in the ditches)

just at points where they are mostly needed, to wit: those

red spots. And, lastly, we have the method (not yet in
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detai]) of Col. Cannon, who utterly repudiates the idea of

any ditch whatever, or the least possible inclination of the

rows. “Who shall decide when doctors disagree T’ This

much, however, seems to be a “fixed fact,” that the water,

which may, at any time, fall upon an acre, if it be permit-

ted to run off, either by open drains or on the surface of

land, will, most assuredly, carry with it no inconsiderable

portion of soluble matter as well as fine light particles of

the soil itself, held in suspension in the water. And here

a question presents itself ;—How long should the waters

be detained in the ditches for the deposition of those sol-

uble and highly fertilizing matters, together with the fine

particles, mechanically suspended in the water 1
|

I have written more than I intended when I took up my 1

pen. I am really seeking information upon this all-im-

portani subject of preventing the best portion of our soils

being carried, by every heavy fall of rain, into the nearest

brook. There is, in my humble opinion at least, a four-

fold greater loss of fertility on broken lands, from this
j

cause alone than from the crops grown upon them. Hence
the enormous labor of manuring such lands to keep them i

up to a remunerating condition of fertility. To do this,

we have not only to supply enough to meet the wants of

the crop to be grown, but also to meet the still greater

waste from washing. Col. Cannon’s method, I hope, will

fully meet every difiiculty, E. C.

Texas, Aprii, 1856.

HOG RAISING IN THE SOUTH.
Ati Address delivered before the ^-Becch Island Farmers

Chib of South Carfdna, June 1th, 1856.

BY WN. .T. EVE, OF AUGUSTA, GA.

ZvIb. President, and Gentlemen;

In accordance with the Constitution of this Club, I rise

to address you. Were it not that the rules are impera-

tive, I should most assuredly be a silent member
;

for my
avocations have been among my vrorkers rather than at

my desk or upon the stump—to which so many of our
planting brethren have gone in these days of political ex-

citement, to the hindering, I suspect, of their agricultural

success. For in no walk of life is the old maxim—“Attend
to your own business

;
ifyou wish it done well,”—so appli-

cable as in planting, and, perhaps, in no branch of the

agricultural domain so much realized as in the raising of

Stock.

A good Overseer is a very good thing
;

far be it from :

me, who know so well their value, and have felt so bitterly
j

the inefficiency of an incompetent one—to detract from
tneir merit or depreciate the estimation in wdiich they
should be held : but I believe it is a generally acknowl-
edged fact that they rarely take much interest in the stock.

To make a good crop is the object of their ambition
;
and

the heisht of it, to pick out more clean cotton to the hand
than any overseer in the State. But this, gentlemen,

|

though desirable, is not the true andflegitimate ambition. It

should be nobler than the mere number of bales of cotton
or bu-shels of corn. It should be, first, comfortable, clean
houses for our negroes and these negroes weM fed and well
clothed ; it should be good fences and clean fence corners

;

neatness generally throughout the plantation, and, which
brings me to tlie subject of this day’s discussion, abundant
and well kept stock.

Stock raising has been too much neglected by us in the
South, particularly in the sister States of South Carolina
and Georgia. We go to old Rip Van Winkle for our beef,
for if the old gentleman did take a long nap, he either left

directions to have his stock attended to, or woke up in
time to see to it himself. And to Tennessee are we in-
debted for our pork. Now, fellow planters, is not this a
burning and a crying shame I (to parody a stereotyped
sentence in obituary notices)—we cannot copy it—for in-

1

!

stead of this practice making us shine it takes the shiners

j

into out neighboring States and leaves darkness and deso-

i
lation behind—the darkness and desolation of empty

j

pockets. And how easily is this to be avoided. No ani-

mal can be raised with less outlay than the hog. The
offal of the plantation, scorned by other stock, is to him a
luxury, and this is why I say this animal is reared with
less expense. But still he must have attention if you

j

wish him to thrive. Do not be satisfied with giving an
order that the hogs are to seen to—make itportion oCyour
weekly business while it is the rteiZ?/ business of the stock

minder. I, perhaps, have more cause to content myself
with bought meat than most of you, because the situation

j

of my plantation renders it necessary for me to have miles

of damming and ditching, and all know the habit of this

animal—their rooting propensities, which ruin ditches and
dams. And I confess sometimes I have been strongly

tempted to expel them from the premises. But the ques-

tion would arise, would this be good policy! I was com-
pelled to answer, it would not

;
and so I raise rooters and

repair their damages. And, although there is great

room for impi’ovement in my management of hogs, I am
happy to state that I have been for some years in the habit

of selling rather than of buying pork and bacon. It is

true I bought meat last fall and the fall before, but it was
because I had sold out too closely the spring preceding,

and, as I sold at higher prices than I bought, I made by
that operation.

Hog raising has always been neglected—the manner has

been careless. “Root, little pig—root or die,” seems to

have been the motto of our fathers and grand-fathers and

has descended to us. But, while in these ancestral times

there were mighty forests in which batallions of hogs

could have found provision, there are now in our posses-

sion but a few acres of wood, yielding, I grant, mast to as-

sist in his feeding, but not giving him that sufficiency of

nourishment which brings to the knife the well fatted,

well meated hog.

How to bring about this most desirable end with the

least expense of corn feeding, is a knowledge that we all

covet, and which we hope this discussion will give us.

The bringing in of each man’s quota of experience, will;

we hope, raise up for us a system of hog culture which
will make our animals equal those of Tennessee

;
and I

know of no one to whom we can go for more or better di-

gested information than my friend and neighbor, Jona-

than Miller, who, even when a boy, knew his father’s

hogs by name, and, who, in his turn, willdiscuss this sub-

ject con amore.

But to proceed to my method of hog culture; and to give

you some of my ideas with regard to improving our

stock. First, in reference to the breed of hogs most de-

sirable I should select well shaped sows of a thriving and
shifting habit. I do not, perhaps, lay sufficient stress

upon the names of the breeds. I am not certain but what

it is best to mingle breeds so as to get the good points of

several breeds concentrated in the hybrid. The boar

should be changed every two or three years to prevent

the deterioration, w’hich in-and-in-breeding inevitably pro-

produces in animals as well as human stock. I think my
own stock is now suffering from my carelessness in this

particular. At first view this frequent change may seem

expensive and troublesome, but can we not adopt some

plan which would obviate both these objections ? Could

not several of us get good boars of different breeds, each

getting one ! At the close of the first twelve months

could not my next neighbor and I change! and so on,

till each member had had the use of each boar twelve

months. By that time our stock would have no affinity

to the first boar and each one could commence anew
with his own, and the same rounds go on

;
and thereafter

selections from our own stock would, perhaps be as fine

as any imported boar.
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So much for breed
;
but after we have the breed we

must do all we can to improve it by care and good feed-

ing. In this I have the benefit of two grasses of which

we have all had great horror—Nut and Bermuda. In my
pasture, where they rule with undisputed sway, my
hogs revel from the time they leave tlie fields until they

run upon those fields again. Pumpkins, cowpea.s, ground

nuts, ground artichokes, and, i iiave heard, Madeira vines

are ail good edibles for hogs; they will all fatten and give

sweet meat, but some corn is essential, particul irly before

killing, to harden the fat. My own plan is to separate the

killing hogs from the rest of the stock about September

—

not to allow them so wide a range, as quiet is essential to

the laying on of fat. Give them plenty of water and have

food convenient, so that they can eat whenever disposed,

and salt as they require. My own opinion is that every

good planter will endeavor to raise his own meat, on the

score of good policy as well as economy. Ifwe buy our

meat we are apt to imagine a little piece saved off of each

allowance will help the cause, and we skimp here and

trim there till we pride ourselves on making an allowance

in every ten
;
the consequence is there is an empty corner

in each of the ten bread-baskets which that little skimp and
trim would have left comfortably filled. If you make your

own meat your heart swells with a noble philanthropy.

It is not then a question of “how many dollars I have to

pay out but “I have made this meat and my negroes

shall enjoy their rightful share of it—I must make a good

crop next year

—

I have got the meat to make it on

—

—for a well fed negro can well afford to be a well worked
one.” It saves, too in doctor’s bills, for a negro who has

plenty to eat has very little use for physic. The masters

personal attention at least once a week, with the constant

care of the stock minder and the bond from the overseer

;

that attentionsto them shall form a part also of his duties,

will soon cause ourv little piggies to become respectable

swine and our gaunt and half starved smoke houses to

groan under their repletion.

With the hope, Mr. Chairman^ that those who succeed

in this debate will be able to give you, more fully, a bet-

ter organized plan than I have done, I now respectfully

conclude.

FKESH FEUIT IN HERMETICALLY SEALER CANS.

Public attention was very general called to this subject

last year by Arthur, Burnham & Co., of Philadelphia,

manufacturers of “Arthur’s Patent Self Sealing Cans and

Jars,” and large numbers of families all over the country

were induced to try experiments, not only with Arthur’s

Cans, but with a variety of other cans offered to their

notice. Arthur’s Can, which is the simplest in construc-

tion and the easiest to use, is moreover the only one that

we have ever seen, with a single exception, that is con-

structed on a right scientific principles. In the exception

referred to, the Can itself is in all respects less desirable,

and few would have any hesitation in choosing between

them. Arthur’s Can is entirely open at the top, with a

channel around the mouth, filled with cement. It is sealed

by heating the lid and pressing it into this cement, which

is done in a moment. The cement is in the channel when
the Can is sold. The Cans sustain no injury in opening,

and may be used year after year. They are made of tin

;

and also of fire-proof earthen ware.

We have thus particularly referred to this Can, that our

readers may know how to distinguish it from all others.

It is, without doubt, the best yet offered to the public
;
and

in an article of this kind only the best should be taken.

We have used them ourselves, and know their quality.

So have scores of our friends. Mr. Godey, of the Lady's

Book, good authority, as every one knows, thus speaks on

the subject :

“There were a variety of Self-Sealing Cans offered to the

public last year, and there will, in all probability, be a

greater number during the coming season. Not one that

we have seen bears any comparison, in our estimation,

with Arthur's
;
and our advice to all is try no other Caa

or Jar next year. This one will certainly keep fruit pre-

cisely in the condition in which it is sealed up, is simple

in construction, and easy of use, and cannot, we believe,

be equalled, far less excelled, by any vessel got up for the

purpose of keeping fruit in a fresh condition by hermetical

sealing.”

Fruits put up in hermetically sealed vessels are, as all

who have used them know, in every respect superior to

those put up in the old-fashioned way. The process is,

moreover, easier and cheaper. No housekeeper who has

once tried the new method, will ever go back to the old.

We have presented this matter a little prominently, be-

cause it is one in which almost every body has an inter-

est. In calling attention to so admirable an invention, we
but serve the common good .—Philadelphia Merchant.

These excellent Cans may be obtained from D.

B. Plumb & Co., of this city, and Horace Morse, ot

Savannah. They deserve all that is above said of them.

—Eds. So. Cult.

STAR AND ADAMANTINE CANDLES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Several of your cor-

respondents have desired information in reference to the

manufacture of star and adamantine candles, from lard and

tallow. No process has as yet been announced (with my

knowledge) which is economical and at the same'; time of

easy application for the farmer or house- keeper. A shoi't

account of the process actually employed in the manufac-

ture on a large scale may not be uninteresting to your

readers, some of whom may be able to simplify it so as

to produce a tolerably satisfactory result.

Tallow, suet, lard and other fats consist, for the most

part of three proximate principles—stearic, raagaric and

oleic acids—united with glycerine as a base. The com-

pounds thus formed are termed stearine, margarine and

oleine. Stearine is white, inodorous and tasteless
;
at or-

dinary temperature it is firm and brittle; melts at 142'^.

Margarine closely resembles stearine, and is with much
difficulty entirely separated from it. It differs from stear-

ine in being somewhat softer and melts at 115'^. Oleine

differs widely from these in being liquid at common tem-

peratures, and, indeed when pure, becoming solid only at

40° below zero. The consistence of a fat depends upon

the relative proportion of oleine. Beef fat contains 25 per

cent., mutton suet 26, hog’s lard 62, goose fat 68, duck fat

72, olive oil 72. If the fat be designed for burning in

lamps, the larger the per centage ofoliene the better; if in

candles, on the other hand, the less the better. The ob-

ject to be aimed at, then, in the conversion of a fat into

candles, is the removal of the oleine sofaras is practicable.

This is done most readily by pressure. The fat is melted

and when nearly cold again is expressed by a very gra-

dually augmenting force, which is increased to a strong

power. Much of the oleine with portions of unsolidified

stearine and margarine flow out from the mass, and the

residue is fit for candles
;
or if it be desired to render them

still harder, the stearine is re-melted and pressed again.

This process yields a firm,hard candle of excellent quality.

The pressure may easily be obtained by wedges, or the

cotton screw or press might be used for this purpose where

considerable quantities are operated upon, by adopting a

suitable pressing-box.

It has been ascertained by experiment if the glycerine

be removed from the stearine, the quality of the candles is
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greatly improved. This is effected by a variety of pro-

cesses. If 100 lbs. of tallow be melted and 14 lbs. of lime

suspended in water in the form of milk, be added and the

whole stirred for two or three hours, the transparent layer

of melted tallow on the surface will have been converted

into a gray crumbly mass. This is a compound of the

fatty acid with lime—is, in fact, a true lime soap.^ The

glycerine liberated in the process remains dissolved in the

water beneath, which is separated frona the soap and

yields the glycerine of the drug shops. The fatty acids

must now be liberated from the lime. This is effected by

heating it with 18 1-2 per cent, of its weight of sulphuric

acids (oil of vitriol) diluted with a large quantity (70 times

the bulk) of water. The whole resolves itself into three

distinct layers— fatty acids on top, water beneath and

sulphate of lime (Plaster Paris) at the bottom. The fats are

skimmed off and submitted to powerful pressure, by

which the oleic acids is removed and the pearly white

stearic acids remain, to be formed into candles.

Ey another process the melted tallow is acted upon di-

rectly by sulphuric acid, which separates the acid fats

on top while the mineral acid and glycerine form a com-

pound below. This mode is objectionable on account of

the color imparted to the fat by the action going a little too

far. A year or two ago, Mr, Tilghman, of Philadelphia,

patented a process for obtaining the acids from fats of all

kinds by means of water at a high temperature (that of

melted lead) and under high pressure. He effects this

change in a close vessel of sufficent strength, or by circu-

lating the mi.xture through a long coil of strong tubing

placed over the furnace. In either case, a complete separ-

tion takes place; the fatty acids float and glycerine is dis-

solved in the water. The latter is separated and the oleic

acid expressed as before. The glycerine is extracted and

thrown into market also.

It is questionable whether any of these processes can be

satisfactorily carried out on a small scale, and if it could,

would it not be better for a large number of planters and

farmers, in effect, by their patronage, to hire a man of ex-

perience to erect the necessary machinery and conduct the

process, they paying him partly in provisions and fuel,

which he must necessarily consume, and the residue in

crude material for the manufacture This is the way we
get our meal, flour and lumber, and we find it much more

economical than beating corn in a mortar or ripping plank

eut ofa log with a hnnd-saw. The manufacture of lard oil

or soap should be combined with the production ofcandles

to consume profitably the oleine and oleic acid, and the

glycerine should be lecovered, at least in a crude state, for

the manufacturing chemist. Such an establishnaent seems

to be desirable in a favorable locality in Texas, where tal-

low is a drug The Southern candle trade is an item of

large importance, and should be supplied from our own
resources.

This is a subject, Messrs. Editors, not strictly agricultural

in itself, butof interest, it seems, to a class of your readers

;

and with a view to setting them right, it is offered, with the

hope you may find it worthy a place. R. B.

Rome, Ga. May, iS.bf).

ADAMANTINE CANDLES—AGAIN.

Epitors South rrn Cultivator—Are the recipes pub-

lished in the public journals for making Star and Ada-

mantine Cardies “sure fire” I I answer, for several rea-

i*ons, they are not. First. Star and Adamantine Candles,

without machinery and operose processes, cannot be

made. The calling a hard tallow candle “adamantine” is a

misnomer. If we must have a hard nanie^ call them dia-

'/ufl-nd candles and avoid this confusion of names. Second-

ly. The recipes (if indeed they are not wholly worthless)

are so blindly and blunderingly given in most cases that

they cannot be made available except by one who under-

stands thoroughly the process, and hence needs no in-

struction. Thirdly. Many of them involve a heavy ex-

pense for materials, which at once condemns the process.

Fourthly. A radical fault with most newspaper recipes,

they spend so much time and space in extolling the ines-

tiviable value of the remedy or process, that no opportunity

is left to give the very necessary details of manipulation.

The imagination of the reader is so wrought up in his

unbounded expectations that his failure, from the want of

these details, disgusts and disheartens him.

Some smart fellow away at the North—Massachusetts

I believe—has made the wonderful discovery that salt-

petre and alum will harden fats—known for many genera-

tions back. He extols greatly his recipe
;
says it is worth

S50 to him
;
makes adamantine candles out of lard, &€.,

&c. He directs 12 lbs. lard, 1 lb. saltpetre, 1 lb. alum

and 1 gill water.

I tried his recipe with several other experiments, and
here are the facts. I first of all struck out the adamantine

part
;
next weighed carefully into the heating vessel the

requisite quantity of saltpetre and alum
;
then the water;

found the latter deficient and added two or three times the

quantity (a little too much will not hurt)
;
when the salts

were dissolved, I added the lard. As the heat increased,bub-

bles soon came to the surface and continued to rise until

the operation was suspended, and would have continued

probably until the whole was burnt to a coal.

No change was perceptible in the lard, hot or cold, un-

til the water was v/ell nigh all gone. The white opaque

globules commenced rising and falling
;
these increased in

number until a white milky fluid covered the bottom, from

which bubbles of vapor or gas still rose. This milky fluid

gradually thickened until it assumed the consistence of a

thick I'opy curd. At this stage the lard had assumed more
of a redish cast. The heal was continued

;
the curd be-

came hard and granular and formed into irregular lumps

like old, dry pine-apple cheese, but pure white in color;

the lard was quite red and fumes of nitrous acid were es-

caping to a small extent. Here the process was stopped

and the lard spoiled for all purposes save the soap boiler.

It had a strong, rancid, offensive odor. No scum of any
consequence had risen to the surface—all the impurities

present had attached themselves to the curd at the bot-

tom.

Secondly. The process was repeated v/ith fresh materi-

al and stopped at the thick curd stage] lard poured off

from the curd
;
the latter was boiled in water, cooled and

found to present 3 layers—lard at the top, water below

and white granular deposit at the bottom. The water

was tested and contained sulphuric acid (from decompo-

sition of alum) in quantity; thus showing that the alum

had been instrumental in effecting the change. The de-

posit was decomposed by strong sulphuric acid and yield-

ed fatty acids on top of the solution. These with many
other experiments I need not detail, lead to the following

conclusions

:

1st. Lard is considerably hardened by this process at

the curd stage and changed (when cold) to a straw color

which may be removed in a great measure by subsequent

boiling in water. It may make a satisfactory candle for

us in winter, but certainly will not in summer.

2d. A longer continuation of the heat does not give any
firmer consistence, while it greatly deepens the color.

And if the heating process be much shortened the consis-

tence is not attained at all.

3rd. Alum alone does not harden fats, it only whitens

them, and yet it is a necessary ingredient in the hardening

process.
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4th. Tallow when treated as in the lard experiment to

the curd stage, becomes quite hard and firm, and the color

is slightly if at all injured. It makes a most excellent

summer candle.

5th. Tallow treated by heat with half its weight of water

acidulated with 5 per cent ot sulphuric acid is but slightly

hardened, if at all.

6th. The loss of fat is notliing if carefully conducted. In

fact my experiments show an increase of 1 to 2 per cent,

in weight.

7th. Expense—100 lbs. tallow, say ST2 50; 8 1-4 lbs.

saltpetre, at 15 cents (now 30) is Si 24; 8 1-4 alum, at

8 cents, is 66 cents, in all $14 40
;
cost of hardened tallow

say 14 1-2 cents per pound.

8th. The heat should be regulated so as to prevent ex-

cessive boiling and the whole constantly stirred.

9th. If the process be conducted in an iron or bx'ass ket-

tle, the liberated sulphuric acid will act upon the metal. A
suitable vessel is the iron preserving kettle, lined with por-

celain, or an earthen pot which will stand heat.

10th. Some attention and skill is necessary in prepar-

ing a suitable wick—much depends upon this in a good

candle.

11th. The outside of a candle may be coated with wax
by previously filling the moulds (cold) with melted wax,

and immediately pouring out all which is not chilled on

the sides—then adjust the wick and pour in the tallow as

cold as it will well run. The candies, when removed,

will generally present a crack down the side—caused by
the greater contraction of the wax—this should be filled

up by means of a warm case-knife and a little wax.

I trust the “better half” of your Texas correspondent,

W. A. M., together with other inc|uirers, now now be

able to make a good hard tallow candle, and for the pre-

sent at least, give up the idea ofhomespun adamantines.

R. B.

Rome, Ga.,May, 1856.

P. S.—I investigate this and similar little matters in my
leisure hours for my ov/n edification and amusement. In

sending them to you occasionally, I hope you will not al-

low me to occupy room in the Cultivator to the exclusion

of weightier subjects.

“SSOOMSEDGE” HIMSELF AGAIN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It has been so long

since I have made my mark in the Cultivator

,

that I have

almost lost the hang of it; but the very interesting bill of

fare in the May number is too great a temptation.

Rape or ColzaJ’—“more exhausting than corn, cotton or

wheat,” that settles the question—we have C[uite exhausters
|

enough now.
[

“T/at Florida. Potato^—We take it to be neither more
j

nor less than the Wild Colvolvulus, found growing
on every plantation, commonly called by the negroes,

Indian Potato, or Hog Potato. We have very little doubt

but it is as capable of being made as good a humhus; as

the Chinese Yam.

'•'•The Yopon or Southern Tea PlaM,^'‘ is the common
Holly or one of its varieties; good, the old women say, for

“thrash” in children, and for sweating folks.

"Deep Plowing and Manuring.”—W. R.'s reasoning

will go downwards as easily as upwards. The deeper
you plow the more certainly you open a communication
between the roots and the atmosphere. The roots gener-
ally seek the surface because they cannot help themselves.

If it be the “greater moisture coming from below 'which

•makes deep plovnng profitable” why cannot the roots avail

themselves of it by deep as well as surface running, and if

this moisture be worth an^/thing, if it contains, in soluble

form, the food of plants, what sense is there in cutting

off the very mouths which nature has given the plant to

absorb its food I Corn roots have been known to pene-
trate the earth three feet, in time of drouth—they will go
down just in proportion to the depth oCyour plowing and
their necessities. Our experience of fourteen year’s ma-
nuring has satisfied us that manuring without deep plow-
ing is labor thrown away.
The reasoning of W. R. leads him inevitably to the at-

mosphere theory—that plants get their food from tpe at-

mosphere through the leaves, for if they get it through the

roots, why cut off the roots I

Cutting the roots may be unavoidable—we must kill

the grass and open the soil—but if these things can be
done without root-cutting, we should say common sense
would approve it.

W. R. is the first individual we have ever heard ad-
vance the opinion that corn and cotton produced most in

the hill—roots cut both sides.

"Sweet Potatoes.”—We are glad to see the old high
land system giving way to flat culture—there is no doubt
about it being right, provided always that deep plowing
and thoroughly pulverization precede the planting—this

is indispensable to success.

"The Oal Crop cm ExhoMSterP—How doctors will dif-

fer—we have never been able to make one good oat crop
after another or improve the land by oat cropping. A
man can do almost anything, with good land to back him,
however— for a while—plow deep or shallow, and make
crops, but it will tell one day.

"Profession and Practice.”—“Clifton” has taken a good
many between wind and water. A great many preach

what they never practice—-by far too many of us. “There
is more in the boy than in the college” is an old adage
and a true one. Good land does not always make a good
planter, or a good manager. Some people would gro%v

rich anywhere—others grow poorer.

We have found manure most profitable when put in

drill and bedded on before thorough decomposition—manure
of all kinds. The profits of planting depend not as much
upon the sales of produce as the increased value of the

property—a great many people grow rich slowly and
surely by the accumulation of property by good manage-
ment.

"Shade in Agriculture and Its Effects.”—Shade is mani-
festly an ameliorator— it prevents the escape of moisture

and all volatile salts which may exist in the soil. It pre-

vents in a great measure the leaching of the soil, and the

scorching effects of the sun—we speak now of artificial

shade—in other words, mulching. But shade, simply,

can never make a soil rich which is naturally deficient in

I

the elements ofplants—if it could, why wculdnot Spanish

1

Oak ridges grow as rich from shade as Post Oat or Wal-

j

nutl

j

"Culture of Cotton— Close Planting, ipc.”—One of the

best planters of our acquaintance has for many years been
pursuing the policy of drawing his rows closer together.

It is more easily “tended”' and more can be done by the

plow. But this bedding upon the old water furrow with-
out breaking it up, looks very much like an “advance
backwards”— it is falling back on old fogyism— that “cot-

ton never grows till the root strikes the hard ground
’

Why should nature give cotton a tap-root, if it is not to

penetrate deeply I “Plow middles deep, and tiien cut

roots of too rapid growth”—our experience is that plowing
and cutting roots always giving more weed—pushes the

formation of weed, but at the expense of fruit. Have
we been chasing a delusion or asleep I

"The Grape— Its Culture, —“A. C.” has given ns

a very interesting chapter on this subject of growing im-

portance, but he has run athwart many ofourprecon
ceived opinions. We have always understood the Bui-
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lace, Muscadine and Scuppernong to be one and the same.

The description of the Bullace is as perfect of what we
have always called a Muscadine, as language could make

anything. We will venture the assertion that we are

sustained by nine out of ten; but this does not make us

right, it only proves the importance of n proper classifi-

cation and description of the many varieties,and of calling

tilings by their ngbt names.

We have 15 or ‘20 varieties of the Grape, and have

heard gentlemen professing to know what they were talk

ing about, give diametrically opposite opinions. We
know precious little of botany, and by consulting author-

ties have become more puzzled than ever to find out the

truth. We have a grape (our favorite by the way) which
we have heard called, by one gentleman, Herbemont Ma-
deira and by another pronounced positively, Lenoir

—

which he called Lenoir Herbemont—“ Qiden Sabe ?’'

Another friend brought us the “best grape in the world”

under the name ofPickenpack—we find it to be what we
call Herbemont. Another brought us an Isabella, which
ripens a month later than the grape we have known as

Isabella for twenty years, and is a much more .•iiusky

grape.

Our Bland is well described by “A. G.,” only that we
consider it one of the best of table grapes. W e have a na-

tive grape, black berry, densely packed on the bunches
;

rather thick skinned
;
musky ; very sweet

;
ripens in Sep-

tember or October, and bears abundantly. Leaves dented,

somelobed; young sprouts rough
;
joints long; underside

of leaves red tinge of all wild grapes.

It would add much to the interest as well as usefulness

of articles having any technicality about them to attach a

sort of explanatory note to them. A great 'many of your
readers know not the meaning ofsuch words as glabrous,

dentate, lobed, &;c. It would be very little trouble, and
save a deal of confusion. But I am running off too long a

yarn. Broo.msedgp.
Big Branch, May, 1856.

EXPERIMENT IN FODDER PULLING.

Editors Southern’ Cultivator—Having been for a

long time impressed with the idea that stripping the blades

from the corn stalks for fodder was an unprofitable busi-

ness, I made several experiments with the view of testing

the correctness of my theory.

In the year 1848, I selected six rows of corn of equal
length, and planted and cultivated in every respect alike,

as near as possible. From three of the rows, I had the

blades all stripped off at the the usual fodder-pulling sea-
son, and upon the remaining three, they were all left.

When the corn was thoroughly dried upon those stalks

from which the fodder was stripped, I had it <7^/! gathered.
Upon counting the number of ears in each lot I found that

the parcel which was gathered from the stalks with the
fodder stripped off, out numbered (nubbins and all) the
other, about thirty

;
but upon weighing the two, notwith-

standing the other lot counted the most, the corn taken
from the stalks upon which the blades were Icfc, weighed
23 or 30 lbs. the most when weighed upon the cob. It was
then shelled, and the parcel with the blades left on still out
weighed the other by 28 lbs. 1 then measured and weigh-
ed it, with a view ofascertaining how much each lot would
weigh to the bushel, and found the corn taken from the

Stalks with the blades stripped off to weigh .52 pounds to

the bushel, and that taken from the stalks with the blades
left on weighed 71 1-4 lbs. to the bushel. Seeing this great
difference (18 1-4 Ihs.) it occurred to me at first that per-

haps the blades had been stripped too soon, from the one
lot, but when I reflected upon the weight (52 lbs.) Ifound
it to be about the average weight of that variety (c-ourd

seed) of corn when the fodder is pulled off, as is custom-

ary in this part of the country, and, therefore, that could
not make the difference.

Again, the idea occurred to me that perhaps the corn,

taken from the stalks upon winch all the fodder ,was left

was gathered too soon; but this view only afforded an ar-

gument in favor of leaving the fodder on the stalks, for if

the corn from which the fodder was stripped, was dry
enough to be housed, and that upon which the blades

were left was not, but continued green and full of sap, (as

it did) the corn was still undergoing the process of matur-
ing, which I believe to be the case; consequently we are

forced to the conviction that so long as the corn blade

retains any sap in it the corn is injured by stripping it

from the stalk. With the intention, however, of testing

thoroughly this matter, I placed both parcels away care-

fully in barrels, expecting to weigh them again in the fol-

lowing spiing, at which time they would undoubtedly be-

come thoroughly dried, but, unfortunately for this part of

the experiment, the rats and mice got in among it, and so

damaged y that nothing satisfactory could be done with it.

The next experiment of which 1 have kept any record,

was made in 1852, at which time I selected five rowSj
equal in every respect, so far as cultivation, soil, &c., is

concerned. From one row 1 stripped the blades from the

whole of the stalk
;
from another 1 had the blades removed

from the top down to the ear; from a third the blades

were taken from the ear down to the roots
;
from a fourth

the blades were taken from one side alone of the stalk,

and from the top to the root, and upon the last the whole
of the fodder was allowed to remain. The result was as

follows:

After gathering and leaving all of the different parcels

in the house for. about two months to dry, it was weighed,

file parcel gathered from the stalk from which the whole
of the blades were removed weighed 90 pounds

;
that from

which the foddder was gathered from the ear to the ground
weighed 89 pounds; blades taken from one side only, 95
pounds

;
taken from the top to ear, 97 pounds, and where

all the blades were left on, it weighed 98. This is the

record which I find upon my memorandum book. As will

be perceived, there seems to be a discrepancy in reference

to that taken from below the ear and that taken off alto-

gether. This may be an error in making the record or in

labeling the parcels when gathered, but whatever be the

cause, I give the statement exactly as 1 find it recorded.

Now, you will notice that there is a difference of 3 lbs.

in favor of that parcel upon which the blades were all left,

over that from which the blades were all removed
;

this

difference is equivalent to about six pounds per bushel of

66 lbs. If, therefore, corn is selling at 66 cents per bushel,

or one cent per pound, (which I believe has been about

an average price in this region for several years past,)

there will be a difference of S6 in every hundred bushels

in favor of leaving all the fodder on the stalk.

Now, if the stalks thatyield 100 bushels of corn will

also yield 800 lbs. of fodder, and it shall sell for 75 cents

per hundred, equal to S‘6 for the 800 lbs., the one counter-

balances the other in market value, and the planter has,

besides all the trouble and expense ofgathering his fodder

for no compensation at all; and this 1 believe to be really

the case. Tiie contrariety of opinion which exists in re-

ference to this matter, I think, adniits ofan easy explana-

tion and is owing to the time at which the blades are strip-

ped from the stalk. If they are allowed to remain on un-

til the stripping them off does the corn no damage, they

are not fit for food, so far as the purposes of nutrition are

concerned, and if they are stripped off early enough to

make good food for stock, the corn must undoubtedly be

injured by it.

The only advantage that I know of gathering fodder

in the usual way from the corn stalk is derived alone to

the Planter who cultivates bottom land that is subject to
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frequent innundations, as the corn with the blades stripped

off and the top of the stalk bent down, as is custom-

ary here, will not be so liable to fall down during a

freshet, from the fact that the stalk sooner becomes dry

and unyielding and does not offer so much resistance to

the current of water passing through it and will not accu

mulate so much sentiment upon it, and fall down, in con-

sequence, as it would if the blades were left on. I think

it much more profitable for the planter to leave the blades

upon his corn, and either gather all his shucks and feed

upon them instead, or to sow corn expressly for forage,

and cut the abundance of grass which he will (after even

the most careful cultivation) find scattered all through his

crop in the fall, especially if he will take the pains to cut

it at the proper time and cure it as it should be. By pur-

suing either or both plans, he will find that he can gather

a much larger quantity and better quality of forage, in the

same length of time. Much more could be said upon this

subject, especially, in reference to cultivating (expressly

for forage) the various natural grasses, of which we
have an abundance. But I fear that I have already pro-

longed this article beyond the limits that should character-

ize a true farmer’s communication. Youis truly.

Progress.

Soidh Carolina, May, lR5fi.

KENTTJCKY SLUE GKASS-ITS CULTURE, ETC.

This grass, which constitutes, the glory of Kentucky
pastures, is regarded superior to all others for grazing, and
what adds more to its great value, it grows with luxuri-

ance on lands necessarily I'etained for timber, which with-

out the grass, would yield no annual return beyond the

value of the timber removed from them.

The system of converting these woodlands into produc-

tive pastures, was introduced into Kentucky, in the coun-

ties of Benton, Clarke and Fayette, fifty years ago, by emi-

grants from the south branch of the Potomac. This sys-

tem extended gradually, until it embraced a considerable

portion pf the State, and it is now beginning to constitute

an important feature of farming in other States. It is

equally applicable to all the rich calcareous soils of the

West; and we hope soon to see the undergrowth in the

majestic forests of Missouri and other States removed, and
Che lands yielding rich returns from these unrivalled pas-

tures.

Preparing the Land and Sowing the Seed.—Where
timber is an object, the important point to be considered

is, to admit into theenclosure the greatest amount o'f sun,

consistent with the preservation of the valuable portions

©f the timber. Various methods have been adopted in

Kentucky, according to circumstances, in preparing these

woodland pastures; some cut out the undergrowth and
foe-wood, and then sow the seed

;
others bell the timber

©ne season, and clear out the undergrowth, and then sow
Che ensuing winter

;
this latter methoa is the most expe-

ditious, and requires the least labor. After the under-

growth is removed, the leaves should be gathered up, so

chat the seeds may come in contact wiih the moist soil;

some gather and burn it, but we prefer to gather it into

heaps, and let it lay upon the land. This may be done,

and at the same time leave the ground in the best possible

condition to receive the seed, by the use of a scraper.

This is made in the following manner: take a piece of

plank, five or six feet long, and about two feet wide, insert

Cherein, at right angles, a common ox-tongue, and attach

one yoke of oxen and one horse to it. With the aid of

one man, six or eight acres can be scraped over in a day
jumping the most of the logs with ease. The leaves are

gathered into piles, leaving the surface of the ground clear

and smooth, and ready for the reception of the seed. It is

best to have one man follow, and sow the seed as fast as

she ground is cleared. The seed may be sown at any

time from November to April
;
but the best time for sow-

ing is in January or February, and under the operation of

the weather, the seed will penetrate the earth more readily

and it will vegetate the first season.

Quantity of Seed.—From ten to fourteen pounds of

cleaned seed should be put on an acre. Some farmers add
to this three or four pounds of Timothy seed.

Blue grass is very delicate the first year, and it should

be sparingly pastured until it has gone to seed, or it is li-

able to be pulled up with the roots.

Blue grass is an excellent renovator for open, worn
lands

;
when sown upon cleared land, a mixture ofTimo-

thy and Clover seed, in the proportion of three or four

pounds of each, to ten or twelve pounds of cleaned blue

grass seed, is preferred. The advantage resulting from

this is, it secures at once a well covered pasture, that

will bear a considerable grazing the first year; the blue

grass will soon expel the clover and timothy, and take

full possession of the ground. Open grounds are usually

sown in March, upon wheat, rye or oats.

The further treatment of meadow lands, and the proper

rotation of crops upon the river borders, necessary to pre-

cede the renewal of these meadows, will be the subject of

an article in our next number.— Valley Farmer.

Cutting Timber.—If oak, hickory or chestnut timber is

felled in the eighth month—August—in the second run-

ning of the sap, and barked, quite a large tree will season

perfectly, and even the twigs will remain sound for years;

whereas, that cut in winter, and remaining till next fall

—

as thick as one’s wiist—will be sap-rotten, and will be al-

most useless for any purpose. The body of the oak split

into rails will last more than ten or twelve years. Hick-

ory cut in that month is not subject to be worm-eaten,

and will last a long time for fencing.

When I commenced farming in 1820, it was the prac-

tice to cut timber for post fencing in the winter. White
oak posts and black oak rails cut at that time, I found

would not last more than ten or twelve years. In the

year 1828, I commenced cutting fence timber in the eighth

month. Many of the oak rails cut that year are yet sound

as well as those formed of chestnut. If the bark is not

taken off this month, however, it will peel off itself the

second or third year, and leave the sap perfectly sound.

The posts of the trees are also more valuable for fuel than

when cut in winter or spring.

1 advise young farmers to try the experiment for them-

selves, and if the post fences will not last twice as long, I

forfeit all my experience as worthless —Exchange.
•—

UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of the United States

Agricultural Society, will be held at Powelton, (Philadel-

phia,) on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday, October 7th, 8th, 9th, lOth and 11th.

The First Exhbition of this Society, held at Springfield,

Mass., in October, 1853, was devoted exclusively to an

examination of Horses
;
at Springfield, Ohio, 1854, Cattle

alone were exhibited
;
at Boston, 1855, all departments of

Farm Stock—Cattle, Horses, Sheep and Swine—were

shown.

The Society, encouraged by past success, and by the

approbation of the Agricultural community, now propose

to offer premiums, not only for Domestic Animals, but also

for Poultry, and the products of the Fruit Garden, tlie

Grain Field, the Vineyard, and for Agricultural Imple-

ments and Machinery.

Premiums from S25 to S200, amounting in the aggre-

gate to over S 12,000, will be offered for the various class-

es of Domestic Animals, Fruits, American Wines, Grains

and Agricultural Implements and Machinery,

A local Committee of forty citizens of Philadelphia,
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representing the various branches of industry, has already

been appointed to co-operate with the officers of the

ciety, in perfecting arrangements for the Exhibition : and

§15,000 have been guaranteed to meet expenses. TJiis

material aid, coupled with the excellence of the selected

location, and the large amount of Premiums offered, in-

duces the expectation that the Exhibition of 185G will be

superior to any of its predecessors.

Favorable arrangements for the transportation of Stock

and other articles, will he made with the various lailroads.

The List of Entries, the Awgi’ds of Premiums, and the

Proceedings will be published in the Journal of the Society

for 1856.

The Premium List, with the Regulations and Programme
of the Exhibition, will be furnished on application to jMr.

John iMcGowan, Assistant Secretary of the United States

Agricultural Society, 160 Chestnut street, (Rooms of the

Philadelphia Agricultural Society) or by addressing the

Secretary, at Boston.

^Marshal P. Wilder, President.

William S. Klvg, Secretary,

June 1st, 1856.

LEVELING LAND—HILL SIDE DITCHES, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—•‘Level your land, and

you may thus discard your hill side ditches and save the

space devoted to them and the labor of making and keep-

ing them open.-’

The above is an extract from Col. Cannon's Address, as

quoted by “Southron,” in the April number of your jour-

nal. And as I have, for several years past, devoted much

time to the study and inoxtice of hill side ditching and

horizontalizing, I hope it may not be thought presumptu-

ous in me slightly to differ with Col. C. and “Southron”

on the subject. It is a matter of grave importance to

every planter South, and should be understood thorough-

ly. As to the utility and absolute necessity of hill side

ditching, there has, so far as I know, been but one opinion,

up to the time ofCol. Cannon’s address. And there should

be but one still; and with the planters of the Cotton-grow-

ing regions, there is, or cannot be but one opinion, and
that is, without it the country is ruined. .

Col. Cannon, I have no doubt, has saved his plantation

in the stiff land of Tennessee, where they' grow corn, !

clover, grass, wheat, &c., where they have, from absolute

necessity, a regular sy'stem of rotation of crops, but that

does not prove that the planters on the light lands of

^Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina can,

hy hxsrnodiis ope-randis'dve ihe'ivs. But on the contrary',

theyMiave tried “leveling,” to their satisfaction
;
and hav-

ing failed, they were forced to adopt a sy^stem of hill side

ditching, and now, after they have brought that sy'stem

something near perfection, and have become inspired

with the hope that their gullied hills may be saved and
|

brought back to their original fertilitility'', they* are told by
two gentlemen in the mountains that they had as well

wipeout those “sickly lines” running across their hill

sides, and adopt the leveling system which they have tried,

failed and abandoned.

That some fields may be saved by leveling and subsoil-

ing I am free to admit, but from past experience I deny
most positively and emphatically that cotton planters can

with any degree of propriety, discard hill side ditching

eiitirely. In a country where the wild woods are wash-
ed into gullies, and where the soil melts before the thun-

der showers as snow before the noon day sun, it requires

something more than leveling to save the hills. Nothing
less than ditching and leveling will do it, and some fields

.must be subsoiled into the bargain. If I had either to de-

pend upon subsoiling or leveling to save land, I would
prefer siibsoiling. I was, a short time since, on the plan-
tation ofMr. J. E. W. Cook, of Cayuga, Miss., and he

j

showed me a field that had been saved from washing by

j

subsoiling and horizontalizing by the eye. That field

had been horizontalized before it was subsoiled, but not

!
saved

;
therefore suhsoiling did the work, and conse-

I

quently is more reliable than leveling without subsoiling,

j

That field was subsoiled three years ago, and since then
he has, on another field, located and constructed several hill

side ditches; convinced of the fact, as he said, that sub
soiling and horizontalizing alone will not save every field.

Mr. Cook is a reader of the Southern Cultivator, and
an intelligent planter, and if I have not stated the case as
it is, it is my request that he speak out.

“Southron” says that a single furrow of the plow, run
on a perfect level is sufficient to hold the water of the

heaviest rain. Now, that sentence, to say the least ofk
I
does not make the matter as “plain as the nose on a man’s

j

face.” His language might convey the idea to some that

I
he wished to make us believe that a single furrow in the

field would hold all the vveter that fell upon it—that

is the field. But we will grant that he means to say
that a furrow of the plow, run on a level, will hold the

water of the heaviest rain that falls immediately upon it.

But that does not begin to prove that it would hold the

water of two rains, nor of a week’s rain. Suppose your

I

furrow should be fall of water, and then there should

i

come two more heavy rains in the same day, such as we
j

have had this spring, what would you do with the -water?

I

Of course, you could do nothing with it, but it would do

I

something for you and no mistake. Then if you had hill

j

side ditches, well located and constructed, to catch the
' surplus water and convey it out of the field before it had
accumulated enough to wash, no harm would be done to

your fields.

In conclusion, permit me to say that I had intended to

give you my system of hill side ditching and horizontaliz-

ing, and to request “Southron” if he saw any defect in

it, to point it out, and I should be obliged; but the length

of my communication and the hour of the night admon-
ishes me to close. But I intend to do so soon. For the

present, good night. Yours, &c,,

G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., May, 1856,

[We shall be pleased to receive your system, in detail,

for publication.

—

Eds, So. Cult.]

The Hiccup,—We have often heard that people can
find no remedy for that annoying complaint, the hiccup

or hiccough. I may mention that some time ago I had
occasion to call at a Highland shooting-lodge, and on
entering the kitchen, where two English sportsmen were
sitting, I happened to be attacked by a fit of hiccup, and
must have cut rather an awkward figure. I observed one
of the sportsmen take a piece of gray paper from his

pocket, and after lighting and blowing it out, he started

up, and, without saying a word, held the fumes of it op-

posite my mouth and nostrills, I started, to be sure, but

was quite astonished to find myself immediately cured,

and I have since seen it frequently tried on others, and it

always proved a “never failing remedyu”

—

Anon.

The Pen.—In the hand that knows how to use it, it is

the most powerful weapon known. As the tongue of the

absent, how cheering! When the golden tints of virtue

guide it, how beautiful ! When self-respect gives it a new
vigor, how pleasing! When honor directs it, how re-

spected! When wit sharpens it, how fatal! When scur-

ility wields it, how contemptible !
“ Tis the weapon of

the soul.”
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~

YOL. XIV. NO. 7 JULY, 1856.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Cabbage Bugs and Lice.—R, C. desires an effectual

remedy. Who can furnish if?

Bermuda Grass.—F. H.—Your paper on this grass will

appear in our next.

Early Apples.—W. P. C.—The “Early Harvestj” -‘Red

Astrachan,” “Large Sweet Bough"' and “Carolina June,”

are among the best. Get Southern raised trees, if possible,

by all means.

Turnip Seed.—W. E.—One pound per acre is plenty,

when sown in 3 foot drills. If broadcast, at least twice

that quantity should be used
;
but we do not approve

of broadcast sowing, as a general rule.

Forman’s Iron Plow.—S. D. G.—Address Mr. I. C.

Fitten, Augusta, Ga. We consider this stock very valu-

able.

Cotton and Corn Planter.

—

J. B. C. T.—See adver-

tisement of Randall & Mercer’s Machine in back numbers
of this journal.

Blue Grass.—H. W. K.—We have an article on this

subject, in present number.

Premiums.—H. W. N., P. M.—Keep an account of the

number ofnames sent us, and we will forward the premium
when you desire it; or you may deduct your per centage

when remitting. Our bound volumes are sent, postage

paid, at $1 . 80 each.

“Language of Flowers.”—F. R.—The “tiny booklet”

alluded to is published in full, at page 224, of present

number.

Potato Flies—W. A. L.—The insects have been for-

warded to Dr. Bachman for examination.

Prairie Farming.—T. G. P.—Give us the promised

notes, and we will cheerfully publish.

Fodder for Winter.—W. G, T.—Read remarks in

“Work for the Month” on drilled Corn Fodder, Hay Mak-
ing, ifcc. Alay number sent you.

Back Numbers OF the Cultivator Wanted.

—

We are

desirous of obtaining several ot the April and November
numbers of this journal for 1855, to complete our files,

and will cheerfully pay 10 cents each for all of either date

sent us in good order.

VINEYARDS IN THE SOUTH—MR. AXT’S VIEW
OF GRAPE CULTURE, ETC.

It is probably well known to most of our readers that

Mr. Charles Axt, now of Crawfordville, Ga., has been

chiefly instrumental in awaking among us an interest in

the culture of the Grape for Wine Making; and that, so

far, his efforts in various parts of Georgia and the adjoin-

ing States, have been attended with marked success. A
brief statement ofhis views (as set forth by him during a

recent conversation with us on this most interesting sub-

ject,) may not, therefore, be unacceptable to our readers

:

MR. AXT ON VINE CULTURE.

Healthfulness of the Grape.—The Grape is universally

admitted to be one of the healthiest of all fruits, as it

is among the most delicious. It was one of the first fruits

that claimed the attention of man, and has never failed to

return a rich and abundant reward for the care bestowed

upon it. The fruit of the vine is cooling and refreshing,

and has a very salutary effect upon the system—being

both nutritious and medicinal. It attenuates the blood,

and gives it a free circulation—delighting the young and

renovating the old. Taken freely it is diuretic and

gently laxative. It has often proved effectual in severe

cases of dysentery, even curing whole armies. In inflam-

matory diseases, it allays thirst and reduces the heat of

the system. It is, also, of the greatest use in phthisical

and pulmonary diseases, or where there is any difficulty

i
in breathing. Dried Grapes, or Raisins, are good for the

dessert, and in various ways of cooking, and are used ex-

tensively throughout the civilized world. There is no

reason why they should not be made in vast quantities

and ill the greatest perfection, in the Southern States.

NoMral Wine— its Domestic vse—Promotion of Temper-

ance and Sobriety.—Natural Wine is i\\t pure fermented

juice ofthe Grape, entirely free from any admixture of sugar

or alcoholic spirits. Wherever these are added, the result

is a “made wine,” cordial or syrup—not a pure and true

loine. Nearly all foreign or imported wines are badly

adulterated, and most of them unfit to drink. Many of

them, in addition to sugar or spirits, contain decoctions of

drugs highly deleterious to health—as any person can de-

termine for himself by the disagreeable after-effects of a

free indulgence in them at a dinner party or over night.

P/ireand noinral vnne, on the contrary, when drank in

moderation, produces only a slight exhileration and buoy-

ancy ofspirits
;

it is tonic and strengthening and is lollowed

by no nausea, head-ache or confusion of ideas. Where
such wine is used habitually in a family, and the children

have free access to it, they grow up sober and temperate.

as is abundandtly proved by the statistics and statements of

travellers in all wine-producing countries. Where pure

leinc can be had abundantly and cheaply, there is no

taste so depraved us to indulge in fiery alcoholic spiiitsas

a beverage, and, therefore, with all its at-

tendant horrors and crimes, is almost unknown in wine
countries. All lovers of temperance, of good morals, of

virtue, law and order, should, therefore encourage the cul-

ture of the Grape and the making of a pure and healthy

natural wine.

Advantages in Vine Culture possessed by the South over

all other Countries.—The South possesses great and
decided advantages in Grape growing, over either Europe
or the Western States. In the latter countries, the Grape

is very fastidious in itsclioice of soil and exposure—thriv-

ing only upon warm, porous, deeply-trenched and well

drained hill-sides, facing the sun. In these countries, the

first cost of land suitable for the Grape is often from SlOO
to $400 per acre. In the South, where the Grape flourish-

es on almost any soil or exposure, land can be bought from

$3 to $10 per acre. In Europe and at the West, owing to

the defects of climate and cold nature of the soil, the pre-

paration of land for Vineyards, (such as trenching, terra€-

ing,walling, &c.) costs from $50 to $200 per acre; while

in the more genial climate of the South, by the use of the

subsoil and deep-turning plow, followed by the spade or

shovel, we can prepare land for Vineyards at a cost of $40

per acre, or even less.
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Early Bearing o.nil Maturity, at the South.—At llie

West, (in Ohio and elsewhere) the Vines only begin to

bear a lew Grapes the third year
;
and, if well managed,

from the sivth year onwards, will average from 300 to 400

gallons ofwine per acre. In the South, we can easily get

mte thou mud (WOO) gallons of wine per acre, the

full vintners of Ohio and other States, only claiming for

our own favored region, those natural advantages which
it so obviously possesses

]

Invitation to the Vineyards of Mr. A:ct.—Mr. A. states

that he has not yet had the good fortune to see, in this

section, a Vineyard well and properly planted, trimmed

year after planting the cuttings; and. under favorable cir-
j

and managed
;
especially with reference to the peculiari-

cunastances, from the 5th year, onwards, each acre will
j

ties of our soils and climate. He is, therefore, willing to

average from 2000 to 2500 gallons of pure unadulterated
j

throw open to public inspection the Vineyards now un-

wine. In Ohio, one good vine-dresser can attend to Jive
j

der his direction at different places in the South. In

acres; while, in the South, from the increased length of
j

Wilkes Co., Ga
,
he has 1, 2 and 4 year old Vineyards

—

the season and additional time to do the work, the same
j

the latter m full bearing. In Whitfield Co., (near Dalton,

hand can easily manage acres—both, of course, need-
1

Ga ) 2 and 3 year old Vineyards—the latter in bearing,

ing much additional help at the gathering time and vint- i In Montgomery and Autauga counties, Alabama, 2 year

age.
j

old Vineyards, bearing Jiiieiy—an additional proof that

Superior Climate of the South.— Ohio and other West- *
climate of even the far South is perfectly adapted to

ern States are liable to many disasters from the fickleness !

growth and early productiveness ofthe Grape,

and variableness of the weather; it being often too wet, i

persons who take any interest in the Grape enter-

too cold, too damp, foggy, &c., &c., to say nothing of:
cordially invited to visit any or all of these Vine-

various other mishaps
;
causing a loss nearly every year .

in the latter part of August of the present year

of half the crop. In fact, a fine, warm, sunny summer is
!

witness tne gathering ot the Grapes, the mak-

indispensably necessary, at the West, to make a good crop
|

of the Wine, &c. With the Vines and the Grapes be-

of Grapes, and a finely flavored Wine. For instance, the !
^ore them, Mr. Axt will be better able to give his visitors

year 1653 produced a very superior crop, and the vint-
1

satisfactory explanations on the subject, and to remove

age of that season is still deservedly esteemed; but, neith-
!

ll'cir minds al! prejudice, doubt and misapprehen-

er at the West or in Europe can they depend on such a I

®'on. His Grapes being in perfection, he will, he hopes,

season more than once in ten years. In the unfavorable !

enabled to satisfy the palate as well as the eye and the

years, the Wine is generally too rough and sotir to drink
j

.i^^^gment of all who may avail themselves of his invita

in ns natural state, and it is, therefore, necessary to add
sugar to produce what is known as Champagne or

“Sparkling Wine.” This popular drink is very pleasant,

palatable, and not particularly injurious; but'in point of

purity or healthfulness it does not rank with the perfectly

pure “Still Wines” before alluded to. We, of the South,

tation. He will, also, be happy hereafter to answer,

through the columns of this journal, all inrptiries on this

subject, and solicits the views and opinions of all intelli-

gent and experienced Grape Growers throughout the South.

[^^"Editors favorable to the successful development of

this new and important source of profit to the South, are

are exempt from all climatic disasters— the only contin- '’espectfully requested to make an abstract of, or copy the

gency being a frost in May, or a hail storm during the
|

period of fruiting. The summer weather of the South
always favorable to the Grape, and we are, therefore, able

I

to make, every year, a full, heavy crop, allowing the
|

bunches to hang on the vines until they are fully ma-
j

tured—an indispensable requisite to the makins: of

!

good Wine,
to pick the

pomological meeting.

All who feel an interest in Southern Fruit Culture .are re-

quested to meet at Athens, Ga., on V~ednesdnit/, Aoo-uat f>.

1856—during College Commencement Week—and to bring
specimens of the best and rarest ripe Fruit (especially

At the West, the vintner is often forced Si’tithern Seedlings] and such Fruit Buds (carefully packed)

Grapes before they are fully ripe, ow- I

An effort
^ ^

\ will lie made to establish a Pomological Society on a perma-
ing to decay commencing. By allowing our Grapes

|
attendance is urged upon } all Tlorti

to attain full perfection on the vine, we can produce
j

culturists and Fruit Growers.
Wine equal or superior to the very finest imported

and such Wine, if “made” into a Sparkling Champagne,
will be mild, fruity, entirely free from roughness, and al-

together unrivalled by any in the world.

General P roposiliojis —From the facts above stated,

any person acquainted, by travel and observation, with
the different climates and modes of Grape culture in this

and foreign countries, will readily admit that if the South,

with her cheap land and slave labor—her unrivalled, cli-

A NEV/ SOUTHEEN FEUIT.

Several of our fiends have recently sent us specimens

of the Aoialauchier Canadensis, generally called “Cur-
rant,” “May Cherry,” “Shad Berry,” &c.; and we are

indebted to H. W. R.avenki,, E.sq
,
of Aiken, So. Ca., for

a full botanical description of the different varieties of this

valuable filant, which description will appear in our

next. The Amnlanchier is a decided acquisition, and well

mate, good soils, wealth, &c., &c., will only enter upon
!

deserves th.e attention of horticulturist.^ iuid pomologists.

and prosecute vigorously the culture of Grape and Wine
|

Alakin g, she will, in 30 or 40 years hence, control the .
, , • j j 'i -

Wine marke.s of ihe world, as she now does the Cotton I

To CoRRESPO.vDENTs.— Articles, bearing tlie following

market
;
and that, too, without any serious detriment to i

ihe production of the latter— for the Grape has been and
j p

can be easily and successfully grown upon our exhausted
cotton fields and old waste lands, by proper preparation
at first and a slight annua! manuring afterwards. Indeed,
we ca n afford to make Wine in the South at 50 cents per
gallon

,
and then realize more money than from almost any

|

T
other crop. In Ohio, however, owing to the uncerta/miy ”

of the crop and the comparatively smollyield, such a price

would not be sufficiently remunerative to hold out in-

duceme nts for men of enterprize to engage in the biisine.ss.

fin mak ing the foregoing comparisons between the West
and the South, no invidiousness is intended. We cheer-
jully a ward the highest credit to the enterprizing and skil-

tion and insertion ;

Felix— D. E. Palmer—Jefferson—J. C. Thompson— J.

Enquirer—L S. Gush -A. T. Sherrill—Texas Jn-

qnirer-^Daniel Harrist— Subscrilier — F.—J. F. M.—S.

H. Gibbons—H R Lott-Old OVerseer-L. H. Hall--VVm.

Sproul—D. F. B —A Snbscrilier—E. W. Rnsha— Esse-x

W. H. Roane— F. Hovey—Judas

—

J. L G.—J. 31. Parks, &,c.

Several Communications, and much other matter in

type for present nnmner, i.>i nna voidably deferred.

White LAGERSTRm.MiA.—A lady friend wishes to obtain

some plants of the White La.gerstrmniia, or Crape I\lyrtle,

Have any of our readers such a plant ] If not, can they

direct us where to obtain it]
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The Horticulturist, for May, is an excellent number,

and the work, in all respects continues to sustain its high

reputation. The May number contains, among others,

the following articles A few words on Evergreens,”

by the Editor; “ Remedy for Girdled Fruit Trees

••Climatology;” “Pear Culture, No. 3;” “Notes* on the

Cultivation of the Apricot ;” “ Which are the best Roses ;”

&c., &c. The engravings are beautiful figures of two

new Fuchsias; portrait of Dr. John Lindley, the Bo-

tanist; Gutta Percha; the Lawton Blackberry, &c., &c.

Terms, Sniper year, plain edition—$5 per year, colored

edition—the latter, exceedingly beautiful ! Address Rob-

ert Pe.4lRsall Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

REPLY TO “W. R.”--DEEP PLOWING-MANTTEING.

In reply to the queries of “W. R.”(May number, page

146) we would say that however flattering it may be to

us to be by our friend considered Professors in Agricul-

ture, always prepared to give rules and explanations in

agricultural controversies, it would quite be very pre-

sumptuous on our part should we attempt to do so. Our

periodical is a medium through which our most promi-

nent, scientific and practical planters give their opinions

and experience for the benefit of the community. Our own
practical experience is too limited to bear comparison with

that of such veterans in Agriculture. We would, how-

ever,recommend “ VV. R.” to read carefully the back volumes

of the Cultivator, and feel confident that they contain

practical experience enough suitable to any soil, crop and

circumstance, to satisfy any of our readers.

It is almost impossible to give rules which would an-

swer under all ciicumstances
;

it appears to us just as ab-

surd as if a doctor would apply one remedy for all kinds

of sickness.

There is, however, a great art in managing the soil

properly, we mean to say, in working and treating the

soil in the very best way, and at that very time when this

or that tillage will be most beneficial to the crop. This

is an art that cannot be fully learned from books, as it de-

pends upon a great many circumstances, but any close

observing and practical man, when he tlioroughly knows
his soil, will soon find it out by his own practical experi-

ence, particularly when guided by the directions given

so plentifully in oar agricultural journals.

We have seen so many and great advantages of trench-

ing the ground (turning the subsoil on the top) and the

reasons given before are so plain to us that we are at a

loss to understand how any man can dispute a process,

which among our best agriculturists is admitted to be

highly beneficial to the crops.

“W. R.” complains of the scarcity of manure. We
think that fertilizers have never been more plentiful than

now. Besides, an immense deal of valuable manure is

constantly wasted around us. We wonder how lor.o- a

time it will yet take before our planters will make com-
post. Begin at it and you will be astonished at the ra-

pidity with which a large pile of compost can be pro-

cured.

^ We firmly believe in working the soil deep and prepar-

ing it well previous to planting; but here is the great

stumbling block, for in most instances the soil is not pre-

pared half enough. Where it, however, has been done,

there is no necessity for deep cultivation between the

rows.

We could write a great deal about this and kindred sub-

jects, but our time is so crowded that, in order to do jus-

tice to our other friends, we must close for the present.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

UntticEltmal lejiflitmtnt.

EVERGREENS FOR THE SOUTH-NO. 3.

Gardenia jlorida (Cape Jasmin), is too well known to

need any description. Formerly the single species was
cultivated, but it is now superceded by the double variety.

It thrives best in rich clay, though it will grow almost

anywhere. It is easiest and surest propagated by layers

in April and in July; also by cutting of the young wood
in July, immediately after blooming. A new, and highly

puffed variety, G. Foriunei, has recently been introduced,

but it is too tender for our winters, and its flowers are but

very little larger than those of our common double variety.

Gardenia, radicans (Dwarf Cape Jasmin), though gene-

rally considered a pot plant, is perfectly hardy. It is a

low spreading bush, never growing more than one foot in

height. Resembles the common Cape Jasmin, but is

smaller in every respect. Propagated the same.

Hedera Helix (Irish Ivy). A beautiful evergreen

climber for covering walls, particularly brick walls. It

thrives best on the north side of buildings, where it is not

exposed to the sun. There are varieties with silvery, as

well as with golden edged leaves. Propagates itself spon-

taneously by layers.

Hypericum (St. Johnswort).—A family of indigenous

plants, several of which are shrubs, and deserving of cul-

tivation. H. o.moenum produces magnificent flowers of

the richest golden yellow color, hardly surpassed by any
exotic, and deserves a place in even the smallest garden.

Best propagated by seed. 3 feet high.

Ilex aquifoiium (European Holly), with its golden and
silver-edged varieties, is unquestionably the most beautiful,

its foliage being of a dark green glossy hue, and looks as

if varnished. 15 feet high.

/fe.rnpnca (American Holly),abundant in swamps where
it grows up to a middling sized tree, often 40 feet higii.

The foliage is of a radier dull green color. The female

trees, when covered with their scarlet berries in autumn
and winter, are fine-looking objects. There are several

other species of the Holly, as : 1. Cassin, I. Dahoo?i Sind

I. Vomitoria (Yopon)-, but the above two species are the

finest ones.

All Hollies are of slow growth, and this, together with

the difficulties in propagating and transplanting them, is

the reason for their being so scarce in our gardens. They
are propagated from seed, which should be sown as soon

as ripe, in a very moist spot and covered up with brush

to keep the place moist and dark. Some of the seeds may
sprout the first spring, but most of them will, like the

Haw, not appear before the second spring. As soon as

the young plants have four leaves, they should be pricked

out in another shady bed. They will then form much
better latteral roots, which will facilitate their final trans-

planting. The whole Holly tribe is fond of a rich clay,

but the American species will also succeed on sandy soil.

The varigated varieties must be grafted.

Illicium Jioridannm (Aniseed tree), from the swamps
of Florida, has purple flowers, and acuminate, leathery
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leaves, which smell like aniseed when bruised. I. anisa-

taniy from China, produces the “star aniseed,” a well

known condiment, and frequently used in China and Eust

India, sometimes, also, in Europe for flavoring purposes.

Propagated by layers. 8 to 10 feet high.

Janminnvi (Jasmin, Jessamin).—The idea of fragrance

is so closely connected with this name that many sweet-

smelling plants belonging to other tribes are called Jas-

mins, while several of the true Jasmins have but very

little or no fragrance. This is, for instance, the case with

Jazviinum nudifi-oruni, the very earliest blooming shrub

in our latitude. Even pretty severefrosts do not hurt the

bright yellow flowers which appear in February. It is a

climbing shrub.

Jasniimivi frutica?is (common yellow Jasmin), is a

rather upright bush, from the South of Europe. Very
little fragrance.

Jasminu'/n ojficinalc (common white Jasmin), from East

India, is a climber and fragrant.

Jazminum revolutuni (curled leaved Jasmin), from East

India, forms a large bush with aprofusion of bright yellow,

slightly fragrant flowers. All the Jasmins are readily

propagated by layers and cuttings.

Kalmia latifolia (Calico bush. Poison Ivy bush).—No
wonder that Linnaeus, the great botanist, fell into exstacy

on beholding the first specimen of this flower, sent to him
from America, for, surely, it was one of nature's master-

pieces. The splendid pinkish white flowers possess an

elegance which art has in vain tried to imitate
;
they are i

plentifully produced among foliage of the deepest, richest

green. The Kalmia is a family peculiar to America,
vrhere it may be found from Maine to Texas. But while

European horticulturists fully appreciate it as their finest

evergreen, very few persons here think of giving it a place

in their gardens
;
and still no garden should be without

it. The objection will be made that the leaves are poison-

ous. 'Vhty may, perkops. he so, but many other plants

and weeds in our gardens are equally as poisonous, and
even if they do have deleterious properties, they are only

injurious to starving cattle, which will eat them from want
ot any other food, and such cattle should never come into

the garden. K. lati folia is the most beautiful of the whole
family, but besides this the K. aiipustifiHa and the K. i

glancii (the latter with deep pink flowers) are befmtif’ul
|

species. All Kabnias grow best in rich, damp and shady
j

places, particularly near streams. Propagated by seed.
|

d to 4 feet high.
j

LauruS' nobibs (Sweet Bay, Sweet Laurel), from Italy.
|

The only evergreen species to be recomnnended for our
gardens. The flowers are yellowish white, rather indif-

ferent. but the foliage has an aromatic fragrance. The
j

dried leaves are quite an article of commerce in Europe, I

being used for seasoning meat, to which they impart a
very pleasant flavor. Tht Siccct Latrrc/ grows finely on
a gravelly clay soil, and gives many suckers, by which,
as well as by layers, it is propagated. 10 to 12 Let high

Lipusfrum japonicum {Japan Privet), with broad, ovate
and lanceolate leaves of a dull green color,-and clusters of

small yellowish white flowers in May. 12 to 15 leet.
|

Lignstrum luciduni (Wax tree).—With more shining!
leaves and of smaller growth. 4 to G feet high. Both
species are propagated by seed and layers.

Loiiicerajapo7}.ica,aho called Nintova japonica (.Tapan

Honeysuckle).—A rampant climber, whose foliage re-

tains its lively green color during the whole winter, con-
sequently far preferable to the well known Cliinese Honev-
suckle (Lonicera flexuosa) which turns dark brown. The

!

very fragrant white flowers are produced in profusion.

Limicera longifiora, from China. Leaves more elon-

1

gated, of a blueish green color; flowers white and very!

fragrant; a great climber. Both species are easily pro-

pagated by layers and cuttings of the young wood.

Magnolia gra7id:ijiora.—The finest and most majestic

evergreen tree of the South. It often attains a height of

60 to 80 feet, its large white flowers of the size of a sau-

cer, filling the woods with delightful fragrance. The seed

ripens in September and should be planted immediately

and covered with leaves and brush. By next April the

young plants will make their appearance, and should, as

soon as they have got four leaves, be pricked out on a

shade bed. Magnolias will also root pretty readily Ircm

layers, when made during their period of growth.

yiagnoLia fnscata (Banana shrub), from China. The
leaves elliptic, leathery, dark green, smooth; the young

twigs downy and brownish. Flowers pale straw color,

each petal edged with carmine, about 2 inches in diameter

and exquisitely fragrant, like a ripe banana, whence its

name. Propagated by seed and layers. As yet quite

rare. 3 to 4 feet high.

Mespilus pyracantka, also called CraTzBgns pyracantka

.

—From the South of Europe, with large clusters of white

flowers and yellow berries. The leaves generally turn

brownish during the winter, which gives it a rather gloomy

appearance among other evergreens
;
but it is useful as a

hedge plant, having strong thorns. Propagated by lay-

ers, cuttings and seed. The latter should be sown as

soon as ripe and the ground covered with a thick layer of

litter, in order to rot the hard shell of the seed. In the

spring the litter should be raked off, and the bed covered

with some brushwood. If treated in this way many of

the seeds sprout the first spring, the remainder will come

up the next spring. As soon as the young plants have

four leaves they should be transplanted into nursery vows.

6 to 8 feet high.

Metrosideroz semperfiore^is. (Bottle-brush shrub), flom

Australia. Like several other shrubs, its leaves tuie

brown in the winter, but the striking appearance of its

crimson flowers, coming out in a lung spike all around

the twigs, makes it a desirable shrub 'in our gardens.

Propagated from layers. 6 to 8 feet high.

yeriurn Oleander.—From the South of Europe, where

it gfovi s near rivers, particularly on Sicily and Candui.

I’he single species is tlie hardiest, but the double varieties

produce the most splendid flowers. J he single while,

however, is mucli finer than the double white. Tliey re-

quire a rich black soil, plenty of water and a slight pro-

tection duringthe winter in this latitude. Easily propa-

gated by layers and cuttings. 6 to 8 feel high.

Olea American o. (Vfild Olive), a very fine tree, but

often confounded with the “Wild evergreen Cherry,” from

which, however, it is easily distinguished by the niore

elongated, leathery and opposite leaves, an.d the delightful

fiagraiice of its small white flowers, v., hich are produced

in clusters in April. It can also eaidly lie disiinguislied

from ilie Wild evergreen Cherry by bruising the leaves,

the latter having a strong, bitterish smell, like prach

leaves, which is not found in those of the Olive. The

seed a rather large, black berry, should be sown as soon

as ripe, in a very sliady and damp place, and treated like

the nJagnoha. 20 to 30 feet high.

O ea, frao'caiis (Tea Olive, fragrant Olive), from Chins.

Though perfectly adapted to our climate, still it is but

seldom to be met with in our gai dens it being considered

a green-house plant. A tree of this kind in my vicinity &
over ten feet high, perfuming the whole garden with the

delightful fragrance of its little white flowers. There isa

varif-ty with broader leaves, and pinkisli flowers. Propa-

gated from layers and cuttings.

Oka Europea (European or Sweet Olive), from which

the well known “sw^eet oil ’ is obtained. Though not very
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ornamental, having leaves of a glaucous hue, it is some-

times used in parks.

Photiniaserratifolia, also called Cratccgvs f[lobro,\s^

very fine evergreen bush from China, with shining leaves

and clusters of white flowers. Propagated by layers and

grafting on the Quince. 8 to 10 feet high.

Pittosporinn Tobira, a well known, very spreading

bush, quite common in many gardens. The yellowish-

white and very fragrant flowers are produced in April

and May. Thet*e is a variety with varigated leaves, but

not so fine-looking as the green species. Propagated from

layers and cuttings of the young wood in July. 6 to 8

feet high. Robkrt Nelson.

Macon, Ga., June, 1856.

VINE GROWING IN FRANCE.

We are indebted to a friend, whose son is on his travels

in Europe, for copies of two letters in regard to Grape

culture in France, and permission to publish them, though

not written for the press. We think our readers will find

them both interesting and instructive. It is important to

us to know as accurately as possible all the modes of vine

growing and wine making in the old countries, especially

in France
;
and the carefully collected, well digested, and

clearly stated facts of our young friend, foi-m a valuable

contribution to this purpose. If all our young tourists in

Europe would occasionally turn their attention to practi-

cal matters, with the keen and thoughtful investigation

which these letters exhibit, and furnish ns with as correct

and vivid pictures of the actvalUies abroad, they would

vender us very useful and acceptable service.

—

Eds.

Bordeaux, April 21st, 1856.

'•’FoucUe cocker, et rue void sue le ckerulnd was my ex-

clamation as, carpet-bag in hand, I jumped into avoiture

last Wednesday morning, and rolled away from my lodg-

ing in the Rue Bonaparte towards the chemin de fer d’

Orleans. After traversing the immense plains which form

part of the principal grain producing country of France,

we reached Orleans about half-past 10 A. M. The coun-

try around Orleans is level, low and damp, without being

marshy, and would be much improved by ditching, of

which I saw no signs; the soil is alluvial, light and sandy,

with a very small proportion of clay of a darkish color,

rendered grey by the great abundance of small quartz

pebbles which everywhere cover the surface. It is from

one to three feet in depth, as I could determine from rail-

road cuts, with a subsoil of sand largely mixed with lime,

under which is found at a distance of from five to fifteen

feet the limestone rock— the same which forms the cele-

brated Paris basin. It was April IGth and the ther-

mometer stood at 4f)| degrees, at half pastsS A. M. This

however, was cold for the season, as lilacs were in bloom
and the trees and vines buddmg everywhere. The de-

partment of Loire, in which the town is situated, has, be-

sides its fields of grain, 36,341 hectares* planted in vines,

which produce a yearly average of 1,200,000 hecto-

litrest of wine. These wines do not rank among the vins

Jins, as indeed do none in the whole region of country on

the Orleans and Poitiers route between Paris and Borde-

lais.

After breakfast, I asked my landlord for the address of

the principal “vignerole” in the neighborhood, and half

an hour afterwards found myself pulling the bell at the

door of M. Caeart, the Mayor of St. Jean de Bray, a vil-

lage near Orleans. I was ushered into the parlor by

*A Hectare is nearly two and a half acres.

fA Hectolitre is about 23 English gallons.

Madame, and in a moment found myself in the presence of

the Mayor, a handsome middle-aged man, in a blouse

and shod with sabots. His toilet surprised me not a little,

as the neat black silk dress of Madame, and her mar. tiers

at once elegant and easy, had led me to expect something

I

more in her husband’s appearance
;
but whatever was my

I
astonishment, it was altogether eclipsed by the perplexity

1

and bewilderment of the good Mayor, when I informed

j

him that I had come to inquire after everything pertaining

j

to his vineyards. I relieved him from his dilemma, how-

ever, by saying, that if he had no objections to showing

I

me his vines and giving me the information that I wanted

i I could explain myself with much more facility when we

j

were once in the vineyard. To this he assented with a

I

charming good nature, as he was really a good fellow,

; and a man of excellent understanding despite his blouse

! and sabots, for which I like him all the better. I passed

a very pleasant hour in his vineyard, and learned a great

deal about his vines, of which I will endeavor to convey

to you the principal ideas.

The soil being on a dead level, there is no question abou?

exposure. The particular species of vine is the Auvunat,

one of the family of Pinot, of which more when I visit

Burgundy and Champagne. The species of vine is a sub-

ject of prime importance, as you will readily see when I

tell you that more than two thousand varieties have been

collected at the gardens of the Luxemburg, at Paris, and

have been studied, classified and named. Of these but

I four kinds are from America—the Scuppernong, Isabella,

I

Catawba and somebody's Madeira. In the fall the vigne-

I

ron selects the branch of that year's growth which he

j

thinks most fit for his purpose, and cuts it off exactly where

I

the wood of that year's growth joins wdth that of last year.

I

There exists here a ring called the ‘daton” from which the

1
root springs. These twigs are made into bundles and

buried during the winter. In I\Iay they are dug up and

the roots are found to be sprouted and the eyes swollen and

white. They are then planted in holes made with a sharp

iron, to the depth of six to ten inches, in rows 3 feet by 3.

In the second fall after their planting, they are trimmed

down to 3 eyes, or about 4 inches from the ground. This

process of trimming is continued for 5 years, when the

vine is pruned into a gnarled stump about 3 to 4 inches

in height and from three-quarters to two inches thick. In

the 5th year it commences to produce, and the fruit is al-

ways borne by wood of one year's growth, which is a

single twig growing on the stump I have described.

The one neatest the ground is left for this purpose, when
they trim in autumn, and is cut oft' at the length of three

feet; when the vine is very vigorous they sometimes

leave as many as two other shoots of 3 or 4 eyes The
fundamental principal of the culture is to make the vine

produce as near the ground as possible
;

this is assisted in

another way. In the spiing as soon as they have stuck

the stakes on which the vine is trained— they are about

the size and in every respect similar to our sticks for

pea vines—they bend the twig into a circle and attach it

so as to bring the extremity near the ground. This is done

when the buds are swelling, and they say it is to prevent

the sap from rising; but as it is now known that the first

motion of the sap is downwards, this is not the correct rea-

son. But the result is that the lower buds develope equal-

ly with the upper ones, when this system is followed,

which proves that it is not the relative position of the bud

on the stem that effects their development, but that there

is probably a difference in the upper strata of air

—

as

discovered by Guv Lussac that the upper stratta isalwa^ s

positively electrified in reference to one that is lower—or

the difference in the reflection or evaporation from the

earth, &c. The vines are pulled up when they reach the

age of twenty-five years. The ground is planted for five

yaars in oats, wheat, &c,, and more vines again set our.
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The yearly working consists of four labors, the first in the i ing were 15 years old, while those on the other side were

fall after the vintage, when the ground is shoveled up into a hundred, but that the young were better—just as young
beds 6 inches high between the alternate row of vines; in

{

men and horses were better than old ones.

31arch the beds are changed, tlmt is, made in the alter-
i

The Chateau of Chambord is a Royal Castle built by
nate rows which were left in the fall; the manuring which ! Francts 1st. and now nominally the property of Hknrs
is done once in 5 years takes place at this time. The

,

Y of France, or, as he is called, the Count de Chambord.

manure is placed between the beds in April and these are
j

The august Count, however, has nothing to do with his-

thrown on it in May. The beds are shitted again in July

W'hich constitutes the last working. Besides this, there

remains only what is called the “accolage.” which con-

sists in fastening the shoots to the stake when the vine has

fully shot and the blooms have fallen—about June. M.
Cabart told me that a man and his wife could tend G to

7 acres, but at harvest it would require a much larger

force. The great labor is the trimming, which occurs in

the fall, as I have said. Of course this applies only to the

Orleanais. In every district the culture differs. The
wine here, when the vintage is good, does not, sometimes,

exceed a few sous the elitre in price. I w^as struck by
the number of little white snails that covered everything.

There were three or four on every vine, and were so

numerous that you would notice them even in passing in

the cars. They eat the young buds, but do not do much
harm.

The next morning I took the cars for Blois, and got

there to a nine o'clock breakfast. The country con-

tinues much the same as at Orleans, but begins to be

hilly
;
indeed Blois is built upon a nest of little hills washed

by the Loire, a rapid river about 200 yards in breadth

here. We have still the limestone but the soil is red.

I set out after breakfast for the Chateau Chambord, about

twelve miles off. We skirted the Loire for 8 miles, cn a

dam from ten to thirty feet high and wide enough on top for

three carriages to pass abreast. Thi.c embankment also

extends for many miles below Blois; it is said to have
been commenced b}’ the Romans. At present it is sadly

out of repair, and does not protect the surrounding coun-
try from inundations. After leaving this dam, we passed

through wine plantations
;
the wine they yield is of an

inferior quality, and all white. From what M. Cabart
told me, I Avas prepared to believe this assoonas Haw the-

vines. They are planted the sarnie distance as in the

Loiret, but the stump or stalk is allowed to grow to the

height of I foot to I 5 feet, and several large limbs are suf-

fered to remain on it. Whenevei- the "taille,'' or trimming
is defective in this region, to that extent, I am informed,

wine is always white. However the white wine ofBouv-
ray produced here, I think is much superior to the red

wine of Beaugeney, generally esteemed the best of the Or-

leans wines. They were driving down the “echoias," or

stakes, as we passed, and I observed that they had per-

formed an operation which is not customary at Orleans,

but common enough in other parts, the “dechaufremeni”
of the vines, which consists in digging away the dirt from
the roots of the vine to the depth of 4 or 5 inches. Jt has
two effects, it retards the budding until the frosts are past,

and cuts away the superficial roots, of which the French
agriculturists seem to have great horror. They insist

strenuously upon the roots taking deep.

A gentleman on the cars told me that when the strata of

lime rock were placed vertically the vine and grapes grew
well, however close the rock was to the surface: while
when the strata were horizontal, they did not succeed at

all, because the roots would not penetrate. In the former
case, he said he had known the roots of Lucerne to be
traced to the depth of 20 feet. He said, too, of Lucerne
that when once sowm it lasted for 8 years. The Trifoil,

however, which resembles it very much, must be sown
every year.

I got out of the vehicle—I really do not know what to

call it, the people here say it is a cabriolet—to talk with
one of the vignerons wdio told me the vines he was stak-

propercy, of w'hich tne State appropriates the rents to

making repairs. I W’as a little surprised to hear the peo~

pie everywhere speaking of him as Hexri V. It reminds-

of an old cicerone showing us where the government had
covered the Bouibon arms with painting in a church, but

he informed us with a shrug that tha paint could be very

1

easily washed off.

I stopped the next day at Poitiers, having passed Tours

1

without resting. The formation continues the same, ex-

cept that the sand and lime come to the surface in man\'
places and in others the soil is so thin as to be barren. The
country is billy, the climate warmer and I have fairly

reached the middle of spring. The vines around Poitiers

have for the most part been pulled up during the last forty

I

jmars and grain planted, which pays better. The only

j

singularity in the culture of what remains is, that instead

I

of having stakes (which are one grand item of cost in
' French vineyards) the bearing twigs are bent and their

j

extremities stuck in the ground.

I

Not to speak of the three great battles,the Roman remains

and the ancient churches of Poitiers, the most singular

thing I met with here w'^as a Pruidical remain situated on
a hill at some distance from the town. It consisted of a

j

flat oval rock 15 by 20 feet large and 3 feet thick, resemb-

j

ling the top of an old-fashioned table raised on smaller

j

rocks set up perpendicularly to about the height of a

j

man’s breast. One e)-d has given way, and only three of

i
the legs or supports are standing. Some think it is an

j

altar, but who knows but that these old mystics might

I have practiced gigantic table-tipping here 1

I

What even more than this interested me was the nexf

j

morning (market day) to see the peasants crowding from

j

the country. The young people of both sexes are hand-

j

some, especially th.e girls, who are remarkable for their

j

delicate feet and hands
;
but as they grow older, poverty

j

and distress write deep lines upon their faces. It is sin-

j

gular to stand in a crowd of this sort and observe how dis-

1
tinctly all the grades of poverty are marked

;
not in the

dress, but in the very expressions of the middle-aged per-

sons. There is no mistaking for a moment the slovenly

servant girl for the peasant in her market dress and clean

face. The former is civilized, she has had meat once a
day, while the knotted features of the other tells at once-

j

of those struggles, moral and physical, for bread, that

j

force to habits and acts which delhce and deform nature

itself, a sort of education not so much to depravity as tO'

deterioration. Montesquieu says that the young Jew-
esses were rendered lovely by the divine hope each cher-

ished that she might be the mother of the Messiah. So,,

too, the young peasant girl of Poitiers^ with her quaint old

,

fashioned “bonnet” (cap) inspired by coquetry and

i all the impulses of a heart whose destiny is not deter-

; mined, is beautiful
;
but some bright day when her fate

i shapes itself and inevitable toil and penury stands be-

; fore her, these, like two demons, transform the fresh young,

j

girl into the withered crone, while health and strength

1 increasing every day does for her acquired ugliness-

I what was never yet done for natural loveliness—enbalms-

I

and preserves it in the mummy state. Apropos of the caps-

me more in the way of dress. They have been worn foi

I centuries by their ancestors, and you will see correct pic-

I
tures of them in Froissart.

j

Last night I reached Bordeaux and went this morning

to see the races, an undertaking which I consider by
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no means the least perilous of my adventures. I mounted

on the top of an omnibus (my only chance) and squeezed

in between two rough looking workmen. Scarcely was
I seated and all retreat cut off, than I perceived under the dirt

that covered the hands of my covipanions de voyage the un-

mistakable diagnostics of the itch
;
by no means a pleasant

discovery when one is on a pleasure excursion. Just

then, happily, I was thinking of the Romans, of that great

people who had not only left in these then remote regions

memorials of their dominion, suchsas walls and ditches,

but had given names to most of the cities that exist at the

present. Then I thought of C.esar and how it says:

“C.ESAR in Gallia sitnima diligentia venit,'’ which the

French boy translates “CjEsar having the itch (la gale)

rode on the top of the diiligence.” By this antiquarian

reflection, I discovered that my friends had a classical

right to their seats. Nor had we gone far before I felt an

admiration for these poor follows. They exhibited all the

boyish glee of urchins who had escaped floggings and

books for the day. No jealousy, no selfishness, no envy

—they clapped their hands with delight when the rich

man’s Victoria and postillion dashed by our miserable

equipage; they pointed out to each other the trees in

bloom and the pretty little luxurious villas that skirted

the road, crying ‘'•Vuila, quelle jolie rnaison! quel arbre,

quel arbre ! qu'il est magnifique 1 oh ! que c’cst charmante !”

and when the rich man's dog fell into a ditch by mishap,

instead of exhibiting exultation at the accident, they said,

sympathizingly, '‘pauvrc chieii!'’

^ ^

To-morrow I will deliver ray letters of introduction.

One of them is to the largest wine merchants in Bordeaux

— M. GuEhTiF.R. He pays, yearly, .£300,000 duties on the

\vine he sends to England alone. In a few days I hope to

be au couramt with the culture in Medoc, the most perfect

in the world of vines. H. H.

PLUM CULTURE AND THE CUSCULIO.

The Prairie Farmer says:—“Many of our most ear-

nest and enterprizing fruit growers have ceased to pay

particular attention to the culture of the Plum, though in

its perfection it ranks high among the health -giving,

luscious and beautiful fruits of the temperate zone.

. “A few centuries ago, the lurbaned Turk, scimeter in

hand, rode victorious over many of the fairest fields of the

Old World. His power has passed away; but not so

with the ‘Little Turk' of the New World, whose ‘lines

have fallen in pleasant places,’ and who, every returning

season, ascends upon our promising Plum Orchard, des-

troying in a day the labor and hope of years; leaving on

iDur I'airest Gages and Golden Drops the hated crescent

mark that gives tiie death blow to our fond anticipations,

and renders worse than useless our vigilance and our

patient care. It is net our intention to write a history of

th.e Curcuho, or recommend any new means of staying

his ravages
;
but we would bid those who admire fine fruit

to be ofgood courage and to wait patiently and hopefully

till the Great Gardener shall, in His wisdom, destroy the

destroyers; and free our fruit gardens of these ugly,

hump-backed, pestiferous, rascally, little, long snouted,

invisible, cunning and releniiess enemies of ours. And
who shall say, that the last unprecedetitedly severe winter

v/hich we fruit-growlers so mourn over, may not have

oeen ordered for the express purpose of destroying these

two great enemies to the successful culture of fine fruits

—

tne Curculio and Coccus. Alas, science teaches us that

we are not to look to a cold winter for deliverance, and
that these insect pests can only be checked by thein-

crease of their natural enemies, agreeable to that great

law, which, if it provides for their protection, also provides

for their destruction, when they become too numerous.”

The same paper also says :—The following was recent-

ly sent us by the venerable David Thomas, copied from

the original article written by him near thirty years ago-

It is somewhat singular that no considerable improvement

has ever been made on the principles of defence against

the Curculio contained in the article alluded to:

“The First Notice of Destroying the Ce.rculio on
Sheets.—[From the Nev:) York Farmer^ vol. 3, (1830,)

page 60,]—‘Many trees stand in gardens, however, where

neither swine nor geese can be admitted; and in suck

cases I would suggest the trial of a plan by which 1 des-

I troyed hundreds of these insects. Two large sheets, made

I

of cheap factory cotton, were laid (slightly to overlap)

j

with the tree at the centre. A stoke of the hand for a

I

small tree, or of a mallet for a large one, causes the Cur-

i culio instantly to crop on the sheet. The dark browa

j

color of the insect contrasts with the white cloth, and may
I

at once be discovered and easily crushed between the fin-

j

gerand thumb. Though it pretends to be inanimate, it

I

will almost imperceptibly slide under the dead blossoms

i
that fall with it, and it then requires care to detect it.’”

I
I may as well copy another paragraph from the same

j

article

:

j

“It was also stated that the Curculio is a timid animal;

i
that the passing of live stock round the tree alarmed him

1 and we know that the rubbing of swine and cattle, or any
sudden jar, causes it instantly to drop to the ground, ex-

cept when the female is engaged in her operations.”

The Editor of the Nev: England Farmer, discoursing

on this pestiferous little robber, .says :

“We have practiced a remedy for several years, and

never have failed in it, when it has been faithfully at-

tended to. It is this : as soon as the fruit becomes of the

size of a common pea, shake fine ashes, plaster, or lime

over it, from some convenient thing. We use a “corn

popper,” fastened on a pole of any desired length, and

i prefer air-slacked lime to put in it. Sift it upon the fruit

I

twice a week, after a shower, or when it is covered with

! dew.

j

“Now, gentlemen, and ladies, too, if you will send to

i the Farmer office one-tenth of the fruit that may be saved

by this cheap and simple remedy, we shall be content

with our share of the blessings of Pomona the coming ser-

son.”

j

The American Agriculturist also gives (he following

j

remedy :

j

One peck of unslaked lime,
'• Six pounds of salt,

I One barrel af water.

i

The mixture is to be applied with a common garde*

I

syringe. The liquid is said to enter the open puncture or

I

wound in the fruit made by the insect, and to destroy the

egg. Ifone application is not sufficient, repeat it. One

application saved the crop of a horticultural friend of the

editor of the Agriculturist, last season. Let all these reme-

dies have a fair trial, and thus spread the culture of delici-

ous Plums, Apricots, Nectarines, and others of our beet

fruits.

SOUTHERN APPLES-POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am under many
obligations to your correspondent, “Windsor,” for correct-

recting me in the description and local origin of the apple

generally known as the Mangum; and will always esteem

it a favor to be thus corrected, as it is one step toward an

extrication from the confusion that exists in the nomencla-

ture and origin of many of our native Southern fruits. I
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received a specimen of the fruit from W. H. Thur-

mond, Esq., at the Macon Fair, in 1852, and on reference

to my note book of that date I find him credited with the

Qescription 1 gave.

I shall not be disappointed if it eventually turns out that

the origin of the Mangum is at Montgomery, Ala., for there

is a very striking resemblance between it and that known
as the Carter Apple of that place, which is known to be

an Indian seedling of very ancient date. As I have both

the Mangum and Carter Apple grafted upon the same tree,

I shall hope, in time, to be able to decide as to their iden-

tity.

I truly sympathise with our friend “Windsor,” in his

bad success in cultivating and maturing his apples, and

have little doubt I can add a speck of encouragemen to his

despondency, as I think, from some hints he has inadver-

tantly dropped, that if he persists in the course he is at

present pursuing he will in the end be surprised at his

own success, and laugh at the times past when he had the

blues in relation to his failures.

From what he says, I infer that his trees are jmung,
vigorous, healthy and making annually a fine growth of

wood
;
well, if so, just keep them at it, for you are on the

right course and no mistake about it; onljr do not expect

too much and too fast from your oung trees
;
they are do-

ing all they can for you now, and in time will put you to

the blush, in the return they will then give in good fruit.

Now, their whole force and power is employed in making
w’ood and trying to grow up to manhood, and as the wood
making force or power, is antagonistic to the fruit mak-
ing force or power, consequently, as they are making
wood vigorously they are making poor fruit. When your
U-ees become a few years older and larger, they- will find it

more difficult to get a supply of food from the soil in which
they grow; the consequence then will be, they will make
short spurs and fruit buds in the place of long thrifty

shoots, give you instead of the fruit that was without fla-

vor, and which mostly rotted before or shortly after ripen-

ing, an abundant crop of fair, large and good flavored

fruit.

I will here give an instance at point to sustain what I

say ;—The young trees of the Nickojack or Siwunerou?-

Apple uniformly produce fruit tliat is liable to rot either

upon the tree or soon after being gathered, whilst that upon
older trees is fair and solid, and will keep until May and
June following.

If our friend “W^indsor” wishes to test this theory, I

will say to him, that if he will clear away the earth from
about the roots of one of his trees next spring and cut

about one half of them off and return the earth again, he
will artificially produce that result : the tree then having
lost a portion of its means of producing food necessary for

making wood, will, rather than do nothing, prepare for

producing a crop of fruit by making spurs and fruit

buds.

I would here, however, wish it to be distinctly under-
stood that I only advise this as an experiment by way of
illustrating the foregoing principle. Your proper plan is to

encourage as rapid and vigorous a growth as possible in the

shortest time possible. When you have done this, you
nave done your part. If your trees then do not do their

part, cut them down—we shall not fear it, how'ever.
I have seen the Shockleij Apple from medium to large

i^ze, and which w'ould rank as nearly best.

The principal recommendation of the Apple is its

great size and good keeping quality. In flavor, it will

only rank as good.

Pound or Amg.—Here you have me. I am well acquaint-
ed with three distinct apples bearing the name of Pound
and the name ofKing. The one I conceive to be the true

King is a very large flat red apple, ripening in October
and keeping but a short time, it is, however, of first-rate

quality, and I will, without heritation, write it down in tke-

class, best. It is also known by two or three other names
Had I not spun out this article too long already to

prove interesting to the readers of the Cv.ltivutor, I would
say something in relation to the method of keeping fruit.?

in our Southern climate. I will only say, in conclusion,

that those who wish to keep fruit sound, fresh, juicy and.

without rotting, must not expect to do so by placing it in

closets and common rooms in their houses; it will answer
at the North but not at the South. At some future tune i

will give my views and experience on that subject.

Why can we not get up a Pomological Society this

summer'? I would suggest that we call a meeting of our

Pomologists at Athens on the week of the commencement
of Franklin College.

My reasons for selecting Athens is, there is a larger

variety of fruits to be found at that place than at any other

in the State, which would greatly aid in the deliberations-

of the Society; and my reasons for selecting Commence-
ment Week is, that large numbers congregate there at that

time who would not come at any other, and who v. ould

bring specimens of fruits, and cuttings with them, which
it would be impracticable to see, procure and distribute at

any other time. What say you, Messrs. Editors'?

J. Y.\n Bures,
ClarksviUe, Go..., May, 1856.

[We say, go ahead

!

and herewith issue a call to all the

Pomologists of Georgia and the adjoining States—amateur

and professional— to be and appear at Athens, Ga., at

College|Commencement, on the 6th day of August, 1856 j,

(‘armed and equipped” with fruit and fruit buds of all the

choicest varieties : and prepared both to give and receive

all possible information on this most attractive and im-

portant subject. See regular call in another column.—

Eds, So. Cult.]

HOLLY APPLE-EEPLY TO “WINESOE.”

Editors Southern Cultiv.^tor—Tn the June number
of your excellent periodical an article over the signature

of “Windsor” intimates that the “Holly” apple, which I

described in your March number, “may be identical wit:,

the IMangum, as in other respects it seems a good deal to

resemble the Mangum.” As this intimation touches me
as a nurseryman, professionally, I must reply. You
know, Messrs. Editors, how anxious I am to correct er-

rors in our Pomological nomenclature, that it certainly

would seem strange if I should recommend a well known
variety as the Mangum or Seago apple under a new'

name. Forty years of my life (the last nine of them ir.

Georgia) were devoted to the study ofHorticulture
;
but

regi’et (not blushing, however,) to say that I have not yet

been able to find out what “Windsor” learned by sever,

year’s experience, viz: tlie resemblance in the description

of these two apples. It may be, then, that the quality of

their “keeping until March” would seem to him a sufficient

reason for considering them identical.

The Mangum or Seago apple is raised in abundance,,

as well as in perfection in this section, and it is certainly

not difficult to “catch one mature and well ripened,” for

they are generally very fine. Indeed, “Windsor” must,

as you say, have been very unfortunate in his search for

apples,^or have some prejudice against Southern varieties,

as he is also running down the “Shockley” apple, which,

by competent judges, is always considered a fine winter

apple, and deservedly so. I would inform “Windsor,'

that the “Holly” apple has taken its name after Mr. Hot.lv

of Georgia, on whose plantation it was found amongst

hundreds of worthless seedlings.

There is, however, reason to believe, that the “Carter’
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apple, raised by Col. Carter, of Alabama, is nearly, if

not quite identical with the “Mangum.” Col. Carter

himself admitted this fact at the last Agricultural Fair in

Montgomery, Ala. Col. C.’s tree, however, is evidently

a seedling, as suckers from its roots are producing the

same fruit. It is believed, however, that the “Carter”

apple is a little later than the “Mangum.”
Robert Nelson.

Moxon, Ga., lH5f>.

FLOWERS. •

Flowers are the most delicate specimens of artistic

skill left by God upon earth to attest His creating pres-

ence. The firmament bespangled with myriads of re-

splendant orbs, speaks of sublimity
;
the fantastic wreaths

of sun-dyed clouds which cover the skies, speak of gran

deur; but no object in Nature is so replete with poetic

beauty as Flowers. They far transcend all inanimate

beauty, and approach nearest that which clothes woman’s

angelic mould. Other objects may address themselves to

one sense only
;
but these by their splendid colors and

k-efeshing fragrance, possess a double power to please.

Without them, the world would be converted into a

gloomy waste, with naught to charm the fancy, or gratify

the sight.

From the earliest ages, the care and cultivation of Flow-

ers has been assigned to woman as her peculiar province.

And it is fitting that it should be thus. There is no out-

door occupation in which she can so appropriately en-

gage. While the exercises attendant upon it brings the

glow of health to her cheeks, it is eminently calculated to

cherish gentleness, innocence and purity. And how ex-

pressive are they of woman’s character and condition.

The slender vine clings by its soft tendrils to its support,

and braves the storm, by which the loftiest oaks are riven.

•So woman, though feeble in her strength, acquires from

her confiding nature, a power to withstand shocks of ad-

versity, before which prouder natures quail.

“In Eastern lands they talk in flowers,” and how fraught

with meaning must be the messages which they convey.

They form one long-continued, never-ending poem, clothed

fin the rich imagery of freshness and purity. They are

•but the outer emblems ol those brighter flowers of affec-

which should ever bloom in the heart, and as such, they

speak not to the head in glowing eloquence, or to the ear

in “concord of sweet sounds,” but to the inmost soul,

.gaining a quick response in the mantling blush, the smil-

ing lips, or the beaming eye. They speak all tongue.s,

and require no media through which to hold communion
with the soul. Every sentiment which man hath conceiv-

ed may be expressed in their significant language. Who
loves not sweet flowers? Like bright seraphs from

another sphere, they cluster around the faint, careworn
soul, and drive far away the dark forms of sorrow and des-

.pair. VVho hath not entered the flowery grove with an-

guished heart and aching brow, wandering amid its bow-

ers, until each anxious thought was lulled to rest, and

quietness arul peace once more reigned over the troubled

'Spirit? Thank Gmi for Flowers ! We hail with joy their

rich fragrance which scents the morning air, or perfumes

•the breeze with distilled svreetness at the decline of day.

We love to see them blooming around the humblest cot-

tage, or the stateliest mansion
;
for they impart new at-

tractions, and give us an assurance of woman’s presence

—a hope to be greeted by her endearing smile.

Plant flowers around your dwellings. They are the

cheapest adornings by which you can render your homes
beautiful. And while they adorn your yards and gardens,

they will teach you lessons of humility, f-iith and love,

which, if duly learned and practiced, will fit you to be-

come bright flowers, blooming in perpetual verdure in

.die Paradise of God.— Teviperance Cntsader.

THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS.
ACCORDING TO THE ORIENTAL INTERPRETATION

Respectfully inscribed to the Ladies of the South,

BY JOHN GIERLOW, OP MACON, GA.

“In Eastern lands they talk in flowers,

And they tell in a garland their loves and cares

;

Each blossom that blooms in their garden bowers.
On its leaves a mystic language bears.”

Acacia.—Friendship heals the wounds of love.

Acacia-Sprig.—Do not complain at ingratitude, if do-

ing good is a pleasure to you.

Adonis.—The virtue of a maiden is like polished steel

;

a breath—and it is obscured!

Almond Blossom.—How enchanting thou art, sweet child

of nature !

Aloe.—You have caused me pain.

Aloe Blossom.—Your jealousy distracts me.

Amarauih .—Be patient! your wish will soon be real-

ilzed.

Amaryllis.—Your beauty is pleasing to my eye, but my
heart remains cold.

Anemone.—Plope encourages the poor sinner,

Apple Blossom .— Will you never love me?
Apricot Sprig.—How your poor soul charms me !

Ask Sprig.—Be not cast down, when the storms of life

roar.

Aspen.—Malice pursues me, 0 protect me!
Asler.—Can you unite fidelity with love?

Anricula.—How often your tender eye has smiled upon

me !

Balm.—My thoughts by day, my dreams by night.

Balsam.—Queen-like you shed your beams over all.

Balsam Poplar.—Can beauty have better company
than virtue ?

Basil.—Only by approaching can you learn to know
me.

Bay.— I admire you, but I cannot love you.

Bay Leaf.—Love conquers.

Bean Flower.—How often h-ave I, unnoticed, listened to

your voice !

Beech Twig.—Say, fair one! do you not deceive me?
Bell Flower .— I spoke of you yesterday

;
did it not ring

I

in your ear?

Bindweed.—What were I without you ?

Birch Leaf.— Sit you down by me.

Birch Twig.—0, follow me, and let us be happy.

Blackberry .
— '%t not angry long.

Blue Bell .—Let simplicity be yours.

Box.—Why so Inuighty and obstinate?-

Buckthorn .—Everlasting fidelity.

Burdock — I embrace you, beloved ! I know you are

tender and warm.
Cobhage.—The winter floAver of life is soon past.

Ca.ctns.— Brief was the season of my happiness with,

you.

Cara.way.—Has any one ever inquired of you ?

Carnation .

—

As glow these leaves, so do I glow for

you, dearest.

Cedar.—Why do you place yourself so much above

me ?

Celery.—Heaven grant your wishes?

ClinmiomiU.—Your jealousy gives me pain.

Cherry.^ Wild.—I do not depend upon you.

Cherry, Bird.—Why do you despise me ?

Cherry Blossom.—You have chained my heart to yours

;

here is mine, if you are satisfied with a living heart.

Chickweed.—My constancy is but slowly rewarded.

Chrysa.nthemnm,—A sweet look from you is a consola-

tion in my grief

Chestnut Blossom.—I ask your pardon.

Clover, White.—Let us be friends.
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Clover, Red.—Free I came into the world, and free I

v/ill remain.

Clover Lea f.—Previous token of future bliss.

Coriander.—Yow are heartily welcome.

Cffrn .—The crude shell often conceals a soft kernel.

Give me the key to your heart.

Groicfoot .—I am -at home everywhere.

Crane's Bill.—Be patient and you will succeed.

Crocus.— ] will consider.

Currant, Black —Be silent. •

Currant Sprig.—Love fills my heart.

Cypress.—When death shall stop the beating ofmy liv-

ing heart, will you oiler a tear upon my grave ?

Daffodil.—Be happy till life’s winter.

Dahlia.— Dare I approach you, proud onel

Daisy.— I love you so very dearly.

Daisy, Ox-eye.—Be modest, sigh and endure, a glori-

ous end awaits you.

Dandelion.—Do not intimidate me.

Dock.—Do not mention little misfortunes.

Dogvjuod.—Your look is killing.

Dropicart.—I cannot love you, but you have my esteem.

Egg Plant.—The more I gaze upon you, the more

your beauty confounds me.

Elder {nigra).—Will your love ever make me as happy

as now I

Elder {laciviata)—I am wholly yours.

Elder Leaff.—You misjudge me. '

Elm.—Be of good cheer.

Endive.—What other choice have 1

1

Evergreen.—Believe me, 1 am ever devoted -to you.

Everlasting.—True love is imperishable.

Fern.—It is but mouth to mouth and breast to breast,

that makes us feel life’s pleasure fully.

Fig Pree.—0 hear me, but—in secret only.

Flo,x Blossom.— Fou wear the color of constancy
;
can

you love faithfully too'l

Flower de luce.—Love braves all dangers.

Forget-me-not.—Let my picture dwell in your bossom

forever.

Fox Glove.—The favor of woman is like a fair day
j

you have to wait for it.

Fox ToAl.—We are watched.

Garlick.—I cannot endure you.

Gentian.—iMy heart’s gratitude.

Geranium.— I must see you and speak with you, but

secretly.

Geranium, Lemon.—Do you feel nothing for rnel

Gilly Flovrer, Red.—Let us make use of this very day;

for to-morrow may be lost.

Gidy Flovjer, White.—Have compassion with my love.

Gidy Flower, Violet.— Eex us make up.

Gooseberry.— Cease, my heart bleeds.

Gourd.— With you, and at home in your heart, I will

gladly forget all the world.

Grass.—A kiss—
I
pray you.

HoACthorn .—Your charms are irresistable.

Heath.—When forest and mountain and wave pass

away you will find your loved one again.

Heliotrope.—My heart seeks you everywhere.

Hemlock.—The covenant of pure love withstood the

power of death.

iTaZZy.—Happy are they who love and are loved. I

Honeysuckle, English.— Doxihi my love no longer.

Honeysuckle, Wdd,.— I teel it, cold-hearted one! you
have forgotten me.

Hop.—With art and longing. I am endeavoring to get
j

you into the prison of love. I

Horse Mint.—Shun not this flame
;

it lights our star of

iOrtune.

Hyacinth.—My opinion of you is not unfavorable.

Hydrangea.—Think of those happy hours that are past.

Immortal. Yellow.—The sweet band that gently links

hand to hand shall not fade.

Immortal, Red.—No earthly care and grief can ever

shake my faith.

Iris.— Say, why do you disturb the peace of my heart t

I
Iris, Variegated.—The weak heart is incapable of resist-

j

ing your victorious eyes.

I

/l'i/.—

W

hat I have chosen I will retain,

j

Ivy Sprig.—Yiy love is eternal,

j

Japqnica.—Great is the Lord.

I Jasmine .—Be content with the assurance of my friend-

i

ship.

j

Jonquil.— compasion^on my love,

j

Juniper—At the hour of midnight you shall have a ver-

j

bal answer.

I

Larkspur.—All ancient faith and laws no longer exist,

i Lavender.— I do not comprehend you.

j

Lemon Leaf.—God bless you.

I Lily, Field.—VvTien shall love dye your cheeks'?

j

Lily, Water.— pure in heart.

LUv of the Valley .—I have long loved you in secrecy.

Linden Blossom.—Do you comprehend me '?

Linden Leaf.—Am 1 seeking your love in vain '?

Liverioort—Your tender look gave you to me.

Lobelia.—Yom noble pride lifts you overall.

Lupine.—Ltx. me not sigh in vain.

Lvchnis.—Do not manifest your tenderness so openly.

Madder.—Everything depends upon the preservation

of yourself.

Malva —Yonx indifference kills me.

Marigold.—Sweet maiden, let us strive to reach the

haven of quiet bliss
;

if we journey on with too much cau-

tion, care and want only will overtake us.

Marjoraw .—^ay, do you hate the men I

Mignonette.—Not beauty, but gentleness, is the choice

of my heart.

MdkwGrt.—T)o not forget, love, that my affections for

you were as pure as it is possible for mortals to manifest

them
Mimosa.—Touch me not, or I am lost to you.

Mint. Be constant ! The reward of love is sweet.

Mullein.—Your hand and your heart—and I will scorn

all the riches of the world.

Myrtle.—If a Paradise is found here below, it is where

you are.

Narcissus, White.—Bow can you he so cruel '?

Narcissus, Yelloiv.—Your associates look upon you with

envious eyes.

Nettle, Burniug —Take care, I am a maiden.

Ni'dit- Shade.- Happy hours are the fruits of sincerelove.

Oak L£'(7/.—Maiden fair! make me happy, though

laurels do not wreathe my brow.

Oleauder.—'S o\x charm me.

Orange Dca/.—

S

urround me with the glory of love.

Orange Flower.— 1 am unable to poitray the strength

of my love.

Oxtip .

—

Believe me, love ! I, too, am in the possession

of tender feelings.

Palm Lcrv/.—Peace and happiness shall be ours.

Pansy —Why do you lejoice at the misery of my heart?

Parsley—Modesty recommends you.

Passion T’ZotL-er.—Endure—love—hope.

Pea Blossom —Why may 1 not gratefully embrace you ?

Peach Blossoms.—Yom beauty makes me your prisoner.

Pepper, —Afflictions strengthen love.

Penw/inkle —My farewell is drowned in tears.

Pink.—Genile, loving and true as gold.

Pink, Indian.—Yo\x are so very fair.

Pink, China .— I am lost to you.

Pink, Double Longing for you consumes me.

Pink, Mountain.—Be not so puffed up, you might

burst.
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Pink, While.—Give me your confidence.

Pink, Red.—How should I forget you 1

Plantain .

—

You cannot deceive me.

Por!icgrana,t€.

—

May genial pleasures surround in social

.'ife. But when alone, 0 may sweet longing fill your

breast

!

Poplar, White.—Merit is often hid beneath an humble

apparel.

Poplar, Black.—I can suffer—and die.

Poplar, Silver,—The picture of my dreams has vanish-*

ed.

Poppii, Garden,—In joys and sorrows the memories of

you are ever de.ar to me.

Poppy, W'dd.—You are to slow for me.

PotoAo Blossom.—You obscure everything.

Primrose.—Be content.

Radish.—Joy, too, has its tears.

Ranunculus.— I may be fickle, but my heart is unspot-

nevertheless.

Raspberry Blossom.—Receive this token of my esteem.

Rocket, Night- Smelling. Meet me when evening

Aueeces blow.

Rose, Maiden-Blush.—The blush that paints my heart is

.caore eloquent than the lips.

Rose, Red—You have conquered my heart.

Rose, Moss.—A rose without thorns—0, that this were

your picture.

Rose, Wiki.—Displace me not.

Rose, Yellow.—Is your love sincere '?

R:cise, Daily.—Preserve the beauty of your heart, and

you will remain eternally young.

Rose, Province.—When near your heart, I dream ofmy
i&theriand.

Rose Leaf.—Yes !

Rose Stalk—No !

Rose Bud, Red .—Hope!

Rose Bud, White.—I shall ever remain true to ray feel-

ings.

Rosemary.—I shall soon lead you to the altar.

Rue.—After separation comes re-union.

Rush.—I understand you.

Safron, Meadow.—The May of life blossoms only once,

and no more.

Sage.—The thought of you still sustains this poor heart.

Scabius.—Will futurity correspond with the present?

Snakerool.—Are the fluctuating minds of men to be

trusted ?

Snow Ball.—Why so cold and insensible?

Snow Drop.—I arise from snows unto life and sunshine

with you.

Southernwood.—Be happy and love,

St. John's Wort .—Doubt my love no more.

Strawberry Blossom.—Whenever I see you, fair one! I

tbecorae sensible of heavenly things.

Sun Flower.—Ylvis, love no power over your pride ?

Sweet Flo.g.—Let not your fortune intoxicate you.

Pear Drop —I was ever faithful to you.

Teasel.—Fly ! or my bitter hatred will reach you.

Thistle .—You have insulted and deeply wounded me.

Thorns—I lie at your feet.

Thyme.—Make me your slave, and I shall be happy.

Tobacco Blsssom.—ifou inspired me.

Traveller's Joy.—Your beauty transports me.

Tube Rose.—I am burning, secret flames consume me.

Tulip, Red—Beauty fades,

Tidip, Variegated.—The eyes are the traitors of the

keart.

Verbena.—Take courage, and all will be well

Vanilla Blossom.—Yow came—you conquered—and oh!

you vanished.

Vemis' Mirror .

—

Be careful of the flame ! Cupid holds

kk arrow readv.

Vero?iica.—You may try the strength ofmy fidelity. '

Vetch.—Cling to hope. i

Vine.—Live and enjoy.

Violet, White.—The inner life of tender love is, hope.

Violet, Blue.—Secret love is alone productive of bhos

;

keep silent,
j

Violet, Yell-mv—Every trifling thing is sacred in the
j

eyes of love.

Water-cress.—Our future will be easily unveiled, if we
but listen to the longings of our hearts.

Water Lily.—Do not deceive me !

Wheat.— I shall be happy when you again love me.

Willow Sprig.—Why am I not good enough ?

Willov), Weeping.—You are unreasonable.

Wolfsbane.—Why do you persecute me?
i

Woodbine.—Encourage me. !

Worvnvood.—Sleeping I dream of you, and in my wak-
j

ing hours 1 think of you alone.

NOTA-BEE-NA.
j

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am rather pleased 1

than otherwise with the title of the '•'Bee man," which
j

some of my friends have applied to me, for apart from the

pleasure I experience in my apiary, I do not wish to lose

sight of the gratification I afford others, in exhibiting the
[

workings, &c., of this interesting insect.

Some five years have elapsed since I commenced bee- !

keeping—I began v/ith the limited number of two hives,

and now my apiary numbers twenty-four, a fact going far
j

to prove the assertion I have often made, that, by proper
|

attention, bee-keeping could be turned to a profitable ac-
j

count. Had the preceding been equal to the present sea-

son, the increase would have been lar greater. This year i

I have had two good swarms from each hive and in

some cases, three, but as these are usually small and
worth but little, I never encourage them. Two of mv
swarms have each given me another, a thing of compara-

tively rare occurrence, and a good proof that my attention
I

has not been entirely thrown away. Owing to the very
j

cold winter, I have heard of great destruction among bees, i

jUt with me, whether from good management or not I am !

not prepared to say, I have no loss to report
;
so far from it,

j

I think the results above stated will exonerate the cold
|

weather from some of the blame. -
I

The harvest for honey, from all appearances, will be a
j

richer one than we have had for some time. The crop of
j

honey dew is very plentiful and keeps the industrious

little worker quite busy.

After taking honey, I^will give you a note or two more

if you think it will, in any manner, interest the readers of

the Cultivator. Very respectfully,

V. La Taste. I

Cedar Green, June, 1856.

[Give us the “notes, an’ faith we’ll prent ’em.”—Ens
j [

EDTJCATIOH OE SOTJTHEEK YOUTH.
|

Not long since, the editor of the York Tribune— I

the mouth piece of a great party, and the organ of a pre- ‘

vailing sentiment in the North—spoke of Southern stu-
;

dents in Northern colleges as nuisances, whom it was not
j

desirable to have, and expressed, with scarcely an attempt :

at disguise, the hope that they would soon cease to cross

Mason and Dixon’s line, it was an insolent taunt, and
i

probably expressed more than was really felt. The dis- i

position to insult and proscribe is doubtless rabid enough,
I

but there are advantages to the North in the presence

among them of so many Southern youths as are annually
;

sent there to obtain their education, wlrich are likely to

overbalance in the minds of a thrifty and calculating

people, niany considerations of sentiment or animosity.
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The large sums which are expended among themselves by

Southern parents, make an important item in the account

of profits, and are, therefore, not to be overlooked. There

is, besides, another consideration, which will haA'e weight
|

with zealats haters of Southern institutions second only to

the contemplation of gain in the handling of slaveholder’s
|

money. The importance of gaining an early influence
j

over the minds of the rising generation of the South, and
j

the opportunity of shaping their habits of thought, and
j

o-iving them that insensible bias, which springs from the
|

first impressions and the first lessons, are advantages in '

The race for political ascendency between the theories of .

the North and those of the South, which will count ofeven
i

more value than the money pnce received for undertaking i

the task. Such crazy politicians as Greeley, blunder when I

they cross the policy of the more astute of their Northern
{

brethren, and seek to drive oil Southern students by this i

style of ribald insult.
j

But the lesson which such denunciations should im-
j

press upon Southern minds is not the less valuable that it

is bad policy for the North. The raising up of institutions

upon Southern ground for the instruction of Southern

youth is not the less essential for protection and self-de- I

fence, because the jeers of our open enemies are rebuked,
j

in their own land, as a rash and foolish intereference with
|

the interests of the Northern section. On the contrary, the

motives assigned for moderation in the expression of these

sentiments, and the grounds, tacitly assumed, of advan-

tage to the principles as well as the interests of the North

in the preservation of this privilege of educating Southern

youth, should urge the parents ol the South more decided-

ly to aid in the rearing and supporting Southern schools

and colleges, escaping thereby from continual insult, and

gaining the more essential advantage of applying their

means in such av/ay as to improve the material resources

and elevate the character and strengthen the defences of

their own homes.

We are led to these reflections by finding in our ex-

changes a very zealous recommendation of two institu-

tions of learning in the Valley of the Mississippi which we
have been requested to bring before the attention of our

readers. They are the Christian University and the Fe-

male College of the Christian University, in Lewis county,

Missouri. For the details and. a high character of these
j

institutions we are indebted to the Rev. Mr. Henderson,
j

the very eloquent and popular divine of the Christian

Church, who was recently in this city, and who has a

wide reputation throughout the Southwest for eminent

purity of character and extraordinary abilities as a Chris-

tian preacher and teacher. He is President of the Board

of Trustees of the Colleges, and indeed, as we are advis-

ed, may be considered their founder.

The institutions named are in Lewis county, Missouri,

on the Upper ^Mississippi, within a mile of its stream, im-

mediately west of the town of DeSoto, and about 175

miles above St Louis. They are on an elevated table

land and in a place remarkable for healthfulness. The
subscriptions by the friends of education, to endow them,

are already large and increasing, and there is good rea.son

to believe that the faculty will be organized and the insti-

tutions open for pupils in September next.

Among the trustees are some well known citizens of

Louisiana, who are taking an interest in obtaining the aid

of Louisianians, and one of the objects of the visit of Mr.

Henderson to this State, is, we learn, to extend the know-
ledge of this undertaking and obtain co-operation. He
has shown his own disinterested zeal by laboring in the

cause without compensation, and in contributing largely

of his own personal resources.

We have ftill faith in the representations made to us of

file advantages forjt complete education which these in-

stitutions offer, and the beneficent disposition which will

be made of any funds that may be contributed to them.

They offer to supply a great want to the Southern country,

!

and it is the part ofpatriotism to recommend all such to

;
the attention and patronage of Southern parents.— N'. 0>

Picayune.

“HOW COUNTRIFIED.”

I saw a manly farmer, a champion of the soil.

With his neat, though homely garments, and look of

honest toil,

Witli wealth of heart, and wealth of hand, brown beauty
in his face,

He stood within your city, and I marked his modest
grace.

And many jDassed with stately step, in broadcloth, and in

pride.

But murmured as they looked on him, “Oh, my ! how
countrified.”

I saw an aged lady, a Deborah past her prime,

Who’d measured years of usefulness, content to bide her
time.

For a seat within a stage coach, I heard her ask one day,

When one with face like Esau, (no birthright by the way,)
From underneath a cloud of smoke, said, “Can’t she ride

outsider

I’m sure there is no room within for one so countrified.”

In learning’s classic temple, with an open brow and high,

Stood one of nature’s gentlemen, bright genius in his eye,

Yet bore his hands a trace of toil, his frame a store of

health.

Of far more sterling worth, my friends, than all his class-

mate’s wealth

:

And high up wisdom’s mount he stood, it could not be

denied,

Yet in the distance some could see how very countrified !

I saw a bounteous, well-spread board, in farm-house kept

with care
;

And merry was that household band, for city friends were
there

,

While the generous soul-felt welcome, each kindly lip

expressed.

Inspired with easy confidence, each cared-for happy guest;

And while I listened earnestly to what each might con-

fide,

I heard their numerous praises, but never “countrified.”

Not many months from this, I saw the hostess of that farm,

At threshold of her last year’s guest with satchel on her

arm.

Straightway a little daughter, well instructed what to say,

Appeared to tell that country friend, that “ma had gone

away.”

As with disappointed countenance, the %voman turned

aside,

The lady murmured in her room, “She looked so countri-

fied.”
t

Shake off your cankering fetters, ye slaves to Fashion’s

king,

Declare your independence, and truthful offerings bring,

To deck the shrine of Liberty
;
in virtue put your trust,

And honor merit everywhere, in damask or in dust.

We’re children of one family, it cannot be denied.

For our father dwelt in Eden—and he was countrified.

{New Bedford iStandard.

Familiarity breeds contempt; sunshine always
precedes a storm.
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WYANDOT COEN-DESTRUCTION OF MOLES, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see several inquiries

in the Cultivator for the present month, by your subscri-

bers, one of which I shall reply to. But my main object in

this communication is to say something on the subject of

Wyandot Corn. I must confess, after reading the ac-

counts in its favor, given in the March number ofthe CuUi-

va^tor, my “sights were raised” pretty high. I, therefore,
|

:3ent the only gold dollar I had to a gentleman who adver-
i

tised it for sale
;
he promptly returned me about half a i

pint, from Staten Island, After receiving and opening
j

the little sack my feathers fell, as 1 saw at once it was a
j

poor article—very light and chaffy. But to insure its

having a fair chance, I gave a part of it to three of my !

friends to plant— the balance I planted at three different i

times—much the largest part I planted the first day of

May (the ground in fine order and the weather good) and

there js but four grains from the whole lot that came up,

and that looks but little more like making corn than so

many plants of Gamma grass. If the lot I received is a

fair sample of Wyandot Corn, I have no farther use for it,

and pronounce it to be five times more of a humbug than

the Oregon Pea or the Rescue Grass.

One of your subscribers asks for a remedy for the rav-

ages of moles. The best I can give him is to soak ground

peas or corn in a strong solution of nux vomica or strych-

nine and place the bait in the trash where the moles pass

—they will eat it and poison themselves. Another plan

is, to make something on theorder of a dead-fall, with two

•or three rows of sharp spikes, one in the centre, put in

lengthwise of the block; press the earth down firmly

wherethemoles have been passingand with triggers set the

'trap over the track where the moles will pass
;

let the end

of the long triggers be broad and thin, and placed on the
j

ground
;
the moles in passing will raise the ground and

I

throw the trap and be caught by those spikes.
j

Yours very respectfally,

John Farrar.

Atlanta, Ga., June, 1856. !

PNEUMONIA, OR “iTHUSIPS” IN HOGS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In looking over the

^February number of the Cidtivator

,

I see that “Sam,” of

Arkansas, complains of Pneumonia among his hogs.

Now, I do not know what it is, unless it is what \xe

about here call “thumps.” It is evident that the “thumps”
is a disease of the lungs. If that is it, I have been told by
a man of veracity that Epsom salts was a certain cure.

He did not know how much he gave, but thinks it was
about half a tablespoonful twice a week, mixed in the

feed or slops. If you think this fits “Sam's” case, or will

we worth anything you can give it to your readers, and if

not, lay it aside. Your truly, C. L.

Hayneville, Go.., Ma.ij, 1856.

Inirteslit Ctnnaraii' nnii jR-ttijicB.

MAKING WINE.

The Editor of the Mississippi Wecldy Tinier, furnishes
|

the following, in reply to an inquiry of one of our corres-

pondents, in May nnmber;

We think w’e can answer the inquiry of this correspon-

dent of the CuUivaior, in relation to making wine. I

Without attempting to explain the chemical principles in-

volved, we will simply state the process necessary in con-

verting the juice of the grape into wine proper.

When the juice is pressed from the grape and properly

strained, the vessel that is to receive it should be placed

iDver the fumes of burning sulphur for some ten or fifteen

minutes, or until the fumes have penetrated every pore of

the inner portion of the vessel. The juice should then

be poured into it, and the vessel filled within two or three

inches of the top. It should be closed air-tight so as to

prevent the escape of any gas, or the admission of any air.

In from five to seven days, the vessel should be opened,

and the fermentation checked by burning sulphur over

the wine until the space in the vessel is entirely filled with

the vapor, when it should again be closed. In three or

four days the wine should be drawn off in bottles or demi-

johns prepared by burning sulphur as before, filling them
full and corking perfectly tight. The wine will then keep

for years, and the older it gets the better it will be.

[Let those who desire full information on this subject,

be patient. We shall commence the publication, in our

August number, of a somewhat rare pamphlet, translated

from the French, in which the whole matter of Wine

Making is most minutely detailed
;
and nothing that has

the least bearing upon this important enterprise will be

withheld from our readers, hereafeer. The Cidtiva.tor

shall be, emphatically, the vintners’ VoaU dSIecuni .

—

Eds.

So. Cult.]

CIDER WINE-APPLE CORDIAL.

Being aware that much wine sold for genuine cham-

paigne was manufactured from cider, we informed a cor-

respondent a short time since of this fact in answer to his

inquiry. The following letter was elicited by the reading

of the answer referred to:

Alersrs. Editors— I am well aware that imitation wines

are now extensively made in the State ofNew Jersey from

the juice of the apple, and more from Harrison Apples than

from any other variety, and the most of it is made at New-
ark. Those knounns ones are correct with regard to its

being a mixture of poisonous drugs not fit for the human
stomach.

Having been in the horticuhural business for over forty

years, I liave had an eye single to those spurious wines

from the juice of the apple.

It is gratifying to me to think that when you come
to taste and test the wine—which I send you accompanying
this letter—you will find a wine, a pure article, free from

all drugs, and not an imitation. The sample I send you
is eighteen months old, and made after the following pro-

cess :

Take pure cider made from sound ripe apples as it runs

from the press
;
put 60 pounds of common brown sugar

into 15 gallons of the cider and let it dissolve, then put the

mixture into a clean barrel and fill the barrel up to within

two gallons of being full with clear cider; put the cask

in a cool place, leaving the bung out for 48 hours; then

put in the bung, with a small vent, until fermentation

wholly ceases, and bung up tight, and in one year the

wine will be fit for use. This wine requires no racking,

—the longer it stands upon the lees the better.

Sterne Brunso.n.

EUiart, Iruliaiia, April, 1856.

[It will be observed that our correspondent has, for the

benefit of all concerned, described the method of making
pure cider wine, and it is for us to say something regard-

ing the sample he sent us. It is a good cider wine, the

best we ever tasted. If it had any fault, it consisted in

being a very little too sweet. This can be remedied By
using less sugar than the above-named amount. A bar-

rel of cider contains 31 gallons. Wine from currants can

be made in the same manner exactly .—Scientific Ameri-

can.
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Sumac.— Editors Southern CuLtivatnr .—Can you or

any of your correspondents inform me what kind ofSu-

mac is used in tanning ;
the method of its production, cur-

ing, &c . and the probable yield per acre'? J. R. S,

JriM, l85b.

[We will endeavor to furnish an article on this subject,

hereafter. In the meantime, let our correspondents give

their experience.

—

Eds ]

SiiBcriiBtmcnts.

TO THE BREEDERS OF DEVON CATTLE.
f * ^ HE Snbscviber is now collectinc; materials for The Third Volume
X of the DEVON HEKD BOOK, and takes .this method of invit-

hisr breeders to send the pedigrees of all animals eligible for entry in

the work. It is desirable that all entries be received before the 1st

of July next, or as soon thereafter as practicable, in order that de-

tinite information maybe given in regard to the time of publication.

All animals must be able to tr.ace, on both sides, from unquestion-

able North Devon stock : and to furnish the necessary evidence

on this point, persons sending pedigrees should give the name and
residence of tl'.e breeder of every animal referred to, unless such
animal is registered in the First or Second Volume of the Devon
Herd Book, in which case reference to the No. will be necessary.

Tkkms.—

E

ach patron is expected to take at least one copy of

the "Work, tiie price of which will be .f 1 and also to pay 25 cents

for the registry of each auimel—registry fee to be paid in advance.
Cuts of breeding animals, properly executed, will be inserted in

connection with their pedigrees, at a charge cpf .S7 each. They
will be printed on fly leaves, in th.c best manner.

It will be recollected that there has already been published an
American edition of the First and ‘Second Volumes of the Devon
Herd Book, bound together, with a frontispiece of the Quartly
Testimonial, and t^vo handsome Illustrations of English prize

Devons. The price for these two volumes is .$2. They will tie

forwarded as mav tie directed, on the reception of the above .sum.

SANFORD HOWARD,
American Editor of the Devon Herd Bo<'k.

Office of the Boston Cultivator, Boston, iMass., June 1. 1856.

,Ju]y56-!»-ltV

STANFORD’S WILD GRASS.

SEED will be sent by mail to any person ordering it before tin-

1.5th September, free of po.stage at -Si per pint, or to depot of

Athens Railro.ad neatly done up and marked at .$1 per quart.

Address: .lOHN R. STANFORD,
July5S—2t Clark.sville, Ga.

ATKIN’S AUTO.MATON
;
or, SELF-RAKIXG REAPER

AND MOWER,
THK BKST MACHIXK I.\ U.sE

1 (the first) used in 1852.

40 used successfully iii 18.53.

300 ill twenty different States in 18-54.

1200- in all parts of the Union in 1855.

3(XI0 building for the harvest of 1850.

'"I

'' HERE are six good reasons for this un]iaralled increase and
i great popularity :—1st. It is strong and reliable, and easily

managed. 2d. It saves the hard labor of" Raking. 3d. It sa\ es at

least another hand in binding. 4th. It saves shattering bt' the care-
ful h.andling in raking ; besides, the straw being laid straight, it is

well secured in the sheaf, and does not drop in the after handling,
and the heads are not exposed in the stack, so that the grains sav-
ing even exceeds the labor saving. 5th. It is a good Mower, being
one of the best convertible machin,cs in u.se. 6th. It has a knife
that does not choke.

Its otlier excellencios, too nnmerons to mention here, are fairly

given in the Circulars. Its intrinsic worth is also attested by ihe
awards (mostly in onlv 3 vears) of

DVEil 70 FIRST FREMIIUMS !

Price.—Reai)cr and Mower, .$20(1

—

!S75 on its receipt. .*75 first

September and 850 first December. ITicc of Self-Raking Reaper
only 8175. Considerable saving infroight to those at a distance who
order prior to Lst March

;
also liberal discount for advance payment.

To secure a. machine order immediately, 'rhough so little is

knotvn the past season, and none ready for delivery till lst May,
yet not tw'Vthirds the customers could be supplied. The reputa-
tion of the Macliine is now widely establishml, so that three thous-
and will not as nearly supply tlm demand as twelve hundred did
last year, and we shall also be selling four mouths eariior.
•^^Ordcr early, if you would not be disappointed.
Pamphlets giving Impartially the Opinions of Fanners, together

with orders, notes, Ac., mailed to aiijilicant:-;, and prepmd.
^^Write to us at Chicago, 111.; Dayton, Ohio, or Baltimore,

Md., which ever is nearest to you. J. 8. WRIGHT A Co.
“Prairie Farmer” Works, Chicago, Dec. 1st, 18.56. Ap5C—4t

SOUTHERN CULTIYWIOR FOR 1851.

I
)OUND volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
) may now be obtained at this office. Price, 81.50. Or we

will send it by mail, post-paid at $1.80. Address
WM. S. JONES, Augttsta, Ga.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CH.tNGE OF SCHEDUI.E.

ON and after ‘Sunday, the 14th October, hist., and until further
notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Railroad will run

as follows :

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND 31ACON.
Leaves .Savannah Daily at 5.00 A. M. and 12.15 P. M.

Arrive m Macon “ 2.15 P.M. “ I.IXI A. IM.

Leave Macon “ 11-45 a. m. “ 9.30 p.m.
Arrive in Savannah “ 10.45 P. .M. “ 7.20 a. m.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12.15 P. M. and 8-30 P. .At.

Arrive in Augusta 8.45 P. .M. “ 5.30 A. .M.

Leave Augusta 6.00 a. .M. “ 4.30p. .aj.

Arrive in Savannah 1.30 P. Ai. “ 10.45 P. At.

BETWEEN MACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Macon 11.45 a. ai. and 9.30 P. .M.

Arrive in Augusta 8.45 P. At. “ 5.30 A. .At.

Leave Augusta 6.00 a. ai. “ 4.30P. .ai.

Arrive in Macon 2.15 P.AI. “ 1.00 a. .ai.

BETWEEN SAVANN AH,M1LLEDGEVIELE A- EATONTOX.
Leave SaAmnnah 5.00 a. ai.

Arrive in ^lllledgevillo 2.45 P. ai.

LcaA’c Macon 11.45 a. ai.

Arrive in Eatonton 5-00 p. .ai.

W. M. WADLEV, Gen'l Snperintendant.
Savannah, Ga., Oct... 12, 1855. Jn]y56—tf

G E 0 R G I Ai RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

P A S S E N Ct E R TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Arrh’e at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. IM.

Leave Atlanta daily at 8 -.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta dailv at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.

Arriving and leaA’ing Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10
A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.

,

AVITH AVASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arrivimrat Cnmming dally (Sundays excepted) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.30 P.M.

AVITTI SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.
WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.
AVITH AVESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. AI. and 6 P. Ai.

Arriving at “ 3 A. AI. and 3 P. AI.

GEO. A’ONGE, General Superintendent.
July 14th, 18-55. Ang.55—tf

G^RGIA Land OFFICE AT AUGUSTA^
tjpiIE undersigned respectfully informs the public generally, that

X they have opened an office in the city of Augusta, opposite thi^

Insurance and State Bank.s, on Broad street, for the PURCHA.SE
AND SALE OF LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention will be given to tlie sale and purchase of Lauds in

Cherokee and Southwcstoni Georgia. Persons wishing to have
Lands sold, will present them with the best chain of title they are
in possession of

;
also, the original plat and grant if they have" it.

Those owning tracts of Lauds, improved or unimproved, in any
section of Georgia, and wisiiing to .sell, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering thorn. All we require is proper descrip-

tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and terms, and they
will he entered into our general Registry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Per.sons wishing to make investments in Real Estate, or Lands,
located in Cherokee, ‘Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the
State, will tind it to their advantage to favor us with their orders,

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEA', AVIH^TE & Co.
JAAIES AI. DAVID-SOX.

of AVoodvillo, (ia.

GIRARDEY, WHYTE &, GO..
Feh3G—tf Augusta, Ga.

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

For ‘SALE, a few pairs, three to fotxr months old, at .$20 per
pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any other

—they cannot he made to take the mange, and are free from
cutaneous eruptions and disease of the lungs, to wliich hogs are so
liable when confined in dry pens in a ‘Southern elimatc. Address

Nov5.j—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

J. M. NEVVBL & CO.,

Are now offering their customers a selection from a large lot of

the “ vei’y best” READY-MADE CLOTHING for Summer
wear ever offered in our city. AVe advise those of our reader»
who wish Goods in this line, to call on J. M. N. & Co., at thelc

store, under the United States Hotel. Juiie56—tf
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FERTILIZERS. STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on
the North for all the artilicial fertilizers they have used. The

New Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city,

with facilities for the manufacture of MANURES second to none
in the United States, are prepared to fill orders for the following
FERTILIZERS at the same prices charged in Baltimore and New
York:
GROUND BONES.—For Fruit Trees and Grape Vines these

are particularly benelicial. Five hundred pounds applied to an
acre of ordinary pine -wood laud, aided by good, deep plowing, will

produce a crop of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lands.

It is ground both tine and course, and is put up in baivells. The
coarse is li cent per pound—the tine and sifted, 1j cent per pound.
Its great durability in the soil renders it the cheapest manure in

"Bse.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizers, composed
of equal parts of Peruvian Guano and line Bone Dust, is, in every
respect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It

is an established fact that Guano lacks Phosphate of Lime, and,

also, that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air,

which is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal small
constantly emitted by it until its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of Lime, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in

^e Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial

of this fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior

efficacy to simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the

acre will show its etfects for five years or more, by an annual in-

crease of at least 10 per cent, in the croi)s. Put up in barrels of

about 200 pounds each, at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated

manure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust,
Gypsum and Sulphate of Iron, each ot which, by itself, is a power-
ful fertilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phos-
phate of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial ef-

fects, to thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may may be used before or after plant-

ing of the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hill of Corn or Cotton,
has been known to increase the yield twenty per. cent. Five hun-
dred pounds to an acre ofcommon pinej' woods land having a clay
subsoil, will enable it to yield as good a crop as any rdinary bottom
land. A single hundi-ed pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre
<»f meadow land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To
Horticulturists, it is invaluable, as'it may be applied to Fruit Trees
at any season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta
Baga Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of

200 pounds of this fertilizer. For Garden ci’ops, it is all that is

necessary for success.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in ban-els containing
about 200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, tuni-

ieg out o 50,000 barrels annually, are not able to supply the demand
of the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for this jmstly
popular manure. It is composed of night-soil, deodorized and made
aito a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at !|2 . 50
per barrel.

Orders by mail or otherv.-ise, addressed to the subscriber,

will receive prompt attention. D. C. LOWBER,
37 Povdrass street. New Orleaes.

*ALAND PLASTER, PERUIVIAN GUANO and LAND
LDtIE may also be ordered at the above address.

July.55—tf

'

TOBIN’S GARDEN.

Mrs. JANE TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is

still kept up, and that no pains or expense will be spared to

keep the best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.
Having procured the services of Mr. Sanders, an experienced

Florist and Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict

attention, to obtain a share of public patronage.
We are now well stocked, and offer for sale a variety of EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, OrnamentalFlowering SHRUBS. A full

assortment of Everbloomiug ROSES, including the newest
;
Double

DAHLIAS, HYACINTHS, BULBS, &c. Also, a collection of GREEN
HOUSE PLANTS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
kept in Pots, &c.

FRUIT TREES. -APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-
ES, APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

gW” Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

temded to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-
tablished in a pot is ranch better for transporting than a plant from
the ground, whatever may be its size.

The public are respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-
ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that
we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in
r^erve not fully proven.
When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-
ters. Address [Jan56—tf] JANE TOBIN, Augusta, Ga.

COTTON SEED.

1 hUO ®^SHELS PROLIFIC POMEGRANATE, very pure, for
Fifty Cents a bushel, at my Gin, or forwarded to cash

orders, in sacks for fifty cents per sack extra. Also, CROWDER
(X)TT0N SEED, equally pure and productive, an early opener, grow-
ing and making tiU late. Address DR. A. W. WASHBURN,

Janbfi—tf Taeoo City, Misf.

I
WISH to sell mj- STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on th'eMem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres : 300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finelv
timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses,Niid Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. lam now .selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set in Fbuit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few bkely
young Negroes, ami give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the'best chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lot.s, with a beautiful building .site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
%vith a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchaser.s, together with mv
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brali-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by ‘’Nebraska a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sned by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

_

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will Gallon myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown l)y my Overseer on the place.
The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaves Memphis at Ik

o’clock, A. M., and returns at Ik o’clock, P. M.
JAMES R. FERGUSON,

Junc56—tf
^ Memphis. Tcun,

FORMAN’S IRON PLOW STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Right to above
valuable and popular PLOW STOCK for the co'unties of Rich-

mond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, Washington, Scriven and Emanue!
are prepared to furnish it to planters at the manufacturer’s prices.

’

This Stock, which is made entirely of -wronght iron, is a Southern
invention and has been sufficiently tried to prove that it runs more
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more thoroughly, clogs less
in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shallow plowino-
holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, far
cheaper than any other stock now in use. Numerous certificate’s, in
our possession. from the most practical and successful planters in
the country, fully sustain us in the above statement. We ^vill have
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates,
with a more minute description ofthe plow, to any person who wiM

See, also, the November number of the Southern Culthato-r, p.
345. The above Stock is adapted to six different points or shares

—

including every variety which a planter will need from the beginning
to the end of the year. Among them is an admirable one for subsoi 1-

ing. These shares may be had vrith the Stock when desired,
though any plantation smith can make them after once seeing them.

Rights for counties, shops, or plantations will be sold on reasonable
terms. Apply at the hardware stores in Augusta, or address

Feb56—tf I. C. FITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALeI
^’'HE Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-X tive COTTON LAND, in the Soiithem coimtrv, situated in the
counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part of which is partially improved.
For certainty of crops and durability these lands are unequalled

in the Southern Stntes. Similar lands contiguous, in cultivation
are yielding an average of seven bales of Cotton per hand, for a
series ofyears, and eighteen to twentx-five bushels of Com per acre

i:v.„.-„i If desired, a credit of one to five years will be
WM. W. CHEEVER.

Terms Rberal
given.
Albany, Ga., March 15, 1855. April55—tf

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardware, cutlery", and agricul-tural IMPELMENTS, Augusta, Ga.
We are, also. Agents for the following articles SALAMAN-DER SAFES, made by Steams & Marvin, New Y"ork

; LITTLEGIANT CORN AND COB MILLS
;
Indian Rubber BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; AT-
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER

;
CIRCULAR SAWS, made

by Hoe & Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS ; FAN
MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,

^ ,
CARMICHAEL fc BEAN.

A.pril55 Ciy Augusta, Ga.
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P. D. GATES,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,

And DE A.LER IN AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and

‘machinery, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,

Cn^^ators Plows, Straw Cntters, Corn Shellers, Reapers, Horse

Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers and

other Agricultural Machines. June55—Cly*

MERINO RAMS FOR SALE.

The Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO
RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have

more Rams I need. They are from two of the best flocks in New
York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity, running from

9 to 14 pounds.
’

Jaly55—tf
J. B. JONES,

Birdsville. Burke Co., Ga.

HOW TO USE MANURES.

I
N order to know the best fertilizers for each crop and how to use

ail manures in the most economical manner the Farmers and
Planter will find the following BOOKS invaluable

:

Browne’s Field Book of Manures 25

Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry 1 2:5

Dana’s Muck Manual 1 00

Norton’s Scientific Agricifiture 60

Nash’s Progressive Farmer 60

Chemistry Made Ea.sy 25

Sent by mail, paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues of all

our AgriUiltural works sent to those who favor us with their ad
di-ess. 0. M. SAXTON & Co.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,

Juue56—^2t 140 Fulton, st.. New Y’ork.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.
ri'^HE work, secxtrely enveloped, will be sent bymail (pre-paid) to

_L any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the lulls of any specie pay.
ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

May56—tf Athens, Ga.

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

C M. SAXTON & CO., New York, have just published, and will

• send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK ; a Treatise on the
Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming. Feeding,
Watering, and Working, by John Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of Veterinary Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the Ameidcan Agl•icuUurist^
illustrated with numerous engravings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. L—Stabiing, Construction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. II.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of Decoration, Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.
Chap. III.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Chap. IV.—Warmth.
Chap. V.—Food—Articles of. Composition of, Preparafion of. As-

similation of. Indigestion of- Principles of Feeding, Practice ofFeed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. VI.—Water.
Chap. VH.—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of

Muscular Exertion, Preparation for Fast Work, Treatment after
Work, Accidents of Work, Repose.
Chap. VUI.—Management ofDiseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part oiit easily understood, and easily re-
ferred to by everv one.”

—

Author’’ s Frrface
THE HORSE’S ‘FOOT, AND HOW TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

illustrations, by William Miles. Price—pai)er—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. .M. SAXTON & CO.,

Jan56— tf Agricultural Book Publishers, New York.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed jmarling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

TO FARMERS, MECHANICS AND OTHERS,
McCORD’S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE.

PATENTED, JULY llTH, 18:34.

rp HIS is an invention by which a larger proimrtion of the power of the horse is rendered available than by anj- other arrangement
known. Its parts are few and simple, not liable to derangement, redily adjusted for working, with ordinary care very durable and

efficient.

The Machines are manufactured with great exactness and all precisely alike, so that in case a piece sliould be broken we can alwavs
furnish a piece to rep'ace it.

It is designed for one or two horses, and cun be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others.

By reason of Its portability the owner can readily locate it wherever it may suit his business. It can be used to good advantage for
driving cotton gins, threshing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and other machines for working wood, .di'iving mills, of various
kinds, for grinding, paint. <fcc., straw-cutters, com-.«hellers, lathes, grindstones, &c., and for churning, washing, pumping water for cattle,
irrigation, or draining, and aU other purposes to which a Horse Power is adapted.
We also keepj the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers.
FAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power,

t SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS, CARmCHAEL & BEAN,
Mai'ch56—tf Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery aud Agrictfilural Implements, Augusta, Ga,
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CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER.

PLAYSTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELLANY
Work for the Month Page 201

Is the Planting Labor of tlie Soitth Understood?

Agricnltural llcform—Shallow Plowing, &c
What is the Disease?

T'he Edncational Wants of Ueorgia—No. 1

Farxlt Finding—Agriculturai Papers

A new and Prolitie Pea
Texas Gras.s—Humbug lleeipes, &e
.Stanford’s Wild Grass -

Imvel Culture—Col. Cannon’s method.

Hog Eaising in the .South, an address delivered before the

Leech Island Parmer’s Club, by Wm. J. Eve
Fresh Fruits in Hermetically Sealed Cans

Star and Adamantine Candles

Adamantine Caudles—again -

‘Broomsodge” himselfagain

Experiment in Fodder Pulling

Kentucky Blue Grass—its Cultixre, &c
Cutting Timber
United States Agricultural Society

Leveling Land—Hill Side Ditche.s, &c.--

The Hiccup
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Neta-Bce-na -

Education of Soxxtliern Youth
How “Countrified,” (poetry)

Wyandot Corn—Destuctrion of Moles., &c
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Holly Apple—Reply to “Windsor”
Flowers
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SOUTHEKN CULTIVATOR,
A JOUMNAi:.,

DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK
BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL

‘ FARM ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors

Tlie Foyrteemtli Yolumie, with many new and valuable
iniprovemeuts, commences in

January, 1856.

228

The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two pagea,

forming a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely

to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the

general rural interests of the South
;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cottou-gi'owiug States. It.s

Editors are men of experience in their respective departments,

and it is well tilled with the most

Valuable Oiiginal Contributions
from the most intelligent and practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists ill every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
Twenty-Five Copies $20
One Hundred Copies 75

No paper sent unless the cash

SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

'

HE att('ntion of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call

A ed to this MILL, as thb best and most profitable article now in

mse. In setting u p, Ro mechanical work is required, it being only

necessary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

S>r $55, all complete ready for attachmg the horse.

No. 3, at $65| ^grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

avinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga..

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

I have been running one of Scott’s Little Giant Corn and
Cob Mills. No. 4, for the last nve weeks, and it performs to my
ftntire satisfaction. It w'as wairauted to grind 20 bushels per hour,

but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to

bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100

bushels of Corn per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of

Corn with the Cob, where I fonuerly fed 300. I consider it decid-

edly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not re-

place mine I would not sell it for $500.
I. D. MATTHEWS,

July55 tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses,

One Copy, one year $1
Six Copies “ 5

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE,
accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Inserted at ONE DOLLAR per square of twelve

LINES, EACH INSERTION; ONE SQUARE, PER
ANNUM, TEN DOLLARS.

Address WM. S. JONES, Augrxsta, Ga.
Ig^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-

BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.
riMIE RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond county, Ga.,) enn-
X tinues to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, for Negro
Clothing, at 124- cents per yard—ffiidiug ever material except the
wool.
Those wishmg to avail themselves of this opportunity to procure

for their Negroes a superior article of Winter Clothing, have only
to wash the wool clean in cold water, and .send it to the factory, or
to Mes.srs Flemming, Clemence& Co., in Augusta, with instruc-
tions as to the amount of Cloth they wish made—whether heavy or
light. If the wool be dirty, half a cent per yard will he charged for
wa.sliiug it. Burrs are not objectionable, as a machine is jirovidod
for removing them.
Wool is also carded in Rolls, for those who make their Negro, or

other Clotliing at home.
3’he terms now offered ai-e so rcasonahle as to warrant a continu-

ance of the liberal patronage heretofore extended by the planting
community.
The Wool should he sent as soon after shearing as convenient,with

the name of the owner distinctly marked on the hag or bale, that
all the patrons of the establishment may he accommodated in due
time.
Woolsentbyany of the lines of Railroad, in Georgia or South

Caroima, or by steamboat on the River, directed to “Richmond
Factory, care ofFLEMMING, Clemence & Co.,” will meet due at
tention, and the Planter will always have his own wool manufac-
tured in Cloth and returned to him.
K^The highest cash prices will he paid for WOOL.

AVILLIAM SCHLEY,
June56—^It President R. Factory.

BLACK ESSEX SOWS.
~|510R sale, two very fine Black Essex Brood SOAVS, 2 years old,

Jc bred by Col. E. G. Morris, and in pig by a Black Essex Boar,
imported from England at a cost of $1.50.

2t RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

IMPORTED TURNIP SEED.

NEW CROP.

ONE HUNDRED lbs. Purple Ruta Baga TURNIP,
100 “ Large Flat Dutch
100 “ Large White Globe
100 “ Red Top Flat
50 “ Large Norfolk
50 “ Large Hanover

The above varieties of fresh imported Tuni’p Seeds havejuet
been received and are warranted fresh andgenune. For saieby

AVAL HAIAYES, Augusta, Ga,

P. S.—Orders from the country will receive prompt attention,

July56—It

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For sale, a few half blood BUCKS at $3'* each. Address
[Nov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga,
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WOEK FOE THE MONTH-(AUGUST.)

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton.—Keep your plows, cultivators and sweeps go-

ing briskly among your cotton, to destroy the weeds, en-

courage a large growth, and prevent the falling of the

forms. Towards the latter part of the month, begin your

preparations for picking, and as soon as the bolls begin

to open freely, set the hands at work gathering. Have all

seed cotton hauled in wagons from distant fields to the

gin-house, and do not require your negroes to waste their

time and strength in carrying heavy baskets. If you wish

to weigh ihe picking of each hand, it can be done by the

overseer before it is put into the wagons, or each “ hand”

can mark his baskets and have it weighed at noon and

Bight, at the gin-house.

Corn.—All early planted Corn is already laid by, in
]

most sections
;
but very late fields may yet receive another

careful surface working, laying it by level, mellow and

free from weeds.

Cutting up Corn Stalks for Fodder.—In our last num-

ber we furnished some objections to the very common

practice of pulling fodder

,

and advised the substitution of

drilled corn, which we have long found to be an excellent

and economical article both for “ soiling,” (or feeding

green,) and winter hay. It is so hard to persuade people

to abandon old habits, however, that we scarcely expect

many of our readers to test this matter fairly
;
and lest,

with all their fodder pulling, many may fall short of rough

fodder before next season, we will offer still another hint

for their consideration. It is, to cut up their corn stalks at

ihe ground, as soon as the ears begin to glaze or get hard
;

set.up in shocks every 20 or 30 hills thus cut, and when

the whole is perfectly dry, haul under cover or carefully

stack up
;
shuck or strip off the ears at your leisure, and

save all the stalks, blades and shucks for the winter feed-

ing of stock. This hint is especially intended for small

planters—those who aim only to raise sufficient corn for

their own use, and who desire to make the most of it,

and to save all that is worth saving. Our objections

against fodder pulling, (asbefore stated) are that it is a slow

and laborious process, and that the yield and weight of

the grain is lessened by prematurely depriving the plant

of its leaves. If fodder is pulled before the grain becomes

glazed, you certainly injure the grain, and if you do not

pull until the ears are fully ripe, the fodder is nearljr

worthless. The proper plan is to cut up your corn,

as directed, just wJxen the grain is passing from the

doughy state to the hard kernel. At this period of its

growth, the plant has elaborated sufficient sap to mature^

the grain perfectly after it is cut, and the surplus starch,

gum and saccharine matter which it contains will be pre-

served in the stalk and leaves, instead of being changed

to hard and worthless woody fibre, as when the plant is

allowed to become perfectly dead ripe. Another advan-

tage in thus cutting up corn is, that as soon as it is hauled

off, the ground is ready for the plow, and after it has re-

ceived a good manuring you can proceed immediately

i with the sowing of your Winter Oats, Rye, Barley, Clover,

]

&c., &c. Let those who have scanty crops try it, even

on a small scale, and they will need no urging to continue-

it hereafter.

Feeding Corn Stalk Fodder.—In order to use corn with

proper economy, every farmer and planter should have

>cott’s Little Giant

f

or a similar mill, for grinding

both corn and cob. To this should also be added a Feed

Cutter, suitable for cutting hay, sheaf oats, corn s
,

&c., &.C. With this latter implement, the corn stalk fod-

der, shucks, oats, hay, and other “ roughness ” may be

finely cut up, and wT.en mixed with a proper portion of

corn and cob meal, slightly moistened, (with an occasion

al sprinkle of salt), you have an excellent and cfieap pro-

vender for all kinds of farm stock. Foots, such as 'Pur-

nips, Siveet Potatoes, &c., when plenty, may be added to

the foregoing from time to time, and they wull be found to

give increased relish and improved health to your animals.

The “ merciful man is merciful to his beast,” and human-
ity as well as self-interest dictates the best possible care of

all dumb brutes dependent upon us.

Turnips.—B-uta. Baga, Fed Top, Early Flat Dutch,

Yellow Aberdeen, Norfolk, Globe and other Tinnips.
should be sown from the 1st to the 25ih of this monili
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The ground should be repeatedly plowed very deep, and

pulverized as fine as possible. A deep, rather light and

fertile sandy loam is best for this crop, and such soil ought

to be plowed at least 10 or 15' inches, and thoroughly har-

rowed. Sow in drills from 2 to 3 feet apart, plants stand-

ing in the drill from G to 12 inches. Stable manure (10 or

15 loads to the acre), woods-raould, ashes and broken

bones, equal parts (6 or 8 loads to the acre) or 300 pounds

of guano, scattered broadcast and plowed in, will give

you a good crop. Should you wish to manure in the drill,

open a wide and deep furrow with a long shovel plow,

scatter your manure thickly along this drill, throw- a flat,

broad bed on the manure with a turning-plow, and after

raking the surface smooth and even, drill in the seed as

above directed. From one to one and a half pounds of

seed, mixed with sand and carefully sown will be suffi-

cient for an acre. Soak your seed 24 hours in lamp oil,

then drain off the oil and dry the seed with ashes or plas-

ter, and mix with moist sand for the convenience of separ-

ating the seeds in sowing. [A friend recommends the

sowing of the seed late in the afternoon, leaving the drill

open and the seed exposed to the action of the dew until

daybreak, next morning, when they must be covered and

the ground rolled or pressed down firmly on them. This

plan seems well worthy of a trial in dry weather.] If

you have plenty of leached ashes, you may top-dress the

ground with 10 or 15 bushels per acre, afier sowing. It

'will be well, also, to dust the plants when they first come

up, with a mixture of ashes, soot, plaster and salt, (a

bushel to the acre) to prevent the attacks of the fly. Con-

tinue this until they get into the rough leaf, when they

may be considered out of danger. When the plants are

well up, clear out all grass and weeds with the hoe, and

thin them to a stand of from 6 to 12 inches apart, accord-

ing to the size of the variety. After thinning, wmrk them

out from time to time, until the tops shade the ground,

when you may lay them by.
.

Sweet Potatoes — the earth fresh and loose around

the plants, and the rov/s entirely free from weeds until the

vines take complete possession of the patch. Lose no

time, now, in cutting and setting out vines for the produc-

tion of next year's seed.

Hay o/fid Fodder—Cm and carefully save drilled Corn

fodder (as directed in July number, page2Gl)
;
also make

all the Hay y OX}, possibly can from Crab (or Crop) Grass,

Crowfoot, Pea Vines, tops of Ground Peas, Oregon Pea,

Millet, &c., &c.

found favorable to the ditching and draining of low, wet

lands, clearing up of swamps, cutti.ng underbrush, digging

and emhe^nking fish-ponds, preparing Strawberry patches,

clearing the undergrowth of forests for woods pastures,

hauling of muck to the compost heap, destruction, by

compost ferm entiRgor btarning, of hozuhcs weeds, &.z.

tee gaedee.

All pkn» offtp^CaMUfiwwer, Brocoli, or Cabbage fami-

ly, may be set out the Latter p*rt of this month for &11 and

winter use. Contimas to £r»ni^lant Full crope

ofthe different kinds of Turnips should be sown during

the month, as directed above. Sow seeds of Beets, Salsi-

fy, Carrots, &c., for winter use—shading the ground by

a slight ‘‘ brush arbor,” from the hot sun. Radishes,

Spinach, Lettuce, &c., may still be sown, and Snap Beans

planted for pickles. Plant, also, Melons and Cucumbers

for mangoes and pickles. Keep down all weeds—use the

hoe, and water freely. Plant a second or fall crop of Irish

Potatoes and Peas, mulching both heavily with leaves.

The Purple Egg PloMt, Tomato and Lima Bean may be

planted for a late crop, and will come yet, with “ favor-

able seasons.” Keep your Stravclerry Beds clean, open

and mellow now, if you desire to increase your plants,

and encourage the growth of runners by an occasional

watering. If you do not want runners, cut them off and

turn them under, to give back their substance to the bear-

ing plants. Give these occasionally a light top-dressing

of leached ashes just before a shower, or water them with

a.veryweak solution of potash,

THE OECHAED AND NUESEEY.
Gather up all fallen and defective fruit and feed to the

hogs. Save stones of the Peach to produce new varieties

and for seedling stocks. Let the peaches from which you

obtain seeds for planting ho fully ripe, if you are endeavor-

ing to reproduce them or to originate new varieties. Try

a few hundreds or thousands yearly, and you will, from

time to time, be rewarded with valuable Southern Seed-

lings, especially suited to our own soil and climate. Bud-

ding of all stone-fruits may still be continued by those

who have the proper stocks. Insert the bud on the north

I

side of the stock, early in the morning, or just before

night-fall, ceasing operations in the heat of the day.

THE FLOWEE GAEDEE.
Collect seeds of all Annuals, and preserve them care-

fully. Bud Oranges and Lemons. Propagate AJoes and

the Cacti (or Cactus) by slips. Sow Bulbous rooted

flower seeds to obtain new varieties. Stake ycur Dahlias

and thin out the flowers, if too profuse. Clip Box edgings

in moist weather. Cut and roll grass plats and lawns,

Clean up walks, put on fresh gravel, and roll smoothly.

Yfater 3/001 potted Anmtals and other plants daily, in hot

weather. Sow Tulip and other bulb seed. Gather all

valuable seed as scon as ripe, and save for future use.

Use water frequently, as heretofore directed.

CHEESE MAEBTG IH TEXAS.

Editors Southern Cultivator :
— I will ask you or

your many correspondents a few questions about cheese-

making, for we of Western Texas have extensive prairie

ranges'and thousands of cows of fine qualitvq and fat, and

they give oceans of milk. Some are trying to make
cheese, but they do not succeed well. Now, a statement

of how the milk is prepared, and how and when the ren-

net is put in, and whai kind—old or young beef: and

what tools or vessels are necessary, and if heavy or light

pressing is best, and the drying process. All of which

vAll be thankfully received* by a subscriber and niany

others. Yours, respectfully, C,

Austin, Texas, June, l85o.

[Will some of our experienced correspondents reply to

th* above 7]

Ditching, Hauling Much, Woodland Pastures, Slratc-
j

berry Beds, c[*c.—The dry v/eather of this month will be
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COITGIlT—DirFEEEHT MOSES OF CTJLTUKS.

Editors Southern CuLT]v.4TOR—l hope that yDu will

forgive me for thus obtruding my notions of agi iculture

you. It is witn reluctancCj I assuie you, inciuced

by distrust of my ability that 1 undertake the task. I

will first notice Dr. M. W. Philips’ Cotton Culture and

suggestions to planters, which appeared in the March

number of your journal. I belive that he is on the right

track, and to the most of his doctrine concur, but he is

not sufficiently expliiit, which might lead persons into

extremes by planting too close, winch would be worse

than the opposite.

As there is but few points of difference between Dr.

Philips, and myself, I will notice them briefly and pass

on to Mr. Vick’s article. 1 set out with the proposition,

that close planting and shallow culture forces cotton to

mature; hence the necessity of not crowding cotton on

thin land in the drill, which is already too much so in-

clined, though the rows should be much closer thari upon

strong land. I hope that Dr. Philips will give the dis-

tance of his rows and his mode of cultivation, and the qual-

ity of land he cultivates. I concur with Dr. Philips in

every point except crowding cotton on thin land in the

drill, and planting two stalks in a hill.

Now I have to attack the opinions of an old experienced

planter and ready and fiuent writer. I do so with all due

deference and respect for his age and experience, viz : the

article of Mr. Vick’s, v;hich appeared in the April num-

ber of the Southern Cultivator. He holds the doctrine

that the “cotton plant, in its perfect state, is orbicular in

form, centrally divided by the surface of the earth. Its

centrallj'- lateral limbs are half the height of the stalk, and

height gives the distance at which the stalks should

stand in the row, if not in the hili.” All practical plant-

ers are aware that the height of stalks and height of limbs

depend upon the quality of land, and distance. Piney

woods land commonly has tall stalks and short limbs,

which, if it was planted each way, the length of the stalk

would not make 100 pounds of seed cotton to the acre.

Rich, red river bottom land produces limbs nearly as long

as the main stalk.

Again, he proceeds ; “That system of cotton culture

which gives to the stalk the size it should have, sets its

squares and forms, and furnishes the earliest picking, is

the best.” I agree that is correct, except the latter—early

picking. There is no cotton planter but what has noticed

that poor lands always mature first. Then, the mode

of cultivation that would cause rich lands to mature cotton

as soon as inferior lands, it is evident would bdto lessen

its productiveness, and put it upon a level with the poor

land.

“Stalks at the ends of rows,” he says, “in the jams of

fences, and volunteers around gins, which are worked

with the hoe only, usually are hardy and productive.”

Ail that may be very true, but is there not many other

causes to induce the productiveness of stalks thus situat-

ed I Certainly there is. Around gin houses and at the

ends of rows is always richer than tiie other parts of the

plantation
;
the former made rich by cotton seed, and

the latter by the grass and weeds that are scraped out of

the corners and heaped up to decompose. The last and

principle cause is, distance. I will cite an instance that

every observer has noticed. Rows running parallel with

a turning row, the limbs would have many more bolls on

the side next the turning row than upon the opposite side.

I would adduce more evidence were it it not fear of occu-

pying too much space.

I will now notice Mr. Vick’s Haywood observation and
then I shall have done with him for the present. I hav«

to quote him at considerable length that I may be fully

understood. Quoth he, “While on my Haywood estate, I

was in the midst ofmy cotton scrapers, Vv^hen the third ob-

servation was made by me, which gives to the orbicular

idea such completeness or value as it may be thought or

found to possess. I was walking with my driver, noticing

the past and passing cultivation of the crop, and where we
were, being tyo to three feet high. The field some days
before had been deeply, too deeply, plowed, to a depth,

say of 5 or G inches, and where we were for the m.oment
standing the bar brought to within 4 to 6 inches of the stalk.

The depth to which the plow was sunk, and the closeness

to the stalk at which it passed, threw the cotton upon a

ridge of less than a foot in width, with its roots shorn to

a trimness of less than six inches. The cut roots being

sufficiently numerous to Vv^hiten, as my driver termed it,

the sides of the ridges, combined with the dry and intense-

ly hot weather, and exposed condition of the plant, brought

to my recollection my kinsman’s remarks, and former re-

flections upon them, v/hich caused me plainly to see that

the roots of the' cotton should not have been cut, and that

the plow should not have passed nearer to the stalks than

the mark furnished by the roofs and indicated by the

limbs whose length at all ages of the stalk, in its natural

state, will be found to be equal. In spite of the dirt in-

stantly thrown to it, and everything I could do, the squares

then on the cotton were cast, and none since then made
their appearance.”

Is it not reasonable that plowing so deep and near the

stalk in such intensely hot and dry weather, leaving the

narrow ridges to be penetrated and baked by the scorching

rays of the sun, if it had no lateral roots at all would
ruin it and be almost equivalent to plowing it less I If he

(Mr. Vick) had turned the other side of the plov/ to his

cotton and hilled it up nicely, the effect would have been

beneficial, unless there had been hard leaching rains and
the ground neglected being stirred until it had become dry

and hard. Under those circumstances I would not have

advised deep plowing. In fact, that would be a dilemma in

which a person should never suffer themselves to get, and
if they should be placed in that situation, it would be

doubtful upon which horn to hang.

Nov/ I will give you an observation of mine, relative to

latteral roots. I have noticed after a hard rain the

ground perfectly white with the small roots of cotton,

which before the rain was just under the surface. The
cotton that I now have reference to was not more than 4
inches high, the roots were more tlian a foot in length,

the tap root being considerable longer than the stalk.

There is one fact that is evident to my mind, that is, you
have got to keep ^^our ground well stirred and deep, it makes
no difference what you break, if you calculate to make a

good crop. By such a course you keep a large quantity of

moist earth on each side of the main tap root, which pre-

vents the narrow ridge from leaching
;

it also enables the

ground to inhale the damp, heavy atmo,sphere and dews,

thereby keeping the land beneath cool and moist, nourish-

ing the roots and enabling them to penetrate still deeper;

and after you are done working your crop, which is al-

ways at a time when the cotton needs the most support,

you leave a well tilled bed of earth for the roots to take

possession of and support the declining stalk when it

needs it of all other times the most.

Messrs. Editors, I feel satisfied that I have already

wearied your patience, so I will give you my mode of

cultivation briefly and conclude. Lands should be broken

well and very deep, and planted five feet in the row and
20 inches in the drill. Upon old lands the rows should be

drawn in less than five feet and the drill should have
more distance As soon as the cotton is large enough to

scrape, it should be plowed deeply, lapping the furrows in

the middle of the row, then a scraper run after cutting so

close to the cotton as to leave the drill ouly about an inch

wide
;
the hoes should then follow in a hurry, leaving the

cotton one width of the hoe and a* near bn* ii*lk in a
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place as can be done conveniently without detaining too

much time. After this working run around it, throwing

Che dirt towards the cotton
;
follow this with hoes and thin

CO suit your fancy. After the second working the middles

should be thrown to the cotton, and the plowing continued

thvovjhi^ dirt to the cotton ail time. Itshoidd be remem-

bered that these remarks apply only to bottom land, I hav-

ing no exoerience in any other kind.

Willi. Sproll.

Con-sJtoMc Chv.tc, Natchetoches, La., April, 185G.

P s.—I have plowod up some land this year with a

verv large plow and five yoke of oxen. In due lime I

will give^you the result. Excuse this too hastily written

document. .1 would like to hear from you upon this sub-

—
.LEVEL CTJLTURE-LETTEH FEOM COL. CAL’IfOIT.

Editors SouTHBRN Cultivator—I have just read an

larticle in the .Tune number of the OaUAcdGr, signed L
,

v/hich I suppose was written by the senior Editor, in \yhicli
j

you refer to my earnest advocacy oi the urgent necessity
j

which exists and should at once force the planters in this
j

section o'f the country to go to work to save their soil from
^

washing away from them by ‘'icccluig their landL
_

j

This subject was very briefly, but, as you state, with
j

earnestness” alluded to by me, in an address which I

aad the honor of pronouncing at the first x\nnual Fair held

by the “Fayette County x\gricultural and Mechanical

Society,” at Sommervilie, in October last.

This “earnestness” was lieartfelt. and, I thought, fully

justified by thegreat exigency of the evil, and tlie absolute

certainly I had experienced, of the entire success of the

proposed remedy.

After much anxious thought, as to how 1 could best

discharge the responsible task Iliad assumed, in consenting

to deliver this address, so as most positively and prcsenlLy

to promote the progress of the all-important and kindred

pursuits, whose advocate I had reluctantly become, 1 de-

termined—deslgncdlij— to endeavor, as much as possioie,

to exclude all d^-y details, and to abbreviate and condense

OiOseiy every point I should present.

In this, it would seem from your article, I did wrong,

and that too in connection with the subject which 1 stated

txs be and still think is the foundation-stone upon wdiich

,rests all agricultural improvement in our section ot the

•country. I was both surprised and pained to see m tiie

'Cultivator, and especially by “L ,” so radiOal a niiscon-

ception of my meaning and misstatement of my plan
;
and

'candor compels me to confess that there are some points

in your article referred to, which I cannot but regard as

decidedly—though I cannot, for a moment, believe as de-

r'signedly exceptionable.

'Sut I have too near at heart the great cause ef Agricul-

tural advancement, and, allow me to add, too, high an ap-

{nreciation of your able and very efit3ctive labors in this

tnoble and mighty world-work, to permit me to do more

iihaii very briefly endeavor to place you right in this mis-

take of yours, and to rob myself of the unpleasantpess of

the very awkward and ridiculous position in which jiour

guess at my plan places me.

Had it been as you imagine and state it to be—to cut

4own hills and transport the millions of tons of dirt that

would have to be moved, even in a small field, to fill up

the vallies below, and at a cost ofthousands of dollars per

acre—your language is much too mild, when you say :—

“The Planters who read this journal must have been a

little surprised at the earnestness with which Col. Cannon

urges the necessity of not allowing an inclination of sur-

face 'in tilled land, equal ‘to a fraction of an inch ip a

Yes ! instead of being a “little surprised,” their

aastonishment should have been boundless, and, though

you might, perchance, have felt warranted in the compli-

ments you bestow upon my “enterprise,” I do not think

they can find foothold in the clay of my “ intelli-

gence,” with their strongest and most ravenous roots
;

and this system, which you place at my door and force

me to stand god-father for, instead of being regarded by
you as“impracticable” simply, should have been, unhesitat-

ingly characterized as absurdly nonsensical, and most ex-

travagantly Quixotic.

Just here, hovvever—“currentc calarnd
’'‘—the thought oc-

curs to me that the curious direction that this matter has

taken, may result in good, and possibly prove the truth of

the two trite old aphorisms—that “everything is for the

best,” and that “good somtimes comes of evil.” At all

events, 1 shall be perfectly satisfied, if the more than “Cal-

iban” deformity, with which the subject has been tempor-

arily clothed, should so arrest public attention and beget

public investigation, as to cause two level rows to be run

where only one ran before, or even one where there was
none before.

This it will certainly do, wherever it is fairly looked,

into and tested. It courts scrutiny and is worthy of a trial.

Above all, there is no hidden my.stery about it. It is easy

of comprehension and accomplishment, even by the com-
monest capacity. It stands the test of the severest practical

demonstration, and is thus “a remedy, at once effective

and easy in its application” (and which you truly say)

“is the most urgent want of plantation economy, for this

great evil of Southern agriculture—the washing of the

soil.”

But, as brevity is ray motto, let me hasten and facilitate

the explanation by calling your attention to the first part

of the paragraph in my address from which you quote. I

there say : “But, at the foundation of all this, so far as the

agriculturist is concerned, lies the absolute and urgent

necessity of not only improving, but of keeping what soil

you have from washing away from und-er and around your

land, and subserving the miserable purpose of making
more mud at the many mouths of the Mississippi.”

“Do you ask me how this is to be done I I answer,

without a moment’s hesitation, after a ten years positive

experience and a convincing demonstration upon my own
plantation “level your land.” Do it by all means and at

once. Do it for your own sake— for the sake of your

cliildren— for posterity, and the good ofyour country; and

don’t do it with a little fall, as is too often practiced. No!
noli not even with the fraciloii—the smallest fraction of

an inch in a mile, or twenty, should your rows be so

long.” Now, it really seems to me that this carries along

with it its owp explanation. It is not the surface that is

to be dug down or filled up, but the rows—most emphati-

cally the rows—must be run upon a “dead level,” without

the least fraction of a fall, no matter how great their

length.

The system of “circling land” and “hill side ditching”

—all with “a fall”— to take oft the surplus water, as it is

termed, is not new here, and I had supposed had been

practiced to a greater or less extent in almost every State,

with a rolling' surface, in the Union.

The novelty of my plan, if indeed there is any about it,

(outside of this section of country) consists in running the

rows around and on the the side of the hills, upon a per-

fect level, or as near as human agency can accomplish it,

and thereby dispensing with “hill side ditches,” and sav-

ing the time, labor, and land devoted to them
;
and all

this can be accomplished—easily accomplished too

—

at a

cost of three to five cents per acre, instead of the thous-

ands of dollars, alluded to by you.

In using the expression—“level your land”— I but em-

ployed the common language in which this idea is clothed

by every class in this community; almost to such an ex-

tent as to warrant me in calling it the ven-nacular of the

country; and, while aware that it would be understood
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by every one here, I cannot but regret that its so earnest

enforcement, and so positive connection with running the I

rows twenty miles, if so long, without any—the smallest
|

fraction of an inch— fall, did not prevent your radicalmis-
!

understanding of the subject and save me from occupying
|

the awkward position of advocating the truly Utopian idea
^

of digging down hills and filling up hollows, not of “60
;

feet” but even of 60 hairs breadths either in height or

depth.
;

Time fails me, nor do I see the necessity to say more at
'

this time, especially as I have been recpiested by our So-
'

oiety to read them an Essay, embracing the details of the '

system and the modus operandl of accomplishing them;
[

and if, in my great desire to condense, I have again failed
|

to make myself understood, I will, with pleasure, furnish

you a copy of said Essay, when prepared.

Very respectfully yours,

H. J. Cannon,

Tenn, June, 1856.

SHADE AHD PEA VINES—THEIS ASSISTAHCS TO
|

AGEIGULTiniE ILLUSTRATED.
j

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the May number
j

ofyour journal, over the signature of “P.” on page 149, I
j

had an article headed “Shade in Agriculture and its Ef-
j

fects;” and in June number of the same journal, page 138,

“Is the Field Pea a Fertilizer I” over the signature of “G.

D. Harmon.”
Both of these seekers after knowledge are of my State,

and, although not personally acquainted with either, would

deem it an honor so to be. They show an energetic

spirit and true indications of progressive husbandry. “P.”

tries to trace the cause, “rising through Nature up to

Nature's God.”' It was such a spirit that roused the im-

mortal Newton to lift the veil of nature and peep beyond,

which the ken of man to his day had never seen and scarce-

ly dared to think of

Plants, by nature, are endowed with inherent power to

carry on a process of disintegratiou to a considerable ex-

tent. It will, however, be appropriate here to remark
that this soil should not be turned over or plov/ed until it

is to be planted, until it is sufficiently coated with litter to

render material assistance towards the improvement of the

land
;
for in this case it would subject it to the erosive ac-

tion of rains greater than it would be if suffered to rest

idle.

When peas are planted with corn on poor soil for im-
provement of the land, the corn should be gathered at the

earliest period it will admit of, and the remaining litter

along with the pea vines turned under to be submitted to

decomposition and render further aid to disintegration by
the generation of carbonic acid. The term applied to

shading land to protect it against the influence of solar

heat would be “etiolation.”

Let no man infer from reading the above that I intend to

convey the idea that pea vines improve his soil. I con-

tend only that it disintegrates and assimilates food for his

next crop to feed on v/ithout the usual means it would

I

have had to resort to without it. It is the generally con-

ceived opinion that pea crops gather from other sources

j

or have within themselves the power of adding to their

I land in the same manner as they would cart muck from
1 the swamps, but this doctrine is unsound and must fall be-

fore the scrutinizing glance of chemical research. Let

fa.rmers on poor lands and lands of ordinary texture carry

out this mode of cropping and add to their soils additional-

ly the excrement of stock and animals and guard against

washing off of their soils,and the growing WestTrom which,

we hear such mighty tales, will no longer drav/ the dream-

er to its solitary abodes.. The “distance which lends en-

chantment,” will have vanished save to the “ Young
America,” who cannot get foot-hold enough among us.

Pomona.
Columbus, Miss., June, 1856,

RED CLGYEE AND PASTURAGE.

assimilate food differing from each other— to subsist upon i

this and carry to perfection the end for which nature in-

tended them. Peas do not need essentially the same soil

nor do they require for their development and perfect ma-

turity what our wheat and corn crops would demand to

bring about this end. By the proper management ol soils

the fanner can carry out a double system of economy.

By planting peas with his corn he will be able to crop

lull harvests, and at the same time carry out what is term-

ed in European countries “fallow” (not to its extent but

ihe same result).

Too carry out this end in the most profitable manner,

the pea crop should be put in (planted) at the period at

which it can be best done to insure a good growth. “P.”

reasons, that shade has its beneficial effects, but cannot ac-

count for the cause. Shade in our latitude is essential

—

not that the solar heat carries off or changes in any man-

ner the constituents in the soil necessary for the growth

of plants, but from the fact that it suspends the cause that

would act and carry out this desired object. We read that the

cutting down of vast forests dries up springs, and in some
instances streams af sufficient magnitude to propel machin-

ery for manufacturing purposes have been similarly cut

off and the cause traced to this so accurately that legisla-

tion has interfered in the matter. II', then, we trace this

failure in streams to the want of shade (I mean what I say)

we rnu-st join “P.” and reason, that without shade rnois-

wouid be absent, to a certain degree, beyond which shade

would induce
;
that without moisture disintegration would

cease to be carried on.

Now, shade a piece of land and moisture meets with no

solar rays, or if it does will probably be feeble and the car-

bon and oxygen of the atmosphere uniting with it forms

carbonic acid in watery solution of sufficient quantity to

Dr. Ct.ouD—Dear Sir :
—lam more and more an enthu-

iast on the subject of Red Clover and pasturage. As such,

ray earnest wish is to convert every Southern planter to

my views. Every effect which I can make in this direc-

tion, is a labor of love. So confident am I that thus may
the exigencies of the South be met, and its independence

and prosperity promoted.

To confirm my position, allow me to give you anextrac t

from a letter recently received from our highly esteemed

friend. Col. Richard Peters, ofAtlanta, who is confessedly

one of the most sagacious, practical and successful agri-

culturists of the “Empire State of the South.”

Col. Peters says, “I am under obligation to you for the

hints you gave me on Red Ciover and Hogs. I have

proved every word to the letter, I back all you have or

can say in praise of red clover.

“I turned out 75 shoatslast November to ‘root hog or

die,’ locking up my corn crib, and thus I am a corn seller.

“On the first of March these hogs were mere shadows;

they then got the run of a forty acre clover field and are

far ahead ofany corn-fed lot of hogs raised on my farm in

previous years.

“I give up corn in future until my hogs are put up to

fatten, and arranged for ciover summer and winter. 1

acts like a charm.

“I have on my farm 300 acres of clover and grasses
;

shall sow down 100 acres more this year,' and by 1857

will be prepared for a clover rotation. I shall then turn

under the clover in September when 'it is knee high, for

wheat to be sown in October, then follow with corn, sow
winter oats between the corn rows for the third year, then

sow clover for the fourth year, and let it remain in clover

three or four years.”

Here is a Southern example worthy of praise and imi-
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tation. If the cotton planter cannot fully carry out tht

plan, he can adopt it partially by devoting to it one-third

or one-half of his arable land. Let him do this, apply all

this manure to the portion of cotton and use the held-pea

as extensively as he can in lieu of clover, if his land is not

adapted to the latter, and he will be well rewarded for his

trouble, as well in the improvement of his land as by an

increased supply of stock food.

In turning his back on an unrelieved succession of hoe

crops, and adopting a course of husbandry sanctioned

both by experience and science. Col. Peters will doubtless

reap a rich reward in improved profits and improved

lands.

The cotton planter, however, enterprising, bold or even

innovating he may be in other respects, yet in the pursuit

of his peculiar vocation, seems almost as slavish a sub-

missionist to custom as the celestrials. Year after year,

with a soil constantly becoming more sterile, with a pinch-

ed supply of food both for man and beast, and many of the

latter class fit representatives of Pharaoh’s lean kine, the

question recurs, how little land will make my corn, and

how much shall I be able t@ plant in cotton '? Experience

and science have so often appealed in vain to such mana-

gers in demonstrating the folly and thriftless consequences

of this course, as to make it obvious to the slightest observ-

er, that sheer necessity will alone arrest the evil. Ephraim
is joined to his Idols—let him alone. (Occasionally, how-
ever, our vision is greeted by cheering exceptions to this

melancholy state of things, looming up in the general

waste of agricultural declension, like so many oases in the

desert. Such an exception does Col. Peters present, and
it is with the hope that such exceptions will be multiplied

and that their successful examples may bring about a re

formation, that we feel animated and encouraged. We
know, too, that truth is mighty and will ultimately pre-

vail.

A proper supply of pasturage is the great want of

Southern husbandry. Unless this want shall be better

supplied, our agriculture must continue to decline. A
routine of crops which furnishes a plentiful supply of

grass, hay and small grain, is essential both for successful-

ly rearing valuable stock and improving our soils. Add
to this as bountiful a supply of manures as can by care

and attention be made on the premises, and there will be

a reasonable assurance for prosperity and independence,

if not wealth.

The agricultural statistics of England shov/ that while

she has som.e ten millions of acres in crops, she has fif-

teen millions in grasses and pasturage. And there can-

not be a doubt that the most profitable rural management
in our own country is that which furnishes the best

exhibitions of pasturage and the grasses.

There are portions of Virginia and North Carolina,

which twenty years ago were so gullied and exhausted by

the continuous cultivation of the two hoe crops, Indian

corn and tobacco, that the lands were difficult to sell at

three or four dollars per acre. These lands now sell at

from forty to one hundred dollars per acre, and are annu-
ally becoming more valuable, under a different treatment.

Where formerly were seen the gaunt cow and horse, the

half-starved hog and sheep, are now to be found fat and
improved animals of every kind, luxuriant fields of red,

clover, of timothy and blue grass, or rich wheat or oat

fields occupy the places which were cast away as worth-
less

;
emigration is checked, and the country not less than

the inhabitants, presents a cheerful, pleasing and happy
aspect. Now, what has caused this revolution 1 Simply
the change from the unremitted hoe crops of Indian corn
and tobacco, to a judicious system of rotation and proper
attention to manure, which while it has improved the soil,

at the same time has furnished a plentiful supply of grass

and hay. Add to tkese, the increased facilities for trans-

portation by railroads and plank roads, and we have a
full explanation of the great reformation.

Have the nett profits of the farm been diminished I The
best answer to this question will be found in the enhanced
value of the lands: for it is hardly possible that where lands
have increased in value from 100 to 1500 per cent., that

profits have not advanced pan passu.

With such examples before him, why is it that the cot-

ton planter will persist in his ruinous course 1 Is it be-

cause he believes nothing can be relied upon for stock food,

but Indian corn, and nothing for profits but cotton I If

so, let him ask the Virginia and Carolina farmer, and theT"

will satisfy him of his error. They will tell him that the

opinion once prevailed with them that Indian corn for

food, and tobacco for market, were the only reliable crops,

and that this was the great error of their old husban-
dry, which impoverished their stock and their lands, and
was rapidly depleting their pockets.

If the tobacco planter has reaped such benefits by a

change, why cannot the cotton planter do the samel
Nothing is wanting but the will. It is only necessary tha

he should rotate with his corn and cotton crops, wliea

oats, red clover or the field pea, and other grasses whic
he can grow successful on a liberal scale, connecting with
it thorough drainage, hill-side ditching;Subsoiling and deep
ploughing, and the work is accomplished. It may be
troublesome both to master and to servant in the begin-

ning, but nothing valuable can be achieved without labor

and trouble. It is an important—I may say a great un-
dertaking—great in its consequences to the individual and
to the State, and the only que.stion to be asked should be,

whether it is practicable 1 And to this question it may-

be confidently replied, that there is nothing in climate, soil

or the peculiar labor of the cotton planter to prevent his

raising fine stock for all his various uses, or to limit him
in the improvement of his lands.

If this be so, it is all that can be reasonably desired

and it leaves the votaries of the old and ruinous practice

without justification or apology.

But I must close here. I have been, my dear sir, al-

most insensibly drawn into the foregoing reflections by
Col. Peters’ excellent letter, and if you think they will

be of any value or interest to your readers, you are at

liberty to publish them as they stand, connected with the

extract, otherwise give the extract 'per se.

Truly yours, I. Croom.
[in American Cotton Planter.

Greensbcro\ Alo.., 1855.

eULTUEE AIID PEESSEVATICN OF THE SWEET
POTATO.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeingmany articles

in your valuable paper concerning the best method of cul-

tivating the Sweet Potato, I will give you rny plan ofpre-
paration and cultivation In the first place I break up
my land very deep with Scooter plows, which are just

two inches wide and very long. The first breaking is

done about the middle of February (I plowing land three

or four times) and then, just as my slips are large enough
to set out, I take a good Turning plow or scooter and
mould board and bed as high as I can, making the rows
just three feet apart

;
1 then take a narrow mattock two

inches broad and make small holes three feet apart; if

done when the ground is dry, I have about lialf pint

water poured into the hole and then set the slip, always
leaving a hole around the slip for two purposes ; first, to

catch the showers, and, second, to cover the grass that

springs up, so as to leave the earth flat where the si^p is

growing. Before any slips are drawn from my beds I

have them well saturated with water and also dip the

roots in a mortar of rich earth.

In this way I have succeeded well for at least fifteen
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years. As there was a great failure in saving seed this

spring, owing to the uncommon hard winter, and many
good farmers have entirely lost their seed by not having

them covered deep enough, there must certainly be a

small crop the present year
;
I will give you my plan of

digging and putting up, which I have successively tried

for t'.venty years, in which time I have always had good,

sound potatoes. I always dig my potatoes just before the

killing frosts come
;
as soon as my potatoes are dug

(which I always do with a long scooter plow by running

one furrow in the centre of my bed, so as to throw the

potatoes on top of the earth) I raise my bed about one

inch above the surface and then place my potatoes either

in round or long banks
;

I then place good dry corn

stalks around them so as to entirely cover the potato and

then I cover with dirt at least one foot thick, never leav-

ing any air-hole about my potato banks, after covering

with dirt, as above-named
;

I then place good shelters

over them, made of beards.

Now, if you deem these plans worth any thing to you

or any of your numerous readers, you can dispose of

them in any way you see proper.

Very respectfully yours,

Daniel Harrist.

Mount Hickory, Ala., May, 1855.

DISTEMPER IN HORSES AND HOGS, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Being desirous of

gaining a little information through the medium of your

excellent periodical, I embrace this opportunity of com-

municating with you.

I have recently lost some valuable horses with a disease

I know nothing about. I thought it was blind staggers at

first and acted accoi'dingly, but the horse died. When
the other was taken I altered the treatment, as some
thought it was bots, but to no purpose

;
for he, too, died a

few days after the other. Since then 1 have been told that

ii was Indian fever. Whatever it is, it seems to be an

epidemic
;
for several of my mules show symptoms of the

disease now. If you or any one among your numerous
readers can furnish me with a recipe for the disease I shall

feel grateful.

I have lost a good many hogs with a disease common-
ly called “thumps.’’ The lungs of the animal seems to

be attacked in the first instance
;
general debility is the

consequence and death soon follows. Can any of your

subscribers give any light on the subject, or, what would
be better, a cure for the disease'?

Why will a rose bush that has been well manured and
watered, too, in dry weather and produced buds bountiful-

ly, have many blooms that wither and die on the stem'?

What do you mean by mulching'? Excuse the ignorance

of a Subscriber.

0:nla, Fla., May, 185fi.

I'Ecp l evaporation from the leaves, we think causes

the rose -dooms to wither. To mulch, is to over the earth

3 or •' mCics thick with straw, leaves, sawdust or litter, s'o

as £; k'cen it moist ai.d prevent this evaporation.—

E

ds.]

-O- —

y-'- v. OT- '^p.iOM Corn.—A Virginia paper states that

1 Ar n who ref’cntly purchased Winchester’s
’

. ci>nt.' .pp'.g 0 acres, fork '>. 000, has realized half

iiU sum f u' or-: ; rop ot broum corn this season. Mr. 0.

had .l act'^s under cuitivaaon, from v/hich lie realized

4v.,0‘.!;/ pounds of 'iroom straw, and sold it at prices rang-
ing from .'.7. 50 to qflO per hundred—averaging fuil S8.
In addition to this, he gathered about 3,000 bushels of

seed, worth “5 cents per bushel, or J:750 for the lot—or
$4,000 for the produce of only dO acres

;
which, deducting

for cost of cuitivaiion, leaves ^3,000 net.

PLO'WmG STUBSLE LAND, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I am one of the un-
fortuiiate whose lot it has been to oversee for several years,
and have read the Cultivator smcQ 1852, and will con-
tinue to read it as long as it is published. Please let me
have your ideas on tlie advantage of plowing land or
trying to plow where old, dry crab grass. is half leg high
after you get your cotton beds made and sown. If the
spring is dry the cotton will not come up. I notice where
fire broke out from a log heap and burnt the grass off, the

plowing was done a great deal better and a good stand of

cotton up in a few days. The true plan would be to turn
this grass over in September or October, but we have no
time then—cotton is to pick. When we try to run our
side harrows on this grass or stubble land we do no good,
and when the hoe comes, especially if the ground is a
wet, this old grass sticks so bad on their hoes that they
cannot get along.

My remedy is to turn this grass under with a two
horse plow and follow in the same furro\v with the sub-

soil plow. Our neighbor, Dr. Bailey, treated one of his

fields in this way and the result is he can have 25 rows
hoed to the hand. W^hen some of his neighbors works
horses and average 7 vows to the hand—rows four hun-
dred and 40 yards in length. The field above named v/as

turned over last fall.

As I write so bad I will close. There are a great many
things, and important ones, too, that are compelled to be

neglected in cotton picking time. Accept my wishes for

the advancement of our agricultural knowledge, &c.

Yours truly, F.

Alhboro, Ala., Alay, 1856.

CHICORY, OR SUCCORY.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Enclosed you will

please receive some Chicory or Succry, or CJiicoruro^

inhjbus, a grass seed. I have just received it from Fran-

kenthal on the River Rhine, Bavaria, It is a good winter

grass; can be cut at least four times in a year for hay, or feed

offevery month. For hay, sow broadcast in well worked
land after a rain. To cultivate for the roots, which are

used as a substitute for coffee, plant in drills and keep the

weeds down— it bears a blue flower. The roots to be

dried in the sun or an oven and roasted as coffee. Cut
the grass off in October, say two weeks before you take

up the roots. They must be washed clean before drying.

It will grow in pine woods land, if not too dry
;
but, of

course, will do better in land well manured. Sow one

pound of seed to an acre.

I have about tiiree or four pounds that I might spare, if

any of your friends should wish to try it.

Yours truly, E. M. Rusha,

54 Girod-street.

New Orleans, La., Alay, 1856.

GOPHERS, GR “SALAMANDERS.^’

Editors Southern Cultivator—As I am very anx-

ious to find some .remedy for the gophers or salamanders

(diey commit depredations upon my garden, destroying

ray vegetables by the whoiesale) I will make inquiry

i

through your vfluable journal. I read the Cultivator

\

would hail ihe remedy with joy. Inquire of your intelli-

;

gent correspondents. I use strychnine and arsenic on

potatoes. Whether this kills them or not, I cannot say

;

but one tiling is certain, they cease their depredations in

that part of the garden for a time.

Respectfully yours,

Texas In«.uikse.

Sjrnncfidd, Te^cas, May, 1856.
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VITALITY OF SEED—QUEEY.

Mr. Editor-—! have a 1 ttle inquiry to make, and, as

Editors are supposed to kn iw everyth inje;, I know not

where to apply better than to you. I wish to know if

there is any way to destroy th^. vitality of seeds in manure

without injury to the manure % By answering the above

query you will accommodate a new and not very wise

Subscriber.

Note.—You cannot destroy the vitality of seeds in

manure without getting up decomposition enough in the

manure heap to rot them. In doing this some of the

ammoniacal gasses will fly olF into the air and be lost un

less you strew on something that will absoi'b them as

they are liberated by the decomposing process. If you

cannot find anything else, fine clay or clayey loam will

take up a good deal—fine charcoal and also dried peat

wUl answer a good purpose .—Maine Farmer.

\^For the Southern Cultivator.

1

PLOWING.
Paraphrasedfrom the First Book of VigiPs Georgies.

BY JOHN GIERLOW, OF MACON, GA,

When the snows in spring are gliding

Down the hoary heights of country,

And the glebe begins to crumble,

To unbind itself by zephyrs
;

Let my steer begin his groaning

In the deep-set plow, and heavy
;

Let the share, worn by the furrow,

Now begin to glitter brightly.

Fields that twice hath felt the sunbeams, i

Twice the cold, at last responding

To the farmer’s ardent wishes,

Nearly burst his barn with harvests;

But before we cleave with plowshare

Plains unknown, first let us study

Winds and various traits of climate,

Culture practised by forefathers.

Habits of the soil, and tillage;

What each country aptly brings forth.

And what safely may be cast off.

Here rich grain, there grajje?s are growing;
Elsewhere nurseries of goodly

Trees and herbs spontaneous blooming.

See you not, how Tmolus* sends forth

Thriving vines and safil-on odors;

Saba,j' plants of sofc aroma :

But the Chalybesj; of Pontus

Send us steel, and from Epirusjj

Come the prime ofmares Olympic.

These conditions, laws eternal.

Nature from the first enjoined :

Time when erst Deucalion'^ flinging

Stones into the world unpeopled.

To raise up men strong and hardy.

Come then, let your sturdy oxen

Straightway go to work subsoiling;

And let dusty summer harden

Scattered clods with sunsmaturer.

*Tmolus, a moimtainof Lydia, in Asia Minor, abounding in vines,
saSron, &c.

tSaba a town of Arabia, famous for frankincense, myrrh, and aro-
matic plants.

JChalybes, a people of Pontus, in Asia Minor
;

theii’ country
abounded in iron mines.

llBpirus, (Albonia,) a country ofGreece, famous for its fine breed
©f horses.

§D6ucalion, a mythical person in early Greek history, is repre-
sented ae saved on Parnassus from a flood which overwhelmed the
refit of the country, and as re-peopling it, by casting behind him the
stoaefi he picked up, under the direction of the oracle.

COTTON SEED-HOW TO APPLY IT AS MANOEE

Editors Southern Cultivator—I frequently see com-
munications in your journal upon the mode of applying

cotton seed as a manure to corn, and I have found that

there is a great diversity of opinion (even among practi-

cal planters) as to the proper mode, or so as to derive the

greatest benefit therefrom. I am a young and small plan-

ter, yet sometimes I think I get as much corn froni the

same quantity of cotton seed used as a fertilizer as most
planters, and have concluded to give your many readers

(and I wish you had ten thousand more) ray mode of

managing and applying them, which is to keep them
housed until about three weeks before planting, when I

put them up in pens with alternate layers about six inches

thick of partially decomposed manure from my lot, scrap-

ing from fence corners, leaf mould, &c., selecting a rainy

day if I can, saving me the trouble ofapplying water to my
pen. In a short time the heat of the compost is sufficient

to kill the germ of the seed, when I slice down altogether.

I would here remark that I never plant corn only in drills
;

I drop about half pint of this compost from two to four

inches from the corn when planting. If 1 was going to

use more than half a pint to, the hill I would drop it farther

from the corn and always cover with the plow unless the

ground is too rough. I have several reasons for preferring

the plow to cover. I use a narrow scooter running on the

lower side of the corn and only one furrow; so covered, it

is not liable to bake, and if the land is properly laid off

with ditches, it will neither wash up nor over
;

if it should

be dry it retains moisture well; ifan excess of rain should

fall it answers as a drain. Essex.

Columbia county
,
Ga.,Jaly, 1856.

BEEMUDA GEASS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In looking over your
January number I find some inquiries and remarks in re-

lation to the Bermuda Grass. Writing to or for any paper

is a thing I have never attempted in my life, but this

strikes me to be to the human family a matter of such im-

portance that I cannot refrain from giving my observations

and experience of this grass.

I have it in my yard (say quarter ofan acre) and would

j

give S500 to be clear of it. It certainly will entail upon
the rising generation a cost per annum in labor, unless its

progress is arrested, more than the cost of the Mexican
war. Millions of dollars in labor must be expended an-

nually in order to have the soil to produce a crop. And
as for getting clear of it when set, I consider a matter of

impossibility. I know of several plantations almost ruined

with it, and what will another age do for it I Why, sirs,

it wuil take all the country below it. It spreads by the

seed and the root. It loses nothing, but gains all. Let no

one flatter himseif that he will ever get clear of it or grow
a full crop wffien it grows. He may til! the soil once a

week wpTt and still that will do but little good.

I do think the United States government should take

this matter in hands and attach a severe penalty upon all

who.had any hand in its extension. Any man who is

acquainted with it and will do anything towards its growth

has very little regard for the future generation, or a very

poor knowledge of the wants of the human family in fu-

ture. It is very apparent that in a century we shall

be very scarce of good soil between the Atlantic and Pa-

cific oceans, with our present increase of population : and

to go on heedlessly to ruin is madness without an ex-

ample. And I do hope you will lend your aid in this

matter to the saving of our soil. It is too late when it is

set in any form.

It is like death—too late then to repent. And I do

hope that the world may become apprised of the fact in

lime to save a part of the countiy. Many persons, I am.
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inclined to think, do not think of the future consequences

ofthis o-rass. If they did they would never attempt the

growth of another sprig. I am respectfully,

F, Hodgfs.

Okolouo, Miss., JuTie, 1856.

[Does not our correspondent intend to describe the bit-

ter Coco, or ^xd Gmss?—

E

ds.]

MAKING CISTEKNS—PEOPER CEMENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeing in one ofyour

numbers an individual writing on “Cistern Building,"’ I
j

lake the liberty of saying that the rule given is the old rule,
\

but oflater dates a new rule is observed which far surpasses
'

theo^o!, and in addition is more economical as well as

more simple. I say this because I have a negro man who
can build a cistern as good as any one.

Rule.—To two parts of well washed sand add one of

hydraulic cement. The advantage of this over the other is

it requires less cement and is less liable to crack, and

when wellmixed with the sand any one who can use the

trowel can have a cistern.

In the lime lands of the United States you will always

find ladies unhealthy, but with the simple remedy—cis-

tern water—all may have good and pure water almost

“without money and without price.” Put on three or

four coats, mixed as above and I will warrant a good cis-

tern. Each coat should be from a quarter to a half inch

thick to give it strength. And each coat should dry well

before the next is put on
;

in open and dry w’eather 24 to

28 hours is all that is required
;
in damp weather a long-

er time is required J. L. G.

Arkanso.s Co., Ark., 1856.

MANURE, AND ITS PROPER APPLICATION.

Editors Southern Cultivator—On the subject of

manuring, we are often learning, but it seems to me I am
very slowly arriving at the knowledge of the truth. So

far as my knowledge and observation extends,the benefits

of manuring, as usually applied in this country, will fall

far short of making that show on either field or garden

crops, which it did last year—during the entire spring

season of 1855. Our rains were light, we had no exces-

ive wet, and manure retained its fertitizing properties and

the effect was visible on the growing crops, especially on

gardens. This spring season, our rains have been frequent,

and many of them very heavy and the fertilizing properties

of manure seem to have disappeared from the surface,

I suppose carried by the heavy rains into the clay or sub-

soil, and at the present time,manuring seems to be lost la-

bor except in gardens and w'here it has been applied as

-op dressing on the growing plants.

Land heavily manured (principally for gardens) and
deeply plowed, with turning plows, throwing up portions

of the clay or subsoil, to the surface, is not succeeding
well— the garden crops on such lands are not promising
at this time. Land plowed deeply by using a turning

plow the usual depth and a small subsoil plow following

n the furrow, is abetter method ofdeep plowing than can

De done witii one plow. For planting in the spring season,

after ;t is done, and the manuring on land thus plowed,
has not appeared to the same degree as on land plowed
on the other method.

1 do not believe that our common manure from stable

and cow lots is injured, only to a small extent, by ex-

posure to the sun and air, in comparison to ihe loss which
it sustains by exposure to heavy rains. And I believe if

it was equally practicable and convenient, the same
amount of manure applied at three different times would
produce much greater benefit, viz : one-half before the

first plowing
;
one-fourth (by hand, having it finely pul-

verized) immediately after the crop was worked over the

first time as a top dressing, and one fourth, five or six

weeks afterwards. The manure could all be taken out

on the field at first, before the plowing was done—that in-

tended for the two last applications should be made into

conical heaps, and if smoothed, a little with a spade, will

injure very little from rains.

I have often collected manure from wide shallow ditches

or basins, made on the lower side of my stable and cow-

lots from the sediment that collects from rains, after the

water had evaporated, and heaping it up in conical piles

kept it through the sum’mer and sometimes winter, un-

covei’ed from rain or sun until the next spring, and when
applying, the manure pulverizes so much easier and bet-

ter than that from stables that the benefits are equally as

great, and on gardens preferable.

I would like to know whether the experiment has ever

been made by chemical analysis to ascertain the amount
of fertilizing property in a given quantity of fresh ma-
nure recently from the animal, and then the same kind of

manure of equal weight in the fresh state, analized when
it had dried; without exposure to the rain, and the differ-

ence as ascertained, I think it would be a valuable infor-

mation to farmers. If I could know how much our com-
mon manure loses by exposure to heavy rains, and the best

remedy after it is taken out on the land to preserve its

fertility until the crop commenced growing, it would cer-

tainly be a great gain.

The great difficulty is to know how to get the manure
on the land before the first plowing in the spring, and not

sustain great loss from heavy rains—the labor ofcarrying

the manure in bushels, and applying by hand is too tedi-

ous and fatiguing for field crops.

This letter is at your disposal. It is written so badly, I

fear you cannot read it.

With much esteem, yours,

J. M. Parks.

Shiloh, West Tenn., 1856.

SWEET POTATOES-PEACH AND FIG TREES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I think it important

that every one should have some knowledge of the sub-

!

ject on which he intends to write.

j

I have before me an article in the June number ofyour

I

paper, page 174, over the signature of “Napper,” of

!

Columbus, Miss., which seems to be slightly marred by
a deficiency in that particular. Writers generally under-

take to correct some error, impart some information or

make some improvement in the prevailing system of af-

fairs. “Napper” seems to have no such object in view. It

is difficult to gather from his article what his motive was,

or what point, if any, he intended to elaborate. He
writes like a good-natured gentleman—he does not seem

to know or care whether potatoes are planted in high or

low ridges or no ridges at all, or whether the people make
large or small ones, or no potatoes at all. His criticism on

my failure to give the quality of the land on which I ex-

perimented, would induce the belief that he never read my
article. I described it as rich bottom land, which I thought

sufficient for all pi'actical purposes.

“Napper” says : “We all know (not all either) that what

would suit a piece of loam, would, in all probability re-

quire different tactics on arable land. Now, the loam

would admit of free access of air and give readily to the

pressure of the bulb, while the arable land will do neither,

to any great extent, and this, again, will be owing to the

season; for during rainy weather or after hard showers

we find our arable soil needs plowing or stirring to give

porosity and prevent baking, also to render it a non-con-

ductor to prevent its becoming too dry, &c., &c.

When I came to the above distinction between arable

and loam land, I involuntary dropped the paper, picked
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up JoHHsoN and Walker’s Dictionaries, then Webster’s
unabridged, and found them all entirely ignorant of the

gentleman’s classification. They think that evei-y descrip-

tion ofland that is fit for the plow or tillage is arable. “Nap-
per’s” philosophy of vegetable physiology, porosity^ non-

conductors, &c., may suit the latitude oi Columbus, but it

will never do for Livingston.

But to turn from this digression. Last winter was un-

usually hard upon potatoes
;
they rotted in this vicinity to

such an extent that a supply of seed was not to be had

and the present crop will be a short one on that account.

iiVIine never saved better
;
I, therefore, take the liberty of

describing the manner in which I put them up. I raised

the foundation of the hill about.six inches above the sur-

rounding surface, then covered it with shucks and placed

a pole, about two and a half inches in diameter, in the

centre
;

then piled around the pole about forty bushels of

potatoes and covered them with straight corn stalks; then

covered all v/ith a good coat of earth
;
then drew out the

pole, leaving an air hole in the centre and put a shed of

boards over the hill to keep off the rain. When I opened

them in the spring I found them perfectly sound.

As to the longevity of Peach trees, much depends

upon the manner of planting them. The seed ought to be

planted where the tree is expected to remain, and it ought

not to be transplanted.*

I bought out four small planters to make my settlement

three ofwhom had peach orchards, one of which was
well selected fruit, arranged with ordinary care and taste,

the other two were without arrangement, and presented

the appearance of having been sown in a wundy day. The
former of W’^hich, I husbanded with usual care, and the

latter two, I abandoned to the mercy of the public, and to

the stock of every kind. The one that was cared for

dwindled away and partially died out, and I was under
the necessity of planting a new orchard. The two aban-
doned ones are (some of them) living and bearing fruit in

spite of the want of care and depredations of stock, the

public, &c., and are now twenty-three years old. The
reason of the difference is this : the first mentioned or-

chard had been transplanted, and the tap roots injured or

destroyed
;
and the latter were standing where they first

regetated
;
have tap roots half as large as the body of the

tree, penetrating some two feet into the earth, from which
the tree derived moisture, sustenance, and longevity.

I am acquainted with a gentleman residing in Kemper
county, Mississppi, who tells me that he has a peach or-

chard that is now fifty years old, apparently in all the

*We differ with our correspondent on this point. The
raising of Peach trees from the seed, is only admissible

where we desire new varieties, or need the stocks for

budding or grafting. The progress of Fruit Culture in the

South has been retarded at least a century by the futile

attempts so constantly made to perpetuate established

varieties by the seed. It cannot be done with any certainty
—and the sooner our people abandon it and go to grafting

and budding, the better. We admit the superior thrifti-

ness of seedling trees that are permitted to stand where
they sprouted

;
but the character of the fruit is generally

zno uncertain to make that method of propagation at all

desirable, except for the production of nevr sorts—a matter

which should receive the systematic and persevering at-

tention of all Southern Nurserymen and Fruit Growers.
The ca reful transplanting and good after culture of grafted

or budded Peach trees will secure all desirable advantages
and produce the maximum of productiveness and longev-
ity. We think our correspondent lays too much stress

ttpon the advantage of the tap root. His remedy for the

freezing of Fig trees strikes us as being rational and well
worthy of a trial.

—

Eds,

vigor ofyouth and bearing abundantly of the most de-

licious fruit. It was planted by the Indians.

As for Fig trees; when young they areliable to be killed

by frost in the winter season. To prevent this, score the

limbs in thefall longitudinally; let out the milk, or jo ice,,

and there will be no danger of the frost injuring then..

J. HAta.

Livingston, Ala., June, 18-56.

EMASCULATION OF HOESES AND MULES.

Editors Southern Cultivator:—This is the third

year thatl have been a subscriber to your vaiuable period-

ical, and I expect to continue a subscriber as long as I

follow the occupation of a farmer. Its monthly visits are

always looked for with anxiety, and its contents examin-

ed with interest and profit. Every number of the Cxdti-

vator is freighted with information on almost every sub-

ject of interest to farmers. And the receipts furnished in

even one number has doubtless paid many a subscriber

by preventing loss to the amount of what the subscription

price would be for one hundred years. I have had occa-

sion to prove the efficacy and value of your receipt in the

February No., on the 68th page, under the caption, To
relieve choked cattle.” Also, in your April No., page

132, under the caption of “ Colic in Horses,” the prescri-

bed remedy gave instant relief The May No. also con-

tains, according to my experiments, an excellent remedy

for distemper in horses. But the object of this article,

Messrs. Editors, is not so much to eulogise your invalu-

able periodical as to elicit information through its medium
on a subject which certainly belongs to farm and planta-

tion economy, which is almost, if not quite the only sub-

ject which has occurred to me of importance on which

the Cultivator gave me no information since I have been

taking it.

Can we not, Messrs. Editors, get, through the medium
of the Cultivator, a dissertation on the most approved

method of castrating horses, and the subsequent treatment

to prevent inflammation, and to reduce it when it does

take place, before it produces monification and death. I

recently lost a fine young mule, worth ST25, from the

effects of castration, which loss I might have avoided had

the Cultivator given information on this subject, as on

others.

In many sections of the country it is difficult to get a

person to perform the operation who understands the best

and most approved method
;
and sometimes, when it is

done right, inflammation ensues from the unhealthy state

of the system, or some other accident, which will end

seriously if not timely and skilfully managed. I think,

therefore, that something on this subject in the Culii'-'ator

would be highly proper and important, as it would not

only circulate it far and wide, but would also be a present

help in time of need.

In castrating, there are quite different notions and prac-

tices among operators. Some throw the animal down and

tie him
;
others operate standing

;
some sear; others tie

a thread around the cord
;
some scrape tlie cord in two,

and do nothing more
;
others cut it smooth off, and leave

it so
;
others clamp and cut the cord and leave the clamps

on a few days.

Cannot some of the knowing ones tell us which is the

best and safest of all these methods'? and be sure to give

the subsequent treatment, should much inflammat.lon and

swelling ensue.

I believe, Messrs. Editors, that the idea pretty general-

ly obtains among farmers that knowledge is comnion pro-

perty
;

at all events, I believe it is so among die si 'oscri-

bers of the Southern Cultivator; therefore, while I am
asking for information, I would ask for a receipt for dissi-

pating, or removing in some way, a lump under the j.'uu

of a horse, caused by having the distemper. I ha-'-e a cob
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that has been well of the distemper otherwise some three

or four weeks, but the lump between his jaws still re-

mains, and when I open it blood runs out, and but little,
j

if any, matter appears. Exquiuer.

Cai'c Springs, Ga.

' BECENT AMEPtICAN INVENTIONS, &C.

Ws copy the follov/ing from the ScieuLific Arnerimn, of

a late date :

Caslx Chair for Preventing Sea Sickness.—By Wm.

Thomas, ofHingham, Mass.—Consists in hanging the

chair in swivel bearings, so that the seat will always re-

' main level without changing position, no matter how

much the vessel rolls. It is alleged that the occupant will

be thus relieved from sea sickness; if this is so it presents

a fine example of the triumph of mechanical genius over
j

medicine. The improvement is also applicable to beds
j

and settees.
I

Bemoving Head Dandruff.—On the 6th of April,
j

184C, James McKay, residing in New York city, obtain- !

j

ed a patent for a lotion made of the following materials

I for removing dandruff from the head. Boil a pound of

! carrots until they are soft, in a quart of water, then squeeze

them in this liquor to press out the juice, and add a pint

of rum, a gill of sweet oil and about 50 drops of the oil of

bergamot, to scent it. This is the patent lotion for re-
j

moving dandruff. It has the appearance of being a very

good hair wash, as we should judge from the nature of the

ingredients. A solution of borax will remove dandruff,

but it has a tendency to make the hair fall out.

Catching Ducks.—In January, 1830, a patent was

granted to Wm. Coffield, of Norfolk, Va., for catching

ducks by the use of nets with meshes about six inches

square. The nets were to be set on the surface of the

water, and as the ducks arose from feeding on aquatic

plants below, they were to be noosed in the meshes
;
or

these nets were to be sunk in the water, and when the

ducks dived down they run their necks into the meshes.

The difficulty of carrying out this method of catching

ducks consisted in the fact that a duck could run his head

back or out of the mesh of a net as easily as he ran it

into it.

Wardrobe Trunk.—By J. McCracken, of Rochester,
j

N. Y.— Consists in combining with a trunk the ornamental

piece of furniture known as a wardrobe. Everything is

attached complete, to wit, doors with looking-glasses,

drawers, closet rooms, fee. When set up for use it looks

like substantial piece of mahogany cabinetwork, gen-

t^lfFcnough for a princess
;
but, in the twinkling of an

eye, it may be folded up in the form of a trunk, and is

i then ready for transportation
;
the trunk, which is of an I

ordinary size, constitutes the base of the contrivance.

[

If genius continues to progress, the time will come

when families emigrating v/estwili be able to carry houses

v/iih them, furnished complete, from kitchen to parlor, all

I

within the compass of a flour barrel. Already has a stove

j

been invented which uses lime instead of fire. Though
! hardly bigger than a man’s hat, it will cook a domestic

j

dinner at a moment’s notice.

‘ Seed Sower.—By Hosea Willard, of Vergennes, Vt.—
Consists in the peculiar devices employed for distributing

the seed, whereby the grain is scattered evenly and equal-

ly, whether the machine is used on side hills, uneven or

rough ground. A new mode of covering the seed also

forms part of the invention. Drawings would be required

to convey an idea of the construction.

Iir^s.—In September, 1835, a patent was obtained by
John D. Myers, of New York, for making ink into cakes.

Common writing ink was deprived of its moisture by

evaporation, and when reduced to a proper consistency

was molded into cakes, then dried. By the application of

hot water to dissolve tliese cakes, they were made into

writing fluid. They were easier carried to a distance than

inks in bottles, but they never came into use.

On December 5th, 1812, Peter Ferris, of Greenwich,

Conn., was granted a patent for writing ink made as fol-

lows : Boil 12 lbs. of logwood in 12 gallons of soft water

for tlu’ee hours, then strain through a sieve, and to the

clear liquor add 10 lbs. of nut galls, 3 lbs. of copperas, 6

oz. of blue vitriol, 4 lbs. of gum arable, 1 lb. of Prussian

blue, and 1 lb. of indigo, and 1 lb. of sugar.

All these ingredients are then boiled for 5 hours, and
left to stand 10 days, stirring it daily, then the clear liquor

poured off, and if there be less than nine gallons of it, wa-
ter is added to make it up to this quantity, and a gallon

of alcohol likewise. It is stirred regularly for ten days,

then bottled up for use. This is a good permanent wri-

ting and copying ink, but it is somewhat expensive to

manufacture.

Bronze Figures.—The following is the method of

bronzing plaster of Paris figures : Make a varnish of isin-

glass, by dissolving a little of it in water, then lay it over

the figure until every part of it is equally wet. When this

is dry, go over the figure again with a little size, but let

no more size be on the brush than that which may barely

damp it; the figure will now have a shining appearance,

when it will be fit to receive the bronze. The bronze

powder is dusted on with a little cottonwool and the figure

is put to dry, when all the loose powder is rubbed away.

BEPORT ON SITJLES.

From the Committee appointed by the Newberry Agricul-

tural Society.

The Committee to whom was referred the subject of the

Mule, beg leave to submit the following report:

“The object of all knowledge being practical utility,’’

your Committee deem it unnecessary to go back into

ancient history to trace out the origin of the Mule: “An
hybrid animal, the product of an Ass with a Mare.”

The Mule, like all other hybrids, is incapable, inter se, of

perpetuating its race, notwithstanding we have a well

authenticated case of the mare mule producing colts by a

stallion. John T. Kilby, of Spring Hill, Nansemond co.,

Va., had a mare mule which produced two colts by a

stallion,* neither of which was raised
;
the second colt was

foaled in August, 1835, and died in August, 1836.—
Query—can the produce of an hybrid be raised I Your

Committee not being able to answer this query, refer it to

“sages more versed in nature’s law to explain.”

The breed of mules have been greatly improved in the

last half century, and this improvement is mainly attribu-

table to the selection ofJacks. Much more can yet be done

in the same direction, as in the opinion of your commit-

tee, more depends upon the Jack than the mare, but by a

judicious selection of both, greater improvement may yet

be effected.

In the selection of a Jack, size, form, action and vigor

are necessary. The Knight Errant, a Spanish Jack, the

property of Thomas Patton, of North Carolina, was a

model Jack, he was 15 1-2 hands high, long bodied, clean

limbed, active and vigorous, he made two or three sea-

sons in the northern portion of this District about the

years 1840-41; several of his colts took premiums, award-

ed by this Society, and were generally of good size, actioiv,

quick, strong and serviceable.

As to the matter of raising colts, a few words will be

necessary as to food and care. A suckling mare should

be fed on grain at least once a day, have a good grass

*See Farmer’s Register, vol. 3, page 440.
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pasture to feed on, with plenty of water. “Nothing can

be more absurd than to suppose that animals can improve

if neglected in their youth
;
to improve any breed, or to

keep it up when improved, it must be well fed from the

time it is produced. To produce a fine animal, you must

feed him from the starting post, no starveling ever did well/’

We sum up under this head by saying, breed your mares

to such Jacks as Knight Errant above described, and feed

them well, and we will insure you fine Mules,

The Mule^ for all Agricultural purposes in the cotton

growing States, is preferable to all other animals. The
horse being his only competitor, we propose to institute a

few comparisons between them. In point of health the

mule has the advantage over the horse; he is a much more
healthy animal and with the same care and attention

•which is usually bestowed on the horse he would never

be sick
;
but being a mule ! he is thought by many, to

need only a little provender to keep soul and body togeth-

er—shelter and a curry-comb, two essentials in the pre-

servation of his health, are never thought of. The Com-
mittee, give it as their opinion, founded on their own ex-

perience and observation, that three Horses die annually,

from disease, where one m'ule does, thus showing him to

bean animal preferable to the horse in point of health.

And being a more healthy animal, he lives longer, and
is as capable of doing good service at twenty -five years,

as the horse at fifteen years old. Pliny gives an ac-

count ofone eighty years old in Greece, and Dr. Hus, of

two, seventy years old in England, and your committee

know several over twenty years old doing good service.

Por the wagon, as a draft animal, the mule is preferable

to the horse, because he is a truer puller, stronger and
quicker, will endure heat better, and will recover from

fatigue sooner; in every respect he is more reliable than the

horse. The two great objections urged against the mule
is, slowness and viciousness. The former is the result of

two causes, first, the mule kept exclusively for the v/agon,

and drawing heavy drafts necessarily becomes slow from

habit
;
and secondly, abuse.

Some planters make all cotton and no corn, or never

make corn enough to feed their mules as they should be,

consequently they become poor and weak, and being re-

quired to plow so much per day, are urged on by the whip,

and being unable to come up to the requirements of the

driver, are beaten uniil they lose their sensibility and
spirits, and become very slow. We once knew an ani-

mal of this description—he passed into the hands of one
of our neighbors, who was noted as a good horse-master,

This mule when approaching the end of the row at the

turning point would nearly draw himself up double, ex-

pecting a pole to come in contact with the rump
;
he was

put on good treatment, the driver not allowed to carry a

whip after him, which never should be allowed
;
the last

time we noticed this mule in the plow, the driver could

make him trot with one stroke of the line
;
good treat-

ment had entirely restored his sensibility and spirits.

Viciousness or a disposition to kick, is often the effect of

abuse when the young animal is first haltered, not know-
ing what is required of him, he is disposed to resist, and
instead of kind treatment and persuasive means, force

and abuse are resorted to, and notwithstanding he is as

capable of appreciating kind treatment as the horse, he

resorts to what some politicians call “the right of revolu-

tion,” a right inherent in all animals. Your committee,

from their own experience, prefer the medium-sized mule,

for all purposes, to over-grown or two light varieties, and
the mare, to the horse mule, the former being more spright-

ly and less disposed to mischief

In conclusion, your committee regret they have no data

from which they can make a correct estimate in dollars

and cents, of the expense of the mule as compared with
the horse, but from their own observation and experience

they give it unhesitatingly as their own opinon, (all

things considered,) that the mule is one-third less expen-
sive than the horse. No animal can compare with the
mule in the Southern States; they are less expensive, five

longer, are more healthy, eat less, “and above all are
better suited to our slaves than any other animal could
possibly be, their strength, patient endurance of privation
and hardships, slender pasturage, exposure, and in short
all these ills to which animals are subject, where slaves
are their masters, gives to mules the preference over all

gives to mules the preference over all other animals in. the
Agricultural States of the South.”

All of which is respectfully submitted by the Commit-
tee .—Newberry Mirror.

THE PAST AND PEESENT CONDITION OF TEE-
NEGEO.

The Nev: York Observer, in the course of an article on

slavery, says

:

When the ancestors of those negroes were torn from
their homes in Africa, by the slave-traders of Old England
and placed under the influence of Christianity at the

South, they were the most degraded and miserable of the
human species, slaves and cruel masters, the victin s of
bloody superstitions, believers in witchcraft and worship-
pers of the devil.

And what now is the condition of their descendants '?

Several years ago more than 300,000 of them were mem-
bers of Protestant evangelical churches in the slavehold-

ing States! And 10,000 American negroes, trained

chiefly at the South transplanted to Liberia, now rule

nearly 200,000 natives of Africa, by the light and love of
the gospel in that land of darkness and heathenism.

It is true that more than nine-tenths of the negroes at

the South are still slaves
;

but is slavery under ChrLstian

masters in America, the same evil with slavery under
heathen tyrants in Africa I Degraded as these slaves

may still be compared with the sons of the pilgrims in

New England, or even with the mass of laborers in some
of the enlightened countries in Europe, can 3.000,000

negroes, bond or free, be found in any part of the world,

who can compare, for good condition, physical, intellectu-

al and moral, with the 3,000,000 slaves at the South I Has
Christianity, aided by all the wealth of British Christians,

done so much during the last 20 years for the elevation of

the 800.000 emancipated negroes in the West Indies,

British philanthropists themselves being the judges of

what it has effected there, as it has done during the same
period for the elevation of our 3,000,000 American
slaves I

THE OIL FEOM COTTON SEED.

The records of the Patent Office show that a great

amount of intellect is always engaged in the discovery and
useful application of machinery to the various arts useful

to man, and it is matter of some surprise that so little has

been directed in giving value to so very abundant a ma-
terial as cotton seed. If it could be econmically made into

oil and properly purified, or turned into soponaccous mat-

ter, it would be of immen.se value. The material is a most
abundant one

;
the present crop of cotton exceeds three

and a half millions of bales, and promises not to be less so

long as nine cents per pound will pay the interest on the

capital invested. A bale of 500 pounds yields 40 bushels

of seed weighing 1000 pounds, and 3 bushels of seed gives

one of kernels separated from its hulls, and each bushel of
kernels, two and a half gallons of oil. All these after de-

ducting one- fourth of the seed for planting, leaves tiie

enormous quantity of 105,000,000 bushels, 35,0t)0,00i'

bushels of hulled seed, or 87,000,000 gallons of oil, These
figures are large, but the arithmetic is good,—Ano' .
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AGBICTJLTTJRAL INCOME OF THE UNITED STATES.

The following is an estimate of the quantity and value

of the agi-icuUural products of the United Slates for tlie

year 1855—compiled at the Agricultural Bureau.

The vast resources of our ocean-bound Republic, when

thus presented in bulk, are well calculated to astonish even

the most credulous :

Indian Corn, bushels, 600,000,0000, at GO cents, $300,-

300.000.

Wheat, bushels, 165,000,000, at $1 50, $-347,500,000.

Rye, bushels, 14,000,000, at $1, $14,000,000.

Barley, bushels, 6,600,000, at 90 cents, $5,940,000.

Oats, bushels, 170.000,000, at 40 cents, $68,000,000.

Buckwheat, bushels, 10,000,000, at 50 cents, $5,000,-

000 .

Potatoes (all sorts), bushels, 100,000,000, at 37 1-2 cts.,

$41,250,000.

Flax Seed, bushels, 58,000, at $1 25, $7-25,000.

Beans and Peas, bushels, 9,500,000, at $2, $19,000,000.

Clover and grass seeds, bushels, 1,000,000, at $3, $3,-

000
,
000 .

Rice, pounds, 250,000,000, at4 cents, $10,000,000.

Sugar (cane), pounds, 505,000,000, at 7 cents, $35,350,-

000.

Sugar (maple), pounds, 34,000,000, at 8 cents, $2,720,-

000 .

Molasses, gallons, 14,000,000, at 30 cents, .$4,200,000,

Wine, gallons, 2,500,000, at$l, $2,500,000,

Hops, pounds, 3,500,000, at 15 cents, $5-25,000.

Orchard products, $25,000,000.

Garden products, $50,000,000.

Tobacco, pounds, 190,000,000, at 10 cents, $19,000,- I

GOO, !

Cotton, pounds, 1,700,000,000, at 8 cents, $136,000,-

(KX).

Hemp, tons, 34,000, at $100, $3,450,000.

Flax, pounds, 800,009, at 10 cents, .$80,000.

Hay and Fodder, tons, 16,000.000, at $10, $160,000,-

000.

Pasturage, $148,000,000.

Horned Cattle, 21,000,000, at $-2(), $420,000,000.

Horses, Asses and Mules, $5,100,000, at $60, $306,-

600.000.

Sheep, 28,500,000, at $2, $47,000,000.

Swine, 32,000,000, at $5, $160,000,000.

Poultry
,
$20,000,000.

Slaughtered animals, $200,009,000.

Butter and cheese, pounds, 500,000,000, at 15 cents.

$75,000,000.

Milk, gallons, 1,000,000,000, at 10 cents, $100,000,000.

Wool, pounds, 5,000,000 at 35 cents, $21,000,000.

Beeswax and Honey, pounds, 16,000,000 at 15 cents.

-2.400,000.

Silk Cocoons, pounds, 5,000, at $1, $5,000.

Total $,2,707,89-2,500, against $1,-299,197,682 of 1849-
’50. Showing an increase in five years of over 108 per

cent. It must be remembered, however, that the market
value of these products is generally rated higher than in

:ne estimate for 1850.

This estimate, remarks the Charleston Standard, is ex-

ceedingly favorably to the agricultural condition of the

South, so far as may be judged from the specification of

those articles of produce which belong more peculiarly to

the Southern States. The value of the cotton crop, for the

present year, is set down at the sufficiently low figure of

$136,000,000, against $98,603,7-20, for 1850—showing an

increase of over 38 per cent.

The value of the rice crop has increased in the 5 years
from $4,000,000 to .$10,000,000 or 250 per cent; tobacco
from $13,982,686 to $19,000,000 or nearly 36 per cent

;

cane sugar from $12,378,850 to $35,355,000 or 180 pes

cent; and wheat, of which the South has of late greatly

increased her production, from $106,485,9-44 to $-247.-

j

5U0,944 or from iUu,485,944 Ousiids to l65,U0U,00o oush-

j

els. Other items will appear equally favorable, but these
’ are sufficient to direct attention to the increasing agricul-

tural importance of the country and the South.

THE OREGON PEA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Last year I procured

half a pint of Oregon Peas, for which I paid $l 30, wliich

is too much. 1 planted about the first of June, one half)

on a small lot
;
the rows 3 feet apart by 15 inches in the

drill, and three peas to the hill. I plowed and hoed one
time; when the vines got about waist high, the wind blew
them down. I did not save all the peas, but let my
chickens gather them, on which they feasted for months,,

as the vines continued to bear until frost.

The other half I planted in some new ground, ana
cut them about the 1 5th of October for hogs, au/d my cows-

like it better than crab grass hay, corn shucks, or fodder.

I think every firmer should plant the Oregon Pea
;
but

as the price has been so ihgh, it has deterred many from,

trying them. I will send one ounce of the Oregon Pea
to any person that will send me nine cents in postage

stamps.

If you think this worth a place in your invaluable jour-

nal, put it in “ship-shape” and let it go
;
and if not, throw

it with your rubbish, and accept the well-wishes of a
young farmer, who takes the Southern Cultivator

,

reads-

and profits by its instructions.

Your truly, S. H. Gibbons,

Prattville, Autauga, Co., Ala.., 1856.

COLIC IN HOPvSES-A CURE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been waiting

for some time to see ifsome one of your many subscribers

would send to you for publication a cure for Colic in

Horses, similar to mine; but as I do not see any of the

kind and have been using it for twelve years and have
lost but "2 in that lengdi of time (that I saw at the com-
mencement of the attack) and have cured hundreds, E

think it worth knowing to all

:

TrcaMnciit .

—I bleed in the mouth and make, the ani-

mal v.mrk the under jaw and tongue, as to swallow the

blood, and have them well rubbed by two men with the

fist in the sides, commencing about half way the sides

and rub back to the flank. Then give a drench of one
pint whiskey with as much assifcetida in it as will de-

solve; one pint red pepper tea; 4 table spoonsful spirits

turpentine; 2 table spoonsful salt petre, or 4 of gun pow-
der and then walk the animal about, but not run, as many
do.

If the first drench does not relieve in 10 or 15 minutes,

rejDeat the same, all but the turpentine.give half the quan-

tity. I have given it three times, but very seldom more
than twice. I keep whiskey in a jug or demijohn with

the assifetida in it always ready.

Castor oil rubbed on a cut or sore of a horse or anima l

ofany kind will keep all kind of flies away from theni

without covering the parts with cloth, which many »

great horseman does for the want of a little knowledge.

If you consider this worth a place in the CnltivoXor

slip it in; if not, slip it under the table. I have many
other things I could send you for your journal, but as

you have so many writers and those that can put an ar-

ticle better shape than I can, I will wait for them for this

present. Yours with respect.

Old Oversees?,

Iberville Parish, La., April, 1856.
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SWEET POTATOES, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator— As very near all of

our planters have lost almost their entire crop of Sweet
Potatoes the past wintei", I would like to get some infor-

mation from you or some of your correspondents as to

the best mode of preserving potatoes through the winter.

Seed potatoes have been selling at three dollars per bushel

here this season, and I have no doubt that slips will sell

readily at fifty cents per hundred, perhaps more, indeed I

understand that one of my neighboi's has been offered a

cent a piece for every slip he can spare. It may be that

potatoes would have rotted last winter, pnt up in any
manner, but still there may be a difference between your
mode and ours.

Our planters have been set back a great deal by a heavy
storm of wind passing over our county Tuesday night, the

29th of April, a great quantity of timber being blown
down, houses unroofed and one or two persons in this

neighborhood killed, and some cotton destroyed. We
have had several hard washing rains within three weeks
past, and we have now fine stands of corn, cotton, weeds
and grass.

Excuse me for troubling you, but being a young farmer

I wish to learn all I can from experienced persons, rela-

tive to anything pertaining to the business.

Truly yours, L. H. Hall.
Hernandoy Miss.

^
May, 1856.

[See the various articles in the present and previous

numbers of this journal. The rotting of the Potatoes last

year was not generally caused by defective putting up.

Many of them were spoiled before they were dug.

—

Eds.[

THE WYANDOT CORN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Almost every mail

brings me complaints from those I furnished with “Wy-
andot Corn and, as many of the complainants are your

patrons, may I ask to say a word in explanation in your

most excellent paper.

I received from Mr. J, E,. Thomas two lots of corn. Of
the first lot I do not think I have a complaint. Of the

second I have many complaints, and I an entirely at a

loss to account for it, unless the corn being shelled from
the cob in that extreme cold weather and when frozen

(for Mr. T. was obliged to shell it in mid-winter to fill the

pressing orders) or if injured on the way to me by express

(for it was a long time coming) I cannot say which.

On the first complaints I thought it was planting too

early, so I tried it under glass and found it would not ger-

minate. I stopped selling it, and to as many as have
complained I sent a little to all from some ears I saved

out of the first loti received from Mr. Thomas, and I hope
they will have an opportunity of seeing what it will do at

the South,

I have apprised Mr. T. of the fact, and he says all who
lost their corn shall be supplied next year gratis.

I sent you some to have you try it, but do not know if

of the first or second lot. Will you please advise me if

yours come up ; for I ^m sadly disappointed at the failure,

as I had looked for the most flattering result from the long

and warm summers of the South allowing it to fully ma-
ture.

Fearing you may have received of the second lot, I put

in a few grains to re-plant in case the first failed.

Yours truly, &c.,

J. C. Thompson.
To'niykinsville, Staten Island, New York, May, 1856.

[The first lot we received came up and is doing very

well.—Eds.]

BED EDGS--AGAIN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—-Perhaps there are

many people who are acquainted with the fact that

bed bugs may be destroyed by catching them on leaves
;

but of the many recipes for destroying them I do not re-

member ever to have seen published the following, which
the writer of this article deems not only the most effectual,

but most convenient, and subject to the least objections,

which is

:

To sweep the hall or room
;
spread the bed or mattrass

on th^ floor; then lay comfrey leaves all around, lapping

them a little so that the bugs will have to cross them to

come to you, when their claws will hitch to the fuzze on

the leaves and they will rem.ain attached to the leaves

and may be removed with the leaves in the morning and

burned.

The writer has counted 100 to the leaf, not a few leaves

either. Leaves may be placed under the table legs or bed-

stead feet— we do not have to seek where to apply our

means, they come to you from all their hiding places. K
building, in this way, may be entirely rid of them. I have

seen them taken from the largest to the smallest size.

Comfrey grown on poor or dry land will not answer this

purpose. Comfrey loves rich, damp land where the leaves

will grow long and as large as tobacco, which might an-

swer for the same purpose, but I have never tried it

—

the

only objection is, it must have time to grow.

Jefferson,

May, 1856.

[An ingenious remedy—neat and simple—who will

give it the first trial 1—Eds.]

THE BLANCHING OF PLANTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—If you deem the fol-

lowing worthy the attention of your readers, please give

it a notice in the Cvltixator :

Comstock says : “Plants vegetating in the dark are

white, feeble, almost tasteless and contain but little com-

bustible or carbonaceous matter. On exposing such

plants to the light of the sun their color become green,

&c.”

Last week, when plowing and replanting a few acres

of corn, we found a number of such (white) plants, with

from four to six blades. These were in the same hills

with the green plants and had the same opportunity of

containing combustible matter. What is the cause of these

plants being white 7 They are exposed to the light of

the sun. Why do they not becomes green %

Said corn was planted the 11th of April

—

only one

light shower of rain, and a light frost after planting, till

plowing and replanting. A Subscriber.

Rock Springs, Ga., May, 1856.

P. S.—May the 6th. Rain in abundance since writing

the above.

THE SEASON IN MISSISSIPPI, &C.

Messrs. Editors;—As elsewhere, it was extremely

dry here until a few days ago, when we had a delightfiil

season, which considei’ably swelled the streams, and so

thoroughly saturated the soil as to enable all who had

neglected it before, to finish preparing their stiff lands for

the reception of seed
;
thus giving new life and energy to

the planting community, and especially to those who had

lands so hard by the 15th of April that they could not

have been planted without rain.

Three days after this it commenced raining again, and

such a succession of heavy rains as we had for four days

and five nights, it seems to me, I never saw fall in the

same length of time, and I am certain not at the same sea-

son of the year, within my recollection.
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All the lowlands were overflowed, and in many places

badly damaged, apart from the injury done to the present

crop, which was up in many places. The soil of some

of the fiiitsL lands lus taken a departure tor ilie ocean.

to his nephews, by moving to and settling upon them. It

is these wild lands of the west, with a rich virgin soil up-
on them, and which can be liad almost for nothing, which
makes your population wear out their lands and then

Those who have any soil left will certainly have to plant

over a considerable portion of their overflown lands. One

week ago, most of us were near done planting, but many
are now farther from being done than then.

I have just prepared a level for horizontal plowing, but

I have been inclined to give some tall. Can it be possi-

ble for any land, in any condition, to absorb the quantity

of rain which fell here during our littlejiood ? I am sorry

I did not take pains to ascertain the actual depth of water

which fell during the five days.

If land plowed perfectly horizontal, as recommended by

Col. Cannon, (April No. Southern Cultivator,) can be

made to retain all the water that falls upon it, it certainly

would be preferable to giving fall to the rows. If land is

plowed horizontally, will not the beds have to be kept

always considerably elevated 1 If so, this would be in-

convenient sometimes.

I sent my dollar some time ago, but the Cultivator has

not reached me yet, and it is only through the kindness

if a neighbor I have been enabled to peruse the interest-

ing contents of April number. I know a number of plan-
j

lers who knoic atl and despise hook farming.
j

Success to the Southern Cultivator. May it, or the I

like of it, soon find its way to every fireside, and then v/e

will no longer see the people of Lauderdale, Kemper, and
!

elsewhere, horizontalizing their lands by the eye, thus
|

often leaving each end of the rows higher than the middle
;—the ruinous result of which all can see at a glance.
j

Jas B. Ramsey, i

Landerdale Springs, Lauderdale Co., Miss., 1856.
j

pRACTICx^L AND SCIEimTIC, VS. “BOOK TKRYam.”
|

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have but recently

become a subscriber to your paper, but I am much pleas-

ed with it. I find it interesting and useful. There has

been and is .still much prejudice existing against what is

commonly called “ book farming.’’ Now, this prejudice

irisbeen well founded Men without experience were in

the habit of filling the countr)'’ with their notions of farm-

ing, founded entirely upon theory, which when reduced

to practice were found worthless. But it is quite a differ-

ent thing for practical farmers to fill the columns of an

agricultural journal with the different plans of their sue-

cess, and the results of their various experiments. Such

a plan I see you are pursuing, and thereby rendering

your paper very useful and valuable. This is a new
country, rapidly filling up, and we stand particularly in

j

need of a general diffusion of such journals as yours at I

ihis time, to prevent, if possible, our population from
j

rapidly wearing ou: the lands, as they did in the countries !

’rorn whence they came. In an old and w''orn country,
j

when the lands once rich, have been exhausted by a bad

system of cultivation, necessity /arc(?u the population to

resort to the very best principles of agriculture to make
j

anything. How much better would it be if we would !

practice the best principles from the beginning, and never
[

wear our lauds I I believe, however, that one of the '

principal reasons why men wear out their lands so hur-

riedly is the principle of self-interest, or what they con-

ceive to be such; and, if such is the case, all the agricul-

tural journals in the world will be of no avail until the

principle has exhausted itself

Why is it that the planters in all the old States of the

South will so rapidly hurry their lands to destruction,

eagerly gathering in a few rich harvests '? It is not be-

cause they are not perfectly aware of the fact, but because
“ Uncle Sam ” owns plenty of land in the west, rich and
productive, which he is offering to sell, nay, almost give

abandon them.

The princi})le which “Uncle Sam” has adopted of
selling the very be.st cotton lands in the world at fixed

minimum prices, without any regard at all to their real

value, and giving extended pre-emption privileges to ac-

tual settlers upon the same lands, is making rich new
States but poor old ones

;
and these new States will them-

selves, in time, be stripped of resources, population, and
v/orse than all, soil, to build up some new State farther

west. .

But why complain, or seek to change a principle that

has been governing mankind from the days of Noah?
From that day, the tide of emigration has been west—the

principle which is moving the tide being interest. The
population of the world has ever been in quest of new
lands and rich ones, where rich harvests can be gathered

at small cost, and which are rapidly exhausted of their

fertility, and then abandoned. It was this principle

which overrun Europe and Asia, exhausted the soils, and
forced the population to discover a new Continent, which
it is rapidly subjecting to the same system. It is the

cheap and fertile lands of the American Continent which
is depopulating Europe, and swelling our population at

such rapid rates
;
and it is the cheap and fertile lands of

the west which is standing like an incubns over Georgia

and the Carolinas, Alabama and the Mississippi. The
tide is irresistible

;
it is worse than useless to attempt to

stay it. When “ Uncle Sam ” and the different States

owning cotton lands have disposed of their little, and in-

dividuals have become the owners who expect to live up-

on and cultivate them
;
when the last acre in the west

v.fliich will produce cotton has been reached and brought

into cultivation, and there is no more west to go to—then,

and not till then, will a general spirit of agricultural im-

provement prevail. A new era Vv'ill commence in the

history of the South which will render it one of the most

splendid countries on the face of the globe.

But I have already drawn out my letter to too great a

length. At some future time I will notice this and some
other topics at greater length.

Yours, respectfully, H. R. Lott.

Carrol Parish, La., 1856.

To Make Excellent Soap for Common Use, you must

have good ashes, and put them in hoppers or barrels, on

a thick layer of straw, adding a half bushel of lime to a

common-sized hopper; wet the ashes daily for several

days, to let them rot; then run it through, and it will be

strong
;
put in your kettles, and boil it, and fill up for

two or three days, or till you can skim up thick tjotash,

that looks like dirty salt
;
then take out one-fourth of the

lie and potash and set it aside. Now get your grease, and

put in the coarsest skins of bacon, bones, &c., you have,

and the lie will soon eat them up. If clear grease rises

on the top, ladel it off till it eats up all the bones, &c.,

then if there be any bones left, take a large fork and pick

them out, and throw them in the other kettle of potash
;

then add the pure grease you dipped off, to make the soap

so mild that it will not quite take the skin off your tongue;

try and see if it lathers well
;
then stir it an hour, and

make the other kettleful in the same way, and it will be

hard, so you can take it out when cool. If you wish to

refine some, put in a pailful of brine in a clean kettle, and
dissolve ten pounds or so in it. stirring it till it boils; then

let it cool in the kettle, and cut out and dry.
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AUGUSTA3 GA:

VOL. XIV. NO. 8. AUGITST, 1856.

To Correspondents.—A great number of very valu-

able communications are unavoidably deferred until our

next. Among them are interesting articles from Dr.

Philips, Prof. H. W. Ravened, Col R. M. Johnston—

D

E. P.—L. S. G.—W. H. R.—Bradbury—W. R.—S.—G.
D. H.—Tattler—T. C. Watson, &c. All of which will re-

ceive attention hereafter.

^'Woodland Female College.”—This excellent insti-

tution is located at the quiet and beautiful village of Cedar

Town, Ga. We had the pleasure of attending the Com-

mencement exercises on the 2d July, and would commend

to the attention of parents and guardians the unusual fa-

cilities for education which it affords. The fall season

opens the first Monday in Avgust. Circulars, giving all

desirable information as to Terms, &c., may be obtained

by addressing the President, Rev. J. M. Wood, Cedar

Town, Polk county, Ga.

FOMOLOGICAL MEETING AT ATHENS, GA.

All who feel an intei’est in Southern Fruit Culture are

requested to meet at Athens, Ga., on Wednesday
,
August

6, 1856—during College Commencement Week— and to

bring specimens of the best and rarest ripe Fruit (especial-

ly Southern Seedlings) and such Fruit Buds (carefully

packed) as are deemed worthy of extensive propagation.

An effort will be made to establish a Pomological Society

on a permanent basis, and a full attendance is urged up-

on all Horticulturists and Fruit Growers.

HINTS FOR THE SEASON.

Oirj Pc<z5, for Hay, may still be sown. Cut when the

pods are beginning to form, and cure carefully according

to directions to be found in our September number.

Cornforfodder may still be sown in the drill, upon well

manured and deeply plowed land. See directions in

Work for the Month, June and July numbers.

Turnips must be sown without delay. Have your

ground all prepared, so as put in the seed just before the

:&rst shower.

May Caps are coming into extensive use among

Northern farmers, and would save much loss of Fodder

and Hay in the South. They are made thus :—Take com-

mon sheeting, and cut pieces double as long as it is wide

—sew the edges together so as to form a square, hem-

ming the torn edges—sew firmly into the corners a piece of

strong cord as large as a goose quill and two feet long,

leaving a loop at the end—then immerse your cloth in

the waterproof mixture described on the opposite page,

dry them, and the Hay Caps are done. They are used

thus:—When a storm is approaching and the exposed

cocks ofhay or fodder are in danger of getting wet, one

person fakes an armful of these cloths, and passing rapid-

ly along, throws one over each mound of hay or fodder.

He is followed by a boy with a basket full of long wooden

pins which he catches in the cord loops, and pulling the

cloth tight, fastens it by thrusting the pins upward into

the hay. It is very quickly done, and every farmer ar.d

planter should be provided with a lot ofthe caps and pins.

Hay Making .—Cut all grass when in blossom, and cure

according to directions heretofore given.

HINTS IN WHEAT-CTTLTIJRE, AND OTHER MATTERS.

If early sown, wheat is sometimes injured by late

spring frosts
;
that which is sown too late, is still more

likely to be damaged by rust. Of the two evils, that of

late seeding, with its generally feeble growth, more lia-

bility to suffer from the heaving frosts of winter, and front

rust in summer, is more to be dreaded than its opposite.

Instead of sowing in December, in this latitude, it is bet-

ter to sow in November, and early in the month. Wheat

plants need considerable roots and strength before cold

weather sets in
;
and this advantage is attainable only by

putting the seed in the ground long enough before it ia

frozen to insure considerable development. The tempera-

ture of the three winter months, December, January and

February, is variable, so that wheat makes a much large-

growth before March in some winters than others. It is

better, however, to feed off any excess of early luxuriance

by calves and sheep than have the plants very small and

feeble when frost and frozen earili reach them. In the

latter condition a large share will be killed.

Poverty of soil is-the grand drawback to wheat culture

at the South. If this impediment did not exist, the busi-

ness would be alike pleasant and profitable. We shall

try the use of the Southern pea as clover is used in Wes-

tern New York, to enrich the land by being plowed in,

preparatory for wheat. On really poor ground it may not

be very easy to grow a fair crop of pea vines, as it cer-

tainly is not one of clover
;
and we can only remedy the

defect by the use of manure, forest leaves, ashes, lime, or

bone-dust. The cultivator who makes ten bushels of

wheat grow where not one bushel would grow before, is

a benefactor to his race
;
and this is precisely what good

husbandmen are learning to do. Our limited experience

this year has taught us anew the importance of deeply

stirring the earth for the benefit of all cereals, and the

other plants which v/e have cultivated. Where the mois-

ture had a free passage lipvrard from the deep subsoil,

around the roots of wheat, maize and potatoes, the ab-

sence of rain for five weeks did little damage : but where
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the subsoil was impervious to water, and the ground
|

plowed as shallow as is the custom of the country, th« !

drought injured our crops not a little. A hot southern !

sun and .'-hallow tillage demand a rain about three times a
j

week to keep the surface of the earth moist. i

Deep culture and rolling the ground are desirable. It

should not be too open, as it favors the escape of water

by evaporation. Two or three inches of loose, light soil

greatly favor the escape of moisture and the too rapid

drying of the ground. Anything that will render the sur-

face a little more compact, and the subsoil a little more
;

pervious will bring moisture up from below to the needy
|

roots of plants, and not permit its serious loss by evapo-
|

ration from the surface- of the earth. Many planters do

not appreciate the value of rolling nearly all tilled land to
j

bring it into a better physical condition than the plow
|

leaves it. Mellow the soil as deeply as practicable, and ;

then compress the surface a little to mitigate the intensity

of solar influence, which really deteriorates the land in !

more ways than one, if cultivated. L. i

McComb's Iron Clasps.—The editor of the Vicksburg

Whic has been shown a new invention for fastening iron
!

^
I

bands upon bales of cotton, so as to allow of their use as
i

a substitute for rope. The fastening can be done much
|

sooner than a rope can be tied. It is made by bending
|

over each end of the strap so as to form two hooks, and

when one is placed in the other, a sliding clasp is placed

over them, which confines them immovable. They are

said to obviate the objections generally made heretofore to

iron bands.

"Cass County [Ga.] Agricultural and Horticultu-

BAL Society.”—We are glad to perceive that the leading

Agriculturists of Cass county have formed a Society with

the above title. The following officers w'ere unanimously

elected, at the preliminary meeting held at Cassville on

the Isi of July :

T. M. Young, President.
|

WiLLts Benham,
jW. W. Clayton, v Vice Presidents. i

T. G. Barron, )
I

Samuel H. Smith, Recording Secretary.
I

James G. Ryals, Corresponding Secretary.
j

Executive Committee —John S. Rowland, M. A.
j

Cooper, Lindsay Johnson, Mark Johnson, Lemuel Dillard,
j

C. A. Hamilton, J. C.Sproull, A. F. Wooley, Dr. Stephens,
I

and R. H. Cannon
|—
i

The " Ivy Green.”—This beautiful ornament to walls
|

is not sufficiently cultivated. A contemporary gives us

the following hints :

By a little management you may have your ivy to cling

perfectly. Whenever a branch grows without attaching

itself to the wall, cut olT the loose part close to a leaf be-

neath which the attachment is perfect. Continue this]

process till the wail is covered, and ever afterwards cm
|

away all hanging branches, or by the force of the wind
j

they will detach others besides themselves. When the I

ends of growing ivy once loose their hold, they are never
|

still sufficiently long to be able to attach themselves, but,
|

by cutting away to the point of contact, they are enabled
to proceed to the new growth and thus hold fast. Cut
off the hanging branches as soon as seen

;
for, bv swing-

ing about in the wind, the injury is constantly increas-

Back Numbers of the Cultivator Wanted.—We are

desirous of obtaining several of the May and November

numbers of this journal for 1855, to complete our flies,

and will cheerfully pay 20 cents each for all of either date

sent us in good order.

MOLES IN GARDENS.

A neighbor wishes to learn through the CuUicat.n the

best plan, or any feasible one, for killing moles in gar-

dens. ^

WATER-PROOE CLOTHING,

To those of our readers who desire to furnish their ne-

groes with water-proof clothing,during the cotton picking-

season, it will be interesting to know that twenty thou-

sand tunics, now being prepared for the French army, are,

according to a recent statement of M. Payen, a chemist of

some note, rendered water-proof by the aid of alum and

sugar of lead, without the use of India-rubber or gutta

percha, or any other gums or oils. The process given is

very simple, and is claimed to render any species of tissue

water-proof Dissolve two pounds and a half of alum in

four gallons of water; dissolve, also, in a separate vessel,

the same weight of acetate of lead in the same quantity of

water. When both are thoroughly dissolved mix the so-

lutions together, and when the sulphate of lead resulting

from this mixture has been precipitated to the bottom of

the vessel in the form of a powder, pour off the solution,

and plunge into it the tissue to be rendered water-proof

Wash and rub it well during a few minutes, and hang it

in the air to dry.

Cotton for 1855.—In answer to an inquiry, the Secre-

tary of State has communicated to the House some in-

teresting and valuable statistics of the cotton trade. The

amount of cotton exported from the United States w'as as

follows in the year 1855 :

To Great Britain G73,4J3,259 lbs., free; France, 210,-

1 13,809, paid duty, ^2,939,300
;
Spain, 33,071,795, paid

duty, $'265,290
;
Hanse Towns, 30.809,991, paid duty,

$25,795; Belgium 12,219,553, free; Austria, 9,76! ,405,

free; Sardinia and Italy, 10,087,004, different rates
;
Rus-

sia, 448,897, paid duty, $47,018
;
Mexico, 7,527,079, paid

duty, .$103,1 18; Holland, 4.941.4I4, free; Sweden and

Norway, 8,428,437, diiferent rates; British North Aineii-

can Provinces, 883,204, free; Denmark, 209,180, freep

Cid'a, 9,020, paid duty, $2,355
;
Portugal, 144,006, paid

duty, $19; elsewhere, 270,822.

Total amount expoited in 1855, 1,003,424,601 pounds,

which at an average price of eiglit cents per pound, would

produce the enormous sum of$80,673, 968.08 as the South-

ern experts of a single article.

» ^

More Camels for Texas.—The United States steam-

ship Surprise, now lying at the Navy Yard, New York, is

to be sent again in a few weeks for a reinforcement to the

stock of camels brought iu by her on her lust trip, amJ

landed in Texas for ihe United States Government use.s.

It has been found that the experiment succeeds admirably,

and that for the transfer of the United States stores across

the plains of Texas the camel is perfectly fitted, and with-

stands the soil and climate of the country without an/

difficulty. Thus far only thirty-five have been brought.

It is intended iu the next trip to bring fifty.
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THE EDUCATIONAL WANTS OF GEORGIA.

No. 2.

It has been wisely said that History is Philosophy

teaching by example.” In no bi-anch of human records

are its teachings more instructive than in what relates to

the blessings and benefits that accrue from Common

Schools, established and maintained by law. The first

public institutions of this kind, founded In any Christian

country, had their existence in the New Wo^d, and in

the colony of Massachusetts. The intelligent people of

Scotland adopted the popular system of universal educa-

tion in 1698
;

it was put in successful practice in Massa-

chusetts just 27 years after the Mayflower landed its hardy

emigrants at Plymouth Rock, and 49 years in advance of

Scotland. It is only because the policy of educating the

people at large has been longest in force in the colony

and State named (over 200 years,) that we refer to its ef-

fects there rather than in other places.

According to Bancroft, (see Vol. L, p. 467,) “ The

first years of the Puritans in America were years of great

hardship and affliction
;
yet it is an error to suppose that

this short season of distress was not promptly followed by

abundance and happiness. The people were, from the

first, industrious, enterprising and frugal, and affluence

followed of course, * * * One might dwell therefrom

year to year and not see a drunkard, or hear an oath, or

meet a beggar. The consequence was universal health,

one of the chief elements of happiness. The average du-

ration of life in New England, compared with Europe,

was nearly doubled
;
and the human race was so vigor-

ous that of all v/ho were born into the world, more than

two in ten, full four in nineteen, attained the age of seven-

ty; of those who lived beyond ninety, the proportion, as

compared with European tables of longevity, was still

more remarkable.”

Stern necessity compelled the people, by the abiding

force of a cold, ungenial climate, and a sterile soil, to

study and practice the most rigid ecpaoray. They, of all

men, had no money to throw away on free common

schools, if these failed to return to the tax- payers a fair

interest on the investment, A more utilitarian commu-

nity never existed
;
and yet, from 1649 to 1856 these peo-

ple have steadily adhered to the policy of educating the

masses. Has the capital of the State been injured by be-

ing compelled by law to support free schools I This is

an important question, for it reaches the main source of

o'pposition to these State institutions. They cost some-

tiling, and the compensation, although liberal in dollars,

as well as in moral, social and intellectual advantages, is

not quite so immediate and obvious as some tax-payers

desire. Rightly to appreciate the value of the system, it

must be studied in all its bearings upon society for a se-

ries of generations; and this calls for a little more labor

and research than most men are willing to give to the

subject. They may, however, not refuse to consider

.some of the more prominent facts in the history of human

culture. It is only within the last 20 years that Massa-
chusetts capitalists have felt any considerable interest in

the education of the operatives employed in cotton, wool-

len, and other factories, in which their money is invested.

They now regard New England common school educa-

tion as a better protection for them than any national

tariff possibly can be. Lord Morpeth, and other distin-

guished Englishmen have called the attention of their

countrymen to the great advantages attending the intel-

lectual, moral and social culture of laboring artizans in

New England. Lowell is gaining on Manchester rapidly,

as may be inferred from the following statistics : At the

last United States census the cotton goods manufactured

in Massachusetts were returned at S19,712,161. In five

years they were increased, as shown by the State census

of 1855, to S36;464,738. These figures show an astonish-

ing gain in one department of educated industry in five

years of nearly seventeen million dollars

!

Well might Lord Morpeth, and other educated foreign-

ers, express their admiration of this common school sys-

tem. It enables its far-seeing supporters to send a thou-

sand miles South for cotton, and a like distance West for

their grain and provisions, to feed operatives, and then,

confessedly, distance all competitors in the civilized world.

In this connection, and to lay bare an important tmth,

we beg permission to ask, how the Cotton Factories at

Augusta, and in Georgia generally, have prospered du-

ring the last six years, while depending mainly on un-

educated white persons to operate their machinery 1

The citizens of Augusta expended several hundred

thousand dollars to create in their midst an exceedingly

valuable water power for manufacturing purposes, and

rented it at a low rate of interest on the cost of the same.

Cotton and labor (such as it is) are cheap and abundant;

nevertheless, the capital invested in cotton mills can now

be bought at fifty cents on the dollar, while capital invest-

ed in x'^ugusta banks is generally at a premium. In the

latter there are not two or three hundred uncultivated

minds standing between the owner of the money and his

profits or interest. Four or five educated business men

work the machinery of a bank, and the risk is small;

but far otherwise is the condition of capital in all large

manufacturing establishments. Every stupid inattentive

laborer has the power, through sheer carelessness, great-

ly to damage working machinery of every kind, from the

blowing up of a steam boiler to the bending of iron

spindles. He may not only make short w'ork, and bad

work, but sad destruction of the tools, implements, and

complex machines necessarily put into his hands. This

view of the subject explains the interesting industrial

phenomenon of Massachusetts, with her two centv.mes o f

free schools, being so far in advance of other States in

manufactures. In textile fabrics alone, she produced last

year goods to the amount of )878,071. If weald: be

her object, is she not well paid for cultivating the natural

productive powers of her citizens % Can intelligent

Georgians expect to see the mass of their own citizens

equally good mechanics and operatives, equally industri-

ous and independent in point of property, unless they too

enjoy the inestimable blessings of common scbooLs

Every poor white man and every poor white woman in

Georgia, as well as in Massachusetts, might easily stoc^'

a shoe bench with all the tools necessary to make ti e
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jeather and cloth shoes and boots worn by the twenty-
j

seven millions of people now in the United States. Keep- i

ing this fact in mind, let us inquire how it happens that

you cannot visit any city or village in the remotest parts

of our extended confederacy that has not stores and shops

at which one may purchase shoes for men, shoes for wo-

men, and shoes for children, manufactured by the edu-

cated laborers of the old Bay State 1 Congress gives no

protection to the shoe business of Massachusetts
;
yet it

IS far in advance of that of any other State or nation. The

official returns last year show it to atnount to the enor-

mous amount, considering the population of the State,

and its other great interests, of S37,48'J,9’23. Leather

was manufactured to the amount of 312.206,358. Taking

leather, shoes and boots as one department of industry

and the two amount to 319,639,281. In the making of

iron, steel, edge-tools, castings, furniture, wooden-ware,

machinery of all kinds, and a thousand and one nam.eless

Yankee notions, there is exhibited equal success. But

the mind grasps the truth most firmly when it concen-

trates its thoughts on a few prominent points, rather than

upon an indefinite number. Hence, we will call atten-

tion to the fiict that the manufacture of colon, woollen,

linen and silk goods, of leather, boots and shoes alone,

amount to more than one hundred million dollars a year.

In a word, the people who were the first of all Christian

communities to adopt the principle of universal education,

now find themselves producing some fifty million dollars

a year more than any other nation or people, according

to population. With such annual returns, can it be rea-

sonably doubted that a small annual tax for the education

of all citizens is a wise measure for any State to adopt I

Perhaps some few of our readers may still doubt as to the

wants of the South in the matter of common schools. If

any such there be, we trust they will commend our hum-
ble researches, in future numbers, into the facts of the

case. At present, we invite attention to the favorite

branch of Southern industry—the production of cotton.

Estimating the annual crop at an average of three and

a quarter million bales of 400 lbs. each, and the compen-
sation to the growers at an average of seven and a half

cents per pound, and it gives to all the capital in land,

negroes, mules and farm implements a return ofS97,500,-

000. We have not the presumption to attempt to say

v/ha: is the amount of capital thus employed
;
nor to inti-

mate, at this time, the probable damage done to the soil

by the unbalanced culture of a single staple for export.—
Allowing that the injury done to the soil of the South is

no greater than the cost of the raw cotton, leather and
woo! worked up by the few manufacturers in hlassachu-

seits, and the gains of the latter, including compensation
for labor, exceed those of our entire cotton crop about five

million dollars

!

The cotton manufacturers of Massachusetts do not in-

form us how much they pay for the raw material which
they annually consume; but they tel! us that they receive

for this kind of goods, m round numbers, thirty-seven and
a half million dollars!

Looking mainly to the maxims that money is power,
and power is ever aggressive, is it not time to think seri-

ously of developing the industrial capabilities of the poor
white persons of the planting States I Why should their

latent talents, and powers of production render so little

service to the States in which they live I Why not give

them a much higher standard of social and physical com-
fort, of moral and intellectual culture, that they too may
have wealth in servants, and a direct and increased pe-

cuniary interest in maintaining all the rights of the

South I

To enact a law permitting a man to hold one or more
servants exempt from execution, does not in the least cul-

tivate his reasoning faculties, nor establish a school for
j

! the due education of his children
;

it simply places a legal

!

shield between tliis kind of property, to a small extent,

and the rights of honest creditors. It strikes us as being

a quack remedy that promises more than it is possible

for it to perform. True conservatism is developed in the

heart and judgment of man by wisely improving both—
not by treating him with cold neglect, and standing upcn

the extreme rights and dignity of property.

Within the memory of the writer, the slave holders of

New York were urged to unite with other property hold-

ers and found, a system of free schools
;
they refused, and,

in return, were first compelled to manumit their slaves,

and then do their share in supporting common schools.

All property has its dvlies as well as rights. L.

lEISII POTATOES AKD STABLE MANURE.

We planted last spring about half of our Irish potatoes

in nearly new ground without manure, except wood

ashes, and half with pretty good manure direct from horse

stables, put into the hills with the seed. As they had no

rain from the middle of May till near the first of July,

both parcels suffered alike from drought; but those not

manured are almost without tubers, while those grown in.

contact with manure are dark colored, bitter, and nearly

worthless.

All roots and tubers grown in the earth are deterioated

by coming in contact with unrotted manures. We knew

this before applying recent excrements to our garden and

small fields
;
but there was no other manure on the fiirm,

or to be had on such terms as we could afford to pay.

Hence, potatoes, cabbages and beets begin to decay befoie

they are ripe. ‘

Rapid growth and protracted hot weather doubtless

promote their premature rottings. By subsoil irrigation;

one may push garden vegetables forward to early ma-

turity
;
but whether they will be more liable to rot m

consequence of this forcing process, we have yet to learn.

It is, however, better to water all plants from six to twelve

inches below the sur.tace, and about their roots, than on

the surface, in the common way. In this subsoil watei-

ing we escape the baking of the ground that fiequentlj'

follows surface irrigation. We are not yet fuhy satisfiea

as to the best plan of conveying water into the earth
;
but

will suggest, that while in the humid climate of England,

thousands of miles of pipe tile are put down to carry off

an excess of water in the sod, in our comparatively dry

climate, thousands of miles of similar tiling may be used

to convey water into the soil which has loo little of this

element. Give water the proper head and it is obvious

that it will flow thiough a thousand pipes into all the

earth where they may be laid. Indeed, to water and ma-

nure plants from below upwards (feeding their roots with

their appropriate aliment.) have long been favorite notions

with the writer. The earth is used by nature, and may

be by man, to a very considerable depth as a magazine of

food for the vegetable kingdom. Water, with all that it

m.ay hold in solution, is destined to be stored up one\eiy

plantation for agricultural purposes. Irish potatoes, in

particular, need a good deal of water; and no plant can

grow without it. Enough falls in the year, but it is badly

j

distributed for the farmer.
^
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Buy a Broom.—We notice, by the Yorkstown Register^

that Poland, in Mahoning county, ‘carries the broom,’ as

against all towns in the way of manufacturing that indis-

pensable article of household utensils.

There are eight broom manufactories in the town, which
turn out 300 dozen brooms per week, or 150,000 dozen

per year.

The parties engaged in their manufacture are as fol-

lows
;
Ferrel & Co.; Cunningham & Co.; J. Smith, Kirt-

land, Lee & Co.; Hugh Cover, Brown & Co.; Jared Elli-

ott, Elijah Drake. There may be others, but these are

all we heard mentioned. The brooms are mostly shipped

to Pittsburgh, and sold at wholesale.

Improved machinery has been brought to bear in the

manufacture of these articles. A ‘Self Regulating Broom
Machine,’ for binding brooms with cord, wire or brass

bands, has been recently patented, we believe by Kirtland

Smith & Co., which greatly facilitates the tying on of the

broom corn. The machine is entirely of iron, very sim-

ple in its structure, and enables a skillful workman to turn

out brooms with great rapidity. A single hand will make
with it from 2 to 4 dozen per day.

The manufacturers pay for the broom corn from S3 to

$4 per hundred weight, a price which makes it a good crop

for farmers to grow. The handles are purchased from

persons engaged in turning them, at SlO per thousand.

—

Ohio Parmer.

lurticnituial Itparfiiitiit.

^ BAERER STEAWBEREY PLANTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Can you or some of

your numerous contributors to the Southern Cultivo.tor

tell me how to make my strawberry plants bear fruit I I

have had a bed say 40 by 30 feet square for 4 years, and the

plants are large and fine, but have never bornemore than a

gill of berries yet. I have never kept the runners (which

are many) scrupulously picked off until this spring. They
have thousands of blooms, but fall off and the point

where the berry ought to come, dries up.

I do not know what name to give them, as they are

wild. I found them in my plantation—tliey are all over

it. I selected those from two corners of the fence, out of

which I gathered nearly a hat full of r'pe berries at one

time of, say, medium size. 1 know of some persons who
do not cut the runners at all, and still have an abundance

of berries.

Will the keepiing of the runners closely picked off this

season make them bear this spring I or, will it not have

this effect until next spring'?

I take the Cultivator. Any information will be thank-

fully received. Yours, &c., J. F. M.
Mount Hickary, Chattooga, Co., Go, ,

May, 1856.

[You should plant a due proportion of staminate and pis-

tiliaate plants, as heretofore recommended. See our Au-

gust and November numbers, of last year (1855).,, We
can supply you with plants in November, and they will

furnish you a good crop of fruit next May.

—

Eds.]

Fruit IN the Piney Woods of Mississippi.—D. Hans-

DROUGH, Esq., (one of our subscribers) writing from Col-

lamer, Copiah Co., Miss.;

“I am delighted so far with the piney woods. My fruit

trees, particularly the pear, are growing finely. I am in

the woods and not a tree amiss wherel stuck down stakes

last October. 1 have a hard road to travel; and the people

tell me I am killing my land by deep plowing, but 1 in-

tend to give it a thorough trial, and will charge you with

the result. Respectfully, D. R.”

THE CURCULIO-—AN EFFECTUAL PREVENTIVE
AGAINST.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have, from two
years observation and experimentting, at least found a
I'emedy by which the Curculio may be destroyed. The
process by which I rid my plum and other fruit trees of
the destructive ravagers may be an old thing to you and
the fruit growing community at large

;
if not, it will not

discommode any one in the least to try the experiment
You can have the secret lor what you may consider it

worth. It is as follows :

Early in the sping, when the plum begins to send forth

its bloom and young leaves, be careful to notice and pay
particular attention to your trees, and on the first appear-
ance of the fell destroyer of one of our greatest luxuries,

begin your work of destruction by making large smokes
of tobacco stems or leaves among your fruit trees night

and morning, for one week
;
and my word for it, you will

have an abundance of fine fruit and destroy the filibusters

by millions.

If my discovery is an old one cast it aside with the

other trash in your rubish recepticle. My intentions are

to do good, not to make myself conspicuous as a letter

writer, for my abilities are too limited to make the attempt-

Respectfully your obedient, servant,

J. C. White.
Po,ruh of Vermillion, Perry's Biidge, La,., June, 1856.

[A good remedy, and deserving of extensive trial.

—

Eds.]

INSTRUCTION ON THE ART OF MAKING WINE.

BY CADET-DB-VAUX.

Published by order of the French Government.

TRAN.SLATED BY J. It., OF AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

At a time when many respectable farmers, of this and

the adjoining States, are bestowing a considerable degree

of their attention on the cultivation of the Vine, surely, it

will not be improper to offer to them, and the public, a

clear and short treatise on the art of converting the grape

into wine— it is well known that this branch of rural in-

dustry is, for France, an immense source of wealth. Why
should it not turn to the same advantage to the Southern,

States, so highly favored by the quality of their soils and

their climate 1

That wine of a good and wholesome quality can be

made in this country, has been fully proved
;
and that

with proper management, it may be a source of wealth to

many who, at present, toil in vain to raise a competency

with our cotton staple, is a consideration which ought

not to be discarded. The cultivation of the vine and its

conversion into wine, would naturally produce an excel-

lent effect on the morals ofthe people, though it be not pre-

tended that the use of ardent spirits would be immediate-

ly relinquished
;

still when a substitute, innocent and

agreeable, would be offered at a low price, it can hardly

be imagined how the vicious habit could continue to exist

.

The original work, the translation of which is presented

to the public, is the production of Cadet-de-Vaux, a cele-

brated French Chemist, and member of several Agricul-

tural Societies in France; in it he has condensed the views

of Cbaptal in his treatise on cenolgy. The remarks of

Mandel, another Chemist, on the same v/ork, are heteu:

'
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inserted, and it is hoped that the American agriculturist
|

•A'ill not withhold from it the favor with which it was re- 1

ceived in France, the government of which ordered it to !

be printed for tne use ofihose who cultivate the vine.

The treatise, which Chaptal haspublished on cenology*

has proved highly interesting to the industry and com-

merce of France, and enables me to furnish on this sub-

ject, clear and precise instructions adapted to the capacity

Oi all.

Chemical science already owed much to Chaptal
;
rural

economy will also be indebted to him for having thrown

light on this important branch, which is altogether found-

ed on Chemistry.

I will say one word on that science, of which the farm-

er has no idea. The object of Chemistry is an intimate
j

knowledge of all natural bodies; it decomposes them, and i

rivalling nature, often recomposes them, sometimes even
[

purer than we receive them from her hands.

INFLUE.VCE OF CHEMISTRY OX THE ART OF MAKING WIXE.

If we except certain fruits which man plucks from the

tree, and a few roots which he gathers for use in their I

natural state, almost all other substances destined for his

nourishment undergo different preparations
;
he dries,

j

mixes, seasons and submits them to the action of fire, and

10 fermentation. Wheat would not have become the basis
|

of his food without which is, really a spiriiu-
\

eusfennentaiwn.
|

Beverages, especially, require the greatest industry and
j

care. - i

Water and milk are the only two used by man in the
|

state in which they are furnished by nature.
j

But wine, cider, beer, &c., &c., are produced by
I

spirituous fermentation. Nature does not make wine;
j

she leaves the grapes to rot on the vine
;
art alone con-

j

verts the juice into a sweet and savory liquor.
|

The origin of wine is traced to the earliest ages of the
j

world; and yet, this art is still in its infancy in many
i

countries, with the exception of a few famous vineyards. !

Every where else, centuries have rolled away, tvithout its !

being brought to perfection, whilst new arts, that of niak-
;

ing porcelain, for example, have attained, in a few years,
j

itieir highest improvement. Such is the fate of arts, ac-
I

cording to the rudeness or refinement of the age which
i

gives them birth.
j

Chemistry, by throwing light on the art of making,
wme, has spread a beneficial influence on agriculture, and

j

commerce—national prosperity will increase, as well as
|

individual interest. The farmer who will manufacture
the best quality of \vine will reap the greatest advantage
from it.

CAUSES WHICH ACT OK \YXES VKD THEIR PRODUCTS.

Climate, the nature of the soil, exposure, seasons, culti-

vation, exercise a great influence on vines, and their pro-

ducts. Thus the same species of vine does not always
produce grapes and wine of the same quality.

The manner of making wine is, ofaU causes, that which
has the most powerful influence on its quality

;
for with

grapes of an excellent quality, an inferior wine is often

made, whilst excellent wine can be obtained from inferior

grapes.

VINTAGE.
.'E.USO.K OF THE YI.NTAGE.

!

The favorable moment for the vintage is that of the i

maturity of the grape; and this is known by the following ;

signs
:

|

The lower end of the bunch becomes brown—the bunch
]

hangs loosely— it is easily pulled from the vine—the grape
;

becomes soft—it separates freely—the skin becomes thin
j

’TTtie An of Making Wine.
|

rLe conversion ofwheat into bread.
|

and transparent—The juice is rich and well tasted—the

kernel or almond of the grape stone is well colored.

All other signs are doubtful, such as,

The full of leaves, especially if it be occasioned by
frost; (a)

Rottenness, especially ifit be the efftct of rain or cold.

But these signs, though they do not prove maturity, in-

dicate the necessity of making the vintage.

Grapes do notripen after a frost; they remain green.,

and rot. ^Moreover, it is better to pull the grapes in this

state of vegetation, than to wait for greater maturity; for,

instead of improving the wine, it alters its quality.

However, some wines require that the grapes should re-

main on the vine, or be spread upon hurdles, to lose a por-

tion ofthejuice of vegetation, and dry in part; but this is

only done in warm climates, and to obtain sweet wines.

The decrease of the moon is reckoned favorable to the-

vintage, because then the wine keeps better; but the ma-
turity of the grape and the weather must be consulted iu

preference to the moon.
It is not sufficient that the grapes be ripe

;
it is also re-

quisite that the ground, if it has rained, should have be-

come dry, and the bunch contain no moisture
;
besides,

the weather should be settled enough not to interrupt the

vintage.

Thus you must wait until the dew is entirely dissipated

unless you -wish to make sparkling white wine.

Then the grapes are gathered when wet with the dew,
and the moisture is kept up until tJiey are carried to the

vat.

To gather the grapes with the desv, and particularly in

a fog, increases the quantity of wine.

Thus a vintage, which after the rising of the sun would

have yielded only twenty-four barrels of wine, will yield

twenty-five, when gathered in the dew, and twenty -six in

a fog.

GATHERING OF THE GRAPES.

The gathering of the grapes requires much care, and

consequently the superintendance of an intelligent man.

A sufficient number of laborers should be employed tc-

fill up the vats in one day. The stems should be cut very

short with scissors, and not with the pruning knife, or the

nails. Gather separately the sound and ripe grapes
;
they

are those, which have been most exposed to the sun,

whose berries are equally colored, and have ripened at

the lower part ofthe stock. Throw away the rotien ones

and leave the green. If there be too great a quantity of

rotten and green grapes to be lost, the vintage for them

must be performed in a separate vat; for their mixture

would alter the quality of the wine.

Ifyou wish to have wine of a good quality, make the

vintage at two or three different times—the first vat is the

best. This process is adopted in the most celebrated

vinejmrds
;

its introduction into smaller vineyards would

be the means of obtaining much better wine; for an in-

crease of care is required, where the grapes are inferior

and ripen with more difficulty, (b)

However, there are countries where to make white

wine, they gather, indiscriminately the ripe and rotter,

grapes. The ripe grapes alone are used to make red wine-

but in both cases the green are rejected.

Grapes that are too ripe often yield too sweet a wine :

it is then requisite to mix them with those grapes that

have not attained perfect maturity

The White Sparkling Champagne is obtained from

grapes which are not fully ripe.
‘

The packing and transportation of the grapes requires

seme care
;
they are generally packed in baskets of too

great a size, and much juice is lost.

The virgin juice, that which flows most readily, contri-

butes chiefly to the goodness of the wine; for this reason

the grapes should be carefully deposited in baskets, and:
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carried gently to the vat, besides, this juice, which runs out
!

of itself, quickly ferments, and undergoes an alteration in
!

the air, which should take place only in the vat. i

The manner of preparing the grapes for fermentation I

varies in different countries, and it is necessary that the
j

reason of these variations should be known.
j

PULLING THE GRAPES FROJI THE BUNCH, (c)

Al’e the grapes to be pulled from the bunch or not'?

Upon this question opinions are divided
;

it is. however,
easily solved, . I

The grapes should be separated, not separated, or part-

ly separated, from the bunch, according to the season, or

the quality of wine you wish to obtain.

CIRCUMSTANCES OPPOSED TO PULLING THE GRAPES FR03I THE
BUNCH.

j

The stem of the bunch is different from the grapes. It
j

has a harsh and sour taste, which it communnicates more
j

more or less.

But experience has proved that in damp places where
vines are almost insipid, this natural insipidity is corrected

by the slight harsh tastes of the stern. Sometimes wine
made with grapes separated from the bunch, becomes
slimy. At Orleans, where the experiment has been tried,

it has on that account been abandoned.
This separation yields a wine often flat and a generally

more difficult to keep.

Fermentation is more active and regular when this

separation has not taken place
;
the stem thin becomes an

useful leaven.

The white grapes are never separated from the bunch.
The stem rendering the wine more spirituous, the grapes
are never separated from it, w'hen the wine is intended for

distillation.

CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH REQUIRE THE GRAPES TO BE PULLED
FROM THE BUNCH.

The perfume and flavor of wine are preserved by pul-

ling the grapes from the bunch.

Grapes, then, are pulled from the bunch, to obtain deli-

cate wine—when the grapes have not reached perfect ma-
turity—when the vine has been frozen, which, of course,

hastens the moment of gathering, and when wines are

naturally generous.

It is essential to separate the grapes for those wines

which have strength and body enough without the stem.

MANNER OF SitPARATIt'TG GRAPES FROM THE BUNCH.

Grapes are separated from the bunch by means of a

threepronged fork, moved circularly in the vat, by Avhich.

they are detached, and the stem is brought to the surface

and taken out with the hand.

PRE.SSING OF THE GRAPES, (d)

Whether the grapes be pulled from the bunch or not, it

is absolutely necessary to press them

—

they should be

pressed as they come from the vineyard; care must be

taken to press them ail equally.

This process is nearig tne same every where— a wmoden
box is used, the .sides of whicli are made of laths near

enough to prevent tlie grapes from running through. The
j

box is placed over the vat, and supported by two beams
|

placed on the edgi’s
;
the grapes are poured in, and a

laborer with w’ooden shoes presses them. The juice runs

through, and the grapes when completely pressed are

emptied into the vat by raising a board forming one of the

sides of tlie box.

Some farmers press the grapes in buckets, and this

method is perhaps the best, but more tedious, ajtd only
!

adapted to small vfineyards.

To press the grapes in the vat: to take off the must

which floats on the top : to put it in hogsheads to ferment,

and press the residue or dregs immediately, is a tolerably

good process. The juice of the whole grape is expressed

by this means
;

the stem without remaining with the

mitst communicates to it part of its sharpness.

The operation must be complete: for, if the next day
fresh grapes be added to those already pressed,and begin-

ning to ferment, a new fermentation occurs, which will

produce a difference in the product,

PREPARATION OF VATS.

The vats are made either of stone or wood : they must
be washed with warm water before thej/ receive the vint-

age
;
they are v/hite-washed two or three times inside and

out.

The proportions of the white-wash are one pound of

quick lime to eight or ten quarts of water, (c)

FEEMENTATIOX.
It may be useful to give an idea of fermentation.

Vegetable substances are susceptible of fermentation.

It is a motion excited by the assistance of water and heat

;

a substance subjected to its operation is decomposed and
soon changes its smell, taste and other qualities, so as to

be no longer the same substance.

The principles which constituted the original substance

have disunited and combined again, to form another after-

fermentation. These principles, which produce such dit-

fernt results, may be compared to cyphers, whose effect in

calculation is so much modified by a simple change of

position.

SPIRITUOUS FERMENTATION.

Some vegetable matters are susceptible ofspirituous fer-

mentation, producing a vinous liquor, from which Brandy
may be obtained by distillation.

The juice of grapes, apples, pears and every other fruit

sweet to the taste, yields by fermentation a vinous liquor,

from which brandy may be extracted.

The name of wine is particularly given to the vinous

liquor obtained from the juice of the grape.

The small number of vegetable substances susceptible of

spirituous fermentation would, without the assistance of

art, like all others, become sour, rot, and pass rapidly into

a total decomposition.

OF THE CONSTITUENT PRINCIPLES OF THE MUST.

The juice pressed from the grape is called must* Its

most essential jDi’inciples are
;

Water ; Tartar ; The Mucoso-saccharine matterif

[or saccimrine mucilage,] Sugar.

Is is necessary to know these three last principles, or be

condemned to make wine mechanically.

A fanner, wlio cannot read, may understand those civil

and criminal laws which concern him; why should he

not-, in like manner, know* some of the laws of nature

which affect his interest'? Without this knowledge he is

the worst instrument, of his farm—the vat performs its duty,

but he does not perform his, which is to conduct the fer-

mematiou to the best result.

OF WATER.

Every substance submitted to spirituous fermentation

requires a certain proportion of water.

If this proportion be too great in the must, the excess is

to be evaporated; must containing too much water fer-

ments very slowly, and produces a wine weak and liable

to decomposition.

If the proportion of v/ater be too small, more must be

added
;
thus the wine known by the name of Hydromel is

made by mixing honey with water.

Grapes that are dry cannot undergo a spirituous fer-

mentation
;
but if the water which they have lost by desic-

cation he restored, they will make wine.

The juice of grapes when perfectly ripe contains the ex-

act proportion required for fermentation ±

Vfater, then, is one of the constituent principles of ter-

-The French word is ‘•mout.'’

tAfocoso-sucre.

fNot in all cases.
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menting substances, without which no fermentation can

be obtained.

OF T.ARTAK.

Tartar is the salt winch is aejjusited after some time, in

casks, in bottles, and on corks. It is crystalized, white

and red, according to the color of the wine which furnish-

es it.

This salt belongs to grapes and some other vegetables.

Grapes that contain most sugar yield least tartar.

A quart of must may contain about tiiirty-six grains of

tartar, though this proportion varies much horn one year

to another.

There is no grape without tartar; the strongest wines

are those which contain most—it is not tartar which con-

stitutes the spirituous part
;
but, as will be seen, sugar

alone; j’et the former conduces powerfully to its forma-

tion.

OF THE COy.STITUEXT PRINCIPLES OF ALIIIENTARY SUBSTANCES.

All vegetables do not serve indiscriminately for the

nourishment of man and animals
;
in fact, a very small

number compose the class of nutritive substances.

Nutritious vegetable substances are those which con-

tain mucilage—the mucoso-saccharine matter and sugar.

Thus wheat, barley', and all farinaceous substances, as

also, gum, honey and sugar are essentially nutritious.

Milk contains the mucoso-saccharine matter and sugar :

iiis the nutriment of infancy.

[to be continued.]

FRUIT GROWING IN THE SOUTH. -

Editors Southern Cultivator—Although not a sub-

scriber, but, I can assure you, a constant reader of your
valuable paper, and having a great regard for the advance-

ment ofagricultural and horticultural pursuits in the South,

I have taken the liberty to offer a few remarks upon the

culture of fruits.

It has been generally supposed by' a large number of

the inhabitants of the South that our catalogue of fruit,

must (owing to some deficiency in soil or climate} be very
limited

;
and to those I would say, when I look at the tali

and majestic forest tree whose gigantic branches have been
fanned by the breezes of a hundred summers, but still

continue to be cicihed in its glossy green foliage, and
making luxuriant growth year after year; or when I notice

the fruit tree standing in hedge rows or fence corners

maturing its enormous crops of fruit season after season
without manure or care, (which tells us that the soil is na-

turally adapted to the culture of fruits) and when I take
ii'ito consideration the unsurpassed climate nature has
given us. I cannot refrain .from thinking that in a fev/

years the States which now grasp the premiums at the dif-

lerent State Fairs are destined to be surpassed by the

Southern States.

It must be remembered that the former class of planters
had many more difficulties to contend with than the pre-
sent class; many' had their land to clear and their soil to cul-

tivate without the improved implementsthatare now used
;

consequently they directed their whole attention to the
cultivation of their lands, and not being accustomed to see-

ing the clioicest varieties of fruits grown here, formed the
opinion that it was unnatural and impossible for them to

become adapted to this climate, and when they thought of
them they considered them a luxury that could be enjoyed
in some distant country, but not at home, therefore thought
it not worth while lo spend time to get the requisite infor-

mation w'hich is nececessary to insure success in the cul-

tivation of fruits.

There has also been from time to time, trees of some of
the choicest varieties of fruits (such as Apples, Pears,
Cherries, &c.) which originated in the North, brought into
the Southern States. Tnese trees having been grow'u in

nurseries and standing, as they generally do. in rows from
two to four feet apart, the trees standing from four to six

inches apart in the rows; their stems have never been ac-

customed to ihe lays of the sun even in a northern lati-

tude; therefore, Taking them from their shaded position,

bringing them to a different climate, settingthem in differ-

ent soil, and as the greater portion of Northern trees are

trained as standards, the tops cannot protect the stem the

scorching rays of our almost tropical sun.

These and many more disadvantages that w'e are com-
pelled to labor under in the cultivation of Northern fruit

trees, makes them fit subjects to insure disappointment,

especially to those who do not understand the manage-
ment of fruit trees.

I am now operating upon some trees that were brought

from Ohio, last fail, and I can assure you, Messrs. Editors,

there is a great difference between them and the Southern

trees raised there. The Peaches, Plums, Cherries, and even

Pears, worked upon Quince w'ere trained as standards,

and I was obliged to cut them down, in order to form low

heads, but notwithstanding the severe pruning, I was
obliged to give them, likewise the compost made of well

rotted leaf mold, manure, ashes, lime, &c., and mulched

the surface of the earth with vrell I’Otted vegetable matter,

they do not look half so well as the Southern raised trees

standing in the next row, planted at the same time, re-

ceiving no manme, no mulching, no pruning, and not one-

tenth part the attention.

Even if the northern raised trees succeeded well in the

South, I do not think the fruit would, judging from ob-

servations that I have made with different varieties of

fruits in the different States. I have eaten the Rhode Is-

land Greening at Rochester as late as the 15th of April,

which was firm and juicy, but while at Cincinnati last

fall, I noticed the same variety decaying and falling from

the tree, and if a person was not well acquainted with it,

they would not take it for the same apple.

With vliese facts and disadvantages before us, which it

is not within our power to remedy so long as we continue

to buy trees from northern nurserymen, whose agents cire

continually flooding the country with their “ scamps,’’

but as nature has given us a climate unsurpassed, and a

soil naturally adapted to the production of fruit, and many
other advantages which we possess over our northern

neighbors, afi’ording us the opportunity of making this

the great fruit producing country of the New World; and
as there has been within the last three or four years con-

siderable attention paid lo the cultivation of fruit, how im-

portant it is for the pub'ic to receive the requisite infor-

mation which will insure success and avoid disappoint-

ment.

How are the public to acquire this information I I will

suggest one method, leaving to you, Messrs. Editors, to

decide whether it is practical or not.

In the first place, I would say to all amateurs that can

write, to correspond with the different agricultural papers

of the South
;
and to those who are situated as I am, and

cannot write grammatically, let them “ puli otf their coat

and roll up their sleeves,” and be determined to benefit

the countiy by helping agriculture and horticulture along

;

always remembering that a good idea coming from them

is just as valuable as if it was written by the most elo-

quent writer in the v,’orld. And to those that are engaged

in agricultural pursuits, I would say, subscribe for and

read the different valuable agricultural papers now being

printed in the South, and if you subscribe for only one,

let it be the “ Southern Cultivator Let those who are

capable of giving instruction give it witii a free will
;
and

to those who need it, let them think it was written ex-

pressly for their benefit.

Secondly—I would advise the e.stab]ishir!g of Agricul-

tural and Horticultural Societies in every county or par-
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ish throughout the south, and by holding annual exhibi-

tions, as well as getting their reports published in the

different agricultural journals, which ought to betaken by
every planter, we could, in a few years, surpass the north

in her Pomology and in Agriculture.

J. W. F.

Bayou Sara., West Feliciana, Parish^ La,.

ORIGIN OF THE CATAWBA GRAPE.

On the authority of Mr. Mosher, President of the Ame-

srican Wine-Growers’ Association of Cincinnati, who ap-

pears to have investigated the subject very thoroughly,

the origin of the Catawba grape is nov/ referred to Bun-

combe county, North Carolina. They were first found

at Murraysville, near Flat Rock, (at present the residence

of Mr. Blake, of New York, but at that time owned by

Mr. Murray, the father of Wm. Murray, very well known

to all who ever visited the Limestone Springs in Spartan-

burg District, and at present living near Catoosa Springs,

Ga.) In 1802, Mr. Murray says, the grapes were grow-

ing in great abundance at his father's farm. For the

later history and propagation of this grape, we quote from

the communication of Mr. Mosher to the Western Horti-

cuttural Revieio

:

“In 1807, Gen. Davy, a Senator in

Congress, then living at Rocky Mount, on the Catawba
river, South Carolina, in the bounds of the Catawba na-

iion of Indians, transplanted some of these grapes to his

residence
;
and sometime between the years 1807 and

1816, he took some of them with him to Washington, gave

them the name of the Catawba Grape, and disseminated

them among his friends in Maryland. From this source

it is probable they fell into the possession of Mrs. Schell,

from whom Major Adlurn obtained them, and made wine

of them in 182‘2. In 1822, he sent the vines, with some
of the wine, to Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati.”

—

Western

Agriculturist.

VINE GROWING IN FRANCE-NO. 3.

Borde.4UX, France, April 29th, 1856.

I believe I closed my last by saying I was about to de-

liver my letters of introduction to M. Guektier, pair rk

France, Propvietaire in the Medoc, and the largest nego-

cian, of wines in Bordeaux, if not in the world. J did so,

and no sooner had M. Guertier read the letter and found

out my object than he at once placed his chateau ofBey-
cheville in the Medoc, his servants, carriage, horses,

kitchen and all at my disposal and gave me a letter to his

“homme d'affaires.” 1 accepted this kindness with the

same freedom with wiiich it was offered, and the, next

morning at 6 o’clock I took the steamer down the Gironde

for the chateau of Reycheville, and the land of Medoc,
palria insigna Brircho. The Gironde, formed by the

confluence of the Giionde and the I ordogne, about ten

miles below Bordeaux is a large river, or, rather, arm of

the sea—as the water is salt. There is no current, and
the tides rise 6 to 8 feet high. It is about 2 miles wide

at the point where the two rivers unite to form it, and

gradually widens as it approaches the sea, which is SO
miles distant. In color it resembles the salt water rivers I

have seen on the coast of Georgia. The right-hand bank,

as you descend, is lined with bluffs, rising about 200 feet

from the water and composed of limestone rock, whence
the building materials of Bordeaux and the surrounding

country are drawn.

This rock contains more sand than that whicli forms
the Paris basin, and, consequently, is not so durable. It

is soft when first dug up, but hardens on exposure. On
the left-hand— the great wine district of Medoc— tlie banks
are low^ and marshy, the marshes sometimes running

more than a mile in land and producing abundance of i.e-

termittent fever in autumn, as I was informed by Labahtke
of Ludon. At 10$ A. M. I reached Reycheville. After 9

months passed on steamboats, railroads and in smoky
cities, I found myself once more surrounded by broad

fields in the midst of sunshine, flowers and green trees. I

felt my heart swell and my breast dilate with that indis-

cribable sense ofpleasure and gratitude with which a na-

tive of the country welcomes again the presence of nature.

When my step echoed as I crossed the paved vestibule

and I entered the grand salon, and looked up to the great

beams of the ceiling, twdsted with age, the immense oM.

fire-place, with its high, quaintly carved, old mantle-piere,

the silence, the solitude, the prestige of age and nobility,

gave back to me in an instant all my individuality, so

long mixed with the thoughts, feelings and actions of other

men. I felt at home. What can I say more 1

It will be long before I forget Beychevile and the kind ot-

tentions of M. Marlin, the “homme d’affaires” of M.
Guertier, an old veteran who served in the peninsular

campaign under the first Emperor and an excellent vigm-

rol
;
and the worthy casteret, an old soldier and prefeet-

uer des vignes by inheritance, who twice a day (at meal

time) did proper homage to the keen appetite which the

unusual exercise and country air gave me, as he annoujo-

ced, with a military salute, “Monsieur est servi and.

how, in the morning, I jumped out of bed and ran u|>ob
^

the large stone terrance, to breathe the fresh breeze of

spring and greet the rising sun which glistened and

sparkled among the dewy flowers of the rich green prairie

that sloped away towards the Gironde, which shone ia
,

distance like a great silver mirror; and how, at night, the

perfume of the lilacs and roses, with v/hich the chateau iu

surrounded, stole into my chamber to mingle in my
dreams, with the notes of the nightingale, which had just

made her appearance from the south, and whose song I

heard for the first time. But, delicious as these sensatiofts

were, it was far other and more important purposes that I

found myself at Beycheville. to wit : as you already know,

to study the cultivation of the vine. This I did with all

diligence, and succeeded in gathering many particulars
|

which I hope may be of interest and importance to you,
I

and of which I shall endeavor to communicate to you as
,

many as possible in the space afforded by a letter.

First of the climate. The Medoc is cut in half by the

45th° of latitude. I extract from the Carte Agricok and

Cliviatique de la Fro.nce, of M. LaGenorf. Declay, the

following observations made at Bordeaux :

1st. The predominant wind is north-west.

2nd. Days ofrain yearly 74.

3rd. Extreme cold 1 7. 8® below zero (Farh.)

4 th. Average, of the thermometer from April to October,

inclusive, 64.3®.

For April the average is 55. 2^^; for October, 57.5®

;

July is tlie hotte.st month and the average is 71.8"^. Dr.

Labartue told me that the extreme heat in summer was
about 91®. My thermometer stood, in the grand salon at

Beycheville, April 25th, 7 a. m., 54.5“: 1 p. m., (>4.4®; 5 p.
|

M., 62.G®, and the sun was so hot in the middle of the day,

that I was forced to exchange my beaver for a straw' hat.

Fur-ther, the lilacs were commencing to shed their floweis,

and the pea vines were of full size and full of blossoms,

as were also the strawberries. In comparing this climate

with ours, we must not forget the long spell of cloudy

weather, and fogs which prevail here at all seasons, and

the hails of summer. These are points of great impor-

tance, but 1 can obtain no figures in reference to them, ex-

cept. only the fact that everywhere there are insurance

oflices to insure the vines from the eftects of the hails.

Next comes the great question of soils, in regard to

which it is difficult to give satisfactory information. Tl.a

general ajapearance of the country is this ; After leaving
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the rivers and the marshes, 'which consist of a stiff black

alluvial, containing sufficient sand, you reach the hills

which do not rise more than 50 to 70 feet above the river.

They stretch in long swells with level tops from the

I marshes to the Landes, a distance of from 3 to 8 miles,

i

They are the drift formation, lying on the tertiary lime-

j

stone—sandy and filled with quartz pebbles worn smooth

and round, from the size of your fist to that of a pea
;

in-

• deed the best vineyards, such as the Chateau Lafitte, look

like piles of stones. The prevailing color is a dark grey,

admitting innumerable shades. For Lafitte I find this

I among my notes : “soil black, strong, about 15 inches

!

deep; subsoil yellow gravel and stony, about 16 feet in

i depth
;
in many places the subsoil consists of a congloni-

i
erate formed of yellow gravel and stones, as hard as tock.

I

It is called a Hois and is found at the depth of from one

foot to five. The stony grounds are esteemed the best.

I

While the quantity of the produce is less the quality is

' superior. The soil is everywhere, except where the sand

j

renders it worthless, of an extreme hardness so that the

i

pick and the plow enter with difficulty
;
but it is not ten-

I
acious, for when broken it crumbles readily.” I extract

I tlie following figures from a report made on an attempt to

I
construct an artesian well at the Chateau of Beycheville

:

I

“ 1 to 22 feet, soil, sand and gravel
;
22 to 28 feet marine

calcareous stones, shelly, color grey, ochraceous in spots,

'with blackish points, texture unequal, grained, sandy

;

28 to 33 feet, marl, grey and brown, with atoms of mica,

soft
;
33 to 35 feet, calcareous stone, aspect marly, medi-

um hardness; 35 to 43 feet marl
;
43 to 45 feet, limestone,

grey, slightly fetid and very hard.”

They found continued alternations of these formations,

, with, now and then, clay, mixed with mica and lignite,

until they reached a depth of 300 fhet, without finding

water in sufficient abundance, when the work was given

«P-
' The soil changes wdth astonishing rapidity as you pass
‘ from one spot to another. Within a few hundred yards
; of Lafitte, whose wine sells for 4000 francs the tun, I saw a

' fellow hoeing up his vineyards to make wine at 160 francs

the ton. I jumped out of the carriage and took his hoe in

my hand, and with the first stroke it penetrated the soil

: with a facility which at once discovered the mj^stery.

I

Flis soil was sand and deprived of that hardness which I

j

suppose in the good vineyards marks the presence ofee-

I

ment, such as lime.

Let no one suppose that the fine, high priced wines of

the Medoc are grown upon strong beds of barren land, as

some travellers have stated. Quite the contrary. At Leo-

ville, whose wines are classed among the second class, and
whose reputation it was necessary to maintain, I observ-

ed the immense pains taken by the proprietors. On two
or three acies the vine had faded at the age of 18 years

from an exhausted soil. To remedy this, the ground was
cov'ered during two or diree years with a stratum of grey-

ish green clay 5 inches thick, on the top of wdiich was
again placed from 1 to 3 inches of black swampmud. *Idie

ground was then dug up to the depth of twenty inches

and six inches of this avtificial surface soil placed at the

,
bottom. The lands which I have mentioned are extensive

i sandy pine barrens, reaching from the hills to the sea.

The swamps or marshes produce wine in great abundance,
are strongly tenacious, of a black color, and yield about 6
tuns to the acre. It dues not sell for more than 160 francs

to 500 francs the tun, and is called “rm ordinaire.'’ 1 he
hills produce from a 1 to 3 tuns per acre which sell from
1000 to 4000 francs the tun; the quality advancing as the

quantity decreases and these changing with soils
;
the high-

est quality and least quantity coming from vineyards where
the soil is most strong and driest. The last property, that
of dryness, is very highly esteemed. Until 'within the
lost lew years, drainage was not practiced here, and even

now when they have commenced to employ pipes and
covered ditches, the subsoil at 3 feet is found everywhere
moist and in ditches 4 feet deep the water runs all the

year. Perhaps it is owing to this fact and to the reflec-

tion of heat from the stones which assists the grape to

mature, that the elevated strong lands are so highly valued.

Here is an extract that I made from the books at Beyche-
ville, relating to two pieces of ground in the same vine-

yard. The wine is of the 4th class, and brings now about
2000 francs the tun. In 1831 it was sold at 1000 francs

the tun.

“Cut called lamps—soil dry and large stones—ufrage

carbonet sanvignon—extent 3 hectares, 79 acres, 69 cen-

tiares (nearly 9.4 acres), price 59,774 francs.” “Cut call-

ed Robin, soil moveable, stones small, extent 1 hectare, 11

acres 65 centiares (nearly 2? acres), value 25,678 francs.”"

But to proceed to the culture. When the plants have
obtained a certain age, varying from 60 to 100 years, or-

dinaiily, and are found to be exhausted, they are removed
in this manner:— At the trimming in the fall, the requis-

ite number of twigs are selected, and taken from the vines

in the months of November to January, to form the new
plants. They are cut about a yard long and r inch in

thickness. They are kept during winter buried in the

ground in some sheltei'ed spot. The 1st of April they are

brought to the place where the laborers are preparing the

ground for the plantation, and if they are found ver}' dry
they are placed in water 10 or 15 days, or, as is most usual,

they are placed in a ditch and covered with dirt for about

1 foot, where they rest till planted. The ring called the

’'talon,” formed by the junction of the old and new wood,
is not considered indispensable here as in the Orleanais.

It is left, or not, as it suits, and is sometimes cut off when
they are setting out the cuttings. The preparation of the

soil for the plantation is an immense labor. They com-
mence in the winter by pulling up the old vine stalks,

after which they pass a harrow over the ground to efface

the old forrows in the beginning of April they commence
the plantation, v. 1 ieh is done by opening a ditch the length

of the field to be planted 20 inches deep, and three feet

wide. Men, with picks, go ahead grubbing into the hard

stone soil, an operation frequently ejuite difficult. They
arc followed by others with the ’’pwchc,” who complete

what the picks have begun, and were followed in their

turn by men with shovels, v.-- ho throw up the dirt which
has been loosened, and mould the sides of the ditch This

ditch which reaches across the vineyard receives the cut-

tings which are placed upright in it, 3 feet apart, and is

im.mediately filled up by another ditch of the same width

and depth, cut parallel to it, the soil of which is reversed-

into the first, and so on, until the whole vineyard is ditched

or trenched and planted. A half bushel of stable manure
is usually placed around each cutting when set in the

trench.

I saw 11 workmen engaged in pjanling and I was told

that 294 yards in length was their daily task. The plan-

tation is finished about the beginning of May. The young
plants are cut off at from 3 to 4 buds above the ground,

espaliers constructed, and they receive their first work-

ing in May with the plow and are afterwards tended like

other vines. espalier to which the vines are trained i&

formed of stakes 25 inches in length, which are driven 10

inches into the ground. Along the top of these stakes are

attached rods, called by means of wjthesof willow.

There are 3 stakes to a vine, one for the trunk and one for

each thigh. They have recently commenced the practice

of soaking these stakes in sulphate of copper before using

them, in order to make them last longer, the wood being

an item ofconsiderable importance here.

There are other modes of planting, but not in gene-

ral use, such as ’’la, plantation a la barre,” when the

ground is turned up as in the case I have described, bufe
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the cuttings ate not planted until it is completely finished,

and then they are placed together with manure in the

holes, made first with an iron rod and afterwards enlarged

with a square wooden stake. The distance and depth are

the same. When a vine stalk is found wanting there are

two ways of renewing it. The first and the one general-

ly performed when practicable, is by provinage or laying.

A branch is left on the vine nearest the naked spot. In

March it is hurried and the extremity is brought out where

the new vine is wanted. About the 3rd year the branch

is severed half in two, and in the 5th the separation of the

new and old vine is completed. In very poor lands, how-

ever, I saw them which were not severed at all, but when
allowed to grow so. When the layering cannot be practiced

from want of vines near enough or of suitable branches,

they plant what is called a “barbot.” Thebarbot is form-

ed of the cuttings, of which I have spoken, taken in April,

at the period when the plantation is formed and planted

at the depth of a foot in rich damp soil well manured and

spaded up for one foot. They are placed in rows one foot

apart and stand 6 inches in the rows. Soon after planting

they are trimmed to two or three eyes and kept so until

used, which is in their 2nd or3rd year, after which age they

are not employed. They are veritable viYies with roots.

The layers produce the first year, which the plants with

roots do not, besides the latter are not so certain of taking.

But to resume the history of the young plant.

In the second year the man who trims, called the ^^Pre-

fecture des vignes,” watches for shoots to fashion into the

two Mas or arms which are allowed to each vine, and se-

lects those which grow nearest the ground. At the end

ofthe 5th year the plant is fashioned with a trunk from 3

to 6 inches high, and varying according to age from 1 to 3

inches in diameter, and furnished with two branches from

a half to an inch and a half thick and from 3 to 8 inches

long. On the extremity of these branches a shoot of last

year is suffered to remain, having 3 to 8 buds, according

to the strength of the soil and vigor of the plant. These

shoots form the producing portion of the vine, and are at-

tached to the espalier with withes of willow. These arms

or thighs arc renewed every 5 or 6 years either by a new
shoot from tlie trunk, called “tiret”—the lowest are always

selected so as to keep the vine as near the ground as pos-

sible— or by a shoot on the branch itself, but near the

stalk. This is called “cot."’ In order to train the

“tiret,"’ or young branch to the espalier, they -leave it the

requisite length, but to prevent it from overshooting itself,

cut off all but the lowest bud. Besides the “tiret” and

‘Tot” all the shoots from the trunk, saving the bearing

shoots are carefully stripped off. They bear the name of

•^‘bois gowomand”—glutton wood—and the operation of re-

moving them is called ebomgenonraent or dis budding.

The trunk itself is usually kept at about 16 inches in

height. In the Medoc that is the invariable rule.

And now I have arrived at the annual culture of the

vine. The first operation and that which is esteemed by

far the most important, is the trimming, “la iaille.’’ It

commences after the vintage at the “tons, saint” in No-

vember and continues until ilie end of February. The
instrument with which it is performed is our cleaver, call-

ed “la serpe.” So important is the trimming considered

that it is intrusted to none but the most skillful hands.

They are called “des Prefectures des vignes.” Five acres

are allotted to each pirefectufe, and he is paid -dOO francs

a year. He continues to trim the same vines' year after

year and frequently as mentioned in the case of Casteret
the Fatijer leaves his office and the vines to ins son, who
has accompanied him from infancy into the fields. The
good Castfret told me that he would take his oldest son,

a boy of twelve years, out w'ith him the next fall, to com-
mence hi.s education. I have described what is left on the

vine and you have only to imagine the rhst as cut off.

much does this amount to that the trimmings form a very

considerable portion ofthe fire wood used by the peasants.

The vine receives four plowings annually. The plow is

drawn by two large oxen, and at thnes they are put to

their mettle to make their way. The yoke which these

oxen wear is well worthy of notice. It consists simply of

a light wooden arc fitted immediately behind the horns,

and without any other collar for the throat, as with us,

while altogther it is much lighter than ours. There is

another oval piece which covers the forehead and is attach-

ed to the yoke behind by strong leather thongs. The
strain thus falls on the back of the head and horns and in

pulling principally on the forehead. I should think it

much less likely to produce galling than our plan. The
plows ai'e altogether peculiar. They are of two kinds

That used at the first and thix'd which take place in March
and May, respectively, is called La cafbot and is used for

uncovering the vines. The other, called la combe, is used

at the 2nd and 4th workings in April and June for cover-

ing the i-oots of the vines. Their genei'al structure is the

same, consisting of a flat cutting plowshare, attached to a

heavy wooden beam, a lai’ge wooden wing with an im-

mense pole and a single handle. The difference lies prin-

cipally in the curving of the pole, in the cabot where the

beam runs close to the vines the pole is curved towards

the wing which runs in the middle of the row. In la

courbe we have it exactly different. By means of these

workings the vines are alternately covered and uncovered

to the depth of six indies, in such a manner that all the

supei'ficicial roots are destroyed. At the time of the 2nd

and 4th workings the plows are followed by women with

wooden shovels, which they interpose between the vine

and the wing of the plows to prevent it from being entire-

ly covered with dirtf Besides this the vines receive work-

ing with the hoe to chop out the grass left by the 2nd and

4th workings between the stalks and as further occasion

demands. Besides these there is the training of the young
shoots to the espalier

;
and in the Medoc I saw crowds of

women walking through the vineyai’ds with small tin

pans containing soap suds into which they threw the in-

sects and snails which they picked or brushed from the

vines. The insects are two small species of green beetles

exactly like our June bugs only much smaller. The
snails were unknown until the last three years, since

which time they have appeared in legions and made ter-

rible ravages among the young buds of the vide. The
people eat them aixd consider them great delicacies.

I stayed at the Chateau of Beycheville two days. On
the morning of the third day, as I was issuing from the

gate for the pui’pose of taking my seat in the diligence

for the village of Margaux, I W'as surprised to find all the

Vy’omen of the Chateau standing around a neat little table

placed at the entrance of the gate on which iay a crucifix

with a small saucer of hol]^ water, flanked on each side

by a wax taper and a large bouquet of flowers. I asked

M. Martin what was the meaning of this, and with a

smile*he pointed in the distance to a long procession of

about one hundred woman preceding a priest in his robes,

followed by six boys in wlxite gbws, with red caps and

red sashes. It was the day of the dedication of the vines

and the good c-ure was making his tour tlircugh the com-

mune, excommunicating the snails and the in.yects and

blessing the vines and their produce. He sang as ha

passed along, and the boys ansvrered in chant, wifile at

certain indicated spots, as the gate of the Chateau, the

vvhole procession knelt down and pra;veis were said.

There was something supremely touching in this re-

ligious solemnity in the open fields is the t-'-ig)?c spr'ng

morning. It was the creature standing in the gveat

temple of the Creator and calling oix him for aid ar. i pro-

tectma. Ifiv/as man standing befoi’e the first iask w-hich

Heaven had alloted to him, and calling upon ihm h.eaveuSol
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that had condemned him to labor, to bless and assist I

those labors. Who, more than the tiller of the soil, lives in !

the presence of the Almighty 1 j

As soon as 1 had made tire tour of the celebrated vine-
|

vard of Chateau Margaux, where I saw an immense ope-
j

ration in process, to wit; from a spot of 7 acres in extent
,

where the limestone crops out, they were removing the

soil and grubbing up the rock with pick axes in order to

remove that also. I took boiture for the village of Ludon,

some eight miles distant, to deliver my letter to Dr. La-

barthe, who, after making me. taste his wines, (among

which was some Chateau hfargaux of ’47, worth GOOO frs.
|

:lie tun, for besides his profession he is Mayor of Ludon,
j

proprietor ofconsiderablevineyards and negotiant ofwines)
|

introduced me to the culture of the “vigyics dcs or

vines on swamp lands, of which more hereafter. At the

same time he showed me the manner in which the arti-

ncial propagation of leeches was conducted, at one time

a very lucrative business, but at present destroyed by the

great competition. The manner of feeding the leeches is

singular. They buy a worn-out horse which costs from 80

to 100 francs, and drive the poor beast into the marsh

where the leeches are kept
;
in an instant his legs are

atacked by the thousands of these voracious animals,

which, in a longer or shorter time, varying with the

strength of the poor brute, finish by bleeding him to death.

The same evening I made my way back to Bordeaux.

Tiie next morning I called upon M. Guertier to return

my thanks to him, on which occasion he took occasion to

increase my obligations to him by having me conducted

through his immense wine cellars. He afterwards intro-

duced me to M. Lo^^JET, the principal white wine broker

of Bordeaux, v/ho carried me next day through Sauterne

and the white wine country, and gave me a letter to M.
Orsjbat, “negociant a Libourn,” where I went to-day for

the purpose of visiting the vineyards of St. Emilion. M.
Guertier has likewise given me three most valuable letters

to gentlemen engaged in the cultivation and fabrications

ofwines. The kindness of M. Guertier is such as I had
j

never expected to receive except at the hands of a Southern

planter, and I feel under the greatest obligation to him.

H. H.

CLOVER IN THE SOUTH.-LETTER FROM C.jL.

GROOM.

Editors Southern Cultivator ;—I send you here-

v;ith an agricultural letter for publication, which I receiv-

ed some time since from Col J, Croo;u, of Greensboro,

Ala. I have not consulted the Colonel as to its publica-

tion, but it being on a subject of general interest to the

planters of tue South, I am sure that he v.’ill not o'‘ je^t to

its insertion in your journal. Yours, &c,,

G. D. Har.mon.
Uiica, Miss., July, 1856.

Greensboro, Ala., May 15th, 1856.

G. D. Harmon, Esq .
—Dear S>.r :

—

I received your let-

ter of the 14th ult., some three weeks ago, but being on
the eve ot leaving home for ^lobile, had to delay the reply

until my return. I now avail myself of the earliest op-

portunity since my return to give you a very imperfect

response to your requests and wishes.

And, in the first place, as to my system of Clover and
Grasses. I sow the red do , . r exclusively on prairie or

lime soils. This soil is peculiarly adapted to red clover,

as the leading compounds of the plant are lime and sul-

phur, and the soil abounds in each, as well as the other

fertile elements of a good soil. As such, it is in a natural
state well adapted to the growth of clover. It sustains,

indeed, a luxuriant growth of clover longer than any soil
i

I have seen or read of In most soils in this country, as

well as in Europe, in four or five years generally the

land becomes what is called “clover sick” and refuses to

grow the plant vigorousl}'’ or profitably
;
mine, on the

contrary, is as luxuriant at this time as it ever has been,

(the 14ih year,) without re-sowing or re-plowing, and
grazed all the time, except in very rigorous weather in

mid-winter.

As to other grasses, (artificials,) I use only blue grass

and orchard. These do pretty well in stitT bottom land,

properly shaded, but do not yield half if a sixth of the

amount of grazing which the clover does. The clover

thrives best in the open fields. I consider the Crab grass

(native) and the Bermuda the most valuable grasses we
have

;
and early sown rye and barley most to be relied

on for winter and early spring grazing. I also make great

use of Indian corn sown broad cast for green soiling.

This last is also valuable for winter provender for stock.

As regards my hog raising, in the next place, my sys-

tem is to keep my sows and pigs in Avoods pastures. Sows
enough to- produce double the number of pigs I expect to

fatten, thus allowing for a loss of one-half I generally

have shoats enough to fatten, by this liberal provision,

notwithstanding the heavy losses which alw^ays take

place from destruction by buzzards, pig-eating sows and
other causes.

So soon as my fat hogs are killed, I put my shoats in

the horse lots, say in January, February, March, and
about the middle of April they are turned on the clover,

where they remain until they are taken up, about the 1st

to 15th November, to live on corn and pumpkins, some
six weeks prcAdous to being butchered. They are always
fat while on the clover, and eat very little corn. I saw
my hogs a few days ago, half buried in the clover, and
fat enough for the butcher.

You would scarcely believe me tvere I to tell you how-

valuable my clover is to me. Besides tbe grazing of my
sheep, calves, colts, &c.., &c., it netts me S50 per acre in

pork alone. In addition, it requires no expense, and the

land is improving all the time. By means of my clover

pastures, last year, my crop was, for this country, a re-

markable one. I made iO bales cotton, (540 lbs. each,)

800 lbs. pork, 200 bushels corn, (wheat for use,) to the

efficient hand
;
besides sold 8,000 lbs. beef, 2,000 lbs. fat

mutton, 1,000 lbs. butter
;
had also 200 acres oats, plenty

of sweet potatoes, field peas, cabbages, turnips, double as

many pumpkins as I could use betore frost destroyed

them, besides other little crops, all housed by Christmas,

besides improvements in the w-ay of clearing, ditching,

canaling and building to the amount of at least S‘3,000.

I mention this not by v/ay of boasting, f)r I abhor egotism

in all forms, and most of all in the form of purse vanity,

but to show you that grazing or farming, if you please,

and planting may be judiciously and ].n'ofiiably blended.

That raising meat, fine stock of every kind, improving

land, &c., so far from being opposed to or inconsistent

\v ljh the best interests of the cotton planter, are necessa-

ry for his comfort and highest prosperity, and are Avithin

his reach.

I never could make my meat before I grew' clover, and
last year, besides the beef, butter and mutton, I sold 300

lbs. pork to the efficient hand, after salting up 500 lbs. to

the hand for use.

I do not recommend, however, the use of red clover in

sandy land or other than lime lands, for the sole reason

that I believe it will require an outlay in labor and ex-

pense of preparation, manure, lime and plaster, wdiich

tew wull be wulling to incur. Still I believe clover to be a

plant of the proper food and soil, (mechanically,) and not

of climate. In truth, I am more and more persuaded, by
repeated observations, that climate offers no obstacle to

the successful grow'th of grasses, fruits or vegetables
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which energy and intelligent enterprise cannot overcome.

To show how far this has already been done, I will only

say that a few days ago I saw in the Agricultural and

Horticultural Rooms at Mobile, fine May Duke and Ox

Heart Cherries and Cauliflowers, equal in size and per-

fect maturity to any grown in Maryland or Pennsylvania.

I will conclude by saying, on a stiff sandy soil, or hav-

ing a stiff subsoil, with the necessary trouble and expense,

clover may be successfully grown, and, further, that it

will liberally remunerate for all trouble and expense, how-

ever large such may be.

As regards hay-making, which escaped me until this

moment, I would remark, that not having had a demand

for it, I have not made it. My clover, not grazed, is al-

lowed to fall and rot. I believe our crab grass to be per-

haps the best for hay. Plow and harrow a piece of land

about the middle of April, and devote it tohhis grass
;
cut

when it gets in the best, and it will make a ton per acre,

and may be grazed afterwards. I have endeavored, I

fear imperfectly, to comply with your wishes. If my
letter should give a nev/ idea, or kindle a new zeal, or

wake up a dormant energy m behalf of Southern stock

and pasturage, to me it will furnish more than a compen-

:sation for the small trouble it has cost me.

Very respectfully, yours,

Isaac Croom.

CAST lEOJ^ GOTTOH SCREWS.

D. H. Coombs, Esq —Dear Sir :—Your letter of inquiry

about my Cast Iron Cotton Screws is now before me.

The cost of either one I cannot give you, as 1 bought both

of mine from gentlemen that had no knowledge of their

value, for a mere trifle. I say in confidence that either of

my screws will last 40 years, and pack 500 bales of cot-

ton a year, without repair, and that neither cost over ^80.

In packing, I use a pair of mules, a boy to drive them,

and about four men in handling and baling up the cotton;

and they will put up about 20 bales a day of over 500

pounds weight each.

My lint room is the same size of my gin house, built in

the same way, and of the same material—both being log

walls, built up on lightwood posts.

For the cost of screv/ and fixtures I refer you to Robert

FiNDLEY, Esq
,
of Macon

;
and if you wish a capable,

faithful and honest workmen to put up the screw, I refer

you to John Cunningham, Oglethorpe, Macon county,

Georgia.

I am confident that I pack cotton faster, with more ease

and less loss than any other planter in Georgia. I would

not to-day take five hundred dollars for either of my
screws. Most respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

John S. Thomas.

Montezuma, S. W. Rail Road, July, 1856.

HORSES IN A1JSTRIA--THE IIIPERIAL STUD.

A LETTER from Vienna to the Springfield (Mass.) Re-

publican gives the annexed description of the Imperial

stables

:

“I have visited some picture galleries, twenty or thirty

churches, a great many cabinets of natural history, a few

palaces, and most interesting of all, the imperial stables,

where six hundred noble steeds are lodged most royally,

and fare sumptuously every day, dutifully attended by

three hundred, servants. The apartments of their equine

highnesses are at once splendid and comfortable, free from

the scent of the stable, and clean as a lady’s parlor. Their

blankets are embroidered with the imperial crest
;
their

harness, saddles, and all their equipments, are of the most
mostly kind, and generally in excellent taste. In one large

hall are some two hundred carriages, of which the cheap-

est cost two or three thousand dollars, and the coronation

carriage, adorned with paintings by Rubens, and covered

with diamonds, and gold, wheels and all, cost about two

hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Another hath filled

with state saddles and trappings of various descriptions, k
still more magnificent.

“But the animals themselves, unlike most occupants of

palaces, far outshine all their exterior adornments. The
bright, fiery, intelligent eye; the proudly arching neck,

(the horse is the only animal whom pride really becomes);

the form of perfect symmetry
;
the delicate but powerful

limbs, the grace of every movement, the gentleness and
courtesy with which they receive every little attention

bestowed upon them, the high-bred nobleness and dignity

of their whole deportment, filled me with admiration. 1

would rather have my choice from those six hundred

horses than the Imperial crown of their owner. The
carriage horses are ail white, but those for riding are of all

colors, some magnificent black.”

SLAVE PROPERTY IN THE ' UNITED STATES.

According to the United States Census for 18.50, there

were then in the slave States 5,1 95,951 slaves. Taking
t$6U0 as the average and allowing for the material increase

since 1850, the total value of slaves in the United States

at this time, is estimated at two thousand millions of dol-

lars, the annual interest of which, at 6 per cent, will

amount to 120,000,000.

The estimated value of the slaves emancipated in the

British West Indies was only S-50,000,000, not half the

amount of the annual interest of the slave property of the
;

United States. Yet it is estimated by an able v/riter in

Blackxeovd'& Magazine that the loss of productive proper-

ty in land, houses, machinery and implements of various

kinds which were rendered valueless by emancipation,

was not less than four times the amount of the whole
value of the slaves. Calculate, then, the enormous finan-

cial ruin that would follow the triumph of Abolitionism in

the United States i

Is it wonderful that the South should be sensitive in-

view of the fact that a formidable party, strong enough to

elect a speaker of the House of Representatives, and a

President of the United States, (if the election should be

thrown, as is not improbable, upon the Plouse.) exists in

the non-slaveholding States, whose avowed object is to
|

abolish slavery, to rob six millions of Southerners of two
|

thousand millions of property, and the incalculable
\

amount of other property which would be rendered value-

less by emancipation
;
to say nothing of all the horrors of

civil and servile war which would necessarily accompany
the attempt to accomplish this stupendous and unparal-

leled wrong ?—Richmond Dispatch.

“HAVE THINGS HANDY.”

This is an old-fashioned expression
;
nevertheless, it is '

one full of meaning—and this is the character of most old-

fashioned things. We love them for their paternity’s sake, i

and for the sacred associations they carry with them of

our old-fashioned home, with its old-lash ioned fire-place

and ample stone hearth—of our old-fashioned mother,

with a heart which is old-fashioned, we suppose, for it is a

good one, and “beats” in truest time yet; for a thousand

old memories which they keep alive on the heart’s altar,

and which, in our tilting and twittering after the new
things of the day, we are likely, alas too soon to forget.

Have things handy:' Not you alone. Farmers ! Not

you only, mechanics!—but to every reader, of whatever

grade, business, or profession, we say, “have things handy
’

about you. Save time and accomplish more. In the first

place, the dwelling should be arranged in the most con-
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venient manner—every room should be as easily acces-

j

sible as possible. Next, the wood and water should be

I

brought to the door. Never suffer your family to run a

j

single rod for either. It would be far better indeed to

ha,ve the water brought into the house or wood-shed, then

j

in cold weather, there woul ! be no trotting out after water.

The cistern should always discharge itself into a sink, or

in some convenient nook or corner of the kitchen. A
i good wife will look to these little conveniences. Every

^ family, almost, needs a good smoke-house, ash-house, and

^ ice-house. Every family in the country, at least, needs

these. Then the work-shop, the barns, and stables, should

: all be located so as to be easy of access. Built in some

neat style, the barn may be placed very near the house,

and if icood sheds are provided for the manure of the ani-

I

mats, the stables need not be a mile away. The saving

,
of time is the saving of money. “Have things handy,”

then, and you add much to your store .
—Prairie Fo.rmer.

OUE HOMES.

BY MRS. TAMAR DAVIS.

Our homes! how beautiful they stand

Amid the orchard groves,

Scattered o'er all the pleasant land.

Where’er the zephyr roves :

The vine beneath each casement flings

Her wealth of fruit and flower,

The bee her honey’d treasure brings,

And smiles the harvest hour.

Our homes ! by thousands on the plain,

Their snowy turrets gleam.

Along the forest’s green domain—
By each rejoicing stream;

Where sleeps the vale, or towers the height,

Or spreads the sapphire sea

;

And bold, high, happy hearts of might,

In all are proud and free.

Our homes! how blest each ruddy hearth,

The seat of love and truth;

Where rings the voice of childish mirtli,

And beams the face of youth.

By hoary age of other days.

The burning tales are told,

Or woman pours the artless lays

That nerved the good of old.

Our homes ! o’er which the Sabbath-time

Of stillness breathes the spell,

Save the harmonious tones that chime
From each awakened bell

;

And sounds of praise and prayer that thrill

The holy quietness

;

And sweet influences instil.

To sanctify and bless.

Our homes 1 how fair, and free, and blest

:

Beneath their pleasant shade.
Secure of harm, the lowly rest,

With none to make afraid.

Then ever while the heaven around,
The sun beams brightly grand.

May souls of mighty strength abound
To guard their native land.

Our homes ! forever let them rise

By each old battle ground.
By streams once flushed with crimson dyes,

By many a martyr’s mound

;

And while our children press the sod,

Or breathe the holy air.

Freedom, their Country, and their God,
Their heart of hearts shall share.

ShtrltEtmenls.

plantation and garden fertilizers.'

The Subscriber has con.stantly on hand the following- concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of -which -svill prove to the

most incrednlous their value as a restorer of fortuity to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-
periments were satisfactory and profitable bcvond their anticipa-
tions .-

PHOSPHATED GUANO.

—

In barrels of about 250 lbs., at 2
cents per lb.

SPTPER PHOSPHATE OF LLME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.
at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at If
cents per ib.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 lbs., at 1.!-

cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In .sacks of about 140 ibs., at 2'. cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1.75 per barrel.
Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent per l]j.

Orders bj-, mail or otherwise promptly attended to. *A
pamphlet, containing further particuiars and directions for usihg
the above fertilizers will be sent by mail, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desh-mg it. D. C. LOWBER,
August56—ly 98 Magazine st.. New Orleans.

“ SPEED THE PLOW.”

I
T is admitted by the best judges that 'WARLICKS’ IMPROV-
ED PLOW is the best implement of the kind now in use. It

is a Southern invention, and is pecularly adapted to agricultural
purposes in the South. The best farmers of Alabama, Georgia
and South Carolina, say it is the very thing tliey need. Its ex-
cellencies consist luainly in the following particulars :

1. It is the cheapest and most ec-oniical plow that can be. used
2. It is acknowledged to be the plow for subsoiling clay lands.
3. It is of lighter th’aft, and more easily managed by the hand

than any other plow.
4. All the plows used in the South may bo attached to the stock,

and it is equally useful both for breaking up land and cultivating a
crop.

5. It is not liable to choke in grassy or rough lands.
Preinimns were awarded to this Plow at Agricultural Fah-s in

four Southern States ui 1855. Certificates of the most flattering

kind could be appended if necessary. The best rvay, however, to

test the truth of the above .-itatements, is to try the plow.
Those wishing to purchase plows or to obtain plows on trial, or

to obtaiir any information concerning it, will please address the
subscriber, at Atlanta, Ga. For plowing m whea.t m grassy lands
this plow is far superior to all others. li. WILLIAIMS.
.Atlanta, Ga., July 3, 1856. August56—6t

GREAT SALE OF NORTH DEVON STOCK.

The whole and enttire Herd of ])ure NORTH DEVON C.V'i'-

TLE, imported and bred b}- R. H. Van Ren.sseiaer, of Mor-
ris, Otsego County, will be sold without reserve by public .-^ale, at

Watertown, on Tuesday, the 3d day of October, at 1 o’clock, on
ground appropriated to the New York .State Agricultural .Society'

on the 30th day' of .September and 1st, 2nd and 3rd .days of October
next. Consisting of twenty-three females and three males, which
includes the celebrated and imported bull “Megunticook,” winner
of the first prize at the Show of the American Institute in 1850 and
also the first prize at the New York .State Show m 1851.

Nothing is risked in pronouncing this herd one of the three best

herds of North Devons in the United States and unsurpassed by
any' one of them.

Catalogixes will be funn.shed on applica,tion at the offices of .Se-

cretary of the New Yoi'k .State Agricultural .Society, Boston Culti-

vator SLWtX Albany Cultivator, by Col. L. G. Morris, 'Fordliam,West-
c-he.stcr county', N. Y., and ihe undersigned at Butternuts, Otsego
county', N. Y. H. .STURGE.S.

AugarstSO—2t

TURNIP SEED.
’’'E are now prepared to furni.-^h the following sorts which

have given such general satisfaction for past years.

.Skirvings’ Improved Ruta Baga, 50 cents per lb.

Purple Top do. 50 “

Large White Flat or Globe 50 “

Large AVliite Norfolk 50 “

Early' White .Stone 75 “

Yellow Aberdeen 75 •'

Yellow .Stone 75 “

and at reduced rates in large quantities.

JAME.S M. THORBURN A. Co..

August56—It 15 John street. New York.

FALL AND WINTER CABBAGE SEED.

A .SUPPLY of Late Flat Dutch, Drumhead, Drumhead Savory,
Green Cnrled Savory', Green Glazed and Large Bergen CAB-

BAGE SEED, suitable for the season, just received and for sale by
August56—It WM. II. HAINES.
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' ^ ^ cHANGe'I)F schedule'.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th Octobei^j^inst., mid until further

notice, the Passenger Trains on the Central Railroad will run

a.s follows : , .

between savannah and MAC0N._

iX““aBn.h “ 7-20,,:2::

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12-lo r. M. and 8.30 R. M
i?rive in Augusta -• 8.4op..i. “ o.SOa.m.

i^Sit^'lav^ni^ah::::::^
“ 10.45 p.m.

BETWEEN MACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Macon. SIS I' m
Arrive in Augusta.- 8.4o P M o-30 A. m.

Leave Augusta p\r “ 100 am
Arrive in Macon 2 .lo P. M. i . uu a. m.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE AEATONTON.

Arrive in Mllledgeville
-i-

Leave Macon
5. 00 p! m'.

Arrive in
-j^jy^y^DLEl^'G Superintendant.

Savannah, Ga., Oct., 12, 1855.
JuH 56 tf

“ GEORG liT^A I L R 0 A D.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

LEA’^PE Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.

Arrive at Ai,igusta daily at 5 A. 31. and at 6 P. 31.

Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. Ivl. and 6.15 P.M.

Arrive a«t Atlanta dailv at 2.50 A. 31. and at 3.36 P. M.

CONNECTING 3VHTH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. 31. and leaving at 2.30 P. 31.

3VITH W'ASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A^

Leating^^^^^
SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.

Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. 31. and 9.50 P. M.

Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. 31. and 4 .30 A. iL

WITH ATLANTA AND La GRANGE RAILROiiD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. 31. and 4.45 P. 31.

Arriving at “ 7.55 A. 31. and .5 -3d P. 31.

‘ WITH VfESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. 31.

Arriving at “ 3 A. 31. and 3 P. M.
. , ,

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

July Uth, 1855.
Aug55—tf

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.
^

HE undersigned respectfully informs the pnhlic generally, that

I they have opened a.n office in the city of A,ugusta, opposite the

Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OP L3.NDS AND REAL ESTATE of ail desc.np-

tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-

lar attention will be given to the sale and purchase ot Lands m
Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons^ wishing to have

Lands sold, will present tliem with the best chain of title they are

in possession of; also, the original plat and gi’ant if they* have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands,'improved or unimproved, in any

section of Georgia, and wishing to sell, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All we reguhe is proper descrip-

tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and terms, and they

wiU be entered into our general Registrj", free of charge. Com-

missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons wishi'ug to make investments in Real Estate, or. Lands,

located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or any county in the

State w’ii find it to their advantage to favor us with their orders.
’ DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE & Co.

JA3IES 31. DA3TDSON,
of Woodville, Ga.

GIRARDEY, YVEYTE & CO.,

Peb56—tf Augusta, Ga.
~

BLACK ESSEX PIGS.

For SALE, a few pairs, three to four months old, at f20 per

pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any other

they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free, from

cutaneous ernntions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so

Eable when confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55 tf E- PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

STANFORD’S WILD GRASS.

S
EED will be sent by mail to any person ordering it before the

15th September, free of postage at $1 per pint, or to depot of

Athens Railroad neatly done up and marked at $1 per quart.

Address; JOHN R. STANFORD,
July56—^2t Clarksville, Ga.

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
3YISH to sell my STOCK FAR3I, situated immediately at tlie

Depot on the 3remphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-
phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of 3Iemphis, con-

taining 610 acres
;
300 acres in cultivation, the remainder finely-

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro Housesland Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from iny dairy

$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres weU set in Fruit
Trees of choice qualitj^.

I will sell the fami together Aviththe Crop, Stock and a few likely

young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here i.s the best chance for a
party familiar with Stock Raismg and can devote his time and at-

tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, w-ith a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near and
Avith a good road to the Depot.

If not sold pfiA^ately before the 1st day of July it will, on that day,
be divided a-nd sold in lots to suit pru’chasers, together Avith my
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 3IARES, infoal by “Nebraska f a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together Avith my Brahmin BULL, 3Ieinphis,

and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-

ported SoA-ereign, dam Glencoe, 4 \-ears old.

Persons Avishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion Avill call on myself or G. B. Lock, at 3Iemphis, or it AA’-fil be
shown by nij- Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the 3Iemphis & Ohio Road leaves 3Iemphis at Ij

o'clock, A. 31., and retunas at 14 o’clock, P. M.
. JAMES R. FERGUSON,

JuneoG—tf 3lemphis, Term.

FORMAN’S IRON PLOVv" STOCK.

The undersigned having purchased the Patent Right to the above
valuable and popular PLOW STOCK for the counties of Rich-

mond, Lincoln, Burke, Jefferson, Washington, ScriA-en and Emanuel,
are prepared to furnish it to planters at the manufacturer’s prices.

This f^tock, Arhich is made entirely of Avrought iron, is a Southern
invention and has been sufficiently tried to proAm that it runs more
steadily, breaks and pulverizes the soil more thoroughly, clogs less

in rough land, is more easily adjusted for deep or shalioAV ploAving,

holds the shares more firmly, lasts longer and is, in the end, far
cheaper than any other stock noAr in use. Numerous certificates, in
our possession from the most practical and successful planters in
the country, fully sustain us in the above statement. We Avill have
pleasure in sending a circular containing some of these certificates,

Avith a more minute description ofthe ploAV, to any person Avho Avill

See, also, the November number of the Southern Ozdilvator, p.
845. The above Stock is adapted to six cifferent points or shares—
including every variety rrhich a planter atIU need from the beginning
to the end of the j-ear. Among them is an admirable one for subsoil-
ing. These shares may be had AAdth the Stock Arhen desired,
though any plantation smith can make them after once seeing them.

Eights for coucties, shops, or plantations Avill be sold on reasonable
terms Apply at the hardAvare stores in Augusta, or address

FehSfi—tf I. 0. FITTEN, Augusta, Ga.

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALE!
fl’THE Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-
X tive COTTONLAND, in the Southern country, situated in the
counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part of which is partially improA-ed.
For certainty of crops and duroMlity these lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contigaroirs, in cultivation,

are yielding an aA-erage of seven hales of Cotton per hand, for a
series ofyears, and eighteen to tAA-entx-five bushels of Corn per acre.

Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five vears will be
given. V/3I. W. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., March 15, 1855. AprfioS—tf

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

Dealers in hardivarb, cutlery, and agricul-
tural I3IPEL3IBNTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, also. Agents for the foRoAving articles

:

—SALA3TAN-
DER SAFES, made by Steams <fc 3Iarviu, New York

;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS
;
Indian Rubber BELTING,

PACjxING and HOSE, made by Boston Eeltiirg Company; AT-
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER

;
CIRCULAR SAWS, made

by Hoe & Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS
;
FAN

3IILLS. THRESHERS and S3IUT 3IACHINES,
CARMICHAEL Sc BEAN,

Apnl55 Clj Augusta, G-a.
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TOBIN’S GARDEN.
'RS JANE TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is

Vtni kent un and that no pains or expense will be spared to

ke'e"^ the best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.
,

Uavin" procured the services of Mr. S^xdeks, an experienced

For’^tand Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict

attention to obtain a share of public patronage.
^ We are now well stocked, and offer for sale a variety of ER-

G-REEN TREES and SHRUBS, Ornamental Flowering SHRUBS. A full

nQ^orrnient of Everblooming ROSES, including the newest
;
Double

nUlTIV'5 hyacinths, BULBS, &c. Also, a collection of GREEN
HOUSE pUaNTS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,

^^FPUI'J'SeES - APPLES, pears, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-

ES APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

isaming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

^W^o°earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tablished in a pot is mnch better for transporting than a plant from

the ground, whatever may be its size.

The public are respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-

ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that

we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in

reserve not fully proven.

IMien selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-

ters. Address [Jan56

—

tf] JANE TOBIN, Augusta, Ga.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854

may now he obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or we
will seud'it by mail, post-paid at $1 . 80. Address

WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.

T he work, securely enveloped, aylU be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copv in postage stamps, or in the bills of any specie payi
ing Banks. Addi-ess WM. N. WHITE,

Mav56—tf Athens, Ga.

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

M. SAXTON & CO., New York, have just published, and will

send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK ; a Treatise on the
Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding,
AVatering, and Working, by John Stewart, Veterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of Veterinary Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the American AgHculturist^
illustrated with numerous engravings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. I.—Stabling, Construction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. 11.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of Decoration, Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.
Chap. III.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Chap. IV.—AVarmth.
Chap. V.—Food—Articles of, Composition of. Preparation of. As-

similation of. Indigestion of— Principles of Feeding, Practice of Feed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. VI.—AA’’ater.

Chap. ATI.—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology of
Muscular Exertion, Preparation for Fast AVffirk, Treatment after
AVork, Accidents of Vvffirk, Repose.
Chap. ATII.—Management ofDiseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part of it easily understood, and easily re-
ferred to bv every one.”

—

Author's Preface.
THE HORSE’S FOOT, AND HOW TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

iUustratioES, by William Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Jan56—tf Agricultural Book Publishers, New York,

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one vear old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the AVebb stock.

JuneSo—tf RICHARD PETERS. Atlanta, Ga.

TO FARMERS, MECHANICS AND OTHERS,
McCORD’S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE,

PATENTED, JULY llTH, 1854.

ri A HIS ir .an invetdiou by which a larger proportion of the power of the hoiT,e is rendered available than bv an v other arrangement
J. known. It-s parts are few and slinpio, not liable to derangement, redily adjusted fr>r working, evith ordin-ir v care vei y durable and
efficient.

^

The jlachlncs a.re manufaetured with great exactness and all precisely alilcc, so that in case a piece should be broken we can always
furnish a piece to replace it.

It is designed for one or two ho;-sos, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time tf the Farmer, ."Tjchanic and others.
By reason of its poi tability the owner can readily locate it wherever it may suit his business. J*, r>an be used to good ad^ antage for

driving cotton gins, threshing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and other machines for workhw wood driving milL> of various
kind-s, for grinding, paint, &c., straw-cutters, com-shellers, lathes, grindstones, &e., aud for churning, washing ’immning wat* ! for cattle,
irrigation, or draining, and all other purposes to which a Horse Power is adapted.We also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above PowersFAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. ' CARJHCHAEL & BEAN
•IdarcuSe—tf Dealers in Hardware, CuUery- and Agricultural Implements, Augus'^tmGa.
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

HE attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call

JL ed to this MILL, as the best and most i^roStable article now in

use. In setting up, no meehanic.al work is requmed, it being only
necessary to fasten it dov/n to a floor or platform.
No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $.55, all complete ready for attaching thediorse.

No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour; and No. 4, at $75,
giinds 20 bushels ner hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL A BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga.

AunrsTA, G.A.. April 3, 1855.
I have been running one of Scott’s Lttti.k Gt .ANT Corn and

Cob Mills. No. 4, for the last tivo Avi'ek.-, .i-.id it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour,
but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour aiid a lialf, or equal to
231- bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100
bushels of Com per month, it now requiring only 200 Irashels of
Corn with the Cob, where I foianerly fed 300. I consi(L(n’ it decid-
edly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and it' I <nuid not re-

place mine I would not sell it for $500.
I. D. MVT'I’HEWS,

July5.5 tf Proprietor of the Augusta Umnibuses.
‘ AIEKINO RA:V18 FOR sTlE^

The Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO
RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have

more Rams than. I need. They are from two of the best flocks in
New York, and their fleeces, both in uuenessand quantity,running
from 9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

Julyjo—tf Blrdsviile, Burke Co., Ga.

1356! 1856!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR, i

A M01VTHI.V JOVRNAJ..
j

DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK '

BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL '

(

FARM ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

The Fourteenth Volume, with many new a id vaJuahle
improvements, commences in

January, 1856.

The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirtv-Two pages,
forming a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely
to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the
general rural intei ests oi the South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication m ihe Cotton-growing States. Its
Editors are men of experience in them respective depaitmenta
and.it is well tilled with the most ’

'

Valuable Oiiginal Contributions
from the most intelligent attid. practical Planteis, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in everj^ section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $1 I Taventy-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

|
One Hundred Copies 75ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash ?

accompanies the order. '

The Bills of all specie-paying Banlts, and Post Office Stamps .

received at par.
'

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk •

AD VEllTISEMENTS *

Inserted at ONE DOLLAR per square of twelve ^

LINES, EACH INSERTION; ONE SQUARE, PER
ANNUM, TEN DOLLARS.

Address WM. 8. JONES, Angustn, Ga.
I^^Persons who win act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-

i

BERS, wiU be furnished with the paper at club prices.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.
ni^HE RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond county, Ga. ) con-X Tiuiies to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, for Negro
Clothing, at 124 cents per yard—finding ever material except the
wool.
Those wushing to avail themselves of this opportunity to procure

for them Negroes a superior article of Winter Clothing, have only
to wmsh the wool clean in cold water, and send it to the’ factory, or
to Messrs Flemming, CLEMENCE(fe Co., in Augusta, with instrac-
tions as to the amount of Clotli they wish made—whether heavy or
light. If the wool be dmty, half a cent per yard will he ch-arged for
wm.shing it. Burrs are not objectionable, as a macliine is provided
for removing them.
Wool is also carded in Rolls, for those who make their Negro, or

other Clothing at home.
” '

The teimis now off’ered are so reasonable as to w'airant a continu-
ance of the liberal patronage heretofore extended by the planting
community.
The AVool shonkl be sent as soon after .sli(;.aring as convenient with

tlie name of the owner distinctly marked on tiio bag or bale ’

that
all the patrons of the establishment may be accommodated in due
time.
Woolsentbyany of thclines of Railro.od. in Georgia or South

Carolina, or by steaml)oat on the River, diiv-ncd to “Richmond
Factory, care of FleMiMING, Clemence (fe Co.,'’ will meet dueat-
teution, and the Planter will always have ki»‘ oioi iruol manufac-
tured in Cloth and returned to him.
jjjV^The highest cash prices will be paid for WOOL.

AViLLIAM SCHLEY,
June56

—

4t President R. Factory.

IMPORTED TURNIP SEED.
N,‘''.W CROP.

ONE HUNDRED lbs. Purple Ruta Baga TURNIP.
100 “ Large Fiat Dutch “

100 “ La”gcAA"hite Globe “

luO “ Reel To;) Flat “

50 “ Large Norfolk ' “

50 “ Large Hanover “

The above varieties of fresh imported Turnip Seeds havejnsit
been received and are warranted fre.sh and uenniue. For sale by

WM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga,
P- —Orders from the country will receive prompt attention,
August56—It

AUGUSTA SEED STORE,
(Nearly opposite the United States and Glnbe HofeU.)

The Subscriber has received bis regular supply of Tuniip and
other SEEDS for the season, which are fresh' and genuine.

Purple Top Ruta Baga TURNIP.
Large English Norfolk “

Large Globe “

Early Flat Dutch “

Red Top Flat
AvtgustSe—2t J. H. SERYICFJ
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WORK FOR THE MONTH—(SEPTEMBER,)

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton, now beginning to open fully, must be gathered

without delay. Avoid picking immediately after a shower,

lest the lint should be dirty. See that your Gin and Press

are in complete order, and send no Cotton to market that

has not received the most careful handling throughout.

Coto Peas should be gathered and put away during the

brief intervals of leisure from cotton picking. The vines

of late planted Peas may also be cut when the pod is just

forming, and cured for hay.

Corn may be cut up and saved as directed in our last,

page '234.

Winter Oats, Rye, Barley, Clover and Lncernc may

be sown the latter part of this month.

Turnips ior -d. fall crop, must now be sown, without

delay. The Ruta Baga, Yellow Aberdeen, Norfolk, Early

Flat Dutch, Globe and Strap Leaf Red Top Turnips are all

valuable varieties—the two first being the best for stock

and long keeping.

Hay.—In addition to the Corn-stalk and unpulled fod-

der spoken of in our last (page 234), Sweet Potato vines

and the top of Pindars make a tolerable rough forage, if

cut and cured before they begin to wither. All Crab

Grass, Crowfoot and other grasses must be cut when in

blossom, and carefully cured, with as little exposure to

the sun as possible, to be of any value for hay. The dried

up and withered grass pvlled for hay late in the sea-

son, is almost utterly valueless. .

U'et lands may now be drained, woodlands prepared

for pasturage, weeds and brush grubbed up, &c., &c., as

directed heretofore.

Winter Forage..— a green crop, try Wheat, sown

thick in 3 foot drills, on deeply plowed and rich land. It

will give your animals green food nearly all winter, bear-

ing repeated cuttings.

THE GARDEN.
Turnips, of all kinds if not already sown, must be put

in without delay. (See directions in August number, ia

regard to this and other gardening operations.)

STRAWBERRY BEDS
May now be prepared and the plants set out any time

during the fall or winter. A cool moist soil, rich in veget-

able matter, suits this fruit best, in our sultry climate.

Spade or trench' plow the ground as deeply as possible,,

turning under a plentiful supply of swamp muck, decom-

posed leaves, wood ashes, pulverized charcoal, and a little

well rotted stable manure. Harrow or rake the surface

until it is perfectly fine and even, and set your plants in

3 foot rows, 1 foot to 18 inches in the row. When the

plants are well rooted, cover the entire surface of the

ground with partially decomposed forest leaves, only per-

mitting the plants to be exposed. By this method, with

an occasional watering in dry weather (and the proper

selection of varieties) this delicious and healthy fruit may
be raised abundantly during 3 or 4 months in the year, for

family use and for market. It can be safely transported

300 miles per railroad,and has even been sent from Georgia

to New York, in excellent condition. It is, in all respects,

one of our most attractive and profitable fruit crops, and

we hope it will receive increased attention hereafter. Our

six choicest varieties are Hovey's Seedling, McAvoifs Su-

perior, LongiforWs Prolific, Walkers Seedling, Crimsoiu

Cone and a nameless plant of the Hanihois class, com-

mon in this vicinity. McAvofis Extra Red, the Crescent

Seedling, Bloxk Prince, lotoa, Jenny Lind, Scott’s Seed-

ling, and other varieties, are also valuable for amateurs.

THE FRUIT ORCH.4RD.
New land, elevated and not too rich, is most suitable for

Fruit Growing, and we offer the following plan for speedily

replacing a forest with a fine and productive Peach or Apple

orchard : Cut off all woodand brush very clean, early in the

fall, burning to ashes all the logs that you cannot remove.

Then stake off your land the proper distances, and dig

holes SIX FEET .ACROSS AND TWO FEET DEEP, throwing the

surface mould on one side and the subsoil on the other.

Rake into the bottom of the hole a bushel or more of the

surrounding loose earth, leaves, &c.— fill up to the proper

height with the surface soil first thrown out, and plant

your tree carefully, heaping up the subsoil in the form of

a mound about the trunk and. over the roots, to allow for
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the natural setting of the earth. Your tree being now

planted and furnished with a two years’ supply of food

immediately within its reach, the after-culture may be as

follows:—The first spring, early, plow and cross-plow the

young orchard with rooters, keeping beyond the holes in

which the trees are planted, and carefully avoiding all

injury to the trunk or branches. Sow Coiv Peas in

drills in the open spaces between the trees, and keep the

earth loose and mellow about the roots with a pronged hoe^

If material can be obtained, apply it thickly,

after the first hoeing, as far as the roots of the trees extend.

This will obviate the necessity of any further working for

the season. When the Peas ripen, pick and save them,

turning the vines under and sowing another crop, to be

gathered in the same manner. These repeated plowings

and cross-plowings, with the abundant supply of nutritive

matter furnished by the decomposing Pea vines, will in-

sure the most vigorous and healthy growth of the trees,

and force them into early and prolific bearing. Other low

crops, such as Sweet Potatoes and Pindars, may after-

wards be grown profitably in the orchard, and the vines

returned to the soil as above recommended. We confi-

dently recommend a trial of this plan to those who desire

the quickest and most satisfactory return for their labor in

Fruit Raising, and who have no old land elevated enough,

or otherwise suitable. November and December are the

best months for planting trees.

THE EDUCATION OF YOUTH—MORAL, MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL.

Address delivered at the Commencement of “ Woodland

Female Collegef Cedar Toivn, Ga., July 2, 1855.

BY COL. R. M. JOHNSTON, OF SPARTJl, GA.

What IS Education '? Man was, at his creation, sin-

ess, pure and wise in all the learning which it was neces-

BEijforone only a “little lower than the angels” to know.

Before him, the monarch of the Earth, beast and bird,

creeping thing and fish, passed in their turn, and their

names and natures were known to him by an intuition

which came fresh Irom God. For him no poisoned air

came upon the gale, no deep pit lay hid in depths of the forest

into which his straying feet might fall. The untamed

ferocity of no wild beast endangered his security, as he

went abroad in pleasant paths. The wisdom of all sub-

sequent ages was not like the w'isdom of him—only he

had not the knowledge of Good and Evil. How beauti-

ful the first life ! How blest were man now, if like his

first father he could could spring into life by the breath of

God, and receive into his mind at once the knowledge ol

the wisdom of earth ! but could only forbear to know the

difference between the good and the evil of the world !

But Adam fell, and the curse of his posterity was that

they should be brought forth in pain and agony
;
that the

earth should receive them in a state of utter ignorance and

helplessness
;
that they should depend upon the exertions

of their parents in all generations to be preserved in the

feeble lives which were bestowed upon them, and should

be left to their own free will whether to choose the good

or the evil of life, the knowledge of which they come so

soon to learn, but that at last—though it cost the death of

a God to secure it—they might by patient toil and the en-

during of daily temptations, succeed to happiness and
immortality.

Man, then, is born in a state of utter helplessness. Go
to the chamber whence we but now heard the wail of

woman’s great and unspeakable anguish. Go when the

note is changed, and the mother’s smiles, shining amidst

tears, tell that her travail is no more remembered for the

joy that a man is born into the world. See that puling,

helpless babe that lifts its feeble wail upon its very entry

into the world, with a knowledge even less than the

feeblest of all animated beings, and scarcely the instinct

to draw its nourishment from the breast of the weak crea-

ture, scarcely stronger than it, who languishes upon
yonder couch. How powerless, how helpless ! Leave it

alone, and without power to lift itself, it droops and dies

ere its eyes have beheld the light of heaven. But leave it

not alone;- lift it up softly, put its little velvet lips to the

mother’s breast; clothe it in soft raiment, tend it gently

by day and by night, watcli over its infancy and child-

hood, admonish it of the evils wliich may beset it long be-

fore it has to meet them in the way, and when twenty

years are come and gone, behold him erect and stately,

listen to his proud tread as he goes forth to meet his des-

tiny, and we remember no more the helplessness of in-

fancy in admiration of the matured strength of manhood.
Again let us look to the eyrie upon yonder mountain.

In it lies the young eaglet, which yesterday broke its shell.

How powerless the young fledgling ! It can only lift

its beak and receive into its throat whatever the parent

bird may find wherewithal to feed it. And how* sweet

this labor of love ! How forgetful of all else but the help-

' less creature which is to renew her youth ! How more
fierce than when in search of prey, those eyes, when the

rash intruder scales those heights and pries into the se-

crets of that mountain home ! Weeks pass. On some
bright day, with the first rays of the morning sun, long

before they descend upon us hei’e, the young bird sits

upon the crag, and spreads its wings in the warm sun-

light. He looks far away down upon green fields and
feeeding flocks, eager yet dreading to fly. Playfully the

parent hops from one to another circumjacent crag, anon
diving into the depths below and anon rising to the

heights above. And now the broad sun is far up in the

heavens. Its beams ravish the young strength of those

pinions eager to try their maiden flight. Look into the

fire of those eyes as, unblinking, they gaze upon the glori-

ous king of day ! Listen to one long loud and joyous

scream and the noble bird’s pupilage is past, aud he is

cleaving his way through the skies !

These are illustrations ofeducation. As applied to the

human race, education is leading forth of mankind out of

the helpless condition in which they are - born, until they

have arrived to that age when, by the teachings they have

had, they may^ be able to get on of themselves in the ad-

vancement of their ov/n being. This native helplessness

is three fold, physical, intellectual and moral. The ob-

ject ofeducation is to lead him out of all these helpless-

nesses
;
and a system which bestows however much at-

tention upon one or two of those conditions to the neglect

of the others, is imperfect, and those who practice it are re-

sponsible for the consequences which such neglect is sar.e

to impose. The duty to bestow this tripartite education

uffon youth is entire and indivisible. One part can scurc.e-

ly be said to be superior to another, because ail its parts

are of the utmost possible binding obligation.

I propose to notice a few of what seem to me imperfec-

tions in our systems of education. We are all wont to dis-

tinguish between the different necessities of our children.

Some of us there are who bestow the utmost attention to

their physical and intellectual wants, to the neglect of their
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moral needs. Others cultivate the physical and moral man

and leave untended and rude that part of him which only

can fully comprehend his nature and destiny. Others

there are, the mindsof whose children are strained to lead

forth to the knowledge of all the trutlis at nature, to form
j

their souls for the practice of every virtue, and to the study i

and adoration of God in his works, but who neglect to
|

provide for the wants of their physical being, which often
j

dwindles in weakness and pain and death. The great
j

imperfection in our s'. stems generally is, that they tail to
|

preserve that harmony of instruction which, in every case,

is necessary to fit a human being for the knowledge of

the duties incident to every relation of his existence, and

for their faithful and courageous performance. And I am

-free to admit, that in so far as concerns one of those con-

ditions—man’s native intellectual helplessnes— the most

untiring and laudable zeal is being displayed in the con-

tinually increasing means of providing for its necessities.

The numberless schools and colleges which are springing

-up in the country are noble monuments to the solicitude

with which the old are providing for the mental wants of

the young. The eagerness with which these wants are

supplied, while it is in the highest degree commendable,

has given an undue preponderance to them over those of

<he bodies and of the immortal soul; indeed so great that

it is a most natural consequence of so great an error,

often to disappoint the only object which such a system

seeks,the eflfectual advancement of the powers ofthe intel-

lect; for to say nothing of the disasters which are liable

to befall a highly cultivated intellect which has never

known the restraints of morality, how useless at least is

that one which lies in a body sickly and weak, and unable

to perform what the genius within wills and directs. It

is like the jewel which, w'hen its casket is worn and des-

troyed, falls to the ground and is lost.

The study of books has almost gotten to be believed the

only useful study of mankind. The Preacher, the wisest

of men, exclaimed in the weariness of his heart, “Of mak-

of books there is no end." If there was no end of mak-

ing of books in the days of Solomon, how vast the eter-

nky of them in this age ! It is an age which, in so far as

concerns the efforts to advance the intellectual being of!

man, may w’^ell deserve to be called “The Golden/’ But
j

much of the good of the Iron age

—

its hardy heroes
j

have passed away not to return—and though we raise

men who are giants in intellect, they are, in comparison

with the men of the past, pigmies in body. It is not to be

denied that modern civilization needs not the giants ot

antiquity and its fabled heroes to carry on her great and

marvelous works. The blessed and mild arts of peace

need not to have the arm or the sword of a Tre.seus or a

Perseus. No Nemean lion stalks abroad whom only a

Hercules may destroy. No Python invulnerable save

from an arrow shot from the quiver of the Day God
;
but

yet there is no enterprize in life however quiet and peace-

ful, which does not require those who pursue it to have

bodies strong and healthful, if for no other purpose at least

than to support and sustain the mind in its arduous la-

bors and its high resolves. This great necessity the most

of our Southern institutions undervalue and neglect. Nor
is the fault so much with the teachers as with ourselves.

However strange it may appear, it is a truth that there is

danger of overestimating the importance ofwhat is usually

meant by education. For the acceptation of the term

generally is the training of only the mental part of our

nature
;
and no doubt many a man would smile at his in-

credulity to hear that the development of a child’s muscle

and of his capacity to carry burthens and indure fatigue

was a part and a very necessary part of his education.

And I seriously doubt whether a teacher who would set

out with the plan of undertaking the training a child’s

physical along with his mental nature, would find pupils

enough to enable him to support himselfin a competentliv-

ing. It would seem to ihe maiority of us a useless expen-
diture of time and niuney, to have our boys taught the

ellrnbing of poles, the springing I’rom the boards, the leap-

ing of bars, tfie e.vercise of wrestling, boxing, pitching the

quoit, and running the foot-rare. These once, and im

some places now, manly sports ami e.vercises, so neces-

sary in reariog a hardy race are generally neglected in

this age of books, or left to the voluntary practice of the

youth when the school is closed and teachers and parents

are not over near to restrain them. They have fallen not

only into disuetude, but into comparative contempt; and
when we see a young man of athletic figure, whose brawny
arm disdaiits for his self-defence the use of cane and pis-

tol and bowie knife, and whose skin wears the healthy

tinge which the sun’s beams give to the cheek of youth,

we at once suspect—what is generally true—that there is

in that stalwart Crame a mean development of intellect.

Slender figures and pale brows have become the ideals of

manly beauty, and upon these devolve the performance of

those deeds which are to advance the career of civilization,

and the preservation of a race descended from the great

men ofthe heoric ages. If this be true of our sex, how
much more so of our sisters. Few PAre the young ladies

whom our society ever allows, if they should wish, to

jump the rope or to run a foot race. Who of them daree

to walk in muddy streets, or to put a bridle on so feroci-

ous an animal as ahorse! Wo to the maiden who shouki

spring from her saddle without the aid of a man’s hand to

lift her from that incakulable eminence to the ground I

Wo to her whose physitcal nature God, in spite of the

restraints put upon her education, has developed to such

an extent, as that she should even be suspected of an abil-

ity and courage to defend herself against the attack of a

dog or a bull, or if duty demanded, to plunge into the

stream and swim from tih.s to yonder bank of a river.

How many of these ladies here to-day, were we ail in a

pleasure boat and an accident were to befall us in water

ten feet from the shore, would, unaided, reach it ? Alas !

if there is one who feels that she could swim and thus

rescue herselfIrom a grave in the waters, would she not be

ashamed to own it 1 I am not sure that not a few of the

Sterner sex would sink down to rise no more. The only

resi.stance we allow woman to make to dangers of all sorts

is a flight, a scream and a fainting fli. And when we set.

her to fleeing we have already compelled her to so involve

herself from head to foot, that she can no more fJy than she

can fight. And so she must needs fall, and is at liie mercy

of her enemies.

I

1

The Great apostle to the Gentiles said that when he was
a child, he did as a child, he thought as a child, and he

spake as a child. There is much to be learned from this

notable saying of St. Paul. While there is no doubt that

the earlier instruction is commenced the better, and that

earliest impressions on the mind of a child are more last-

ing than those made upon the reason of his matured man-

hood, the very greatest mistake we make in the educa-

tion of the young is an overweening desire to bring forth

their minds too early from the thoughts aitd the habits of

childhood. To this period belong childish thoughts and

childish words, and childish actions. This is the law ofGod

which is always right. And when the great Apostle said

that when he became a man, he put away childish things,

he meant that ho did not pat them away too late; and the

nesv wisdom which has come into modern schoolhouses,

and which sets at naught this great precept, has come from

“Oracles not well inspired.” If it be true that childhood

is the happiest portion of man’s life, if it is freer from

evil and sorrow, how selfish it is to cut off its innocent

joys and force it into a stunted adolescence ! And is it

not the happiest and the best! If it is not, why is it that

so few ofour race in the years of manhood, in remembrance
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of that beautiful time donot wish to live it over again'?

Why does the warrior covered with the glories ofan hun-

dred victories, the statesman seeing his name upon the.

pages of the histories which are recording the events of

his own times; yea, why does the poet, in whose gentle

heart the Divine Goodness has not yet suffered the joy-

ousness of his youth ever to grow old, whose eye de-

lights in visions of beauty and virtue such as no other

mortal eye may see, when he perchance looks upon a

picture of what he was long, long ago, sighs and ex-

claims :

—

“ Would I were a boy again.”

Ah, how many a man has found the life of his manhood

so blest with contentment, so satisfied with his lot, that he

does not sometimes in the disappointment of hopes which

he has nursed in his heart ofhearts,

“Go wandering back into his childhood,”

Searching for them with tears.”

Happiest and best is the man v ho was the longest a

child
;
who never puts away childish things until he is no

longer a child, who is not older than his years, and who
goes forth into the world credulous, confiding, and hope-

ful!

Now, the greatest objection to our systems of education

is that they break in upon the naturalness of childhood;

that they unduly restrain its innocent joyousness, and

that in the forced cultivation they give to it, it matures be-

fore its time, and never attains its natural growth. Even

in youth it is matured, at maturity it is grown old, and

while the men of other lands are in the full vigor of their

manhood, it is creeping and tottering upon the verge of

the grave. We Americans, and especially we of the

South, seem to think that we have more to do in life than

the rest ofmankind and that, therefore, we must the sooner

set about it. When a child is seven or eight years of age

and not unfrequently before, and his young heart is beat-

ing and bounding v»^ith the warm blood and the glowing

impulses natural to his years, the noise of his innocent

sports has become offensive to those ears which have

been accustomed to listen to sounds that never violate the

strictest and properest decorum; and a behavior is pre-

scribed which is suitable to manhood alone. But the boy

cannot at once leap into manhood. His young spirit

chafes under restraint. He will break it, and bound away
to fields and woods, and join in the merry sports of those

of his kind. In the evening, he comes with rosy cheeks

but subdued and quiet, to that home which has already

lost one hold upon his love, in the necessity he feels not to

disturb its decorous silence, and when the darkness sets

in on his little couch he sinks at once into that sleep such

as only the young can sleep, and dreams of the joyous

sports of the day gone by, to be renewed on the morrow.

Oh happy, happy days ! When the young heart never feels

and never know's of man’s inhumanity to man! Days
golden with sunshine and gladness ! Who would obscure

them with clouds, and v/ith the darkness which oversha-

dows manhood and age ! Alas ! it is we, we who, like un-

just step-dames, repress our impulses of love and tender-

ness in the great and never to be postponed business of

life. On some morning, when, it may be, the fields and

the village-green are unusually cheerful and inviting, the

birds unusually sprightly and Joyous, our noisy little ur-

chin, with timid heart and down-cast eye, pursues his

dow reluctant step, satchel in hand, to the school room,

it is no great matter that a young child should be sent to

a school. His youth is no objection, if the discipline and
the ^abor are adapted to his years. It is the very smallest

number of children who are willing at first to go to the

school. A discipline which does not seek to overcome
this repugnance, is not only faulty but criminal. How
seldom does it accomplish or even seek to accomplish this

end ! Nay, how often is this repugnance increased to

such a degree that it never entirely subsides! And the

reason is that we expect their teachers to impose burthens

which they cannot sustain, in order to advance them at a

pace which they cannot preserve, and to punish this in-

capacity by the imposition of still greater burthens and a

confinement, which is infinitely still more onerous. The
majority of Southern schools are kept from seven to ten

hours in the day. In some communities the value of a

teacher’s services is estimated by the number of hours he
keeps his pupils in school.

Now, while this is enough to obtund the intellect and des-

troy the health of the stoutest boy in a neighborhood
;
nay,

while it IS a harder task than the strongest man in society

can, with impunity, impose upon himself, I believe it is

an uncommon thing that any deduction either of labor or

confinement is allowed to younger pupils. Children of all

ages, from the urchin with his round jacket to the stripling

with his frock coat, the little maid with pantalettes.and
pinafore to the young lady with long dresses and hooped

skirts, all, all, like the shorter victims of Procrustes, are

stretched to the utmost length of this bed of pain and tor-

ture. Like the shorter—for none are ever found who are

longer, not one. And we fathers and mothers v/hose chil-

dren leave us early in the morning for the school room
and return late in the evening after a long day’s confine-

ment which our misguided economy compels their teachers

to impose upon them, with wearied bodies and pale faces,

which we interpret into evidences of great mental progres-

sion; as ifthe very bestmeans ofstrengthening the mind was
to weaken the body

;
with loads of huge books which we

could not comprehend at twice their age, and some
of us never comprehend yet, forgetting that they are

like their parents— we could no more easily sit upon
hard benches eight hours a day and successfully pursue

a series of instructions to any good effect than they can.

This is the life a child is often doomed to lead when he

takes his seat in the school room. There he sits the live-

long day conning his primmer, and when conned, forced

still to look upon it and upon no other object, who, if

he could be let out, after two or three hours of study, to

go to his play, might conceive an early love for the beau-

ties of learning, but who, after hours and hours of listless

apathy, when the school breaks up, and he sees the setting

sun warning him to seek his home, where, when supper is

past, he is made to resume his endless labors, and in the

intervals of those rebukes which are but the continuation

of the long ago too rigid discipline of the day, nods and
nods and is at last driven to bed, too tired, too sleepy,

too forlorn to think about offering up his little prayer, con-

ceives a disgust for the very name and idea of a book,

which years, all the years of a long life are never able en-

tirely to eradicate fiom his mind.

“You call this education, do you not 1

Why ’tis the forced march of a herd of bullocks

Before a shouting drover. The glad van
Move on at ease and pause awhile to snatch

A passing morsel from the dewy greensward;

While all the blows, the oaths, the indignation

Fall on the croup ofthe ill-fated laggard

That cripples in the rear.”

And now where is the activity of that once buoyant

step I Whither is the rose fled that once lighted up the

round cheek of the blooming boy '? Where is that youth-

ful freshness of love and faith and truth '? All gone and
faded, and he who, with a frame and constitution, might

have grown to be a man with strength sufficient to sustain

all those fatigues which are incident to a man’s life, grows

up, if he grows up at all, feeble, pale, dyspeptic, idle and
uncandid. Is this the man to encounter the summer^s

heat and winter’s cold, to find resources whence to gather
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strength to meet reverses, and to overcome and outlive

aceident and misfortune 1 Give me the youth who if he

have only the elements ofmental education, has yet a sound

body and a strong heart, who rejoices in his strength,

and who has a an energy which is able and which

prefers to achieve its own independence of position, to that

one who, with all the learning of the Egyptians, has long

since forgotten what it is to be young, who has no sym-

pathy with the gladness of the happy, and ran spare no

condolence with the sorrows of those that mourn, and

who must lean upon hereditary props for hi -- subsistence,

and when these lail has neither the energy to achieve nor

the manliness to value

“The glorious privilege

Of being independent.”

We are apt to boast of the superiority of ours over the

institutions of Europe. In liberty and in free constitutions
|

we are ahead Butin Education, in that development

of body, mind, and soul, which alone is true education,

we would do well to imitate examples which we are usu-

ally too ready to avoid. In European schools, there are

what ought to be here, gymnasiums for the development

of the physical man, when his intellectual part begins to

fag with the discharge of its own peculiar duties. Music

and dancing enliven the intervals of relaxation from

mental labor, and when the youth are dismissed from the

schools, the sun yet high above the horizon, over village

green, over fields and through woods, on hills tops and

in the bosoms of vallies, the cheerful sports of innocent

childhood filll the air, and even morose and careworn

age as it listens and looks, smiles and forgets its de-

crepitude and its griefs. Or pupils and teachers (there al-

ways friends) roam together among feeding flocks and

herds, by babbling brooks and in mossy dells, and in

these temples of nature are wont to be communicated the

most precious truths of knowledge, surrounded by cir-

cumstances which as they make the mind wiser, make
the heart belter, and the better fit it for the worship of tne

Almighty.

Such an education preserves the harmony of man’s varied

nature. As his body strengthens, his mind is renuered

capable of receiving the great truths of nature, and when
the youth takes his place among the men of the world,

behold a man who is a man indeed, learned and strong

and courageous, knowing the duties which are before him

and having the courage to discharge them. While tlie

opposite system only shows the way of life without im-

parling the strength to pursue it
;
like those wooden shoes

worn by the noble Chinese women, who have indeed the

forms and faces ofadults, but walk with the feet of children

I need not say what becomes of the teac^heis of such sys-

tems. They generally show for themselves, by being pre-

maturely old, debilitated and sickly, and so thin that the

sun as it passes through them leaves no shadow on the wall,

with countenances which feebly announce that they are

“seeking rest and finding none.”

It does not fall within my province, nor regularly with-
in the scope ofa literary address to speak of the importance
ot education to man’s moral and the immortal part of his

being, and above all to animadvert upon the gross neglect
which it receives from our systems of education. These
are subjects for the admonition of the messenger of Heaven
against the consequences of such neglect beyond this life.

And yet the cause of morality and its pure delights are

not so limited as to be said to commence not until the im-
mortal part of man has shed its mortal coil, and is gone
upon its second and undying career. It is the boast of
our holy religion that it not only secures future bliss, but
that it imparls present happiness. Jacob in his journey
to Padan Aram saw the angels of God ascending and des-
cending. To the holy prophets, the Paradise ofGod appear-

ed in visions far sweeter and more vivid than ever gilded

the fondest dreams of the bards; that blessed disciple

whom Our Lord loved, saw pass before his eyes the saints

of all ages, clothed with white robes and palms in their

hands, and was invited by the Spirit and the Bride to go
and drink of the waters of Life’s divine fountain. Yea,

and the good man to day, though the times of God’s mi-

raculous visitations have passed away, yet he in the ever-

abiding consciousness of discharging his duties, some-

times feels descending upon him blessings frc.m above

which are as palpable to his perception and as sweet in

their influences, as the gentle dove which lighted upon
the Son of ]\Ian as he came out of Jordan’s stormy tide

along with the voice which said “ This is my beloved

Son.” And outside of the bosom of the Church how can

we overestimate the value of that happiness which is

founded upon the daily practice of honor, justice and
truth 1 of hurting no one, of rendering to every one his

own, and of illustrating by every action of one’s life, that

he is that priceless character whether in the church or out

of it

—

a gentleman.

If it is a fault to neglect the physical development ofour

children, what shall we say of that neglect which refuses

to teach those important truths which will enable them
to comprehend their relations to mankind and to him who
is the Author of their being'? And yet the hurried march
of the intellect is frequently too hasty to wait for the im-

partation of moral instruction. Truth, honor, justice,

courage, charity, piety are but too often secondary things

in the rearing of the youthful mind. And who is so fool-

ish as not to see in these precious things a value far

greater than that of learning and fine gold, and yet we
often leave them to be gathered as they may be, or left

ungotten in the selfish pursuit of things which, without

these, must “perish with the using.” And thus the young
grow up without revei'ence for the aged, vrithout sympa-
thy for the poor, without respect for others’ rights and even

without concern for the interests of their own immortal

lives, except those occasional fears, which are the sudden

suggestions of affliction, or of the remonstrances of consci-

ence.

There is not time to make instruction in this regard

keep pace with the strides of the intellect. We are eager

to see our children take their places in society. At an
age when the boys of other nations are yet at home, and
their parents receiving, as they are entitled to receive, the

proceeds of their labors, ours are graduated through col-

leges and already in the practice of learned professions,

without that prerequisite preparation which would render

them capable of taking care of their own, much less of

others’ interests. To accomplish this great end all of the

precious time of youth is consumed—all its tender suscep-

tibilities, all its ready impressibilities have worn away,
and the mind, to the presentation of moral truth, closed

and sealed. See the sons of Eli, and that of the humble

wife of the Ephrathite: while those unrestrained by paren-

tal authority have brought them father to a dishonored

end, the pious Hannah, long before the birth of her son,

has dedicated him to the Lord, and even in childhood,

while the stern high priest sits darkling before the altar,

heavenly voices, to him all unheard, whispered in ear of

Samuel and proclaim him the Judge of all the chosen of

God. While this lather in the midst of his greatness, ends

his life in signt of the disappointment of his fonds-

est hopes, that humble woman in view of the com-

ing glory of her prophet son, lifts up, in poetic insoi-

ration, her song of praise and thanks"’"'

painter has never yet made so beaut

any of us may see when we may look i

whether of a palace or a cottage, and I

child kneeling at its mother’s knees,

in the stilly hour ofevening, its little pn
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not into temptation." Who is there that has ever forgot-

ten these precious recollections of childhood '1 Around

them is a halo of gentle light which still is seen and re-

membered in manhood’s darkest nights. Far, far more

efficacious liian the offerings of Priest or Levite are these

noiseless prayers which the mother and her child send up

to the Father in heaven, and their sweet influences remain

through all life’s vicissitudes, which no earthly thing can

ever altogether desU'oy. And not the less or scarcely le.ss

impressive are those teachings which inculcate virtue,

honor, forbearance, courage and, above all, that exaltation

of charity which glories in sacrifices and good actions.

This, then, is education, the development of man’s phy-

sical, intellectual and moral nature. The world finds him

with a body feeble and puny, with a mind dark and blank

and blind, with a soul devoid of all good emotions, yet

all impressible to education. To all these wants she ap-

plies herself with gentle hands and a loving heart. That

little body she tends with tenderness in its infancy ac-

customs it in its youth to the enduring of hardships, and

leaves it, when grown to man’s estate, erect and stately

and strong— tire image of God. Upon that dai'kened

mind it sheds at first the faintest light, and increases and

increases, until it shines upon all those truths which hu-

manity uninspired may be permitted to discover. Into

that little benighted spirit, it infuses, even in infancy, the

principles ofvirtue,and an enlightened religion—not that re-

ligion which is lost in rituals,which requires only the punc-

tual payment of the tithe ofmint and anise and cummin, ac-

cording to the ceremonials ofone particular sect; but that

religion which, looking to the heart’s sincerity and respect-

ing the weightier matters of the law becomes the mother of

“fair love, and fear, and knowledge, and holy hope.” See

one thus educated ! one whose body, mind and spirit have

attained their utmost possible development. Hov/ more

than sufficient for any of the labors of this life ! With
what majesty yet with what humility he walks his way of

life, his right hand slaying the enemies of truth, and his

left scattering blessings among those whom they have op-

pressed, and who in their turn heap upon Ms head the

blessing of gratitude.

“The Lord is his shepherd he shall not want.

“He rnakelh him to lie down in green pastures, he lead-

eth him by the’still waters.

“Surely goodness and mercy shall follow him ai! the days

of his life, -and he shall dwell in the house of the Lord

forever.”

COUKTRY GIRLS.

Metta ViCTORiA Fuller, in the Ohio Caltivaior, in a

sisterly and sensible way, thus talks to country girls

ITie farmer’s daughters are soon to be the life as well as

the pride of the country—a glorious race ofwomen, which
no other land can show. 1 seek not to fiatter them : for

before they can become this they will have to make ear-

nest effort of one or two kinds. There are some who de-

preciate their condition, and some who have a false pride

in it, because they demand more consideration than they

merit, A want of intelligence upon all the subjects of the

day, and a refined education, is no more excusable in a

country than in a town bred girl, in these days of many
books and newspapers.

Many girls are discouraged because they cannot be sent

away to boarding schools
;
but men of superior minds,

and knowledge of the world would rather have for wives,

women well and properly educated at home. And this

education can be had wherever the desire is not %vanting.

A taste for reading does wonders
;
and an earnest thirst

after knowledge is almost certain to attain a sweet draught

of the “ Pierian Spring.” There is a farmer’s daughter in

this very room in which I am writing, a beautiful, refined

and intellectual woman, in whose girlhood, hooks were
not as plenty as now, and who obtained her fine education

under difficulties which would have discouraged any but

one who had as true a love for study.

I will state why I think the country girls are to become
the hope of this country. The v.mrnen in the towns and
cities, are becoming so universally unhealthy and so almost

universally extravagant, foolish and fashionable, that men
are almost in despair of getting %vjves who are not invalids,

and providing them with what they demand, after they

have married them. Unless a young man has the fortune

(good or bad), to be the inhertor of wealth, he mu.st spend

thebloom of his youth in acquiring enough to “start upon,”

as people are expected to begin now-a-days. Men. even

in high places, would go to the country for their choice, if

they met there equal refinement with intelligence. Wo-
men are preparing to take a noble stand in historjq and
they cannot do it in ignorance.

Town girls have the advantages of more highly polish-

ed manners, and greater accomplishments
;
but country

girls have infinitely more to recommend them as rivals of

their fair city sisters. They have more truth, household

knowledge and economy, health, (and consequently

beauty), simplicity, affection and freshness of thought.

When they have cultivated miirds, they have more chances

in their favor for good sense and real ability, because so

much of their time is not demanded by the frivolities of

society. The added lustre of foreign accomplishments,

couM easily be caught by such a mind, from very little

contact with the world.

I would not speak as though our farmers' daughters

were deficient in education. Many brilliant scholars and
talented women may be found among them

—

in New Eng-
land this is especially so

—

but I would seek to awaken the

ambition of all to become that admired and favored class

which they ought to be, if they but unite refined oulture

with their other most excellent graces.

A sweet country home, with roses and honeysuckles

trained to climb over it, with good taste, intelligence and
beauty within,- toil enough to insure health, and leisure

enough to- court acquaintance with books and flowers,

and the loveliness of nature
;

w’ith pea-ce, plenty and love,

is surely one of the Paradises which heaven has left for

the attainment of man.

lEES ANB THT3E. MANAGEMENT-LETTER PROM
MR, lA TASTE'.

Editors Southern’ Cultsvatop.—1 ana engaged in the

honey growing business in a small way, and desire infor-

mation relative thereto. Will you or some of your corres-

pondents please answer the folkjwirvg interrogatorie*

through tlie Cultivator ?

1st. What kind of Gurn or Hive is preferable 7 I am
losing two-fifths of all my young swarms.

2nd. How should I manage to retain th-em 7

3rd. What is the cost of buckwheat 7

4th. Where can I obtain it 7

5th. When is the proper time to plant it 7

6th. On what kind of land will is grow best 7

7th. How should it be planted

—

if sown broadcast, how
much per acre

—

if in drills, what distance between drills

and what distance in the drill should it have 7

8th. What culture is necessary after planting 7

9th. Is buckwheat the best plant for the production of

honey 7—if not, what is ?

lOtk. Are any of the patented bee hives or palaces pre-

ferable to the common box gum 7 and if so, which is best 7

and what is its cost 7 and where can I obtain it 7

In beginning to farm I have commenced my subscrip-

tion to the Cultivator^ and when my year i.s out and the
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$1 >3 not in hand for a new volume just “nudge” my el-

boW) but don’t discontinue the SiHithern CvUivator.

Respectfully, A. T. Shkriull.

Ascaktutre, Miss., 1856.

MR. La TASTE’S REPLY.

Of all the patent hives I should certainly give preference

to Miner’s Cross Bar; but for those who may wish to save

expense I would recommend the common box hive, but

then it must be well made, according to tl e directions

furnished in Miner’s Manual, which book Jir. Sherrill

should immediately procure, as it will give him all the in-

formation he may require in the management of his bees.

I know of no good reason why Mr. S. should lose so large

a proportion of his swarms. I rub a small quantity of

honey in my hives and rarely have my bees to leave me,

and when they do, it is only the third swarm that come

out late in the season, and in a majority of cases are not

worth preserving. When they determine to leave, the

best thing to do is to bid them farewell and let them go.

I look upon all Bee Palaces as so many splendid hum-

bugs. In this category I do not, of course, include the

Cross Bar, for it is an excellent hive, and I would always

recommend it where a patent hive is desired. The price

of the right for making this is $2, the price of the hive

will depend upon the style in which it is built, although it

may be made almost as cheaply as the common box. I

have a few rights on hand which will be supplied at the

price named.

In the best honey districts ofFrance,sainfoin is the favor-

ite feed for the bee. In our Northern States the white

clover has the proference. Buckwheat is very good, and

as it matures here better than either the sainfoin or clover

I think it good policy to sow a small quantity. It may be

sown in July or August, and should be treated in all re-

spects like wheat. I have sown it among corn, and had

it to do very wed—perhaps the shade afforded by the

corn had some influence in the result. I have no doubt it

would do very well sown in drills, with such after culture

as we give peas.

Wishing Mr. Sherrill great success in his new field of

operations, I am respectfully, V. LaTasts.

Cedar Green, August, 1856.

N. P. WILLIS AND THE STUFFED BANTAM!

Who but Willis, the inimitable word -painter, “ could,

would or should ” write the following, from a late num-

ber of the Home Journal ?

While speaking of fowls, by the way, I m.iy as well

record, for our friends, the spiritualists, some evidence that

has turned up at Idlewild within a few days, on the sub-

ject of 'posthumous rccogniUon. It may be remembered,
that, in a letter of two or three months since, I mentioned

a demonstration of remarkable attachment and constancy
between a banium cock and his hen Polly. Polly died, as

I pathetically narrated the particulars. But, from the al-

most human interest she excited among the children, it

was thought best to confer upon her the nearest approaah
we could make to hutnan immortality—sendinghcr to the

city, that is to say, to be stuffed for what future there

might be in salt and spices.

Polly’s pugatory was une.xpected long, (so long, in fact,

that we had almost forgotten all about her) but a day or

two since, she re appeared—purified and no more to die

—looking as natural as life, though in the blessed orni-

thology of a glass case. She was set upon the dinner-
table, (though stuffed, not to be eaten, but admired); but
presently there was acclamation among the children, (a
“table-moving” of the liveliest kind,) to introduce this

apparition to Jake. What would he say to her t Ira

three months had he forgotten her?

The glass cover was removed, and Polly was taken out

upow the lawn, where (with the sqtiare block to which
her feet were nailed, in the grass) she stood erect, and
apparently in the full feather of life and beauty. They
went to the stable for the widower—but, meantime, I liad

my doubts, I confess. The experiment involved curious

questions ; Is there natural magnetism after death ? Can
there be sympathy without reciprocity of bowels 7 What
is the length of fowl memory 7 How about affectionate-

ness post mortem 7 Is recognition instinctive without

motion or exchange of looks! &c., &c. It w’aa to be

Nature’s bare and blunt decision these tender points; and
for me, there could scarcely have been contrived a five

minutes ofmore anxious anticipation.

In the habit of being taken into the hand to be fed, Jake
was easily caught and brought up for the interview; and,

with the household standing round in expect wmnder, he
was set down suddenly in the disembow'lled presence of

his Polly.

He stood a moment—expecting, evidently, the usual

Polly-syllable of welcome—rbut, no cluck, no stir. The
doubt, or the delay, was only for a moment, however,.

The semicircular repetitions of trot, and the extension of

the wings to the ground, (the first signs of bantam affeo

tionateness, ; w'^ere most busily gone into
;
and then follow-

ed the most voluble utterance of rooster sentiments, peck-

ings with the bill. Growings and cai’essing—Polly being

several times knocked over, but her irresponsive prootra-

tions and the evident setting of her up again, by the chil-

dren, producing on the believing Jake, no beginning of

incredulity or mistrust. In dread, at last, of damage to

the personal appearance of the over-caressed Polly, we
removed her once more from his mortal sight, md sent

him back, with refreshed memory, to the stable—a widow -

er once more.

The above cut gives a good representation ofKrauser's

Patent Portable Cider and Wine Mill, one of which we

have nowin use, and vvliichin ouropinion is not equalled,

for efifecliveness, durability and sim[)liciiy, f»y any port-

able cider mill we have yet .seen. It differs fiom others in,

having I'eciprocaiing pistons or plungers, whi( h force the

apples or grapes against the teeth of the rapidly r; volving

cylinder, and retain them there, f)y their alternate 8< lii-n,

till entirely reduced to pulp. In some portalile nrlls there

is often just complaint tiiat the apples are n<>i ground

enough (being merely cut into small pieces) to yield their

full amount ofjuice. I'his is obviated in Krausers Mil!,

by the pistons retaining the apples against the cylinder,
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till they are ground into a pulpy mass, which is deposited

in the tub beneatli, and which yields, when subjected to

the press, its entire amount of juice. Krauser’s Mil! ap-

pears to be remarkably well made, and of the best materi-

als, so far as we have observed, and we recommend it to

our friends with entire confidence, who are in want of

portable cider mills the coming fall.

There will be this season an unusually plentiful crop of

apples, and portable mills will be much in demand. There

is great economy in using them, not only because more

cider can be made by them, from a^given amount of

apples, than in the large neighborhood mills, but also be-

cause there is saving of time. On a rainy day one can be

put under cover, and two or three barrels made from

apples which would otherwise rot on the ground, because

the quantity was not sufficient to get up the cart, and go

several mills to a mill, which also might be found pre-

engaged.

A farmer with a portable mill can embrace opparhinities

ofmaking cider whenever sufficient apples for a barrel or

two drop from the trees, and the aggretate gain this way
for a single season, will nearly pay for his mill. Of all

the improved labor-saving machines now in vogue, we
know of none more economical than the Portable Cider

Mill. This Mill may be ordered from D. Redmond or

Carmichael & Bean, of Augusta. Price $42, delivered

on shipboard in Philadelphia. See advertisement of Pas-

CfiALL Morris & Co.

AN AGEICTJLTURIST ON HIS TRAVELS—“ BEECH
ISLAND FARMER’S CLUB ’’-OHIO WINE-

ME. LONGWORTH, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—This is the first day

I have spent at home since the 21st of April, having been

in ten States ofthe Union since that day, seen many dear

friends, personal friends from my earliest remembrance, a

large section of the planting region, some good lands and

good culture, with much of the worst of each ; but why

say what I have seen ?

thanks to hosts of friends for their kind attention, and to

say to your readers that I have taken by the hand Cloud

of the American Cotton Planter, Redmond of the Southern

Cultivator, Summer of the South Carolina Agriculturist,

Boswell, of the Farmer tp Mechanic, and Byram of the

Valley Farmer,—a quintuple alliance of Southern editors

in whom I rejoice to boast of as equal to the emergency

of the times, and I add, Peters, who is doing his full share

in aid of the great cause, and Nelson not behind any.

Unfortunately for me, and I tender my regrets, I called

on Dr. Cloud, about an hour after the decease of his

aged father, and of course, all opportunity of conversation

on our favorite subject was denied me.

In my travels I picked up much that is treasured up for

iiture use and I trust, the benefit of my fellows.

I know not where to begin that I may spin out my
jarn so as to do most good.

My heart turns to what I saw and heard, and the con-

sequcT^t resolve to endeavor to labor more.

Among these, I might bring in the foreground, the

public spirited “Beech Island Farmers’ Club,” the warm
hearted friends, the intelligent gentleman devoting a por-

tion of time to their agricultural improvement.

Touching this Club, there is to me an unaccountable

desire for privacy. That the Club is doing much good for

its members I am satisfied, and why its excellent Secre-

tary should not publish a digest of the talks,forpublic good,

I cannot understand. I am half way inclined to allude to

some of the talks, on the day I had the pleasure of being

present, and am only deterred by respect for its members,

though I cannot say so of the privacy of the proceedings.

Such a Club in every neighborhood will do more to ele-

vate our calling than all other aids. Require every mem-
ber to say something, and guard against any political or

religious or irreligious innovations; and by the bye, be

careful to guard against the introduction of any beverage

which r.an intoxicate. I refer to this at this time because

I am convinced that Southern gentlemen drink less liquors

than Northern men.

In connection with this, I would allude to about 2 acres

of a vineyard, a beginning; for the owner of which 1 pro-

mised to hunt up a vigneron in Cincinnati, Ohio, but could

do nothing. I took two long walks to find Mr. Long-
worth, that I might make inquiry, also to ask for speci-

mens of his wines to be sent to Montgomery, Augusta and

Columbia Fairs, to the very worthy Corresponding Secre-

taries, on exhibition and trial, but I found Mr. Longworth
rather short-Xo-me, and from whom I could get no infor-

niation except that the South could not grow wine without

deep cellars; that the Scuppernong Grape could not make
wine.

I was altogether unprepared for this. I had forgotten the

millionaire in the horticulturist; in the company of the latter

being ever at home and have always had access to the in-

formation in his possession. Indeed I had thought a half

dozen baskets of wine to each Fair would have been

promptly offered, but in lieu thereof 1 was told there was
an agency in Charleston. I feel chagrined, and hope the

South will, to a man, patronize R. Buchanan.
No cause for coolness to me; Mr. L, and myself have

exchanged letters, and heretofore kindness has been shown
me. I then asked no favor and would scorn it now for

self, and asked only for the public.

I hope Mr. Longworth may yet send the wine to the

three Fairs. Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

Edwo/rds, Aliss., June, 1856.

HILL SIDE DITCHING—HORIZONTALIZING LAND.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As requested by you

and promised by me, I now, after some delay, attempt to

give you in detail, my system of hill side ditching and

horizontal culture. And by the expression “my system,’’

&c., I do not wish to be understood as claiming originality,

for I confess, with much pleasure, that I have studied

with much care, the various systems as given in Southern

agricultural journals, and have by practical experiment,

demstrated the value of the most of them. And my study

and practice has settled me in the conviction that the

system I now practice is the most to be relied on in the

Southern States.

Than hill side ditching and horizontal cultre there is

no subject of grave importance to the Southern Agricul-

turist. To keep land from washing, should and must
be the first step towards improvement, and so far as I

know, this fact is acknowledged by everybody. But the

question in the minds of many seems to be, can it be

done I And the fact is to be regretted, but is nevertheless

true, that many of us, instead of experimenting on this

subject, and convincing ourselves and the agriculturist

whether or not the hills of the South may be saved and
thus benefit our race, we notice with a sceptic’s eye the

labor of others and not unfrequently express our doubts as

to the utility ofthe operation.

And if it is conceded by all, which is certainly the case
,

that the hills of the South can alone be reclaimed by keep-

ing the soil where nature’s God placed it, it follows that

every system which promises, to any extent, that result,

should receive the most respectful attention.

I despise from my heart of hearts, the disposition that
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seems to be inherent in the very nature of some folks,

which prompts them to conjure up dificulties and cast

them in the way of every improvement. They do not

intend to make any improvement ihemselves, and they

glory in ridiculing the man that does. They had rather

be on earth and cry “humbug,'' than to be in Heaven and

cry “holy art Thou,'’ &c.

But apart from this unpleasant consideration ;

To give a correct idea of my system of ditching and

liorizontal culture, 1 shall have to do that which lias

been often done, namely
:
give a description of the imple-

ment with which the work is performed. I use the rafter

level, with a spirit level attached and it is graded in the

following way : When made, it should spread 12 feet and

be placed on a level floor, then mark across the centre of

the bubble in the spirit level, then reverse the compass, or

rafter level, and mark again as before. The centre between

these marks gives the dead level. You w'ill then move
the compass, until the bubble stands at the centre, and on

a level, then place an inch block under one end of the

compass, and make a mark across the phial at the end of

the bubble next to the centre, then raise another inch and
raise as before, and so on, until you raise 3 inches tall.

Then get a basket of 4 inch pins and you are ready for

the field.

Before you commence ditching take a general survev of

the ground you intend to ditch, and determine in your
mindas near as may be, the distance the ditches should be

apart, &c.

Then place your compass near the top of the hill where
your land commences to w’ash, and move the front end
until the end of the bubble falls to the two inch mark, and
make the boy with his basket or sack of pins drive down
a pin at each end of the compass. Then move the hind

end where the front end was, and move the front end un-

til the bubble rises to the 2 inch mark again and drive

down a pin as before, and so on until your ditch is located.

After w’hich take a 2 horse plow and throw a furrow

slice down hill, plowing up the pins, and repeat the plow-
ing 3 or 4 times and clean out with hoes. The ditch should

be about 2 feet wide, and sloped downwards to the upper
bank so that the water may have a hard bank to run

against below, and thus lessen the chances of breaking

over, &c.

The distance of the 2nd ditch from the first, must be de-

termined by the aparatus. No definite rule can be given

as that will depend upon the declivity of the hill and the

volume of water to be conveyed out of the field. It should

be close enough, however, to catch the water that falls

below the upper ditch before it accumulates enough to

wash, and so with all the other ditches.

After the field is thus ditched lay off guide rows—1 or

2 between each ditch, and perfectly level. These guide
rows will cross the ditches about half ways out. Your
guide rows all laid off, you will then bring 4 good plow-
man in the field, with a good steady mules or horse each.

If your rows are to be 4 feet apart, tie a light pole 8 feet

long to the bits of the bridal of one of the mules, and make
a boy walk parallel to the mule in the upper guide row
and a plow behind throwing out, which makes your
roiL's precLScly 4 feet icide. The other 2 plowmen com-
mence on the 'upper side of the second guide row, with a

pole and boy as the other and they thus lay off until they
meet at some point between the guide rows, and then fill

out on the levelest line. We commence, then, between
the next two guide rows and lay off as before, and so on
until the whole field is laid off.

The above is my simple plan of ditching and hoizoltal-

izing by which I have stopped the progress of many a
gully, and made the red hill to rejoice with waving and
luxuriant crops of cotton, corn and wheat. I have full con-

fidence in the system, for I have tried it, and what my
eyes have seen that do I know.
On this place, I have ditched and horizontalized a 100

acre field in the above way, and i)r. IVL W. Phii.,ips paid

me a visit the other day, and examined it and he can say
whether or not I have saved that field.

L.and ditched and horizontalized in the wai/ described

can be solved. The water stands on the ground in a solid

sheet, until the water furrow is full, and then it falls

getuly into the one below and the ditch stands ready to

catch it before it accumulates enough to wash,

I have now done, and if anybody has a better plan let

them give it, and we shall be obliged. Good night

Yours, &c., G. D. Harmon.
UUca, Miss., July, 1856.

THAT PROLIFIC PEA!

Editors Southern Cultivator—“I, Iasi year, planted

3 peas brought by a friend from China, only me of which
come up, and from this one pea I gathered over a half

a gallon.” Well, I don’t dispute that. But you say, again,

“Then, again the vine is eaten greedily by stock of any
kind, Itested 'm a small way last year.” Now, Mr,
“ W. F. D.” please inform us how you proved that stock of

«?rykind would eat yom pea vine greedily.

If you had but one vine, if you tested the matter at all,

it must have been m exceedingly small way. Divide

one pea vine between your oxen, cows, sheep, horses,

hogs, &c., and how could you tell whether they eat it

greedily or not. Each one’s allowance would be so small

that I hardly think they would notice it. What do the rest

of you think, gentlemen '?

But seriously, Messrs. Editor.^, I am sorry to see such

statements as the above in our agricultural journals. It

injures our cause, and writers should be more careful

how they tell their tales. Yours &c
,

G. D. H.

Ulica, Miss., 18.56.

MOLE PILLS.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I have been a subscri-

ber to your paper three years, and having been profited by
the many valuable recipes and other information through

its columns from brother farmers, I feel that I would be

doing them an injustice was I to withhold anything from

them that would benefit or enlighten them in the least

possible way, I, therefore, beg that you will allow these

lines a place in your valuable paper for the satisfiiction of

your “Fellwood’s Store” correspondent, who wants to

know if there is any protection against the ravages of

Moles. I will give him my experiment with them this

spring and the result, and, as it is a very simple one, he

can give it a trial.

For two years my wife’s garden has been troubled by
these little pests, and as I knew no way to remove them I

was compelled, as I thought, to submit to their ravages.

Things went on in this way until last spring, when I had

a warm bed made and bedded out my seed potatoes
;

in a

very few days they took possession of it, and like some
other beds in the garden, they completely undermined k
(if I may so express myself)

;
this I could not stand, and

resolved at once to try and get rid of them. I according-

ly procured a lump of cold hominy about the size ofa hen

egg, into which I mixed 10 grains of strychnine. I then

went about in the garden and wherever I found a fresh

trail [ run my fore-finger through the loose cracked earth

to their cave or passway, into which I dropped a small

lump of the hominy about as large as the end of my finger,

always being careful to put a small piece of bark over the

I

hole to keep the dirt from rolling in and to shut out the

I

light should they attempt to pass before night I did this
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m different parts of the garden, particularly on the potato

oed, and strange, yet true, in one week all sign of them

had disappeared, and from that time till this (3 months) I

ha'Te not been troubled with a single one (to my know-
ledge) in the garden.

I will say here, it was my intention, ifl did not succeed

with tlie hominy to try the strychnine in grub worms, as

! thought this was what they were after, but I succeeded

to my utmost wishes and had no occasion to make any
farther triaS.

Now, Messrs. Editors, permit me to say if you think

this recipe rK>t worth the space it will require in your pa-

per, just cast it aside and there will be no harm done. I

have thus written lengthy and exact for fear “A Subscri-

ber^^ would have to kill moles like your correspondent,

‘'‘Green Horn,” said in the September (1855) number he

bad to make his wine by

—

experiment.

Your reader, S.

New Prospect, Winston co.^ Miss., 1856.

COTTON PLOW AND SCEAPER,

B’.ditors Sootoern Cultivator—The cotton planters

of the South have long wished for an implement that would
scrape cotton closely and nicely, and at the same time

clean and pulve.rke the row, whether 3 or 6 feet wide;

thus doing the work at a single round that it has always
taken two rounds to perform. That implement was never

found until Yosts invented the “Plow and Scraper” com-
bined. With this implement a hand and mule can do the

woiic in'a cotton field of two hands and mules with any
tdierplow or scraper. This of itself makes “Yosts’ Plow
and Scraper” the most valuable cotton plow that has ever

been introduced in the Planting States
;
and then, if you

take irrto account the capital invested in the extra mule and
hand, it is a gain ofone-half. I have never known a plow

to give such general satisfaction as has the “ Plow and
Semper.”

Mr. SA^ruBL Reous, of Copiah Co., Miss., who is en-

gaged in a coUoti factory and whose business it is to

travel extensively over this State, stopped with me last

night, and in the course of conversation mentioned the

fact that he had seen many planters in different sections of

the country that were using “Yosts’ Plow and Scraper,”

and they all, without a single exception, pronounced them
the best cotton plow ever invented.

I have had m 15 acres of cotton and li of corn to the

efficient hand, and Mississippians say that this has been

the most unfavorable spring for the cultivation of crops

y^er known. I have been “in the grass,” but with

>^Yosts’ Plow and Scaper” I have got out, which I am sure

1 could not have done without it. These plows must and
win become the cotton plow of the world. The beauty

and utility of them, among other things, is to be found in

the fact that they can be used to great advantage as a

plots of oM work.

After using them in the scraping and pulverizing your

cotton row you may turn on your cotton behind the hoe

hands, with the bar of the plow next to the cotton and the

fecrape in the middle of the row, and mold the cotton

most beautitully and open the water furrow—leaving a

nice fiat bed to the cotton—at a single round of the mule.

This implement is not unwieldly—any mule worth S75
can draw them with ease. Now ifl should speak of what
has been done in Mississippi in the cultivation of corn

with those plows your confidence might be shaken, there-

fore I shall leave the subject with you and your readers,

lantil they are introduced in Georgia, which will certainly

be done the ensuing year and you can then see for your-

selves.

It is very probable that one of those plows will be on
exhibition at the Montgomery and Atlanta Fairs in Oct.

next
;

if .so, I may represent it, and then I intend to give to

the planters of Georgia and Alabama a practical demon-
stration of what can be done in a cotton field with them.

Had this plow and scaper been introduced in Georgia this

year I have no doubt as to the certainly of 20,000 being

sold in that State next year. The cotton planters of this

State, ifl am not mistaken, are the last men on earth that

could be humbugged with a cotton plow. They can teM

at a single glance at a plow what it will do in a cotton

field.

In conclusion, permit to say that if any man on earth

is benefited by “Yosts’ Plow and Scrapers,” it is the

poor man who toils alone in the field with his scooter,

shovel and sweep. With it he can add another hand and

mule to himselfwith SlO, and do the work of both.

I have no personal interest in this matter further than to

benefit agriculture. Yours, &c.,

G. D. Harmon.
Utica, Miss., July, 1856.

Kicking Colts.—Mr. W. L. F. Jones, of Asbury, gives

us the following mode of breaking colts of the bad habit

of kicking. Whenever a colt kicks he takes hold of the

head and neck gently, by clapping his arm around and

holding on to the nose until he ceases to struggle, patting

him occasionally and speaking kind words to him. By
doing this a few times, he says the worst case can be

cured.

—

Prairie Farmer.

INSTRDCnON ON THE ABT OF KAEING WllfE.

BY CADET-DE-VAUX.

Published by order of the French Governmei^L

TP..4NSLATED BY J. R., OF AUGUSTA, GEOSCaA.

[Continuedfrom our August nuTnber.^

OF THE MUCOSO-SACCHARINK MATTER,

Honey and molasses are both mucoso-sacchariue mat-

ters.

To obtain a knowledge of things, it isnecessary to kapw
their names.

The mucoEO-saccharine matter is a mucilaginous sitb-

stance tasting like sugar, whence it derives its nan>e. The
mucoso-saccharine matter is not sugar ; it does not ciys-

talize—when reduced to a dry form, it soon absorbs the

humidity of the air—it is the true leaven of spirituous fer-

mentation
;

it always accompanies sugar, and they are

separated with great difficulty
;
much sugar often remains

mixed with the mucoso saccharine matter.

Some grapes are very sweet to the taste, such as the

grapes of Fontainebleau; it is owing to the mucoso-sac-

charine matter—these grapes, though exquisite to the

taste, yield bad wine.

OF SUGAR.

Sugar is obtained from the sugar cane. Many vegetables

contain sugar
;
grapes particularly—if you tear off the

skin of a dried grape you perceive crystalized sugar.

Sugar is the same throughout nature
;

it is obtained firom

the cane, the grape, the maple, beets, &c.

DIFFF.RENCE BETWEEN MUCOSO-SACCHARINE MATTER. AM»
' SUGAR.

Sugar crystalizes. The mucoso-saccharine matter ex-

posed to the air, after being dried, regains its moisture.

Sugar alone does not ferment, or at least its fermentation

is slow, and imperfect
;

it is the same with the mucoso-

saccharine matter
;
but these two elements, with the ad-

mixture of water, become susceptible of spirituous fermen-

tation.

The sugar cane contains the two principles: sugar which

crystalizes, and molasses (the mucoso-saccharine) whicii

does not crystalize.

One quart of Must may yield four drachms of sugar;
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this proportion varies according to the climate, the matur-

ity and quality of the grapes.

The constituent principles of spirituon.s fermentation,

Vv'heii known by their real nauiCa, oy ihcir dit>!ii)clive ;

characters, and their properties, will tlirow a great lis'ht
|

on the phenomena of this kind of ftrmetitation, atid on the i

means of directing and ohtaining the best wines. '

INFLUENCE OF THE CONSTITUENT miN'CirLES OF MUST ON FEK-
j

.MENTATION.
|

Water; Tartar; tJie nuicoso-s.accharine matter ami i

sugar, are the constituent principles of Must.
j

Spirituous fermentation is the result of the decomposi-
'

tion of these four principles.

The diflerence in the product of fermentation arises from

the different proportions of these principles.

There are seasons when nature unites in a just propor-

tion the principles which form wine of an excellent qual-

ity; agreeable, generous, and susceptible of preservation
;

but they seldom happen.

There are years on the contrary, and they are by far

the most numerous, when rains, drought, cold and prema-

ture frosts, prevent the grape from coming to rr.aturity.

In these cases the Must is too watery; there is too little

mucoso-saccharine matter and sugar, and bad wine is pro-

duced from it. This disproportion wc can easily remedy,

having tartar, the mucoso-saccharine matter, and sugar at

our disposal, especially sugar, which is always the same
substance, from whatever body extracted.

EXPERIMENT, (f)

500 quarts of Musi* having gone through the fermenta-

tion process, have yielded by distillation one-twelfth part

of alcohol or brandy, of 20 degrees proof;! quarts of

similar Must with the addition offour pounds of tartar and

ten pounds of sugar, having undergone the sanfe process,

yielded one-fifth part of alcohol of equal strength. In the

second case, the fermentation lasted 48 hours longer. From
this experiment it will be perceived that sweet grapes re-

quire an addition of tartar, as it promotes the conversion

ofsugar into alcohol.

The vinous fermentation is influenced by several cir-

cumstances, such as temperature, air, and the volume of
|

the Must.
!

or AIR, '

The presence of air is not absolutely necessary to excite
i

fermentation, A fermenting body, deprived of air can
j

with difficulty be impeded in its progress, especially if it
j

be exposed to a warm temperature
;

it ferments slowly,
j

and produces a spirituous liquor so much the better, as it

does not lose by evaporation any of those principles
j

which contribute to the excellence of wine, a part of which
|

would be destroyed by a violent fermentation. 8uch a

wine has lost none of its arom.a, flavor, or any of its alco-

hol. Thus, the privation of air confines only for a while

the principles of must; as soon as air is admitted into it,
|

these principles disunite and decompose, but quickly unite
j

and recompose again to form a spirituous liquor.— j

The concurrence of airi.s, therefore, useful to fermentation
j

as it makes it puss through its difterent periods in a given
j

lime. External air is not absorbed by the fermenting
[

body, as it happens in many other operations of nature;

fijr example : in acetification—it acts mechanically and
facilitates the escape of the gasses formed by fermentation. I

These gasses spread in the atmosphere, are carried off

and dissipated. Under this point of view, air impoverish-

es the fermenting body by favoring volatilization—the

gas, when retained in the liquid, combines with it, and
improves the wine. The means of retaining more of the

evaporating elements, in a fermenting liquid, without re- !

larding fermentation, would be solving a gre^and useful
i

problem. A cover made to fit tlic inside of the vat and
loaded with weights, so as to rise and fall by the dilation
and sinking of the bulk, would surely produce that effect

;

ii would u!*o preveiil air aciuig ua the surface of ihei
vintage, and produemg acidity* and mouldiness, which
charge die quality of tiie wliole vaf, when penetrates
the. liquid— the pressed wine would tlien d'ffcv but httlc

from that obtained in the vat.

OF HEAT.

It is necessary* to h.ave a thermometer in the rraiiufac-

tory, to ascertain the temperature of the atmosphere, and
the degrees of heat in the vat when the Must is fermenting
—below 55 degrees of the thermometer, the must does not
ferment, or does .so badly. Thus the favorable tempera-
ture is 55 deg., below that, it lingers; above, it becomes
loo violent. Spirituous fermentation does not take place
in too cold or too warm a temperature

;
must put in ves-

sels well stopped, and sunlc in a river or a well, will pre-
serve its sweetness

;
cold and the privation of air are,

then, causes opposed to fermentation. The colder the

temperature is the slower the fermentation will be : there-

fore, it is recommended to make the vintage in warm
weather, or to expose the grapes to the sun before they
are put in the vat. If the fermentative process be retarded

by cold, the must should bestirred; this motion excites

heat, and disposes the constituent principles of the mustto
action and disunion—a fire should be made in the manu-
factory and the vat covered with thick clotlia; part of the

must is then boiled and poured into the mass
;
the heat

will immediately spread and follow fermentation to its end.
When the fermentation is not violent, the heat is unequal-
ly spread, and its intensity is more central—to produce
an equal temperature, the vintage is trodden and stirred

;

this operation is performed by means of rakes with long
handles. The laborer should be placed outside of the vat

and raised several feet above its level, so as not to be af-

fected by the gas floating over the fermenting matter. It

would be extremely imprudent to go into the vat to tread

or stir the bulk ; many laborers, from want of caution, be-

come victims of this gas. The agitation in the vat should
not bo of long continuance, for fear of losing a large quan-
tity of the gas, which essentially contributes to the mak-
ing of wine.

or THE, BULK.

The heat oftiie Inilk is in porportion toils volume; the

heat is greater in a large mass, because the motion is more
considerable. Moreover, the presence of the sten.T, of tlie

skin, and of the grape stones, increases the activity offer-

mentation. When the fermentation is violent, particular-

ly in a large bulk, the heat causes the thermometer to rise

from 59“ to 95“.

SIGNS ACCOMPANYING FERMENTATION, (>)

These signs are bubbles on the surface of the liquor

—

soon after other bubbles rise from the centre to the surface
;

their passage through the agitated liquid produces a hiss-

ing, resembling the noise of a slight ebulition—drops of

the liquid rise and fall; the liquor becomes muddy; every

thing bears the appearance of confusion
;
filaments, flakes,

skins, grape-stones and grapes float indiscriminately, are

pushed and driven about until a part is precipitated to the

bottom of the vat, whilst the other remains on the surface

and forms what is called the cap of the vintage. The bulk

increases—the bubbles escape through the cap, producing

a great deal of foam. The heat increases in proportion to

the strength of the fermentation— the fermenting mass
causes the mercury to rise to 95 degrees, when it is not

higher than 55“ in a common exposure. The sign accom-
panying this violent fermentation decreases after several

days, and sometimes after a few hours, the bulk resumes

'Of what specific gravity ?

iWhat was the specific gravity >

tCbapeau fie la Venfiaugc-

§Tlie chapeau or cap .sinks.
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its former volume; the liquor clears up, and the fermenta-

tion ends in silence. Three of those signs ought to fix

our attention, to wit; the disengagement of gas; the for-

mation of the alcohol, and the coloring of the liquor,

OF GASES.

The name of gas is given to vapors existing under an

invisible form. Atmospheric air is a gas, or rather the

union of different gases—these gases have a natural exis-

tence, or are produced by operations of art; in both cases

they may be confined in vessels; there are several kinds

of gases: they are either odorous or inodorous, wholesome

or dangerous; some of them are deadly poisons; such is

she carbonic acid gas resulting from a body in a state of

fermentation. Thus a vat of wine, of beer, of cider, &,c.,

emits aquantity of this gas, which, when breathed, causes

asphyxia or death.

OF CARBONIC ACID GAS.

This gas is produced by a fermenting substance, and is

similar to that which exhales from coals during their com-

bustion; for this reason it has been called carbonic acid;

both produce the same effects : the carbonic gas holds the

first rank in fermentation
;
and as this instruction is to

admit of no theories, but those we deem essential, we shall

only point out a few properties of this gas—from it wines

acquire their briskness and sparkling qualities. Wine
sparkles when it has been boitled betbre tJie completion of

fermentation, and before its combination with the gas is

effected. Wines obtained by a violent fermentation do not

sparkle—red wine does not sparkle, because it absorbs

the gas during the time it necessarily remains in the vat

for its coloring.

COMPAPOSON OF THE MUST, BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER FER-

MENTATION.

Must, expressed and abandoned to the two-fold action

of heat and atmospheric air, assumes every minute a new
character—its s.mell, taste, consistence and color undergo
many modifications to become wine. Must has a sweet
smell, and is more or less agreeable to the taste

;
it is

thick, or ropy, according as it contains more or less sugar

;

taken inwardly it is laxative. These characters quickly
change by the effect of fermentation—the smell becomes
strong by the disengaging of the carbonic gas

;
the sweet

taste lessens in proportion as the alcohol is forming—it

becomes fluid—flakes are now seen which before were not

observable—at last the sweet taste disappears, and gives

pl|ice to the taste and smell of the alcohol—the whole
sacchaisne matter is not, however, entirely decomposed;
but, that which still remains, is not perceptible in the

alcohol
;
and its decomposition will only be effected by

the silent fermentation in the hogshead
;
the must, which

before fermentation was relaxing, being now changed into

wine, becomes strengthening, and causes intoxication.

iOOO quarts of Must would not yield, by distillation, one
drop of alcohol; whilst after fermentation they may yield

250 quarts.

COLORING OF THE LIQUOR.

Grapes, whether white or red, yield a colorless juice,*

and would both produce white wine; the coloring prin-

ciples is, therefore, in the skins or husks of the red grapes;
the treading is of so short a duration that the must has not
time to lake color; it becomes straw colored, pink or red,

according as its stay in the vat is shorter or longer— to

have it entirely red, it must remain in the vat, because the

coloring part is only dissolved by the fermentation of the

alcohol—grapes acquire color in proportion to their degree
of ripeness, because the coloring principle has also its ma-
turity, like other constituent principes of the grape

;
for

this reason the wines of the South have a higher color
than those of the North

;
pressed wine is always more

colored. It results from these remarks, that the coloring

*Nct sc
;
some gT'apes yield a very red juice. McC

of wine can be directed at pleasure, especially if the vint-

age has acquired perfect maturity.

©F ARTIFICIAL COLORING.

The coloring matter adds nothing to the excellence of

the wine, but often vitiates it. If the aroma or flavor be in

the husks, the taste of the soilf is also found therein—

a

species of grapes may produce a well tasted white wine,

and a red wine of an inferior quality; this difference is

owing to a prolonged stay in the vat, and to the extraction

of the coloring part, which containing, as already observ-

ed, the taste of the soil, imparts it to the wine. There are

many people, however, who esteem a high colored wine.

This prejudice has introduced a custom of coloring wine

by mixing several together; by this mixture, wine ceases

to be natural, and may prove injurious to many constitu-

tions
;
but if a wine be colored by the addition of some

vegetables substances, such as elder or myrtle berries, it

becomes criminal, and the laws ought to prosecute those

who carry on this traffic. It may not be amiss to remark,

that those mixtures cannot escape the scrutiny of chemis-

try
;
that science which teaches the art of making wine,

knows also the means of detecting those principles which

do not form any of its component parts. All fraudulent

additions, such as cider, perry, coloring juices, are easily

discovered by the chemist—moreover, he knows the mix-

ture oftwo different qualities of wine, by the crystalization

of the tartar resulting from this simple mixture.

OF VIOLENT AND INSENSIBLE FERMENTATION.
There is a visible fermentation, more or less violent,

which is succeeded by an insensible one

—

violent fermen-

tation is the work of a few days, and even of some hours

only; insensible fermentation takes place in the hogshead

and is the work of time
;
by this second fermentation alone

the saccharine principle is destroyed, is changed into al-

cohol, and combined with the gas. The formation of the

lees, and precipitation of the tartar are tiie result of this

second fermentation.

OF THE LIFE OF AVINE.

Winehas life as well as all vegetable substances; it pass-

es successively through its different ages or periods, and
in the transition is subject to accidents and diseases

;
it

becomes sour or ropy
;
undergoes decomposition and

dies. The life or duration of wine is not always the same
—there are climates in which it lives a long time

;
Sovik-

ern latitudes are the most favorable

;

the art of directing

fermentation, and of keeping wine, prolongs its exist-

ence.

OF RACKING.
The object in drawing oft’ wine from the vat, is to pre-

vent it<s being vitiated by a tumultuous fermentation,

whose action, motion and heat, though they might be les-

sened, v/ould destroy its newly formed combinations:

but the secondary fermentation instead of disuniting, will

combine those constituent principles. The rules for draw-
ing off wine, according to principles already established,

depend on the climate, the season, the state of the vint-

age, and the quality of wine desired. The subsidence

in the vat is a doubtful sign; Northern wines would
lose their excellence if left in the vat till that time. The
racking might be too late if deferred until wine taken

from the vat had no froth on the surface, left no bubbles

on the side of the cup, and could not be made to foam by
pouring it from one cup to another. The carbonic gas is

then either combined or dissipated and it is necessary for

the second fermentation that a portion of it should remain

uncombined
;
nor would the color of the wine indicate the

moment fur racking; color is not a constituent prieciple.

it is only accidental, and the composition of the wine does

not depend upon it.

For want of certain signs, we must have recourse to

general rules :

tLe gont dn terroir.—Raciness
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1. The wine ought to ferment so much the less time as

it contains less saccharine matter—thus the light wines of

Burgundy require to ferment no longer than from six to

twelve hours.

The Must ought to ferment a less time in the vat

when it is intended to make sparkling wines. In this case,

the must is seldom left longer in the vat than 24 hours be-

fore it is put into casks.

3. The fermentation ought to be of shorter duration, in

proportion as it is the object to obtain wines more free

from color. This should be, therefore, particularly attend-

ed to in the manufacture of those wines, where the ab-

sence of color is an essential requisite.

4. The fermentative process is more active in warm
i

weather and when the mass is large, than under the op-
j

posite circumstances; and, therefore, is sooner completed.

5. When the object is to preserve to the wine the origi-

nal perfume or flavor of the grape, the fermentation re-

quires to be checked sooner than under ordinary circum-

stances.

6. On the contrary, the fermentation requires to be con-

tinued longer, in proportion as the must is more thick and

the saccharine matter more abundant, when the object is

to manufacture wines for distillation
;

if the fruit has been

gathered on a very cold day; and lastly, it will be longer

in proportion as it is the object to make deeper colored

wine.

These principles steadily kept in view will enable any
person of ordinary knowledge to decide upon the impor-

tant point in question.

OF THE SURMUST.

Wine out of the same vat is of different qualities
;
that

portion of the wine resting immediately in the centre is

called in France .’^urmoui) and constitutes the most delicate

and palest wine.
WINE FROM THE PRESS.

When the liquor is drawn off, the head or cap comes in

contact with the mare or sediment
;
the cap is a thick sub

stance containing much wine, which is extracted with the

pressing machine; however, before this substance is ex-

pressed, the surface of the vintage cap should be carefully

removed, as this portion, having been exposed to the ac-

tion of atmospheric air has already gone beyond the

spirituous fermentation— it is partly converted into vine-

gar, and is often covered with raouldiness; the wine ex-

pressed from the surface of the cap will quickly become ex-

cellent vinegar, and should on no account be mixed with

the other wine. There are distinctions between the wine
obtained by pressure, and those of the first, second and
third cuUivg, a word used to signify the operation of cut-

ting the sediment at different times, the better to express

the juice from it. The wine obtained by pressure is gene-

ally mixed with that drawn from the vat. Wine of the

first cutting is the stronger and higher colored; this por-

tion having escaped the agitation in the vat, the stems
whose presence adds to the fermentation, the skins or

husks which contains the colorin?' principles, have remain-
ed with this wine, and communicated strength and color

to it. VVine of the second cutting partakes of the qualities

of the first, and of the third, which becomes harsh, sharp,

acidulous and high colored—the stems, skins and seeds
are expressed together, and the juice of these different sub-

stances, though not appertaining by their nature to the

juice of the grape, are mixed with it; the product of these

three cuttings when mixed, makes a high colored and
strong wine, of good keeping; sometimes it is mixed with
the wine obtained by drawing, to give it body, color and
duration. When the sediment is intended for the acetous
fermentation, the first cutting is the only one used. Great
care is required in the preparation of hogsheads for re-

ceiving the wine—when they are new, the bitterness and
astringent taste of the wood will be imparted to the wine,
:f not prevented. The remedy is to wash them several

times with warm water holding salt in dissolution
;

if the

hogsheads have been used, the top should be taken out,

and the whole washed with warm water and rinced with
wine

;
if they have contracted a bad smell and mouldiness

they should be singed, or rather burnt entirely. When
the hogsheads are washed one quart or two of boiling

must, or an infusion of peach leaves should be poured in

them
;
the young shoots of the peach trees might be pick-

ed and preserved in alcohol for rincing the hogsheads.
The ancients used to perfume their wine—a trifling quan-
tity of aromatic substances is sufficient to produce that ef-

fect. To imitate Nature is not the destroying of those

rules by which she is generally guided.

USE OF THE SEDIMENT.

The sediment after pressure acquires the hardness of
stone

;
it serves for different purposes

;
it is cut up, mois-

tened, packed up in hogsheads, and covered over with a
layer of earth and straw, for feeding cattle in winter

—

cows should, however, be moderately fed with it, as it oc-

casions their milk to turn
;
in some countries the sediment

is distilled, but this alcohol is bad tasted. Vinegar can be
obtained from the sediment by cutting and exposing it to

action of the air, and then pressing it; but in order to do
this it should not be cut when taken out of the vat, the

sediment may, in like manner, be burned—4000 weight of

the sediment will yield 500 weight of ashes, and by the

evaporation of their leys 110 weight of pot-ash, which, as

a commercial article, is ofgood sale.

MANAGEMENT OF WINE IN THE HOGSHEAD.

Wine, when introduced into hogsheads, has not attain-

ed its last degree of elaboration
;

it has yet to go through

a fermentative process, which is called insensible fermen-

tation—at first, however, it is perceptible : the liquor be-

comes muddy
;
the carbonic gas disengages itself with a

slight hissing
;
the wine froths, and runs over the bung

hole, which requires them to to be covered with a tile, or

a grape leaf having a light weight—the carbonic gas in-

creases the volume of the liquid—in proportion, however,

as the gas is disengaged, the mass of the wine diminishes

and this should be watched attentively in order to supply

the vacant space from time to time with new wine, so as

keep the casks always full. This process is denominated

in France ouiller, which may be rendered, up ; the

hogshead is filled up every day during the first month
;

every four days during the second, and every eight days

until the racking takes place. The management of wine
in hogsheads varies much, and ought to be left to the ex-

perience acquired on that matter in the different wine coun-

tries.

“ In Oporto,* the complete fermentation of the must

takes place in the vat.

“ In Madeira, the second or insensible fermentation is

carried on in hogsheads, and the wine is racked at the

end of three or four months.”

RACKING OF WINE.

The rules to be observed for the racking of wine are

few. The light wines of Burgundy and the delicate vines

of Champagne, especially the sparkling wines, and the

strong wines of our Southern departments, require different

management— this operation in all cases must be govern-

ed by the principles heretofore laid down in this instruc-

tion. As soon as the liquid assumes perfect stillness, the

wine is made : by clarification, it acquires a new quality;

it is the means of preventing the wine to become sour.

Clarification is performed of itself by length of time; a

sediment is deposited by degrees at the bottom and on the

sides of the hogshead
;
the wine throws off every sub-

stance that is not in a complete state of dissolution ;t this

^Thi.-? article and the next is taken from Ree’s new Clyclopczdia .

tin all strong (natural) wines, there is a residuum of undecum-
posed sugar, which never separate.^ Irom it.
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deposit is called lees or dregs—when this takes place the

wine is racked or drawn—a cold and dry day is selected

for that purpose, as the weather exercises a great influence

on wine; a damp utinosphere, and. a souiliedy wind, ren-

der it turbid. Weak wines should be racked in the winter

.season, indiiferent wines in the spring, and the best in

summer; they should never be decanted but with a north-

erly wind—wine racked during the full moon runs the risk

of turning into vinegar—these influences can be easily ac-

counted for when we are acquainted witii the effect of at-

mospheric air on wine; for this reason wine should be

drawn with a syphon instead of a brass or vrooden cock,

a process which troubles the Ices, exposes the wine to the

air, and disposes it to become sour. The condenser, they

use in Champagne, atid other places where grapes are

cultivated, is still preferable to the syphon. Wine should

have attained its state of perfection before an attempt is

made to draw it
;

if it be green and harsh, it ought not to

be drawn before the middle of May; and if the greenness

still continues, not before the latter end of June, It is

sometimes necessary to pour back those kinds of wine on

the lees, and stir them well, to rc-excite a movement of fer-

mentation, which, alone, will make them perfect— to at-

tain this end, wine is sometimes made to digest over chips

of the beech treej: previously bax’ked, boiled in water,

and dried in the sun, or in an oven
;
from 6 to 8 quarts of

these are sufficient for 60 gallons of wine ; a slight fermen-

tation is then excited, which clarifies the wine in 24 hours

;

this operation also corrects any bad taste which it might

have acquired otherwise.
OF THE LEES OR DREGS.

Dregs are a confused mixture of tartar, of coloring mat-

ter, &c.; these substances although precipitated, are sus-

ceptible of mixing anew with the liquid, when stirred, or

by a change of temperature. Dregs disturb the wine, and

impress it with a movement of fermentation, which
would cause it to degenerate into vinegar, if necessary

precautions were not taken to prevent it. To obviate this,

wine must be racked at different periods
;

if this operation

be not sufficient, if the tenuity and lightness of the lees

render it equiponderant to the liquid, clarification must be

resorted to, as it is of the utmost necessity to separate them

from the wine
;
otherwise it alters the taste, renders it tur-

bid, and will ultimately cau.se it to decompose.

[To be Coniryned.]

THE EICS CHOP ON SAVANNAH EIVES.

From all our sources of information, we are able to an-

nounce that the rice crop is a very fair average one on

Savannah river. The harvest water has pretty generally

been put upon the rice, and planters are doing the works
of improvement to their plantations which occur between

hoeing arid harvest. We have heard considerable com-
plaints of “volunteer rice,” but the general impression ap
pears to be that it is not near so bad ns it was last year.

We are without reliable information as to the crops on

the Altamaha, the Ogeechee and the Satilla. We should

be obliged to any of our friends on those rivers if they

would give us a line or two on this subject. Also from

the Sea Island planters on our coast, and from the upland

planters throughout the State.

With regard to upland Cotton, we can generally gather

pretty reliable accounts from our exchanges, but of Sea

Island Cotton and Rice, we are left in profound ignorance.

We have heard many complaints of the utter inattention

which has been paid to this interest by Newspapers. We
would assure our a,gricultural friends that it is our inten-

tion to reverse the rule, but we cannot do it if they will

not give us their kind assistance.

It would seem as a reproach upon us if our reader.s be-

JBeech wood give,‘s a bad taste, and renders the wine very diffi-

cult to fine

—

I don’t know why ?

ing at a distance, could never even see a paragraph given

to their particular interest—and interest of so much impor-

tance.

—

Savav'iuih Gennnan cf* Journal.

TriF, C.AMFLS.—The Galveston Confederaie !earns that,

tire camels designed for the frontier service have been

landed at Tndianola. The description of the scene and

tiieir appearance is highly interesting. Thetr immense
height rendering their debarkation in a standing position

impossible, tlwy were made to lie down upon a platform,,

and were thus taken from the vessel. Great demonstra-

tions of delight were shown by them on reaching land

once more after a long voyage. Their antics were such

as to fill with terror the horses, mules and cattle in the

vicinity, and to cause a general stampede. The pack

saddles are represented as magnificent affairs, highly or-

namented in Arabian style, and their keepers, Arabs, ap-

pear in their native costume, giving the appearance of an

Eastern caravan, in every particular. In order to show
their speed, their keepers put them in motion, and to the

surprise of some two or three persons present, an ordi-

nary walk kept horses travelling with them in a brisk

trot. We have no doubt these animals will be found just

the thing for frontier transportation, both on account of

capacity of burden and speed of travel.

—

Feliciana Denw-

cT'at.

A STIFLED MULE CURED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—About two weeks
since, one of my plow mules got badly stifled, and after

having exhausted all my skill in fruitless attempts to

restore the dislocated joint to its former position, I was on
the eve of giving up in despair when a friend, riding bvs

saw my mule wms in great pain, and asked the cause, and
on being told she was stifled and that I had failed ^to get-

the joint in place, he said: “there is nothing easier than

that

—

all you have to do is to swim her across the river

and ril guarantee she throws it it in place herself.” I con-

fess I had little faith in his prescription, but it wms so

simple and attended with so little risk 1 thought I would
try it any how. I swam her across the Colorado twice,

and slie came out “all right” I left the river a hundred

dollars better ofl’ than when I went to it. i turned her oh
the praire that day and the next hitched her to a plow.

I think it a a good remedy for stifled animals where the

injury is of recent date. It is certainly very simple and a

trial can do no harm.

Will not some of your numerous contributors give a

cure for the Foot-Evil in Horses I I have had a good
many fine horses injured by this disease. I know of no
“sovereign remedy.”

When I sent you my remedy for distemper i.n dogs, I

had no thought of “sheep killing curs,” as your corres-

pondent “J. C.” seems to think. I pre.sume any person

would be glad to get rid of all such dogs. I was surprised

to see your correspondent “pitch into” me as he did.

Yours truly, Fet.ix.

Travis CO., Texas, May, 1856.

Horse Shoes by MACiitNERy.—Robert Griffiths, of

Alleghany, Pennsylvania, has invented a machine for mak-

ing hor.se shoes, which is pronounced a success. The
iron bar of which the slice is made, is fed red hot into the

machine, and is then cut off the required length, bent by
levers and formed upon dies, swedgedand punched at one

continuous operation. One of these machines can make
ten horse shoes per minute, which requires very little to

be done to them afterwards to fit them for use. The shoes

are well formed, and exliibit no straining of the fibre of the

metal. This machine accomplishes at one continuous

operation that which requires three or four different ope-

rations, on other horse shoe machines.
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PEOGEESSrVE PLAITTERS—LETTEB FBOM DR.
PHILIPS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—To >vhom honor is

doe, palsied be my pen if I fail in rendering it, according

to niy ability. In my steam trip to your State I saw

much to admire, and would be gratified to spend an entire

year in visiting the planting region of the South, in ex-

amining the workings of Cotton, Sugar and Rice.

Having been devoted to our calling—agricultural im-

provement— for these 25 years, and taken pains to examine

as carefully as time and circumstances would warrant, I

hope to be excused if I call names. I do so not to need-

lessly bring private men before the public, but that their

good example may be profitable to our people. 1 will go

farthest from my home, and yet in sight of my old home.

Dr. Parker, in Columbia, has one of the choicest herds of

milk cows I have seen
;

his arrangements are worthy of

examination, and the visitors to Columbia would profit by
going out to his dairy, where they will see Brahmin and
Devon and Durham cattle w'ell provided for and yielding

a handsome profit to their spirited and worthy owner. He
has a few fine hogs. Dr. P. is improving lands and being

compensated, though the same lands were not remunera-

tive when I was a boy, for I knew almost every foot, once

my father’s. I could name an estate near Augusta, where
much attention is being paid to stock, where waste lands

have been made to produce equal to our Mississippi

swamp lands, through the indomitable energy of the

talented owner, but I am forbidden to allude thereto, and
will cross the noble Savannah and refer to a planter who
shows an annual 'return from sale of corn, hay, shucks,

pumpkins &c., equal to our 10 bale planters of Mississppi. ‘

I allude to Col. Wai. J. Eve, of course; and here I thank
him for his appreciation of agricultural labor, by his kind

-treatment of one of its workers, I feel that the very kind
attention to me was a tribute of respect to the cause I love

to follow.

Col. Eve proves conclusively that a varied husbandry
will pay in the South as well as elsewhere

;
and I hope as

he becomes more conversant with the management neces-

sary that his pay will increase, It requires more talent,

thought—mind—and labor to keepup a varied husbandry
than to make money by cotton, sugar or rice. His wood
lands must be laid down to pastures, and when clover, i

timothy, herds grass and blue grass are thoroughly and
i

properly tried in the swamps of the Savannah, hogs and
,

mules will be reared in connection with wheat and oats i

and corn, cheaper tlian in Kentucky. Clear up all under- i

growth, deaden all useless trees, and sow down clover i

and timothy, then blue grass as follows:— 10 to 12 lbs. of!

red clover with 12 to 15 lbs of red top (herds grass) or I

10 to 14 quarts of timothy, afterwards 5 to 10 lbs, of blue !

grass seed. Use no plow
;
sow on the land in October, and

|

when the two first are about in bloom feed off from say
j

15th ot April to 1 5th of June, not two closely fed off; the
j

trampling of cattle will benefit blue grass, fed again in the

fall, and as the two first wear out watch for spots where
no blue grass and scatter seed

;
be careful in feeding blue

grass to not let stock on for about 30 to 40 days when in

seed so as to have fresh seed until your land is well set. i

Thus will he be able to rear stock for market and for
i

home use. This is the great desideratum in the South.
We must try all the grasses.

!

Georgia will make a betterinvestment by paying Si,000
|

or S10,000 to some man to test grasses thoroughly in the

proper way, than in any other investment. We expend
j

far too much capital to raise corn, to kill up our mules
|

and make our own meat.
\

Pastures are the cheapest, and when planters see for I

ti'emselves that gras.ses can be grown profitably we will

m
then have taken the march to independence, and it is

sheer folly for us to speak of independence when we have

to buy mules, meat, butter, &c., from abroad. A few such

men as my friend Col. Eve, and we will see less depen-

dence on cotton and our country be the gainer thereby.

Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

Edwards^ Miss., June, 1856.

OWE NO MAN ANYTHING.

This may be bad poetry, but depend on it ’tis excellent

sense. It is an old saying that the debtor is a slave to

the creditor. If so, half the world enter into voluntary

servitude. The universal rage to buy on credit is a seri-

ous evil in this country. Many a married man is entirely

ruined by it.

Many a man goes into the store for a single article.

Looking around, twenty things strike his eye
;
he has no

money, buys on credit. Foolish man! pay-day must

come and ten chances to one, like death, it finds you un-

prepared to meet it. Tell me, you who have experienced it,

did the pleasure of possessing the article bear any propor-

tion to the pain of being called on to pay for it when you

had it not in your power I

A few rules well kept will contribute much to your hap-

piness and independence! Never buy what you really

do not want. Never buy on credit when you can possib-

ly do without. Take pride in being able to say, I owe no

man. Wives are sometimes thoughtless, daughters now
and then extravagant. Many a time when neither the

wife nor the daughter would willingly give a single pang

to the father’s bosom, they urge and tease him to ^
articles, pleasant to be sure to possess, but difficult for him

to buy
;
he purchases on credit, is dunned—sued

;
many

an hour is made wretched by their folly and imprudence.

Old Robert presents his compliments to the ladies, and begs

they would have the goodness to read the last eight lines

once a week till they get them by heart, and then act as

their own excellent dispositions will direct.

Never owe your shoemaker, your tailor, your printer,

your blacksmith or laborer. Besides the bad policy of

keeping in debt, it is downright injustice to those whose

labors you have received all the benefits of.

How happy the man who owes not a pound,

But lays up his fifty each year that rolls round,

He fears neither constable, sheriff, nor dun;

To Bank or to Justice has never to run.

His cellar well filled and his pantry well stor’d,

He lives far more blest than a prince or a lord.

Then take my advice if a fortune you’d get,

Pay offwhat you owe, and keep out of debt.

Strawberry Leaves as a Substitute for Tea.

—

M.
Kletzinsky, of Vienna, has lately made a report upon the

use of the leaves of the wild strawberry {jiagariavesca)

as a substitute for tea. When gathered soon after the

ripening of the fruit, an infusion of the leaves is a most

agreeable dietic drink. The leaves may be dried in the

sun or on heated pans; the infusion from the leaves thus

prepared is greenish, slightly astringent, and somewhat

similar to that obtained from the China plant. The in-

fusion is miscible with milk without coagulation, possess-

es the same diaphoretic and diuretic properties as tea,

and is slightly excitant .—New Orleans Medical, News 4*

Hospital Gazette.

Benzole for Insects.—M. Reynal, a veterinary sur-

geon, has discovered that benzole is fatal to parasites ift

animals, and he has employed it v/ith success on animals.

It is more safe than tobacco juice or mercurial ointnaent

to be used on calves and sheep.
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ANSWERS TO COREESPONDEI^TS.

Lightning Conductors.—A. W. P.

—

Spratts’, Otis’

and others are highly recommended
;
but we rather pre-

fer Lyon’s Patent Rods. These are made of copper,

which is well known to contains or 10 times the conduct-

ing power ofiron. They are not expensive, costing but

25 cents per foot, and we will order them for you, if you
desire us to do so.

Turnips.—Wm. S.—We do not consider it ‘‘too late”

for this important crop until the last of September. Sow
liberally, and your well-fed stock will thank you next

spring.

Early Peaches.—H.—Our “best and largest early free-

stone Peach” is a Southern seedling, the “Amelia.” It

ripens with the “Tillotson,” is nearly or quite equal in

flavor, and almost twice as large. Our best early cling is

probably the “Fiewellen,” ripening often the first week in

July. It has, heretofore, been described by Mr. Nelson,
in this journal.

Bees.

—

Inquirer.—See letter from Mr.- LaTaste, in

present number, and buy a copy of Miner’s “Bee
Keeper’s Manual.”

Cabbage Seed.

—

C. D. E.

—

Many thanks. We will

certainly give it a trial.

Grapes from La.—A. C.—Your note will appear in

our next.

Fruit Show at Athens.—The “ Pomological Society

of Georgia ” signalized its re-organization by the very

best displsy of Fruit ever made in the South
;
and we

cannot doubt that the cause of Pomology received thereby

a most vigorous and hearty impulse. The contributions

of our Athens friends were especially fine, and we are

proud to note that the Ladies took an active interest in the

Exhibition, and contributed greatly to its success. With

every variety of soil, and the finest climate in the world

for the cultivation of Fruit, there is no reason why we
should not take the lead in Fruit growing, and raise vast

quantities for the supply of less favored sections. To
obtain an idea of the adaptation of our country to Fruit,

it is only necessary to refer to the report of our friend.

White, in the present number. We shall have much to

say on this important subject hereafter: in the meantime,

all who have fine and rare fruits, especially Southern

seedlings, should send samples to the ad interim commit-

tee, (W. N. White, Chairman,) at Athens, Ga. To bear

transportation, these fruits must be picked before they

j

are fully ripe, and so packed as to receive plenty of air.

Education

—

Col. Johnston’s Address.—We com-

mend to the careful consideration of all parents and

guardians, the truths concerning physical and moral

education, so strikingly and beautifully set forth in this

Address, which we take great pleasure in laying before

our readers. We enjoyed the satisfaction of listening to

its delivery, and we felt that justice to the “ rising gener-

ation,” and to humanity generally, called for its wide

dissemination. We thank the author and the Board of

Trustees of “ Woodland,” for the copy so obligingly

furnished.

Profits of Fruit Culture.—We are assured by the

Edgefield Ad.vertiser that our friend, Wm. Gregg, Esq.,,

of Kalmia, S. C., has cleared nearly or quite /atfr

dollars^ on his Peach crop the present season. The

orchard of Mr. Gregg occupies about thirty acres, on a

very poor, sandy hill-side, with a south-eastern exposure.

Planted in corn, cotton, or any other common field crop ,

it could not possibly produce ten dollars worth per acre
;

and the handsome return above indicated proves that

enterprise and skill in Fruit growing are sure to be

rewarded.

September Peaches.—In common with other Southern

Fruit Growers and Nurserymen, we are greatly in want of

Peaches that will ripen in succession from the 25th of

August to the 10th of October—or during the entire month

of September. Will any of our readers who reside be-

tween the 30th and 34th degrees of latitude, who may have

such fruit, send us descriptions of their varieties I We
will cheerfully reciprocate, at any time.

New Advertisements.—The particular attention of

our readers is directed to the following new advertise-

ments :

To Planters—Washburn’s New Patent Agricultural

Improvements,

i
Important Books on Agriculture, &c.

The Best Portable Cider Mill, &c.

Kingston Lime and Cement Quarries.

To Agricultural and Horticultural Societies.

Gloaming Nursery.

Thorburn’s Turnip Seed.

Haines’ Turnip Seed.

United States Agricultural Society.

Fruitland Nursery, &c., &c.

To Correspondents.—We are still obliged to ask the

indulgence of many of our friends for the non-appear-

ance of their favors, in present number, which it will be

seen, is well filled with valuable reading. Much matter

already in type, and a perfect avalanche of original com-

munications are unavoidablv postponed till our next.

Fine Fruit.—We are under especial obligations to

Robt, Nelson, Esq., of Macon, for samples of diiVerent

varieties of his finest Fruits, and for written descriptions

of several of them, which we will publish next month.
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Back Numbers of the Cultivator Wanted.—We are

desirous of obtaining several of the May and November

numbers of this journal for 1855, to complete our files,

and will cheerfully pay 'iO cents each for alt of eitlier dale

sent us in good order.

Agricui.tural Education in i‘he West.—The Ohio i

Agricultural College is permanently estaldished at Cleve-
j

land, and its coarse of instruction embraces whatever re-
|

lates to animals, vegetables, land or labor. Chemistry,

The formula of eight gallons is sufficient for say thirty-twc'

shirts,

9th. T do not consider the solution at all injurious to

the hbie os tlic cloin.

From the foregoing considerations, I am disposed to re-

gard the suggtbuon very lavorubly. R. B. .

JRonic, Ga.. 185G.

Remarks.—We thank our friend for the results of liis

careful e,\periuienis, and would suggest that' the cloth

mentioned above may be applied to a great variety of

comparative anatomy and physiology, with special refer-
^^es on every plantation. Garments for negroes exposed

to rain and heavy dews, will be found greatly to promote

their health and comfort. For the method of preparing it

ence to the feeding and breeding of stock
;
geology and

mineralogy
;
botany, descriptive and physiological

;
na-

tural philosophy; agricultural mechanics
;
farm imple-

|

see our August number, page 249. Eds

ments; meteorology; elements of engineering and land

surveying; rural architecture; landscape gardening;

draining, and farm book-keeping; political economy
;
his-

tory of agriculture, and general principle of laws relating

to contracts, and especially to the acquisition, possession

and alienation of real estate. A. Commercial and Agri-

STATE FAIRS FOR 1856,

The following State and National Shows are already

announced

:

Alabama, Montgomery, Nov. 11, 12, l3, 14,

Georgia. Atlanta, Oct. 20, 21, 22, 23.

Am. Pom. Society, Rochester, September 24—30,

cultural College has also been opened in the Hall of the
|

California, San Jose October 7, 8, 9,

Mechanics’ Institution at Chicago. i Connecticut, New Haven October 7, 8, 9,10,

. . j
Illinois, Alton, Sept. 30 & Oct. 1,2,3,

Indiana, Indiannapolis, October 20—25.

Iowa, Muscatine, October, 8, 9, 10,

Kentucky, Paris, Sep. 30 & Oct. 1—4.

Maine, Waterville, Oct. 28, 29, 30, 31,

Maryland, Baltimore, Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24,

Michigan, Detroit Sept. 30 & Oct. 1 ,2, 3,

New Hampshire, Concord, October 8, 9, 10.

New York, Watertown, Sept. 30 & Oct. 1,2, 3.

New Jersey, Newark, September 10, 11, 12.

National Ag. Show, Philadelphia,. .. October 7.

North Carolina, Raleigh, Oct. 14, 15, 16, 17.

j

Ohio, Cleveland, Sept. 23, 24. 25, 26.

j

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Sept. 30, to Oct. 4,

j

South baiolina, Columbia, Nov. 11, 12, 13,14.

i Virginia, Richmond, Oct. 28, 29, 30, 31.

i

Tennessee, Nashville, October, 2d Week.
' United States Ag. Society, Philad’a.. .October 7, 8, 9, 10.

Vermont, Burlington, Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12.

Virginia, Wheeling Island, September 17, 18, 19.

Wisconsin, Milwaukie, October S. 9, 1C.

provincial fairs.

Canada East, Three Rivers, September 16, 17, 18.

Canada West, Kingston, Sept. 23, 24,25,26.

CROPS IN SOUTH ALABAMA.

Our friend Dr. J. G, Rowe, writes as follows, dating at

Bladen Springs, July 22;

Crops of corn are generally good in South Alabama,

and one more good rain will “make” all the early planting.

Cotton is just three Aveeks behind time, but, should no

boU worm appear, a full average crop will be made—ap-

pearances of the worm, however, are reported in the last

week in some of the cane-brake plantations. From this

date to the 21st of next month will determine tiie crops,

let frost come when it will in the fall.

WATER-PROOF CLOTHING.

Editors Southern Cultivator:—Under the above

head, in the August No., page 249, is given a recipe for

rendering cloth impervious to rain and dew. I have

tested the process, and find—
1st, Heavy cotton cloth saturated with the solution,

dried and placed upon a glass funnel, held an ounce of

water for 48 hours. The cloth was not at all penetrated

by the water.

2d. A moderately strong jet of water thrown upon it.

did not penetrate or even moisten the fibre.

3d. A thin piece of bleached shirting was washed,
saturated with the solution and dried. This held water
as perfectly as the thicker fabric, but a jet thrown upon it

was not resisted so completely.

4th. Rubbing the cloth when dry rather increases than
diminishes its water-proof quality.

5th. When washed with soap and dried, its power to

resist water is not sensibly impaired

The Coming Fairs.—The Georgia Society holds its

next Fair at Atlanta, October 20th, and the South Caroli-

na and Alabama Fairs, (unfortunately, we think,) both

take place at the same time, Nov. 11. See complete list

of Fairs in present number.

Dr. Wasiiburnls New Agricultural Implements.

—

We have very flattering accounts of these imjiletnents

from many of our planting friends in the Southwest, and

6th. The clear solution should be poured off from the
|

'^ould commend the Doctor's advertisement to the perusa’

sulphate of lead which precipitates, that the cloth be not

con aminated with the lead.

7th. Whether the water- proof quality will be perma-
nent in the cloth when subjected to continual wear, must
be proved by experience. If the property should be lost,

m a measure, it could doubtless be restored again by a re-

petition of the process.

8th. Cost.—I estimate for shirts and pants 3 cents each.

of our readers.

Manure Heap.s.—The usual offensive odor and evapor-

ation from them, may be entirely prevented by sprinkling

over the dung heap, by means of an ordinary water can,

a solution of a pound of common green copperas in a g.al

Ion of water.
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THE EDUCATIONAL WANTS OF GEOEGlA.

No. 3.

To understand the educational wants of Georgia, and

o( the South generally, we must take a pretty close view

ef the present social condition and political strength of

the masses. To overlook or disregard their highest inter-

ests is as unwise as it is dangerous. We live in an age

of unparalleled social and mental activity
;
and no duty

that property owes to the State, or that the State owes to

its citizeirs, can be safely neglected. The old United States

Bank committed the error of thinking more of its rights

riian of its duties, and thereby incurred popular displea-

sure, and gave Gen. Jackson both the desired opportu-

jaity and the public voice to crush the institution forever.

It is little short of madness for any kind of property, pub-

lic institution, or government, to provoke the hostility of

the people. In a Republic, their good opinion is indis-

pensable, and should rest on the most permanent basis.

To give to the people the true spirit of conservatism in

Prussia^ Austria, Belgium, and many other European na-

tions, property is freely taxed for the support of common

schools. In this way every poor family sees and feels

the benefit of that wealth which others possess
;

w'hile

the education of all classes renders those in humble con-

dition, by their general intelligence, cultivated tastes and

a.ssociations, the fit and acceptable equals in society of

/ihose in better circumstances. To harmonize all the sev-

f^feral grades of a community, not by pulling down the up-

per to the lower standard, but by elevating the lower to

the upper, is the highest achievement of political and so-

cial science. This is not a mere theory : it i.s the veri-

table and successful practice of the most advanced States

i-n the civilized world.

Can the slaveholders of the South safely ignore this

great principle in reference to the education of the chil-

dren of poor white families 1 Certainly not, unless they

wish to see the seeds of envy, strife and domestic conten-

tion, germinate and take root in Southern soil. Human
i^ature is substantially the same everyw'here. Acting on

.this principle, the astute politician.s who address the

^electors of the whole country in the name and over the

signature of Col. Fhkmont, put forth tlie well considered

declaration that '• Slavery wrongs the non-slaveholders of

Jthe South.” While it is impossible to mistake the end
and aim of this declaration, it is all-important to under-

stand tiiat it is to be repeated incessantly for many years

rtO come, by a large, active and unsc.rupulous party. Un-
der such circumstances, it is impossible for us to stand

still. Act we must: act w'e whll, and the only material

spiestion is, /loh: ?

Sliall we follow the dictates of a libera] and patriotic I

statesmanship, which carefully st,udies the best interests
j

of tlie whole people, or sufier ourselves to be led by a few I

selfish men, whose political wisdom degius by seeking

-office, and ends to their highest sati.-,ficiion by lioldmg

office 1 If wc adopt the latter course, wiiat but dis redit

and disaster have we a right to expect ;

Providence has placed the future of the t'outii m our

keeping, and in the keeping of our chddren. it .s a greai

responsibility. A perfect unity of interests and harmony
of action are matters of vital concernment. To attain tliis

^essult, mutual concessions, wliere opinions conflict, ought

to be cheerfully made. The wants of non-slaveholders,

and of the poor, should be considered, and, if reasonable,

promptly met. Their industry should be fostered
;
their

intellectual culture and social elevation promoted, and

their sympathies fully identified with the leading institu-

tion of the planting States. A tax on slaves in common
with other property, for the free education of the children

of non-slaveholders would show that, instead of being
“ wronged by the present relation of master and servant/'

as free-soilers contend, it confers on all classes plain and

palpable benefits.

The agricultural industry of the South should stand be-

fore the world in a more favorable light. One leading po-

licy should embrace more than one idea. All that is ne-

cessary to attain substantial progress, general knowledge,

diffused, not concentrated wealth, and State independence,

ought to be secured at once and forever.

When the property holders of Rochester would incrense

the conservative element in the elective franchise, they

imposed a tax on their real estate sufficient to maintain a

free school in every district that had children enough to

employ a teacher. The result has been not only to add

largely to the population of the city and the value of aft

real estate, but it has shown such a demand for building

lots near good schools, that the number of free holders in

Rochester is actually greater than the number of voters ;

although no poll tax, nor any other, restricts the right of

suffrage. Cheap and abundant as land is in Georgia, k

wou d be difficult to find a city or county in the State

where there are more free holders than voters. The huge
number at the South who have no legal right nor inte*e^

in the soil, no homes of their own, tells of the uiihappy

neglect of common schools with their strong local attaiii-

ments. The number who desire to sell is out of all pro-

portion to the number who wish to purchase real estate.

Land, instead of being generally improved in value and
fertility, shows that it does not occupy the firs.t place in

the regards of its owners. As its land is all that the Stale

claims permanently, its larger interest suffers in the same

degree that common schools are neglected, and ^ soi

damaged.

Nine years ago, when we commenced writing for this

journal, and a newspaper of large circulation printed at

the same office, we confess our ideas of the availability of

uneducated free labor to prosecute both agricultural and
manuf.cturing industry were more favorable than at pre-

sent. We have sin- e had four yectr’s experience in the

employment of this kind of labor in the District of Co-

lumbia, and some recent experience in Georgia, ll is

plain to us v/hy so many of the thirty-six cotton factories

in Georgia have failed
;
as it, is equally clear how it ha^

happened that Massachusetts ha.s added over (mehundrcii

and sevenLij-one viilLum doLlars a year to her iiMlustriii

products since the census of 1850.

What is unsteady, irresponsible hired labor worth,

when the freeman often forsakes his plow to the ruin of a

crop, to hunt wild turkeys or visit groceries ? Without

mental and moral training, and a high standard of physi-

cal and social comfort, habits of reliable, voluntary labor

liy the week, rnontii and year, are hardly to be cxpeeteil

in a mild climate.

If we are right in this opinion, (and it has been forced

upon us, in spiie of different views long ciierit-hed,) it fol-

lows that all freemen at the South must be educated, ia

the best sense of tiie term, before either our agriculture or

manufactures can equal those of the best educated States

To restrict the youthiul enterprise of the South to the em-

ployment of slave labor is folt to be a hardship, which Ofx--

rates with peculiar severity on all new lieginners, wuo
own no negroes. Slaves naturally fall into com para tiveiy

tew hands—a fact that serves to increase the complaint .if

a •* monopoly.” Make the industiy of white persotto
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available for the wants of society, and you remove the

most prolific source of uneasiness and dissatisfaction

amon^ those who own few or no slaves. This class of

citizens naturally wish to rise and piusper in the c.oninui-

nity, and would take the lead in improvements, if furnish-

ed with proper facilities.

These should not be withheld Tf is far from our wish

to address the fears of any reader
;
but it is our duty to

look at the public wants, and state inptortant truth.s as
j

they are. it cciild serve no r^ood purpose to al!cn;pl to

conceal the fact that great talent, energy, and not a little

money, are now at work to organize a “Free Labor”

party in the slaveholding States. Whatever may be the

result of this cftbit, it cannot but affect the future of the

South. With a change of circumstances, all our educa-

tional and industx'ial interests hold new relations to each

other, which some one should trace and developefor the

public understanding. Many believe that less than jus-

tice has been done to free laborers in the slave States, not

only in the matter of education, but in not honoring the

productive industry of freemen as it deserves. To silence

all complaint of this kind, let something more be done for

the elevation of poor industrious people, who somehow
fail to prosper even in a land of plenty. It is easy and

perhaps comfoiting, to say that, at the South, nothing can

be effected in behalf of the indigent and of universal edu-

cation, because slavery prevents, or our rural population

is too sparse for improvement. Such remarks are often

made in our hearing, just as though the principle of social

and pecuniary advancement was repudiated by^ common
consent ! This is yielding ail that the worst enemies of

the peculiar institution have asserted to its prejudice

Such defence would ruin any cause. To do nothing is a

confession of weakness, or of hostility to all measures of

general improvement. It is to invite men not now before

the public to undertake to influence the decisions of the

ballot box on social and labor questions. Demagogueism
ought to be repressed, not encouraged. But in communi-

j

lies where many can neither read nor write, there is more
danger of hasty and ill-advised action. Passions are

easily excited, and under their influence, popular errors.

If nothing worse, are perfected. Society has been for ages

slowly increasing its security for life and property. Is the

South to attempt nothing more in tiiat direction 1 Po: u-

lar instruction must begin early, and make the fathers and

mothers of each generation more competent “'to train

up their children in the way they should go.” In more
senses tluin one, “ the boy is father to the man.” If the

{

natural endowments of every child were properly culti

vated, nine-tenths of the crimes, diseases, vices and follies

of mankind would disappear forever. Self-government
would be an easy and pleasant dutj', and bad examples
almost unknown

The experience of thirty centuries has served to prove
the superiority of public over private scliools, or teaching

at home in the family. t^ui.NXii.iAN, who was the first

public teacher employed by Rome, says: “ At home, a

boy can learn only what is taught /mu; but in school he
can learn what is taught

Every one Nvho has had the benefit of attending a first

class public .school, and knows what home teaching gene-

rally is, will appreciate the force of the great rhetorician's

statement.

The youth whose common-school instruction lias been
seriously defective, is in such -a condition that no after

college training will make good his loss. Indeed, one
might as well attempt to find a substitute for sleep at night,

and eyes in the day time, as for the advantages of the

common school. “ Mothers and schoolmasters,” says Dr.

Kcsh, “ plant the seeds of nearly all the good and evil

which exist in the world
;

its, reformation must, ilierefore,

be begun in nurseries and in schools.”

High authorities, both ancient and modern, might be

quoted indefinitely on this subject; but it is more perti-

nent to call attention to the very inadequate facilities now

funiished lor the education ol tiie uiany thousands ot both

sexes in Georgi:i, who ore soon to settle in life and be-

come parents. Xo jjioper provision is made for one in

ten who ^rently need eommon-sehnol instrne.tion.

Can a wrong so deep in the bosom ot society, so gene-

ral over the Slate, and so unprovoked by its youth, es-

cape jjunislnneni !
L.

Initicultnral Itjartintat.

POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF GEORGIA.

Pun.suANT to a call, a meeting of gentleman interestet^

in Fruit Culture assembled at Athens, Ga., Aug (3th, 185G,

Mark A, Cooper, Fsq., was called to the chair, and’

Wm. N. "WitiTE requested to act as Secretary.

At the request of the Chair, D. Redmond made known-

the object of the. meeting, which was to form a Pomologi-

cal Society for the State of Georgia. It was, therefore,

Resolcet}, That those favorable to this object give ia

their names to the Secretary
;
upon which the names of

most of those present were handed in.

It was, then, further

Resolved, That the officers of the Society consist ofa>

President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and an ad~

inlerir/t Committee.

On motion, Rt. Rev. Stephen Eeltot, D D., was elect-

ed President, Mark A. Cooper, Esq, Vice-President..

Wm. N. White, Secretary, and James Camak, M. D.,..

'I reasnrer, for the ensuing year.

Wm. N. White, Dr. M. A. Ward, and Dr. J.as. Camas

were, on motion, made a Committee to adopt a full Con-

stitution for the Society
;
and it was

Resolved, That the Society meet on the 21st day of

October, being the 2d day ol the Fair oi the Southend

Central Agricultural Society,at Atlanta, and that the Com-

mittee on the Constitution then report.

On motion, tlie Chair appointed Mm. A. White, Proi.

J. P. W^addel, Y. L. G. Harris, Esq
,
Dr. M. A. Ward,

and Dr. James Camak, the ad inierhn Committee to ex-

amine and report on any specimens of Fruit that might be

submitted to them in the intervals between the meetings

ofthe Society.

On motion, the Chair also appointed Dr. James Camak,

D. Redmond, Esq
,
Y. L. G. Harris, Esq ,

Col. J. M>

Davison and W^. P. Robison, Esq., to represent the So-

ciety at the American Pomological Convention at Roches -

ter, with pow’er to chose alternates-

The Secretary was directed to give general notice ofthe-

next Meeting of the Society, and also to invite all persons

interested to become members of the Association.

Col. A. G. Summer and WLm. Summer, Esq., of South

Carolina, Dr. VV. O. Baeuwin, Rev. J. L. Moultrie and

Dr. N. B. Cloud, of Ala., L. Berkmans, Esq., of N, J,,.

Charles Downing, F.sq., and P. Barry, Esq., of N. Y.,

and Dr. Wf D. Brinckle, of Pa
,
were elected honorary

and corresponding members. It was

Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings of the Society

at this meeting and a notice of the fruits exhibited be pttb-
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lished in the Athens papers and in the Agricultural jour-

nals of the State.

The Society then, on motion, adjourned,

Mark A. Cooper, President.

W-M. N. White, Secretary.

Notwithstanding the severe drouth, the exhibition of

Fruit was unexpectedly large, and during the evening

the room was thronged with interested spectators. The

list of contributors and contributions was as follows :

Peters, Harden' & Co
,
Atlanta, exhibited : Pears—

Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Vicar of Winhfield, Flemish

Beauty, Brown Beurre, Bartlett, Steven’s Genesee, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, Duchesse d’ Angouleme, Beurre d’

Aremberg, Doyenne d’ Ete, a seedling, and 10 unnamed
varieties of which the labels had been lost— all fine— total,

•21 varieties. Grapes—Devereaux, White Sweetwater,

Warren, Saluda,. Isabella, Lenoir, Catawba, Thurmond,
Black Hamburg, and two promising looking natives not

yet ripe—12 varieties. Plums—Long Scarlet, Jefferson,

Coe’s Golden Drop (extra fine), Imperial Gage, Green

Gage, Bingham, Columbia, Washington, Leroy’s Mogul
j

(a seedling), and twounknown— 12 varieties. Peaches—
{

Early Tillotson, Early York (seriate). Gross Mignonne, i

Eliza Schmitz, Prin.^e’s Paragon, Bergen Yellow, Hative
j

•des Ferrers, Crawford’s Early, Chinese Cling, Burgess’
|

Beauty, Poole's Melocoton, Early White English, Moore's
j

June, Walter’s Early, Yellow Rareripe, Hoffman’s Favor- I

ate, Bellegarde, Incomparable Admirable and Brown’s]
Free—21 varieties. Nerlarives—Early Newington, Early ;

Scarlet, Belgone, Temple, Red Roman, Elruge— G varie-
|

ties. Apples—Oconee Gr<-ening, Shockley, Siberian Crab,
;

and 12 unnamed va.ieties—t^tal 15. In all 87 varieties;

of fruit from this Nursery, making a very attractive show
of itself.

Y. L G Harris, of Athens, exhibited : Nerktrhies—
New White, and Boston both very large and fine. Plums
—Jefferson and Bingham, extra fine, (the latter 5^ inches

inches in circumferenc), also 2 seedlings worthy of further

trial. Pea ches— Adinirable, Yellow Alberge and
|

one unnamed yellow peach from Delaware. Pears—A'

seedling and one unkliown variety— total, 11 varieties.

D. Redmond, of Augusta, exhibited : Neefariues— Bos-
;

ton, Hardwick (fine). Golden, Elruge, E.trly Violet, and 5
j

nameless— 10 varieties. Peaches— \0 subvarieties of the!

Pace or Columbia, &c. Pears— Bartlett, Duchesse Angou-
I

feme, comptede Lamy and Steven’s Genesee

—

I varieties
|

Apples— Fail Pippin and two otlier varieties nameless 1

Plums— '3' varieties for names. Grapes—Isabella and

Scuppernon.g Also the Pomegranate, Orange Quince, &c.,

—in all, 39 varieties of fruits.

J. Va.v Boren, of Ciarkesville. exhibited : Apples—
.Julien, Haber.sJiam, R. I. Greening, Toccoa, Jlefiance and

Nantehalee—G varieties. Pears.—Napoleon and I name-
less— in aU 8 varieties. Mr. Van Bcren’s section of the

State suffered from a very late frost.

Col. A. G. Summer, of Pomaria, S. C., exhibited :

Peojs—Forelie, Passe Colmar, Lewis, Eyewood, Croft

Castle, BulTam (small), Beurre Die), Andrews, Winter

Nelis, Moecos, B Gris de Hiver, Calhoun, Colman d’

Aremberg, Bezi de La Motte, (extra fine) Seokel (of

enormous size). White Doyenne, Moore (an extra fine

new Pear), Harvard, Glout Morceau, Beurre Cupiauraont,

Duchesse de Augoutenae, Golden Beuire de Bilboa (extra

fine), Flemish Beauty (very fineb Rousseiet de iMeester,
;

Kenrick, Julien and Fulton—27 varieties. Peaches—
\

Bordeaux and Chinese Cling, botli very fine clings
j

Apples— Aromatic, Ferdinand, Male Carle, Bla^k (ofi

Cox) Late Strawberry', Hubbardston’s Nonsuch, Vv’ood’s

tCree-Ritag. Carolina Greening, R. I. Greening, Ylenegare !

(a monster apple 18 inches in circumference and weigh-

ing 261 ounces). Golden Ball, American Summer Pear-

main, Cole’s Scarlet Perfume, Jersey Sweet, Hoover and

Summer’s No. 1 and 2— 19 varieties. Plums—An extra

fine blue plum, a seedling of the Green Gage. Ahtwnd—
Hardshell— total, 50 varieties.

Wm. N. White, of Athens, exhibited : Pears—Doy-

enne Goubalt, St. Ghislain, Bartlett, White Doyenne, Van
Assene, Doyenne d’ Ete, Rostiezer, Kirtland, Zepherin,

Gregorie, Louise de Prusse, B. de Amalis, Souvenir de

Printemp, Lodge and Belle Lucrative—14 varieties. Plums
—Washington, Reine Claude de Bavay, Blue Plum,

Lombard, Imperial Gage, White Magnum Bonum, Coe’s

Golden Drop, Green Gage, Bingham, Red Gage, Duane's

Purple, Long Scarlet, and five nameless—27 varieties.

Peaches—Van Zandt’s Superb, Brevoort, Early Red Rare-

ripe, Washington Cling, Old Mixon Cling, Noblesse,

George IV, Morris Red Rareripe, Shanghai Cling, Cool-

idge’s Favorite, Baltimore Belle, Columbus June, Rod-

man’s Cling, Fay’’s Early Ann, Stump the World, Craw-

ford’s Early, Ispahan, Pucelle de Malines, Early Red,

Belle de Beaucaire, Reine des Verges, Early Chelmsford,

and Precoce de Savoys, Pace, Incomparable Admirable,

Blood Cling, Coleman’s Orange—28 varieties. Grapes—
Diana, Isabella, Chasselas de Fontainbleau, White Con-

stantia, Lenoir and Warren—G varieties. Apples—Meig’s

and Yellow Meadow—2 varieties—total, G7 varieties.

Col. J. M. Davison, of Green co
,
exhibited: Peaches

—Crawford’s Early and Yellow Strawberry. Grapes

(nameless) and an extra fine sample ofWine from Bland's

Maderira, of the vintage of 1854.

Robert Nei.son, of Macon, sent for exhibition 2 varie-

ties, viz ; Peaches—Flewellen Cling, a superb early

Southern peach, the best yet made known. Apples—

a

seedling of fitie appearance, for a name.

Mrs. A. Hur.D, of Athens, exhibited : Imperial

Gage (very fine), Washington. Grapes—Black Ham-
burg and AVhite Muscat of Alexandria (superb). Pears

— Beurre de Aremberg, Grey Doyenne and Louise Bonne

de Jersey— total, 7 varieties.

Mrs. Camak, of Athens, exhibited ; Pears—a fine clus-

ter of 10 Belle Lucrative, Beurre Diel (fine), Josephine,

Louise Bonne de Jersey, Bartlett, Browne Beurre, Gansel's

Beritamot, White Doyenne, Luckey', Dunmore (fine),

Beurre de Ranee, Belle Bonne, and a fine seedling, here-

Kifore described as the Camak Pear— 13 varieties Plums
— Elfrey, Reine Claude, Violet, Mecklin, Jefferson, Yellow

Ylagnum Bonum, Duane’s Purple 2 unknown, and 1

seedling fora name, also Imperial Gage, Green Gage,

Italian Prune, German Prune and Bingham (fine)—14

varieties. Grapes— Warren, very fine. Peaches—Early

Crawford and a beautiful seedling peach. Nectarines—
Mdhaf'?) and Elruge— total, 32 varieties.

Dr. M. A. Ward, of Athens, e.xbibited : Gwin-
net Red (fine), Blue Gilliflower, Alaiden’s Blush, Swaar,

Cole’s Black, Golden Russet, Neveifidl, Coi^ican, Gilli-

land’s Sweet, Jonathan, Gravenstein, Ribstone Pippin,

Kilhani Hill, Summer Pearmain, R. I. Greening, Macou
Sweet, Porter, Pumpkin Sweet, Cullasaga, Newton Pippin,

Haverhill, Carthouse, Murphy, Camak’s Seedling, Webb,

Baldwin, Leatherwood, Limber Twig, Minister, and

2 unnamed— 3l vaiieties. Pmr.s—Seckel, Alarie Louise,

Vicar of Winkfield, Rouselet Stutgard, Cumberland, Wil-

bur, Heathcot, Julienne, White Doyenne, Moore’s Pound,

Wilkinson, Surpasse Marie Louise, Autumn Bon Chretien,

Swan’s Egg Forelle, Orange Bergamot, Gros JNIarie and

a fine seedling 18 varieties. Ncclannes— Boston.

Plums—Jaffer-son (fine ),Breevoort’s Purple, Aliser, Duane s

Purple (large and fine), Sharp's Emperor (a misnomer, but

a large fine white plum). Smith’s Orleans and a seedlmg

—7 varieties— total, 57 varieties.
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Prof. J. P. Waddel, of Athens, exhibited ; Peaches—

Blood Cling, Bergen Yellow, Red Rareripe, Old Mixon

Cling, Breevoort, Cobham Yellow, Honest John, Orange

Free, Incomparable Admirable, Gross Mignonne, Straw-

berry, Crawford’s Early, Crawford’s Late, Incomparable,

Pace, Blanton Cling and Precoce de Savoy—17 varieties.

Nectarines—2 varieties, unnamed—total, 19 varieties.

John T. Grant, of Walton county, exhibited ; Pears

—St. Ghisjain (fine). Doyenne de Ete, Duchesse de An-
goulerae and Josephine

—

4: varieties. Peaches—Cobham
Yellow, Orange Cling, Old Mixon Free, Crawford’s Early,

and Breevoort—7 varieties. Pluvis—Jefferson, Diamond,
and 1 unnamed—3 varieties— total, 14 varieties.

Dr. J. S. Hamilton, of Columbia county, exhibited a

fine Seedling Apple, ripening in September.

Rev. Richard Johnson, of Atlanta, sent for exhibition a

most interesting collection and with the fruits shown, notes

oftheir productiveness, which are’valuable. Those Pears

italicised do not bear will with him as yet: Peo.rs—
Julienne, St. Ghislain, Buffam, Eeurre de Amalis, An-
drew’s, Urbaniste, Napoleon, White Doyenne, Bleeker’s

Nleadow, Belle Lucrative, Thompson, Beurre Brown,
Henry IV, Beurre Bose, Marie Louise, Surpass Virgalieu,

Dunmore, Waiter Ndis, Duchesse d’ Angouleme, Bezi de

LaMctte, Bartlett, Grey Doyenne, Beurre Diel, Easter

Beurre, FLeviish Beauty, jRush7nore, Forelle, Vicar of

Winkfield Doyenne Boussock, Glout Morceaii, Wilkin-
son, Seckel, Knight’s Monarch, Passe Colmar, St. Lezier

Summer Franc Real, Louise Bonne de Jersey and 6 un-
named—43 varieties. Grapes—Catawba, Viuginia Seed-

ling, Bland’s W^hite Sweetwater, Isabella, Warren and 2
unknown— 7 varieties— total, .50 varieties.

In all, 435 lots of fruits were shown, comprising over

300 distinct varieties. Among those most worthy of

notice were the Superb Muscat of Alexandria and Black

Hamburg Grapes, shown by Mrs. A. Hull
;
Mrs. Camak’s

cluster of Belle Lucrative Pears; Col. Summer’s entire

coilecnon was very attractive, an apple therein (the Men-

agere) was 18 inches in circumference and weighed 2G^

ounces.) The finest Early Clingstone Peach was Mr.

Nelson’s Fiewellen. The Thurmond Grape of Peters,

Harden & Co
,
was an acquisition, as was also the Chinese

Cling (peach) shown by them and Col. Summer.

Every one witnessing this unexpectedly fine display

must have felt his confidence in Southern fruit culture

ous suckers from the root—3 to 5 feet high. Leaves oval,

acuminate, serrated, dark green and smooth on the upper

surface, pale beneath, on petioles about a half inch long.

The fruit is borne in simple racemes on short foot stalks

which shoot out with a few leaves from the buds of the

previous year. Berries, when ripe, about a half inch in

diameter, globular, bright red, inclined to purplish, soft,

juicy and sweet, but deficient in any decided flavor.

This peculiarity of habit in producing the fruit on the

buds ofthe previous year, will furnish a good indication of

the best mode of trimming and training.

There are now no less than six well marked varieties of

Amelanchier Canadensis recorded in Torrey & Gray’s

North AniericoM Flora, all of which have been noticed by

the earlier Botanists under the names, Aronia, Pyrns,

Mespilas, &c.

It is “used by the Aborigines in the Northern regions

as an article of food.”

—

North Am. Flora.

The variety A. Botryo.pmm \^Aro'nm Bobryo.piurii, Ell.

Sk
]
which this resembles very much in its leaf, grows in

the low country. It is more arborescent than our plant

here, attaining a height of 10 to 15 feet, with a single trunk .

It is there known as the “Currant tree,” and the fruit

which also resembles this, is red and eatable.

I This tendency to run into varieties is common to a vast

j

number of the Roseacece, as in the peach, apricot, plum

j

and other fruits
;
the apple, pear, quince, &c.; the black-

j

berry, raspberry, strawberry, &c., and the rose. We have

i thus a strong guarantee from its family affinities that an

effort to propagate and improve, by seedlings and by good

cultivation, will be attended with success. It is well worth

a place for trial in our list of native Southern fruits.

I am very respectfully yours,

H. W. Ravenel.

Aiken, S. C., Jane, 1856.

Since the above was received, we find the follow-

ing article in the South Carolina Agricidlurist

,

the new

monthly of our friend. Col. Sum.mer :

AMELANCHIER—XEAV AMERICAN FRUIT.

greatly increased. Wm. N. White, Secretary.

THE AMELANCHIER, OR, “CURRANT TREE”-A NEW
SOUTHERN FRUIT.

Editors Southern Cultivator 1 have received

through our friend J. D. Legare, Esq., a request from you

that I would furnish you with a description of our native

“Currant,” which has been cultivated for a few years past

in and around Aiken. These bushes were taken up about

the margin of the creeks a few miles from this place. Mr.

Purvis informs me that he has seen them growing abun-

dantly along the course of Shaw's Creek, and hasi'requent-

ly gathered them there in the ripe state. I regret that I

lost the opportunity (being absent in the spring) of examin-

ing them whilst in flower, and, therefore, cannot give

their characters, which might aid in determining its posi-

tion.

I suppose it to be one of the varieties (probably a new
variety) of Amelanchier Canadensis. Character.—Stem

shrubby and much branched, disposed to shoot up numer-

A stnlringand most attractive tree, frequently attaining

the height of20 feet, is the “Shad flower,” or, “May Cher-

ry.” The first flower-bearing tree which expands its

white blossoms along the shores of our Southern rivers, its

long racemose flowers shine out like snow-drifts, amongst

the leafless trees, in iMay, its rich red fruit, contrasts in

I

sweetness with the fragrant strawberry, and is acceptable

to the palate of most persons. The botanical name of this

tree, is AmeUmchicr Botryopium (Toney and Gray) but

it was classed by Elliot as Aronia BoLryapivm. Trans-

planted from the woods, it is generally fruitful and bears

abundantly. It is a graceful ornament to the lawn, and is

I not subject to the attarks of insects, retaining its light

I

green foliage till frost, jfitwerean exotic, it might be

more popular as an ornamental tree, as amateurs usually

I

neglect the beautiful within reach of their homes, for popu-

lar novelties from abroad.

The Amelanchier Rolundifolia is another variety, re-

markable dwarfed in its halrit, and is found widely dif-

fused throughout middle South Carolina and Georgia. It

ai*ijnsthe height of six feet, and flowering about the tenth

of April, invariably produces a heavy crop of fine fruit.

Several of our friends cultivate it, and it should fill the

place in the Southern garden, which in Northern climate.^
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is occupied by the currant family. It is really a valuable

tVuit, and, being extremely sweet, enters into the manu-

facture of preserves, jams and jellies, and with the usual

preparation, is a fine desert fruit. It is easily propagated

by suckers, and would be a valuable Eiddition to the smaller

fruits of every garden.

GRAPE CULTURE IN TENNESSEE.

We take pleasure in re publishing the following letter

from a late number of the Nashville Banner

:

. Wartrace, Tenn., May 17th, 1856.

Dear Sir—Sometime since you requested me, at my
leisure, to give some account of my progress so far, in the

business of vine growing, and the prospect of success.

I have for some years entertained the opinion that the

general diffusion of the vine culture through those por-

tions of the United States, which are suitable for the pur-

pose, would be attended with the highest moral results.

Further information on this subject, drawn from the ob-

servation of travellers and the history of the Wine produc-

ing races, have made this a settled conviction. Whatever
other vices may have degraded the French, Spanish and
Italian people, there is certainly not a drunken nation be-

tween the Persian Gulf and the English Channel— where
pure wine is the daily beverage of the laboring man—sus-

taining him in his toil, and giving a zest to his frugal fare,

he rarely betakes himself to more pernicious stimulants.

It is difficult at first blush to make the more ardent

friends of Temperance believe this. Their reformation,

commendable as it is, has been attempted per saltu—has

gone too far—must, I think, as the public mind becomes
calmer, settle back to the true and practical, and be con-

tent to advance by more even steps—content if in a

generation or two, our rural population—retaining their

peculiar loftiness of character in other respects-- unite

with it the health and temperance of those who produce

the world-renowned vines ofPIungary, theRhine, France,

Spain, Portugal and the Madeiras.

Only here and there, however, if at all, will any one of

us embark in this business, solel)'' for a high moral object.

We are right glad to be bid God speed, but we must also

see some profit in the future, or few of us can afford to

play at wine growing. A few reliable statistics will show
what is to be hoped in this quarter. When on a visit to

the vineyard ofMr. R. Buchanan, in the summer ofl854,

(to which gentleman, by the way, I am indebted for as-

sistance and friendly counsel, both personally and through

his treatise) I was told that the average produce of his

vineyard per acre for the 7 years previous had been 400
gallons. This period included one extraordinary crop of

over 800 gallons per acre, and also one very short crop

of about 150 gallons per acre, but on the whole is a re-

liable average upon which calculations may be based.

The wine varies in price from $1 50 to 75 or 80 cents.,

according to quality—sold in the casks, and without far-

ther preparation than having undergone fermentation in a

cool cellar. When drawn off and bottled it will bring as

much as $3 per gallon.

Taking the fair average of wine in the cask, at —and
making a liberal estimate of the annual expense of culti-

vation at S75, and we liave a clear profit per annum of

$325 per each acre. Suppose this to be an over-estimate

(although taken from the actual experience of a man care-

ful in accounts) and the profits are only $200 per acre,

what branch of industry is more remunerative I As
population thickens, and lands become subdivided, it will

then be an imperative necessity to seek out some means of

making an acre produce what now requires 20—but even

ju our present condition we can hardly conceive what an
immense additions to our industrial resources, the general

introduction of this business might become.

Always provided it will succeed in our climate. The
very experiment I am now trying and which has been

tried by others with more or less success. Enough has

been accomplished heretofore to inspire the uiost sanguine

{

hope of the success of our native vines. Foreign grapes

j

will not do at all- m any part ofilie United States that I ever

j

heard of. The experiment has been tried again and again

with uniform disappointment. Mr. Longworih, of Cin-

cinnati, endeavored for ^^^ears to introduce and acclimate

the best wine grapes of Europe: spent large sums of

money in their importation, much patience in their culture

and finally despaired Our old citizen, Dr. Robertson,

also made an effort a long time ago to establishh a vine-

yard of foreign grapes—and. after considerable expense,

abandoned the thing as hopeless. AVe must leave Europe

her grapes. It is some consolation to hope that we have

better ofour own.

As yet the Catawba stands pre-eminent amongst our

natives for wine. What other native grape may be here-

after discovered, the Catawba is now the main reliance in

all the vineyards. Mr. Vaulx has cultivated a small vine-

yard of Catawba grapes near Nashville with very cheer-

ing success. His grapes have, I believe, escaped very

tollerably the great curse of our climate, the rot, and he

has made some wine pronounced by connoisseurs to be of

the best quality. By an unfortunate accident he was pre-

vented from fully testing its keeping qualities in our cli-

mate without the addition of sugar or alcohol, but there

is every reason to believe that it may be so kept, as it is

in Ohio. The only reason to fear the contrary arises from

the difference of climate not only in some degree altering

the saccharine qualities of the same grape, but bringing

the vintage on in the very hottest of the summer The
latter may be obviated by deep cellars—the former still

leaves a shade of suspicion scarcely enough to^raise an

apprehension.

I hope you will excuse my tedious preliminaries, I am
anxious to infuse into others a sense of the importance of

this subject morally and economically considered—and

inspire those who desire to embark in it, with well found-

ed hopes of ultimate success, I now proceed to give you

a short account of my progress so far.

In the spring of 1854,1 pi*epared a small piece of ground

about half an acre, by plowing as deep as possible with a

turning plow, and following in the farrow with a sharp

bull-tongue. This I set out with Catawba grape roots

procured from Cincinnati, placing them in rows 6 by 4

feet apart. The succeeding summer, as every one will

remember, was the time of the great drouth. The vine

suffered from this less than any other species of vegetation,

preserving their rich dark color, when everything else was
parched and withered. In the early part of this tall, I em-

ployed and brought oui from Cincinnati, through the

agency, and upon the recommendation of Mr. Buchanan,

a German vine-dresser, a man thoroughly and practically

acquainted with every process of the business—brought

up amongst the vineyards of the Rhine, and having had

three years expei’ience with our native grapes in the vine-

yards of Ohio. I gave up to him the management of my
vineyard altogether, to carry on the vines I had planted,

and to extend it as much as our force would permit.

From the first, and thenceforth he has set his face “like

a flint” against the use of the plow. I attributed this an-

tipathy then, to his early habits and associations—coming

from a country where spade culture is almost the only

kind in use. I am sure now he is right, from reasons

which I will mention hereafter. His first operation was
to ditch between my vine rows to the depth of about two

feet, and throw the soil back, for the purpose of loosening

and draining the soil deeper than the plow had gone.

Having finished that he, employed the balance of the

winter in trenching ground fur new planting.s, lA hicli i-s

accomplished in the following manner.
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A ditch of the width of about three feet is marked along

the whole length of the piece of ground to be prepared,

and carefully dug out to the depth of from 18 to 24 inches.

A second piece is then laid off adjoining the first and the

dirt taken out of that thrown into the first, top down, com-

pletely filling it up, and leaving the second ditch only,

open; then another and another until all is finished. By
this process the whole soil will have been subverted, leav-

ing a loose bed of 2 feet or more in depth, in which the

rich surface soil is at the bottom, a point of more conse-

quence than at first appears, and wherein the subsoil plow

is deficient. The roots are invited down, beyond the

scalding influences of the rain and sun—(the now estab-

lished cause of the rot.) and in a condition of constant and

uniform moisture.

The benefit of this was rather expensively demonstrated

to me by the great rain two weeks ago, a large body of

water rushing from a hill side above, burst through the

picket fence, and tore out a very savage looking and

ghastly channel about two and a hal feet in depth through

a portion of my vineyard which had been trenched in this

manner about fourteen months ago The vines were slips

of only one year’s growth, and yet the bottom of the

trenched ground was netted with the young roots some of

them three feet long, whilst near the surface there were

comparatively few’. The trenching is permanent in its

effects, keeping loose for years. I did my first trenching

in the fall of 1844, and lean now at any point run my
walking cane down to the bottom of the trenches—at least

if the ground ever does become compact it will be long

after the roots have had lime to become firmly established

at the depth. 1 dwell on this subject of thorough trench-

ing and subversion of the soil from a conviction of its

importance. Those whose impatience leads them to re-

sort to the plow as a substitute will assuredly find that

they have made more waste with less speed.

In the spring of ’55, I set out in the ground so trenched

some four or five thousand slips, and, still retaining at

that time a lingering hope in the efficacy of the plow, I

overruled my vinedresser, and prepared an addition-

al piece of ground by plowing and subsoiling, in

which I set out 3 by 5 feet apart, two thousand roots

The summer growth of the slips in the trenched portion,

was rapid and healthy; the roots in the plowed

ground, which should have been a year in advance

scarcely grew so much and had all the while a sickly ap-
j

apearance. My oldest vines which had been trenched

between the rows, grew with great strength and rapidity

making canes ten or twelve feet in length and bearing here

and there a few grapes. I watched these scattering

bunches during that summer with great anxiety
;
they

continued to grow large and full—passed through the hot

and rainy season without the least appearance of rot

—

ripened about the 1st of September, altogether, without

leaving upon the bunches any green and withered berries,

and in fulness of lime were gathered in and eaten, with

more gratification and flourish, perhaps, than the occasion

demanded, b«t with the full conviction, that they were as
|

good as Catawba grapes ever get to be, and proved, as far
|

as they went, that the thing would do.

The last winter (previous to which I had employed an

additioival vigt^eron) was employed wholly in trenching

additional ground, for the extension of the vineyard, and

Tmade another importation from Cincinnati of 8.000 cut-

tings, which, with about 3,000 taken from my own vines,

w’eve all set out in spring. My oldest vine.shave been

pruned and staked for a regular vintage next fall, and are
j

promising a very full crop. The vines have grown about i

5 feel in length and are filled with bunches, as many as I

would he willing to see them bear. They are now tied up

to the stakes as fast as they grow, and kept carefully

dressed; attended, as you may believe, with the most

watchful anxiety. Everything looks cheering in the ex-

periment, and I hopefully anticipate the fulfilment of ray

wishes in a rich vintage next September.

Thus much only have I begun to do. The end is yet

to come. I,have ardently and steadily pursued, at some
cost, an object, the accomplishment of which I am sure

would be fraught with the richest blessings to the State.

I have met with much encouragement from other quarters,

not only by word but from having observed that others here

and there, have become impressed with the same idea, and

are experimenting in the same way. I consider it yet ar#

“experiment” in this State, althogh a promising and hope-

ful one. Each year will render it more of certainty— novii-

quite rapidly since the preparatory work is done. Ifk

should do, how much better than emigration is it, as popu-

lation increases, for a man and his wife and children,

laboring cheerfully together, to support themselves in com-

fort and refinement, on fi-ve or six-acres of land ?

J R. Eaklv.

THE HOLLY APPLE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the June number
of the Cultivator yoxxT correspondent, “Windsor,” of At-

lanta, suggests that as the Mangum apple was, in Vir-

ginia, called the Holly, the Holly apple described by R.

Nelson is probably the same. In reply I would state

that the apple described by Mr. Nei.son takes its name
from a Mr. Hot.LY, who lived near Saluda, in Coweta co.,

Ga. Neither does the description of the one apply to tha

other apple. The Mangum is rather small, while the

Holly frequently weighs over a pound. A gentleman,

who last year sent me some cuttings of the Holly, called k
“The King of Apples.

In connection with this subject I would remark lliat

the Carter Apple is in size, shape, color and time of

ripening"^ almost identical, with the Mangum. Yet the

former is unquestionably a seedling. I infer this not only

from the location and age of the original tree (probably

not less than 50 years old)
;
but from the fact that suckers

from the roots produce the same fruit. It is a constark

and very abundant bearer. So mild is its flavor that the

fruit is quite palatable for more than a month before it iis

ripe. Tree and fruit with us remarkably healthy.

Yours, &c., Tattler.

Sleepy Hollow, Ala., 18.5G.

FRUIT IN MISSISSIPPI—-THE ORCHARD OF DB.
PHILIPS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—To day, for the first

lime in three years, I have examined the Elmira Peach.

A friend, captain of one of the New York and New Orlearvs

packets, has been here some 10 days and luxuriating on

the peaches of Mississippi, and crui.vji^ about over the

orcliards, hunting rabbits and fruit, spoke so enthusiasti-

cally of the fruit that I walked out to see for myself I

have about GO trees, put out in orchard the spring of 1840

and I find the fruit red all over, and ou the sunny side a

deep red. I have a speciineu on my des-k now iJiat

measures 8 inches in circumference, only the average of

fair specimen of former years, though my fruit generally

is smaller than I have ever seen it

I find not a rotten specimen. Heretofore the only ol)-

jection was the rottintc of the frnit. The seedling from

which I first worked did not rot, but the trees have here-

tofore rotted, and were not so deep a red, nor so fully

covered over. This is one of the peaches !
grew from u

seedling and named after an esteemed sister. It is a plum

or cling stone, and decidedly the best market peach 1

know, though no finer ilian Lemon Cling, yet its season of'

ripening was never so late before, u.sually about Early

’"I.s not the Mangum six weeks or two montlis eorlicr than tlco

Carter' We think so.—liDS.
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Tillotson or Early York, a few days later, though I have

known it as early as June 7.

I have, now Early Tillotson, Early York, Grosse Mig-

nonne, a seedlin.g, Barrington, Magruder, a Mississippi

seedling, yellow, free, Heine’s Early Red, Livingston, New
York Rareripe, YanZandt's Superb and othe^ now ripe. 1

1 have had fine specimens of Early Harvest, Sweet

Bough, Red Astrachan, and several other apples.

Of Pears, Dearborn’s seedling. White Doyenne, Belle de

Bruxelles, large, fine and beautiful. Beurre Gobalt one of

prettiest fruits I ever saw, with at least halfa dozen others.

I thing I have at least 100 varieties of pears, but unfor-

tunately I am from home so much that I cannot take the

interest necessary to make any reliable examination.

Some specimens of the Jargonelle were good, but most of

them have a stringency of the green persimon character,

I have a large native plum, rather of the Chickasaw
family, that I deem worthy of culture; it is budded and 1

know of but the one tree, not even where the graft came
from now, as I have cut up and lost all others. This plum
ripens every year, and I have measured specimens even

5 and 6 inches.

The cotton crop of this section is now in a very pre-

carious condition—many planters have had already large

portionsof their crops ruined. Isaw K)-day myriads of the

worm, eating weeds and grass, and being little of that now
here I do not know what they will do, 1 brought 4 to the

house, and one of these was eaten up in a few minutes

after putting out to examine. There are worms enough
in my field to eat up my crop of cotton in 3 or 4 days.

The worms are, to all appearance, the same we have had
before, dark striped, with occasional short hairs from a

dark spot, and a yellowish red head.

The frequent x-ains for the past 10 or 12 days have been
great aid to the corn crop, which promises now to be
good. My own corn crop promises to be very abundant.

Yours truly, M. W. PniLiPs.

Edv:ards, Miss., June 10, 185G,

SOUTHERN GRAPE CULTURE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—All articles written

for the public are open to criticism, and in making use of

this privilege I hope I will give offence to no one, as none
is meant. In all courtesy allow me, then, to make a few
remarks which appear to me indispensable for the promo-
tion of a cause in which you and I and many others feel

a deep interest.

We are all aware that when too sanguine hopes have
been excited in the success of an enterprise, the least dis-

appointment of these hopes will cause a reaction, and make
us reject as worthless, resulto which, under different cir-

cumstances, would have more than satisfied us. An ar-

ticle, partly editorial, in the July number of the Cultivator,

is, I much fear, calculated to raise such hopes, and conse-
quently to discourage many and turn them from warm ad-

vocates into deadly enemies of a great undertaking. In a

conversation you relate as having had with Mr. Axt, this

gentleman affirms that the 3rd year after planting the cut-

tings we can reap 1000 gallons per acre and after that time
from 2000 to 2500 gallons, and moreover that one hand
can with ease attend 10 acres, with additional help during
the harvest.

We do not know what is Mr. A.’s experience in the

business
;
indeed it is only within the last year that his

name has reached us
;
but we suppose he has had a long

experience in this country, as you claim for him the leader-
ship in the business.

Seventeen years since, when wine making at the South
was considered an impossibility. Dr. McDonnald and I

commenced planting our vineyards from cutiingsgathered
in every direction. Struggling against sneers, doubts and
difficulties of every kind, with no precedents to go by, no

encouragement from any, we have steadily advanced,

slowly but surely, testing different species of vines, select-

ing some and rejecting others,and experimenting upon dif-

ferent modes of culture and of wine making, and meeting

with a vast amount of reverses and disappointments. But
i we have succeeded

;
we have convinced ourselves and

others that success will crown the efforts of all who will

devote themselves to this culture, which we say, after an
experience of over 16 years, will pay better than any crop

that can be planted at the South. But I must caution per-

sons against being too sanguine, lest they be disappoint-

ed and disgusted.
'

Mr. Axt promises too much. Let us see; 2000 gallons

per acre, which he considers moderate
;
one hand ten

acres
;
that is 20,000 gals, for one hand, and as we suppose

his wine will be at least as good as ours, for which we readi-

ly get S2, we thus have the snug little sum of ^40,000 per

annum for each hand—at 7 per cent, this represents a
capital of nearly $600,000. Thus any man possessed of

10 acres of land and one negro, with the small outlay of

$400 and a fee to Mr A. will in two years be worth over

a half million. [7] Surely this requires comment.

Now for our experience. Vines like all other crops are

subject to failures, although not as much so as other fruit.

All the species cultivated for wine in this country are

liable to the rot and mildew, as well at the South as in

Ohio—some years more than others, owing in part to at-

mospherical phenomena which are beyond our control.

Birds, insects, boys, &c., &c., will have their share at

the South as svell as elsewhere, thereby diminishing the

crop.

The richer the soil the stronger wdll the vine grow, the

more fruit will it put out, but the more will the fruit rot, the

more is it subject to insects and the more will the juice

contain of watery substance, thereby causing the quality of

the wine to be much inferior to that grown on poorer soil.

These are facts which hold good here as well as every-

where else, and which cannot be denied. If Mr. Axt
plants his vineyards in lands sufficiently rich to produce

the enormous, nay, fabulous quantity above named, his

vines must be exhausted in a very short time; his fruit

must rot more, especially when the vines are a few years

old, and the juice must contain a vast proportion of water,

notv/ithstanding the thorough preparation of the soil. This

is not theory— it is certainty.

With me, as with the vine growers in Ohio, the vines

as a general rule only begin to bear a few bunches the

3d yetir. Mr. Axt promises 1000 gallons per acre that

same year. With us, as in Ohio, the average crop per

acre is from 300 to 400 gallons. And yet our vines are

healthy, have grown well, are well taken care of and we
suffer as little from rot as any I have ever seen or heard of.

Our land is not rich by any means, it is light, sandy and
easy of cultivation

;
the growth of the branch cannot be

as unruly as it must be in Mr. Axt’s vineyards; nor do
I suppose grass and weeds can grow with us as rapidly as

with him. And yet we find it a hard task for a hard and
fast worker to cultivate, tie the branches, &c., of 6 acres.

But W’e consider here that 6 acres per hand, and 300 gals,

per acre, making 1800 gallons per hand, will pay well at

$2 or even $'l. This, surely, offers sufficient inducements

to reasonable men, although, when compared with the

$40,000 promised, it dwindles into insignificance.

I hope, sirs, this will not be considered in any way
personal. I am willing to render full justice to Mr. Axt,
who is, no doubt, a man of energy, and deserves credit,

but his figures are, in my opinion, calculated to do more
injury than good to the cause. For a similar reason have
theShangl^i fowls fallen now into such disrepute, although

they ai’e really valuable on a farm.

Yours truly. A. C
Aiken, S. C., July, 1856.
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S.—Cannot you or some of your correspondents give
|

us some good recipe for making cider, from beginning to
|

end. The great quantities of apples raised liere should i

be put to some use.

Rem.^rks.—The article in our August number was sim-

ply intended to set forth the views of Mr. Axr, (who
|

writes English with difficulty,) on Vine culture, in the

South, and if it contained any errors, our columns are

open for all proper correction. We confess to much

faith in Mr. Axt’s system of Grape culture
;
but it is quite

possible that his estimates are over-full, and do not make

sufficient allowance for probable contingencies. Mr. A.

is a man of indomitable energy and perseverance—an

enthusiast in Vine Growing, to which he is entirely de-

voted, He started 3 or 4 years since as an itineroMt

Grape JMmioMary through Georgia and the adjoining

States, and by his system of setting out and superintend-

ing Vineyards, (for all who desired them on his terms)

has already given the cause a new and vigorous impulse.

He is now settled near Crawfordville, Ga., where he has

already a very promising young Vineyard of 5 acres, and

is preparing to plant hundreds of acres more. He plants

the Catawba exclusively, as a Wine Grape, and those

who saw and tasted his Grapes and Wine last year, need

no assurance of his^ success thus far. He may be disap-

pointed in the yield of his Vineyards, but if even one-
j

quarter of his expectations are realized, the business of

Vine Growing will “pay'' better than any other rural en-

terprise with which we are acquainted. We receive the

strictures of “A. C." and our friend Bucii.4Nax with all

the deference due their long experience, deep interest in,

and undoubted knowledge of the subject, and must leave

to time and Mr. Axt the task of establishing the claims

(as to quantity, &.c.) set forth in our August number. The

long and arduous efforts of Hr. McHonnald and our cor-

respondent (“ A. C."), and the success which they have

achieved, entitle them to the thanks of the South—the ca-

pacity of v/hmh, for the production of the finest Grapes and

Wine may now be considered as settled beyond all con-

troversy.

The Cider Mill, figured and described in present num-

ber we have now in use, and think it will fully meet the

wishes of our correspondent. It is also a capital Wine

Press. Orchard of Howe’s Virginia Crab should be plant-

ed exclusively for Cider-making, upon which we will give

an article hereafter.—Eds. So. Cult.

GRAPE CULTUEZ IN THE SOUTH—REPLY TO MR.
AXT.

Editors Southern- Cultivator— I am much pleased

'.o observe that the vineyard cultui-e of the grape is

attracting the attention ofSouthern agriculturists so large-

ly. It must ere long form an important item in the pro-

duction of their prolific .soil.

That it will be profitable, I cannot doubt, when the
!

grapes best adapted to the soil and climate are discovered
j

and the proper treatment found out. These facts can only
1

be ascertained by the test of experience, and the experi-
j

ments should be conducted patiently by careful, intelligent
I

and prudent men
;
otherwise they may fail, and a cry of

;

“Morus Multicaulus humbug" be got up against this new !

-rultivatior.. i

These remarks are induced by an article in your July
number, based on the estimate of Mr. Axt, giving some
very flattering accounts of grape culture in your region of

country.

It is with much diffidence that I venture to difter with
Mr. Axt in his estimates of the product of the grape in

South Carolina and Georgia, for he has had some experi-

ence there and I have had none except in this vicinity;

but in all my reading 1 can find no account, in any part

of the world, of grapes producing, for a series of years,

2,U00 to 2,500 gallons of wine to the acre. One-fourth of

that quantity would be a good crop for an average yield,

and 1 should want no better success. Here we plant our

vines 3 by 6 feet apart generally and an acre contains

2,420 vines. We train each vine to a .single stake, and
usually adopt the spur and bow method of training. Our
average crops do not exceed 300 gallons to the acre. Our
principal "wine grape is the Catawba, which is a great

bearer.

Grape culture with us, like other fruit crops, is subject

to casualties—frosts, insects, hail storms, mildew, but

worst of all, the rot. •

This latter disease usually occurs in July, and destroys

from 2 to £ of the crop. Still the business pays, and is

largely on the increase.

I have always thought that the upland and mountainous
regions of South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia and
Tennessee were more favorable Wine regions than the

valley of the Ohio and Mississippi. Here I agree with

Mr. Axt
;
but in his estimates of the product per acre and

the cost of cultivation I beg leave to differ with him. I

should say, under favorable circumstances the product

might be set down at one- half, and the cost of attending to

the crop, at three times his estimates.

I will now ask the favor of Mr. Axt to state through

your columns, the number of vines he plants to the acre,

and his mode of training. I understand his favorite grapes

to be the Catawba and the Warren, and that on these he

has based his estimates. Very respectfully,

R. Buchanan.
Cincinnati, Ohio, l85b.

SOUTHERN FRUIT AND POMOLOGICAL CRITICS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Permit me to express

my satisfaction for the gentlemanly manner in which Mr.

Van Bcren noticed my late article on the Mangum and

other apples. These friendly interchanges of thought must
ever be productive of good, even though they occur be-

tween learned professors and inexperienced seekers after

truth. I profess simply to be one among the latter, and I

hope always to make my inquiries and suggestions in

such a manner as to give no offense to the most fastidi-

ous. Still. I perceive that I have been unfortunate in

awakening the displeasure of Mr. Nelson, who, without

good reason as I conceive has misunderstood and misrepre-

sented the plain tenor of my remarks. But being averse

to newspaper tilting, I will lejave my communication to

defend itself. It has already been productive of good in

calling from the gentlemen above named a few important

facts: that the Mangum and Carter apples are nearly or

quite identical, and that the Nickajackand Summerour are

one and the same. It is the first time that I have seen

either of these facts in the Cultivator. The latter 1 learned

first a few weeks ago, from Mr. White’s new work on

Gardening. It was no longer ago than last spring that I

sent to a nursery for the Nickajack while I had tlie Sum-
merour in my own orchard, and was sorry to learn that

it could not be had.

Though in many particulars my labors in the way of

Fruit Culture have not been successful,! by no means dis-

pond. Others before me have tried experiments and failed

and tried again
;
and, as a general rule, people keep their
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bad luck to themselves and show only the fair side of the

picture to the world, I like to show the rocks in thechan-

»el through which I have sailed.

Now for a few more particulars. I have become hope-

ful of the “American Golden Russet,” (of Downing), and

as I have not seen it described in your paper, I will give

you a description. I have but one tree^—planted in the

spring of 1849—soil thin, on haid red clay—never plowed

—only loosened with a pick—mulched—a little old lime,

ashes and hen manure from time to time. The tree grows

to a perfectly formed trunk and top, is perfectly healthy

—not over grown—leaf broad and dark green—bore a few

apples in 1852, a peck in 1853, more in 1854 and in 1855

so heavily loaded that I had to pick off many, this year

it hangs as full as any tree ought. The apple is of a

medium size—color lighter russet than the English and

its flavor entirely different—^juicy—mellow—mildly acid

with a vinous flavor much resembling a juicy pear. I

think it, when in perfection, certainly not inferior to any

that I have tasted here. But—but—how dreadful the im-

port of that little word. As I said about another good

apple—it is hard to catch a specimen of fruit in perfec-

tion. The worms take it early and late and generally the

sun scalds and rots its surface. I have picked them from

September 1 to 15, and kept them in a common room two

or three weeks to ripen. This year I try a cellar, six de-

grees cooler in midday than the coolest place above,

I by no means recommend this apple for cultivation,

because of the objections above stated. But as it is a most

delicious fruit, I hope that others may experiment with it,

if it has not already been done sufficiently, until its value

or worthlessness shall be fully ascertained.

“ Large Yellovj Bough.”—This tree bore for the first

time last year, having been stunted in its early growth.

It bore a few again this year—fruit fair to view and free

from worms; but so far, with me, worthless. I recog-

nize in it, by the appearance and flavor, the apple that a

quarter of a century ago was called, in New York, the Har-

vest Sweeting. I watched it last year and this, as a cat

does a mouse, and caught it and tasted it at every stage of

its ripening. Pick it green and entirely firm —its seeds are

white and its flesh tough and insipid. When a little

furtheradvanced so that it slightly yields to pressure, after

from two to four days keeping it becomes mellow— tastes

slightly like a ghost of other days; but still unfit to eat.

Other specimens by that time are decayed throughout

—

all worthless. ButI shall keep my trees a few years longer.

I thought I had the early Harvest. T bought it for that of

A. Saul, occupying Dowmng's garden
;
but from repeated

and close comparison 1 believe it is the Yellow Bough

—

another misfortune.

“Yellovj Belle Fleur.”—Had one tree which bore a few

apples in 1852—picked September 1

—

ripe the 15th— a

splendid fruit

—

mellow, crisp—delicious flavor—ripened

well in the house—corresponds fully with Downing's des

cription. But unfortunate again, the tree has never borne

since. The wooly aphis took it in charge, and though 1

fought and vanquished them above ground, they were

too much forme below; and now the poor tree is breath-

ing its last. I have its young, however, coming forward,

I hope not to the same fate.

‘^Ladij Apple.”—This tree never thrived—sickly—sever-

al limlis dried, having worms in their pith. The trunk

was burned to death by the sun, and in lh'53 I dug it up
and found the root.s much infested by the wooly aphis.

'F/ipllsh Golden Pippin” never thrived, hue in 1852-3

bore large crops of worthless apples of the .size of hickory

nuts. In the spring of J854 it died— woolly aphis abun-

dant at the roots— none in the tree—trunk at surface of

ground dead— trunk and limbs green.

“ This tree died suddenly, August 1st

1855, and now I pay a just tribute of praise to its memeny.
It was from the first a healthy, vigorous, pretty tree—never

saw a worm, or a louse or a dead limb on it—its leaves

were bright and green, and its bark fresh and lively. It

bore a few apples in 1854, and it did the same last year;

but while the fruit was ripening, fair, large and beautiful,

I perceived here and there a yellow leaf, which day after

day increasing, induced me to make a critical examina-

tion. I found the trunk, about six inches above and below
tne surface of the ground, entirely dead evenly all around.

At the same time the bark of the trunk and limbs was
lively and green

;
and wood perfectly fresh above the

dead belt, as were the roots below. The latter, however,

were badly infested with the aphis. The trunk had been

entirely protected, from the sun and the dead portion was
entirely unlike other trees affected by the sun. This

kind of dying was most singular. I picked the apples

and the next day eat and compared them with some of

the most perfect Horse Apples that I ever tasted and pro-

nounced the Gravenstein decidedly the best. I am nurs-

ing a young tree of the kind very carefully, that will bear

next year.

I cut the dead portion of that tree into small pieces, but

could discover no indications of the cause of its death,

other than I have above detailed. It is certain that no-

thing was ever applied to the root, to injure it. One of

my Mangum trees died in nearly the same way.

Windsor.
Atlanta, July 185C.

Remarks.—Our friend should try for early ripening, the

Red A$tracho.n, Carolina, June, Julioni, and Early Har-

vest, and for late keepers nothing but Southern Seedlings,

such as the Carter, Nickajack, Shockley, Oconee and

Carolina Greening, We know of but few

Northern Apples thatare of any value at all in the South,

and none that can be relied upon for winter use. "We

trust that our Pomological writers and societies will cause

this matter to be distinctly understood, and that Southern

Fruit Growers will hereafter rely upon our own native

seedlings, which can now be abundantly supplied by all

Southern Nurserymen,

—

Eds. So, Cult.

SOITTHEEN FRUIT TREES BEST.

Editors Southern Cultivator— It gives me much
pleasure in these days of humbugs to endorse every im-
provement calculated to be of benefit to our community,
and I have for sometime wished to pay Mr Van BuRENa
compliment, not on account of his name but the good he

is doing for the fruit raisers of the South. 1 say this be-

cause I know his course is correct from experience.

Southern Seedling Apples selected in the South are the

kind for us, and but few other winter varieties will do.

We have tried the Northern kinds for many years v/ithout

success— the most of them rot before matured—and many
never produce their kind, fop instance a very firm apple

that comes to perfection in Tenne.ssee called the Limber
Twig does not produce its kind in Alabama; it does not

get larger than an egg and remains green on the tree and
never npens My lather being so well pleased with this

Apple in Tennessee when he removed to Alabama sent

fur grafts and set out in his or iharr] more of this kind

than any other, and they brought iarth an apple in Ala-

bama not as good as a persimon. I have tried rnyf-elfin

iVi.ssissippi in my orchard of near four hundred trees rT' '''_y

of the best Nortnerri winter Apples and all have f .iled.

And 1 now have but one kind that can be relied upon ar 3

that was produced from the seed in Tuskaloosa ceuuty,

Ala., by Major Thomas Hogg, and goes by the name of
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Hogg’s Seedling, a small apple that does not ripen until

frost, but keeps well until April. Away then with your

Northern varieties; they are fit only for abolitionists to eat

on Southern soil. Give me Mr. VanBuren’.s at S'l a tree,

in preference to having my orchard set with Northern

trees for nothing. I, therefore, recommend all those want-

ing good winter apples to send to Mr. Van Buren for his

kinds, or do as he has been doing for years past—select

from the seed themselves.

In conclusion, Messrs. Editors, will you be so good as

to give us your plan for raising Celery. We see many
recipes in the Cultivator, but none has succeeded with us.

In earthing up the side leaves, as directed, the bud is also

covered up and dies. How, do your manage it % Please

give us your mode of cultivation. Very truly,

E. JlNKINS.

Horse Pen, Miss., June, 185G.

Remarks.—The bud should not be covered. Draw

tire side leaves together with the hand, and pull up the

earth carefully. In all other respects, adhere to the system

iveretofore recommended.

—

Eds.

Remedy for the Peach Tree Borer.—Some years ago

I procured 25 pounds of sulphur and put one gill to each

peach free that I had set at the time. I removed the earth

two or three inches around the tree and applied the sul-

phur close to the body of the tree, and the borer never

troubled them for the eight years I was there. I examined
them yearly and found none, but the sulphur was there

as good as ever, and apparently unchanged; I think it will

remain so for a century. Ashes are good : if put around
the tree before the borer attacks them I think them a sure

remedy. One peck in two years will not hurt them,

leached or unleached— I prefer unleached.— Araeri-

'OM.

HOGS, PORK AND BACON.

Editors Southern Cultivator—There is no subject

of more practical interest to the Southern planter than the

proper mode of making his home supplies. The immense

quantity of pork and bacon of foreign growth sold in the

State of Georgia affords a forcible illustration of our want

of a well regulated syustem of plantation economy. Why
not raise our own pork 1 Is there any want ofadaptation

in our soil, climate, or the labor we employ, or any other

inherent obstacle in the way of accomplishing what we all

concede to be a most desirable object I That there are

no such barriers in the way, is proved by the fact that

many, very many of our judicious planters make their

own supplies, and some of them a surplus, and at the

same time realize a large income from their cotton crops.

It is not necessary to appeal to the lessons of political

economy to prove that no State can be continuously pros-

perous which draws a large proportion of its sustenance

from a foreign source.

Is it our interest to raise pork, or is it good policy to re-

main dependent on the neighboring States of Tennessee
and Kentucky for this great necessary of life I The ex-

perience of a vast majority' of the planting community,
e.specially that experience which extends through a series

of years, will establish the proposition that it is cheaper
to raise our pork than to buy it. Irrespective of the great

outlay of money in providing an ample supply of pork,
there are some minor considerations which should not be
overlooked. The inconvenience of procuring bought hogs
at the proper time for killing and the trouble and risk of

I

transporting them from where they are bought to where
they are consumed, however near the two points may^ be

to each other, are objections ofsome moment. If these ob-

jections are removed by purchasing bacon, I reply that

we can manufacture a better article than we can purchase,

an article containing more solid meat, less salt and water,

and affording a more healthful and nutritious diet for our

negroes. It is considered by many, and I think properly

so, that some disgrace is attached to the habit of purchas-

ing meat for plantation use in the absence of any acciden-

tal cause which may have rendered it impossible to make
it. I do not use the word disgrace in its offensive sense,

nor as implying any act ofmoral delinquency, but as merely

expressive of that sense of humiliation which we all feel

when we are compelled, however disagreeable it maybe,
to do that which, by proper prudence, we might have
avoided.

In Middle Georgia we have but little excuse for not

raising our pork. Not to do so under the favorable cir-

cumstances by which most of us are surrounded argues

some obliquity of judgment—some want of agricultural

skill—an ignorance of the plain principles of domestic

economy, and always exposes us to the suspicion of cur-

tailing the necessary allowance of food meeted out to our

negroes. It is an undeniable truth—the whole world

knows it—that generally when the planter makes his own
supplies, his negroes and stock are not so often put on

short allowance and are much better cared for. Do we
not gain something in protecting ourselves against the in-

fluence of this cruel suspicion 1

In reading Mr. Eve’s very well written address on (he

subject of pork raising, published in the July number of

the Cultivato'r, I was disappointed in not finding his plan

of making pork. It unfortunately happens that our most

fluent writers have not sufficient practical experience to

furnish the minute details of any system of agriculture,

and those of us who have the experience are not practised

writers and have but little facility of style and no scholas-

tic grace in communicating what the labor and toil of

years have taught us.*

It is too much our habit to suffer our hogs to take care

of themselves. They require regular attention. What-
ever attention they require, however regular and constant

it may be, takes but little from the labor which the crop

requires. I concur with Mr. Eve in the opinion which
he expresses that in-and-in breeding exerts a deteriorating

effect on a stock of hogs, and, therefore, we should occa-

sionally introduce a boar from a diflerent stock. But I

attach less importance to the occasional infusion of ex-

traneous blood than to good breeding sows. In order to

have sows of good size, they must be separated from the

boar until they are grown. If they are suffered to have

pigs at an immature age, they become stunted and are

ever afterwards too small for breeders. This is an impor-

tant consideration and one which is too often disregarded

as I know from bitter experience. A large sow is a better

milker and much more fruitful than a small one.

Success in raising hogs depends very much on the

nursing which the sov/s and pigs receive. No one can

be successful in raising hogs unless he separates his sows

and pigs from his stock hogs. Both sows and pigs re-

quire more food than they can secure in a genei'al scram-

ble with the whole stock, and in cold weather the pigs are

liable to be overlaid by larger hogs crowding upon them

in the same bed. Every farmer should have a small woods
pasture with water in it, even if it is several hundred yards

from his crib lots, and should have a small house contigu-

ous to it as a depository for corn. In this lot he should

turn in his sows before they have pigs, together with

*Our correspondent need scarcely rank him.self among the lattei-

class. There i.s a here an ample sufficiency of “scholastic grace"
and lucidity for all practical X'urposes. AVc hope to hear from him
regularly.—

E

d.s. So. Cult.
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iliosc h« hits selected as breeders. My lot is a quarter of

a mile from the rcfjular feedinj^ plitcc. After the pigs arc

omrlced arid spayed, or large eoough to shift in a crowd, i

turn them and my sows with the stock hogs and have a

pen at the regular feeding place to which the pigs have ac-

cess and where they are sepjirately fed. 1 exfteetto use a

large kettle for boiling for the use of my sows and pigs,

iind to locate it at my woods pasture lot. They will thrive

much more on slops than on unground corn, and the same

kettle can be used for boiling for my hogs intended lor

killing.

I invariably sow a field of rye for my hogs. I prefer rye

for this pur()Ose to any other grain, because it can lie sown
in December and as late as the first of January, when tlie

cotton crop has been gathered and when the planter has

leisure to plow it in. After it is matured it will remain in

the field e.xposed to all the vicisitudes of weather without

in jury and my hogs have ample tinu; to glean the wheal

and oat fields liefore they are turned in upon the rye. It

is a more hardy grain and a less precarious crop than

either wheat or oafs, and the stubble is understood to con-

tain more fertilizing properties than any other.

'I'he gleanings of my wlieat, out, rye fields and orchards,

with crab grass and the aid of a very little corn, keep the

stock in a growing condition until the first of September,

when I separate my hogs intended for slaughter and com-

mence feeding them with an increased quantity of corn.

.\s soon as my growing corn will admit it, a pea field

is o|)ened tor them where they remain until the last of

October, when they arcM'onfined too close pen, and furnish-

ed with an unstinted allowance of corn.

liustyear I hauhsl from my swamp fields several loads

of jiumpkins and had some of them cut up every day with

a spade ami fed to them. 'I'licy eat them with a most

voraeious appetite even when they were surfeited witli

corn. While the pumpkins afforded a wliolesonic change

of diet, they acted as a eorriictive for overfeeding, and their

elleet in (he inijiroved condition of (he hogs was olivious.

'I’lu'-y w('re not intemh'd as a sulistitnte for corn, and con-

se(]nently I did not diminish their usual su[)|ily, I am
giviugmy plan of liittening hogs as it is, witli all its imper-

fi'.etions. I know that it admits of improvement. It is

my purpose to feed my fattening hogs next fall orrasional,-

/// on ground or unground corn, boiled thorongbly and
distrilnited in troughs in the shape of slops. One of the

most snceessful pork raisers I (‘ver knew (ed his fattening

hogs with corn soaked in cold water, and I can testify to

the great advantage derived from leeding pigs on corn

made soft by soaking in common water.

•From tixperiments made by IIicnry Coi.man, Agricul-

tural C'ommissiouer of the State of Massachusetts, and
Hknky L. Fr.KNVouTii, former Commissioner of Patents,

it tipjrears that one bushel of corn well ground and boiled

will make as much pork as two bushels unground and
not boiled. I believe that this is an exaggerated estimate,

although it comes to us in the. imposing shape of oiliciul

experiment.

If the planter can save one-half the corn consumed in

fattening his hogs it would, in my opinion, be equivalent

to the labor of at least one hand on a phmtation which
requires the labor of 15 or 20 to cultivate it, and would
enable every planter in Georgia who makes full crops of

cotton, by judiciously directed eflbrt to make his own
pork in ordinary seasons and on ordinary land well culti

ratod.

I have but little confidence in potatoes, ground peas,

and turnips as substitutes for corn. The same labor em-
ployed in making them will, in my opinion, yield a more
valuable product in corn. In raising pork, I think there

cun be no substitute for the corn crib. Pumpkins and the

cornfield pea are valuable auxilaries, and the very little

additional labor it requires to cultivate them should recom-

mend them to every planter; but they are not substitutes

for corn, and there is nothing that we can raise with the

sujiic labor which can be so readily converted into good
firm pork as corn. 1 attach, however, great importance to

ihe[)Cuerop and consider it almost indispensable to my
succci.ss in raising bogs. To raise them cost.smebnt little

more than the labor of dropping them. I deposit them in

the first furrow made by the plow when my corn is

[)lowcd the second time, and cover them with the second
iuriow.

1 have made many experiments in the culture of the

pea and find this to be the cheapest and mo.st economical

mode of making them without interfering with the proper

culture of the corn croj>. f have never hesitated to turn

my stock hogs on peas of any variety before the 1st of

December, and after that time on the Red or Tory pea,

which is not liable to rot and will remain sound on the

ground during the winter 1 endeavor to have a fresh un-

gleaned j)ea field to turn in after Christmas and supply
them boutitifully with salt and ashes. If I have ever suf-

!

fered any lo.ss from permitting my hogs to run on peas I

am not aware of it; on the contrary, at no period of the

year arc they in a more thriving condition than the 1st of

February when they have had the benefit of a pea field

during the preceding month.

1 do not rely on pork as a source of income, although I

usuitlly have some to spare. I look to cotton for my in-

come, and endeavor to make full crops, and in proof of my
success I will mention that generally J congratulate myself

\

wlicn 1 liuve gathered the last pound, that 1 have no more
to j)i(^k. 1 am not one ol the “ten bales to the hand plant-

ers,” and my negroes do not work all the time as ifthey

were fighting fire, but on pressing occasions they are requir-
|

ed to work with art accelerated pace. 1 mean by a full crop, i

wliat my liands cun cultivate well without disregarding

the preservation and improvetnent of the soil cultivated.

If I leave no monument of my enterprise when I become
;

forever separated from my plantation, my desire is to have
no scarred and gullied fields as inglorious memoriaivS of my '

injudicious system of culture. The aim is a noble one,

whether it is reached or not.

Permit me to refer to some of my plantation .itatistic^
;

|

In doing so 1 am not so much jiromptcd Iry a sense of

Lingratified vanity as a desire to illustrate the scale on !

which my cxjieriments have been made. In 1851 1 killed

eiglity bogs averaging 171 lbs. to tire hog and yielding

13,‘).‘U) lbs. in [)ork. I^ast year I killed seventy-five hogs
j

are averaging 204 lbs. ar)d giving me an aggregate of

1 5,IKK) lbs. of pork and al)Out 3000 lbs. more than I re-

quire for my own consumption. The average of the for-

mer year fell short of the last as you discover very con-
|

siderubly. There were several reasons for this disparity.
'

First, the hogs of the former year were younger by seve-

ral months than those last killed. I prefer when nriy

hogs are confined to a close pen for fattening, that they*

should not be less than two years old and ranging from
'

that to three years of age, and in this my experience is in

conflict with the opinion of very many better planters

than I am. Secondly, although the first lot of hogs were
well fed on corn, they were fed on nothing else, while the

pen of last year was occasionally supplied with pump-
kins. The stomach of every animal becomes clogged when
fed with unvarying constancy on the same aliment and
refuses to perform its proper functions. To avoid this

i

evil, I will hereafier in addition to this hard corn with

which my fattening hogs are supplied, give them occasion-

ally boiled corn, boiled peas and pumpkins, and shall be

disappointed if I am not rewarded by an increased quan-
tity of pork.

It is scarcely necessary to advert to tlie fact which every

planter knows, that hogs consume less and fatten sooner

in warm than in cold weather. Unfortunately every
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planter does not avail himself of this knowledge. At least

one-fourth of the pen should be ready for slaughter about

the first of December, when there is almost invariably a

cold spell of weather. In killing a portion of our pork at
(

this time, we gain, beside a portion of corn, an increased i

length of lime for smoking and drying it, and tkorou^k
^

dnjing is, in my opinion, one of the secrets of making

good bacon.

I shall not undertake to give you the details of rny :

method of making bacon, for recipes for this purpose are
|

as common and as various as toothache remedies. In its es-

sential particulars it does not differ from that usually

adopted in this region of the State. I will briefly state one
|

or two particulars in which 1 depart from the usual
'

method. After killing, if the weather is very cold I cut

'

up and salt away as soon as I conveniently can. if there
:

is the least doubt in relation to the proper temperature of
|

the atmosphere, I suffer the hogs to remain suspended on
;

the poles during the night. My opinion is that they;

will more readily become cold suspended in the ojien air
|

than when cut up and spread in the smoke house, especi-

j

ally if an inci.sion is made the whole length of the back

with a knife. Ifcut up and spread outside of the smoke

house, the pieces absorb too much moisture This prac-

tice of suspending the hog from a pole is very common in

a colder climate than ours, and where rny reason for it

will not hold good. There, it is said that v/ben the hog
;

is suspended in a warm state its fluids in -.icULing become ;

more equally distributed and an inordinate accumulation
j

is prevented. 1 do not wish you to understand me as

assuming this as a principle of animal physiology or as
;

being prepared to defend it.
j

In making bacon, I attach no little importance to i

thorough drying, and very often when rny bacon is not;

sufficiently dry suffer many of the warm days of February
,

and Man h to pass before the shoulders and hams are

packed away. The sides are not disturbed in the smoke <

house after they are hung up until we use them, do pre-
;

vent injury from the fly, when my joints are taken down,

I have strong hickory ashes heaO'd in a pot or oven situ

ated conveniently to the smoke liou.'iC and with a small

paddle the heaterl ashes are applied to every ham and

shoulder. The object is to de.stroy any egg v/fiicb may
have been deposited by the fly duiing the sunny days of

February or IVIarch. It is true that this can be as easily

accomplished by immersing the joints in boiling water, but

I have a strong objection to the wetting efl’ect of this pro
|

cess. In packing away rny hams and shoulders, 1 u.se un- .

leached ashes and have sustained but little injury from the
|

decomposing effect of the alkali. I liave never used sugar '

or molasses in manufacturing bacon. They impart an

unnatural flavor to the ham which to my taste is not so

delicious as the natural flavor, and 1 am sure that a well

cured, well cooked, juicy hum made w’iihout the agency
|

of any foreign ingredient except salt, is equal to and more

grateful to my taste than any sugar cured ham which has
'

ever been served up at the Astor House or St. Nicholas.
,

I consider it good policy to avoid the necessity if po.s- i

sible of using the nev/ crop bacon until about the first of:

March, and 1 usually weigh out old bacon to my negroes
j

up to that time. There are two advantages in this plan : :

we are not forced to mete out our new crop of bacon in a i

green and uncured state, and in the event of an insuffici- ^

ent supply of pork arising from a short crop of corn or
j

any other casualty the old bacon on hand may nrlake up
'

the deficiency and give another and probably a more pro-
j

pitious year to recover what we have lost in corn or stock <

hogs. BRADEURy.
Braddfury Hall, Pikeco., Ga., 1

All Subscriptions to the Souihern CuUivalor begin

with the January number.

SliueitistiiiEiits.

THE HES'l’ FOllTABL CIDKR .MILL AM) I'KESS
IN THE WORLD.

\I ''K ;vic now inaniifar-tuniif^ K KA ( '.SKJt’K CKI.HIJRATKI)
tV i'A'I'KNT I'oin’Aiii.K (;iiJi;ii miij, am> i'iiksh,

wliicli Jia.s Ijfccu t/n atly iiiijnovofl kiik-o l.-iKt sca.ion, an<) i« now
offered lo tfie j)iit)lie vvitJi full conlidr;nee, as bennj' Ijeyond all doubt
the ino.st eoinplete and (dlVctivfi mill in iihe.

'I'liiti eelebr.'ited mill, wliieh ha.s attracted ho miicli attention, not
leK« for itH novelty an<l Rimplicity than for itH threat eHici<‘ney, io

offered to tlie public upon itH r>wn meritu, wbieb are of the bitjbest

cliaracti!)'. DnriiiK tbe past two mraHons w<t have bad liundredRof
oppojtunilieK of ti^htintj tlu; superiority oftliin admirable tnill, and
in every Instanee it lian t<iveti e.ntin^ Hatidaeiion to jmri'hanerH. It

is believed to b<‘ far nupijrior in < tf(;etive)ierH and diiraluiity to any
tbim,' of tbe kind in tbe mark«d. It can be woi ked by a couple of
men to the extent of ci^dit or ten barndK per day.

t>ue of ith principal feature iH tbe arram^ement of tbe Kecipro-
eatiug- I'iRtonK, which by tbeir alternate action, (an ojiration at

once Hirnple and beautiful) tbe apple« are irrcbistibly retained
ai<ai/iHt tlie revolving teeth till they are torn into a fine pulp. In
ottier portable maebineh they areohen cut into aiiinU piee(;8, which
ofeourne will not ho readily jtart with the juiee wlien Mibje<;ted to

preHsure. 'I'lie preHs attuclied to the nwliine ih caj^atde of per
forming a preHiSure equal to ten tona.

'i'he Arrangemmitri for J'reaHing have greatly imj)roved and
utengfhened, the jieceKsity for handling tlie jiumice, ia entire obvi
at<;d. 'i lie tuba Ixmeath tlie grinding apparatua reeeive the pulp
as it fails from the mill. Tlue e tulia are then ahoved beimath
the jn-eas, thua aaving not only the loaa of time, l>ut the wa.ale ot
labor.

Jn point of uovfdty, himplic,ity,durabili(y,effectiveneaa and cbeaji
neaa, Krauaer’a mill atauda unrivalled it la adapted to band or
hoi’ae povvi'r, ia made in a atyle of workman.aliij> and of a quality
of material, alfogetluir auju rior to any mill everoflered the jiublie

It ia warradted to work well.

We, lie refore, confidently aak (be attention ol farmera and
othera to tliia mill, believing that it ia just tbe article for the timea,
and di'cidedly the beat .and eluiapeat in the market.

All ordera aeeomjianied Ijy (lie caah, or good l'liila,de)j;bia refer
eneea, will meet with jirompt attention. 'I'lioae ordering aliould be
very expludf, in tbeir direef lona for abijiping. I'rh-e,

I'AHCJIALI.MOKKJJS &, Co.,
Manufaeturera and Ilealera in Agrieultura!

and llortieultural Inqdementa, Seeda, Ae.,
fs. K. Comer ISev<mtli ami Marketb-ata,,

Sejit.'ib— Pbiiadelpbia,

'10 FLAN'I ERS!
ll’^ASillll /.CW I'A'l'KX'r .'.(.ItICl'I/ri KAI. IM

J'lf(.»V J.il I
‘.'1 iS -are unqueatiouably tlie greatest adianee

in the adaptation oi lal;or saving ma< liin< ry to iIk; jirodiietlon ot

eotton that lia; been made me*- tbe invention of the ;Saw (Uti.

'J'MC CO'J 'i ON ,sM> Ct>K.N I’LA, 1 Clt pertorma the enliie
Ojieration of jdanting witii one hand ami one mule ten a<-re.', a day
Jt reducea the ridge, no matl< r lu/w rough or eloddy, to a amootb
oval aui face

;
ojiena the drill to any desirable dejjtb. equally in.

aoft or hard ground
;
depoaife- the ai ed in any deairable qiianlily,

ail the heed taking position in line at the same dejuh, and therefore
coming up at th<j aame time

;
cloaca the drill ami aliglitly eom-

pre^::a the aurfaee, leaving it free from clods, not liable to be un-
covered or ca>vered deeper bylrard rains, and aceuriug a pcrfixt
stand in thedryesi weather,

'i'llJO HCJ'Ai'ER tiur.a offand aerapea both fti.doiof a row at oncf.,

chopping it out into bunebea, or marking the ground at uniform dla

tancea to guide the lioea in cutting out. It ia opi-rated with caae
fiy one liami and two mulea over from cdglit to ten aerea a day, do
ingat one trip and two tuniinga what ia now <lone with four tripa

and eight turninga. ltdoea with one hand and two muJea what
now requires four hands, four implenienta, and four mulea, in u
manner superior Ui aimilar work done in the uau.al way.

'I ll E HI i.J.KR, operated by one liami and two mulea, moulds
both htdeH oj a row at oncK, gra<luating to any deairable depth the
dirt jdaced around the young planta, ao that all are dirted, noiK'.

covered up, and the aurface of tiie row left free from eloda. '1 heae
mardiinea are made moatly of iron and the im^st workmanlike
manner, and will last indefinitely. Reing aimple and not liable to

get out of repair, the jdantation bLacksmith can keep them in rc

pair, Thoae whodeaire U> have them for next seaaon ahould order
immediately, aa m/ne will be made except to order.

Ivice of RlanUif -J.'iO, Scraper Hiller cfW, eaah on delivery
They will be shipped t<i any river ;>ort or landing, the c^maignee
paying freight. The whole crop of wrn and wAtou can be |>lanted

—aeraped and moulded wita theae mjmhines with one-half the force

now required.
^^;fertf> Co!. J. J, R. White, Dr. Woodbury, Judge J>.

Jonea, Jamea R. ^f’Rlley, Joseph Audrewa, John Carrott, D. Jfow
wn, E R Rundell, of VazooCity; A. M J^ayne, Craria<la

; J, J>.

Stewart, Jackaon
;
Ibealdent 'I hornUm, Sltaron College, Madiron,

county.
HtaU: and county righta for sale. Addresa,

Dli. A. W. WASHRl.TCV,
Yazoo City. Mi»».

Vazc>r> City, July ‘J. IRiif;. 8ept.V>—ill*

GRADE CASHMERE Gf)A'i8.

I7
OR HA LB, a few half blood Rt.’CKS at each. Addresa

^ [Nov5!>—tfj K. RETEKS, Atlanta, Ga.
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UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

T|1HF FOURTH .ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the United States

X Agricultural Society will be held at PoWELTON, (Philadelphia,)

on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, October

7th, 8th, 9th, 19th and 11th.

Premiums from Twenty-Five to Two Hundred Dollars, amounting
In the aggregate to Fourteen Thousand Dollars, will be offered for

the various classes of Domestic Animals, Fruits, American Wines,

Vegetables, Grains, and Agricuitural Implements and Machinery.

A local Committee at Philadelphia, representing the various

branches of industry, has already been appointed to co-operate

with the officers of tlie Society, in perfecting arrangements for the

Exhibition, and Fifteen Thousand Dollars huveheen guaranteed to

meet expenses. Thus material aid, coupled -with the excellence of

the selected location, and the large amount of premiums offered,

induces the expectation that the E.xhibition of 1856, will be superior

to any of its predecessors.

A GRAND AGRICULTURAL BANQUET, in which ladies

as well as gentlemen will participate, will take place on Friday

afternoon, OcL 10, when distinguished Speakers will address the

assemblage.
Favorable arrangements with the various railroads, for the trans-

portation of Stock and other articles, are in progress, the terms of

which will be given on application to the office.

The Premium List, with the Regulations and Programme of the

'Exhibition, will be famished on application to Mr. JOH.N McGowan,
Assistant Secretary of the United States Agricultural Society, 160

slThestnut-street, (Rooms of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society,)

-<r by addressing the Secretary, at Boston.
MARSHALL P. WILDER, President.

WIIXIAM s. King, Secretary. Sept56—It

IMPORTANT BOOKS ON AGRICULTURE^
A New Work—Gardening for the South.

By W. N. WHITE, of Athens, Georgia. A most complete
manual for every deparment of Horticultnre, embracing the

Vegetable Garden aud the Fruit Garden, adapted particularly to

Southern States. Price $1.25.

ALLEN’S AMERICAN FARM BOOK.—The Americiin Farm
Book

;
or, a Compend of American Agriculture, being a practical

Treatise on Soils, Manures, Draining, Irrigation, Grasses, Grain,

Roots, Praits, Cotton, Tobacco, Sugar Cane, Rice, and every Staple

Product of the United States ;
with the best methods of planting,

•'•nltivating ad preparation for market. Illustrated by more thau
100 engravings. By R. L. Allen. Cloth, $1.

GUENON ON MILCH COWS—A Treatise on Milch Cows,
whereby the Quality and Quality of Milk, which any Cow will

^ive may be accurately determined by observing Natur.al Marks or

Extemai Indurations alone
;
the length of time she will continue to

give Milk, Ac., &c., with Introductory' Rcmarlcs and Observations

on the Cow and the Dairy, by John S. Skinner. Illustrated with
numerous En,gTavings. Price, neatly done, tip in paper covers, 37^
'.''euts

;
bound in cloth.

BROWNE’S FIELD BOOK OF MANURES
;
Or. American

Muck Book
;
treating of the Nature, Properties, Sources, History

-:.i.nd Operations of all the Principal Fertilizers and Manures in com-

'jQon use, with Sviecitic Directions for their Preservation, and Ap-
plication to the Soil and to the Crops By D. Jay Browne, $1.25.

THE STABLE BOOK.—A Treatise on the Management of

Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding, Watering and
Working, Construction of Stables, Ventilation, .Appendages of

Stables, Management of the Feet, and Management of Diseased
and Defective Horses. By John Stewart. Veterinary Surgeon.

With notes and additions adapting it to American Food and Cli-

mate. By A. B. Allen. Price, $1.

ALLEN’S DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANI.MALS.—Being a
History and Description of the Horse, Mule, Cattle, Sheep, Swine,
Poultry, and Farm Dogs, ivith Directions for their Management,
Breeding, Crossing, Rearing, Feeding and Preparation for a profit-

able Market
;
also, their Diseases and Remedies. By R. L. Allen.

<CIoth, 75 cents.

Sent, postage prepaid, cm receipt ofprice.

A full catalogue of our publications, comprising Eighty works on
Agriculture, sent to any adilress.

C. M. SAXTON A CO.,
Agricultural Book Publi.shei-3, 140 Fulton-street, New York.

Sept56—It.

~ KINGSTOnTiMiTaND cement QUARRIES
rt HE Subscriber is prepared to fill orders for building, plastering

JL and agi-icultural LIME and IIYDR.VULIC CEMENT. The
different kinds of Lime will he delivered at the Railroad Depot in

Kingston in boxes of 21 bushels at 75 cts., or in casks of 5 bushels

at $1.50, or where purchasers find their own vessels, Lime will be
delivered at the Depot at 20 cts. per bushel. Hydraulic Cement at

$1 - 50 per sack of 2$ buffiels. Cement Paint at $1, per 100 pounds.
Freight on a car load of Lime or Cement 200 bushels from King-
-ron to Augusta $36. Co.st of Lime in Augusta 48 cents per bushel

by the car load. C. W. HOWziRD.
Sept5i>—It.

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.
Tr7''OI’- SXLE, a few pairs, three to iour months Mr;, at $20 per

JU pau-. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any othm
"they cannot be made to take the mango, and are free from
taueous einptions aud disea.se of the'lungs, tc> which hogs ai-e so

, .able Miron confined in dry pens in a >Sontheni climate. Address
Nov55—tf

' R. PETEKy, Atlanta, Ga.

TO AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.

WE w'ould particularly invite the attention of those Societie.s,

who are about to make up their Premium Lists to our large
collection of .AGRICULTURAL BOOKS, which are peculiarly
adapted for Premiums.
The awarding of Agricultural Books in place of small Money

Premiums has been extensively adopted, and has given the highest
satisfaction.

ADVANTAGKS OF THI3 PLAN.
It promotes the dissemination of much needed information among

farmers.
It combines the advantages of a diploma with a premium of la

trinsic value.
It substitutes a Permanent and Expressive Token of Honor foi-

the pittance which is frequently humiliating to the recipient
It avoids the fostering of a mercenary' spirit among competitorg

and better comports with the dignity of an honorable emulation
betwen friends and neighbors.

We will be happy to furnish to applicants a Catalogue of oar
publications which we consider most appropriate for the vise of
Agricultural Societies for premium.s, on which a liberal discount
will be given. C. M. SAXTON A Co.,

Agricultural Book PublisberH,
Sept56—It 140 Fulton, st.. New York.

PLANrATION”AND GARDEN FERTILIZERS.

The Sub.scrib€r has constantly on hand the following concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to ttie

most incredulous their value a,s a restorer of fertility to worn oat
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of tlie

Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofwhom concur in saying that their ex-
periments were satisfactory' and profitable beyond their anticipa-
tions :

PH08PH.ATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 250 lbs., at2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.

at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at 14
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In brareL of about 200 lbs., at If
cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GU.ANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 21 cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or dc-oderized Night Soil, in powder $1.75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1.75 per barrel.

Also, ROCK SALT, in baiTels of about 300 lb.s. at 1 cent per lb.

Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, containing further particulars and directions for using
the above fertilizer? will bo sent by mail, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,

AugustSfi—ly 98 Magrazinc .st.. New Orleans.

“ SPEED THE PLOW.”

I
Tisadrriittedby'thebe.?t judges that WARLICKS’ IMPROV-
ED PLOW is the best implement of the kind now in use. It

is a Southern invention, and is jiecularly adapted to agricultural
purposes in the South. The best farmers of Alabama, Georgia
and South Carolina, say it is the very thing they need. Its ex-
cellencies consist mainly in the following particulars :

1. It is the cheapest and mo.st ecomical plow that can he used
2. It is JK’knowledged to be the plow for subsoiling clay' lands.

3. It is of lighter draft, and more easily managed by the hand
than any’ other plow.

4. All the plows used in the South may be attached to the stock,
and it -is equally useful both for breaking up land and cultivating a
crop.

5. It is not liable to choke in grassy or rough land,?.

Premium.? were awarded to this Plow at Agricultural Fairs in
four Southern States in 1855. Certificates of the mo.st flattering

kind could be appended if necessary. The best way, however, t*
test the truth of the above statements, is to try the plow.
Those wishing to purchase plows or to obtain plows on trial, or

to obtain any information concerning it, will please address the
subscriber, at Atlanta, Ga. For plowing in wheat in grassy lands
this plo^w is far sttperior to all others. H. WILLIAMS.

Atlanta, Ga., July 3, 1856. August56

—

6t

GREAT SALE OF NORTH DEVON STOCK.

The whole and enttire Herd of pme NORTH DEVON CAT-
TLE, imported and bred by R. H. Van Rensselaer, of Mor-

ris, Otsego County, will be sold without reserve by public sale, at

Watertown, on Tuesday, the 3d day of October, at 1 o’clock, on
ground appropriated to the New York State Agricultural Society
on the 30th day of September and 1st, 2nd and 3rd day's of October
next. Consisting of nventy-three females aud three males, which
includes the celebrated and imported bull “5Iegunticook,” winner
of the fir.st prize at the Show of the American Institute in 1850 and
also the first prize at the New York State Show in 1851.

Nothing is risked in pronouncing this herd one of the three best
herdsof North Devons in the United States aud unsurpassed by
any one of them.

Catalogues will be furnished on application at the offices of Se-
cretary of the New York State Agricultural Society, Boston Culti-

vator aud Albany Cultivator, by Col. L. G. Jlorris, Fordham, West
Chester county, N. Y., and the undersigned at Butternuts, Ot.seg''

county, N.Y. H. STURGFzS
Augu.st56—2t
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M
TOBIN’S GARDEN.

RS. JANE TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is

UD and that no pains or expense will be spared to

^ stnck of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.

the servicesof Mr. Sanders, an experienced

Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and stnct

to obtain a share of pubHc patronage.

^*w^^^r^DOW°weU stocked, and offer for sale a vanety of LVER-

tSs and SHRUBS, 0. namentalFlowering SHRUBS. A full

of Everblooming ROSES, including the newest
;
Double

aswrtme
. jjyaCINTHS, BULBS. Ac. Also, a col ection of GREEN

house P^N fS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,

- APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, PEACH-

I.'/ APRIC^S,” QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and

OTRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

*^We*^earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tabUshed in a pot is mnch better for transporting than a plant from

the ST und, whatever may be its size.

The public are respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-

‘icularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that

we pos^ and have for sale every article we publish, and more in

reserve not fully proven.

When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

liberal treatment in choice of sorts wiUi distinctive charac-

A^ress rJan56-tf] JANE TOBIN, . ugusta, Ga.

SOUTH^N CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854

may now be obtained at this office. Price, $1.50. Or ive

win send it by mail, post-paid at $1 . 80. Addresswmoeii j JONES. Augusta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.

T he work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (prepaid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the b'lls of any specie pay.

Ing Banks. Address M. N. W HITE,
May56

—

tf Athens, Ga.

THE BEST WORK ON THE HORSE.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

C M. SAXTON & CO., Ne'wl^ork. have just published, and wiB
• send it free of postage, THE STABLE BOOK ; a Treatise on the

Management of Horses, in relation to Stabling, Grooming. Feeding,
Watering, and Working, by John ^ewart. Veterinary Surgeon, and
Professor of Veterinary Medicines in the Andersonian University,
Glasgow, with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Food
and climate, by A. B. Allen, Editor of the Amet'iiian AgricuUurist,
illustrated with numerous engravings.

CONTENTS.
Chap. I.—Stabling, Construction of Stables, Ventilation of Stables,

Appendages of Stables.

Chap. II.—Stable Operations, Stable Men, Grooming Operations
of Decoration. Management of the Feet, Operations in the Stable.
Chap. HI.—Stable Restraints, Accidents, Habits, Vices.
Chap. IV.—Warmth.
Chap. V.—Food— Articles of, Composition of, Preparafion of, As*

slmilation of. Indigestion of- Principles of Feeding, Practice ofFeed-
ing, Pasturing, Soiling, Feeding at Straw Yard.
Chap. AT.—AA'ater.

Chap. ATI.—Service, General Preparation for Work, Physiology oJ’

Muscular Exertion, Preparation for Fast Work, Treatment after
AVork, Accidents of AVork, Repose.
Chap. ATU. -Management ofDiseased and Defective Horses, Medi-

cal Attendance.
“I have aimed in this work to make Practice the Master of Theory,

and have endeavored to arrange the whole subject into divisions
which will render every part of it easily understood, and easily re-
ferred to by every one.”

—

Author's Preface
THE HORSE’S FOOT, AND HOW TO KEEP IT SOUND, with

illustrations, by William Miles. Price—paper—Twenty-Five Cents,
and sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Jan56—tf Agricultural Book Publishers, New York.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one vear old Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOAVN BUCKS, of the AVebb stock.

Juue56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

TO FARMERS, MECHANH^S AND OTHERS,
McCORD’S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

PATENTED, JULY 11th, 1854.

T his is an Invention by which a larger proportion of the power of the hor.se Is rendered available than by any other arrangement
knowiL Its parts are few and simple, not liable to derangement, retlily adjusted for working, with ordinary care very durable and

efficient.

The Machines are manufactured with great exactness and all precisely alike, .so that in case a piece should be brokenwc can always
furnish a pieefe t^ replace it.

It is designed for one or two horses, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a largo amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others.

By rea.son of its portability the owner can read'dy locate it wherever it may .«uit his business. It can be used to good advantage for

driving cotton gins, threshing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and other machines for working wood, driving mills, of various

kinds, for grinding, paint, &c., straw-cutters, com-sheller.s, lathes, grindstones, <fcc., and for churning, washing, pumping -u ater for cattle

.

irrigation, or draining, and all other purposes to which a Horse Power is adapted.
AVe also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers.
FAN MILES, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MAGHTNES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, Ac.
Scott’s LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

MarchSfi—tf Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery and Agricultural Implements, Augusta,Ga .
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CONTENTS OF SE^TEJi^^R NUMBER.

PLANTATION 1KD MISCELLANY.
AVork for the Mouth .Page 265
The Education of Youth

—

^‘Mo^ls-y^Hial aud Physical “ i26ti

Country GMs “
, 270

Bees and their Management—letter from’ Mr. La Ta.stc. . .
' 270

N. P. AVillis and the stuffed Bantam '• 271
Krauser’s Patent C icier Mill “ '271

An Agricuitm-ist on his Travels—Beech Island Club, Ac.. “ 272
Hill Side Ditching—Horizontalizmg land •* 272
That Proliffc.^i»^ li i “ 27:1

Mole Pills -> “ 273
Cotton Plow "draper ‘‘ 274

Instruction on the art of Making Wme, Ac “ 274
The Bice Crop on Savannah River, Ac 278
A stiffled Mule Cured, Ac 278
Progressive Planters—letter from Dr Philips 279
Owe no man anything, Ac., Ac ‘‘ 279
Hogs, Pork and Bacon “ 291

EDITORIAL.
Answers to Correspondents Page 280
Emit Show at Athens “ 280
Education “ 280
Profits ofFruit Culture “ 280
September Peaches, Ac., Ac “ 280
"Water-Proof Clothing “ 281
State Fairs for 1856, Ac., Ac., Ac . “ 281
The Educational Wants of Georgia—No. 3 " 282

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Pomological Society of Georgia Page 283
The Amalanchier, or Currant Tree—a new Southern Fruit '

‘ 285
Gi’ape Culture in Tennessee “ 286
The Holly Apple " 287
Frait in Mississippi—the Orchard of Dr. Philips i “ 288
Grape Culture in the South—reply to Mr. Axt “ 289
Southeni Fruit and Pomdlogical Critics “ 289
Southern Fruit Trees Best “ 280
Remedy for the Peach Tree Borer “ 290

FRESH IMPORTED HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
flj'^HE Subscribers have just received from the leading Florists in

X Holland an unusually fine and extensive assortment of Double
and Single HYACINTHS, TULIPS, POLYANTHUS. NARCIS-
SUS, JONQUILLS, CROCUS, CROWN IMPERIAL, FRITIL-
LARIAS, GLADIOLUS, IRIS, IXIAS, LILIES, APAIUS,
RANUNCULUS, COLCHICUMS, SNOW DROPS, ACANi'OES,
IXALIS, LACHENALIAS, AMARYLLIS, EARLY RO.MAN
N.\.RC1SSUS, Ac., Ac., to which they invite the attention of ama-
teurs. Retail Descriptive Catalogues with directions for culture
furnished applicants enclosing a stamp for return postage.

Dealers and Nurserymen supplied in quantitie.s at as low
rates, as areu.sually paid for refuse bulbs from auction.

*y-^A good assortment of HYACINTH' GLASSES, FANCY
UROCUS POTS, Ac., Ac.

JAMES M. THORBURN A CO.,
Sept.56—3t l5.Tohn-,st.. New York.

A FIVE DOLLAR LIBRARY FOR FARMERS.
SENT FREE OF POSTAGE.

a
^HE AMERICAN FARM BOOK igl 00

. DISEASES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS 75

BROWNE’S FIELD BOOK OF MANURES 1 25
THE STABLE BOOK 1 00
NASH’S PROGRESSIVE FARMER 60
MUNN’S LAND DRAINER 50

This Library is arranged with a view to supplying the greatest
amount of practical instruction without needless repetition. At
least this much of an Agricultural Library should be in the hands
of every fanner in America.
5[^^Our Descriptive Catalogue of Agriculture Books sent to any

who will favor us with their address.

C. M. SAXTON A Co.,
Agricultural Book Publi.sher.*,

Sept56—It 140 Fulton-st., New York,

GLOAMING NURSERY.
r|5HE Sub.sci’iber again otfers his stock of Southern grafred and
X grown FRUIT TREES to the public at prices below tho.^e of
Northern nurserymen. His stock is large and well grown and con-
sists of Southern Seedling Apples, many of whiidi can be piocured
of no other Nurseryman, Pears on Standard and Quince, Cherries
-onMahaleb Stocks, together with Peache.s, Nectarines, Ac.

jJ^^Catalogues sent gratis on application.

J. VANBURFvN.
Clarksville, Ga., Sept. 1st, 1856. Sept56—3t

AUGUSIEA. SEED STORE.
{Nearly opposite the United States and- Globe Hotels.')

1856! 1856!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTIIR.Y JOTJItNAI.,
DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK.

BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
FARM ECONO.MY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., ‘and ‘d, REDMOND, Editors,

The Foiirteenth Volume, with many new anti valuable
improvements, commences in

January, 1856.
The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two pages,

fonniug a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusely
to the improvement of Planting, Gardening, Fruit-Growing, and the
general rural interests ofthe South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-growing States. Its
Editors are men of experience in their respective department.*,
and it i.s well tilled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from the most intelligent Andi practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $1

j

Twenty-Five Copies $20
Si.\ Copms “ 5

1
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.

The Bills of aU specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk,

ADVERTISEMENTS
INSERTED AT ONE DOLLAR PER SQUARE OF TWELVE

LI.N’ES, EACH INSERTION; ONE SQUARE, PER
ANNUM, TEN DOLLARS.

Address WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.
l^’^Peitsons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-

BERS, will be fumi.shed with the paper at club prices.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS^
ri^HE RICHMOND FACTORY (Richmond county, Ga.,) con-
X tinue.s to MANUFACTURE WOOLEN CLOTH, for Negro
Clothing, at 12) cents per yard—finding ever material except the
wool.
Those wishing to avail themseh'e.s of this opportunity to procure

for their Negroes a superior article of Winter Clothing, have only
to wash the wool clean in c<>kl water, and send it to the factorj’, or
to Messrs Fle.aiming, Clemenck&. Co., in Augusta, with instnie-
tions as to the amount of Cloth they wi.sh made—whether heavy or
light. If the wool be dirty, half a cent pe r yard will be charged for
wa.sbing it. Buits are not objectionable, as a machine i.s provided
for removing them.
Wool is also carded in Rolls, for those who make their Negro, or

other Clothing at home.
The terms now oifered arc so reast-uable a.s to warrant a continu-

ance of the liberal patronage he.rct<.ioi-c extended by the planting
community.
The Wool should be sent as soon after >hcaring as convenient,wifL.

the name of the owner distinctly marked on the bag orbale, ibat
all the patrons of the establishment may be accommodated in due
time.
Woolseutbyany of the lines of Rnilroad, in Georgia or .South

Carolina, or by .steamboa.t on the River, directed to “Richmond
Factory, care ofFlemming, Clemence <fc Co.,’’ will meet due. at-

tention, and the Planter will always have Ids ouen wool manufac-
tured in Cloth and returned to him.
Ity^The highe.st cash prices will be paid for WOOL.

WILLIAlil SCHLEY,
June56—4t Presidemt R. Factory.

IMPORTED TURNIP SEED.
~

new crop.

ONE HUNDRED lbs. Purple Rnta Baga TURNll’,
100 “ Large Flat Dutch “

100 “ Large White Globe “

100 “ Red Top Flat
.50 “ Large Norfolk “

50 “ Large Hanover “

The above varieties of fresh imported Turnip Sced.s h.nvejust
been received and are warranted fresh and genniue. For sale by

WM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga.

P. S.—Orders from the coitntry will receive prompt attention.
Sept56—'It

FRUITLAND NURSERY, AUGUSTA GA.
fjnHE Subscriber will offer a very choice collec.tiou of FRUIT
X TREES. VINES. PLANTS, SHRUBS, Ac., Ac., the commg
fall. Catalogue will .soon be i)ublishcd, which will be mailed
./recto all who desire it. Addrc.ss D. REDMOND,

Scpt56;—tf Augusta, Ga.

The Subscriber has received hi.s regular supply of Turnip and I

other SEEDS for the season, which are fresh and genuine.
j

Purple Top Ruta Baga TURNIP. i

Large English Norfolk “
j

Large Globe'
“

Earlv Flat Dutch
RedToppJat

.^ugust.5G—2t J. II. service.

MERINO RANIS FOR SALE.

The Subscriber ofter.s for sale several full-blood MERINO
RAMS. Having reduced the number of my flock, I have

more Rams than I need. They are from two of the best flocks in

New York, and their flcccc.s, both in fineness and quantity,running
from 9 fo 14 pounds, ' J. B. JONES,

JulyTiS—tf BirdsvillC; Bimke C-o., Ga.
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TVDRK FOR THE M0NTH~(CCT0BER.)

THE PLANTATION.
CoUcn Picking will now require nearly the entire force

of the plantation. Push it forward vigorously, and endea-

vor to get your crop ginned, packed and ready for market

before the coming on of winter rains and bad roads. Let

every operation connected with the putting up of Cotton

^ performed in the most careful manner, as the market

value is often materially influenced by seemingly slight

defects in management. The skillful handling and pro-

per putting up, even of inferior grades, will be found to

^‘pay” in the long run.

Corn.—Gather your Corn, and put away securely in

airy, tight-roofed and well locked cribs. Do not be too

lavish of it in feeding—do not waste a grain, or fling it out

carelessly to your stock, as there is a prospect of scarcity

in many parts of the country. Husband it carefully—
feed generously and plentifully, but not thoughtlessly or

wastefully. In this connection, we cannot too strongly

urge the economy of using machines like the ‘‘ Little

Giant” and Rowe’s Mill for cracking both corn and cob.

Feed cutters for rough forage, will also be found econ-

omical.

Cow Pea^.—Gather and store away all these as soon as

possible. Sack your seed peas, and keep in a dry, airy

place.

Sweet Pqlai^es.—This crop may be dug the latter part

of this month or as soon as the vines are wilted by the first

frost. A contemporary gives us the following indication

of the ripeness or maturity of the Sweet Potato

:

—“Pull

several potatoes from different parts of your patch, break

them and give them time to dry, and if the fresh broken

parts dry over perfectly white, the potato is ripe and

srhould be dug. But if of a darkish hue, the potato is not

ripe and should be left to ripen. If dug v/hen ripe they

will keep, if not, they will rot.” Put up your Potatoes in

small “banks” (25 to 50 bushels) and reject all cut or

bruised roots. See, also, that they are perfectly dry be-

fore banking. Let the foundation of the banks be 12 or

18 inches higher than the surrounding surface, on an ele*

vation, where water will not settle or stand.

Egyptian and other Winter Oats, Rye, BarUy, Clover

^

Lucerne and other hardy grasses should be sown at once.

Plow deep, pulverize finely and manure heavily for all

these crops, if you desire proper remuneration for your

labor.

Hay.—Many varieties of native grasses are yet worth

gathering, to eke out scanty v/inter supplies. But do not

allow the grass to dry up and become worthless, before

gathering. The proper time to cut is while it is in blos-

som. Pindar and Sweet Potato vines are good fodder,

when properly cured and stored away. They should be

cut up before feeding out.

Turnips—li is late for field crops of Turnips
;
but, if

your early sowings have failed, try again noio. We have
known good crops made after the first of October. Bring

your growing Turnips to a proper stand, and keep the

ground clean and open.

Pumpkins should be gathered as soon as ripe, and
stored on v/ell aired scaffolds or tiers of rails, one above
the other, so far apart that the layers of pumpkins cannot

touch or rest upon each other. Put up in this way, with

a slight covering or protection from frost, they will keep
nearly all winter. There should be a water-tight roof over

the scaffolds, and straw may be used as a protection from

frost. Placed in a heap or pile, pumpkins soon decay

and become worthless. Before feeding to your stock

they should be boiled up, with a sprinkling of meal or

bran.

Hedges of the Osage Orange, Cherokee and Macartney

Rose, Honey Locust, Evergreen Thorn, {Craiagus Pyra-

cantha') Pyrus Japonica, may be set out the

latter part of this month, or as soon as the leaves of de-

ciduous trees fall.

THE GARDEN.
Sow Cabbage, Turnips, Parsnips, Lettuce, Carrots,

Radishes, &c., &c. Haul plenty of manure on your gar-

den have it well spaded, burying under all enriching ani-

mal or vegetable matter. Transplant Brocoli, Cabbages,

Cellcay, Collards,'^ &c. Work and manure your As-

paragus beds, not forgetting to give them a liberal top-
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dressing of salt, before spring. Save all old bones, soap-

suds, dead leaves, decaying, vegetables, Soc., &c., and

make up into compost heaps for future use. Plow and

subsoil your ground for the planting of young orchards,

directions for which were given last month, and will be

repeated in our next number. November, December and

January are the best months for planting trees, vines, &c.

THE STRAWBEKRY PATCH.

The best soil for this delicious fruit is a sandy or even a

gravelly loam, moist, and rich in vegetable manure. An

excellent compost for acre of ground would be 60 bushels

of leafmould from the woods, 20 bushels of leached ashes,

5 bushels lime and 3 or 4 quarts of salt. Mix thoroughly,

let it stand 2 or 3 days, scatter broadcast and plow in.

Then harrow or rake the surface, making it fine and set

your plants in rows 3 feet apart, and 1 foot to 18 inches

in the row. After the plants become well rooted, cover

the whole ground with partly decomposed leaves from

the forest, leaving nothing exposed but the stems and

fruit stalks of the plants.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE; ITS VALUE AS A SUGAR,

GRAIN FORAGE AND PRODUCING PLANT.

In the winter of 1855, the junior editor of this journal

obtained from Boston a few ounces of seed of this plant,

then newly imported from France. It came very highly

recommended as a sugar -producing and forage plant, but

having a vivid recollection of many previous disappoint-

ments with new fangled “notions,” we concluded to test

it cautiously and moderately. In order, however, to give

it a fair chance, we distributed small parcels per mail to

friends in various portions of Georgia and the adjoining

States, and planted for ourselves only 7 or 8 hills, in a poor

spot in our garden. At first, it came up like grass or

Egyptian Millet, and grew off slowly and weakly
;
but,

in a few weeks, it began to shoot upward, and in less than

three months attained the height of 8 or 10 feet, with large

and well filled heads of seed, somewhat resembling Broom

Corn, but covered with a black husk or chaff. Passing by

it one day, when the seeds were nearly or quite ripe, we

concluded to test the sweetness of the stalk: so, cutting

a moderate sized cane near the ground and peeling off

its hard outside coat, we found a solid pith of about three-

fourths of an inch in diameter, crisp, brittle and of an ex-

ceedingly sweet and pleasant flavor—wholly and entirely

unlike anything of the corn stalk family that we had ever

tasted. It was, in fact, ready made candy

;

and as soon

as the younger members of the family and the negroes

“got the taste” of it, we were obliged to interdict its further

use, in order to save seed. When the latter were fully

ripe, we cut off the heads and saved them carefully, notic-

ing, with some surprise, that the leaves or blades of fod-

der were still as fresh, green and succulent as ever. The

stalks were then cut off near the ground and fed, leaves

and all, to our horses, mules and milch cows—all of

which ate of it with the greatest apparent relish and avid-

ity. Considering that crop disposed of for the season, we

paid no more attention to the stubble or stumps, until, we

happened to notice that, millet-like, they were shooting out

anew, and pushing on for a second growth. This grov/tii

we watched with some interest, until the first frosts check-

ed it; at which time the stalks were six feet high, full of

broad and juicy leaves, and Avith the second crop of seed

just making its appearance above the “boot.”

Fully satisfied by this time that it was valuable at least

for the production of soiling forage and dried fcdder, we
next turned our attention to its saccharine properties, and

fortunately induced our friend, Dr. Robert Battey, of

Rome, Ga., who was at the time pursuing the study of

experimental chemistry in the well known labratory of

Prof. Booth, of Philadelphia, to test it. As the result of

his experiments. Dr. Battey sent us three small phials

—

one containing a fine syrup; one a sample of crude,

brown sugar
;
and the other a very good sample of crys-

talized sugar. This we believe to be the first crystalized

sugar made in the United States, from the juice of Sorgho

Sucre; and as Dr. Battey’s opinion of its A'alue as a

plant fully agreed with the reports of the French savoms

who had investigated its properties, and with our own

convictions, we this year disseminated it more wide-

ly and planted nearly two acres, for the express purpose

of raising the seed and testing the ability of the plant to

bear repeated cuttings, like the Egyptian and other varie-

ties of Millet. It was planted very late, on poor soil, and

has received but imperfect culture
;
and yet at the present

time (August 25) a portion of it has been cut three times

and is growing off finely, while the remainder has ripened

its seed, and will yield a full crop of excellent fodder after

the present stalks are cut off at the ground and crushed

for syrup, or fed out to our stock.

So much for its introduction into this section, and itshis-

tory among us thus far. It is our deliberate opinion that

for “soiling” (cutting green, repeatedly)
;
for the produc-

tion ofsyrup, sugar, cider or wine, alcohol, fodder (and

grain, at the same time,) it will be found invaluable to

the South, and that no plant of recent introduction am ong
us can at all compare with it.

We take pleasure in appending two articles of great in-

terest in connection with this subject
;
the first from the

able pen of our friend, Gov. Hammond, of South Carolina,

and the second from a late number of the Washington

National Intelligencer :

REPORT
Of an Experiment in making Syrup from the Chinese

Sugar Cane Corn or Sugar Millet, made to the Beech

Island Farmefs Clubf August 2, 1856.

A rule of this Club, requiring every member to make
and report, each year, an agricultural experiment, I will

take this opportunity to acquit myself of that duty. One
ofour members (Mr. Redmond, of the Southern C'ldtivator)

distributed among us, last winter, some seeds of what is

commonly called Sugar Millet. He very kindly gave me
enough to plant halfan acre—about a pint. I prepared a
plot of ground on a Northern slope of old, stiff and worn
out land, in such a manner and with so much manure- as

would probably have made it yield, with average seasons,

about 20 bushels of corn per acre. On the 22d of March
I planted the Millet seed in 3 feet drills, dropping every

18 to 20 inches some 6 or 8 seed. It was plowed and
hoed often enough to keep the grass down, and about the

1st of July began to head. The heat had then been un-
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usually intense for two weeks, and has continued so up to

the present time
;
and, latterly the drouth has been very

destructive. I do not think this halfacre would have yielded

5 bushels had it been planted in corn. Having intended,

however, to ascertain whether the Millet would make
syrup, I had a rude mill put up with two beech wood
rollers.

Finding that by the 22d of July the most advanced

heads had passed the milk stage, 1 had 1750 canes cut,

that 1 supposed were a fair sample of the patch. The first

three or tour hundred were passed through the mill twice,

the remainder four times, and the yield was 194 qts. ofjuice.

But 10 canes that I selected and passed 7 times through

the mill, yelded 3 quarts. iMr. Clark, one of our mem-
bers, was present when this was done. The juice was
received in common tubs and tested by a thermometer,

and a sacchrometer with a scale of 40 degrees. The ther-

mometer stood in every instance at 78 degrees. The
sacchrometre varied from 211 deg. to23| degrees. At the

latter point the juice would float a fresh egg. I boiled it

in a deep, old-fashioned cow pot, and after 6 or 7 hours

•boiling obtained 32 quarts of tolerable syrup.

The next day, I selected 10 canes, the heads of which
were fully matured, 10 more in full milk, 10 more, tlie

heads of which were just fully developed and tlie top seed

beginning to turn black, and again 10, comprising all

these stages, but from which I did not strip the leaves.

They were all passed through the mill 7 times, and yield-

ed nearly the same quantity of juice—about 3 quarts for

every 10 canes. The juice, tested by the sacchrometre

showed that the youngest cane had rather the most and
oldest rather the least saccharine matter. The whole to-

gether, with that of a few other good canes, exhibited at

80 degrees of the thermometer 24^ degs, of the sacchro-

nietre. From 42 pints of the juice I obtained, after 4 hours

boiling, 9 pints of rather better syrup than that made the

-day before. In these boilings I mixed with the cold juice

about a teaspoonful of lime-water of the consistency of

cream for every 5 gallons.

These selected cane, grew on the best spot on the patch

and where corn probably might have been produced the

present season at the rate of 20 bushels per acre. They
were 1 inch in diameter, at the largest end, and feet

long after cutting off the head and a foot of the stem.

After this I cut down all the inferior cane and cured it

for forage.

On the 28th of July, two of the members of the Club

(Dr. Bradford and Mr. H. Lamar) being at my house, re-

mained to see the result of pressing and boiling 400 canes

I had cut and stripped. Each of us selected 10 canes,

and put them through the press 8 times
;
the result being,

as before, about 3 quarts for every 10 canes. But even

after the pressure, juice could be wrung from the canes by
the hand, and we agreed that at least one-fourth of it, and
that the best, remained in the cane—so inefficient was my
mill. The rest of the cane I ordered should be pressed 6

times, but we did not ourselves remain to see it done, nor

did we count the 400 canes. The yield of the whole,

however, was 37^ quarts. With the thermometer at 85
degrees in the juice, the sacchrometre stood 242 degrees.

We boiled the juice until it run together on the rim of the

ladle and hung in a transparent sheet half an inch below

it before falling. And this in 22 hours. The result was 6

quarts of choice syrup. The next day I repeated the ex-

periment on a larger scale, with equal success, and I have
brought to the Club enough of the syrup to enable every

member to try it and judge of its quality. All who have
tasted it agree that it is equal to the best that we get from
New Orleans. In these last boilings, I put a tablespoonful

of lime-water, prepared as before, to every 10 gallons.

The whole process of clarifying and boiling was carried

through in the same pot, and that very unsuitable from
its depth.

I measured the grain from a number of heads, and the

result was an average of a gill from each. I weighed a

halfpeck of matured grain after several days exposure to

the sun. It weighed 4§ lbs., equal to 38 lbs. per bushel.

I weighed 20 of the best caijie cut for forage, after it was
cured sufficiently to house. They weighed 24 lbs., equal

to 30,000 lbs., for 25,000 canes, which I think might be
grown on land that would make 25 bushels of corn with
average seasons. I have tried horses, cattle and hogs,

and find they eat the cane, its leaves and seed greedily,

and fowls and pigeons the last. I think, however, that

when allowed to mature the cane should be cut up fine for

animals, as the outer coat is hard.

I did not attempt to make sugar, not having prepared

for that. There can, however, be no doubt that sugar can

be made from such syrup as this. And, as they make
more syrup in the West Indies per acre than they do in

Louisiana, only because the cane matures better, it is not

unreasonable to infer that the Millet, which matures here

perfectly, and will even make two crops in one year, will

yield more and better sugar than the Louisiana Cane.

Beginning to cut cane as soon as the head is fully de-

veloped, it may be cut for a month before it will all ripen
—how long after that I do not know. A succession of

crops might be easily arranged so as to insure cutting and
boiling from the 1st of July—probably earlier— until frost.

I have housed some stalks immediately from the field to

ascertain, hereafter, whether thus treated it will yied juice

and make syrup next winter.

A good sugar mill with three wooden rollers may be

erected for less than S25, and a sugar boiler that will make
30 gallons of syrup per day may be purchased in Augusta
for less than S60.
This Millet, will, of course, mix with any other variety

of the Millet family planted near it. Unfortunately I

planted Broom Corn about a hundred yards from mine,

and shall therefore have to procure seed elsewhere for the

ten acres 1 intend planting next year.

I have now stated the chief particulars of my experi-

ment. Every member of thd Club is competent to draw
his own conclusions. A single experiment—especially

one in agriculture—is rarely conclusive. I may err my-
self and might cause others to err, were I to express, with

any emphasis the opinion I at present entertain of the

value of this recently introduced plant.

J. H. H.iMMOXD.

THE CHINESE SUGAR CANE.
The Chinese Sugar Cane has come to be the ordinary

name of the Sorgho Sucre, a most valuable plant of the

sugar cane order, and, therefore, allied to the maize or

Indian corn, but more nearly to the broom corn. Its cul-

tivation has commenced amongst us, and there is now in

Washington more than an acre of it growing luxuriantly

and promising a yield of considerably upwards of a hun-

dred bushels of seed, besides many tons of stems and

foliage, rich with saccharine fluid and solid food material

for horses, neat cattle, and swine. Not only here, but in

various and widely distant parts of the Union has trial

been made of it, and with uniform gratifying results. We
have read a letter from a farmer in Illinois who has tested

its character, and reports of it in the most favorable man-
ner.* Out ofa gallon of the liquid sap in the stem, which

'"Seeds of the Chinese Sugar Cane were also distributed to a
limited extent from the United States Patent Office during the
spring and summer of 185.5. The plant is much better calculated

for the South than for any other section of the Union—the climate
being quite similar to that in which it originated. It stands drouth
much better than common com ;

and, as we have before stated, re-

tains its leaves green and juicy until the full maturity of the grain.

D. B. Plumb &. Co., of this city, will receive orders for the seed to

be furnished in October. Seetheir advertisement.—

E

ds. So. Cult.
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he expressed by the primitive contrivance of a rolling-pin,

he obtained, by boiling, a quart of molasses, with very

little impurity and of apj)roved taste. The usual propor-

tions of sugar to sajD lie between fifteen and twenty per

cent., the crystalizable sugar increasing with the decrease

of the latitude. Besides this proportion of sugar there is

an amount of perhaps 5 to 8 per cent, of uncrystalizable

sap, from which a very agreeable beverage can be made,

and alcohol distilled more cheaply than by any other

method. This sap, strange to say, if set with the oxide of

tin, will dye silk of a beautiful pink.

As a food plant for stock of all kinds it seems to over-

top all that we now possess, furnishing, in fair soils. 25

tons per acre of excellent fodder, every bit of which is

greedily eaten by animals. The seed, too, by which the

plant is propagated—in this, unlike and superior to the

sugar cane of Louisiana, which is raised by cuttings—are

fit for human food
;

at all events, when ground and mada

up into cakes, after the manner of linseed cakes, they sup-

ply a good material for fattening stock. The brush or top

from which these seeds are taken, is not without its ser-

vice, for the plant is a species of broom-corn, and, there-

fore, its top; when deprived of seed, answers well where-

with to manufacture brooms. When the sap, top, seeds,

and leaves are taken, leaving only the crushed stem, it

still has an economic value
;
paper can be manufactured

from it.

This valuable addition to our vegetable production is

originally a native of China, but has been sedulously cul-

tivated for several years in Southeastern Caffraria, whence

it passed into France and Algeria, in which last country

it comes to great perfection. It would be hard to calculate

its value. It constitutes every farm on which it is grown

its own sugar-camp, orchard, winery, and granary, as

well as a stock farm and dairy
;
indeed, the “Sorgho” may

be deemed a sort of vegetable sheep, every part and con-

stituent of which is valuable .—NationoX Intelligencer.

1^" What is companionship, where nothing that im-

proves the intellect is communicated, and where the larger

heart contracts itself to the model and dimensions of the

smaller %

CONCRETE OR GRAVEL WALL HOUSES-HYDRAU-
LIC CEMENT, AND THE VARIOUS NOVEL

USES TO WHICH IT MAY BE AP-

PLIED-LIME FOR AGRICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES, &c.

D. REDMOND:
Editor Southern Cultivator—Your favor, making

inquiries as to the lime and cement of this quarry, and

also stating your intention of building a concrete house,

has been received. I have long wished for an opportun-

ity of communicating the results of my studies, experi-

ments and observations concerning the articles to which

you refer, to some one whose opportunities of making

them known to others were better than my own. It is

with pleasure, therefore, that I address you in reference to

them.

The rock of this quarry is of three different kinds. The

first is a dark blue, nearly black limestone, which makes

the best quality of white lime, suitable lor the finest plas-

tering.

The second is a hydraulic lime. This lime is dark in

color, requires a long time to slake, and does not more

than double its quantity in slaking. It is not a good

lime for plastering, but is the best lime for building with

brick or mortar that I have seen. It is not liked by con-

tractors, as it does not ‘‘go as far” as the white lime. But

the bond is much stronger and in course of time it be-

comes covered with a flinty coating, giving it the appear-

,
ance and almost the hardness of flint. The mortar made
of this lime upon this place about eight years since, now
exhibits this appearance. I have seen no notice of a simi-

lar lime in this country, but it agrees perfectly v/ith the

celebrated “Hailing lime,” so much valued in England for

building purposes.

This lime is hydraulic, but is not a cement—that is ta

say, it does not harden under water, but if suffered to be-

come once dry
,
it retains its hardness under water perfectly.

The pillars of the Gordon county Bridge over Oostunaula
River, and the abutments and pillars of the handsome
bridge over the Etowah Ri%"er, near Kingston, built by
Maj. Woolly, are made of this lime. For laying brick or

stone, for foundations in damp places, for rough castings,

in fact for all work in which there is not an immediate
exposure to, or immersion in water, this lime answers
very well the place of cement. It is about one-fourth the
cost. Its especial advantage is for concrete work.

The introduction of concrete, will, lam sure, constitute

an era in building in Georgia, in all those localities in

which the materials are convenient of access. To the

farmer, this form of building is very desirable. If he has
rock on his land and in the way of the plow, it can be
used advancageously for building—no matter what its

form or size. After the boards for the wall are placed, a
layer ofmortar, composed of one part lime, and tv/o parts

sand, is placed at the bottom, then a layer of waste rocks,

brick bats, &c., then a thin layer of mortar, &c. In this

way about seven-eighths of the wall is composed of sand
and this waste material.

This style of building is economical. When finished, a
concrete building is cheaper than a finished wooden build-

ing, where lumber is S' 10 per thousand and lime 30 to 40
cents per bushel and waste material abundant. It requires

no mechanic to build the walls, if there be a correct eye
superintending to keep the corners and walls in proper

position. Two large concrete houses have been built in

in this county, by farm labor alone. Contractors here w'ill

undertake building concrete houses at the same rate wfith

wood. I furnished the lime for a concrete building 18 feet

square and 12 feet high, the chimney being also of con-
crete and the amount of lime furnished was 45 bushels, at

20 cents the bushel at the kiln—the cost of the lime was
$9. In Augusta the same quantity of lime, in barrels,

would cost $22. The rest of the wall would be composed
ofthe sand and gravel which abounds in the vicinity of
that piece. Would this not be cheaper than a plastered

wooden wall there ']

As concrete building is economical, it is also permanent.
It improves in hardness in all time It was supposed at

one time that the Romans used a cement in their buildings

from the extreme hardness of the mortar found in the

walls. It is now known from analysis that they used
common mortar, which has hardened during centuries.

Every permanent structure erected in our State, is a bene-

fit to it. Our railroads and factories have exerted a ma-
terial influence upon the character of our people. Thirty

years ago Georgians were as migratory as the Arabs. One
contemplates leaving a crazy log cabin with indifference

—it is a different affair to think ofabandoning a comfort

able homestead.

Besides being permanent, the concrete wall is ornamen-

tal. The exterior may be colored to suit the fancy of the

builder.

It may interest you to see an estimate of the cost of the

concrete wall as compared with other forms of building in

the United States works at Fort Warren, Boston Harbor.

I extract it from the “Treatise on Mortars,” written by
Lieut. Wright, U. S. Army:

“In order to illustrate the economy of using concrete in

construction, I will annex a comparative view of the differ-

ent kinds of masonry at Fort Warren.
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Rubble masonr}' (dry) per cubic yard S3 00

Rubble masonr}', laid in mortar 4 25

Brick masonry. do G 25

Facing stone,, sea wall, 0 00

Concrete, least cosily kind, a iiiile over. . . 2 00

Concrete, most costly kind, a little over.. 3 50

From the above table, as well as from the analysis in

other parts of this chapter, it is seen at once bov/ great a

saving in the cost of masonry is effected by the employ-

ment of concrete."— Vvri^hVi Treatise m Mrrtorrs. p. 127.

I do not enter into further details as to the concrete wall,

as you have Fowler’s characteristic “ Hoi le for AUf in '

which every minute point is considered and explained.

The third kind of rock in this quarry is that of which

the Hydraulic Cement is made. Having had no instruc-

tion but books, my first efforts in the manufacture of ce-

raent were attended with various success. In some places !

my cement v/as preferred to the Northern, as in Savnanah
—in others, as Augusta, an unfavorable opinion existed

in regard to it. This difference of estimate was caused by

the unequal calcination of the rock—an error, which ex-

perience and better fixtures have enable me to correct. So
1

that I am now able to offer an article quite equal to any'
i

in the markeL
Few persons are informed as to the great variety of

uses to which this Pydraulic cement may be applied. It
,

nas been employed chiefly in railroads, darns, founda-
j

tions, &.C.

Persons in the cities have used it for cisterns, "^’ery few
,

.'armers are aware ofthe convenience which one of these
i

cisterns would be in the farm-yard. I am satisfied that

stock as frequently safer for want of v.-ater as from want
of food. In many instances the farm-yard is placed upon

the side of the hia, for convenience ofaccess to the branch
^

running at its foot. The manure of the farmery is ilms

•washed a'way. A cistern might be built at the staole

door. If the soil is clayey, there is no need of masonry.

The cement may be plastered directly upon the clay. If,

the soil be sandy', six inches of concrete v.'all, made of the

nvdraulic lime, v.-i:h a thin ou'.side coating of cement, v.'ill

prevent all leakage. Trie planter’s negroes may' do all

this—a -510 pump and a tight covering of plank completes

the cistern. A small stable or barn roof will afford water

for a large stock. Tne farmery' may then be placed in the

most convenient locality. Tine usefialness of one of these

cisterns may' be seen in the well arranged farm-yard of,

Mr. JoHv Cuxningham, of Greensboro. -

Every variety of water pipes may be made of hy'drau-

l:c cement. No rnecharac is needed to make them, A
trench is dug where the pipe is to be laid: some cement is

placed at the bottom
;
a perfectly turned wooden rod, cf

the desired diameter of the pipe is laid upon it : the rod

after having been wetted and sprinkled with sand, is

covered with cement ; in 15 minutes the rod is dra'wn out
,

nearly to the end and the same process is repeated until

the pipe is completed. This piping is capable of varied '

and valuable application from its cheapness. Mixed with

sand it forms a good and cheap under-drain for w'et lands,

under drains for purposes ofcleanliness and health about

the kitchen and y'ard, and also to convey' water where the

water ram can be used. The chief cost in the use of

those rams has been in the metal piping. Besides the cost it

is questionable whether lead piping does not communicate
an unhealthy quality to the water. A water ram can no'w

be bought for S'lO. A farmer who has a spring, it may
be half a mile from his house and a hundred feet below it,

if by damming the branch he can get 10 feet fall, can

:hxo'*' the water into his kitchen or yard or house, at a i

very small expense. In this w'ay, these charming orna-
j

ments of the flower garden, fountains, can be obtained !

'with an enonomy which places them within the reach of <

persons of the most moderate means, A large px)nion ofi

the water pipes for the city of N. Orleans, and all the v/ater

piping at Newport, R. I., is made of cement. These two
instances occur tome. I mention them because it may
be thought that cement would not bear an extreme pres-

sure of water. The basins of fountains, or pools for fish,

may be made of cement and concrete and ornamented to

the taste.

A valuable use may' be made of cement in welldigging,

where the side.s are inclined to fall in. Sections of a tube

of the diameter of the well, of cement concrete, may be

made upon the spot by the use of a mould. These sec-

tions may'- be made three feet in height, when the w'ell is

dug 3 feet deep a section may be let in; as the well is

dug this section descends
;
others are placed above it,

and by the tinie the well is dug to the desired depth it

has a secure wall around it.

Hydraulic cement, when e.specially prepared for the pur-

pose, makes a very good paint for exterior work. At this

establishment it is passed through a wire bolt of CO wires

to the lineal inch. The Knoxville University building is

painted with this cement. The President infornas me
that it looks very well, and he thinks v/ilJ be a great pre-

servative of the bricks. This Cement makes a pretty

straw color. This color gives it a great advantage over

the Northern, which is of a dead, ashy hue. This ad-

vantage in color extends to other uses, as that of rougu

castings. I have just filled an order for cement for rough
casting, one of the harid.=ornest mansions in Charleston,

S C. Owing to the excessive Railroad freights, the North-

ern cement can be obtained cheaper than mine in that

place. The preference was given on account of the color.

Artificial stone of great strength and beauty may be

made ofcement, sand and graven or waste rock. Speci-

mens of this artificial stone will be exhibited at the nex'.

fair at Atlanta. V\'here the rnateriab? are abundant, this

stone can be made cheaper than bricks. The proportions

are one of cement to about ten of sand and gravel. It can

be sold here at '20 cents the foot. It has the srnothness of

polished stone or marble. All the exterior ornaments of

a house, v/indow sills and lintels, pilasters, etc., can be made
ofcement, and they become like carved stone. There is

no difficulty in moulding these ornaments, where there

are no rentrant angles. Moulds can be taken from any
desfred object in cement, as bases and capitals of columns
and the cement after-wards cast in the cement mould, tak-

ing care to prevent adhesion by the introduction of a

separating substance, a.5 sard or charcoal. The whole
process is simple and can be pefected at any planter’s es-

tablishment.

Artificial stone is much used abroad as a building ma-
terial, though I have not heard of its use in this country',

yet it is not necessary' that all our improvements should

reach us via New York. It requires neither company
nor capital, to import an idea.

The excellent work ofGen. P.aisley, of the Royml Engi-

neers, on cement; gives the details of this form of build-

ing.

He says: '' Numerous examples of this mode of build-

ing may no'w be seen on the north side of Pall Mail, tl.e

College of Surgeons, Lincoln Inn Fields, the Porticos of

Wellington Barracks and the Guard House, St, James
Park, are the most convenient for inspection of any' in the

metropolis,”

The process of making this artificial stone by me is as

follows :—A box of the desired size of the stone is pre

pared, planed on the inside, rough on the outside. Three
of the sides are united by leather or iron hinges

;
llie

foiarth is attached by screws or hooks ; a mortar of 1 |>an

cement to 2 of sand is prepared : a thin layer of the mor-

tar is placed at the bottom, then a layer of waste rock

then mortar, d:c : after the box is full it is slightly rammed
allowed to stand 10 minutes; the box is then taken apart.
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It costs 4 ^cnts worth of cement, at 50 cents the bushel,

ta make a block 20 inches long and 9 inches broad and

deep.

This arimcial stone is, in effect, moulded concrete. It

is more expensive than ordinary concrete, but it is more

beautiful. Another advantage of it is stated by Gen.

Paisley :

—'hhe greater convenience of applying concrete

to the walls of a common building in this form than in

mass.’^ Also, “If laid out for two or three months before

they are used the great surface which these stones present

to the air, combined with their small bulk, enables them

to set more thoroughly than an equal quantity of concrete

in mass could do in the same time.” To my mind the

chief advantage of the artificial stone, is its extreme beau-

ty. Where parties can afford the expense, the artificial

stone can be ornamented to the highest degree. All the

most expensive ornments of carved stone may be made of

cement in moulds, at little comparative cost and they be-

come stone in the end.

As this application of cement is new among us, permit

me to call your attention to the following authorities

Gen. Paisley mentions a great number of ornamental uses
|

to which it may be applied. “It
.
(cement) is capable of

use for ornaments, as mouldings, rosettes, coats of arms,

mullions, &c.”

—

Knapp's Technology, p. 423.

“rlydraulic may be employed for casting tolerably mas-

sive objects. This enables it to be employed for architec-

tural ornaments which then combine great sharpness

with durability, are very light as compared with similar

figures of sand-stone and have the advantage of being

easily multiplied.”—Aiiapp.

“The numerous casts which we have made, both in bas

relief and in alta relievo, prove that cement mortar, re-

ceives and retains impressions perfectly. These casts

have stood the rough weather of several winters without

the least accident. Their hardness has been continually

on the increase and a kind of varnish with which time i

has covered them, gives so strong a resemblance to stone
j

that the most practised eye mistakes them for it.”

“Mortar of hydraulic lime may be employed as a plas-
!

tic substance in a multitude of cases, in which the num-
j

ber of moulds ceases to be an object. Such is the case
j

when we have to prepare artificial stones bearing mould-
j

ings, roses or ornaments of any kind suscceptible of for-

mation by the rectilinear, or circular movement of a profile

(calibre.) It is evident that it will answer to set the

mould in a trench and run the profile along the paste, pre-

pared and arranged for that purpose. The economy which

such a process would introduce into our ornamental con-

structions is indeed incredible.”

—

Vica,t,p. 110.

I have found that the cement made here is capable of

receiving the most delicate impressions. By painting a

leaf with it, suffering it to harden and then removing the

leaf the most involved tracery is perfectly impressed upon

the cement
;
a fish pressed upon ashes well packed and

then the mould thus made filled with cement, is perfect-

ly imitated even to the impression of the scales.

Besides the above uses, garden rollers, flag stones for

pavements, borders for beds in the garden, may be made
cheaply of cement concrete. This article is also a good

substitute for Tripoli or Rotten stone in cleaning and pol-

ishing brass.

Knapp (p. 424) gives a use of that is wholly new to me.

“We must notice a discovery of Fuchs and Schetthauer,

which was lately communicated to the Academy at Mu-
nich, and which has a reference to a new mode of fresco

painting. While the fixing of the colors in the antique, as

well as in modern fresco painting is due to the hardening

property ofcaustic lime when exposed to the atmosphere

the colored surface upon the this new method is converted

into a silicate of lime. The two elder methods stand,

therefore, in the same relation to the new ordinary

to hydraulic mortar. While fresco paintings of the former

kind are not very durable, except in cases as at Pom-
peii, where their preservation is due to the entire exclu-

sion of light and air, and artists have reason to mourn
over the destruction of the greatest master-pieces

;
those

obtained upon the new principle are capable, not only of

withstanding the action of water, weak acids and alkalies,

but also the great changes of climate during the severity

of a German winter, without injury to the freshness of the

coloring, and the colors are so firmly attached to the

ground that they exhibit no tendency to separate from it

themselves, nor can they be removed by mechanical

agency.”

KxVapp is high authority. I find upon repeated trials

that water colors cannot be washed from cement after the

colors have once become thoroughly dry. I suggest the

inquiry whether putting on the last coat with cement in

plastering and then painting it with water colors, would
not be a more durable, economical and beatiful finish than

the usual method. It would certainly have this advantage

that the surface could be cleansed at any time with water.

There are several errors in regard to cement which it

may not be amiss to advert to, in the conclusion of this

long letter. It is supposed that a cement is valuable in

proportion to the rapidity with which it “setts.” “I have

observed,” says Gen. Treussart, “ that mortars of hy-

drulic limes which sett very quickly did not exhibit great

resistance.”—p. 125. “Some persons are in the habit of

concluding upon the future goodnees of a cement by the

rapidity of its sett; numerous facts have satisfied me that

this indication is not always constant.”

—

Vicat. “My
own experiments have not convinced me that rapidity of

setting makes cement better eventually than ifit sett more
slowly.”—Gen. Paisley.

Another error, is in the quantity of sand used by work-
men in making cement mortar. I once found a contractor

building a culvert on a railroad in South Carolina, who
was using 5 parts cement to 1 of sand. It is an establish-

ed principle that cement is weakened in proportion to the

quantity of sand with which it is mixed. Where great

strength of bond is required, nett cement should be used.

There are few if any positions in which more than two
parts of sand to one of cement is allowable. Such is the

uniform statement of those men who have made this sub-

ject one of profound study, which they were obliged to

give it from the magnitude of the public works entrusted

to them.

Another error in the use of cement, is the application

of the second coat of cement after the first has become
dry. “The only precaution necessary to prevent cement,

whether pure or mixed with sand from being injured by
frost is never to allow any part of it to sett completely be-

fore a second coat is applied, for in this case the joint be-

tween two such coats is always a weak part and if water

penetrates into it, will be sure to give way if attacked

soon after by frost.”

—

Paisley, p. 74.

In view of the different uses to which cement may be

applied, would not an establishment in Augusta for its

manufacture on the spot be lucrative ? I am now using

one of Rowe’s Crushers, together with a wire bolt, costing

S‘10, in making cement. This machine, requiring only

the power of four horses, could be run by any of the pow-
ers, water or steam, now in use in Augusta. The burned

cement rock can be delivered in Kingston at 30 cents per

bushel. The burned rock is not injured by exposure to

the air, while the powder is much injured. At the above

rate, cement can be made in Augusta, at a cost of from

50 to 60 cents per bushel. If this price be compared

with the present cost of Northern cement, it will be seen

that its manufacture would be attended with a handsome

profit.

Will you oblige me by mentioning this matter to some
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one in your city, who has a small excess of water or

steam power, and who might possibly be interested in it 7

I am sure that cement made on the spot would have the

preference over any other, being perfectly fresh from the

mill.

It would give me great pleasure to be able to add snmc-

thino-, in regard to another use of one of the articles which

have been the subject of this communication— I mean

livie for manure. The extraordinary meth'^d adopted by

the authortties of the State Road “to develo: « the resources

of the State,” has effectually cut off Middle Georgia from

the use of this fertilizer, It is to be hoped that the plant-

ing interest will not rest content until this prohibition is

removed. I am yours respectfully,

C. W. Howard.

Kmgston, Cass Co., Ga., 185G.

Ri;marks.—We have further evidence ofthe great value

i
and economy of concrete buildings, which, in connection

j

with the experience of the junior editor, who is now

;

erecting a house of this material, will be given hereafter.

I
We thank Mr. Howard, in behalf of our readers, for his

' very valuable article.

—

Eds.

j

• •9- •

|^"The theme of Col. Johnston (pablished in our

last) is well followed up in the subjoined :

THE CULTIVATION OF THE MAN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The most of your

I

correspondents take the Soil for their theme, but I shall

take Man on account of the intrinsic importance of the

subject. Great progress has been made in the last few

years in mental education, and this should thrill every

heart with inexpressible delight; but I view the fact with

deep regret, that while our youths have been taught the

Drinciples and mysteries of science, and how to explain

the abti-use dogmas of philosophy and the laws that

o-overn the planetary wmrlds as they wheel through the

“void immense,” they have been allowed to live to a ruin-

ous extent in ignorance of Nature’s laws, as connected

with their own corporeal systems. Hundreds and thous-

ands, yea, millions ofconstitutions are early wrecked and

entombed in a premature grave after eking out a life of

misery and pain, because the laws that govern vitality

were not understood. As a general rule, it is perfectly

absurd to think of having a brilliant intellect and one that

will last and be adequate to great achievements in an ef-

feminate body
;
yet, it has become a common practice

even among those who should know better, to cultivate

the mind to the greatest possible extent, while the body

and its members are exercised to such a limited degree

that the muscles become flabby, bones soft, lungs weak,

cheeks pale, strength departed, so that the first rude blast

of exposure that assails the constitution, sinks our bodies

into the grave, and the “grim monster, death,” with all its

horrors, terminates this mortal life with its sanguine hopes

and bright prospects.

Why is it that many of our collegiates graduate with

shattered health and diseased bodies, which render them

unable the balance of life to use to advantage, the literary

lore that they have toiled to accumulate I The answer

is easy
;
the physical education has been neglected in not

taking wholesome and life-invigorating exercise. What

an instructive contrast do we find between the classic sons

on one hand, and those rosy cheek farmer boys on the

other, that a good portion of their time throw the maul .and

axe
;
that drink the bright nectar as it gushes from (heir

native hills, and inhale the fresh mountain air as it

sweeps o’er field and plain. J hey can run a mile, jump
and wrestle for hours, endure the chilly rain and winter’s

cold, shivering blast with impunity, or hunt raccoons
half the night through swamp and bog, and then rise nextt

morning in time to hail the “great king,” and bid him
welcome as he ascends in glory the eastern sky.

The reason why they have so much bodily vigor is

plain
;
they have received physical culture, hence, the

rose ofhealth blooms perennially upon their cheeks, their

appetite is strong, and sleep sweet, and dreams delio-htful,

transporting them to some lovely isle, where musical
warblers in Paradisaical groves enchant their hours awajv
in sweet melodious strains. They enjoy health, without
which neither wealth nor fame can make us happ

5
r,

though we dwell in a land “canopied by as lovely a sky as
ever charmed the gaze ofthe mountain bard,” and fanned
by as sweetly scented zephyrs as ever “awoke the melody
of Tasso’s lyre,”

The bible declares that man “shall eat bread in the sweat
of his face,” and our nature is so constituted, that unless

we labor the body never can enjoy its full amount ofhealth
and vigor. This is the reason why many soon grow
feeble and become unhealthy while going to school or
following sedentary occupations. This is the reason why
young men and ladies who have been accustomed to “in-

glorious ease,” so soon wither under the pressure of life’s

hardships. If there was no other consideration, the value
of health is a sufficient one to sustain physical education.

But there are other reasons
;
every one should know how-

to wmrk, for those who do not are not qualified either to

do it or have it done, and this is the reason why many
silly young men soon squander the property their fathers

had toiled a long life time to accumulate. Even if a per-

son is rich, worth his thousands, he may lose every cent
in a short time by fire, rnismananement, or unwdse specu-
lation.

“Riches often takes wnngs and fly away';” there are
various channels through which they sometimes escape,
hence the importance of every individual know'ing how'
to work; getting this knowledge will make a man healthy
and competent in the management of business, as he is

then able to either “hold or drive;” he is then indepen-
dent and able to support his family, though misfortune
sweeps from him all his earthly goods, and death wfill not
find him in puris naturalibus.

Those who do not receive a proper physical culture,

are generally weak in both body and mind, for the latter

is controlled by the condition of the former to a great ex-
tent

;
hence a w'eak body often makes a weak intellect

;

and again, those who have not been so trained as to mas-
ter difficulties and know something of hardships by ex-
perience, are not apt to be very studious and wdlling to

apply their minds to study or the routine of business so
as to secure that capacity for usefulness which is highly
desirable. It is a great misfortune that many are raisedln
idleness, and receive no valuable education at all

;
conse-

quently, their empty heads are so many workshops for

the Devil’s especial use, for no man can live idle in both
thought and action. These giddy-minded chaps spend
their time in running about the country, “killing time,”
“stuff out of which life is made.” Their constant employ-
ment is seeking amusement, spending money, keeping
bad company and getting into bad habits, as they soon
learn to drink, swear, gamble, &c.; when they reach this

point they are swiftly sweeping on to ruin with a full

head of steam and all their sails unfurled, and nothing
less potent than the povjer that rules the storm can save
them from the whirlpool and rock !
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It is getting to be quite fashionable for young men in

modern times, to follow no useful occupation whatever if

their fathers are worth a few “kinky heads,” and this is one

reason why our country is being filled up with proud,

vain, light-headed drones, full of vanity, indolence, aris-

tocracy and foppishness. This is the reason why so many
valuable estates are so unscrupulously squandered

;
370ung

men thus raised do not know the value of property, or the

hard toil requisite to accumulate it; they do not know the

worth of water “till the well is dry,” hence we find them

ruinously extravagant and superlatively trifling in respect

ready to countenance every vice and quaff from every

polluted fuuntain. They have been raised wrong, and to

make a change would be comniune honnin. If they had

been made thoroughly acquainted with the plow handle,

maul and wedge, and had travelled more in “the good old

way their fathers trod,” they would now be useful and

sterling members of society, instead of mere popinjays

!

I have but briefly discussed one branch of the subject,

but in order that an education be perfect, it must judicious-

ly blend the three togther—physical, moral and inlellec-

tual. James H. Oliphant,

Cedar Grove, Jefferson Co., Ga., 1856.

HILL SIDE DITCHIN&---CAPI. HAHDWICX’S PLAN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—-Some time since, I

requested you, if you had Capt. R. S. Hardwick’s letters

on Guard Ditches and Horizontal Culture, you would

greatly oblige many of your readers by republishing it.

With others that have practiced it just in my vicinity, I

unhesitatingly pronounce it superior to any treatise I have

ever seen upon the subject. By pursuing it, I am at this

time cultivating land and reaping a good return for labor

bestowed, that I before considered worthless. You will

doubtless conclude from the worn and soiled appearance

of the enclosed pages that its lessons have been imbibed

by many. Our lands are of a very fine loamy soil, entire-

ly free from gravel, and commence when cultivated in

ordinary way with straight rows, to wash the hrst crop,

and in a few years where the land is at all broken is unfit to

cultivate, and at this time vast tracts of land in our country

are beingleftas sterile wastes, that would have been worth

as much as it originally was had it been cultivated upon

Mr. Hardwick’s system.

I do earnestly hope you may find it convenient to re-

publish these letters, and I am convinced that our farmers

by practicing upon them will become settled and satisfied

with their homes and content to beautify and improve

ihem. I am certain of one thing, that no one can feel per-

manent at a place that is year after year washing into

yawning gullies and bare sterile wastes. I do feel that I am

under lasting obligations to Capt. H., for until I was put

in possession of his communications I had well nigh be-

come disgusted with my success as a practical farmer.

Wishing you success in your noble enterprise, I am,

Dear Sirs, yours Soc., D. E. Palmer,

Three Point Place, Tenn., 185C.

HILL SIDE DITCHING, BY CAPT. HAKDWICK.
By the urgent request of many of qur subscribers,

(says the Milledgevilie Recorder) we re-publish in this

number of the Supplement, the article of Capt. Hardwick,

on Hill Side Ditching, v/hich was written for and original-

ly published in our agricultural sheet.

The country owes a large debt of thanks to Mr. Hard-
wick, for the improvement of its lands, which has been
induced and so much aided by his practical and success-

ful method, as pointed out in the article before us. We
have in our possession ample testimonials in this regard.

And we feel it to be our duty to that gentleman, and one
which we perform most cordially, favored as we were by
being made the medium of its communication to the pub-

lic, not only thus publicly to express our obligations to

him for his useful labors in behalf of the greatinterest of the

country, but likewise to publish at least one of the many
manifestations of public gratitude, on the part of those

who have tested and been benefited by those labors. And
we select the testimony on this behalfof an agriculturist,

who is widely known as one of the best farmers and plant-

ers in this or any other country
;
one who is considered

in the large sphere of his acquaintance as a specimen

planter, whose example if followed will assuredly be bene-

ficial. Without further comment we publish below the

letter on this subject from Mr. Lawson of Houston county

although not written for the public eye, than whose testi-

mony on the subject of all relating to successful agricul-

ture, there is none superior. Who is public-spirited

enough to .second the proposition of Mr. Lawson I

Houston Co., April 25th, 1851.

Messsrs. Grieve Orme—I consider R. S, Hardwick’s

letters on grade ditches and horizontal plowing, decidedly

superior to anything 1 have seen on that subject. Grade
ditches and horizontal plowing, I regard as the greatest

improvement of the age, about which I know anything.

Mr. Hardwick is esteemed a public benefactor, and worthy
of a monument. But I would a little rather show my faith

by my works, while he is living, than after he is dead. It

is very rare that a public benefactor is rewarded. I am
willing to be one of a company of a hundred or of five

hundred, who will give a hundred dollar bill each, to

raise a fund subject to his order. My farm is worth
double, yes treble, what it was, and I am debtor to Mr.
Hardwick for it, I did not think ofsaying any such thing

when I took up my pen. But I do look on Mr. Hard-
wick as a public benefactor and think he should be re-

warded. My object in writing you is to request of you
two dozen copies of Hardwick’s letters on grade ditches

and horizontal plowing. Send them by mail to Hawkins-
ville. Yours truly, H, Lawson.

To Augustus Howard, Esq., Dear Sir—Before the re-

ceipt of your letter of the 19th May, I had promised the

editors of the Recorder, at their special request, an article

for the July supplement on the subject of graded hill side

ditches, and the horizontal method of culture. From their

letter requesting an article on that subject, it is obvious

that I was selected because of the article over my signa-

ture published in the April supplement, finding fault with

many of the systems now practiced by farmers on that

subject—alleging that various inquiries would be made of

them, convinced by that article which, it appears, was the

cause of your inquiries being made. Being under the

promise that I was to the Editors, and finding your letter

asking information of the same sort, I determined to have

your letter published and answer it through the same
medium. By this course I could comply with your re-

quest and fulfil my engagement with them at the same
cost of labor that it would take to answer one. To reply

to your inquiries fully in one communication, would re-

quire more space than the Editors could well spare in one

number; therefore, I will continue my letters to you
monthly until I have fully answered all your interroga-

tories.

Thus, sir, you have my reason for the publication of

your letter without your consent, which I hope will be a

satisfactory apology on my part for the liberty taken.
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That I may the more fully explain the system on which

I am about to write, and the more readily be understood

by you and others who may be desirous of information

on the important subject of graded h’11 side ditches and

the horizontal culture, I will begin with the A B C of the

method of operation.

The first thing, then, is the con'^truction and descrip-

tion of an instrument absolutely necessary to lay off the

work correctly— the opinion of many that they can lay

off SIS go.td a ditch or run as level a row, by the eye to the

contrary notwithstanding. Take two strips of plank, 1

inch thick, 3 wide, and 8 feet long; put them together at

one end by letting them into each other at such angle as

that the other ends will be just 12 feet apart from outside

to outside. Take two other strips of the same width and

thickness and of sufficient length, and let the end of one

into the side piece one-third from the top or crown, and

the other end one-third from the foot of the opposite or

other side piece. The other piece must be let in the same

way from the opposite side piece, which will cause them

to cross each other, where they must be let into each

other—the whole put together with inch screws, firmly.

Then draw a line from the outer corner of the foot of the

other, mark and saw off. This will make the instrument flat

on its feet when raised upon them. It would be well to put

on to the side pieces at each foot, a strip one inch thick

and as long as the foot is wide and even with the bottom,

to keep the instrument fiom sinking in the ground where

it is soft. The instrument now being complete—all but

having the level and grade block attached to it—should

have two good coats of paint to protect the wood from the

influence of the weather. Then procure a carpenter’s

spirit level, such as they use in leveling sills and plumb-

ing walls. Attach one end of it to the cross piece by
means of a screw; then place 3

rour instrument on the

ground so nearly level as you can judge by the eye, bring

the other end of the level on the other cross-bar, up or

down until the vacuum or air bubble in the tube stands

in the middle or centre. Then firmly grip the level to the

cross-bar with the hand, or a hand vice which is better,

carefully mark the feet of your instrument and change the

ends, being careful to put the feet precisely on the same
ground they stood on before. If the air bubble in the tube

stands at the same place you be certain ofhaving a perfect

level. Should you not have the true level—and it would

be an accident if you did—you will move the end of the

instrument on higher or lower ground, as may be in-

dicated by the bubble, until the vacuum or air bubble in

the tube stands one half the distance between the true level

point and the point that it occupied after the feet were first

reversed; thus you will continue to change until the air

bubble in the tube will stand at the same point with the

ends reversed, when you may be sure of having the true

level. Then firmly secure the end by means of a screw

as in the case of the other end. A better plan for attach-

ing the level to the instrument is by a box, that will just

receive the level, and attach the box just as I have direct-

ed for the level, with the level in it, because you can more
conveniently take out the level for other purposes, than to

unscrew it from the cross-bars, by having a hole in the

bottom of the box through which you can raise it out

with your finger.

Having got the true level, it is now necessary to get the

grade for your ditches. To do this, you will take a block

just as broad and long as ffie foot ot your instrument,

and as thick as >ou want your grade in 12 feet—say 3,

4, 5, or even 6 inches, if you want your water to run so

fast as to keep out of the way of that which is corning on

nehind—and attach it to a strip of the same width and

thickness of the side piece, and some 12 inches long, at

such angle to the block as will make the strip thus attach-

ed to the block run up and be ever, with the top and bot-

tun edge of the side piece when the block is placed under

the foot of the instrument. This strip with the block at-

tached should be firmly screwed on to the side piece, and
you have a farmer’s level, ready graded for running your

ditches. This minute description of the farmer’s level I

deemed necessary as many are using very clums]/ instru-

ments, with plumb-balls, very incorrect, especially in

windy weather, and as one-third more woi’k can be done

with the one than the other, and with double the ease to

the operator.

The instrument or level as I shall now call it, being

ready all but setting on the proper grade, brings up

that question on which there is such a diversity of

opinion varying from 3 to 6 inches in 12 feet. In the

discussion of this point, I take this position as incontro-

vertible; that the true grade is one that will bear off the

water without breaking over the ditch or washing it any
deeper. For if the grade is so great the ditch continues to

wash deeper by every heavy rain, it will have soon have to

be considered a gully, and treated accordingly. By this

rule every one can determine the proper grade for him-

self

More than ten years experience has confirmed me in

the opinion that the grade that l.give to my ditches is the

true one, and that a material departure either wa]^ will

prove mischievous. Slight variations either way will

make very little perceptible diffeience. It is safer, how-
ever, to depart slightly on the side of a greater grade than

on the side of too little. Because, in the one case your

ditch being incapable of carrying off the water, must

break over, while in the other case, the mischief that ac-

crues is only the washing of your ditch. A very good

and substantial reason why the grade should be no more

than sufficient to bear off the water is, that the less the

declension or grade of your ditch to answer the purpose

for which you intend it, the better it will encircle the hill,

and thereby protect more of the land which it was design-

ed to do. In other words, suppose you have a ditch to

rim 300 yards long, it will take 75 strides of your level to

run it; and by calculation, you will find that the mouth,

ofyour ditch will be just )8 feet and 9-12 lower than the

beginning point. But again suppose by way of experi-

ment that you change your grade from 3 to 6 inches and

go to the same starting point and go the same distance

300 yards; by cah’ulation, you will find that the mouth of

the ditch will be 37 feet, and 6-12 below the starting point.

This difference in the grade of your ditches, if the grade

of your land was only moderate, might make the mouths

of the ditches, as above spoken of, from 50 to 150 yards

apart, from which you will readily perceive, if you should

select 6 inches as your grade, that all the land between the

points where those two ditches would run would be un-

protected, supposing that to be the first ditch, and nearest

the top of the hill. I will now, sir, leave this branch of

the subject with you, to judge whether I have sustained

myself in the position set out with.

The grade given to my ditches is 3 inches in 12 feet on

porous soils that absorb water freely, and 31 to stiff argil-

laceous soils that absorb water less freely—SlandSsI
would put down as the very highest point. I have one

field 31, and I find that those ditches wash deeper, but

it would take several years for that grade so to deepen the

ditch as to make it mischievous. I have found that the

grade given to my ditches succeeds well when other

things are done as they should be, of which I am hereafter

to speak.

Having gone tlirough with the question of grade, and

given the one used by mysel.f, the u.se of the level is next

in order. The level being ready, v/ith the grade block

screwed on the thickness you intend to have your grade,

you will take it to the field intended to be ditched, accom-

1
panied by a small bey with a hoe suited to his size. The
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operator should first take a general view of the field and

get as well in his mind as possible the variations of the

hills and the common undulations of the land, and then

approach the highest point and examine round the hill-

from 30 to 75 yards, in proportion to the fall, to find out

where the- first collection of water will take place. This

you can judge of by the breaks or undulations of the sur-

face. Having determined that point, you of course will

start your ditch a few yards below that point, sufficiently

near to catch the water before mischief can be done the

land. You next determine to which side of the field you
will carry the water; and and that done, you place the

level with the end that has the grade block on it in that

direction and continue to move one or the other end up or

dowp the hill until the air bubble stands in the centre of

the tube
;
you, then, have a grade precisely the thickness

of the block
;
for the level being perfect before the block

was put on and the block now being on, and the air bub
ble standing in the centre, shows conclusively that the

land on which the block stands is just the thickness of

the block lower than the other foot of the level. You
then direct your boy to dig a small hole just in front of

the forward end of the level as a sign to show where the

level stood. The level is then moved forward in either di-

rection that you may please to go and the hinder foot is

carefully placed where the front one stood, and you look

to the air bubble in the tube to see if it is right, if not, you
move the forward end up or down, as may be necessary,

until the bubble stands at the centre, when you order your
boy to dig, and move on as before until you gain the end.

You then return to the beginning place and run as before,

taking care not to turn your level round unless you should

want to change the direction of the water and throw one-

half of it one side and the other half at the other, which I

invariably do ifit is practicable. Just here, I will remark
that all new beginners are apt to select some point at

which they want to discharge the water of the ditch, and
are apt to force the level up or down, as the case may be,

to gain that point. This is wrong. The level should be

allowed to select its own point, after you start, which it

will always d o better than the operator, ifproperly managed

.

Again by forcing the level, sometimes up and then down
in the same ditch in order to gain points to suit the views

of the operator mischief is apt to accrue when heavy falls

of rain have to be encountered, by water passing faster

wheto the grade is increased than where it is decreased,

so that the water in the parts of the ditch where it moves
slowest, is crowded on by the water from that part where
it has more grade and moves faster, and thereby endang-
ers the ditch. Once broke—and mischief ensues to the

land below
;
hence it is important that the grade should be

kept as perfect as possible.

Again, some operators are so tenacious of the coming
out point, or the point where they want to empty their

ditch, that they frequently make that the starting point,

and they about as frequently have a ditch where it does

no good. The first ditch having been laid out, you move
down the hill from 50 to 100 yards, regulating the distance

agreeably to the fall of the land and the probable chance
for water to collect so as to wash the land, and there se-

lect another starting point as in the first case, and run as

before. Thus you continue on until the field is finished.

It may not be amiss to remark that more depends on the

judgment of the operator in the starting point for his ditch

ihan anything else
;
for if you start at the proper place

and manage the level properly, the balance will be sure to

be right In selecting the starting point, the only guide
is your judgment, and when you find a place that you
fsel satisfied water will collect and wash the land below,
be sure to make that a starting point—or rather a few
yards below, and throw your water in whatever direction

may best suit the circumstances of the case.

The next thing to be considered is the opening of the

ditches and the implements necessary for doing it. The
first thing needed is a scooter plow, norse and boy, and
as many hands with weeding hoes as you may think-

necessary or proper to operate with. You will start ahead

of the horse, directing the plowman to follov.’- you, taking

care to follow carefully the chops in all their meanderings,

directing the plowman to do the same. This is important

that your grade may be kept perfect Three furrows are

run with the plow, the two last on the upper side of the

first, and just near enough to break the ground into each

other. The hands with their hoes then scrape out the dirt

on the lower side. On soft land this is sometimes suf-

ficient, where the land lies pretty well
;
but usually, I run

three or four more furrows in the bottom, not so deep,

however, as the first and take that dirt out. In the last

operation, I usually put behind a hand of the best judg-

ment, to finish off the ditch, preferring to have the ditch

rather wide than deep, concave in the bottom, with the

deepest part nearest the upper side, so that the weight of

water will not be against the embankment made by the

dirt taken out of the ditch. That part of the ditch occupied

by the water is usually about 2 feet wide and 6 to 10

inches below the common surface of the ground
;
but to

take a level from the embankment below is from 16 to 20

inches to the bottom. In middle Georgia it is not unfre-

quent that the operator comes in contact with gullies

—

they are, however, very easily overcome. The gully must

be first filled up with rock, pine bushes or poles even with

the bottom of the ditch and sufficiently up and down the

gully as to go well above the ditch, and well below under

the embankment. This being done, the whole should be

covered with dirt, and then the embankment raised below

the ditch by digging dirt from above and on the side of the

gully that the water goes off on, until it is sufficiently

high. It would be well to protect this part of the embank-

ment by placing stones in it if you have them convenienfi

Thus the operator may go on until the ditches of the field

are completed. Should stumps or trees be in the way of

the ditch, it is best to take them up
;
but if the operator is

careful he may pass them while running the ditch, by fore

ing the level below so as to pass without injury. Opera-

tors will find the land in better order to ditch or level, after

stubble than other crop, as the surface is smoother.

The next thing is to level the field, or rather lay off the

rows horizontally or on a level. To do this, the operator

will detach his grade block, and with his level and boy,

return to the highest point of the field. Within a few

yards of the apex or highest part, at either side or in the

middle, I usually take the middle as I can better judge of

the land each way—start your level, having the boy to

dig the holes as before at each set of the level. If you be-

gin in the middle of thefield, you must return to the begin-

ning place and run the other end out. That row being

done you move off from the row 20 to 50 yards, being

governed in the distance by the fall of the land : if very

abrupt, the distance should be less but if a very gentle

declivity it may be increased. Thus you may continue

on until thefield is all laid off. In laying off those rows

which are technically called “guide rows,” no attention

is paid to the ditches
;
whenever you approach one, cross

it as ifit was not there. A guide furrow or two being

laid off, you may start your plows to bedding, and both

operations may go on at the same time. Having a few

guide furrows run off as above referred to, you will start

on the chops of the first row, followed by your principal

plowman, and thus run out three or four of the guide rows.

The plowman then returns to the upper side of the first

guide row, and wiih a reed or small stick in his hand as

long as the width ofyour rows, and proceedsto run paraJ

le! thereto, regulating the width by the stick which I>e

will very soon do with great accuracy. Thus he con-
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:inues on until all the land is laid out above the first guide

furrow. Meanwhile another boy, with the same sort of a

plow, a scooter is following on, running one furrow al-

ways on the lower side, running first right and then left,

sufficiently near to break the ground perfectly into the

track of the other or first furrow. The reason for this

second furrow is obvious v/hen you reflect that a good

turning plow, such as Freeborn’s No. lU will turn the

dirt so far over a single furrow that in returning you can-

not break the ground perfectly into the first furrow run. It

therefore becomes necessary that your land may be per-

fectly pulverized through, and especially in the centre of

the bed where you intend to plant your crop. Having

finished above the first guide row, the principal plowman
comes down to fill the space between that and the second.

As in the case above, he starts in below the first guide fur-

row-followed by the other boy as before, running the

second furrow always on the lower side and runs parallel

to it, governed in the distance by his stick as before, until

he runs three or four furrows—governed in the number

by the distance of the guide furrow below—then he shifts

to the upper side of the guide furrow below, and continues
!

to run as many furrows as were run to the one above. By
this time the parallel rows will more than likely approach

each other on that part of the ground that is most abrupt,

and leave one or more places where the ground is more

level, not laid off or filled up, as it is technically called.

The ballance must be filled up with short rows on that

side which should seem to be the best level to the eye of
|

the plowman. Meanwhile the other plows may go on!

bedding up, by running the first furrow on the lower side
;

of the row, or a furrow, run for the purpose of bedding to '

and returning on the upper side of the same row or fur-

row and thus continuing on until one-half the middle is

taken on each side. The necessity for running the first

furrow on the lower side is obvious to every plowman. It
|

is because having an open furrow to turn the furrow slice i

into the resistance that would be otherwise offered to it by
!

turning up the hill, is removed, while returning on the up-

per side, the plow having the advantage of turning the

furrow slice down the hill is enabled to lay the dirt up
much better than if it was turning up hill, without the ad-

vantage of an open furrow to receive its furrow slice.

Thus the operation moves on till the field is completed,

without any regard to the ditches, other than to prevent

the plows from dragging or discharging their dirt in them

as they cross them.

The operator or manager may be somewhat surprised

at his guide furrows at one end, or at some point in

the field coming much nearer together at one point

than another. This not unfrcquently occurs, and al-

ways does, where the same level passes over ground

that is a steep hill, and at some other point, over that

which is comparatively level. In cases of this kind, much
judgment is to be exercised by the man that is filling up, I

and it not unfrequenily requires the judgment of the oper-

ator or manager and sometimes the level, to know on
which side to ihrov/ in the short rows, for the great object

IS to keep your rows as level as possible, 1

I am aware of the great objections that many have to
j

fne short rows that necessarily occur in the horizontal cul- 1

iivation
;
to these objections I will reply at the proper I

place. It will be proper, however, to make one or two
j

remarks, showing how time may be saved in plowing
j

those short rows, without dragging the plow from i

where a bunch of them may be finished in the middle ofi

the field, if you please, to the end to begin the next row.
j

And just here I will remark, that the crop is plowed m the
j

same way that I have recommended for the bedding of

the land, by running the first furrow on the lower side
j

of the row, and the returning furrow on the upper side, i

IVcw to the snort rows. A hand having started a: the i

end on the row next to the one just finished, in returning
on the upper side he finds a bunch of short rows above
him

;
he, however, goes on until he is going back wfith his

last furrow. When he gets to the end of the first short
row he stops and plows it; when it is finished on. arriv-

ing at its end and without stopping his horse he throws
over his plow to the place from which he first turned
round, and carries the farrow on until he comes to the
end of another short row

;
he turns and plows that and

so on until all are plowed; he then throws his plow over
as before and gains the end at his proper place.

I have now, sir, gone through with the description of

the level, the manner of using it in laying off the ditches,

of opening them, and the guide rows, the manner of filling

up between, and the method of plowing or bedding them,
which ends the chapter on these subjects. I hope I have
made myself understood

;
but if I have not, all that

3
rou

have to do is to interrogate me as to that particular point,

point out clearly the difficulty that seems to be in the way,
and I have no fears but that I can explain fully to yourunder-
standing the point that may be in doubt. I had intended

in this communication to give the whys and wherefores of

this system, and answer a few of the most prominent ob-

jections that are made to it, as well as to point out why
the various systems that are intended to approximate to

this, and the system which had suggested itself to your
mind, and spoken of in your letter, will not do. But I

am warned by the number of pages already %vritten, that I

shall quite occupy the space that the editors can conveni-

ently spare for one letter. In my next I will take up
those subjects, when the beauty of the system vdll more
fully appear. "With high regard,

Your most obedient servant,

R. S. HAUDwtcic.

Jocasde, Hancock Co., Go.

[To be Concluded.]

DEE? PLOWING.

Editors Southern Cultjv.ctor—Herewith I send a

few lines upon an old subject—old, but not exhausted, nor

even sufficiently appreciated here. It needs to be kept

continually before the eyes of our '‘go-a-head” farmers

who are too much addicted to rough and ‘•'make shift.”

culture—killing too often the goose in search of the golden

egg. It may arrest the attention of some one in bis pre-

paration of the next year’s crop, and thus fulfil its mission

of good.

It is at your service if you think it worth a place in tb.s

Cultivator.

Volumes have been written to prove the advantages of

deep plowing and thorough draining, and volumes will

yet be written again and again to urge and recommend
them

;
for they are the cardinal principles in all good til-

lage, and their value is too apt to be overlooked. They
require time and labor to perform properly, and unless

their value is truly estimated they are too often neglect-

ed in the hurry of preparation, and the anxiety to culti-

vate more extensively.

Let us condense in a few lines, some of the advantages

of deep plowing
;
by which is meant not only the thor-

ough pulverizing of the upper soil to a considerable depth,

but also the losening of the subsoil
;

for, within reeisou-

able limits, there is no doubt that the deeper the plowing
the more effectual it is.

Ist. It lets in air to the roots. The roots and more es-

pecially the small rootlets and spongelets at their ends,

need a certain amount of atmospheric air to perform tbei.'.

functions in a healthy manner. When the soil Is shallot'
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and badly pulverized they are forced to the surface and are

thus too much exposed to the the vicissitudes of the

weather. In deeper soils they have a wider range of pas-

turage and are not so much exposed to the alternations of

hot and cold—wet and dry,

2nd. U permits a freer access of air to the soil. There is

a constant disintegration going on in the soil; a breaking

down and pulverizing of the parts which have been turn-

ed up from below, when the soil is made of rocky matter

decomposing in situ. By this means fresh materials of

value are added and new elements introduced. To hasten

and carry on this process the oxygen of the air is neces-

sary, and the more freely it is supplied the more rapidly

it goes on. A good supply of air is also necessary to car-

ry on the fermentation and decomposition of any compost

manures which may have been applied.

3rd. It c2lov)s the freer passage of the small rootlets, which

permeate the soil and ramify in every direction, more than

through hard and compact ground.

4th. It perynits ofan easy passage to rain icater, which,

in a wet season, would collect on the surface and stagnate.

Nothing is more injurious to vegetation than stagnant

water, whether lying on the surface, or in'the water sobbed

soil. It arrests ventilation of tlie land, clogs the roots and

stem with deleterious matter, scalds the tender roots un-

der the burning mid-day sun, and chills them at night

from excessive evaporation.

On the other hand, by the free passage of rain water

downwards, the roots are supplied with carbonic acid and

ammonia, two gases highly important to vegetation.

5th, In time of d.routh it affords a passa^ge upwards of

the moisturefrom below, and thus furnishes a supply when
it is most needed. This moisture which comes from be-

low holds in solution more or less of soluble earthy matter

which is needful to the plant; and that portion which is

not used by the growing plant is left in the soil as the

water holding it in solution rises to the surface and evapor-

ates.

Thus, in one word, deep plowing gives air to the roots

and to the soil, allows a freer pasturage to the young
roots, lets off superfluous water from above when there is

excess, and permits the rise of moisture from below when
there is deficiency

;
and if any further argument is needed,

let any one look around him this dry season and note

how the deeply plowed and the shallow crops have fared,

and then, pencil in hand, make the calculation how much
he might have saved by incurring the additional labor

and expense of deep plowing. R.

South Carolina, Sept., 1856.

coNsrrnjTioN of the “beech island farmers’
CLUB,” OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

Article 1.—The name of this Club shall be the

Beech Island Farmers’ Club,” and its time of meeting

shall be the first Saturday in every month, at 10 to 11

o’clock, at the Club House.

Art. 2—The officers of the Club shall be a Chairman,

to be appointed at each meeting, and a Secretary and
Treasurer to be appointed annually. The Chairman be-

sides presiding over the meeting shall select and propose

some subject connected with agriculture for discussion at

the meetiug next ensuing, and appoint some member to

open the debate. The duty of the Secretary shall be to

keep a list of the names of the members, and record the

proceedings. The duty ofthe Treasurer shall be to receive

and disburse the funds and to report annually or oftener

if required by the Club.

Art. 3,—The Chairman shall call on every one pre-

sent for his opinion on the subject under discussion, but

no one shall speak longer than 15 minutes or oftener than

twice withou permission of the Club, and not a second

time until after all have been called on.

Art, 4.—Every member of the Club will be expected

to take at least one agricultural paper and also to try at

least one agricultural experiment each year and to report

the same, in due time, accurately and mmutely to the Club
in writing.

Art. 5.—No person shall be admitted as a member of

this Club if there are two opposing votes. All Clergymen,

School-masters and Editors of agricultural papers shall be

considered Honorary Members.
Art. 6.—Each member shall be entitled to invite one

person to a meeting of the Club, but no person residing

within ten miles of the place of meeting, in this State,

shall be invited.

Art. 7.—Each regular member shall pay five dollars

annually in advance for the support of the club, but each

member joining for the first time at or after the April

meeting shall be required to pay in advance at the rate ot

fifty cents for each meeting from the time ofjoining to the

end of the year.

Art. 8.—At the December meeting in each year,

twelve members shall be appointed by the Chairman by
ballot or by a Committee, as the members present may
determine, whose duty it shall be to provide a Barbecue

for each of the twelve ensuing meetings—each member
one barbecue. The meeting, for which each shall pro-

vide, to be settled by lot or any way the selected mem-
bers shall agree. The members thus designated shall be

exempt from the regular annual contribution for the sup-

port of the club, and shall also receive from the club in ad-

dition five dollars for each Barbecue.

Art. 9.—The members providing Barbecues are strict-

ly prohibited from furnishing any article purchased with

money, except ice.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT IN EDGEFIELD,
SO. CA.

The Edgefield Advertiser of recent date has the follow-

ing paragraphs:

The Cattle Show.—About two weeks since our town
was excited no little by the sudden appearance of two
brag bills, of two of our brag stock raisers, viz: Col.

Pickens and Col. Frazier, regularly caprisoned and pit-

ted against each other, and each owner perfectly san-

guine of bearing off the prize (a silver cup.)

A crowd of interested spectators, divided half and half

in their estimates of the fine points of these two noble ani-

mals, were immediately on the ground, and rendered it

difficult for the judges to please the majority. Col. F.’s

Bull was a full Devon and was well backed by a large

number of our best lovers of fine stock. Col. P.’s Bull

was a grade Durham with a cross of Brahmin, and for

his age was certainly well developed and handsome,

and had many admirers.

The decision of the judges after poising and undulating

for a long time amidst the anxiety of the spectators, final-

ly turned the scale in favor of Col. Pickens’ Bull
;
and

he went off bellowing with the cup, to the great conster^

nation of the majority of the crowd, and especially of Col.

Frazier.

Col. F. also exhibited some superior specimens of half

Devon stock, also a full Devon heifer, and some grade

Durham stock that will do credit to any show.

Another superior full Devon bull was also exhibited.

Col. P., exhibited some fine specimens of grade Ayreshire

stock, which, taken all together, was a cattle show that

was hard to beat.

Swine Show.—Here Col. Frazier and Col. Pickens

again were the main and only contributors in this show
of the best lot of stock hogs.

Of course they put themselves to the trouble of select-
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ing their very best specimens and they were certainly

choice porkers indeed.

The judges, however, were at no loss to decide in favor

of Col. Frazier’s lot, and they were tolled olF, squalling

after a silver cup of corn—victorious.

District Socikty Fair.—The effect of these last stock

shows, has excited the stock raisers of our neighborhood so

that they call loudly for our District show in October next.

It is thought advisable by many that it shall take place on

Saturday of the second week of next October Court.

Farmers, rub up your horses, colts, bulls, cows, hogs,

goats, chickens, and bring in samples of wheat, corn,

millet, cotton, insects, potatoes and a little of any and

everything that will be ofinterest.

The Executive Committee will give notice in our next

issue of the precise time for the Fair.

The Edgefield District Agricultural Fair.—-The

Executive Committee has appointed Saturday of the 2nd

week of October Court, for the first Fair of the Edgefield

District Agricultural Society.

It is hoped that the first show of stock, and agricultural

products in general, that our District will make, on so

short a notice, will do credit to the commencement. And
as “tall oaks from little acorns grows,” our people may, in

time, become the best producers of all that is choice in

agriculture, and whose energy, skill and industry shall

whiten every sea with the sails of her gi’owing commerce.

Coulter & Scooter.

We heartily second the above appeal of Messrs. Coulter

& Scooter. But where is our Edgefield Society ? Why
can it not meet and make some definite preparatory ar-

rangements'? In Fairfield such has been the course adopt-

ed and we see in a late number of the Register a long list

of premiums offered in all the various departments of ag-

ricultural skill. Can we not, at least, approach the pub-

lic spirit and liberality of our Fairfield fellow-citizens'?

Can we not prepare grounds, charge a small amount for

entrance ofstock, &c., as well as for the admission of

spectators, and in this way be enabled to put up a few

silver cups if nothing more '? We shall see.

FODDEE PULLING-CAN’T HELP IT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been a subscri-

ber to the Southe'ni Cultivator for several years, and dur-

ing that time have repeatedly seen articles condemning

the practice of pulling fodder. To me the arguments

against it are conclusive. We save 150 lbs. of fodder per

acre, more or less, and lose the same weight of corn per

acre, i. e.: we exchange 150 lbs. corn for 150 lbs. fodder

and give as the difference of the two articles li day’s labor

of a hand. I conceive the 1 r day’s labor of itself to be an

equivalent for the fodder. Yet how we (I mean in this

section ofcoumry) are going to obviate it I am unable to

say, unless it is by reserving so many acres for crab grass

bay.

Some seasons we would get a fine crop, and again would
not gel enough to pay us for the trouble of mowing it.

1 have tried cutting up corn and shocking it as 1 used

to do in the North, but I cannot cure it here one time in

ten, as about that time we have a shower every day and
.sometimes three or four of them. Provided we could

cure stalk fodder it would not answer to feed horses and

mules, as they could pick only a few blades off of the front

.stalks in the rack and no more.

I have sowed corn broadcast and tolerable thick so as

to prevent the stalks growing large, that it might be more
easily cured and handled

;
the stalks I believe would aver-

age about three quarters of an inch in diameter. When
about 61 feet high it commenced tasseling and firing at or

&boul the same time. In six or eight days after I cut it to

prevent it from burning up. I had it spread as cut and
then turned every day, the sun shone very hot and yet

the 4th day after it was cut it was so full of sap that I

could squeeze it out by twisting the stalk. I finally cured
and housed it and I must add that neither mules nor
horses will touch it as long as they can get fodder saved
in 1854—all that I saved in 1855 has given out. In try-

ing to cure the stalk the blades had become perfectly black
with the dews and sun.

In the August number, under “ Hints for the season,”

yousay “Cov/ peas, for hay, may be sown
;
cut when

the pods are beginning to form,” &c., &c. On the 28th
or 29th of July, 1855, I sowed cow peas broadcast; on
the last of October I cut them

;
they were full of young

pods, but no ripe ones. After letting them dry four days
in the field I hauled and spread them out in the horse lot

and other places adjacent, so that I could house them in

case of rain. After being spread out five days in the

horse lot, &c., I housed them and found, after two days,
that they commenced heating. Having no more time to

lose, from picking cotton, I commenced throwing them
out to my horses, mules, cows and oxen, but they would
not eat them when they could get fodder or shucks.

About the last of April I sowed an acre of cow peas

broadcast for hay. I intend to cut them just before frost
;

the were sowed on hill land. The other experiments were
made on bottom land.

Clover will not do here for the simple reason that our
soil is deficient in lime. In the North before we had
timothy and clover we sowed garden peas broadcast and
mowed them for hay and they answered an excellent pur-

pose. Can you or any of your numerous subscribers in-

form me how they will do here '?

Thus far I have been unable to find anything that will

satisfy me as a substitute for fodder. 1 intend trying the

garden pea, millet, &c., &c.

As much opposed as I am to pulling fodder I shall have
to submit to it for the present. Respectfully,

T. C. C.

Mill DaUy Miss., 1855.

BEES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Permit me, through

your columns to give answers to Nos, 1, 2, and 10, of A.

T. Sherrill’s interrogations, page 270.

The hive I prefer is that recommended by a person of

the name of “Nutt;” it can be purchased at Geo. Neigh-

bors, High Holborn, London, with glasses, thermometers,

ventilators and all sorts of useful and ornamental appli-

ances, but a hive may be constructed upon the same
principle by any country carpenter, that will do quite as

well, thus:—Make of inch board three boxes each 12

inches every way
;

let them be united and placed on a

stand in a row
;

let the sides which come in contact with

the center box and the corresponding sides of the center

box be perforated with augur holes so as to give the bees

means of free communication— and let each side so perfor-

ated be provided with a piece of tin to slide over the per-

forations so as to cut off the communication. Let an early

swarm be put into the centre box, the tin slides being

down. Bees never swarm except for wantof space— they

will cluster around the mouth of the hive from excessive

heat within, but after a while disperse again. The swarm
being received in the centre box, should be allowed to re-

main there undisturbed until the following spring, when
signs of swarming will be observed

;
then draw up the

slides so as to give the bees access to one of the side boxes

and the disposition of the hive to throw off a swarm will

immediately subside, and the bees instead will forthwith

commence operations in their new apartment. As soon

as this may be filled with comb and honey—say in six
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weeks time—the disposition to swarm will again be

manifest
;
then pull up the slides on the other side and the

bees will go to work there
;
as soon as they appear well

under way in side box No. 2, insert under side box No, 1

the muzzle of a pair of bellows, blow gently and the bees

will leave it, passing through into the centre box; then

put down your slides and take away side box No. 1 and

you will have 25 lbs. of virgin honey without the loss of a

bee. As soon as emptied replace it, and when No. 2 is

full let the bees into No 1 again, and so on. By this plan

are gained what I regard as great advantages

:

1st, All swarming is prevented,

2nd. No bees are ever destroyed when the honey is

taken.

3rd. The centre box, never being disturbed, contains

enough for the winter subsistence of the hive.

4th. All brood and discolored comb will be found in the

centre box—the side boxes will always contain honey as

pure as virgin honey, though the hive may be many years

old.

The common box gum is objectionable, because to ob-

tain the honey the bees must be destroyed, and because

the greater portion of the honey when obtained is discolor-

ed by the bee bread—brood comb—and by the heat to

which tlie hive is subjected in order to produce the young
brood. F. T.

We publish the following, in response to the

wishes of our Texas subscriber (“C.”) in August number

page 234

:

THE MANUFACTURE OF CHEESE.

Milk from healthy cows always contains the same
substances, but the proportion of these substances varies

considerably, according to the age of the cow, breed and
distance from calving. The kind and quantity of food,

and the general treatment of the cow also influence the

composition of milk to greater degree than is generally

supposed. It is difficult, therefore, to state, even approxi-

mately, what is the average composition of milk. We
have been at the trouble, however, of collecting such
analysis of milk as have been made by reliable chemists,

and obtain the following figures as the mean of eighteen

separate determinations. According to these analyses,

10,000 pounds of milk contain :

Water
Casein or curd.... 391 “

Butter ....398 “

Sugar 476 “

Salts

Casein, or pure curd, is almost identical in composition
with the white of egg

;
with the albumen of grass, roots,

hay, &c,; with the legumin of peas and beans
;
with the

gluten of wheat &c.; and with all the so-called protein

compounds of oil cake, bran, linseed, corn, barley, oats

and all substances used as food. These foods also contain

oil or butter, as well as starch or sugar, and salts
;
so that

we find in milk precisely the same substances as in grass,

hay, roots, grain, &c.

Milk when drawn from the cow is always alkaline; it

contains free soda. Casein or curd is insoluble in pure
water, but readily soluble in water containing free soda.

It is the soda of milk, therefore, that keeps the curd in so-

lution. The oil or butter is contained in little bags or

films of casein, and is not disolved but simply suspended
in the water. The sugar and saline matter are of, course,

held in .‘-olution.

Such is milk when drawn from the cow. By allowing
st to cool and remain quiet for a short time, the little bags
of butter, being specifically lighter than the other portion of

the milk, rise to the surface and are known as cream.

Other changes soon take place. The milk coagulates and
at a warm temperature soon becomes perceptibly sour.

The cause of this very simple. At a proper temperature,

by the absorption of oxygen from the atmospnere, the

casein undergoes a slight transformation, and re-acts on
the sugar of the milk, converting it into lactic (milk) acid.

This acid immediately unites with the soda which holds

the curd in solution, neutralizing it, and forming lactate

ofsoda, while the casein, being insoluble in water, is pre-

cipitated
;

or, in common parlance, the milk becomes
cudled. The conditions favorable for fermentation

—

heat,

light and moisture—are, therefore, unfavorable for preserv-

ing milk sweet.

Milk can be instantly curdled by the addition of an acid

and in some countries, spirits of salts (hydrochloric acid)

and vinegar (acetic acid) are used instead of rennet for

“setting the cheese.” In these cases the soda which holds

the casein in solution is neutralized by the acids, and the

curd immediately becomes insoluble, and is separated

from the whey as in ordinary cheese making. Cheese so

made, however, is hard and unpalatable.

The only way to makegood cheese is to produce lactic

acid from the sugar of milk by fermenation. A great

variety of means are employed for this purpose. As we
have said, the casein in milk will of itself change the

sugar into lactic acid and curdle the milk; but before it

does this it has itself begun to ferment, under the influ-

ence of light and heat, and by the absorption of oxygen
from the air. If curd be exposed to the atmosphere for a

few days, and then added to milk, it coagulates as quick-

ly as rennet, and is often used for this purpose. A num-
ber of vegetable substances, such as the juice of the flag or

thistle, a decoction of the dried flowers of the artichoke or

thistle are also used as rennet. All animal substances in

certain state of decomposition will convert the sugar of

milk into lactic acid, but, although pig’s bladder is still

used in some countries in Europe, it is conceded that the

stomach of the calf, properly prepared, is the best sub-

stance for this purpose.

RENNET AND ITS PREPARATION.

When fresh, the membrane of the calf’s stomach is in-

soluble in water, but when it is salted and kept for several

months exposed to the air, a portion ofitssurfabe is de-

composed, and becomes soluble. It is this soluble decom-

posed, or more properly decomposing membrane, which
is the active principle in rennet. It is a soluble, highly

nitrogenous substance, having its elements in a disturbed

state, and therefore, highly effective in inducing change

in the elements of other bodies with which it is brought in

contact.

In preparing rennet, we have to check the natural de-

composition of the stomach by the use of salt—otherwise

it would communicate an unpleasant flavor to the cheese

—but at the same time keep the salted stomach long

enough to permit its elements to become disturbed by the

action of the atmosphere. In the celebrated Cheshire

cheese districts of England, the skins are cleaned out and
packed away with salt in an earthen jar till the following

years. They are taken out a month before use, stretched

on piile sticks and dried. A square inch of the skin for

each 15 or 20 gallons of milk is saked for 24 hours in a

solution oflukewarm water and salt, and the whole pour-

ed into the milk and well stirred. In Gloucestershire the

cleaned stomach is salted and pickled and dried
;
and

when at least a year old, it is well sodden in salt Vv^ater;

half a pint of which is sufficient to coagulate 50 gallons

of milk. In Ayrshire the contents of the stomach are pre-

served
;
the stomach is well salted, both inside and out,

and dried for a year or more
;
and when needed for use, the

whole is chopped up and placed with salt in a jar, along

with water and new whey, which, after two or three days,

is strained to remove impurities, and is then ready for use..
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In the dairy districts of this State, the stomach is emptied

of it^ contents without scraping or rinsing, salted and

dried and kept for one year. Then it is soaked for 24

hours in tepid water—a gallon of water to each rennet

They should be frequently rubbed and pressed to get out

all the strength. The liquor containing the soluble rennet

is then saturated with salt, allowed to settle and strained

to separate the sediment and all impurities. It is then fit

for use. It should be kept in the stone jar, and in a cool

place. As much of the liquor is used each morning as

will set the cheese firm in 40 minutes. We have visited

many excellent English dairies where the same syatem is

adopted. It is, in our opinion, better than placing the

rennet itself in the milk. The stomach may again be salt-

ed, stretched and exposed to the air for some months,

when it can never be used over

—

a fresh portion of the

membrane having been decomposed by the air and ren-

dered soluble. This fact, and others that might be men-

tioned, sufficiently prove that it is not the gastric juice of

the stomach that is the active ingredient in rennet in co-

agulating milk.

TEMPERATURE OF THE MILK, SCALDING, &C.

As eheese making is a fermenting process, it is influ-

enced materially by heat proceeding within certain limits,

faster or slower, as the temperature is raised or lowered.

In England, the milk is generally raised to a temperature

of 85 degrees Fahrenheit before adding the rennet. In this

country it is set cooler, and raised to a higher tempera-

ture after the milk is coagulated. This is called “scald-

ing.’^ The word is a bad one—calculated to mislead.

To “scald the curd” would be to spoil the cheese
;
but all

that is meant by the phrase is raising the temperature of

the whey and curd to about 100 degrees Fahi'enheit. This

“scalding” process has many advantages; among others,

the cheese requires less pressure, and the milk can be set

at a much lower temperature—say 80 degrees Fahrenheit.

Scalding should be done with care and nicety. For-

merly it was done by heating a portion of the whey and
pouring it into the cheese; but there is danger of injuring

a portion of the cheese by over heating it. A much bet-

ter method is now generally adopted by the dairymen in

the northern counties of New York and it is one of the

greatest modern improvements in the art of cheese mak-
ing What our English friends call the “cheese tub,” is

made of tin, and is placed in a wooden frame, so fixed

that it can be surrounded by hot or cold water, as desired.

The evening’s milk is strained into this tin, as it is brought

in warm from the cows
;
and is kept cool by allowing cold

water to run round it. The morning’s milk is added to

the cooled evening’s milk and if not then sufficiently warm
water is poured round the tin till the proper temperature

is attained. There is some difference of opinion on this

point; we know good dairymen who add the rennet to

the milk of 80 degrees, and others not till it is as high as

90 degrees. The curd should come in about 40 minutes.

Shortly afterwards, the curd is cut up with a “cheese

breaker,” and then the temperature is gradually raised by
pouring warm water round the tin. Many err by raising

the temperature too fast. It should not be increased more
than a degree in five minutes. In many dairies, a steam-

er is employed for heating the water surrounding the tin,

containing the milk or whey and cured, as also for sup-

ply hot water for washing utensils, &c.

SEPARATING THE CURD FROM THE WHEY.

They English method of separating the whey from the

curd by allowing it to settle, and dipping off the whey, is

too slow for a go-a-head American. In some of the dair

ies we have visited in the northern districts of this State,

a lattice fame work, on which a large cloth is spre.id, is

fitted into a sink, connected by a pipe with the receptacle

for the whey, or pig cistern. The whey and curd are

dipped on to this cloth, they whey running through in a

few minutes, leaving the curd on the cloth. A little cold

water is then poured on the curd to keep it from packing.

Some, however, prefer to cool whey and curd together,

by putting cold \vater round the tin. When the whey
has all drained away, the curd is broken up fine and salt-

ed. It is then placed in a cheese hoop and pressed for 24
hours.

There are a number of excellent cheese presses, but

probubly none superior to that invented by Mr. I>ick.

The Self Acting Press, so called because the weight of the

cheese is the power which creates the pressure is frequent-

ly used in small dairies. In the dairy districts of this

State, Kendall’s Cheese Press would appear to be the most
popular, being cheaper than Dick’s and more efficient than

the Self-Acting Press. A weight of 20 lbs. at the end of

the lever gives a pressure of 10 tons. In all presses it is

very desirable that the pressure should faithfully follow

the cheese as it shrinks.

THE ENGLISH PRESS THEIR CHEESE MORE THAN WE DO.

The English dairymen, as a general thing, do not scald

their curd, and hence much more care is needed, in salt-

ing and pressing than in the process generally adopted

by intelligent cheese makers in this country. In Cheshire

after the curd is separated from the whey, it is put under

a hand press for an hour or two, and as much ofthe whey
expressed from it as possible previous to salting. Whet
taken from under the hand press, it is broken quite fine

by hand and salted. It is then put in the cheese hoop,

and pressed slightly for six or eight hours. It is then taken

from under the press, pierced with a wooden skewer it

order to open channels for the exudation of the whey,
covered with a clean cloth, and put under a heavy pres-

sure till next morning, when a clean cloth is again put

round it, and a heavy pressure applied till it will no long-

er wet the cloth. Cheeses are frequently left under the

press three or four days. “Scalding” expels the whey
from the curd more effectually than can be done by the

most powerful and long continued pressure, but it is a

question whether at the same time it does not destroy some
of the desired flavor of the cheese. If our dairymen should

“scald” less, and press more, their cheese would be more
highly prized, at least in the English market— Genessee

Farvier.

EMASCULATION OF COLTS, MULES, BULLS, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Why did “Enquirer,*

of Cave Spring, Ga., write all the way to the Cidlivator

and then wait 2 or 3 months for some ofyour correspond-

ents to inform him of the “most approved method of cas-

trating mules and horses V' when Asa lives withia

10 miles of his door. Asa never failed to do the work
“jam up,” but once, and then “he was not there,” and, of

course he was not responsible for what followed on that

occasion I, therefore, refer K —
,
or “Enquire” to

Asa for information. But for fear he may not see Asa in

time to save his next mule, I will give Asa’s method. He
performs the operation with the horse upon his feet, and

sears with a red hot iron, then app'ies table salt to the

wound. Bathe the parts night and morning with greasy

dish-water, feed lightly and keep the bowels opea.

Ninety nine cases out of one hundred, treated as above,

will be well in a few days. But if inflammation should

take place (which is almost invariably the result of neg-

lect) bleed freely from the neck vein, and keep the wound
clean and open; and in addition to all the above, keep

the horse or mule to itself—no horses near to annoy.

E>o this. Mr. X- ,
and I will pay for all the mulee

and horses you will lose from castration for the next tO

years. Yours, &c., Morr Light

Utica, Miss... 1856.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Bonk Dust,—J. J. H.—This valuable fertilizer may be

obtained from D. C. Lowber, New Orleans, or Sands &
Worthington, Baltimore.

Osage Orange Plants form Seed.—A. G.—The best

plan we know of is to put your seed in a strong bag, and

steep them in a running stream G or 8 days. Then plant

in moist soil and press the earth well down upon the

seed. Cuttings of the roots will grov/, but cuttings of the

branches are very uncertain. The Osage Orange tree

is diaecious or sexual in its character, and if your tree

stands isolated, it cannot possibly produce perfect seed.

The flowers must be fertilized by pollen from a tree of the

opposite sex. The drouth you complain of has,, we fear,

been general throughout the country.

Chinese Sugar Cane.—C, W, M.—This plant is all

and more than has been claimed for it. Read the Report

of Gov. Hammond, and other articles in present number.

D. B. Plumb & Co., of this city will soon have the seed

for sale, put up in packages to go by mail. See their

advertisement.

Critics.—H.—This paper shall always be a medium of

free discussion for Southern agriculturists, but we cannot

permit ill-natured controversies or offensive personahties,

Our avocations are all peaceful, and should be made lofty

and ennobling. Let the politicians do the snarling and
vituperation. It is not in our line

;
and while the pres-

ent writer has charge of this journal, it shall never de-

scend to invidiousness or discourtesy toward any corres-

pondent or other person, however widely our views may
differ.

New Strawberry,—Mrs. W.—We know nothing exper-

imentally of the new plant you speak of. We have not

succeeded well with the English varieties, and do not think

our hot climate suitable to them. Hovey’s and Walker’s

Seedlings, the Ohio varieties, and a few others, combine
all desirable varieties.

Fruits for the South.—L, G.—See various Nursery
advertisements in present number. The catalogue will

be sent you about the first of October.

Planting Trees.—Hancock.—From the fall of the leaf

in October, until the middle of January—but especially

daring November and December, is the proper time. Do
not delay until spring, if you can possibly plant in the

fall.

A host of valuable original communications yet

on file for publication. We are very grateful to our friends,

and will print their favors as soon as possible.

THE ATLANTA FAIR!

It must not be forgotten that the Fair ofthe Southern

Central Agricv.Uvrol Society

f

opens at Atlanta, on the-

20th of this month (October.) Let every one contribute

something that will add interest and value to the exhi-

bition. Georgia has heretofore been a leader in Agricul-

tural Fairs, and she should maintain her position. Her

Planters, Farmers, Horticulturists, Mechanics, Stock

Raisers and Manufacturers must be “up and doing.”

And the Ladies ! too, who are never backward in a good

cause, will, of course, grace the occasion with the usual

display of choice articles in household, economy and the

rare products of the needle and loom. All classes thus

combining together, the Fair must prove entirely success-

ful.
_

New Advertisements.—We publish this month an

unusual number of new advertisements, a list of which

we append, calling to it the particular attention of our

readers :

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

Evergreen Trees at low prices.

To Nurserymen, Stocks and Seedling Trees.

Californian Evergreens.

Bulbous Flower Roots, all the foregoing from. Ellwan-
ger & Barry, of Rochester, New York.

First Fair of the South Carolina Agricultural Societjr.

Fast Trotting Stallion, St. Lawrence.

Fruit Trees, C. B. Swazey & Co., Yazoo City, Miss.

Pomaria Nursery Wm. Summer, Pomaria, S. C.

Troup Hill Nursery, Robert Nelson, Macon, Ga.

Downing Hill Nursery, Peters, Harden & Co., Atlanta,.

Ga.

Devon Cattle for Sale, Dr. W. P. Harden, Waddnsville,

Ga.

Chinese Sugar Cane Seed, D. B. Plumb & Co.. Augusta,
Ga.

Fruitland Nursery, D. Redmond, Augusta, Ga., &c., &c.

A Rare Chance!

September Peaches.—Our thanks are due man5f of our

friends for responding so promptly to the request in our

last number respecting September Peaches. We hope that

all having fine late or early seedling Peaches, Apples

or other fruits will carefully label or mark their trees,,

and send us samples of the fruit The South is full of the

finest Fruit, and it will afford us great pleasure to aid in

its dissemination in any way.

Chinese Sugar Cane—Caution !—^From the resem-

blance of the seed of this valuable plant to that of the old

“Chocolate Corn” or “Chicken Corn,” (from which it en-

tirely differs in all other respects) and from the fact that

it readily mixes, while in bloom, with other varieties of

Millet, those who desire the genuine Sugar Millet must

be careful to procure pure seed, and to keep it pure after-

wards, by planting it entirely separate from ail the Millet

family.

Back Numbers of the Cultivator Wanted.—We are

desirous of obtaining several of the May and November

numbers of this journal for 1855, to complete our files,

and will cheerfully pay 20 cents each for all of either daiE

sent us in good order.
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GRAPE CROPS OF OHIO AND THE SODTH.

We learn from the Ohio Valley Fanner that only about

a third of a crop will be realized in Ohio this year. The

cold winter killed a large number of the fruit buds, and the

rot has injured many vineyards that had partially escaped

the extreme cold.

We do not hear of any failures in the South, where
j

native Grapes have been properly cultivated. Much dis-
j

appointment, however, has always resulted from the at-

tempt to naturalize grapes in our vineyards, and

observing vintners are fast coming to the conclusion long

since reached by our Ohio friends, that the Catav:ba\s the

great Wine Grape of the country. The samples of Mr.

Axt, (elsewhere noticed) were very superior, and we
doubt not his Wine will sustain its last year’s reputation,

when it acquires sufficient age.

We trust all Southern vintners will promptly respond to

the challenge thrown out in Mr. A.’s communication in

present number. JVe consider the success of Vine cal-

:ure in the South beyond all question
;
but will be glad of

further proof to quiet the scruples of the doubters. So,

let us have the Wine test, by all means.

Fine Catawba Grapes !—We are indebted to Mr
Gharles Axt, the well-known Grape Grower, of Craw-

fordville, Ga., fora very liberal supply of his Catawbas, of

the largest size and fihest flavor. These Grapes w’ere pro-

duced on vines only 2^ years old from the cutting, and are

really astonishing samples of what skill can do in our

highly favored clime. We wish Mr, Axt abundant suc-

cess in his laudable efforts to turn our old fields and waste

lands into productive and profitable vineyards.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR “SORGHO SUCRE.”

Truly ! “great oaks from little acorns grow.” In the

spring of 1855, v/e sent our friend, Mr. Peters, of Atlanta,

a few seeds of the Chinese Sugar Cane, and the note be-

low gives the result. Accompanying this note, came to

us a sample bottle of thick, sweet syrup, equal in all re-

spects to New Orleans “Sugar House,” but of a racier

and more agreeable flavor. Every planter in the South,

who chooses, can now make his own syrup and sugar at

a very cheap rate, and gather from the cane an excellent

' top of fodder besides. See elsewhere, the Report of

.
ov. Hammond, of South Carolina, which is very conclu-

de on this subject

:

Editors Souther.v Cultivator—I send you a sample
c syrup from the Chinese Sugar Cane, or Sugar Millet.

I r.e wife ofmy overseer boiled in a common iron pot 20
cf the canes and sent me as the result one quart and two
gills of the syrup.

Early next week I shall have my iron rollers at work
and expect to turn out the syrup by the barrel, as I have
several acres from the seed you sent me for garden culture

in April 1855. Richard Peters,
Atlanta, Ga., Sept., 1856.

Colic in Horses.—Take 1 oz. of Laudanum, 1 table-

spoonful of Salerretus, and 1 pint of Whiskey. Put all

into a quart bottle and fill with water. If the attack is not

severe, give half at a drench. If severe, all. It seldom

fells of effecting a cure .—A Correspondent, J. P. F.

The Downing Monument.—A tasteful monument

(says the National Intelligencer) to the memory of the

late Andrew J. Downing, has just been placed in tlve

Smithsonian grounds by the fi fends of that valuable and

lamented citizen. The monument consists of a large and

massive vase, finely carved, resting on a block four feet

square, with sunken panels, each containing appropriate

inscriptions, descriptive of the virtues and professional

merits of the deceased, who was disiinguislied as a land-

scape gardener and writer on rural subjects. The entire

structure is ten feet six inches high. The Government

and public of Washington are indebted to the taste and

judgment of Mr. Downing for the beautiful arrangement

of the parks and public squares of that city.

The Sugar Crop in West Baton Rouge.—The crop

of sugar in West Baton Rouge, averages about 8,000

hhds. We are told by a gentleman who has been over the

parish since the wind and the rain of last week, says the

Cornet, that ihe crop this season will not amount to more

than 1,400 hhds. As much as S225 per acre has been

offered for cane, standing in the field, for seed —N. O.

Creole.

Our Louisiana friends will be obliged to plant seed of

the Sorgho Sucre, or Chinese Sugar Cane—a plant in

many respects superior to the true cane. See report on

the merits of this new plant, in present number, also the

advertisement of D. B. Plumb & Co.—Eds.

Errata.—The heading of the article on page 298, pre-

sent number, should read;—“Chinese Sugar Cane; its

value as a Sugar, Forage and Grain Producing Plant.”

Since preparing that article, we have received further and

incontrovertable evidence of the great value of this plant-

and shall probably return to the subject in our next.

The Ohio wine crop is estimated at 500,000 gal-

lons. The quantity bottled by Mr. Longworth this sea-

son is 150,000 bottles, and with that added to his previous

stock, he has now in cellar full 300,000 bottles, mostly

quarts, of which twenty thousand are of Isabella. The

demand rapidly increases.

Chloroform upon Animals.—Itbeing necessary a few

days ago, to perform an operation upon a favorite horse

belonging to Rev. A. W. Burnham, of Rindge, N. H ,

chloroform was applied with complete success. The horse

laid down quietly in a sound sleep, and did not wake till

fifteen minutes after the operation w'as over, having ap-

parently suffered not a particle of pain.

Crops in Texas.—The editor of the Houston Telegraph

writing from Anderson, under date of August 13, gives us

the following gloomy account of the crops in that neigh-

borhood :

There has been no change for the better in the crops.

Cotton is unusually backward, the picking very light,

and the new forms shedding rapidly. The prospect is

slim for half a crop. One half the hands in the country

are idle. The corn crop will fall short of a third yield

j

Very few fields will average fifteen bushels per acre, while

!
others will not produce a bushel in ten acres. This is

no exaggeration. There-is here and there a farmer who
: will make thirty to forty bushels to the acre, and have

j

corn to sell. Old corn is still selling at $‘l per bushel.
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KOEIZONTAL PLOWIITG-GEADING LAUD.

On reading Col. Cannon’s explanatory letter of his sys-

tem of “leveling land,” which appeared in our August

number, we confess our surprise to find that he calls the

mere horizontal plowing of side hills the leveling of land.

We did not for a moment suppose that two operations so

unlike, and so generally understood, were confounded by

the force of a sheer provincialism in the use of language.

Horizontal plowing, hill-side ditching and terrace culture

are, doubtless, as old as the city of Babylon
;
and each

now resorted to, mainly to prevent the washing of the

.soil. In many places, nothing more is needed than to

plow a good furrow parallel with the horizon, leaving the

land as far from being “level” as it was before, This we
now understand to be Col. C.’s practice. In the State of

New York, where a single county often sends a Repre-

sentative to Cpngress, such is the comparative density of

population and high price of arable land that steeper side

hills are cultivated than any in the South. There, what

•are called hill-side plows, with turning mouldboards, are :

.generally used, by which every furrow is turned down

hill, as well as run at a water level, as near as may be,

from one side of the field to the other. Such are the phy-

sical properties of the soil in that State, and generally at

^he North, on the Drift formation, that neither hill side

ditches, nor terraces are required. Substantially the same

-state of things doubtless prevails in Tennessee; so that

we fully credit all the statements of our correspondents in

that quarter, while not doubting those of Mr. Harmon of

Mississippi, who finds horizontal plowing utterly fail to

prevent washing. Our experience and observations in

-New York would fully sustain the soundness of the theory

<of Co], Cannon; and at the same time, our recent experi-

ence in Georgia compels us to believe with Mr. Harmon,

•that, until our land is adequately leveled, ditches will be

found indispensable. By “'adequately leveled land” we
mean that which may be cross-plowed, or plowed both

ways, without any danger of washing. Does the “level-

ed land” of our Tennessee friend permit him to cross-plow

.his side hills 1 Obviously it gives him no such advantage

;

and our objection to hill side ditches is in part that they

interfere with thorough and economical tillage. If they

are so nearly level as to prevent any washing at the bot-

tom and sides, they soon fill up and run over, and impose

a pretty heavy annual ta.v to keep them in good condition.

If they have full enough to carry off both sediment and ail

surface water, the latter will be almost certain to wash the

banks ( f the streamlet, and thus cause, in the end, much

damage. Hillside ditches are at best mere temporary ex-

pedients— niake shifts for single crops. Like a withe, or

wooden togvle to mend an iron cliain when broken, they

are far better than nothing, nevertheless.

Taking an enlarged and just view of agriculture, may

we not regar l the annual cultivation of the soil as one of

?he mo-t enduring of hutnan occupations'? Why, then,

refuse to sladv vy/ys and provide means to make the sur-

face' o'’ the so l precisely w.' at it ouglit to be, as well in

reference to cultivation and washing, as to iis chemical

and physical prnptrties ] Regard thefdtm, or plantation,

as a permanent domestic institution
;
as the back- bone of

the State; for such it really is. Weed out of the agricul-

tural heart that gipsy spirit of vagabondism, which every-

where forbids the m.ost substantial improvement of arated

fields. While we could not subscribe to Col. Cannon’s
supposed plan to reduce all hills and valleys to a water

level, we hoped that he had discovered some process by
which an improvement on vrhat was before known, was
attained. But if we are not yet in the dark, he fails to

level either up or down, (as he would the toundation of a

house placed on a side hill,) so much as one square yard

of the land he cultivates. We suggested the cost of grad-

ing railroads simply to indicate that any practice of the

kind would be too expensive
;
and not to intimate that

such was Col. C.’s practice.

Water that falls from the cloudsjs Nature’s grand level-

ing power operating on continents. It is rain water that

washes our plowed fields, forms our richest river bottorasi

by the abrasion of hills and mountains, and wdiich in skil-

ful hands, will make our side hiUs in a thousand cases,

as nearly level in all directions, as is desirable. In some
instances, the existence of solid rock will prevent the per-

fect action of running water in modifying the surface of

farms, where they are too uneven
;
but on a large major-

ity that now wash, we conceive it to be practicable by
proper embankments to elevate and extend the lower por-

tions with earth brought from the upper, to the ultimate

benefit of the whole. The principle for which we con-

tend is this ; The made lands along the banks of our .large

rivers, and smaller streams gains much more in fertility

than the uplands near their sources lose. We have seem

the earth washed out of a few cub^ yards in an old-field

gulley, enrich several acres when spread over the land by
water, and deposited as a sediment. Aqueous deposits of

mud have been highly prized for enriching- land ever

since the banks of the Nile and of the Euphrates -were

first cultivated. Natural springs often bring the elements

of fertility up from great depths and spread them out for

the nourishment of plants, for many miles, as their waters

flow towards the ocean. .Protracted dry weather, which
causes water to come up from the deep subsoil by its

abundant solar evaporation, gives to the surface soil a new
supply of valuable salts, potasli, soda, magnesia and
lime, which are involatile In the region where the

writer resides, a heavy rain has just fallen, and washed
indefinite tons of these fertilizing salts into the nearest

rivers. To avoid losses of this kind, whether by the re-

moval of soluble or insoluble matter, of that w'hich is or-

ganic or inorganic, we lay down the rule that neith^

earth nor surface water should ever be permitted to rum

(the earth passing as mud or otherwise in water) from any
field.

Water that passes from a higher to a lower level should

evaporate before it leaves one’s estate, to keep thereon the

cream of the land. In this way,embankments will gradually

secure that degree of uniformity of surface which compels,

on properly worked land, all rains to to sink into the earth.

With too steep a grade, a part, and sometimes, a large

part, of surface water runs to a lower level. Fill up this

lower level wherever practicable, until good plowing wiS

keep the water where it falls, as nature wisely distribute©

it. No definite inclination can be stated
,
because one kind

of soil will not wash a particle on a particular grade,where

another kind will run off like quicksand, or light vegetable

mould. Where a smooth rock comes near the surface, ojr

where the subsoil is nearly as impervious as solid rock,

there most of the water on uplands must seek a lowei:

level Sand hills are always liable to wash, and some-

times those composed mostly of clay. Deep plowing and

subsoiling are valuable preventives, for they increase the

capacity of the ground to take up and hold water. These

operations had better be as near on a level with the hori-

zon as practicable.
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In conclusion, we beg to assure Col. Cannon that no-

thing could be further ftom our wish and thoughts than to

say a word in our criticism that might give him “pfiin.”or

be deemed “exceptionable. ’ L.

Inititnltnial ItjjmtmEnt.

GRAPE GROWING IN THE SOUTH-REJOINDER OF
ME. CHARLES AXT--CHALLENGE TO VINTNERS.

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—I notice in the Sep-

tember number of your journal (pages 5BS and 289) two

articles, in reference to a previous article of mine on Grape

culture, published in your July number; and with your

permission, I will attempt a reply.

In answers to the remarks ofR. Buchanan, of Ohio, I

would state ; that I was born in Germany, on the Rhine,
and have been familiar with Grape Growing and Wine
Making from my earliest boyhood. Upon my arrival in
Augusta, eight years ago, my attent.'an v.-as, very natur-
ally, turned to the subject of Grape culture, and I spent
some time in travelling about the couutiy, examining the
growth of the vine, and the general state of agriculture. I

was first impressed with ti.e character of the chmate,
which struck me ator.ce as the finest that I had ever known
for Grape culture and \<iv.e Making. I mentioned this

to several (otherwise) very intelligent gentlemen, but they
almost invariably assured me that “ this country [the
South] would not produce the Grape in roerfection”—that
there was “something in the atmosphere’’ that destroyed
the crop, See., &c, I differed from, this opinion, entirely,
being unable to discover anyfiang in this bright, dry and
sunny atmosphere that could possiblj.-- have an unfiworable
effect.

For the purpose of extending m.y ob5ervatio.ns in the
same direction, I proceeded further up the country; where
I found in most gardens Grape Vines, and some very
poor specimens of the fruit. Obtaining permission to ex-
agiine the vines fully, I soon discovered that the bad
management of the people themselves in the culture and
tnmmingof the vines, formed thegreatest drawback to sue-

1

cess. On sflch places, 1, therefore, offered ray services

gratis, to trim and sucker tlie vines properly, according
to their condition and the season.

The more I extended my observations, the more con-
vinced was I that Vine Culture would be the most profit-

able rural occupation in the South, if we could only dis-

cover the mode of culture and trimming best adapted to

the climate. I instituted a series of experiments running
through three years, at the end of which time. I felt sure
that I had discovered the proper and only plan that could
insure perfect success in the Southern States. This plan I

shall consider a model, at least until some person discovers !

a better. My Vineyards are not raised like those of either
j

Ohio, the Rhine, or France—neither are they like those of
j

Italy or Spain, so far as I can learn from works on the I

subject. My system of Vine Culture fur the South is
j

adapted to the climate. It is my own, and differs in many
!

respects from all others—as the unprecedented growth
j

and productiveness of my different vineyards has abun •
!

dantly proved. « I

When writing out the article for your July number, I
j

was fally prepared for the cry of “humbug,” and “ .^Torus

Multicanlis but to stop all cavil and doubt on the subject,

I invited evem/body to visit my Vineyards, the present sea-

1

son, and judge for themselves as to the correctness of my
statements. Quite a number of gentlemen have availed

themselves of this invtation, and to each and every one of

them I confidently appeal for full co.afumation of al!

teat I stated or claimed.

I

It may, perhaps, surprise Mr. Buchanan, when I state

I

that the Committee of gentlemen appointed to visit my
three year old Whitfield vineyards (near Dalton, Ga .)

I

found an average ot /ifty-/ice yi)b) bauckes of the Catawba
Grape on each vine ; but, fearing this statement might

j

draw too seveily upon the credulity of the public, they

I reduced the avern 2:e to forty (40) bunches per vine, ond so
I published it in their Report of the meeting.* The truth

I

of the matter is,that the gentlemen of the Committee found

the product of these 3 year old vines running to 30, 40, 50.

GO, 70, 80, and, in one case, hundred and twobvn-chvi

each

!

These bunches they averaged six to the pound
though in one case, this season, I have cut a bunch weigh-

one pound and a quarter, which was, among others, sold

in Augusta, at the rate of 25 cents per pound—having

been sent there merely to show in what perfection the

j

Catawba Grape could be produced here, even in the dries:

and most unfavorable seasons.

These (Whitfield county) Vineyards veexe planted from

the cutting in February, 1854, and are at the present time

a little more than two and a. half years old. J plant six-

teen hundred "(IGOO) vines to an acre. Twenty-five

pounds ofsuch grapes as the above yilded me this season

from the press twenty pounds ofjuice, capable of produc-

ing 2 gallons and 1 pint (SI cpiarts) of Wine. Taking,

therefore, the lowest average of my Whitfield Vineyards

(40 bunches per vine) and 1600 vines per acre . the yield

ofjuice, (at evenG bunches of grapes to the pound) would
be 10,6GG and 4 Gthlbs., which with proper management,

will produce 9 gallons of wine toevery 100 pounds ofjuice
—or, 9592 gallons of new wine per acre.

When it i.s remembered that the Committee took a nmcl

loioe^ average than facts would have justified, it will be

conceded that my claim to the production of 1000 gallons-

per acre of 3 year old vines, is by no means as preposter-

ous as my critics would make it appear. Practical vint-

ners will readily understand the foregoing calculations,

which are especially intended for them.

I estimate JMr. Buchanan very highly as a gentleman

and Vintner, and should be greatly pleased to meet him in

the South, and exhibit to him the capacity of our climate

and soils, when properly understood, for the production of
the finest Grapes and Wine,

I will now devote a few moments to “A. C.,” of Aiken,

S. C., who, notwithstanding his “seventeen years’ experi -

ence,’’ is and has been evidently not on the right track. I

regret that his success thus far, has not been commensur-
ate with his very persevering efforts, which were
worthy of a better reward. “ Experience ” in the

wrong direction, scarcely entitles a gentleman’s opinions

to be received as those of “Sir Oracle,” and I, therefore ,

am forced to regard the views of “A. C.” as having ho
very especial bearing upon the subject. That I have not

fallen under notice until last year, is, perhaps, unfortu-

nate for me
;
but that my system of Grape culture, should

not have been understood and practiced in his vineyard

during the past “seventeen years,” is, I think, still more
unfortunate for him!
The great difference, I suspect, between my^ system and

that generally practiced bv others, is that I direct all my
efforts to tlie raising of large crop of while! ^hey

seem content with a still larger crop of wood or stalltf, on
their vines. The direction of nearly all the sap aiTd sub-

stance into the production offruit, instead of woody jibre—
in short, the proper trimming of the vine— is a most es-

sential matter
;
and must be better understood than as

present, before tlie common culture of the vine will fully

succeed, even in t!ie unrivalled climate ofihe 8outh.

To conclude— to settle the, matter of guat’iu in Wines,
and at the same tiotc get up a test that will benefit all

parties interested, I propose:

*8ee Ihl.s Report iu pre^-ont nuiubcr.—Rns.
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meet all makers of Wine in the South or else-

%vhere, at Augusta^ Ga., on Wednesdo.y the bth of Novem-

ber, 1856, with samples of my Wine of present year’s vint-

age, to compete with any Wine of similar age that may be

produced—a committee of disinterested gentleman tojudge

of the quality of each sample by mimhers affixed to the

bottles, and with no knowledge of the maker’s name, until

iheir judgments are recorded,

I throw out this invitation to my brother Vintners in

the most friendly spirit
;
and hope all Southern Grape

Growers v/ill respond to it in your next number. Let us

judge each “tree by its fruits,” and give liberal and gener-

ous encouragement to'every enterprise which is calculated

to develope the many dormant resources of the South, in-

stead of clamorously vociferating humbug ! humbnigH’^

and striving (in vain) to clog the wheels of progress,

I am, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

Charles Axt.

Craxvfordville, Ga,, Sept. 8, 1856.

Editors friendly to Vine Culture in the South are

respectfully requested to copy the above. C. A,

EVERGREENS FOR THE SOUTH.-NO. 4.

Qiiercu.s (Oak).—Though 20 evergreen species of oak

are known, two kinds only are as yet used for ornamental

purposes in America, both ofthem are growing spontane-

ously in the Southern States.

Quercus virens (Live-Oak,) a tree of middling size, with

a very dense, symmetrical head, and

Quercus acquatica (Water Oak), a lofty tree with a

very graceful habit
;
both species are very suitable for

avenues.

Another evergreen, the Cork-Oak : ,

Quercus Saber, a native of the South of Europe has

recently been introduced, and as it is not only highly or-

namental, but also profitable on acconnt of the well known
“Cork” which it yields, it is to be hoped that it soon will

be largely planted. It is is but a small tree, not growing
more than 20 feet high.

All oaks, in order to grow thriftily, require rich soil.

They are best propagated from acorns, which should be

planted immediately when ripe. Should this, however,

be impracticable, they must be kept in dry sand until

they can be planted. They can also be grafted on the

common White-Oak.

Rhododend.ron —This shrub has, and deservedly, been

called the “queen of evergreens.” The gorgeous flowers

of the most brilliant colors in great variety, form a most
beautiful contrast to the dark green foliage. Unfortunate-

ly they all a little hard to cultivate, although several

species grow wild in the mountains of the South. Rko-

dodend.ron puncfalum

,

with rose-colored flowers, is the

easiest though the least beautiful ; it is quite common on

the banks of the Savannah river. Rhododendron maxi-

mum is found almndantly at the “Tallulah” falls. A very

line variety, called “McDowell’s Rhododendron,” has

recently been described in the Southern CultivoXor

.

By
far the most magnificent species, however, are the ''Sik-

kim Rhododendrons,^^ from Himalaya mountains in the

interior of Asia. The botanical name of the “Sikkim”
•species is Rhododendsron arboreum, and in their native

country they attain a height of 20 feet. Varieties, com-
prising an endless variety of colors, have been raised from

the seed All Rhododendrons require a cool, damp and
shady situation and where the location does not afford

these qualities naturally, an artificial shade-bed must be

made, where the ground as well as the atmosphere can be

kept raoi't by frequent waterings and syringings. The
fine varieties of thU tribe are best propagated by inarching

on the stems of Rhododend.ron puctatum, which is raised

from seed. They can also be multiplied by layers, but it

is a slow way. Such soil, in which the common Honey-
suckle of our woods (A.2raZe«) will luxuriate, isAvell adapt-

ed to the Rhododendrons, particularly when some coarse

white sand (so called silver sand) is added to it.

Serissa fcetida (Star Myrtle), from Japan. This beauti-

ful little shrub with numerous, pure white, star-shaped

little flowers which are produced abundantly in the spring

and afterwards repeatedly through the summer, has hither-

to always been considered a green-house plant. It has,

however, with me withstood not only the last very severe

winter, but also the exceedingly hot and dry summer with-

out the slightest protection. Propagated from cuttings
;
3

feet high.

Solanum,.—This tribe, which furnishes us some of the

best vegetables, as Irish Potatoes, Tomatoes and Egg-

plants, has also added a beautiful climber to our ornamen-

tal department; it is the Solanum Jasminoides, which
stands our climate well, and is generally admired for its

beautiful clusters of white flowers, incessantly produced,

from the earliest spring until arrested by frost. Propa-

gated from cutting and layers
;
10 to 12 feet high.

Spartium scoparium (Scotch Broom), a very common
and troublesome weed in the northern part of Europe,

particularly on account of its exceedingly strong and
tough roots. It stands our climate well, and its bright

yellow flowers render it quite ornamental; 6 feet high.

Spartiumjunceum (Spanish Broom), with slender, rush-

like twigs and a rather drooping aspect, resembles the

former, but grows stronger, more like a small tree, and

produces larger flowers
;
8 to 10 feet high.

Spartium monasparmum, also called Genista monasper-

ma, with white and very fragrant flowers, is perhaps the

finest of all the Spartiums; 4 feet high.

Though the Spartiunu will thrive well in good land,

still they are remarkable for being satisfied with the poor-

est sand, where nothing else will grow. Propagated

from seed and cuttings.
° •

Thea Bohea and Thea viridis (Tea plant), belong to

the Camellia tribe, to which it bears a great resemblance.

It forms a nice little bush, not exceeding four feet. The
white, single flowers are produced in January and Febru-

ary.

Viburnum 'Finns

.

also called La.urus Finns, from

Spain, is a well known winter blooming shrub, always
forming a neat little bush. The flowers, at first pink, and
when fully open, pure white, are produced abundantly and

in clusters very early in the Spring. Requires rich soil.

Propagated by cuttings and layers; 4 feet high.

Viburnum japonicum.—This very fine evergreen shrub

lately introduced from Japan, is, as yet, quite rare. Leaves

large, leathery, ovate, very glossy green, shining as if

over-brushed with varnish. The pure white and fragrant

flowers are produced in clusters Requires rich soil, mois-

ture, and a little shading while young. Propagated by
cuttings and layers

Before concluding the article on Evergreens, 1 think it

proper to explain an expression so often made use of in

this communication, viz : “Shade-bed.” It is frequentlj^

said that the shade of trees is injurious to the growth of

all plants. This is in most cases a mistaken noiion. But

large trees have also large roots, which draw all the sub-

stance from the ground, frequently for a distance of fifty

feet from the stem and this is unquestionably the “root

of the evil.” Horticulturists who are compelled by pro-

per means, to shelter their tender plants against severe

frost, are equally obliged to protect their favorite plants

from the scorching sun in a hot climate like ours. Arti-

ficial shade-beds must, therefore, be resorted to, and such
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persons only as have tried them can fully appreciate

them.

It is only a scaffold six feet high that a person may
easily pass under it, slightly covered on the top, while

the sides are left open. Very open bagging will answer,

but where canes can easily be obtain they are preferable.

"With strong hemp twine, previously soaked in oil or tar,

the canes are tied together, one by one, until a perfect

blind is made. Six feet wide by twelve feet long is a con-

venient size. Such blinds are easily made, and whenever
not needed they can be rolled up, and stored away. They
can be made open enough for the admission of air and
rain, and will last for many years.

Such a blind will also be an excellent protection for

all half-hardy plants against cold weather, in fact they

give more protection than most persons would suppose.

This is particularly to be attributed to the more equal

temperature, which they cause by excluding the sun.

Robert Nelso.v.

Mac&n, Ga., 1856.

"HOO SUNG”~CHINESE ASPARAGUS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Enclosed please find

a sample of “Hoo Sung” seed. It is sown here early in

the spring very thin, or started in a hot bed and trans-

planted about 6 inches apart on very rich soil. In wet
seasons a succession crop may be sown all through the

summer. It is used when small as an ordinary salad, and
when the plants shoot up to flower the stems are cut in

lengths, cooked in water with salt till tender; it is then

taken out on a dish, and sweet milk and butter previously

heated poured over. By seasoning with salt and pepper,

(and vinegar if desirable) it will be found a very palatable

dish—a good substitute for asparagus.

The Cidtivalor now comes most regularly—none miss-

ing so far
;
and indeed it is the first of about a dozen

monthlies that come to greet me on every new month. I

am much pleased with it, and particularly so on account

of the interest awakening in the South in relation to the

grape and wine making. The grape is a favorable hobby
with me. With the best wishes for the prosperity of the

Cultivator, I remain, very truly.

Your friend, J. B. Garber.
Columbia, Pa

,
August, 1856.

Remarks.—Many thanks for the seed. We will give

it a trial next year. Your letter to “Broomsedge” was

duly mailed. Can you not give us some Fruit Notes from

the Old Keystone State I—Eds.

FLORIDA FRUIT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The seven numbers
of the Cultivator duly to hand, and I am so well

pleased with them, could I not replace them, their weight

n silver could not get themi

1 should like much if the products of Florida were more
fully noticed, viz : the Grape, Orange, Lemon, Lime,

Pine Apple, &c., &c. The Cultivator is for the South,

and the above are Southern fruits. I expect to remove to

Florida in the fall, and should like all tlie information pos-

sible, and any and all information [ can impart to you I

will most cheerfully give. Respectfully yours,

L. H. D,

Hickman, July, 1856.

Remarks —We have published much on the produc-

tions of Florida in previous volumes of this journal; but,

for the benefit of new subscribers, would be pleased to

publish more. Will our friend, Col. L C. Gaines, of

Welaka, or some other competent person, furnish us an

article on the tropical productions of Florida I—Eds.

ROTTING OF APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS ON
THE TREE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the May number
“G. B ,” ofDesoto county. Miss., makes a request ofyour
grey beards—what will prevent the rotting of apples on
the trees I and that before they mature. Now, my
board is tolerable grey

;
yet I would not convey the idea

that I am old or very much experienced. With your per-

mission, Messrs. Editors, I will give an idea, notso much in

reply to “G. B.” as to request a discussion of the subject.

It is a subject of vast importance, and one that hundreds of

us feel deeply interested in. In this (Haywood co.,Tenn.,)

and surrounding counties it is lamentably true that apple
,

for 4 or 5 years prematurely rot and fall, and this year it is

the case with peaches to some extent
;
some varieties of

apples, however, not so bad. Winter apples rot much
more, indeed it is confined almost entirely to late fruit.

Old orchards are doing little or no good, and young or-

chards do not entirely escape. Your remarks to “G. B.”

though short, imply a great deal, and I believe are mainly

true, yet they are not satisfactory. Seedlings in this sec-

tion are as liable to rotas others. Many of the Northern

varieties are worthless here, and I am fully satisfied that

trees planted in the South should be raised here. It is

manifest to a careless observer that orchards in this coun-

try are not ‘‘properly cultivated,” yet our people are wak-
ing up on the subject of fruit culture, and I heartily wish

the cause of the rot could be assertained, and a remedy

applied.

I have thought the extreme dry and wet, cold and hot,

for 4 or 5 years past had somethiHg to do with the rot.

The reason why old trees are much more subject to rot, I

think is from the fact that some property of the soil neces-

sary to making and maturing fruit, has become exhausted.

Early in thespring, I noticed some insect (not the cater-

pillar) had punctured and eaten the leaves, and on thoso

trees every apple has rotted and fallen. It may be injury

done by insects, either to the tree or fruit, that causes the

rot. Fruit should never be permitted to decay on the

soil beneath the trees. In every apple, pear plum and

cherry which is prematurely cast, there exists a minute

insect which eats its way out in time, and becomes the

source of evil to the succeding crop. Swine turned into

orchards in June and permitted to have access till the

fruit is gathered, guard against insects by destroying the

fruit that produces them.

I am pleased to see in your valuable journal that South-

ern men—men of ability and experience—are trying to

enlighten us on the subject of fruit culture as well as other

subjects. We have been looking to the “Great North”

long enough for information. Our soil and climate re-

quire different management. I hope they will continne to

write—give us “line upon line, precept upon precept,” Here

a little and there a greit deal— undl our favored country

becomes, what 1 believe it may, one of the best fruit coun-

tries in the world, Haywood Co., Tenn.

GEORGIA VINE GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.

A few Vine Growers of Georgia having this day converv-

'ed, v/ith others who felt interested in the subject, to wit-

ness the growth and products of the vineyards of Whit-

field county, owned by Dr. E. W. Green and Messrs. Ja.s.

Green and L. E. Wilson.

Dr. E. W. Green was called to the Chair, and Col.

Benj. E. Green requested to act as Secretary. After

conferring together, it was

Resolved, That we organize a Vine Growers’ Associ-

ation for the State of Georgia.

Resolved, That Messrs. Hayden, Peck, Muhlenbrink,
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and Reynolds be appointed a Committee to examine and
report on the above-mentioned vineyards, and that all who
take an interest in the subject be invited to accompany
me Committee.

Resolved, That all persons engaged in the Culture of the

Vine, and all who take an interest therein and will give

attention to our proceedings, may become members of

this Association, and are invited to attend our next meet-

ing, at Atlanta, on Thursday of the week of the Fair, in

October next, for more perfect organization.

Resolved, That a Committee of three, to wit : Hon, Mark
A. Cooper, Col. Benj. E. Green and John B, Peck, Esq.,

be appointed to draft a Constitution to be presented at our

next meeting.

Resolved, That the report of the Examining Committee
when made, with our proceedings, be published in the

Southern Cultivator and Soil of the South, and such other

papers, as will oblige us.

E, W. Green, Chairman.
Ben, E. Green, Secretary,

Dalton, Ga., August 19, 1856.

The Committee appointed by the Vine Growers of

Georgia to examine and report on the Vineyards of Whit-

aeld county, submit the following

REPORT:
Your Committee have examined three vineyards, to

wit: that of Lawrence E. Wilson, containing 2^ acres;

that of Dr. E. W. Green, containing 4 acres, and that of

James Green, containing 2| acres. We found these vine-

yards, which were commenced in February, 1854, in a

high state of cultivation and bearing freely, averaging
about 40 good-sized, well developed bunches of grapes to

each vine, mostly Catawba. The cuttings were planted in

drills, 7 feet apart and 3| feet distant in the drills; in

^ound prepared by turning up the soil 18 inches deep,

in red and gray land, some of which was exceedingly

gravelly, and, to all appearance, very poor. The bearing

vines were three-quarter to one and a quarter inches in

diameter, trained to trellis, about 62 feet high, and then

topped off. The grapes, though not fully matured, were
of an exceedingly fine quality, and quite equal, in the

opinion of your Committee, to any other grape raised in

the open air in this State, as a table grape. These vine-

yards were planted by, and have been under the exclusive

control and direction of Mr. Charles Axt, whose skill as

a vine grower and dresser is abundantly proved by the

high state of cultivation and perfect success of the vine-

yards examined by your Committee, and we recommend
him to all who may desire to engage in this profitable

branch of agriculture.

J. A. Hayden, Chairman.
Dalton, Ga., Aug. 19, 1856,

VINE GROWING IN GEORGIA.

We are under obligations to Mr, Charles Axt for a fine

lot of Catawba Grapes, from his vineyards, near Dalton,

Whitfield county. Certainly we have seen nothing of the

grape kind that equalled these, either for idchness of flavor

er luxuriance of growth, A bunch ofMr. Axt’s grapes,

is indeed a perfect curiosity. At the distance of a few

paces it appears like one solid grape.

Mr. Axt is already well known as a German vine
grower, who has devoted himself for the past five years to

the cultivation of the grape in Georgia. We are happy
to learn that his efforts have been rewarded with complete
success. The experiments made by himself, not only on
his own vineyards in Whitfield county, but elsewhere
Jahrougbout the State, have fully satisfied all v/ho have

interested themselves in the matter, that the cultivation of

the vine in our State is no longer a matter of experiment,

but an enterprise which promises to add materially to the

wealth and happiness of the country. Mr. Axt thinks

that no part of the Union is so well adapted to grape cul-

ture as Georgia, and the success which has attended this

business in the Northwest, satisfies us that wine must, in

time, becomes an important article of the commerce of the

State.

A meeting was held in Dalton on the 19th inst,, for the

purpose of forming a Vine Grower’s Association
,
and we

will if possible lay the proceedings before our readers in a

few days,—Atlanta Intelligencer.

INSTRUCTION ON THE ART OF MAKIBiG WOS^E.

BY CADET-DE:VAUX,

Published by order of the French Governme.ui,

TRANSLATED BY J. R., OP AUGUSTA, GBORGrlA.

[Continued from our September vAurJnr
]

OF CLARiriCATIOK,

If the racking or the drawing off of the vritae has not

affected its clarification, isinglass dissolved in a small

quantity of wine is introduced into the hogshead, and
well stirred with small twigs. When the glue has settled

down with a portion ofthe lees it has combined with, the

wine must then be racked. In Southern climates the use

of isinglass is dreaded, and as a substitute they use the

whites of eggs; one dozen is sufficient for 60 gallons.

KEEPING OF WINES.

It is often with wine as with fortune, difficult to acquire

and still more difficult to preserve. Wines, whether in

hogsheads or bottles, are generally kept in cellars
;
the

largest and closest vesssels are the best. Who has not

heard of the enormous capacity of those vessels of Heidel-

burg in which wine is preserved for ages, and continually

improving: the vessels in which wine is put, and the

places where they are kept, require particular care,

or bottles.

Bottles contribute to the preservation or alteration of

wine, according to the quality of the glass; tartareous and
gaseous wines are susceptible of alteration when the glass

is tender; the carbonic gas free in white sparkling wines,

and the tartar in those wines where it is predoniLnent,

keep acting upon the salt that enters in the composition

of those glasses
;
the glass and the wine decompose each

other.*

OF CELLARS.

There are cellars where wine keeps perfectly well
;

in

others, it suffers and undergoes alteration—cellars should

in preference face the North
;
when they are too dry, the

hogsheads shrink, and wine oozes out
;
when thejr are too

damp, they moulder; it is, therefore, requisite to have a

constant and well regulated degree of moisture
;
the light

should also be moderate
;
when it is too great everything

dries up, and when too obscure, everything rots. Cellars

should be made proof against commotions
;
the shaking

occasioned by the rapid passage of a carriage agitates

and raises the lees, and disposes wine to acetification
;
this

kind of agitation, however, is salutary to wine when
bottled. Thunder is one of those great causes, witich, by
the confusion it produces in the atmosphere, naturally

acts upon wine
;
the vessels in which it is kept do not pro-

tect it sufficiently from the action of the electric fluid. All

vegetable or animal substances, susceptible of fermenta-

tion, and especially of putrefaction, must be removed from
places where wines are kept. There are countries where

*I knew tile effect, and .su.epected the cause of the altoraiiou o'

wine in the bottles, but never saw an e.xp]anat\cii before.

McCl
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certain species of wines cannot bear the influence of the

atmosphere. Burgundy wines cannot remain long in

Brittanny, and the wines from Bordeaux improve in that

province; the constitution of the former, being weak and

delicate, is destroyed by the saline atmosphere of the

place, which on the conti*ary exercises a beneficial influ-

ence on the strong wines of Bordeaux. We are in the

habit ofkeeping, indiscriminately, in cellars, but strong

and spirituous wines ought to be kept in garrets; the al

ternative of heat and cold, by dilating and condensing the

vessel and the liquid, and light, by exercising an action

on the bodies it penetrates, are so many means to hasten

wine to an old age, a quality much sought for. Brandy,

ratifias and liquors, should also be kept in lofts or garrets.

DISEASES OF UUXE.

There are times that fermentation seems to be renewed

in a special manner, viz : when the vines begin to shoot,

when they are in flower and when the fruit begins to ac-

quire color
;

this species of fermentation is termed fretting.

What can be the cause of this sympathy is difficult to tell;

this fretting is not produced by the heat of the atmosphere

;

it happens at the epochs above mentioned, and when the

weather is cold
;
and in warmer weather the wine is quiet

when these critical epochs have passed. Wine, like all

bodies possessing life, is subject to diseases; some im-

prove by age, such as very spirituous and luscious wines
;

delicate wines, on the contrary, are good only when
young; beyond this time they become sour and ropy.

Volney wines reach from one vintage to another; those of

Pomard reach the second vintage with difiiculty
;
the

color of an onion skin, which they assume, indicates the

stale of alternation. Wines manufactured in rainy weather

and those made from clayey soils, are notof long keeping.

The decanting of wines and exposing them to sulphurous

fumesy will contribute much to their preservation
;

it is the

means of giving strength to their constitution, and en-

abling them to bear the change ofeveiy climate and tem-

jierature. Popiness is a disease common! to wines
;
the

French call this disease “ graisse.” Weak wines, those

made with grapes separated from the bunch, are most sub-

ject to his disease. The remedy is to place the bottles in

an airy garret; the eilternate temperature of night and day
produces a motion which may often restore them. The
bottles should be uncorked and well shaken

;
the confined

gas becoming free, escapes by froth and vapor. Ropy
wines may be restored by clarifying them with isinglass

and the whites ofeggs, well beat together. This is also ef

fected by the addition of one or two drops of some acid,

such as that of citron, or by exposing them to the vapor of

sulphur.

OF ACIDITY.

Wine becomes sour, and is converted into vinegar.

Acescence is a natural disease of wines, and is a conse-

quence of spirituous fermentation, to which acetous fer-

mentation would rapidly succeed, were it not prevented

by proper means. Wines never become sour so long as a

portion of the saccharine principle remains in them
;

this

clearly shows the advantage of getting wine in hogsheads

before the fermentation is completed, and before the decom-

position of the whole saccharine principle takes place

The observation justifies the custom of adding a little

sugar to wine when bottled, to prevent its alteration, and

particularly so with regard to sparkling champagne.

From hence the custom of cooking a portion of Must on a

slow and moderate fire, and mixing it with wines destined

for shipment; the Must having undergone no fermenta-

tion, contains the saccharine principle untouched. The
younger the wine the easier it becomes sour. Wine when
entirely clear of lees, seldom becomes sour

;
hence a strong

motive to clarify it with care, ffid wines disengaged of

every extraneous principle undergo dissolution but do not

turn sour. Wine never turns sour, or acidulous, unless

1 it be left in contact with atmospheric air
;
atmospheric air

1 is, then, a real acetous leaven. When wine is spoiling

; by a fermentation resulting from an excess of heat, the

gas it contained escaped from the hogshead through a

!
gimlet hole, with a hissing noise and froth. External air

is absorbed by wine when turning acid; it precipitates

! itself with violence in the hogshead through the gimlet

hole. Wine shut up in very close vessels would with

difficulty turn sour
;

it is more apt to become so when the

; sap runs up, when the vine blooms, and when the fruit be-

gins to take color.

Theacescence of wine is provoked by heat; its degene-

ration into vinegar becomes rapid and almost inevitable,

when the mercury ranges between 80 and 96 degrees.

This disease may, however, be checked by stopping the

causes which produce it
;
means more or less efficacious

must be made use of to remove it—cooked Must, a thick

confection of grapes, (raisins) and honey, are disolved ir

the wine. When there is a small quantity of aciil it is

neutralized, by ashes, lime and chalk
;
these substances

have the property of uniting with an acid to destroy its

character. All that art can perform is to stop the progress

of the acid, and to conceal it by the addition of a sweet

and saccharine principle
;
this will suspend, but will not

cause the acetous fermentation to retrograde, especially

when the principles of the wine, being set in motion by
atmospheric air, tend to this result. One should be very

careful to avoid the murderous practice of correcting thk

acid by the means of litharge. Litharge is a preparation

of lead, which causes violent cholics followed by paraly-

sis and death
;

this poison is easily detected by its effects
;

the analysis of such a wine shows in a moment the pre-

sence of the litharge—a handful of ashes produces a surer

effect than litharge
;

it would be therefore criminal to have

recourse to this last means.

OF THE TASTE OF WOOD IX HOGSHEADS.

This taste proceeds from unsound or rotten wood, k
also comes from the lees being left to remain in the casks

—the lees should be scraped out with CAire, and the hogs-

head well scalded. The means resorted to for destroying

this taste are clarification, the drawing off, lime-waten,

and an infusion of parched wheat, for two or three days.

But the effect would not be lessened if the motion or agi-

tation of the cask has spread the bad smell in the liquid.

OF THE EFFLORESCENCE IN WINE.

The efflorescence in wine is a symptom announcing its

approaching acescence; it is the fore-runner of that kind

of vegetation which developes itself in all those circum-

stances, attending the decomposition of organic matter
;

it

is the rudiment of a plant. This effloroscence indic.ate&

the degeneration of wines. The means to prevent it are

those heretofore mentioned, when wine is becoming soor
;

in this case the wine should be quickly consumed.

OF SULPHUROUS FUMIGATION.

Almost all the diseases of wines are prevented by sul-

phuring them. It is the only way of facilitating thetr

transportation, and suiting to all climates and temperatures

— this operation suspends the fermentation of the Must,

notwithstanding its tendency to ferment. Chemical science

alone was capable of producing such important effects-

with so trifling means; this fumigation consists in burn-

ing sulphur in the hogsheads, and impregnating them

with its vapor. Sulphurous matches are used for tbk,

purpose, strips of cloth are dipped in melted sulphur—
some aromats, reduced into powder are sometimes mixed

with the sulphur; such as clove.s, cinnamon, ginger, iris,

ihyme. lavender, marjoram, &c. A lighted match is sus-

pended in an empty hogshead, and then it is stopped up
-—the internal air is dilated and driven out, with hissing

by the sulphurous gas. This is repeated twice or thri*c

and the wine is then poured into the hogshead. Wine
may again be sulphured by another process : three
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four pails of wine are poured into the hogshead, the match

is set on fire, and the wine stirred up
;
every two hours

the same process is repeated, until the hogshead is full.

If new wine be thus sulphured it will not ferment; then

it is called still wine (vin muet)—white grapes are used

to make still wine. This wine has the taste of Must and
a sulphurous smell

;
the introduction of two or three

bottles of this still wine in every hogshead of white wine
is sufficient to impregnate it with sulphur. The color of

wine is rendered somewhat muddy by sulphuring; but

after a little while it resumes its color and becomes per-

fectly clear. Sulphuring will prevent acetous degener-

ation.

OF THE USE AND PROPERTIES OF WINE.

Wine is undoubtedly the liquor which has the most
attraction for man : it strengthens, gives tone and nour-

ishes. Under these views, wine is certainly wholesome;
but when the use of wine is carried to an excess, it be-

comes more injurious than wholesome. Without mention-

ing those spontaneous combustions of the human body,
which cannot be doubted, the immoderate use of wine
destroys our physical and moral faculties and produces
stupidity. The grape is a delicious fruit; its juice is

wholesome, and a number of chronic diseases have been
cured by the use of it. Nature, however, does not pro-

duce wine
;
for this reason it has not intended it as a drink

for man; art offers it to him, only as a remedy to his suf-

ferings, The excesses committed in drinkine: wine have
at all times excited the disapprobation of legislators; the

Athenians, Carthargenians and Romans had partly pro-

hibited it
;
the Mahometans forbid it altogether.

In conclusion, let us reduce the whole matter to a few
simple propositions, as the consequence of those facts and
theories we have established Nature furnishes the ma-
terials

,
but art alone makes wine

;
the materials are water,

tartar, the mucoso-saccharine matter and sugar; these form
the constitutive principles of the Must; the agents of fermen-

tation are air and heat
;
the product of the whole is wine.

Alcohol is the product of wine, (h) Nature has wisely

regulated the proportions of the constitutive principles

of must; in favorable years this proportion is stronger;

when those proportions are exact, the only care to be had
is to direct the fermentation—if nature has erred the mis-

take is rectified by art—the liquor should be tasted, and
the aerometer* placed in it. If the water be in excess it

must be evaporated
;

if the quantity of sugar be not in

due proportion, more must be added
;

if the tartar be de-

ficient, the requisite quantum should be completed : if, as

it is said, tartar will dissolve in Must, such is the secret of
art, or rather the secret of nature, which chemistry, as its

confident and often times its rival, has discovered and dis-

closed,

OF ASPHYXIA.
EFFECTS OF THE CARBONIC GAS.

The sensible fermentation of wine, in vats and casks,

tihould be carried on in an open place above the surface of

the ground: if fermented in a cellar, the carbonic acid gas

evolved by fermentation being heavier than atmospheric

air, would fill the cellar as high as the surface of the

ground and be destructive of animal life, if taken into the

lungs.

OBSERVATIOXS(i) ON THE ABOVE INSTRUCTION.

BY F. MANDEL, OF N.4NCY.

This work being intended, on account of its great util-

ity, to be placed in the hands of men of different moral
faculties, should be very clear—it appears the author has

^Tlie 'hydrometer is an ini-tiuinent n.sed to astertain the specific
weig'ht of different fluids—this instrument is necessary to enable
She vintner tojudge of the quality of the must.

not altogether attained this end—under the article pulling

the grapes from the bunch he says :

1. That the stem has a harsh and sour taste vrhich it

communicates more or less.

2. That, where wines are almost insipid, this natural

insipidity is corrected by the slight harsh taste of the

stem,

3. That wine made with grapes separated from the

bunch become easily slimy and ropy.

4. That this separation yields a wine often flat and

generally more difficult to keep.

5. That fermentation is more active and regular when
this separation has not taken place

;
the stem then be-

comes a useful leaven.

6. That white grapes are never separated from the

bunch, the stem rendering wine more spirituous, the grapes

are never separated from it, when intended for distilla-

tion.

7. That the perfume and flavor of wine are preserved

by pulling the grapes from the bunch.

8. That grapes are palled from the bunch to obtain deli-

cate wines
;
when the grapes have not reached perfect

maturity, and when the vine has been frozen, which of

course hastens the moment of gathering.

9. That when wines are naturally generous, the grapes

are separated from the bunch.

10. That it is essential to separate the grapes for those

wines which have strength and body enough v/ithout the

stem.

OBSERVATIONS.
The six first assertions tend to prove that in general the

grapes should not be separated from the bunch, as it cor-

rects the insipidity of certain wines
;
that the wine pro-

duced from grapes separated from the bunch is more dis-

posed to become slimy and ropy, less spirituous and more
difficult to preserve

;
that the fermentation obtained until

the grapes and stem has more force and regularity
;
that

the bunch is a useful leaven, rendering wine more spiritu-

ous, and consequently producing a greater quantity of

alcohol by distillation.

The seventh and eighth demonstrate on the contrary

that the grapes should be separated from the bunch:

1. To preserve the flavor and taste of the wine, which
the presence of the stem might alter.

2. To obtain delicate wines, when the grapes have not

acquired perfect maturity.

The ninth and tenth show that in generous wines the

grapes must be separated from the bunch, as also in those

which have body enough to do without it.

These different assertions naturally leave the manufac-

turer in a state of uncertainly and doubt—how wdll he

know when to separate the grapes from the bunch 1 and
how will he be able to judge of the quality and body of

his wine before it is made 1

The author says that wine is the product of the fermen-

tation of an aqueous liquid, keeping in dissolution, tartar,

sugar and mucoso saccharine matter
;
a generous wine is

the result of the exact proportion, and complete saturation

of these principles
;
the superabundance of the one or of

the other, and their aggregation, according as it is more or

less intimate, yields wine of a quality more or less inferior

and susceptible of becoming ropy or sour. From these

remarks, it will be easy to judge when the grapes must

be separated or not from the bunch. When the grapes are

not in a complete state of maturity, owing to the want of

the necessary heat, or because the vintage was made on
account of frosts, or any other cause whatever, the grapes

must be separated from the bunch
;
because the saline

matter being in excess to the mucoso-saccharine matter,

they would yield an acidulous wine very apt to become
sour; on the contrary, when the fruit is perfectly ripe, the

grapes must not be separated from the bunch, because the
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mucoso-saccharine mattei* being in abundance, the bunch,

as a dissolvent, must be left to remain with it, or the wine
would: easily become ropy—lastly, when the fruit is well

ripened, the stem must be cut as near as possible to the

grapes.

{^Concluded in our next.

^

“W. E.’S” RESPONSE TO THE EDITORS AND
’

‘ BROOMSEDGE ’’-DEEP PLOWING™
MANURING, &c.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am a Farmer,

and nothing else—my interest and thoughts are in that di-

rection. In your May number I selected Deep Plowing

and Manuring” for some remarks, by way of calling

these two most important subjects to the notice of your

writing contributors.

I have come to the notice of “Broomsedge,” in your

July number. He is a “go-a-head” sort of a writer, and,

I expect, a sort ofDavy Crockett in his practice. I like

the character. He difters with in every particular. This

is all right—what I wanted—neither of us can possibly

know everything about which we write, and 1 have de-

sired to hear others taking the opposite side.

Your paper furnishes to Southers farmers a book, in

which to record their notions in farming. We all, I dare

say, write in the dark, but we expect to profit by compar-

ing opinons. experiments and reports made for general use.

“Broomsedge” says in answer to “W. R.” in your May
number, ’TYhy cut the roots of plants'? If the grass can be

killed and the soil kept open without it T’ Headds : “that

common sense would approve it.”

Again he says :
“

‘W. R.’ is the first individual we have

ever heard advance the opinion that corn and cotton pro-

duced most in the hill—roots cut both sides.”

Again, when he answers “W. R,” on “Manuring,” he

says; “Our experience of fourteen year's manuring has

satisfied us that manuring, without deep plowing, is labor

thrown away.”
“Doctors truly disagree.” I planted my first crop in

1806, and in hills, because that was the common mode of

planting either corn or cotton, and I here state the fact,

that very few adopted the the drill culture until it was
found necessary, in preparing our lands for planting, to

horizontalize our rows to^keep our lands from washing

—

say in about 1820. The drill culture was not adopted to

make more, but to save our lands from washing away. I

have, various times, since adopting the drill culture, plant-

ed my level fields in the hill, being convinced that plow-

ing corn or cotton both ways was easiest, as well as the

most remunerative cultivation. Now, when I go on to tell

“Broomsedge” that deep culture, as well as deep breaking

up of land, is necessary to make the most (try it—an

ounce of experiment is worth a pound of reasoning or

theory) we shall see that the roots must not be cut one way,
as in the drill, but that they must all be cut, by plowing

both ways, as in hill culture. But are there no reasons re-

lating to vegetation—cotton and corn—going to show up
the usefulness of cutting roots—nothing to prove, that

though we kill we yet make alivel Reasons in abundance.

It is said that trees, shrubs and plants resemble, in the

ramification of thin roots below, their own outward ap-

pearance, by limbs above the earth. Now, it has been

well established in orcharding, that if you would enlarge

your tree and make your fruit larger, you must “trim

back”—cut off the ends of far running limbs. Now, if

topping off the distant ends of limbs adds strength to the

stalk and creates other new limbs, may we not conclude

that by cutting off the very mouths which, “Broomsedge”
says “ nature has given plants to absorb food,” we should

multiply new and more vigorous helps—roots reaching

out in new and in all the other ways in search of nutrition.

Moreover, if we find that cutting roots one way, as in

drill cultivation, adds to the activity and life of the plant,

does it not become pretty clear, the roots ought to be

cut on the other side, as in hill culture, if we would profit

the whole amount of the topping off, or the trimming

back principle. It is strange that those who believe in

the doctrine of thorough and deep preparation of land

(which I believe my self) should contend that the land

ought not be cultivated deep after each preparation.

I take occasion to say, here, to “ Broomsedge,” to our

editors, whom I think have been led into this error, and
for the examination of all farmers that the doctrine will not

be found to be good:

1st. Because the very usual heavy rains of the spring

run together our lands almost as hard as ever and shallow

plowing in cultivation would only give that same shallow

depth for the roots of plants to penetrate.

2nd. Because, shallow cultivation, in and sort ofprepared

lands, does not reach and raise the moisture, or prepare

the soil so that the roots might penetrate to it, nor does

it cut the roots, which (not to mince it) I contend is abso-

lutely necessary for greater health and vigor of the plant;

but is that very particular which “Broomsedge” and others

would avoid.

In this connection, “Broomsedge,” says : “My experi-

ence is that plowing deep and cutting roots (always giving

more weed) pushes the formation of weed
;
but at the ex-

pense of fruit”— doubtful reasoning ! If it were true, it

would appear that the good tilth, necessary to enlarge the

wood, was not wanting to give us the fruit—that it

took less to make fruit than to produce weed. I think it

will be found that whatever of manure or good land,

which is favorable to the enlargement of the stalk, is pro-

portionably suitable for the production of the fruit.

Now, in all this (as “Broomsedge” said to himself) “am
I chasing a delusion or asleep I” I can’t answer the ques-

tion myself. I don’t think “Broomsedge” was asleep. I

expect he is as much the Davy Crockett in practice as he

is the fast and “go-a head” writer
;
but Davy himself was

sometimes wrong, and once said ; “be sure you’re right

and then go ahead.” I think “Broomsedge has been in the

dark—he Ij^as not (not one of us has) found out all the facts

in farming. We are at points on deep culture and cutting

roots, and also on the best mode of apply manure. I con-

sider we have opened the discussion of the very two most
important particulars in farming.

Let correspondents and our Editors, pursue the subject

;

and will not some old farmers—old men who have lived

long enough ago to know something of the hill as well as

the late mode of drill cultivation—speak out and say that

while cotton and corn are both revived when plowed one
way only in drills, they make larger stalks, larger ears

and bolls when plowed both ways, as in hills'? Again will

not some of our energetic farmers say whether, in manur-
ing, they have not found more profit from shallow appli-

cation (certainly not below the soil of the land to be ma-
nured) of all manures, than by turning it under the soil

you would enrich, to receive your grain'? I say incorpor-

ate all manures in the soil where we plant the grain and
not place below the plowings given in the cultivation. I

think, however, all any of us know on most of these sub-

jects we only know with doubts, so let us all talk together

and learn the best way to make “ too blades grow where
only one is now to be seen.” W. R.

Culloden, July, 1856.

The Present and the Future.— It is strange that the

experience of so many ages should not make us judge

more solidly of the present and the futui'e, so as to take

proper measures in the one for the other. We doat upon
this world as if it were never to have an end, and we neg-

lect the next as if it were never to have a beginning,

—

Fenelon.
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TO THE MANY CORRESPONDENTS OE M. W.
PHILIPS.

Dr. Cloud—Dear Sir :—Before thisreaches you I shall

be engaged in an entire new work, though really, in my
humble position as a laborer. I have for many years

been actively engaged, as you know, in aiding, with my
ability, to build up our country and aid our race—as an

agriculturist. I do not mean to stop that, but advancing

upward whilst I keep this.

I will leave my home for weeks at a time, to engage in

the work of arousing man to his duty, in reference to his

right master and his fellow man. To explain, my busi-

ness will be to raise funds to send the preached word and

the Bible to those in the South who have not had access

thereto. Whilst I am absent, letters will accumulate at my
home as for the past 75 days, but they will be answered

at each return. And I thus notify such, if answers be not

prompt, they may know I an> absent.

My travels; will be over Mississippi, and whilst my
business will be to beg men to be earnest in their own
hearts, and to contribute of their means to send the word

of Life to the needy, I will have a good opportunity to see
'

our agriculture, to make the personal acquaintance of our

planters and farmers, and thus fit myself to be more useful.

Thus striving to labor, I earnestly request of our editors

and progressive—reading planters and farmers—that they

speak a good word tor the cause. If I have helped you dear

reader, when I have labored for the agricultural cause; may
I not ask you for some help in my new branch of labor.

Remember, I only ask for the cause, believing in truth it

is more exalted than the agricultural part, but a part of the

same cause. Address as usual, and oblige

Yours, M. W. Philips.

Edwards, Miss., July, 1856.

N. B.—Will all agricultural editors with whom I cor-

respond, please notice this ?

GEORGIAN AND ALABAMIAN PLANTERS AND
FARMERS~COLS. R. PETERS AND

ALEXANDER CARTER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It is due the cause,

the agricultural public,that I should give for the Benefit of

all concerned what I saw at the farm of Richard Peters,

the grand-son of Judge R. Peters of Pennsylvania, (who

if not the introducer ofRed Clover and Plaster to America,

was one of the earliest and most energetic advocates of

that article) like his grand parent, foremost in what will

benefit his country, and like him, may Ire fill the hearts of

his fellows.

I am aware that anything I can say of Col. Peters’

stock will be laid to the credit of the corn field, and yet

when he can sell about S400 per hand it shows something

is made from corn as will as other things. I have not

seen a prettier lot of Iruit trees North or South, orchard

laid out as neat as are the trees, gai’den, stables, all

showing the master hand, although not time as yet to have

the taste and finish of an old place. All will expect to

hear of Devons, of Brahmins, of Berkshires, of Cashmeres;

just go and see for yourselves, and then you will see Berk-

shires and Essex and a pair of the finest white hogs I ever

saw
;
but I w'as better pleased with the Clover and the

Herds grass and the Bluegrass, with the great big Graziers,

and no corn—of course in such pastures. Then the wheat

field that bids fair to average your 20 to 25 bushels per acre

and the acres of Japan Peas. Who can say that Peters

deserves not the thanks of all the South for his demonstra-

tion that we can make a living without cotton.

None can—dare—accuse me of being bought up, and if

they would, I have hosts of friends scattered all over the

land that would repel the insult; but should they, 1 owe it

to Col. Peters as well as your readers, to say, R. Peters
is doing more for the South than any man in it. We need
a public-spirited man, a man of fortune, of enlarged views
to test the culture of divers articles. He may and will

lose a sum, but his country that supports him will be the

gainer.

My friends know I would not flatter a living man, they

know I would not intentionally do or say anything lo

offend or lead astray—and where is the Southern planter

who is not my friend ? Since leaving my home on the

21st of April, I have been treated with more kindness by
far than I have merited, had I been a Howard I could not

have been more honored. And I feel humbled and grate-

ful.

But that is by the way. I saw such a showing for No.

1 pastures, after such a winter and spring, that I wish
every man South could see them. Any body who is not

too stingy can keep fat hogs and cows and sheep, but

every body in our country cannot keep them on pasture.

I ask that our country will award to Richard Peters all

praise for his success, and hope that he may be to Georgia

what Richard Peters, the Elder, was to Pennsylvania

half a century ago.

I pass on now to Alex. Carter, near Montgomer]/-,

Ala., and claim for his orchard, a very large one, of native

apples, a meed of praise. A lovely site and as mathema-
tically laid off with the cleanest stump and healthiest trees

lever saw. The mulberry exceeding in bulk of fruit the

leaf; a herd of milk cows not to be beaten for milk

the half-fed cows of the land
;
hogs that will fatten— this

stock though made by judicious selections and crosses on
the place, yet evidently partake ofthe best qualities of the

Eastern importations, the stock make a valuable cross, as

I tried them 9 years ago, and Col. Carter has shown at

the Montgomery Fair what corn, peas and potatoes will

do on such stock. Large fields of peas, of corn and some
cotton, evince clean culture, with the choice mules of our

country—a pair driven in his carriage would command
some $600, and Alabama raised mules that are mules.

During my trip round even as far as Cincinnati, I have
had many discussions as to the fitness of the South to rear

mules; could my opponents visit Carter’s they would
no longer hold an argument.

I would speak of the cloth made at home for the plan-

tation, of the quantity and variety of patch-work, and of
the quantity of silver premiums, but I would praise ray-

own household and the industry of a mother who reared

us. Enough for the present. Your truly’,

M. W. Phil) PS.

Edwards, Miss., June, 1856,

The Texas Ant.—One of our “Lone Star” exchanges

contains the following advertisement, which we give “for

the benefit of all concerned

Having discovered a process for destroying the Grazing-

or Cutting Ant, and having secured the same in the Patent

Office at Washington City, I take great pleasure ir. present-

ing it to the public.

The process consists of an engine and chemical com-

pound by which a deadly gas is generated and forced into

the recesses of the enemy. I warrant it to be no humbug
and free from any deleterious influence upon the health

of the operator. The engine weighs about 50 lbs,, is easy

of construction, is portable and can be made anywhere byr

a cabinet-maker or carpenter. The chemical compound
can be had at my store in this place in any quantities

needed. Eor testimonials see printed circulars.

D. G. Gregory, M. D,

La Grange, Texas, April-, 1856.
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WHEAT FOE WINTEE PASTXJEES, &c. I

Sdjtors Southern Cultivator—In looking over the

numerous articles published in your valuable periodical, I

am much inclined to give my experience in the produc-

tion ofmany of our Southern products, especially when I

see gentlemen writing in your paper who I think know
j

better how to write than to plant successfully. In the
|

first place it is almost useless for any man to attempt to lec-
j

ture, instruct or advise the world how to do unless they i

have succeeded on their own part and more especially

when their want of success is known. It reminds me of

a demon preaching Christianity to a lost and wicked world.

A man ir ey teach the proper doctrine as to the best mode
of farming, and if he has failed in all his experiments tlie

world avoids his course of culture from the fact of his hav-

ing failed. We are much inclined to follow after those

W'ho succeed. And hence the importance of a man's

succeedi.ng oefore he attempts to show mankind how to

succeed. i

The greatest lecturer upon this subject I ever saw, who i

talked macb, spoke much and wrote no little, was, with

the aid of five hands, unable to make bread and meat to

live upon. He, three years out of four, had corn to buy
and a grain crop was all he attempted to raise. Conse-

quently, his time and talent was lost. .So it is with all the
,

undertakings of this life.

Upon the subject of the Coco grass I have no experi-

ence as regards its blighting effects, never having seen

any of it. [Lucky man!—Eds. So. Cult.]

I see in your last number an article upon the subject of

eeu'ly wnea: sowing. I will, in as few words as I can,

give you .my little experience upon that subject,

I cultivated Black land and Post Oak land. I prefer I

sowing late in September or very earP/ in October, so soon

as the hot veather ceases and we have rain sufficient to

plow, then I sow my wheat, say with a bull tongue plow.

I sow first tioree pecks to the acre, then plow it in, as des- !

cribed. The great fear the planters have from such early
|

sowing is tne spring frost. I remedy that by gathering it
j

in the winter and spring. I graze i: until the lOth iMarch i

I
then I take o5my stock and raise, with a certainty, a fair

j

crop ofwheat, none better in the country
;
and ofa warm

|

winter I consider the grazing to oe worth a good crop
j

when gatnered. There is no crop so valuable for thin
j

land as the wheat. It first affords fine grazing for cattle,

mules, horses and sheep, and when it ripens I am
|

well assured from a long experience that nothing is so

good for a poor hog as the gleaning of a wheat field. I do

consider one oushel of wheat worth, for a poor hog, two
of corn, five of oats, rye or barley. I am not a little sur-

prised to know how little our people appreciate wheat
for winter pasture. When gathered, we have a good
market for any quantity that we may raise. It is not so

'

with rye, barley and oats. Rye is more overated for pas- ^

turage than any grain I know of. A horse put on a rye
;

field v/Ith nothing else to eat will die or get so

;

poor that .oe is of no use. After it ripens my hogs can !

not then live on it, and if, perchance, you raise a large
|

lot ofit you get no sale for it. Such is not the case with
;

the wmea: crop.
j

In gathering the wheat in winter and spring, it is im-
j

portant to keep off the stock in very wet weather, for the I

reason that they will tread it out and thereby destroy the

!

stand in part at least. I have raised four crops of wheat,

as described above; the first one I had in 18 acres and
saved 420 bushels; the second one I had in 14 acres and '

saved 252 bushels—18 per acre
;
and the other two I

gathered lo bushels per acre : the balance of my sowing !

has been done in November and December, and my aver-

age crop has been 4 to 8 bushels per acre. You have my
I experience i.n some fourteen wheat crops.

i

I cone'der the pasturage (of my four wheat crops of^

early sowing) by my horses, cattle and hogs to be worth,

as much or more to me than the grain I saved. Many
persons object to early sowing on account of the fly. The
grazing of the wheat will fully remedy that difficulty.

Yours respectfully F. H,
August, 185t).

AGEICTJLTTJEAL PAPEES AND THEIR CORSESPON-
DENTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I am not a large plant-

er
;

I make my bread and meat on a little farm and depend
on my profession to assist in the support of myself and
family. You may well guess, then, that I have little or

no experience in agricultural aftairs. For advice in agri

cultural matters I have hitherto had reference to the agri-

cultural journals of the day. In time past I have found

in your paper and others information that was worth a

great deal to me—worth much more than the price of

subscription. But, on the other hand, I have at times lost

something.

There is one thing which you cannot impress too

strongly on the minds of your correspondents
;
that is this :

whenever they write anything for publication in the Culti-

vo.tor, let their object be to accomplish some good
;
un-

less they are fully satisfied that what they have to say
will be of some benefit, for heaven’s sake, for the sake of
poor ignorant little planters like myself, let them forbear !

When quite a boy, I met with one maxim somewhere in

regard to speaking in public which has always had its in-

fluence upon me, and which I never can forget. It is

this ;—“Never get up to speak unless you have some-
thing to say, and be sure you sit down just as soon as you
get through.” The same is applicable te those who would
write for the public to read. “ Never take up your pen to

write unless you have something to write, and be sure you
put it down just as soon as you get through.”

F. A. D.
CamiWii, Alo,., 18.36.

CLOVER m BOTTOM LANDS.

Editor.s .Southern Cultivator—I have a small field

of eight acres of land
;

it was evidently a pine bottom
from the immense pine stumps that come to light since it

has been been brought into cultivation, but when I began
with it it was a bay swamp. The soil is very rich, the

color almost black, and varies from 18 to 24 inches
;

it

has been ditched. On one side a race, leading to a mill,

runs, and, from the nature of the soil, is always damp, so

much so, that in the spring it is difficult to obtain a stand

ofanything early. The soil has been examined by a

chemist and he found a small quantity of lime in it. What
I wish to learn is, would clover grow w'ell on such land
without more lime or gypsum 7 If not, what quantity per
acre is generally sown! You will oblige a subscriber by
answering the inquiries in the Cultivator. C.

AlabauLa, August, 1856.

Remarks.—Your land will grow clover well, but it

must first be thoroughly drained. See articles of Col. I.

Croom, of your State, in previous numbers.

—

Eds.

TO destroy’ moles.

Editors Southern Cultivaor—Some person inquires in

the Sept, number of the Cultivator how to destroy moles.

A neighbor of mine has destroyed a quantity of them this

year (some 60 or 70) in the following way :—First find

their trails, then make an indetation and watch it, and in

a short time (as they pass the same route several times

every day) the mole will, in passing, raise the earth, and
and then throw him out. This requires a man to have
some patience. Yours truly, J. C. Holmes.

Fcarn Sping. Miss., 1856.
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SkettiBemente*

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.
F]^LLWANGER & BARRY have the pleasure of announcing to

Hi their customers and the public in general that they have now
on their grounds for the ensuing Fall Trade a very large and com-

plete stock of Fruit and Ornamental TREES, embracing
Standard and Dwarf Apple Trees.

“ “ Pear “

Standard and Dwarf Cherry, Plum, Peaches, Apricots, Nectar-

ines, &c.
QUINCES—Large Orange, fine grafted plants.

GOOSEBERRIES of the best sorts, a large stock.

CURRANTS, including the newest and finest sorts, upwards of

300,000 plants.

RASPBERRIES—High Bush and New Rochelle or Lawton
BLACKBERRIES—a large stock; besides Walnuts, Chestnuts,

Filberts and all other fruits usually cultivated.

GRAPES—native and foreign—in large quantities.

STRAWBERRIES, all the best and new and old sorts.

RHUBARB, ASPARAGUS, &c.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

Deciduous ornamental trees, for street. Parks,

Lawns, Cemetaries, &c.

FLOWERING SHRUBS.
ROSES—an immense collection, old and new

;
covering upwards

of five acres of land.

EVERGREEN TREES, including half a million of Norway
Spruce, of all sizes.

WEEPING TREES—everything desirable.

DOUBLE DAHLIAS and BULBOUS ROOTS.
HEDGE PLANTS of all sorts.

STOCK and SEEDLING PLANTS, for Nurserymen.
GREEN HOUSE and BEDDING OUT PLANTS, a full assort-

ment.
Nurserymen and dealers dealt with on the most liberal terms,

and amateurs’ orders attended to with the greatest care. Packing
done.m the most thorough and skillful manner and with the best

material.
For full particulars we refer to special advertisements and to

the following Catalogues, sent gratis to all who apply and enclose

a stamp for each ;

No. 1.—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs
Roses, &c.

No. 3.—Catalogue of Dahlias, Green House and Bedding plants.

No. 4.—Wholesale or Trade List.

No. 5.—Supplemental Catalogue of Fruits.

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
()ct56—It Mount Hope Nursei’ies, Rochester, N. Y.

EVERGREEN TREES AT LOW PRICES.

Messrs. ELLWANGER & BARRY solicit the attention of

Nurserymen, Planters and Dealers in Trees to their immense
stock ofEVERGREENS, by far the largest ever offered in the

United States. They are prepared to fiu-nish the following at the

exti’emely low prices annexed.
All frequently transplanted, and, therefore, finely formed

and well rooted.
period per 1,000

$500 00
350 00
225 00
150 00
120 00
70 00
30 00
10 00
80 00
60 00
90 00
80 00

60 00
40 00

Norway Spruce, 5 feet $60 00
“ 4 “ 40 00
“ 5 “ 25 00
“ 2 “ 18 00
“ U“ 15 00
“ l'“ 10 00

Norway Spruce 4 yrs Seedling, 2 yrs. transplanted
“ 1 year from seed bed

Scotch Pine 12 inches 10 00
“ 9 “ 8 00

Australian Pine 10 to 12 niches 12 00
“

, 6 to 9 “ 10 00

Arbor Vitae, Siberian, 3 feet, beautiful plants 40 00
“ “ 2

“ “ 30 00
“ American, bushy, for hedges 2-21 feet. 8 00
“ “ “ 1-11 feet. 5 00
“ Golden, a beautiful tree, 11 to 2 ft., $9 per dozen.

per doz.

Himalayan Spruce (Abies Morinda) 2 to 3 feet $10 00

Pinsapo Spruce (APinsapo) fine broad plants, 10 in. high.. 9 00
Chili Pine (Amacaria imbricata) in pots, 12 to 18 inches 9 00

Deodar Cedar, 2 to 3 feet, beautiful plants 9 00

American or Silver Cedar, (C. Africana, or Argentea) beau-
tiful, 11 to 2 feet (morehardy than the Deodar) 9 00

Japan Cedar (Cryptomeria) beautiful Seedlings in pots, 3 ft. 10 00

Funebral Cypress (Cupressus Funebris) in pots, 1 foot 5 00

Twisted or Bhotan Cypress (C. Tordiosa) in pots, 1 foot 4 00

Yajw, English, 11 to 2 feet 4 00
“ 1 “ 3 00
“ 6 inches 2 00

Golden (Elegantissima, 9 to 12 inches 5 00
Irish or upright 11 to 2 feet 5 00

“ 1 foot $3 per doz. $18 per 100
“ 6 inches $2 per doz. $12 per 100

For further details we refer to our wholesale catalogue, sent

gratis to all who apply and inclose a stamp. Addi’ess.

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Oct56—It Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

TO NURSERYMEN.
Stocks and Seedling Trees.

WE solicit the attention of the Trade to the following article.?

which we are prepared to furnish this fall at the annexed low
rates—aU are exceedingly vigorous and well grown.

per 1,000
Magnolia Acuminata, 3 year seedlings, 2 feet $50 00

“ “ Ifoot 30 00
Elm, American, 2 year seedlings 10 00
Horse Chestnut 3 “ 60 00

“ 2 “ 40 00
Oak, White American, 3 years 20 00
Oak, Red “ 3 years 20 00
Butter Nut, 3 year Seedlings, 2 to 3 feet 40 00
Black Walnut 3 yr “ “ 40 00
Maple, Silver 2 “ “ 12 00

“ Scarlet 2 “ ' 20 00
“ Sugar 1 “ “ 6 00
“ “ 1 to 2 feet 30 00

Larch, European, 2 feet 50 00
Catalpa, “ Ifeet 40 00
Mahouia, or Ashberry, one of the finest Evergreen Shubs, 2

year Seedlings 50 00
“ “ 1 “ 20 00

Plum Seedlings, lyear, native 10 00
Pear “ 1 “ 10 00
Cherry, Mazzard, 1 year 4 00

“ Mahaleb, strong 15 00
Manetti Rose, Stock, strong 40 00
For further particulars we beg to refer to our whoie.sale Cata-

logue, sent gratis to all who apply and inclose a stamp.
ELLWANGER & BARRY,

Oct56—It Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

CALIFORNIAN EVERGREENS.

WE have a small stock of the following fine Califoraian TREES
which we offer at the annexed prices. The}’- are all kept in

pots for their greater safet}- in transportation, and can be forward-
ed at any moment. Prices.

each. doz.

Sequoia gigantea (Wellingtonia gigantea) the cele-
brntpfl “'Rio' trpp ” 9 x-pnr RP.priliTio-s 13 inches

Sequoia gigantea (Wellingtonia gigantea) the cele-

brated “Big tree,” 2 year Seedling, 6 inches 2 50 18 00
Taxodium Sempervirens, the Red Wood, 2 to 3 ft . . . 6 00

“ “ 1 to 2 ft... 6 00
Pinus Sabiniana, 1 year seedlings 2 00 12 00

“ Benthamiana “ 50 5 Of)

“ Jeffreyii “ 2 00
“ Lambertiana “ 2 00
“ Monticola “ 2 00
“ Tubercula “ 3 00
“ Frazeri “ 2 00
“ Californica “ 2 00

ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Oct56—It Mount Hoj^e Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS.

WE have now on hand a large stock of choice BULBS, and are
receiving a new invoice from Holland, consisting of the finest

Hyacinths, double and single.

Tulips of all the classes.

Crown Imperials.
Crocus, Jonquills. Narcissus,
Japan and other Lillies.

Gladiolus, a superb collection of new and all the older .sorts, &c

,

We are prepared to furnish all, at low rates, in large or small
quantities, and solicit orders during the month of September, be-

fore the busy season opens.

Priced Catalogues forwarded jO'ratfs.

' ELLWANGER & BARRY,
Oct56—It Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

TROUP HILL NURSERY, MACON, GA.

The Subscriber offers for sale a choice selection of gi’afted

FRUIT TREES adapted to our climate, and comprising many
new Southern Seedlings of superior quality. All are raised here
and worked on native Southern stocks, possessing great advanrages
over Northern Trees.

My collection of Everblooming ROSES, is very choice and
the plants being raised on then’ own roots, and in the open
garden (not in pots, nor budded,) are very strong.

Also, a fine assortment of EVERGREENS and other ornamen-
tal SHRUBS, POMPON CHYRSANTHEMUMS, VERBENAS.
Double WALL-FLOWERS, etc.

The subscriber, having learned the difficulty in obtaining relia-

able seed of flowers, adapted to a Southern latitude, also offers

SEED, Southern raised, of such flowers as are desirable in our
gardens.

It is always highly gratifying to the proprietor to receive visits

from all persons who feel an interest in horticultural improvement.
The subscriber will, therefore, cheerfully give any explanations
that may be desired, and hopes that no body will leave his place
unsatisfied.

^^Catalogues sent to applicants. ROBERT NELSON,
Oct56—3t Macon, Ga.
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FRUIT TREES.
r I 'HE stock of Southern grown FRUIT TREES now in cultiva-

JL tion at the “ Swasey Nurseries ” is very extensive and com-
plete, embracing everything that the wants of the Southeni Fruit-

Grower may demand.
The following articles can be supplied m large quantities, and at

very low prices for the (ii’.ality of trees :

APPLES—in 500 varieties,T to 4 years old.

PEARS

—

both Standard and Dwarfs—m 400 varieties, 1 to 2 yrs.

old.

PEACHES—in 100 varieties, 1 to 3 years old.

Also, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Chendes, Almonds, Figs,

Quinces, Grape Vines, Raspberry and Strawbery Plants, &c., <S:c.

Our Fruit Trees are grafted with scions from our large specimen
orchard, now in bearing, and may be relied on as true to name, and
ef those varieties that are best adapted to the South.
^j^^Priced Catalogue sent to ^1 apijlicauts

;
and all orders, ac-

companied bv cash or good reference, promptly attended to.

Addi-ess : C. B. SWASEY, & Co,
Oct56—3t Yazoo City, Miss.

POMARIA NURSERY.
HE Proprietor having for many years given care to .selecting

X all the Choice Fruits otfers for sale TREES, grown and adapt-
ed to our climate. His collection also includes. Rare Evergreens,
Ornamental Shrubs and Roses in great variety.

APPLES—Standard and Dwarf of all the 'best kinds mcluding
many choice Southern Seedlhig varieties ripening from May to

November.
PEARS—Standard and Dwarf—best varieties.

PEACHES —best Northern varieties to which are added choice
Southern kinds ripening from June to November.
CHERRIES—Standard and Dwarf. Plums, Apricots, Nectar-

ines, Quinces, Figs. Grape Vines, English Walnuts, Spanish Mar-
ron. Chestnuts, Strawbeny Plants of the best kinds. Asparagus
and Horse Raddish roots, (fcc.

Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants. Earlv orders
solicited. WM. SUMMER,
Oct56—3t Pomaria, S. C.

DOWNING HILL NURSERY.
^pnE undersigned having purchased from W. H. Thurmond &
X Co., the above-named old established Nursery, ofler a collec-

tion of choice Southern grown FRUIT TREES; VINES and
EVERGREENS.
P§»^A Catalogue will be forwarded free of postage to all appli-

cants. PETERS, HARDEN & Co.,
Oct56—3t Atlanta, Ga.

THE FAST TROTTING STALLION,

S
T. LAWRENCE has just arrived per steamer Southerner and
is at C. A. RED’S Plantation, four miles from Augusta, on the

Savannah Road, and will be let to Mares at the rate of $25 the sea-

son until the Mare proves wuth foal or parted with.

St. Lawrence is a beautiful Bay, with black legs, mane and tail
;

16 hands I inch high
; 7 years old, -with good bone and well propor-

tioned
;
weighs 1300 pounds. We believe him to be tautest trotting

Stallion on the American continent, and, willing to back ourJudg-
ment, will match him against any stallion for $1000 a side to go to

wagons, over LaFayette Course.
His sire was the renowned trotting horse, St. Lawrence, who

was the best trotting horse of his day, having, on two occasion.*,

beaten the celebrated Jack Rossiter, and others. His dam was the
fast trotting Mare, Dutch Moll—she by Morgan.
The proprietors having formrd a Stock Compauj’-, for the pur-

pose of improving our Southern Stock, and one of them having
travelled tlmough the Northern and Eastern States and portions of

the British Provinces, instructed to buy the finest and largest Trot-

ting Stallion that could be procured, unlimited in price
;
and as we

have been at a very heavy outlay in procuring this fine Stock
Horse, we hope the Planters will look to their interest, and bestow
that patronage which our undertaking merits.

By way of encouraging Planters to take care of their Colts, we
offer the following premiums ; For the best Colt, six months old, a
Pitcher valued at $50

;
second best, a Cup valued at $10.

Good pastures gratis, for all Mares from a distance, and grain fed,

if desired, on moderate terms.
A. WILSON, 1

J.jD. MATHEWS, I

T. HECKLE, i

C. A. RED, j

Augusta, Aug. 25, 1856.

^^The Constitutionalist, Edgefield Advertiser, Savannah Re-
publican, and South Carolina Agriculturist will please give four
nsertions in weekly and fonvard bills to J. D. Mathews & Co.

CARAHuHaEL & BEAN.
1 '.EALURS IN HARDWARE, CUTLERY, and AGRICUL-
±J TURAL IMPELMENTS, Ai ^usta, Ga.
We are, also. Agents for the fo ' '-w-ing articles:—SALAMAN-

DER SAFES, made by St,>ams A ..larvin, New York ;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS ; Indian Rubber BELTING,
PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company

;
AT-

KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made
by Hoe & Co., and Welch <fe Griffith’s HORSE POWERS ; FAN
MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
April55 Cly Aug^usta, Ga.

|•^S4,000 DOLLARS IN PREMIUiMS 1.,^
Tlie First Annual Fair of tha South Carolina

State Agricultural Society.
To be held at Columbia So. Ca., Xov. 11, 12, 1.3 and 14.

The extensive gi’ounds and halls of exhibition will be in com])lcte
readiness for the occasion. Should the weather be uupropiti-

ous the halls will shelter 8,000 persons.
The Agriculturists, Manufacturers and Mechanics of the South-

ern States are invited to send forward all articles of Agricultural
and Meceanical interest, to compete for the various and extensive-
list of premiums offered.

The Pomologist and Florist must iiresent the Fruits and Flow-
ers of the South, as avcII as the products of them gardens.
The Ladies are especially mvited to exliibit (free of charge)

specimens of Household Industry, the substantial as well as the
delicate fabrics of their handiwork.
The Painters and Sculptors of the South must adorn our halls

with tlie productions of their genius.
Everything worthy of a premium in the wide range of the indus-

trious and useful arts slimild be brought forward. A Steam En-
gine and necessary Shafting for all sorts of Machinery, will be erect-
ed. Ample covered Stall.? for Stock of all kinds, 'and forage ar-
rangements will be provided. All the railroads in the State will
transport articles and Stock for exhibition, with the necessary at-
tendants on the latter, at the owner’s risk, free of charge.

Visitors to the Fair will be charged but one fare going and re-
timning.

All small packages of value should be sent, prepaid, by Adams
& Co.’s Express, as this woiild insure their safety.
All articles for exhibition, not charge of the owner, should be

directed to “A. G. Summer, for State Agricultural Society, Colum
bia, S. C.,” and have the owner’s name plainly marked thereon.
The Annual Addi-ess will be delivered on Wednesday-, by Gen.

David F. Jamison, of Orangeburg, S. C.
Comfortable hotel accommodations, as well as private entertain-

ment, will be furnished at reasonable rates for all who ma?- come.
A TJ P. A T.TUnTT-V -pi-gpUm,,*.

Oct56—2t

E. G. PALMER.
A. G. SUMMER,
O. M. DANTZLER, [

R. J. GAGE,
I

JA8. U. ADAMS,
R. W. GIBBES, j

Executive Committee.

Proprietors.

Oct56—4t

STOCK FAR]M FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taming 610 acres

;
300 acres in ciiltivation, the remainder finelv

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
story framed Dwelling, framed Negro House.s, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. lam now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres well set ui Fi-uit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the fann together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell the
Fann and Dwellings next winter. Here is the'best chance fora
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in West Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, Avith a beautiful building site

on each, Avith Avood, Avater and cleared land on each. All near and.
Avith a good road to the Depot.

I

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it Avill, on that day,
be diA’ided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together Avith my
Stock, consistmg of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brah-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal bj- ‘‘Nebraska ;” a fine stock o'f blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together Avith my Brahmin BULL, Memphis,
and the thorough bred young STALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported SoA-ereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons Avishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shoAvn by my Overseer on the place.
The Train, on the Memphis & Ohio Road leaA*es Memphis at 1 4-

o’clock, A. M., and returns at 11- o’clock, P. M.
JAMES R. FERGUSON,

June56—tf Memphis, Tenn.

RICH COTTON LANDS FOR SALE!
4T^HE Subscriber offers for sale 40,000 acres of the most produc-
X tive COTTON LAND, in the Southern countr> , situated in the
coimties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodie.s 500 and 2,000
acres each, a part o^ Avhich is partially improv jd.

For certainty uj crops durability these lands are unequalled
in the Sout.i i-jState.s. Simiarlanus contiguous, in culth-ation,
are yielding an aA-erage of seA'Ou bale.s .)f Cotton per hand, for a
series ofyea-, s, and eighteen to twentx-hve bushels of Com per acre.
T.-mns liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five year* will be

g veu. WM. W. CHEEVER.
Albany. Ga,. Marcn 15. 1855. April55—tf

STANFORD’S WILD GRASS.

S
EED AvilU c sent by m il to any person ordering it before the
15th s ntenicer, tree of postage rt $1 per pint, or to depot of

Athens Rauroad neatly do-e un and ma. ea at $1 per quart.
Addi-ess ; JOHN R. STANFORD,

July56—2t Clarksville, Ga.
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“ SPEED THE PLOW.”

I
T is admitted by the best judges that WARLICKS’ niPROV-
ED PLOW is the best implement of the kind now in use. It

is a Southern invention, and is pecularly adapted to agricultural

purposes in the South. The best fanners of Alabama, Georgia
and South Carolina, say it is the veiy thing they need. Its ex-
•cellencies consist mainly in the following particulars :

1. It is the cheapest and most ecomical plow that can be used
2, It is acknowledged to be the plow for subsoiling clay lands.

3. It is of lighter draft, and more easily managed by the hand
than any other plow.

4. All the plows used in the South ma,y be attached to the stock,

and it is equally u.seful both for breaking up land and cultivating a
<crop.

5.

It is not liable to choke in grassy or rough lands.

Premiums were awarded to this Plow at Agricultural Fau’S in

four Southern States in 1855. Certilicates of the most flattering

kind cottld be appended if necessary. Thebe.stway, however, to

test the truth of the above statements, is to try the plow.
Those wishing to purchase plows or to obtain ]dow.s on trial, or

to obtain any information concerning it, will please address the
subscriber, at Atlanta, Ga. For plowing in wheat in gi'assy lands
this plow is far superior to all others. H. WILLIAMS.

Atlanta, Ga., July 3, ISStb August56—6t

THE BEST PORTABLE CIDER MILL AND PRESS
IN THE WORLD.

"f'l'T'E are now manufacturing KRAIJSER’S CELEBRATED
TV PATENT PORTABLE CIDER MILL AND PRESS,

which has been greatly improved since last season, and is now
'Offered to the public with full contidence, as being beyond all donbt
the most complete and effective mill in use.

This celebrated mill, which has attracted so much attention, not
less for its novelty and simplicity than for its great efficiency, is

offered to the public upon its own merits, which are of the highest
•character. Durmg the past two seasons we have had hundreds of
opportunities of testing the superiority of this admu-able mill, and
in every instance it has given entire sati.sfaction to pm-chasers. It

is believed to be far superior in effectiveness and durability to any
thing of the kind in the market. It can be w'orked by a couple of
men to the extent of eight or ten barrels per day.
One of its pruicipal feature is the arrangement of the Recipro-

cating Pistons, which by their alternate action, (an opration at
once simple and beautiful) the apples are irresistibly retained
against the revolving teeth till they are tom into a nne pulp. In
other portable machines they are often cut into smaJl pieces, which
of course will not so readily part with the juice when .subjected to

pressure. The press attached to the machine is capable of per-
forming a pressure equal to ten tons.

The Arrangements for Pressing have greatly improved and
stengthened, the neces.sity for handling the pumice is entire obvi-

ated. The tubs beneath the grinding apparatus receive the pulp
as it falls from the mill. These tubs are then shoved beneath
the press, thus saving not only the loss of time, but the waste of
labor.

In point of novelty, simplicity, durability, effectiveness and cheap-
ness, Krauser’s mill stands unrivalled. It i.s adapted to hand or
horse power, is made in a style of vvorkmanship and of a quality
•of material, altogether superior to any mill ever offered the public.

It is warradted to work well.

We, therefore, confidently a.sk the attention of farmers and
others to this mill, believing that it is just the article for the times,

and decidedly the best and cheapest in the market.
AU orders accompanied by the cash, or good Philadelphia refer-

ences, will meet with prompt attention. Those ordering should be
very explicit in their dii-ections for shipping. Price, 'S42.

PASCHALL MORRIS & Co.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in Agricultural

and Horticultural Implements, Seeds, &.C.,

N. E. Corner Seventh and Marketh-sts.,

Sept56—2t Philadelphia

FRESH IMPORTED HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

The Subscribers have just received from the leading Florists in

Holland an unusually fine and extensive assortment of Double
and Single HYACINTHS, TULIPS, POLYANTHUS, NARCIS-
SUS, JONQUILLS, CROCUS, CROWN IMPERIAL, FRITIL-
LARIAS, GLADIOLUS, IRIS, IXIAS, LILIES, ARMUS,
RANUNCULUS, COLCHICUMS. SNOW DROPS, ACANITES,
OXALIS, LACHENALIAS, AMARYLLIS, EARLY ROMAN
NARCISSUS, &c., &c., to which they invite the attention of ama-
teurs. Retail Descriptive Catalogues with directions for culture
furnished applicants enclosing a stamp for return postage.

Dealers and Nurserymen supplied in quantities at as low
rates, as are usually paid for refuse bulbs from auction.

good assortment of HYACINTH GLASSES, FANCY
CROCUS POTS, Ac., &c.

JAMES M. THORBURN & CO.,
Sept.5jy—3t 15 John-st.. New York.

ME KINO RAMS FOR SALE.
fT’^RE Subscriber offers for sale several full-blood MERINO
JL RAMS. Having reditced the number of my flock, I have
more Rams than I need. They are from two of the best flocks in

New York, and their fleeces, both in fineness and quantity,running
from 9 to 14 pounds. J. B. JONES,

July55—tf Birdsville, Burke Co., Ga.

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS!

For SALE, a few halfblood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
[Nov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

TO PLANTERS

!

VSTASHBURN’S NEAV PATENT AGRICULTURAL !>!-

T T PROVEMENTS—are unquestionably the greatest advance
in the adaptation of labor—saving machinery to the production of
cotton that has been made since the invention of the Saw Gin.
THE COTTON AND CORN PLANTER performs the entire

operation of planting with one band and one mule ten acres a day.
It reduces the ridge, no matter how rough or cloddv, to a smooth
oval surface

;
opens the drill to any desirable depth, equally in

.soft or hard ground
;
deposites the seed in any desirable quantitv,

all the seed taking position in line at the same depth, and therefore
coming up at the same time

; closes the drill and slightly com-
presss the surtace, leaving it free from clod.s, not liable to be un-
covered or covered deeper by hard rains, and securing a perfect
stand in the dryest weather.
THE SCRAPER oai’s off and scrapes both sides of a row at once,

chopping it out into bunches, or fiiarking the ground at uniform dis-
tances to guide the hoes in cutting out. It is operated with ease
by oue hand and two mules over from eight to ten acres a day, do-
ing at one trip and two turnings what is now done with four trips
and eight turnings. It does with one hand and two mules what
now requires four hands, four implements, and four mules, in a
manner superior to similar work done in the usual way.
THE HILLER, operated by one hand and two mules, moulds

both sides of a row at once, graduating to any desirable depth the
dirt placed around the yoimg plants, so that all are dirted, none
covered up, and the surface of the row left free from clods. These
machines are made mostly of iron and the most workmanlike
manner, and will last indefinitely. Being simple and not liable to
get out of repair, the plantation blacksmith can keep them in re-
pair. Those who desire to have them for next season should order
immediately, as no(ne will be made except to order.

Price of Planter $50, Scraper $40, HiUer $30, cash on delivery.
They will be shipped to any river port or landing, the consignee
paying freight. The whole crop of cora and cotton can be planted—scraped and moulded wita these machines with one-half the force
now required.
Refer to Col. J. J. B. White, Dr. Geo. Woodbury, Judge D.

Jone.s, James P. O’Riley, Joseph Andrews, John Garrott, D. How-
son, E. B. Rnndell, of Yazoo City

;
A. M. Payne, Granada

; J. D.
Stewart. Jackson

;
President Thornton, Sharon College, Madison

county.
State and county rights for sale. Addre.ss,

Dh. a. W. WASHBURN,
Yazoo City, Miss.

Yazoo City . July 2, 185G. Septob—31''

SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB
CRUSHER.

HE attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully call
_L ed to this MILL, as the best and most profitable article now in
use. In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only
necessary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.
No. 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $55, an complete ready for attaching the horse.
No. 3, at $65, grmds 15 bushels per hour

;
and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.
I have been nmning one of Scott’s Little Giant Corn and

Cob Mills, No. 4, for the last rive weeks, and it performs to my
entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour,
but I have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to
23j bushels per hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least 100
bushels of Com per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of
Com with the Cob, where I formerly fed 300. I consider it decid-
edly the best kind of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not re-
place mine I would not sell it for $500.

I D. MATTHEWS,
-

tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

FRLTTLAND NURSERY, AUGUSTA GA.
HE Subscriber will offer a very choice collection of FRUIT

JL TREES, VINES, PLANTS, SHRUBS, &c., &c., the coming
fall. A Catalogue will soon be published, which will be mailed
free to all who desire it. Address D. REDMOND,

Sept56—tf Augusta, Ga.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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TOBIN’S GARDEN.
|

Mrs. jane TOBIN would inform the public that her Garden is
^

still kept up, and that no pains or expense will be spared to

keep the best stock of PLANTS and BULBS in the South.

Having procured the services of Mr. Saxders, an experienced
1

Florist and Nurseryman, she hopes, by moderate prices and strict l

attention, to obtain a share of public patronage. '

We are now well stocked, and offer for sale a variety of EVER-
|

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, OrnamentalFlowering SHRUBS. Afull .

assortment of Everblooming ROSES, including the newest ;
Double

|

DAHLIAS HYACINTHS, BULBS, &c. Also, a cobection of GREEN
j

HOUSE PLANTS, desirable for this latitude, and BORDER PLANTS,
i

kept in Pots, Ac. i

FRUIT TREES. -APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUJIS, PEACH-
ES, APRICOTS, QUINCES, POMEGRANATES, GRAPES and

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, of all the best varieties.

Naming, packing, shipping and transporting carefully at-

tended to.

We do earnestly impress upon purchasers that a small plant es-

tablished in a pot 'is much better for transporting than a plant from

the ground, whatever may be its size.

The public are respectfully invited to visit our Rose grounds, par-

ticularly in May and October, where we will be happy to show that

we possess and have for sale every article we publish, and more in

reserve not fully proven.

When selections are left to us by purchasers, they may rely upon

receiving liberal treatment in choice of sorts with distinctive charac-

ters. Address [Jan56—tf] JANE TOBIN, augusta, Ga,

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1853.

Bound volumes of the .SOUTHERN CULTIA'ATOR for 18.54

may now be obtained at this office. Price, 81.50. Or we
wiU send it bv mail, post-paid at 81 . 80. Address

' WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.

T he work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or in the bills of any specie pay.
ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

May56—tf Athens, Ga.

PLANTATION AND GARDEN FERTILIZERS.

The Sub.?criber has constantly on hand the following concen-
trated MANURES, a .single trial of which will prove to the

most incredulon.s their value as a re.^torer of fertility to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden and the Orohar.l.

Numerous te.stimonials fi’om gentleman ho tried them last sea-
son have been received, all ofm hom concur in .saying that their ex-
IK-rimeuts were satisfactory and i>rotitable beyond their anticipa
tions

:

PHO.SPHATED GUANO.—In barrels of about 2-50 lbs., at2
cents i>er lb.

SUPER phosphate OF LBIE.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.

at 2 cent.' per lb.

COAR.SE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 1T5 lbs. at It
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 lbs., at li-

cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 2^ cents
per Ib.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Sou, in powder 81.75 per
barrel
LAND PLASTER.—At 81.75 per barrel
AUo, ROCK SALT, in bam-Ls of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

Orders by maU or otheiwise promptly attended to. A
pamphlet, containing ffirther particulars and direction.s for using
the above fertUizers will be sent by maU, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desiring it. D. C. LOWBER,
August5&-^ly 96 Magazine st., New Orleans.

GLOAMING NURSERY.
If ''he Subscriber again offers his stock of Southern grafted and
JL grown FRUIT TREES to the public at prices below those of
Northern nurseiymen. His stock is large and well grown and con-
sists of Southern Seedling Apples, many of which can be procured,

of no other Nurser\-man, Pears on Standard and Quince, Cherries
on Mahaleb Stock.s* together with Peaches, Nectarines, &c,
J^^Catalogues sent gratis on application.

J. VAN BUREN,
ClarksvUle, Ga., Sept. 1st, 1856. Sept56—3t

TO FARMERS, MECHANICS AND OTHERS,
McCORD'S PATENT PORTABLE ANTI-FRICTION HORSE POWER,

THE BEST IN USE.

T his is an invention by which a larger proportion of the power of the horse is rendered avaUable than by anj- other arrangement
known. Its parts are few and simple, not liable to derangement, redUy adjusted for working, with ordinary care verj- durable and

efficient.

The Machines are manufactured with great exactness and all precisely alike, so that in case a piece should be brokenwe can always
furnish a piece to replace it.

It is designed for one or two horses, and can be used for a great variety of work, thereby saving a large amount of labor, expense and
valuable time to the Farmer, Mechanic and others.

* '

Bv reason of its portabUity the o-wner can readUy locate it wherever it may suit his business. It can he used to good advantage for

driving cotton gins, threshing machines, circular, or other saws, planing and other machines for working wood, driving mUls, of various
kinds, for grinding, paint. «fcc., straw-cutters, com-shellers, lathes, grindstones, &c., and for churning, washing, pumping water for cattle,

irrigation, or draining, and all other purposes to which a Horse Power is a^Lipted.

We also keep the most approved Spike and Beater THRESHERS, which can be driven by the above Powers.
FAN MILLS, for Hand or Horse Power.
SMUT MACHINES, GRAIN CRADLES, BELTING, &c.
Scott's LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
MarchSd—tf Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery and Agricultural Implements, Augusta,Ga.
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!

PURE SEED ! ! ! ^
7j5HE subscribers take great pleasure in informing the Planters.

JL Fanners and Gardeners of the South, that they have seciirod

from the most reliable sources a limited supply of FRESH SEE •,

of this very valuable plant, the properties of which may be briefly

summed up as follows ;

1st. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, will yield at

least 300 gallons of fine syrup, equal to the best New Orleans
; and

from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadcast or in close drills, on land deeply plowe('
and highly manured, it will yield from thirty to fifty thousav,'

joounds of superior fodder to the acre.
^

3d. It sm-passes all other plants for soiling (feeding green) a’

foddei’, on account of the great abundance of sugary juice wh:
it contains

;
and is greedily eaten by stock of all kinds.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, gro^vi.

ofif freely and rapidly, after each cirtting.

5th. It stands drouth much better than common coi-n, retaining
its green color andjuiciness even after the seed matirres-

6th. The seed is excellent for human food, when ground into

meal, and fattens domestic animals very speedily. Prom twenty-
five to seventy-five bushels can be raised on an acre.

7th. It is so certain and prolific a crop that planters may be sure
of succeeding with it as a tSugar plant anywhere South of Mai*y-
land and North of Mexico. If planted early in the Southern States
the seed will mature and produce another crop the same season.

The seed, which has been vei’y carefully kept pure, from
the original importation, will be offered in cloth packages, each
containing enoiigh to plant half an acre, in drills, with full

direction for the cultivation, which is perfectly simple.

These packages will be forwarded per mail, FKEE OF post-
age, to any address, on receipt of $2 for each package, or three
packages for .$.5, pottage free. When not sent by mail, we will fui’-

nish the packages at $1 each, or six for $5.
Early orders are solicited, as the supply of good and reliable

seed is quite limited. Applicants’ names will be entered in the or-

der in which they are received, and the seed will be ready for mail-

ing or delivery on the first of October. [See articles in October
number of Soathern Cultivator.]

Addi’ess, with jfiain directions for mailing or shipping,

D. B. PLUMB & GO., Augusta, Ga.
Dealers in seeds and country merchants can be supplied

at a liberal discount from retail rates, if their orders are received
immediately. oct56-tf

DEVON CATTLE FOR SALE.

I
WILL offer at public sale at my residence in Watkinsville, Ga,,
on the 29th of October next, iny entme herd of CATTLE,

thirty in number, consisting of thorough bred Devons and Grades—
the Grrades being a cross of the Devons with the Short Horn Dur-
ham and native breed. WM. P. HARDEN.

1856! 1858!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTHLY JOURNAL,
DEVOTF.D TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK

BREEDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
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DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.
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general rural interests ofthe South

;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-growing States. Its
Editors are men of experience in their respective departments,
and it is well filled with the most

Valuable Original Contributions
from i\iom.ost intelligent smd. practical V\s,-Q.ters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year I Twenty-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

|
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk,

ADVERTISEMENTS
Inserted at ONE DOLLAR per square of tv/elve

LINES, EACH INSERTION; ONE SQUARE, PER
ANNUM, TEN DOLLARS.

Address WM. S. JONES, Angnsta, Ga.
jr^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-

BERS, will be fumisbed with the paper at club prices.

A RARE CHANCE.

The subscriber offers for sale the place on which he now resides,
situated one mile from Griffin, and comprising about 84 acres

of LAND. The place is very pleasant, remarkably healthy, and
has excellent water. On the premises are a House, Smoke-House,
Barn, Carriage-House, Stable, &c. Also, a rare collection of the
choicest varieties of Fniit, surrounded by an Osage Qrange Hedge.
The place might be made a beautiful country seat, or a profitable
location for a Nursery. The fruit has an established reputation,
and the demand for trees is greater than I can supply.

Price $1,500; one-third cash
;
the balance may lie on interest a

while. [Oct56—It] H. L. DEANE.

1 BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For SALE, a few pairs, three to four months mr., ax $20 per
pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to any othes

—they cannot be made to take the mange, and are free from
' '^ ttT.oons eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so
I u-ilile w hen confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55—tf R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

change of schedule.

ON and after Sunday, the 14th October, inst., and until further
notice, the Passenger Trains on the Centi-al Railroad will ran

as follows

:

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND MACON.
Leaves Savannah Daily at 5.00 a. m. and 12.15 P. M.
Arrive m Macon “ 2.15 p.m. “ 1.00 a.m.
Leave Macon “ 11.45 a.m. “ 9.30 p.m.
Arrive in Savannah “ 10.45 p.m. “ 7.20 a. itf.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Savannah 12.15 P. M. and 8.30 P. M.
Arrive in Augusta 8.45P. .M. “ 5.30 a.m.
Leave Augmsta 6.00 a.m. “ 4.30 p.]w.

Arrive in Savannah 1.30 p.m. “ 10.45 p. m.

BETWEEN MACON AND AUGUSTA.
Leave Macon 11.45 a. m. and 9.30 P. M.
Arrive in Augu.sta 8.45 P. M. “ 5.30 a. M.
Leave Augusta 6.00 a.m. “ 4.30 p.m.
Arrive in Macon 2.15 P. M.

“ 1.00 A. M.

BETWEEN SAVANNAH, MILLEDGEVILLE &EATONTON.
Leave Savaimah 5.00 a. m.
An'ive in MlUedgeville 2.45 p. M.
LeaveMacon 11.45 a.m.

i AriWe in Eatonton 5.00 p. m.
W. M. WADLEV, Gen’I Superintendant.

Savaimah, Ga,, Oct., 12, 1855. July56—tf
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VrORK FOR THE MONTH—(NOVEMBER.)
THE PLANTATION.

Cotton.—The picking, ginning and baling of the crop

should be entirely finished by the middle of this month,

in order that the planter, his negroes and animals may
have a little respite and “breathing space’’ before the la-

bors of the next crop come on. There is no branch of

agriculture that require.s so much unremitting and con-

tinuous hard work as the making of a good Cotton crop,

and the wise and humane planter should avail himself of

all the leisure he can obtain, between crops, for relaxa-

tion and the carrying on of various necessary plantation

improvements, too often entirely neglected. So long as

Cotton is cultivated to the almost total exclusion of every-

thing else, we cannot hope for any high degree of rural

improvement in the South
;
but surely, with the advanta-

ges of climate and labor which we possess, we could all do

much more than we have yet done to improve our lands

and beautify our homes. Let us, at least, make the eiTort

;

and do ail that is possible for the advancement ofour most

favored region.

In the preparation of Cotton for market, it will be well

to heed our previous suggestions in regard to careful gin-

ning and handling
;
as the price will depend as much

upon this as upon the natural quality, or length and fine-

ness of the staple.

Siceet PotoAocs.—Cut off the vines as soon as the frost

nips them severely
;
then dig, and carefully bank or house,

as soon as possible.

Small Grain, such as Barley, Rye, PAacl: Winter and

Egyptian Oats, Wheat, broadcast for a field crop, and

Wheat in the drill, for winter and early spring

“soiling” or feeding green—all these must now be sown
as soon as possible. Hatrdy Winter Gro.sses, such as

Clover, Lucerne, Stanford:s WAdf or Tall Oat Grass,

Guinea Grass, (so called.) &c., »&c,, must, also, be put in

the ground at once. Manure heavily, plovy very deep,

pulverize finely, and roll in your seed with a heavy

roller, if you wish to be remunerated for your time and la-

bor.

Hedges of the Osaye Omnne, Honey Locust, Spanish

Bayonet, White Macartney and Cherokee Rose, Fortune's

Yellow Rose, Pomegranate, Jujube Tree, Japan Quince,

''Mock Orange,” Pyracantha, American Holly, Cedar,

Arbor Vitn
,
Euonynms Japonica, Privet, &c., &c., forde-

fence and ornament, should be set out the present month
and during the winter. They add greatly to the beauty

and value of the homestead, and the Osage Orange, Honey
Locust, &c., form the swxtsi protection to our gardens, or-

chards and pleasure grounds.

THE ORCHARD. GARDEN, AND NURSERY.
Fruit Trees, of all the choicest varieties of Southern

growth, should be planted now, as scon as the ground is

well moistened by the early fall rains. If you delay until

spring, you will be too much hurried v/ith other work to

give this important matter the properattention, anditmay
not be done at all. Remember ! that all trees (except some
of the evergreens of the fir tribes)^^ succeed best in the South
when planted in fall or early winter-that by planting Time

you gain a year in the bearing of your fruit trees, and that,

if you will take the proper pains at first, there is little to

do afterwards—“put in one tree more, it will grow while
you’re sleeping !”

Full directions for the transplanting and management
of Fruit and Ornamental Trees have been given hereto-
fore, and will be repeated next month. See, also, the va-
rious Catalogues ofF/?t?7and Ornamental T/rcs for the

South.

Sow Cabbages, To mips. Parsnips, Lcthice, Carrots,
Radishes, tke

, &c. Haul plenty of manure on your gar-
den, have it well spaded, burying under all enriching ani-

mal or vegetable matter. Transplant Cabbages,
Celery, Collardsf &c. Dre.ss and manure your Aspar-
oR.s beds, not forgetting to give ihem a liberal top-dres-
sing of salt before spring. Save all old bones, soap suds,
dead leaves, decaying vegetables, <&:c., &c,, and make up
into compost heaps for future use. Plow and subsoil your
ground for the planting ofyoung Orchards and Nurseries,
and provide a supply of roots and stocks for the propaga-
tion of all new and desirable varieties of Fruit adapted to
our Southern clLmate. %
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THE strawberry PATCH.
The best soil for tliis delicious fruit is a sandy or even

a gravelly Ioann, naoist, and rich in vegetable manure. An

e.xcellent compost for an acre of ground would be 60

bushels ofleaf-mould fiom the woods, 20 bushels of leached

ashes, 5 bushels lime, and 5 or 4 quarts of salt. (This

same proportion maybe observed for any given quantity

of land ) Mix thoroughly, let it stand two or three days,

scatter broadcast and plow in. Then harrow or rake the

surface, making it fine, and set your plants in rows 3 feet

apart, and 1 foot or 15 inches in the row. Or, if planting

for market, on a large scale, set your plants in 3 rows one

foot apart, and leave a 2 foot alley between every strip of

this kind—said alley to be kept clean and open with the

horse hoe. After the plants have become well rooted,

cover the whole with partly decomposed leaves from the

forest, or even chopped up pine or broom straw, leaving

nothing exposed but the leaves and fruit-stalks of the

plants. Our choice varieties have been heretofore raen-

Pistillates. Staviinates, n?-

tioned, but we will briefly recapitulate : Pistillatks, (or

female blossom,) Hovei/s Seedling, McAcoy's Extra. Red,

Crescent Seedling, Black Prince, McAvaifs Superior,

Crimson Cone. St.mvh.vatk, or Hkrmaphrodite, (male,

or “perfect” blossom,): Eongvxrrth's Prolific, Boston

Pine, Walker's Seedling, Early Scarlet. We have also

many new varieties on trial, such as Jinny Lind, Scott's

Seedling, Lucy F'itch, Hooker's Seedling, Beverly, the

Bush Atpinc-i,&.c., &c., but are not yet prepared to report

on their merits.

We have abandoned the planting of Pistillate plants

among Stami nates, for the reason that they grow so ram-

pantly that they soon mix up with, overrun, and crowd
out the bearing plants. A proper admixture of Stami-

nates(orimpregnators) beingabsolutely essential. however,

we re-publish the following diagrams, which set forth the

proper system of planting to secure the largest crops and

keep the different varieties entirely separate and dis-

I

tinct

:

Hernsaphrodites. Pistillalcs.

No. 1. ' No. 2. Ab. 3,

It willbe seen that Nos. I and 3, containing Pistillate plants, are fertilized or impregnated by the Staminate plants
in the centre bed. No. 2, from which they are separated by alleys 6 feet wide—these alleys to be kept scrupulously
free from all runners, especially those thrown off by the Staminate plants in the centre. The beds maybe made
of any required size. The stars (*) represent the plants in 3 foot rows, 12 or 15 inches apart in the row.

BEEP PLOWING, BUT SHALLOW CULTURE-'-
“’BROOMSEBGE’S” REPLY TO “W. E.”

Editors Southern Cultivator— It is refreshing to

meet one who is willing to come to the point, and, as

Davy Crocket would say, “take the bull by the horns ”

We like the sjDirit with which “W. R.” comes up to the

mark, and defends his position. Truth is all we should

be after, yet it is too often the case that writers have one

idea which they would establish, and they can see noth-

ing else. Nearly every farmer has a sort of Procrustean

bed upon which he would place every fellow, and cut his

proportions down, or stretch them out to conform to its

length,

“W. R,” misunderstands our position. We will yield

to no man in the ardor of our advocacy for deep plowing

in the preparation of all soils, but after the crop is planted

the ki^s the roots are disturbed the better, provided the

grass can be kept down and the ground mellow and open
to the action of air, dews and rains. On some soils and
during some seasons, it is next to impossible to do this

without deep plowing, but that by no means proves that
cutting roots does good. It is only the least of two evils.

If the soil be tenacious, or if it be packed together by
dashing rains, it must be opened at the expense of the
roots, for really it can be plowed no other way. During
the year 1855, we cultivated our crop with the cultivator
almost exclusively, and made one of the best crops ever
grown on the plantation. During the present season we
have not had a cultivator in the field, using only the turn
plow and scooter, and we have the poorest crop, save
one, ever grown on the place. This by no means proves
that the cultivator is the best plow. Every rain of the
past year has been a storm, and left the soil in such a
condition that as soon as it became dry enough to plow,
it was as hard as a brick-bat,

“W. R.” has certainly put the cart before the horse in

his “trimming back” argument in fruit growing. The
“heading back” system is to reduce the quantity of fruit,

but improve the quality: to give you three big peaches in

lieu of six little ones. There is no analogy between cut-
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ting back the limbs of a tree and the roots of a corn stalk.

According to “W, R.'s” argument, you should begin to

pull fodder and pluck off suckers, to increase the yield.

It is not the cutting of roots which “aids the activity and

life of the plant,” it is the opening of the snil to the action

of the air, rains and dews of heaven, all of which contain

fertilizing properties. The roots were put there to absorb

these elements and reorganize them— not to be cut; the

cutting is only a necessary consequence of tillage, which

is reryus nature. You till the soil to keep down its natu-

ral growth and force it to produce an artificial one. The
plowing that makes your cotton kills the broomsedge,

iron-weed, fox-tail, and other plants that would grow
without it. Root cutting is not generally practiced in our

gardens, yet corn or cotton grows in them more luxuri-

antly than under the action of the plow. But we will go

farther, and still say that by far the greatest abundance of

facts in our knowledge is in favor of shallow cultivation

when the condition of the soil will admit of it. It by no

means follows that he who advocates deep plowing must
advocate deep culture. You might as well argue that he

who advocates shallow culture should be in favor of shal-

low preparation, “W. R.’s” argument amounts to this

—

that the more you cut the roots the greater the product,

and that the product depends more upon the culture than

the soil. He cannot get out of this dilemma. Our re-

mark as to plowing deep and cutting roots preventing the

formation of weeds, was intended to apply to cotton.

Every careful observer knows that as long as you plow
cotton it grows; and the deeper you plow the more cer-

tainly it will cast its forms.

A word on shallow manuring. The most valuable pro-

perties ofmanure are volatile. If placed near the surfkce,

the chances for their escape into the air by evaporation, or

of being leached out by rains are certainly more favora-

ble than when deeply covered. The roots of plants are

known to go downwards five or six feet in search of food

and moisture, and there is very little danger of their not

being able to find it, plow as deep as we may. So far as

our experience goes, nearly every one of the maximum
corn and cotton crops by experimenters have been made by
deep preparation and shallow after- culture. Whenever
“W. R.” or any of the advocates ofdeep after- plowing shall

produce on an exhausted field of 20 acres an average yield !

of 80 bushels per acre by root cutting and surface manu-
{

ring, we may think we have been asleep.

Broomsedge.
Big Branchy Oct. 10, 1850.——

j

THE WAY TO CATCH OWLS.
j

Editors Sodtheen Cultivator—My poultry having
suffered all this summer from the predatory excusions of

one of these nocturnal thieves, I procured a common little

steel trap, such as is used to catch rats, and placed upon
it a small bunch of cotton, with a few feathers stuck into

it, making a poor sham of a chicken by which to decoy
the bird of wisdom, and set it on a post in the midst of

the territory subject to his maraudings. This was in the

garden, where a flock of chickens roosted among some
shrubbery. The trap had remained about a week, during
which time we tried to drive the chickens from roosting

on such dangerous ground, but never succeeded fully, 1

think, until Saturday night, the 27th of September. On
Sunday morning, the 28th, the servant girl, who slept

contiguous to the garden, informed us that she had heard
an owl in the steel trap, and on sending out to see, she
reported the thief safe, “but must let him stay till Miss M.
gets up to see him.” Miss M. is our little daughter, who
knows where all the hens’ nests are, which are the best

tempered and most motherly hens, knows them all by
their cluck and how many chickens to each, their ages
and accomplishments generally. Indeed, she is on friend-

! ly and visiting terms with all the feathered tribe on the

I

place. But being as anxious to see the prisoner in irons

as Miss i\I
,

I hastened down, a)id at the door steps found

i

all the boots and shoes of the family strewed on the grass.

I

1 suspected what had become of Henry, the shoe-black,

I

a boy some fourteen years old. On arriving at the scene

I

of triumph, 1 found “boots” on his all-fours, that he might
the better face the owl, (he measured forty-nine inches

j

from one extr mity of the wing to the other,) and lectur-

ing him on the violation of the eighth and sixth com-
!
mandments. His audience, besides the owl, consisting

! ofsome half dozen little darkies the nurse and the baby,

I

all the latter applauding as if he were a stump orator,

i “making some happy hits.” But the owl seemed much
1 bored by the business

;
and if he could have spoken,

: would no doubt have replied somewhat in the way the

I

negro sailor did, when the captain, having him stripped

j

for the cat, on a cold, windy deck, was lecturing him on

j

the enormity of his offence, when the negro said, “Mas-

!

sa, if you going to whipee, then whipee; but if you going
to preachee, then preachee; but no whipee and preachee
both.” The owl, like the sailor, got whipee and preachee
both, from boots, as he was the executioner. Nor did I

I

conduct myself with proper chivalry to a fallen enemy,
I for I gave him several ill-natured jobs with my cane,

taunts for mistaking his chicken, &c. Indeed, the whole
family took their turn in reviling and buffeting the pris-

oner. It reminded me of an Indian lodge turning out to

enjoy the fallen state of an old enemy, every member of

the lodge having his turn at insulting or punishing the

prisoner.

The owl and his misfortunes continuing the subject of

conversation at the breakfast table, I told how Miss M.,
instead of triumphing when she saw his feet in the steel

trap, commiserated his helpless condition, saying “poor
thing.” This led to the suggestion that the little owlets
were without breakfast this morning, and how any of us
would like to see father shot or caught in a steel trap, for

procuring breakfast for little Charlie. The reply was,
but father should not steal, even for little Charlie. But
suppose, was the reply, nature had furnished him with
no other means of feeding the baby : and this is a stump-
er in ethics which I shall ask you, Messrs. Editors, to

solve. Wilkes.
October, 1856.

CHEESE MAKING IN THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator— 1 notice a short ar-

ticle in the August number of your invaluable Cultivator,

with the caption “Cheese Making in Texas.”
I will make such response my as experience will enable

me. The rennet being the first consideration, slaughter a
female beef or steer (either young or old); take out the

stomach by cutting off at each end; turn it inside out;

empty its contents
;
rinse it quickly

;
salt highly, on a

plank; let it remain fifteen minutes; then stretch on some
bush twigs

;
hang it in the chimney where it can be

smoked. When wanted for use, cut three or four pieces

somewhat larger than a silver dollar
;
put into an earthen

vessel that can be covered; then add a large handful of

salt, and a pint of boiling water; let it stand as long as

one night before you commence using it. Then draw the

milk from the cow, and to every four or five gallons of

milk strain in one pint or more ot the rennet water.

The milk must be warm. If the curd is not soon pro-

duced, strain in more. Keep your rennet vessel always
supplied with rennet and boiling water

;
(do not empty

the contents of the vessel oftener than once in ten days).

As soon as the milk turns to curd cut it with a knife into

squares of one inch
;
take the cheese cloth, which must be

thin and strong, and lay it on the rop of the curd
;
press

the edges under the curd
;

as the whey rises dip it off
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Still pressing the cuid with yuur hands until ihe curd is

tolerably (ice froin whey; then lay it. on a tray or dish;

tlien work in salt with the hands until it is properly iia-

vored, then work the curd like working Indian nread, un-

til the particles of curd are rendered minute. Have a

hoop ready, wliiehiuay be made oi' white oak, about nine

inches deep and ten inches in diameter; liave a block or

bench three feet high, put on the hoop, spread the clothin

the hoop, leaving out the corners, press the curd into the

hoop, wrap it well in the cloth, place a round piece ol'

poplar or oak plank inside the top of the lioop, press gent-

ly, at first, increase as you progress; after two or tliretj

hours' pressing, take out your cheese and reverse it, then

press about the same time, adding more weight, .After

pressing, rub the outside ofthe cheese with fine salt, lay

on a plate and dry until it will stand on its edge; make a

rack by nailing two thin slats to thick pieces of jilank

two inches apart, bore holes, and insert some flexible

twigs or splits for the cheese to recline against wliile dry-

ing, which operatiojiimust be obtained iti the shade. Turn

daily, avid also rub with a coarse, diy towel,

H.iping tlmt your correspondent may succeed with

these instructions, I am
Truly yours, E. D.

dOt'A, 1851).

CHINESE SIFGAE CAKE, AHD GEOEGIA SYEUP.

Editors Southern Cultivator— T feel it my duty to

make known to the Southern Public the result of my
Syrup Making from the Chinese Sugar Millet, in hopes

that others who have sown this valuable variety of the

Millet may be induced to work it up into Syrup this sea-

son.

I send a few joints of the Cane and a sample ofthe syrup

of which I have made several barrels.

I obtained niy start of seed during lire spring 1855, from

D. Ekdmond, Esq
,
of the SauLhcni CuUivalor. I consider-

ed it a ‘-humbug,'’ from its close resemblance in seed

and growth to the “Guinea Corn,” until my children to

wards fall made the discovery of its being to their taste

equal to the true Sugar Cane.

This year 1 planted one patch April I5th, another May
18th, near Calhoun, Gordon co., on land tliat woukl pro-

duce during a “seasonable” year, forty bushels of corn

per acre, and this year not over twenty bushels.

Seed sown carelessly in drills, three feet apart, covered

with a one horse plow; intending to “chop out” to a

stand of one stalk six. inches apart in the row, but failed

to get a good stand, as the seed came up badly from the

d-eep and irregular covering. Worked out, same as for

corn, plowing twice and hoeing once.

By suggestion of Gov. Hammond, of South Carolina, I

determined to give the Syrup making a fair trial; con-

sequently ordered from the Itlessrs, Winship, of Atlanta,

a very complete horse-power Mill, with vertical iron roll-

ers, that has worked admirably, crushing outjuicefor

eight gallons of syrup per hour, worked by two mules,

with one hand to putiu the cane, and a hoy to drive.

On the 13th of this month, finding the seed fully ripe,

I had the fidder pulled, and the seed heads cut.

Yield of fodder per acre IlOO to 1300 lbs.

Yield of seed per acre 25 bushels of 3G pounds to the

bushel.

First trial of Mill, 70 average canes gave 20 quarts of

juice.

Six hundred and six average canes passed once through
the rollers gave 38 gallons 1 quart juice; passed a second

time through gave 2 gallons of juice
;
the 40 gallons 1 qt,

gave 8 gallons thick syrup.

I carefuMv measured an 8th of an acre, having the best

canes, and the best stand, another Sth having the poorest

canes, and the poorc.st stand. The result 1 give btlow,

the canes passed once through the rollers.

REST ElUliTU OF ACRE.

Yichl ofjuice from 3315 canes 2.53 gals.

A'itdd of Syrup from 253 gals juice 58-2
*'

Rates per acre, of Syrup 408 “

POOREST EIGH'I'H OF A.V ACRE.

Yield of from 2550 canes 170 gals.

Yield of Syrup from 159 gallons juice. .434 “

Rate per acre, of Syrup 3-40 “

Weight of 30 selected canes 492 lbs.

“ Juice pressed out..-.. 2bi lbs.

“ Crushed cane 23 lbs.

Loss in crushing i lbs.

Weight of crushed cane dried in sun.. Oi lbs.

Obtaining such unlooked for success with the Chinese
Sugar Cane, I concluded to try our common corn.

From a “new ground” planted 3 by 3, one stalk to a

hill, a week beyond the roasting ear stage, 1 selected 30
stalks.

Weight ofSO stalks 35| lbs.

“ “ Juice 154 lbs.

“ “ Crushed stalks lOi lbs.

Ijossin crusbing
I lb.

Yield ofsyrup 14 pts.

The syrup [of common corn] was of a peculiar disgree-

able taste, entirely unfit for table use.

The following tests were made at the mill by Dr. Robt,

Battey, of Rome, Ga., a graduate of the Philadelphia Col-

lege of Pharmacy;
Specific gravity of Chinese SugarCane juice. . .1 .085

“ Syrup 1.335
“ New Orleans syrup 1.321

Thermometer applied to syrup 77'^

“ Juice 70'-’

Saccharomttre applied to Juice 252'*’

The juice should be placed in llie boilers immediately

on being pressed out, then boiled slowly, until the green
scum ceases to rise; then stir in a teaspoonful of air-slak-

ed lime to five gallons of juice; continue skimming and
boiling until the syrup thickens and hangs down in flakes

on the rim of the dipper,

I have made the clearest syrup by simply boiling and
skimming, without lime or other clarifiers.

Tlielime is requisite to neutralize a portion ofthe acid

in the juice—the true proportion must be determined by
well conducted experiments.

The cost of making the syrup in Upper Georgia, in my
opinion, will not exceed ten to fifteen cents per gallon.

This I shall be able to test another season, by planting and
working up 50 acres of the cane.

I am satisfied that this plant will enable every farmer

and planter in the Southern States, to make, at home, all

the syrup required for family use, andl believe that our

chemists wiilsoon teach us how to convert the syrUp into

sugar for export, as one of the staples of our favored

clime. Richard Peters.

Atlanta^ Ga.^ Scplcmhcr, 1856.

Remarks.—V/e have, also, a very able report on thi.s

invaluable plant, from Dr. Robert Battey, now pursuing

the study of Chemistry and Medicine in Philadelphia. It

will appear in our next, with illustrations of the plant, the

crushing mill of Mr. Peters, &c.—Eds.

g^^Let you be ever so pure, you cannot associate witii

bad companions without falling into bad odor. Evil com-
pany is like tobacco smoke—you cannot be long in its

presence without carrying away a taint of it.

I^^Modesty is the citadel of beauty and virtue. The
fiisi of ali virtues is innocence, the second is modesty.

f
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CHDTESE SUGAE CANE—SOEGEO SGCEE.

We have frequently called attention to the Sorgho Su-

a small stand, say 40 or 50 saws. I notice one particular-

ly, advertised in your paper— McCordV’—and J would
be under great obligations to you if you would, if con-

cre, or Chinese Sugar Cane. A number of expcninent-s
j
venient, examine it, being for sale in your city, and let

daring the past season have elicited many encomiums ! me know, though \ our paper, your opmion of it. Also,

upon its value, and we re-produce the following descrip-

tion of its multifarious uses:

“We turn now to the new drink. This it is proposed

to proposed to produce in a circuitous way from a Chi-

nese plant, known to botanists as the HoLcInis sacchara-

tus, which was introduced into France a few years ^go,

and into England last year. Chemical analysis shows

this plant as containing eighteen and a half per cent, of,

saccharine matter, being a higher proportion than in the !

case of beet. The sugar is obtained from the juice in the i

same way as that of the Sugar Cane.
j

“In France, the capabilities of the plant have been

demonstrated. iM. de Bauregard, having fermented, by
j

recommend, if you can, a low price and servicrable press,

j

1 am sensible. I am troubling you a tircatdeal, but hope

j

you will excuse it. V’ery respectfully.

! P. Ha.mpto.v.

j

[Will our friends, Carmichaki, &i k.^n, who deal in,

I

or others who have used McCords’ Power, reply to Mr.

Ha.mpton, in our next?

—

Eds 1

HILL SIDE DITCHING.

Editors Soctkkrn Cultivator— Perhaps I may bene-

fit some of my fellow planters who may wish to save

their land from washing by hill side ditching, by stating
means of the refuse of grapes, a quantity ofthe juice ofthe

j

j j.j^Ye learned from experience, viz : that itis always
excellent I , • -ii l;ii r.,. Jr. or. a:.holcus in his v/ine vats, obtained an alcohol of

flavor, which he sent to the market at IMarseilies, where

it realized the same price as the ordinary alcohols there

exposed. Of all substitutes for the vine that have hither-

to been tried, Dr. Turrell believes tlie Sorgho to be the

best, producing an alcohol altogether superior to ever\'

Ollier.

“But the Sorgho has nobler aspirations, and is likely

to minister substantially to our intellectual wants. It re-

sponds to the cry for rags, by a yield of four tons an acre

of material for paper making, after the juice has been ex-

tracted, Xor is this all. A v/riter in the Gardeticr^s

Chrmide sdLys
,
‘Attention has been drawn to a novelty

of the year, in the shape of a tall, reedy grass, called
j emptied,

holdup sa/:ckaratus, of whose economical virtues I find
^

that great expectations are raised, -n- if. ^ q-jic

,

Deccan sportsmen and officers use it largely, under the

name of jowaree, in preference to the coarse grass or hay
;

obtainable there, in feeding their hunters and chargers,

which thrive well upon it-, so much so, indeed, that when '

sent to the coa.st for racing piurposes, a supply of it inva- '

riably accompanies them.’

“Besides sugar, this plant gives abundance of alcohol, a
i

species of cider, molasses convertible into rurn, a valua-
j

ble dye. The leaves and refuse cane are excellent food!

for cattle.” (^See Patent Office Agricultural Report, 18.54,

1

p. 2i9,) I

best to use hill side ditches up hill, or in an opposite di

rection to the natural declivity of the land and to the di-

rection in which the water naturally flows. Each
ditch should have sufficient fall to carry off the water,

and if this fall is made in the direction of the natural de-

clivity of the land the one will partially keep pace with

the other, and the ditch will be much longer and accumu-
late much more water before it can be emptied into a

creek, branch, or other natural outlet. If the fall to the

hill side ditch is made in the direction opposite to the

natural flow of the water, it will be much shorterand con-

sequently not so subject to be washed into a gully, by
the great quantity of water that collects in it before it cau

Yours respectfully,

Tho.s, P. Miller.

AGEICULTDEAL ODE.

BY WM. C. BRYANT.

Orego.v Pea.—Editors Southern CulllvaUrr—In the

August number of the Caltivalor, there appeared an arti-

cle on the Ov-regon Pea, over my signature, offering to

send to any person one ounce of the Oregon Pea, that

would send me nine cents in postage stamps. I am com-

pelled to withdraw my offer, as the demand for the Pea

has been so great that my supply is exhausted.

Samuel H. Gibbons.

Prattville, Autauga Co., Ala., S^pt. 185G.

EOESE P0WEE3 TOE FLANTEES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been a sub-

scriber to your paper for several years and have derived

much iiifornriation and entertainment from its perusal. I

have never, so far, troubled you with inquiries, but now I

am about to do so. I am a small planter or farmer and en-

deavor to raise everyihing practicable at home, ily at-

tention being devoted to other objects, I do not raise any

great deal of cotton, but, still enough to make it an object

to have a gin and press of my o vn, and not have to de-

pend upon mymighbors whose convenience does not

always c<>i respond with mineT The inquiry, then, which

I wish to make of you is, whet.Per you think the Portable

Horse Power, now so much in use, wiil answer to run

Far back in ages,

The plow' with wreaths w'as crowned,

The hands ofking.s and sages

Ent'wined the chaplet round
;

Til! men of spoil

Disdained the toll

By which the v.mrld was nourished,

And blood and pillage v/ere the soil

In which their laurels flourished.

Now the world her fault despairs

—

The guilt that stains her story'.

And w’eeps her crimes amid the cares

That formed her earliest glory.

The throne shall crumble.

The diadem shall w'ane.

The Tribes of earth shall humble
The pride of those wTio reign,

And w-ar shall lay

His porapaw-ay.

The fame that heroes cherish.

The glory earned in deadly fray,

Shall fade, decay and perish.

Honor waits o’er all the earth.

Through endless generations

—

The art that calls the harvest forth,

And feeds the expectant nations.

Didst thou pjart with thy trials, thou wouldst pnrt

with some of thy choicest blessings, Not that trials arc

in themselves blessings; but it is the pathway in whiefc,

the Lord walks 'when he comes to bless.
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POXJDRETTE-IS IT OF ANY USE1

Editors Southern Cultivator—Enclosed I send you

a dollar, for which you will please send me the Cultivator

of the present year.

Question.—Did you ever try the Poudrette of the New
Orleans Sone Black Company 7 if so, let me know what

you think about it. I tried it and the result is a poor one

;

therefore, I would not buy again, so I sought the advice

of a man of science. I often tried Poudrette, made at

Paris (France), and the effect was wonderful
;

it has the

advantage over guano, that it can be brought in immediate

contact with the seed without killing it. The said Com-
pany boasts very much about the article. You will con-

fer a great favor, not only on me, but the whole gardening

community about Mobile, by giving your opinion of its

usefulness in comparison with other manures.

Respectfully yours, C. M.
Mobile, Ala., 1856.

[We know nothing of the particular manure alluded to.

Poudrette, if properly made, is one of our most powerful

and valuable fertilizers. Send us a sample of the Poudrette

you speak of, for examination.

—

Eds.]

COLIC OR ROTS IN HOESIS.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I observe that you
occasionally publish cures for the above affection in horses.

I am induced to send ray remedy, for you are aw'are that

every one has his favorite remedy; but still, when his

horse gets sick, he first gives his and then the nostrum of
every one that may have been suggested, till at last the

poor horse, suffering from so many heterogenous com-
pounds acting upon the delicate villous coat of the stomach,
succumbs and dies of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels, induced, too frequently, by the irritating and,

may I not say, senseless remedies thrown into the sto-

mach. But for the remedy :

Take of Sulphuric Ether 2 teaspoonsful
“ Laudanum 3 tablesp’nsful
“ Spirits of Turpentine 1 “

“ Molasses 1 g'H-

Put the above ingredients into a common quart bottle

and fill up with fresh milk, or milk-warm water, and ad-

minister to the horse as a drench. If the first dose does
not relieve, repeat in 20 to 30 minutes.

Yours respectfully, Medicus.
Houston, Miss.f 1856,

CASHMERE BUCK.

CASHMERE GOATS.
From the stock exhibited at the late Pair of the U. S. Agricultural Society, held at Philadelphia,

Pa;, from the 7th to the 11th of Oct., Vi?ith the Report of Mr. Peters, of Atlanta, Ga,

“These animals were introduced into the United States

from the East, in the year 1849, by Dr J. B. Davis of

South Carolina, from whom I purchased, in the year 1853,

the entire flock of pure bred females, with the exception

of the one owned by Col. Wade Plampton, ofSouth Caro-

lina; one sold by Dr. Davis to Mr. Davenport, ofVirginia,

and one to Mr. Osborne, ofNew York. The flock now con-

sists of (25) twenty -five head, excluding the three pure

bred females above enumerated, and several bucks owned

by gentlemen in Tennessee, Georgia and South Carolina,

who are breeeding grades, by crossing on the common goat.

A great many opinions having been expressed, not
only as to the particular variety to which these animals be-

long, but also as to their value, and adaptation to the difi

fe rent sections of the Union: they are now presented to

the U. S. Agricultural Society, in order to elicit an opinion
from the distinguished stock-breeders and members pre-

sent.
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CASHMERE EWE.

That they are not the “Thibet Shawl Goat,’’ is proven

by their total dissimilarity to a specimen of that breed in

possession of the subscriber
;
the latter variety having

only an under coating of a few ounces—which portion of

its fleece is alone valuable.

"Works on Natural Science show that they are not the

common Angora Goat of the Province of that name, in

Asiatic Turkey, as that animal is of varied color, with a

fieece of indifferent value.

Tliey have become known as “Cashmere Goats,'"’ from

the pure white color and fineness of their fleeces, and
their undoubted Eastern origin, having been characterized

by America’s celebrated Naturalist, the Rev. Jno. Bach-
man, D. D., as “ the most valuable variety that can be in-

troduced into our country.”

The animals on exhibition consist of

;

No. 1. A pure bi’ed buck kid, yeaned 20thFeb'y last.

No. 2. do. do. do. 18th IMay do.

No. 3. do. do. do. 20th do. do.

No. 4. A buck kid, yeaned 23d May last, 7-8 Cash-

mere, 1-8 Common, showing the third cross of the Cash-
mere on the native goats of the country.

No. 5. A buck kid, yeaned 22d May last, 3-4 Cashmere
1-4 Common, showing the second cross.

No. 6. A yearling ewe, half breed Cashmere, showing
the first cross. The mother of this specimen being a com-
mon blue goat.

The fleeces of the matured bucks weigh six to seven

pounds. Ewes yield from three to four pounds. The
flesh of the crosses is superior to most mutton, tender

and delicious, making them a desirable acquisition to our

food-producing animals.

The ease with which they are kept, living as they do on
weeds, briars, browse, and other coarse herbage, fits them
for many portions of our country where sheep could not

be sustained to advantage
;
whilst their ‘ability and dis-

position to defend themselves from the attacks of dogs,

evidence a value peculiar to this race of animals.

They are free from all diseases to which sheep are liable,

hardy and prolific
;
and experience has proven that they

readily adapt themselves to all portions of the United

Sta'es. RtcHARD Peters, Atlanta, Ga.

"WATER RAM.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have a branch lying

some eighty-five feet lower than my house, and can ob-

tain a fall of about ten or twelve feet to operate on a ram,

and would be obliged if you or some of ymur correspon-

dents could give me some data by which I can know what
proportion of the stream can be driven to that height by
such a fall.

If any friend lias a water ram in operation within a con-

venient distance of this place- to visit, I should be glad to

have the information. Garnett Andrews.
Washington, Ga., Sept., 1850.

The proper study of mankind is man—one of the

most difficult is woman.

Bear this in Mind.—Every man can be really great

if he will only trust to his own thoughts, and say his

own say. The stupidest fellow, if he would but reveal

with child like honesty what he feels and thinks when the

stars wink at him, when he sees the ocean for the first

time
;
when music comes over the water, or when he and

his beloved look into each other's eyes—would he but

reveal this, the world would hail him as a genius in his

way, and would prefer his story to all the epics that were

ever written, from Komf.r to Scott.

All Subscriptions to the Southern CuUiiatorh(ig\x\

with the January number.
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From the N. F. Skipping and Commercial List.

COTTON CROP OF THE UNITED STATES.
statement and total amount for the teak ending

august 31, 1856.

NEW ORLEANS
Bales.

Export

—

’To Foreign ports 1,572,923

Coastwise 22 4, ICC

Burnt at N. Orleans... 1,200

Stock Ist Sept. 1853 6,895

1 ,803,218

Deduct

—

Received from Mobile,
Montgonery, &c 73,573

Received from Florida, 5,186
i ecei ved from Texas.

.

23,601
Stock ist Sept. 1855 39,425

141,785

MOBILE.
Export

—

’To Foreign Porte 485,035
Cioastwise 196,286
Consumed in Mobile... 1,936
Stock Ist Sept. 1856.. .

.

5,005

688,262
Deduct

—

Rec'd from N. Orleans 5
Stock 1st Sept. 1855. . .

.

28,519

28,624

TEXAS.
Export to Foreign Ports 34,002
Uoaatwise 83,515
Stock 1st Sept. 1856. . .

.

623

118,140
Deduct

—

Stock 1st Sept. 1655 2,062

FLORIDA.
Export

—

To For. Porte—Up’ds.. 35,858
Coastwise—Up’ds 97,738

S. Islands. 10,900
Stock 1st Sept. 1856 74

144,570
Deduct

—

St.jck Sept. Ist 1855 166

GEORGIA.
Export

—

To For. Ports—Up’ds.

.

177,182
S.I... 8,138

('oastwise—Up’ds 2,426
S. I 7,3-46

Stock in Savannah, 1st
Sept. 1856 1,550

Stock in Augusta, 1st
Sept. 1856 1,781

396,423
Deduct

—

Rec’d fm Florida— S. I. 2,755
386Up’s,

Stock in Savannah, 1st
Sept. 183.5 2,130

Stock in Angnsta. 1st
Sept., 1835 1707

6,978

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Export from Charleston.

To For. Ports—Up’ds... 352,346
S. 1 18,765

Coastwise—Up’ds 133,451
S.1 9,286

Burnt at Charleston . . . 751
Stock in Charleston 1st

Sept. 1856 3,144

517,743
Export from George-
town, S. C., to North-
ern Porte 2,893

520,636
Deduct

—

Etec’d fm Florida—S. I. 6,027
Up’s. 578

Rec’dfm Sav’h—S. I.. 2,689
Up’ds . 13,281

Stock in Charleston, 1st

Sept. 1855 2,085

24,660

NORTH CAROLINA.
Export to Foreign Ports 96
ilo^twise 26,002

1,661,433

116,078

144,404

339,445

495,976

Bales.
Export— 1

To Foreign Ports 70

1

Coastwise and nianu- 1

lactured 20,748

1

Stock Sept. 1st 1G56 842j

21,660 i

Deduct—
Bec’d fruni INTohile .

.

Stock .Sept. Jst 1855.

1,202

1,232,644

Received at N. York by N. Y. &
E. Canal &c

Received at N. York hv N. Y. &
E. R. R '.

Received at Baltimore and
Philad’a Pm the West

1,346,925

454,596

80,737

136,597

378,694

499,272

155,414

316,005

416,754

1856.

,

1855.
1

1

1

1

1£.5'L

t

20,458

i

1

31,«K> 21,936

305 377 1,182

1,781 6S4j 2,258

12.129 ‘ 6,6r(H 2,990

,527.845j2,847.399 [2,9-30,027

Increase over crop of 1855 hales. . 680,5(6
Increase overcrop of 1854 597,818
Increase over crop of 1853 264,963

Crop of Sea Island Cotton.—The crop of this staple the past
year (included in the general statement) vras as follows : Florida 10,9Ct»-

bales; Georgia 13,245 ;
and South Carolina 20,367—total 44,512 hales,

against 40,841 last year, and 39,686 the year before.

Exports to Foreign Ports,
FROM SEPTEMBER 1, 1855, TO AUGUST 31. 18.56.

FROM

New' Orleans,
Mobile
Texas
Florida
Savannah
Charleston
North Carolina . .

.

\'irginia

Baltimore
Philadelphia
New York
Boston

Grand Total.. .

,

Total last year—

To Gr’t
Britain.

To
Fra’ce

To N ’ll

Eu’pe.
wther
FnPte TOTAL.

986,662
351,690
19,661
30,899

244,814
96,262
5,166
3,939
16,857
87,396

162,673
29,016

9,175
2,020

178,812

8,067

1,572,923
. 485,035

34,002
35,858
185,320
371,111

96

162,748
180,532

96

2,907
49,727

2.808

53,436

70 70
424 48 472
178 178

181,043
7,421

27, 42,893
5,592

5,371

64
256,464
13,(;77

1.921,336

i;549,7i6

480,687

409,931

304,005
135,2(0

248,578

149,362
2.954,606

2,244,209

371,670 70,7061168,805 99,216 710,397

ComparatH'O Statement of Growth,
Crop of bales.

1
bales. bales.

1855-6 3,527,b45 1844-5 2,394,503 183.3-4 1,205,394
1854-5 2,847,339 1843-4 2,030,469 1832-3 1,670,438
1853-4 2,930,027 1842-3 2,378,875 1831-2 985,477
1852-3 3,262,882 1841-2 1,683,574 1830-1 1.038.848

I 1851.2 3,01.5,029 1840-1 1,634.945 1829-30 976,845
1850-1 2,355,257 1839-40 2,177,835 1828-9 870,415
1849-50 2,096,706 1838-9 1.360,532 1827-8 727,593
1848-9 2,728,596 183728 i;801,497 1826-7 957,281
1847-8 2,347,634 1836-7 1.422.930 1825-6 7.40,027

1846-7 1,778,651 1835-6 i;360,725 1824-5 569,249
1845-6 2,100,537

1
1834-5 1,254,328 182.3-4 509,158

26,1391 11,5

Consumption.
Total crop of ibe U. ibiates, as before

stated ........ ... bales

Add-
Stock on hand at the commenceinent

of the year, 1st September, 1855,

In the Southern ports 76.644

in the Northern ports 66,692

Makes a supply of

Deduct therefrom

—

The export to Fore’n i)orts.2,954,606

Less, Foreign included 835

Stocks on hand, 1st Sept., 1856 :

2,953,771

In the Southem p'rts 20,014

In the Northern ports 44,157

64,171

Burnt in New York and Boston 500

Taken for home use

3,527,845

143,336

3,671,181

3,018,442

Quajitity Consumed by and In the Hands of the Manc-
fRotiirers North of Virginia.

Year. Bales.

1855-6.. 652.739
1854-5.-593,584
1853-4.. 610.571

1852-3.. 67 1,009
1851-2.. 603,029
18.50-1.-404,108

1849-50.477,769

Year. Bales. Year. Bales.

1 848-9 . . 5 18,('39 i
1840 . 1 . . 297,288 1

1847-8.. 531,772 1 1839-40 295 193'

1 84 6-7 .. 427,967 1 1838-9 76, 018 1

1845-6.. 422 597 '1837 8.. 246.063
1844 . 5 . . 389.006

j

1836-7 . . 222.5401

1843-4 .. 346.744 1 1 835-6 .. 236,733

'

1842-3. .325 129 1834-5.-216,888
1841-2. .267,8501 1833-4. .196,413,,

Year.
1832-3.
1831-2.
18.30.1.

1829-30
1828-9.
1827-8.
1826-7.

Bales.
.194,412
.173.800

.182,142

126,512
-104,853
.120.593

.103,483
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We give belotv our usual table of the amouut of Cotton
coosumed tlTe last year in the States .South and West of Virginia,

and not included in the receipts at theports. We have largely in-

creased the estimate front tiie year previous, but only give it for

what it purports to be—an estimate which we believe approxi-

mates correctness. Thus :

1819. 18.50. 18.51. 18-52

N. Carolina. ..bales. .20.090 20.000 13.000 15,000

S. Carolina.. 1.5.000 10.000 10.000

Georgia 27.000 13,000 22,000

Alabama ..7000 6.000 4,000 .5,000

TeunC'^see. .

.

..12.000 12,000 8,000 7,000

On the Ohio, &c... -.35.000 27,000 12,000 16,000

Total to Sept. 1 .. lit) 000 107,500 60.000 75.000

1853. 18.54. 1855. 1856.

N. Carol'na. .bales.. . 20.000 20,000 18, .500 22,000

8. Carolina .

.

.10,000 12.000 10, .500 15.000

Georgia ..20.000 23,000 20,500 25,000
Alabama .

.

6,000 5,500 6.500

Tennessee .

.

6,000 4,000 7.000

On the Ohio, icz... ..30.000 38,000 26,000 42,000

Total to Sept . 1 .90,000 105,000 85,000 117,500

To which, if we add (for the past year) the stocks in the interior

-towns 1st inst.. (sav bales.) the quantity now detained in the
interior, (say 50,000 bales.) and that lost on its way to market the
past year, to the crop as given above, received at the shipping
ports, the aggregate will show, as near as may bo, the amount
raised in the United States the past *eason—say, in round num-
bers. 0,335,000 bales, (after deducting IS' 0 bales new crop received
this year to l.st inst. and some 250,000 bales detained in the interior

September 1st, 1855, by low rivers, etc., which it is f iir to suppose
ijame forward the past season, and is already added to the receipts

at the ports,) against

Bales. Bales. Bales. Bales.

1855. ..3,178,000TS53- . 3.300.0001 1851. . .2,450.00011849. ..2,840 000
1854. -.3,000,000; 1852. . .3,100,0001 1850. . . 2,212,C00ll848. ..2,357,000

The quantity ofnew Cotton received at the shqjping ports to 1st

Sept, was in

Bales. Bales. Bales. Bales.
18.56.. ...1.800

1

1853... . . 716
1

18.50. -

.

... 2.55 1 1847... . . .1,121

1855.. 18,52.. ,...5,12.5
1

1849... . . . 575
1
1846... .. . 200

.18.54 .

.

...1,890
11

1851 . .

.

1
1848... . - .3,000

11

1845-- .

.

COTTON GIN AND PACKING SCEEW.

Editors Southf.r.v Cc;ltiv.4tor—One of your corres-

pondents has discovered that cast-iron screws are a de-

.sideraturn in packing cotton, and refers to Mr. Finley, of

3[acon, for the cost of them. This is no new discovery

Tiie first screw employed in packing cotton was probably

made of iron. About the year seventeen hundred and nine-

ty-five. a gentleman from Baltimore— the father of Judge

Bt’Lr,, of LaGray.ge— settled in Columbia county, in this

State, and introduced the cotton gin, although Whit.ney

claimed the credit of it and will probably always be

Icnown as the inventor of a machine which has produced

such a marvelous revolution in the commerce of the world.

Bell lived in CeJumbia county, and Whit.ney resided on

the plantation of Gen. Ghken (of revolutionary memory)

in Liberty county, two counties at that peiiod considered

very remote from each other and between them there was

but little intercourse. Their inventions having the same

object in view were nevertheless made without a know-

ledge of ;iny pre-existing machine fur ginning cotton.

Bell used at first perpendicular saws, but very soon as-

certained that circular sasvs were better adapted to his

purposes and substituted them. Whii-ney obtained a

patent for his invention and commenced suits against

Bull and others who were using his gins in the L^nited

States Court, as the records of that Court cit Savannah
will, I presume, show. These suits were never tried as

it was understood that Buli, was prepared to prove by
reliable and incontrovertible testimony that his gin was
bis own invention and was no infringement of Whitney’s
rights under his patent; and I have Judge Bull's author-

ity for saying that Whit.vey oflfered his father ten thou-

sand dollars to suffer a judgment to be rendered against

liim. which he refused.

When Bull first put his gin in operation he ginned for

the fourth, and excluded all male visitors, but females who
Were prompted by motives of curiosity to see it, were ad-

mitted. Some one who was a mechanic or a machinist

introduced himself in the disguise of an old woman and
with a walking stick on which its measure in inches was
obscurely marked, obtained the dimensions of the machine
and with the knowledge thus surreptitiously procured,

constructed a gin on the same model.

That Whitney was entitled to the credit of the inven-

vention which he patented is probable, but that Bull was
the first to introduce the saw gin— the prototype of the gin

now in use— I have not the least doubt. Whitney’s
name has ever been and will always be connected with

this great and important invention, and it is to be regret-

ted that Bull’s claim to the honor of an invention which
has excited such a wonderful influence in controling the

commerce of the world and has contributed so much to

the comforts and the wants of mankind cannot, owing to

the lapse of years, be successfully vindicated.

After his extraordinary success in constructing a ma-
chine for ginning Cotton, Bull went to New York and
had two iron screws cast for pressing cotton. They were
employed in the city of Augusta in repacking cotton for

shipment. These were probably the first screws ever

used baling cotton. Whatever doubt may existin relation

to Bull’s claim to the invention of the gin, there is but

little dohbt but that he is entitled to the credit of the first

packing screw.

Col. D.awson, of the Sulphur Springs in Meriwether

county, remembers when Edward Lyon, who had been

in Bull’s service, built the first gin in Wilkes county.

He thinks this occurred in the year 1806; and he remem-
bers that Gilbert & Pruden had the first screws for

packing cotton in that county, which were locaied in

Washington and made of cast iron. There are many in

Georgia who remember when -the wooden screw was in-

troduced. Previous to that timCjnearly all the cotton made
was packed in rouud bales without the agency of the

screw. Such screws as were in use were made of cast

iron.

Your correspondent does not seem to be aware of this

fact, and I think it probable that the two he found on his

plantation had been long since discarded and their place

supplied with the safer and more economical wooden
screw. He refers to their durability as a recommendation.

It is true that no limit can be prescribed to the duration of

cast iron, but in the shape of a screw it is, because of its

brittleness, liable to break in exerting the immense power
which is recp-iired of it in packing a bale of cotton, and

when it does break it gives no pre-monition of the danger

which menaces every one within reach of it. The age of

cast iron screws has passed away, and I do not think that

your correspondent, even with the aid of Mr. Finley, can

revive it. Antiquary.

Pike, County, Ga
,
1856.

A SOUTHERN DAIRY.

Editors Southern Cultivator—A subscriber wishes

to inquire through the pages of your Southern Cultivator

the best and most ecomonical plan for building a South-

ern dairy on a large scale, say for the purpose of market-

ing milk, butter, cheese, &c., <&:c.

Whether brick dairies under ground answer well in

winter, also what system offeeding will preserve the cows

in good condition and abundance of milk “I What kind

of milk vessel is preferable'?

Perhaps some ofyour numerous subscribers can furnisW

a good many items on this interesting subject.

^ E. G. P.

^i^^That which moveth the heart most is the best

poetry
;

it comes nearest unto God, the source of all power.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPOUT.

BY MACKaY.

Bear lightly on their forelieads, Tiiue !

Strew roses on their way,

The young uj heart, however old,

That prize the present day,

And, wiser than the pompous pround.

Are wise enough to play.

I love to see a man forget

His blood is growing cold,

And leap, or swini, or gather flowers,

Oblivious of his gold.

And mix with children in their sports.

Nor think that he is old,

I love to see the man of care

Take pleasure in a toy
;

I love to see him row or ride,

And tread the grass with joy.

Or hunt the flying cricket-ball

As lusty as a boy.

All sports that spare the humblest pain,

That neither maim nor kill;

That lead us to the quiet field,

Or to the wholesome hill,

Are duties which the pure of heart

Religiously fulfil.

Though some may laugh that full-grown men
May frolic in the wood,

Like children let adrift from school ;

—

Not mine the scornful mood ;

—

/ honor human happiness,

And deem it gratitude.

And though perchance the Cricketer,

Or Chinaman that flies,

His Oragon-kite with boys and girls.

May seem to some unwise,

I see no folly in their play,

But sense that underlies.

The road of life is hard enough.

Bestrewn with slag and thorn,

I would not mock the simplest joy,

That made it less forlorn
;

But fill its evening path with flowers,

As fresh as those ofmorn,

’Tis something when the noon has passed

To brave the touch of Time

—

And say, “Good friend, thou harm’st me not

My soul is in its prime

—

Thou can’st not chill my warmth ofheart

I carol while I climb.”

Give us but health and peace of mind,
Whate’er our clime or clan,

We’II take delight in simple things,

Nor deem that sports unman,
And let the proud, who fly no kites,

Despise us if they can.

TO DESTROY MOLES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Soon after a rain or

when they throw up their hillocks, press them down even

again and at the hours ofsix, nine, twelve and 3 o’clock they

will pass again, take' a hoe and dig them out. Quit^

a number may be destroyed in a short time
;
any ordin-

ary sized garden may be cleared in a fev/ days.

Yours, Otho.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE AS A FODDER AND
SUGAR PLANT.

Editors Southern Cui.tivator—I am very glad to

learn from the last number of your periodical, that the

Chinese Sugar Millet (Sorghum Sacoharatum') is now giv-

ing general sutislaction. i am not at ail surprised that it

so often has been pronounced a “humbug,” for it so much
resembles the common old-fashioned “Chicken Corn,”

that I would have thrown it away myslf, had I not acci-

dentally noticed its richness in saccharine matter. The
syrup, which I recently have tasted, made from this Yil-

let, is excellent, and I hope the cultivation of it will soon
spread over a large portion of the South.

Besides its qualifications for syrup and sugar, I think it

will prove a rich and excellent forage plant.

In the beginning of May, this spring, I planted the

‘Chinese Sugar Millet,” near by a row with “Egyptian
Millet.” Drouth killed the latter

;
it was replanted

;

came up, and was killed again by the protracted drouth,

while the “Sugar Millet” did not seem to be in the least

affected. I will not say that it grows out better than

the “Egyptian Millet” after being cut down, but it grows
out well enough to be considered a first-rate forage plant,

worthy of the attention of the planting community. Con-
taining a great amount of saccharine matter, it is very

nutritious, and will form an excellent substituie for “pul-

ling fodder,” to say nothing of its vast promise as a syrup

and sugar producing plant. Robt. Nelson.
Maeon, Ga., 1856.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY-OVERSEERS. &c.-A FEW
THOUGHTS ON SUBJECT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In ray recent ramb-

lings through a goodly portion of our planting region, and

in conversation with leading planters, I know nothing

that surprised me more than the want of a just estimate

upon what I hold to be proper domestic economy.

It is very true that I passed through usually the poor

districts of country, public roads being on such lands.

It is also true that “making money” is what we are all

after, and upon ordinary lands, we are all too prone to

make the money article, the one thing to be looked into.

But making, as far as I am competent, due allowance for

all this, I am constrained to declare, there is too littleatten-

tion paid to the sm.aller matters of domestic economy than

is right, proper or prudent. Much of this I must attribute

to our overseer system. I intend not to cast any reflec-

tions upon that class any more than upon the other class

who employ, nor to give praise to the class who employ

not, I mean to say plainly and only what is my opinion,

and upon it to risk all to the people. There are overseers

more competent to carry out the detail of a plantation than

we are, or even to direct
;
these richly deserve praise and

the earnest solicitation of all of us, to aid in advancing the

cause. There are others who would soon be at the head

of their business, if planters had a proper appreciation of

them and their individual interests, whilst there are over-

seers who only care for the wages and do as little as pos-

sible to preserve their place,

I have met with quite a number of planters who say

they have tried overseers until they are sick and tired. I

would just here say to employers, much ot this is your

own fault. You employ doctors, lawyers, merchants and

mechanics, &c,, &c., at sucli prices as are full and re-

munerative, whilst the two most important positions in
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society you try to starve out,, as the layman said of the

preacher—“if God will keep ’em httmble, we will keep

them poor.” I allude to the preacher and the overseer.

These classes— the one to point out the way and assist us

to glory, and the other to watch our wordly interests and

he a protector of our fire sides when we are absent. Pay

a doctor, lawyer or merchant so as they can live like the

“princes of the land,” and the preacher and overseer not

able to live as decent people.

I would have an overjeer paid more than a mere hireling.

I would have him paid according to his talent, education,

education, responsibility and fitness. Thus you will ele-

vate the calling, and thus will our land and nation be bene-

fitted.

I was told by a planter: “Philips, you and are

doing a great evil, in holding up for overseers to be able

to keep records and make a showing of their doings, read-

ing men, intelligent men. Vfhy, you will soon compel

us to pay 500 to 1 ,000 and 1,500 for overseers
;
why if a

fellow can keep that Affleck Book he thinks he ought to

have STOO or §‘500 now
;
we used to get overseers at S‘200

and 8300,”

“Just so, sir,” I replied, “you used to get drivers, ne-

gro and mule and land slayers, and I hope the day is not
|

distant when you will find none such.”

Why, sir, I would like to know, should Robert Jones,

behind a counter, get 3000 or 8800 per year, when D.ivm,

his brother, his class-mate and his equal at least, can only

get 8300 or 8400 as an overseer. David cannot be con-

fined to selling tapes and pins, ribbons and needles, he

loves the fields and the woods, the clear sky and open air.

3Ir. JoBsoN, the merchant, has about 837,000, invested in

a store, and 3Ir. Holden has over 860,000 in land and

negroes, I am no advocate for extravagant prices, but I

do claim for the over=eer living prices, and then require

him to do his whole duty.

It is true that the man with 820,000 or 830,000 capital

is unable to pay the price that one can who owns 840,000
or 860,000, but no man should expect the service of an
overseer when he only gives the mere wages of a negro

field hand Employ men who feel they are above negroes,

such as will not permit negroes to deport themselves as if

equals, then you find order and subordination on a farm

and the overseer with character enough to improve.

Again, I think it a bad policy'^ to employ an overseer,

that has all ready learned all of the art and science of

planting
;

he should be sublimated, etherialized, evapor-

ated and sent to the land of spirits. I will in my next pro-

ceed to pointing out something else.

Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

Log Hcdl, nca,r Edirards. Miss. July, 1856.

HORIZONTAL ROWS.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Col. Cannon’s re-

marks on leveling hilly lands have excited a good deal of

attention
;
and if one may judge from the comments of his

brother planters, his doctrines are not deemed altogether

canon-icul. The senior Editor of the Cultivator, who
seems to be a “strict constructionist,” understands him to

mean that the hills are to be cut dowm and carted into the

valleys—no light undertaking that, in good old Clark—
and makes rough estimates of the expense. Why those

of us w’ho cultivate the “sterile lands” of Florida, (w'hich

by the way, have rarely been known to yield more than

a bag of Sea Island cotton per acre.) might well open our

eyes in astonishment at such a proposition; though the

geographies do insist that our country is level as well as

sandy ! Even here it would be subsoiling with a venge-

ance.

A less literal correspondent, who evidently thinks it

would be a famous thing to have all the rows on a dead

level, and do away with ditches, but who appears to be

a little timid, asks if very high beds will not be requisite 3

Another writer, agreeing, in toto, with Col. Cannon,
recommends the adoption ofhis plan, remarking that there

may be an occasional break, but that this will be evidence

only of imperfection in the w'ork, which must be re-touch-

ed till there is no break ! As Dr. Lee has already been

at the trouble ofsome calculation with this subject, he is

requested to estimate how often a re-touching would be

necessary in his section !

The idea of running the rows, on a hill si<le, perfectly

horizontal, is not a novel one, nor does Col. C. claim for it

originality. It was probably the plan first adopted. I

laid oft a hill side in Leon County, Fla., after this fashion

in 1841.

Perhaps it was generally abandoned where it had been

tried, because from the steepness of the hill side, the stiff-

ness of the land, or the inaccuracy of the work, it was
found to be ineffectual in pi’eventing washes. The rows

were next run with a little fall to carry off the surplus

water. Guard drains are now usually cut
;
but planters

have not yet settled among themselves whether the rows

should be run on a dead level or parallel with the ditches,

I
or with such inclination as will empty their water into

the ditches. In short, the whole question is still an open

one, and is likely to remain so, till correspondents in giv-

ing their experience, shall take the trouble to enlighten

their readers in relation to the soil cultivated—whether

light or stiff, porous or compact—and the length and in-

clination of the hill side, on which the experiment is made.

It is evident that a long, steep hill side, stiff clay, or

stony land, will require different management from a

short, gentle slope, having a light porous soil.

A little experience is worth a great deal of theory on

this subject; and I will give you mine for the past five

year. After due reflection, I laid off my rows level, or as

nearly so as I could make them, intending to cut ditches

when ascertained to be necessary. For two seasons all

was well. During the heavy rains of the third summer,

the water broke over the rows on hill side No. 1, without

carrying off much soil, and I had ditches cut. This was
a hard, stony piece of land, (a very unusual thing here,)

into which it was almost impossible to force any sort of

plow. Hill side about two hundred yards long, making

with the horizon a mean angle cf about ten degrees.

1 Hill side No. 2 was laid off in the same way— soil light,

I

clay not generally nearer than two to four feet to the sur-

face. Length of slope, about three hundred yards, and in-

clination about the same as No. 1. No ditches yet cut.

Hill side No. 3, similar in every respect to No. 2, being

in fact a continualion of the same, in a different field. No
ditches yet made, or needed, at the end (nearly) of the fifth

year since the rows were laid off.

On hill side No 2 the water ran across the rows during

a very heavy rain last spring, just after the cotton had

been sided and hoed, when the beds were pretty well cut

down. But there was no tendency to accumulation at any

point, and no soil was carried away, so far as I could as-

certain. After the next sweeping, the keenest eye would

have failed to detect any evidence that water had flowed

over the beds. Had the heavy rain continued a few hours

longer, perhaps much damage might have been done.

iMy guide rows were laid off with a good level in my own
’ hands; and as my nrofession has given me habits of ex-

actness, I think I am justified in saying they were as

nearly on a dead level as they could well be made.

My experience, then, amounts to this : On light lands

having no greater inclination than mine, the rows may be

run on a perfect level, and ditches be dispensed with

—

provided a good bed be kept up and proper care observed
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in working the crop. An nnlncky cut of the hoe across

tlie bed, or a little cai e'f\s«:ness on tjte prrt of the plowman,

may .suut a break even 'rt iiiae uie mjv, s ..le ^leitccily hori-

zontal.

But while my experience proves that ditclies are un

necessary in some (asc':', T do not advise anyone to dis-

pense with them on stiff clay lands, or even on lighter

lands, where the hill side is steep.

In the field where 1 have been compelled to cut ditches,

I do not find it difficult to keep them in order. As the

rows are level, or nearly so, only the hardest rains (such

as rarely occur) cause vt'ater to flow across the beds. In

the ordinary showers, these ditches do not discharge water

at all. They have a fall of only one inch to twelve feet.

With such inclination, ditches will never be transformed

into gullies; and should a few years’ trial prove them to

be unnecessary in any field, they can be abandoned.

Col. Cannon’s views have been severely criticised in

the agricultural papers and generally condemned—per-

haps by those who have never tried his plan. Were it

possible to have all the rows perfectly level, and keep

them so, very high beds would not be needed to prevent

washes, even on steep hill sides, without ditches. And
an approximation to this perfection will answer in many
eases.

If, instead of leaving this whole matter in the hands of

overseers, planters would give to it the thought and per-

sonal attention which its importance demands, it would
not be difficult for each one to ascertain the plan best

adapted to his particular locality. B. F. W., Jr.

Prairie- View, Madison, Co., Fla:, July, 1856.

[Very true! Please send us your plan for permanent

borders of garden walks, as you (privately) proposed.

—

Eds.]

SEA ISLAND COTTON-PROSPECT OF THE CROP.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having seen in your
September number a request for information as regards

Sea Island Cotton, I send a statement of facts as they now
appear, on the 31st of August, after three successive days

of rain. There came on about sundown a very high wind
from the southeast, which continued at that quarter until

about 11 o’clock,when it shifted to the southwest, bringing

with it much rain, the wind continued its violence until

next morning about breakfast hour. The cotton is very

much broken, much of the young fruit and some of

the hard being threshed off, with the prospect of

our losing much more; the roots from all of the

south side of the plant being necessarily either much
torn or bruised, consequently depriving the pods not ma-
tured of a large portion of their propur nutriment. I pre

sume that as in the case of the last storm in 1854, the

full extent of the injury will not be known in less than

three weeks. My own crop was quite a fair one before

the storm. My loss will probably be about one-fifth. The
crops on this island could hardly before the storm have
reached the average. I have seen but one very fine crop

of cotton. I have understood that on Edisto Island,

where the finest varieties are cultivated, the cotton was
mostly ruined by the immense rains in July, We culti-

vate in this locality almost entirely with the hoe, except

a very few young planters. We plant about four acres of

cotton and one and a half of corn to the hand. When the

yield of cotton is good it is as much as we can gather in

with care. Yours respectfully,

Wm. S. W*****.
John's Island, S. C., S^pL, 1856.

•

Pleasant.—To dream you are worth a million of dol-

lars and wake up to find yourself to be an editor of a

newspaper.

BERMUDA GRASS—ITS VALUE TO THE SOUTH.

EDiTnR.s Soxitiirun Cui/nvATOR— I have ppen a sub-

scriber to your valuable journal for several years, and
have derived great advantage horn the informatiem which
1 have monthly gleaned from its paees. I have never

troubled you wiili communications, being more anxious
to learn than to teach; nor should I now, were it not

that I noticed an article in your August number, over the

signature of “F. Hodges,” headed “Bermuda Grass,”

which is calculated to have a deleterious effect upon the

interest of the Southern Planter. For many years I have

used the Bermuda for pasturage, for meadow and for a

lawn grass.

For pasturage, I consider it far superior to any other

summer grass in the South. I have between sixty and
a hundred acres of it in my pastures, and I am satisfied

that it' affords more feed to the acre than any grass I ever

saw. My cattle, sheep, hogs, &c
,
are fat enough for the

butcher all summer. I have some fine Suffolk hogs that

run in a Bermuda grass lot, so fat that they can hardly

walk.

For meadow it may be cut three times a year, and on
good land an acre well set in Bermuda grass, will yield at

each cutting, one ton of as good hay as ever came dosvn the

Mississippi.

This is the grass that should make us independent of

the North in the matter of hay.

For lawns it is, as every one may see, admirably

adapted, forming a very thick, even growth at the bot-

tom, of a beautiful dark green color. It is not liable to

die out on their poor land like many grasses, but succeeds

finely in all situations in the South where exposed to the

rays of the sun. Of course, like other grass, it grows
most luxuriant on good soil.

As to its being difficult to eradicate, Mr. H. must, as

you suggest, have mistaken the Black Coco for Bermuda
grass.

I am cultivating a piece ofbottom land this year in corn

that five years ago was thickly set with Bermuda Grass,

and now there is not a hatful on an acre; any one who
knows anything of Bermuda Grsss should be aware of the

fact that it can stand neither shade or frost. Therefore, if

it is on land that i.s wanted for planting field crops give it

shade by planting some crops that will shade the ground.

If is wished to destroy it from a piece of ground for any
other purpose, just plow up the ground late in the fall

and expose the roots to the actions of the frosts of winter

and there v/ill be no cause to complain of the tenacity of

life in Bermuda Grass.

M. H. says: “it spreads by the root and the seed.” I

have never seen a perfect seed of it, and do not think it

matures seed in this climate.

It is probable that upon the banks of the Aile and the

Plains ofIndia where it i.s indigenous, it does so; here it

certainly does not. It forms a pericarp but nothing more.

I have frequently thought your really valuable journal

and Bermuda Grass resembled each other in one particu-

lar at least, and that is in both being necessary for the

Southern Planter
;

for a planter that underatands his own
interest will not be without either.

Yours respectfully, C. B. Swasev.

Yazoo City, Miss., Sept., iS.'ff).

I^^Meditation on deatn gives a grand and mellow tint

to our habits of thinking ; as a great ocean exposed to the

rising sun, borrows, from its edge to the farthest bound of

waters, a celestial glow of light.

"
A Beautiful Thooght.— Someone has said of those

who die young, that they are like the lambs which the

Alpine shepherds bear in their arms to higher, greener

pastures, that the flocks riiay follow.
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INSTEUCTION ON THE AET OF MAKING WINE.

BY C.AnBT-nK-V.VL'X.

thi.l4hhcd hn (>r(kr oj i/ic f'rcuf k (n'vcrii /nrn/

.

j

TRANSLATED BY J. B.. <n' Al'CESTA. (A'oRfAA.

[Concluded from nnr O tober nmnber.^

OF srr.PHuiious FUJiir,.‘vTioNs.
I

The author proposes sulphuiuiis (umigations as t!ie
j

means of preventing acetous deijeneraiion, but this is in :

opposition with the tl.eory previonsiy established by inni
i

concerning the conversion of must into wine—according
j

to this theory there is no doubt that one oi' the principal
{

means of preventing spirituous fermentation to fall into

the acetous, is to keep the saccliarine principle in due pro-

portion to the saline |)rinciple. Whenever the last will

predominate there will be a tendency to acidity; now,

what is the consequence when the hogsiieads are sulphur-

ed 1— external air is replaced by the sulphurous gas,

Avhich, increasing the acid in tlie wine, makes it pass into

a higher degree of acidity.
|

Experiment conjirviinp thi^thennj :
—A cooper was em-

i

ployed to decant six casks of acidulous wine; lie had al-

ready filled two casks that had gone through the process
|

ot sulphuring, when I made him put the four remaining-

into hogsheads that had not been sulphured; the v.dne
|

contained in the four last became much sooner potable; it

was compared at the end of six months with that of the

two first casks, and it was of a much superior quality
;
the

second on the contrary, was harsh and sharp. A motive

no less powerful ought to make us very economical in the

use of sulphur, liecause the sulphurous gas, being disen-

gaged, and meeting the oxigen, produces sulphuric acid,

a

theory which has been confiimed by the following ex-

periment : The soldiers in the military hospital of Xanc y,

complaining of the quality ot wine furnished by the pro-
j

vider, and particularly of its tartness, the physicians in
;

attendance invited the apothec.ary to analyse the wine
; jamong other experiments, he introduced in the wine a !

dissolution of mercury in nitric acid, and he obtained the
j

oxide of yellow mercury or mineral turbith, which left itj

beyond any possibility of doubt that the wine contained
;

sulphuric acid
;
a report of this transaction being made

;

to the commissary of war, he ordered the provider to lake

back the wine, and threatened to prosecute him— this man '

convinced of his innocence, lequcsted a second visit, and
c died on me to attend—the experiment when renewed;
giving the same result, I became apprehensive ofhis guilt.

;

However, I asked for some of the same wine from anoth- .

er cask
;
the addition of the above dissolution did not pro ^

duce the same cfTect. Wc were seeking for the cause of
|

these different result.s in a wine which differed only by i

the vessels containing it, when, h um pcsidve information,

it was proved tiiat the director had used old casks which i

had been sulphured to receive the first wine; we tlien did
|

not hesitate to pronounce that the sulphuric acid was the
|

product of the sulphurous fumes. The wines of that liar- !

vest were naturally acidulous, and what interest ormodve
j

could this man have had to increase the acidity 1 It is a
j

fact that fumigations of sulphur slacken the fermentation !

of the must, and will produce still wine; but, in wine al- !

ready made, in wine wiiere tiie acid predominates, sul- ;

phuring will incieasa the acetous principle
;

the use o!
_

sulphur, conseq'tently, is contrary to those wines contain-

ing any acid, and its excf s.-s in general may prove injuri

ous. The means proposed by the author to restore ropy

wines appe u- inadequate, unless in the beginning of their

degeneration, and when the principle which alters the

mueoso saccharine matter is found o ;ly in small quantity.

He also recommends the exposing of ti.e bottles in an airy
’

garret, and the shaking and uncorking of them in order

that the confined gas may become free and escape with

f. oih and smoke. As little of the gas as possilde should

be let to escape : the remedy will not take effect unless

fhev'’ exi.st^ in lit qn Midiv tn disnlvr the muno-

I

so sar.charine matter, which is the true cause of the alter-

’ atirn
;

wlvn tlv 'N ;r,-n«rannn is carried m a certain

Xlcgree, there cannot be enouijh ol the gas. fn this case

the isinglass is puv. erless, and lias the iuciinvenience of

precipitating the essential as well as the nscless principles

—we cannot dispovrr whnt can be expected from one or

two drops of an acid, such a.s that of citron. The means
to correct wine, thus altered, is simple: this i.s done by
restoring to it its fir.-^t iicid, the a,cidulous tartrite of potash,

commonly called cream of tartar, at the cose of one or two
ounces for every sixty gallons, according to the degree of

alterations.

Tills saline sub.staiice, drawn from wine, is apt to dis-

solve the excess of the mucoso saccharine matter, and
serves as a leaven to establish a motion which accelerates

this dissolution
;
but, as in this degeneration tfiere are

some insoluble parts, ilie tartar is mixed with the white

of eggs welt beat up, and this mixture incorporates inti-

mately with the wine. Alter a few days, the wine is

clarified, and has acquired a degree of quality proportion-

ate to the dissoluiion of one of its constituent principles.

OK TIIK ACIDITV IN AAINE,

The author lecommend.s the use of ashes, lime, or chalk

to correct the acidity in wine. It must be observed that

the action of ashes is proportioned to the salts they con-

tain, and particularly that of the carbonate of potash; this

salt i.s found in very unequal proportious, and in a state

of alteration more or less marked— ashes, besides, often

contain extraneous substances, metalic oxide especially.

The carbonate of potash, as we obeerve, is found in un-

equal proportions, and in a state of alteration more or less

marked, its formation depending on different causes, viz;

the nature of the vegetable or animal substances produc-

ing it
;
the action of fire more or less ardent or continued

;

the form of the utensil in which it has been made, and

the contact of the air more or less prolonged, etc. Sup-

posing ashes to i-e pure and containing a suffiiciency of

carbonate of potash to saturate the acetous acid, this cor-

rective ought in be rejected as it changes the color of the

wine, gives it that of onion peel, r.ud determines its de-

crepitude. Lime has the property of saturating the excess

of acid in wine, but has -Iso the inconvenience of chang-

ing its color anti causing it to pass from youth to old age
— tlie result of iliis combination being briny and bitter, has

the efiect of deteriora.ting it. As to chalk, which is no-

ticing more than lime impregnated with carlrotiic acid, it

lias besides the inconvenience btdonging to lime, tiiat of

creating useless acid, since the only desideratum is to satur-

ate that which is already in excess. Calcined magnesia

is the true corrective ot sour wines ; the dose is from one

to two ounces for every sixty gallons, according to the

degree of atddiiy. The srdt resulting from the combination

of the magnesia with acetous acid, cannot alter the qual-

ity tif wine, and its use can be productive of no in onveni-

ence.

THE IlESri.T OF THESE or.sEIlV.niON.S IS :

1. That grapes must not be separated from the bunch

when they are in a perfect state of maturity.

2 That tlie bunch must he cut as close as pos-siiile, so

rs not to leave any tail to it when the fruit has attained its

degree of maturity.

d. That grapes must be separated fioni the buncli when
their maturity is not complete.

f. That in general sulphurous fumc.s should be used

with great caution.

.1 . That acidulous wines must be put in ca.sks that have

not undersone the above openiiion.

G. That the corrective of turbid and roj,-y wines is the

acidulous tartrite of potash commonly called tartar.
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7. That the corrective of sour wines is Calcined Mag-

nesia,

OBSERVATIOXS OX MR. DeVAUX’S INSTRUCTION.

BY THOMAS m’caLL, OF RETREAT.

(a) Burgundy grapes ripe at Retreat from 20th to 25th

of July, 1831. The Blue Favorite alias Tinta, Violet Clus-

ter, and violet Madeira grapes, ripe 29th July and 3d of

August. Heat in wet weather 65 to 82, and inordinary

dry weather from 76 to OSdegrtes Fahrenheit—no danger

of frost.

(b) When vines are crowded with too much wood, and

permitted to bear more grapes than the roots can nourish,

the grapes ripen irregularly, do not color well or acquire

a good portion of saccharine matter—such require gather-

ing at three or four times
;

if the vines are rightly pruned

and allowed to bear only half or two thirds of the quan-

tity of fruit, the colour will be more perfect, the juice rich-

er, and the grapes may come in at twice gathering: the

wine will be of better quality.

(c) See Mandel’s observations. It is only necessary to

strip a part of the berries from the stems; when the ber-

ries are thin, to reduce the whole to probable full bunch-

es
;
in any other case it is unnecessary to separate the

berries from the stems, except the grapes are of an aus-

tere taste, and in making syrup (eisence) from partially

dried grapes—essence is said to be much used in manu-

facturing wine. The term in the vat regulates the quan-

tity of tannin, bitter principle, to correct the insipidity of

the must for wine.

(d) Pressing should read Masking, which is breaking

the skins of the grape, preparatory for the mashing tub or

Yat.

(e) Lime wash should not be used; and if used, it

should be carefully washed off with hot water till perfectly

clean and sweet. If the vat, or other vessel, has a musty
smell, it should be unheaded and scorched by burning

shavings or straw, as the coopers do, until slightly charred

—scrape off the coal, and cleanse with hot water: if the

cask has a sour smell, wash with ley of wood ashes to

neutralize the acid, and carefully wash with hot water, and
cold, till no bad smell remains.

(f) This experiment is erroneous. A Paris pint is a

fraction larger than an English wine quart
;
consequently

500 quarts French, make 250 gallons English wine mea-
sures. There would be some loss by fermentation—say

quantity is 240 gallons. A twelfth part of 240 is 20 gal-

lons, the quantity yielded by distillation. 10 lbs. of sugar

and 4 lbs of cream of tartar were added to a similar must,

and fermented
,
yielded a fifth part of brandy, which is

48 gallons, of 20 degrees of proof If Mr. DeVaux had
furnished us with the specific gravity of his musts, and of

his brandy, it would have been more explanatory of the

quantity of dry alcohol contained in the brandy. I will

suppose it to be of the same strength as that which Mr.
Brande subjected to the test, which yielded 53.39
as he calls it, but I understand it to mean 53.39 parts of

alcohol in 100 of brandy.

The first fermented must yielded of brandy 20 gals.

The must with 1 0 lbs. ofsugar yielded 48 “

Difference, product of 10 lbs. of sugar ^ “

I refer to Lavoisier’s Elements of Chemistry, Part 1,

chapter XIII, on the decomposition of Vegetable Oxyds by
the Vinous Fermentation, and in Table IV, I find that 10
lbs. of sugar yielded 5.77 lbs. of dry or pure alcohol of
the specific gravity 0.8293, temperature 55 degrees of
Fahrenheit.

In ascertaining the sp. gr. of solids or liquids, rain, or
distilled water, temperature 55, is always unitv, and by
the addition of cyphers is thus expressed, 1 ,0000
Specific gravity of dry alcohol, 0,8293

The difference of sp. gr. is the difference of density, bulk

for bulk. A gallon of rain water weighs 133.68 ounces,

avoirdupois, and measures 133.68 ounces.

As water 1 . 0000 : Alcohol 0.8293 : 133. 68: 110.66 oz.

The weight of a gallon of Alcohol, 5.77 lbs. is 92.32 oz.

Alcohol 0. 8-293 : water 1.0000: 92.32: 1 1 1 . 32 ounces by
measure of 92.32 oz by weight of Alcohol.

-A s 53. 39 parts of Alcohol : lOG parts of brandy : 111.-

32 : 208.5 ounces by measure, of brandy produced by 10

lbs. of sugar, of the strengrh of that used by Mr. Brande.

Divide 208.5 oz. by 133.68 oz. and the ratio, or quotient,

is 1.56 gallon of brandy yielded by 10 lbs. of sugar instead

of 28 g.-illons, is stated in Mr. DeVaux’s experiment. It

would require nearly T80 lbs. of sugar in 250 gallons of

must for wine, to produce the supposed result fiom add-

ing 10 lbs. of sugar.

According to the premises, I believe the. above is rightly

stated : others may examine for themselves.

(g) The signs of fermentation in the vat usually observ-

ed by me, are

:

1st. Air bubbles to rise round the head, at the staves.

2nd. Bubbles begin to rise through the head or cap, and

when they begin to rise rather freely, it is time to draw
the wine from the vat, and subject the must (broken

grapes) to the action of the press. The time of fermenting

in the vat varies with the heat of the weather, and rich-

ness of the juice, or must, from 5 to 18 hours; but not

longer in any case, in our warm climate. The outline of

this practice is founded on Louis de St Pierre's book of

instruction for his vine dressers at New Bordeaux, in South

Carolina. He says

:

'’Red Wines.—Most possessors of Vineyards, who in-

tend to make red wine, fancy they have no more to do

but let it have more or less of the vat, according to the dif-

ferent degree of tinge or deepness they intend it shall have.

But these men egregiously deceive themselves, experience

having shown as hiiherto, the necessity of using many
other precautions to ensui'e success

;
that is to give the

wine the desired depth of color, without diminishing its

other agreeable qualities.” “Therefoie, to prevent the

evils of mismanagement in wine making, weare first of all

to consider the nature of the season, which being hotter

or colder, requires a particular government in the con-

duct of wines intended to be of the red sort. In the

second place, we must consider the nature of the wine, as

whether it be of a fine or a coase kind : if the former, it is

consequently more replete with spirit than wine of gre it-

er body. For such wine, from four to five hours in the

vat will be sufficient v/hen we intend it to be of a deep red.

In this way the excellent wine of Cnulanges and its envir-

ons are managed. It would acquire a husky taste, le

gold de la grope, were it to be left in the vat for a longer

space.”

“Yet, if the season prove wet, it mav be left in the vat

for a whole night. Wines which are too much fermented

are always coarse.”

“When wine happens to be of the coarser sort, that is,

contains a less quantity of spirit [liveliness of taste and
flavor, 1 suppose,] and has less of the seve, or principle of

fermentation, it is usually left to ferment in the vat for a
whole day; and even after, if we think it has not had
enough of the vat, we delay putting it under the press for

some small space longer
;
as these wines never arrive at

their perfeet state, but by the body they acquire in the

vat
;
their other qualities being but very slender.”

(h) A good must for wine contains two important

principles not named by DeVaux, viz : Aroma, which
gives flavor; and tannin, or bitter, which corrects insipid-

ity. The tannin, is more or less, in the juice and skins,

but materially in the stems of the grapes. A protracted

action in the vat before pressing, dissipates the aroma,
and increases tha tannin to an injurious degree

;
and this
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is what M. de St. Pierre means, “to give the wine the de-

sired depth of colour, without diminishing its oiher^agree-

able qualities.”—(see note g )

Air. i)eV. says ‘•A.ature has widely, ’ occ the

liquor .should lie tested, and the O'.rnmcteT'^ should be placed

iuJt” He s!)ould have stated what degree ol density or

specific gravity the instrument should indicate in must,

with the principles rightly proportioned; and if any ot

them were fiulty pointed out the method of correcting

them. He indicates evaporation as one method, and add-

ing sugar as another, but without rules. The following

observations and practice, may have some tendency to ex-

plain this matter.

In 1823, I made wine ofWarrenton grapes: to 5 bushel

baskets moderately'^ heaped with bunches, I added 15 Ihs

of brown sugar, when the grapes were mashed in the vat,

where it fermented between four and five hours, and then

pressed—quantity 1
1
gallons of 155 degrees of Baume’s

hydrometre for syrups, equal to sp.gr. 1,118—heat was
about 80 in the must, which would make the sp. gr. 1.120.

This wine was of superior nutty flavor, potable at six

months, and improved for three years
;

it began to decline

at five years old, and is now rather vapid. In 1824 I

raised the must to 16| of Beaume, which, with allowance

for heat, was 1,128 in sp gr. This wine has continued

to improve, and is now one of the best strong wines I ever

tasted. In 1825 I intended to raise the mnst to the same
strength, but the wine was entirely too sweet: I was con-

founded at this, and souglit for the cause, by placing the

instrument in water, when I found it floated nearly two
degree deeper than 0. The paper scale within the tube

had slipped down atsome previous time: on this account

I object to these instruments, unless they^^ are made of

brass or silver This experience seems to show the ex-

tremes of greatest and least density or specific gravity in

musts for wine, in our hot climate. In colder climates,

with deep cellar.s, they may make much lighter wines

than we can in Georgia. Mr. Adlum has mentioned the

use of a newly’ laid egg as a- substitute fn’ the syrup hy-

drometer: ifthe egg rises in must for wine, with the end

a little above the surlace, it indicates the weakest must

above mentioned
;
and for the strongest, I find, on trial, it

rises nearly a sixth part of its length—ihe size of the egg

make some littie difference.

I

I

I

In making small experiments for two years, I have

added sugar to the juice until the sp. gr. is 1.120 and as

the fermentation progresses, after its violence is over, 1

have added one or more ounces of sugar per gallon, when
the wine had too much tartness or too much of the bitter

—the quantity according to the taste; and a small por-

tion afterward, when necessary. When the wine was
made, I calculated that if all the sugar had been added at

first, the specific gravity of the must would have been

1.128. Those small experiments were fermented in stone

and glass vessels
;
and no matching with sulphur was

used. In this way I am operating the present season,

with all my wine. !

(i) The observations of Mr. Mandel on the text, are
{

written by the hand of a master:— I intend to profit of!

them. I

fODDES PLANTS.
;

Editors Sol'therx Cui.tivator— I have been a sub-
i

scriber to your excellent Cullivalor for upwards of three
j

years, and never am at a greater loss than when it fails to
j

reach me by due course of mail. At various times, in it, I

have I seen articles on the subject of substituting grass,
|

pea vines, &c., &c., for fodder, and thus allowing the
j

blades on the corn to remain until the corn is entirely ma-

* /EromtUr should be called HijdroTuetre. as it coinijares the ivcij-dit !

or density of tilings with M ater.
^

!

tured. I made an attempt last year with the ordinary

cornfield Pea, but found that when it had matured suffi-

ciently for hay that I was too busy gathering my cotton to

spare the lime fur die hay. Aly ubject is to find some
substitute, which can be housed at the usual time of fod-

der pulling, so as nut to mterl'ere with saving tlie cotton

crop.

I am satisfied with experiments which I have several

times made, that when the corn is allowed to remain with

the bl.adeson, ic will do better than when stripped at tlie

usual time of fodder gatliering, as well as that Pea Amines,

or the ordinary “crop grass,” will make an excellent sub-

stitute Ibr fodder. Any information on this subject will

not only be gratefully received by myself but by very

many of your friends and subscribers in this region.

Yours truly, AY. H. R.

Madison Cauntij, Miss., 185G.

Remarks. Read what we last month published

in our paper on Chinese Sugar Millet. It will, we doubt,

not, fully meet your wants.

—

Eds.

HISTORY OF THE COTTON GIN.

An esteemed correspondent, of Pike county Ga., writes

us as follows; and we commend his suggestions to the

attention of Judge Andrews and others. The true his-

tory of this important invention, should be presei ved

:

Editors Socteiern Cultivator— Could you not induce

some one who has a taste for home antiquities, to give

you the history of the cotton gin I There are probably

some living in Columbia county or in that part of the

State whose recollection goes back as far as 1795. If so,

they could shed much light on the subject. I should be

pleased to know when AVhitney’s patent bears date and

whether the record of the United States Court at Savannah

would not afford some information. Much of what

is known on the subject is traditionary and unless

collected will very soon be lost. There is an aged and

an intelligent citizen of LaGrange, by the name of Amos
who, Judge Bull informs me, worked in the shop of his

father. From him and from other aged citizens much in-

formation could be collected. I know of no one who has

more taste and capability for writing the history of the

cotton gin th.an Judge Andrews, and I presume that at

your suggestion he would favor the readers of the Culti-

vator with another communication on the subject.

Respectfully yours, VV D. A.

WYANDOT CORN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Mr. Farrar, in the

July number of the Cultivator, has expressed a very un-

favorable opinion of the Wyandot Corn, and certainly his

prospect ior a large crop is by no means flattering But

I am of the opinion that he did not get the genuine article,

I obtained fifty grains from Illinois which was planted on

the 15th of April. Forty-three grains came
;
the others I

think, were destroyed by moles. Further depredations

were committed by the wo' ms and bugs, so that I have

now 3{) lulls standing. From 2 to fi stalks appeared to

the hill— three, four and five being most common. The
3(i hills contains in all 120 stalks. It is tall and luxuri-

ant, looks thrifty, and every M’ay very promising. The
silks arc now (10th July) just making their appearance,

and there will be, I think, on an average, about four or

five to the stalk.

It is believed, from present appearances, that it will

come fully up to the description.

Very respectfully, (). F. GATHR:fniT,

Toccopola
,
ISIiss., July, 1850.
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AUGUSTA, GA:

VOL. XIV. NO. 11 ’----NOVEMBEB, 1856^

After an absence of tbree weeks, most of which

time was very pleasantly spent among oar Agricultaral

and Horticultural friends at the North, we (the junior) are

again at our post, refreshed and iavigonited far the winter

campaign. We find our table crowded to overflowing

with the kind favors of our correspundents, for most of

which we will endeavor to find space in our next. We
will, also, in the December number, give our readers our

Notes of Northern Travel, a Report of the late Fair in

Atlanta, and much other matter of novelty and interest.

We are almost a fortnight behind our usual time in get-

ting this number to press
;
and must, for the present, be

brief.

OXJE NEXT VOLUME 1-FIFTEENTH YEAR!

One more number completes our present volume. The

New Volume (15tb) to commence on the 1st of January,

1857, will, we trust, in many respects, be superior to any

that has preceded it. We have engaged additional as-

sistance in the Editorial Department, and our unrivalled

corps of correspondents are daily receiving new and

valuable accessions. W’'ith these advantages, and Increased

facilities for publishing, we hope fully to maintain our

position and ihe prcsilgc which our journal has already

achieved.

1)^ We will deem it a special favor if each of our pre-

sent subscribers will remit his subscription by the 1st of

December; and at the same time, enclose tlie names and

dollars of such of his neighbors as are not too far advanced

to profit by the teachings and suggestions of their fel-

low-planters. List of Premiums for 1857, &.c., in our

next.

WINE TE3T™MS.^AXr’S PROPOSAL.

The Wine Test of Mr. Ch.vrles Axt is postponed un-

til Thursday, November ; when he will be happy to

meet in this city all manufacturers of or dealers in Hock

Wines, native or foreign, in competition with his Georgia

Hock, made from the Catawba Grape, of the growth of

iSoG. He hopes there will be a full attendance, as he is

determined to convince the public that better Wine can

be made in the Soulli than in any otlierpart of the world.

[Will exchange papers, in the South, please copy"?]

CHINESE PROLIFIC PE.\.—A GREflT ACQUISITION
TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURISTS.

Ww. F. Dol'ge.ass, Esq
,
of South Bend, Ark., wrote

the Editors of this journal in July, 1856, a .statement in re-

gard to a new Pea from China, which was deemed almost

too marvellous for belief. lie has since forwarded us

some of the Peas, with the following statement, every

word of which is fully corroborated by .several of his

neighbors, known to us as gentlemen of the highest re-

spectability, Mr. D. says;

“A^ gentleman (Dr. Goree), a correspondent of your

paper, I believe, to-day in looking at my crop of China

Peas, estimated the yield in Peas or Hay, at /fre limes that

of any otherJicld pea Ite had ever sec?i planted ! The pro-

per mode of planting is on a ridge as thrown up for cotton

and at least -1 feet apart, 1 or ’2 peas in a place. To insure

a full crop, they should be planted as early as possible.

Mine are on land that has been in constant cultivation for

27 years, and tliose witiiout manure produce best. I think

50 head of hogs could be fattened on this year’s produce

of the acre and a half 1 had in them. The vine, unlike

the Oregon Pea and others, is soft and nv.tritions, having

no woody part from the blossom to the root. They are

very easily gathered, growing as they do in hunches of

from iicelve to licenly pods. They must supersede any
other that I know of for stock, and I think it will do equal-

ly well lor the table."

W, R. Lee. Esq
,
also of South Bend, writes us under

date of October 14 th;

“Mr. Wre F. Dougi.

\

s.s, of this county, is this year

planting a ‘China Pea,’ which 1 think should supersede

Ike use of every other. I have noticed his crop from time

to time, during the season, and must say I have never

seen anything to equal it. I shall plant no other ne:ct year,

so well satisfied am I of its superiority.”

We have abundant other testimony, all proving the

great value of this Pea, which will be published hereafter,

if necessary. In the meantime, deeming it of great im-

portance to the country that it should be disseminated as

widely as possible, we have obtained control of the crop

of JMr. Dougl.iss, and will send it out on the terms set

forth in the advertisement in another column, w’hich see.

—Eds. So. Cult.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Raising Ckeery.—A Young Gardener.—See White’s
I
“ Gardening far the Southf page 1.35. If you have not

j

the hook, address W. N. White. Athens, Ga., enclosing

©1.25.

Premiums—J. S. D
,
Ky.—The premium was sent you

as the person who got up the Club. We did not propose

sending prizes to each individual member. If you have

not received it, please notify us, with proper directions,

and we will send it to your friend.

Little Giant Mill.— J. R. H.— Messrs. Carmichaei,

[

& Bean, of this city, are the agents, and will furnish you

I

with the desired information.

! Turnip Seed.—T. W. F.— Sent per mail, as requested

i Best Pr.ows in Use.—W. J. R.—Address our friend,

Dr. M. W. Philips, Edwards, Miss. He has had exten-

sive experience with all sorts of plantation plov.'S, Missis-

sippi scrapers, &c., &c.

“Muscadine.”— Please send ns your true name. We
cannot reply to anonymous correspondents, without in-

fringing an established rule.

Garden Borders.—W. J.—The Bush Alpine Straw-

berry makes a neat border or edging, as it does not
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spread bv runners. It is increased by dividing the roots,
j

TiiE Skielfi;!, HorsEvriFs’s Book; or Complete Guide (o

The plains are yet very rare, either North or South, but! Domestic Cookery, Ta&tc, Comfort and Economy. Ern-

we can spare you a few to begin with. Tlicre are two
j

bracing bbf) Recipes, periainin;; to Household Duties,

varieties, the Red and White. .
the care oCHerdih, Gardening, Flower.s. Bird.s, Educa-

Cnt.vESE Scgar C.iNC Se.ed — B. R —You can obtain this ! tion of Children, etc., etc. By 31 rs. L. G. Abeli,, author

seed from D. B. ih.LMB & Co., of tins city. We have, no
j

of 'djerns by the Wayside,’ '‘WcmiAn in her variou.s

more for grai/t/ifotos distribution.’ if it is worth planting,
j

Relations,” tf -. With valuable additions, by an Eng-

it is worth payintr for. Our first seed was imported from
;

lish Housekeeper. Thirty-filth Thousand. New York:

France, at a cost to us of t!) or Slf* P^*'
pound. We C. 3[. Saxton' lG Co.

scattered it far and wide, during the last 2 years, hut to ! The Fre.ncu Co.ik : .A full and literal translation of “La

induce people to value it more highly and cultivate it more
^

Petite Cuisiniere Habiler” givinir p^'’’" directi'^ns for

carefully, wc have now placed wliai seed we can Sjiarej making the most celebrated and En-

in the hand.s of agents, who dispose of it on reasonable I
trees. Entremets, Ciemes, Friiures, S:iuee.s, Pates, Paiis-

terms, and will send it per mail anywhere that a letter can
j

serie, Confiiiires, Gellec.s, dec., with delicacy ami econo-

go. See advertisement of D B. Plc.me & Co. ' niy. With fuH directions f>r Ihcscrving Fruit.s, Nleats,

j and Vegetables. New York: C. M. S.ixroN dit-

NEW AGPwICULTvJP/AL EDGES. i Co.

OcR kind friends, C. VI. S.axton dd Co.. 140 Felton st

,

New Yfork, have very obligingly sent us the following

rural publications ;

The St .able Book: Being a Treatise on the Vianage-

iiient of Horses, iti relation to Stabling, Grooming,

Feeding, W'atering^ and Working; Construction ot

Stables. Yentiktrion, Stable Appendage.s, Vlanagemem

of the Feet, Mana.rernent of Diseased and Defective

Horses, &c., &c. By John Stbav-art, Vctei inary Sur-

geon, Prof of Veterinary VIedicine in the Andersornan

Univer.sity, Glasgow. W’^-th Notes and Additions,

adapting it to American tuod and climate, by A. B.

Allen, Editor of the “American Agriculturist.' Wiili
'

illustrations. iSoti.
|

This is a capital trewtise. and should be in the hands of

every man who values the life and comfort of his noble

servmnt, the horse. The lilus'a’atioas are well known,

copious and useful and the matter exceedingly valuable

and instructive. S'l enclosed to the Publishers, will get
|

you the work, per maiLj'^w.P pa.il. Send lor it, at once.

The CuEMrsTRY of Agricfltcre : or, the E.trdi and

Atmosphere as related to Vegetable and Animal Lile.

AViih new and extensive A nalyiicai Tables. 13y David

Christy, author of “Letters on Geology," etc. New
;

Y'ork: C. 31. Saxton & Co. 1854.
I

This little volume contains mucli important sriformation, .

in small compass, it should be studied m Schools and
j

used as a Text Book, until a more complete treatise is at-

tainable. In thi.s enlightened age, the Farmer or Pl.intei

who is ignorant of at least the ludiments of Agricuhnr.il I

Chemistry, is very poorly qualified to pursue his calling.
,

Fifty cents will buy this volume and pay postage. i

That “ the Lord .^ends us meat, but the Devil sends

> cooks,” is, generally, we fear, too true an adage to be

j

made a Jc^t of; and that we of the South consume our full

I

share of the handiwork ot these Cuisinicrcs,'' of his

:
Satanic 3Ioje.sty, no one will deny who lias been forced

I

by sheer hunger into an attempt to bolt and “inwardly di-

I

gest” sucli abominable compounds as hechtcak fried in

,

/a/v/(/) burning hot, halt-baked biscuit, muddy coffee,

pastry of the consi.stency of brick clay, and various other

delicacies which are too often served up to Railroad

travellers and iliose misguided denizens of our cities who

betake themselves to the “rural districts” :ind places of

fashionable resort during the summor season, in search

of health and comfort; That a reform in public and pri-

vate cookery, tmd an increase of knowledge in liouselioid

affairs generally is imperatively needed, no one wdll

deny; and as we have the aulhority of a lady every way
competent; for pronouncing both ot’ these works very

valuable, we unhesiiatingly commend them to the moth-

ers and daughters of the South. Fifty cents remitted to

the publishers, v. ill procure paid.

Dog and Gu.v: a Few Loose Chapters on Shooting.

Among which will be found some A necdoics and Inci-

dents. By JoH.N.so.v J. Hoofer, rd' 31on'gonitry
,
Ala.,

New York; C 31. Saxton & Co. l85(h

Dog.s; Tlieir Origin and Varieties; directioms as to their

General Management, and simple instructions as to

t.heir treatment under Disfa.se. Jly H. Richardson,

antlior of “ The Natural Hi.-tory oi' the Irish Fos.sil

Deer,” “Domestic P'owl,” etc. \Vith >iumerons illus-

trations on wood. New York: C. 31. Saxto.n & Co.

1854.

New Process for the Cc:.tlre of i he Vine. By Persoz,

Prof, of the Faculty of Sciences of Strasbourg : Direct-
1

ing Prof of the School of Piianuacy of the s une city.

Translated by J. O'C. Birclav, Surgeon U. S. N.
j

New'- York: C. M. S \xroN &- Co. 1854. !

The Vine : its culture in the United Stales. Vfine 3Iak-
1

ing from Grapes and other Fruit; Useful Recipe-s, &c.
j

By R. H. Phelps. C. 31. Saxton cY Co., New York,
j

In the present a.spect of Vineyard culture in the South,

j

everything that has the most remote bearing on (he sub- •

ject, should be eagerly snuglit out and diligently studied.
;

We, therefore, cordial'y welcome all contributions to ourj

knowledge on this subject, and shall endeavor to extract
j

from each something capable of adaptation to the peculiar
|

wants of our soils and climate. Both the.se little books
j

I'lioiigh not strieiiy ngr'culini a!, these little volumes

'.vill be found to have a decided bearing on rur u sports,

occup.uions and en joyiiietits
;
and to [losscss a great deal

of interest for the sportsman and naturali.^t. The first

•s by that renowuied wag, “Jo.n.se Hoofer, ’’ and, of

course, abounds in fun, frolic and adventure, as well as

solid information The (ridicnlousl y) low price of 50 cts.

also procures both of tfiesp, in paper covers,

ExcHANOfNG Lands —Should any of our readers desire

to exchange their old “worn out” laiid.s for some of the

more new and fertile soils ofSouih Western Georgia, they

can liave an <)p])ortunity by addressing Col. 3V'. W
Cheever, of Savannah, whose advertisement will be

can be bad per mail, in paper covers, at 50 cents.
1
found in present number.
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THE EDUCATIONAL WANTS OF GEOKGIA.

No. 4.

To correct a typographical error, and develop one or

two thoughts hinted at therein, we reproduce a short para-

graph from our last article on the educational wants of

Georgia

;

The agricultural industry of the South should stand

before the world in a more favorable light. Our leading

policy, should embrace more than one idea. All that is

necessary to attain substantial progress, general know-

ledge, difiased, not concentrated wealth, and State inde-

pendence, ought to be secured at once and forever.”

The word onr in the above is printed one, which makes

nonesense, or an idle truism of the sentence.

The Southern States have nearly two thousand million

dollars in slave property, which is augmenting so rapidly

as to make its security the “leading policy” above referred

to. The “one idea” in this connection, to which allusion

is made, is the spreading of slave labor over the greatest

possible territory with a view to strengthen the institution.

In the calm and unbiased opinion of the writer, this popu-

lar notion of “Expansion” is carried quite too far for the

attainment of the object sought. It is an axiom in politi-

cal and social economy that the more productive you ren-

der human industry the more valuable the laborer becomes

as a wealth-creating power. Make the labor of all slaves

twice as productive as it now is, and you will more than

double their aggregate value—for their necessary consump-

tion will not increase with the increase of production.

Wealth called into existence, and wealth consumed by

the producer, would then stand in the relation of three or

four to one as compared to what is now witnessed. The

point which we now make is this : Give to all over.-^eers

on plantations, and to all who own slaves, that thorough

mental and moral culture, by adopting a wise and efficient

system of popular education, which will enable those who

direct the labor of colored people to discharge that import-

ant duty far better, and more successful than they now

do. In the management of slaves, almost everything de-

pends on the character and skill of the proprietor and his

overseer, If there be a sad want of intelligence, or if

sound morality be absent, not only bad results will be at-

tained in a pecuniary point of view, by idleness and de-

moralization, but indirectly, all slave property is depreci-

ated by the discredit that follows. Inasmuch as there are

over six hundred million acres of land in the present slave

States, and sufficient for the profitable agricultural employ-

ment of more than thirty million slaves, we contend that

instead of grasping at more territory in distant parts, this

“one idea” should be checked, and that of cultivating the

popular understanding, and improving the soil we now

have, receive more attention from Southern Statesmen

It is impossible to respect the selfish, narrow-minded office-

seeking which sometimes passes for political wisdom, In-

stead of adding to the security of slave property or of any

other property, it multiplies the dangers of society, and

the vices of government. Our most vital interests are

floating down stream like drift wood, ^ to land nobody

knows where. In theory, our government is republican;

the power of party majorities being restrained by written

Constitutions. But in practice, no despotism in the Old

World much exceeds that of an irresponsi^ de majority in

this country. From King Numbers, or King Democracy

there is no appeal. Hence, the moral and intellectual

culture of the masses are matters second to no other in

importance, viewed strictly with reference to security for

life and property. California is not the only State where

“safety committees” usurp all civil power : nor the only

one where it frequently appears to be the only relief from

impending anarchy and bloodshed. Domestic feuds are

best prevented; and to prevent them, the property

holders of a State should be liberal in the support of all in-

stitutions for the education of the people at large.

We do not feel called upon to suggest a system of com-

mon schools in Georgia. Our object is not to assume any-

thing like a leading part, or leadership in this great enter-

prise Others, and older citizens will discharge that duty

far better than we could hope to. As an huiuble laborer

in the ranks, they will please accept our best services.
^

The excellent system of Common School and common

school libraries in New York is the workmanship of men

of our time. In bringing up and maturing pu'olic opinion

through the agency of the press, to create a generous Fund

for educational purposes, and to vote liberal annual ap-

propriations, the writer has done his share. Objections,

and objectors abound everywhere; but a fair trial of pub-

lic schools has clearly demonstrated their utility and

economy. Let a trial be made in Georgia, and such is

the good sense of its citizens that they will soon discover

any little defects there may be in the system, which a sub-

sequent Legislature will remedy. They will never aban-

don the obiect aimed at, but try again and again, if need

be, to find and command the right plan of operations. One

good public school in each county would be much better

than none. It would promote a taste and a desire for

school instruction. This is greatly needed before even

private schools will be properly patronized. Do nothing

in the way of arousing the people to this momentous in-

terest, and the few schools they now have will dwindle

in size and importance, until the number who can neither

read nor write will become the by-vrord of all civilized

nations.

It is often said that the people of Georgia do not wish

for more or better schools than they already possess, if

they did they would soon get them. There is some truth

in the remark; but the plain answer is, that the people

have hitherto had no opportunity of learning the worth of

a vood system of universal education. They nominally

do not call for it, simply because they know not its value.

Visit communities and States where the masses enjoy all

the advantages of the best kind of free schools, and ask

them what they would consider a fair equivalent for the

same, and give them up 1 No money could hire parents

to do so great a wrong to their children. In one sense,

human wants are very few, whether physical, social, moral

qr intellectual. Savages are nearest this condition. If

I

the argument that manj^ do not want schools is sound,

i and, therefore, nothing more should be done’ to increase
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their efficiency, and numbers, it will apply to all progress

whatever. >Iany ask no cliange for the better; little

dreaming that without an elfort to advance in knowledge,

in virtue and wealth, society inevitably retrogrades in

each. Its property is consumed by c.nimal appetites and

passions, while its wisdom and- virtue, shaded by the

rank weeds of isensualism, soon perish from the lack of

cultivation. No sensible person will agree that Christian-

ity is valuless to the human family, because mankind, un
cultivated, untaught, do not want it. The more the peo-

ple fail to see and feel ttie need of common schools, the

greater is their necessity among them, lest their children

grow up with understanding still more darkened than

those of their parents. Neither the opposition to be over-

come, nor the evils and difficulties to be surmounted
will ever be less than tiiey now are. It may take

years to establish our a permanent basis a prosper-

ous school system, from the lack of popular sympathy
and favor. IMuch, however, depends on tJie prudence
and good management of the friends of universal educa-

tion. They may fail at the beginning by attempting

more than tiie condition of public sentiment, and the very

sparse population will warrant. Let something, however,

be done by the next Legislature for the j^rofessional edu-

cation of common-school teachers, that every neighbor-

hood may have the services of a really competent ins'ruc-

tor, ifable and willing to give one employment Thorough-
ly qualified teachers are scarce

;
and the calling does not

Jiold so high a place in the public esteem as it deserves.

Much has been written on the art and science of impart
ing rudimentary knowledge to the youthful mind

;
and

Normal Schools, designed especi.illy to drill .school teach-

ers in the practice of hearing recitations and the science of

teaching classes, have done good service to popular edu
cation by training up pupils of botii sexes to this most re-

sponsible and arduous profession. There is no reason

why Georgia should not take the lead in providing her-

self with the best possible school teachers, who are alto-

gether the most profitable in the end. Incompetent teachers

are nuisances, of whom the bouth has liad its full share.

To drive these out of employment in a profession which
they serve only to bring into discredit, truly competent

persons should be liberally patronized and promoted. A
rigid system inspection should be adopted, as in New
York, where the writer has acted as School Inspector

twenty
3
/ears.

The close and systematic examination of both schools

and school masters confers advantages not to be attained

by any other means. It prompts alike instructor and
pupils to diligence in their respective spheres of action.

It is the general neglect of common schools that really im-

pairs their usefulness, and degrades them in the public

esteem. The whole attention of a suitable man, as Su
perintenderit, may be profitably given to the schools of a

State and report annually to the Executive or Legislature.

Direct responsibility tends greatly to secure efficietic.y in

any system of a public nature. At present, our schools

are deprived of the benefits that accrue from official inspec-

spection and accountability. There is reason to believe,

that many of them are taught in the most defective man-
ner by incompetent persons. To expose evils of this kind

is a thankless task, but somebody should try to lemedy
them. No other public service is more needed, for it af-

fects the permanent and highest interests of the Common-
wealth. It is the people at large who give character to a

State, whatever some writers may say to the contrary.

Their colleges are infinitely moie important than the very

few designed to teach perhaps a thousand youth where one

hundred thousand equally need and deserve public in

struction. No such favoritism and discrimination should

be shown. Make the educational facilities of the State

adequate to the proper instruction of all, showing no par- 1

3 47

tiality, anh no stinting of schools where they are needed,

Such a policy will redound incalculably to the honor of

Georgia, and give her at once the lead of all the South in

every industrial pursuit. Neither her agriculture, her

manufactures, nor her commerce can take the first i-anlt un-

til she widely cultivates the good Common Sense of her citi-

zens. We have notone word to say in disparagement of

uncultivated common sense; but like a wild swamp mea-

dow, the crop though valuable, is far less so than one

formed of tlie best cultivated grasses. If it is {noper to

cultivate the earth, it is vastly more profitable to cultivate

man who is the noblest product of the soil. His culture is

now deplorably lost siglit of by the rank and file, who are

ever in one prolonged engagement fighting the battle of

hffi. L

fBcrtictiituial Stjiflitmtnt.

VINE GROWING IN FRANCE-NO. 3.

Toulolsk, FR.ixcK, IMay 2nd, 185(3.

Finding myself blockaded for the afternoon by the bad

weather, I seize the occasion to finish the chapter which

1 have commenced on the vines of the Bordelais. The
vineyards whicli I visited were situated in the Department

ofthe Gironde which gave its name to the celebrated

Girondist faction and formed parr of the old province of

Gascony In 18 18 there were 140,000 hectares plaut-d in

vines, which produced that year 2,500,000 hectolitres of

wine. Since titatiime, however, and during the last three

years, the produce h-is been very much less, owing to the

disease among the vines which has prevailed everywhere.

The nature of (he disease is unknown. It makes its ap-

pearance in June in the foim of a white power on the

leavesand flowers ofthe vine, and causes the dropping of

the ymung grapes This powder has the smell of mush-

rooms, and some have suftposed it to be a parasitic plant.

Others maintain that it is an insect. A great deal has

been written on the subject, but as in all this class of dis-

eases, neither its nature, causes, nor cure has been detect-

ed.

M. L )MJKT told me that the same vineyards that made
him 140 tuns before the prevalence of die disease, had not

brought ovtr 10 since its appearance; and so great iiave

been its ravages that if you enter a cafe at Bordeaux, you

will find everbody drinking beer, owing to the scarcity

and high price of wines. The Giiotide is divided in re-

spect to the different kinds of wines it proJuces into from

four districts :

1st “Mfidoc,’’ which 1 have de'Cribed.

2nd. 4'he|“Graves,'’ lying on the same side of the river

and around Bordeaux.

3rd. '• Kntres deux rners,” lying between the Garonne

and the Dordogne.

4th. The white wine district, comprising the celebrated

Commune of 8auterne, lying 011 the Garonne, nbove Bor-

daux and on tliesame s'de.

JJiere are other (li.stinctions observed among the vine-

yards, as tliis : all those where the laud is marshy, whetli-

er in the Jledoc, Entres deux Jleres, or elsewhere, pro-

duce what are called -‘Vins des Palus,''" which are of deej>

color and much stronger than the other wine.s. I’he}^

lack flavor, and are ranked among the “vins d’ ordnaire
”

Again the wines are known as “ vins fins,'’ or “ vine

classis,” the “vins d’ ordinaire,” and last, “vins com-

mons” The “vins fins” or “classis” are divided again

into fine qualitie.s, known under the names ot ifie premier,

seconde, die., to the cinquicome cens or growths. Besides

these differences, there is another, occasioned by i(,e sea-

sons. In a good year the same vineyards produce wine

that brings a much larger price than ordinary. Thus M.

LoM-ikt told me that in the Commune Sauterne (wliere.
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however, I suppo.se the dift'erence of the seasons are feit

more than they usually are elsewhere) hd-had known the

wine of the same vineyard to sell, according to tlie year,
j

from francs lo fiTitics llie tuu. 1 lasted the
|

w'ine of Sautcrne, of the year J(S17, which sells at
j

10,000 iis. the tun. Tiitic are Out o barrels left, while

the crus of 1840 of the same vineyard can he had for 4,000

frs. 1 was olfered the fifth rate growth at Ludon at 500

francs the barrel, for the vintage of 1818
;
that of 1840 at

frs, and that ol 1851. at 300 francs. The good wine

years in the Med oc were 1847, 1818, and 1851. (rood

liopesare entertained for 1851, l)ut it is not fully ripe yet.
|

Usually in a good wine year the quality is superior as

well as the quantity. Another point worthy of notice is

that the good years do not correspond in the different

districts : thus a good year for Medoc may not be equally

propitious toSauterne, that and dryness being required in

the latter to bring the grape to the exact point of rnu-
}

turity desired.

To begin, then, with the Medoc, among the premiers

erus, or first-rate growths There are three vineyards

containing 187 hectares, which produce a yearly average

of 320 tuns in all. Second growths:—Eleven vine-

yards containing 530 hectares, producing 800 tuns. 3rd

growths— 14 vineyards, 579 hectares, 1500 tuns. 4lh

growths— 11 vineyards, 372 hectares, 1500 tuns. 5th
i

growths— 17 vineyards, (M3 hectares, 1800 tuns. This

makes an average of something over two tuns to the hec-

tare. The tun consists of 4 barrels, each barrel containing

2.30 litres, estimated at 00^ gallons, English measure. The
3 vineyards of the priemier crus sell their wine at an aver-

age of 2,500 to 3,000 francs the tun, sometimes for more, in

the first year after the vintage. They rise rapidly in price

after being kejjt a year or two. 1 tasted chateau Mar-
gaux of 1845, at 0000 francs the tun, and if the season is

particularly favorable, the price sometimes becomes al-

most fabulous. The prices of the other crus is estimated

by substraciing 300 francs the tun as you descend from

class to class, bnt this is only an approximation
;
how-

ever, at from 900 to 1200 francs the tun one may rely on

getting an excellent article.

There is a great deal to be said as to what are the differ-

ence wliicli produce these ditiereiit classes. In the first

place, there are great differences in the soil, as there must

be necessarily in a roiling country cut up by streams and

m.irshes. There is also a great difference in cultivation.

The vineyards producing the fine wines are ovvned by

wealthy proprietors and the money they exp'^nd in im-

provements is enormous sometimes and cannot be afforded

by the smaller proprietors. Then, too, there is a great

deal in a name

—

a reputation—and there are those also

in the Medoc who say that all the dilTerence is liere; but

this is not altogether true, for while the Chateau Leo
ville, which is among the second crus, owns land

among vineyards which produce vins d’ ordinaire, the

produce of vvnich is said to sell as t,econd crus also: you
will find portions of the Chatcau.x Lultte a premier crus

which, confessedly, produce the quaiierne crus, and even

vins ordinaire. Here is a veritable history of one of these

vineyards : twenty years ago the lands which produce at

preseni the troisieraes crus at the Cluateau de L;agune,

near Ludon, were owned by small proproie.tors, and were i

sold at 300 to 5'0() francs the tun as vins d’ ordinaire. They
were afterwards purchased by a rich gentlernats, M. Jour-

FHAY PisTo.v, who spared no pains nor expense to im-

prove his soil. After several years of labor be invited a

party of wine brokers from I4oideaux to dinner and served

them his own wines and those of Chateau Mrrgaux and

Lafiue, and begged them to tell which was which. This

they found so difficult to do ihat they agreed that his

wines deserved a place in the third rank, since which time

they have been received into the market as the troisien'i6.s

crus. Moreover a palate not exercised in the specialities

of Medoc wines would easily mistake two crus, between

i
which there wtusa difterence of price nf a cou[)le of thou-

I

.sand francs.

I

As there is a good deal said about ndulteraficns, T mey
mention the fact that it wa-s toinieiiy the cuotinu to iinx

the wine.s of Spain .and a certain quantity of spirits of

wine with these fine wine.s in order to render them more
heady—a quality higldy esieemeu by the English—but which
is entirely opposed to the character of the Medoc wines,

which, ofall others, are the lightest and easiest to carry. At

j

the same time they are made, to undergo a .species of

second fermentation
;
the operation is called ‘dc travail a

r anglaise,’’ and the wines were known in commerce as

the “vins travailles,’" and demanded a higlier price on that

account. I said fonncrly, for 1 was told at M. Gue-^^tier’s

cellar that it was no longer practised, at least with him,

I

owing to a change in the taste of the English customers,

who had discovered the difference between claret and
brandy. How well this fact marks the English character.

They paid their great prices for the wines of the IMedoc in

imitation of the nobility of Belgium and Russia, for the

name of the thing, and being surprised that tliey did not

get drunk as their ancestors did, they set the fashion of

adding stronger liquors to the gentle Medoc. Prestige

governs cverythingin England. Theprestige ofaEuropean
reputation induces them to drink claret and the prestige

of strong drink made them demand the adulteration. But

to return. Although there is, doubtless, many mixtures

and much fraud among the smaller dealers, it is my opin-

ion that if any one would address themselves to the large

brokers, as M. Guestjer, and name their wine, they would
get an article as pure as things in tliis world can be had.

Another important question is the expense of cultiva-

tion. In this matter accurate information is difficult. I

was told from 100 to 1.50 francs was the average cost per

hectare; but it can sc.arcely be taken as an estimate. The
vintage, including the expenses from the gathering of the

grapes to the stowing away of the wine, in the vineyards

of Lincolnviile, wliich contrdns HO hectares ofvine.s, cost

in 1832, 2,823 francs. It necessitated 804 days labor of

men at from 10 cents per dav to 40 cents and a fiddler GO

cents a day for 7 days; 837 days work of women at 0

cents per. Labor is somewhat dearer now.

Tlie difference between the price for men and women is

worthy of profound attention. I think slave owners pay

too little attention to it, and the mischief tiiat may be oc-

casioned by over-workitig the women is incalculable, not

only to the owner but in the moral influence upon the

slaves. I believe in vvoman’s rights to a certain extent

even among, negroes, and nothing would do more to ele-

vate the character and ameliorate the condition of slaves,

render them happier, better, and even more profitable,

than the ob.5ervance of distinction between the sexes in

every particular. Nay, further, that negroes ought to be

placed relatively on the same elevated position that the

white women enjoy among free men, and above all in

America. 1 know it is considered deadly treason to say

that our system of slavery is not perfect. Our enemies

on the outside keep us from making those internal reforms

that would tend to perfect and perpetuate a system of la-

bor already the wisest and best that exists.

But to return. The other wines of the Medoc .sell from

150 francs to 7C0 or SOU francs the tun, and those at 400

to 000 franc.s even at the present high prices are not to be

despised. The species of vines employed, is the (\arbenet

Sauvegnon for eiry and v/arm soils, and the Malbeck

where it is damp. I only say the preference is for these

two, the writers on the subject enumerate more than 20

species. To obtain these vines it would be necessary to

pay from 4 to 5 francs the 1,000,[?] packed and delivered at

Bordeaux. The transport by soiling vessels, costSJ the
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tun measured. They bear the voyage %vell and have been

sent with success to India. I'lie nianner of obtaining them

is as follows

;

You address vnnr-elt'to any proprietor wh(> drives the

job to his PitfcCluer des ^ igms, \v ao st '.eels an J anou^e-S

for sending the cuttin^.sat liif- tii.ie ol the ii iMiinmji in die

winter. He managc.s the aih-nr and gei.s ilie rei.-ooipenoe
;

it is only necessary to obtain the poiiTiission of the pro-

prietor. But if .’iiy one tlnnk.s seriously cf going into the

business, he should at the .same liim- engage a J ’relecture

to come and attend to the trimming, whirl) is all-import-

ant. This would cost liim 800 to 1,000 lranc.s a year and

passage and support for each Prefecture. With this I close

what 1 have to say of Medoc. It is ten o’clock, and as I

get up at 5 to-morrow to visit a vineyur.l some miles off,

and as I am to return to attend the annual ses.$ion of the

oldest literary society in the v. orld at 1 o'< lock. P. IB., I

willgoto bed and leave my letter unlinished until another

time.

Nis.Mr'.s, ^laySth.

A word moi-e on the iMedoc. That place sticks to my
pen. M. Gl'e.stikr reclaimed a piece of river bottom

about 2 acres and sowed it in Lucerne. It gave Jiirn for

3 years, (5 cuttings annually, and 30 horses were fed on it

for 8 months of the year. The Lucerne is sown in beds

about 4 or 5 feet wide and the length of the field and they

give it three or four workings a year between the beds, at

the same time adding manure if thought necessary. All

the grains, as wheat and oats, are planted in this matincr

and worked v.dth tlie plow and hoe.

I have said that the cultivation of the vipics rfe polus or

swamp vines diflers from these on the hills. . The soil in

the swamps is five or si.K feet deep and very rich. The
planting the same a.s done here, except ih.at the vines are

placed on the sides of beds (> inches high and six feet wide
and separated from each ot.her about three feet, and are al-

lowed to attain tiie height of from three to five feet
;
three

branches are left on each stalk, and two iwig.s oi b.®aring

wood, furnished wuth two eyes each. There are two large

stakes to every vine, one fjr each branch, to which the

shoots are trained. The culture othersvise is pretty much
the same as that I have described, the hoe replacin:; the

plow' where that cannot be used, cither because tiie pro-

prietor cannot ailord it or because thesoil is too soft. Al-

though the wines produced in tiiesp swamps sell for only

300 to 500 francs per tun, the profit is greater than in

growing finer vvines. This is owing first to tlie much
smaller expense of cultivation, and secondly lo the im-

mense produce, which is said to be from 10 to 25 iu;.s jjcr

acre.

You will form some idea of ilie commerce of wines in

Bordeaux when I tell you thatM. GcrsTiuR pays 300,000

francs duties yearly in England, on his wines, while his

trade with Belgium i.sas great or greater Althou;^h iliere

had been a strike among the workmen fihe first that had
ever occurred] just before 1 visited there, 1 saw in the cel-

lars more than twenty'- five workmen engaged in bottling

and barrelling wine to be shipped. He uses 100,000 corks

a month, which cost him one sou each
;
and the wine sent

ofifin casks is more than that in bottles. One of tlie vast

underground chambers where I was conducted consisted

of 13 passages each 100 yards long by 15 feet wide and
0 feet high, and there were some alcoves where the bottles

stood twenty deep to the height of your waist. The wine
reaches its nnturity' in about 5 years, and dccline.s after

10. It matures sooner and is preserved longer in bottles

than in casks. In the .Sautenie and the adjacent Com-
munes, where the celebrated wiiiie wines are produced,

the general fe uures of the counti y are much the same as

in ^edoc. Tlie land is higher and more roiling perhapis

and more frequently intersected by swamps. The soil,

however, dilTers much
;

it contains more clay, and some-

times is of a reddish tinge and everywhere you find lime-

stone at a short distance. The stone and gravel still

; a'.vi here as in i'dfidoC; the S'oil is valued accord-

iiijT to the size t tid abundance of the pebbles. The. genc-

rei sy^li-•nl of luhii.e is tlie same as 1 liuve described
;
the

laijje pjiojjiiel. ii>^ use tlie plow, uoL like that in 5ieUoc, but

for tlie same pui'pose t.f cuveiing and uncoveiiug tlie roots

and evcryv/iiere deepi working is the rule. The vines

arc pdamed either in beds such as 1 have described when
speaking of the swamp vineyards, or in rows of 3 by 4

feet. Tiiere is .i strong stake feet high allowed to each

vine, and the lieight of the vine and the number of the

branches, seem to vary to suit the fancy or neeessities of

the proprietor. Sometimes they are veritable tiees, more
than 8 feet high and furnished with numerous large twist-

ed branches. But in the retd vine vineyards they are

trimmed from 1 to 3 feet higli and have one and some-

times two branches, furnished with bearing wood about

two inches long. The great dilTercnce is in the vintage

—

the grapes being gathered at dilferent times as they ripen

and not all at once as in Yledoc—and they are left on the

vines until they begin to rot and the skin sticks to the

fingers in liandling them. Tlie wines are of great sweet-

ness. 'J'hey might be classed among the Cordials, and

are exceedingly strong. On the contrary, the while wine

of the region called ' As Graves,’' and which pass with us

under the name of Sautenie, is, as you know, very dry,

light and sour. The grapes of which is made are not left

so long on the vines as at Saulerne, and are all gathered at

the same time, to wliich tliis dift’erence is attributed. The
“Grave.s” sell— the best— at from 300 to 700 francs the

tun, while the rich v/ines of Sauterne and the neighbor-

hood command 1,000 to 3,000 francs the tun.

AlLibourne, I was conducted by YL Ohsieal, dealer

in wine (to whom his uncle, YI. Lo.mjut, gave me a letter)

through the principal vineyards of St. Emiline. The soil

here is much richer than in the other districts which I

visited, and although the stones still abound, there is a

good deal of clay wliich renders it tenacious and slippery

in wet weather. The limesmue is found from 3 inches to

2 feet below the surlace, and it crops out in the best vine-

yards.

The vine is trimmed much as at Sauterne, an,d the

planting and cnltivation the .same, except that the pilow is

rot used. The wine-t arc very strong, the best sell at lOOO

to 1,200 francs die tun, and yield from four to five barrels

per acre: in the second quality vineyards, i. c., where the

.stone lies deeper, the yiekl is 12 barrels the acre.

After trud^ring af'out several hours in the mud and rair-i

I went home v.’iil) Yl. 0;isib.vl and took dinner with him.

Among other delicacies he gave rne a glass of old brandy

which surpassed anytliing bearing tiiat denomination

v.'hich I have ever tasted or imagined. He told me that

tl ’,0 best Ijjandy sold at about 5 francs the bottle. In all

other vineyards whicli I have described and which pro-

duce diliererft kinds and qualities of wine, I must remark

that whatever the other dilTeienres are, you will find

with every change a new species of wine and for every

shacle a mixing in dilfercnt proportions of the different

specie.s.

The next morning f bid farewell to Bordeaux and lug-

ging my cajpet bag, (i’ur I am making the tour of France

-with nothing but a carpet bag) on board steamer I turned

my face towards Agen and Toulouse. We were 12 hours

in reaching Agen, ilie head ol .'-teamboat navigation on tiie

Garonne, umi about 150 miles distant from Bordeaux. A t

Agen w'e rested half an hour and 1 took my place in the

Diligence lor J'oulouse. For fourteen mortal sleepless

hours we jolted on. Night came and passed, and with

the grey dawn a keen fre-,h wind came blowing the dust

out ofour feverish eyes and revealing in the distance tlie

long line of the Pyrrennes with their blue bases and sum-
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tiiits covered with stiovv. 'The A >^\i\ on rny

wiio liy soiiic wonderful provider'cc Imd manured
to sleep, sliivne.d and waUed up, and Monsier le (.onduc-

teur on rny lefi (•du;^died and eonimenced feliin;; rnc about

:i pneurnoni'i, lie laid litir], wliicli It fr, a sin;!'inx Ifi l''•‘^ oars,

and ended by pulling- tail, a full box box, I'or the e.ontenls

of wliicti lit; b id fiaitl do ee.nts, vvliie.li lift e-onsidftied an

itnpDsilion. lift said tliaf, bis (Viejids liatl ailvi>vt;d him tf)

try lionite.patliy, wtiiidi he bt.|it;Vftd be would tlo,

VVe reiuditul 'roultiiisft at. seven in the rnoi niii^ anri as

fition a.s ( e.onld make rny e.se.iifie frtirn twii worthy }i;;eiils

ol' the fioliet; wilt) insisted on e.arryin;^ toy fia.sfiort tti the

Hh’ttli'ei uer, I went into a hole,
I, warnied untl Went, to bt:d.

'I’hert; is a fiai lieid.ir spirit, whitdi [)t;rva(it;s t;vt;ry fitaiplt;

iintl which etnitinne.s t.f) ttxist in Sfiilt; tif the itiflut;riee tif

time,, the rtivointion of' ,^t)V(;i rmienl.s iind the chan;;;t!.s tif

manners and tnistonis. Thus 1 was reiuintletl in le.ss than

liall'an hour alier rta'i'diine; Ttuiltmse,, Lliat I stotitl tin the

^eromnl where SiMtiv M Mo.M’i’i’oii'r, tin; l'!n;4 li,sh leadt;r tif

the (Julholics, headtid those terrible crn.'ades a';;airist, tlie

A Ibif^enses; that htire tin; e,|iureh had e..st,abli.shed ilsawhil

ctujrt t)f I mpii.sition I'or tht; punishment tif htn’titics, anti

that here in tht; la-t etmiury ihnalic.ism lititJ ctindtanne.i! tin

innoticntman Iti be, liroldui on tht; wlaa |, arid that tlmnj'h

crusatltiM, tot lurt;s, and i ntpiisi t ions hail t-ea.scd tt) exist.,

the liftiirt, of the petifile was still there tiud iht; sfiiril of

ptirscculitm tis kettii as ever .sfttdtin*^ and [)ursiiin<; it.s vic-

tims with thill iniplaeable relish whii.li characlerlsed its

ancient rnanifi staiioiis.

'I'hft fitilict; fiursut-tl me
;
sent for me ii^aln tiritl agiiiri to

ctirnt; tt) the l’if,(e,(;iuer
;

tlelairmtl rny pasjiort iiiiti wtuild

^ive me nt) sutisfieiory answt r a.s to what tlrny susfieeital

rnc of beirif^ or wlmt was iht; fault in my faisport. d hey

saw how I wa.s ttn'tnentetl iintl with ii smilt; such its an

exticutitmer at an (i.ii.lo dc Jc might have wtn ti
,
snmtuhly

insinualetj, Monsieur t;st t;miuye. Atla.st, wdieii I (old them

[ hiid taken my (dac.e, on tht: tiiligence tif (Jauca.'-stmric,

they gave me back my fi.'i.s.spt»rt anti were pleasetl it) say

that it was ptufetuly in acctirdariee with (he retfuisil itms,

only it was riect;ssary to bt; strict with iriivtdler.s.

I will not dt;sci ibe the rt:.st of my journey
;
400 miles, by

<liligencc, c.airiiige and small poste, is an nndertakiri;; tif

which a man m ly bti.tst in thest; diiys,liut which he. coniem

phiteswilh more [iteasni'e when it is pas;-ed than whe.n lit;

is fieitorming it. I reaidied Nismes yt;sl(;rday ami on en-

tering the salon was hurpi'ised to hear mvsell linniliiirly

salut' tl liy name 1 Itiokcd round and found rnyst It 7;/,s' r/,

w’.v with ytiung M-
,
ol t 'hai h ston, wtiti is ju.'t on

his way buck from t'gyfit lit; left this mornitig ilir Ihir-

tlcaux tint! 1 shall Icitvt; to nioiiow lor Avigiitm, going

thence to MLirseilli-s mid lhi;n into Ihirgundy. II.

GRAFimG THE PEACH, &('.

RniTotis SotrruKnN (’i.'irri vatou— I’crmit rnc to inrpiire

tlirtmgii the iiudiumof the, (Ui.lHvatar^ ol’yonr numerous

rentiers, whether any ol the.m have [iraciiced tht; grilling

tifthe l’t;.tidi (esfieeially i oot grail ing) iintl witn w hat suc-

cess ? I havt; practiet;d llly.^^;lf only huddmg, hut tht:

fieritid for doing this is.short, and usu.rll y cxi.-.et; lingly uii

fileasaiil iiiid hot. So that it' you liuvc to [lerform the

ofie.ratitni ytiui self it is hut ttio tifien put tiff from diiy to

tlay until iht: season is fiast 'J’liereare varimis reasons in

favor of grafiing if it e.an be suce.e.ssfully tlone, but 1 lie-

lievc tin; experienci; of tnost who have iiticrnfite.d it, has

iit)l bet;n sue.h a.s to iinlnct; them tti give it ti. [)reft;ri;nce,

or evtm to iulopt it as their usuid iiu)do of firofiagalitm.

Vet tlit:re. may be, tiiKers who biivc been fir more success-

ful, iind it is to obtain iiiCorm iiion fVtim tbese lluit I tiow

n-iiikt; Ibis retprest, llitiugb 1 would like to l:avo llie ex-

perience, of all who liave tried it, whedier succtissfu! or

not; for we ofien learn miudi from the failures of tuliers,

anti knowing the course they pursueti, thesunie error.-: are

avtiidetl,

[ vvi.-li to obtain information also relative to llie

which itife.sls the cabbage tribe and more commonly known
as the c ihhagt; louse, 'i’hey ('(mgregate in large numbers

on the, leaves, and there live and multiply. 'The fir.st symp-
tom which fierhaps attracts your attention is the cnrling

I

of the leaf, when, on examination, you find hundrcd.s if

not myriads all covered over with a hlueisli powder (re-

seriililing the bloom of fruit) wliicli forms a com|)lete pro-

tection to tliem from :dl t.lie usual remedies; for no lifpjid

can e.ome m;ar or remain on or near them
;
hence nil the

strong remedies, such as lo!)acco water, camphor water,

&c
,
roll off in globules a.s if you had applied quick-silver,

eonsecpiently they are not at all affected. 1 have even ap-

[ilied guano dis.solvei! in water, but with no better .success.

'I'hey are most destructive not only to the cabbage tribe,

but also to Rutu R.igas, but do not attack the rough leaved

variei.ii:.s of the lurtii|') irilie.

One mote query and I am tlone for this time at least,

(hill you tir any of your correspondent.s give rnc such in-

formation as will enable me to gather my [lear.s before they

jire loo ripe, iind not so etuly as to slirivel up? Tdiis in-

I'orrmition would lie of coiisideralile use to me, and no

doul)t to otliers living at the South, where the pear is

not common
;

as it vvill enable us to house them and

thus place them beyond the reach of tlepredalors, of whoni

we have just cause to complain

I remain yours, &c., L.

Son/Ji. CaraLin a, 0 7,, I8r>().

MANUFACTURE OF WINE—A SECOND SOLOMON.

Kditoiis Soutiikhn Cui.tiva'I’ou— I was amused w’hen

reading the article in your paper of this month from tfie

editor of the Mis.sissipfii on making Wine. He
directs the, “must to he put in the cask, and filled within

two or tlii ee iiiehes of the lop. Then matle, air tight, so as

to prevent the admission of air in or out, and so to remain

from to 7 days, 'J hen draw off, and may be bottled

in d or 4 days.” Wine ready to bottle from 8 to 14

days after the grafies are pick'(;d ! filven in our cooler

climate tlian yours, no racking would be necessary at the

end of u or () days, a.s fermentation would rack it off by

/o/,/-.'/,i7/g Ut/: barrel. We prefer wine 2 or more years old

ludbre we bottle it. If lioitled the next spring after it is

iiiade, and where it has undergone a full ferinentation, a

second fermentation takes phice, and .sediincnlis (lepo.sited

liiat is injurious to the wine.

A Ci.NCi.vNATi Vink (jJsowKri.

Cuh'cui.io.— On my plum trees, surrounded by a brick

pavement, I have, not in years lost a cr()[) by the Cur-

culio, I leave a circle round the tree of about 4 feel in

diameter, over which I place coarse gravel, to let in the

water. In the same period in die garden, I hud plums 2

years. If you have a plum tree iiendiiig in |)ari over a

striam of wan r die (-urculio never deposits an egg in the

Iruil on that part of the tree. Nature has taught it not to

deposit it.s eggs where llu: young, when the plum (alls to

the groiinfl, e.iunot entei the ground and lie jtroieeled dur-

ing the winter. I am led to diese remarks by an article

ill your pujier.

Hope writes the [loeiry of a l)oy, hut memory of a man.

Mall looks forward with smiles, liut btickward with sighs.

Such is the wise [irovidcnce ol (»ml. The cup of life is

sweetest at die brim, the (lavor is imptiircd as we drink

deeper, and tlic drigs are. made hitter, that we may not

struggle when it is taken from our lijis

r r/'' Ouc of the lotists drank at a recent celchrtition,

wan—“ Woman 1 She roipiircs no eulogy—slic speaks for

herself.”
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PEABODY’S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

Editors SfifjxrjKKN (.'Li.rivA'fort
—

'I hc enc^raviri'' [ Rcnd

can convey IjutaLint idea of die beauty oftfiis truly won -

derful plant. I have produced this new seedlin;^, by

crossing the Ross PlKcnix v/itli a wild Sirawberry of Ala-

bama. It is hermaphrodite in its character, ptriducing

fruit without the aid of an iinpregriator, being a cajutal irn-

pregnator itself for pistillate varieties. It is a hardy,

vigorous grower, withstanding l»oth cold and heat, witli-

out injury. In good soil the vine grov/s to an enormous
size—we have single plants tliat cannot be covered with
a half bushel measure. 'I'he fruit be rue upon tali stalks,

suspended on stems from three to five inche- long, ait.ich-

ed to the calyx by a polished coral like ne'ik, without seed

there being very few seeds in the berry. It is of ^in^ular

and beautiful form, somewhat irregular, and .‘•.fyrneiimcs

com]>ressed, of the large.st size, frerpiently measuring .seven

inches in circumference
;

flesh firm, melting and juicy

and of the most exquisite pine flavf>r. requiring no sug ir

for the desert, rivalling the far-famed Rurr o Xew Pme. It

IS a [iiolifi'*. bearer, ofu'niiig its blossoms during the mild

days of v/irit'r, and peif'Ciiiig ils fruit as soon in the

spriritr as the weather will j^errnif. Wlien fully ri[)e, the

co'or is of a ric.h dark crimson. Rut iis rich color, beami
ful firm, magnificcuil size, and exquisite flavor ate not all

its recommendations; through its firtnucss ami lack of

acidity, it bear-i transportation better than tiuy etra wlier

ry ever yet introduce'*. y\s pro<if of this, on the, morning
' of Pth of .May last, 1 flicked acaseuf lliese ben ies, look
' ibern to f.'olumlms lix miles in a Imggy, sent ifiem from

I

tlieriee to Savarin-ih, iliree bundled miles by railroa*!,. and
I from .Savatiriab lo .\ew Voik. nine liondred miles by

i

Hlf;amcr, to .Me ; rs. .1. M 'J'liorimrn <?'•, E’o. 'Die following

I

is an extract from llieir letter, uckiio wiedgirig the rcceijit

of the berric'. ;

Vkw V-niK, May 10, IH.oO.

^^l<. A. iJ<nr Sir: 'flic slra wlier-

ries came to hand un the ufiernooi.. of 'fur sday, sound and

in very goeid condition, lelairiirig an unsually stronc
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strawberi’}’' aronin. Their dark color gives them a richer

look, approximaiing (o the iascious aspect of the English

Hautbois, grown liiere. The berries liavewilted down
orly a very litt’eTp to this time, Friday 'Horning, May
the JGih, Yours truly, J. M. Toorburn & Co.

Thus it will be sceti that just one week after the berries

svere picked irom the vines, and alter a iourney of twelve

hundred miles by cart iage, railroad and steatiier, the}' had

‘wilted down ordy a very little ' i have had one thou-

sand copies of this fruit executed in color, fVoai a pnintitig

hoping that you will be so kind as to answer me either

directly or through the columns of the Southern Cvlti-

vatar

:

1st. d’he probable co.-t of the machinery for rrtaking

Castor Oil, the manner in which it performs its functions,

and where obtained 7

•2nd. Tiie most improved meiltod of culture 7

3rd. The per centage of pure oil that can be obtained

from a given quantity of seed 7

4th. Of the dilferent varieties of seeds which is the most

profitable]

Inclosed you will find (he yearly subscription to your

invaluable paper. Your obedient servant,

Gf.o. K. Vf.

O'elou.sas, La., 185G.

drawn iVoin naiure, which will be furnislied those who
comply with the terms of advertisement on anotlier paae.

It h IS been reuiuvked by an intelligent amateur, that this

strawberry was worth a place in a gentleman's grounds,

oven if the fruit was not edible, lor the beauty of the plant i

when in fiovrer attd fruit. I have had no little experience r

in strawberry culture, having devoted the lest fifteen years
:

of my life aimo.^t exclusively to that one object. 1 ;

have produced mrmv hundred seedlings, and have in cu!-
|

... .... ,

11 I ,^- 1-1 j A .1 I .
present communication IS to obtain intormatian in regard

tivation all the finest varieties ot Enrope and Amt^rica, but ' ^
i . o j u i r i i

'
I

to the Castor beau: and you wtl! oblige me by either

I

giving me any such knowledge as you jiossess of the cul-

{

livarion, yield and profitableness of the jdaiit and the pro-

j
bable cost of machinery for the production of Castor Oil,

I

the value of the oil, the cake or refuse, together with any

]

other items of interest on the subject, or of requesting the

' CASTOE BEA14-FALMA CHEISTI.

Editors Southf.rm Cultivator—

Y

fy object tlK

have tiever seen anything to

Haitboh Sicdlln'j.

Colu/iibiis, Ga., Oct. 1.

coinpare with my new
C. A. Pn.ABODV.

A KEW SOUTKEEH GRAPE.

Editors SouTfiFR.NT Cultivator—Allow me to ac-
1

it'formation from some one wmll acquainted with the rnat-

know'ledge through the Ctr/Cuctor the receiptof a small box
|

er. lam of the opinion that the cultivat'on of the plant and

containing two lunches of grapes, with a piece of the I
manufacture of the oil, now so generally coming into use

wood aud'ieaves. The package was post marked “Wheel- !
in machinery as well as its use a.s a medicine, will prove

ing. La.,” hut we looked in vain for a caid from the own-
|

to the tarniers in Middle Georgia a more profitable crop

er. The fruit was decayed and crushed, the leaves much I
than Cotton, noton account of yield, but as requiring less

torn. From two berries" that were not crushed and the
j

labor and expense, and that it can be grown upon land

shape and texture of leaves 1 would take it to be of the

species of Muscadine; one of the bunches appeared to

have been veiy large : I could not tell whether the two

sound grains belonged to that or to the smaller stems. If

to the former it would be ti splendid variety, wild

J suppose; of tlie quality I could not of course judge; as

the fruit had all Lrinented or di'cayed. Berries round,

smaller than our .Muscadine, black; wood resembling that

of die entire species of Muscadine, including Catuwba.s,

Isabellas, &c leaves large, coarse, light colored itudcr-

neaih; very little lobed.

The sender h is niy th.-mks, but would confer a ftvor by

dropping a line ihrongli the j-iosc ofib e, and a still greater

favor by sending a few cuttings in die proper season, lor

which 1 would exchange witli liini. iMeanlifnc I shall

plant theseeti carefully. A C.

Aikia, S. C . Av.iivi^t,

CASTOE OIL EEAE.

Editors Soutmkrn Cut.tivator— Notwithstanding I

have never had the pleasure of correspondiiig with you,

! take upon myself die iibeity of asking you a Gw ques

tions cotiCcriiiiig the culture and ni uiufacture (fi FMIma

Christi oil It is, T may almost say, indigenou.'? to the
i

soil and can be fi-und in the grratest prolusion upon most

of the runiiing streams, growing to the height of twelve
;

and even fi'tecn feet. Ignoranee as to the manner of ex-

pressing the oil, and cost of machinery has deterred a

great many from embarking in its cultivation. The cot-

ton crop tor which v/e have such traditionary I'everence

has become so uncertain in this section of country tliat it

is almost impossiide to make a living at it, much less a

fortune. The siorni of tlie lOtli of August will long be

remembered, for it has literally devastated our fields, not

leaving us even the poor pittance of a 5di of a crop. In

many playes sugar mills, gin lionses and corn cribs have

been swept away and are now but a nia.ss of ruins.

I shall not, however, engross any farther your valuable

time, but will propound to you the fullowisig questions.

unsuited iioni position and poverty to the production of

any other crop.

Some years ago, some gentleman,! think, in Charleston

endeavoted to induce the farmers of South Carolina to

enterinto die culiiviition of the Castor Bean and manufac-

ture of Castor Oil, by procuring seed which lie sold at a

merely nominal price by the sack or bushel, and by also

fnrnisliing a Press and fixtures at a low price. What his

success was. if any, ! am not able to say, nor indeed do

1 remember the gentleman’s name.

I am induced to addres.s you, as I have before .said, to

elicit infoniuidon upon the subject, and I hope some one

may he alile and wiilingto answer the queries. Itis very

prob.tble that the cake would mu be as useful ibr feed as

linseed cake, Out would it nut be manure fur tiie succeed-

ing crop or for other crops 7 That is a question of some

'Ome cmi.'-ideration in the expenditure fiir production, &c.

I have seen in nn' life a few plants of tlie Castor Bean,

growing luxuririmly and yielding abundantly both in this

county iind iViikes, but these were planted fir the pur-

pose of driving awav ^lolos iVom gardens— the roots, it

was Said, being the “bitter pill.”

Your attention to this matter will oblige, a subscriber

“in search of light F .!. Robi.n'su.v.

L Ojlithorpe cc-o nfij, Ga., 185G.

[Our fiiend, Dr. Fobt Battfy, who is fully posted oa

tiiis subject, will reply to tlie inquiries of 3Ir. Robinsom

and Guo. K. W., in a succeeding number. Will otlicr

readers, .also, communicate what knowledge they may

possess on this subject, through our journal 7—Ems.j

Grkat Yikld.—Sixteen acres on the Elk Island estate of

JuLiKN PI.ARKisoN, of Goochland, Ya., produced the large

amount of six iiundred and forty bushels of wheat—aver-

i

aging fifty -three and three quaiic r bushels of wheat per

^ acre.

\
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SUGAK MILLET—“SORGHO SUCRE.”

Editors Southkrx Cuj.tivatop-—When I heani of the

“Chinese Sugar Cane,” as something “ new under the

sun,” and as possessing such superior qualities, 1 procured

some of the seeds, planted and watched its growth and de-

velopment witlt muci) solicitude. It has matured ! and

judge my surprise, when I found it to be identical with

our “guinea corn,” or “guinea wheat,” {IIolcv.s S'^rnhwn)

a grain that has been cultivated on our sea coast from
|

time “whereof the memory of man runneth not to the con-

trary.” It was probably brought to this country direct

from the coast of Africa at that time when it was fashion-

able, and profitable, too, for our Nortliern brethren to im-

port slaves for us; and the seed was then, perhaps,

brought over by the slaves themselves. I can look back

—

and not very far back either— to the time when there were

slaves among us of “native Africans,” and these natives,

with a predilection very natural—perhaps instinctive

—

always planted their own seed, instead ofour Indian Maize

as our other negroes did.

As far as rny researches have gone, it appears that

when this seed was first introduced there was quite as

much ado about it as some are disposed to make of it now.

In order to verify this statement, I make a short quota-

tion from an old author, who wrote about this Sugar

Cane some sixty years since. He says :—“The stalks

are large,compact, gene-''ally attaining the height of 7 or 8

feet and producing abundance ofgrain. It may be easily

raised and the seed should be planted early in the spring.

In Tuscany, Syria and Palestine, the flour made of this

gram is mixed with other meal and made into bread, &c ”

* * “The juice (he continues) exuding from

the stalks of the guinea corn is so agreeably luscious that

its affords excellent sugar by a process similar to that

adopted with the sugar cane. The seed furnish nourish-

ing food to poultry and pigeons, as well as for horses and

hogs.”

x\(lerthe maturity of my plants, and time had unmask-

ed their heads and betrayed the identity of this new comer

as an “old familiar,” I could not but smile at the encomi-

ums passed upon it by the press under its new name of

“Chinese Sugar Cane.”

lam not disposed to question a word which has been

said in its favor, by the National IntelUgcnc-er, nor in

Gov. Hammond’s Report on it. I do contend^ however,

that what has been said of the “Sorgho Sucre” is true to

a fuller extent of our common Maize. Fair experiments

will prove the following propositions :

1st. On a given area of land, of the same strength or

richness, with similar tillage, our corn will produce as

much or more grain, in weiglif, as the Chinese “Sorgho

Sucre.”

2nd, Our corn as food is more palatable and nutritious

and can be prepared, as food, in a greater variety of 1

ways
3rd. Our corn produces more forage that is equally as

wholesome and palatable to stock.

4th. Sugar and syrup can be made from corn stalks

equally as good as and more abundant than from the

stalks of the Chinese sugar cane.

5th. Corn stalks can be cultivated for grinding sugar,

as early and late in the season as the other stalks and

6th. Neither the common corn stalks nor the Chinese

Sugar Cane, will ever rival or supplant the old and trusty

“ Sugar Cane” {Arundo Sacchomifera) for making sugar,

even in our latitude.

I am, by no means, disposed to disparage the estimate

set upon this plant, by others, nor to detract from it any

intrinsic value it may in itself possess
;
nor, least of all,

to undervalue the importance of the laudable efforts of

the Government to introduce among us every variety of

“seed, breed and generation” of animals and vegetables.

It is too important a matter, lightly to esteem the efforts of

Government in behalf of agriculture; and it is equally im-

portant that these etforts siiould be tested by reliable,

practi.'al, and intelligent agriculturists. ! write only

tVoin a desire to impart what 1 think \kn>nr. The “Sorgho-

Sucre” is an old thing with a new name. Its virtues have

been i'nUy tested. Jt ha.s alread)' had its day in these

parts, and i venture to predict for (lie “Sorgho Sucre,” the

fate of tli..i “AL'-ius IMuluc culis” and all the “Prolific cot-

ton seed,” v.l'iioh hj\e teen ]Vilr,:el off on the people, for

their siipcr/or /uuti'tc.'’, at fruni IC cenrs per seed to S'iG

per busbel. Y-ai -s.
,

Ruricoi.k.

Liboa, Ga., S^pt., iSj’J.

Remarks.—We publish tlie foregoing, merely to prove

how easy it is for even an intelligent g<"ntieman aud ac-

curate observer, to be nu&lakcn. The resemblance of the

Chinese Sugar Cane to the old and worthless “Chicken

Corn.” is so striking that we nearly fell into the same er-

ror ourselves, while travelling through a remote valley of

Upper Georgia, last season. A moment’s mastication of

the stalk of the “Chicken Corn,” at once undeceived u^'

—it was as dry and tasteless as an old corn stalk.

It is too late now to attempt a disparagement of the

true Chinese Sugar Cane. It is a fixed fact in Southern

agriculture, and will stand on its own merits. The re-

port of Gov, Hammond’ of S. C, in our last, and that of

Mr. Peters in the present issue, furnish a sufficient re-

ply to the letter of our well-meaning friend, RuricoU

who has evidently formed his opinion by the eye alone.

The public must be on their guard against ^puriovo

seed, and be careful to plant the true Chinese Cane en-

tirely apart from all the varieties of the Millet family.—
Eds, So. Cult.

V7HEAT GROWING ON THE SEA COAST.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Wishing to test the

capability of our soil and climate, on the immediate coast,

in the production of wheat, and not knowing the varieties

in use, I wish to get your advice on the subject. Our
climate, as you are aware, from contiguity to the sea, is a
damp one, although vve are not subject to fogs. The winds
in spring for half the day are southeasters and are conse-

quently damp. But from the lOth or 15th of April to the

15th or 20th of May, we usually have a diy spell, making
it difficult to germinate seeds

;
and I have thought that if

we could get wheat in flower about that time we could

generally insure good crops.

If you could advise me of the proper rime to sow, and
the variety to sow, and where that variety could be pur-

chased I you would very much oblige,

Yours most respectfully, B. S. S.

Liberty Co-unty, Ga., Avgust, 1856.

Remark.s.—We advise a trial of the early May Wheat

(white) or “Tubman.” Sow the present month, from 1 ta

1

5

bushels per acre, on land deeply plowed, turning under

from 200 to 300 pounds of Guano to the acre and harrow-

ing and rolling in the seed. P. H. Greene, of LaGrange,

Ga., usually has a fine variety cf Wheat for sale. We
should be glad to hear further from our seaboard ^ilanters,

—Ed.s. So. Cult.
— » —

gj^As ceremony is itie invention of wise men to keep
fools at a distance, so good breeding is an expedient ta

make fools and wise men equal.
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FEEDING KOUGH FORAGE—A GOOD PLAN.

Editor, Soutdrrn Cultivator—The distressingdroutli

has cut short all rough provender, and unless the greatest

economy is used in feeding, all our horses, mules, cows,

&c., will have to suffer, yea, perhaps starve to death.

Allow me, therefore, through your columns, to draw
attention to a method of feeding, whicli has been adopted

in Europe. 1 have tried it myself for many years and can

recommend it from long experience. It con.sists simply

in giving the forage in a fer'inenlcd slate.

The rough lorage, of what kind ic may be, even corn-

stalks, is cut short in a cutting machine whi' h easily can

be arranged so as to be worked with horse power. Three

boxes are made, each of them large enough to hold as

much forage as will be fed in a day. The cut forage is

sprinkled with salt and water, in order to go quickly into

fermentation, pressed firmly into one of the boxes, and

covered up. If some turnips, carrots or other roots or

green crops could be mixed in with it, so much the better.

In about two days it will take heatand go into the sugary

fermentation; and on the third day it will be fed. Thus
one box is filled every day, and one emptied. Should it

be found that the time is too short for the forage to come
in full fermentation, a fourth box must lie added, and a

day more allowed. All cattle will soon become exceed-

ingly fond of this fermented food.

The doctrine, that “Red clover will not do where the

soil is deficient in lime” has made its round through out-

agricultural journals, and “Dick” has so often repeated

what “Harry” told him without trying it for himself in a

proper way, that everybody now thinks it a fine excuse

for not trying to grow clover. I was raised in a clover

growing country, and I can assure you that I have seen

beautiful fields of clover on land tliat did not contain any
lime

;
particularly on rich alluvial soil. But clover re-

quires a deeply worked and finely pulverized soil. The
way, of starting a clover field, however, may not be known
to many of your readers, and you will, therefore, allow

me, I hope, to give a short description of it.

When a field is sown in the fall in wheat, rye, or any

other grain, and well harrowed over, the clover seed is

.sown very thinly broadcast
;
eight pounds to the acre is

sufficient. It needs no covering, as it easily will work
itself down into the ground. By next spring the clover

will grow up beautifully in the shade of the grain crop,

and when the latter is mown off the clover will be found

from six to twelve inches high, and may be used for pas-

ture that autumn. The main crop will be produced the

following spring and summer, and continue for several

years. Any person that will try this way, will undoubt-

edly succeed perfectly.

All leguminous plants, to which the clover belongs, are

always greatly l'‘'nefitted with a sprinkling of Plaster of

Paris over the h nvcs, when wet from dew or rain
;
and it

will, therefore, Im very beneficial on the clover.

When clover, vetches, peas, and other hay crops

are raised in a moist clinriate, where shov/ers are

frequent in the summer, a peculiar way of cuiing such

crops is resorted to, it is :
“ Matins:; hroioii and con-

sists in causing the green crop to ferment. The process

is this: When the hay crop has been mown off in the

morning, and allowed to wither a little during the day, it

is toward evening put up in a large stack, holding 3 or 4

large two-horse loads, and a long iron bar put through it

right across to serve as a thermometer. In about 8, 10 or

J‘2 hours, according to whether it is sultry or windy, the

stack will have taken its heat, which can be ascertained

by the iron bar, as it will fry, when you spit on it. In

fact, a person might fear that the stack would take fire.

All hands must then be in readiness, and spread out the

hay, which then will be perfectly dry in a few hours.

Such crops as the above-mentioned, which by the com-

mon method of curing would require a week or more, can
thus be perfectly cured in 24 hours, and will never again

take heat. It is true, .such liay looks very dark colored,

almost black, but smells very sweet, and all animals, wfoen

used to it, will devour it greedily and thrive well on it.

Robert Nelson.
Macon, Ga., Oct., 1856.

SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA.

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—In these days of rest-

lessness, when planters in old Georgia seem determined

to move, it is important to inquire what is best to be done.

To my mind, this important and difficult question is easily

an.swered. First, do not move at all, if you can help it.

Secondly, if your negroes have increased, and your land

deteriorated so that you cannot afford to keep them on
the old red hills, you can, with your white family, and a

few of your servants, remain at the old homestead, enjoy

and beautify it, and remove your surplus servants to South
Western Georgia, which gives advantages possessed by
no other country. First and foremost, you need not quit

the comfortable old place, with its many advantages— for

as a place of residence, no country is more pleasant to live

in than Middle and Upper Georgia—while South Western
Georgia, since the extension of the South Western Rail-

road to Albany, is at the door of all the middle and upper
portions of the State. It is the only good cotton country

need that you can plant in, with convenience, to which you.

need not move. And then, if you make more cotton than

you can save well, which is very probable, you can send

an accession of hands to pick the crop.

There may be countries where, some years, more cotton

is made to the acre, but, one year with another, there is

no cotton country in which there is as much made to the

hand. A failure in South Western Georgia would be a

good crop for Middle Georgia. There never has been,

during the twenty-five or thirty years that that country

has been settled, what would be called a failure in Middle
Georgia. There are some good reasons for believing tliat

such a failure never will happen there, as Middle Georgia

has experienced this year of our Lord 1856;

1st. The land is about fertile enough for cotton—as it

is not the richest land that is the surest for it. And where
you may find richer lands, you cannot cultivate so much
of it as in South Western Georgia.

2nd. The beautiful friable and level lands of that coun-

try admit of such large cropping to the hand, as to make
up forany deficiency of fertility. So they make large crops,

without the failures incident to very poor or very rich

lands.

3rd. Those soft, friable lands do not need as much rain

as the old red lands, and again it is so porous that water

percolating through it, makes it stand wet weather as ad-

mirably as dry.

4th. The crowning advantage is that it rains more there

in summer than in Upper and Middle Georgia. Such a

thing as the extensive drouths of 1854 and 1856 in Middle

Georgia, has never been known as far South as Lee or

Dougherty counties. And there are some good philosophi-

cal reasons, as well as experience, for this. The country

being more moist, attracts the rains. It is near enough to the

equator to be affected by the periodical wet ol the tropical

summer, as Florida manifestly is. Vapors rising from the

evaporations ofthe Gulf being fully charged while passing

over the contiguous country of South Western Georgia,

often become exhausted before reaching the remote regions

of Middle andUpperGeorgia, Alabaraaand South Carolina.

For several years, and particularly the last, I have

noticed when soft clouds have been flying over Middle

Georgia from the South with an appearance of, but a fail-

ure to, rain, that within a few days thereafter we have

heard of rain in South Western Georgia.
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Taking all things together, now that the South Western

Railroad is penetrating that country, I know of no cotton

region so desirrble for the planters of Georgia and South

Carolina to transport their surplus slaves. And, though

the climate may not agree with the constitution of .^o^jne

white.s; for negroes, there is but little doubt that they do

as well there as in any portion of Georgia or South Caro-

lina. WlDDLE GeORGI.A.V.

Washington, Ga., Sept., lS5d.

Sktrlistmtnls.

PEABODFS NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
Subscriber has origiuated a New Seedling STRAWBER-

I RY, which combines more good qualities to make up a perfect

berr^’ than any ever yet introduced, viz: It is of the largest size,

measuring six and seven inches in circumference ;
it is of beautiful

form, attached to the calyx by a polished coral-like neck without
.<eed.s

;
rich, deep crimson color

;
fruit iiorne on tall foot-stalk.s, of

the most exquisite pine havor
;

flesh firm, melting and juicy
; and

bears transportati m better than any Strawberry ever cultivated.

(See engraving and description of the plant in the present [Novem-
ber] number of this journa .)

I will be prepared to send the plants out, whenever the following
tenns are complied with. Not a plant of this variety has ever left

my grounds, nor ever wUl, until the propositions below are sub-

scribed to. I propose to get one thousand .subscriptions at $.5 per
dozen plants, thioughout the whole country. Subscribers on for-

warding their name.-, and i>ost oflice addre.s.s, with the number of

dozen desired, will receive by retiu-n mail a beautiful colored plate

of the vine and fruit, drawn from nature
;
and as soon as the thou-

sand subscriptions are made up, 1 will notify each subscriber, when
the money may be mailed to me, and I will put the plant.s up in

moss, envelope them in oilsilk, and foi-ward them by maiL By this

method they can be sent to any part of the Union with safety and
dispatch. I have sent packages of iOO of the common strawberrj-

1,000 miles by mail, without the loss of a plant. Packages of one
dozen will go through the mail as ccrtamiv as a letter.

Subscribers, on receiving the colored plates will please show
their friends, that it may hasten the completion of the list. From
one dozen plants, one thousand may be produced the first year.

This plant is the hermaphrodite, always bearing perfect crops of

fruit, without an impregnator.
Directions for the cultm-e of this plant will be sent with each

colored plate. CHARLES A. PEABODY.
Columbus, ha. Oct. 1,18,56.

As a proof of the keeping quaiitiv..-^ o'^ this New .Strawberry, on
the morning of the 9th of May last, [Friday.] 1 picked a case of the
berries, took them to Columbus, six miles, in my buggy, .sent them
from Columbus to • avannah, three hundred miles by Railroad, and
from .Savannah to New York, nine hundred miles by steamer to

my friends, Messrs. J. 51. Thorbum & Co. The follo%v extract
from 5Iessrs. Thorbum & Co.’s letter, will .show the condition of
the berries just one week after they were picked. C. A. P.

NEW York, 5Iay 16th, 18.56.

Mr. Charles A. Peabody—Dear Sir .—The .Strawberries came
to hand on the afternoon ofTuesday, sotind and in very good con-
dition, retaining an unusually strong .Strawbeiry aroma. * *

The berries have wilted down only a very little, up to this time,
Friday mom ing, Mav 16th. Yours traly,

Xov56—It
*

J. 51. THORBURN & Co.

PEACH TREES FOR SALE.
4 CHOICE selection of kind.-; both for the Clarden and Orchard,

of the most beautiful grow.li: worked from specimen bear-
ing trees, at 860 per 1000. Al.-o a general assortment of other
TREES and PLANT.S, low.
Packing done in the neatest maimer bv

EDWIN ALLEN,
Nov.56—It Nurseries, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

COTTON SEED.
BU.SPIELS—Olive—very pure. Price fifty cents a
bushel at my gin, orfoiwarded to cash orders at rifty

cents per sack extra. Also, 1,0(X) bushels “Crowder,” equally pure
and very productive, an early opener, growing and making till late.

The young bolls do not drj' up on the stalk, nor does it shed as other
varieties do. Address DR. A. AY. WA.SHBURN,
Nov.56—6t Yazoo City, 5IissLssippi.

BOYD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON SEED.
bushels of BOY'D S extra prolific COTTON

vJL? SEED for sale in sack.s from 1 to .5 bushels in a sack.

Price -SI per bushel JOHN 51. TURNER.
Nov56—4t Augusta Ga.

TO ORCHARD I.STS AND FARMERS.
•w/'v peach TREE.S of well tried and popular varie-

ties. ALo a fine stock of two year OSAGE
ORANGE Plants, cut back last .;pring.

Catalogues furnished on appiicatiou A. HANCE & SON,
Rumsom Nurseries,

Nov5€—St Near Red Bank, Monmouth Co., N. J.
,

AGRICULTURAL BOOKS.

C
l 51. SAXTON A Co., 140 l-’ulton street. New York, miblish

• the following BOOK.S for the country, and will send them,
Free of postage, to any part of the United .States, upon the receipt
of price

:

1. The .'stable Book—the best work on the Horse §1 OO
'2. The Horse’s Foot, with directions How to Keep it .Sound

;

paper 25 cent.s, cloth .5(»

0. Browne's American Bird I’ancier
:
p:iper 25 cts., cloth.. 50

4. Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor, cloth 1 00
5. Dana’s Muck 51anual, cloth 1 00
6. Dama’s Prize Essay on 51anures 25
7. 8tockh.ardt’s Chemical Field Lectures 1 00
8. Blake’s l-’anner at Home 1 2.5

9. Buist’s American PTower Garden Directory 1-25
10. Buist’s Family Kitchen Gardener 7.5

11. Norton’s .'Scientific and Practical Agriculture 60
12. Johnston’s Catechism of .Vgricultural Chemistry (for

schools) -2.5

U Johnston’s Eleii.ents of Agricultural Chemistry and
Geology 1 OO

14. Johnston’s Ijectures on Agricultural (themistfy and
( 'reology 1 2.5

15. Downing’s Landscape Gardening 3 .50

It). Fe.ssenden’s Complete Fanner and Gardener 1 -25

17. Fessenden’s American Kitchen Gardener, cloth .50

18. Nash's Progressive l-’armer 60
19. Richard.son’s Domestic Fowls,

, 25
20. Richardson on the Horse—Y'arieties, Breeding, &c 25
21. Richardson on the Diseases and 5Ianagement of the Ho 7 25
22. Richardson on the Destruction of the Pests of the Fai-m. 2.5

23. Richard.sou on the Hive and Honey Bee 25
24. 51ilburu and .Stevens on the Cow and Dairy Husbandrv 25
25. .Skinner's Elements of Agriculture .* 25
26. Topham’s Chemistry 5Iade Ea.sy, for the use of Farmers 25
27. Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Grape 1 (X)

28. Allen on the Diseases of Domestic Animals 75
211. Allen’s American Farm Book 1 CO
30. Allen’s Rural Architecture, 1 2.5

31. Pardee on the Cultivation of the .Strawberrj-, <fcc 60
32. Pedder’s l’'armer’s Land 51easurcr .50

33. Phelps’ Bee-Keepers Chart -25

34. Guenon’s Treatise on 5[ilch Cows
; paper 38 cts., cloth. . 6-3

35. Gunn’s Domestic Medicine—a book for every married
man and woman 3 OO

36. Randall's .Sheep Hu-sbandry l 25
37. Y’ouatt, Randall, and .Skinner’s Shepherd’s Own Book.. 2 (X)

38. Youatt on the Breed and 5Ianagcment of Sheep 75
39. Y'ouatt on the Horse l 25
40. Youatt, Martin, and .Stevens on Cattle 1 2-5

41. Youatt and Martiu on the Breeds and Management of the
Hog 75

42. 31imn’s Practical Land Dramer, 50
43. Stephens’ Book of the Farm, complete, 4.50 illustrations. 4 00
44. The American Architect, or Plans for Country Dwellings 6 OO
45. Thaer, Shaw, and .lohiisr n’s Principles of Architecture. 2 OO
.56. .Smith’s Landscape Gardening, Parks and Pleasure

Grounds 1 2.5

47. Weeks on the Honey Bee
;
paper 2.5 cts., cloth 50

48. Wilson on Cultivation of Flax, 25
49. Miner’s American Bee-Keeper’s 3IanuaI 1 (X)
.50. (juinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keep’.ug 1 oO
51. Cottage and Farm Bee-Keeper 50
52. Elliott’s American Fniit Grower’s Guide 1 25
.53. The American Florist’s Guide 75
-54. Everj- Lady her own Flower Gardener

;
paper 25 ct«.,

cloth 50
55. The Am. Rose Culturist

:
paper 25 cts., cloth - 50

.56. Hoare on the Cultivation of the Vine 50
57. Chorltou’s Cold Grapery, from direct American Practice .50

-58. Saxton’s Rural Hand Books, 3 vols 3 75
-59. Bement’s Rabbit Fancier; paper 25 cts., cloth 50
60. ReemelLn’s Yiue-Dresser’s Manual 50
61. Neil’s Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable Gardener’s Com-

panion 1 (X)

62. Browne’s American Poultry Yard l (KJ

63. Browne’s I’ield Book of Manure 1 25
64. Hooper’s Dog and Gun 50
6.5. .Skillful Housewife, paper 25
66. Charlton’s Grape Grower’s Guide

;
paper 50 cts., cloth. . . 60

67. AVTiite’s Gardening for the .South 1 25
68. Eastwood’s Manual for Cultivating the Cranben-y 50
69. Johnston’s Dictionaiy- of 51odeni Gardening '

1 .50

70. Persoz on the Culture of the Vine 5()

71. American Agriculturist, lOvols 12 .50

72. Boussingault’s Rural Economy 1 -2.5

73. Thompson’s i’ood of Annuals
;
paper -50 cts. cloth 75

74. Richardson onDog.s—their <>rigin. Varietie>, Sec.; paper
25 cts., cloth .70

7.5. Liebig’s Familiar Letters to Farmers on Chemistry; pa-
per-25 cents, cloth “

rA)

No^.5'—It

FRESH GARDEN SEEDS.
’^E are now receiving our supply of choiceGARDEN .'8EED.S,

Tt which we warrant to be and of the Cuof’ of 18.56.

Those who purchase our seed may rely upon getting a fresh ar-
ticle, as we keep no old seed on hand.
^^Merchants supplied at a liberal discount.

D. B. PLUMB & Co..
Nov56—4t Broad street. Augusta, G.n.
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SCOTT'S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILL.

(PATENTED BIAY 16, 1?5L)
j

T\Ianufactured of the best materials, by SOOTT, MOCK- '

BEE & Co., under the immediate supervision !

of the Patentee.
|

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, GENERAL AGENTS, AU-
GUSTA, GEORGIA.

fStHE ATTENTION OF PLANTERS and Stock Feeders

X is respectfully called to this Mill, as combining in a remarka-

ble degree, portability and power, simplicity of construction and
j

arrangement, durability, and lightness of draught.
j

In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being!

only necessary to fasten them down to a floor or platform, and for
j

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions

will accompany each Mill.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on

Com and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liable to injury from being over-heated, over-feeding and drinking,

and will always keep in better condition than when fed ontjorn

alone; and in addition to this, it is conceded by all wbo have made
the trial, that a saving of at least one-fourth is made by feeding

Corn and Cob Meal.

CAtJTlON.—The Little Giant has ahvays taken the first premium
wherever exhibited, and w’e confidently assert that in all respects

it is unequalled. It is the product of genius, experience and perse-

verance. and such has been its success, and such the celebrity

which it has gained 'during the two j-cars of its existence, that

several imitations and counterfeits have recently made their ap-

pearance, with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding

names and stealing some of the Little Giant's thunder, they may be
able to follow in its footsteps and share its fame. These Mills are

guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according to

the directions, and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill

which has gTOund nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill wdiich

hes ground fifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.

The smallest size, No. 1, will grind five bushels per hour with a

small horse, and is offered at the low price of $35, all complete

and ready for attaching Ihe horse. No. 2 w ill grind from eight to

ten bushels per hour with one hoi’se, and is sold for $50. No. 3 re-

<quires Gvo horses, will grind fifteen bushels per hoxu’, and sells

for $60.

We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our posse.ssion ofiicial written and printed

aostimonia's which will gladly exhibit t® persons wanting Mills,

showing and proving the sxxperiority of the Little Giant over all

•others ;

TESTIMONIALS
Augusta, Ga.. April Sd. 1855.

I have been running one of SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN
AND COB MILLS, No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per-

forms to my entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind twenty
bushels per hour, but I have ground over thirty-five bushels in an
boxir and a half, or equal to tweihy-three and a half bxishels per
hour. In feeding thirty horses, I save at least one hundred bush-
els of Corn per mo jih, it now reqxxiring only two hxxndredbxxshels

of Corn with thx* Mob, where i formerly fed three hundred. I con-

sider it decidedly r •• hast kind of Crxxsher ever got up, and if I

could not replace nnuc, I n'oxild not sell it for five hxxndred tlollai’s.

I. D. MATHEWS,
Proprktor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

Augusta, G Oct. 1, 1856.

Messi’.s. Carmichakl & Bean—Gent :—After having used the
LITTLE GIANT constantly for nineteen months, I cheerfully

confirm every statement made in my certificate of the 3d of
April, 1855. I. D. MATTHEWS.

Bf.ech Island, S. C. Oct. 1, 1856.

Messrs. CAR3ITCHAEI, & Bean, Augxxsta, (j&.—Gcnt :—I have
had a No. 3 LITTLE GIANT in coixstaat use for the last nine-

teen months, and have fed my stock eixtirely on Corn and Cob
Meal. I have neverworked my hoi’pes and mules harder than dxx-

riag the past summer, and they have never befoi'e, at this season
of the year, been in as good condition as they are now. Tvro
horses xvill grind fifteen bashehs per lioxir easily, .and I feel confi-

dent that I save fully 30 per cent, by xxsing the Mill. I am ac-

qxxainted with several kinds of Crxxshers, but consider the LITTLE
GIANT far superior to any I have ex er seen.

Yours respectfuil}^ THOMAS S. MILLER.

Messrs. CARMICHAEL <fe Bean—-Grwt We are using the
LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS, whicli we
boxxaht from you, and hereby recommend them to Planters and
,Stock Feeders as the mo.st simple and durable, the most easily pro.

pelled and best Crushers we have ever seen, and by the use of
which we believe a saving of onc-thiril is made :

NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia County, Ga.
(Dr. Ci'awford has txvo Mills in use.;

A. J. RAMBO, Edgefield District, S. C.
(Mr. Rambo has tliree Mills at dif’erent phtces >

J. PRINTUP, Warren Coixnty, Ga.
JOHN B WHITEHEAD, Burke County, Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock County, Ga,
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe Goxxnty, Ga.

(Mr. Barroxv has two mills.)
GEORGE SCHLEY, Axxgxxsta, Ga.
WM. J. EVE, Richmoml County, Ga.
GOODE BRYAN, Richmond County, Ga.
WM. J. MIMS, Richmond County, Ga.
V. A. HA^TCHBR, Jefi'erson Coxmtv, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK, Hall Coxxnty, Ga.
JAMES M. HARRIS, Hancock Coxmtv, (i a.

A. H. COLLINS, Colxxmbia County, Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Bxxrke County, Ga.

(Mr. Schley is using two Mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
.TAMES TORRYE, Lexington, Miss, nov56—3t

CORN AND COB MILLS.

TP HE xindersigned have now in store and offer for sale the follow-

X ing CORN AND COB MILLS

;

LEAVITT’S ‘-YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S “CHAMPION. ”

The Mannfactxirers of the “Ytn.mg America” claim for this Mill

:

1st. 'I’hat it will crush Corn and Coh
;
also, grind fine Meal.

2nd. 'fhat the entire grinding surface can easily be replaced at a

small cost.

3rd. That it has an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the, premium over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star IVIills,” at the Oliio State Fair for 1855.

6th. They sxxbmit the following table, showing the time occupimf
and luimber of revolxxtions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Fair of the Maryland Agricnltxxral Society for 1855, in grind-

ing half of a bixshel of Corn and Cob

:

“Young Ajuerica.”

Time.
21 Minutes.

Revolutions.
10.

“Little Giant” 41 15.

“Maynor’s Champion..
“Colbxxrn’s Mill”

r*
“

20.

32.

The Manufactxxrers of -‘Maynor’s Champion” claim that it is the
simplest in constrxxetion, strongand durable, its grinding partslast-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill pi’inciple) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Coi-n and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

B. S. WELLER,
Seed and giiciiitnral Store, No, 57 Market

street, ITashville, Tenn.

Having established a general Agricxxltnral Depot at the
above place, I desire all my old and true friends, and the

public at large, to call and see nm, and examine my stock in trade.

THRESHERS, MOWERS, REAPERS. Bamhiil’s xmrivalleff

CORN AND COTTON DRILL, &c., &c. GARDEN SEEDS,
from the celebrated es^ablishmxmts of Landreth & Son, Phila., and
Robe.t St. Claii-, Baltimore. Also, Clover, Timothy, Blue Grass,
Canary, Hemp and Rape SEED, BUCKV/HEAT and BARLEY,
constantly on hand and for sale.

All kinds of Copjxer, Tin, Bi-ass .and Sheet Iron WARE still

mxinxxfacturcd, and STOVES, GRATES, <fcc., for sale, Agricxxl-

txxral Implements not on hand, ordered and sold at the manxxfactur-

pi-’s price and transportation. Also, TINNERS’ MACHINES and
HAND TOOLS from Pe-ck, Smith &, Co.’s Manufactory, South-

ington, Conn. Also, ail kinds of HORTICULTURAL IMPLE-
MENTS, and a fine stock of FANCY POULTRY, always on hand.
Noy56—3t

A FARM WANTED.

I
WISH to pxirch.aso a FARSI in Soxitlienx Georgia of from lOfX)

to 5000 acres of land, near the Florida line and lying in the

Southern part of Charlton county preferred. Persons having land

in that neighborhood to dispose of xvill please address me at No.
162 I street, Washington, D. C., giving a description of theiandjand

the very least money and best terms that will bny it.

MILTON GARRETT.
Reference—

D

r. D. Lee, Athens, Ga. Nov6<l—tf
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PEABODY’S PROLIFIC CORN.
'j'' HE Subscriber is now prcpr’r'^d to furjiish SEED of this invaluable varu.ty of grain. I will put it up in sack ; <.f one bushel, h;ilf

X bushel, peck, and quart, and furnisli it at the following rates : For sacks of oik' bushel $11), h.alf bushel So, 'peek or (piart 50
cents. This Coni grows like the 'Wyandot, but is altogether superior for Southern culture, both as a stock corn and for bread, weighing-
near as much again as the Wyandot, each seed iiroducing from two to seven tillers, each tiller producing cars like the main .stalk, one
grain often producing twenty ears of com. The ears are full and large, with a heavy tirm grain, weighing, when shelled, over sixty
pounds to the bushel. It is a first rate stock corn, and nnrivalled for bread, as it makes a meal.-is white as hour. The seed that Inow
offer is perfectly pure, as I old not jilant a gi-ain of aiiy other corn the past .season. Eand-s that will produce forty to fifty bushels of

our common com to the acre, will produce one huudrc(l and fifty of this, kly land is common pine land, m-ver having produced over
fifteen bushels to the acre, with the host culture that 1 could give it. The past season, I manured a few acres with a single sack of

guano to the acre. I have gathei-ed and mea.siired two acres, and notwithstanding ihe drouth has cut off’ at least oiuj-fourth of the crop,

The two acres turned mo out onehundred and cighvj hicshels nf shelled corn. This is the second year that I have planted this com, and
it not only holds out its astonishing productive qualities, hut has increased in weight. Did it not produce a grain of corn, it is worth
its price for the immense amount of fodder that it prodiices. A field of it growing looks like a field of m.-rimnoth wheat, so many tillers

it produces. The tillers or suckers should not be removed, as they produce like the main stalk. One bTishcl o: seed will go as far as

two of the common cont in planting-, as it irnpiires a greater distance.

Orders may be addressed me at Columbus, (fa.; or, to my agents, Mess.^rs. King A Sor.sbj-, Colnml)iw, Oa.; and IMessrs. J. A. 3Ioi-

ton & Co., 40NewLev'ee, Kew Orleans; Euse, Davis A Long, .Savannah, Oa.; Lee A Norton, Montgomery, Alabama.
\s a suimlj* of this most iuvalualile irrain is quite limited, planters would do well to semi in rhoirordei's early.

CHAIlLikS -A.. rE.AHODV.
Columbus, Ca.. Oct. 1, 1856.

THE PE.-VEOi)\^ CORN.
At the solicitation of Mr. C. A. Peabody, the undersigned accepted an inriUtion to visit his farm about the middle of July,when tiny

were shown this extraort'dnary and very remarkable con-i.

Its singular peculiarity consi.sts in throw ing out fruitful tillers, or suckers—all emanating from the roots, as is natural to rye or

1
wheat. L[)on two acres, said to have beeu mauiu-ed with 118 and 15ff pounds of guano, , it was not uncommon to see, from one grain
planted, as many as fo’ar and sometimes five stalks, besides the parent one, the greater proportion containing three. Those tillers w(ire

!
in size and height nearly equal to the. original .stalk

;
on each of which we observed from two to four ear- >-i' (licibum, or respectable

size, and all rapidly progressing to maturity. For some days previous, and after the period of our visit, the ct..i:i;ry was suffering under
I

the influence of a severe di-onth.

The crop consisted of about forty acres, planted in rows five by fi>ur feet, one grain in a hill. AVith the c::. epf ion of the two acre.s

j

above alluded to, no manure had been applied the present year, as informed by Mr. Peabody. The unmanm-i-d p-art did not promise so

1
-well, yet it was far superior to any we had ever seen on the same character of land.

1
The entire fann is pine land, naturally thin, and without the aid of some fertilizer, would not n ’.-.ice over ten or twelve, bushels

I
of the ordinary variety cf corn, with propitious seasons.

Should this corn not deteriorate in after culture, from its being a Northern variety, it must prove, a valuable acquisition to the farm -

er and country.

AVe submit this article a.s llie mc.ans of .suspending puhiie sen^^iment until its inerifs or demerits (-an be more fulh’ tested and known.
B. A. S()USBA',
JAS. Al. CHAAIBERS,
AVAL IL AIITCIIELL.
AVAL H. CHAAIBEKS,

Colwnd/ics, (Ja., Sept. 18, 185(1. J. C. CCOK.
COUJALBUS, Ga., September, 18, 1856.

'ibis is to certify that we. this day saw weighed on a pair of patent hallanct? se:ilcs, a half bushel of the I’eabody coni, the mea-'inc

hein" s-Z/ o-ArZy rounding, which we aliovvcd for shrinking—and the weight was thirty-four pounds—eciual to C8 pounds per hu.shcl.

B. A. SDllSBV.
Nov.5G-3t JOEL E. HURT.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO SUCRE ! !

PURB SEED ! ! i

The .subscribers take great pleasure iu informing the Planters,
Farmers and Gardeners of the South, that they have secured

from the most reliable .sources a limited supply ef FRESH SEED,
of thi.s very valuable plant, the properties of which may he briefly
summed up as follows ;

Lst. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, will 360]d from
400 to 500 gallons of fine sv-rup, Ci'iual to the best Neiv Orleans

; and
from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadcast or in close drills, on land deeply plowed
and highly manured, it will yield /roai thirty to jijly thousand
pounds of superior fodder to tlic acre.

3d. It surpasses all other plants for .soiling (feeding green) .-;r.d

fodder, on account of the great abundance of sugar\- juice winch
it contains

;
and is greedily (iaten by .stock of all kincls.

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egyptian Millet, growing
off freely and rapidl3-, after each cutting.

5th. It stands (h'onth much better than common corn, retaining
its green color andjuiciness even after the seed mafttres-

6th. The st;ed is excellent for human fjod, when ground into
meal, and fattens domestic animals ver3' sjieedily. From twenty-
five to seventy-five bushels can be raised on an acre.

7th. It is so certain and iirolific a crop that planteivs may be sure
of succeeding with it as a 8ugar plant anywhere South of Mar3--
land and North of Alexieo. If planted early in the Southern States
the s^d will mature and jn-oduce another crop the same season.

^3^ The seed, which has been vciy carefully kept fuire, from
tlie original importation, will be oflWed in cloth pack.ago.s, eai-h

containing enough to jilant half an acre, in drills, with full

direction for the cultivation, wliich is perfectly siniide.

These packages will lic forwarded per mail, i'Iiee oe I’Ost-
ATiE, to an\' address, on r(!ceiiit of $1.30 fo'- each i>ackagc. AV'ben
not sent l.)3’ mail, we will furnish the packagers at •$! each.

Earl}’ orders are solicited, as the snpidy of good and reliahlo
seed is quite limited. Applicants’ names will he entered in tin; or-

der in which the}- are received, and the seed will be read}’ for mail-
ing or deliver}- on the first of October.
Address, with plain directions for mailing or shipping,

D. B. I’LL'AIB A GO., Augusta, Ga.

|5^Parnphlcts, containing full history and dc.scription of this

plant, with valuable Reports on its merits, will be sent, postage
free, to all who purchase .seed, or who will enclose a three cent
stamp. •

Dealers in seeds and country merchants can be supplied
at a liberal discount from retail rates, if their orders are received
immediately. Oot56-tf

>

LANDS IN SOUTH WE.STERN GEORGIA FOR SALR.
ritHE Subscriber oifers for sale six improved PEANTATIONS,
X containing from 750 to 2,000 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also :3.5,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefully .selected, and cannot

be sTU’passed for certainty of crop.s and d'lU’ability. Terms easy.

The Railroad from Alaeon -(vill be completed to Alb.arty . y l.st

Sept, next; thus giving ea.sy access to all of the above named
lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,

within ten miles of a railroad, will be taken in exchange, if desired,

at their market value. AVb AV. CHEEVER,
Albany, Ga., Oct. IQth. 1856. Nov56—tf

HOPEWELL NURSERIES, FREDERICKSBLRG, VA.
ri'' HE Proprietor of these Nurseries calls the attention of Tree

X Planters to his large stock of FRUIT and ORNAAIEI'ITAL
TREES, Ac., for fall planting. The propitious .season has produc-

ed finer grown trees than he has ever before oficred. He would
call especal attention to his list of S(.utbern Apples, which he

grows in large ouantities—hi=; present stock is a’, out 90,000—cm-

hracing a large number of Virginia and North Carolina sorts, keep-

ing the whole u^inter, and equal in size and quality to the most

popular Northern sons, which ripen here, with few exceptions in

the fall.

A.lso a lar^'-e stock of Standard and Dwarf PEARS, PEACHES,
APRIGOTSA NECTARINE:-!, QUINCES, GRAPES, STIlAAV-

BERRIES. ASPARAGlbS ROOTS, ORNAMEN'’'AL TREES
and SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, ROSES. GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, Ac.
^^The facilities for shipping are cq-aal to any in the countr}-.

new Catalogue j’ast Issued, and sent to all applicants.

yLv5C-3t H. R, ROBEY.

jMORGAN HORSES.

A PREillUM ESS.AlY on the Origin, History and Characteris-

tics of this remarkable
AMERICAN BREED OF HORSES.

Tracing the pedigree from the original J-astan Morgan, through

the most noted of his progeny, down to the present time, with

numerous PORTRAITS, to which are added hints for BREED-
ING, BREAKING and general USE and AIANAGMMENT OF
HORSES, with practical directions for Training them for exhibition

at Agricultural Fairs. By D. C. LIND SEA', of Middlebury, \'t.

Price $1. Sent free of postage. C. M. SAXTON A Co.,

Agricultural Book Publishers,

jfov56—It HO Fulton st., New Y»rk.
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•'< SPEED THK PLOW ”

I
T is admitted hy the best judges that WAELICKS’ IMPROV-
ED PLOW is the best iinidemeiit of the kind now in use. It

is a Southern invention, and is pecularly adapted to agricultural

purposes in the South. The best fanners of Alabama, G-eorgia

and South Carolina, say it is the very thing they need. Its ex-
cellencies consist mainly in the following particulars :

1. It is the cheapest and most ecomical plow that can be used
‘J. It is acknowledged to be the plovr for subsoiling clay lands.

It is of lighter draft, and more easily managed by the hand
than any other plow.

4. All the plows used in the South may be attached to the stock,

.and it is equally useful both for breaking up land and cultivating a
crop.

5. It is not liable to choke in grassy or rough lands.

Premiums were awarded to this Plow at Agricultural Fairs in

four Southern States in 1855. Certificates of the most flattering

kind could be appended if necessaiy. The best way, however, to

test the truth of the above statements, is to try the plow.
Those -wishing to purchase plows or to obtain plows on trial, or

to obtain any information concerning it, will please address the
subscriber, at Atlanta, Ga. For plowing in wheat in grassy lands
this plow is far .superior to all others. H. "WILLIAMS.
Atlanta, Ga., July 3, 1856. August56—6t

FRESH IMPORTED HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
^1'' HE Subscribers have just received from the leading Florists in

X Holland an uimsually fine and extensive assortment of Double
and Single HYACINTHS, TULIPS, POLYANTHUS, NARCIS-
SUS, JONQUILLS, CROCUS, CROWN IMPERIAL, FRITIL-
LARIAS. GLADIOLUS, IRIS, IXIAS, LILIES, ARMUS,
RANUNCULUS, COLCHICUMS, SNOW DROPS, ACANITES,
OXALIS, LACHENALIAS, AMARYLLIS, EARLY ROMAN
NARCISSUS, &c., &c., to which they invite the attention of ama-
teurs. Retail Descriptive Catalogues with directions for culture
furnished applicants enclosing a stamp for return postage.

Dealers and Nurser3anen supplied in quantities at as low
rates, as are usually paid for refuse bulbs from auction.

--..*A good assortment of HYACINTH GLASSES, FANCY
CROCUS POTS, &c., &c.

JAMES M. THORBURN & CO.,
Sept.56—3t 15 .Tohn-st., New York.

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For sale, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
[Nov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

FRUITLAND NURSERY, AUGUSTA GA.
fl'^HE Subscriber w'ill offer a very choice collection of FRUIT
JL TREES, VINES, PLANTS, SHRUBS, &c., &c., the coming

fall. A Catalogue will soon be published, which will be mailed
free to all who desire it. Address D. REDMOND,

Septofl—tf Augusta, Ga.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five half French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed j^earling SOUTH

DOWN BUCKS, of the Webb stock.

June56—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1853.

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
may now be obtained at this otfice. Price, $1.50. Or we

will send it by mail, post-paid at $1 . 80. Address
WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.

T
' HE work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to

any person remitting at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per copv in postage stamps, or in the bdls of any specie pay >

ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,
May56—tf Athens, Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

I
EAVE Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and 5 P. M.

2 Arrive at Augusta daily at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.
Arrive at Atlanta dailj' at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.36 P. M.
CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.

Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.
WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Arriving at Camming daily (Sundaj^s excepted) at 9 A. M.
Leaving “ “ “

' 3.30 P.&L
WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.

Leaving Augusta daUy at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3 P. M. and 4.30 A. M.
WITH ATLANTA AND LaGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 3.30 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Arriving at “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.35 P. M.
WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.

Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. M. and 3 P. M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.
Julyl^th, 1855. Aug55—tf

TO PLANTERS

!

WASHBURN’S^ NEW PATENT AGRICULTURAL IM-
PROVEMENTS—are unquestionabl}’- the greatest advance

in the adaptation of labor—saving machineiy to the production of
cotton that has been made since the invention of the Saw Gin.
THE COTTON AND CORN PLANTER i>eifoi’ms the entire

operation of planting Avith one hand and one mule ten acres a day.
It reduces the ridge, no matter how rough or cloduA-, to a smooth
oval surface

;
opens the drill to any desirable depth, equally in

soft or hard ground
;
deposites the seed in any de.firable quantitjq

all the seed taking position in line at the same depth, and therefore
coming up at the same time; closes the drill and slightly com-
presss the surface, leaving it free from clods, not liable to be un-
covered or coAmred deeper by hard rains, and securing a perfect
stand in the dryest Aveather.
THE SCRAPER bars off and scrapes both sides of a row at once,

chopping it out into bunches, or marking the ground at uniform dis-
tances to guide the hoes in cutting out. It is operated with ease
by one hand and tAvo mules over from eight to ten acres a day, do-
ing at one trip and tAvo turnings Avhat is now done Avith four trips
and eight turnings. It does with one hand and tAvo mules wLat
noAv requires four hands, four implements, and fotir mules, in a
manner superior to similar Avork done in the msual vi ay.
THE HILLER, operated by one hand and tAvo mules, moulds

both sides of a row at once, graduating to anj' desirable depth the
dirt placed around the young plants, so that all are dirted, none
covered iqj, and the surface of the roAv left free from clods. These
machines are made mostly of iron and the most Avorkmanlike
manner, and Avill last indefinitely. Being simifie and not liable to
get out of repair, the plantation blacksmith can keep them in re-
paii’. Those Avho desme to have them for next .'=eason should order
immediatelAq as none Avill be made except to order.

Price of Planter $50. Scraper $40, Hiller $30, cash on delivery.
They aagII be shipped to any rwer port or landing, the consignee
pajfing freight. The whole crop of corn and cotton can be planted—scraped and moulded Avita these machines with one-half the force
noAv required.
Refer to Col. J. J. B. White, Dr. Geo. Woodbuiv', Judge D.

Jones, James P. O’Riley, Joseph AndrcAvs, John Gaiiott, D. Hoav-
son, E, B. Rundell, of Yazoo City

;
A. M. Pajme, Granada

; J. D.
SteAvart, Jackson

;
President Thornton, Sharon College, Madison

count}'.

State and county rights for sale. Address,
Dr. a. W. WASHBURN,

Yazoo Citj', Miss.
Yazoo CitAq Jul3'2, 1856. Sept56—3t*

IpLANTATION and GARDEN FERTILIZERS.

The Subscriber has constantl}' on hand the folloAvmg concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of Avhich Avill proA'e to the

most incredulous their value as a restorer of fertilit}' to Avom out
soils and them adaptation to increasing largcl}' the products of the
Garden and the Orchard.
Numerous testimonials from gentleman aaLo tried them last sea-

son have been recewed, all ofAvhom concur in sa3-ing that their ex-
periments Avere satisfactory and profitable be3’oud their anticipa-
tions :

PHOSPHATED guano.—

I

n bai-rels of about 250 lbs., at 2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—In barrels of about 250 lbs.
at 2 cents per lb.

COARSE GROUND BONES.—In barrels about 175 lbs. at li
cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In bai'rels of about 200 lbs., at 1}
cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 24 cents
per lb.

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night SoH, in poAA'der $1 . 75 per
barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At $1.75 per barrel.

Also, ROCK SALT, in barrels of about 300 lbs. at 1 cent per lb.

1^=' Orders by mail or otherAvise promptl}^ attended to. A
pamphlet, containing further particulars and directions for using
the aboA’e fertilizers Avill be sent by mail, on the receipt of postage
stamp, to any one desming it. D. C. LOWBER,
AugustSG—ly 98 Magazine st.. New Orleans.

GEORGIA LAND OFFICE AT AUGUSTA.

The undersigned respectfully informs the public generall}', that
they have opened an office in the city of Augusta, opposite the

Insurance and State Banks, on Broad street, for the PURCHASE
AND SALE OP LANDS AND REAL ESTATE of all descrip-
tions, located in any section of Georgia, on Commission. Particu-
lar attention Avill be gUen to the sale and purchase of Lands in
Cherokee and Southwestern Georgia. Persons wishing to haA'e
Lands sold, will present them Avith the best chain of title the}- are
in possession of; also, the original plat and grant if they have it.

Those owning tracts of Lands, improved or unimproVed, in any
section of Georgia, and Avishing to sell, will find this the most ef-

fectual medium of offering them. All Ave require is proper descrip-
tion of improved Lands, the nature of titles and term's, and they-

will be entered into our general Registry, free of charge. Com-
missions are charged only when sales are effected.

Persons w-Lshing to make uiA'cstments in Real Estate, or Land.s,
located in Cherokee, Southwestern Georgia, or any county- in the
State, W'ill find it to their advantage to favor us with their oVders.

DAVIDSON, GIRARDEY, WHYTE A Co.
JAMES M. DAVIDSON,

of WoodA'ille, Ga.
GIRARDEY. WHYTE CO.,

Feb56

—
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FRUIT TREES.
r
I
'HE stock of Southern grown FllUlT TREES now in cultiva-

X tion at the Swasey Nurseries" is very extensive and com-

plete, embracing everything that the wants of the Southern Fruit-

Grower may demand.
The foUowmg articles can be supplied in large quantities, and at

verv low prices for the quality of trees

;

APPLES—in 500 varieties, 1 to 4 years old.

PEARS—both Standard and Dwarfs—in 400 varieties, 1 to 2 yr.s.

old.

PEACHES—in 100 varieties, 1 to 3 years old.

Also, Nectarines, Apidcots, Plums, Cherries, Almonds, Figs,

Quinces, Grape Vines, Raspberry and Strawbery Plants, iSrc., iSrc.

Our Fruit Trees are grafted with scions from our large specimen

orchard, now in bearing, and may be relied on as true to name, and

of those varieties that are best adapted to the South.

[J^=Priced Catalogue sent to all applicants
;
and all orders, ac-

companied by cash or good reference, promptly attended to.

Adch-ess : C. B. SWASEY, & Co,

Oct56—3t Yazoo City, .Miss.

POMARIA NURSERY.

I 'HE Proprietor having for many years given care to selecting

X all the Choice Fruits offers for sale TREES, grown and adapt-

ed to our climate. His collection also includes. Rare Evergreens,

Ornamental Shrubs and Roses in great variety.

APPLES

—

Standard and Dwarf of all the best kinds including

many choice Southern Seedling varieties ripening from 2ilay to

November.
PEARS

—

Standard and Dwarf—best varieties.

PEACHES—best Northenr varieties to which are added choice

Southern kinds ripening from June to November.
CHERRIES—Standard and Dwarf. Plums, Apricots, Nectar-

ines, Qumces, Figs. Grape Vines, English Walnuts, Spanish Mar-

ron, Chestnuts, Strawberry Plants of the best kinds, Asparagus

and Horse Raddish roots, &c.
Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants. Early orders

solicited. WM. SUMMER,
Oct56—3t Pomaria, S. C.

DOWNING HILL NURSERY.
rpHE undersigned having purchased from W. H. Thurmond &
X Co., the above-named old established Nursery, offer a collec-

tion of choice Southern grown FRUIT TREES, VINES and
EVERGREENS.

jj^P^A Catalogue will be forwarded free of postage to all appli-

cants. PETERS, HARDEN & Co.,

Oct56—3t Atlanta, Ga.

THE FAST TROTTING STALLION,

S
T. LAAVRENCEhasjust arrived per steamer Southerner and
is at C. A. RED’S Plantation, four miles from Augusta, on the

Savannah Road, and will be let to Mares at the rate of $25 the sea-

son until the Mare proves with foal or parted with.

St. Lawrence is a beautiful Bay, with black legs, mane and tail
;

16 hands 1 inch high
; 7 years old, with good bone and well propor-

tioned
;
weighs 1300 pounds. We believe him to be fastest trotting

Stallion on the American continent, and, willing to back om-judg-.

inent, will match him against any stallion for $1000 a side to go to

wagons, over LaFayette Coiu’se.

His sire was the renowned trotting horse, St. Lawrence, who
was the best trotting horse of his day, having, on two occasion.s,

beaten the celebrated Jack Rossiter, and others. His dam was the

fast trotting Mare, Dutch Moll—she by Morgan.
The proprietors having formrd a Stock Company, for the pur-

pose of improvmg our Southern Stock, and one of them having
travelled through the Northern and Easteni States and portions of

the British Provinces, instructed to bu\' the finest and largest Trot-

ting Stallion that could bo procured, unlimited m price
;
and as we

have been at a very heavy outlay in procuring this fine Stock
Horse, we hope the Planters will look to their interest, and bestow
that patronage w'hich our undertaking merits.

Byway of encouraging Planters to take care of their Colts, we
offer the follow ing premiums : For the best Colt, six mouths old, a
Pitcher valued at $50; second best, a Cup valued at $10.

Good pastures gratis, for all Mares from a distance, and grain fed,

if desired, on moderate tenns.
A. WILSON, 1

J. D. MATHEWS, [

T. HECKLE,
I

Piopiiemrs.

C. A. RED, j

Augusta, Aug. 2.5, 1856. Oct56— It

J^p’The Constitutionalist, Edgefield Advertiser, Savannah Re-
publican, and South Carolina Agriculturist will please give four
nsertions in weekly and forward bills to J. D. 3Iathews & Co.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN.

I VEATU'^S IN HARDWARE, CUTLERY, and AGRICUL-U TURAL H.IPELMENTS, Ai ,-usta, Ga.
We are, also, Agents for the fo 'wdug articles:—SALAMAN-

jDER SAFES, made by St.^anis 6i . laiwin. New York
;
LITTLE

GIANT CORN AND COB MILL.
;
Indian Rubber BELTING,

PACKING and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; AT
KINS’ SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made
by Hoe £r. Co., and Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS

;
FAN

MILLS, THRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

April56—Cly Augusta, Ga.

^S-1,000 DOLLARS IN PREMIUMS
The First Aiimial Fair of tha .South Carolina

State Agricultural Society.
To be held at Cohimbia So. Ca., Aof. 11, 1~. 13 and 14.

T^HE extensive grounds and halls of exhibition will bo in comploto,
readines.s for the occasion. Should the weather be unpropiti-

ous the halls will shelter 8,000 persons.

The Agriculturists, Jlanufactnrers and Mechanics of the South-
ern States are invited to send forward all articles of Agricultural
and Meccauical intereU, to compete for the various and extensive
list of premiums offered.

The Pomologist and Florist must Present the Fruits and Finn

-

ers of the South, as well as the products of their gardens.

The Ladies are os]>ecially invited to exliibit (free of charge)
specimens of Household Industry, the substantial as well as the
delicate fabrics of their handiwork.
The Painters and Sculptors of the South must adorn our lialLs

with the productions of their genius.

Everything worthy of a premium in the wide range of the indtis-

trious and useful arts should be brought forward. A Steam En-
gine and necessary Shafting for all sorts of 5Iachiuery, ^vill be erect-
ed. Ample covered Stall-, for Stock of all kinds, an<l forage ar-

rangements will be provided. All the railroads in the State will
transport articles and Stock for exhibition, with the necessary at-

tendants on the. latter, at the owner’s risk, free of charge.
Visitors to the Fair will be charged but one fare going and re-

turning.
All small packages of value should be sent, prepaid, by Adams

(fc Co.’s Express, as this would insure their safety.

All articles for exhibition, not charge < f the owner, should be
directed to ‘’A. G. Summer, for State Ag: '.eultural Society, Colum-
bia. S. C.,’’ and have the owner’s name pla-.ely marked thereon.
The Annual Address will be delivered <m Wedne.sday, by Cen.

David F. Jamison, of Orangeburg, S. C.

Comfortable hotel accommodations. :is well as private entertain-

ment, will be fui'nished at reason-. Il l- rates for all who mavconm.
A. P. CALL < UN, President.

E. G. PALMER, )

A. G. SUAIMKR, !

2
'

1
Executive Committee.

Oct56—2t

R. J. GAGE,
JAS. U. ADAMS,

I

R. W. GIBBES, J

STOCK FARI\I FOR SALE.

I
WISH to sell my STOCK FARM, situated immediately at the
Depot on the Memphis <fc Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Planle Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining 610 acres

;
300 acres in cirltivation, the i-einainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good two-
stoiy framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables forglO
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from my dairy
$5 worth of milk per day. There are 15 acres ^vcll set in Fruit
Trees of choice quality.

I will sell the farm together with the Crop, Stock and a few likely
young Negroes, and give possession immediately, or I will sell th*e

Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the best cliance for a
party familiar with Stock Raising and can devote his time and at-
tion to the business, to be found in West 'Tennessee.
The place can be divided into9 lots, with a beautiful building site

on each, with wood, water and clearecj land on each. All near and
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privately before the 1st day of July it will, on that day,
be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with nly
Stock, consisting of 75 head of COWS, mostly in calf by my Brali-
min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal by ‘'Nebraska ;" a fine .stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEl’, together with my Brahmin BULL, Memidus,
and the thorough bred yoiing S'TALLION, Nebraska, sired by im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 years old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on myself or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown by my Overseer on the place.

The Train, on the Memphis Sc Ohio Road leaves Memphis at D
o’clock, A. M., and returns at 11 o’clock, P*. 51.

JAMES R. FERGUSON,
June56—tf 5Iemphis, 'Tenn.

TROUP HILL NURSERY, MACON, GA.
^PHE Subscriber offers for sale a choice selection of grafted
X FRUIT TREES adapted to our climate, and comprising many
new Southern Seedlings of superior quality. All are raised here
and worked on )iative Southern stocks, possessing great ad\ anragcs
over Northern Trees.

51y collection of Everblooming R0SE.8, is very choice and
the plants being raised on their own roots, and in the open
garden (not in pots, nor budded,) arc very strong.

Also, .a fine assortment of E5'ERGBEENS and other ornamen-
tal SHRUBS, P05IPON CHYRSANTIIE5IU5IS, VERBENAS.
Double WALL-FLDWERS, etc.

The subscriber, having learned the difficulty In obtaining rclia-

able seed of flowers, .adapted to a Southern latitude, also offers

SEED, Southern raised, of such flowers as are desirable in our
gardens.

It is always highly gratifying fo the proprietor to receive visits

from all persons who feel an interest in horticultural improvenicnf.
The subscriber will, therefore, cheerfully give any explanations
that may be desired, and hopes that no body will leave hLs place
unsatisfied.

[c^^Catalogues sent to applicants. ROBERT NELSON,
Oct56—3t Macon. Ga.
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FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH !

“ FRUITLAND HTJRSERY-,” AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

.Subscriber iake.s pleasure in offering- for fall and winter planting, choice TKEIi.^ of tbe following vai iotios of I’niits, all of

i. -which have been found to he veell adanted to the .South :

APPLES-a .succession, ripening from May until Dece.nher, and keeping until .June., mostly of .Southern origin, and luamy but
i-ocentlv iutrod-aced t(. the public—price, t'5 cents each.

APEIC0T3—such fiiifi varieties .as Moorpark, Breda, IIeniskirl:e, I^ach, &c-, &c.

PEACHES—the clioice.st coHoctiou ever offered, including in additition to all the brM Noi-thern .-ind Foreign sorts, .a .splendid variety
of new Southern Poaches not found in any oilier Catalogue. The present years stock of I'eaehti ec.s is quiio limited in number, so

that early orders are advi.'^able. Priee, 25 cents.

HSGTAH.IHES— Boston, .Staiiwiok (new), Hunt’s Tawny, Notv White, and .all otlicr first class sorts.

PEAES—IbWAltFS and .S l'AN’DAnns—a selection of the very biM, recommended by the American Pomological Society, and
of -Hdiicli have biieii fully testeil in the South.

PLUMS— all the largest and best varietie.s.

CHEEEIE3

—

Twenty or more .select kinds, w'orkod .->11 the Mahaieh .Stock, a,s low .Stand.-irds or Itwarff—the proper form for the
•South.

GRAPES—fine rootcil planks of the Catawba, I.sabella, .Senppernoug, Warrenton and other native v.arictics, for the table and for

wine-making. Price, 25 to 50 cents.

FIGS—strong rooted trees of 6 or 8 of the be-st kinds, fumushlng a .succes.sion.al crop throughout the entire season. Price 2.5 to 50
t-ents.

STRAWBERRIES—-a selection from 35 or 40 varieties including Ilovey’.s .Seedling, Lougworth’.s Prolific, McAA'oy’s .Superior, and
all the new .and desirable sorts. Price, $2 to $3 per hundred.

POMEGRANATES—strong j'ooted tree.s of the sweet and sub-acid varieties. Price, 25 to 50 cents.

BLACKBERRIES—thefamoms Kochelle or “Liawton”

—

also, the Albino or “Wbite Blackberry.” P-rlcc, 50 cents each—§5 per
do/eu.

RASPBERRIES—The American Rlac-k, Be<l Antwerp, &c. Price $l-.50 to .$3 per dozen.

HEDGE PLANTS-such as Osage Orange, $8 to .$10 per thou.saiid
;
White Macartney Bose, cuttings. .$10 i)ev thon.sand ;

Chei’okeo
Kn.se, cutting.s, $5 per Cljousand

;
Fortune’s Yellow Rose, cutting.s, &c., &c.

I —ALSO—
Ajv'ery choice selection of RO.SFiS, new and rare EVERGREENS, FLOWERING SHRUB.S, See., See.

Labelling, jtacking, marking and .shii)ping, carefully attended to.

’^^yA new descriptive Catalogue! no-sv ready, and -vs'ill be sent to all -who desire it, free of postage. Address :

Nov56—2t D. REDMOND, Aug-usta, Ga.

CONTENTS OF NOVEMBER NUMBER.

PLANTATION ECONOMY' AND MISCELLANY.
AV'01-k for the month Page 329
Deep Plowing, but Shallow Culture—“Broomsedge’.s” re-

ply to “AY. R.” “ 330
The -vv.ay to Catch Owls “ 331
Chee.se Making in the South - 331
Chinese .Sugar Cane and Georgia Syimp * 332
Chinese Sugar Cane—Sorgho .Sucre “ 333
Oregon Pea “ 333
1 louse Pow'ors for PJanters “ 333
Hillside IWtchiiig “ 333
Agi’lcultural Ode (poetry) “ 333
Poudrette—is it of any use - - “ 334
Colic or Bots in Horses “ 334
Cashmere Goats (illustrated) - “ 334
Water Ram, Ac “ 335
Cotton crop of the United States “ 336
Cotton Gin and Packi-ag Screw “ 337
A Southeni Dairy. . :

“
:!37

The Pliilosophj' of Sport (poetry) “ 338
To Destroy Moles “ 338
Chinese Sugar Cane as a Fodder and Sugar plant “ 338
Domestic Economy—Overseere, Ac “ ;i38

Horizontal Rows “ 339
Sea Island Cotton—the prospects of the crop, Ac “ 340
Bermuda Grass—its value to the South “ 340
Instructions on the Art of Making AYine “ 341
Fodiler Plants l'. “ 343
History of the Cotton Gin “ 343
AVyandot Corn “ .343

Castor Oil Beau “ 352
.Sugar Alillet—Sorgh.o Sucre “ 353
Wheat Growing on the Sea Coast “ 353
Feeding Rough Forage—a good plan “ 354
South vV estei-n Georgia “ 354

EDITORIAL.
Our next Volume Cllinese Prolific Pea, Ac, Page 344
Answers to Correspondents “ 344
New Agnculturar Boors, Ac “ 343
Educational Wants of Georgia—No. 4 “ 346

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTJIENT.
Vine Growing in France—No. 3 Page 347
Grafting the Peach, Ac “ 350
Manufacture of Wme—a second Solomon “ 350
Peabody's Seedling Strawberry (Illustrated) “ .351

A new Southern Grape Ac “ 352
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Ca.shmere Goats—Buck and Ewe Pages 334, 335
Pe.abodj/’.s Seedling Strawberry “ 351

N
LAWTON BLACKBERRY PLANTS

OW ready for delivery. Sent, care uliy packeil, to any part of
the Union.
Half a dozen plants $ 3
One dozen plants 5
Fifty plants 15
One hundred plants 25

Agents for Wm. Lawton,
C. M SAXTON A Co.,

Agricultural Book Publishers, 14 ) Fulton st, N. York.
Nov56—It

1856! 1856!
SOUTMEEN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTH JOTKNAT,
DKVOTED TO SOUTHKRK AGRICULTURK, HORTICULTURE, STOCK

BRZIiDING, POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL
EAR:4 ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

The Fourteenth Volimie, with many new and volaable
i-mproTements, commences in

Jaciiai'y, 1S56.

The CULTIVATOR is a large octavo of Thirty-Two page.s
forming a volume of 384 pages in the year. It is devoted exclusei
to the iinprci-s ement of Planting, Gardening, Frait-Gro-vving, and th

general niral interests ofthe South
;
and contains more reading mat-

ter than any similar publication in the Cotton-gro-vviug States. Its
Editors arc men of experience in their respective departments
and it ia well filled with the most ,

Valuable Original Contribuitions
from the most intelligent and. practical Planters, Farmers and Hor-
ticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERZtIS.

One Copy, one year $1 I Twenty-Five Copie.s $20
Six Copies “ 5

|
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAY5S IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanie.s the order.

;

The Bills of all specie-pa3nng Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannees, hj' mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk, I

ADVEilTISEMENT^
|

Inserted at ONE DOLLAR per square of twelve
j

LINES, EACH INSERTION; ONE SQUARE, PER
.

|

ANNUM, TEN DOLLARS. <

Address WJl. S. JONE.S, Augusta, Oa.
J

f^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and Aitain SUBSCRI- J
BERS, w ill be furnished with the paper at chib price.s. J

THE CHINESE PEA !

LltHB -moft PROLIFIC PEA known
;
well adapted to -ooor lands, '

X and v ielding more to the amount planted and the acre than

j

any other, bj- an hundred per cent. One pea planted \-ielding a

j
half gallon, if allowed proper di.stHiico to spread. The peas grow-

j

ill" in hunches, .save great iabor in gatlieriug. The vines are eaten
I gi-cedily by .stock, and the pea is unsurpa.ssed for the table in deli-

I
cac}' and riclmes.s of flavor.

An3
" one wishiu? them can h.ave a package contaiubig half a

pint (from 6 to 7 ounces) sent per mail, postage paid, bj' remitting
us .$1 30— (.f>l in current funds and 30 cents in

j
ostage siamp.s.;

Any one not porfecth’ satisfied with the Pea will have his mone
returned. Address ’ D. B. PLUMB A CO., Augusta, Ga,

For distant Agencies, address
Nov56—5t D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga,
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WORE FOR THE MONTH-(DECEMBEE.)

THE PLAXTATION.
Cvtlvii Picking ought now to be finished, and the bal-

ance of the crop packed and sent forward to market, so

that the planter and his hands may have a little leisure be-

fore commencing the next year’s labors. The planting of

‘•our great staple” is a drudgery at best; but it is made

more laborous than necessary, by the “ never ending,

still beginning” system of most our planters. Let our

readers, who are particularly interested,begin the reform at

once.

C<yrn land of last year, intended for the sai re crop next

year, should be broken up thoroughly and deeply; and if

stiff, bedded up and exposed to the amelio'rating influence

of the winters rain and frost. Plow across the furrows of

last year, and subsoil, if possible. Land cannot be made

too deep andnic/t for corn— it is a gross and exacting feed-

er. Clear up, also, some good new, fresh land for the

coming corn crop.

Wkeat^ RyCy Oats and Barky may also be sown yet,

but the sooner the better. Note what has been heretofore

said about lliorovgK prcpa,ration of the soil, and put your

seed in right. Manure heavily, plow deep and pulverize

as fine as possible.

Fruit 7Vec5 of all kinds should be set out during Be
cember and January, if possible. For directions, see

article in our present number, and for the proper

selection of trees, consult the Catalogues of the various

Southern Nurserymen, whoseadvertisements will be found

in our pages. One good Southern seedling fruit tree,

•v^'orked on a native Southern stock, is worth half a dozen

of dwarfish, slow-growdng foreign trees. The time for

importing Fruit trees has almost gone by—henceforth

the current sets from the South nortlrward— trees raised

in Georgia being now sent to supply orders from North

Carolina and Virginia.

Hedges of all kind.s should now be planted. Sec- list of

plants and directions in Noveral>er number.

With the closing year, close up all accounts
;
open new

books, and make a fresh start with the new year which is-

approaching.

THE GARDEN.
Sow Cabbages, Turnips, Parsnips, Lettuce, Carrots^

RoMshes, Onions (black seed). Parsley, &c.., &.c. Hatd

plenty of manure on your garden, plow it over deeply; oe>

better still, have it well spaded, burying under all aninssdi

or vegetable matter. Cover up the Globe Artichoke with

litter and pine boughs. Dress and manure your Aspaf-

gus beds, not forgetting to give them a liberal top-dres-

sing of salt before spring. Save all old bones, soap-sude,

dead leaves, decaying vegetables, &-c., See., and make up

into compost heaps for future use. Plant choice Fruit

Treas, selecting varieties which are known to be adapted

to the South, and begin prunting your fruit trees and

grape vines. Our Southern Nurserymen have paid es-

pecial attention to the propagation of choice varieties, and

will probably be able to supply all orders.

Strawberry Beds, for spring bearing, may also still he

planted, according to direction.s given last month.

THE NURSERY AND ORCHARD.
Propagate ail the choicest and best varieties ofSoutherr.

fruits. The Quince, the Fig, the Grape and the Pome-

granate grow readily from cuttings, when planted in moist

sh.ady ground. Now is the best time for planting Orefr-

ards.

Look over your bearing Peach trees, and where yo*.;

find gum to exude, apply boiling water, as tlie best remedy
for destroyins: the borer. We have poured as much as U
ga!I.)n3 of boiling water around the stems of small peaeV.

trees, after which they grew bcauHfv.lh/.

CoTTOv Crop or ISoa-’oO.— The Shipping «p Ccn->-

nierciol List and New York Prices Current, makes the

total Cotton crop of I S.jo-’fib, d,.y27,^ir> bales. I’hts

show.s an

Increase over crop of 1S.5 J-’oo bS0.r)0tJ.

“ “ “ ]S:,3-’i 5:17,818,
“ “ “ lS.5*>-’.53 ‘2(M ,9(1.3

In the statement of the total crop raised in the ITniiwi

States the past season, the Skippi/icc Comvierciol List

m (s. 11 3,335,000 b.ile.s, after dednetins: 250,000 I)ale3 of

tlie .-n-p of jy 'iousyrar, dffained in the interior by

! f-iv.T'. and oiher rau.ses, prior to Sept. I, 1855 Afi

of this Cotton, it i^ presumed, came forward the past sca-

-sor..
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THE BEAHTIEUL IN AGEICULTUSE.

Both the art and the science of agriculture are suffici-

ently advanced in this country to enable its citizens to

study and practice the Bearttiful in planting, and in all

feirming operations, with entire success. Beauty in rural

objects and scenery is not confined to ernbellishments, but

is attainab'e in all that relates to plants and their culture,

to domesticated animals, forests, parks, fields, orchards

and gardens. Nature kindly favors, and often suggests

agreeable features to such as have an eye to see and heart to

Seel the charms of beauty. She aids in a thousand ways

to quicken into life and activity the dormant taste for the

Beautiful placed in every bosom by a beneficent Creator.

To develop and cultivate this latent and prolific source of

enjoyment in mankind, is one of the highest duties of

educated persons. It should prompt all to investigate the

elements of beauty in natural objects, and in rural arts,

svhether they relate to the vegetable, animal, or mineral

kingdom. With each of these grand departments of Na-

ture the cultivator has much to do
;
and he should learn

her processes and laws, from which he will at length fully

ttaderstand that Beauty and Utility are integral parts of

.anywise system of farm economy.

If beauty in a country residence, in farm buildings of

whatever kind, or in tillage, were incompatible with any-

thing that is useful in agriculture, or important in house-

fiold affairs, the fact would excuse the general neglect of

this principle in nature. But so far from being hostile to

the creation of wealth, or to its accumulation in the hands

of the owners of the soil. Beauty is one of the most reli-

able elements of money value in every species of property.

In proof of this, we cite the facts that a beautiful horse

often sells at from three to five hundred dollars, where an

ugly one of the same weight and muscular power will

bring only a fifth of the sums named. A beautiful plan-

tation has equal advantages over one quite destitute of

pleasing and attractive features. As society advances,

.and the popular appreciation of lovely and captivating

-expressions becomes more accute and refined, it isobvious

that Beauty must appreciate in cash value. Indeed, not

^ne in a thousand knows how to turn to the most profit-

-able account’ the intrinsic power and the solid merit of

die Beautiful in agriculture. It is not as many suppose,

a mere ideal matter, having no foundation in things sub-

stantial and enduring
;
but it is a material part of that per-

fect economy which owes its existence to the Supreme

Architect of the universe. Hence, as planters and hus-

fcaadmen, it is a part of our highest wisdom to cultivate

that faculty within us which happily discriminates in

the varied fruits of the earth, in its ever differing inherent

fertility, and in its wide range of really valuable plants

:aud animals. We should study to multiply delightful ob-

J ectsand scenes around our homes, and improve such as

nature has scattered with a liberal hand over all our acres,

whether few or many.

Let us consider what it is that renders land beauti-

.fiil for tillage.

•Consider the first and most obvious want of all culti-

vated ground, and it will be seen that fndffubicss is the

function most needed. It is, however, no more necessary

to successful agriculture, than expressive of natural beau-

ty. A rich soil clothes itself with noble forests, and if

these be removed, as on extensive prairies, with the most
luxuriant and nutritious grasses. Fruitfulness of the earth

being an essential element of rural beauty, to impair the

fertility ofland is not merely to diminish its money value

for the growth of crops, but to transform a landscape that

once inspired universal hope, confidence, pleasure and

industry, into a barren waste, which, when lairly tilled,

promises little reward to honest toil, and actually yields

less than it promises.

Under such circumstances, it is fortunate that Science

teaches us how we can best change a sterile field, or an

impoverished estate, into one distinguished alike for its

elegance and productiveness. Science also tells us that it

is easier and better to preserve the natural resources of

land than to restore them when removed in crops, or

washed away by many heavy rains falling on shallow

plowed fields. To avoid loss in this particular, it is im-

portant to know the precise things in the soil that form

agricultural plants, and how these things are both lessen-

ed and augmented in all farming operations. With this

professional knowledge, the cultivator may profitably in-

crease the beauty and value of every rood of land on his

plantation.

Having a critical knowledge of the constituents of soils

and their products, how is one to make a truly beautiful

landed estate I

This depends mainly on the circumstances with whicli

he is suiTounded. He should examine these with the ut-

most care, with a view to learn what is practicable, not

in itself, but to a man of his means, acquirements, familv

ties and duties, and powers of execution. Farm build-

ings and fences of some kinds are indispensable
;
and in

their construction and arrangement, his taste and skill will

inevitably be revealed to his neighbors and the public. A
cultivated taste may be seen as well in the erection of a

log cottage as in that of the most costly mansion. Nature

displays the Beautiful not only in the lowly and humble

violet, but in plants and animals too small to be seen by

the naked eye. Wisdom in the designer may be shown

as effectively in the arrangement and structure of little

things as in large ones. Dwelling-house architecture,

whether in cities, villages, or strictly country residences

,

is susceptible of great improvement, judging from the hab-

itations of the million. These rarely possess either con-

venience or beauty, or any other merit to recommend

them. Even in cheapness, they fail as much as in other

respects. The amount of money thrown away by the

rich, and those who would fain pass as such, on expensive
buildings, shows how little our taste in such matters has
been improved over that of savages. Fortunes are often

squandered in a few years on mis-shapen palaces and
villas—poor imitations' of European aristocracy

—

in this

country. Some less extravagant in outlay are more outre

in architectural folly, adding to the residence of a private

family, by way of ornament, what -^vould appear to be
massive columns, but which are generally made ofwood,
in the ridiculous ambition of appearing to live in some-
thing like a Grecian temple. In costly public edifices,
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columns are appropriate, to aid in supporting the great

weight of a marble, granite, or other structure ; but no-

thing is more like an eagle's feather stuck into the matted

hair of a savage, than the frail plank pillars or columns,

painted white, so ostentatiously stuck out in front or at

the sides of a dwelling house. A worse taste can luu’dly

be imagined. Simplicity, neatness and quietness ever

indicate contentment, gratitude to God, and the promise

of a long and happy life. Wheieas, the straining for ef-

fect always suggests unfavorable thoughts, and not un-

frequently provokes remarks expressive of contempt,

rather than of admiration. Whatever contributes to the

comfort of a family at a rural home, adds to its beauty, if

properly placed and constructed. Thus, a well arranged

kitchen, wiih a wood-house, cement cistern for holding

i*ain water, and many other conveniences, are not only

matters of interest, but really increase the attractiveness

of a family residence. It is the judicious planning, com-

bination and management of all the affairs, both in doors

and out, on a farm, that make the farmer’s life happier

than tliat of most other men engaged in different pursuits.

He has the constant assistance of those wonderful powers

known as vegetable and animal vitality, to multiply his

agricultural wealth and beautify his plantation. Groves

of forest trees, orchards of fruit trees, as well as all the

benefits of the garden, are at his command. Park?, lawns

and pleasure grounds he and his children may indulge in,

if their tastes appreciate aad enjoy such improvements

;

and it is better to cultivate a taste in this direction, than

that which seeks amusement by visiting distant watering

places and the gaieties of cities. To the owner-and cul-
|

tivator of the soil, hovie should be the most agreeable place
j

on, earth. There his best thoughts and efforts, his money i

and his ambition, should find full employment. Absent-
1

eeism is fatal to the Beautiful in Agriculture. A farmer

should not only stay, as a general rule, on his farm, but

live there, in the best sense of the term. This idea does

not conflict witli a reasonable amount of travel, either fo,r

recreation, or to obtain additional knowledge. Good

books are now so . cheap and abundant, that a library

composed, in a large degree, of works on agricultural and

horticultural subjects, is found to yield both amusement

and instruction on better terms, and of a better quality,
|

than the planter can obtain from any other source. It is
i

quite as easy to acquire a taste for agricultural reading, as '

for tobacco, tea and coffee. Alan is a creature of habit
; |

and the best way to avoid bad habits in our children, is i

to fix early in their constitutions, pure tastes
;

the gratifi-

cation of which will enoble, not degrade them. To culti-
|

vate the Beautiful in rural life has an elevating influence I

on society, and thereby prevents vice and crime, poverty I

and suffering. I

Xature being the source of Beauty, we are to study her

admirable processes as they are made known in the Na-

tural Sciences. Chemistry, Botany, Geology, Vegetable

and Animal Physiology, reveal to the human understand-

ing a thousand charms in the perfect harmony that per-

vades every form and condition of matter, and thus per- i

petuates all the beauties and blessings which call into ac-
|

tivity both the gratitude and the reason of man. The
powers within him, and the elements that surround him,

act in concert to force his growth in morality and know-
ledge, that he may become in each succeeding generation

at once a happier and a wiser being. In connection with

our moral and intellectual developments, so natural and

so desirable, a higher degree of social and physical com-

fort is clearly both attainable and susceptible of full en-

joyment It is not every person, in whatever condition

he may chance to be, in reference to culture, who is ca-

pable of appreciating either the Beautiful in Agriculture or
j

in Nature. Hence, in all nations just emerging from bar-
j

barism. husbandry, tillage, architecture, and all other art^,
j

36a

are prosecuted in the rudest manner. Some rise more
rapidly than others in every attainment, but time is ne-

cessary to the growth of every art and the perfection of

every science.

It is humiliating to our pride as a free, selfgoverning

people, to know that in ancient Greece the beautiful in

agriculture and architecture was far in advance of our

highest achievements. A thousand years before the birth

of our Savior, Homer describes, in the fifdi book of the

Odyssey, a landscape in which four fountains of white

(foaming) water, each springing in succession, in perfect

orderliness, sends the life of vegetation through a meadow
in different directions. At that early period, agriculture

was sufficiently advanced to have irrigation and meadows
properly appreciated by the most civilized nations. We
wish we could say as much for the agriculture of our own
sunny South. But all must admit, that, with us, neither

irrigation nor meadows are regarded as worthy of public

attention. It is true, we know the value of hay, and con-

sume many a bale from the North, for which we pay a/

least twice what it is intrinsically worth.

Who needs to be told that luxuriant meadows, pas^

tures, and fine stock, add largely to the beauty, interest,

and value of a plantation I Irrigated meadows and pas-

tures are an inexhaustible source of manure foi enriching

the tilled lands on a farm. Where nature periodically ir-

gates river bottoms, the plow never exhausts the soil.

Running water being nature’s grand restorer in tillage and

cropping, why not use it to rejuvenate our old fields, and
thus render them at once both attractive and profitable'?

None of them are so elevated that water does not fall from

above them, and run off their surfaces. Properly consid-

ered, all the moving water on continents is rain water.

It creates, as well as transports from one place to another,

the fertility of properly irrigated lands The fertilizing

influence of water, when judiciously applied to the earth,

is well known. It is, therefore, in skillful hands, an in-

valuable element of fruitfulness and beauty. More know -

ledge and higher art will one day use water in this coun-

try as successfully in agriculture as was ever done in

Greece, Italy or Egypt.

Next to irrigation, we regard the planting of the

^eeds of all the more valuable forest trees and fruit trees

that will grow and prosper in our climate, as the most
commendable practice, with a view to promote the Beau-
tiful in Agriculture. Land is now cheap, and there is a
certainty, as population increases, that the demand for

lumber and timber, for fruits of all kinds, and for fuel, will

increase in an equal, if not greater ratio. By skillfu .

planting, one may unite beauty and profit in an emincn’:

degree. Black W'alnut plank are now worth, in all

Northern cities, from four to seven dollars per 100 feet.

With due care, the tree grows rapidly, and its fruit posses-

ses considerable value. A forest of this and other well

known trees would add an interesting feature to any plan-

tation, while the expense of it would be a mere irifle.

There is genuine poetry in trees—in their beautiful fo-

liage, their charming blossoms, their delicious fruits, their

cool and soothing shade, their stately trunks, waving
tops and graceful outlines, and all speak to the eye and

soul of man in a language not to be misunderstood. T
was in the light and shade of groves that man first erected,

his most elaborate temples, and there his ascending devo-

tions sought communion wiih the Creator of all. No
wonder that groves were often held as sacred to God, and
still oftener made seats of learning—the chosen schools

where sages taught, rnd thousands studied the profound

mysteries of the universe. If the history of our raco

shows anything good in man, it mny ' e stated, to his

credit, that noble trees, of whatever kind, inspire some-

thing akin to piety in his heart and in his thoughts. Cab
this, if you please, an oriental feeling; it has been
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^aeral and too long continued, not to have an abiding

jince in the human soul.

It is the crowning beauty of a farm or plantation, to

4>:spress, in its every feature, both tranquility and happi-

ness. Disquietude and pain will sometimes come to the

'i»est of men; but their continuance should be as short as

ptf>ssible. It is monstrous to suppose that our nerves are

.taade sensitive that they may feel more suffering than

j^easure during our existence. Pain and distortion are

exceptions; enjoyment and beauty are the true, the na-

liBral status of ail sentient beings. When healthy, and

jtroperly fed, the young of all animals are beautiful and

jaappy. Such is the law of nature, andhencegoodhusband-
.m-n improve their flocks and herds in symmetry of form,

elegance and elasticity of movement, by simply having

iifcem always in the enjoyment of suitable food and shelter.

Tiiese expel deformity in a few generations, and develop

issture’s highest beauties. The same principle applies to

feeding and care of agricultural plants. Starve and

»the? them by ill usage, and your seed will soon degen-

your crops fail, and your success in planting be no

ih&Jter than your practice. Nature's beauties, whether in

ytanls or animals, are fed liberally; and in this regal'd

ffie teaches the cultivator to feed generously his soil, his

rs-ops and his stock. By so doing, his land and all its

pj'od nets will be the best of their kind, assuming good
T3£®raon sense in the primary selection. Fences, build-

|

jjDg-s, and farm implements should be made of the most '

•ferable materials, that everything may indicate the set- !

purpose of the owner to have such an estate as will

,5;a>pport a famil)Mn affluence in all time to come. Per-

:

xmnency of occupation, and durability of improvements,
|

3SSZ' material elements of agricultural beauty. A witty

Eji.glishman has remarked, that in travelling through the i

ffnited States, most of the houses appear to have been put

Saturday evening, with the expectation that they were
jo betaken down Monday morning! Much of our farm
itiprovements are of the same frail and ephemeral character.

Wir must learn to do our work better, or we shall greatly

damage the State in which we live, by increasing its old

aelds, and perhaps provoke the curses of our own posteri-

ty. To injure the soil over millions of acres is a wrong!
'sifsarfui magnitude. Would to God that we could see some
sridence that the evil will be any less during the life-time

me writer. The error is too old and deep-rooted for

-k'.t. For a little immediate gain in cotton or grain, our

let'ural and valuable forests, the soil, and the best interests

>/ society are all sacrifi"ed : as if to desolate the earth were
'tscin’s highest profit and greatest good ! Who will try to

a-medy this obvious social disease and foster the study

zi die Beautiful in Agriculture^ L.

ZEE EXTENT OF TIIS COTTON CHOP OF THIS
TEAS, AND PEGSABLE EUN OF PRICES,

Editors Southern Cultivator-— It is likely that no
|

crop has more enemies or seeming difficulties to en-
i

t»5!>ntEnhat threaten to shorten or destroy than the cotton !

yjop. Net, strange as it is, there is no crop more regular

m yielding the same aggregate amount.
j

The shortest crop made during the last 30 years, com-
to preceding and after crops, was the crop of 1846,

iisfl this is the only crop that has fldlen behind 4 succes-

vrra preceeding crops, and that crop did not fa'l short ofj

ii<£ largest previous crop as much as 30 percent; but

sacly about 26 per cent, short of the hugest crop made two
fevrs previous. The crop of i84'J fell short of the previ-

crop about 24 per cent. The crop of 1838 and 1840,
M-.€h fell about 22 per cent behind the previous crop.

The above exhibits the greatest fluctuations of the Cot-

;e)Si crop for 30 years. Now deduct 150,000 for the old I

held in the country in 1854 for want of navigation,
ijsiid we have 3,377,815 bales, as t|ie Lirgest previous crop,

|

Now deduct from that 26 percent., which leaves about

2,500,000 bales for the present crop, provided it is as short

comparitively as any previous crop
;
which, I think, is

the lowest estimate any close observer can make, to be

the least reasonable.

The spring of 1846 was even later than last spring, and
the immense destruction of the top crop by the catterpillar

in September of that year, was more than a balance against

the early part of this year; and there were also great

complaints of bad seasons that year, as well as this.

Many writers estimated that crop 1,250,000 and 1,500,000

ofbale.‘5. It turned out 1,778,651. Some estimate the

present at 2,000,000 and a little ov^r. But my opinion is

it is 10 or 12 pec cent, better than the crop of 1846, which
makes my estimate 2,750,000 to 2.800,000. Even this es-

timate, will make it short of any of the last 5 previous

crops
;
which has not happened for 30 years.

The prospect for prices is good and I think will yet im-

prove 1 to 2 cents, and then during the latter part of the

season fall 2 to 3 cents. The price now being nearly high

enough to check consumption seriously. But this anti-

cipation of a fall in prices in the face of the shortest crop

of 6 years, will seem strange to some, perhaps nearly all

;

but so it has been for 20 years; that whenever the price

of cotton has been raised by a short crop, the price has al-

ways fallen the latter part of the season.

M. T. McGehee.
ArlM7isas, Nov., 1856.

YOST’S FLOW AND SCRAPER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Since the publication

of my communication in your journal relative to Yost's

Plow and Scraper, I have had many inquiries (some from

your State and others from Alabama and Mississippi) as

to where they may be obtained, from whom, &c. I have

concluded, therefore, for the benefit of such of your sub-

scribers as wish to be informed on this subject, to give

you another article, giving the origin of these plows, the

place where they may be obtained, the price, &c.

This valuable Plow and Scraper was invented in Clai-

borne county, Miss., by an overseer by the name of Yost,

iimd patented last year or the year before. Messrs. Wat-
son and Cook, both wealthy planters, near Edwards De-

pot, Miss., purchased the right from Yost, and they have

made an arrangement w'ith a manufactering compa'^y in

Pittsburg to have a large lot of them made for the ensuing

season.
,
They may be obtained from their Agents in

Vicksburg, Grand Gulfand New Orleans. The “Plow and

Scraper” is numbered 1 , 2, 3 and 4.

No. 1 is used in 3 and 3 1-2 feet rows, Price $10 CO

No. 2 “ 4 and 4 1-2 “ 10 50

No, 3 “ 5 and 5.1-2 “ 11 00

No. 4 “ 6 and 7 “11 50or

[m2.
Any good plowboy or woman can use them with ease,

after they once “get the hang of it.”

Up to this time, the Plow and Scraper has only been

used in a few of the River counties of this State and some

Parishes in Louisiana But they are destined to find their

way to every cotton Plantation in the South. As to their

being the best cotton Plow ever invented, there is no

doubt in the minds of those who have used them. I

have used single scraper.s that did the work finely,

but Yosts’ Plow and Scraper not only does the work as

well in every respect in scraping cotton as the best singlo

scraper I ever saw, but they clean and pulverize the row

at a single round—thus one hand and mule do the

work of two hands and mules,. Yours, &c.,

G D. HiRMeN,

Utica, Miss., IB5G.
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HOGS, PORK AND BACON-INDEPENDENCE!

Editors Southern Cultivator— I have read within a

few days past, a most excellent article in your journal

over the signature of “Bradbury,” of Pike county, Ga.,

whose subject is the raising of hogs and converting them

into good Pork and Bacon. There is no humbug in his

plan; for, with a few exceptions, I have travelled over

the same road for near twenty years. The only difference

between us is the substituting oat fields entirely for hogs

instead of rye, with the addition in the winter and spring

of rotten cotton seed well salted, which I give my hogs

freely and contend that nothing is more healthy for hogs

after they get to be one year old (though keep pigs from

them) and it prevents a draw on the corn crib that few

will ever know until they try it. I also supply the place

of corn entirely in fattening my hogs by turning them on

pea fields, which I have ready for them by the first kill-

ing frost and I keep them there until they are fat enough

to slaughter. Last year was too dry for peas to do well,

still 1 killed near 26,000 pounds of fat pork off of my pea

fields without the aid of corn, except feeding about

one-half of them two weeks to get a colder spell of weath-

er to kill, and my meat is as fine flavored and lard as firm

and good as any one need want, at least when I make to

sell, I get as much for it as any body. It is well to

have pea fields interspersed with a row of pumpkins oc-

casionally, which gives them a change of diet, healthy for

hogs, and I have thought, assists iliem in fattening. It

is surprising that the lectures given us by “Bradbury”

and others on this important subject should be so long dis-

regarded by Southern planters, with the evidence before

them that more money would be realized, better living at

home and all would be more independent and happy. Still

we find a large number calling fox’ more cotton mixed

with hulls, dirt t»nd trash to brag about, and then barter

the proceeds off for corn and meat to supply their planta-

tions.

Independence, sirs, is all the cotton growing States want

to make them happy: but we can’t arrive at this by
j

glutting the market with overgrown crops of dirty cotton
;

j

get half price far it and thus let the proceeds go for those

products, the most of which could be made at home with

about as little trouble and expense as it would take to

haul it home and crib it.

I would rather make my corn at home than to liaiil it

five miles if given to me, particularly in a busy time of

the year, when our whole attention should be directed to

improvements on the plantation or the preparing our lands

for another crop.
j

I call it independence, hlessrs. Editors, to so conduct

our plantation affdrs as to live at home on what we make
;

and the pursuing any other course leads to worse than

slavery.

We have not, in the cotton growing States enough pas-

ture grounds opened for our stock to graze upon and not

enough woods pastures to shift our stock from place to
j

place. This has a tendency to keep them healthy. 1 i

have tried it and find it. also, a great saving of corn. I

j

never feed hogs on corn after getting them up to year olds,
j

out give them, as before stated, plenty of cotton seed pre-

pared as above, during the winter and up to the time my
oats get ready for them; I then turn in on them and what

j

they lack of supplying them the crab grass has to make
|

up until frost, and it is a first-rate sul.-siitute
;
and from the ^

jrass pasture they go to the pea field to fatten, and 1 kill ;

them out of the pea field without any more corn than it

takes to “tole” them to a pen for th Ht purpose. !n fact 1

feed nothing on corn after my crop is laid by until frost.

As I have before stated, we have not enou;>h pasture

grounds for our stock. It is foolishness to talk aboui

raising hogs, fine colts, ca;.tle and sheep witncul good

pasiuies in a densUy settled eountry. I have us much

grazing lands (including woods pastures) as lands for cul-

tivation, and I think I have not too much. Whyl Be-
cause it takes all to keep up my stock and to return to

the land a good coat of grass and weeds. No pasture, I

contend, should be eat out so clean as to let in the scorch-

ing rays of the sun, which injures land as much as draw-
ing the fertilizing properties of the earth into our culti-

vated crops. No person need say that rotation in crops,

that is : corn one year and cotton the next, will im-
prove land. It would be ju.sc as consistent to say a man
could be rested by running one half the day and going
“halfhammon” the balance. It requires entire rest to do
the job, and the larger the manure pill to assist the better.

Some may object to feeding away their cotton seed to

hogs, and say as much or more could be made by manur-
ing with them. If they culiivate poor hill lands perhaps
it may be the case, for such lands would make as good as

nothing without manure of some kind. If so, plant enough
corn to keep up your stock and the seed will not be need-

ed for hogs, always recollecting that cotton is not corn

nor meat
;
but let cotton be the surplus crop every year.

It is stated by “Bradbury,” when we have to buy those

products they are dealt out sparingly to our negroes, but

when v/e make them they are dealt out bountifully. We
all know this to be the case. Fat meat and good corn

bread is all a negro w’ants, and they would rather have
that and serve you their life time than to be free and live

on the best “cod fish” and Irish potatoes New England
could produce. In proof of this fact, the Israelites, a much
more intelligent race of people would willingly have left

their quails and manna in the wilderness with the pro-

mise of freedom and aland flowing with milk and honey,

fi)r the enjoyment of the flesh pots of Egypt, notwithstand-

ing perpetual slavery would have been the consequence
;

and Esau sold his birthright for only one mess of meat.

Therefore, we see the necessity of full houses of corn and
meat, and 1 do believe it betterarnuniiion to fight the Abo-
litionists with than powder and ball, notwithstanding their

couduct towards tlic South merits the latter kind of amu-
nition well directed from the best muskets or Sharp’s rifles.

I have had some little experience in raising sheep in

the South and would say something about it, but as this is

a fivorita. theme with the senior Editor of the Culiirutor,

who.sc opinions are always re.=:pected. I will add no
more. Very respectudly, E. Jjnkins.

Horse Pen, Miss
,
OsLober, 18jG.

P. S.—Will some of your subscribers please give as a

remedy for a disease in horses called the Spavin.

Give us your Sheep experience, by all means.—
Eds.

CROPS ON THE SEABOARD.

Oru friend and correspondent, Robt. Cht-solm, Esq
,
of

Beaufort, S. C., writes us under date of August 31st

:

Our long drouth has just been wound up by copious

rains here to-day, yesterday and the day before. The Hice

crops on the short rivers will prove short, but they are

goo I on the long ones. Sweet Potatoes are a failure as

yet and Corn, 1 fear, will prove a short crop. Cotton

iTops are backward, but have improved prodigiously

lately, and might prove full average ones were it not for

the caftcrpillar which are very common among us and
may almost annihilate most of our cotton crops.

We are gradually waking up here. Steam is being

largely used on our cotton plantations and with most de-

cided sn'isfaction as well as profit. Mr. Wai. Lkbev, of

Charleston, is quite l)u^y making them. His engines are

simple, duralile, substaniial and efficient, and quite as
. heap if not cheaper than those rnad ^ at the North. '1 hey
save life, labor and time, and by ."aviiig lime enable us

to tr-ake more manure, const quently b« iter crops.

Yours respecTully, K, O.
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CHINESE SUGAR CANE.
Report of Dr. Robert Battey, Practical Chemist, and Graduate of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy.

D. Redmond, Esq.,

Editor ofthe Southern

Cultivator, Augusta,

GOj.

:

Dca/r Sir :—I cheer-

fully comply with your

request for information

on the subject ofmy ob-

servations and experi-

ments upon the Chinese

Sugar Cane as a syrup-

producing plant.

My attention was first

called to the subject by

the seed which you were

kind enough to send

me in the spring of 1855,

I planted them and
raised—say 15 to 20

canes that year—from

which I extracted a

small quantity of juice

for analysis. This juice,

as you are already

aware, yielded, during

the winter, sugar and

syrup, samples of which

I sent to you for inspec-

tion. Impressed, as I

was, v/ith the probable

importance of this plant

lo the agriculturists of

the South, I did not

deem it prudent to speak

hastily of its merits

—

waiting, rather, until a

repetiton of these expe-

riments upon a larger

scale should fully estab-

lish the opinions I had

entertained of it.

The present year, I

have eultivated a few

more canes for my ex-

periments, and upon the

farm of Richard Peters,

Esq.. Gordon county,

Ga., I have witnessed

the growth of the Cane

by the acre, and the

production of the syrup

by barrels. I have, in

he meantime at-

entively the opinions

of Gov. Hammond, of

South Carolina, and
others in different sec-

tions of the Union, who
have grown the plant

and experimented with

it, as also the valuable

paper of M, Yilmorin,

of France, who has

given this subject much
study and investigation.

So that calmly viewing

all the facts which I

have been able to collect,

I no longer entertain a

doubt that this plant is
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well worthy of the attention and study of the farmers and

planters of the South.

If the opinions I shall express, should seem to some too

wild and extravagant, I trust they will receive them as

the honest and candid sentiments ofone who has carefully

examined the subject, and be led to investigate and ex-

periment for themselves. Should I thus be enabled to

arouse the attention of Southern fanners to the importance

cf this plant, my object will have been accomplished, and

my labor well expended.

The Chinese Sugar Cane seems to adapt itself to all the

vicissitudes of our varied climate and soil, with a facility

unsurpassed by corn or wheat. In Cherokee Georgia, it

flourishes in a high degree of perfection upon soils high

and low, rich and comparatively poor, producing heavy

crops of stalk, leaf and seed. The experiments of Mr.

Peters (which are already published in many of our agri-

cultural papers) present an example of most successful

culture. I have found it to grow with me, in all respects,

as vigorously as corn, with precisely similar treatment.

In Allegany county, Maryland, a correspondent writes

for the May number of the American Farmer-. “I think it

v/eil adapted even to our mountainous country, and pro-

j

feet, given in the row, dropping one or two seed in a place.

Let the ground be well cultivated, as for corn, and the

shoots or suckers which spring up from the root, be all

permitted to grow. A small portion of the crop should

be reserved lor seed, and permitted to stand until fully ma-
tured :uid dry. Ii would be well to limit the canes in the

seed patch to one. By all permit no Broom- Corn,
Dournh-Cnrv, or other, plants of the same fam.ily to grow
near your Cane. It readily intermixes with these varie-

ties, and effectually ruins your seed for the production of

syrup. For the same reason, great care should be observ-

ed in procuring reliable seed, as well as in keeping
them so.

After the first season, when a full supply of seed shall

have been secured, a better-paying syrup crop maybe
grown, by closer planting. The space between the rows
may well be narrowed down to three feet, and the seed

put in, say two or three every six inches. When well

up, the stoutest and healthiest plants should alone be al-

lowed to stand. The cane, when very young, presents so

much the appearance of grass, that an advantage may
perhaps be gained, by dropping some other seed with the

cane that the latter may be more readily distinguished.

mises to be more valuable than any other article we can
|

grow for provender. I believe it will produced or 8 tons of
j

dried provender to the acre." The present writer has met '

many intelligent and enterprising farmers of Pennsylvania,
|

Maryland, Virginia, New Jersey and New York, in at- I

tendance at the late National Fair at Philadelphia. Manv '

ofthem had witnessed its growth in their respective States
j

with entire success. One gentleman of New Jersey had
j

grown a half acre of the cane this season. It has been
j

successfully grown in Illinois also, and one gallon of tbe

juice is said to have yielded, by boiling, u cpiart of syrup ,

of good equality. There is every reason to conclude that I

the cane may be easily and successfully grown in all parts I

of our country.
j

CULTURE.
I

While the seed remains in the hands of the few, and ^

commands a price too high to permit a waste, it should be
|

planted for one season with good distance, that the seed 1

crop as well as the cane may attain their highest state of

:

development, I would recommend that the ro’ws should
^

be three or even four feet apart, and a distance of, say ‘wo ,

This, of course, should be drawn out with the superfluen’

cane pi uits. When of sufficient size, the plants should be

suckered down to one cane for each root. In other re-

spects, the successful grower of corn will not be at a loss

in the cultivation of this plant. I have found a suitable

time for planting to be immediately after the corn crop,

although excellent results have been obtained by planting

as late as the 15th of May, in Cherokee Georgia, It will

doubtless be desirable to make several successive plant-

ings that they may mature gradually, and so give more
time for harvesting the crop. The land, in my opinion,

should be prepared in all respects as for corn.

HAKVESTrN'G.

When the stalk shall have attained its full size, and the

seed have passed from the dough stage to a harder texture,

the cane may be considered sufficiently mature. Or if the

crop be large, and a deficiency of hands be apprehended,
the cane may be cut earlier, and the cuttings continued
from time to time as needed for the press The fodder

should he pulled as for torn
;
another set of hands cutting

off I to 2 feet of tbe .top with the seed, while others cut
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the cane at the ground and throw it into piles, from

whence it is hauled to the press.

Prior to the harvesting, a set of proper rollers and

kettles should be provided and well set up, ready for ser-

vice. The mill made use of by Mr. Peters, and which

was gotten up under his direction for the purpose, is, in

my opinion, of very unexceptionable quality for a small

apparatus and works admirably. It is of a suitable size

for a small crop, and no farmer should undertake to sup

ply its place by wooden rollers for a crop of even two

acres. The loss ofjuice will more than counterbalance

the difference in expense. It is worked by two mules.

Three kettles of from 60 to 100 gallons capacity, will be

required to keep pace fully with the mill. It is desirable

that these should be broad and shallow, that they may
present a large evaporating surface, and substantially set

in brick for security and convenience. They should not

be distant from the press, and if upon ground lower than the

latter, an advantage is gained in running the expressed

juice directly into them, and thus saving the labor of

transfer.

PRESSING.

The canes, located conveniently at hand, are one by

one doubled in the middle and forced between the rollers,

which are kept in as close proximity as the strength of

the mill and the power of the mules will warrant. An
active hand will feed the mill easily, if the canes be placed

within his reach. A boy is required to drive, and if the

mill be well constructed to throw off the bagass from be-

hind, nothing more is required except an occasional re-

moval of the latter by a pitchfork to keep it out of the way
of the mules.*

KGILING DOWN.
One of the first things done in commencing operations

should be to start the fire under the kettles, that they may
be well warmed by the time the juice is ready for them.

The fires should be so arranged that they may be under

good control, to be forced or withdrawn as occasion may
require. When the juice is placed in the boiler, the fire

should be gradually increased to a simmering heat, (not

to active boiling) and maintained at this temperature until

a thick green gum rises to the surface and forms into puffs,

seeming ready to crack. This scum when fully formed

should be removed clean from the surface. The heat may
now be raised to boiling and kept in an active state of

ebulition, until the bulk is reduced one-half. The fire

may now be removed from one kettle and its contents be

transferred to the other, when the heat must be gradually

moderated as the syrup becomes more concentrated, to

avoid the danger of scorching, which injures the color

and flavor. Should more dirty green scum rise to the

surface after the first skimming, it should likewise be re-

moved.

In regard to the precise degree ofconcentration to which

the syrup should be brought, it is exceedingly difficult to

lay down any precise and simple rule which shall meet

every case. The plan for determining it, in use on the

sugar plantations, and which was adopted by Governor

Hammond and Mr. Peters, is based upon the judgment of

the eye in re.'^pect to the consistence of the syrup when
poured from the ladle and cooled as it drops from its edge.

This test is evidently very defective, since the tempera-

ture of the atmospheie regulates the consistence which the

syrup must assume on cooling down— so that a syrup

boiled on a cold day will necessarily be thin and watery

as the weather moderates, and a syrup finished at night

will differ materially from that of the noon day. Although

a good approximation, it is not exact enough for the tyro

—

to secure a desirable uniformity in the consi.stence and

value of the product, or to obviate the danger ol fennen-

*Ttie ifcver or beam <.f the Mil ghoiild I e much Jon ll.aai tia
repyeaented ia the above engravin.?,—F.of.

tation and loss. To remedy this uncertainty and secure

a uniform result at all times, I have constructed a simple

instrument which determines readily and witn certainty

the precise moment when the syrup should be removed
from the fire and transferred to the barrels. For the con-

venience of those who may desire this aid, I shall prepare

a number of them during the season, which may be fur-

nished by mail. With such a guide to the uninitiated,

there are certainly few more simple operations upon the

farm than the manufacture of syrup from this cane.

It is a prevalent opinion that lime should always be
added to the juice as soon as it is pressed out, and the idea

has been advanced that it could not be clarified without

lime. This is
' undoubtedly a mistake; the jnice alone,

under my hands, clarifies itself more readily without lime

than with it. The latter answers no useful purpose, so

far as the syrup is concerned, save to neutralize the free-

acid (phosphoric) which exists naturally in the cane.

Lime darkens the color, and, to my taste, detracts from the

peculiar grateful flavor of the syrup. Many would, per-

haps, object to the slight acidity. To such I would say,,

use the lime, but use it sparingly. To prepare it for use,

take a half-peck of lime, slake it in u bucket of water,

gradually added, stir up well and strain the milk through

a cloth
;
let it settle for half a day, pour off the water and

dry the power. Of the latter, you may use from a half a

teaspoonful to two teaspoonfuls for every five gallons juice

after the scum has been removed.

The scum is used in the West Indies for the manufac-

ture of Rum, the details of which are entirely too elabor-

ate to be introduced here. It may be also advantageous-

ly disposed ofas food for hogs. The qaantily of sacchar-

ine matter left in the bagass renders it a nutritious food

for stock. This refuse, by leaching water through it,

yields a sacharine solution which may be fermented into

beer or vinegar, and may be distilled into whiskey and al-

cohol. It may be also advantageously used to cover the

cut canes in hot weather, when it may be desired to have

a large quantity kept at the mill for days and weeks be-

fore being all used. The constant evaporation of the juice

in the bagass keeps the cane beneath at a temperature so

low as to prevent fermentation, as well as the drying of

the cane. It will also serve to shield it from the frost. A
suggestion has been made to convert the ligneous fibre

into paper. It certainly is a better material fur this pur-

pose than much that is now employed. It is, however,

an object of minor importance with the Southern planter,

as yet.

As a manure, the bagass is evidently a most valuable

article, for its large amount of phosphoric acid, added to

the decomposing vegetable and the other mineral matters

wiiich it contains, while the remaining portions of sacch-

arine juice readily induce a fermentation which ends in

putrifaction and leaves the mass in a fit state for the nour-

ishment of plants. The large quantities of mineral matter,

and particularly the phosphoric acid, which the cane in its

growth must remove from the soil, necessarily imply that

it will be an exhausting crop, since these materials certain-

ly cannot be furnished by the atmosphere. This evil may
in great part be removed by carefully returning to the soil

again the refuse in ihe form of manure. If other fertilizers

be needed to repair the waste, Mexican guanos, or Phos-

phates, which are now offered at low prices, would doubt-

less be advantageous.

In the experiments made by me during the winter of

165.3, and also at the farm of Air. Peters in Gordon county,

in September last, 1 was forcibly struck with the better

quality of the juice arown in our section of country as

co npired with that experimented upon by Alons Vilmor-

in, wi'O- e paper will be found translated in the back num-

bers, fir the present year, of the Working Parmer. He
gives the density of his “sap” at 1,050 to i,075, while that
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examined by myself was uniformly found to be 1,085 with

but little variation, and in every case some small correct-

ions for temperature, which would increase the specific

gravity slightly. The average density given by various

pressing 70 per cent
,
we have a yield of blO gallons per

acre.

I examined carefully the specimens of syrup boiled un-
der the eye of Mr. Peters, and also by myself Several of

observers in tlie West Indies, of juice from the several
| these specimens were of a superior quality, all of them

’
’ surpassing my expectations, in view of Ihe crude manner

in which they were made. There is present in all of

them, to a greater or less degree, (owing to differences in

manipulation) a peculiar flavor, reminding one of the

maple sugar, which is very grateful to the palate and gives

, it a decided preference over the article which we get un-
known to contain a larger portion of salts and vegetable der the name of New Orleans syrup. This, so far as I

matter than the latter. It argnes only the remarkable
j

know, has been the uniform judgment of all who have

varieties of Sugar Cane grown in these colonies, is about
9® Beaume, corresponding to a specific gravity of 1,0(14

—

less considerably than mine. From this fact,-however, it

is not to be inferred that the juice of our cane abounds

more largely in saccharine matter than that of the West
Indies, for such is probably not the fact—for the former is

adaptation of th

soil.

Chinese Sugar Cane to our climate and i tasted it. These syrups give a precipitate of foreign mat-

;
ters, with the basic acetate of lead (a delicate test) little if

M. "Vilmorin obtained from this “sap” of the densities at all, greater in amount than the New Orleans syrup.
named, from 1,050 to 1,075 on the

13th Oct., 1853 10:04 per cent, saccharine mat.

38th Nov., “ 13:08
“ “ (2nd trial) 14:06 “ “ “

14th Nov
,
1854 16:00 “ “ “

Of the latter 11:75 were uncrystallizable, and but 4:25 of

the crystahzable variety.

M. Avequin obtained from the juice of this cane, grown,

I presume, in Louisiana.

Saccharine matter ..152

Salts and organic mattor. . 10

Water 838

Cane juice employed . .1000

I have not been able to compare these experiments with i

The precise nature of these precipitates remain to be as-

certained and compared. The syrups vary considerably

in density— those from the Chinese Cane ranging from
1:298 to 1:335, while that of the New Orleans sample was
1:321. This variation in the density is an evil which
should be corrected, to produce a good marketable syrup
which shall keep well. Samples of the Chinese Cane
syrup have been valu-M by the intelligent dealers in the

article, in our section, at from 65 to 75 cents the gallon,

by the barrel.

In calculating the yield of this crop, we must take into

j

consideratiou 1200 pounds of excellent fodder and 25

i
bushels of a corn, worth, as food for stock, say tv/o-thirds

j

the value of the ordinary corn
;
and, also, we must esti-

mate the very valuable cfop of rattoons (shoots), which

similar results obtained here. I propose doing so during I

immediately after the cutting from the old roots^

the comino- season. !
mature with us a very heavy crop of most valualile

. . 1. 1-1 ,
i

stock food and seed: so that we can fairly offset against
M. \ilmorm estimates the per centage by weight of I, • r. ...

rn ? the syrup crop in the Way of expcHses, nothing Hiore than
mice obtained by him at 50 to 60 parts in the 100 of cane .. i u r

°

, J •
, , -n ... I the labor of its manufacture, for the forage and corn will

employed, and remarks that even /O per cent can be easily! ,, r.i i.
-r. .

• I well repay the expenses of the culture.
Ki 7 T^rrvr^Ar* In fV J*

Mof/ikrc? r\Kf-cj i norl x ^ xobtained by proper machinery. fv r. Peters obtained

from his mill an average of 50 per cent., and juice could

be readily wrung from the bagass by hand. Thirty canes

were sorted out and weighed by myself, and after grind-

ing gave the following results :

Thirty canes weighed . . . . 52 lbs. 14 oz

juice collected 26 “ 1
“

Bagass 26 “ 7 “

Juice lost in mill, say 6 “

The juice actually extracted weighed precisely one half

that of the cane used. Two pounds of the bagass was
weighed and carefully dried, and gave 12 ounces, show-

ing a loss of one pound and four ounces of water, which

represents 21 7-10 ounces of juice—so that the quantity

of iuice remaining behind in the bagass may be put down
.at 17 pounds 15 ounces. The juice now stands:—

Juice collected. . .26 lbs. 1 oz., or 49:30 per cent.

'• lust in mill.. 6 “ 70 “

•• bagass. . 15 lbs. 7 “ 34:05 “

Woody fibre 8 “ 8 “ 15:05 “

Cane used .52 lbs. 14 oz. 100 per cent.

In other words, we have 84i per cent of juice and 15|

per cent, of woody fibre. From those figures it would

seem that 70 per cent, in juice ought to be easily obtain-

able by proper machinery, and it becomes more apparent

when we take into consideration the soft compressible

texture of this cane, as compared with that of the West

Indies.

Mr. Peters states the yield of his best eigth acre in syrup

A full consideration of the facts which have been passed

over somewhat in detail, must make it evident to the mind
of every intelligent farmer, that this plant presents at this

time a promise of revjard for its culture, unequalled by any
which has been introduced upon our soil since the intro-

duction of the cotton plant. If it shall but place the means
in the hands of every farmer and planter to make upon
his own premises, at a nominal price, all the syrup which
his family and negroes can profitably consume, it will

have done much, yes, xcry vmck, for the South. And
yet with the large demand for this article for foreign ac-

count, which the destruction of the grapevines of Europe
has occasioned, together with the facility with which it

may profitably be converted into rum and alcohol, at

prices which must defy competition with whiskey from

corn or rye, may we not anticipate much larger results'?

The reduction in price consequent upon the general culti-

vation of the cane throughout the South, must materially

increase the consurnp'ion in subMituting it in great part

for the expensive bacon, for which we are now dependent

upon the North-west. While its greater cheajiness will

doubtless commend it to the lower classes of Europe, as a

partial substitute at least for sugar. With the augmented

consumption of the syrup and the immense outlet for it in

the form of rum and alcohol, we have nothing to tear from

over-production for years to come. The enl'ghtened and
enterprising portion of Southern agriculturists who read

the Cnllivator

,

will, I trust, reap a rich harvest, ere the

market shall have become glutted.

We have here, too, a remedy for the difficulties long felt

at 52i gallons—that of the j)Oorest eighth at 43i gallons, and acknowledged at the South, growing out of the cul-

Taking the aveiage, we have as the yield of the entire ture of Cotton as our sole great staple. The general intro-

acre, 407 gals., assuming the yield uf juice to correspond duction of the Cane must, for y'ears to come, limit the pro-

with the average results obtained by experiment, say 50 duction of cotton and greatly enhance its price, adding

per cent, of the entire weight, with proper machinery, ex-
j

a considerable increase to tho value of our exports, and
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counterbalance, in a nie.isure at least, the shipment of

bullion from our shor»-s. to restore the holanee of tra'le.

Tills change in our productions, and the inore-tsed retnu-

neration for labor consequent upon it, pre supposes also

an enhanced value of the soil which grov/s it, and in-

creased price for negroes, the laborers who procSuce it, and

an augmentation of our population. It is to be hoped,

moreover, that the practical working out of this problem

may so engage the attention of our people as to with-

draw them for a time from the- arena of angry strife and

contention, and tend to cement more clusely the lies

which bind us to our prosperous and happy Union.

Robert Battey,

Rome, Ga., October, 185G.
:

FOOT EVIL m HORSES CURED.
i

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the September
|

number of the Cidtivator I notice an article from your

correspondent “Felix,” desiring to know a remedy for
|

Foot Evil in horses. I am happy to be able to give him
j

one which I think infallible, provided the disease is not
j

of too long standing. Annoint the affected part well with

Spirits ofTurpentine, then set it on tire and allow the Tur-
j

pentine to burn out, which it will do in a very short time.

I have never known this treatment to fail of curing, if re-

sorted to in time. In the summer of 1850 my father turn-

ed out a fine mare to graze upon the meadows
;
a few

days afterwards she came home so severely afflicted in

two feet with Foot Evil, as scarcely to be able to walk,

the above remedy was applied and in two weeks she

could walk with as much elasticity as ever. I have known
several other cases treated in the same way with like suc-

cess. Respectfully yours, W. H. Coleman,
New Prospect, Winston, Miss., 1856.

PEPPER CATSUP AND MEAT DRESSING. i

An estimable lady, of South Carolina, sends us the fol-

lowing recipe for making a highly-concentrated condi-

ment for meats, game, &c.:

Nearly fill a stone-jar with fresh pepper pods. Pour

on water enough to cover them well, and boil until the

mass is soft enough to run through a colander. If the

pulp is thick enough, add all equal quantitty ofgood vine-

gar to make it of the proper catsup consistency— if not

thick enough after straining, boil it down until thick, and

then add the vinegar, and boil together for 15 or 20

minutes. Fill small bottles, cork tight, and set away in

a cool place. This catsup is very strong and j^ungent,

and a little of it adds a peculiar relish to cold meats, &c.

It is also highly stimulant, and may be used to advantage

in bowel coinplaints, colds, etc.

After making the catsup as above, save the seeds and

pulp remaining in the colander, dilute with water, and

make of them a sauce or steep to pour over meats before

cooking. It adds flavor, and makes the meat tender

When the meat is soaked with the dressing, wrap it in a

clean cloth, and set away until needed for cooking,

THE CHINA PROLIFIC PEA.

Editors Southern Cultivator : In your issue ofSep-
tember, I see a communication over the signature of G. I).

H., giving me a poke in the ribs on the subject of the

‘China Pea.” He does not doubt the vine having pro-

duced a half gallon, but thinks It exceededingly doubtful

that “the vine is eaten by any kind of stock,” having on-

ly the produce of one pea to begin with. He is right in

his charge, as I did not offer them to all kinds of stock,

as I have no sheep, and hogs have no particular fancy for

pea-vines, neither have Rocky Mountain goats nor camels

been successfully raised as yet in our State. So he forces

me to acknowledge a departure from the farts of the case,

when saying “the vine is eaten greedily by alt kinds of

stock.” He says, “each one's allowance would have
been so small that I hardly think they would notice it.”

[ must beg my Utica friend not to think that I gave my
limited supply of pea-vine to everybody’s cow, but that I

selected those of my own stock known as most epicurean

in their tastes, and as they seemed to relish them, I thought
that the balance of creation might wish to taste my Young
Hyson Peas. I gave none of the peas to any kind ofstock

but my neighbors, “who took them greedily.” He thinks

my statement improbable. I am glad ol' it, as I only

wished it thought possible. Iflwasto tell my doubting

friend how many bushels of peas I expected to gather

from that acre and a halfj (judging from its appearance

now,) he would think Lemuel Gulliver a fool to me. So
I will only say that several gentlemen, who have seen

them, think two hundred bushels a safe estimate, if care-

fully gathered, or five or six tons, if cut now for hay.

I shall send G. D. H. some of these peas when gathered,

and get bis unprej udiced opinion of their merits as a stock-

feed. A word from him in their favor would certainly

make them go off like hot cakes.

VfiM. F. Douglass.

South Bend, Ark, Sept. 185G,

We, the undersigned, saw “that pea-vine,” and think,

after the peas were gathered, that the vine would have

made as much hay as a stout man could carry
;

it covered

a space ten or twelve feet in diameter, and lay from one

foot to eighteen inches deep.

Wm. C. Meeks,

B. VU Lee.

FLORIDA AND HER PRODUCTIONS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In accordance with a

request in your October number, I propose to makeafev/

statements in regard to the productions of Florida. That

portion of Florida lying North and West of the Suwanee
river, denominated Middle and YVest Florida, is very sim-

ilar in production to South-western Georgia, producing in

addition the Cuba Tobacco, in raising which some of the

planters have made fortunes. The black or long Cotton

succeeds well there also, though many planters prefer to

plant the short cotton, which does equally well. I pre-

sume it is of East and South Florida the people desire to

be informed.

Corn
,
the great staple, does as well here as in Alabama

or Georgia. Long cotton grows and matures finely, but

is someliraes injured materially after opening, by wet

weather and storms, though not more frequently, perhaps,

than any where else in the cotton regions. The cater-

pillar sometimes cuts offa part of the top crop, though all

the caterpillar fam ly are worse in the higher latitudes, for

the obvious reason that the egg deposited for the spring

ssupply generally hatches out in some warm spell in the

winter, and perishes for want of appropriate food. As
much as 35 bushels of corn have been raised on good land,

not manured, and but partially cultivated, and as high as

2000 lbs. long cotton
;
though I would give as an average

20 bushels corn and 600 lbs. long cotton. So much for

the great staples of the South.

Sugar Cane on the navigable streams and shores oithb

Gulf and Atlantic is the crop for planters of means. In

South Florida, the climate is sufficiently tropical lor cane

to grow to its utmost perfection. As high as 2500 1-is.

dry sugar has been made to the acre, but by the present

culture and mode of manufacture, the average may beset

down at 1000 lbs dry sugar. Of cane, a hand can culti-

vate nearly as much again as he can save: or make with

j

a full cane crop two-thirds of a corn crop. 'I he C uba, or
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spotted tobacco does as well here as in Middle Florida,

but is too critical for careless farmers
;
1200 lbs. have been

raised to the acre, but 800 lbs. is a high average
;

this

Lfsed to sell at from 40 cents to 80 cents per lb., but it has

come down to an average of 20 rents, and much of it is

not worth shipping. The segar business by planters, or

by any one, out of Florida tobacco, is worse than px-ofit-

less. Pindars or ground peas luxuriate in this region,

and are likely to prove a valuable market crop; average

about 50 bushels per acre, with a heavy crop of rough

forage, say four times as much in weight as one acre of

corn fodder
;

best on moderate pine lands. Arrowroot

does well, but is most profitable dug in the pine woods in

St. Lucie county, where there is an immense free and

perpetual plantation of it. All of the vine family flourish

here; melons, pumpkins, beans, &c. All who try can

have good gardens almost the whole year round. Tn this

latitude, about 29^'^, we have, some winters, very severe

freezes; though south of Tampa there is rarely ever kil-

ling frost. Oranges, lemons, limes, pomegranates,

and the more hai-dy tropicals, do finely in this part of

East Florida, especially on the lakes and streams, where

the frost is less likely to aflfect them. The insect, as it is

called, which is, in my opinion, a mei'e fungus, is easily

remedied by giving the trees a vigorous gi'owth, with the

proper use of manure. The orange tree, by budding into

large trees of the sour kind, will bear sweet oranges in three

years; as soon as in bearing an acre is considei’ed worth

Si 000. iMany trees come to bear 2000 oranges, and I am
told some of the trees at St. Augustine, befoi'e .they were

killed by the frost, have borne five to six thousand oran-

ges. The oi*ange orchards of St. Augustine were once hex-

pride, and the chief source of her support.

The more tender ti-opicals grow admirably in the region

south of frost, on Indian river, Miamee, Hillsborough,

Manatee, Peace Creek. &c. Sufficient trial has been

made to test the fact. The grape has never been suffi-

ciently tried to test the suitableness of the climate, soils

and seasons to its successful growth and profitable culture.

Some of the more delicate grapes have been tried here in

gardens, with indifferent success. The native grapes are

for the most part very acid. A few vines found in the

Indian old fields that have grown up, bear very palatable

grapes; acid, of moderately good size. Judging from

analogy, I would unhesitatingly say, that with Mr. Axt

thrown in, East and South Florida would prove the great-

est wine growing and wine producing i-egion this side the
1

Atlantic.

Gardening upon the St. John’s axid Indian rivers is des-

tined soon to become a profitable business, selling to the
|

Atlantic cities. Spring vegetables and melons can be I

raised here from six lo eight weeks earlier than anywhere i

else in striking distance of those cities.

In conclusion, let me add, as a word of caution to all

who wish to emigrate to new- countries of great promise,

^‘Jordan is a hard road to travel.” Imagine yourselfload-

e-i up; wagons, teams, plunder all in, wife, children, ne

groes, all saying good-bye to old friends and kindred—
one last look at the comfortable mansion, the neat negro

quarter, the spacious stables, barns, gin house, smoke-

house, the nicely paled yard, the old oak tree, the shrub-

bery, the garden, the orchard, the sparkling spring hard

by, and the prattling brook that winds its way among the

meadows and fields where you and your father before you

have dug out an honest subsistence, and a fortune with

contentment. Don’t hold in—let the tears flow—they will

eise the swefiing heart. You can’t stand the upbraidings
.

of the red hill sides'? audit won’t pay to renovate them "I i

Travel on. It x'ains—night comes on—all wet and wea-

ry, with no shelter but the tents, the campfiresburn dim-
1

ly, and many a heart travels back that night to the old
j

mansion. A river crosses your track— it is swollen—the
|

I

swanxps for miles are swollen—there is no suspension nor

I

arched bridge—a ci'azy flat that has lain half sunkexi

I

thi-ough the summer, with an unskillful ferryman, is your

!

chance. Wagon and team No. 1 drives in; the flat

I

takes the road through the swamp, and keeps it, except

j

when washed out by the xnad stream that makes a river of

I

every lagoon. But arrived at last on the bank of the

j

main stream, you almost give it up and conclude either

j

to head the stream or wait two or three days for the fresh-

I

et to run down. The river is, perhaps, not more than fifty

j

or sixty yards wide, but, heavens, how the torrent sweeps
by you ! It makes your head swim to look at it

;
but

you at last conclude it won’t do to be chicken-hearted
;
so

up the stream you tug by the limbs of the trees, and with
hook and jam, till the ferryman is satisfied he can land at

the right point on the other side, which he sometimes
does in safety, and sometimes misses. Wife and children

bring up the rear with fear and tx-embling, and the most
sincere pi'ayers ever felt or ixttered. All danger's are not
death, so imagine yourself rolled up safe and sound at

your home in the promised land. Wife says, its a love of

a place, if it was only improved
;
but there is no house,

no field, no garden, no paled yax'd, no shrubbery, nothing
but land and forests intemiinable. Somebody thinks in a
new light that night, of the father land, of tlie old place

and the red hills
;

the teai's that were brushed aside on
leaving, come unbidden back, and the strong man weeps
till pride comes to his relief; and this is the beginning of

trouble.

SuffiQe it to say, Messrs. Editors, it will work the ro-

mance and moonshine out of the most poetic tempera-

ment, to settle in a new country with a family. You have
indicated to the people of the old States what is their true

policy, and Georgia especially, however well she may
have paid you, is still lai'gely your debtor.

With high regard, I am, gentlemen.

Your obedient servant,

Lewis C. Gaines.

IVdaka, Fla., Nov., iSSfl:

Sugar Crop of Cuba.—A correspondent of the Neia

Orleans Delta, wi'iting from Matanzas, Cuba, says :

“There will be a very large deficiency in the sugar crop

now manufactured in this island. Some say the deficiency

will amount to 60,000 tons of sugar, but I should hope such

a statement was a greatly exaggerated one, though there

doubtless will be a considerable deficiency caused by the

unfavorable weather just at the commencement of the crop

and at least in one district—that of Matanzas—by many
sugar estates having been destroyed by fire.”

Cure for Heaves in Horses.—The following is said

to be a certain cure ;

“To three quarts ofsweet milk add a teaspoonful of sul-

phuric acid, and mix with the horse’s feed. Give at first

thi’ee times a week, afterwards once or twice, as there

I

may seem occasion, for a week longer.”

COTTON THRESHEK.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I desire to obtain from

j

you information as to whether successful inventions have

been made in your State of Thresher or Whipper, for the

purpose of cleaning the dirt and trash out of seed cotton

i
before applying it to the gin ? This is a desideratum

^ with us vei'y mnch needed, and I am exceedingly anxi-

I

ous to know with what success they are used in Georgia,

i

and also to avail myself immediately of the advantages re-

' suiting from their use. Very respectfully,

J. W. Speight.

Wacco Village, Texas, (kt., 1856.

r^°[We do not know of any such machine. Can any

of our readers give the desired information 7—Eds.]
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ANSWEKS TO COERESPONDENTS.

Chinese Sdgar Cane.—A. M. P.—Plant in 4 or 5 feet

drills, dropping two seedy every 18 inches in the drill. Al-

low all suckers to stand, and if you wish the greatest

amount of saccharine juice, send your hands through the

field to pinch or pull off the tassels or blossoms as soon as

they appear. Cultivate in all respects as you would Corn,

making the ground deep and ricky to begin with, and

keeping it mellow and free from weeds, with horse-hoe,

cultivator a shallow-running sweep. You can easily ripen

two crops of seed from one planting (at Eufaula)
;
as the

roots, when cut, not later than July, throw up suckers or
‘‘ rattoons,” and ripen seed again before frost. If you
plant for fodder, lay off your drills 3 teet apart, and sprin-

kle the seed along, say 1 or 2 inches apart in the drill.

—

Work often between the rows, applying a little phosphate

or guano, (mixed with leaf-mould) as a top-dressing, once

or twice during the growing season. From land man-
aged in this way, you can cut 4 or 5 crops oigreen for-

age in one season
;

or, if you prefer it, make an immense
quantity of the very best dried fodder. It abounds in

saccharine juice, is very nutritious, and greedily eaten by
cattle, horses, mules, sheep, hogs, goats, &c., &c. For

further particulars, see pamphlet, elsewhere noticed.

—

Your other request has been complied with.

Dorking Fowls.—W. S.—These are nearly of all colors,

from pure white to a dark brown, but never black— the

latter must be crosses. The pure breed are of medium
size; with short (white) legs; five-toed, generally;

plump-breasted and long- bodied; rather delicate in con-

stitution, and by no means equal to the better specimens

of the Brahma or Shanghai. VVe have kept the latter for 6

or 7 years, and do not begin to get “ tired” of them yet.

We do not know of any Dorkings for sale in the South.

Planting Trees.—E. P. C.—Strange ! that people

will not learn something about a matter of such general

interest as the proper time to plant trees. Let us, then, re-

peat that any time from the fall of the leaf in Autumn to

the swelling of the buds in Spring will do : but that we
greatly prefer to have all our trees planted before the middle

of January^ if possible. See directions, dec., elsewhere.

Washing Machines.—W. H. Goodrich & Co., of this

city make an excellent article, worth $'25 or S3b-

Potato Digger—Byram’s Patent Digger, manufactured

by Pitkin Brothers, Louisville, Ky., may be obtained from

C. H. Camppield, 171 Bay street, Savannah, Ga.

Pace Peach, &c.—E. P.—We can furnish you trees or

scions of the Pace and the October peach this fall. Let

US know how and when to send them.

%\t €nliM

Back Volumes, &c.—D. C. T.—We can supply all but

two or three of our back volumes, bound, at S'i-50 each.

iVlany thanks for the numbers sent us.

THE SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1357.

We have in progress, for the next year, many new ar-

rangements, which cannot fail of rendering our journal

even more usefnl, interesting, and acceptable to our read-

ers than it has heretofore been
;
though the many com-

mendations which itis constantly receiving.more than satis-

fy our “approbativeness.” In all that relates to the great

Planting interests of the South, we shall continue to have

the assistance and experience of nearly all the best and

most progressive Plantei’s of the Cotton growing States
;

in the Horticultural and Floral Departments, we have se-

cured regular communications from several of our most

intelligent and successful Gardeners, and in Pomology, we
shall be aided by such able pens as that of Van Buren,

Nelson, Summer, Axt, Legare, “A, C.,” BLXHANAN(of

Ohio) and many others. The Editors forbear to speak of

themselves farther than to remark, that their interest in

Agricultural Improvement increases with each year that

is added to their lives, and to promise their best and most

earnest labors for the furtherance of the objects to which

this journal has been devoted for the last Fourteen years.

May we not rely on our friends and the public for gener-

ous co-operation in our efforts I

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.-PROGRESS

!

Fairs have been held the present Fall in North Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, Ken-

tucky, &c., &c
,
and many new objects of Southern skill

and industry brought to the notice of the public. In the

Mechanical Department, the improvement over former

years was especially noticeable, many articles rivalling

in execution and inventive skill, the most ingenious pro-

ductions of our Yankee friends. In Fruit Culture,,

also, we are making astonishingly rapid strides, and

people in all parts of the country are beginning to open

their eyes to the almost boundless capacity of our cli-

mate for the production“of all the finest Fruits of the tem-

perate zone. The show of Southern Apples at Raleigh,.

Atlanta, Columbia and Montgomery, would have aston-

ished Northern Pomologists and such Southerners as have

heretofore supposed that “ Apples cannot be raised in

the South.” Pears, also, only require a little attention to

surpass those of any other country; and, as regards

Peaches, Figs, Grapes, &c., &c., we are far in advance of

every other portion of the Union. In fine Live Stock, also,

our breeders are decidedly taking the lead, having started

j

with the determination to have none but the Z'f.sb and gen-

I

erally selecting such without regard to expense. It would be

j

difficult to find among the flocks and herds of any country,

!
finer samples than can be now shown by Messrs. Peters,

Warren, Harden, Watts, Waring and others of Geor-

gia; Hampton, Davis, Parker, Summer, &c
,
of South

Cai’olina
;
and many other enterprising amateurs in the

various States South and West of us, whose names we

I cannot now recal.

I
In the way of Field Crops, fine samples of all our sia-
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pies were shown—the most remarkable novelty among

which was the new Ckiitrse Susnr Cove, which promises

to prove the greatest boon to the South since the introduc-

tion of the ('otton plant. Samples of excellent syrup

from this plant were shown this season at nearly all the

Fairs, North and South, and the Reports of Gov.

MOND, Dr. Robkrt B.attf.y, Mr. Pktfrs, and many others

in different parts of the Union, have been so favorable

and conclusive, that the doubters and croakers are, for

once, completely silenced.

In the Koine Department, Ladies' Department, &c., &c.

there was much of usefulness and beauty to note, but our

space is now too limited to give anything like a detailed

report of the various exhibitions which we had the plea-

sure of attending. The course of the South is onward;

and if she will be true to herself and sedulously labor for

the development of her own unrivalled resources, the

waves of fanaticism will rave harmlessly around her, and

finally sink into the calm of impotency and despair.

renev/ your subscriptions.

Our new IMail Book for 1357 is now open, and we hope

soon to fill its ampde pages. Will not all our friends aid

us in the circulation of such agricultural information as

the South most needs, and in gaining a fair remuneration

for our efforts'? The Cv.ltivator should have at least

*25,000 subscribers, and our list might easily be made to

double that number, if all who need the paper would take

it. We count confidently on the kind assistance of those

who appreciate the value of such journals as ours, and

shall endeavor to merit all their friendly offices. [See list

of premiums elsewhere.]

CHns^ESE SUGAR* SnE--PUEE SEED.

An expel fenced and well-informed writer in the Massa-

chusetts Plon-man, publishes a timely caution in regard to

the seed of this plant. It will apply to tlie South as well

as the North, for the seed has in many cases been entirely

ruined here by raising the plant in close proximity to

Broom Corn, Dourah Corn, “Chicken Corn," and other

varieties of Millet. The seed offered by D. B. Pi.umd &
Co., of this city, and that raised by i\Ir. Peters, of Atlan-

ta, w-as grown entirely separate from all plants of the

same family, and we guarantee its entire purity. We ob-

tained the original seed ourselves from France, and hove

studiously kept it free from all admixture. We quote from

“Rural Observer,’' (the correspondent alluded to) and will

publish his entire article in our next:

In experimenting, farmers must be careful that tiieyare

not deceived in purchasing seed
;

for there are several

species, and a great number of varieties of sorghum, hol-

cus, and millet, near relatives of the botanical lamily to

which they all belong, that are of no agricultural value in

New England, and of little where indigenous.

ROBERT NELSON, L. M.,

Formerly of “Troup Hill Nursery, ’ Macon, has changed

his residence to August.^., Ga., where his correspon-

dents will hereafter address him. Mr. Nelson* will assist

us in the management of“Fruitland Nursery.” and h s

valuable Horticultural contributions to the Cultivator will

Edso be regularly continued.

THE COMMERCIAL CONVENTION.

The Southern Commercial Convention holds its next

session in the city of Savannah, on iMonday, the 8th of

Deceuiber. The place of its .sitting was, we think, most

considerately selected
;

for there is nowhere, perhaps,

within the South, more pregnant evidence of the capabili-

ties of our section than those which Savannah affords.

The city, indeed, in all its present aspects, is the result of

the impulse which Southern industry has felt for the first

time, within a very few years. It is the offspring of South-

ern industry boldly put forth to overcome natural ob-

stacles, and to command its true position. We say, then,

that the Convention is rightly located, and if it catch the

spirit of the daring and fortunate city, we may expect that

it will bear rich fruit hereafter.

We have strong hope that the Convention will fully

represent the enterprise and capital of the South. If it

should do so, it cannot fail to effect something substantial

in the way of initiating such enterprises as will tend to

render our section independent of our Northern factors.

The time has come
;
we have talked ths South into a be-

lief in her capacity for the management of her own busi-

ness— into the belief that all the elements of progress, so-

cial, moral and commercial, abounds in our people
;
and

it only remains to cause, in some v/ay, a practical devel-

opment of the theory to such an extent as will convince,

not only our own doubters, but the world. Disguise it

as we may, our Southern population has a reputation in

the saloons of the world, for mental and physical indo-

lence, which it does not deserve. When it is found that

the Anglo-Saxons of the South have, to the full, the same
progressive faculties as those of the Nonh

;
when we

show that our will and power are united to achieve com-
mercial independence : then we and our institutions will

have the respectful and considerate treatment from all

otiier sections and countries which our great sectional

wealth has failed to command .

—Montgoviery Mo.il.

“IM.aster Birthd.ay.”—This splendid Devon Bull calf

passed through this city a few days since, destined for the

“Devon Farm” of R. Peters, Esq., at Calhoun, Ga.

“Master Birthday” is from the noted cow, ‘'Birthday,” by

“Frank Quartly;” and for pedigree, form and symmetry,

combined with the milk marks of Gue.non, has no su-

perior in America. It will be recollected that this animal

cost, when a mere calf, .$340, at the late sale of Col. Lewis

G. Morri-s, of New York. He is a great acquisition to

the De\on stock of Georgia.

SoETHERN 0.\KS.—We are very anxious to procure

fresh acorns of the Live Oak, Water f^ak, Post Oak, and

all other Oaks that grow in the South, for shipment to

C. F. Hagedor.v, Esq., Bavarian Consul, at Philadelphia!

Pa., who wi.shes to send them to Europe. Should any* o^

our readers feel disposed to aid us in this matter, they

will p>lease mark the different varieties, ])ack th.em in a

little damp sand, box and forward them to us or IMr. Hage-

DORN, per Express, or otherwise. We will cheerfully

reciprocate their kindness in any way they may indicate.

.

Index for Voi.lme 14.—A copious Index of present

volume accompanies this number. It i.s, as usual, ar-

ranged so that it may be taken out and placed in the

font of the volume.
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Premiums for 1857 !

TO OTJR READERS GENERALLY.
This number of our journal completes the present

volume. The Sontheni Cultivator is now thoroughly and

permanently established, having been before the public

fourteen years, though many of our people who culti-

vate and gain their living from tlie soil, are still apparent-

ly ignorant of its value.

Those, however, who have perused its pages for any

lenngth of time, are now competent to judge of its merits;

and, we doubt not, will feel filling to point out its peculiar

advantages to their friends and neighbors, who have not

yet become accjuainted with its aims, objects and utility.

These aims and objects are, briefly, to improve the

Agriculture and Horticulture of these Southern States, and

to contribute, as far as possible, to the enjoyment, eleva-

tion and profit of those who are endeavoring to build up

our great and important rural interests.

Judging from numerous and constantly-repeated words

of approval which we are daily receiving from subscribers

in all parts of the^ South, we believe the Cultivator is pro-

perly appreciated and doing much good wherever it is

known and circulated. There is yet, however, (as before

stated) a large class of agriculturists in the South who
j

have scarcely even heard of it
;
and to reach this class,

we request the assistance of our present readers and sub-

scribers.

To extend its circulation, it has been usual with some

of our zealous friends and co- workers to go about among

their friends and neighbors and form clubs, which often

number from *30 to 100, or even more.

With the hope, then, of increasing the circulation and

usefulness of the Cultivator throughout the South, we con-

fidently rely upon' the vigorous aid and co operation of

all our present subscribers
;
each of whom, we trust, will

add many new names to his own, and forward to us be-

fore the beginning of our next volume, in January, 1857.

TERMS OE THE CFLTIVATOR.
One Copy, 1 year.. $1 I Twenty-Five Copies, 1 year. .$20
Six Copies, 5

1
One Hundred ‘* “ .... 75

And by way of offering further inducements to exertion,

and as a slight remuneration to those who may be disposed

to exert themselves in our behalf, we cheerfully offer the

following

PREMIUMS.
1. For every Fifiy Dollars sent us, we will forward

Fifty Copies of the Cultivator for one year, as we may

be directed, and award the person who sends the money

FifUen Dollors worth of choice Fiuit Trees, Seed of Chi-

nese Sugar Cane, or Agricultural Books of his own selec-

tion.

2. For Twenty-Five Dollars, we will send 25 copies of

the Cultivator

^

and S'7 in choice Fruit Trees, Seed, or

Books, as before.

3. For Fifteen Dollars, 15 copies of the Cultivator, and

S4in Fruit Trees. Seed or Books.

4. For Ten Dollars, 10 copies of the Cultivator, and

$'3 50 in Fruit Trees, Seed, or Books.

5. For Five Dollars 0 copies of the Cultivator, or 5

copies and $l 25 in Tree?, Seed, or Books.

|^“In all cases where it is not convenient to send trees?

seed or books, or where the parties prefer it, we will send

the co.sh, or they can retain the proper proportion, for

any number of names sent us, as above, in remitting.

^"^The postage on the Cultivator

,

when prepaid at

the office where it is received, is only about six cents fer

yeorrl Sample numbers always sent gra.tuitously, when

desired. Large sums of money may be sent in che’eks or

drafts, payable to Wm. S. Jones. The Bills of all specie

paying Banks received at par. All money remitted by

mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

All applications for Trees should be made before the

first of February, if possible.

Reader ! will you not use your influence to form a

Club at once, in your vicinity, and forward us the list be-

fore the beginning of our new volume, in January 1

Address: si. S. Jones, Augusta, Ga.

SOUTHERN POMOLOGY AND ART.

Odr friend and correspondent, J. Van BuREN,Esq., of

Clarksville, has very obligingly favored us with an

inspection of some new colored drawings which he has

recently added to his beautiful Album of Southern Fruits.

These drawings represent mostly Southern Seedling

Apples, among which we noticed the following kinds:

Nequassah, Ida, Bachelor, Sol Carter (syn.) Junaluskee

and CuVa.ivhee. The latter is probably the largest of all

Apples yet discovered—specimens having been known

to measure 19 inches in circumference. It is, like nearly

all mammoth fruits, of only secondary value
;

but its

enormous size and good cooking qualities will always

keep it in demand. The other varieties mentioned are

all superior, and deserve extensive propagation.

Mr. Van Beren’s fruit drav/ingsare very correctly and

beautifully executed
;
and would greatly further the cul-

ture of our native varieties, could they be widely dissemi-

nated.

To Correspo.n’Dents.—Notwiihstandingour best efforts,

we are unable to find place in present number tor all the

valuable communications of our friends. We have a pile

of interesting documents for January number, among

which is an able essay on Level Culture, from Col. Can-

non, and many other articles of great merit from other

correspondents. Almost every original articles we pub-

lish is worth the entire yearly subscription to the Culti-

vator, and we hope to chronicle numerous additions of

new names to our list for '857.

THE ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL REGISTER OF RURAL
AFFAIRS.

We are indebted to the publishers for a bound copy of

this very interesting and valuable wo'k. It is, indeed,

“a perfect Miniature Encyclopedia of Rural Affairs,'’ con-

taining a '‘vast amount of matter, prepared with good

judgment; and arranged and illustrated with excellent

taste.” It is richly worth three times its cost. Price, in

paper. 25 cents-bound 50 cts.— per mail, free of postage-

Address—

L

u'thrr Tccker & Son, A.lbany, N. Y., or

C. M. Saxton & Co., New York City.
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NEW PTJBLTCATICNS.

“.Sorgho Sjcrr/' or, Chi.vrsr Cavr. T-Ti=:tnry.

proper ^lethnd ofCulture and Manntactine—Value ass

a Syrup or Sugar Making, and Fodder Producing

Plant, &,c., &/f.; including Reports of many Practical

Expernnenls in llie Soiitli, and other poriious of the

United State.s. Compiled from various authentic sour-

ces. By D. Rrd-Mond. Associate Editor of the Soyf/iern

CuUivaJor. Augusta. Ga.: Steam Power Press of tjie

Ckronicle tp Sentinel.

This little pamphlet contains but a small portion of the

matter in the hands of the compiler, but amply sufficient to

convince every unprejudiced mind of the incalculable

value of this new plant, which has succeeded admirably

in all parts of the Union. The bare cost of printing is all

the publishers desire, and the pamphlet will, therefore, be

postage free, to all who enclose a stamp to D. Red-

MO.VD, or D. B. Pi.UMB & Co.; Augusta, Ga.; or to R.

Peters, Atlanta, Ga.

MoRG.iX Horses: a Premium Essay on the Origin, His-

tory and Characteristics of tiiis remarkable American
Breed of Hoi'ses, tracing the Pedigree from tlie original

Justin Morgan, through the most noted of his progeny,

down to the present time. With numerous . Portraits.

To which are added Hints for Breeding, Breaking, and
general Use and Management of Horses, with practical

Directions for Tiaining them for Exhibition at Agricul-

tural Fairs. By D. C. Lindsey, ot Middlebury. Vt.

New York : C. M. Saxton & Co., Agricultural Book
Publishers, 140 Fulton street. Piice SL Sent free of

postage.

We have jtist received a copy of the above work, which

throws much light upon the history and characteristics of

this very fine breed of liorses. We willgivesome extracts

with illustration from it hereafter. It is beautifully print-

ed and embellished and worthy of a place in every horse-

man's Library.

_

aliyianac and seed CATALOC-HE.
I

may call, will do themselves and their children good ser-

vice by purchasing such works as the following, which

we select from the list sent us by our inendS; llie publish-

j

ers

;

' Downing’s Landscape Gardening,

j

.Munn’s Practical Land Drainer.

Elliot’s American Fruit-Grower’s Guide in Orchard and
Garden.

[

.Dana’s Jlnck hlanujrl for the use of Farmers.
The Stable Book.

Vs'hite’s Gardening for the South.

Jolinston's Agricultural Chemistry.

Norton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture.

Naslfs Progressive Farmer.

Alien on the Culture of the Grape.

American Bee-Keeper's Manual
Buist's American Flower-Garden Directory.

Euist's Family Kitchen Gardener.

Every Lady Her own Flower G.trdener.

Dadd s American Cattle Doctor.

Browne’s Field Book of Manures.
Randall’s Sheep Husbandry.
Youatt and Martin on Cattle.

Yonatt on the Horse.

Pedder’s Farmer’s Land Measurer.

Stockhardt’s Chemical Field Lectures for Agriculturists.

Thaer’s Agriculture.

Guenon on Alilch Cows.
Atuerican Poultry Yard.

Allien’s Rural Architecture.

Reemelin’s Vine-Dresse.i’s Manual.
Saxton’s Bural Hand Books.

Boussingault’s Rural Economy.
The Skillful Housewife.

Good Cotton.—We have received from J. H. H4LT,

Esq., of Alabama, fine samples of Cotton Bolls raised on

Prairie Land: the capacity of which, for the abundant

production of Cotton, has often been doubted.

Ulorticnltatal Stpartiiitni.

A capital little rural Almanac has been handed us by

D. B. Plume & Co., of this city. They will mail a copy

to any person who will enclose them two postage stamps

(6 cents) and we advise all our readers to send for it.

Fine H.vms.—We are indebted to Cilandler & Co., of

Chattanooga, Tenn
,

for a sample box of very superior

Hams. The Bacon ot tins house has received first premi-

ums wherever shown, and those of our readers who buy

their meat, cannot do better than order from Chandler &
Co.

Nashville Agricultukai, Warehouse.—Our Western

subscribers aie referred to the advertisement of B. S. Wel-

ler, of Nashville, Tenn., who keeps all the newest and

best agricultural implements, &.c., &c.

AGRICULTURAL BOOKS.

Mr. A. Sherman, the Travelling Agent of C. M. SAx roN

& Co., of New York, is )io\v on a tour through tl;e South

lor tbe purpese of disposing of the valuable rural publica-

tions of this ve; y enterprising firm. Every family living

in the country and owning land should possess a complete

Agricultural Library, and our readers upon whom Mr. .S.
|

GRAPE CULTURE IN THE SOUTH*

Editor.s Southern Cui.tivator— I feel much indebted

to filr. Ax-rfor his reply in your October number to some
inquiries I made of him through your columns in Septem-

! ber; and I am plea.sed to find that he desires to discuss

j

the subject courteously, and in that spirit of liberality due

I

to this great cause in which we are both, laboiing. The

I

field is wide enough for both of us and thousands besides;

and all wlio will assist in making any section of the

United Stat-‘,s a wine growing region—and hence a lem-

peroJe one— will be public benefactors.

Jn previous articles on Grape Culture in your journal, I

have said that 1 con.sidered tlie mountainous districts of

Geoi'iria. North Carolina and Soulli Carolina. &c., &c.,

I

more favorable for this cultivation than any other portion

!
of the United States. I think so still, and am confirmed

1 in this belief by the statements of 31r. Axr, and several

other gentleman of Georgia from whom I have recently

received Utters on this subject.

The statement of the product of tb.e Catawba Grape

Vine in the Georgia Vineyards is to me astounding. An
average ot 40 bunches of well matured grapes to the vine,

on vineyards only 3 years old from the cutting! and

double that quantity on 4 and 5 year old vines is such an

enormous crop that I could scarcely believe it possible,

had not respectable gentlemen a'^sured me that it was so

in reality. Heie in the Ohio G alley, we call GOO to 800
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gallons to the acre a very large crop, and 300 gallons a

good average yield, 2,400 vines to the acre, Mr, Axt
plants only 1,000, or one-third less.

Now, if Mr, Axt can succeed in establishing vineyards

to bear such immense crops for a series of years he will be

a greater benefactor to the South, than the inventor of the

Cotton Gin, 1 fear, however—and I hope I ntay be par-

doned for this doubt—that tasking young vines with such

large crops at first may be a permanent injury. Such, at

least, is the experience of vine-growers here. But, on the

other hand, were we sure of such crops— or even half as

great—we could afford to re-plant our vineyards every 6

or 7 years.

It would afford me pleasure to meet Mr. Axt and other

Southern Wine Growers at Augusta on the 5tli Novem-
ber, as proposed, for a test of Wines, but engagemerrs at

home will prevent me. Some of my neighbors, however,

have suggested that a meeting be field at Nashville for

that purpose, at a later period, when river navigation may
permit us to reach that place by water, in whice J most

cordially concur.

I congratulate rny Southern friends on their brilliant

success with the Catawba Grape, and hope to hear often

from them through your columns on this interesting topic.

R. Buchanan.
Cincinnati^ Ohio, Oct 16. 1858.

PLANTING FRUIT TREES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As the season for

planting fruit trees is now at hand, we hope a word or two
from Us on the subject may not be deemed impertinent or

construed into a desire to render ourselves notorious, but

a simple history of our experience in that department of

Pomology.

Our remarks will be addressed more particularly to

small cultivators rather than to orchard culture as gener-

ally understood
;
as many are deterred from engaging in

the cultivation of fruit from the fact, as liiey suppose, of

being obliged lo'watt a great length of titne before enjoy-

ing the fruit of their labor. The peiiod itsuaiiy occupied

by afruit tree bclore it arrives at a producing size, may,
by judicious culture be materially hastened, and this, too,

in many cases svidioutany extra expense or labor. Theie

is scarr ely a pianiei
,
larrner or mechanic,who resides in the

country, but who is the owner of dointstic animals, to a

greater or le-^s extent; these, Irotsi time to time, rile. Now
what do you dr> with their carcasses '? V/hy, haul them
off in some ob.scure, out-uf the- way pftce to becoine food

for buzzards and iiutii^ry dogs, We will now respectfully

suggest that wheit you again have a liorsc, mute, cow,

pig or even a Sliarighai to die, just dig a hole soine two or

three feet deep where you wi:!h to, or siioahi plant a tree

and tliere deceiitiy bury it; if a horse, mule or cow eptar-

ter it, it will do hu- Idod for four trees. After .s niie six

rrionths or a year hivi; ei.-ipseci, jhant a tree on the top of

the grave, Ks vigor and tlinftinc^s will aoiply ivpay you
for ail the n-iniLiic. Tonble, duf i >ayf— we think Ustivitig

oi time and truu die tiias to dispose of a dead aiiinial in-

sienp of h.i'..ihng it off a hslfniile or so into the woods.

Thus, a dead .tninial may be made to yield as nuu-.h

pleasure and ]irolit as when alive Here are all the ele-

ments needed i)y a. growing tree, and that, in as concen-

trated a fdimas ilmi o( the best guano. If we are correct

in our esiiin-ate oftiie wortli of this species of manure, a

dead cow thus di-sposeti of is worth as mtich or more than

when alive, esdriLited at the same pnee per pound with

guano
Our attention was forcibly called to an instance of tlie

predilection trees have tor this species of manure, some
yeur.s smee, by an incident, of the following character

;

We were called upon to suptrintend the digging of a

grave for a friend who had lost a child; in selecting a

spot for the grave, we inadvertantly chose a place be-

tween two old graves which had disappeared on the sur-

face of the ground, where we commenced to have the

grave dug; on going a few feet down we found we were
cutting into a grave on either side, but as we were exca-

vating an intermediate space of unbroken earth about one
footwdde, we concluded to finish that we had commenced
and did so. As the grave yard is located in a grove of

trees, the roots of which, we found, had left their usual

horizontal position near the surface of the ground and had
gone down perpendicularly to the bottoms ofthese two old

graves where they had rioted for unknown years on the

remains, per chance, of some sturdy yeoman or maiden
fair.

^

What an eloquent appeal to plant flowers and trees around
the graves ofdeparted loved ones! Here, in a few months,
through the agency of some lovely flowering shrub,with its

resurrection powers, rmry we see the atoms we once loved

as flesh and blood again exhibited to our senses in the

form of some lovely flower; or what was once some
stalwart youth, now a more sturdy and enduring oak.

Since the day our attention was attracted to this pheno-
menon, if we may use that term, we have made it a rule

to bury all dead animals in our possession upon the site

we intend to grow a tree. Many a Shanghai we have
resting from his crowing lalmrs beneath some promising

fruit tree; and although he can crow no more, we occa-

sionally do a little of it over some Shanghai specimen of

fruit grown on his grave.

Dead cats, dogs, old boots and shoes, bones from the

dinner table and kitchen all make the best manure for the

purpose we have indicated, if deposited fiom day to day
in some hole kept prepared for this .species of offal, besides

we are ridding our premises of what is often a common
nuisance.

1 From these hints, we hope it wilt be perceived that by
imparting a degree of luxuriance to a growing tree it

would not have when planted in the ordinary way, we
will sooner enjoy the fruit thereof.

Yours &c., J. Van Buren.
Clarksville, Ga., 1856.

THE GILLY FLOWER (MATHIOLA.)

Editcirs Southern Cultivator— I have, in some for-

mer numbers of your excellent journal, given descriptions

of such Roses and Evergreens as are suited to the Southern

idmi'if*-.. But roses and evergreens are not sufficient to

give all such charms to our gardens as they ougiu to pos-

sess. \ vvill, therefore, at present, draw the attention of

your fair readers to such annuals, biennials and perenni-

als, as are deserving of a place in even the smallest gar-

dens. [ will, for this time, however, confine myself to

ihe “Gilly Flower,’' and feel coniident that the ladies will

I be higluy pleased with Hiis beautiful iribe, which, though

well known by name, still is so seldom to he met with,

that it almost might be called neio. It is true, plenty of

Gilly Flower and Ten Weeks Stocks seed is offered in tlie

seed stores, tmi in most c.-ises it i.s such trash as not to

deserve planting.

I

Horticuiiurists have particularly turned tlieir attention

; to twos[>ccies, the “Ten Weeks Stock,” {MatkioUi aivivua')

I and the “Stock Gilly Flower” {Malhiola iacana).

\ It is a v/ell known fact, that where persons have de-

I

voted their whole attention to the cultivation of one, or,

i at most, a few tribes, the results have been most satisfac-

I tory. The city of Erfurt, in Germany, is thus equally

I

as famous for its unsurpassed Gilly Flowers as Haarlem,

j

in Holland, Idr Hyacinths and other bulbs.

I

The Gilly Flowers are all raised from seed, but as the

i double varieties do not produce any seed, this most be

taken from the single varieties, and it can never be avoid -

I ed, that some single flowers, will appear in any bed.
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These, however, should always be pulled out. Some per-

sons would perhaps try to raise their own seed, but I can

assure them, that they will raise but very inferior flow'-

ers from such seed. In order to raise good seed, that will

produce superior and double flowers, the plants must

have a very peculiar treatment. Gilly Flower seed should,

therefore, always be obtained from the most reliable

sources.

All Gilly Flowers require very rich and deeply dug soil

well manured, and chicken manure is preferable; frequent

and copious waterings will greatly benefit them.
I

“Ten Weeks Stock,” in its wild condition, produces a
j

rather indifferent flower. By skill, high cultivation, and I

artificial hybridizing, it has not only been made very

double and of much larger size, but such a diversity of!

colors and shades have been obttiined, that more than I

fifty different colors are enumerated. Between many of
j

these colors, however, the difference is but slight.
j

The seed should be planted either late in the fall or
|

early in the spring, very thinly, and if there is any danger
j

of frost when they make their appearance, they will need
j

a slight protection—a few pine tops will answ’er. If the
j

plants come up too thick, they should be transplanted one
|

foot apart. In eight or nine weeks they will begin to

bloom, and if the flowers are constantly cut off for boquets

they will continue flowering nearly all summer, unless the

season should be too dry. The more the flowers are cut

off the better they will bloom. This is also the case with

the “Stock Gilly Flower,” which resembles the former, but

is biennial and a much lai'i^er shrub. It must be sown
early in the spring and transplanted on a bed eighteen

inches apart. In the fall they will bloom a little, but their

main period of flowering is early next spring and sum-

mer.

Thus, by raising these two species in several of their

varieties, they will form an exceedingly fragrant orna-

ment to the amateur’s garden from early in April until

Christmas.

Should the winter be too severe for them, a few pine

tops or other shelter will afford sufficient protection.

Robert Nelson.

Ga., Nov., 16.56.

VTNEYAUDS IN THE SOUTH-REPLY TO MR. AXT.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I must offer a few re-

marks on an article in the last Cultivator, purporting to

be a reply to my doubts and Mr. Buchanan’s, upon the

accuracy of some calculations concerning Mr. Axt’s vine-

yards. Before proceeding any further, I must request

that gentleman not to get out of temper for any comments
made upon statements he gives to the public. I meant
nothing personal, and offer an apology for differing in

opinion with him, although it seems to me I had a right

to be astonished at an assertion, that any man possessing

ten acres of worn out old fields, and sufficient cash to pro-

cure Mr. Ayt’s services, would, in two years and a half,

realize the interest ofacapitsi of nearly a half million of

dollars. Mr. A expected theory of“humbug,” as, indeed,

he had a right to do, and bad prepared for it by commit
tees of gentlemen, etc., which, of course, leaves no doubt

about the enormous yield
;
and I sincerely congratulate

the ov/ners of the three vineyards mentioned in the report,

on their profitable investment. Between the three, I sup
pose they now have ready for sale 9,000 gallons. Will

they apprise me whether it be so or notl for I must ac

knnwkdge a great distrust in paper calculations. 1 once

had a friend, a city gentleman of course, who purchased

a firm, with the iiitemion ofmaking a fortune in twoyears,

by raising g« ese
;

his calculations weie very plausible
;

each goose v;as to lay so many eggs; each egg was to

hatch a gosling, arid eacJi gosling was to be sold at the

end of the year for so much, making a grand total of so
much. But he soon found out that sometimes the geese
would not lay, at others the eggs would not hatch, or the

goslings would die, &c., &c., and he finally gave up in de-

spair, still maintaining to the last that a fbitune could be
made, if the confounded geese would only do as they
should.

By Mr- A.’s calculation, he puts down so many cuttings

per acre; each cutting must, of course, succeed; (with
others, one in ten is considered good;) then each cutting,

in two years, will have forty bunche.s; each bunch must
ripen thoroughly, and weigh so much : no rot or mildew
is to curtail the quantity; birds, insects, &c

,
are to be

excluded; hail storms, higli winds, rainy seasons, are not
to be tolerated

;
in a word, the calculation is reduced to a

simple rule of arithmetic
;
40 bundles equal 6 lbs.; 1,600

times 6 lbs. are 9,000 lbs
,
which, at 9 gallons per 100 lbs,,

will make over 1000 gallons. This is as plain as day to

any one who has never indulged in paper calculations:

and who has not

!

Mr. Axt tells me I have been laboring all this time on
the wrong track, when I fancied I was doing right well;
as well or better than the average of wine growers in the

wide world,— that I have been trimming for wood, while
he wa.s converting wood buds into fruit, and yet the com-
mittees tell us of the wonderfui growths of their vines •

vines 2 years old measuring U inch in diameter, and this,

too, we are to understand, on worn out old fields. This,

I suppose, acts upon Homoepathic principles: a little bit

of nothing at all turned in to the depth of three feet be-

comes a mine of wealth. Mr. A. claims the discovery of
a method to prune vines in such a manner as to make
them bear so enormously. I would, in all humility, ask
what is the object of pruning vines? I have alway.^^

thought it was intended to modeiate the tendency of the

vine to overbear, to regulate it in such a way that it will

produce equally every year, and to diminish the quantity

in order to enhance the quality of the wine. Mr. A.xV
cannot be ignorant of the fact, that in his old country,

where a vineyard is leased out, one of the conditions is,

that the vines will be so pruned as not to overload them
with fruit, as this over-production is well known to be
the destruction of the vines and of the reputation of the

wine. But Mr, A, has perhaps made other discoveries

to obviate this difficulty.
'

As to the challenge thrown out for comparing IVIr. A.’s

wines of 1856 with those of the different wine growers
in November next, I must for one decline. I am com-
pelled to admit, that I have not yet discovered the mode
of rendering “ must ’ six weeks old a fit beverage for the

delicate palates of real connoisseurs. It may be pleasant

to the taste of some, as it always possesses a strong

fruity taste, but all who have ever made wine or read on
the subject, must be aware, that the juice of the grape

undergoes a springy fermentation which makes it wine
or destroys it; and no wine (hat I have ever heard of be-

fore, has been thought fit to test as urine under two or

three years of age, notwithstanding all the repoi’ts of the

committees.

We are not ambitious about here of committee reports;

our wines are liked by those who taste them
;
the demand

for them is already equal to the production, and like (lie

production, is constantly increasing.

I hope the few facts contained in the above discussion

will not be valueless to your readeis engaged in 'he Grape
culture, and this mu.st be my apology for publish ng it.

A. C.

S<nd\ Carolinn, 1^.56.

All SubscripiioLS tu Lire Sv-tJAeru Cidtivedor begin

with the Januar)' number.
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LAYING OUT OECHAEDS.

We have often observed a good deal of inconvenience

and perplexity in measuring off and laying out orchards,

from a want ot accuracy at the commencement. If the

rows are begun crooked, stake after stake may be altered

without being able to form straight lines, and with only

an increase of the confusion. If the first tree, in a row
of fifty, be placed only six inches out of the way, and be

followed as a guide for the rest, the last one will deviate

fifty times six inches, or twenty five feet from a right line,

even if the first error is not repeated. We have seen large

apple orchards with rows nearly as crooked as this. To
say nothing of the deformed appearance to the eye, they

prove exceedingly inconvenient every time the crooked

space between the rows was plowed, and every time the

ground was plarited and cultivated with crops in rows.

b c d e f g h i

if. if if if if if * if if

if *
,

if if if * if if

if if * * *

* if if if * *

if if * if *

a b c d e / g A i

COMMON OR saUARE ARRANGEMENT,

The most simple and convenient arrangement for

chards in all ordinary cases, is in squares, as is shown in

the above diagram. But planters are often puzzled to

knov7 how to lay out such orchards with trees at equal

distances throughout, and in perfectly straight rows. The
easiest and most successful mode is first to measure off

one side along the boundary, with a chain or tape-line (a

chain is best) and drive in a stake perpendicularly at

equal distances, (say two rods or 33 feet,) in a strait line,

and at a proper distance from the fence for the first row of

trees. Then measure offeach end in the same way
;

and

between the tv/o last stakes in these end rows, form anoth-

er line of stakes like the first, which will be parallel and

opposite to it. The more accurately the measuring is

done, the less labor will be required in rectifying small

errors—no stake should stand half an inch out of a straight

line. These rows are represented by the letters a, c, d,

e, f. i>
;
h, i- Then measure off the distance between a and

b, driving in a small stake or peg at each distance of two

rods
;
and then in the same way between b b, c c, &c. If

accurately done, these will all form perfectly straight

rows. The holes may then be dug without the least diffi-

cultp or embarrassment, and the- trees set out. But a

difficulty arises—as the stakes must be removed in dig-

ging the holts
;

this is at once obviated by the plan here

proposed, by placing the tree in a line with the row of

stakes bn one side, and with the newly set trees on the

other, as the holes are successively dug, and the trees set.

These directions may seem quite simple, but for want

ofbeing generally understood, a great many crooked lines

of trees are seen through the country .—Hhistrated Regis-

ter of Rural Affairs.

TRANSPLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS.

The desire soon to have large trees and to see them bear-

ing is very natural. Most persons are, therefore, anxious

to plant large trees. Large trees, however, have always

large roots, which never can be taken out of the ground,

without being considerably injured. The most experi-

enced nurserymen, therefore, in all countries, agree that

thrifty “maiden trees,’' that is, one or two years old. are

by far the best for iransplanting,
|

It is somelmies the ca3e,iiiat a tree, winch has received
all the care that a nurserymen can bestow on it, will not
thrive well when transplanted to a private garden or orch-

ard. But how could it be expected that a tree should
thrive when the roots are crammed down into a hole just

large enough for a gate-post I Let it always be borne in

mind that the soil in which a tree is to produce fruit,hard-
ly ever can be too rich nor too well worked, and that a
good fruit tree will amply repay any care bestowed upon it.

When trees are received from a distance, and have for

some time been out of the ground, it is well to immerse
the bodies and roots in water from 12 to 24 hours, accord-
ing to the size of the tree. When the soil is poor, as is

often the case, some manure well mixed and incorporated
with the soil, should be thrown in the bottom of the hole.

The treeshould be planted about as deep as it stood before,

and in such a way that the roots may be extended out in

every direction. Press the soil but little, but be certain to

give each tree at least one or two buckets of water. This
will settle the earth much better around the fine fibrous

roots than it can be done with the foot. Tie the tree firm-

ly to a straight stake, which must touch the bottom of the

hole. But as it is impossible that the stunted and not yet

re-established roots of a transplanted tree can support as

much top as before transplanting, the top must always be

pruned in proportion as the roots have been shortened,

and as it is a true doctrine, that the roots extend as much
or still more in the ground as the top does above the

surface, every one will see that the top needs consider-

able shortening
;
therefore, never omit to prune very se-

verely, All broken or bruised roots must be cut off, with

an upward slant, from beneath, usinga sharp knife. We
have seen hundreds of trees, transplanted with their entire

top, absolutely dying, until the only remedy—cutting off

the whole top—suddenly gave them life and vigor again;

but in this case it is very important to cover the wound
immediately with some grafting wax, and to protect the

stem against the hot sun, by placing some green shading-

branches around it. Inexperienced people often blame the

trees or tlie nurseryman for what should be attributed to

their own miserable treatment.

Many persons are in the habit of trimming up the stems

like pine trees
;
nothing can be more erroneous in the

South, In a climate like that of the Southern States, d warf

trees and pyramids are unquestionably the most suitable.

Such trees will soon, by a judicious pruning,-form a fine

spreading head, which will, by itself, protect the stem

from the scorching summer sun in the easiest, cheapest,

and by far the best possible manner, and thus prevent the

premature decay and loss of the tree .

— '' Rruitland Narsc-

nff Catalogue.

December
,
January and February are the proper

months for planting trees in the South— the earlier the

better in these months.—Eds.

PEARS ON THE QUINCE.

Allow me to send you a fev." remarks suggested by our

late conversation about the question of Dwarf Pear trees.

I do not intend them for publication, but you are at per-

fect liberty to make such use of these suggestions as you

deem proper, I do not wish to enter into a polemic with

some gentlemen, whom I esteem much in all other re-

spjects, but whose opinion I can neither admit nor pass

unheeded. This is the land of free discussion, at least in

our pursuits, and I hope nobody will take offence at my
taking up the cause of the useful and muchabused quince.

A gentleman among others, after stating some experi-

ments m which some of his quince trees succeeded very

well, others not accounts for the opposite and contradictory

result by considering the Cydonia or quince tree unfit for

our climate, being a native of Japan. Ifthat is true, why
did more than oiae-half of his dwarf trees, though, as he
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states himself, badly managed and neglected in former

years, bring him such handsome profits as nearly a thou-

sand dollars a year 1 With his permission, this resembles

much abusing your cow for the milk she gives.

Before writing his article, I wish that learned gentleman

had taken the trouble to ascertain, 1st. Wheilier all his

quince-grafted trees were on tlie same stock, the Angers

or Orleans, the only ones now in use in our nurseries

;

2nd. Whether all were planted according to the rule pre-

vailing in Europe, so as to have the bud from two to four

inches below tlie level surface of the soil
;
3rd. Whether

j

all were pruned in the same way, and planted with the

same care.

To the first question he gives the reply, by stating that

the two diiTerent lots were obtained from two difterent
j

nurseries. Can we not surmise that the unsuccessful

}

trees were on the iwit- indigenous quince, and the thriving
j

trees on ibe improved or Angers 1

But to the main point. If the Cydonia or quince is un-

fitted for our climate,because allthe way from Japan, v;hy
|

do quinces, as trees, succeed so perfectly well that I could

name persons all around here, and no doubt, Mr. Editor,

you could do the same in your vicinity, who yearly reap

handsome profits from their Japanese friends '? I know a
j

gentleman in Connecticut who has five quince trees in a
|

small garden, and who clears almost every year, besides
j

the supply of his family, from $12 to $18. What native

would pay better I

Certainly indigenous trees are more hardy in general,

although we see the button-ball dying out, and actually the

hickories on our mountains showing signs of decay. But

imported or naturalized trees are not less hardy. The
cherry, tlie peach, the apricot, have been iviported by

Lucullus, from Persia, on the sfaff(1) of his banners. The

lilac, the Paulonia, the ailanthus, the Norway spruce, and

some hundreds of exotic trees or shrubs, are now the or-

nam.ents of our gardens, squares and cemeteries. The

pear tree itself is not a native of this continent, and has

been imported, as the quince, from climates where mois-

ture prevails, and atmospheric conditions are different. I

have no leisure to consult Michaux or others, but I doubt

if the most useful tree in the world, the apple tree is not an

exotic in our middle and Sothern States. We have the

crab in northern latitudes, a good grafting stock, but per-

haps diiTerent from the European standard. Take away
what is iviported from climates and countries widely dif-

ferent from our climate and soil, and you rob us of many
of those fine trees and shrubs' which adorn our private and

public grounds.

The argument brought against that poor abused quince

so useful and paying so handsomely, would have been

taken back, 1 believe, by its author, if he had considered

not only the fitness of foreign plants to adapt themselves

to our climatic conditions, but the hardiness of the quince

tree itself. In those very moist climates as Belgium and

northern France, they were all frozen in 1838; 10 or 15°

below zero, v/hich rarely occurs there, kills every quince

in Belgium. That same low temperature seems to have

no influence here, for after the last terrible winter, quinces

look well and bear profusely. Indeed, few foreign trees

are doing better in New Jersey, and said gentleman can

see from his grounds lots of over half secular quince trees

yielding every year handsome profits. So much for the

arcclimation of the poor Cydonia.

I

i

I

I

Let tile quince stock be abused, we shall do as the phi-

losopher of Greece
;
v/hen Pythagoras denied motion Zeno

went ivalking. Let the quince be slandered, it will re-

main one of our best friends. Your profits in fruit raising

are mostly derived from quince stock. The best fruits of
your splendid exhibitions are Irom the quince stock. Mr.
M. P. Wilders best trees and best fruits are on the quince

slock-, so are Messrs. Ch. Downing’s, Ellwanger & Barry’s,

Dr. Grant’s, Mr. Reid's and my own.
Let gentlemen botanists have their own way in statin''

contradictory experiments, based upon improper or bad
management, di awing from these unsatisfactory conclu-
sions. “On vve shall go and, by a judicious selection of
varieties and proper cultivation ( for it is folly to expect
luscious fruits from neglected trees) we shall fill our
shelves and walk among our well shaped, healthy pyra-
mids with a blessing for the unknown genius who first tried

the Quince as a stock for the Pear, and made, really, in

the pear cultivation, the same revolution as steam has
done for travelling.

Thus fill- a very capable and experienced correspond-
ent, to which Mr. Hovey adds

:

A more satisfiictory answer to the tirade of nonsense
which is going the rounds of the papers in reference to

the cultivation of “dwarf pears,” viz.; the pear upon the
quince, could not well be given. It is to the point, and
coming as it does from one who'is amply able, after many
years of observation in France and Belgium, where the
pear has so long been cultivated, as well as in our own
country, to give an opinion, will have the influence to

which its sound common sense duly entities it.

It is one of the most serious drawbacks to all progress
in horticultural art, especially in our country, that so
much empiricism is mixed up with a thorough scientific

knowledge of cultivation
;
that those who do not know

the first principles of a science should attempt to teach
those who have made it a life-long study. It is from this fact

that such contradictory statements are constantly made,
which mystify the new beginner, lead him astray, and
force him to rely on his own experience, often dearly
bought, and always with great loss of time. With so
much apparent information before him, and without the
necessary knowledge to enable him to decide where the

truth lies, he adopts first one course of culture and then
another, until at last, if his zeal holds out, he finds, at his

cost, that he has been Ibllowing the visionary notions of
some fancy theorist, rather than the true principles of hor-
ticultural science.

This attempt to write down the quince stock is a sample
of a thousand similar attempts in the literature of garden-
ing to assail some of the soundest principles of physiolo-
gical science, and practical art

;
and it will end, as all

similar attempts have, in more thoroughly convincino-

those who resort to the proper sources of information how
egregiously they have been deceived in following the no-
tions of those who write well enough, or criticize wonder-
fully wise, but whose practice is as barren as some of the

ideas which they attempt to advance.

It is not really, at this late day, worth while to waste
time and paper to attempt to controvert such statements
as our correspondent briefly review.? in his excellent ar-

ticle; at least we have not thought so. Tliose who can
be induced to believe them must know but very little of
the experience of the past, or be sadly deficient in that

knowledge which every one must possess to become a suc-
cessful cultivator.

We are ready to admit that the quince has been brought
into unjust repute by the practice of some inexperienced
nurserymen, who reco.mmend many varieties which vnll

not succeed upon that stock
;
but this is the exception to

the rule, and is acknowledged by all wdio fully appreciate
its usefulness.

In conclusion we need only refer to an article in a pre-
vious volume (XVII., p. 365,) upon the culiivation of the
Pear upon the Quince stock, in which our views are fully

expressed and satisfactory evidence adduced to show its

very great value in the culture of this delicious fruit. Sub-
.sequent experience has more fully confirmed the opinions
recorded in the volume referred to.—Mouazine of Horti-
culture for Novernher^ 185C.
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A TABLE

.SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREES, PLANTS, HILLS

OF Corn, izc., on an acre OF GROUND.

Feet. Feet. No. of plants. Feet. Feet. No. of plants.

66 by 66 .... 10 7 by 6 . 1210

60 “ 60 12 6 “
54 . 13201

50 “ 50 17 54
“

54 . 1117

40 “ 40 .... 27 5
“

5 , 1742

30 “30 .... 48 5
“ 4 . 2178

27 “ 27 59
;

5
“ 3 2904

25 “ 25 .... 69 5
“ 2 . 4.356

24 “ 21 . 75 5
“ 1 . 8712

20 “ 20 . 108 44 “ 44. 2151

19 “ 19 , 120 4 “ 4 . 2722

18 “ 18 , 134 4 “ 3 , 3630

17 “ 17 . . . 150 4 “ 0 5145

16 “ 16 170
i

^
4 “ 1 10890

15 “ 15 , 192 34 “ 3555

14 “ 14 , 222 3“ “ 3 4840

13 “ 13 257 3 “ 2 7260

12 “ 12 302 3 “ 1 14520

11 “ 11 360 01 “ 24 6969

10 “ 10 435 2 “ 2 10890

9 “ 9 537 2 “ 1 21780

8 “ 8 680 1
“ 1 13560

7 “ 7 , 888

PURE AND VALUABLE SEEDS!

Having experienced the gi'eat difficulty in obtaining reliable
FLOWER SEED, suitable to the South, I have raised a

small quaniity, which I have placed in the hands of D. B. Plumb &
Co., Druggists in this city for retailing. I would particularly draw-
the attention of the ladies to the splendid collection of Stock Gilly
Flowers, Ten Weeks Stock. Double AVall Flovrers, and German
Asters. [Dec56—tf] ROBERT NELSON.

Multiply the distances into each other, and divide it by

the square feet in an acre, or 43,560, and the quotient is

the number of plants.

SiiDtttiBEiiitnts.

BLACK ESSEX HOGS.

For sale, a few pau-s, three to tour months r'u., -.c 5i)*2C per
pair. ForLotHogs, I consider this breed super lor to anj^ other

—they cannot be made to ta,ke the mange, and are free from
•’l l 'neons eruptions and disease of the lungs, to which hogs are so
.tab.o w hen confined in dry pens in a Southern climate. Address

Nov55—tf R. PETERy, Atlanta, Ga.

THE CHINESE PEA

!

The mor-t PROLIFIC PEA known
;
well adapted to noor land-s,

and yielding more to the amount planted and the acre than
any other, by an hundred per cent. One pea planted yielding a
half gallon, if allowed proper distance to spread. The peas grow

-

ing in bunches, save great labor in gathering. The vines are eaten
greedily by stock, and the pea is unsurpassed for the table in deli-
cacy and richness of flavor.

Any one wishing them can have a package containing half a
pint (from 6 to 7 ounces) sent per mail, postage<paid, by remitting
US$1 30— ($1 in current funds and 30 cents in postage stamps.)
Any one not perfectly satisfied with the Pea wull have his mone
returned. Address D. B. PLUMB & CO., Augusta, Ga.

For distant Agencies, address
Nov56—5t D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

STEPHEN’S BOOK oFtoE FARIVL

A WORK of the highest value to the Farmer, Stock Raiser and
Planter. No Book ever written contains such elaborate di-

rections for all the operations of the Agriculturist
;
for Draining and

reclaiming Lands
;
for Saving and Applying Manures of every

kind
;

for the Construction of Farm Buildings
;
with valuable

Treatises on Insects and Diseases of Animals.
A LIBRARY IN ITSELF!

In two large octavo volumes. Price, #4. Sent free of postage on
receipt of price. C. M. SAXTON & CO.,

Agricultural Book Publishers, 140 Fulton-st., New York.
Dec.5t)—It

R. B. NORVELL.

" FRUIPLAND NURSERY,” AUGUSTA, GA.

FRUITS AMD FLOWERS FOR THE SOUTH !

T

Auction and commission merchant, and deal-
er in MACHINERY AND AGEJCULTURAL IMPLE-

MENTS, Huntsville, Ala.
Dec56 2U

HE Subscriber has just is.sued a NEW CATALOGUE OP
FRUITS FOR THE SOUTH, in which all the BEST and

most desirable N ATIVE and FOREIGN varieties (suitable to our
climate) are fully described; with special directions for the trans-

planting and management of Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c. Also, a
.selected list and description of the rarest and most beautiful

ROSES, EVERGREENS, etc
,
etc

;
forming a familiar treatise for

amateurs and those^who desfre to add to the comfort and adornment
of their homes.

This C.ataiogue will be sent to all applicants per mail, free of
POST.-VOE. by addressing D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

DeeSfi

EVERGKEENb AND ORNAMENTAL TREES FOR
THE SOUTH.

A FEW rare and beautiful EVERGREEN Trees and Shrubs of

the proper size for transplanting may now be obtained from
the subscriber. The collection embraces the Deod?,r Cedar, Cryp-
tomeria Japonic:), Oriental Cypi’ess, Norway Spruce, Silver Fir,

White Pine, Bal am Fir, Silvm- Cedar, Msh, English and Pyrami-
dal Yew, Sv.'.-di.sj! Juniper, American and Chinese Arbor Vitse,

;

Cedar of Letmon, ilagnolia Gi’andiflora, “Mock Orange,” Pittos-

porum, &c.; Ac; in short, all the most desirable Evergreen Trees
and Shrubs th=-i, flourish in this latitude. DECIDUOUS SHRUBS
and TREES, of many varieties can also be supplied in quantity.

(See De.^criptive Catalogue sent per mail.) Address:
DeeSfi— tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

I
AM willing to dispose of a few very fine yearling SOUTH
DOWN EWES, in Lamb; also, four fine yearling BUCKS,

not related to the Ewes.
Persons wishing to make trial of this celebrated variety of North-

em Sheep, would do well to avail themselves of this opportunity
to obtain a small flock of undoubted purity.

I will sell a Buck and three Ewes for one hundred dollars, if ap-

plied for prior to the Ist of January next
‘DecoS—tf RICH’D. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga,

CHERRIES -AMERICAN VABiETIES.
'TXT'E can furnish a limited number of neai-ly all the new Ameri-
f T can varieties of CHERRIES, worked Pe Maha'eb stock

and especially suited to the Soufh. Also, all the oid approved
kinds. Price, 50 cents each or $49 per hundred. Address ;

Dec56—tf ' D, REDMOND, Augusta, Ga,

POMARIA NURSERY.
rPHE Proprietor having for many years given care to selecting
_L all the Choice Fruits offers for sale TREES, grown and adapt-
ed to our climate. His collection also includes, Rare Evergreens,
Ornamental Shrubs and Roses in great variety.
APPLES—Standard and Dwarf of all the best kinds including

many choice Southern Seedling varieties ripening from May to
November.
PEARS—Standard and Dwarf—best varieties.

PEACHES—best Northern varieties to which are added choice
Southern kinds ripening from June to November.
CHERRIES—Standard and Dwarf. Plums, Apricots, Nectar-

ines, Quinces, Figs. Grape Vines, English Walnuts, hpanish Mar-
1‘on, Chestnuts, Strav,-berry Plants of tlie best kinds, Asparagus
and Horse Raddi.‘'h roots, &c.
1^^ Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants. Early orders

solicited. WM. SUMMER,
Oct56—3t Pomaria, S. C.

W"
FRESH GARDEN SEEDS.

are now receiving our supply of choiceGARDEN SEEDS,
which we warrant to hegeni inc and of the CROP OF 1856.

Those who purchase our seed may rely upon getting a fi-e&h ar-

ticle, O.S we keep ?io old see I on ha.nd.

^^^Merchants supplied at a liberal discount,

D. B. PLUMB & Co.,
Nov56—4t Broad street, Angiiata, Ga.

SELKC T APTLES—SOUlHERN SEEDLING.

A CHOICE collection of Summer, Autumn and Winter
APPLES

—

mostly Southern Seedling?, and all perfectly
adapted to this climate, for fale by the subscrib^'r at 25 rents each,
or $20 per hundred. Addi-ess: D. REDMOND,

Augusta,. 6a.
g^“Descriptive Catalogues sent, per mail, /reee/ postage,

Dec56 - tf

PEACHES ! -,<=:OUTHE RN SERDL'NGs
'I ’HE very finest collection of PEACH TREES ever offei-ed fn

1. the South, may nov/ be obtained from -‘FruitLand.” In addifkm
to all the well known and approved varieties rf Fnrcpi- and the
North we.ha,ve many ne-w ard ex/c difgJyvali/rbh Southern Seed-
lings found in no other col'ectVn, and furnishing a succesa'onaJ

crop of fruit from the first of June until November. Price. 15 c's.

o-mh, or $^20 per hunffied. De,3eript.ive (’.stv'ogues sentgrotps p^r
mail Addrees; REDMOND, Augasta, Gm.

D&C56—6f
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HOW TO USE MANURES.

Almost every Farmer loses each year by wasting or misap-

plying his 3Iannrcs tenfold more than will buy the follow ing

Books, which will give practical directions for saving and applying
Artificial and Bam Yard Manures :

Browne’s Field Book of Manures Sl.2.5

Dana's Muck Manual 1.00

Johnston’s Agricultiiral Chemistry 1.'20

Sent free of postage on receipt of jirice.

C. M. SAXTON &. CO.,
Agricultural Book Publishers, 140 Fulton-st

,
New York.

Decofi—] t

THOROUGH BRED NORTH DEVON AND AYR-
SHIRE BULLS.

I
OFFER for sale a few choice young BULLS, bred from supe-

rior Stock, with full pedigrees.
' For particulars, address me at

No. 23 Fulton street, New York Citj' A. M. TRED'WELL,
Importer, Breeder and Dealer in North Devon and Ayrshire Cattle.

Residence Madison, Morris county. New York.
Decofi—3mo

SPEED THE PLOW.”

I
T is admitted by the best judges that AVARLICKS’ IMPROA^-
ED PLOAA’ i.s the best iinplement of the kind now m use. It

is a Southern invention, and is pecularly adapted to agricultural

purposes in the .South. The best farmers of Alabama, Georgia
and South Carolma, say it is the very thing they need. Its ex-

cellencies consist mainly in the followmg particulars :

1. It is the cheapest and most ecomical plow that can be used
2. It is acknowledged to be the plow for subsoiling clay lands.

3. It is of lighter draft, and more easily managed by' the hand
than any other plow.

4. All the plows used in tlio South may be attached to the stock,
and it is ecpa^ly useful both for breaking up land and cultivating a
crop.

5. It is not liable to choke in grassy or rough lands.
Premiums were awarded to this Plow at Agricultttral Fau-s in

fom- Southern States in 185-3. Certificates of the most flattering
kind could be appended if necessary. The best way, however, to

test the truth of the above statements, is to try the plow.
Those wishing to purchase plows or to obtain plows on trial, or

to obtain any information concerning it, will please address the
subscriber, at Atlanta, Ga. For plowing in wheat in grassy lands
this plow is far superior to all others. H. AVILLIAMS.

Atlanta, Ga., July 3, 1856- August56—fit

GRADE CASHMERE GOATS.

For SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each. Address
rNov55—tf] R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

SHEEP FOR SALE.

ONE very five h?df French and half Spanish MERINO BUCK,
one year old. Also, two superior pure breed yearling SOUTH

DOAVN BUCKS, of the AVebb stock. i

Juneod—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
j

COTTON SPED.
i

1
/A/A^ BUSHELS—Olive—vcr3' pure. IMcc fifty cents a

e vJ UfVI bushel at nij- gin, orforwarded to cash orders at fifty

cnnts per sack extra. Also, 1,000 bushels “’Crowder,” equalh' pure
and very productive, an early opener, growing and ni-aking till late.

The young bolls do not drv* up on the stalk, nor does it shed as other
varieties do. Address " DR. A. AA’’. AA'ASHBURN,
NovSfi— fit Yaz&o City, Mississippi.

BOYD’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON SEED
Onn BUSHELS of BOA'D’S EXTRA PROLIFIC COTTON
..— vJU" SEED for sale in sacks from 1 to 5 hushfls in a sack.
Price .$1 per bushel JOHN M. TURXER.

NovSfi—4t Augusta G a.

TO ORCHARD!.STS AND FARMERS.
OUilQ REACH TREES of well tried and popular varie-

wUeriULr lies Al.«o a fine stock of two year OSAGE
ORANGk Plants, cut back last spring.
Catalogues furnished on application. A. HANCE & SON,

Itumsorn Nurseries,
NovSfi—2t Near Red Bank, Monmouth Co., N. J. ,

CARMICHAEL & BE.AN.
I1 ',EAW"°-S IN HARDAA'ARE. CUTLERY, and AGRICUL-

j

J / TURAL lAIPELMENTS, A> nsta, Ga.
AVe are, also, Agents for the fo wing aidicles:—SALAMAN

DER S.AFKS, made by St 'ams A farvin, New A'crk ; LITTLE !

GIANT CORN AND COB MILl..’ • Indian Rubber BELTING, ;

PACKING and HOSE, made bv B )«tou Belting Company; AT
j

KINS' .SELF RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made!
by Hoe G Co., and AVelch A GriflF.th’s HORSE POAVERS

;
FAN

j

MILLS, 1 HRESHERS and SMUT MACHINES,
j

CARMICHAEL <fc BEAN,
Apn'l.Afi —Cly An.vusta. <4 a.

DOWNING HILL NDRSE'^Y
^PHE undersigned having purchased from AV. II. Thurmond A
JL Co., the above-named old established Nursery, offer a coK-‘r,-

tion of rhoice Southern gropn FRUIT TREES, A'INES and
EIVFRGREENS.

Catalogue will be forwarded free rf poef’cetn aV appli
cants. PETERS, HARDEN & Co ,

Oothfi—3t Atlanta, Ga,

STOCK FARM FOR SALE.

I
AA'ISH to sell nu- STOCK FARjSI, situated immediatel^v at the
Depot on the iiemphis & Ohio Railroad, and also on the Mem-

phis and Sommerville Plank Road, 11 miles east of Memphis, con-
taining filO acres

;
300 acres in ctfltivation, the remainder finely

timbered, all under a new and substantial fence. A good ttvo-

stoiy framed Dwelling, framed Negro Houses, and Stables for 20
horses and 100 head of cattle. I am now selling from ra_v daily
$5 worth of milk per daj'. There are 15 acres Avell set in Fruit
Trees of choice qualitv'.

1 will sell the fann to'gether with the Crop, Stock and a few likely

3’oting Negroes, and give possession immcdiatel.v, or I will sell the
Farm and Dwellings next winter. Here is the'best chance for a
party familiar with Stock Rai.smg and can devote his time and at-

tioii Yo the business, to be found in AVest Tennessee.
The place can be divided into 9 lots, with a beautiful building .site

on each, with wood, water and cleared land on each. All near ami
with a good road to the Depot.

If not sold privatelj' before the 1st da,v of July it will, on that da\',

be divided and sold in lots to suit purchasers, together with niv-

Stock, consistmg of 75 head of COAYS, mostly in calf b\' inj- Bnili-

min Bull; 20 MARES, in foal b,y ‘•Nebraska ;” a fine stock of blood
HOGS and SHEEP, together with m.y Brahmin BULL, Alomphi's,

and the thorough bred 3-ouug STALLION, Nebraska, sired bj' im-
ported Sovereign, dam Glencoe, 4 j-ears old.

Persons wishing to examine the premises or get further informa-
tion will call on mj-self or G. B. Lock, at Memphis, or it will be
shown b}' ny Overseer on the place.

The Traill, on the Memphis &. Ohio Road leaves Alcmiihis at

o’clock, A. M., and returns at It o’clock, I*. AI.

JAMES R. FERGUSON.
June56

—

tf Alcmphis. Tenu.

THE FAST TROTTING .STALLION,

S
T. LAAA’RENCEhasjust ai’rived[ ( i .-.learner Southerner and
isatC. A. RED’S Plantation, four miles from Augusta, on the

Savannah Road, and will be le^ ro Alares at the rate of $25 the sea-

son until the Mare proves v. i;Ii foal or parted with.

)St. Lawrence is a beautiful .ttay, with black legs, mane and tail
;

16 hands 1 mch high
; 7 j’ears old, with good bone and well propor-

tioned
;
weighs 1300 pounds. AA’'e believe him to be fastest trotting

Stallion on the American continent, and, willing to back ourjudg-
ment, will match him against anj- stallion for $1000 a side to go to

wagons, over LaFaj'ette Course.
His sire was the renowned trotting horse, St. Lawrence, who

was the best trotting horse of his day, having, on two occasion.s,

beaten the celebrated Jack Rossiter, and others. His dam was the
last trotting Mare, Dutch AIoll

—

she bv- Alorgan.
The proprietors having formrd a Stock Company, for the pur-

pose of improving our Southern Stock, and one of them having
travelled through the Northern and Ea.stern States and portions of
the British Provinces, instructed tobiyv the finest and largest Trot-
ting StaUion that eoitld be procured, nnlhnited in price ; and as wc
have been at a very heavy ontla.v in procuring this fine Stock
Horse, we hope the Planter,s will look to their interest, and oestow
that patronage which our undertaking merits.

By way of encouraging Planters to take care of their Colts, we
offer the following premiums : For the best Colt, six months old, a
Pitcher valued at $50; second best, a Cup valued at -$10.

Good pastimes gratis, for all Alares from a (libtance, aud gra'm fed,

if de.sircd, ou moderate u rm.s.

A. AAHLSON. )

J. D. AlATHEWS.
T. HECKLE.

I

C. A. RED. J

Ih-opi-iotors.

Augusta, Aug. 25. 185fi. OctSfi—4t

[^^Thc CoustitationaliNt, Edgefield Advei'tiser, Savannah Re-
publican, and South Caroliua Agriculturist will please give four
nsertions in wecklv' and forw.ard bills to .1. D. Alathews & Co.

FRUIT TREES.
^|'''HE .stock of Southern grown FRUIT TREES now in cnitiva-

J. tion at the “ Swase.y Nurseries '’
i.s verv' extensive and com-

plete, embracing everything that the wants' of tlie Southern Fruit-
Grower ma^- demaml.
The following articles can he supplied in large quantities, .and at

verv' low prices for the iinality of trees

:

APPLES—in 500 vanetie.s, 1 to 4 years old.

PEARS—both Standard and Dwarfs—in 400 varieties, 1 to ‘2yi”s.

old.

PEACHES—in 100 varieties. 1 to 3 j-cars old.

ALo, Nectarines, Apricot.s, Plums, CheiTies, Almonds, Figs,
Quinces, Grape A'iue.s, Raspberry and Strawberj- Plants, &,c., &c.
Our J'ruit 'frees are grafted with scions from our large specimen

orchard, now in bearing, and rnav^ hi relied ou as tnie to na-me, and
of those varieties that m e best adapted to the South.

• ^.^' Priced Catalogue sent to all applic.ont.s
;
and all orders, .ac-

companied bv cash or good reference, prompt) v attended to.

Address : C. B. SWASEY, &. Co,—3t Yazoo City, Miss.

GLOAMING NURSERY.
'l''IIE Subscriber again offers his stock of Southern grafteil and
1 grown FRUIT TREES ’ thej>ub'ical prices below those cf
Nortliern nur.serymcn. His stock is large and well grown and con-
sists of Southern Seedling Apples, many of which can be procured
of no other Nurseryman, Pearson Standard and Quince, Cherrie.s
on jfilabaleb Stocks, together with Peaches, Nectarines, &c.
Sj^^Catalogces sent gratis on application

/ 'VANBUREN.
Cjiarfe,svfll<j, Qa., Sept 1st, 18.%. Dcc-^fi—It
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SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILL.

(PATENTED MAY 16, 1?54.)

Bfanufactured of the best materials, by SCOTT, MOCK-
BEE & Co., tinder the immediate supervision

of the Patentee,

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, GENERAL AGENTS, AU-
GUSTA, GEORGIA.

ATTENTION OF PLANTERlS and Stock Feeders
JL. is respectfully called to this Mill, as combining in a remarka-
ble degree, portability and power, simplicity of construction and
arrangement, durability, and lightness of draught.

In setting these Mills, no mechanical work is required, it being
only necessary to fasten them down to a tioor or pldtform, and for

this purpose the requisite screws and a printed card of directions

will accompany each Jlill.

It has been proved by actual experiment, that Stock fed on
Com and Cob Meal are capable of doing more work, and are less

liable to injury from being over-he.ated, over-feeding and drinking,

and will always keep in better condition than when fed on Corn
alone; and in addition to this, it is conceded by all who have made
the trial, that a ^ai'hig of at least onc-fourth is made by feeding

Cora and Cob Meal.

Caution.—The Little Giant has ahvaysta,kenthe first premium
wherever exhibited, and we confidently assert that in all respects

it is unequalled. It is the product of genius, experience and perse-

veraaiee, and such has been its success, and such the celebrity

which it has gained during the two years of its existence, that

several imitations and countei’feits have recently made their ap-

pearance, with the vain hope that by assuming high-sounding
names and stealing some of the Little Giant's thunder, they may be
able to follow in its footsteps and share its fame. These Mills are

guaranteed against defects or breakage, when used according to
(

the directions, and as evidence of their durability, a No. 2 Mill
|

which ha.' ground nine thousand bushels, and a No. 3 Mill which
hes ground fifteen thousand bushels, are still doing good service.

The smallest size, No. 1, will grind five bushels per hour with a
small horse, and is offered at the low price of $3.5, all complete
and ready for attaching the horse. No. 2 will grind from eight to

ten bushels per hour v/ith one horse, and is sold for $50. No. 3 re-

4]uire«i- two horses, will grind fifteen bushels per hour, and sells

for .§60.

We append a few of the many certificates which we have re-

ceived, and we have in our po.5sessioii official written and printed
testimonial-^ which will gladly exhibit to persons wanting Mills,

showing and proving the superiority of the Little Giant over all

others ;

TESTIMONIALS,
Augusta, Ga., April 3<1, 1S.55.

I have been running one of SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN
AND COB MILLS. No. 4, for the last five weeks, and it per-

forms to my entire satisfaction. It was warranted to grind twenty
fonshels per hour, but I have ground oyer thirtyffive bushels in an
hour and a half, or equal to twenty-tliree and a half bushels per
hour. In feeding thirty horse.s, I save at least one hundred bush-
els of Corn per month, it now requiring only two hundred bushels

i

ofCom with the Cob, where i formerly- fed three hundred. I con- !

sider it decidedly the best kind of Cru-sher ever got up, and if I i

could not replace mine, I ivould not sell it for five hundred dollars. I

I. B. MATHEWS,
Proprietor of the Augvsta Omnibuses.

Augusta, G Oct. 1, 18,56.

Messrs. Carmichael A Bean

—

Gent After having used the

LITTLE GIANT constantly for nineteen months, I cheerfnlly

confirm every statement made in my certificate of the 3d of

April, 1855. I. D. MATTHEWS.
j

Beech Island, S. C. Oct. 1, 1856. ,

Messrs. Carmichael (fc Bean, Augusta, Ga.

—

Gent:—I have I

had a No. 3 LITTLE GIANT in constant use for the last nine-!

teen months, and have fed my stock entirely on Corn and Cob i

Meal. I have never worked my horses and mules harder than•du-
ring the past .summer, and they have never before, at this season
of the year, been in as good condition as they are now. Two
horses will grind fifteen bushels per hour easily, and 1 feel confi-

dent that I save fully 30 per cent, by using the Mill. I am ac-

quainted with several kinds of Crushers, but consider the LITTLE
GIANT far superior to any I have ever seen.

Yours respectfully, THOMAS S. MILLER.

Messrs. Carmichael &, Bean— —We are using the
LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB MILLS, which we
bought from you, and hereby recommend them to Planters and
iStock Feeders as the most simple and durable, the most easily pro-

pelled and best Crushers we have ever seen, and by the use of
which we believe a saving of one-third is made :

NATHAN CRAWFORD, Columbia County, Ga.
(Dr. Crawford has two Mills in use.)

A. J. RAMBO. Edgefield District, S. C.
(Mr. Ramho has three Mills at different places.)

J. PRINTUP, Warren County, Ga.
JOHN B. WHITEHEAD, Burke Count3^ Ga.
T. J. SMITH, Hancock County, Ga,
DAVID C. BARROW, Oglethorpe County, Ga.

(Mr. Barrow has two mills.)

GEORGE SCHLEY, Augusta. Ga.
WM. J. EVE, Richmond County, Ga.
GOODE BRYAN, Richmond County, Ga.
WM. J. MIMS, Richmond County, Ga.
V. A. HATCHER, Jefferson County, Ga.
JOHN G. MERCK. Hall County, Ga.
JAMES M. HARRIS, Hancock County, Ga.
A. H. COLLINS, Columbia County, Ga.
HENRY J. SCHLEY, Burke County, Ga.

(Mr. Schley is using two Mills.)

PORTER FLEMING, Augusta, Ga.
JAMES TORRYE, Lexington, Miss. nov56—3t

CORN AND COB MILLS.

LEAVITT'S “YOUNG AMERICA,” and
MAYNORD’S ‘-CHAMPION. ' ’

The Manufacturers of the “Young America” claim for this Mill

:

1st. That it will crush Corn and Cob
;
also, grind fine Meal.

2nd. That the entire grinding surface can ea.sil3
- be replaced at a

smaJl cost.

3rd. That it ha.s an extra set of fine and coarse plates.

4th. That it deposits meal in a box or bag.
5th. That it has taken the preiniuni over both the “Little Giant”

and “Star Mills.” at the Ohio .State Pair for 185-5.

6th. They submit the following table, showing the time occupied
and number of revolutions made by each of the Mills on exhibition
at the Pair of the Maryland A.cricultural Society for 1855, in grind-
ing lialf of a bushel of Corn and Cob

:

Time. Revolutions.
Young America” 24 Minutes. 10.

Little Giant" 44 15.

Maynor'.s Champion.. . 20.

•Colburn's Mill” 7-i_
32.

The Manufacturer.s of “Maynoris Champion” claim that it is tlie

simplest in construction, strong and durable, its griudiDg parts last-

ing, (not being made on the coffee mill principle) and that for long
and steady work it is the best Corn and Cob Crusher in use.

Nov56—tf H. & J. MOORE & CO.

B. S. V/ELLER,
Seed and Agricultnrai Store, Ho, 57 Market

street, Nashville, Tenn.

Having established a general Agricultural Depot at the
above place, I desire all my old and true friends, and the

public at large, to call and see me. anj examine mv stock in trade.

THRESHERS, MOWERS, REAPERS, Banihill’s unrivalled

CORN AND COTTON DRILL, &c., &c. GARDEN SEEDS,
from the celebrated establishments of Landreth & Son, Phila., and
Robe 1 1 St. Clair, B.altimore. Also, Clover. Timothjq Blue Grass,

Canarj-, Hemp and Rape SEED, BUCKWHEAT and BARLEY,
constantly on hand and for .sale.

All kinds of Copper, Tin, Brass and Sheet Iron Vv^ARE still

manufactured, and STOVES, GRATES, &c., for sale. Agricul-

tural Implements not on hand, ordered and sold at the manufactur-
er’s price and transportation. Also, TINNERS’ MACHINES and
HAND TOOLS from Peck, Smith Sc Co.’s Manufactory, South-
ington, Conn. Also, all kinds of HORTICULTURAL 'IMPLE-
MENTS, and a fine stock of FANCY POULTRY, alwaj-s on hand.

Nov.56—3t

A FARM WANTED.

I
WISH to purchase a FARM in Southern Georgia of from 1000

to 5000 acres of laud, near the Florida line and lying in the

Southeni part of Charlton county preferred. Person- having land

in that neighborhood to dispose of will please address me at No.
162 I street, Washington, D. C., giving a description of the land and
the very least money and best terms that will buy it.

MILTON OARRETT.
Slj'ERLNCL—U r. U. Lee, Athens, Ga. Nov56—tf
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PEABODY’S PROLIFIC CORxY.
ri 'HE Subscriber is now pi-epai-ed to furnish SEED of this invaluable variety of grain. I will put it up in sacks of one br.shel. h.alt

JL bushel, peck, and quart, and furnish it at the following rates ; For sacks of one bushel SI 0, half bushel $5. peck S3, or quart 50
cents. This Corn groups like the Wyandot, but is altogether superior for Southern culture, both as a stock corn and tor bread, wcigliing
near as much again as the Wyandot, each seed producing from two to seven tillers, each tiller ]iroducing ears like the niain’stalk. one
grain often producmg twenty ears of corn. The ears are fall and large, with a heavy tirin grain, weighing, when shelled, over sixtv
pounds to the bushel. It is a tirst rate stock corn, and unrivalled for bread, as it makes a meal as white as hour. The seed that Inow
offer is perfectly pure, as I uid not plant a grain of any other corn the past season. Lands that will produce forty to fifty bushels of
our common corn to the acre, will produce one hundred” and fifty of this. My land is common pine land, never having produced over
fifteen bushels to the acre, with the best culture that I could” give it. The past season, I manured a few acres with a single sack of
guano to the acre. I have gathered and measured two acres, and notwithstanding the drouth has cut otf at least one-fourth of the crop,
the two acres turned me out one hundred and tiglUu bushels of shelled corn. This is the second year that 1 have ifianted this com. ami
it not only holds out its astonishing productive ipialities, but has increased in weight. Did it not produce a grain of corn, it is ^vorth
its price for the immense amount of fodder that it produces. A field of it growing looks like a field ofmammoth wheat, so manv tillers

it produces. The tillers or suckers should not be removed, as they produce like the main stalk. One bushel o; seed will go as far as
two of the common com in planting, as it requmes a greater distance.

Orders may be addressed me at Columbus, Oa.; or, to my agents, Messsrs. King Sc Sorsby, Columbus, Ga.; audlMessrs. J. A. Mor
ton & Co., 40 New Levee, New Orleans; Ruse, Davis tfc Long, Savannah, Ga.; Lee A: Norton, Montgomery, Alabama.

As a supply of this most invaluable grain is quite limited, planters would do well to send in their orders early.

Columbus, Ga.. Oct. 1, 1S.36.

CHARLES A. PEABODY.

THE PEAEODY CORN.
At the solicitation of IMr. C. A. Peabody, the undersigned accepted an invitation to visit his farm about the middle of July,when they

were shown this extraordinary’ and very remarkable corn.

Its singular peculiarity con.si.sts in throwing out fruitful tillers, or suckers—all emanating from the roots, as is natural to rve or
wheat. Upon two acres, said to have been manin-ed with 148 and 1.52 pounds of. guano, it was not uncommon to see, from one grain
pdanted, as many as four aird sometimes five stalks, besides the parent one, the gi-eater proportion containing three. These tillers were
in size and height nearly equal to the orighial stalk

;
on each of which we observed from two to four ears of medium, or respectable

size, andall rapidly progressmg to matiu-it}-. For some days previous, and after the period of om' visit, the cmnitry was sufiering under
the influence of a severe drouth.

The erbp consisted of about forty acres, planted in rows five by four feet, one grain in a hill. With the (-.\ce]itinn of the two acre.s

above alluded to, no manure had been applied the present year, as informed by Mr. Peabody. The unmanuivd part did not promise so
well, yet it-was far superior to any we had ever seen on the same character of land.

The entire farm is pine land, natm-ally thin, and without the aid of some fertilizer, would not produce over ten or twelve bushels
of the ordinary variety of corn, with propitious seasons.

Should this com not deteriorate in after culture, from its being a Northern variety, it must prove a valuable acquisition to the fann-
er and country.

We submit this article as the means of suspending public sentiment until its merits or demerits can be more fullv tested and known.
B. A. SORSBY.
JAS. M. CHAMBERS,
WM. H. MITCHELL.
WM. H. CHAMBERS,

Columbus, Ga., Sept, lb, IsZo.
^ J. C. COOK.

COLUMBU.S. G.-v.. September. 18. 155d.
This is to certify that we. this day saw v:eighed on a pair ofpatent ballance scales, a half bushel of the Peabody corn, the measure

being rounding, which we allowed for shrinkmg—and the weight -ivas thirty-four pounds—equal to (58 pounds per bushel.
B. A. SORSBY,

Nov56—3t ' _ JOEL E. KURT.

LANDS IN SOUTH WESTERN GEORGIA FOR SALE, CHINESE SUGAR CANE, OR SORGHO SUCRE!!
^|'HE Subscriber offers for sale six improved PLANTATIONS.
J_ containing from 7-50 to 2,U00 acres each. Land fresh and in

cultivation.

Also 3-5,000 acres unimproved LANDS, situated in Dougherty
and Baker counties.

The whole of these lands were carefulh’ selected, and cannot
be surpassed for certainty of crops and durability. Terms easy.

The Railroad from 3Iacon will be completed to Albany y 1st

Sept, next; thus giving easj- access to all of the above named
lands. Old settled plantations situated in Georgia or Alabama,
within ten miles of a railroad, will be taken m exchange, if desired,

at their market value. W. W. CHEEVER.
Albany, Ga., Oct. lOth, 18.56. Nov56—tf

HOPEWELL NURSERIES, FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

T he Proprietor of these Nurseries calls the attention of Tree
Planters to his large stock of FRUIT and OKNAiMENTAL

|

TREES, &c., for fall planting. The propitious season has produc-
ed finer grown trees than he has ever liefore oifered. Ho would
call especial attention to hLs li^t of Sourheni Apples, which he
grows in large quantities

—

his present stock is about 90.000—em-
braemg a large number of Virginia and North Carolina • orts. keep-
ing the whole winter, and equal iu size and quality to the most
popular Northern sorts, which ripen here, with few 'exceptions in

the fall.
I

Also a large stock of Standard and Dwarf PE.\RS. PEACHE.^. i

APRICOTS, NECTARINES. QUINCES. GRAPES. STK.kW-
BERRIES. ASPARAGUS ROOTS. ORNAMEN'^AL TREES
and SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, ROSES. GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, Sec.

^^The facilities for shipping are equal to any in the countrv. I

W-A. new Catalogue just issued, and sent to ail applicant-. I

Nov.5.>—3t H. R. ROBEY. I

SOUTHERN CULTlVAiOR FOR IbolL
|

Bound volumes of the SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR for 1854
may now be obtained at this otfic«. Price, Si -.50. Or we

will send it by mail, post-paid at Si .80. Address I

WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

PURS SEED ! ! !

^"'HE subscribers take great pleasure in informmg the Planters
JL Fanners and Gardeners of the South, that thev have secured
from the most reliable sotirces a limited supply of FRESH SEED,
of this very valuable plant, the properties of which mav be briefly
summed up as follows ;

l*t. One acre of the stalks, properly cultivated, will yield from
400 to .500 gallons of fine syrup, equal to the best New Cu-lear.-. ; and
from the same roots, a second crop of excellent fodder.

2d. Sown broadcast or in close drills, on land deeplv plowed
and highly manured, it will yield /row thirOj to ffty tiro sand
2)ou'nds of sujK-rior fodder to the acre.

.3d. It surpasses all other plant.- for soiling (feeding green) and
fodder, on account of the great abundance of sugary iuice ^^iiicu
it contains

;
and is greedily eaten Ity stock of all kinds.

-

4th. It bears repeated cuttings, like Egvptian Millet. gr..wkig
otf freely and rapidly, after each cutting.

‘

5th. It stands drouth much bettcu' than common corn, retuiiiinf
its green color andjuiciness even after the seed matures-

6th. The seed is excellent for human food, when ground info
meal, and fattens domestic animals very siieedilv. From twenty-
live to seventy-five l.mshels can be raisell on an acre.

/th. It IS so certain and prolific a crop that planters may be sure '

of succeeding with it as a Sugar plant any\vhere south of Mary-
land and North of Mexico. If planted early in the .southern .States
the seed will mature and jiroduce another ”crop the same season.

1!=#^ TliC" 'eed, which has been verv carefullv kept jmre, from
the original importation, v.fill be offered in cloth packages, ea -.h

containmg enough to ])iant half an acre, in driii-. with full
direction for the cultivation, wliich is jierfectly simide.
12^' These packages will be forwarded 2)er mail. FitriK :iF po,-,t-

AGE, to any address, on receipt of *1.30 for each packag--. When
not sent by mail, we will furnish tlie packages at -*1 ea> l;.

Early orders are solicited, as the .'U[t]>ly of good and relia.b’o
seed i.s quite limited. Applicants’ names v ill be entcTcd in tiie. or-
der in which they are received, and the seed will iie n adv f r u.ai!-
ing or delivery on the fir-t of October.

Addre.ss, with plain direction.- for mailin? or -hipping,
D. B. FLUME A CO.. Augusta, Ga.

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH.

The work, securely enveloped, will be sent by mail (pre-paid) to
any person remitting at the rate of me doUar and twenty-five

cents per copy in postage stamps, or La the 1. lls of any spe ie pay.
ing Banks. Address WM. N. WHITE,

Ma)'t>6—tf Athens, Ga

Pamphlets, containing full hist..r>- and de-cription of this
plant, with valuable Reports on its merits, will be sen.., postage
free, to all who purchase seed, or who will enclose a three cent
stamp.

Dealers in seeds and country merchants can be. supplied
at a liberal discount from retail rate.s, if their orders are received
imiiKi.Jiately. Oct,56-tf
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TO OUR BRETHREN OF THE PRESS.

Exchange Papers will greatly oblige us by calling the

attention of their Agricultural readers to the beginning of

our new volume in January, 1857
;
the terms of our pa-

per, its general scope, aims, and character, etc.

^^To those who have heretofore kindly published our

Prospectus and aided us by friendly notices, and who may

be disposed to continue so to do, we return our best

thanks
;
and will endeavor to deserve their commenda-

(X)NTENTS OF DECEMBER NUMBER.

PLANTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELLANY.
Work for the month
The Beautiful in Agricultiire

The extent of the Cotton Crop of this year, and probable

run of prices
J

Yost’s Plow and Scraper
Hogs, Pork, and Bacon—Independence !

J
Crops on the Seaboarrl _

- - •

’

Chinese Sugar Cane—report of Dr. Battey (illustrated).

.

Foot Evil in Horses
PeDper Catsup and Meat Dressing
The China Prolitic I’ea ‘

Florida and her Productions - •

‘

Sugar Crop of Cuba
^

Cure for Heaves in Horses
^

Cotton Thresher

EDITORIAL.
Answers to Con'espondents
The Southern Culitvator for 18.57

Southern Agricultural I'airs—Progrea
Renew your Subscriptions
Chinese Sugar Cane—Pui’e Seed
Robert Nelson, A. M
The Commercial Convention, &e., &c.. .

Premiums for 18.57, &c,, &c
New Publications, <fcc

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
Grape Culture in the South
Planting Fruit Trees
The GiJly Flower
Aineyards in the South—reply to Mr. Axt
Laying out Orchards -

Transplanting Trees and Shrubs
Pears on the Quiuce -

A Table, showing tbe number of Trees, Plants, Ac
acre of ground
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1857! 1857!
SOUTHERN eULTITATOR,

A MONTHI.Y .TOlHIItNAIL.

DEVOTED TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, STOCK
BREEDING. POULTRY, BEES, GENERAL

FARM ECONOMY, &C.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

The Fifteenth volume conimence.s in Janucury

1857.

TERMS.
One Copy, one year $11 Twenty-Five Copies $20
Six Copies “ 5

1
One Hundred Copies 75

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. No paper sent unless the cash
accompanies the order.

The Bills of aU specie-paying Banks, and Post Office Stamps,
received at par.

Remittannces, by mail (post-paid) will be at the Publisher’s risk.

Address WlAI. S. JONES, Augu.««ta, tJa.

l^^Persons who will act as AGENTS, and obtain SUBSCRI-
BERS, will be furnished with the paper at club prices.

HEDGE PLANTS, BASKET WILLLOWS, &u.

OSAGE Orange, Macartney, Cherokee and other running
ROSES for defensive and protective Hedges. Also, the

Enonymus, Capo Jasmin, “Mock Orange,” English Laurel and
other beautiful Evergreens for Ornamental Hedges. Osier or Bas-
ket Willow cuttings, of the be.st varieties. Catalogues sent
gratis. Address ; D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

DepJ.56— tf

GRAPES !—STRAWBERRIES !—MULBERR lES, &c.

All the finer varieties of native anH foreign GRAPES—some of
tlie former, for Vineyards, on reasonable terms by the quan-

tity. Aho, the finest collection of Strawberries in the South;
Rochelle or Lawton BLACKBERRIES ; varieties of the RASP-
BERRY, MULBERRY, &c., &.C. See Descriptive Catalogue, .sent

free of postage, to aii applicants. Address : D. REDMOND,
Dec56—tf Augusta, Ga.

AUGUSTA NURSERY.
F.XTEN'IVE COLLECTION OP SELECTED ROSES AND

SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully iuforin the amateurs of

« Rose.s, that he has now a superb collection of new and rare

varieties, which ho will be happy to .supply such as may desire

them- Hi.s prices to Nurserymen will be as low as those of any
Nursery a.t the Norili, and his Rose Bushes will be generally of a

larger size. He has also made recent additions to his stock of

FRUIT TREES, and can novv^ .supply fine sort.s of the following

varieties; Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shell Almonds, English Walnuts, and Ha-
zle-nuts.

Also, GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS, .such as Camelia Japonica,

Orange and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy Flowering and Orna-
mental Shrubs. Ordei-s from Ihe country will be promptly attend-

ed to, and Trees and -Shrubs c.arefully packed and di)’ecte<.L

Osage Ora ge Fruit for sale at $t per dozen.

Catalogues of Roses and Fruit Trees will be .sent gratis, to .all

post-paid lettens. Adffi-e-ss F. A. MAUGE, Augusta, Ga.
Dec56—-i'i

1856! WARRANTED FRE.SH. Ib56

!

IMPORTED GARDEN SEED.

I
AM now opening a large supply of the best impoidetl GARDEN
SEED, (new- crop) which are offered for sale at reasonable

prices, embracing the following :—Extra Early Peas, Dwarf
Man-ofat Peas, Early and Late English Cabbage, CaiTOtis, Beet.s,
Brocoli, Lettuce, Spinage, Spring Turnips, &c. Catalogues .sent

to any address. Oi'ders respectfully solicited

Dec56—It WM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga.

NECTARINES, APRICOTS, FIGS, &c.

All this choicest varieties of the above
;
also. Pomegranates.

Almonds, English Walnuts, &c.. &c. Address :

j

Dec56—tf D. REDMOND. Augusta. Ga,

I

EVERBLOO Ai ING KOSES

!

I
EMBRACING all the leading sorts of China, Tea, Bourbon.
j. Noisette, Hybrid Perpetuals, &c. Also, a great variety of

‘ Spring Roses, Moss Roses, Banksian Roses, Climbers, &c., &c.
All select, strong plants, grown on their own roots. Price 50 cents,
or $5 per dozen. Catalogues sent Jire of postage. Address

:

Dec56—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, G a.

PLUMS!—FRUi'lDAND NUR.SERY!

All the most .approved varieties of the PLUM on native seed-

ling.stocks, lurnished to order. Also, full Catalogues of

“Frnitland Nursery” mailed to applic.ants, /r. e of

Dec56—tf Address: D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

PEARS FOR THE SOUIH !

(STANDARD and DWARF PEARS, of the most approved

O varietie?, finely rooted and well grown. Price 50 cents each,

or $40 per hundred.
The Pear, under proper cultivation, t.s much larger and finer here

than at the North nr in Em npp, and the kinds I offer are among
tbe w-ry best Descriptive Catalogues sevit fret of postage-

DeeSfi-^fT Address: D, REDMOND, Augusta, Ga-

plantation and GARDEN FERTILIZERS.

The Subscriber has constantly on hand the follo%ving concen-
trated MANURES, a single trial of which will prove to the

most incredulous their value as a restorer of fertility to worn out
soils and their adaptation to increasing largely the products of the
Garden and the Orchard
Numerous testimonials from gentleman who tried them last sea-

son have been received, all ofvvhom concur in saying that their ex-
periments were satisfactory and profitable beyond theii' anticipa-
tions :

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—In baneis of about 250 lb.5., at 2
cents per lb.

SUPER PHOSPHATE OP LIME.—In barrels of about 25/0 lbs.

a t 2 cents per lb.

COAK.SE GROUND BONES.—)m ban-els about 175 lbs. at 11

cents per lb.

FINE GROUND BONES.—In barrels of about 200 Ib.s., at 1;

cents per lb.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—In sacks of about 140 lbs., at 2V cents

per lb,

POUDRETTE, or de-oderized Night Soil, in p/owder $1 .75 ihv

barrel.

LAND PLASTER.—At -$1 75 per ban-el.

Also, ROOK SALT, in ba.'-reis of about 30*0 lb.s. at 3 cent peril).

Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
_

A
pamphlet, containing further particulaj-s and directions for using

the above fertfiizer.s will be sent by mail, on the receipt of }X)6tagv

stamp, to any one desiring it, D. C. L(J WBl-.R,

AugxiBtSo—ly €8 Maga-zine -t., Nc'.v Oiietins.
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